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ELECTRON

MIRACLE -WORKER OF A MODERN WORLD
The great science of Radio and Electronics has provided us with
extending throughout the far corners

a vast communication network,
of the earth. It has pro-

duced the communication
and navigation equipment
that enables our giant
oceanliners and airliners
to carry passengers and

,

.

-

freight over otherwise
perilous routes, safely
and on schedule.
In the field of industry and medicine, Electronics has made possible
the welding of sheets of
metal in a matter of moments, without the application of external heat;

thermally glueing and
treating featherweight
plywoods to attain great
strength; examining, testing, weighing, grading,

sorting and counting manufactured products accurately and in splitsecond time; controlling
the operation of machinery and mechanisms of all
descriptions; identifying
and matching colors; isolating, analyzing and
destroying virus and bacteria; miracles in the
ERA -I
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THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE AIDS
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FIG. 2
ELECTRONICS MADE THIS MODERN BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT POSSIBLE
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field of medicine and
surgery; and thousands
help
of devices that
make this a better world
in which to live.
a+.

This comparatively
young industry ,comprising

.

Radio and Electronics,
has experienced the most

rapid and spectacular
growth of any of our
major industries; and
further developments of
great importance
are
assured in the very near
future. You acted wisely, therefore, when you
decided to make Radio

,

and Electronics
YOUR
career --- a caree7-17
which the possibilities
for opportunity and ad-

1

vancement are limitless.
L

In this lesson we
are going to turn back
the pages of history,

briefly reviewing the
most outstanding developments of this great
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FIG. 3
SURGEON TESTING THE ACTION OF HUMAN BRAIN
WITH THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH AND 60 -CYCLE
RESEARCH AS THIS WOULD NOT BE
STIMULATOR.
POSSIBLE WITHOUT ELECTRONICS.

science, and showing you

You will also learn
how man harnassed the electron to work for him.
about the nature of the electron and its behaviour under different conditions.
PROGRESS THROUGH THE AGES

Ever since the dawn of human life on this planet, man has been
striving to learn more about the things with which he lives; with which
Always, so that
he works; and, unfortunately, with which he fights.
he could make a better world for himself and his descendents. to live
in.
So that he could
So that he could make life a little easier.
secure the necessities and luxuries of life by some means other than
by the sweat of his brow, or the labor of animals.
THE AGE OF BRUTE FORCE:

Throughout the many centuries preceding the

beginning of the 19th century (1800), man was living in the age of
"brute force."
The amount of work he could dc was limited to that
His means
which he or his animals could perform by their own strength.
of travel and transportation were animal -drawn vehicles and sail -powered
His means of communication was restricted to visual or
water craft.
audible signals. The necessities of life were hard to obtain, and
luxuries were very few indeed.

Even in these comparatively backward centuries, scientists, experimentors, alchemists, and other technically inclined men, were working constantly to improve the lot of man's existence.
In fact
as early
as 600 B. C. Thales of Miletus, one of the "seven wise mend' of early
Greece, discovered that a piece of amber, when rubbed with a woolen
cloth, would attract light bodies due to a form of electrification
which we now call "static electricity". The efforts of these thou ERA -I
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FIG. 5
INDUCTION HEATING EQUIPMENT BEING
USED FOR BRAZING CARBIDE TOOLS

FIG. 4
HARDENING SMALL, PRECISION PARTS
IN PHOTOCELL -CONTROLLED FURNACE
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FIG.
PHOTOELECTRIC CONTROL USED TO
REGISTER OF SEVERAL COLORS
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sands of men --- many of
them forgotten in the passage of time --- reached their
goal in the 18001s.

THE MACHINE AND ELECTRICAL
AGE:
The steam engine of
James Watt --- the electrical developments of Joseph
Henry, Benjamin Franklin,
Samuel B. Morse, Alexander
Graham Bell, Thomas Edison,
Guglielmo Marconi, and many
others --- lifted the human
race from the age of brute
force into the age of steam

0

0

power; the age of electricity;
the age of the internal com-

bustion engine. This made it
possible for man to work, travel, and communicate, by means
of inanimate and never -tiring
machines.

9

A new way of life was
thus opened to all men; a
life which saw man lifted

from the centuries of "brute
force" existence. Necessities
of life became easier to secure;

:E

luxuries such as had never
before been imagined by the
wildest dreamers, became available in great quantity
--- and then became necessi-

ties

instead of luxuries.

The electric light;the telegraph; the telephone --luxuries not so many years
ago --- necessities, today.

.

THE DAWN OF THE AGE OF THE
ELECTRON: The beginning of
FIG. 7
the 20th century saw the
INDUSTRIAL X-RAY UNIT USED TO RADIOGRAPH
Wright Brothers place the
OTHER MANUFACTURED 'RODUCTS
CASTINGS AND
internal combustion engine
OF VARIOUS THICKNESS FOR POSSIBLE DEFECTS..
in a crude kite -like affair,
and make the first airplane
In
flight.
The "horseless-carriage" (automobile) became a reality.
1904 J. A. Fleming utilized for the first time the "Edison effect" in
a vacuum tube detector;and five years later Dr. Lee De Forest added a
control grid to the Fleming valve, making possible the amplifiers which
were to open the world of the electron for man's inspection and use.

Neither Edison, Fleming, nor De Forest realized the importance
of their discoveries with respect to the great science, "radionics"
--- in fact, they did not even use the term "electron" in connection
with the vacuum tube --- and no one had any accurate idea of the underlying principles of the vacuum tube at the time of Edison's work on
Even after the vacuum tube had been applied to its first
the subject.
tasks --- those of amplifying in long-distance telephone lines, and
ERA -I
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communication --- very little was actually known about why

in radio

But the age of the electron was dawning.

it worked.

1
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FIG. 8
IGNITRON TUBE
CONTACTOR IS USED IN THIS ELECTRIC WELDER
TO MAKE AND BREAK WELDING CURRENT
AS HIGH AS 10,000 AMPERES
--- WITH NO ARC, NO NOISE, NO MOVING PARTS.
BECAUSE IT CAN
BE TIMED MORE ACCURATELY THAN MECHANICAL DEVICES, THIS ELECTRONIC CONTROL
ENABLES AN OPERATOR TO PRODUCE
STRONGER AND
MORE UNIFORM WELDS,
PRODUCTION RATES.
AT GREATLY INCREASED

AN

The past two decades have seen much of the mystery lifted from
the electron and its tubes.
Scientists have now found most of the
answers, and rapid progress is being made toward discovering the answers to the remaining mysteries concerning the electron. WE ARE NOW
LIVING IN THE AGE OF THE ELECTRON.

Various illustratiors throughout this lesson tell you their own
story of some of the many marvelous things that are being done by putting the electron to work in radionic equipment.
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YOUR ENTRANCE INTO THE FIELD OF RADIONICS AND ELECTRONICS
As you begin your studies and work in the fascinating and profitable field of radionics and electronics, you will naturally be inter rested in what these fields comprise, and in learning something of the
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FIG. 9
MERCURY -ARC POWER RECTIFIER DESIGNED FOR INDUSTRIAL
USE. THIS ELECTRONIC APPARATUS CHANGES ALTERNATING
CURRENT (A -C) TO DIRECT CURRENT (D -C).

very
come
tion
have
well

basic principles which make it
your servant. You will also be
between the terms "radionics"
been used so much of late that
be at a loss as to their exact

possible for the electron to be interested in the exact distincand "electronics".
These terms
the beginner in the field might
meaning.

WHAT IS RADIONICS?

The word "radionics" has been coined during the
past few years, and is now applied to all apparatus and devices in which
the electron plays a major part.
By referring to the chart on page 8,
you will see that the field of Radionics comprises two major fields --Radio and Communication, and Electronics. You will observe further that
the field of radio and communication consists of many branches, including receivers, transmitters, sound amplifiers, television, etc.
You will see also that the field of electronics consists of many branches
including automatic control devices, induction heating, welding, etc.

Electrons and electronic tubes are made use of in all phases of
radionics.
And the present tendency is to apply the term "industrial
electronics" to electronic applications other than those employed in
ERA -I
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communication and allied work;
and to use the word "radionics" as
the all -embracing term to include all apparatus employing electronic
tubes, regardless of application.

RADIONICS

RADIO & COMMUNICATION

RADIO RECEIVERS
RADIO TESTING EQUIPMENT
RADIO SERVICING
SOUND AMPLIFIERS
BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
CODE TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST OPERATING
COMMERCIAL OPERATING
SOUND MOTION PICTURES
TELEVISION
FREQUENCY MODULATION
AVIATION RADIO AND DIRECTION FINDING

I

ELECTRONICS

AUTOMATIC CONTROL DEVICES
AUTOMATIC ALARM SYSTEMS
COUNTING, SORTING, GRADING,
MATCHING, WEIGHING, ETC.
COLOR ANALYZING AND MATCHING
MICROSCOPY
WELDING
X-RAY
INDUCTION HEATING
DIATHERMY
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
SIGNALLING AND SYNCHRONIZING
POWER RECTIFICATION AND INVERSION, ETC.

THE "ELECTRONIC TUBE" ---- HEART OF ALL RADIONIC EQUIPMENT

Figs. 10 and 11 will give you an idea of the shape and structural
features of some of the tubes that are used in the field of communication and electronics. Besides these, there are many more; and you
will become intimately acquainted with all of them as you advance in
this course of training.
In the following tabulation, some of these tubes are listed by
name, and a brief account is given of the different important jobs
that each of them will do.
Some of the technical terms appearing in
this tabulation may be strange to you at this time, but rest assured
that you will be using them yourself with a sense of pride and complete familiarity before long.

NAMES AND APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRONIC
TUBES IN COMMUNICATION AND INDUSTRY

TUNGAR OR RECTIGON:
1.
2.

Battery -charging installations.
Voltage rectifier for a -c generator sets.

KENOTRON:
1.

Broadcast and television.

PLIOTRON:
1.

Radio transmitters.

LESSON NO.
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2.
3.
4.

FIG. 10
TUBES AS THESE ELECTRONS ARE RELEASED FROM
THEIR MATERIAL "PRISONS" AND PUT TO WORK.

Induction heating.
Diathermy.
Industrial control applications.

MAGNETRON:
1.

Magnetically

-

operated switch in electronic

control circuits.
ERA

-I
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FIG. II
TUBES OF MANY TYPES, SIZES AND SHAPES ARE USU.) IN FIELDS
OF COMMUNICATION AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

2.

Generator of very high frequency oscillations.

GRID POOL TUBE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

High -voltage, high -current, controlled rectifier
for large power applications.
Railway power supply.
Switching and commutation.
Current and power circuit.

LESSON NO.
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GLOW TUBE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Voltage regulator and stabilizer.
Visual indicator.
Light producer.
Circuit protector.

X-RAY TUBE:
1.
2.
3.

Medical examinations.
Examination of industrial products.
Research.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Television receivers.
Visual indicator of electrical measurements.
Application to industrial measurements.
Brain wave studies.

STROBOTRON:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Control tube for photographic uses.
Source of intermittent light flashes.
"Slowing action" of moving mechanisms.
Stroboscopic measurements.

PHOTOTUBE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Measurement of light and color.
Picture transmission.
Measurement and control of temperature.
Measurement and control of light.
Measurement of density, opacity and glare.
Industrial control, counting, weighing, etc.

MOSAIC SCREEN TUBE:
1.
2.

Television camera and pick up tube.
Transmission of piotures over wires or radio
circuits.

PHANATRON:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Voltage limiting or breakdown devices.
Pulse generators.
Trigger devices.
Relaxation oscillators.
Visual indicators.
Rectifiers.

THYRATRON:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
ERA -I

Voltage or phase -controlled rectifier.
DC to AC inverter.
Electronic welding.
Commutation and switching.
Motor speed control.
Electrical timing.

I

I
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PERMATRON:

Magnetically operated switch.
Control of large currents by external magne-

1.
2.

tic

field.

IGNITRON:

Spot welding control.
Illumination control.
Motor commutation.
Frequency transformer.
High -current rectifier.
AC to DC inversion.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ELECTRON RAY TUBE:
1.

2.

Visual indicator of voltage, electrical balance,
or resonance.
Measurement of voltage, current or power.

The operation of all of these tubes, and also the operation of the
many different types of apparatus in which they are used, is completely
dependent upon the powers of the tiny ELECTRON --- the smallest particle
of any substance known to man.
It is perfectly logical, therefore, that
we begin our instruction in radionics and electronics by introducing
you to the electron --- showing you how it may be liberated from its
material "prison" and put to work 'in electronic tubes and circuits.

THE ELECTRON ---- A PARTICLE OF MATTER
The electron is found in all things that exist anywhere in the
Universe. Scientists would say that electrons are found in all matter,
the word matter being used by them to describe all things that have
weight and occupy space.
Thus, a chair, coal, salt, and thousands
of other things are forms of matter.

Matter is considered to exist in three different forms or states:
1.

Matter in the form of solids; such as iron, copper, wood,
paper, rock, coal, etc.

2.

3.

Matter in the form of liquids; such as water, blood,
gasoline, alcohol, sulphuric acid, etc.
Matter in the form of gases; such as air, helium, hydrogen, the fumes of evaporating gasoline, steam, etc.

While found in nature in one of the three states mentioned above,
we often convert matter in one form into another form.
A simple example of such conversion is where we change ice (a solid) into water
(a liquid), and finally into steam(a gas), by the application of
heat.
As another example --- iron is a solid at ordinary temperatures; but
then heated, it becomes a liquid.
THE WORLD OF THE MOLECULE AS SEEN THROUGH A MAGIC MICROSCOPE

Let us suppose that we have a microscope that will permit us to
look at the structure of all the different forms of matter and see

LESSON NO.
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just how they are made.
We will further suppose that our microscope
can be adjusted so that it will magnify to any degree we wish. Of
course, a microscope of such great power has never been built, but it is
quite within the bounds of reason to expect that scientists will some day
be able to see the things they have discovered and studied by indirect
and more complicated methods. On the table with this microscope, we
have several forms of matter --- a piece of iron; an ice cube; and some
table salt.

Now, let us focus our microscope on the piece of iron, and adjust
When we peer through
so that it is magnifying one million times.
the microscope, we seem to be looking at a strange new world.
Instead
of the solid structure, as we usually think of a piece of iron as being,
we see a cluster of thousands of small blobs, or chunks of matter, as
shown in Fig. 12. These chunks or blobs look vsry much like a pile
of coal would look to the
unaided eye --- with the exception that they are all
vibrating like so many microscopic "jitterbugs" standing on a dance floor. We
also notice that most of
it

their activity is confined
to a limited area and that
they do not move about over
the "dance floor".
Scientists call these small and
active chunks of matter

molecules.
WHAT ARE MOLECULES? ---

A

molecule is the smallest
piece of any particular
material that it is possible to have.
In fact,
there are as many different
kinds of molecules as there
FIG. 12
are different kinds of matHow THE MOLECULES OF IRON WOULD LOOK IF
ter --- thousands of them.
SEEN THROUGH THE MAGIC MICROSCOPE
A tree, for instance, is
made up of molecules of cellulose and molecules of water. An automobile is made up of molecules of iron, steel, brass, glass, rubber,
copper, oil, and many others.
Molecules are so small that billions
of them are contained in one drop of ordinary water.

HOW THE ARRANGEMENT OF MOLECULES DIFFERS
IN SOLIDS, LIQUIDS AND GASES
You have learned that all matter exists in one of these three forms
liquid or gas); and that matter in one form can often be converted into matter in another form by a change in temperature. Let
us see how this is done.
(solid,

By placing the ice cube, which is matter in the form of a solid,
microscope, we observe that the molecules of ice are
packed rather closely together, somewhat as illustrated at (A) in Fig.
13 --- and which is true of all solids.
in front of our

While continuing to look at the ice cube, let us apply heat to it.
As the ice cube is heated, we see that the molecules vibrate much faster
than originally, and that the more heat we apply, the more active they
ERA -I
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Molecules of ice

are inierlocked
crystals

become. When the temperature of the ice is"raised
to 32 degrees Fahrenheit
(the freezing point of water),

the molecules suddenly jump
away from each other.
The
jitterbugs have started to

dance: That is,they no longer
remain in an interlocked cluster, but arrange themselves
in a loose cluster, free to
move about somewhat as illustrated at (B) of Fig.. 13.
When this occurs, the mole-

Magnified
sect ion

cules no longer form the
solid, ice, --- but rather
water, which is a liquid.

As we increase the
temperature of the molecules
of water beyond 32 degrees

Fahrenheit, we see that

Thermometer

they become even more active,

Molecules of
water lose the

crystal structure
and are no longer interlocked.

until individual molecules
begin to jump away from the
rest and fly off into the
surrounding atmosphere --thus forming steam, which
is a gas.

(See Fig.

13-C).

Molecules forming steam,
or any other gas, are spaced
at comparatively great dis-

tancee from each other.
This explains why matter
in the form of a gas may
be compressed, and why it
is

very light.

THE WORLD OF THE ATOM AS SEEN
THROUGH A MAGIC MICROSCOPE
Now let us increase the

magnification of our micro-

t

J

Molecules of steam ore

spciced farther apart
than are those of water

scope so that we can examine
a single molecule.
Looking
closely at this small vibrating chunk of matter, we
see that it, too, is made
up of parts or sections. A
molecule of water, for example, is seen to contain
three individual parts, two

of them being alike, and
one of them different from the

CHANGES
IN

FIG. 13
MOLECULAR ARRANGEMENT
SOLID, LIQUID AND GAS
IN

other two.
A molecule of
table salt contains two
parts, each different from
the other.
A molecule of
iron contains only one
part.
These parts of the
molecule are called atoms.
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The atomic composition of molecules of water, salt, and iron, as they
would appear through our magic microscope, is shown in Fig. 14.

Water

Hydrogen
atoms

Y Oxygen
- atom

One molecule of water
consists of 3 atoms

One molecule of tobie

salt

consists of

FIG.

2a4ofil

One molecule of iron

consists of

I

atom.

14

COMPOSITION OF MOLECULES OF WATER, SALT, AND IRON

It is the number of atoms, and the kind of atoms in the molecule,
which determines the nature of the molecule itself.
Thus, a molecule
of water differs from a molecule of iron, or from a molecule in any
other form of matter, only in the number and type of atoms of which
it is composed.
Scientists have found that while there are thousands
of different kinds of molecules, there are less than a hundred kinds
of atoms.
(At the present time, about 95 different kinds are known.)

THE ELEMENTS: Certain substances --- such as lead, copper, oxygen, chlorine, and sodium --- are found in nature, composed of only one kind of
atom. Thus a molecule of lead, copper, or sodium, would each be composed of a single atom of that metal. These and other forms of matter
where molecules contain only one kind of atom are known as elements.

Substances such as sodium chloride (ordinary table salt), air, and
thousands of other things are made up of more than one kind of atom. A
molecule of sodium chloride, for instance, is composed of one atom
of sodium (a solid), and one atom of chlorine (a gas). This is shown
in Fig. 14-B.
It is interesting to note that while both sodium and
chlorine are deadly poisons if taken into the human system alone, they
are quite harmless when combined to form molecules of sodium chloride
(table salt).
In Fig. 14-A,you are shown the structure of a molecule of water.
ERA -1
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will note that it consists of 2 atoms of the element, hydrogen; and
one atom of the element,oxygen.
Both of these are normally in the
form of a gas, but they combine at ordinary temperatures to form a
liquid.
Thus, the form in which an element is found in nature is not
necessarily a true indication of the form and appearance it will have
when compounded with other atoms to form a molecule of matter.

STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM:
All atoms are very small. So small, in fact,
that it is sometimes difficult for us to realize just what is meant
by "smallness" when speaking of atoms and molecules. When we tell you
that in a single glass of water there are more than a million, million,
million, million, molecules --- and that an atom is many times smaller
than a molecule --- you will get some idea of the size of these little
"building blocks" of all matter.
It might be thought that scientists could not go any further in
their investigations of the composition of matter, and would have to
be content with the knowledge that all things are made up of molecules;
and that molecules, in turn, are made up of atoms. Fortunately, however,
such is not the case. For many years, workers in this field have recognized that the atom itself is made up of smaller parts or particles,
just as the molecule is made up of atoms.

Only in the past few years has the composition of the atom been known
with reasonable certainty. Today, it is believed that each atom is composed of at least two other different types of particles; one of these
being that wonder -worker in which you are particularly interested --THE ELECTRON.

THE WORLD OF THE ELECTRON AS SEEN
THROUGH A MAGIC MICROSCOPE
'Now, let us adjust our wondrous microscope until it is magnifying
several million times more than it was when we examined the molecule.
Looking at the atom, we see that it is not a solid particle, as scientists
once thought, but really consists of many smaller particles; and we observe that most of these smaller particles are in continuous motion.

There is a central group of particles called the nucleus of the atom,

around which the other particles are moving rapidly --- much like a
swarm of flies would buzz around a piece of sugar. A diagrammatic picture of one atom, as it would probably appear if magnified many millions
of times,

is

presented in Fig. 15.

The small particles which are in such rapid motion are the electrons,

which are negative particles of electricity.
The central portion,
or nucleus, around which the electrons are whirling, is made up of
positive particles called protons.
Again, looking through our microscope at the atom, we see that the
center of the atom contains one or more surplus protons, and is therefore positively charged. The outer electrons fly in orbits about this
positive nucleus.
This is true of all atoms. An atom of iron would
be seen to consist of orbital electrons and a central nucleus, just as
would an atom of lead, or any other type of atom. But, there would
be one important difference.
Each type of atom contains an amount of
electrons and protons that is different from any other type of atom.

WHY THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF ATOMS:
The number of electrons and
protons in an atom is what makes an atom of iron different from an
atom of lead; or an atom of hydrogen different from an atom of helium.
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Hydrogen is a very light, and highly
inflammable gas, which is sometimes
used to inflate dirigible balloons.
Helium also is a very light gas, but it
will not burn at all, so it is a much
safer gas for use in dirigible balloons
than is hydrogen.
The only difference
between an atom of hydrogen and an atom
of helium is that the hydrogen atom contains only one unpaired proton in its
central nucleus around which only one
electron is revolving; while an atom of
helium has two extra protons in its
nucleus with two electrons rotating around it.
This is illustrated in Fig.
16.

Atoms of some elements will have
as high as 92 protons in their nucleus,

with 92 electrons spinning around the
outside of the nucleus.

FIG. 15
THE ATOM CONSISTS OF ELECTRONS

ROTATING AROUND

A

NUCLEUS

HOW ELECTRONS AFFECT OTHER ELECTRONS:
Suppose it were possible for us to take two electrcns and place them
in an enclosure such as a microscope prize ring, and study their actions with our magic microscope.
Let's see then, what would happen

This situation is illustrated at (A) and (B) of Fig. 17, where
we observe that the instant the electrons are placed in the center
of the ring, and released, they will run away from each other and place
as much distance between them as is possible; eventually winding up
at opposite corners of the ring as shown in Fig. 17-B.
If four electrons were released in the center of the ring, as in
18, they would immediately dash to the corners --- each of them
striving to get as far away from the others, as possible. The release
of any number of electrons in the ring would see them all dashing madly
away from each other.
Thus, we can say that electrons repel other
electrons; or that there is a force existing between all electrons
which causes them to move away from each other.

Fig.

electron rotating in
orbit around nucleus
I

2 electrons rotating in
orbits around nucleus

HOW

PRCrI'ONS AFFECT ELECTRONS:
Now, let us suppose that we
have placed a proton in the

center of our ring.

An
electron released anywhere
in the ring, such as shown
in Fig. 19-A, will imme-

.

diately rush toward the

--

Surplus
proton in
nucleus.

HYDROGEN ATOM

I

proton in the center.

4

the electron gets close
to the proton, it will
start whirling around the
proton in a circular mo-

`t1.

2 surplus pro-

tons in nucleus
HELIUM ATOM

FIG. 16
COMPARISON BETWEEN HYDROGEN AND HELIUM ATOMS
ERA

-I
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tion as at (B) of Fig. 19.
This action would be very
much like that of a box-

rapidly circling around another boxer who
is standing in one spot,
er

in the center of the ring.

The circular path that
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Two electrons released
in center of sub -micros-

copic prize ring.

Electrons move away
from each other cit
terrific speed.

FIG. 17
How ELECTRONS REPEL OTHER ELECTRONS

Four electrons,if brought
together,rapidly move

away from each other.

Fio. 18
REPULSION BETWEEN ELECTRONS
formed by the electron
it rotates around the
nucleus is called the orbit of the electron.
is

as

One electron released in
Electron whirls around
ring with proton rushes to- proton in circular path.

ward proton.

In Fig. 20, you are
shown what would happen if
two electrons were in the
ring with two protons.
The

two protons would cling
tcgether in the center
of the ring, forming the
nucleus around which the
electrons would continIf the two
ually circle.
protons were to be removed
from the ring, the electrons

Proton placed in
center of ring does
not move.

Proton remains
stationary in center
of ring,

would immediately rush to
opposite corners as they
did in Fig. 17-B

Thus, you have seen
that while one electron
will be repelled by another
FIG. 19
HOW PROTONS AFFECT ELECTRONS

electron, all electrons
will be attracted by one
or more protons.
Simply,

we canstate that: ELECTRONS REPEL EACH OTHER; PROTONS ATTRACT ELECTRONS.
You will note that it is the electron which does most of the moving
about.
The protons are bound within the nucleus, and capable of very
little motion; but the orbital electrons are active, and capable of
moving anywhere that forces of attraction or repulsion guide them.
In practical electrical work the above principles are simply stated:

LIKE CHARGES REPEL
UNLIKE CHARGES ATTRACT

LESSON NO.
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A SIMPLE EXPERIMENT THAT YOU CAN
PERFORM WITH ELECTRONS
By means of a few articles that are to
be found in the home, it is possible for
you to perform the following experiment that

I9

electrons released in ring
with two protons rush toward
protons and whirl around protons in circulor path.

Two

will demonstrate the force of attraction
between electrons and protons.

Tear some dry paper into small bits.
Then rub an ordinary, hard rubber or plastic comb vigorously with a piece of dry
flannel or other wool cloth. Upon bringing
the comb close to the bits of paper, you will
find that the paper will cling to the comb.
It is interesting to note that this experiment is comparable to that made by Thales
back in 600 B. C., your comb serving the same
purpose as the amber used by him.

WHY THE PAPER IS ATTRACTED TO THE COMB:

The two orotOns will
remain stationary within the nucleus around
which electrons revolve.

When you rub the comb with the wool cloth,
(Fig. 21-A), the friction dislodges some of
FIG. 20
the orbital electrons contained within the
How Two ELECTRONS AND Two
atoms on the surface of the cloth, and these
PROTONS BEHAVE TOGETHER
electrons collect on the comb. This leaves
the comb with an excess of electrons or with more electrons than there
are positive parties, (Fig. 21-B). We then say that the comb has a
Incidentally,when electrons were removed from the
negative charge.
cloth, a surplus of protons remained and the cloth had therefore acquired
a positive charge.

Rubbing comb

with

woolen cloth deposits
excess electrons on
com b.

Excess electrons

attract positively
charged paper.

GIVING THE COMB
ERA
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FIG. 21
NEGATIVE ELECTRICAL CHARGE
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The bits of paper each contain their normal number of electrons and
protons, but as the comb temporarily contains an excess of electrons,
the comb is strongly negative, and the paper is positive
wwith respect to
the comb.
Thus, the strong attraction between the positive particles
of the paper and the excess electrons on the comb tends to draw the
comb and the paper together, as illustrated in Fig. 21-C. As the paper
is very light, the forces of attraction will be strong enough to make
it cling to the comb.

STATIC ELECTRICITY

Remembering that electrons are actually particles of negative
electricity, you can understand that when we have collected an excess
of electrons on any substance --- such as the comb --- we have really
deposited electricity on the comb, and the comb is said to be charged
with electricity, or electrified. The charge of electrons on the electrified comb is usually called a "charge of static electricity" --- the
word "static" meaning without motion.
Thus, when anything is charged
with electrical particles (free electrons), it is said to have a charge
of static electricity.
AN EXPERIMENT WITH STATIC ELECTRICITY

Here is another experiment that you can perform, and which will
teach you a great deal about the behavior of electrons and electric
charges:
Suspend a piece of popcorn, or a kernel of one of the "shot -from the -gun" breakfast foods, such as Puffed Wheat, by a dry thread.
A
simple way to do this is shown in Fig. 22, where the other end of the
thread is fastened to a pencil which is supported by a few books.
GIVING THE KERNRL A NEGATIVE
CHARGE: We will first give
the kernel a negative charge.

Pencil

Thread
-Kernel
Boóks

To do this, collect
free electrons on a
by rubbing it with a
cloth, such as was

some
comb
wool
done

in the experiment with
the paper particles, and
again demonstrated in Fig.
23-A.
Now, let us bring
the comb close to the kernel,
as in Fig. 23-B, and we see
the kernel swing toward the
comb and cling to it for
an instant. This is caused
by the attraction of the
excess electrons on the

comb, upon the kernel
which is positive with
FIG. 22
SIMPLE WAY OF SUSPENDING KERNEL

respect to the comb.

As the kernel clings
electrons will rush from the comb to the kernel, and the
kernel will thus acquire a negative charge which is equal to that of
the comb. As two like charges will always repel each other, the kernel
will swing quickly away and it will be almost impossible to again touch
it with the comb (Fig. 23-C).
to the comb,

GIVING THE KERNEL A POSITIVE CHARGE:

Now, without touching the nega-
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tively-charged kernel, let us take a piece of glass, such as a glass
towel rod, or even a drinking glass, and rub it vigorously with a piece
of silk cloth, or an ordinary pocket handkerchief (Fig. 23-D).
By
rubbing the glass with the silk, we will remove some of the electrons
from the glass; thus charging the glass positive.
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FIG. 23
SIMPLE FOME EXPERIMENT WITH ELECTRICAL CHARGES

With the kernel negative, and the glass rod positive, we now find
that if we bring the rod close to the kernel, it will cling to the
glass rod as in Fig. 23-E. While clinging to the positive glass rod
for a brief instant, the free electrons on the kernel will move to
the glass rod.
This will leave both rod and kernel with like charges,
so the electrons on the rod will repel the electrons on the kernel,
(Fig. 23-F).
This charging and discharging of the kernel may be repeated,
although the comb will probably have to be recharged before it will
again electrify the kernel.
OTHER MANIFESTATIONS OF STATIC ELECTRICITY

You have probably seen or heard of persons walking across a carpet
on a cold winter day, and then having a small spark jump from their hand
to a metallic object that they might touch.
In this case, the friction
of the shoes on the carpet has caused a quantity of free electrons to
be scraped off and collected on that person's body.
Then, when the
metallic object is touched, this static charge of free electrons will
rush from the body to the object in such a large quantity that they are
visible as a spark.
This happens only on a cold day, because it is
necessary that the surrounding air be dry; otherwise, moisture in the
air would carry off the charge as fast as it could accumulate.
ERA
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LIGHTNING CAUSED BY STATIC ELECTRICITY: You are no doubt already somewhat familiar with Benjamin Franklin's experiment with lightning and
his famous kite, in 1752.
Franklin sent a kite up into a cloud during
a thunder storm and fastened a door -key to the string.
When he held
a knuckle of his hand near the key, a spark was observed --- thus proving that lightning is an electrical phenomena. Let us now apply what
you have learned about electrons and see why this is so.

When wind, or other air currents, pass close to, or through a
cloud, they carry off a large number of the electrons which are nor mally in that cloud, (See Fig. 24-A). Then, when this cloud comes
close to another cloud, or close to the earth, electrons jump to the
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ELECTRONS AND LIGHTNING

positively -charged cloud in great numbers
(Fig. 24-B).
This passage
is visible as a flash of lightning, and audible as thunder, (Fig. 24-C).
Possible results of this mass movement of tiny electrons is illustrated
in Fig. 24-D; and demonstrates what tremendous power can be developed
by their united action.
CURRENT ELECTRICITY OR DYNAMIC ELECTRICITY

You have just learned of electricity in the form of static charges
of electrons.
Now, although electrostatic charges are used in heat
treatment of plastics, in smoke precipitation, and in other ways, no
one attempts to use these static charges to run electrical machinery, or
to furnish light and heat for our homes.
We use a current of electricity
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for that purpose.
trons.

A current of electricity

is a

23

stream of moving elec-

To fully explain the meaning of a current of electricity, let us
go back to our experiment with the comb and the kernel of breakfast
food, (Fig. 23).
Here, the free electrons, which were placed on the
comb by means of friction, formed a charge of static electricity.
However, while the electrons on the comb were moving to the kernel, they
were no longer static or motionless; rather, they were in motion.
Whenever electrons thus move from one point to another, we have what is
known as dynamic electricity, Dr what we more commonly call an electric

current.

Lightning, for instance, while it is caused by the accumulation
of a static charge in a cloud, becomes dynamic or current electricity
during the time that the stream of electrons passes between the cloud
and the ground.

Whenever electrons move, as just explained, they produce some
reaction; this reacticn may be noticeable in the form of heat, light,
noise, chemical changes, or the production of a magnetic field.
HOW ELECTRONS ARE CAUSED TO MOVE
While a discharge of static electricity is one way of causing electrons to move, that method is seldom used outside of the laboratory.
Today, we generally set electrons in motion by means of chemical action
occurring in an electric battery; or by means of electromagnetic forces
produced in an electric generator. Electrons may also be set in motion
by means of heat, as is done in the case of the electronic tube.

Chemical

inside
battery cau-

action

ses negative
pole to contain
excess electrons

ffl

.

?^p°
ice`, i:.r
tea.

.Vc

FIG. 25
STORAGE BATTERY
ERA
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Chemical
action inside
of battery
causes posilive pole to
contain fewer
electrons than
protons.
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In Fig. 25, you are shown an electric battery.
The chemical action
inside this battery is such that one of the poles of the battery always
contains au excess of free electrons; while the other pole (terminal)
contains very few free electrons. Thus, one pole of the battery (called
the negative pole
is always charged negative; and the other pole (called
the positive pole is allays charged positive.

Copper atoms,
each containing

In Fig. 26, 4s shown
piece of copper wire as
it might appear if viewed
with the magic microscope
used previously in this
a

29orbital
electrons

lesson.

Copperwire
conductor
magnified
many millions
of times.

Copperwiry

conductor

You will note

that the copper wire is
made up of millions of
atoms, each of which contain a positive nucleus
surrounded by electrons
which are moving in their
orbital paths around the
nucleus. Therefore, we
may say that the wire is
"filled" with electrons.
In Fig. 27, the wire
has been connected to the

poles of the battery.

FIG. 26

Fig. 28, shows a greatly enlarged view of the
action which takes place
in the wire.
Here, you
will observe that at the
instant the wire is connected to the poles of
the battery,
the positive pole attracts some
of the electrons from the
nearest copper atoms. At
the same time, the free
electrons on the negative
pole attempt to crowd into the end of the wire
which is connected to
that pole,and join the
electron groups in the
atoms of the wire. The
final and instantaneous
result is shown in Fig.
28,where you see a steady
stream of electrons drift
ing throughout the lengtfi
FIG. 27
PROVIDING A PATH FOR CURRENT FLOW
of the copper wire. Thus,
electrons are constantly
entering the wire at the negative pole of the battery; flowing through
the wire; and emerging from the end of the wire at the positive pole
of the battery.
CONDITION OF ELECTRONS IN CONDUCTOR
WHEN NO CURRENT FLOWS

It is this movement of electrons which produces heat, light, and
It is to be noted that the electrons themselves are not consumed,
power.
used up, nor changed in any way --- they only move.

DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW:

Scientists are now in agreement that it is
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which move
(the electrons)
the negative particles of electricity
when we have an electric current; and that these negative particles
always leave the negative pole of a battery or generator and move toward
the positive pole. However,
this was not always realized,
and so before adequate research in electronics had
taken place, it was be-

éj

Copper wire

.

O O

lieved that an electric
current flowed from the

Cy)

'W,

Oi>p»Oa

positive pole of a battery to-

ward the negative pole. Workers in the fields of radionics
and electronics base all of
their circuit analyses on
the modern theory of negative
to positive movement, so don't
permit yourself to become confused by the "positive to re
tive theory of current flow
which is still- used by some
old-timers in the field of

.ice
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ó

`
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Electrons drift
through wire in
steady stream

a

Electrons crowd
into wire at. nega-

wire at

tive pole.

pole.

Electrons leave
positive

industrial electricity.
THE GENERATION OF

ELECTRICITY

FIG. 28
ELECTRON DRIFT THROUGH CONDUCTOR

You often hear the expression, "to generate electricity," or
"an
electrical generator." Strictly speaking, it is incorrect to say that
we can generate electricity.
Electricity in the form of electrons and
protons is found in all things that exist; therefore, it can not be
generated or made. It can only be set in motion by a battery or a
generator.
Thus, you see that we do not actually generate electricity,
nor does an electric generator manufacture electricity --- it merely
causes a movement of electrons to take place.
CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS: Materials which offer only slight opposition
to the drift of electrons through their atomic structure
are considered
to be conductors of electricity.
Materials which offer great opposition
to the drift of electrons through their atomic structure are called
non-conductors, or insulators.
In general, metals are considered to
be conductors; and non-metallic objects are considered to be poor conductors, or insulators.

FREE ELECTRONS IN SPACE

You have been taken on a trip through the once unknown world of
the electron.
You have seen how the electron behaves; and how -the
electron in its sub -microscopic world makes our own world a better
place in which to live. So far, we have only considered the behavior
of the electron in solids, liquids, or gases.
Now, we cone to the
most valuable part of our study --- namely, that part which is generally
considered to be ELECTRONICS, and which has to do with the action and
behavior of electrons when they are removed from all matter, and are
free in space. This happens in the electronic tube. This is electronics.
Have you ever watched the antics of some rare tropical fish in a
glass bowl? The movements and gyrations of the little creatures provides an interesting show.
An even more interesting spectacle would
be availablé to us if we could see the millions and millions of electrons in one of these "electronic" fish bowls, the electronic tube.
ERA
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With the aid of the mythical super -super -powered microscope that was
spoken of earlier in this lesson, we can explain some of the things that
scientists have found out about the free electron in space.
First let us focus our microscope on a piece of metal --- any hard
metal will do. With several millions of magnifications, we would see the
normal movement of electrons as they swing ceaslessly in their orbital
path around their nuclei (Fig. 29-A).
Now, let us apply heat to
the piece of metal which we are
As the metal is
studying.

AFTWIA
l

I8.
a

/,

heated, we see the movement
of the electrons become
ever more rapid and violent.
In fact, this movement of the
electrons in the heated metal becomes so violent that
when a "red-hot" condition
is reached, many of the electrons are set free'and fly off

the metal into

the surrounding

air as illustrated at (B) of
Electrons leaving red
Electron arrangement
Fig. 29.
Since there is no
in metal bar at normal hot metal and returning
place for the free electrons
to bar
temperatures.
to go, they must of necessity
return to the hot metal which
they have just left. Thus,
around any heated substance,
there is a constant swarm of
FIG. 29
electrons; very much like a
THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM HEATED METAL
swarm of gnats. When electrons are thus leaving a heated substance, the substance is said to be
emittin& electrons, and the process of emitting electrons by the action
of heat is known as thermionic emission.

THERMIONIC EMISSION IN A VACUUM
Let us now suppose that our piece of heated metal, which we are
scrutinizing with our microscope of magical powers, has been placed within
This is shown
a glass enclosure from which all air has been removed.
in Fig. 30.
We continue to heat the metal by means of a small electric heater
which is placed directly under it; much as a skillet is heated on an
electric stove. Looking at the metal, we see that many more electrons
are now swirling about in the vacuum with which it is surrounded. As
no air is present in the glass enclosure, very little opposition is

being offered to the electrons emitted from the heated metal, and so they
are found in all of the space adjacent to the cathode.
We call this
heated, electron -emitting metal the cathode.
Now, let us place a small metal plate in our electronic "fish bowl,"
a short distance from the cathode.
By comparison with the cathode,
this plate is cool. Our next step is to connect the positive terminal
of a battery to the plate (which we now call the anode), and the negative
terminal to the cathode --- as shown in Fig. 31. This connection of the
battery will cause the plate to be charged positively and thereby exert
a force of attraction upon the negative electrons that have been emitted
by the cathode.

Studying the action of the electrons, we see that many of them which
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leave the hot cathode attempt to join the "electron family groups" of she
atoms in the plate. In
fact, so hard do they try
to do this that they are
constantly striking the
plate with great force.
This is also shown in Fig.
31.

Many of the emitted
electrons join the atoms
of the plate; other elec-
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Swarm of

electrons
leaving heated metal

Heated metal
(c athode)emits
electrons

Electric heating
element

trons leave the plate through

the connecting wire, and
flow through the battery,
toward the cathode, where
they are re -emitted.
Thus,
there is now a continuous
drift of electrons through
the conductor outside of
the glass enclosure, as
illustrated in Fig. 31,
where you are shown an enlarged sectional view of
the connecting wire.
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THE ELECTRONIC TUBE

CATHODE

FIG. 30
EMITTING ELECTRONS IN

A

VACUUM

You have probably guessed by this time, that the evacuated glass
enclosure, with its cathode and anode, is in reality a simple form of
electronic vacuum tube
--- and so it is.
The vaPositively
Electron drift cuum tube is the very heart
charged,
through wire
of the world of electronics.
plat e
It is Lhe place where the
electron is set free in
space, and travels through
Electrons
a vacuum between two elecemitted by
trodes (cathode and anode)
hot cathode
I,l
instead of through some
form of matter.

Cathode

Electric heating element

To

Battery

By placing additional
electrical equipment in the
path of the electrons as
they drift through the conductor outside of the tube,
we may use this stream of
electrons to operate am-

plifiers, television receivers, welding control
devices, electric door
openers, loudspeakers,

source of

electro -therapy apparatus,
and hundreds of other types

electric pow er

of

FIG.

By placing addition31

POSITIVELY -CHARGED PLATE ATTRACTS ELECTRONS
ERA -1

electronic equipment.

al electrodes within the
glass enclosure, we can
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achieve perfect control over the stream of electrons between the cathThrough the use of tubes in various sizes; as well as
ode and plate.
with varying combinations of electrodes, modern science has made electronics the miracle worker of our time. And, because of the action of
the electron as it moves through space, as well as when it moves through
matter employed in various parts of electrical or electronic equipment, electronics is now being appliedto thousands of uses which make
our world a better place in which to live.

From the study of this first lesson, you have in a few hours learned
many things about the electron which it required early experimenters
Yet, in spite of the knowledge you
and scientists years to learn.
acquired in such a short time, you have found the study of this lesson
to be comparatively simple.

underThe lessons that follow are just as interesting ánd easy to
This is made possible by the fact that all subjects
stand as this one.
are covered in the best learning order so that you progress systematically from lesson to lesson in simple, logical steps.
Now that you are familiar with the electron, itself, you are ready
learn how electrons are put to use in order to accomplish useful
The next lesson will show you how this is done in basic elecwork.
trical circuits.
to
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DIRECT- CURRENT

ELECTRICITY

Radio is a highly specialized field, based on the fundamental principles of electricity. Therefore, before we enter into a discussion of
the construction and operation of radio equipment, it is of great importance that you first become familiar with the basic electrical terms
and principles which it will be necessary for you to apply in your study
of Radio, Television and Electronics.
We realize fully that you are very anxious to get right into the heart
of your radio and electronic studies as soon as possible. With this thought
in mind, we have prepared this preliminary instruction on basic electrical
principles in such a manner that you can cover this work quickly; and
yet, at the same time, be sure that you have acquired a sufficient knowledge of these important subjects so that you will be able to master
with ease the many types of radio and electronic circuits that are explained in succeeding lessons.

DYNAMIC

ELECTRICITY

In the first lesson of this course you learned
the discovery of electricity by the ancients;
and how they experimented with it by rubbing amber
with a woolen cloth. You also learned how Benjamin
Franklin, much later, succeeded in extracting static
electricity from lightning by means of a kite. And,
you were shown how you, yourself, could perform simple
experiments in order to become better acquainted with
the methods for producing static electricity;and at
the same time study its behavior under different conditions.
df

Now, the word "static" pertains to something
that is at rest, or motionless.
Therefore, when
we speak of static electricity we mean electricity
that is not in motion, or electricity at rest. Static
electric, as such, is of no use to us in the transmission of energy, but electricity in motion is useful.
ERA
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We sometimes call electricity that
electricity; but more
often, current electricity.
Dynamic,or
current electricity, is the power or
energy that we use for so many thousands
of applications in everyday life; to
run motors, light lamps, work our telephones, operate electronic and radionic
is moving dynamic

devices, etc.
In this lesson, therefore,

you are

going to study current electricity, and
circuits that enable us to put this
form of energy to useful work.

HOW ELECTRICITY MAY BE SET IN MOTION

IIIIlI11

I'

Dry
Dr'celi

S

I

FIG. 2
MPLE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

Electricity may be set in motion
in any one of several different ways.
For example, when a wire is moved across
a magnetic field, or a magnetic field
is swept across a wire or coil, electrical forces are set up which cause a

current to flow. Generators, which
operate on this principle,
are used in power houses and on ships where
rather large amounts of currents are desired.
Another method is through the use of a chemical reaction as occurs
in the well-known dry cell and the storage battery.
This is the simplest
source of current electricity, and is widely used in applications where
but a small amount of power is required. A dry cell is shown in Fig. 1.
THE ELECTRIC

CURRENT

The dry cell in Fig. 1 produces by chemical means the
"electro -motive force" or electrical pressure which sets electricity, or electrons,
in motion.
However, in order for this cell to set electricity in motion,
we must first have a circuit through which current can flow. And, if
we wish to have the electrical energy supplied by the cell do useful work,
we must provide an appropriate electrical apparatus or "load" in the
circuit; and so arrange the circuit that the current will flow through
this apparatus.
In Fig. 2,we have such a circuit and load
a lamp in this case).
Copper wire is used as the means of connection (path) between the dry
cell and lamp, over which the current can travel.
Copper wire is employed for this purpose because it conducts a flow of electric current
readily.

Notice, also, that a switch is included in this circuit.
When the
switch is in the open position, as here shown, no current will flow through
the circuit.
In Fig. 3,the switch has been closed.
Therefore, the circuit is
now complete and current will flow through it,with electrons traveling
in the direction of the arrows, which you will observe to be from the
negative (-) cell terminal toward the positive (+) cell terminal; and,
since this current flows through the circuit continuously in one direction only, when the switch is closed, we logically call it a
direct
current.
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HEATING EFFECT IN A CIRCUIT
When current flows through the
filament of the lamp in Fig. 3, part
of the electrical energy is converted (changed) into thermal energy,
or heat.
If sufficient current
passes through the lamp filament, the
latter will become so hot that it
will appear red or white-hot to the
eye. We then have light.
In the case of the circuit just
described, heating of the lamp filament
is desirable,and necessary,in order
to produce light.
However, in many
other types of circuits heat is not

desirable, and special means must
then be provided to prevent the wires
and other parts of the circuit from
FIG. 3
becoming heated beyond a safe operaCLOSING SWITCH COMPLETES CIRCUIT
ting temperature. In our lamp circuit,
the heating effect has been concentrated at the lamp filament to the
extent that it has become visible tb the eye. However, it is also true
that the conductors used to connect the larr.p to the dry cell will experience a slight increase in temperature due to the flow of electricity
through them.

We repeat, electricity in motion always produces a certain amount
of heat.

MAGNETIC EFFECT IN A CIRCUIT
In Fig. 4,is shown a pocket compass.
We know that one end of the
compass needle always attempts to point to the magnetic North pole of the
earth because of the magnetic attraction exerted upon
it.
We also know that the compass needle will always
line itself up in a North -and -South direction if it
is free to turn on its bearing, and if there are no
objects in the inmediate vicinity of the compass which
will provide greater attraction for the needle than
will the earth's magnetic poles.

FIG. 4
POCKET COMPASS

A piece of iron or steel, or a small magnet, held
close to the compass will attract the needle of the
compass even more than will the earth's magnetic
poles; and one end of the needle will then attempt
to point to the piece of iron, or to the magnet,
rather than to one of the earth's magnetic poles.
It should be noted, however, that among the metals, only
iron or steel will affect the compass needle in this
way; so we can place the compass quite close to a
copper wire conductor without causing the needle to
be deflected from its normal North -and -South position.

Now, let us place the compass beneath one of the conductors of our
simple electric circuit, as is being demonstrated in Fig. 5.
Here, the
switch is open, no current is flowing through the circuit, the lamp
does not light, and the compass needle points in its normal North -and South direction.
In other words, the compass is not affected by the
circuit when no current is flowing through it.
ERA -2
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If the switch is now closed,
as in Fig. 6,the lamp will glow,
indicating that electricity is

flowing through the circuit.
Furthermore, when current is
flowing in the circuit, the compass needle will be deflected

from its normal position and
will now, instead of pointing
parallel to the conductor as in
Fig. 5, take a position at an
angle to the conductor. Or, we
could say that the compass needle
now points "across" the conductor
(see Fig. 6).
If we open the
switch, the needle of the compass
will swing back to its original
position, indicating North and
South.

Therefore, if the compass
needle is not affected by the
IS OPEN
copper wire itself, but only when
electricity is flowing through
it, isn't it logical to assume that the electricity in the
wire produced
the force which influenced the needle of the compass in this way?
Such
is exactly what happened.
FIG 5
No MAGNETIC EFFECT WHEN CIRCUIT

Whenever electricity moves in a metallic circuit, part of the electrical energy is converted into magnetism, as demonstrated by the
deflection of the compass needle.

REMEMBER THIS!
The important principles brought out in our discussion up to this
point are:
1. When an electromotive force or an electrical
pressure is
to a complete circuit, a current of electricity will flow.
2. This flow of current tends to heat the circuit.
3.

applied

This flow of current

tends to set up a magnetic
field about the circuit which
will deflect a compass needle.

Another way of stating
this is to say:

Switch --

Compass

oC3
-,
_

1.

You cannot

have a

current of electricity unless
an electromotive force or
pressure, such as is produced
by a generator, battery or
imilar device, is present to
cause that flow.
2. You cannot have a flow
of electricity without producing

heat.

3. You cannot
have a
flaw of electricity without producing magietísm.

FIG. 6
MAGNETIC EFFECT WHEN CURRENT FLOWS
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF THESE PRINCIPLES
It is true that we can often arrange our circuits so that one of these
effects can be accentuated, or be made greater than the other; but we can
never, even if we should desire to do so, absolutely prevent the production of magnetism or heat in an electrical circuit. For instance, in
an electric toaster, our chief desire is that the electricity in the circuit be converted into heat because we have no use fcr the magnetism that
Nevertheless, magnetism is present around the heating coils
is produced.
of the toaster as well as around the conducting wires leading to the

toaster.
In a motor, we want the current that flows through the winding of
thé motor to produce as much magnetism as possible; heat being very undesirable. But even though motors are designed so that magnetism is
present in greater quantities than is heat, we know that if we place
our hand on a motor which has been in operation for several minutes it
will be very warm to the touch. This shows that the motor is being heated
by the electricity flowing through it.
In electronic devices we constantly utilize the magnetism and heat
Therefore, it
produced by the flow of electricity through such circuits.
at the very
principles
these
with
acquainted
become
is essential that you
beginning of this course.

INCREASING THE ELECTRICAL
PRESSURE
Now let us revise our

Greater deflection of compass
needle -

circuit so that it takes
the form illustrated in Fig.
7. A glance at this drawing,
and we readily see that fundamentally, the arrangement
is the same as that of Fig. 6
-- with the exception that we
now have two dry cells connected to our conducting
wires. You should also note
that the positive (+) terminal of one cell is connected
to the negative (-) terminal
of the second cell.

More incense

fight

When two or more cells
are connected in this manner,
FIG. 7
they are said to be connected
EFFECT OF INCREASE IN ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
in series; and the combination
of cells is called a battery
(Note:
it is never correct to call just
of cells, or simple a "battery."
A battery must always consist of two or more cells;
one cell a "battery.%
otherwise, it is not a battery in the proper sense of the word.)
Let us see just what will happen in the circuit of Fig. 7, now that
we have two cells connected in series.
First, we have doubled the amount
This being true, and with
of electrical pressure applied to our circuit.
no other changes having been made in our circuit, twice as much electric
current will flow in the circuit as was the case When we used only one
cell.
Second, if twice as much current is now moving through our circuit,
The latter will
a greater amount of heat will be produced in the circuit.
be readily apparent in a circuit containing a lamp, as the lamp will then
glow with increased brilliancy.
ERA -2
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Also -- and this is very important -- the needle of the compass will
now move farther from its normal North -South position, and will be pointing more nearly in an East-West direction; or, the needle will take
an approximate right-angle position with respect to the wire conductor,as
shown in Fig. 7. Thus, we see that the magnetism produced by the current
flow through the wire has also been increased by the addition of the
second cell because of the greater current flow.
If we were to continue adding more series -connected cells to our
battery, we would eventually increase the current to a value which
would cause the filament of the lamp to become so hot that it would
melt or "burn out" due to the high temperature at which it would then
be operating.
If this should happen, the circuit would be "open" and
current could no longer flow. The compass needle would then return
to its former North -South position, because magnetism would no longer
be generated around the conductor.

For the present, we
are mainly concerned with
the fact that these things
happen in a circuit through
which a current is flowing.
.In later lessons,you will
learn why they happen.
THE AMPERE, UNIT OF ELEC-

TRICAL CURRENT
Obviously, it would
be of great value to have
sane word or term, by which
we can indicate, or speak
of the amount of current
flowing in an electrical
circuit. We have such a
term.
The unit of current
is called the "ampere",
FIG. 8

VOLTMETER AND AMMETER CONNECTED

surements of electric current.
to

IN

C IRCU

I

T

named after Andre Marie
Ampere, the experimenter

who first made exact mea The word "ampere"is often abbreviated

"amp."

The ampere is an indication of the quantity of electricity moving
in a conductor.
It can be compared to gallons -per -second which is the
unit by which we would measure the quantity of water moving in a river
or a pipe. By inserting an instrument known as an ammeter into the circuit, as shown in Fig. 8, we can measure the number of amperes
flowing
in a circuit and thus get an indication of how much work may be done by
it.
(In passing, we might say that the needle of the ammeter is deflected by the magnetic effect of the current passing through the meter ).

When the single dry cell was first connected to our circuit containing the lamp, it caused a certain number of amperes of current to
flow. When we added the second cell to our circuit, we merely doubled
the pressure applied to the circuit, thus causing twice the amount of
current (amps) to flow.
It will also no doubt be of interest to you to know that there is

definite relation between the number of amperes flowing through a
circuit and the number of electrons drifting through the circuit in a
given length of time.
This relation is that a current flow of one
a
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ampere represents one coulomb per second --- and a coulomb, in turn, represents a quantity of electricity that is equal to over six million,
million, million electrons. Thus, when we say that the current flow
through a certain circuit is one ampere, the electron drift through that
same circuit will amount to somewhat over six million, million, million
electrons per second. Because of the tremendous number of electrons involved, the ampere is cbviously the more practical unit for expressing
current flow.

THE VOLT, UNIT OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

You have learned that we can measure the amount of electricity
It is also important that
flowing in a circuit in terms of amperes.
we be able to indicate or measure the amount of electromotive force,
This is done by using
or electrical pressure applied to a circuit.
a unit known as the "volt.'
The volt (unit of electromotive force) is named after Volta, one of
the early experimenters with batteries.
The volt is just as much a unit
of electrical pressure as the term "pounds per square inch" is a unit of
steam pressure, or water pressure; or the amount of air pressure in an
automobile tire. Just as steam, water or air pressure can be measured
by means of a suitable pressure gauge, so also can electrical pressure be
measured by means of a suitable instrument, known as voltmeter. By connecting a voltmeter across the source of electromotive orce as shown in
Fig. 8, we can measure the number of volts applied to a circuit.

At this time it is well to emphasize two points:
1. The ampere is the unit which expresses the rate of flow in an
electric circuit.
2.

The volt is the unit which expresses the electromotive force.

Remember that a volt never flowed through any circuit. It is the
amperes which flow. The voltage is the electromotive or "electricity moving" force which causes the current to flow.

RESISTANCE
A third property or characteristic,which is present in all things
through which electricity flows,is the resistance or the opposition that
they offer to the flow of electricity.
This opposition is often undesirable, but is, nevertheless, always present.
On many occasions resistance, or opposition, is of value to us; and
we then deliberately introduce additional resistance into the circuit in
order to control the flow of electricity.
In fact, it is the resistance
offered to the flow of current by the lamp filament which causes the filament to heat to such a high temperature as to produce light. Here, then,
is a good example of how electrical resistance is used to good advantage.

You understand how friction will oppose the movement of a sled you
are dragging along the ground, or how the friction of a dry bearing will
oppose the turning of a wagon wheel upon its axle. Now, just as overcoming
mechanical friction will produce heat, so forcing a current of elIndeed,
ectricity through a circuit having resistance will produce heat.
we can think of resistance as being thé internal friction encountered by
It can
the electric current as it flows through a conducting circuit.
also be compared to the opposition offered by the rough walls of a water
pipe to a flow of water through that pipe.
ERA -2
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THE OHM, UNIT OF ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
Resistance to the flow of electricity is measured in terms of a unit
known as the "ohm.'
Thus, if we say that a circuit or some electrical
apparatus has a certain number of ohms resistance, or that it offers resistance to the flow of current equal to a certain number of ohms, we are
stating in definite terms the opposition to the flow of electric current
offered by that circuit or apparatus.
To maKe very clear the meaning of resistance (ohms) -- and the
relationship between volts, amperes, and ohms -- we can say in non -technical language that the volts are attempting to push the amperes through
the circuit, and that this attempt to push the amperes through the cirTwo
cuit is opposed by the ohms of resistance present in the circuit.
ohms of resistance in a circuit will offer twice the resistance to a
flow of current as will one ohm, and one-half the resistance that four
ohms would offer.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOLTS, AMPS, OHMS
We can see from this discussion, that the current in a circuit will
have a value which depends not only upon the electromotive force applied
to the circuit, but also upon the resistance residing in the circuit. In
other words, an increase in volts will cause an increase in amperes; or,
the higher the voltage,the greater the current.
However, an increase in
ohms will cause a decrease in current.
This basic principle is called
OHM'S LAW.
In setting up Ohm's Law, our three fundamental electrical units of
measurement have been so chosen that if ONE VOLT OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
IS APPLIED TO A CIRCUIT HAVING ONE OHM OF RESISTANCE, THEN ONE AMPERE OF
CURRENT WILL FLOW.

For instance, if our simple circuit of Fig. 8 had a resistance of
one ohm,and the dry cell were applying one volt of electromotive force,then
one ampere of current would
flow through the circuit.
Thus, we see that the voltmeter which is connected
across the dry cell in Fig.
8 indicates that the cell
is applying a pressure of
one volt to the circuit.
The pointer on the ammeter
has moved across the scale
to indicate that a current
of one ampere is flowing
through the circuit.
(Note:
More intense light
A new dry cell generates an
electromotive force of approximately 1 1/2 volts, but
II
we are assuming an electroitch
motive force of 1 volt in
this particular discussion
merely to simplify the mathematical values).

.

EPlihCT OF INCREASED VOLTAGE:

if we connect two dry
cells in series to form a
battery, as in Fig. 9, the

Now,
FIG. 9
DOUBLING THE VOLTAGE DOUBLES

THE CURRENT
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addition of this second cell will double the voltage and thus cause the
voltmeter to indicate that two volts of electrical pressure are being
applied to the circuit.
In accordance with Ohm's Law, the ammeter pointer
will now indicate that two amperes of electric current are flowing through
the conductors and the lamp.
Thus, we can say:
IF THE VOLTAGE
APPLIED
TO A CIRCUIT IS INCREASED, AND THE RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT REMAINS UNCHANGED, THE CURRENT WILL INCREASE.
THIS RELATIONSHIP IS ALWAYS TRUE.
EFFJ CT OF INCREASED RESISTANCE:
Now, let us look at the circuit in Fig.
10.
Here, we have added another lamp, which has increased the electrical
resistance of the circuit. We see now that the voltmeter which is connected across the two -cell battery indicates that two volts of electrical
pressure are still being applied to the circuit; but the ammeter shows
that the current flowing through the circuit has decreased to one ampere.

This demonstrates that
adding the second lamp nas
so increased the resistance
of the circuit that two volts
of electrical pressure can

force only ae ampere of current through it.
This means
that the number of ohms of

Ammeter reading
reduced by one-half

resistance has now been
exactly doubled. It also
means that the second lamp
offers the same resistance
as does the first.
And,
now that they are connected
so that current must flow
through both lamps in suc cession,the current is oppos
ed by the resistance pre sented by both, of them.
We
can also say that if each
lamp has a resistance of ane
ohm, we now have a
total
resistance of two ohms
in
this circuit.

FIG. 10
DOUBLING THE RESISTANCE REDUCES THE
CURRENT BY ONE-HALF

From this, we learn
INCREASING THE RESISTANCE IN A CIRCUIT CAUSES A CORRESPONDING DECREASE IN THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT (AMPS ) THAT WILL FLAW THROUGH THE CIRCUIT,
WITH A GIVEN APPLIED VJLTAGE. THIS RELATIONSHIP IS ALWAYS TRUE.
that:

We also observe that during the conditions illustrated in Fig.
10,
each lamp will glow with only one-half the brilliance than was the case
when only one lamp was connected in the circuit.
This decrease in the
brilliance of the lamps is due to the decrease in current flow through
the circuit.
We could, of course, connect additional cells in series with
our battery and thereby increase the electromotive force to four volts
so that a current of two amperes would again flow through the circuit, and
thus permit both lamps to glow at the same brilliance as before.

OHM'S LAW EXPRESSED AS A FORMULA
Ohm's Law, expressed as a formula, is a most valuable tool to the
radionic technician, as through its use he can conveniently and accurately
calculate either volts, amperes or ohms, in relation to the other values.
It is not at all hard to do this, and a proper understanding of it will
greatly aid you in mastering the principles of electricity as applied to
radionics. To put it briefly, and in non -technical language., Ohm's Law
can be set-up in three basic forms, as shown on the following page:
ERA -2
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1.

To find the number of amperes, divide the number of volts by
the number of ohms.

2.

To find the number of volts, multiply the number of amperes by
the number of ohms.

3.

To find the number of ohme, divide the number of volts by the
number of amperes.

APPLICATIONS

OF OHM'S LAW

Let us now see how we would use Ohm's_ Law for computing the voltage,
current or resistance in a simple circuit.

HOW TO CALCULATE CURRENT: In Fig. ll,we have a circuit for operating an
As a source of electromotive force (abbreviated
ordinary door bell.
a storage battery.
The push button (switch) is
we
are
),
using
"emf"
designed so that it will cause the circuit to be "open" except when it
is depressed with the finger.
Upon pressing the button, the circuit is
closed; and current is then permitted to flaw through the circuit, causing
the bell to ring.

and
In this diagram .he door bell has a total resistance of 2 ohms,
The
the storage battery is applying an electromotive force of 6 volts.
resistance of the copper wire (conductors) is so small as to be negligible
in this particular problem.
In this example, then, we know the electromotive force or number of
volts which is applied to the circuit, and the number of ohms of resistance
present in the circuit. So, now let us determine, by means of Ohm's Law,
Referring to
how many amperes of current are flowing in the circuit.
form #1 of Ohm's Law, as previously given, we note that:

"To find the number of amperes, divide the number of volts by the
number of ohms."

Since the number of volts is 6, and the number of ohms is 2, we
simply divide 6 by 2 and find that two will go into six exactly three'
(6 ? 2 = 3).
Therefore, there must be 3 amperes of current flowing
times:
through the circuit when the pushbutton (switch) in Fig. 11 is closed.

HOW TO CALCULATE VOLTAGE:

In Fig.
12, we have another circuit. Here,

the lamp bulb requires that two
amperes of current flow through
it in order to heat the filament
to the proper temperature to produce the required light. The lamp
We
has a resistance of 3 ohms.
wish to know how many volts will
have to be applied to the circuit
in order to force the required 2
amperes through it. Referring now
to form #2 of Ohm's Law, we have
that:

PROBLEM:

FIG. II
To CALCULATE CURRENT

"To find the number of volts,
multiply the number of, amperes by
the number of ohms.
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Our diagram in Fig. 12 tells us that the number of
amperes is 2, and
that the number of ohms is 3.
Therefore, we multiply 2 by 3 and obtain
6, (2 x 3 = 6), which is the number of volts
required. Thus,
know that if we connect a battery of six volts to our circuit, we now
two amperes of current will flow through the lamp.

HOW TO CALCULATE RESISTANCE:
In Fig. 13,ís
shown a circuit for operating a small motor. With
the motor running, we measure the applied electromotive force and find it
to be 12 volts. The ammeter
informs us that 6 amperes
are flowing in the circuit.We
wish to know how many ohms
of resistance the motor has

Referring now to form #3
of Ohm's Law, we have that:

"To find the number
of ohms, divide the number of
volts by the number of

amperes."
In this problem, the
number of volts equals 12.
FIG. 12
and the number of amperes
PROBLEM: To CALCULATE VOLTAGE
is 6.
Therefore, we divide
12 by 6 which gives us 2 as the number of
ohms resistance of the motor.
Ohm's Law will be covered at greater length in
However, it is very desirable that you acquire a basic future lessons.
understanding of
its purpose and application at this time.

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
CONDUCTORS: Certain metals as well as some other
materials offer comparatively little resistance to a flow of current,
or drift of electrons.
A material of this type is
called a conductor. For
example:
iron,
silver,
copper, carbon, and aluminum are conductors of

electricity.
Not all of the metals
just mentioned are food conductors.

For instance, we

say that iron is a conductor
of electricity, but that
copper is a better conductor. What we actually mean
by this is that iron will
offer more resistance to
a current of electricity than

will copper.

Therefore,

a copper wire of a certain

F IG.

PROBLEM:
ERA -2
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diameter and length will
offer less resistance to
the flow of current than

will an iron wire of like
dimensions. A silver wire
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would have a slightly lower resistance than
would the copper wire, and a much lower re-

TABLE I

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
THEIR

(IN THE ORDER OF

CONDUCTIVITY
SILVER
PURE COPPER

GOLD

sistance than iron wire.

In Table I,you have a list of many
commonly known materials which are considered
They are listed in the
to be conductors.
order of their ability to carry an -electric
current. Notice that silver heads the list,
with copper a close second.
It is often desirable that electricity be prevented from flowing, or that
some substance be inserted between two conductors to prevent current passing from one to
Materials that have this ability
the other.
are called insulators. A typical example
of an insulator is the rubber which is used
Other
as a covering for electric wires.
examples of insulators in everyday use are
the glass insulators on power line poles,
the bakelite panels used in electronic
equipment,and the porcelain knobs to support
house wiring. The things we calrinsulators
of
are really just very poor conductors
electricity, because they are made of materials which offer a very high resistance
Table II,lists a number
to current flow.
of -familiar substances which are used as
insulators in electricity and radionics.

INSULATORS:

ALUMINUM
Z INC

BRASS
IRON

TIN
N ICKEL

LEAD

HARD STEEL

TABLE II

INSULATING MATERIALS
DRY AIR

insulator.
All materials through which
electricity moves offer some resistance to
All materials will permit
this movement.

SHELLAC
PARAFFIN
PARAFFIN

PERFECT INSULATORS AND PERFECT CONDUCTORS:
It should be noted that there is no such
thing as a perfect conductor nor a perfect

PAPER

electricity to flow through them; but those
which we call "insulators permit so little
current to pass through them, even though a

RUBBER
BAKELITE
PORCELAIN

GLASS
MICA
SILK

VARNISH
DRY PAPER

CELLULOID
DRY WOOD
DISTILLED WATER

FIG. 14
SHORT CIRCUIT
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FIG. 16
INTENTIONAL OPEN CIRCUIT

high voltage be applied, that we consider them as insulators in practical
applications.

USE OF INSULATORS AND CONDUCTO.FS IN ELECTRIC CIRCUITS:: An electric circuit
consists of a conductor, or conductors, which are so connected to a source
of electromotive force that current will move through it.
Insulators are
installed wherever it is necessary to prevent current leaving the desired
path through the circuit and taking some other, and undesired, path.

TYPES OF CIRCUITS
SHORT CIRCUITS:
In Fig. 14, we show a dry cell connected to a lamp by
means of two copper wire conductors. These wires are bare or uninsulated.
The metal blade of the screw driver which is laying on the bare wires has
"shorted out the circuit, and the current will, therefore, now follow the
shorter and more direct low -resistance
route which is through the screw driver,
rather than passing through the lamp firament which is of higher resistance.
This demonstrates, also, that current
has a natural tendency to flow more
easily through a circuit of lesser resistance than through one of greater

resistance.
By using rubber -covered (insulated)
wires for our conductors in Fig. 14, laying the blade of the screw driver across
the conductors will not cause a short circuit; and our lamp will, therefore, Light
in a normal manner.

FIG. 17
CLOSED CIRCUIT
ERA
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OPEN CnCu 3: Now refer to Fig. 15.
This
shows a line cord for connecting a radio
to the house lighting circuit.
One of the
wires of the cord has become disconnected
at the plug. If the wire is disconnected
at this point, or broken anywhere along
its length, there is no longer a con -
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FIG. 18
GROUNDED CIRCUIT

cells

tinuous circuit over which
current may flow. Therefore,
we say that the circuit is
or that we have an
open,
open circuit, which condition will prevent current
fran flowing. Open circuits
are often caused by the breakage of a wire, or by a poorly
soldered joint, and must be
found and repaired before
current will again flow.
In Fig. 16, we show a
simple circuit in which a
switch is incorporated.
When the switch is pulled
we
to the "off" position,
also have an open circuit.
This, however, is an intentional open circuit -meaning that we deliberately
opened the circuit in order
to stop the flow of current
and prevent the bell from
ringing.

When a circuit is continuous throughout, and has no
breaks or other interruptions of any kind in it, current will flow through
A circuit in this condition is said to be a
it if an emf
is applied.
closed circuit,
(see Fig. 17).
If we wish current to flow, we must
always have a closed circuit; and if we wish to stop the flow of current,
we must open the circuit.
CLOSED CIRCUITS:

cults:

Here is a good rule to remember about open and closed electric cir
"If the current can't get back, it will not start".

GROWLED CIRCUITS:

In Fig. 18, we show a vacuum tube mounted on the metal
chassis or base of a radio receiver or other electronic instrument. Cur -rent must flow through its filament in order for the tube to "light" and
function. We could run two
wires from our battery to
the tube filament, but it
is much simpler to run only
a single wire fran one terminal of the battery to one of
the filament connections on
the tube. The other battery
terminal can then be connected directly to the metal
chassis of the radio. And,
if the other filament terminal of the vacuum tube is
also connected directly to
the chassis at a point close
to the tube., we will have a
closed circuit as far as the

flow of battery current
is concerned.
Current will now flow
through the connecting wire
between the battery and one
side of the filament, through

Fla. 19
SERIES ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
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the filament and into the chassis, and through the chassis to the other bat
tery terminal. By connecting our circuit in this manner so as to utilize
the metal
chassis as a conductor, we economize on wire and simplfy our
design. Circuits of this type which use a metallic mass (other than a
wire conductor) as one side of the circuit are known as grounded circuits.

The actual ground or earth can also be used to ground a circuit.
This is done in many telegraph, telephone, fire alarm, police alarm
and electronic burglar alarm systems; as well as in the well-known "electric fence" which prevents livestock from straying.

SERIES CIRCUITS:
In Fig. 19,we have what is known as a series circuit.
Here, a source of emf
(generator), switch and two lamps are connected
together in such a manner that current leaving the lower terminal of the
generator must flow through every part of the circuit in succession before
returning to the generator.
The course over which current is moving is
shown by the arrows.
Notice, particularly, that
the same current flaws through
all parts of a series circuit.
Therefore, if the filament of
one lamp were to burn out, the
circuit would thereby be opened, and no current would flow
through any part of it. This
would cause the other lamp to
stop giving light.

Christmas tree lighting
systems, where many bulbs are
connected in series, are typical of series circuits as just
described. If one bulb in such
a systen burns out, none of the
others will light until the de fective bulb is found and replac
ed with a good ane.

FIG. 20
PARALLEL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

PARALLEL CIRCUITS:

A parallel electrical circuit appears in Fig. 20.
In this case, a lamp, radio receiver, and a flat iron are all connected
across the generator terminals.
This arrangement of the circuit is such
that switch #1 controls the lamp, switch #2 controls the radio, and switch
#3 controls the flat iron. In the event that either the lamp, radio, or
flat iron branch circuit should be interrupted, this will not prevent the
correct operation of the remaining units or appliances. Thus,by comparing
a series and a parallel circuit, we can state that in a series circuit
all
appliances in the circuit are dependent upon each other; whereas in the
parallel circuit, the appliances are all independent of each other.
In Fig. 20, current flows through the radio circuit only,because
switch #2 is the only one of the three switches which is closed at this
time.

The fundamental principles of electricity that have been brought
to your attention in this lesson are going to serve as the very foundation
for all of your studies in radio and electronics that follow. You will
also find it necessary to apply this knowledge to your practical work later
on when you are active in the industry.
ERA -2
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MAGNETISM and ELECTROMAGNETISM
In this lesson,

we

are going to learn the
basic principles of magnetism and electromagnetism, which we will apply
in our radio studies time
after time from now on.

Electrical meters,
coils, transformers, loudspeakers, relays and many
other devices used throughout the entire field of
radio and electronics depend
upon magnetic effects for
their operation. This being
true, you will realize that
the study of this subject
is a very important part of
our training program.
NATURAL MAGNETS
As a child you were
no doubt impressed with
the manner in which a magnet attracted pieces of
iron and steel, but at that
time you probably gave little thought to the natural

forces which made this
possible.
F IG.

This same observation
ERA
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of magnetic attraction was made
centuries ago by the inhabitants
of the province of Magnesia in

Asia Minor. These people discovered that an iron ore, today

known as magnetite, possessed
a power of attracting iron and
steel.
By inserting the ends
of a piece of magnetite into a
pile of iron filings, it will be
found that the iron filings will
be attracted and firmly held to
the ends of the magnetite, as
shown at the top of Fig. 1.

Another important discovery made by ancient mariners
was that when a piece of magnetite was freely suspended as il-

FIG. 2
MAKING AN ARTIFICIAL MAGNET

lustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1,
the ore had a tendency always
to seek a position so that one
of its ends (and always the same
end) pointed north, and the other
end south. Because of this valuable property, these early mariners used a piece of magnetite for a compass; and since it
thus served as a direction indicator, they called this ore
loadstone, meaning "leading -stone".

The ore, magnetite, is also found in quantity in Sweden, Spain, and
in the state of Arkansas here in the United States.
There are also pos sibilities of its being found in other parts throughout the world.

Since magnetite possesses magnetic properties when in its natural
state and does not depend upon any man-made processes to acquire this
property, it is classified as a natural magnet.

ARTIFICIAL MAGNETS
"Artificial magnets" are those substances which have acquired their magnetic properties by means of some external assistance.
For example, if a knitting needle or other
piece of steel be stroked with a piece of
magnetite, the steel will also acquire magnetic properties. This can be demonstrated
by dipping the magnetized needle into some
iron filings, at which time filings will
cling to its extremities as shown in Fig. 2.
The knitting needle in Fig. 2 would then be
said to be an artificial magnet.
In the upper section of Fig. 3 is shown
a bar magnet, while two popular types of
horseshoe magnets are shown in the lower
section of this same illustration.

Magnets that retain their magnetism
for a long period of time are called per -

FIG. 3
COMMON ARTIFICIAL MAGNETS
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are
manent magnets. Magnets of this type perThe
steel.
hardened
generally made of
manency of an artificial magnet is greatly
iron
increased by placing a piece of soft
with
case
the
is
as
ends,
free
across the
the horseshoe magnet shown at the lower
left of Fig. 3. When used for this purcalled
póse, such a small piece of iron is
a keeper or armature.
MAGNETIC AND NON-MAGNETIC SUBSTANCES
A magentic

substance is one that

or else
is forcibly attracted by a magnet
F IG. 4
capable of being temporarily magnetized.
POLES
MAGNETIC
THE
Among the magnetic substances are iron,
steel, nickel, cobalt, alloys of these other metals mentioned. It is
metals, as well as salts of iron and the
are pronouncedly magnetinteresting to note that a very few substances
magnetizable.
ic, and that most of these are not
hand, is one that will reA magnetizable substance, on the other
find only a very few --namely,
tain magnetism. Among these substances we
magnetite, steel, impure iron, and nickel.
as being non-magnetic subNearly all other metals are classified
iron when brought near
like
act
stances because they do not behave or
metals are copper,
non-magnetic
the
of
The most important
a magnet.
wood, paper and
air,
as
such
aluminun and brass. Many other substances
they are not
because
substances
liquids are classified as non-magnetic
acted upon or attracted by magnets.
we also have what
Besides magnetic and non-magnetic substances, are actually resubstances
Such
are known as diamagnetic substances.
of a magnet, rather than bung
pelled, when placed under the influence
materials are bismuth
The best known of these diamagnetic
attracted.
property is not being
This
small.
very
and antimony, but the effect is
substances in which it is found
put to any practical use because the
is not strong enough to be of
are scarce and expensive, and the'effect
any practical value.

THE POLES OF A MAGNET
4 is suspended freely at
If a bar magnet of the type shown in Fig.
a cord, then one of its
by
its center

ends will always point towards the
north and the other end towards the
We
south magnetic pole of the earth.
magthe
of
end
call the north -seeking
net the north pole; and the other end,
the south pole.
The power of attraction of a mag-

FIG. 5
LIKE POLES REPEL
UNLIKE POLES ATTRACT
ERA _3

net is always concentrated at certain
points and not throughout its entire
length. You can prove this for yourself by dipping a bar magnet in some
When you withdraw the
iron filings.
magnet, you will find that the iron
filings are all bunched at the two ends
It
of the magnet as shown in Fig. 4.
is at these two ends that the magnetic
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strength is concentrated, and the poles of a magnet
may therefore be defined as those regions where the
magnetic attraction is greatest.
REACTION BETWEEN MAGNETIC POLES

FIG. 6

Let us proceed and see how the poles of two separate magnets affect each other. An interesting experiment showing this action is illustrated in Fig. 5,
where the north and south poles are respectively
marked as "N" and "S".

POCKET COMPASS

Note that when two like poles are brought near
each other as shown at the left of Fig. 5, the suspended magnet will be repelled.
That is, it will swing away from the
other magnet.
However, if two unlike poles are brought together, as
shown at the right of Fig. 5, you will find that the
swinging magnet
will be attracted towards the other magnet.

From these two simple experiments you can readily see that
like
magnetic poles repel each other, whereas unlike magnet
poles attract
each other. This is one of the most important basic
laws of magnetism,
and it is of great importance that you remember it.
The force of this attraction and repelling effect between
poles varies inversely as the square of the distance between the magnet
poles.
That is, by separating the two poles to twice their
original distance,
the force acting between them will be reduced tc
one-fourth its original value.
Similarly, by separating them to three times their original
distance, the force between them will be reduced to one -ninth its
original value, etc.
THE COMPASS
The compass, as used for navigation and other direction
-determining purposes, is nothing more than an accurately
balanced and pivoted
magnet; housed in a glass -covered case so as to exclude
drafts of air,
afford protection for the movement, and so that a suitable scale
can
be provided. A typical pocket compass is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Geographic____
,.., Magnetic
With the scale of this com:>..z -ti '- 'south pole
north pole
pass placed in such a position
that a line drawn through the N
Lin es of
and S markings of the scale lies
orse
I
in a direct path with the north
and south magnetic poles of the
/
:':.
\ \
earth, the compass needle will alI
so point along this same line.
In
other words, one end of the compass
pi
needle always points towards the
ill
north magnetic pole of the earth,
d,
while the other end of the needle
always points towards the south
magnetic pole of the earth --provided, of course, that the compass is not being influenced by
-Geogrophic
the magnetic effects of any nearby
objects.
south pole
Magnetic north pole

-

\
.1\\
\

li-\\\.f

.

.;

///,

THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM
By considering the fact that

FIG.

7

THE EARTH ACTING AS

A

MAGNET
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like magnetic poles repel while unlike magnetic poles attract, and that a compass needle
always points in a given direction as just
explained, it is perfectly logical to believe

that the earth itself is a great magnet.
S.ich
is actually the case --the earth having a south
magnetic pole near the geographical north pole
and a north magnetic pole near the geographical south pole.
A point which sometimes causes confusion
in the mind of a student is the relation between the compass needle and the earth's magnetic poles.
That is to say, does the north

end of the compass needle point towards the
north or south magnetic pole of the earth?
This question can be answered in the following manner: The north -pole of the compass needle points to the south magnetic pole of. the
earth (unlike poles attract) which is now located on Boothia Peninsula in the Arctic region north of Canada, a few hundred miles
from the north geographic pole.
Thus the
"north seeking pole" of a compass is a north
FIG. 8
magnetic pole, but the north geographic pole
THE MAGNETIC FIELD
of the earth is really near the earth's south
magnetic pole. This, then, is in keeping with the laws governing polar
attraction and repulsion between magnets.
(Refer to Fig. 7).
It is to be noted that the needle of a compass does not point exactly north. The reascn for this is that the magnetic poles of the earth
do not coincide exactly with the geographic poles of the earth, and which
fact is illustrated in Fig. 7.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF FORCE

From what has so far been explained to you regarding magnets, it
force exists around a magnet which makes
the various magnetic phenomenae possible.
The simplest method of illustrating the nature of this force is to place a sheet of paper over
an ordinary horseshoe magnet, sprinkle some finely divided particles of
iron on the paper and then gently tap the edge of the paper.
Upon doing
so, you will find the particles of iron to arrange themselves into a definite pattern similar to that shown you in Fig. 8.
This simple experiment serves to show that the magnet must possess a force of some
kind that affects the particles of iron in this way.
is obvious that some definite

If the same experiment should
be repeated, the pattern formed by
the iron particles would be a duplicate of that obtained with the pre-

vious experiment, thereby proving
that the magnetic force surrounding a certain magnet always exerts
itself along definite lines, and
we call these lines of force.
The
entire space in which these lines
of force exist around a magnet is
FIG.
MAGNETIC FIELD

OF

9
A

BAR MAGNET

(SIDE VIEW)
ERA
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called the magnetic field of force,
or simply the magnetic field.
The
expression "magnetic spectrum" is
also frequently associated with this
pattern formed by the lines of force.
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Fig. 9 illustrates how lines of force arrange
themselves around a bar magnet.
Here, the bar
magnet is shown in a horizontal position,with the

observer looking down upon it from above. In Fig.
10 is shown the field pattern as it appears at one
end of the bar magnet.
CHARAC'1JHISTICS OF THE LINES OF FORCE

Another interesting and important feature
the lines of force are unbroken lines,

is that

FIG. ID
MAGNETIC FIELD OF A
(END V IEM)

leaving the magnet by way of the north pole, passing through the space surrounding the magnet and
returning to the magnet through the south pole.

BAR MAGNET

To determine the direction of the lines of'
force around a magnet, you can place a small magnetic compass in the
magnetic field.
The north end of the compass needle
then point
in the direction of the magnetic lines of force. This will
is illustrated
in Fig. 11.

No matter whether the magnet is'of the horseshoe or the bar type,
the lines of force will always pass out of the magnet at the north pole
and return to the magnet through
south pole. Thousands of lines
of force make up the magnetic field.
Sometimes this field is called
the magnetic flux.

the

Also notice in Fig. 11 that the .Routh end of the compass needle
points towards the north pole of the magnet, while the north end of the
compass needle points towards the south pole of the magnet.
In this
way, the poles of a magnet can be identified quickly.
The lines of force map out the lines of magnetic strain. Each of
these lines of force completes an unbroken, continuous path or circuit;
and the complete course or loop taken by the lines of force comprises
the magnetic circuit.
It is a natural characteristic of the lines of force to assume a
definite path as shown. Each line exerts a sidewise push in all directions, tending to crowd
adjacent lines away from
it.
If for any reason,
these lines are distorted
i
/
/
- -,
i
from their normal path,
I
I
i
,
i
....._.
I
I
I
,
0
I
they tend to recover from
,
I
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I

I
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the distortion or to react
against it.
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of force or flux, let us
continue and see how two
such magnetic fields react
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Now that you are
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FIELD PATTERN SURROUNDING
ATTRACTING POLES
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If you should place a
piece of stiff paper over the
top of these two magnets and
then sprinkle some iron filings on the paper, you would
find that when the paper is
tapped lightly, the filings
will arrange themselves in
a pattern as shown in Fig. 12.
Notice that at this time the
lines of force are harmonized,
and they pass freely from the
north pole of one to the south
pole of the other.

FIG. 12
FIELD PATTERN OF ATTRACTING POLES

In Fig.

13

you are shown diagrammatically
the condition which exists at
this time between the two magnets.

a

Under these conditions,
band -like tension exists

along the lines of force; and
since the lines produced by
both magnets are now acting
together, or are harmonized,
the tension in the lines creates
a strain across the air gap
tending to pull the two mag-

nets together.

FIELD PATTERN SURROUNDING
REPELLING POLES
FIG. 13

DIAGRAM OF FIELD PATTERN OF
ATTRACTING POLES

Since you have now seen
how the field arranges itself between unlike poles,

let us next turn over one .of the magnets so that like poles of the two
magnets will be opposite.
With the paper covered with iron filings,
again tap the paper lightly and you will see that the field will arrange
itself in a different pattern, as shown in Fig. 14.

When these like poles are placed opposite each other, the lines
Instead,
of force no longer pass freely from one magnet to the other.
In other words, the lines from one
the two fields oppose each other.
magnet repel those from the other and the sidewise pushing tendency,
which is a property of the lines of force, creates a tendency for the
magnets to push away from each other.
This field reaction between opposing poles is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 15.

SALIENT AND CONSEQUENT POLES
If a piece of steel is irregularly magnetized by touching it with
strong magnet at several points along its length, we have what is
known as an anomalous magnet. A magnet of this type, together with its
field pattern, is illustrated in Fig. 16.
a

Here you will observe that such a magnet has the customary poles
located at its ends, but in addition has several more poles along its
length.
This piece of steel thus amounts to nothing more than several
smaller magnets all placed end to end; but in a reversed order, with
like poles adjacent to each other.
ERA -3
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The poles at the ends of such an anomalous magnet are called the
salient poles, while the intermediate poles of the same piece of steel
are called the consequent poles.

NEUTRALIZING EFFECT OF UNLIKE POLES
An interesting experiment is illustrated in Fig. 17. At the left
of this illustration you are shown two bar magnets placed side by side
in such a manner that the two north poles are together,and the two south
poles together.

Upon dipping either end of this combined magnet into a pile of iron
filings, the filings will be attracted by the magnet with considerable
force.
In fact, if both these magnets are of the same strength, the two
together will have practically twice the attracting power of either one
alone.
By reversing the position of one of the magnets so that two unlike
poles coincide, as illustrated at the right of Fig. 17, and again dipping one end of the combined magnet into the iron filings, practically
no iron filings at all will be attracted.
What really happens in this
latter case is that if the two magnets each have the same strength, and
are placed together in the manner illustrated, then the unlike poles
will neutralize one another and the combination will have practically
no external magnetic flux or field. As a result, the magnetic strength
of the combination is reduced practically to zero.

RING MAGNETS
At the left of Fig.

18 two

horseshoe magnets have been
placed end -to -end in such a
manner that the north and
south poles of the pair coincide.
Under these conditions, the magnetic circuit
is confined to the metal structure, and it is not necessary
for the lines of force to pass

through an air -space at any
point to complete this circuit.
Although the two magnets may be strongly magnetized, yet under these cir-

cumstances no appreciable

FIG. 14
FIELD PATTERN OF REPELLING POLES

external magnetic field exists.

A similar condition appears at the center of Fig. 18,
where we are illustrating a
steel ring which has been magnetized. In spite of the fact
that this ring is strongly
magnetized it has no poles,

because its lines of force
nowhere leave the metal of
which its magnetic circuit
is composed.

Magnetic circuits
of this type are used extensively in transformers and will
be explained more fully in
;later lessons.

FIG. 15
DIAGRAM OF FIELD PATTERN
OF REPELLING POLES
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SALIENT AND CONSEQUENT POLES

FIG.
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17

THE NEUTRALIZING EFFECTS

By removing a small section from the ring magnet, as shown at the
right of Fig. 18, two powerful poles will be formed at the cut. The
air -space between these ends is generally referred to as the"air gap:
This form of magnet is widely used throughout the radionic industry,
as you shall soon learn.

MAGNETIC INDUCTION
If an unmagnetized piece of iron or soft steel (a nail, for example) be brought in contact with a strong magnet as shown in Fig. 19,
then a north and south magnetic pole will appear at the ends of the
nail.
In other words, the nail itself has also now become a magnet.

By bringing the free end of the nail near to another unmagnetized
body, such as another nail, for example, it will be found that the second nail will be attracted to the first nail.
In fact, even before
the two nails actually cane into physical contact with each other, the
power of attraction between them will be apparent.
It is possible to suspend several such nails, one from the other -each acting as a small magnet --but the instant that the magnet is with drawn from the first nail, the others will all drop off.
This experiment demonstrates that the
magnet itself was the sole
source of energy, and only
imparted some of its properties to the other bodies
temporarily. We then say

that the nails were mag-

netized by the original
magnet through the process known as magnetic
induction.
In Fig. 20 another in-

teresting experiment

is

illustrated that also demonstrates the principle
of magnetic induction.
ERA
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FIG. 18
RING MAGNETIC CIRCUITS
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Here,an unmagnetized soft iron bar is
held in contact with a small pile of
iron filings.
No power of attraction
for the iron filings will be noted.
One end of a strong bar magnet is
then brought near the end of the iron
bar, as also shown in Fig. 20, but the
magnet is not permitted actually to touch
the bar.
As this is done, it will be
noted that the iron bar has acquired
the ability to attract the iron filings
just as though it were a real magnet;
but as soon as the magnet is withdrawn
to a certain distance, the filings will
suddenly drop off the soft iron bar.
In this case, the iron bar has been
temporarily converted into a magnet by
the original bar magnet, through the
FIG. 19
process of magnetic induction. When
MAGNETIC INDUCTION
this occurs, the body into which magnetism is induced assumes a pair of
poles as pointed out in Figs. 19 and 20, so that the end of the body
nearest the magnet assumes a polarity which is opposite to that end
of the magnet which is nearest.
This is also in accordance with the
rule that unlike poles attract.

The principle of magnetic induction is illustrated in Fig. 21.
Here, you will observe how the lines of force, as produced by the magnet, use the soft iron bar as a part of the path to complete their magnetic circuit.
Since soft iron "conducts" lines of force more readily
than does air, the presence of the iron bar in Fig. 21 will keep the
magnetic field in a more concentrated or dense condition.

VARIOUS TERMS PERTAING TO MAGNETISM
PERMEANCE:
The ease or readiness with which any material "conducts"
lines of force is called permeance.

Iron filings

FIG. 20
MAGNETIC INDUCTION

FIG. 21
PRINCIPLE OF MAGNETIC

INDUCTION
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FIG. 22
HIGH -RELUCTANCE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

LOW

II

23

-RELUCTANCE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

The degree of magnetization resulting in a substance
from a given strength of inducing pole is called its permeability. That
is, how much magnetism can be retained by a given substance when brought
under the influence of a magnet.

PERMEABILITY:

The resistance or opposition which any material offers toRELUCTANCE:
wards the passage of.magnetic lines of force (flux) is called reluctance.
This property of reluctance in a magnetic circuit is thus comparable
to resistance in an electric circuit.

RETENTIVITY:
The power of resistance which any material offers toward
either magnetization or demagnetization is called retentivity.
FLUX DENSITY: By flux density we mean the number of magnetic lines of
force passing through a plane at right angles to the lines of force,
Thus, the flux densiand which plane has an area of one square inch.
ty is often spoken of in terms of a certain number of lines of force
Obviously, the flux density will increase when the
per square inch.
reluctance of the magnetic circuit is decreased, just as current flow
increases as the resistance of an electric circuit is decreased.
In Fig. 22, for example, we have a magnet with an air gap between
poles.
Air, being a non-magnetic material, offers considerable reluctance and therefore the flux between the poles is not very dense.
We then say that the flux density is low.
its

In Fig. 23, on the other hand, an iron core has been placed in the
And, since iron is a good conductor of magair gap between the poles.
netic lines of force, the reluctance of this magnetic circuit is reduced
appreciably and therefore more lines of force pass through the space
between the poles. We then say that the flux density in Fig. 23 is greater
than that in Fig. 22.

THE MOLECULAR THEORY OF MAGNETISM
So far in this lesson, we have considered the behavior of magnets
quite thoroughly, but we haven't as yet mentioned a great deal regardThis then, will be our next step.
ing the nature of magnetism.
ERA -3
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Unmagnetized

Scientists tell us that the difference between a piece of metal which is
magnetized, and one which is not, is the

bar

arrangement of the molecules in the metal.

bk.-9w~
Molecules!
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K

Magnetized bar

The molecules within a bar of iron
or steel, which is not magnetized, are
arranged in a disorderly manner as shown
in the upper illustration of Fig. 24.
When this same bar is magnetized, these
molecules re -arrange themselves and
straighten out in an orderly manner as
shown in the lower illustration of Fig.
24.

This theory offers an explanation
as to why a piece of soft iron is more
FIG. 24
readily magnetized than a piece of steel,
MOLECULAR ARRANGEMENT OF A MAGbut yet is not capable of retaining its
NETIZED AND UNMAGNETIZED BAR
magnetism for so great a length of time
In other words, the molecules in a piece of soft iron straightas steel.
en themselves out much easier and quicker than those of hardened steel;
but the molecules in the steel will remain in an orderly manner longer
-than those in the soft iron, because it is harder for them to change

their arrangement.

DIVISION OF A MAGNET

Another interesting fact is illustrated in Fig. 25, where a bar
magnet is shown in the upper section of the illustration in its complete form.
Should this same magnet be cut or broken into several smaller parts, then each of the parts thus formed will become an individual
magnet, and with polarities in the same relative order as illustrated
in Fig.

25.

Another point for you to bear in mind is that the lines of force
as produced by a magnet do not flow through the magnet in the same sense
that an electric current flows through a conductor.
The lines of force
are simply imaginary lines along which the attractive or repulsive force
of a magnet acts; and as has been mentioned previously in this lesson,
they map out the lines of magnetic strain. We simply use the expression
"flow" in connection with magnetic lines
of force as a matter of convenience.

MAGNETIC SCREENS
In Fig. 26 a magnetized needle
has been inserted through a cork and
the arrangement floated in a glass of
water.
In effect, this is a simple
magnetic compass; and the needle will
therefore assume a north -and -south

position.
if a magnet is placed near
the glass, it will attract one end
of the needle.
By placing any nonmagnetic body such as a piece of glass,
cardboard, rubber, wood, non-magnetic
metal, etc., between the magnet and the
magnetized needle, no noticeable change

Now,
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Iron box
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FIG. 26
LACK OF MAGNETIC

INSULATION

-Mechanism-

FIG. 27
APPLICATION OF A MAGNETIC SHIELD

If, however, a magnetic substance such as a sheet
will be apparent.
of soft iron be placed between the magnet and the needle, the deflection
The iron sheet conducts lines
of the needle will be reduced materially.
of force readily and thus serves as a portion of the magnetic circuit,
thereby deflecting its course away from the needle. The sheet of iron
is then said to act as a screen or shield, but not as a magnetic insulator.

If the mechanise of a watch were placed in the center of a box
made of soft iron, and the box placed in a magnetic field as shown in
Fig. 27, then the lines of force would confine themselves to the iron
This
body of the box, and the watch mechanism would nOt be affected.
principle of shielding is much used to protect watches and other delicate instrument movements from strong magnetic fields which might
otherwise impair their proper operation due to magnetization.

From this explanation you will see that we have magnetic screens
but that there is no such thing as an insulator for mas

or shields,
net ism.

ELECTROMAGNETISM
In the preceding lesson you observed that magnetism is produced
whenever an electric current flows through a conductor, by placing a
pocket compass near she conductor. This
effect can also be demonstrated in the
manner illustrated in Figs. 28 and 29 in

this lesson.
In Fig. 28, the switch is open and
no current flows through the circuit.
If the conductor is now dipped into the
pile of iron filings, and then raised,
none of the filings will cling to the
conductor. This proves that the conductor possesses no magnetic properties
at this time.

But, if we close the switch so that
current flows through the circuit as in
Fig. 29, we find that by dipping the
conductor into the iron filings and then
ERA
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FIG. 28
No MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
WHEN No CURRENT FLOWS
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raising it, filings will now cling to it as here shown. Therefore, we
know that magnetism exists around a conductor that is carrying an electric current.
HOW THE MAGNETIC FIELD SURROUNDS A CURRENT -CARRYING CONDUCTOR
In Fig. 30 you are shown how the magnetic lines of force arrange
themselves around a conductor that is carrying an electric current.
Here, you are looking at the conductor from one end, and the electron
drift through this conductor is in such direction as to be moving away

from your eye, or into the paper.
Notice, particularly, that when the
electron drift is in this direction, the magnetic lines of force encircle the conductor in a counter -clockwise direction as illustrated by
the arrows in the illustration.

When the electron drift is in the opposite direction to that in
Fig. 30 --that is, toward your eye, or out of the paper --the magnetic
lines of force will encircle the conductor in a clockwise direction.
In other words, reversing the direction of electron movement (or direction of current flow) through the conductor will reverse the direction of the encircling magnetic lines of force that are produced by this
current flow.
Fig. 30 also illustrates why the compass behaved as it did in your
last lesson.
In Fig. 30 you are looking at the compass from the side
so that you can see clearly how the needle points from right to left,
or in the same direction as the magnetic lines of force, in the region
where the compass is placed.
If the compass were placed below the conductor in Fig. 30, its needle would point from left to right; thus showing that the magnetic lines of force below the conductor are acting in
an opposite direction to those above it.
However, the magnetic field,
as a whole, follows only one direction around the conductor (either
clockwise or counter -clockwise), and reverses only when the direction
of current flow in the conductor is reversed.
It is to be noted further that the magnetic field is most intense
nearest the conductor, and becomes weaker as the distance from the conductor is increased. Also, the greater the current flow through the
conductor, the more intense will be the resulting magnetic field.

From what you have thus far learned from a study of Fig. 30, you
will realize that the compass provides a convenient means for determining the direction of the magnetic field surrounding a conductor that
is carrying an electric current.
That is, since the compass needle always points in the same direction as the
magnetic lines of force, we need only to
place the compass near the conductor and
note the position of its needle.
THE THUMB RULE FOR STRAIGHT WIRE

Another simple method of determining
the direction of the magnetic field surrounding a conductor carrying an electric
current is illustrated in Fig. 31.

FIG. 29

MAGENT

ATTRACT ION WHEN
CURRENT FLOWS
IC

In the application of this rule,
we grasp the wire with our right hand in
such a manner that the thumb points in the
direction of the negative terminal of the
battery or generator. The remaining four
fingers will then point in the direction in
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which the lines of force encircle the conductor.

North end
Compass
needle

ti

e

¡

,
<<l(11100))11

I

Conductor

Magnetic field
F IG. 30
MAGNETIC FIELD
SURROUNDING CURRENT CARRYING CONDUCTOR

Similarly, if we know the direction of the
magnetic field, we can by the application of this
same rule find the direction of the current or of
To do this,
the electron drift through the wire.
we place the four fingers of. the right hand around
the conductor so that they point in the direction
in which the lines of force encircle the conductor.
The extended thumb will then point in the direction of the negative source of electromotive
The positive terminal will then, of course,
force.
be found at the other end of the circuit.
In determining the direction of current, when
applying this rule, remember that the direction

of current from the practical electrician's standpoint is from positive to negative outside the
battery or generator, while the actual movement of
electrons is from negative to positive in the

external circuit.
In applying all of the practical electrician's

rules" as presented in this lesson, it is very important not to
become confused between the direction of the so-called current flow"
and electron drift. Also note in Fig. 31 that reversing the polarity of
the emf will reverse the direction in which the magnetic lines of force
encircle the conductor.
MAGNETIC FIELD SURROUNDING A LOOP
'.'hand

Now that we know that a magnetic field surrounds a conductor that
carrying an electric Current, let us wrap such a conductor around a
wooden cylinder so as to form it into the shape of a loop as in Fig. 32.
is

Assuming the electron drift through this looped conductor to be in
the direction of the arrows drawn in the conductor, the magnetic lines
of force will encircle the conductor as indicated by the other set of
The relation between the direction of the electron drift and
arrows.
the encircling magnetic field is still the same as pointed out in Fig.
30; but because of the shape of the loop, the magnetic lines of force
all travel'in"toward the center of the loop at the right, and"out"from
the center of the loop at the left.
Then, since magnetic lines of force always leave a magnet at its
north pole and re-enter at its south pole, it is apparent that by looping the conductor in the manner done in Fig. 32, a south magnetic pole
will be produced at the right and a north magnetic pole at the left.
Furthermore, so looping the conductor
has concentrated or "lumped" the
magnetic field into a smaller space
than would be the case if the same
conductor were stretched out straight.
The latter results in a stronger magnetic field within a limited area.
Now, if instead of only one loop,
we form the conductor into two loops,
conditions will become as illustrated
in Fig. 33.
Here, you will observe
that each loop establishes its own
magnetic field in accordance with
the principles thus far outlined;
however, since the lines of force
of loop #1 travel downward in the
ERA -3

FIG. 31
THUMB RULE FCR STRAIGHT WIRE
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region marked "X" while those of loop #2 travel
upward in this same region, it is clear that
opposition between the two fields occurs here.
However, instead of the magnetic lines of force
of these two individual fields continuing to oppose each other in this re,ion, they take the
path of least resistance and fall into line", so
to speak, and establish a combined or resultant
field that encircles the entire winding as illustrated by the larger arrows.

FIG. 32
MAGNETIC FIELD
AROUND LOOP

When several turns of wire are applied in
this manner, we refer to the arrangement as a
helix.
Also observe in Fig. 33 that the combined
field leaves the center of the helix at the left
end; and after completing its external circuit,
returns to the center of the helix at the right
end.
According to the rules of magnetism, a
north magnetic pole will thus be established at
the left end of the helix and a south pole at
the right end.
The same effect will be had if
the wood cylinder is removed from the helix, provided that the wire is stiff enough in order for
the helix to be self-supporting.

In Fig. 33 the helix is said to have a wooden core; whereas if the
wooden core is removed and the helix is self-supporting, we say that it
has an air core.
In the latter case, only air acts as a conductor of
magnetic lines of force, while in Fig. 33 the wooden cylinder and air
serve as conductors of magnetic lines of force.

MAGNETIC FIELD SURROUNDING A SOLENOID
In Fig. 34 you will see a winding with the coils wound side by side,
but insulated from each other.
If a current should be passed through
this winding, and if the "turns" are all wound in the correct relation
to each other so that they will work together, as just described,
then
the lines of force will encircle the entire coil in the manner shown
by the dotted lines.
Thus, a north pole will be produced at one end
and a south pole at the other end.

A coil such as here illustrated, whether or not it is supported
on
a non-magnetic form, may be called a "helix" or a "solenoid".
As a
general rule, a solenoid is considered as being a helix which is rather
long in comparison to its diameter and consisting
of a large number of turns, usually wound close
together.
Frequently, more than one layer of
winding is used on a solenoid.
Cardboard or
bakelite tubing are often used as forms for solenoids.
THE ELECTROMAGNET
In the case of the helix or solenoid, air
conducting medium for the magnetic lines
of force.
However, since iron is a far better
conductor of the lines of force, we find that
the magnetic strength can be increased by filling the space within the coil with an iron core,
offering a much easier path for the lines of
force.
In other words, the iron core will attract any "stray" lines of force, keeping them
is the

FIG. 33
MAGNETIC FIELD
AROUND HELIX
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This new arrangement

forms what we call an electromagnet, and is
illustrated in Fig. 35.

Observe closely how the insulated wire
is wrapped around the iron core.
The electrons are drifting through the wire in the
direction indicated by the arrows, and the
field encircles the unit as shown by the
dotted lines and arrows. Such electromagnets are used extensively in the many branches
of radionics.
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A north pole will be established at the
FIG. 34
left end and a south pole at the right end
of the electromagnet appearing in Fig. 35,
SOLENOID
for the same reason as such poles are established at the ends of a helix or solenoid. Reversing the direction of
current flow through either a helix, solenoid or electromagnet, will
reverse the direction of the magnetic lines of force in the resulting
magnetic field; and, consequently, the polarity.

THE RIGHT-HAND COIL RULE
The polarity of an electromagnet can be determined in the following
manner:

With your right hand, grasp the electromagnet so that your fingers
are pointing in the direction of the negative terminal of battery or
generator through the winding, as in Fig. 36.
The extended thumb will
then point to the north pole of the electromagnet, as also here shown.
This rule can be applied equally well to a helix, solenoid or electromagnet.
MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
Just as a difference of electrical pressure (voltage or electromotive force) causes a current to flow through an electric circuit,
so a difference in magnetic pressure which exists between the poles
of a magnet causes lines of force to be produced.
This difference in
magnetic pressure is called magnetomotive force, and it is usually abbreviated to m.m.f.
In the case of electromagnets,
we speak of this quantity in terms
of the number of ampere -turns which
establish the magnetomotive force
and the resulting magnetic flux.

The magnetomotive force in
ampere -turns of any magnetic winding is equal to the product of the
current flowing through the winding and the number of turns employed.

FIG.

35

ELECTROMAGNET

ERA
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In the upper illustration of
Fig. 37, a current of 5 amperes is
flowing through a winding consisting
of 2 turns. Therefore, the magneto motive force in this case is 5 times
2 or 10 ampere -turns.
In the lower
illustration of Fig. 37 a current
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of 2 amperes is flowing through a winding
consisting of 5 turns, and therefore the magnetomotive force in this case is 2 times 5
or 10 ampere -turns.
10 amperes should flow

In the event that

through a winding consisting of 100 turns,
then 10 times 100 or 1000 ampere -turns would
be realized; 2 amperes through 600 turns would
furnish 1200 ampere -turns, etc., and the
strength of the magnetic field would be increased correspondingly.

FIG. 36
RIGHT-HAND COIL RULE

Thus it is seen that the magnetomotive
force can be increased by increasing either
the current flow through. the winding, the
number of turns on the winding, or both. And,
the intensity of the magnetic field can be
increased by reducing the reluctance of the
magnetic circuit through the use of a core
made of iron or special types of steel that
conduct magnetic lines of force more readily
than do air or other non-magnetic materials.
COMPARISON OF CIRCUITS
In Table I you are given in handy reference form a comparison between a hydraulic, electric and magnetic circuit --showing
how the quantity, flow, pressure, friction
(opposition) and ease of flow are expressed
in each system.
The names of the units of
measurement are also given where they apply.

Some of these units of measurement have
FIG. 37
AMPERE -TURNS RELATION

been defined in lessons that you have already studied. The others will be explained
in later lessons that require their use.
TABLE

I

COMPARISON OF CIRCUITS

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

QUANTITY IN GALLONS.
A
GALLON OF
WATER
CONTAINS MANY MOLECULES.

QUANTITY IN COULOMBS.
A COULOMB
OF
ELECTRICITY CONTAINS OVER SIX
MILLION MILLION MILLION
ELECTRONS.

FLOW IN GALLONS PER
SECOND.

CURRENT IN COULOMBS
PER SECOND OR AMPERES.

FLUX

PRESSURE IN POUNDS PER
SQUARE INCH.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
IN VOLTS.

MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
AMPERE -TURNS.

PIPE FRICTION (No UNIT)

RESISTANCE

EASE OF FLOW (No UNIT)

CONDUCTANCE

IN

IN

NONE

LINES OF FORCE

RELUCTANCE

OHMS.
MHOS.

IN

IN

OERSTEDS

IN

PERMS.

OR RE LS.
1

PERMEANCE

IN
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SCHEMMATIC SYMBOLS

AND DIAGRAMS

I

+

+

o

I

Single cell

«OkI

or

iFi

F

'

F

'

I

'

Battery of
series -connected cells

In electronics and radio it is often necessary
that we illustrate a circuit
in such manner as to show
We
all connections clearly.
could, of course, draw each
piece of equipment that is
connected in the circuit so
that it resembles the actual
part; and then show the wiring

FIG. 38
CELL AND BATTERY SYMBOLS

between the various parts
pictorially.

However, this

would require too much time even if we
possessed the necessary artistic ability.
So, instead we use a form of engineering
"short -hand;" which enables us to quickly
and accurately draw a simplified diagram
(called a "schematic diagram") of any complete radianic system. To make such a sche
matic diagram, we employ standard electronic symbols which it is necessary for you to
learn.

At (A) of Fig. 38 you are shown two
symbols that are used to represent a single cell in a circuit diagram; while (B)
of the same illustration shows haw a series
connection of cells, cr battery, may be
drawn symbolically. Notice how polarity
is indicated.
The number of short and long
lines in the symbol of a battery does not
necessarily indicate the exact number of
cells that are connected in the series
group. Usually, as many lines are used as
is convenient, and a notation of the battery -voltage is then placed near the symbol.

Several types of switches appear in
Fig. 39, together with their symbols.
Observe that a single -pole, single -throw (S.
P.S.T.) switch interrupts only one side of
the circuit, and can be used' only for opening and closing the circuit.
The double
pole -double throw (D.P.D.T.) switch opens
and closes both sides of the circuit simultaneously, and also permits the switch
arms to be connected to or disconnected
from either one of two different circuits.
The selector or rotary switch provides the
means for connecting one side of one circuit to any one of several contacts to

FIG.39
SWITCHES

Symbol
FIG. 40
AIR -CORE COIL

which other circuits may be wired.
By comparing Figs. I+0 and 41 you will
note that the symbol for an air -core coil
or winding differs from that cf an iron core coil only in the fact that several
straight lines are drawn either alongside
ERA
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Symbol
FIG. 41
IRON -CORE COIL
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of or through the latter to
denote the presence of the
iron core.
The meter symbols in
Fig. 42 are self-explanatory.
Here, the letter "V" is
placed in the center of the
symbol to denote a voltmeter, "A" for an ammeter
and "M.A." for'a milliam (le latter instrumeter.

ment is calibrated to

FIG. 42
METERS

register thousandths of an
ampere)
.

Whenever the arrangement
of a wiring diagram is such that
two lines representing wires
must cross each other, we use
the methods shown at (A) and
(B) of Fig. 43.
This condition
is shown pictorially at the
upper left of Fig. 43.

No connection

The symbols at (C) and
43 signify that two
of the circuit are connect-

(D) of Fig.

FIG. 43
CROSS-OVER AND CIRCUIT CONNECTION

Switch closed
c.,,. ,,..,.

FIG.

,.

(11111111\-w_.Resisfor

44

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

wires

ed together electrically as at
the lower left of the illustration.
Although the symbols at
(B) and (C) of Fig. 43 are alike,
it is to be noted that, usually,
when symbol (A) is used in wiring diagrams to denote a crossover (no connection) symbol (C)
is employed to indicate a con-

nection; and that when symbol
(B) is used to denote a crossover, symbol (D) is employed to
indicate a connection. You will
find this system to be fairly
well standardized in commercial
practice; but to avoid any possibility of confusion in this
respect, we have adopted in our
course the plan of using symbol
(A) fcr cross-overs and (D) for
connections, as we believe this

method

to be more positive in its
meaning to the student. However,
if arty variations are found, simply remember that these distinct

systems exist and are used.
In Fig. 44 you are shown a
series
comprising a battery, switch, resistor and milliamneter
pictorially. The same circuit appears as
a schematic diagram in Fig. 45.
Notice, especially, the simpli-

circuit
illustrated

FIG. 45
DIAGRAM OF CIRCUIT

city of the diagram.
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PULSATING AND ALTERNATING CURRENT
Up to this point we have concerned ourselves with the behavior of
You learned that a d -c
direct current (d -c) in electrical circuits.
device called a
an
electro
-chemical
means
of
by
may
generated
be
emf
"battery,"or by means or an electro -magnetic device called a "generator; "
and that the d -c emf will force current to flow through a circuit from
the negative terminal to the positive terminal of the voltage source.
You will also remember that this current continues to flow through the
circuit at a constant amperage, and in an unchanging direction, until
the circuit is interrupted.
In nearly all radio and electronic devices, two other forms of electrical current must be accounted for --namely: pulsating direct current
and alternating current. A proper understanding of the action and behavior of these currents is essential if you are to thoroughly master
the functioning of radionic equipment.

PULSATING CURRENT

Pulsating current is a form of direct current which always moves
or flows through a circuit in one direction, but which is of a varying
intensity.

Battery

Microphone

Headphone

FIG.
SIMPLE TE

ERA -11
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Pulsating current may be

generated by any one of
several different ways.
For example, a carbon mi-

crophone and

a

battery

connected in series serves
as a very common and simple

type of pulsating -current
generating circuit that we
will describe at this time.
Other circuits of this type

I

Pulsating direct

current

employ electro -magnetic
circuit breakers, vacuum
tubes, etc., and about which
you will hear more later in

the course.

FIG.

2

PRINCIPLE OF CARBON MICROPHONE

THE MICROPHONE CIRCUIT:
In
Fig. 1, you are storm a simple

telephone circuit comprising a carbon microphone, headphone (sometimes
called an "earphone") and a battery --all connected in series.
Let us
now analyze the action of the microphone and see how it changes direct
current into pulsating current.
The same circuit appears in Fig 2, only that the microphone is
here shown in section, viewed from the side so that your eye is in line
with the edge of the diaphragm. This diaphragm is constructed in the
form of a thin metallic disk that has a certain amount of flexibility,
and which is rigidly supported around its rim.
.

A small piston -like unit is fastened to the center of the diaphragm.
Whenever the center point of the diaphragm is forced to bend inward and
outward, this piston moves in and out of a small cup which contains finely ground carbon granules.
The piston does not move through a great distance, but it does produce a definite effect upon the system.
In Fig. 3, you are thown the position of the diaphragm in the "mouthpiece" or microphone" of an ordinary telephone. Normally, the diaphra g m
maintains the relatively straight position shown at the left of Fig. 3.
However, if we speak into the microphone, the sound of our voice sets up
a varying air pressure that causes the diaphragm to vibrate, or to alternately bend inward and_outward. This is illustrated in the center and
right illustrations of Fig. 3, which are labeled "inward" and "outward,"
respectively.

By again referring to Fig. 2, you will observe that a battery is
connected in this circuit.
Therefore, when the diaphragm is at rest, a
certain amount of current will flow through the carbon granules, diaphragm, headphone, and battery.
This is a pure direct current --often
called the average current, or the "carrier current", of the mim'ophone
circuit.

Whenever the diaphragm bends inward, the piston will move farther
into the cup of carbon granules and thereby compress these granules closer
together.
This reduces the electrical resistance of the circuit so that
more current will flow through the system than when the diaphragm is in
its normal position.

On tie other hand, whenever the diaphragm moves outward, the pressure
upon the carbon granules will be less than normal. Therefore, the carbon
granules will now be free to move farther apart and thereby increase the
electrical resistance of the circuit.
This causes the flow of battery
current through the system to be less than normal.
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Summing up these actions, it
is apparent that as a sound acts
upon the microphone and causes its
diaphragm to undergo a vibrating

motion, the current flow through
the microphone will vary correspondingly; but, it never reverses
We call
its direction of flow.
a current of this nature a PULSATING DIRECT CURRENT, or simply
a PULSATING CURRENT.

Notice in Fig.

FIG. 3
DIAPHRAGM VIBRATIONS
illustrated graphically, by means of what
4,

how this

engineers
pulsating current is
call a "curve." The straight, horizontal portion of the curve represents
the uniform (normal) flow of current through this circuit when no sound
is acting upon the microphone, and at which time the diaphragm of the
The wavy portion of the curve represents varialatter is stationary.
tions of current flow above and below the normal value, as caused by viSince
brations of the microphone diaphragm when sound is acting upon it.
this curve is above the zero (no current) reference line throughout its
entire length, it shows that the current increases and decreases with
respect to some normal value (the average or carrier current), but at no
time reverses its direction of flow.
UTILIZATION OF PULSATING CURRENT IN A SIMPLE TELEPHONE CIRCUIT
Now, before we show you how this pulsating current is utilized, in
the circuit of Figs. 1 and 2, it is necessary that we first acquaint
you with the structural features of the headphone that is employed in
this system.
The "receiver" or headphone, in both a telephone and a radio system,
That
performs a task that is just the opposite to that of the microphone.
is, it converts pulsating electric current back into sound.

In Fig. 5, is shown the principle of
the ordinary headphone. This unit consists of
the poles of which are spaced only a slight
portion of the diaphragm. The diaphragm in

construction as found in
a small permanent magnet,

distance from the central
this case is also a disc shaped unit, made from thin metal that possesses a certain amount of
flexibility; and which is pivoted around its rim to the shell or housing of the assembly.
In addition, coils of very small insulated wire
Under normal conare placed over the poles of the permanent magnet.
ditions, the central portion of the diaphragm is attracted or pulled
downward by the permanent magnet.

The varying, or pulsating microphone current flows through the
headphone winding as in Fig. 6, causing a magnetic field of varying
intensity to be set up around the electroThis varying field
magnet of the headphone.
results in a magnetic reaction that causes
the headphone diaphragm to move or vibrate
in direct step with the movement of the

microphone's diaphragm and corresponding
This
current variation in the circuit.
..

'Zero -current reference line
FIG. 4
MICROPHONE CURRENT
(PULSATING 0-C)
ERA -4

action of the headphone diaphragm, in turn,
sets up vibrations in the air which is in
And, if the ear be placed
contact with it.
close to the headphone, these vibrations of
air cause a corresponding vibration of the
ear drum which the brain interprets as the same
sound produced in front of the microphone.
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PULSATING CURRENT PRODUCED
BY OPENING AND CLOSING THE
CIRCUIT:
There is yet another
way in which pulsating current

may be generated.

This is
shown in Fig. 7, where a circuit is being opened and closed
in rapid succession by means
of a switch.
It is obvious
that whenever the switch is
in the closed position, current
will flow through the circuit;
and that whenever the switch is
F,c. 5
in the open position, no current
CONSTRUCTION OF THE HEADPHONE
will flow. Thus, if the switch
be opened and closed rapidly,
the current will flow through the circuit in surges, or in "spurts," as
shown by the graph directly above the five pictures of the same circuit
and the different positions of the switch.
Since in the circuit of
switch is open, the horizontal
level.
Thus, the ;zaps between
ges of current in the graph of

Fig. 7 no current whatever flows when the
line of zero current is used as the reference
the curved lines that represent periodic sur
Fig. 7 denote intervals of no current flow.

The generation of pulsating current by means of a hand -operated
switch would, of course, not be practical in a radionic circuit.
Therefore, whenever we desire such action in actual practice, we use small
electro -magnetically operated switches which open and close the circuit
automatically, many times each second, as does the vibrator on an electrical door bell or buzzer.
These "switches," usually called vibrators
are found in the power supply unit of most present-day automobile receivers and in many farm radios. They were once used to a great extent on the
ignition coils of Model -T Ford automobiles, and in early "wireless" transmitters.
SUMMATION ON PULSATING CURRENT:

Pulsating current may be:

A current that flows through a circuit in one direction only;
but which varies constantly in intensity with respect to some nor
mal value. An example of this is the flow of current through a
microphone circuit.

1.

-

2.

-A

current which flows through a circuit intermittently.
In this
case, it has a definite value at one instant, and drops to zero
at the next instant.
This type of current
Microphone
Headphone
is generated by an

automatic switch -oft en called a vi
brator, which rapidly opens and closes

the circuit.

.'windin

diaphragm

r

/

(Battery
_'
~--(

ALTERNATING CURRENT

I

I

o

-f

;

I

1

Cá4on
granules

Alternating current

ly abbreviated as "a -c,';

common

Head phone diaphragm

differs
(d -c) in that

from direct current
it constantly reverses its direction of flow. That is, it
first flows through a circuit

FIG. 6
DETAILS OF COMPLETE CIRCUIT
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Current
flow
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1

+''"*No current
I
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flow

---Surges of
current

d-c'-

t

Reference line of zero current/

Switch
IIII

Closed

-III1

IINI1

Closed

Open

FIG.
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Open

IIII
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BY PERIODICALLY OPENING

AND CLOSING CIRCUIT

in one direction for an instant, stops for an instant, and then flows
These rethrough the circuit in the reverse direction for an instant.
many
times per
repeatedly,
occur
current
of
direction
in
the
versals
second.

HYDRAULIC ANALOGY OF A -C: The reversal action of a -c will be further
clarified by comparing it with that existing in the hydraulic (water)
Upon examining Fig. 8, very carefully, you will
system shown in Fig. 8.
observe that we have here a piston which is caused to move back and forth
An inlet and an outlet are provided in the
in the cylinder of a pump.
cylinder, and they are interconnected by a continuous section of pipe.
The system is completely filled with
water.
When the motion of the crank arm
on the flywheel at any one instant is
such as to cause the piston to travel
from the right towards the left, as at
of Fig. 8, it will force water through
the pipe in one direction until the pis(A)

ton reaches the end of its stroke.

The

flow of water will then stop for an
instant.
As the crank arm causes the piston
to move through the cylinder from the
left towards the right, as at (B) of
Fig. 8, the water will flow through the
pipe in the opposite direction until the

piston reaches the end of its stroke.

FIG. 8
HYDRAULIC ANALOGY OF A -C

ERA -4

The circulation of water will then stop
and again reverse its direction of travel
as the piston commences its stroke towards
Thus, the water will continualthe left.
ly reverse its direction of flow through
the pipe as long as the piston moves
back and forth in the cylinder; thereby
providing us with an alternating current
of water.
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FIG 9
GENERATOR AND SYMBOLS

An alternating electrical current behaves in a similar manner.
In
this case, the "pump," or alternating -current generator, produces a
voltage of such nature as to cause the current to reverse its direction
of flow through the circuit periodically.
In the following paragraphs
you will be shown how this is done.
A -C GENERATOR

An a -c generator is a device which produces an alternating emf.
This a -c emf, in turn, causes an a -c current to flow in the circuit
to which the generator is connected.
All a -c generators are electromagnetic devices, having a rotating element which must be revolved by
an external force, such as water power, wind power, a steam engine, a
gasoline engine, or an electric motor. In Fig.9, is shown a picture of
an a -c generator, and also its schematic symbols.
ANALYSIS OF A -C GENERATOR ACTION: In Fig. 10 we have an analysis of the
flow of current in an a -c circuit.
Here, the same circuit is repeated
five times.
The heavy line below the drawings represents time, and is
calibrated to indicate fractions of a second. Above the drawings, appears the curve of a graph that illustrates the flow of alternating
current in the circuit below. A curve of this type which shows the action
of a -c voltage or current in a simple circuit is called a SINE CURVE.
At (A) of Fig. 10, no emf is being supplied by the generator, and
therefore zero current is indicated on the meter and on the graph at
At 1/4 second later, the generator is forcing current
this instant.
through the circuit in the direction indicated at (B).
As the electron
theory of current flow has taught us that electrons always drift in a
circuit from the negative toward the positive source of emf, it is
obvious that one of the generator terminals must be (-) and the other
(+), as noted on the drawing.
Notice particularly in Fig. 10rá how the
current has gradually increased in value from starting point A (zero
current) until the maximum or peak value of current is attained at position (B), 1/4 second later.
Once this maximum value has been attained, the current flow in this
direction decreases gradually until at (C), the 1/2 second point, there is
again no current in the circuit. The curve, therefore, returns to the
zero reference line at this point.
Obviously, no emf is being produced
by the generator at this instant and so the generator terminals have no
polarity at this time.
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At (D), the 3/4 second point, current is once more flowing in the
circuit at maximum intensity; but, in a direction opposite to that at
Therefore, the polarity of the generator terminals and the meter
(B).
reading at (D) are the reverse of that at (B). Having attained a maximum
value in this direction, the current flow then decreases gradually until
at (E) it has again returned to zero value; and therefore no generator
It should be noted that according
polarity is shown at this position.
to the markings on the "time line" in Fig. 10, the five conditions illustrated all take place during one second.
SINE WAVE CURVE
As has been previously mentioned, the curved line drawn in graph
form above the circuits in Fig. 10 is called a SINE WAVE CURVE. Radio
and electronic technicians use such curves extensively for the purpose of illustrating the action of a -c currents or voltages which are
applied to radionic circuits. Remember that the heavy horizontal line
at the center of this curve is the reference or "zero line," and represents a current of zero value; and that as the generator forces current
through the circuit, a curve is drawn from this zero line to indicate
Units
the value of the current (amperes) at different periods of time.
of current are indicated along the vertical line at the extreme left.

When the sine wave curve appears above the zero line, it shows
that current is flowing through the circuit in the direction as is illustrated at (B) of Fig. 10. When current in the circuit has reversed, as
at (D), the sine wave curve is drawn below the zero line to show this
reversal of current flow.
That part of the sine wave curve which is shown above the
That part of the curve which
zero line we call a POSITIVE ALTERNATION.
Thus,
is shown below the zero line is known as the NEGATIVE ALTERNATION.

ALTERNATION:

A -C Sine curve

One cycle

a

Negative alternation

---+
E

Alternation -4'-1

Positive

I

I

1

I

II

1

I

P

I

1

I

-

:Time line

1

1

O

2

4

second

second

FIG.
GENERATION OF

ERA -4

A

second

10
SINE -WAVE CURVE

second

i
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a positive alternation represents current flowing in one direction, while
the negative alternation represents current flowing in the opposite

direction.
CYCLV: Whenever two dissimilar alternations (one positive and one negative) of current or voltage follow one another in a circuit in succession,
or are shown together as a sine wave as in Fig. 10, we call the combination of the two a CYCLE.
Thus, a cycle of a -c is composed of two alternations; one of them
being positive, and the other negative.
Or, to put it another way:
A cycle can be said to represent the action which takes place from (A)
to (E) of Fig. 10.
`During one complete cycle of a -c, current will in-

crease from zero to a maximum value in one direction --decrease from maximum to zero in this same direction -- increase from zero to maximum
in an opposite direction -- and then again decrease to zero.

FREQUENCY:

"Frequency" is a word which we use in connection with a -c
to indicate how many complete cycles of a -c are being produced or generated in a given length of time.
This length of time is nearly always
one second.
In Fig. 10, for example, where we have shown the development of one complete cycle of a -c current during one second of time,
we could say that the generator is producing cycles of a -c at the rate
of one each second; or, that it is producing a -c at a frequency of one
cycle per second.
In practical radio and electronic circuits we seldom
encounter frequencies as low as one cycle per second, but we have used
this frequency in our illustration for the sake of simplicity. We usually abbreviate cycles per second as "cps."

FREQUENCIES COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED IN POWER AND LIGHT CIRCUITS: Most
electric light companies which sell power for the lighting of homes,
offices, and factories --as well as for the operation of motors and other
power -operated devices --supply this electrical energy at a frequencyof
60 cps, and at a voltage of 110 volts. A higher voltage (220 volts) is
often supplied at the same frequency (60 cps) for heavy-duty, power -

operated machinery.

A -C IN RADIONICS

While low frequencies of a -c (60 cps) are used for heating the
filaments of vacuum tubes in most radio and electronic equipment, such
as the ordinary home radio receiver, many radionic circuits carry a -c
of frequencies much higher than this.
In fact, frequencies of several
thousand, or even several million cycles per second, are common in this
field.
These very high frequencies of a -c are not generated by means
of the electro -magnetic generator previously described in this lesson;
but, rather by means of a device called an oscillator; which consists of
a circuit in which is incorporated one or more electronic vacuum tubes.
These circuits are described fully later in the course.
KILOCYCLE: If we wish to speak of a frequency higher than a few thousand
cycles per second, we usually express it in terms of kilocycles per second --the prefix "kilo" meaning thousand. Thus, we would call a frequenc
of one million, five -hundred thousand cycles per second (1,500,000 cps)
"fifteen hundred kilocycles per second," or 1500 kc--where kc is the
abbreviation for kilocycles.
Obviously, the latter method is much more
convenient.
MEGACYCLE: If we are dealing with frequencies as high as several million
cycles per second, we express them in terms of megacycles per second --the
prefix 'mega" meaning million. Thus, a frequency of ten million cycles
per second (10,000,000 cps) is equal to "10 megacycles," or, 10 me -where me is the abbreviation for megacycles.
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SUMMATION: Fig. 11 shcws in an easy -to -compare form, the three fundamen
tal types of current --namely direct current, pulsating current, and alternating current --together with some of the means by which they mey be
produced.
The accompanying curves illustrate the action of each type
of current. Study this illustration carefully, as it is self-explanatory.

PEAK AND EFFECTIVE VALUES OF A -C
In our analysis of Fig.

10,

you learned that the value of an alter-

nating current varies constantly from minimum to maximum and back to
ERA

-4
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Paint B in the 'sine
minimum, in both a positive and negative direction.
and voltage;
current
curve of Fig. 10, represents the maximum positive
and point D on the same curve represents the maximum negative current
These maximum values are often called peak values.
and voltage.

That value of alternating current which is equivalent to a direct
current that produces the same heating effect, under exactly similar
conditions, is called the effective value of the alternating current;
and is measured in amperes. Actually, the effective value of an alter
nating current is equal to 0.707 of the maximum value when the current
Similarly, the effective emf of an a -c voltage
has a sine wave form.
is equal to 0.707 of the maximum voltage.

-

For example, the effective voltage of an a -c emf, having a maximum
And,
or peak voltage of 150 volts, is 0.707 times 150 or 106.05 volts.
a
having
current
an
alternating
to
corresponding
effective
current
the
In other
maximum value of 75 amperes is 0.707 times 75 or 53.025 amperes.
words, an alternating current having a maximum value of 75 amperes would
have the same heating effect as a direct current of 53.025 amperes.

Radionic technicians often speak of effective voltage and current

It is to be noted, also, that ord'riary a -c voltmeters and
as RMS values.
ammeters indicate effective (RMS) values when connected to a -c circuits.

For the present, this is all you need to know about maximum and efLater in the course, you will receive more
fective voltage and current.
advanced instruction on this subject.
UTILIZATION OF PULSATING AND A -C CURRENTS

Pulsating and alternating current may be used, as is direct current,
for the production of heat, light and power. The higher frequencies of
a -c make it possible for us to transfer energy through space in the form
The field of medicine employs exceedof radio and television programs.
ingly high frequencies of a -c in the treatment of the sick and injured
by means of radio -therapy. The great war weapon, Radar, makes use of
very high frequencies of a -c in detecting objects, many miles distant.

MUTUAL INDUCTION
One of the most valuable features of alternating current is that
use we can:

-by its

1.

-

2.

-

Transfer electrical energy from one circuit to another nearby
circuit without the need for any direct electrical connection
between the two circuits.

Step-up or step-down voltages by means of simple electromagnetic devices known as transformers.

In preceding lessons of this course you learned that whenever a
current of electricity is moving in a circuit, a magnetic field is built
up around the conductor; and that this field will be maintained at a constant intensity as long as the flow of current remains steady or uniform
When the supporting current ceases to flow, due to the opening
in value.
of the circuit, or the removal of the applied emf, the lines of force
collapse or recede back into the conductor of the circuit.

When a magnetic field is produced by a current of electricity, energy
in the form of electricity is actually being converted into energy in the
form of magnetism. It stands to reason, therefore, that if we can convert
electrical energy to magnetic energy, we should also be able to convert
magnetic energy back into electrical energy. And, this is exactly what
we do in the case of mutual induction.
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"Mutual induction" can probably best be defined as the action or
method whereby current is caused to flow in a circuit by means of a
magnetic field which is produced by current flowing in another nearby
circuit.
TRANSFER OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY BY MUTUAL INDUCTION
In Fig. 12,you are shown how electrical energy can be transferred
from one circuit to another nearby circuit by means of mutual induction.
One of these circuits consists of a battery, a switch, and wire conductors --and is known as the PRIMARY CIRCUIT.
The other consists of a galvanometer (a sensitive, current -indicating instrument), and a conductor
shaped in the form of a continuous rectangular loop.
The latter circuit
is called the SECONDARY CIRCUIT.

At (A) of Fig. 12, the switch in the pri_,wry circuit has been suddenly
closed. As current commences to flow and increase in value from zero to
maximum in the primary circuit, as shown by the graph to the left of the
circuit at (A), magnetic lines of force will form around the conductor
of this circuit.
As these lines of force are being built lip from zero
to maximum intensity, in accordance with the increasing current flow,
they will extend outward from the conductor of the primary circuit and
in so doing sweep across the nearby conductor of the secondary circuit.
In sweeping across the secondary circuit, they will induce an emf in it.
Proof of this is shown by a "kick" or deflection of the pointer in the
galvanometer which is connected in the secondary circuit. The flow of
current resulting from an induced voltage is called an induced current.

Increasing
primary current

Battery
r

T

1

,Magnetic field expanding
Negative alter,
nation of secondary

ycurrent

J
Closing' switch

Primary

Secondary

circuit
Decreasing
primary .

(-Battery

circuit
.Magnetic field collapsing
Positive alteration of secondary:

current;

current

Opening switch

Primary

circuit

Secondary

circuit
FIG. I2

PRINCIPLE OF MUTUAL

ERA
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INDUCTION
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An important point to notice in illustration (A) of Fig. 12, is that
the induced current in the secondary circuit flows in the opposite direction to that of the primary current.
This is in accordance with a
basic law of electricity known as Lenz's Law, which is:
The direction of the induced emf is such that it
tends to set up a current the magnetic field of
which always opposes any change in the existing
field.
The small graph appearing directly to the right of the circuit in
illustration (A) of Fig. 12 shows how an impulse of induced current flows
through the secondary circuit at the time the switch in the primary circuit is first closed.
Notice how this induced current increases from
zero to a maximum value and returns to zero again during the time that
the primary current and corresponding magnetic field increase from zero
to their maximum value.
At (B) of Fig. 12, the switch in the primary circuit has been suddenly
opened.
Therefore, current stops flowing in the primary circuit, and the
magnetic lines of force recede or "collapse" back into the conductor of the
primary circuit as the current decreases to a zero value.
However, in
collapsing, these lines of force again sweep across the conductor of the
secondary, and induce an emf in the secondary circuit.
This is also
indicated by a deflection of the galvanometer pointer.
It is of particular interest to note that as the magnetic field
collapses at (B), the induced current flows through the secondary circuit in a direction opposite to that at (A).
This is shown by the graph
at the right of Fig. 12-B, where the secondary impulse of (A) has been
repeated as a dotted line. The reason for this current reversal is that
during the collapse of the magnetic field, the lines of force sweep
across the secondary circuit in a reverse direction to that when the field
is building up.
Thus, as the switch is closed and opened in rapid succession, we have a pulsating current in the primary circuit and an
alternating current in the secondary circuit. Observe, also, how Lenz's
Law applies during the collapse of the primary's magnetic field as well
as during the building up of this field.
It should be noted that if the switch in the primary circuit be
allowed to remain closed, a steady direct current will flow in the primary circuit, and a magnetic field of unvarying strength or intensity
will be maintained around the conductor of the primary circuit.
But,
as long as the current and field of the primary circuit are steady, or
non -varying in intensity, no voltage or current will be induced in the
secondary circuit.
It is only when the magnetic field of the primary circuit is building
up, or when it is collapsing, that an emf is induced in the secondary
circuit.
It follows then, that an emf is induced in the secondary circuit
only at the instant the switch is closed, and again at the instant when
the switch is opened, but not during a period while the switch is permitted to remain closed or open.

We could also say that an emf will be induced in the secondary
circuit only at the time that the current in the primary circuit changes
in value.

ELFCTROMAGNETIC COUPLING
When two circuits are operating by mutual induction as in Fig. 12,
we say that they are coupled magnetically, or that magnetic coupling
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This is
exists between them.
actually true, as the varying magnetic field is the
means by which we transfer
energy from the primary to

the secondary circuit. Because this principle is known
as "mutual induction," we often
say that when two circuits are
this magnetically coupled, they
are in inductive relationship, one with the other.
Also, the phrase, "indu. tive
coupling" is sometimes used
in place of "magnetic coupling."

INDUCTIVE COUPLING BETWEEN
By inserting a
TWO COILS:

3

--Iron core

Switch
nil
may
11101

IIml,
J

+ Primoryí

`Galvanorfer

ao1

circuit

11

N

:.Secondary

Battery

circuit

F IG. 13
INDUCTIVELYCOUPLED COILS

coil of wire in each of the two circuits, we can concentrate the action
of the magnetic field, which provides the means of coupling, within a
smaller space and thus transfer a greater amount of energy from the
primary circuit to the secondary circuit. Then, by placing an iron
core through the centers of the two coils, so as to increase the number
of lines of force surrounding the coils, we can increase still further
This
the amount of electrical energy induced in the secondary circuit.
is shown in Fig. 13.

By checking the direction of the current flow in both the primary
and secondary windings in Fig. 13, you will see how Lenz's Law applies
Here, the direction of current flow through
to inductively -coupled coils.
the primary winding is such that this winding tends to set up a north
magnetic pole at its upper end and a south magnetic pole at its lower end.
However, the induced current in the secondary winding tends to set up a
south pole at the upper end and a north pole at the lower end of this winding.
Thus, the polarity of the secondary winding opposes the polarity of
the primary winding whenever the current flow through the primary winding
increases in value.
13, is opened, the induced current flans
a direction opposite to that indicated
winding
in
through the secondary
by the arrows in the illustration. This condition tends to maintain a
magnetic field of the same polarity as that originally established by
Thus, we see that the polarity of the secondary
the primary winding.
winding is of like polarity as that of the primary whenever the current
flow through the primary winding decreases in value.

When the switch in Fig.

PULSATING CURRENT AND MUTUAL INDUCTION
You will, no doubt, realize that if we substitute a source of continuously pulsating current for the hand -operated switch of Fig. 13, there
will then be a constantly varying current in the primary circuit; and a
constantly varying magnetic field around the coil connected in this circuit.
Therefore, an emf will be induced continuously in the secondary
circuit.
Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 14, where a microphone, battery,
coil, and a current -measuring instrument are connected in the primary
circuit; and a headphone and current -measuring instrument in the secondary
The two coils are inductively coupled, being placed on the same
circuit.
iron core.
ERA
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MICROPHONE CIRCUIT EMPLOYING TRANSFORMER

At the time no sound is impressed on the diaphragm of the microphone,
a steady flow of battery current will pass through the primary winding,
as indicated by the steady deflection of the meter needle in this cir-

cuit, and also as shown by the graph in the lower left-hand corner of
illustration (A). Under these conditions, the resulting magnetic field
will be stationary, and therefore no voltage or current will be induced
Consequently, the meter in the secondary cirin the secondary circuit.
cuit reads zero, no indication of current appears in the graph for the
secondary circuit at the lower right of the illustration, and no sound
is reproduced by the headphone.
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However, when sound is
impressed upon the microphone,
the current flow through the
microphone circuit will vary
in intensity for reasons pre-

viously given, and thereby

produce

a

corresponding

fluctuation in the magnetic
The variation in
field.
current flow at this time
will be indicated by oscillation of the meter needle
in the primary circuit, and
is also illustrated graphically at the lower left of illustration (B) in Fig. 14.

The resulting varying magnetic field induces an alternating voltage in the

secondary circuit, which
voltage is illustrated graph-

ically at the lower right
Under such conof (B).
ditions, the sounds that
originally actuated the microphone will be reproduced
by the headphone. Here,
again, we have pulsating
direct current in the primary
circuit and alternating current
in the seccndary circuit.

A -C

FIG. 15
APPLIED TO PRIMARY

A -C AND MUTUAL INDUCTION
If a source of a -c emf be applied to the primary, an a -c emf will
be induced in the secondary just as when pulsating current flows through

the primary; except that the two circuits will operate with somewhat
greater efficiency. That is, a greater voltage and current will be induced in the secondary circuit when a -c is supplied to the primary.

In Fig. 15, we have a set-up similar to that appearing in Fig. 13
with the exception that the two inductively -coupled coils (windings)
are placed on a closed -type iron core, and a -c instead of interrupted
d -c is now being applied to the primary winding. Under such conditions,
the current flow through the primary winding will vary continuously in
both intensity and direction. At (A) of this Illustration you are shown
conditions as they exist while the current through the primary winding
is increasing in value in one direction, while illustration (B) shows
what takes place as the current through the primary winding is increasing
in value in the opposite direction. Notice, also, haw the secondary voltage reverses in step with the reversals of primary current, and how
the polarity of the 'secondary winding is opposite to that of the primary
winding at such times.
Whenever the primary current decreases in value in any one direction,
the induced current in the secondary winding, caused by the collapse of the
magnetic field, will reverse its direction of flow; and will then tend
to maintain a magnetic field of the same polarity as that originally established by the primary winding during the same alternation of the a -c
All of these actions conform with Lenz's Law which was previously
cycle.
given.
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TRANSFORMERS
The primary and secondary coils of
15, together with the core, constitute a device which is known as a

Fig.

transformer.' Transformers of many
different types and forms are used in
radionic equipment.
For example, the
average home radio receiver, which is one
of the most common radionic devices in use
today; contains transformers of several
different types.

A typical iron -core transformer,
designed for use in a radio receiver, is
shown in Fig. 16, together with the

standard transformer symbol.

AC
Symbol

FIG. 16
IRON -CORE TRANSFORMER

A transformer will function only if
pulsating current, or alternating current is flowing in its primary winding.
No transfer of electrical energy will
take place in a transformer, or in any
other inductively coupled circuit, if
only pure direct current is flowing
through the primary circuit.

The frequency of the emf applied to the primary circuit has a great
deal to do with the action and efficiency of transformers. Briefly,
the higher the frequency of the applied emf, the greater will be the
amount of electrical energy transferred from the primary to the secondary -provided, of course, that the construction of the transformer is such
that the unit is capable of operating efficiently at the higher frequencies.
If the construction of the transformer is not suited to operation
at higher frequencies, applying a high frequency to it will cause it to
overheat.

IRON -CORE AND AIR -CORE TRANSFORMERS:
It is to be noted that although
we generally speak of "iron" as being used for transformer cores; actually, special types of steel are employed for
the purpose. Such steel (often called "transformer steel") is ideally suited to this use
because it conducts magnetic lines of force
readily and also permits the lines of force
to reverse their direction without too much
opposition when the current flow through the
windings reverses its direction.
These cores are "built-up" of thin sheets
or strands of steel, called laminations, that
are insulated from each other by insulating
varnish.
Such laminated cores (Figs. 18 and
19) enable the transformer to operate with
less generation of heat than would a solid
steel core.
If the frequency of the applied pulsating
or alternating emf be high enough, the iron
core may be dispensed with (see Fig. 17). The
particular transformer in Fig. 17 is known
as a "solenoid -type r -f transformer," and is
employed extensively in radio receivers.
Air,

Ground",

IC
Symbol

FIG.
R

17

-F TRANSFORMER
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which serves as a "core" in this case, does not
retain magnetism to the extent as does transformer
steel; therefore the reversals of the magnetic
field can "keep up" more easily with the high frequency alternating current that is flowing
through the windings.

17

Secondary

The core material does not affect the basic
theory of transformer operation. All transformers
function according to the same theory, and all behave according to a few simple rules or principles.

OPEN -CORE TRANSFORMERS: Open -core transformers
have straight cores which are in the form of a
These
"bundle" of soft iron or mild steel wires.
cores are less efficient, but more economical to
Their
build, than are the closed -type cores.
use is confined to small transformers where efficiency is not as important as economy. Typical
examples of open -core transformers are the stepup transformers as used in some automobile ignition
systems (usually called "ignition coils").

Secondary/

;

Prímary

Core -/
FIG. 18
OPEN -CORE
TRANSFORMER

The principle of construction as found in open -core transformers is
The secondary winding in this case consists of
illustrated in Fig. 18.
many more turns of wire than are on the primary. And, the secondary is
here wound on top of, though insulated from, the primary.

Closed -core
CLOSED -CORE TRANSFORMERS:
transformers are much more efficient
in operation than are the open -core
types, and are used more in practice.
The fact that the cores are designed so
that they are "closed" provides a continuous path through iron, for the magnetic lines of force --thus enabling a
given current in the primary winding to
build up a greater number of lines of
force, with which to induce voltage in
the secondary.

FIG. 19
CLOSED -CORE TRANSFORMER
ERA -11

In Fig. 19 are shown two varieties
On some
of closed -core transformers.
transformers of the type appearing at
(A) of Fig. 19, the primary winding is
placed on one leg of the core, and the
secondary winding on. the other leg, as
However, in other cases,
here shown.
the secondary winding is wound on top
of the primary, and the entire coil
assembly placed on one leg of the core.
The other leg will then not have any windIt should be noted that in
ing on it.
transformer (B) of Fig. 19, the primary
and secondary windings are both wound
The
on the central section or "leg".
paths followed by the magnetic lines of
force are indicated by means of dotted
lines at both (A) and (B).
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TRANSFORMER VOLTAGES
100 turns on

primary winding.,

100 turns on

secondary winding

As was mentioned in a previous paragraph, it is possible
by means of transformers to:

1.- Step-up the secondso that it is
greater than that of the voltage applied to the primary.

ary voltage

A -C

Generator

Sec ondaryVoltageEQUALS Primary Voltage

FIG. 20
ONE-TO-ONE TRANSFORMER

2.- Step-down the secondary voltage so that it is less
than that of the voltage applied to the primary.

3.- Have the voltage developed across the secondary
exactly equal to the voltage
applied to the primary.

ONE-TO-ONE TRANSFORMERS
In Fig. 20, we have a simple iron -core transformer with an a -c emf of
10 volts applied to the primary
The primary and secondary windings each
consist of 100 turns of wire. An a -c voltmeter, connected across the secondary winding, would indicate that an emf of 10 volts appears across
the secondary winding.

The arrangement in Fig. 20 thus demonstrates that if the number of
turns of wire on the secondary winding of a transformer is exactly equal
to the number of turns on the primary winding, the voltage developed across
the secondary winding will be equal to the voltage applied to the primary.
We call such a transformer a "one-to-one" transformer, meaning that it has
a 1 -to -1 voltage ratio; or, that for every volt applied to the primary, 1
volt is developed across the secondary.

USES FOR ONE-TO-ONE TRANSFORMERS: One-to-one transformers are used chiefly when it is desired to operate an electrical apparatus at line voltage,
but where it is not desirable to connect the apparatus directly to the
line (main lighting or power circuit).
The transformer thus serves as a
means for electrically isolating the line from the load circuit so that
an accidental short in the
latter will not directly short
,300 turns on
circuit the line as well.
Windn
IOQ turns on
primar windin.
STEP-UP TRANSFORMERS

'secnd

Another simple iron -core
transformer is shown in Fig. 21.
This transformer has more turns
of wire in the secondary winding
than it has in the primary winding. To be exact, there are 100

turns on the primary and 300
turns on the secondary.
In
this case, we find that with
the same 10.volts applied to
the primary, 30 volts will
now appear across the secondary.
This is a "three -time" increase,
or step-up in voltage.

-A-G Generator
SecondaryVbltage .5GREATER
than PrimaryVºItage
r

iG.

21

STEP-UP TRANSFORMER
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From this demonstration,
we learn that if there are
more turns of wire on the secondary than there are on the
primary, the voltage across
the secondary will be greater
than that across the primary
winding. A transformer of this
type is said to be a step-up
transformer.

100 turns on -

primary winding

20 turns on
secondary winding
I

10

Volts

2 Volts

bathe

above example,
Since
are 100 turns on the primary and 300 turns oil the secondary winding, or three turns

there

19

A -C

Generator

Secondary Voltage is LESSthan Primary Voltage

of wire on the secondary for
every turn on the primary, this
FIG. 22
transformer is said to have
a turns -ratio of 3 tel.
And,
STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER
since in this same
ple the voltage across the secondary winding is three times that across
This latter,
the primary winding, we also have a voltage -ratio of 3 to 1.
also, is a three -time increase --that is, for each volt applied to the
primary, three volts are developed across the secondary.

exam-

The voltage across the secondary of a transformer, which is
functioning under normal conditions, will always compare to the
voltage across the primary as the number of turns on the secondary
winding compare to the number of turns on the primary.

RULE:

CURRENT VALUES IN STEP-UP TRANSFORMERS: Always, and unavoidably, when
voltage is stepped up by means of a transformer, the current (amps) in
It is never possible
the secondary is less than that in the primary.
to step-up both voltage and current, by means
of a transformer.
Step-up transUSES FOR STEP-UP TRANSFORMERS:
formers may be used anywhere that it is desired
to increase an alternating or pulsating voltage.
Typical applications of this are the power transformers used in radio sets, and the transformers -often called "ignition coils" --that are employed to supply high -voltage electricity (the
"spark") in automobile ignition systems.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS
The transformer in Fig. 22 will step-down
the secondary emf to a value below that of the
In this case, there are 100 turns
primary emf.
on the primary winding and 20 turns on the secondary.
Ten volts are applied across the primary; and a voltmeter would show that an emf of
Thus,
2 volts is developed across the secondary.

with less turns on the secondary winding than
there are on the primary, we have caused the voltage across the secondary winding to be of a lower
value than that across the primary. This, then,
is a step-down transformer.
FIG. 23
RADIO POWER TRANSFORMER
ERA -14

From this example, we learn that whenever
a transformer contains fewer secondary turns
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than it does primary turns, the
the primary voltage.
And, since
100 turns on the primary winding
turn on the secondary for each 5

secondary voltage will be lower than
in this particular example there are

and 20 turns on the secondary, or one
turns on the primary, the turns ratio
is 1 -to -5; but, in this case it is a step-down ratio.
Again, we see that
the voltage across the secondary compares to the voltage applied to the
primary as the number of turns on the secondary c ampares to the number
of turns on the primary.

CURRENT IN STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS: Voltage step-down transformers differ
from voltage step-up transformers in that it is often possible to have
a greater current (amperes) in the secondary circuit than there is in the
primary circuit. That is, as the secondary voltage decreases, the permissible secondary current drain increases.

USES FOR STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS: Voltage step-down transformers are
used just as extensively as are voltage step-up transformers.
Transformers which supply power for electron tube filaments are step-down
transformers, as also are ordinary door bell transformers.

TRANSFORMERS WITH MORE THAN ONE SECONDARY WINDING
In Fig. 23 are shown pictures of two styles of radio power transformers and also a schematic diagrar of such a transformer that has three
secondary windings.
In multi -secondary transformers, just as in the simple two -winding transformers that we have described up to this point, the
voltage across each secondary winding will compare to the voltage applied
across the primary winding as the number of turns in each secondary compares to the number of turns in the primary.
In the transformer illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 23, secondary
winding #1 consists of a few turns of rather heavy wire, and furnishes
an emf of 6.3 volts.

Secondary winding #2 (called the "high -voltage winding") is composed
of a great many turns of fine wire.
A lead for connection to the external
circuit is attached to it so that the number of turns between this connection and one end of the winding is equal to the number of turns beWe theretween this same connection and the other end of the winding.
fore logically call this connection a "center tap". An emf of 350 volts
is available between the center tap and each end of the winding, and 700
volts between the two ends.

Secondary winding #3 in this case consists of a few turns of heavy
wire, and furnishes an emf of 5 volts.

Obviously, the voltages available from the secondary windings of
transformers as just described will vary with the requirements of the
receiver in which the particular transformer is to be used.
The principles just covered are basic in nature and will be applied
repeatedly in electronic circuits throughout this course.
It is therefore imperative that you master this lesson in its entirety, and that
you remember all of the important facts presented herein.

At first, some of the theories concerning a -c may appear to be
somewhat complex, but they will all gradually become clearer as you
progress with your studies. In fact, in a very short time you will
think of them in terms of nothing more than common, natural laws that
must be complied with in order for any piece of radio or electronic
equipment to operate.
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LESSON NO. 5

RESISTORS -CONDENSERS -COILS
As you progress farther into the interesting field of radio and
electronics, you will find that the greater part of your work and studies
has to do with circuits containing RESISTORS, CONDENSERS, and COILS.

The effect of resistors (resistance) in an electrical circuit has
In this lesson, we will give you
already been mentioned in this course.
as well as an Introduction to;
on
resistors,
information
some additional
and an explanation of, the action of condensers and coils in d -c, a -o
and pulsating -current circuits. You will then be ready to apply this
knowledge to the radio and electronic equipment discussed in the following lessons.

RESISTORS
A resistor is an electrical device wiiich is placed in a circuit for
the purpose of reducing, or limiting, the current flow in the circuit.
Resistors, as used in radio and electronics in general, are classified
into two basic types -- fixed resistors and variable resistors.
In Fig. 1 you are shown what are known as wire -wound,
FIXED RESISTORS:
These resistors comprise a coil of special high -refixed resistors.
sistance wire wound on a porcelain tube or on a
The standard symbol for fixed
strip of mica.
resistors appears at the bottom of Fig. 1.
,rxvar
(s.s:oA

Examples of carbon resistors are presented
in Fig. 2.
Carbon resistors are made of a carbon
rod, with a connector affixed to each end; and are
generally painted in colors, arranged in the form
(Note:
of a code to indicate their value in ohms.
complete details concerning this code are given later
The same symbol is employed for
in the course).
carbon resistors as for wire -wound resistors.
Commercial fixed resistors are manufactured in a

great many different values, ranging from fractions of an ohm to several million ohms (megohms).
ERA -5

Sym bo
FIG.

I

I

W IRE-WOUND

FIXED RESISTOR
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VARIABLE RESISTORS: Variable resistors --- as their name suggests --- are
so constructed that their value in ohms can be varied at will.
One form of variable resistor, together
This
with its symbols, is shown in Fig. 3.
resistor consists of a special resistance
wire wound on a porcelain tube, and provided
with terminals at each end.
A metal clip
contacts the bare, exposed portion of the resistance wire, and can be slid along the
length of the tube and locked in any position
desired. Thus, the amount of resistance included between either one of the end -terminals
and the slider terminal can be varied.

O -A
CARBON

~R'

-.-,

FIG. 2
FIXED RESISTORS

Other forms of variable resistors, known
as potentiometers, (pronounced po-ten-cheeIn this case,
ah-meters), appear in Fig. 4.
the resistance element (wire or carbon) is
shaped to conform with the circumference of
a circle, and is provided with a terminal at
each end.
A slider, operated by a shaft, contacts different points on the resistance element when the shaft is rotated by hand.
The symbol for a potentiometer is also
included in Fig. 4.
The arrow of the symbol
represents the slider.

One of the potentiometers in Fig. 4 has
This switch is
a snitch incorporated in it.
electrically independent of the resistance
element of the assembly, but is operated by
the same shaft that regulates the resistance
of the potentiometer.

FIG.

3

VARIABLE RESISTOR

In Fig. 5 is shown
PRINCIPLE OF THE RHEOSTAT:
a typical application of a potentiometer as a
rheostat.
Here, you will observe that as a
rheostat, only two terminals are utilized -the slider (center) terminal and one of the
end -terminals of the resistance element.

In the particular example illustrated in
Fig. 5, the rheostat is being employed for
the purpose of controlling the amount of current flow through the filament of a radio tube.
Notice how the circuit connections are such
that only that portion of the resistance element between terminals #1 and #2 is included
in the circuit; and that the farther the
slider is moved toward the right, the greater
will be the amount of resistance included in
the tube's circuit.
Consequently, the filament current is reduced as the slider is moved
toward the right, and is increased as the
slider is moved toward the left.

F

IG.

4

POTENTIOMETERS

PRINCIPLE OF POTENTIOMETERS: The principle of
the potentiometer is demonstrated in Fig. 6,
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Battery

FIG. 5
PRINCIPLE

OF

RHEOSTAT

where the end -terminals of the potentiometer (terminals #1 and #3) are connected across the terminals of the battery.

When the slider of the potentiometer (2) is rather close to end #1 of
Flo. 6
the resistor element as at "A", only a
PRINCIPLE Or POTENTIOMETER
very small part of the resistor element is included between these two
the resistor element.
points as indicated by the short, heavy line below
amount cf
appreciable
an
that
illustration
You will also notice it this
effecis
now
which
resistance is included between points #2 and #3, and
voltage.
of
scurce
the
and
voltmeter
tively connected in series with the
by the voltmeter
Under such conditions, a low voltage will be indicated
#2.
and
that is connected between points #1

O

O

Normal current of

Current surged
10amperes

Resistance of
lamp filament=

I

Switch
Emf=100V.

Current required
Tamp=

I

Lamp burne out
because of too much

by

amp.

Lamp operates at
normal brilliance

current
FIG.
Hoi,
ERA

-5

A

RESISTOR ACTS

7
IN

A

D -C

CIRCUIT
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As the slider is moved farther toward the left (see "B" of Fig. 6)
more resistance will be included between terminals #1 and #2, as indicated by the increased length of the heavy line directly below the resistance element in this illustration.
At the same time, the resistance
between points #2 and #3 is reduced, and the meter is more nearly ccnnected directly across the source of voltage.
Therefore, a greater voltage will now appear between terminals #1 and #2.

Thus, it is apparent that by slowly rotating the shaft of the potentiometer, the voltage available between terminals #1 and #2 can be
varied in a gradual manner.

APPLICATION OF RESISTOR.

Pure

D -C

current

One of the simplest and
most common uses of a resistor is illustrated in Fig. 7.
At "A" you are shown a circuit
in which a lamp is connected
to a d -c generator through a
switch and ammeter.
The filament of this lamp has a resistance of 10 ohms and the normal
current required by the lamp
is 1 ampere.

2 Amps.
A -C

current

2 Amps.

Pulsating current

;nnnn

Vibrator

Now, if we were to connect the lamp directly to the
generator which is developing
an emf of 100 volts, we know
-- by Ohm's Law -- that 10 amperes of current will surge
(Note:
through the lamp.
100
divided by 10 equals 10.) This
momentary surge of current exceeds the normal lamp current
sufficiently to burn out the
filament, as at "B".
At "C",
we have the same basic circuit, with the exception that
a

current -limiting resistor

of 90 ohms has been connected
in series with it.

The total
resistance of the circuit is
now 90 ohms (the resistor value)

10 V.

Battery

plus 10 ohms (the lamp resisWe find
tance), or 100 ohms.
by applying Ohm's Law that 100
volts divided by 100 ohms, Dr
1 ampere, will flow through the
circuit.

2 Amps.

FIG. 8
EFFECT

OF

RES ISTANCE IN D -C,
OR A -C CIRCUIT

PULSAT ING

Notice, particularly, how
the addition of the 90 -ohm resistor in this circuit controls
the current flow so that it will
not exceed the normal value fDr
the circuit, when a given voltage is applied.
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ACTION OF RESISTORS IN D -C,
PULSATING CURRENT AND A -C
CIRCUITS

Metal plates

All types of current are affected
by a resistor of a given value in the
same manner, or to the same extent.
This is true whether the circuit is

carrying pure direct current, pulsating current, or alternating current.
Thus, if a resistor of 90 ohms will
reduce the direct current in circuit
Symbol
"C" of Fig. 7 by 9 amperes when 100
volts d -c is applied, it would have
FIG. 9
the same'effect if an alternating or
SIMPLE CONDENSER
a pulsating voltage were involved.
This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where
a comparison is shown of resistor action in circuits carrying these three
Notice that the current flow in all three of these cirtypes of current.
cuits is exactly alike.

T

CONDENSERS

FIG. 10
MICA CONDENSER

Almost all electronic or
radionic equipment contains a
In fact,
number of condensers.
the average home radio contains
as many as from ten to twenty
condensers of different types.
It is also of interest to note
that almost 50% of all servicing of modern radio receivers
consists of locating and replacing defective condensers.

Basically, a condenser
is a storage device

for elec-

trical energy.

That is, a
condenser may have electrical
energy applied to it from some

external source of emf
a cei imu
c

a to

-a charge -- hold this

harge for an appreciable

length of time after the source
of emf has been removed -- and
then discharge this energy at
a later time.

A condenser in its simplest form consists of two or
more conducting plates separated from each other by good
insulating material such as
sheet mica, waxed paper, a nonconducting gas, or air. A
condenser of this type, employing air as the insulating
material, is shown in Fig. 9,

together with the standard
condenser symbol.
Fig.
ERA -5

The condenser shown in
10 is known as a "mica

FIG.
CARTRIDGE -TYPE

II

PAPER) CONDENSER
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condenser" because mica is used as
the insulating material (dielectric) between the two metal plates,
as illustrated at the right in
Fig. 10.
The entire assembly is
usually housed in a molded bakelite
case, with terminal lugs or leads
provided at each end so that the
condenser can be connected to the
radio circuit conveniently.

Switch)

/
Circuit

100\77-

Condenser

is

inoperative

L__

Another common form of condenser construction is shown in

_Meter

Condenser

Fig. 11.
This condenser consists
of two pieces of thin aluminum fo_l,
separated from each other by waxed
paper or cellophane as at "A" of
Fig. 11.
This whole sandwich of

+

1.11~

charging

foil and paper is rolled up to
form a compact cartridge -shaped
condenser, as at "B" of Fig. 11;

C ondenser

charged

+

'

100V.

and since paper is used as the dielectric, such condensers are often
classed as "paper condensers".
Quite often, instead of bringing out
both connectors at the same end of
the condenser, they are brought
out at opposite ends, as at "C" of
Fig. 11, where the rolled element
has been placed in a cylindrical

cardboard container.
Since the capacity value of
the condensers shown in Figs. 9,
10 and 11 cannot be altered after
manufacture, they are called fixed
condensers. Later in the course,

Battery
removed

you will learn about other forms
of condensers.
Those already illustrated will serve adequately
to illustrate the principles involved, and with which we are mcst
concerned at this time.

Condenser
hold s

charge

CHARGING

A

CONDENSER

The charging action of a condenser is illustrated in Fig. 12.
At "A" you are shown the condenser
connected in series with a current indicating meter, switch, and a
source of .d -c emf of 100 volts.

Circuit
c

losed

FIG. 12
CHARGING ANO DISCHARGING

A

CONDENSER

At "B", the switch has been
closed, thus connecting the meter
and condenser to the battery.
At
the instant the switch is closed,
the pointer on the meter will be
deflected -- thus showing that current is flowing from the battery
to the condenser.

LESSON NO.
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If the switch is permitted to remain closed, the pointer of the
meter will, after a short time, gradually return to the zero mark on the
scale; thus indicating that current flow between the battery and condenser has stopped. When this happens, the condenser is said to be completely charged.
That is, the condenser has built up a charge of electrical energy, the voltage of which is exactly equal to the applied batteryevoltage. And, since the two voltages are now exactly equal in value,
but opposing in polarity, no more current will flow in the circuit.
This
is shown at "C" of Fig. 12.
At "D", the battery has been removed from the circuit.
The condenser
now in a "charged" condition, and is applying an emf to the remaining
portion of the circuit.
This charge in the condenser may be retained fcr
several minutes to several hours, depending upon the quality of the condenser.
is

DISCHARGING A CONDENSER
At "E" of Fig. 12, the wires which formerly connected the condenser
to the battery have been touched together (shorted) -- thus, again forming a complete circuit through the switch, meter, and condenser.
At the
instant the two wires are touched together, the pointer of the meter will
be deflected; thus showing that current is now flowing through the circuit from the condenser.
As this discharge action continues, the meter
reading will gradually approach zero. When the meter pointer returnsto
zero, we know that the condenser has discharged all of its stored energy
through the circuit.
The condenser is then said to be discharged.

When a condenser is discharging through a circuit, as at "E" of
12, the discharge current will flow in the circuit until the condenser is completely discharged.
This current may be used to perform
useful work, such as lighting a lamp or energizing an electromagnet,
just as any other d -c current; but, of course, for a limited time, because it is discharged very rapidly under such conditions.
Fig.

ELECTRON THEORY OF CONDENSER ACTION
Fig. 13 shows exactly what happens while a condenser is being charged and discharged.
Here, we have at "A" an illustration of the condenser
when in its normal or discharged state. When in this condition, an equal
number of free electrons fill the two plates of the condenser.

CHARGING ACTION:

Now, when the source of emf (battery) is connected to
the circuit, the negative terminal of the battery repels free electrons,
and the positive terminal attracts them.
Therefore, electrons move
through the circuit away from the negative terminal and toward the positive terminal of the voltage source, as indicated by the arrows at "B".

The electrons cannot flow through the insulation which separates
the plates of the condenser.
But the repelling effect of the negative
battery terminal attempts to force them through it.
So we have, then,
a heavy charge of electrons accumulating on one of the plates of the condenser. The excess of electrons (negative electrical charges) on this
plate cause it to becone highly negative in character and to repel the
electrons in the other plate of the condenser.
Electrons which are thus
forced away from this other condenser plate drift through the circuit
toward the positive battery terminal. This is also shown at "B".

This condition leaves the condenser with a heavy accumulation of
electrons on one of ins plates, and very few electrons on the other
plate.
Or, we could say that the one plate now has a high negative
charge impressed upon it, while the other plate is highly positive due
ERA -5
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to an absence of electrons.
The plate which has the high negative charge
is called the negative plate; and that which has the high positive charge
is called the positive plate.
Notice that the negative plate of the condenser is always the one which is connected to the negative terminal of
the source of emf, and that the positive plate is always the one which
is connected to the positive terminal of the source of emf.

o

gm

Condenser

norma

I

Conden

Condenser being

in

state

charged

ser

charge d

.

Ba tte ry
.

1

o

Condenser

Condenser

being

discharged

discharged
. . . . . . . . .

FIG.

3

CHARGING AND DISCHARGING ACTION

OF

CONDENSER

When the charging source of emf is disconnected as at "C", the condenser is left in a state of electronic unbalance; that is, with one
plate highly negative and the other highly positive.
There is then a
constant attempt being made by the electrons on the negative plate to
return to the positive plate from whence they came.
However, they are
prevented from doing this because of their inability to pass through the
insulator which is placed between the plates. A condenser in this condition is said to be charged, or to possess an electrostatic charge. And,
since the charge on the condenser opposes the voltage applied by the
source, we say that a charged condenser offers a counter electromotive
force (counter-emf, or C.E.M.F.).

DISCHARGING ACTION:
The instant that an electrical connection is made
between the plates, as at "D" of Fig. 13, the excess electrons on the
negative plate will return to the positive plate. They do this by proving through the circuit in the form of an electric current.
When a sufficient number of electrons have traveled through the circuit to the
positive plate so that the charges on the two plates are again in exact
electronic balance, there will be no further flow of current (electrons),
and the entire circuit will then be electrically "dead" as at "E".
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OSCILLATORY NATURE OF CONDENSER DISCHARGE
It is interesting to note that when a condenser discharges, as just
By oscillatory,
described, the discharge action is oscillatory in nature.
we mean that a condenser while discharging does not reach a state of zero
charge instantly.

Actually, when the discharge begins, electrons leave the negative
plate at such speed that more electrons travel to the positive plate than
.are needed to neutralize the positive charge at that point.
These excess electrons then surge back and forth through the circuit, between the
negative and positive plates, in ever -diminishing numbers over a brief
but appreciable period of time, until a state of perfect electronic balance is finally attained, and at which time all electron movement stops.
It is this oscillatory nature of a condenser discharge that makes it
possible for the simplest of radio transmitters to function.

CONDENSER TERMS
DIELECTRIC:

The insulating material which

separates the plates of

a

condenser is

known as the dielectric.
Typical condenser
dielectrics are listed in Table I. You
will note that several different materials
are employed for this purpose, their selection being dependent upon the use to
which the condenser is to be put.

CAPACITY:
The capacity of a condenser is
an indication as to the quantity of electrical energy that the condenser will store
when a certain value of emf (voltage) is
applied to it.
Capacity is dependent upon:
(1) Dielectric material; (2) Thickness of dielectric -- which also determines
the distance between the plates; (3) Area
In the case of some condensers
of plates.
which have more than one positive and one
negative plate, the total number of plates
also influences the effective plate area.

TABLE
COMMON

I

CONDENSER DIELECTRICS
WAXED

PAPER

CELLOPHANE
MICA
GLASS

OIL
A

IR

NON -CONDUCTING GASES

Briefly, we can say that the better the insulating quality of the
dielectric, the thinner the dielectric (the less the separation between
plates), or the larger the plate area, the greater will be the capacity
of the condenser.
Poor insulating quality of the dielectric, unduly thick dielectric
(greater separation between plates) and small plate area tend to reduce
the capacity of a condenser.

UNIT OF CAPACITY: The capacity, or ability of a condenser to store electrical energy is measurable, and is expressed by a unit called the FARAD_.
If the voltage across a condenser is raised one volt by a charging current
of one ampere flowing into the condenser for one second, the condenser
has a capacity of one farad. Thus, a condenser which is so built as to
be rated at two farads w_ll have a greater capacity than would a condenser
rated at one farad.
As the farad is a rather large unit which would seldom be encountered
in practical radio and electronic circuits, a smaller unit, the micro farad is more commonly used.
One microfarad is equal to 1/1,000,000 or
In radionics, we often employ con the one -millionth part of one farad.
ERA -5
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densers,the capacities of which are expressed in terms of micromic rofarads.
One micromicrofarad is equal to 1/1,.000,000 or the one -millionth part of
The unit "microfarad" is often abbreviated to "mfd" or
one microfarad.
"mf", and the unit "micromicrofarad" to "mmfd" or "mmf".
The symbol for
capacity or capacitance is the capital letter "C".

No

I

light

Condenser

Condenser

Emf: 100V.

Meter needle deflected
Then returns to zero.

Em f. = 100 V.

Meter indicates steady
flow of current_

-

F

IG.

EFFECT OF CONDENSER

14

IN D -C

AND

A -C

CIRCUIT

EFFECT OF CONDENSER ON DIRECT CURRENT
At "A" of Fig. 14, we have a simple circuit much like those described
in the resistor section of this lesson.
Here, the d -c generator is applying 100 volts to the circuit, the lamp does not glow, and the ammeter
reads zero.
Thus, we see that current will not flow in a series circuit
containing a condenser, when a d -c emf is applied.
Therefore, we can say
that a condenser will block the passage of direct current through a cir-

cuit.
Of course, there will be a very brief surge of current in this circuit, when the emf is first applied.
But this surge of current will stop
as soon as the condenser has acquired a charge in the manner described
previously.
However, if She dielectric of the condenser happened to be
defficient in its insulating qualities, there would be a steady leakage
of current through the condenser and circuit.

EFFECT OF CONDENSER ON ALTERNATING CURRENT
The same basic circuit is shown at "B" of Fig. 14, as at "A", with
the exception that an a -c generator is now applying 100 volts to the circuit.
In this case, the lamp is glowing brilliantly and the ammeter indicates that current is flowing.
This shows that while a condenser will block the passage of a direct
current, it will, with some opposition, permit the passage of alternating
current.
Or, we could say that a condenser connected in series with En
a -c circuit will function very much in the manner of a resistor, permitting current to flow in controlled amounts.
Condensers are often used
in a -c circuits for this purpose.

You might well ask at this point, "Does the alternating current
actually pass through the condenser?" The answer is No! No current of
any kind ever flows through a condenser unless the condenser is defec-
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tive.
It is the alternate charging and discharging action of the condenser that permits a continuous series of current surges to flow through
This is illustrated in Fig. 15,
the circuit in which it is connected.
where an a -c generator is shown as being connected across the plates of
the condenser.
The solid portion of the sine curve directly above each
of the circuits in Fig. 15 illustrates the portion of the a -c cycle being considered at the time.

I

a -c cycle

O

O

Positive peak
ue

.

KÜ7
Negative peak
value

Galvanometer

Condenser

charges

Condenser charges
in opposiite direction

Condenser
discharges
F

ACTION

IG.

Condenser
discharges

15

OF CONDENSER

IN A -C

CIRCUIT

At the instant pictured at "A" of Fig. 15, we find the polarity of
the generator to be such that electrons are caused to flow in the direction indicated, thereby charging the condenser so that its upper
When the voltage
plate becomes positive; and the lower plate negative.
across the condenser plates becomes equal to the generator voltage, this
charging current will stop due to the opposing effect of the condenser

voltage toward the generator voltage.
Then, as the generator voltage diminishes, the condenser will commence to discharge through the generator winding, as at "B" of Fig. 15.
As soon as the generator voltage reaches zero value, the condenser will
discharge at a rapid rate.

The generator will now commence to build up a voltage of opposite
polarity and thus charge the condenser in the opposite direction, as at
When the condenser is fully charged in this direction, it will
C".
again oppose the generator voltage; and will discharge through thegenerator as the latter's voltage once more approaches a value of zero (see
"D" of Fig. 15).
Thus, the charging and discharging of the condenser
during one a -c cycle is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 15. This sequence will repeat itself in successive order as long as the a -c voltage is applied across the condenser plates.

From this explanation you can see that a condenser permits a flow
of alternating current, but that this current does not actually flow
through the dielectric of the condenser. In other words, the alternating
current simply flows back and forth through the circuit from one condenser plate to the other as the condenser undergoes a charge and disERA-5
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charge when subjected to a -c voltage.
Because of the fact that an alternating current flows in a circuit in which a condenser is connected, it
is quite common to say that a condenser permits an alternating current
to flow "through" it.
However, what we really mean is that the condenser permits an alte rnating current to flow through the circuit in
which it is installed, rather than through the condenser itself.
This action of the con-

Direction of

stroke

FIG.

16
ALTERNATING CURRENT
CIRCUIT CONTAINING A CONDENSER

HYDRAULIC ANOLOGY
FLOM

OF

denser permitting a flow
of alternating current _n
a circuit, in which it is
connected, can be compared
with the water system illustrated in Fig. 16. Here,
we have a closed circuit
of pipes, completely filled
with water; and also containing a piston -pump and
a flexible diaphragm.
As
the piston moves towards
the right at "A" of Fig. 16,
it forces water through the
upper passage of the pump
and causes the diaphragm
to bend downward.
At the
same time, the water dis-

placed by this downward
movement of the diaphragm
is drawn into the pump housing through the lower passage.
IN

A

When the piston moves toward the left, as at "B" of Fig. 16, water
forced out of the pump housing through the lower passage and causes
the diaphragm to bend upward. The water displaced by this upward movement of the diaphragm flows into the pump housing through the upper passage.
Notice, especially, that as the piston moves back and forth repeatedly, there will be a continuous reversal of water flowing through
the system, but that at no time does the water ever flow through the
diaphragm.
is

The pump in this system can be compared to the generator in an a -c
electrical circuit; the diaphragm can be compared to the dielectric of a
condenser; and the reversing flow of water can be compared to alternating
current. Thus, just as an alternating current of water can flow through
this system of pipes without actually flowing through the diaphragm, so
also can an alternating current of electricity flow through a circuit
containing a condenser without actually flowing through the dielectric
of the condenser.

EFFECT OF CONDENSER ON PULSATING CURRENT
Fig. 17 shows a simple telephone circuit.
At the time the diaphragm is not being acted upon by sound waves, a normal current of constant intensity will flow through the circuit and no sound will be emitted by the headphones.
But, as soon as sound waves are impressed upon
the microphone's diaphragm, the current will increase and decrease with
respect to its normal value ---resulting in a pulsating current somewhat
as illustrated in the upper section of Fig. 17.
This pulsating current
will actuate the headphone diaphragms and so reproduce the sound accepted by the microphone.

If we were now to install a condenser in this circuit (indicated by
the dotted condenser symbol) sound acting upon the microphone would not be
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reproduced. The reason for this
is that a condenser will block
the flow of d -c, regardless of

whether it be non -varying or
pulsating in nature.
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE

You have been shown
that a condenser in an a -c

circuit will function as
a.current-limiting device.
The amount of opposition
offered to the flow of alternating current by a condenser is expressed in units
of capacitive reactance.
We use the term "capacitive
reactance" rather than "resistance" so that there can
be no confusion between the
opposition offered to alternating current flow by a con-

FIG.

EFFECT OF CONDENSER

IN

17

PULSATING

D -C

CIRCUIT

denser, and that offered by a resistor. The opposing effect of the latter
is called pure ohmic resistance.
The symbol for capacitive reactance is
"X e"
c

The reactance or opposition which is offered to a flow of alternating current by a condenser is expressed in ohms.
Thus, the "ohm" is used
as a unit of capacitive reactance as well as a unit of resistance.

FIG. 18
HOw CAPACITY AFFECTS CAPACITIVE REACTANCE

E}'ThCT OF CAPACITY VALUE UPON CAPACITIVE REACTANCE:
In Fig. 18, you are
shown three circuits; each consisting of an a -c generator, a condenser,
and a lamp connected in series.
A 50 -cycle a -c emf of 100 volts is being
impressed upon each of the circuits by the a -c generator.
The condenser
in circuit "A" has a capacity of 5 mfd; that in circuit "B" has a capacity of 10 mfd; and that in circuit "C" has a capacity of 1 mfd.
ERA -5
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The lamp in circuit "A"
in circuit 'B"

is

producing

The lamp
is glowing with fair brilliance.
much more light than that in circuit "A".

The lamp in circuit "C" is operating at such reduced brilliance that
glow is barely visible.

its

This shows that the greater the capacity of a condenser, the less
And, the less the capacitive reactance
its capacitive reactance.
be
will
in
of a condenser, the greater will be the flow of alternating current
larger
of
condensers
Thus,
is
included.
the
condenser
a circuit in which
capacity will permit the flow of more alternating current than will condensers of small capacity.

FIG. 19
How FREQUENCY AFFECTS CAPACITIVE REACTANCE

In Fig. 19, you are shown
EFFECT OF FREQUENCY UPON CAPACITIVE REACTANCE:
and lamps. Again, the
condensers
contain
three other a -c circuits which
But this time, they
generators are applying 100 volts to each circuit.
That is, the genare supplying this voltage at different frequencies.
per second;
cycles
at
volts
100
50
is
furnishing
"A"
in
circuit
erator
the generator in circuit "B" is furnishing 100 volts at 100 cycles per
second; and the generator in circuit "C" is furnishing 100 volts at 500
The condenser in each case has a capacity of 5 mfd.
cycles per second.

You should note that the lamp in circuit "B" is glowing with greater
brilliance than is the lamp in circuit "A", and that the lamp in circuit
"C" is glowing with greater brilliance than are the lamps in either cirThis shows that the frequency of the applied alternatcuit "A' or "B".
ing emf has a great deal to do with the amount of capacitive reactance
that a condenser offers to a flow of alternating current.

The higher the frequency, the greater
The rule in this case is:
will be the current flow in an a -c circuit which contains a condenser.
Or, at high frequencies, a condenser of a certain capacity will offer
relatively little opposition (capacitive reactance) to current flow; at
low frequencies, a condenser of the same capacity will offer greater opposition (capacitive reactance) to current flow.
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CAPACITIVE REACTANCE (Xc) OF A FEW COMMON VALUES OF CAPACITY AT VARIOUS
COMMERCIAL POWER, AUDIO AND RADIO FREQUENCIES
MFDS.

COMMERCIAL POWER FREQUENCIES

AUDIO FREQUENCIES

OF

10,000 CPS.

Low RADIO
FREQUENCIES
100,000 CPS.

CAPACITY

50 CPS.

.00025

12,640,000

10,640,000

6,320,000

632,000

63,200

6,320

.0005

6,320,000

5,308,000

3,160,000

316,000

31,600

3,160

.001

3,160,000

2,640,000

1,580,000

158,000

15,800

1,580

.005

632,000

530,800

316,000

31,600

3,160

316

.01

316,000

264,000

158,000

15,800

1,580

158

.o5

63,20o

5 3,

080

31, 600

3,160

316

31.6

.1

31,600

26,400

15,800

1,580

158

15.8

.5

6,32o

5,308

3,160

316

31.6

3.16

1.0

3,160

2,640

1,580

158

15.8

i.58

2.0

1,580

1,320

790

70.0

7.0

.70

4.0

792

660

396

39.6

3.9

39

8.0

396

330

188

18.8

1.8

.18

10.0

316

264

158

15.8

1.5

.15

15.0

212

177

106

10.6

1.0

.10

60 CPS.

100 CPS.

1000 CPS.

The capacitive reactance of a number of commonly used condenser
capacities appears in Table II. Here, you will note that the capacitive
reactance of each condenser is given for several frequencies of alternating current, the frequencies being indicated across the top of the
table.
Exam le:
Suppose that you wished to determine the capacitive reactance of an 8 mfd condenser, when employed in a circuit to which an a -c emf
of 60 cps is applied.
To do this, first look for the number "8" in the
"Mfds. of Capacity" column at the extreme left of the table.
Then, glance
straight across to the "60" column, and you will find that the capacitive
reactance (Xc) of this 8 mfd condenser to a 60 cycle current is 330 ohms.

COILS
When wire is wound in the form of a coil, such as when several turns
of wire are wrapped around a cardboard salt box
the complete arrangement is called an inductance coil, or simply a coil".
COMMERCIALLY MANUFACTURED COILS: Coils of many different sizes and shapes,
as well as with varying electrical characteristics, are produced in great
quantities for use in today's radio and electronic circuits.
While literally hundreds of different designs are available to the radionic techERA_5
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VARIOUS FORMS OF AIR -CORE COILS AS USED

IN

RADIONICS

nician, we can classify all of them into two general groups -- Namely,
as air -core coils and iron -core coils.
AIR -CORE COILS: An air -core coil is a coil of wire which does not have
an iron or other metallic core. While most air -core coils are wound on
tubes made of cardboard, bakelite, ceramic, or other insulative material,
such tubing is used only to furnish a physical support for the turns of
wire, and serves no electrical purpose in the circuit in which the coil
might be connected. A group of air -core coils is shown in Fig. 20, together with the symbol for an air -core coil.
IRON -CORE COILS:
Several iron core coils and the standard symbols for such coils appear in
Fig. 21.
Notice how straight
lines represent the presence
of an iron -core.

EFFECT OF COILS ON CURRENT FLOW

JEFFERS"

Whenever a coil is inserted
in a circuit, it will always influence the flow of current in
that circuit. However, it will
affect the flow of alternating
or pulsating current differently

than
A 4,
/n
ihe

Iii

Sy
F Ic.

bo

I
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it

will direct current.

The following paragraphs will
clarify this.

EFFECT OF A COIL ON DIRECT CURRENT:
In Fig. 22-A, you are
shown a circuit which contains
a lamp, an ammeter, and a d -c
emf of 120 volts.
The ammeter
indicates that a current of 4
amperes is flowing through the
circuit.
The lamp is glowing
at normal brilliance.
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According to Ohm's
Law, resistance is equal
to the number of volts
divided by the number of
amperes. Thus, we can
divide the 120 volts being applied to the circuit
by the 4 amperes of current flowing, and so determine the total resis-

tance of the circuit.
Since 120 divided by
the total resistance of the circuit
is 30 ohms.
And, as the
4 equals 30,

lamp is the only object
in the circuit which offers

appreciable resistance to
current flow, we conclude
that the circuit resistance of 30 ohms is concentrated in the filament
of the lamp.

INDUCTANCE

FIG. 22
(COIL) OFFERS LITTLE OPPOSITION
TO D -C

The circuit illustrated at "B" of Fig. 22 differs from that at "A"
of the same illustration only in the fact that a small iron -core coil
has been connected in series with it. The lamp is now glowing at slightly reduced brilliance, and the ammeter indicates that a current of only
3 amperes is flowing through the circuit.
This is 1 ampere less than is
the case in Fig. 22-A.

Since the current value is now 3 amperes , we find by dividing 120
by 3 that the total resistance of circuit "B" is 40 ohms, instead of 30
ohms as in circuit "A". Then, knowing that the resistance of the lamp is
only 30 ohms, we conclude that the additional 10 ohms of resistance is
offered by the wire of which the coil is wound
Thus, we have the rule
that:
A coil which is connected in a circuit tha t is carrying pure direct
current will always reduce
the flow of that current
in accordance with the pure
ohmic resistance of the
wire of Which it is wound.
Thus, the effect of a coil
in a d -c circuit is identical to that of a resistor
which has a resistance value
equal to the resistance of
the wire in the coil. This
is true of both air and
iron -core coils.
.

EFFECT OF A COIL ON ALTER-

NATING CURRENT:

INDUCTANCE

FIG. 23
(COIL) OFFERS APPRECIABLE

OPPOS
ERA -5

IT ICN

TO A -C

Having
seen the effect of a coil
in a d -c circuit, let us
now turn our attention to
the action of a coil in
an a -c circuit.
We show
y ou such a circuit in
Fig. 23.
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Observe at "A" that this circuit is the same as that of Fig. 22-A,
with the exception that we are now using an a -c generator which is deAgain, the ammeter indilivering 120 volts at a frequency of 60 cps.
cates that 4 amperes of current is flowing through the circuit. This is
quite correct because, you will remember, that the opposition offered by
pure ohmic resistance affects all types of current in the same manner.
Therefore, if the lamp offers a resistance of 30 ohms to direct current,
it will offer the same resistance to alternating current of any frequency.
Now, if the same coil as used in Fig. 22-B be inserted in this a -c
circuit, as in Fig. 23-B, the effect upon current flow will be different
For instance, at "B" of
from that which occurred in the d -c circuit.
Fig. 23, you will note that the ammeter now indicates but 1 ampere of
current. This means that the total opposition to the flow of alternating current has been greatly increased by the addition of the coil.

Again referring to Ohm's Law, we find that by dividing 120 by 1 we
get 120 as the number of ohms of resistance present in the circuit of
Fig. 23-B.
Subtracting the known 30 ohms resistance of the lamp from
the total of 120 ohms, we find that the coil is offering an opposition
equal to 90 ohms of resistance.
This is a much greater opposition than
offered by the same coil to a direct current in the circuit of Fig. 22-B;
in fact, greater by 80 ohms.
Thus, we see that a coil always offers more
opposition to alternating current than it does to direct current.
If we were to change the source
EFFECT OF A COIL ON PULSATING CURRENT:
of emf in circuit "B" of Fig. 23, so that pulsating current were to flow

---------------

Current increase

-

Time

Direction of field

Mognetic lines of
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force-_

!
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No emf.
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SELF-INDUCTION
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through the circuit, we would find that the same coil also offers more
opposition to the flow of pulsating current than it does to direct current.
Now, let us see way a coil behaves in different types of circuits
While it is true that it is not necessary
in the manner just described.
that you have a complete Understanding of the theory of the operation of
coils in order to be able to test and replace defective coils in simple
radionic circuits, yet a clear understanding of these principles gained
at this time will make it easier for you to master the more advanced
circuits which will be presented later in the course.

SELF-INDUCTION
In previous lessons, you learned that when current flows through a
This magnetic
coil of wire, a magnetic field builds up around the coil.
field represents energy; and to build up this field from zero to maximum
intensity requires time. That is, a brief but definite period of time
lapses from the instant that the emf is first applied to the circuit until the current has buylt up the field to the extent that it contains a
maximum number of lines of force. Full current will not flow through the
This is illustrated in
circuit until the field has been fully built up.
up of current in a
building
the
24,
you
are
shown
where
the drawing of Fig.
Notice in Fig. 24 how the
d -c circuit, and the resultant magnetic field.
current flow gradually increases from "B" to "F"; how the magnetic field
becomes more intense, until the maximum current flow and field intensity
(Note:
The current and time values in Fig. 24
are finally attained,
were selected arbitrarily merely to illustrate the principle involved,
and are therefore not intended to infer exact values for any partic.ilar circuit.)

-Current decrease

Time

Direction of
field collapse

Magnetic lines
of force

Switch closed.
Emf.
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mill second after
bottery ii disconnected
I

2 mill iseconds after

3milliseconds after
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battery
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F IG.
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This delay in current build-up is due to the fact that the expanding
lines of force "cut" the turns of the coil's winding in such manner that
a voltage is induced in the winding.
And, the polarity of this induced
voltage is such as to oppose the applied voltage. We call this opposing
voltage counter -electromotive force or C.E.M.F., the same as we do the
opposing voltage offered by a charged condenser toward the applied voltage.

Since the counter -electromotive force, in the case of a coil, is induced in the same winding that produced the magnetic lines of force in
the first place, we logically call this action self-induction -- and the
This
voltage so produced is often referred to as a self-induced voltage.
is in contrast to mutual -induction, about which you studied earlier, and
in which case the voltage is induced in a secondary winding that takes no
part in establishing the magnetic field that makes induction possible.
The current flow resulting from the self-induced voltage is called the
self-induced current.

Self-induction also takes place every time that the flow of current
For instance,
through a coil decreases in value, or is stopped entirely.
at "A
of Fig. 25, you are shown a coil through which a steady value of
direct current is flowing -- 4 amperes to be exact. Under such conditions, the magnetic field built up around the coil is of constant intaisity.
Now, in Fig. 25-B, the source of d -c emf (battery) has been disconnected from the circuit by moving the switch to contact #1, so current
When this happens,
from the battery stops flowing through the circuit.
the magnetic field collapses or recedes into the iron -core; and as it does
so, the lines of force "cut" the turns of the coil's winding in a direction opposite to that experienced during the build-up of the magnetic
field.
Therefore, the resulting self-induced voltage in the coil will
now be of opposite polarity to that which existed during the build-up of
the field, or of the same polarity as the voltage which was originally
applied.
Thus, the voltage which is induced in the coil during the collapse of the magnetic field will, for a brief interval of time after the
original source of emf (the battery) has been disconnected from the circuit, tend to keep the current flowing through the closed circuit in the
This is shown
same direction as the applied voltage caused it to flow.
in steps "B", "C", "D", and "E" of Fig. 25, where we see that it requires
four milliseconds (four thousandths of a second) of time, after the original source of emf has been disconnected, for the current to stop flowing
entirely in this circuit. Here again, the values have only been arbitra-

rily selected.
(Note:
In the above, we assume that the switch is moved instantaneously from contact #2 to contact #1, with no time consumed in switching.
The slight amount of time required is neglected so that the principle of
self-induction may be clearly demonstrated).

WHY A COIL OPPOSES A -C MORE THAN D -C
Since a coil opposes an increase in current flow when a d -c voltage is
applied to the circuit, it stands to reason that the same coil will oppose
a flow of alternating current even more; because, in the latter case, the
current increases either in a pó-árt177Z-or negative direction, during each
alternation; or twice per cycle, throughout the entire time that the a -c
Similarly, if a coil is included in a ciremf is applied to the circuit.
cuit carrying pulsating direct current, it will oppose the increases in
current value that are continually ocurring in circuits of this type.
It is to be noted, also, that whenever the current in either an alternating or pulsating current circuit decreases in value, the direction
of the field collapse is such that the self-induced current at this time
tends to flow in the same direction as the flow of current due to the
applied emf.
This is just the reverse to what happens when the current
due to the applied emf increases in value.
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INDUCTANCE
Obviously, we must have a term by which we can technically speak of
the electromagnetic characteristics of a coil. We do, by saying that the
action of a coil in a d -c, a -c or pulsating current circuit, as just
described, is due to the property of inductance possessed by the coil.
Quite often, the coil itself is spoken of as being an "inductance".
The capital letter "L" is used as the standard symbol to denote inductance.
The HENRY is the unit of inductance, and is abbreviated to "H19.

When a circuit or coil has sufficient inductance so that an emf of
volt is generated when the current is changed at the rate of 1 ampere
per second, we say that the circuit or coil has an inductance of ONE HENRY.
)of a henry.
1
One millihenry is equal to the one -thousandth part
7ÓO0 /
1
of a henry.
One microhenry is equal to the one millionth part í
1,000,000
The millihenry is abbreviated to "mh", and the microhenry to "uh".
1

The amount of inductance in terms of henries, present in a coil,
in the coil; by the physical
Many turns of wire; a large
coil diameter; and an iron core; are factors which make for a comparatively large amount of inductance (henries) in a coil.
is determined by the number of turns of wire
shape of the coil and by the type óf core.

Small diameter; few turns of wire; and an air core (absence of an
iron core); are factors which tend to reduce inductance.
The amount of inducHOW AMOUNT OF INDUCTANCE AFFECTS A -C CURRENT FLOW:
tance (henries) possessed by a coil has a great deal to do with the amount
This is
of opposition that the coil will offer to alternating current.
illustrated in Fig. 26.
The circuit at "A" con-

tains an air -core coil of
500 millihenries (0.5 H.)
inductance inserted between
the lamp and 60 -cycle generator. The lamp is glowing at full brilliance, and
the ammeter indicates that
amperes are flowing; thus
showing that the 500 millihenry coil reduces the cur5

rent flow only slightly.
The circuit at "B" has

an iron -core coil of 10
henries inserted between
the lamp and generator. Here,
the lamp glows at consider-

ably reduced brilliance and
FIG. 26
the ammeter indicates a reading of only 0.25 ampere,
GREATER INDUCTANCE OFFERS MORE OPPOSITION
even though the same voltTO A -C
age and frequency be supplied
by the generator as at "A". This shows that the greater the value of in ductance (henries), the greater is the opposition offered by the coil to
alternating current.
INDUCTANCE AND FREQUENCY: Just as is the case with a condenser, the frequency of the applied a -c, in terms of cycles per second, has a great deal
ERA -5
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to do with the amount of opposition that
a coil of given inductance offers
to a flow of pulsating or alternating
current.

In Fig. 27-A, you are
shown a coil of 10 henries
inductance connected in an
a -c circuit. You will note
that the applied a -c emf has
a frequency of 50 cycles per
second. The current flow in
the circuit is 4 amperes.

Bright light

\11/,

In Fig. 27-B, you are

shown a circuit exactly
like that of "A", except
that the frequency of the
applied emf has been in-

10

H.

FIG. 27
FREQUENCY PRODUCES A
CURRENT IN AN INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT

AN INCREASE

DECREASE

IN

IN

creased to 100 cycles per
second.
The ammeter now
shows that only 2 amperes
are flowing through the circuit containing the 10
henry inductance.
Thus, we have established the following rules: The

higher the frequency of the applied emf the greater is
the opposition
offered to alternating current by an inductance of any given
value.
The lower the frequency of the applied emf, the
less is the opposition
offered to alternating current flow. The same applies
to a circuit carry ing pulsating current, and which has a coil
or inductance in it.
You
should note that this is the opposite of the effect of
frequency
upon
an
a -c circuit which contains a condenser.
,

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE
Just as we

use the expression "capacitive reactance" to
indicate the
opposition offered by a condenser to alternating or
pulsating current
flow, so do we use the term inductive reactance to
express the opposition
offered by an inductance
(coil) to a varying current flow.
The symbol for
inductive reactance is "XL".
(You will remember the symbol for capacitive
reactance as being "Xe"
Like the opposition of a
denser, we express the amount of opposition offered by resistor or a coninductive reactance
to alternating or pulsating current in
terms of ohms.

.

In Tnble III is given the inductive reactance
of several common
values of inductance at a number of common commercial
frequencies. Reference to this table will aid you in solving for
current
flow in circuits which contain inductive reactance.
Example: Suppose you wished to determine the inductive
reactance
"XL" of a coil having an inductance value of 20
aenries, when used in a
circuit to which an a -c emf of 100 cps, is being
applied.
To do this,
look for the number "20" in the column at the extreme
left of the table
titled "Henries of Inductance." Then, glancing
straight across to the
"100" column, you will see that the inductive
reactance of a 20 -henry
inductance is equal to 12,640 ohms at 100 cps.

Later in the course, you will learn how to calculate both
capacitive reactance and inductive reactance without the
assistance
of
tables.
The tables are being used at this time solely
to
you at this early stage of your training, and are simplify matters for
sufficiently accurate
for our present use.
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TABLE TTT,
INDUCTIVE REACTANCES (XL) OF A FEW COMMON VALUES OF INDUCTANCE
AT VARIOUS COMMERCIAL POWER, AUDIO AND RADIO FREQUENCIES

HENRIES
IN-

OF

DUCTANCE

COMMERCIAL
POWER FREQUENCIES
6o CPS
50 CPS

AUDIO FREQUENCIES
100 CPS

500 CPS

1000 CPS

Low RADIO
FREQUENCIES

10,000 CPS

100,000 CFS

3.2

3.7

6.4

32

64

64o

6,400

0.05

15.8

18.8

31.6

156

316

3,160

31,600

0.1

31.6

37.6

64.o

316

64o

6,40o

64,oco

0.5

158.0

188.4

316.0

1,580

3,160

31,60o

316,000

.0

316.o

376.8

632.o

3,160

6,320

63,200

632,000

2.0

632.0

753.6

1,264.0

6,32o

12,640

126,400

1,264,000

5.o

1,580.0

1,884.0

3,060.0

15,800

30,60o

306,000

3,060,000

10.0

3,160.0

3,768.0

6,320.0

31,600

63,20o

632,000

6,320,000

20.0

6,320.0

7,536.o

12,640.0

63,20o

126,40o

1,264,000

12,640,000

30.0

9,480.0

11,304.0

18,960.0

94,80o

189,600

1,896,000

18,960,000

4o.o

12,640.0

15,072.0

25,280.0

126,40o

252,80o

2,528,000

25,280,030

50.0

15,800.0

18,84o.o

31,6c0.0

158,000

316,000

3,160,000

31,600,000

100.0

31,600.0

37,680.0

63,2co.o

316,000

632,000

6,320,000

63,200,000

0.01

1

EFFECT OF INDUCTIVE REACTANCE COMBINED WITH CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
At first thought, you might expect that since inductive reactance
and capacitive reactance both offer opposition to a floe of alternating
current, that the total reactance or opposition to current flow would be
greater when a condenser and coil are combined in a circuit, than if
only either one of them were present in the circuit alone.
This, however, is not true; because in an a -c circuit, the behavior of inductive
reactance is exactly opposite to that of capacitive reactance, and therefore, the total effective reactance of the inductance - capacitance combination will always be less than if only one of them were present.
Let
us see how this works oat in practice.
At "A" of Fig. 28, we have a circuit which
ser connected in series with an ammeter and
supplying 1000 volts at a frequency of 60 cps.
see that the capacitive reactance of a 10 mfd
264 ohms.

contains a 10 mfd condenan a -c generator that is
Referring to Table II, we
condenser at 60 cycles is

Applying Ohm's Law, we find the number of amperes of current flow
in the circuit by dividing the applied voltage of 1000 by the capacitive
reactance of 264 ohms, thus:
1000 divided by 264 equals 3.78 amperes.
In other words, a 10 mfd condenser furnishes a capacit_ve reactance of
264 ohms toward a 60 cycle current and permits 3.78 amperes of such cur ERA -5
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rent to flow through the circuit. This current flow of 3.78 amperes will
be indicated on the ammeter in Fig. 28-A.
By substituting an inductance of 1
henry for the condenser, as at "B" of
Fig. 28, we find that 1 henry of inductance, when used in a circuit to which
an a -c emf of 60 cps is applied, will
offer an inductive reactance "XL" of
Then, by again applying
376.8 ohms.
Ohm's Law to determine current value,
dividing the 1000 volts of applied emf
by 376.8 ohms of inductive reactance,
equals 2.65 amperes, which is the value
This
of the current in this circuit.
current value will therefore be indicated
on the ammeter at "B".
Now, by combining the 10 mfd condenser in the same circuit with the 1 henry
coil, as at "C" of Fig. 28, we have a
circuit containing a capacitive reactance "Xc" of 264 ohms and an inductive
reactance "XL" of 376.8. But, by referring to the ammeter, we observe that

more current is now flowing than was
the case when either one of the two reactances was used separately in the
circuit.
To be exact, the ammeter at
"C" is indicating a current flow of 8.87
amperes.
This shows that capacitive re-

actance "Xc" and inductive reactance
"XL", when present together in a circuit, combine to produce a total reactance which is less than that of either
of them alone.

When inductive reactance and capacitive reactance are both present in a
circuit, we determine the total or effective reactance by subtracting the
lesser of the two reactance values from
For instance, working
the larger one.
out our example in Fig. 28-C, we subtract 264 from 376.8 to obtain 112.8,
which is the value of the effective re-

RULE:

FIG. 28
EFFECT OF BOTH INDUCTANCE
AND CAPACITY IN CIRCUIT

actance expressed in ohms.
So, bydividing the applied emf (1000 volts) by the

effective reactance (112.8 ohms), the
current in the circuit should be 8.87
amperes, which you will observe to be the value actually indicated on the
ammeter in this illustration. Usually, this effective reactance is called
the net reactance.
You should note that the values used in the circuits just described
In any other problem in which
apply only to these particular examples.
it is necessary to determine.the current flowing in an a -c circuit containing Xc and XL, other values of inductance, capacity, frequency and
voltage will probably be encountered.
But the principles governing the
behavior of X and XL in a -c and pulsating -current circuits are always
as just explained.
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EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON COMBINED Xc AND XL
In the preceding example, you have seen that with 1 henry of inductance and 10 mfd of capacity combined in an a -c circuit to which a
60 cps emf is applied, we will have a net reactance of 112.8 ohms.
Now,
let us see how a change in frequency will affect the operation of this

circuit.

a -c

In Fig. 29, we have changed
generators, substituting one

which

is producing an emf of 50 cps
for the one of 60 cps. This change
of frequency will change the capac-

itive reactance of the condenser
and the inductive reactance of the
coil.

Again referring to Tables II
and III, we find that with a 50 cps
emf applied to the circuit, the
capacitive reactance of a 10 mfd
condenser is 316 ohms; and that the
inductive reactance of a 1 henry
coil is also 316 ohms..
In other
words, the two reactances are exactly equal; and as they are of
equal value, we may subtract either
one from the other to obtain the

net reactance.

Then, since 316

minus 316 equals zero, we know that
the combination of the frequency,
capacity and inductance values in
this particular circuit are such
that the net reactance of the circuit is zero.

FIG. 29
MAXIMUM CURRENT FLOWS
AT RESONANCE

With zero reactance in the circuit, the condenser and coil would in
no way oppose the flow of current in the circuit of Fig. 29.
This leaves
only the negligible resistance of the conductors and the vire of the coil
to offer opposition to current flow.

RESONANCE
When the values of capacity, inductance and frequency are such that
zero reactance exists in a circuit, we say that the circuit is in RESONANCE
at that particular frequency. A circuit which is in resonance at a
certain
frequency offers no opposition in the form of inductive or capacitive reactance to current flow of that frequency. Of course, if resistance were
to be included in the circuit -- and resistance is always
present in the
windings of a coil -- this resistance would still oppose current flow in
this case just as it would in a d -c circuit.
Resistive opposition is
separate and apart from capacitive reactance and inductive reactance, and
is in no way affected by either of them.
You should note that a circuit containing a certain amount of capacitance and inductance is resonant to only one frequency.
If it is desired to have the circuit resonate at any other frequency, it is necessary
to change either the inductance or capacitance values, or both.
Glancing
down the 50 cycle column of Tables II and III, you will see that a capacity of .5 mfd and an inductance of 20 henries each have a
reactance of
6,320 ohms; and that the net reactance would therefore be zero if they
were together connected in series with a 50 cps circuit.
In other words,
ERA -5
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Similarly,
this combination would be resonant at a frequency of 50 cps.
cause the
would
henries
inductance
of
100
.1
mfd
and
an
a capacity of
circuit to resonate at 50 cps.

ALL CIRCUITS CONTAIN SOME RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE AND INDUCTANCE
Any circuit through which electric current will flow, always has
Theoretically, it is imsome resistance, capacitance and inductance.
possible to have a circuit in which absolutely none of these factors
For instance, resistance is present in small amounts in even the
exist.
best conducting materials; capacity is present in small amounts wherever
there is a potential difference (voltage -difference) between two conductors; inductance is present in small amounts wherever electrical energy
Yes, even
is generating or supporting energy in the form of magnetism.
in a straight wire.

Inductive effect

in

circuit

Conductor offers
resistance

Capacity effect

.

o,/yr_.
--i--

A-C

Generator

in

circuit

Lam p

(Zon)

J

FIG. 30
ALL CIRCUITS CONTAIN SOME RESISTANCE, CAPACITANCE AND INDUCTANCE
This is illustrated in Fig. 30, where current is shown flowing through
The lamp, of course,
a circuit which contains only an incandescent lamp.
There is a resistance of peris offering resistance equal to 20 ohms.
haps 1/100 ohm (one, one -hundredth of an ohm) in the two wires connecting
The capacity between the two conducting wires
the lamp to the battery.
is perhaps equal to one or two micromicrofarads (shown by the phantom
The magnetic field which is set up around the conductors
condenser).
throughout their length causes these conductors to offer an inductance of
perhaps one or two millihenries.

As you will note in
slight as to be of little
but there are circuits in
inductance will have to

the above example, these values are usually so
or no importance to us in most practical work;

which every bit of resistance, capacitance, and
Examples of this are
be given consideration.

common when dealing with certain precision radio equipment which operates at very high frequenc ies. Another example is a telephone line which,
if it is of great length, possesses considerable resistance, capacitance
and inductance.
Throughout this course, and as long as you are engaged in work involving radionic and electronic circuits, you will apply what you have
learned in this lesson concerning resistance, capacitance, inductance and
Every effort which you make to thoroughly master these basic
resonance.
principles will be worthwhile, as it will greatly simplify your understanding the equipment described in later lessons and the operation of
which is dependent upon these very same principles.
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THIS RADIO-FREQUENCY GENERATOR IS ONLY ONE EXAMFIE OF
A GREAT
MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN WHICH RESISTORS,
CONDENSERS AND COILS ARE USED. OBVIOUSLY, YOU MUST BE THOROUGHWITH THESE PARTS
IN ORDER TO FULLY
LY FAMILIAR
UNDERSTAND THE
OPERATION OF APPARATUS SUCH AS ILLUSTRATED ABOVE.
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the greatest service
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WAVE MOTION

--- SOUND

In your study of radio and electronics you will work extensively
with sound, radio, heat and light waves --most of all with sound and radio
It is, therefore, necessary that you learn how these various
waves.
types of waves differ from each other, how they are produced and how
they are transmitted through space.
And, also, that you become familiar
with the basic technical terms that are used in connection with wave
motion in general.
At thé very beginning of this discussion, it is important for you
to know that sound, radio, heat and light are all different forms of

energy having different characteristics and producing different effects.
But, that they also have one thing in common; and that 19 that they all
travel through space as vibrations, or waves.
It is
this latter relation between them that enables us
-

to convert radio energy

into

sound, heat into
light, light into sound,
etc.
This will become
quite apparent as you progress -through this lesson,
and will be explained even
more fully in succeeding

r

lessons.
With these fundamental
facts in mind, let us now

continue with a detailed
study of this wave nloticn.

J

WAVE MOTION
FIG.
COMBINATION RADIOTELEPHONE
AND RADIOTELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER
I

Since sound, light,
heat and radio waves are
FRA-6
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not visible as they pass through space,
we can analyze their nature and be -

,c
1'1

,

i

,ate

--___
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--

?
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FIG. 2
WAVE

MOTION
OF

ON
A

THE

SURFACE

havior more easily by comparing them
with other types of wave motion that
are visible, and with whose action
we are already familiar.
For example, everyone is familiar with the
wave motion of water --and since water
waves have something in common with
those waves in which we are now interested, we can study the behavior
of the water waves, and then apply
our findings to these other types of
waves.

LAKE

WAVES IN WATER
Assume for the moment, that we are standing on the bank of a pond
in which the water is absolutely calm.
Now let us suppose that we pick
up a stone and drop it into the pond, as shown in Fig. 2. When we do
this, we observe that waves will be set in motion due to the disturbance
of the water caused by the stone; and that these waves will travel or
radiate outward in all directions from the point at which .the stone penetrated the surface of the water.
The waves will continue to travel
over the surface of the pond in ever widening circles until they finally reach the outermost edges of the body of water.
Several things should be noted regarding these waves. FIRST:
The
waves are set in motion at the instant the stone disturbs the surface
of the water.
SECOND:
The waves begin to travel toward the
boundaries of the pond at the instant they are set in motion.outermost
THIRD:
The height of the waves, or the amount they disturb the surface of the
water, decreases as the distance over which they have traveled increases.
In fact, if the pond were large enough, it is probable that the waves
would finally travel so far that the disturbance produced by them would
eventually be reduced to the extent that they would no longer be visible.
Now, let us place a block of wood, or other floating object on the
surface of the calm body of water.
If the pond were large enough, a
small row boat would serve this purpose.
Again, let us drop a stone
into the water, thereby ruffling its surface and setting waves in motion.
By watching for a brief period of time, we shall see that the waves,
as they travel or radiate outward from the point of disturbance, will
eventually reach the floating object and cause it to rise and fall in
an up and down or undulating motion.

Here, we are demonstrating that it is possible to transmit energy
in the form of waves in a fluid.
Of special importance, is the fact
that the waves which were set in motion by tossing the stone into the
pond have, in turn, caused the rise

and fall of the floating object
which is located at some distance
from the point where the stone struck
the surface of the water.

/'
TRANSFER OF ENERGY BY WAVE MOTION:
The stone striking the water represents energy. Energy cannot be
destroyed, but can only be converted into some other form of energy.
Thus, the energy expended by the
stone striking the water is transformed, or converted, into energy

Normal water
level

Trough

FIG. 3
PICTURING WATER WAVES As

A

"CURVE"
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the form of vibrating waves.
The vibrating waves, when they
reach the floating object, apply
energy to it, causing it to move
up and down.
in

A STUDY OF THE
Now,

INDIVIDUAL WAVES

let us analyze the waves
detail as they travel

in greater

through their conducting fluid
(water in this case).

Upon studying this wavemotion more closely, you will

"DRAWING

A

FIG. 4
WAVE" FOR RADIO PURPOSES

note that it consists of a series of "peaks" and "valleys", or crests
and troughs, as pictured in Fig. 3.
This is emphasized in Fig. 3 by
the heavy, black 'wavy" line.
Notice how these crests and troughs rise
and fall alternately with respect to the normal water level.
By removing the artistic representation of water from this drawing,
we have left the simple wave -form in Fig. 4.
This is hDw we represent
radio waves, sound waves, and other types of wave -forms that are used in
the study of electricity and radionics.

THE ROPE ANALOGY OF WAVES

The experiment illustrated in Fig. 5 vill also assist you in acquiring a clear understanding of wave motion. Here, one end of a long
rope is fastened to a rigid support, while the other end is shaken up
and down briskly.
Such motion, imparted to the rope, will cause a series
of "waves" to travel along its entire length.
If the free end of the rope is shaken twice, two waves will start
from that end and travel to the other end, and they will maintain the
same distance between them throughout their entire distance of travel.
Such a shaking motion, repeated rhythmically, will cause a continuous
wave motion to be set up, and the energy imparted by the movement of
the hand will be transmitted by wave -motion to the other end of the rope.

Notice how the wave -motion of the rope closely resembles the diagrammatic representation of wave -motion appearing in Fig. 4.
Also observe in Fig. 5 that only the wave -motion travels from one end of the
rope to the other, while the two ends of the rope maintain their respective positions.
The rope serves only as the conducting medium through
which the wave -motion travels.
A careful study of Fig. 5 will give you
a clear understanding of these points..
TERMS RELATED TO WAVE -MOTION

Several important terms
are used relative to waves,
the first of which is WAVE
LENGTH.
It is quite necessary
that you learn these terms
well, because they will be
used throughput your course,
as well as being applied constantly in the industry.

US1NG
ERA -6

A

ROPE

FIG. 5
r0 SHOW WAVE -NOT ION

WAVE LENGTH:
By referring
to Fig. 6 you will observe
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that wave length is the distance between any point of
one wave to the corresponding point of the next wave.
That is, it is the distance

between two successive crests

of the wave, between two

successive troughs of the
wave, or between corresponding points of any two
successive waves.

FIG. 6
AMPLITUDE AND WAVE -LENGTH ILLUSTRATED

It is common practice
to express the wave length
of waves in terms of meters.
The "meter" is the standard
unit of length as used in the

Metric System of measurement.
(One meter is equal to 39.37 inches or
approximately 3.28 feet). Thus, if we say that a certain radio wave has
a wave length of 200 meters, we mean that the distance between corresponding points of two successive waves is 200 meters or approximately
656 ft.
(200 x 3.28 = 656).

AMPLITUDE:
The term AMPLITUDE is also indicated in Fig. 6.
This value
indicates the distance of a wave's crest above the normal value, and
also the distance between the trough and the normal value. The amplitude
can also be considered as representing the VIOLENCE or INTENSITY of the
wave -motion --that is, the greater the amplitude of the wave -motion, the
more violent or the more intense will be this action.
CYCLE:

All types of waves occur in CYCLES.
That is, the wave starts
normal or zero value, rises to a maximum value and falls to zero.
This sequence of events is called an ALTTERNATION, and is pictured by the
shaded area above the zero level in Fig. 7.

ats

The wave -motion then continues by dropping to a maximum value below
normal, after which it again returns to a normal or zero value. The
latter series of events is also called an alternation, and is illustrated
in Fig. 7 by the shaded area below the zero level. The two alternations,
together, constitute a CYCLE.

-1 : cycle;l---

The part of the wave above the normal or zero level is generally referred
to as the POSITIVE ALTERNATION, while that
below the zero level is called the NEGATIVE
ALTERNATION. The expressions "positive"
and "negative", as used in this case,
are employed solely to designate opposite
directions, and bear no relation to the
same expressions as applied to the polarity of an electrical circuit.

Finish

Zero
level

1

a
.

`S'Iart

One complete

FREQUENCY:
The term FREQUENCY can best
be described as being the number of complete cycles that will pass a given point
in a certain period.

1

n

I

2 wave - alternatíóns
FIG. 7
ONE COMPLETE CYCLE
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Fig. 8 illustrates
Here, you will obthis.
serve that we have a platform erected above the surface of a body of water.
An indicating rod is passed

throui a

hole that is drilled
in the top of the platform.
The lower end of this rod is
attached to a float, such as
a block of wood or cork, and
the float is permitted to
rest upon the water's sur-

Normal
water

level

face.
FIG. 8

SIMPLE ARRANGEMENT FOR ILLUSTRATING NUMBER
The rod, protruding
"OF CYCLES PASSING A GIVEN POINT
in
the
through the hole
platform, will rise to its
highest level whenever a wave crest passes this point, and will drop to
Two
its lowest level whenever a wave trough passes this same point.
such alternations of the wave -motion constitute one complete cycle. The
tempo of the rising and lowering action of the rod thus indicates the
"frequency" of the passing wave -motion. For instance, should this simple
arrangement show that fcur consecutive cycles of wave motion pass this
point during one minute of time, we would then say that the FREQUENCY
This condition is ilof this wave motion is four cycles per minute.
lustrated in Fig. 9, where the horizontal distance represents one minute

of time.

The waves dealt with in radio, sound and electricity in general
are of a higher frequency than used in our water analogy. Therefore,
it is the practice in such cases to express the frequency in terms of
For example, an ordinary alternating
a time interval of one second.
current house lighting supply is rated as having a frequency of 60 cycles per second, while a certain sound wave may have a frequency of
256 cycles per second, etc. The expression "cycles per second" is often
abbreviated to cps.
The frequencies of radio waves are so high
There
that the basic term CYCLE is not convenient for their designation.
fore, larger units of measurement are used for this purpose.

KILOCYCLES AND MEGACYCLES:

Therefore,
The KILOCYCLE, for example, is equivalent to 1000 cycles.
if the waves radiated by a certain radio transmitter have a frequency of
600,000 cycles per second, we
find it more convenient to express this value as 600 KILOCYCLES per second.
It has also become common

practice to omit the phrase
per second" --this being understood. Thus, we often speak
of a transmitter as operating
at 600 kilocycles, or simply
600 kc--where kc is the abbre-

viation for kilocycles.

FIG. 9
REPRESENTATION OF THE FREQUENCY OF A
WAVE -MOTION OF 4 CYCLES PER MINUTE
ERA -6

For the very high frequencies, the unit MEGACYCLE.
is often employed.
One megacycle is equal to one million
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cycles.
Thus 60,000,000 cycles is equal to 60,000 kc or 60 megacycles.
The abbreviation "mc" is used almost exclusively to designate megacycles.
Notice, particularly, how the terms "KILOCYCLE" and "MEGACYCLE" enable
us to avoid the use of too many ciphers where the higher frequencies are
involved.
Be sure that the terms WAVE LENGTH, AMPLI7")E, FREQUENCY, CYCLE,
ALTERNATION, KILOCYCLE, and MEGACYCLE are well fixed in your mind, as
you will have occasion to use them maiy times in future lessons.
If
necessary, study the last few pArr.graphs again very carefully, so that
there will be no doubt in your mind as to what each of these extensively used terms means.

ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCES OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF WAVES
The transformation of energy from one wave form to another will be
more clearly understood if we make it clear at this point that all of
them are of a vibratory nature, and that the only essential difference
between them is in their frequency, the medium by which they are conducted and the «peed at which they travel.

FREQUENCY DIFF? iNCES:
Frequency is perhaps the greatest distinguishing
characteristic of a wave. For instance, the human ear will respond only
to vibrations having a frequency between approximately 15 cycles per
second and 15,000 cycles per second.
Thus, we say that a mechanical
wave which is vibrating at any frequency within those limits (15 to
15,000 cps) is a SOUND WAVE, and could be heard or detected by the
average human ear.
RADIO WAVES have frequencies higher than 15,000
cps, extending as high as 1,000,000,000,000 cps.
HEAT WAVES vibrate
at the incredibly high frequencies of from 1,000,000,000,000 cps to
400,000,000,000,O00 cps. LIGHT WAVES have frequencies which are even
higher; 400,000,000,000,000 cps.., to 750,000,000,000,000 cps. It should
be noted that the frequencies of heat and light waves are millions of
times higher than any sound wave frequencies, as well as being much
higher than any of radio signal wave frequencies.

WAVE LENGTH DIFFERENCES:
Since wave length in meters is directly related to frequency, it follows that any difference in the frequency of
a wave will cause a corresponding difference in wave length.
Thus,
the length of a wave is also a distinguishing characteristic.

VELOCITY DIFFERENCES:
The velocity, or speed of travel of a wave, is
another distinguishing characteristic. For instance, sound waves travel
at varying speeds.
This velocity of sound waves is dependent on the
density of the materials through which the sound waves are traveling,
and it never exceeds about 20,000 feet per second, or about 6,097.56
meters per second.
Light, heat and radio waves, all travel at the
uniform velocity of 186,000 miles per second, or 300,000,000 meters
per second.
DIFFERENCES IN MEDIA OF TRAVEL:
The medium through which a wave will
travel, or be conducted, is another important factor which must be considered.
As an example, sound waves will be conducted only through
air, or some other physical substance --such as water, wood, earth, etc.
Thus, all sound waves which travel through space are dependent on air
for their conducting medium.
Light, heat, and radio waves will travel through space even though
no air be present.
They are said to be conducted by ETHER.

Ether (according to most scientists) is a substance which is assumed
to fill all space and to permeate, or penetrate through, all substances.
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Ether is
In fact, even a perfect vacuum is assumed to contain ether.
believed to be invisible, odorless, and tasteless; and it is not dis
turbed by wind, the movement of air, nor the motion of most physical
objects.
Temperature, apparently, has no affect upon it; and it behaves in the cold regions of the Arctic or Antarctic just as it does
in the hot climate near the equator.
If ether is disturbed, by means described later, it is capable of
transmitting or carrying these disturbances in the form of waves throughout the entire universe.
In this respect, ether will react just as
did the water in the pond which we described previously, where disturbances in the fluid (water) were transmitted or carried through the entire
body of water.
This is why we often call ether a "fluid -like" substance
because, like a fluid, it is capable of conveying energy in wave form.
It should be noted at this point that all of our present day scientists are not in complete agreement as to the existance of ether, and
its characteristics.
However, slight descrepancies in scientific theories will in no way affect the practical application of the basic principles described in this lesson.

DIFFERENCES IN MEANS OF GENERATION:
The means by which a wave may be
set in motion is another important item which must be considered when
analyzing waves. Sound waves are always set in motion by the mechanical vibration of some physical substance --such as a bell, human vocal
chords, air, etc.
Heat waves are set in motion by means of any heated
body --such as a stove, electric toaster, burning gases, etc. Light
waves are generated by any incandescent substance --such as a "red hot"
stove, electric light bulb, burning gases as in an oil lamp, etc.
Radio
signals in wave form are electromagnetic waves generated by means of an
electronic device known as a "radio frequency oscillator", which is
described in the next lesson.

RELATION BETWEEN SPEED, WAVE LENGTH AND FREQUENCY
The relation between the speed, frequency and wave length of radio,
light and heat waves can be arranged into convenient and practical formulas, in the following manner:

Wave length in meters -

speed in meters per second
frequency in cycles per second

This relation between wave length, frequency and speed is illustrated
in Fig. 10, where we have a graphic representation of a radio wave having
a wave length of one meter,
and notations to the effect
300.000,000cycJes
that this wave has traveled
distance of 300,000,000
a
-.1)-/ `I
meters during a time inter1I
val of one second.
In other
1II III,
II

11
i

1iII1IliIIII.
f,
i,

'"

'1'

I

I

1

I

IÍ

1

I+-- 300,000,000
1

in

one

second

FIG. IO
RELATION BETWEEN SPEED, WAVELENGTH
AND FREQUENCY
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words, the speed of this
radio wave is 300,000,000
meters per second.

Since all of these
waves are caiducted by ether,
and have identical speeds
of 300, 000, 000 meters per
second, this same formula
can be written in the form:
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300,000,000

Wave length in meters =

frequency in cycles per second
Or, if we desire to determine the frequency in terms of the other
factors:

300,000,000

Frequency in cycles per second =

wave length in meters
These formulas are frequently written in abbreviated form as follows:

x

300,000,O00i

and f =

300,000,000

.

f

Here, you will observe that the Greek letter lambda

(X)

is used

to designate wave length; and the letter "f", frequency.
These abbreviations have become standardized in Radionics. When used in these
formulas, the wave length must always be expressed in meters and the
frequency in cycles per second.

From an examination of these formulas, we learn that in case we
know the wave length but not the frequency, we can very easily determine the frequency by simply dividing the speed of 300,000,000 meters
per second by the wave length expressed in meters.
Thus, if the wave
length is known to be 500 meters, the corresponding frequency will be
equal to 300,000,000 divided by 500, or 600,000 cycles per second. This
is equal to 600 kc per second, because one kilocycle is equal to 1000
cycles.
On the other hand, if the frequency is known to be 1500 Kc, we
find the wave length by dividing 300,000,000 by 1,500,000 cycles per
second.(Note: 1500 Kc = 1,500,000 cycles).
Or, 300,000,000 divided by
1,500,000 equals 200 meters.
The velocity of sound in air is about 1130 feet per second.
wave length of a sound wave would therefore be expressed thus:

The

1130

Wave length in feet =

frequency in cycles per second

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL TYPES OF WAVES
Now that we have clarified the essential differences between the various waves, it is pertinent that we direct our attention toward the individual types of waves.
The first of these forms of waves which we will

study is sound waves.

SOUND

WAVES

Of course, you already have somewhat of an idea as to what SOUND
because it is such an important part of your daily life. Nevertheless, there are many characteristics associated with it that you probably never realized before.
For example, the last time that you listened to a radio program, did you stop to think why it is that you are
actually able to hear sounds? Do you know what happens when you strike
a drum, so that a sensation is produced that we call "sound"? Ib you know
is,
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why same sounds appear to be louder
than others, and why some sounds
are high in pitch while others are
low or so-called "deep" tones? These
things are so common that most people
simply take them for granted --never
stopping to consider the wonders of
the thing we call "sound".

GENERATING SOUND WAVES
To start with something easy,
let us consider a simple experiment with an electric bell. Its
arrangement is illustrated in

Fig.

11.

FIG. II
RADIATION OF SOUND WAVES
FROM AN ELECTRIC BELL

When this bell rings, our
eyes tell us that the little hammer strikes the bell many times in rapid
succession, and at the same time we hear the characteristic sound of the
The question now is --What causes this sound?
electric bell.
To begin with, let us touch the bell with one of oL.r fingers during
We find that the bell is vibrating at a
the time that it is ringing.
is
it
the
rapid succession of blows by the little
rapid rate, and that
This is the first important point
hammer which causes this vibration.
to remember.

The bell is surrounded completely by an "envelope" of air or atmosphere, the same as we are. Since air is a gaseous combination having
an elastic nature, it can be set in motion by applying force to it.
Now, as the bell's shape is "rounded" or bowl -shaped, its natural
tendency, when struck, is to vibrate from its center outward --equally
in all directions, as though it were expanding and contracting from
its center.

Each time that the vibrating bell makes an outward impulse, it
compresses, to a certain extent, the air that presses on it from all
sides.
That is, it crowds the surrounding air particles together, pushThen, during the following coning them outward in all directions.
tracting impulse, it reduces the pressure on the surrounding air --in
fact, it tends to draw away from the air, and the surrounding air particles are then no longer crowded together so that the air is less dense
than normal. We then say that at this instant there is a "rarefaction
of the air."

This successive series of compressions and rarefactions radiates
outward from the bell equally in all directions, or in the form of exThis is illustrated in a simplified manner in Fig. 11,'
panding spheres.
where the dark rings represent air compressions and the lighter shaded
portions, air rarefactions. Hence, all of the surrounding air is agitated or set in motion, and we speak of this particular type of air
motion or vibration as SOUND WAVES.

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF SOUND WAVES
Our representations of waves have thus far been confined solely
to water waves and "rope waves," but each of the points discussed concerning them applies as well to sound waves. Your first example of a
sound wave appears in Fig. 12, where you will immediately observe that
the wave -form looks the same as that of the other waves that you studied
ERA -6
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about earlier in this lesson.
For your convenience, we are
showing you in the upper portion
of Fig. 12 a representation of how
the air compressions and rarefactions
would actually appear, if they
could be seen, as the wave -motion
spreads outward through the air.
Directly below it is shown the
"curve" which represents this same
wave -motion.

The horizontal line drawn
through the central portion of
this curve represents the condition
of the atmosphere or air when at
FIG. 12
rest or in its natural state --that
SOUND WAVES GRAPHICALLY ILLUSTRATED
is, at the time when no sound waves
exist. That part of the curve which
extends above the horizontal line represents the compressed
portion of
the air, while that part of the curve below the horizontal line
represents
the rarefied portion of the air.

Notice in Fig. 12 that the wave length of the sound wave is indicated as being equal to the distance between two adjacent compressed
sections, or the distance between two crests of the wave -form. The
wave length of that particular sound wave can, of course,
also be considered as being equal to the distance between two adjacent
troughs or
rarefied regions of the air.
So, you can see that sound waves and the
other types of waves can be compared quite closely.
In Fig. 12, also observe that the amplitude of this
sound wave is indicated as being the distance of the crest particular
above the
horizontal line, or the distance of the trough below the horizontal
line.
As in water waves, the amplitude of the sound waves
constitutes
the violence of the wave, and the
greater the amplitude of the sound
waves --or the more violent the wave motion --the louder will be the sound.

In the case of sound waves,
we must also deal with the ex-

pression "frequency".

That is,
each sound wave is considered as
setting up a certain number of vi-

One Second

of

time

brations per second -ter better still -a certain number of CYCLES PER SECOND.

To illustrate this point even
more clearly, let us look at Figs. 13
and 14.
In Fig. 13 we have a sound
wave consisting of 4 complete vibrations, or 4 cycles per second;
while in Fig. 14 the sound wave
consists of 8 complete vibrations,
or 8 cycles per second.

HOW AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY
AFFECT SOUND WAVES
If we assume that the amplitude of the wave forms illustrated

FIG. 13
SOUND WAVE OF 4 CYCLES PER SECOND
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in Figs. 13 and 14 are the same,
it is apparent that these waves
will differ only as to frequency.
That is, they will be of like amplitude, but the frequency of the

latter will be greater.

Since the amplitude of the
wave -forms in Figs. 13 and 14 is
alike, the intensity or loudness
of the sounds produced by both
will be the same. However, the
FREQUENCY OF SOUND WAVES DETERMINES
THE PITCH OF THE SOUND PRODUCED; and
Ie;Cvc
Ie!
leCycle,Cycle
láCyc
Cyc
le;
Cyc
;CyeléCyc
for this reason, the sound produced
8
5
7
5
2
3; 4
by the wave -form of Fig. 13 will
not be the same as that produced
The
by the wave -form of Fig. 14.
FIG. I4
latter will be higher in pitch;
SOUND WAVE OF 8 CYCLES PER SECOND
that is, a higher tone will be
produced than that produced by the wave of Fig. 13.
;

;

I

i

;

¡

;

In other words,

sound waves of high frequency produce sounds that

Another way of saying the same thing is that THE
GREATER THE FREQUENCY OF THE SOUND WAVE, THE HIGHER WILL BE THE PITCH
OF THE TONE.
Conversely, sound waves of low frequency produce sounds
of low pitch; and the lower the frequency, the lower will be the pitch
are high in pitch.

of the sound.

This serves to explain why a conventional violin produces high
tones; whereas, a bass violin produces low tones.
For example, the
strings on the bass violin are comparatively long, and their tension is
so adjusted that they will vibrate naturally at a correspondingly low
frequency, when plucked. This vibration sets the surrounding air into
motion at the same frequency; and upon striking the ear drum, this
wave -motion of low frequency produces a sensation recognized bythe
brain as a tone that is low in pitch.
The violin, on the other hand, employs shorter strings whose tension is rather great.
Therefore, their natural tendency is to vibrate
more rapidly so as to produce a sound wave of high frequency, which
upon reception by the ear causes the sensation of a high-pitched sound.
The VIOLENCE with which the string is plucked has nothing to do
It simply causes sound waves of greater amplitude to
with the pitch.
be generated, which affects only the intensity or loudness of the sound.
AUDIBLE FREQUENCY RANGE

There is a limit to the number of vibrations or cycles per second
that the human ear can detect as sound; in fact, this limit differs
between individuals. In general, the human ear will recognize as sound
only those waves corresponding to frequencies ranging from 20 cycles
per second to about 15,000 cycles per second.
Persons with impaired
hearing, however, are limited to a still smaller frequency range and
may, therefore, lack the ability to recognize very high or very lcw
tones.
In the present state of radio broadcasting, sound waves of frequencies over 7500 cycles per second are seldom transmitted, yet the
sound reproduction is pleasing to the ear.
In fact, most radio stations
transmit only those sounds whose frequencies range from 50 to 5000
cycles per second.
ERA -6
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CONDUCTING MEDIUMS OF SOUND
Another interesting and
important fact to remember is
that sound waves also require
a conducting medium through which
to travel, the same as in our example of water waves.
As a gen-

eral rule, the conducting medium for sound waves may be in
the form of a solid, liquid, or

FIG.

gas (including air).
Sound
waves will not travel through
a vacuum --in this respect they
differ radically from the radio
waves, which, as has been pre-

15

THE VACUUM EXPERIMENT

viously stated, are ether waves.

The fact that sound will travel through air and glass, but not through
a vacuum, can best be demonstrated by the set-up illustrated in Fig. 15,
where is shown an alarm clock enclosed in a glass jar.
We will be able
to hear the alarm under these conditions --in fact, the intensity of its
sound will be practically undiminished because air serves as a good conductor of sound waves. Should we, however, draw all air from this jar
by means of a vacuum pump so that the clock will be surrounded by a vacuum, no sound waves will reach our ears even though the alarm be in opIn other words, no sound -conducting medium now exists between
eration.
the clock, the glass jar, and the surrounding atmosphere.

VELOCITY OF SOUND
We will next consider the SPEED OF SOUND. No doubt, you have at
times seen a steam whistle blowing at a considerable distance and noticed
that you could see the steam being emitted from the whistle before hearing the sound.
Several seconds may have elapsed before the sound reached
your ears. This everyday experience is a fine example for demonstrating
the fact that the transmission of sound is not instantaneous, but that
sound waves extend outward from their origin in a gradual manner. In
fact, sound waves travel through various substances at different speeds
as is shown in Table I for some of the more common substances.
It is to be noted that the velocity of sound through various substances has been measured by numerous scientists, and their results differ somewhat.
However, the values here given can be accepted as an approximate average that is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

There are also many other factors that affect the speed of sound
through solids and liquids, such as
temperature, impurities in the substance, etc.
In the case of gases,
the temperature, pressure and moisture content affect the speed of sound
transmission quite noticeably.
Although these variable factors are
of importance to physicists, they
need not be considered in our particular type of work.
This lesson
provides you with everything concerning sound to meet your present needs.

TABLE I
APPROXIMATE VELOCITY OF SOUND
THROUGH COMMON SUBSTANCES

SUBSTANCE
COPPER
IRON

BRICK
GLA SS
OAK

PINE

VELOCITY

IN

FEET PER SECOND

10,800
17,390
11,980
16,410
12,620
10,900

WATER

4,794

AIR

1,129
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COMMUNICATION

RADIO

In this lesson you will become acquainted with the most simple ways
of producing radio waves, and learn how these waves are used for communication purposes. At the same time, you will have an opportunity to
study the early history of radio and thus become acquainted with some
of the more important developments that were made by pioneers in this
field, and which were in a large measure responsible for making possible
radio as we know it today. This approach to the subject of radio equipment, will make it easy for you to learn the basic principles as applied
to such apparatus and will simplify your study of the modern receiver
circuits presented in following lessons.

DISCOVERY OF RADIO WAVES
In beginning our study
of radio waves, let us start
with their discovery by the

'.'

/
Electrode
,'

,'

in this field many years

later.

simple arrangement, you will
observe that the transmitter
consists essentially of a
glass jar, the inner and
outer surfaces of which are
ERA -7
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a close inspection of this
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German scientist, Heinrich
Rudolph Hertz, in 1887 and
The experiments of
1888.
Hertz paved the way for the

In Fig. 1, is shown the
apparatus used by Hertz when
he set up in his laboratory
the most elementary trqns-
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FIG.
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APPARATUS USED BY HERTZ IN HIS EARLY
EXPERIMENTS WITH RADIO WAVES
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coated with a layer of tin foil. This device, which is
still used for
experimental purposes in physics laboratories, is commonly
referred to
as a Leyden jar.
In reality, it is a form of condenser.

Notice in Fig. 1, that two copper balls, called
electrodes, are
connected to the Leyden jar by means of copper rods. One
of the electrodes is thus connected to the inner foil -surface and the
other
to the
outer foil -surface. The two copper balls are separated by
a small air
space.

For the receiver, Hertz employed a similar
electrode

arrangement
in the form of a metal ring, with an air gap
between the metal balls.
He placed the "transmitter at one end of the room
and the "receiver"
at the other end of 'the room.

When the Leyden jar (condenser) was charged
with electricity applied by an external source of voltage, sufficiently
a spark jumped the gap
at the ends of the electrodes of the
"transmitter'; and, at the same
time that the spark appeared at the electrodes
of the "transmitter",
a spark appeared also at the electrodes of the
"receiver",
even though
there was no wired connection between these two
devices.
Let us now
see why this happened.
TRANSFER OF ENERGY BY MEANS OF THE SPARK -GAP OSCILLATOR
It should be noted that this device of Hertz' is really a
fundamental
spark -gap oscillator that is capable of
transferring ener
through space
in the form of radio waves. This is
accomplished in the ollowing manner:

Electrical energy is applied to the Leyden jar
external source, such as a static machine, for example.(condenser) by an
Then, when the
charge in this condenser attains a sufficiently high
voltage,
current
will jump across the spark -gap in the form of an
intense, blue spark;
thus discharging the condenser.
Now, whenever a condenser discharges across a spark
-gap,
resulting from this discharge action flows back and forth the current
through the
conductors leading to the
in the17571-of extremely high -frequency
Thr -f) alternating
a usña3ly call
an "oscillating current'.
us, the purpose of the spark -gap and condenser
combination is to utilize an applied voltage in such a way as to
generate high -frequency (r -f),
or oscillating current.

currenT

A,

thf

Whenever an alternating or oscillating current flows in a
conductor,
the magnetic field produced thereby around the
conductor will alternately
build up and collapse ("oscillate") at the same
frequency as does the
current in the conductor.
If this magnetic field oscillates at a sufficiently high frequency (r -f), part of the energy which
it represents
will "break away" from the -conductor and be
ejected
into space in the
form of electromagnetic waves, which we call radio
waves.
If these radio waves, in their movement
through space, encounter
any conducting material, they will induce alternating
(oscillating) electromotive forces of corresponding frequency therein. This
is what occurs
when the waves encounter the loop of the Hertz receiving
device.
The oscillating current which is induced into the
receiver circuit
(loop) represents electrical energy sufficiently great to
cause a spark
to appear across the gap.
Since the spark at the gap of the receiver is
visible to the eye, and audible to the ear in the form of a
crashing
sound, it is apparent that portions of the electrical
energy available
at the receiver are being transformed into light

waves, and into sound
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waves. Still other portions of the energy represented by the spark will be
transformed into heat and magnetism,
and as such, will temperarily surround
the loop and spark -gap.

As a matter of fact, whenever
an electric spark occurs, radio waves
are generated and radiated outward
into space, somewhat as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
All electric sparks produce radio waves to a certain extent.
It is for this reason that the sparking at the trolley wire of a passing
street car causes a snappy or crackling noise to be heard in a nearby
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radio receiver.
In one of his scientific papers,
Hertz enumerated the following conditions that must be met in order to
perform this experiment: First of
all, the two loops must have approximately the same diameter so as to

WAVE

FIG. 2
RADIATION FROM
SPARK O

I

A

SC MARGE

be in resonance or in tune with each other.
Second, they must be placed
with the plane of the loops parallel, one with the other. Third, the
distance between them must not be too great --four to ten feet being considered an appropriate distance. Fourth, the Leyden jar must be charged
to as high a voltage as possible.
Fifth, the distance between the electrodes of the gap on the receiving loop must be much less than that of the
transmitting loop.

Hertz also measured the velocity (speed) of radio waves, finding
that they traveled at the same speed as light, or approximately 186,000
miles per second (300,000,000 meters per second).
HERTZIAN WAVES: Waves which were set in motion by the Hertz oscillator
were called a ectromagnetic waves by their discoverer.
Later, they were
named Hertzian Waves in honor of Hertz. Present practice is to call them
radio waves.

DEVELOPMENT OF WIRELESS AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

While great importance was attached to the experiments and discoveries of Hertz, no immediate attempt was made to use Hertzian waves
as a means of communication.
However, by increasing the size of the
receiver loop; increasing the voltage of the charge stored in the Leyden
jar; and by connecting several of the jars in series so that the effect
of their charges vas additive; Hertz did find that it was possible to increase the distance over which the transfer of energy might take place.
In his final efforts, he was rewarded by the coverage of several city
blocks.
Hertz passed away in 1894, after a life rich in contributions to
science and to the benefit of his fellow men.
It remained for a young
Irish -Italian, named Marconi, to adopt the device as a practical method
of communication, and to make it a most necessary part cf modern civilization.

MARCONI AND WIRELESS
Guglielmo Marconi, as a youth, became interested in the discoveries
of the scientists of his day who were working, just as are our present-day
ERA
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scientists, to learn more about the behavior of things electrical.
Intrigued with the discoveries of Hertz, as published in scientific papers,
he began to construct similar devices.
Having previously learned the
telegraph code, he attempted to use these devices to send telegraph signals about his father's estate in Italy.
He soon eliminated many of the defects of the Hertz oscillator, when
used as a means of communication. His improvements are listed in the
following paragraphs.

CONSTANT SOURCE OF POWER: Marconi found that by connecting an induction
coil to the Leyden jar, and operating the induction coil by means of a
battery, a spark could be made to pass continually between the two electrodes of the transmitter's spark -gap instead of only at intervals as was
the case in the Hertz system wherein a static machine was used to charge
the condenser.
Marconi's transmitter, at this stage of its development,
is shown in Fig. 3.

AERIAL AND GROUND: Hertz had previously discovered that increasing the
size of the resonating loops would increase the distance over which it
was possible to transmit energy by means of electromagnetic waves.
Marconi tried substituting two rather long wires, called "aerials", for
each of the loops; and found that this worked much better than did even
the largest loop that had been used previously.
Later discoveries indicated that one of the aerial wires could be eliminated, and that a
connection to a rod or pipe driven into moist ground could be used in its
place with equal success.
This aerial and ground connection is also
shown in Fig. 3, for both the transmitter and receiver.
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM: Notice particularly, in Fig. 3, how one electrode
of the transmitter's spark -gap is connected to the elevated
aerial wire,

Aéria
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Spark gap
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Leyden jar
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r
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and how the other electrode is connected to ground by means of another
The application of the Leyden jar, induction coil and battery
wire.
is also shown.
The receiver which was used by Marconi at this time consisted of
ground
a spark -gap; a length of bare, elevated wire (the aerial); and a
bare
of
length
The
3.
in
Fig.
illustrated
is
also
This
connection.
wire which was connected to one side of each of the spark -gaps was named
an "aerial" by Marconi; probably because he discovered that the distance
spanned could be increased if the wire were elevated high in the air.
Present practice is to -call the elevated wire the "antenna".

Notice also in Fig. 3, how a telegraph key is connected in series
with the battery and the vibrator circuit of the transmitter. Sparks
will jump across the air -gap continuously as long as the key is kept
closed; during which time a series of radio waves will be radiated by
the aerial system, as shown in the illustration.
Also, by means of the key, the waves can be "broken -up" into predetermined code, as will be explained later in this lesson where the
circuits of this Marconi system are discussed in greater detail.
At this point, Marconi, with the cooperation of his father --for he
was still a very young man --was using his "wireless" apparatus, as he
Constant experimentation had
called it, for regular communication.
the combination to the extent
of
part
the
sending
enabled him to develop
that he had a rather powerful and reliable method of producing Hertzian
waves.
IMPROVED MARCONI RECEIVER

Turning his attention to a better method of receiving (detecting)
the waves radiated by the transmitter, Marconi developed several devices which were great :improvements over the spark -gap type of detector.

most efficient type of detection which he developed, Marconi
utilized the ordinary telephone receiver, such as is in use today. Extremely small currents flowing through the windings of a telephone reIn the

ceiver (headphone, or "phone") will make even a weak radio signal audible]
and, when this means is employed for reproducing the signal, no spark -gap
In other words, a stronger signal is reis necessary at the receiver.
quired at the receiving station to produce a spark than a sound in a

headphone.
In order to utilize the telephone receiver (headphone)
CRYSTAL DETECTOR:
for the reception of radio signals, it is first necessary that the high frequency (r -f) signal currents, induced in the receiver circuit by the
Hertzian waves, be converted into
Cot
pulsating currents. That is, current
whisker
which will flow throu,3h the headphone winding in one direction only.
If the high -frequency (r -f) signal currents were to be permitted to
pass through the headphone winding,
there would be no sound, as the diaphragm of the headphone would not
respond to the rapid reversals of
such current.
Therefore, the r -f

signal currents must be rectified
(changed to pulsating d-cj'before
being permitted to flow through the
ERA -7

FIG. 4
CRYSTAL CETECTOR
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headphone. Marconi was able to so rectify the Incoming signal currents
by means of a device called a crystal detector.
This crystal detector consisted of a small piece of some natural
mineral --usually an ore containing lead -sulphur or copper -sulphur --such
as galena, or pyrites.
Such a crystal, and its mounting, is shown in
Fig. 4, together with the symbol for this type of detector.
Here, you
will observe that the crystal is mounted in a small metal cup with which
it makes electrical contact.
The metal cup serves as one connection of
this detector in the receiver circuit. An extremely fine wire, called
a "cat -whisker", because of its size and shape, bears lightly against the
crystal and serves as the other connection of the detector.
At (A) of Fig. 5, you are shown what would happen if the headphone
were connected directly in the circuit between the antenna and ground
connection, without using a detector.
If this were done, the radio frequency (alternating)current that is induced in the antenna, would tend
to flow through the headphone; but, since the headphone will not respond
to current of such high frequency, no sound will be produced.
At (B)
of Fig. 5, on the other hand, we have the crystal detector connected in
such a manner that it permits the high -frequency current that is induced in the antenna to flow through the circuit in one direction only.
That is, the detector changes the high -frequency a -c to pulsating direct
current; and the flow of this pulsating direct current through the headphone sets up sound waves and so makes the signal audible.
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FIG. 6
COMPLETE MARCONI

SYSTEM

The c anplete wireless equipment of that era (1905-1912) is illustrated
diagrammatically in Fig. 6. Here, you will observe that the transmitter
consists of an induction coil, condenser, spark -gap, battery, telegraph
key, tuning coil, aerial, and ground connection. The receiver consists
of a tuning coil, crystal detector, telephone receiver (headphone),
aerial,and ground connection. This transmitter operates in the following
manner:

When the operator depresses the key in the transmitter circuit with
his fingers, a low -voltage emf (furnished by the battery) is applied to
the primary winding of the induction coil.
This low -voltage d -c emf is
converted to a pulsating emf by the vibrator which is connected in the
primary circuit of the coil.
(Notice in Fig. 6 how the wave form of the
current is indicated symbolically in each circuit of the transmitter and
receiver to still further clarify this analysis.)
The low -voltage pulsating emf, applied to the primary, causes pulsating current to flow in the primary winding; and through mutual induction, a high -voltage a -c emf is developed across the secondary winding
of the coil.
This high -voltage emf charges the condenser that is connected across the secondary winding; and as soon as the condenser has been
charged to a sufficiently high voltage, it discharges across the spark -gap.
The surging of the spark between the electrodes of the spark -gap causes
high -frequency a -c current (r -f) to flow between the antenna and ground
circuits of the transmitter. These high -frequency (r -f) alternating
ERA -7
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currents, surging back and forth in the antenna circuit of the transmitter, set up an oscillating magnetic field around the antenna wire,
so producing a disturbance of the ether and causing Hertzian waves
(radio waves) to be radiated through space.

When these waves reach the antenna of the receiver, they induce
high -frequency a -c voltages into it that tend to cause an r -f current
of corresponding frequency to flow in the receiver circuit. However,
the crystal detector in the receiver circuit permits the passage of current in one direction only; that is, it converts the a -c signal current
into pulsating current. The pulsating current flowing through the headphone causes it to produce sound waves and thus make the radio signal
audible to the listener in the form of a "buzz" or "whistle".
Therefore, every time the operator at the transmitter presses the
the listener at the receiver hears a "buzz" in the headphone.
This
buzz is heard as long as the key of the transmitter is depressed. By
pressing the key for greater and lesser duraticns of time, so that long
or short buzzes are produced, it is possible to form the dot and dash
characters of the International telegraph code, and thus send intelligible
messages from the transmitter to the receiver.
key,

There were at this time quite a number of wireless transmitting stations in operation, so it became necessary that some means be devised
whereby a person operating a receiver could make an adjustment and select
one particular station that he might wish to listen to from all the others..
If this could not be done, it is quite obvious that all of the transmitters that happened to be in operation at the time would be received simultaneously by the receiving station. The person listening to them
would then be unable to differentiate between the signals emitted by the
various transmitters, and this would, naturally, lead to confusion.

TUNING FEATURES:
To make possible the selection of one station signal
from all others, Marconi placed a coil of wire in the antenna circuit
of both the receiving and sending set.
The number of turns of wire on
the coil in the transmitter antenna circuit determined the frequency and
wave length of the waves being radiated. By using a coil of approximately
the same size and number of turns in the receiving circuit, it was possible
to have the receiver respond only to waves of that same frequency and
wave
length for which the transmitter's antenna circuit was adjusted. This
selection of the desired frequency is called tuning, and the coils are
known as tuning coils.
In practice, the coils of both the receiver and transmitter were
constructed so that the operator could make an adjustment and utilize
any number of turns that might be desired.
Thus, the transmitter and
receiver could be adjusted by the operator for any frequency or wave
length.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SPARK TRANSMITTERS
Spark transmitters were used for many years as a means of communication. Even after they had been supplanted for general usage by more
modern and efficient equipment, they were still retained in some maritime
installations where they performed with a reasonable degree of satisfaction.
In fact, spark transmitters are still found on some smaller vessels
where they are used for emergency, or "stand-by" purposes --to be used for
distress calls in case of failure of the regular transmitter.

The main advantage of a spark transmitter is its simplicity and
ruggedness. Its chief disadvantages are that a tremendous amount of
electric power is required to operate it, if reliable communication is
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to be expected over even moderate distances; and that it
is of no value for the transa sigmission of radio
transíhe
nals --that is, for
mission of music, speech, or
other intelligible sound.

Continuous woven
as produced by
vacuum tube oscillator

WHY SPARK TRANSMITTERS ARE
UNSUITED FCR RADIO TELEPHONY
In Fig. 7', you are shown
the difference between radio

waves of a continuous nature
and those as radiated by a
spark transmitter. Observe
DAMPED AND CONTINUDUS RA010 WAVES
at (A), how the wave varies
in amplitude and dies out periodically ever_ when the key remains in the
closed position. This is called a damped wave. The damping action is
due to the periodic charge and discharge cf the condenser.

FIG.

7

At (B) of Fig. 7, ve have a diagrammatic representation of a continuous type wave. You will observe that this wave is uninterrupted and
Continuous waves are necessary to transmit voice
of unvarying amplitude.
and music, but they also provide a means for more efficient transmission
and reception of code messages.

DE FOREST AND THE VACUUM TUBE
Dr. Lee De Forest developed the little glass bulb, called a vacuum
tube or electronic tube, to the point where it was able to change or
modify many of man's concepts of space and time. Born in 1873, at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and educated at Yale, Dr. De Forest is now known as
By 1930,
one of the pioneers in the development and perfection of radio.
he had taken out over 300 patents of radio devices --the most important of
these being the three -electrode vacuum tube.

To put it briefly --early in his career, De Forest applied his remarkable talents to the improvement of the vacuum tube, wtriich was the
He so improved it that it has made
original invention of Thomas Edison.
possible our present day radio, sound pictures, long distance telephones,
public address systems, television, and practically all of the so-called
electronic or radianic marvels.
There is almost no industry of our modern

civilization that does not use the vacuum tube in one form or another.
VACUUM TUBE APPLIED TO RADIO COMMUNICATION BY CODE: The three -element
vacuum tube, as developed by De Forest, made possible the construction
of an oscillator, which rapidly replaced the spark -gap type oscillator,
for most purposes. The vacuum tube oscillator sets radiD wave's in motion
in the ether just as does the spark -gap oscillator, only it does it much
better. For the transmission of code, the vacuum tuba oscillator. will
operate with but a fraction of the amount of power required by the spark gap oscillator, and it will permit reliable transmission aver much greater
distances.

It is in radio -phone transmission
VACUUM TUBE USED IN RADIO TELEPHONY:
By its use, it is possible to transthat the tube proved its real worth.
mit speech, music, or other intelligible soundthrough space.

VACUUM -TUBE TRANSMITTERS
In our present study of vacuum -tube transmitters,
to

ve are not going

discuss the circuits of such equipment, as to do so requires con-
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siderable knowledge on your part of vacuum
tubes and other circuit components which have
We do, however, at
not yet been covered.
this time want you to become acquainted with
the basic principles concerning the units
that produce radio waves by this means, and
also the ways in which radio waves must be
handled in order to make the transmission of
speech and music possible. The various sections of vacuum -tube transmitters involved
are, therefore, shown in the form of block
diagrams only, but their proper names are
employed so that you will know what each
of them does to make the complete system
Later in the course, transmitters
operate.
of all types will be covered in great detail.

The elementary knowledge which yo u
will acquire concerning the production of radio
waves by means of vacuum -tube transmitters,
as obtained from the study of this lesson,
will make our discussion of receivers in

FIG. 8
SIMPLE VACUUM -TUBE
TRANSMITTER

following lessons much more understandable
than would be the case if you did not have
this preliminary instruction.

An elementary representation of a vacuum -tube transmitter is shown
Such a device will produce continuous radio waves, and is
commonly referred to as a vacuum -tube oscillator.
in Fig. 8.

When the key in Fig. 8, is closed, an uninterrupted flow of radio
By opening and closing the
waves will be radiated from the antenna.
key at the proper intervals, the continuous wave can be broken up into
groups to form the letters of the telegraphic code, as illustrated in
Fig. 8.
Notice, however, that each wave -group does not "dwindle" to a
zero value in a gradual manner, as is the case of the wave generated by
a spark transmitter, and as pictured at (A) of Fig. 7.
The waves which are set
in motion by this continuous

..'

wave, key -operated transmitter, are called "inter-

rupted continuous waves".
The abbreviation "CW" is
often used to denote continuous waves, and oscillators

I

/

Another important feature of the vacuum tube is
its ability to amplify or
to increase the intensity

of signals being handled
Therefore, to inby it.
crease the transmitting
power of the oscillator
shown in Fig. 8, we merely
lace a vacuum -tube amplifier

(radio -frequency amplifier)

`

\

U!u

Radio oscillator

/i

Radiated

which produce this tpe
of wave are called "CW
oscillators".
THE VACUUM TUBE AS AN
AMPLIFIER

.

wave

Radio
frequency

amplifier

Key

-l

Radio signal generated

Amplified radio

by

sign-91ll

oscillator

FIG.

9

VACUUM -TUBE OSCILLATOR
AND RADIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
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between the oscillator and the
antenna, as illustrated in Fig.
By this means, radio energy,
as generated by the oscillator,
will be intensified or amplified
9.

perhaps hundreds of times --depending upon -the design of the
amplifier. If still more amplification is desired, it is only
necessary to add additional amplifying stages or tubes.
Thus,
as the original signal is passed

through each successive ampli-

laiLl
O

ai. ah
_

COI LINS

,

o

fier stage, it will be increased
by each stage until the desired
point of intensification has been
attained.

For simplicity, a one -tube
amplifying stage is shown in Fig.
9.
The key serves the same purpose in this system as in the
other systems already described.
In Fig. 10, you are shown a complete, modern vacuum -tube transmitter as used for the transmission
of code signals.
So much for "code transmitters".
Now let us turn our
attention to the equipment that
is used for the transmission of
voice and music by Radio.

A

J

--T3is
1I

FEW WORDS CONCERNING SOUND

Whenever we speak, we subject
the surrounding air to varyin pressures, causing a series of 'waves"
to travel outward from the source of
the sound, somewhat as pictured in
Fig. 11. We oa.11 these sound waves.
As the sound waves spread outward through the air and act upon
the ears of some nearby person, the
latter hears the sound that was produced originally at its source. This
is also pictured in Fig. 11.

Sound waves are quite unlike
radio waves, as the latter are electrical in nature and cannot produce

an audible (hearable) sound unless
some form of electrical equipment is
available for "extracting' the sound
from the rani i o wave. Sound waves,

FIG. 10
MODERN VACUUM -TUBE TRANSMITTER

on the other hand, are vibrations or motion of, air, and can be transferred
through the air directly from their source to the ears of the listener.

Let us now turn Jur attention to Fig. 12. Here, we have an arrangeThe
ment consisting of a m`crophone, an amplifier, and a loudspeaker.
ERA -7
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construction of the microphone is such that when speaking into it, sound waves will
act upon it and produce electrical impulses. These electrical impulses are amplified or intensified by the

audio amplifier (sometimes
called an "audio -frequency
amplifier"), as indicated by

FIG. II
SOUND WAVES

the wave -form above the ampli
fier in Fig. 12.
The loudspeaker, in turn, converts
the amplified electrical impulses back into sound; but,
since amplification has occurred, the sounds produced
by the loudspeaker will be
much louder than those uttered by the person.

In -Fig. 13, you are shown a commercial arrangement of the system just
described. This equipment consists of a microphone, a vacuum -tube audio
amplifier, and a loudspeaker. Such an arrangement is often referred to as
a public address system.

ADDING SOUND TO RADIO
Even though sounds be amplified tremendously, sound waves will travel
only a limited distance through space. Radio waves, on the other hand,
have the ability to span oceans and continents.
Fortunately, there is
a means whereby we can combine radio waves and sound waves so that the
effect of the sound waves can be transported as a radio wave, and thus
be made to travel great distances.
We do this by a process known as

modulation.

MODULATION: The word "modulate" means to limit, or to modify. When we
apply modulation to the radio wave output of a continuous wave transmitter,
we are limiting, or modifying, the radio wave by means of the audio waves
which are impressed upan the microphone. This is illustrated in Fig. 14,
where a modulator is shown as being connected between the oscillator of
a ccaitinuous wave transmitter

and the antenna and ground.
It should be noted that
the microphone is connected
to the modulator through one

stage of audio frequency
amplification. Connected
in this manner, the modulator will function as a
valve, controllingthe amplitude of the outgoing
radio wave. This control
is exercised while the output of the oscillator is
still in the form of r -f
current, and before it has
left the antenna in the
form of an r -f wave. Notice

especially, 1719ig. 14,
that the. amplitude of the

FIG. 12
SPEECH AMPLIFIER
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CW wave at the output of the modulator
varies in accordance with the asdio-frequency (sound) wave form.

In Fig. 15, you are shown dia-

grammatically how the audio signal
and the C -W (oscillator) radio signal are both fed intc the modulator,
and how the C -W wave appears at the
output of the modulator with its amplitude varied to conform with the
shape of the audio or sound signal
We call the continuous wave,
wave.
which has been so altered, a modulated
wave.
It should be stressed here that
the modulating audio -frequency never
travels through space. Only the effect
of the modulating audio frequency as
impressed upon the modulated r -f is

FIG.

actually radiated into space.

13

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

PORTABLE

In Fig. 16, we stow an unmodulated and a modulated wave in another
graphic form, to aid Mill further in clarifying this point.
Here, you
will note that the amplitude which, it will be remembered, is the distance from zero (center line) to the positive or negative peak of the
wave, is constant in the first section of the graph which represents that
no sound is reaching the microphone at this time.

The latter portion of the curve shows the change in amplitude which
takes place when sound is reaching the microphone.
It should be noted
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wave is

a -f currents which are being
fed from the microphone to

Carrier wave

PROCESS OF MODULATION

r -f

constantly being changed,
or controlled, by the frequency and amplitude of the
the modulator. The peaks
of some of the
-f waves
in Fig. 16, are now higher
than in the unmodulated
section, while others are
b elow the level of the
unmodulated wave.

Thus, we can say that a MODULATED WAVE IS A WAVE, THE AMPLITUDE
OF WHICH IS CONTROI,T,FD BY THE AMPLITUDE AND FREQUENCY OF ANOTHER WAVE.

Notice that this form of modulation changes only the amplitude of
our radiated wave
and that it has no effect upon the frequency, wave
length, or velocity of the r -f wave produced by the oscillator.
;

CARRIER WAVES: Because the
C -W transmitter is to carry
quency through space to the
is present when no sound
carrier wave.

sole purpose of the r -f wave of a modulated
the impression, or effect, of the audio frereceiver, that section of the r -f wave which
reaohes the microphone is often called the

In this connection, it would be well to point out that the r -f
waves or currents are of no value in themselves.
They are for the sole
purpose of transporting the a -f effect through space, and they are discarded soon after reaching the receiver.
R -F WAVES AND CURRENTS:
The term r -f (radio frequency) is applied to
any frequency of vibration which is greater than about 15,000 cycles

No sound applied
microphone

to

',111,,r,A,
Unmodul ate

d

Sound applied
microphone

to

5

carrier wave

Modulated

FIG. 16
UNMODULATED AND MODULATED CARRIER WAVE

carrier wave
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per second, and less than 1,000,000,
000,000 cycles per second. Another
way of defining r -f is that it is a
frequency too high for the average
human ear to hear as -sound; and, that
if in the form of an r -f current, this
current, flowing through the antenna
circuit of a transmitter, is capable
of setting r -f waves in motion.
The
r -f waves thus set in motion will
travel through space as radio waves.
Upon reaching the aerial of the receiver, these r -f waves will induce
r -f current to flow in the aerial circuit of the receiver.
A -F WAVES AND CURRENTS: The term a -f
(audio frequency) is applied to any
frequency of vibration which is less
than about 15,000 cycles per second.
Or, it is a frequency which, if in
the form of vibrations in air or some
other physical substance, may be heard
as sound by the average human ear.
Audio -frequency waves must bé conducted
by air or some other physical substance,
and cannot travel through space as waves
in ether.
Audio -frequency currents
are formed in a circuit which contains
a microphone with a -f waves being

impressed thereon.
An a -f or r -f current may be
in the form of either a pulsating
current or an alternating current.
RADIO BROADCASTING

FIG. 17
MODERN RADIO BROADCAST TRANSMITTER

In 1907, Dr. De Sorest constructed the first apparatus used for
modulating continuous waves with speech --and the first "broadcast" of
sound (speech) took place in New York City.
So successful were the
results, that Dr. De Forest equipped twenty-four warships of the United
States Navy with radio -telephone installations during 1907.
It is interesting to note that these units were sold with a positive guarantee
of five miles, although in actual operation they consistently covered
a distance of over 25 miles.

In 1908, Dr. De Forest went to France and installed his radiotelephone equipment on top of the Eiffel Tower, from where he broadcast
phonograph music. Reports of this test showed that he was heard as far
as 500 miles.
In 1910, Dr. De Forest began a series of broadcasts,
employing singers and grand -opera stars to provide the programs.
However, in those days these efforts were wasted --it was too soon for broadcasting because only amateur radio operators had receiving sets, and there
were very few amateurs at that time.
Because of the conditions just mentioned, broadcasting lay dormant
until after World War I'.
However, radio -telephone conversations were
broadcast across the Atlantic in the meantime.
It remained for the
Westinghouse Company to commercialize the experimental music broadcast
by one of its engineers, Dr. Frank Conrad, who was broadcasting daily
entertainment from his amateur station. This led to the construction of
the first broadcasting station in the world (KDKA) which went "on the air"
in 1920, and is still in daily operation.
ERA -7
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Thus, you have the picture of radio broadcasting from its beginning
its present state of development.
In Fig. lZ is shown an actual
broadcasting transmitter that embodies the principles described relative
This transmitter is so árranged that the audio -frequency
to Fig. 14.
amplifier is in the lower section of the cabinet; while the oscillator,
modulator, and radio -frequency power amplifier are above. In some installations, the various units are separated and contained in indiviNevertheless, in every radio -telephone or radio broaddual cabinets.
casting transmitter, there must be an audio amplifier, an oscillator, and
means for modulation.
A radio -frequency amplifier is also generally
used where a powerful signal is required. The latter is then placed
between the modulator and the antenna so as to amplify the modulated
signal before passing it on to the antenna.
to

RECEIVERS FOR

C -W

TRANSMISSION

Modulated continuous waves may be received quite satisfactorily
on one of the simple crystal detection receivers described in our
discussion of Marconi's wireless equipment. In fact, most people
can remember the early days of radio broadcasting when crystal receivers were very popular.
However, just as it was possible to utilize the vacuum tube in
constructing a more efficient transmitter, so also is it possible to
use this little glass and metal wonder -worker in receivers which are
much more satisfactory than are the best crystal receivers. A vacuum tube receiver using but one tube, will be much more sensitive, will receive signals over a greater distance, and will produce a louder sound
in the phones, than will the best crystal receiver.
It is for the reasons just mentioned that the
VACUUM -TUBE RECEIVERS:
vacuum tube has replaced the crystal as a detector in the majority of
A simple vacuum tube receiver, consisting
the receivers in use today.
of a detector only, is shown in elementary block form in Fig. 18.

As in the case of vacuum -tube transmitters, we are showing vacuum tube receivers in this lesson
Our sole
in block form only.
Incoming modulated
Amplified audio
at this time is to bring
purpose
signal leaving
wave
to your attention how the radio
detector
waves are handled by this equipI,11
Modulated signal
In later
ment during reception.
entering detector
lessons the circuits of such
i'P

l-

Aerial

receivers will be described fully,
1

as also will their operating

principle.

When the modulated r -f
wave which is radiated by the
transmitter strikes the aerial
of the receiver, a corresponding
r -f current is set in motion in
the input circuit of the receiver.
This is illustrated in Fig. 18.
This r -f current possesses a

modulated amplitude just as
did the

r -f

wave, and there-

fore carries the effect
FIG. 18
RECEIVER EMPLOYING A VACUUM -TUBE DETECTOR

of
the original a -f as generated
at the microphone of the transmitter. By means of appropriate
circuits in the receiver, this
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signal

Incoming

)

modulated

radio wave

F IG. 19
RECEIVER CONSISTING OF A RADIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER, DETECTOR,
AUDIO-"REQUENCY AMPLIFIER, AND LOUDSPEAKER

effect, which is superimposed on the r -f carrier is, through the
action of detection, caused to pass electrical energy in the form of
a -f (pulsating) current through the headphones.
Thus, the latter reproduces the sounds that actuated the microphone at the transmitter and
a -f

caused the carrier wave to be modulated.
We can therefore state that the detector in the receiver does just
the reverse of the modulator in the transmitter.
That is, it "extracts"
the sound (a -f) wave from the carrier (r -f) wave, and with the aid of the
headphones makes the variations in audio signal current audible.
In observing the action of this type of receiver in Fig. 18, notice
that as the vacuum tube changes the inpoming modulated signal to an
audio signal, it also amplifies the audio signal considerably.

AMPLIFYING THE RECEIVED SIGNAL
We have mentioned previously in this lesson that vacuum tubes have
the ability to amplify or intensify the signals handled by them.
This
is true whether the signal is of radio or audio frequency, and whether
the amplification is being done in the transmitter or in the receiver.

AMPLIFYING THE RADIO SIGNAL: Every detector, whether it be of the crystal
or tube type, has certain limitations as to its ability to handle weak
signals satisfactorily.
To increase the sensitivity of a receiver, an
amplifier is placed ahead of the detector. The amplifier ahead of the
detector is called a radio frequency amplifier, and is used to boost
the strength of the extremely weak radio signals as they are intercepted
by the aerial.
The usual practice is to include several stages of amplification
in front of the detector.
For the sake of simplicity, only one such
ERA -7
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amplifying stage is
shown in Fig. 19.

In observing this
arrangement, notice

how the incoming

radio signal is
amplified as it
passes through the
radio -frequency

amplifier, and before being applied
to the detector.

AMPLIFYING THE AUDIO SIGNAL: Should
we connect a loudspeaker Jn place of

the headphones,

shown in the receiver diagrammed
in Fig. 18, it is
very doubtful that
OF 19214
we would hear any
sounds.
The reason
for this is that the audio signals, as furnished by the detector, are not cf
sufficient intensity to actuate so large a unit as the loudspeaker, although they might be easily heard when the headphones are put over the
ears.
Therefore, an audio amplifying stage is included in all receivers
that employ a loudspeaker.
FIG. 20
TYPICAL VACUUM -TUBE HOME RADIO

The audio -frequency amplifier intensifies these weak audio signals
sufficiently to properly operate the loudspeaker, so that the resulting
sound waves will
throughout the room and thereby make tie sounds

spread

audible.

Fig. 19 illustrates how the audio

frequency amplifier is included in the
complete receiver, and how it increases
the amplitude of the a -f signal.
In Fig. 20, you are shown an early model vacuum tube receiver designed for
home use.
It employs a radio -frequency
amplifier, detector, audio -frequency
amplifier, and loudspeaker --the same as
illustrated in the diagram appearing in
Fig. 19.
Modern receivers still employ
these fundamental principles, but they
have been perfected most notably since
the advent of radio broadcasting. By com
paring the modern receiver shown in Fig.
21 with the older model appearing in Fig.
20, you will somewhat appreciate the remarkable progress which has been made
in this field.

-'

u+
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FROM MICROPHONE TO LOUDSPEAKER
To still further assist you in acquiring a clear conception of radio transmission and reception, we have prepared
the diagram appearing in Fig. 22.
Here,
you are shown the complete set up for both
the transmitter and the receiver.
Thus,
you can follow the process from the
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origin of the sound waves at the microphone of the transmitter, until
This
they are finally reproduced by the loudspeaker of the receiver.
illustration also shows you how a radio -frequency power amplifier may
be employed between the modulator and the aerial of the transmitter in
order to intensify the modulated signal before radiation, so that greater
distances can be covered.
From what has already been told you, the complete system illustrated
It is well that you note in Fig.
in Fig. 22, should be self-explanatory.
22, that several of the various amplifying units are shown as employing
more than one tube. This is generally the case in actual practice where
considerable amplification is required.
It is of special importance for you to observe in Fig.' 22, how the
wave forms of the audio, radio (carrier) and modulated r -f signals are
affected by the various sections of the transmitter and receiver; and
also how the modulated wave which is radiated by the transmitter's aerial
acts as the "connecting link" between the transmitter -and receiver.

You are now ready to apply this fundamental knowledge to a detailed
study of receiver circuits, beginning with the next lesson. You have
already learned several of the most basic and elementary principles which
it required years of concentrated effort for early experimenters to
Yet, you learned them after only a few minutes of leisurely
discover.
reading.
On first thought, this may hardly seem possible, but it is really
quite logical when we consider that the pioneers in this industry 'had
no concrete information on which to base their studies, while you, on
the other hand, are provided through National Training with the unlimited
wealth of information compiled from the data furnished by all these early
scientists, experimenters, and engineers.
In preparing this course, National's chief aim has been zo furnish
you with complete instruction, presented in such manner that you begin
with the most simple principle and gradually advance in logical steps
through the most complex radio and electronic apparatus now being used.
The following lessons are just as easy to understand as this one --in
fact, quite often you will be absorbing so-called advanced technical
information without actually being aware of it. All this is due to the
systematic manner in which this entire course of training has been planned.

Practical Technical Training.
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LESSON

HOW

IN

RECEIVERS

OPERATE

Up to this point, we have concerned ourselves with the basic principles of electricity, magnetism, the electron theory, sound, light,
heat, and radio waves. By combining the principles that you have learned
from the study of these subjects, it is now possible for you to understand the construction. and operation of one of the most common radionio
devices in daily use -- namely, the radio receiver.
BASIC RECEIVER CIRCUITS
In Fig. 1, is shown
the schematic diagram of
a simple receiver employing a crystal detector.

This receiver is capable
of receiving radio signals

Aerial
Antenna

Tuning

lead-in

coil

from broadcasting stations

over a distance of from
25 to 150 miles.
Le3t
you think that the crystal receiver is an ancient device of little
importance, we hasten to
point out that while it
is one of the oldest practical receivers, it does,

Crystal
detector

Antenna

coil

ti

Ground

lead

Tuning
condenser

i

Headphones

nevertheless, have certain

virtues which make

day and age. Furthermore,
a proper understanding of
the theory of operation
of this type of receiver
will make it easier for
ERA

-8

TGround

it

worthy of study in this

Ti9

Antenna T !Tuning circuit
I

Detector circuit

FIG I
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF CRYSTAL RECEIVER
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you to understand the more complicated electron -tube circuits which are
explained in the following lessons.
It should be noted that the crystal receiver, shown in Fig. 1, has
been broken down into basic circuits, for the purpose of studying the
In fact, all electric
electronic, or radionic desystem in detail.
vices, however complex, can be broken down in this manner into individual
circuits and studied as such. Then, by mastering each circuit individually, a thorough understanding of the operation of all the circuits
combined in the apparatus will be arrived at.

AerialAerial

Lead-in.
wire
Lead-in

wire

d

Antenna

coil
Illllr'

Antenna coil
Ground lead

Ground

lead

Iron pi pe

`-f

Ground

Ground

""11'11

FIG.
ANTENNA

=

DIAGRAM

2

CIRCUIT

It should be noted that this simple receiver consists of three distinct circuits.
These are:
the antenna circuit, the tuning circuit,
and the detector circuit.

ANTENNA CDICUI':

The antenna circuit is shown alone in Fig. 2, both picHere, you will observe that it consists of
the aerial (often called

torially anlr schematically.

Movable
plates

Tuning coil

I

TUNING CIRCUIT: The tuning circuit, shown in Fig.
3, consists of the tuning
coil and the tuning condenser.
These two parts
are connected in series,
one with the other.

fr

IIII
Tuning coil

4201

Tuning
condenser

r
FIG.

3

TUNING CIRCUIT

Tuning
condenser

DIAGRA

the "antenna"), lead-in
wire, antema coil, and the
ground connection -- all
connected in series.

M

The deteotor circuit, shown in
Fig. 4, consists of the
crystal detector and the

DETECTOR CIRCUIT:

headphones.

The headphones
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and the crystal detector are also
connected in series.

Cat whisker
Observe particularly in Figs.
2, 3 and 4 how symbols are used to
designate the various parts of
these circuits.

i

Handle

Galena

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT A
CIRCUIT
is

In analyzing any circuit, it
necessary that you learn three

fundamental things about it.

These

are:

Headphones
(1)

The purpose of the circuit,
or what it is supposed to do.

(2)

The name, purposes, structural features and operating
principles of the 'individual
parts employed in the circuit.

(3)

The type of current, or currents, which flow in the circuit; including their origin

and approximate intensity.

IMPAff

`Plug-in jack

The paragraphs which follow

will explain these things to you
in an easily -understood manner.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE
ANTENNA CIRCUIT

AERIAL AND LEAD-IN:

The aerial
usually comprises a piece of bare
copper wire, 30 to 100 feet in
length; and is connected to the
antenna coil by means of another
piece of wire known as the lead-in,
(see Fig. 2).
The aerial and the
lead-in must be well insulated from
the ground and from surrounding
objects that may "absorb" radio
energy -- such as, metal roofs,
other nearby wires, etc.
to

The purpose of the aerial is
furnish the medium into which

alternating currents can be induced
by passing radio waves.
The purpose of the lead-in is to conduct
these signal currents to the antenna coil, which is located within the receiver.

Crystal detector

Headphones

DIAGRAM

ANTENNA COIL:

The antenna coil is
an air -core coil, consisting of
several turns of copper wire wound
on a supporting form made of in ERA -8

FIG.
DETECTOR

4

CIRCUIT

3
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Symbol
To

receiver

Pipe

yri/,1.

1/=l

lir//,

1lG

1fJrnmn

s ulative material.
This form is usually
a fibre or cardboard tube, the diameter
of_which may be anywhere from 1/2 -inch
An insulated wire
to about 3 -inches.
of small size is generally used for

this coil; the adjacent turns being
wound side by side as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Earth

The purpose of the antenna coil

AN_

is to generate an alternating magnetic
field by means of the signal currents

flowing through its winding.

" ru

n'tj

II"

//4

F IG. 5
GROUND CONNECTION

GROUND CONNECTION:
The ground connection consists of a wire that connects one end of the antenna coil to
the earth.
Electrical contact with
the earth can be established by driv
ing an iron pipe or rod several feet
into moist earth, and then fastening
the ground lead to it by means of a
copper strap, as shown in Fig. 5.
Often, a water pipe will serve
as a satisfactroy grounding medium,
because most water pipes are in contact with moist earth for a great
part of their length.
The method of grounding the circuit to a water pipe is shown in Fig.
6.

F

IG. 6

WATER PIPE GROUND CONNECTION

Antenna

Bare antenna
wire

insulator
Brace wire

11

Cord

tand-off type)

type

all insulators
Window

Insulated
wire

1.

r'=

Insulated wire

aterpipe
Damp
FIG.

soi

installation
showing how
the leads are connected to the antenna and ground terminals of the receiver. It is to be noted in Fig. 2
that the antenna coil is connected.
between the antenna and ground terminals within the receiver proper.
7,

ENERGY PICKED UP BY THE AERIAL

Recei ve
(Knob

A typical antenna

is illustrated in Fig.

I

7

DETAILS OF ANTENNA INSTALLATION

Any radio wave which reaches the
aerial will induce signal voltages in
the antenna circuit, and thus cause
signal currents of corresponding frequency to flow in this circuit. No
matter how feeble the waves may be -if they reach the aerial, current will
be induced in the antenna circuit.
This is always true -- though, often,
the waves reaching the aerial are so
weak that the signal currents induced therein are not strong enough
to be detected by the most sensitive receiver.
In previous lessons you learned
that a radio wave set in motion anywhere in the world will continue to
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Receiver antenna

FIG. 8
WAVES OF VARIOUS TRANSMITTERS ACTING ON RECEIVER ANTENNA
All waves,
travel away from the transmitter for an indefinite distance.
of course, undergo a loss of strength, or a reduction in amplitude, as
they travel farther from their point of origin.
In Fig. 8, we show the antenna circuit of our simple receiver, surrounded by transmitters located at various distances from the receiver.
Two of the transmitters, WXB and WXD, are situated only 30 miles from
the receiver, while the most distant one, WXE, is 10,000 miles away.
It
should be noted that waves from all these transmitters, no matter how
distant, reach the aer_al of the receiver. However, due to the distance
spanned, the loss in amplitude will be so great that only the waves from
the nearest stations -- WXB and WXD (30 miles), WXG (50 miles), and WXA
(80 miles) -- will induce current of sufficient intensity in the antenna
circuit to operate the detector of the simple receiver in which we are
now particularly interested.
ERA
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In Fig. 9, a very sensitive current -indicating instrument has been
If this instrument is sufficiently
inserted in the antenna circuit.
Each of
sensitive, it will indicate the value of the induced currents.
the nearby stations would probably induce an alternating current of a
few microamperes (millionths of an ampere) in this circuit, and the indicator would then indicate a total alternating current flow equal to
We
the sum of these individual currents (all of them added together).
stress again the fact that practically all stations, no matter how distant, induce some a -c signal current in the antenna oircuit, though it
may be too weak to measure, or to do any useful work.

CONVERTING.SIGNAL CURRENTS INTO SOUND
In Fig. 10, a crystal detector and a set of headphones have been
connected in series with the antenna circuit. With the crystal detector
rectifying the incoming signal currents, the headphones will now respond
Thus, we would hear the
to the signal of several of the closer stations.
program from at least four of the broadcasting stations which are located
within a radius of 100 miles from the receiving station.
Notice, especially, that with the arrangement of Fig, 10, the programs from all of the nearby stations will be heard in the headphones
at the same time.
This is because each of these stations is inducing
sufficient current in the antenna circuit to operate the headphones.
Obviously, the programs would be so mixed, or "hashed", that you could
hardly distinguish one from the other.

TUNING
The purpose of the tuning circuit is to select any one of the
signal currents induced in the antenna circuit fro!m all others, and to
permit only this desired signal current to operate the detector and headphones; excluding all others. Thus, the tuning circuit makes it possible
Wave from WXD

Wave from WXB

Wave from WXC

Wave from WXA

-f signaI currents from
WXA,WX B,WXCandWXD
f low in antenna circuit..

R

Total antenna current
of few microamps
indicated on current measuring instrument.

WXA

WXB--wXCWXD

F IG.

R -F

9

SIGNAL CURRENTS PRODUCED BY FOUR TRANSMITTERS
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CIRCUIT CONVERTED
DETECTOR AND 'HEADPHONES

MULTIPLE SIGNAL CURRENTS

IN ANTENNA

for the listener to select the signal current corresponding to any one
desired broadcasting station, and to listen to that signal only. Now,
let us see how this is done.
In Fig. 11-A, is shown the antenna circuit, together with the tuning coil.
It should be noted that the tuning coil is so placed that it
Or, to state it anis in inductive relationship with the antenna coil.
other way -- the antenna coil and the tuning coil are so placed that any
magnetic field set up around the antenna coil will act inductively on

Tuning coil
(Secondary)
To

tuning

'

Secondary
(Tuning coi I)

Primary

ser
condenser
Primary

(Antenna
To

coil)
stator

plates

of

1

1

7

; 'I

"

rotor plates
of condenser

To
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To ground
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the tuning coil.
In practice, these two coils are usually wound on the
same tubular supporting form, alongside each other; and the ends of the
windings are fastened to terminals so that the two coils can be connected
to the receiver circuits conveniently (see "B" of Fig. 11).
Regardless
of the actual shape and placement of the windings on the form, the entire arrangement is always illustrated symbolically as at "C" of Fig. 11.

You will no doubt realize that the antenna coil and the tuning coil,
together, constitute an air -core transformer -- the principle of which
was described in an earlier lesson. The antenna coil functions as the
primary winding, and the tuning coil as the secondary winding of this
transformer. Radio men call this complete assembly or device an r -f
transformer or an r -f coil.
The r -f transformer is mounted to the receiver base or frame by
means of the bracket pointed out at "B" of Fig. 11.

HOW THE R -F TRANSFORMER HANDLES THE SIGNAL: By referring to Fig. 13,
you will see the exact action which takes place in the antenna and tuning
coils when a radio wave is reaching the aerial of the antenna circuit.
Each section of this drawing (A -B -C -D -E -F -G -H -I) is designed to show you
the conditions that exist in these coils at nine different instances of
time corresponding to the lettered positions on the large sine wave at
the top of the illustration.
An analysis of this action follows in the
next few paragraphs.
At "A" of Fig. 13, the radio wave reaching the aerial is not inducing any signal voltage in the antenna circuit, as the amplitude of the
wave is at zero value at this time. When no signal voltage is being induced into the antenna circuit, no signal current will flow through the
antenna coil; no lines of force will surround the antenna coil; and no
induced emf will be present in the tuning coil.
This is shown on the
signal voltage graph to the left of the antenna coil, and on the induced
emf graph to the right of the tuning coil.
At "B" of Fig. 13, the amplitude of the incoming radio wave is building up on the positive alternation.
This increase in amplitude of the
wave will cause a signal voltage to be developed across the antenna circuit.
This signal voltage, in turn, will cause signal current to flow
through the antenna coil, and a magnetic field to build up around the
coil.
The field, in building up, will cause an emf to be induced in
the tuning coil by means of mutual induction.
The curve of the antenna
circuit signal voltage at this instant is shown on the graph at the
left of the antenna coil.
The induced emf which is developed across the
tuning coil is shown on the graph at the right of the tuning coil. Notice
that both coils now have polarity symbols.
The "top' of the antenna
coil, and the "bottom" of the tuning coil, are negative; the
"bottom"
of the antenna coil, and the "top" of the tuning coil, are
positive.

At "C" of Fig. 13, the incoming wave is at peak value on the positive alternation. This causes a signal voltage of maximum intensity to
be present in the antenna circuit.
At the same time, induced emf of
maximum value is being developed across the tuning coil, but of
opposite
polarity.
In all transformers, it is true that the secondary emf will
at all times have a polarity which is exactly opposite that of the
primary
emf.
Thus, when a positive alternation of signal voltage is being formed
in the primary circuit (antenna circuit), a negative
alternation will be
formed in the secondary circuit (tuning circuit).
At "D" of Fig. 13, the wave is decreasing in amplitude, at which
time the voltage in both the antenna and tuning coils is also
decreasing in value, as shown by the small graphs beside these coils.
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At "E" of Fig. 13, the radio wave is at zero amplitude just before
starting to build up on the negative alternation.
The induced emf developed across the secondary coil has therefore dropped to zero. You
will note that the positive alternation of the radio wave just completed
has caused one alternation of signal voltage to be present in the antenna
circuit; which, in turn, has caused one alternation of emf to be induced
in the secondary, or tuning winding.

At "F" of Fig. 13, the wave is building up in amplitude on the
negative alternation.
The electrical action taking place will now
be the same as in section B -C -D of the illustrations, except that all
polarities will be reversed. Thus, you see that the signal voltage
being induced in the antenna circuit is now such that the "top" of
the antenna coil is positive, and the "bottom" end, negative.
The
polarity of the emf induced in the secondary coil is, of course, op-

posite to that of the antenna coil.
At "G" of Fig. 13, the wave is at peak amplitude on the negative
alternation.
Signal voltage in the antenna circuit is now at maximum
value; and the induced emf is also at maximum value.
You will observe
that all conditions are the same as those shown at "C", except that the
signal and induced emf polarities are reversed.
At "H" of Fig. 13, the wave is decreasing in amplitude on this alternation. Signal voltage in the antenna circuit is therefore again approaching zero; as also is the induced emf in the tuning coil.

At "I" of Fig. 13, the wave is again. at zero amplitude, after having completed one cycle consisting of one positive and one negative alternation. This has produced cne cycle of signal voltage in the antenna
circuit, and -- by mutual induction -- one cycle of induced emf in the
tuning coil.
If this were an actual working, circuit, the next action to take
place would be for the wave to again build up on the positive alternation.
Another cycle of signal voltage in the antenna circuit, and induced emf in the tuning coil, would then begin to form; just as happened
at "B" of this example.
Cycles of signal voltage and induced emf would
continue to be developed in this way as long as the wave was reaching
the aerial.

Antenna

Movable

plates

(R -F Trans}ormer
111"1"
-

11
Tuning condenser
SCHEMATIC
FIG.
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ANTENNA CIRCUIT COUPLED TO TUNING
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Fig. 12, shows the addition of the tuning
ADDING THE TUNING CONDENSER:
condenser to the secondary winding of the r -f transformer. This winding and tuning condenser, together with their connecting conductors,
form a series circuit, as far as alternating current is concerned.

Earlier in this lesson, we established the fact that signal currents
will, through mutual induction, induce an a -c emf in the secondary winding of the r -f transformer.
If this winding were not connected to a circuit, no current would flow in it, regardless of the value of the induced
emf.
However, as soon as the condenser is placed in the circuit with
the secondary winding, there is a path over which alternating current
may move. Thus, the induced emf will cause current to flow through the
secondary winding and charge the condenser.

This is shown at "A" in Fig. 14.
At this instant, the top end
of the secondary winding is "-" and the bottom is "+".
Electrons are
thus pulled away from the lower plate of the condenser, and forced
toward the upper plate.
The upper plate of the condenser will then
contain an excess of electrons, and the lower plate will have a fewer
than normal number of electrons.
This is also shown in illustration
"A" of Fig. 14, where the upper plate of the condenser is marked "-";
and the lower plate "+".

When the polarity of the induced emf in the secondary winding is reas it will be when the polarity of the inducing current in the
antenna coil reverses its direction of flow, current will surge back
through the tuning circuit and charge the condenser in the reverse direction, or at reversed polarity.
Thus, the upper plate will now be "+",
and the lower plate will be "-", as illustrated at "B" of Fig. 14.
versed,

As long as an a -c emf is being induced in the secondary winding,
these repeated surges of current (electron drift) will take place between the coil and condenser.
Thus, an alternating current is always
flowing in the tuning circuit whenever signal currents are flowing in
the antenna circuit.
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TUNING CONDENSER
The tuning condenswhich is used in the
tuning circuit, differs

er,.

from condensers which have

been described previously in this course.
It
is a variable condenser;

that isis-its

Ii,

capacity

may be changed or varied,
at the will of the operator.
The picture of this

condenser, together with
its symbols, appears in
Fig. 15.
Notice how the
symbol for the variable
condenser at the left in

Fig.

15 differs only

from that of a fixed condenser in the fact that
an arrow is drawn through
the symbol to indicate
that the capacity of this
condenser can be varied.

FIG. Ik
FLOW OF ALTERNATING CURRENT
IN TUNING CIRCUIT

Essentially, a variable condenser consists of two sets of metal
plates -- usually made of aluminum. One set is mounted rigidly to the
supporting frame of the condenser, but insulated from it. The other
set of plates is mounted on a shaft which turns on ball bearings that
The
are mounted in sockets set in the ends of the condenser frame.
plates which are rigidly secured to the condenser frame are called the
The plates which are mounted on
stator plates, and are not movable.
,plates are separated
the shaft are called movable or rotor plates.
space between them serving
from each other by an air space; tte
as a dielectric.
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Quite often, a black dot is placed on one of the horizontal lines
of the symbol to denote the rotor plate group.
Or, the rotor plate group
may be represented by a curved arrow as at the right of Fig. 15, and the

diagonal arrow omitted.
All of the rotor plates are electrically connected together, and
all of the stator plates are electrically connected together.
There is no
electrical connection between the rotor and stator plates.
The rotor
plates are all electrically connected to the frame of the condenser
through the shaft, while the stator plates are insulated from the frame
by some such material as bakelite or fiber.
Terminals are provided on
the condenser for connecting the rotor and stator plate -groups to the

receiver circuits.
Rotor plates

Stator plates

VARYING CAPACITY OF TUNING CONDENSER: When
the shaft of the variable condenser in Fig.
15 is turning to the right, or in a clockwise
direction, the rotor plates are so moved that

4c.

they mesh, or interleave with the stator

-Of

-/

Shaft
Frame

tator plate -group
termina
I

or
tk

Rotor --''"r,

plates

plates
course, the plates are sq placed
that none of the.rotor plates ever touch any
of the stator plates; otherwise, there would
be a short circuit between the two sets of
plates.
In the case of the condenser appearing in Fig, 15, turning the shaft to the right
increases the total meshed or effective area
of the plates.
Turning the shaft to the left,
decreases the total meshed or effective area
of the plates.
In an earlier lesson, you learned that
the total effective area of the plates of a
condenser is one of the factors which con-

trols the capacity of the condenser.

It

should be obvious, therefore, that when the
rotor plates are completely meshed with the
SYMBOL
stator plates, the total area of the plates
will be in use, and the condenser will then
FIG. 15
have
maximum capacity. Whereas, if the rotor
TUNING CONDENSER
plates are only partially meshed with the
stator plates, the effective area of the plates is reduced and the capacity of the condenser will not.be as great. When the rotor plates are
completely out of mesh with the stator plates, the condenser is set for
minimum capacity.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM CAPACITIES OF VARIABLE CONDENSER: Variable condensers
are rated according to their maximum capacity, expressed in microfarads.
Maximum capacities for typical commercially supplied variable condensers
are .00001+, .00014, .00025, .00035, .0005 and .001,'microfarads.
The
.00035 mfd. condenser is most used for receivers designed to operate on the standard broadcast band (187.5 tc 545 meters, or 1600 to
550 kc.).
A condenser having a rated maximum capacity of .00035 mfd.
(plates entirely meshed) will usually have a minimum capacity of not
more than one -tenth the maximum value, or .000035 mfd (plates completely
out of mesh).

When speaking of capacities which are less than one microfarad in
value -- such as .00035 mfd, for example -- it is customary among technicians to verbally express these values so that they do not require
ton much tongue twisting. Thus, a condenser capacity of .00035 mfds is
usually expressed as "point, triple 'O', three five'. A .001 mfd condenser would be spoken of as having a capacity of "point, double '0',
one"; a .00015 mfd condenser, as "point, triple '0', one five", etc.
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HOW THE TUNING CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS
In an earlier lesson, you were shown that the values of inductance
and capacity in any circuit can be so adjusted that, together, they offer zero opposition to a flow of alternating current at any one particular frequency. Or, that the values of inductance and capacity may be
selected so that they offer exactly the same value of inductive reactance (XL), and capacitive reactance (Xc), so that the -e will then be a
condition of resonance, or minimum opposition, to current flow of one
specific frequency. This is exactly what is done in the tuning circuit of
every radio receiver.

The complete tuning circuit, which consists of the coil and the
variable condenser, is pictured in Fig. 12 -- inductively coupled to the
antenna circuit. Here, the inductance of the coil has a fixed value of
about 250 microhenries -- that being a typical value of inductance for
coils which are to operate on the standard broadcast band.
Now, with
the coil and condenser connected in series as shown, any change in the
setting of the condenser plates will cause a change in the capacity of
the condenser.
This, in turn, will alter the capacitive reactance of
the condenser.
When this change in Xc is made in the circuit, the XL.Xc relationship will be changed; and the frequency at which the circuit
will resonate (offer zero reactive opposition to alternating current)
will also be changed.
RULE:

Here is a simple rule, or principle, which governs the capacity inductance frequency relationship of any tuned circuit:
1

-

In any tuning circuit containing a fixed value of inductance,
the greater the capacity of the tuning condenser, the lower
will
e frequency to which the circuit will be in tune.

be

2

-

In any tuning circuit containing a fixed value of inductance,
the lower the capacity of the tuning condenser, the higher will
be the frequency to which the circuit will be in tune.

ANALYSIS OF A TUNED CIRCUIT
You have been shown, in connection with Fig. 8 of this lesson, that
the four nearby broadcasting stations -- WXA, WXB, WXC, WXD -- are each
sending out waves which are acting on the antenna of our simple receiver;
and that their amplitude is sufficient to cause usable signal currents
to flow in the antenna circuit. You have also been shown that the electrical energy thus induced in the antenna circuit will be transferred
to the tuning coil by means of mutual induction.
Now, here is where the tuning action of the tuning circuit is called
into play.
That is, this circuit separates the differing frequencies of
these four station signals by accepting, with little or no opposition,
the signal current from one of them and rejecting those of the other
three.
This is shown in Fig. 16.

In Fig. 16, you are shown the tuning circuit comprising the variable condenser and the tuning coil.
The tuning coil, in this case, has
a constant inductance value of 250 microhenries.
The capacity of.the
tuning condenser can be varied between its maximum and minimum limits.
The waves from the four nearby broadcasting staticns -- WXA (1400 Kc),
WXB (1000 Kc), WXC (800 Kc), and WXD (600 Kc) -- are all causing current
to flow in the antenna circuit. and these four different currents are
attempting to induce an emf in the tuning coil through induction.
ERA -8
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inductance equals 250 microhenries in

00005mfd.

all

cases

.00016 mfd.

.00028mfd
mom.

Circuit resonates
at

1400

Kc.

(WXA)

Circuit resonates
at 1000 Kc.
(WXB)

Circuit resonates
at 800Kc.
(WXC )

Circuit resonates

at 600Kc.
(WXD)

".01111~1,,

FIG. 16
TUNING -IN DIFFERENT STATION SIGNALS

At "A" of Fig. 16, the plates of the tuning condenser have been
meshed until the condenser has a capacity of .00005 mfd. Now, a circuit which contains an inductance of 250 micrehenries and a capacity of
.00005 microfarads will resonate to a frequency of 1400 kc.
This means
that circuit "A" of Fig. 16 will offer negligible opposition to an alternating current having a frequency of 1400 kilocycles, and will offer comparatively great opposition to alternating current of any other frequency.
Thus, the frequency value has been adjusted so that this tuning circuit
is in resonance with the 1400 kc signal of broadcasting station WXA.
It
is not in resonance with the 1000 kc signal from WXB, the 800 kc signal
from WXC, nor the 600 kc signal from WXD.
Therefore, we now say that
the receiver is tuned to station WXA, as this is the only station signal
which will be admitted by the tuning circuit with amplitude sufficient
to operate the detector.
At Fig. 16-B, the plates of the variable condenser have been meshed
further, until the condenser has a capacity of .0001 mfd. With this value
of capacity, and an inductance of 250 microhenries, the tuning circuit
will be in resonance with the 1000 kc signal from station WXB, and out
of resonance with the signals from WXA, WXC, and WXD.
Thus, the receiver will now be tuned only to WXB.

At Fig. 16-C, the plates will have been meshed still further, so
that the capacity in the tuning circuit is .00016 mfd.
This increase
in capacity will cause the circuit to resonate at 800 kc, and permits
only the signal currents produced by station WXC to flow through the
tuning circuit with sufficient strength to operate the detector.
At
the same time, the tuning circuit will now oppose the signals of station
WXA, WXB, and WXD.

SUMMATION OF TUNING: You have just been shown, in graphic form, the
fundamental action of a tuning circuit. We can sum up everything that
you have just learned in the following manner:
The signal currents from all of the four stations mentioned flow
back and forth in the antenna circuit -- each setting up a concentrated,
alternating magnetic field around the antenna coil; but due to the selective action of the tuning circuit, only one of the four fields present
around' the antenna coil is permitted to induce a signal current of any
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appreciable amplitude in the tuning coil. This selective action of the
tuning circuit is controlled by using a coil of fixed inductance, and
varying the capacity so as to cause this circuit to resonate at the frequency desired.
For convenience in operating the receiver, the position of the tuning condenser rotor plates is controlled by the listener through a dial
mechanism.
(See Fig. 17.). The scale of the dial on standard broadcast
receivers is usually calibrated in kilocycles. Setting the dial needle
at any one particular frequency mark will automatically turn the rotor
plates of the variable condenser to the position required to resonate
the tuning circuit to the frequency indicated on the dial.
The receiver
will then be tuned to a station -signal of that particular frequency.

TUNING AND WAVE LENGTH
As you have already been shown the relation between frequency and
wave length, you should have no difficulty in understanding the effect
that tuning has upon the wave length of the signal admitted into the
tuning circuit. For instance, in the case of Station WIA, its frequency
of 1400 kc corresponds to a wave length of 214.3 meters.
The 1000 kc
signal of station WXB corresponds to 300 meters; the 800 kc signal of
station WXC corresponds to 375 meters; and the 600 kc signal of station WXD corresponds to 500 meters.
As far as tuning is concerned,
frequency and wave length are just two terms that express the same thing
-- namely,
-identity" of a broadcasting station.
Since present
practice is to speak of stations in terms of frequency, we will do likewise throughout most of this
course.
Dial face
THE DETECTOR CIRCUIT

the

Now that there are signal currents flowing back and
forth in the tuning circuit,
we can easily "tap off" some
of this current and utilize
it to energize a pair of
headphones.

However,

/Driven

disc
(Dial lamp and holder
Locking screw
Driving collar

onaenser shaft

*

from previous

if

phragm is physically unable
to follow the rapid reversals
of current.
In order for
the headphones to make the
radio signal audible, it is

1,.,,,1111111

".\ "H
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studies, you will recall that

alternating current of
radio frequency is permitted
to flow through the windings
of a headphone, no sound will
be produced because the dia-

=V

Tuning,
conden-

111111111

LJJ

_

4k..

se r

41V----Driv'ing

wheel

necessary to insert a detector
between the headphones and
tuning circuit. This is shown
in Fig. 18.

ACTION OF THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR:
The crystal detector acts as a rectifier, or
a one-way valve, permitting
current to flow through the
ERA -8
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DIAL AND CONDENSER DRIVE MECHANISM
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detector circuit in one
direction only.
Thus,
with radio -frequency al-

Pulsating d -c flows through
detector and headphones
`Cryst a

I

ternating current of one
particular frequency present in the tuning circuit, and being applied
to the circuit comprising
the detector and headphones, the detector will
convert a portion of this
a -c signal current into
pulsating direct current,
and permit the latter to
flow through the winding
of the headphones.
This
produces a magnetic reaction that will move the
diaphragm of each headphone unit and so reproduce the audible component of the
received
radio signal.

detector

Head p ones
High -frequency a -c flows through
antenna and tuning circuit.

This action is illustrated graphically in
ACTION OF
Fig. 19.
At the left of
this illustration,we have
a curve that represents the modulated r -f signal which exists in the antenna and tuned circuit. This, of course, will be in the form of high frequency alternations with respect to both voltage and current.

FIG.

18
CRYSTAL DETECTOR

Since the crystal detector permits current to flow through it in
one direction only, it will literally "cut off" one-half the wave form,
as pictured at the center of Fig. 19.
This current is then passed on
to the headphone circuit.
To improve the performance of this type of receiver, we usually connect a fixed bypass condenser of approximately .001 mfd. capacity across
the headphone terminals, in the manner illustrated in Fig. 20.
This
places the condenser in parallel with the headphone windings.

The condenser appearing in Fig. 21, is
suitable for this purpose.
This is a mica condenser,
such as described in an
earlier lesson.

Modulated IRectifiedcur-,Current pulsa
¡voltage inR4 rent through dons actu
Icing headantennaandldetector
(tuned clrphone diacuit.
phragm.

-

1

A cartridge -type paper
condenser of equal capacity
can also be used for this
purpose. Condensers of the
latter class were also described in an earlier lesson.

JhJll

/'UNI

WITY
I

By connecting this
condenser across the headphones, the current that
flows through the headphones is more uniform in
nature, as pictured at

FIG.
How DETECTOR
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right of Fig. 19.
That is, the effects of
the r -f ripple are eliminated from the rectified
signal so that only the
audio component of the
original wave form operates the headphones.

the

J

Crystal detector -

Bypass condense 1
j

This is made possible

Head phones

Instantaneous peak
value.

O
01011

Condenser being

charged

l

Rectified signal
Reduced current through
head phones.

by the fact that instanta
neous peak values of the
rectified signal charge
the condenser as at "B"
of Fig. 20, because the
inductance of the headphones opposes such sudden surges of current
through it,whereas a condenser of suitable capacity readily accepts them
as a charging impulse.
Whenever the rectified
signal voltage drops to
a value below the voltage
developed across the condenser by a preceding peak
impulse, the condenser, in

Instantaneous value
below peak value.

Condenser

discharging

y

O
O

Rectified signal

Increased current through headphones

always attempting to main
tain a voltage equal to
that being applied to it
at the time, discharges
some of its excess energy
through the headphone
windings since they provide a "short circuiting"
path between the plates.
This is illustrated at
"C"

of Fig.

20.

FIG 20
APPLICATION AND ACTION OF "PHONE" CONDENSER

In other words, the

condenser serves somewhat as a voltage and current "equalizing device"
-- accepting sudden peak voltage and current impulses, and returning this energy to the headphone circuit during such instants that the rectified signal is at low ebb.
This charging and
discharging action of the fixed condenser takes
place at the approximate borderline between the
audio and radio frequency bands; and the overall
effect is to cause a more uniform pulsating direct current to flow through the headphone windings, due to the absence of high -frequency ripples.
This serves to improve the tone quality;
and often, the volume of sound obtained from the
headphones.

T

Symbol
This current of varying intensity that flcws
through the headphone windings is called an audio

frequency current, or simply an a -f current.
ERA
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THE COMPLETE RECEIVER
The simple receiver just described will receive any station within
its maximum range of 50 to 150 miles, and operating on a frequency covered
It will select
by its tuning circuit (about 550 to 1600 kilocycles).
any desired station within these distance and frequency limits, and cause
the energy supplied by that transmitting station to produce the desired
sound at the headphones. The complete receiver circuit is shown in Fig.
22, with all currents graphically indicated.
Fig. 23, shows you how
the various parts and the circuit wiring would appear on the actual re-

ceiver.
The crystal detector
probably the most efficient form of detector
ever devised, as no power
in the form of batteries,
or other local source of
emf is required to operate it. It works entirely
on the signal currents
picked up by the aerial.
is

R

-F signal current

(High -frequency a -c)

It has no rivals from the
standpoint of clarity and
But, it is

fidelity.

A -F signal turren
(Pulsating d -c)

physically delicate, and
much time must be spent
probing with the "cat whisker" to locate the
most sensitive spot on
the surface of the crystal
so that the best possible

performance

can be ex-

FIG. 22

perienced.

Shocks or jars
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF COMPLETE RECEIVER
will disturb the setting
of the "catwhisker", and will also produce objectionable noise.
Working,
as it does, on the minute power of signal currents, its sensitivity is
very limited. This restricts the distance over which a crystal receiver
is able to "pick up" station signals.

THE RADIO "BANDS"

STANDARD BROADCAST FREQUENCY BAND:
bably noticed continued reference
"standard broadcast frequencies".
receiver was designed to operate
standard broadcast band. Here are
subject:

Throughout this lesson, you have proto the "standard broadcast band", or
Also, we have assumed that the simple
on frequencies that were within the
a few words of clarification on this

By international agreement, radio waves of various frequencies, or
wave lengths, have been allocated or earmarked for different uses.
Thus
we find that all stations which broadcast for entertainment or advertising purposes have been assigned to the standard broadcast band which includes all frequencies between 550 and 1600 kilocycles (187.5 to 545
meters).
All receivers manufactured for home -use are designed to receive stations in this band.

LOW FREQUENCY OR LONG WAVE BAND: Many commercial radio -telephone and
telegraph stations operate on the so-called, low frequency or long wave
band.
This band extends from 550 to approximately 10 kilocycles (54+5
meters to 30,000 meters), and is used when it is necessary to secure the
maximum in reliability of transmission, regardless of the high power
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Very few home -radios will tune -

in this band

The high -frequency band -- often
HIGH -FREQUENCY, OR SHORT WAVE BAND:
called the short wave band -- extends from 1600 to 50,000 kilocycles
(5 to 187.5 meters).
Many experimental, aircraft, 4mateur, and long
distance broadcasting stations operate in this band. These frequencies
are used whenever it is necessary to cover the maximum 'of distance with
a minimum of power applied to the transmitter.
Many home -radios are
designed to operate on these frequencies, in addition to those of the.
standard broadcast band

ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCIES: Those radio frequencies which are greater than
60,000 kilocycles (60 megacycles), and are below 5 meters, are called
the ultra -high frequencies. They are used for many experimental purposes,
television, as well as for small communication systems where portability
and low power are the governing factors.
The Army's famous "walkietalkie" operates within this band, as do many of the wartime direction finding devices.
Practically no home -radios operate on this band, receivers.of special design being required for this purpose.
The chart in Fig. 24 will help to make these designations of the
different radio bands clear to you.
R -F

Transformer
_Headphones

By pass

/condenser

ntenna

Ground
terminal

termina I

ead phone

jack

FIG. 23
SIMPLE CRYSTAL RECEIVER
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FREQUENCY SCALE FOR VARIOUS RADIO BANDS

HOW THE SIMPLE RECEIVER COULD BE MADE TO OPERATE ON OTHER BANDS
By a few simple changes in the antenna and tuning circuits, the
simple receiver described in this lesson could be operated on either
It would not be
the low -frequency band
or the high -frequency band.
practical, however, to try to make it work on the ultra -high frequency
band.
To operate the receiver on the low -frequency band, it would be necessary to replace the present antenna and tuning coils with coils having
more inductance -- more turns of wire; and to replace the tuning condenser with one having a greater maximum cacaeity.
To operate the receiver on the high -frequency band, the same coils
would have to be replaced with coils having less inductance -- fewer
turns of wire; and a tuning condenser of lower maximum capacity rating
would be required.
Basically, this is that would have to be done to operate the receiver
Later in the course, you will be
on a different band of frequencies.
furnished with the exact details regarding such changes.
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TUBES

ELECTRONIC

The electronic tube is the "heart" of every radio receiver and transIt has made possible the long-distance telephone; sound pictures;
mitter.
modern phonograph; public address systems; television; and a tremendous
number of electronic devices used in industry, the field of medicine, etc.
There are already, today, a seemingly countless number of uses for this

FIG
ELECTRONIC TUBES ARE MANUFACTURED IN MANY SIZES AND SHAPES
TO MEET ALL NEEDS OF THE INDUSTRY
I
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marvel of modern science -- and, yet, new applications are being developed
It is self-evident, therefore, that the student who expects
constantly.
to associate himself with any one of the many branches of radionics must
have a thorough knowledge of tubes.
This lesson will serve as your introduction to this highly important
and interesting subject by teaching you basic tube principles.
Following
lessons will familiarize you with the structural features of some of the
more complex types of tubes, and with their application in present-day
commercial electronic equipment.

EARLY EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ELECTRONIC TUBE
Many of the principles employed in modern electronic tubes were discovered as long ago as 1883, while Thomas A. Edison was experimenting
with his electric lamp. Edison found that it was possible to pass an
electric current through a resistance wire (filament), and so heat the
filament to a temperature high enough to radiate light; and that it was
necessary to place this filament in an evacuated bulb (vacuum) in order
to prolong its life.
In his efforts to improve the incandescent electric lamp, Edison
set up an experimental circuit similar to that illustrated in Fig. 2.
Here, you will observe that he placed a small metal plate inside of the
lamp bulb, at a slight distance from the filament.
A battery was connected to the ends of the filament, as shown; and the positive terminal
of this same battery was also connected to the plate through a galvanometer ( a sensitive current indicating instrument).

The battery furnished the emf necessary to force sufficient current
through the lamp filament to produce light. The galvanometer showed that
a very small current flowed in the circuit to which the plate was connected. It was further discovered that the galvanometer indicated zero
when the plate was connected to the negative battery terminal, ashlustrated by the dotted line; thus demonstrating that no current flowed
through this circuit under such conditions.
These findings, logically, brought
up the following questions:
1.- "How
is it possible for current to flow in
the circuit between the plate and the
positive battery terminal, when the
plate is actually insulated from the
filament inside of the tube, and the
circuit apparently 'open' at this
point?"
2.- "Why is it that current
flows in this same circuit only when
the positive battery terminal is connected to the plate; and not when the
negative battery terminal is connected
to the plate?"
For a number of years,

these questions remained unanswered,
and the condition was simply referred
to as the "Edison effect".
THE "EDISON EFFECT" EXPLAINED

FIG.

2

APPARATUS USED TO DEMONSTRATE
THE "EDISON EFFECT"

The first satisfactory explanation of the "Edison effect" was given
by Sir J. J. Thompson, in 1900, when
he announced to the. scientific world
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STRUCTURAL FEATURES AND SYMBOL OF DIODE

his "Electron Theory of Matter". In terms of this theory, it was determined that the "Edison_ effect" is due to the ability of electrons to
leave a heated filament, be projected through a vacuum to a positively charged plate (Fig. 2), and thus cause a movement of electrons (current
flow) in that part of the circuit in which the galvanometer is connected.
As you will soon see, this is the basic principle of most modern electronic tubes -- the structural features and operation of which will now
be described in detail.
You will find the descriptions in this lesson to be centered around
glass tubes, as this form of construction was used exclusively in the
early types of tubes and is still being employed extensively in tubes of
modern design. Information on metal tubes will be offered in a later
lesson.

While studying this lesson, bear in mind at all times that the information given herein relative to the elements or electrodes of electronic tubes applies to metal tubes as well as to glass tubes.
THE DIODE
The tube known as the "diode" will be discussed first because it is
the most simple tube used in radio receivers and electronic apparatus
in general; and also because it was the first tube developed expressly for radionic purposes.

CONSTRUCTION:
In Fig. 3 is shown the construction of the diode, and the
symbol for this type of tube. In Fig. 4+, the physical structure of the
elements and their relative position can be seen more clearly. You will
observe in these illustrations that the diode contains two elements or
electrodes -- namely, a filament and a plate.
ERA -9
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The filament is generally constructed
of tungsten, carbon, or nickel wire; and is
surrounded by the boxed -shaped plate which
is made of a thin sheet of metal -usually
nickel.
Notice, particularly, that there
is no physical connection between the filament and the plate, but that these two parts
are separated from each other by an appreciable distance.
The filament and plate are held in place
by stiff wire supports, imbedded in a glass
stem.. The latter is fastened to a bakelite
base which is equipped with four prongs, two
of which are larger in diameter than the other pair.
Each end of the filament is connected to a prong of large diameter, labeled
"F" in Fig. 3; while the plate is connected
FIG. 4
to one of the small -diameter prongs, labeled
DETAILS OF DIODE ELEMENTS
"P" in the same illustration.
These connections between the prongs and the elements,
indicated by dotted lines, in Fig. 3, are made within
the tube structure
at the time of manufacture. No connection is made to
the remaining prong
in Fig. 3
as the latter is provided on this particular
base merely so
that the tube can be inserted in a standard four
-prong socket.

The filament and plate are enclosed in a glass
bulb from which all
air has been removed; thus, the expression
"vacuum
tube" has become
associated with electronic tubes.
THE SOCKET:
In Fig. 5,is shown the socket that is used
to hold the diode
in place in the radio receiver. It is mounted
to the chassis(base) of the
receiver by means of rivets or machine screws.
The central portion or
body of the socket is made of bakelite, fibre,
isolantite
of other material possessing good insulating properties. Four
holes
are
provided in
the socket to receive the four prongs of
the tube
clips are anchored in these holes to hold the tube in base. Metal spring
place securely; and
the spring clips are in turn connected to
terminals at the bottom of the
socket, to which the proper receiver circuits are
wired.
serves as the medium of connection between the receiver Thus, the socket
circuits and the
tube elements.
To insert the tube in its socket, grasp the
tube by its base, line up
the two prongs of large diameter with 'the
large holes of the socket; and
line up the small -diameter prongs with the
small holes of the socket.
Then
force the tube downward into the socket
firmly, but gently. To remove
the tube from the socket, grasp it by the
base, and pull upward firmly, but gently. Never grasp the tube by the glass bulb either
while installing it or when removing it, as
the application of force to the glass bulb
may loosen it from the base and thus damage
the tube.
So much for the structural features of
the diode. Now,let us see how this tube works.

HOW THE DIODE OPERATES
In Fig 6, ou will observe that a low -vol-

tage battery(6y volts in this particular case)
is connected to the filament of the diode.This

FIG. 5
TUBE SOCKET
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circuit, comprising tne filament
and battery, is called the filament circuit -- and, quite often -- the "A" circuit. When the
latter expression is used, the
source of the filament voltage is
referred to as the "A" supply;
and, if a battery is employed
for this purpose, it is spoken
of as the 'A" battery.

The "A" battery forces an

electric current through the
filament and causes it to become
white hot. Now, whenever a metal is heated, the velocity at
which the electrons move through
it increases.
And, when a cer-

tain critical temperature is
reached, their velocity beccmes
so great that many of them overcome the attraction tending to
hold them within the atom and so
fly out into the space adjacent
to the metal.
This phenomenon
is not unlike the process of
evaporation, and is spoken of as
THERMIONIC EMISSION.

FIG. 6
ELECTRON EMISSION

AND

SPACE CHARGE

Tungsten and carbon filaments are usually impregnated with thorium,
whereas filaments made of nickel are generally coated with oxides of
barium, calcium, or other chemical elements to increase the emission of
electrons from the hot filament.
The electrons thus driven out of the
filament, and into space, are often called "free electrons".
During thermionic emission, the force that drives the electrons out
of the filament is only of such magnitude as to project the free electrons
into space for a limited distance. This results in a rather dense "cloud"
of free electrons surrounding the filament in a manner somewhat as illustrated in Fig. 6.
This cloud of electrons is known as the space charge;
and, since it is made up of a tremendous number of electrons that are
actually negative charges of electricity, the space charge, as a whole,
is negative in character.
After enough electrons have accumulated in the region near the fila
ment to form the space charge, any additional electrons that attempt to
enter this region are repelled and driven back toward the filament by
the space charge, for the reason that like electrical charges repel each
other.
Thus, as long as the space charge and the flow of electrons from
the filament are not subjected to any disturbing influence, the
conditions
just described will continue to exist as long as the emf is applied to
the filament.

APPLYING A POSITIVE VOLTAGE TO.THE PLATE: Now let us connect another battery(the '`B" battery) between the plate and the filament of the diode,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Notice especially that the positive terminal
of the "B" battery is connected to the plate of the tube through the
milliammeter, and that the negative terminal of the "B" battery is connected to the filament.
Thus, the plate is at a positive potential
with respect to the filament, or the filament is at a negative potential with respect to the plate.
To differentiate it from the filament
ERA -9
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FIG.
APPLICATION

OF

POSITIVE VOLTAGE

TO

7
PLATE CAUSES PLATE CURRENT 10 FLOW

circuit, we call the circuit comprising the plate,milliammeter and the "B"
battery, the "plate current". Quite often, the plate circuit is spoken of
as the "B" circuit; and its source of emf is then called the "B" supply. If
the emf is furnished by a battery, the latter is known as the "B" battery.
With the circuit arranged as in Fig. 7, the 'IB" battery is applying a
positive voltage to the plate of the diode; and, since unlike electrical
charges attract,it follows,logically,that some of the electrons contained
in the cloud forming the space charge will be drawn toward the plate.
This movement of electrons constitutes a small electric current; and,
simultaneously, current flows throughout the remainder of the plate circuit.
This current flow will be indicated by the milliammeter, and is
called the "plate current".
It is important to observe in Fig. 7, that the direction of the electron movement within the tube is from the filament toward the plate; and,
that this direction of flow is maintained throughout the entire plate
circuit outside of the tube, as indicated by the solid arrows. The
dotted arrows in this illustration represent the filament current furnished by the "A" battery.

The surface from which the electrons are emitted within the tube (the
filament, in this case) is called the cathode, whereas the positively charged plate toward which they are attracted is called the anode.
In
some types of modern tubes, the cathode (electron -emitting surface) is
not the filament itself, but rather a small metal cylinder that surrounds
the filament and is heated by it.
In either case, the electron -emitting
surface is spoken of as the cathode. Within certain limits, increasing
the temperature of the cathode increases the amount of emission, while
decreasing the cathode temperature reduces the number of electrons emitted
in a given length of time.

INCREASING THE POSITIVE PLATE VOLTAGE: In Fig. 8, we have the same fundamental circuit, with the exception that a "B" battery of higher voltage is being used so that the plate will now be more positive than formerly.
By means of this experiment, we find that the higher positive

LESSON NO. 9
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Direction of electron movement

INCREASING POSITIVE

FIG. 8
PLATE VOLTAGE INCREASES FLOW OF PLATE CURRENT

plate potential overcomes the repelling force of the negative space
charge and attracts a larger number of the electrons to the plate. Now
that the barrier of the space charge has been almost completely removed, a much greater flow of plate current is indicated by the milliammeter.

APPLYING A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TO THE PLATE: As our next experiment, let us
reverse the polarity of the "B" battery by connecting its negative terminal to the plate, and its positive terminal. to the filament, as pictured in Fig. 9. We now note that because of the repelling effect of the
No electrons pass from

filament to plate

Plate
Milliammeter indicates terQ plate

current.
Fi

lament

45 -Volt

"B'battery

6 -Volt
%A'

APPLYING
ERA -9

A

battery

FIG. 9
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TO PLATE PREVENTS FLOW OF PLATE CURRENT
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negatively charged plate, and the attracting force of the now positive
filament, the electrons liberated from the filament are being attracted
back to it as fast as they are emitted. This prevents the space charge
from forming. Also, since there is no passage of electrons from the filament to the plate, there is no flow of current in the plate circuit;
as indicated by the fact that the milliammeter reading is
zero" at this
time.
This leads to the conclusion that the diode is definitely a one
way device, allowing current to flow only when the plate is positive;
but not when the plate is negative. This characteristic of the diode will
be brought to your attention in connection with many useful applications,
as they appear later on.
POINT OF CATHODE SATURATION

There is a limit to the amount of plate current that will flow
through the diode. When the positive voltage as applied to the plate
is increased to the point where all of the electrons being emitted by
the cathode are attracted to the plate as fast as they are liberated,
this results in plate current flow which cannot be increased. We then
say that the tube is operating at the SATURATION POINT.
The temperature of the filament establishes the amount and rate of
emission of electrons from the cathode. The plate voltage has no control
over this action; as all it does is to govern the force of attraction
that the plate has for the electrons emitted by the cathode.
Thus, increasing the plate voltage after the saturation point of the vacuum tube
has been reached, would be of no avail; for no matter how much the plate
may attempt to attract more electrons, only a definite number are available within a given period of time. Therefore the influence of the plate
voltage is limited by the "saturation point{' cf the tube.

In normal applications, a vacuum tube is seldom, if ever, operated
under such conditions that the plate current is allowed to reach the
saturation point. The maximum plate current in a diode tube can be kept
to a value below the saturation point by limiting the plate voltage.

APPLICATION OF THE DIODE
You have learned that the diode or two -element tube permits the passage of current through it in one direction only.
This function enables
it to be used as a rectifier; a device that converts alternating current
to direct current.
Such rectifying properties of the diode can be put
to use as a detector of radio signals, replacing the crystal detector.
Diode rectifiers are also designed to handle larger amounts of current when employed in power supplies used to provide a source of direct
current to replace "B" batteries. Radio receivers operating from the a -c
line use a rectifier of this type as the source of "B" voltage.
All of these applications will be described in detail in later lesFor the present, we will confine our discussions to the basic principles of tube operation
sons.

THE

TRIODE

In 1907, Dr. Lee De Forest, by adding a third element (called
the "control grid") to the diode,developed the triode (three -element
tube); which greatly expanded the usefulness of the tube. The introduction of this third element gave to the field of Electronics a most valuable device, capable of seemingly unlimited applications.
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STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE TRIODE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIODE
In Fig. 10, you are shown the structural features and relative posiThe arrangement of the filament is
tions of the elements in the triode.
illustrated in detail at (A), while the manner in which the filament is
placed inside of the grid structure is shown at (B). The grid usually
consists of a metallic mesh or coil of very fine molybdenum wire, the
adjacent turns of which are rather widely spaced. The plate surrounds
both the filament and grid, as shown at (C), and is constructed of a
thin sheet or mesh of nickel or iron.
The construction of this tube is such that electrons emitted by all
sides of the filament wire are attracted by the plate, but must first
The
flow through the open spaces between the various turns of the grid.
illustration at (D) of Fig. 10 serves better to illustrate the position
of the three elements; while(E) shows a widely used filament -type triode
in its complete form.
The symbol for a triode appears in Fig. 11.

HOW THE TRIODE OPERATES
In Fig. 12, is shown the triode,
APPLYING A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TO THE GRID:
with an "-A" battery furnishing the filament voltage; and a "B" battery
providing the positive voltage for the plate. In addition, a third battery, which we call the "C' battery, is
connected between the grid and the filaIt is important to note in this
ment.
illustration that the (-) or negative
terminal of the "C" battery is now connected to the grid of the tube, and therefore makes the grid negative with respect
to the cathode or filament.

This negatively -charged grid repels
the electrons emitted by the filament because like electrical charges repel each
other. Thus, it can be seen that many of
these electrons will be driven back toIn fact, by making
ward the filament.
the grid voltage sufficiently negative,
ERA -9
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FIG
12
NEGATIVE GRID VOLTAGE REDUCES PLATE CURRENT
it is possible to stop the flow of plate current entirely.
However, in
actual practice, thA tube is usually operated so that some of the electrons will find their way through the open mesh of the grid and finally
reach the plate.
In Fig. 12, the negative voltage applied to the grid is
of such value as to permit a sufficient number of electrons to reach the
plate and thus produce a low plate current.

APPLYING A POSITIVE VOLTAGE TO Tht GRID: Now let us reverse the "C" battery
connections so that.the (+) terminal of the "C" battery will be connected
to the grid, as illustrated in Fig. 13.
Under these conditions, we find
that because unlike charges attract, the positively -charged grid will
add its attraction to that of the positively -charged plate, and so
greatly increase the number of emitted electrons that reach the plate.

(5Grid current

FIG. 13
POSITIVE GRID VOLTAGE INCREASES PLATE CURRENT
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Of course, a small number of these electrons will strike the slender
metal bars of the grid, and travel through the "C" battery circuit to
We call this drift of electrons
the filament from whence they came.
through the grid circuit the "grid current". However, the important
thing that the positively -charged grid accomplishes is to assist and
accelerate the flow of electrons over to the plate and thereby produce
So the more positive we make
an increase in the flow of plate current.
the grid, the greater will be the plate current.

Summing up this effect of grid voltage ve see, then, that a negative
grid voltage opposes the electron flow between the filament and plate,
and thereby reduces the plate current; and that tae more negative the
A positive grid volgrid voltage, the less will be the plate current.
tage accelerates the flow of electrons from the filament to the plate,
and in this way increases the plate current; and the more positive the
grid voltage, the greater will be the plate current.

APPLYING AN ALTERNATING VOLTAGE TO THE GRID
An understanding of the effect of an ALTERNATING VOLTAGE on the grid
of a triode becomes greatly simplified by keeping in mind what you have
learned about such a tube when d -c voltages are applied to the grid.
Namely, that any increase or decrease in grid voltage causes a corresponding, simultaneous, increase or decrease in the flow of the plate current.
In a previous lesson, we found that an alternating voltage differs
from a d -c voltage in that the d -c emf is constant in value and polarity;
whereas an alternating emf chant
continuously in value as well as direction(polarity).
Thus, by applying the vacuum tube theory that you.
have already learned, it becomes self-evident that with an alternating
voltage impressed on the grid, the plate current will follow every change
or variation of this alternating voltage.

To illustrate this point, let us turn our attention to Fig. 14.
Here, we have the same fundamental tube circuit as previously used in

50 m

a.

Plate current
Phonograph

pickup

D-C milliammeter

f
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our discussion, except that a phonograph pickup replaces the "C" battery formerly employed in the grid circuit.
The "pickup" generates a
small a -c signal voltage when the groove in the phonograph record vibrates the needle from side to side.
However, for the present we will
assume that the pickup is temporarily inoperative so that no signal voltage is being applied to the grid.

Under these conditions, the grid has no effect upon the passage of
electrons from the filament to the plate; and the tube, therefore, functions. as a diode.
A steady current will now flow through the plate circuit as shown by the arrows; the value of this current being dependent
upon the electrical characteristics of the particular tube in question.
For the sake of illustration, we are assuming that this steady, no -signal
plate current amounts to 50 ma., which value is indicated on the milliammeter that is connected in the plate circuit.
To the right of the circuit in Fig. 14, we have a small "plate -current graph" on which plate current values are scaled -off vertically; and
time, in tenths of a second, horizontally.
Since the plate current flow
in this circuit now maintains a steady value of 50 ma. for an indefinite
length of time, we indicate this fact by means of the straight, horizontal line which is drawn through the point on our graph that represents
50 ma. of plate current.
This line, then, tells us that the no -signal
or "normal' plate current in this particular case is 50 ma., of, that
50 ma. of plate current flows through this circuit when no signal is applied to the grid of the tube.

POSITIVE ALTERNATION OF SIGNAL VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE, GRID:
In Fig. 15,
the small "grid -voltage graph" shows us that a positive alternation of
a -c signal voltage is now being generated by the phonograph pickup, and
applied to the grid; and that 0.5 second is required to complete this

alternation.

As the grid voltage gradually increases in value in a positive direction, the plate current increases at a corresponding time -rate; and
the plate current is maximum at the instant that the signal -voltage charge
on the grid attains its maximum or peak positive value. The plate -current graph in Fig. 15 shows how the plate current gradually increases

Positive alternation
of a -c signal

75m a.

Normal plaie

current

ºi*,67b9io
Time in tenths
of a second
FIG. 15
POSITIVE ALTERNATION OF A -C SIGNAL VOLTAGE APPLIED TO GRID
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and decreases, with respect to the normal or no -signal value, in exact
step with the variation in grid voltage, during the time that this posNotice that
itive alternation of signal voltage is applied to the grid.
0.5 second is also required to complete this variation in plate current,
corresponding to the positive alternation of signal voltage; and that
the maximum plate current of 75 ma. occurs at the 0.25 second point, at
which instant the signal has charged the grid to its positive peak value.
In Fig. 16,
NEGATIVE ALTERNATION OF SIGNAL VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE GRID:
conditions are illustrated when the negative alternation of signal voltage is being generated by the phonograph pickup, and applied to the grid.

11

5

4 5

61

8

910

1 ime in tenths
of a second

F IG.

NEGATIVE ALTERNATION OF

A -C

16

SIGNAL VOLTAGE APPLIED

TO GRID

At this time, the signal causes the grid voltage to gradually increase
from zero to maximum in a negative direction, and then back to zero, as
indicated by the solid line in the wave form appearing on the grid -volthe plate current
tage graph. During this alternation of grid voltage,
will decrease at a time -rate corresponding to the rate of change of grid
voltage; plate current being minimum at the instant the grid is charged to
the negative peak value of the signal. The plate current then increases as
the grid voltage returns to zero; and at this latter instant, the plate
current will again have been restored to its normal or no -signal value.
The variation in p_ate current corresponding to the negative alternation of signal voltage acting upon the grid is represented by the solid
Observe on
line in the wave form on the plate current graph in Fig. 16.
this graph how the plate current attains its minimum value of 25 ma. at
the same instant that the grid of the tube is subjected to its negative
peak voltage by the signal.

Observe further in our graphs in Fig. 16 how we have actually applied
one complete a -c cycle to the grid of the tube, and that the wave form representing the corresponding change in plate current also appears as one
complete cycle of the same general shape as the grid -voltage wave form,
This latter fact is due to the
but is somewhat larger in overall size.
amplifying ability of the tube which is explained fully later in this
ERA -9
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lesson.
Notice, also, that the cycle representing the plate current
variation is completed in exactly the same length of time as is the signal -voltage cycle at the grid, or one second.
Now, although the wave form representing the variation in plate
current in Fig. 16 has the appearance of an a -c wave, it must be remembered that the plate current never reverses its direction of flow when
the grid is subjected to an a -c signal voltage. The plate current merely
rises above and drops below its normal no -signal value in step with the
alternating grid voltage.
e

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR OF A TUBE

When dealing with the operating characteristics of tubes, you will
frequently encounter the expression "AMPLIFICATION FACTOR" or "AMPLIFICATION CONSTANT"
Therefore, it is well that you become familiar with
this term before you are required to use it.
One of the most important features of radio tubes is the fact that
the grid produces a large variation
or change in the flow of plate current.
This is made possible by the
tube's ability to amplify
a very small variation in voltage at

Besides a change in
possible to
plate voltage. However,
grid than at the plate
it

is also

grid voltage producing a change in plate current,
cause a change in plate current by altering the
a much less change in voltage is required at the
to produce the same change in plate current.

For example, if the construction of a certain tube is such that its
plate current increases by 5 milliamperes (.005 ampere) when the grid
voltage is made more positive by 10 volts, whereas 30 volts more positive
plate voltage is needed to produce this same 5 milliampere increase in
plate current, it is apparent that three times as much change in voltage
is required at the plate than at the grid to produce the same
5 milliampere change in plate current. We then say that this particular tube has
an amplification factor or amplification constant of "3".
It is common
practice to speak of the amplification factor as the "MU" of the tube. MU'
is a Greek letter that is written_«.
Thus, you have seen that the amplification factor of any tube is the
ratio between the change in plate voltage to the change in grid voltage
required to produce the same change in plate current.
This can be expressed as a simple and convenient formula in the following manner:

Change in plate voltage causing a certain change in plate current

Change in grid voltage causing the same change in plate current
So as to be absolutely sure that you understand this perfectly, let
us consider another example.
This time, we will determine the amplification factor of a tube which requires an increase in plate voltage of
100 volts to bring about an increase of 10 milliamperes in plate current,
and an increase in grid voltage of only 4 volts to produce an increase
of 10 milliamperes in plate current.
Substituting these voltage values
in the formula just given, we have:

100

Mu.

-25
4

Thus, the amplification factor of this tube is 25.
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THE GRID VOLTAGE -PLATE CURRENT CURVE
To determine the effect of changes in grid or plate voltage upon
plate current, we can set up a simple circuit similar to that illustraHere, you will notice that the interchangeable battery
ted in Fig. 17.
connections are so arranged
as to permit us to conveniently vary the plate voltage
by merely connecting the plate
circuit to different terminals on the "B" battery.
In a similar manner, the vareable connections at the "C"
battery enable us to make
the voltage on the grid either more or less negative,'
or positive.

In illustration (A) of
Fig. 18, for instance, the
battery connections are such
that -3 volts are applied to
the grid, and +180 volts to
the plate; and the milliammeter tells us that 25 milliamperes is flowing through
the plate circuit. At (B)
of Fig.18, we see that when
-6 volts is applied to
grid and +180 volts to the
Illustration (C) of Fig.
+180 volts on the plate,

FIG.

17

SIMPLE CIRCUUT FOR CHECKING EFFECT
AND

PLATE VOLTAGE CHANGES

ON

OF

GRID

PLATE CURRENT

the
plate, 15 milliamperes of plate current flows.
18 shows that with +3 volts on the grid, and
45 milliamperes of plate current flows.

By this means, we can change the grid voltage to practically any
value we wish, negative or positive, within limits established by the
design of the tube; and read corresponding values of plate current on the
milliammeter.
Or, we can leave the grid voltage set at one particular
value, change the plate circuit connection at the "B" battery, and so observe how variations in plate voltage affect plate current.
Or, we
can determine what effect changes in grid voltage have upon plate current
when different plate voltages are used.
The data acquired from the tests just described is often used by technicians and tube manufacturers in the preparation of graphs similar to
that appearing in Fig. 19. This graph is known as a "grid voltage -plate
current characteristic curve"(abbreviated as "Eg-Ip curve"), and its
purpose is to tell us at a glance the relation between different grid voltages and corresponding values of plate current at a fixed plate voltage.

Upon examining the curve in Fig. 19 closely, you will note that if
applied to the grid of the tube represented by this curve,
25 milliamperes of plate current will flow through it. An emf of -6 volts
on the grid results in a plate current of 15 milliamperes; -9 volts on the
grid reduces the plate current to 5 milliamperes; while -15 volts on the
grid reduces the plate current to zero, which point we call "cut-off".
This curve also shows tzat making the grid more negative reduces plate
current, and that making the grid more positive increases plate current.
We observe further that as the grid gradually becomes more positive,
the resulting changes in plate current are not as great as for values
located on the straight portion of the curve, for the reason that the
operation of the tube is approaching its saturation point at higher
positive grid voltages. Finally, if a sufficiently high positive vol -3 volts is

ERA -9
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tage were applied to the
grid, so that a state of
complete saturation would

Milliammeter

be attained, the curve would
straighten out into a horizontal line, thus showing
that no further increase in

plate current is possible
even though the grid be made
more positive.

'C'

Notice, especially, that

the characteristic curve
in Fig. 19 acquires the
specific slope here shown
only when a certain positive voltage is maintained

'A

on the plate.

If a different

voltage were impressed on
the plate of the tube, the
slope of the curve would
be altered, and the plate

OMiIliommeter

current values for given
grid voltages would then
be different from those
a ppearing in Fig. 19.
Broadly speaking, higher
plate voltages result
in steeper grid voltage plate current characteristic curves, whereas

-6V.

'C.

0.111

'A'

,Be

lower plate voltages result
in curves having a more
gradual slope.
Thus, we
have a different grid voltage -plate current characteristic curve for a given

tube whenever a different
plate voltage is involved.

O

Mi liommeter
I

CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
AND TUBE ACTION
Let us now make use of a

grid voltage -plate current
characteristic curve of a
triode to illustrate graphically how a -c signal voltages at the grid of the tube
can be converted to corresponding variations in plate
current; and also how we ob-

'C"

'A'

FIG. 18
CHANGING THE GRID VOLTAGE

'B"

tain amplification of the
signal by means of this tube.
In Fig. 20,is shown a
grid voltage -plate current
curve of a typical triode.
Notice that for the sake
of simplicity, the _only
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lines appearing in the graph
are those necessary to express
the conditions in which ve are

now interested.

The three

vertical dotted lines indicate
grid voltage values. The three
horizontal dotted lines indi-

5z

cate plate current values.
The center lines in each case,

marked "Reference Line -No

45

Signal", indicate the NORMAL
grid voltage and plate current
when no signal voltage is
applied to the grid of the tube.

This will be more easily

35

understood from the following
explanation.

Grid voltage- Plate current
characteristic curve

In practice, the plate
current flow with no signal
on the grid of the tube is
limited to a prescribed normal level, according to specifications supplied by the
tube manufacturer.
Therefore,
every electronic tube has its
own individual, predetermined

b

15

o

"operating characteristics".
Hence, for a given plate voltage, a grid voltage is spe'set" the

cified that will

NORMAL plate current within

5

limits determined by the tube
manufacturer as the best
"operating point" for the
Of course,
particular tube.

2

o

-IS -12 -9
-6
Grid volts negative

3 6

-3

Grid volts positive
o

when an alternating voltage,
such as an r -f or a -f signal,
acts upon the grid of the tube,
the plate current will vary

above and below the normal'
plate current value.

FIG. 19
GRID VOLTAGE -PLATE CURRENT
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

Returning to the graph in Fig. 20, let us assume that an alternating voltage in the form of an a -f signal is acting on the grid of the
tube.
The small sine wave drawn at the bottom of the graph represents
one cycle of this signal, and it is centered on the vertical "No -Signal
eference Line" that indicates normal grid voltage. Thus, we can follow
the "movement" of this sine wave and compare its rise and fall with
respect to this Reference Line.
In the same manner, we can study the
larger sine wave; centered on the horizontal "No -Signal Reference Line",
which represents the amplified signal appearing in the plate circuit.
Now, if we think of the vertical lines as being reflected or projected in a horizontal direction to the right, upon "striking" the
characteristic curve, we may then visualize the complete sine wave of the
signal at the grid as likewise being projected or reflected in e.xact form
and shape to produce the sine wave representing the AMPLIFIED SIGNAL in
the plate circuit.

For instance, notice in Fig. 20, the start of the sine wave of the
signal at "a" on the Reference Line, and follow it up to the characteristic
ERA -9
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curve where it is projected
over to the point "a-1" on
the eine wave of the AMPLIplate circuit

d -I

--7,5m a.

5m

---4- - i- 1

1

d

-,_

1

lá

--

b -I

- --- -

signal.
Point "b" shows
the first rise in signal voltage at the grid as a negative
peek, and which is reproduced
at "b-1" of the amplified sine
wave. At "c" the grid signal
voltage drops back to zero

D1r.1)

Sine wave of amplified
A -F signal appearing in

a.

(the Reference Line); correspondingly, the amplified
signal also returns to zero
at "c-1".
At "d" is shown
the positive peak of the
grid -voltage signal, which
by the same process is projected over to the amplified
sine wave and reproduced at
"d-1".
The cycle is completed by the signal voltage
at the grid returning once

more to zero (from

d" to
"e") at the Reference Line,
which again is found duplicated from "d -l" to "e -l" on
'

the sine wave representing
the AMPLIFIED signal.

We now have justified
our conclusion in assuming
the AMPLIFIED signal to be
a "reflection" of the original signal which we impressed on the grid of the
tube; because a close comparison of the two sine
waves in Fig. 20 will show
FIG. 20
them to be identical in
GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION SHOW ING HOW
pattern and form. However,
TUBE AMPLIFIES SIGNAL
we also observe in Fig. 20
that the wave representing the amplified signal in the plate circuit
of the tube is a magnified or enlarged version of that acting on the grid.
We have learned, therefore, that the electronic tube is capable
of reproducing and duplicating with exactness either an r -f or a -f signal,
or any ALTERNATING VOLTAGE; at the same time magnifying or AMPLIFYING
it.

As we advance, you will find this to be only one of the many startling accomplishments of this radionic device, credited with having literally revolutionized the scientific world with its practically unlimited applications.
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TYPES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES
In the previous lesson, we discussed the diode and triode, and
This lesson will furnish you with a detheir operating principles.
features and operation of elecstructural
the
tailed explanation of
The tubes covered in this lesson
tronic tubes of more complex design.
are used extensively in radio, sound amplifiers, and in many other types
of electronic equipment.

HEATER -TYPE TUBES
InIn many tubes, the filament does not actually emit electrons.
stead, the electrons are emitted by a separate structure called the cat hThe filament is, in this
21,11, which is heated indirectly by the filament.
case, generally referred to as the heater.

At (A) of
Fig. 2 is shown a

typical heater cathode assembly.
The outer surface

of the cathode sleeve is coated
with an electronemitting material,

usually barium or
strontium oxides.
The spiralled heat
er wire is wound oñ
an insulating central support made
of baked clay.The

cathode is constructed in the
form of a metal
sleeve that surrounds the heater
wire, but is separated fran it. Thi s

ERA -10
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CATHODE -TYPE TRIODE

type of construction electrically insulates the cathode from the heater.

Upon passing current through the heater wire, the latter will be
heated to incandescence. This, in turn, will heat the clay support and
cathode -- and the cathode, when heated sufficiently, will emit electrons
the same as any other hot body.
The cathode, being properly coated
with the necessary oxides, permits electrons to be liberated from its
surface.
The installation of the heater -cathode assembly in a triode
is shown at (B) of Fig. 2.
Indirectly heated cathodes require comparatively more heating -current than do the simple filament type electron -emitters previously described.
Also, an appreciable length of time is required for the cathode
to become heated sufficiently to emit electrons.
For this reason, a lapse
of 10 to 50 seconds, or even more, occurs from the time the line switch is
closed until the signal is heard, in receivers using such tubes.
Heater -type tubes have one great advantage over the simple filament
types, in that they possess the ability to reduce "hum" in a -c receivers.
This is due to the greater mass of the cathode, and the characteristic of
the central support to retain heat moreso than does the filament heating
it.
Thus, the minute variations in temperature caused by the alternations
of the a -c voltage applied to the heater (filament) are not "followed"by
the "slow -cooling" cathode. Also, the electrical separation between the
heater and cathode provides complete isolation of the emitting medium
(cathode) from the heater, through which alternating current is flowing.
It is well to remember that the filament is designated as one of
the elements of the tube only when it acts as an electron emitter, such
as in the filament type battery -operated tube described in the previous
lesson.
Where the filament is employed as a heater only, as in the
heater -type tubes, its function is purely physical; and it plays no
active part as an "element" in the tube. Hence, in a HEATER -TYPE TRIODE,
we have a heater (filament) and three elements, comprising the cathode,
grid and plate. In the FILAMENT -TYPE TRIODE we also have three elements
--- the filament (functioning as the cathode); the grid; and the plate.
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In the sectional view of the heater -type triode at (B) of Fig. 2,
you will observe that the placement of the cathode (electron emitter),
grid and plate is exactly the same as in the filament -type triode described in the previous lesson. The only difference is that the heater
from
is surrounded by the cathode, and serves only to heat the cathode
which the electrons are emitted.

Another advantage of the cathode -type tube, from the standpoint of
circuit design, is that the electrical separation between the heater and
cathode provides greater simplicity and flexibility for connecting the
tube to the required circuit.
Because of the electrical separation between the heater and cathode,
heater -type tubes have an additional prong in their base for the circuit
connection. Thus, while a filament -type triode has four prongs in its
base --- one for the plate, one for the grid, and two for the filament
--- as was shown in the previous lesson; the cathode -type tube has five
The
The additional prong, or connection, is for the cathode.
prongs.
socket arrangement as viewed from below, and also the symbol for such
a tub3, is shown in Fig. 3.
Because of the advantages

Plate

mentioned relative to ,he
heater -cathode construction,
almost all tubes for modern
a -c receivers have indirectly -heated cathodes; while
tubes designed for dry csll
operation nearly all employ
the low -current consuming,
filament -type of constriction. Otherwise, the tubes
are identical in operation

and performance.

MULTI -ELECTRODE TUBES
Now you are going to
learn about tubes that em-

F IG. 3
SOCKET ARRANGEMENT AND SYMBOL FOR
CATHODE -TYPE TRIODE

ploy more than one grid, and which are broadly classed as the multi You will be able to understand the operating pFIFICTelectrode types.
pies of such tubes very easily by bearing in mind that they are all
based on the triode, and that the additicnal elements are included in
the tube structure solely to increase the efficiency of the tube and
These additional elements will all
to extend its range of usefulness.
be described, and their functions explained, as they are encountered in
our discussion.
is

The first of the multi -electrode tubes to be discussed at this time
known as the tetrode.

TETRODES
The word "tetrode" is derived from the Greek word "tetrad", meaning four, combined with the word "electrode." Thus, all tubes that are
classed as tetrodes have four elements.
The tetrode consists of the usual three elements of the triode, plus
To avoid confusion,
an additional grid that is called the screen grid.
when speaking of the two grids in a tetrode, the one that serves the same
purpose as does the grid in a triode is called the control grid.
ERA -I 0
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FILAMENT -TYPE TF.TROVE

By referring to the cut -away view of the filament -type tetrode
shown at (A) in Fig. 4, and also the diagrammatic top -view presented at
(B) of Fig. 4, you will become familiar with the features of construction of this tube and the arrangement of the electrodes or elements
therein.
Quite often, tetrodes are spoken of as being "screen -grid
tubes."

Upon studying both illustrations in Fig. 4, very carefully, you
will observe that the filament is mounted in a vertical position at the
center of the assembly, and is surrounded by a spirally -wound molybdenum wire which constitutes the control grid.
This control grid serves
the same purpose as does the grid within a triode.
The control grid is surrounded by another spirally -wound molybdenum wire grid; and since this second grid is inserted between the
control grid and the plate, it acts as a shield between these two elements; and is therefore logically called a "shield grid" or screen grid.
The term "screen grid" is more extensively used.
A conventional cylindrically -shaped plate surrounds the screen
grid, but it is separated from the filament and control grid by a much
greater space than is the case in triodes. Furthermore, the screen grid
is located closer to the control grid than to the plate.

Observe at (A) of Fig. 4 that the outer appearance of the screen grid tube resembles a triode, with the exception that a small metal cap
is mounted on the top of the bulb for the control -grid connection;
otherwise, the prong arrangement is similar to the filament type triode.
Fig. 5 shows the symbol and socket connections of the filament -type
tetrode.
Note at (B) of Fig. 5, that the filament is connected to the
prongs of large diameter, the same ac in a filament -type triode; but
that the screen grid is connected to that prong which is used for the
control grid connection of a triode.
While the tetrode in Fig. 4 employs a filament -type electron emit
ter, this type of tube is made in two forms --- one with a direct-
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ly heated filament for battery operation, and the other
with a separately heated
cathode for a -c operation.
The construction of both is
the same, with the exception
of the electron emitter. A
cut -away view of a typical heater -type tetrode is
shown at (A) of Fig. 6, and
a top view of the element
arrerganait at (B) of Fig. 6.
The symbol for the heater -

I

Plate

OScreen crid-

Screen

Control

grid

grid

Plate

Cap at

top of

tube

Filament
Fi lamen

type tetrode also appears
FIG. 5
in Fig. 6.
The operating
SYMBOL AND SOCKET ARRANGEMENT OF
principle of both types of
FILAMENT -TYPE TETROCE
such tubes is similar, the
difference being merely in the method used to obtain electron emission.
In tetrodes, where a separate cathode element is employed, an additional prong must be included in the base.
Therefore, such tubes have
a five -prong base --- two for the filament, and one each for the cathode,
plate and screen grid.
In this case, the socket arrangement is identical
to the five -prong base shown in Fig. 3, with the exception that the former control -grid connection now becomes the screen -grid terminal, while
the control grid connection is made at the metal cap on top of the
tetrode's bulb.

HCW THE SCREEN GRID FUNCTIONS
A heated filament or cathode will emit millions of negatively charged electrons. The ideal condition is for all of these electrons
to reach the plate; however, as the cathode contunually emits more and
more electrons, it has a tendency to gradually become more positive.
Now, since LIKE electrical charges repel each other and UNLIKE charges

O

Cap for control
grid connection
Heater

/Cathode

Cathode

7

Plate
-Screen grid
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/Control
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-Plate

\\
Screen grid
TOP VIEW --LOO(ING DOWN, SHOW ING
PLACEMENT OF ELEMENTS

grid
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\,-P

Control
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FIG. 6
HEATER -TYPE TETRODE
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attract each other, many of the electrons (always negatively charged)
which are at the time in the space between the cathode and the plate,
have a tendency to repel any additional electrons which are on their
way over to the plate.
Thus, the electrons themselves are trying to
force other electrons back toward the cathode.
This "fight" between the electrons takes place in the space between
the cathode and plate, but closer to the cathode, and results in the formation of the dense cloud of electrons, which we call the "space charge."
This is illustrated at (A) of Fig. 7.
(Note:
The control grid has been
omitted from this drawing for the sake of simplicity.)
Oq
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How THE SCREEN-GRID ELIMINATES THE "SPACE CHARGE"

Supply

IN

A

TUBE

This space charge has a tendency to retard the passage of electrons
between the cathode and plate, and thereby limits the flow of plate current.
However, by inserting an additional grid in the region where the
electrons gather, and placing a positive charge on it, we have a means
for speeding the electrons on their way over to the plate --- thereby
breaking up the space -charge and increasing the flow of the plate current.
The effect of this positively -charged grid is shown at (B) df Fig. 7.

Since the screen grid is in the form of a spiralled wire, it does
not offer much of a mechanical obstruction between the cathode and the
plate.
Also, since the plate is operated at a much higher positive voltage than is the screen grid, the plate exerts a much greater attraction
upon the electrons in the region of the screen grid than does the screen
grid itself. Therefore,nearly all of the electrons reach the plate,and the
screen grid acts only as a sort of an accelerating device that speeds them
on their way over to the plate. Nevertheless,a relatively few electrons
do attach themselves to the screen grid and flow through the circuit to
which the screen grid is connected;and we logically call this the "screen
current."You will hear more about screen current in a later lesson.
The chief advantages of tetrodes over triodes is that they provide
greater amplification, and also permit the design of r -f circuits that
are less likely to produce squealing and howling sounds than is the case
of similar circuits employing triodes.
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PENTODES
To increase the efficiency of the screen -grid tube still further,
another grid was added --- thus giving us the five -element tube known as
the pentode.
This additional grid is placed between the screen grid
and the plate, and is called a suppressor grid. The name "pentode is
derived from the Greek word "pentad", meaning five; thus, the name
"pentode" tells us that this type of tube has five elements or electrodes.
8 illustrates the placement of the suppressor grid (the fifth
in the heater -type tube, and its relation to the other electrodes.
Observe that the fundamental elements and structure of the tetrode have been retained, and that the use of the suppressor grid is the
only point of difference.
The symbol for the pentode also appears in
Fig. 8.

Fig.
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HEATER -TYPE PENTODE

The physical construction of the suppressor grid differs little
from the screen grid used in screen -grid tubes. However, it does differ
greatly as to the voltage applied to it.
That is, where the screen grid
usually has a positive potential of from 75 to 100 volts applied to it,
the suppressor grid is subjected to zero potential, or else a negative
potential of -1 to -3 volts.
In many applications,the suppressor grid
is connected to ground; in this way acting as an effective "shield"
between the control grid, screen grid and plate. This practically "neuERA-I

O
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tralizes" any feed -back energy that might exist
between the electrodes
in the tube.
In radio -frequency amplifiers, this shielding is
extremely desirable; and, in order that it may be as nearly
perfect as possible, pentodes
for Indio -frequency work have incorporated in them a
small metallic shield,
placed in the dome of the bulb, above the elements, as
shown in Fig. 8.
This saucer -shaped metal disc is connected
electrically to the tube's
suppressor grid --- the connection being made within the
tube proper
by the manufacturer.
A hole is provided at the center of the dome
shield, through which the control -grid lead may pass.
not used in pentodes that are designed especially for This shield is

audio -frequency

work.

The socket for this particular pentode, as viewed from below, is shown in Fig. 9.
This terminal arrangement will vary in some
instances, depending upon whether
the pentcde is of the filament or
cathode -type.
The base arrangement
also depends upon whether the suppressor is connected to an independent external terminal; or connected
internally directly to the filament
or cathode, as shown at (F), (G), and
(H) in Fig. 10.

It is to be noted also that
certain pentodes are available where
the control grid connection is made
at a base prong.

FIG.

With these structural details
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SOCKET ARRANGEMENT OF CATHODE
TYPE PENTODE
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REDUCING SECONDARY EMISSION

When the space -charge between the plate and filament

reduced

is

or eliminated by,the presence of the screen grid, the flow of electrons
toward the plate is speeded up so much by the accelerating force of the
screen's positive charge, that they rush through it at speeds as high as
20,000 or more miles per second until they strike the even more highly
See illustration (B) of Fig. 7.
charged plate behind it.
However, as the electrons strike the plate at such high velocities,
they not only give up their kinetic energy in the form of heat, but also
tend to forcibly knock other electrons out of the plate as illustraThis is especially true in power
(Note:
(A)
of Fig. 11.
ted at
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Flo. II
How THE SUPPRESSOR GRID REDUCES SECONDARY EMISSION

IN

A

PENTODE

tubes, the screen grid of which is often operated at a somewhat higher
positive potential than the plate, due to the arrangement of the circuit.)
The act of so driving electrons from the plate by force of collision is
called SECONDARY EMISSION, because the effect is secondary to the primary or original emission offered by the cathode. In the ordinary screen grid tube, these secondary electrons may float around for a fraction
of a second and either return to the plate or to the screen grid.

Since one fast-moving electron may drive as many as 20 electrons
from the plate, it is possible that so many secondary electrons may be
liberated from the plate that the number leaving the plate may be even
In
greater than the number arriving from the hot cathode or filament.
such a case, the main or effective electron - flow would be from the
plate toward the cathode, or just reversed to its intended direction.
Thus, we see that while we gain the advantage of reducing the space charge by using the screen grid, we automatically create another serious
problem in the form of secondary emission.
Now, let us see just how the fifth electrode in the pentode, the
SUPPRESSOR GRID, reduces the secondary emission and thus makes it pos ERA -I O
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sible to take full advantage of the
by the use of the screen grid.

increased amplification offered

In the usual form of heater -type pentode, this third grid is connected to the cathode as shown at (B) of Fig. 11, and is commonly referred
to as the suppressor grid, because it "suppresses" the secondary emission.
In such a position, the suppressor grid forms a shield between the plate
and the screen grid; and since it is at the same potential as the cathode,
it has practically no effect on the electrons that have just left the cathode enroute to the plate.
However, its negative potential, yith reference to the plate, is such that the secondary electrons prefer to return
to the positive plate rather than pass through the negative suppressor
Thus, the suppressor
grid in order to reach the screen grid beyond.
grid tends to return to the plate those secondary -emission electrons
that are dislodged from the plate by collision, and thereby maintains a
In this way, the advantage
more uniform electron flow toward the plate.
gained by the use of the screen grid can be retained.

In filament -type tubes, the suppressor grid is connected to the
filament as already mentioned, but its principle of operation remains
the same as just described relative to the cathode -type pentode.
In lessons following, you will have an opportunity to study the
various methods used for connecting pentodes in receiver circuits.

THE BEAM POWER TUBE
The beam power tube is constructed in the form of either a tetrode
or pentode, designed specifically for audio frequency amplification;
and derives its name from the fact that use is made of a directed electron
beam which contributes substantially to its power -handling ability.
The internal structure of a beam power tube is shown at (A) and (B)
This tube contains a cathode, con of Fig. 12, and its symbol at (C).

Beam -forming

plate

earn -forming plates

Cathode

Control grid
Screen

grid

Heater

FIG. 12
INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE BEAM POWER TUBE AND ITS SYMBOL
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trol grid, screen grid, plate, two -beam -forming plates, and in some cases,
a suppressor grid.
The particular beam power tube shown in Fig. 12 is
not equipped with a suppressor grid, but the electrodes in this Case
are so spaced and oriented with respect to each other that secondary
emission from the plate is suppressed by the space -charge between the
screen grid and the plate.
This is accomplished es follows:
The space charge is produced by the slowing -up effect of the electrons as they travel from the region of the screen, which is maintained
at a high positive potential, to the plate which in this case is maintained at a slightly lower positive potential than the screen grid.
In
this low -velocity reg'ion, the resulting space -charge is sufficiently
negative in characteristic to repel the secondary electrons which are
emitted from the plate, and thus causes them to return to the plate.

Special beam -forming plates are incorporated in this power tube.
The beam -forming plates are maintained at cathode potential and serve
to assist in producing the desired beam effects so as to prevent any
stray electrons, that may be dislodged from the plate, from returning
to the screen outside of the beam.
Notice at (B) of Fig. 12, how the
electrons are c'nfined to beams.
The beam condition, as here illustra
ted, occurs when the plate potential is less positive than the screen
potential. The high -density space -charge region is indicated in this same
illustration by the darkened region in the beam. Cbserve also that the
edges of the beam -forming plates coincide with the dashed portion of the
beam, and thus extend the space -charge potential region beyond the beam
boundaries to prevent stray electrons from returning tc the screen outside of the beam.
In place of the space -charge effect just described, it is also feasible to use a suppressor grid to repel the secondary electrons.
In
fact, this method is employed in several types of beam power tubes, and
the suppressor grid is then connected to the circuit in the same manner
as already described fcr pentodes.
Also observe at (B) of Fig. 12 that the screen and control grid are
made in the form of spiral wires, so wound that each turn of the screen
is shaded from the cathode by a turn of the control -grid spiral.
This
alignment of the screen_ and control grid causes the electrons to travel
in sheets between
the turns of the screen and thus results in very few
of them actually flowing into the screen.

Because of the effective suppressor action provided by the space charge, and also because of the low current drawn by the screen and the
focusing effect of the beam principle upon the electron flow, the beam
power tube provides high power output, high power sensitivity, and good
all-around efficiency.
TUBE SYMBOLS AND SOCKET ARRANGEMENTS

Now that you are acquainted with the more common or basic tubes,
let us briefly review these different types as a whole, so that you may
become acquainted with the standard practice of illustrating them in the
form of symbols.
These symbcls are used extensively in circuit diagrams, and it is therefore important that you become well acquainted

with them.

Byreferring to the tube symbols and their corresponding base (or
socket) arrangements shown in Fig. 10, you will immediately recognize
the essential difference between the various types.. For instance, you
will observe that the simple two -element tube shown at (A) is called
a DIODE, while the three -element tubes shown at (B) and (C) are
known
ERA -I 0
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as TRIODES of the filament and cathode or heater -type
The four element tubes, or TETRODES, are shown, at (D
five -element tubes, designated as PENTODES, are shown at (F

respectively.
and (E). The
,
(G) and (H).

You will notice in studying the pentodes, that several different
arrangements are used for effecting the control -grid and suppressor grid connections at the base.
In the filament or battery type pentodes,
the practice is to connect the suppressor grid directly to the filament
inside of the tube, as shown at (F); and in some of the cathode types,
the suppressor grid is connected to the cathode within the tube, as
shown at (H)
.

Some pentodes are so constructed that the control grid connection
made at the base of the tube, as illustrated at (H) of Fig. 10; while
others employ a control -grid cap connection at the top of the bulb, as
shown at (F) and (G).
is

All of the socket (base) connections are shown in Fig. 10 as viewed
from the bottom. Also notice in Fig. 10 how a shaded area just outside
of the tube enclosure at (D), (E), (F) and (G) indicates that the control -grid connection is made to the metal cap on the bulb.

The abbreviations given in Fig. 10 for the various elements have
been adopted as standard by the industry, and have the following meanings:

---- filament
H ---- heater
K ---- cathode
G ---- control grid
F

SG
SUP
P

screen grid
suppressor grid
plate

On testing equipment, you will sometimes find the socket terminals to be numbered for reference purposes. When such is the case,
the system of numbering corresponds to the various elements as shown
in Fig.

10.

METAL TUBES
A great many refinements have been made from year to year in the
design of vacuum tubes. One of these

revolutionary changes was replacing
the customary glass tube or enclosure with a metal envelope.
Tubes of
the latter design are known as METAL
TUBES.
The chief reasons for the metal tube structure are:
It permits the
construction of tubes that are snaller
in over-all size than equivalent glass
tubes; they require no additional external shielding; they are less susceptible
to breakage; and they provide somewhat

better heat dissipation. However, both
types are practically identical insofar
as electrical characteristics, perform-

FIG. 13
TUBE COMPARISON

ance, and efficiency are concerned.
Glass and metal tubes are being used
extensively; and, therefore, it is important that you be equally familar
with both types.
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The internal elements of the metal tubes are very similar to those
This means that all of the technical
used in standard glass tubes.
knowledge which you are now acquiring relative to glass tubes can be
applied directly to metal tubes as well.

At the left of Fig. 13, you are shown a comparison of size and
appearance between a typical glass and metal tube; while at the right
of Fig. 13, one type of metal tube is shown in detail.

Aside from the metal enclosure, the majority of metal tubes are
smaller both in diameter and height than corresponding glass tubes.
Another great difference
that metal tubes are equipped with what are known
An octal
as OCTAL BASES.
is

base is fitted with an aligning plug for inserting the
tube in its socket in one

position only.
You will acquire a more
clear understanding of the internal construction of the
all -metal tube by referring
to the cut -away section which
appears in Fig. 14. Study
this illustration carefully and

note that the index numbers
appearing on this unit correspond with the particular names
tabulated in the same illus-

tration.
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OCTAL BASE

The arrangement and connections of the small octal,
8 -pin base, as used with metal
tubes, conform with the socket
illustrated in Fig. 15. When

FIG. 14
INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF METAL TUBE

(pins) is mounted on the base, they are spaced
equi-distant apart and numbered to correspond with the socket terminal
numbers designated in Fig. 15. These prongs
are all equal in diameter and length; and if
the particular tube is of such type that all
eight prongs are not required, the surplus
prongs are simply omitted from the base by the
However, regardless of the nummanufacturer.
ber of base prongs used, the spacing of those
actually employed still remains the same
as though all eight prongs were provided.
a total of eight prongs

Since the base arrangement is standard for all metal tubes, it is clear that
the same size and type of socket can be
used for any of these tubes, and circuit
connections made only at those points where
necessary.
FIG. 15
OCTAL SOCKET
ERA -10

You will note in Fig. 15 that eight
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holes are placed in a circular manner around the socket to accommodate
the prongs of the tube base.
A round hole is provided at the center
of the socket, through which the aligning plug of the tube base
can
be inserted.
A slot in the aligning hole accepts the key projection
on the aligning plug of the tube base, and thus
permits the tube to be
installed in the socket in one position only, even though
all of the
prong holes of the socket are of the same size and
equally spaced'.

When viewing the base from the bottom, and with the key toward the
observer --- as in Fig. 15. --- the numbering of the base prongs always
starts from the shell connection of the tube, which is the first
pin
to the left of the locating key on the aligning plug.
From this first
pin, the others are all numbered in a consecutive order
and in a clockwise direction.
SOCKET CONNECTIONS
In Fig. 16, you are shown the base connections for four common
types
of metal tubes in which we are at the
present time interested.
In another
part of the course, you will receive

complete information concerning the
application of these and many other
types of tubes.

FIG. 16

OCTAL BASE CONNECTIONS

In each of the symbols appearing
in Fig. 16, the following abbreviations
are used:
S.means that the metal shell
of the particular tube in question is
connected to pin #1 of the base.
(This
pin connection is then grounded when
wiring the circuits, and the metal shell
thus serves as the shield for the tube
- thereby doing away with the need for
the shield required by some glass tubes.)

H is the heater connection; K is the cathode connection;
P, P1 and P2
are plate connections; G1, G2 and G are grid connections.
(G1 refers
to the control grid, G2 to the scieen grid, and G3
to the supp'essor
grid.) The abbreviation "NC" is used to designate that
no connection
is made to the terminal or pin so marked.
GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES

These tubes are equipped with a glass bulb enclosure, thus
similar in appearance to many common glass tubes. However, they being
differ
from the conventional glass tubes in that they are
supplied with an
octal base of the same type as used on metal tubes.
The control grid
connection on top of the tube is also somewhat smaller
than that used
on conventional glass tubes;being of the "miniature
type", the same as
on metal tubes.
Glass tubes with octal bases are frequently called
"G" -type tubes.
The characteristics, operating conditions, and circuit
for most "G" tubes are identical to equivalent or similar applications
metal types.
For this reason, many of the G -type tubes bear the same code
number as the
equivalent metal tube; the letter "G" is annexed to the code
to
indicate the glass structure. For example, the type 6C5 is number
a popular
metal tube, whereas, the 6C5G is an equivalent tube of the
G -type.
The shell of the metal tube serves as an effective shield;
thereno additional shielding is required for it.
However, a metal
shield is often placed over the conventional glass tubes, and
tubes

fore,
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--- particularly, when they are used in the r -f and deThe problems of shielding are covered in detail in a
tector stages.
of the G -type

later lesson.
CLASSIFICATION OF RADIO TUBES AS TO USE
In the early days of radio, only two types of tubes existed, namely,
the diode and the triode. For many years, the triode was employed either
as a radio -frequency amplifier, detector, or audio -frequency amplifier;
while the diode was employed chiefly as a rectifier. However, the triode
had several limitations, as mentioned earlier in this lesson --- hence,
with continuous progress being made in radio, it soon became apparent
that a tube should have specific characteristics for certain types of
work.
As a result, the tetrode was developed, and has for many years
been used successfully as a radio -frequency amplifier, as well as a
detector. Nevertheless, as we have already :mentioned, the tetrode also
had certain limitations which resulted in the development of the pentode --- the latter being designed specifically for radio or audio -frequency use. Other tubes were developed especially for use as detectors,
while still others were designed specifically for use as rectifiers in
power units, etc.

As a result of the progress made in the design of radio tubes, we
have today a large variety of tubes, each designed especially for the
Although a few of the tubes on
purpose for which it is to be used.
the market will perform satisfactorily in either radio or audio -frequency amplifiers, as well as detectors, the practice among designers
is to employ a tube that is designed for the particular type of work
This is done in order to obtain maximum perit is supposed to do.
from
the circuit in which it is used, and also
formance and efficiency
For this reason, the majority of radio tubes are
from the tube itself.
now classified as to their intended purpose.

CLASSIFICATIONS AS TO VOLTAGES
Tubes are also classified as to whether their filaments are to be
operated on direct -current, on alternating -current, from dry cells,

or from a 6 -volt storage battery. To meet these varying demands, filaments are constructed for voltages of 1.4, 2.0, 2.5, 5, or 6.3 volts.
Battery -operated receivers generally use tubes whose filaments are designed for 1.4 or 2.0 volts; while voltages of 2.5, 5, and 6.3 -are used
The 6.3-vclt tubes are also used in automobile réceivers,
for a -c sets.
combination ac -dc receivers, and in receivers operated directly from the
For special purposes, as in combination ac -dc
110 to 220-volt d -c line.
receivers, tubes requiring filament voltages ranging from 12 to 117 or
more volts are available.

As an increasing number of tube types were developed, a method was devised for identifying them with respect to approximate filament voltage
and element type by a number and letter system known as a "code designaHowever, except for the prefix or first number, the code desigtion".
nation assigned to the various tubes is purely arbitrary.
A

few examples of the code expressions are as follows:
1

H

5;

2 A 5;

5 Z 3;

6 K 7;

50 L 6;

117 L 6.

The prefix, or first number, indicates the approximate voltage required by the filament. We say approximate voltage" because a tube in
the "6" series, such as 6 K 7, for instance, actually has a filament
rated for 6.3 volts; while the 2 A 5 actually requires a filament voltage
So, for the sake of simplification, the fractional amount
of 2.5 volts.
ERA -10
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of the actual required filament voltage is omitted from the voltage
prefix.
Thus, a K 7" type tube with a 6.3 volt filament is designated
as a "6 K 7".
By the sane token, a "K 7" type of tube designed for a
filament voltage of 12.6 volts has a code designation of "12 K 7".

Additional code designations will be presented later as specific tubes are brought tc your attention during your progress through
the course.
MISCELLANEOUS TUBE DESIGNS

Besides the various types shown you thus far in the course, there
are still others which are being used extensively, and which you should
know something about before we arrive at that part of our instruction
which treats with their applications in circuits.
STANDARD TUBE FORMS
The several styles and types of radio tubes which we are now about
to compare and discuss may be classified as to shape, size, and general
construction as follows:
glass, metal, "G" type, bantam, loktal, min-

iature and acorn.

Let us first turn our attention to Fig. 17, where you are shown

FIG. 17

STANDARD TUBE DESIGNS

illustrative views of a simple triode in these seven different standard forms.
In actual size, these various tubes compare with each other
approximately as here shown. Also bear in mind that it is possible to
obtain tubes, other than triodes, in any one of these different forms
--- and that a circuit employing pentodes, for instance, remains basically the same regardless of whether the pentode be of glass, metal,
loktal type, etc.
The same applies to tubes other than pentodes.
GLASS, METAL AND G-TYPE TUBES:

You are already familiar with the tubes
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shown at (A)
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(B), and

(C) of Fig.

so-called glass tube ((A
prongs, depending upon the
fitted with an octal base;
dard glass bulb is mounted
,

17, as they are representative of the
is equipped with from four to seven
type of tube; the metal tube (B), which is
and the "G" type tube (C) in which a stan-

which

on an octal type base.

The characteristics, operating conditions, and circuit applications
of these three tubes are practically identical for the same service.
In
fact, corresponding types of metal and "G" tubes are interchangeable with
equal results, as they both employ the octal base in addition to an identical element arrangement.
However, there might be a slight difference
in operating characteristics due to a difference in their inter -electrode

capacitance and shielding properties.

It is to be noted also that certain pentodes with octal bases are
available in two forms of construction.
In the one base, the control
grid connection is made at the cap on top of the tute; while in the
other, the control grid connection is made at one of the base prongs.
Tubes of the latter design are called single -ended tubes, because of all
connections being made at one end. Similar tubes that differ only in
this one point of construction have identical electrical characteristics.

BANTAM TUBES: Some of the "G" type tubes have been made with a tubular
shaped bulb, smaller in size than that used on the standard "G" types.
These are commonly known as "Dwarf", "Bantam", or "Tom Thumb" tubes and
are designated as such by the letter "T" placed after the "G", as "GT".
The bantam is of the same size and shape as the loktal tube shown at
(D) of Fig. 17, and differs from the latter only in the fact
that the
alignment plug and base prong arrangement is identical to that used on
the metal and "G" type tubes.
LOKTAL TUBES: The LOKTAL type tube, shown at (D) of Fig. 17, is a somewhat radical departure from the conventional tube designs in that it does
not have the familiar bakelite base. Instead, the contact pins are sealed
directly into the glass bottom of the bulb, so as to eliminate soldered
connections. The lower portion of the tube is fitted with a metal shell
and locating pin, which assembly serves as a shield and also makes possible the lock -in feature. The latter is accomplished by a groove around
the bottom of the locating pin which snaps into a ring in the special type
socket provided for these tubes.
This locking arrangement holds the tube in the socket securely and
assures good contact at s11'times. Removal of these tubes from the socket may be difficult when pulling them straight upward; however, applying
a slight off -side pressure will release the socket lock and
permit the
tube to be removed readily.
In the case of screen -grid and pentode tubes of the loktal type, no
grid cap connections are provided on top of the tube --- instead, all
connections are brought out at the base. All connections thus being
made at one end of the tube, such tubes are frequently spoken of as being
single -ended tubes.

Loktal tubes are not directly interchangeable with tubes having octal bases because of the socket requirements.
While they both employ
an 8 -prong base, the lock -in pin -hole of the loktal tube socket is of
such construction that it will not accommodate the locating or alignment
pin of the octal tube base. This difference is clearly shown in Fig. 18
where the arrangement for the octal base is shown at (A), and the base
arrangement for loktal tubes shown at (B).

While both employ 8 -pin bases of identical spacing, the locating
ERA -10
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and lock -in pin -holes are
Howof different dimensions.
ever, the electrical characteristics and circuit applications of the loktal tubes are
similar to those of the glass,

metal, "G", and "GT" tubes
which are employed for use in
the same type of circuit.

MINIATURE TUBES: The recent
trend in receiver design has

been toward constructing
small, low-priced models.
FIG. 18
OCTAL AND LOKTAL BASE ARRANGEMENTS

This, together with increasing

popularity of portable bat-

tery -operated receivers, hearing aids, pocket receivers, and compact electronic.apparatus in general,
where size and weight are of primary consideration, has created a demand
for even smaller tubes. The new miniature tubes, with their simplified
construction and great reduction in size, have fulfilled this demand.

The reduction in dimensions accomplished
better appreciated by comparing the size of
Fig. 17, with the more conventional tubes
shown a cut -away view of the miniature type
view of the "G" and "GT" types.

by this new design will be
this tube, shown at (E) of
In Fig. 19 is
here shown.
as compared with a similar

These miniature tubes are des4gned to operate efficiently with
a 45 to 90-volt "B" supply, and with the filament operating directly from
a single dry cell. As will be observed in Fig. 20, these tubes have a
maximum overall length of about two inches and a diameter of three-quarThis reduction in size has been made possible in a
ters of an inch.
large measure by eliminating the conventional base and bringing the heavy
wires from the seal directly through the bottom of a 7 -pin base. These
wires thus serve as the pin connections to the socket, which is a special
miniature type.
The ACORN tube, shown at (F) of Fig. 17, is one of the
Is is used chiefly in ultra high -frequency
smaller miniature types.
transmitter and receiver circuits, and
derives its name from the fact that it
is similar in shape and size to an ordinary acorn.

THE ACORN TUBE:

These tubes are only about one tenth as large as conventional receiver tubes --- nevertheless, they
compare favorably with the larger tubes

both as to characteristics and application.
The inter -electrode capacities of the acorn tubes are only a fraction of those found in the larger tubes.
It is for this reason that they are so
well adapted to ultra -high -frequency circuits,operating at frequencies

around 300,000,000 cycles per second.
At (A) of Fig. 21 are shown the
dimensions and terminal arrangement of
You will observe that
the acorn tube.
the terminals of this tube extend out

FIG. 19
COMPARISON OF MINIATURE,
"G" AND "GT" TUBES
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Az
from the side of the glass envelope.
(B) of Fig. 21 is illustrated a typical
mounting arrangement, showing how the tiny
tube fits in its socket. While the tube is
here shown mounted horizontally, it can, nealso be mounted in a vertical
vertheless,
position.

MULTI -PURPOSE TUBES

Multi -purpose tubes, also commonly
called COMBINATION or DUPLEX tubes, are
merely combinations of a diode and a triode,
or a diode and a pentode, etc. --- the two
sets of elements being placed with a single
envelope purely for reasons of convenience
and economy.

FIG. 20
DIMENSIONS AND BASE ARRANGEMENT OF THE MINIATURE TUBE

The names of these multi -purpose tubes
are usually combinations of their component
section -names. For example, the duo -diode -pentode contains two diodes
and one pentode section, all operating with a common filament or cathode,
but otherwise separate. The combination of tube functions within a
single glass or metal envelope is dictated by the fact that the tube
sections contained therein are always used in combination with each
other; that is, with respect to their associated circuits.
Some of the more typical and commonly employed combinations are shown
symbolically in Fig. 22. The first of these combinations, shown at (A),
consists of two diode sections in a single envelope. So as to make each
diode independent of the other, separate cathode elements are employed
in this case.
The combination shown at (B) consists of two separate triodes in one
envelope, and is therefcre called a twin -triode or a duo -triode. In many
tubes of this type, a common cathode is employed instead of individual
cathodes as here shown.

At

(C)

of Fig. 22 is shown another "twin" or dual purpose tube.
However, in this case, two pentode
sections are housed in a single
I
Interna
envelope. While the arrangement
Lead to
hield
here shown dces not provide for
plate
completely separate or individual
Lead t o
No.l grid

control of the two tube sections, be-

cause of the two suppressor and
screen grids being :ied together internally, duo -pentode tubes are available which do have these ele-

o'
-External

ments separated for individual

ring

available with a separate cathode
and heater element.

shield

BOTTOM VIEW

'MetaI
shielding
partition

FIG. 21
DIMENSIONS AND MOUNTING
OF ACORN TUBE
ERA -I0

control.

Tubes of this type are also

At (D) of Fig. 22, you are shown
a diode and a triode section placed
within the same envelope. As is
usual in such combinations, a common
filament and cathode is utilized for
both sections. Also. two diodes are
often employed instead of the single
diode element here shown. The latter
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O
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G
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H H

Duo diode

Duo -triode
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G
K

HH
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Diode -pentode Triode -pentode

H

H

Audio-tetrode
power -rectifier

HH
Diode -triode pentode,

FIG. 22
SYMBOLS OF POPULAR MULTI -PURPOSE TUBES

arrangement would be called a duo -diode -triode or duplex -diode -triode.
A similar arrangement is shown at (E), where a diode section is used in
combination with a pentode section.
At (F) of Fig. 22 is shown a combination triode -pentode.
a common cathode is used for both sections.

Here again,

The arrangement illustrated at (G) of Fig. 22 is a tetrode and cathode -type diode.
Tubes of this design are commonly used in small, compact combination ac -dc receivers.

Some multi -purpose tube combinations have as many as three tube sections within the same enclosure. An example of this is shown at (H).
where we have a diode, triode, and pentode section all placed within
the same envelope.

The applications of these multi -purpose tubes, and others, are
illustrated and explained in later lessons.
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
In a previous lesson you had the opportunity to familiarize yourself in a general way with electromotive force, current flow and resistance. You are now going to investigate this subject further by learning

more about the mathematical relations which exist between these three
properties.

The ability to analyze electronic circuits from this stand point
is going to be of great value to you throughout the study of this course,
as well as in your work in the industry.

THE STANDARD CELL

The volt, as you

fir

s

already know, is the unit

of electromotive force.
Its value has been arbitrarily fixed in much the
same manner as the
has been chosen as the

unit

linear measurement.

da.
b

'
,

r

The U.S. Bureau of
and many labora-

Standards

tories

and factories,

where electrical instruments are manufactured,
use a special chemical
cell to provide an exact
voltage of a value that
has been approved throughout the world, to serve as
a standard for comparison.

These standard cells
are kept in condition
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and handled with extraordinary precaution to prevent any variation in the
voltage. Their use is confined to the
calibration of the scales of precision
type voltmeters, and other exacting
work of this nature.
One of these standard cells is shown
in Fig. 2.
Its internal construction
is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Quite often,
these cells are housed in a case to protect them against mechanical injury and

severe temperature variations.

The "Weston" standard cell, which
at the present
time, maintains a constant voltage of
1.0183 volts at ordinary temperature;
and does not vary after being in service
for several years, provided it is not
required to furnish a current exceeding
.0001 ampere.
is being used extensively

FIG.

2

STANDARD CELL

Besides the volt, we also employ the millivolt and the microvolt, as
units for measuring very small voltages; and the kilovolt for measuring
large voltages.
The millivolt is equal to .001 volt (the one -thousandth part of a volt), while the microvolt is equal to .000001 volt
(the one -millionth part of a volt).
The kilovolt is equal to one thousand volts.

THE STANDARD OHM
We also have a standard unit, the ohm, for measuring
electrical resistance.
One ohm is the electrical resistance offered by a column of
mercury 106.3 centimeters long, and having a cross-sectional area
of 1
square millimeter.
(Note:
One centimeter is equal to approximately
.4", and one millimeter is equal to .04".)

When referring to very

small resistance values,
we employ the micro -ohm as
the unit of measurement.

OHM'S

Covers

One

micro -ohm is equal to the
one -millionth part of an
ohm.
The megohm is used
as the unit of measurement
for very high resistance
values, being equal to one
million ohms.

Cadmium

Cadmium

sulfate

sulfate

solution

crystals

LAW

The ampere, which we
use as the unit for current
measurement, is the current which will flow under
an applied electromotive
force of one volt through a
circuit having a resistance
of one ohm. Thus, you see,
that although the volt, ampere and ohm are all distinct
units of electrical measure -
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ment, a definite mathematical relation exists between them, as was first
discovered by the scientist, Dr. George Simon Ohm, after whom the unit
This mathematical relation between
of electrical resistance was named.
It is a very
is
called OHM'S LAW.
resistance
the voltage, current and
valuable tool for the industry because it enables one to calculate either
the current, voltage or resistance of any circuit, if the values of the
other two factors are known.

CALCULATING THE CURRENT
To calculate the current
flow through any given circuit,
we apply Ohm's Law in the fol"The current
lowing manner:

flow through the circuit is
equal to the voltage divided
by the resistance." Expressed
as a formula, this would be:

_

resisCurrent = voltage
tance, which can also be written

Voltage
as, Current = Resistance
or I = R, where "I" stands
for current,

"E" for electro-

motive force, and "R" for
resistance.
Let us apply this for-

PROBLEM:

FIG. 4
To CALCULATE CURRENT

mula to the problem illustrated
in Fig. 4.
Here, we have a circuit, the resistance of which is known to
be 3 ohms. A voltmeter shows that an E.M.F. of 6 volts is impressed across
the circuit.
The problem is to calculate how much current is flowing

through the circuit.

To do this, we use our formula,

I =

F.

Substituting

I = 3 =
the value of 6 volts for "E" and 3 ohms for "R", we then have:
2 amperes.
In other words, a current of 2 amperes flows through this

circuit.
It is customary to abbreviate the term ampere as "amp."
and amperes as "amps." The

symbol

(n) indicates ohms.

Observe also in Fig.

i

D -C

Voltmeter indicates

100 Volts

4

how

the presence of the resistor
is indicated by means of a

symbol.

CALCULATING THE RESISTANCE
To calculate the resistance

of any part of a circuit apply
"ResisOhm's Law in the form:
tance is equal to the voltage
divided by the current". The
formula for this is Resistance =
voltage
current, or

-

Resistance
FIG. 5

PROBLEM:
ERA -11

To CALCULATE RESISTANCE

R

-

E
1.

Voltage or
Current'
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A problem of this type is illustrated in Fig. 5, where an E.M.F.
of 100 volts is shown to be forcing a current of 5 amperes throu
the
circuit.
Then, since the voltage (E) is 100; and the current (I) is
5 amperes, we find the value of the resistor (R) by substituting the known

values in the formula, R = Í, thus:

R = l50 _ 20 ohms

(answer).

CALCULATING THE VOLTAGE
To calculate the voltage which is applied across a given circuit,
from the circuit's resistance and the current flowing through it, we use
Ohm's Law in the form:
"Voltage is equal to the resistance of the circuit
multiplied by the current flowing through it". That is:
Voltage = Current x Resistance, or E = I x R.
To illustrate the application of this formula, let us

Resistance=50

ohms

consider
in Fig.

the circuit illustrated
6.
Here, we have a

50 -ohm resistor connected in
series with an ammeter and a
voltage source of unknown value.
The ammeter indicates a current
flow of 2 amperes (answer).

Voltage=?

-C Ammeter indicates
2 amperes.

D

To determine the voltage
required to force this current
through the resistor, we proceed
as
E = I x R, in
which case I = 2 amperes and

follows:

R
=
E = 2

50
ohms.
Hence
x 50 = 100 volts. (ans.)

AN EASY WAY TO REMEMBER OHM'S LAW

FIG.
PROBLEM:

in Figs.

6

TO CALCULATE VOLTAGE

7 and 8 may

be helpful.

Should you find it difficult
to remember the different forms
in which Ohm's Law may be applied, the suggestions offered

In Fig.

7,

the

expression

IxR

is

enclosed in a circle.
If you wish to find "E", simply cover up the
"E" as illustrated at the top of Fig. 8 and you have left the portion
I x R, which means that E = I x R.
Should you want to find "I", cover
up the "I" as in the center of Fig. 8 and
you see that I =
Finally, if "R" is
R.
the value sought, cover it and you have
R - E
1.

SERIES

CIRCUIT

Any circuit, in which all of its parts
sections are connected in series (one
after the other) is classed as a series
circuit. For instance, in Fig. 9, we have
the filaments of two tubes connected in
such manner that the same current must flow
or

circú: In other
words, there is only one path for the current
through all parts of this
to

the

follow through the wired circuit from
(-)

battery terminal to the (+) battery

FIG. 7
"MEMORANDUM" FORMULA
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The lamp filaments
terminal.
therefore said tc be connected in "series".
are

No matter at which point the
circuit might be interrupted or
opened, all current would imme-

diately stop flowing; and all parts
of the circuit would be "dead".
That is, each part of the circuit
is dependent upon the satisfactory
operation of all other parts.
In series circuits, we must
apply Ohm's Law in a manner slightly
different from its use in our
previous examples.
To illustrate
this, let us suppose that we wish
to calculate the current flow
through the circuit in Fig. 9.
To do this, we must first determine the total resistance of the

circuit.
In all series circuits, the
total resistance is equal to the
sum of the individual resistance
FIG. 8
values which are connected in
USING THE MEMORANDUM FORMULA
series.
That is, total resistance or R = r/ + r2 + r3, etc., where r/, r2 and r3 are the individual
resistor values, and R is the total or combined value
.

In Fig. 9, for example, the two filament resistances of 15 ohms
are connected in series.
Therefore, the total resistance of the circuit will be 15 ohms plus 15 ohms or 30 ohms.

The total resistance thus determined, we can calculate the current

flowing through the circuit by using the formula
volts and R = 30 ohms.

I

= ., where E = 120

= 4 amperes.
122
32
This same current of 4 amperes
Thus, I =

will flow through all parts
of the circuit.

VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN
SERIES CIRCUIT
The next point to consider is the manner in which
the voltage is distributed
throughout a series circuit.
In Fig. 10, we have two 2 -ohm
resistors connected in series
with a 12 -volt battery, and

an ammeter.

indicates
amperes.
FIG. 9
SERIES CIRCUIT
ERA -II

a

The ammeter
current of 3

Since 3 amperes flows
through both of these 2 -ohm

PAGE 6
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,_6VoIt _,

,_6Voit_,

1

I

drop

I

drop

resistors, the voltage effective across each of them
can be found by using the

I

formula E =

I x

R, where

amperes and R is
Hence, E= I x R=

2 ohms

2ohms

is

2

the erns of each 2 -ohm resistor,
the voltmeter would indicate

mum

12VoIts

6

Ammeter indicates
3 amperes

PROBLEM;

I

ohms.
3 x 2=
6 volts.
Thus, if we should
measure the voltage across
3

Flo. 10
To CALCULATE VOLTAGE -DROP
SERIES CIRCUIT

volts.

The voltage necessary
force the current through
each of these resistors is
called the voltage drop, because it will be subtracted
from the total circuit voltage. Since we have a voltage
drop of 6 volts across the
resistor R-1 in Fig. 10, only
12 minus 6, or 6 volts, is
to

IN

available across resistor
R-2.

It is also important to notice that the sum of the various voltage
drops in a series circuit is equal to the total voltage impressed across
the entire circuit by the source of E.M.F.
That is to say, in the
example illustrated in Fig. 10, the sum of the voltage drops is 6 plus
6, or 12 volts; which is equal to the voltage of the battery, or source
of E.M.F.
However, the current flow at each point in this series is the
same, or 3 amperes.

CURRENT CALCULATION IN SERIES CIRCUITS
In Fig. 11, we have another circuit, consisting of four lamps
connected in series; and the entire series combination is connected
across the terminals of a generator.
The lamp filaments have resistance values of 20-10-30 and 40 ohms, respectively, and the generator
is supplying an E.M.F. of 200

volts.
To calculate the current

through this circuit, first
determine the total resistance

of the circuit by adding
together the various resistances included in it, which
amounts to 20 + 10 + 30 + 40
=

100 ohms.

This circuit
therefore equivalent to a
100 -ohm resistor connected
across the generator teris

minals.

Now, use Ohm's Law in the

R; and since E = 200
volts and R = 100 ohms, we
form I =

=I

E
200
have, I
or 100 = 2 amperes.
This 2 amperes of current flows

through every portion of the
circuit.

Flo. II
PROBLEM;
IN

To CALCULATE CURRENT
SERIES CIRCUIT

LESSON NO.
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Having determined the
current, the next step is to
ascertain the voltage drop
across the individual resisTo simplify this, the
tors.
same circuit is again shown
in Fig. 12 in diagram form,
each resistance being represented by a symbol.
Since the current through
each of these resistances is
2

amperes, the volt drop

across the 20 -ohm resistor is:
E = I x R, or 2 x 20 = 40 volts.
The drop across the 10 -ohm
E = I x R. or
resistor is:
2 x 10 = 20 volts.
The drop

across the 30 -ohm resistor
E = I x R, or 2 x 30 = 60

is:

volts; and the drop across

40 -ohm resistor is:

the

E=

I

x

R,

or

2 x

40 = 80

DIAGRAM

OF

FIG. 12
SERIES CIRCUIT
THE

volts.
By adding together these individual voltage drops, we obtain 40 +
20 + 60 + 80, or 200 volts; which, you will note, is equal to the voltage
produced by the generator.

PARALLEL CIRCUITS
In Fig. 13, we have a parallel electrical circuit. The three
appliances comprising a bell, lamp and heater, are all connected separately
across the two main circuit wires to which an E.M.F. of 30 volts is
In
applied. We call the bell, lamp and heater circuits branch circuits.
a circuit such as this, each of the branch circuits is independent of
all the others.
The voltage impressed across each branch will be practically the same; that is, 30 volts.
A

parallel electrical

can be compared to the
parallel hydraulic system illustrated in Fig. 14, where
c ircuit

three pipes with diameters
of 1", 2" and 4", respectively,
are all connected in parallel
across the two main feeder
pipes which serve to distribute the water through the

system.

FIG. 13
PARALLEL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
ERA -

I

1

Each of these parallel connected pipes has its individual valve, so that the
flow of water through it can
Now, it is
be controlled.
clear that practically the
same pump pressure is exerted
across each of the pipes;
but if the valves are all
opened, the current through
the various pipes will be un -

PAGE
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That

equal.

the
T

Water -

4"

pump
_o

I"

?"

°
É

is,

even though

pressure on the three

pipes be the same, the resistare of each pipe will control
the quantity of water flowing
through it; and, since the
of the pipes in
Fig. 14 dtffer, the pipe of
largest diameter will have the
least resistance --- and the

)(diameters

o

-

pipe of smallest diameter,

S

SI

I

-

the greatest resistance. Therefore, the larger pipe will pass

the most water; the mediumsized pipe will pass a little
less water; and the smallest

pipe will pass the least.

The same condition
exists in parallel electrical circuits; for here, too,
the voltage or electromotive
force is practically the same across each of the parallel branches, and
the current through any one of the branches is governed by the resistance
of that particular branch.
This is made a little clearer by considering
the voltage and current distribution in the circuit of Fig. 13; which
is again shown in Fig. 15, in diagram form.
Upon studying Fig. 15 very carefully, you will see that the same
E.M.F. (30 volts) is impressed across each of the parallel branches or
resistances. The current through each of these resistances can be calculated by using Ohm's Law in the form:
I = R.
To determine the current
through the resistance of 30 ohms, substitute the value of 30 ohms for
FIG. 14
PARALLEL WATER CIRCUIT

"R" and 30 volts for "E",

thus:
I = 22 = 1 ampere of current flowing
30
through the 30 -ohm resistance.
To determine the current through the 6 -ohm resistor, use the same
formula, but "R" will now be 6 ohms and "E" will be 30 volts. Hence,
30
I =
= 5 amperes.

Finally, to calculate
the current through the 5 -ohm

resistance, we substitute
the value of 5 for "R" and
30 for "E", and thus obtain
35 = 6 amperes.
I =

The total current, as
supplied by the battery, will
then be equal to the sum of
the currents through each of
the branch circuits.
That is,
the total current in the circuit of Figs. 13 and 15 will
be 1 + 5 + 6, or 12 amperes,
as indicated by the ammeter in
Fig. 15 which is located at a
point where all of the current
supplied to the entire circuit

must flow through it.

FIG.

15

DIAGRAM OF pie PARALLEL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

LESSON NO.
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HOW MORE PARALLEL CIRCUITS
AFFECT TOTAL RESISTANCE
In Fig. 16, we again have
our circuit of Fig. 15; but, in
addition, another 5 -ohm resistor has been connected in
parallel with the other three
resistors. By applying Ohm's
Law with this additional 5 -ohm
resistance in the circuit, we
find that this resistor will
permit another 6 amperes of
current to flow through it
(I

=

R

or 11 = 6 amperes).

Since you have already
found that the other three
resistors draw a total current
of 12 amperes from the battery,

FIG. 16

the additional resistance

ADDING

ANOTHER PATH

in Fig. 16 will cause 6 amps
to be added so that the total current

becomes 12 plus 6, or 18 amps.
This shows that the greater the number of resistors we connect in parallel, the less will be the total resistance of the circuit; and the total
The total resiscurrent flowing in the circuit will increase accordingly.
tance in this parallel circuit can also be calculated by applying Ohm's Law
in the

form R = E, where "E" is the applied voltage across the entire

circuit, and "I" the total current.

Hence, R

=21

=

1.66 ohms.

Notice that the total resistance of a parallel circuit is even less
than the smallest resistance value contained in any of the branches.

CALCULATING THE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF PARALLEL CIRCUITS
Your next step is to learn how to determine the total resistance
of a parallel resistance combination when only the individual resistance

values are known.
The most simple parallel
resistance combination is illustrated in Fig. 17, where the
20 -ohm resistances, RI and RZ,
are connected in parallel. The
two resistance values here used
are equal, in which case the

total resistance of the
parallel combination becomes
one-half that of each individual resistance. That is to
say, in Fig. 17, the total
resistance of this circuit is
1/2 of 20 ohms, or 10 ohms.

Should the resistance
combination comprise three
resistances of equal value,
connected
FIG. 17
PARALLEL RESISTANCE CALCULATION
ERA -I

I

in,

parallel, the total

resistance of the circuit is
reduced to 1/3 that of either

PAGE
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resistance.
In other words, if three 9 -ohm resistances are connected
in parallel, the total resistance of the combination will be 1/3 of
9, or 3 ohms, etc., for any number of paralleled resistors.
It is to
be remembered, however, that this relation applies only when the parallel resistances are all equal in value.
TWO PARATJ.EL RESISTANCES OF UNEQUAL VALUE
In Fig. 18, resistances of unequal value, RI and R 2, are connected
In such a combination, the total resistance of the circuit
is equal to the product of the two resistances divided by their sum.
in parallel.

Expressed as a formula, this becomes:
R -

R2, where R is the total resistance, and R1 and R 2 are the
R1i +
individual resistance values.
To illustrate the solution

of a problem of this kind, let
us consider the circuit illustrated in Fig. 18. Here, the

individual resistance values
10 and 15 ohms, respectively. To find the
total resistance of this
circuit, we proceed as follows:

are

RI
6

x RZ

ohms

(the

10 x 15

150

total circuit

resistance).
CALCULATING TOTAL RESISTANCE
OF PARALLEL CIRCUITS CONTAINING
MORE

FIG.

MAN

TWD UNLIKE RESLBTANCES

18

UNEQUAL RESISTANCES CONNE C TED
IN PARALLEL

When determining the
total resistance of a par-

allel circuit containing

more than two unlike resistances, separate the resistances into pairs
and then solve for each pair individually, applying the laws pertaining
to two unlike resistances in parallel.
Although a circuit may appear
to be complicated at first glance, a moment spent in careful thought
will enable you to "break down' an apparently complex circuit into groups
of simple individual problems that can be solved step by step with ease.
Let us proceed by applying these principles to the circuit illustrated
at (A) of Fig. 19, where the three resistors R1, R1 and R3 are connected
in parallel.

To calculate the total or combined resistance of this circuit, first
determine the resistance of R1 and R2, combined; temporarily disregarding the existence of R3 --- as shown at (B) of Fig. 19.

Then, since R =

RR

1

R

+ RZZ

15 x 10

,

-15+10-

we have:

150 =
6 ohms.
25
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We can now replace
resistors R1 and RL of circuit (B) with a single resistor, having a value of
6 ohms; and which is con-

IA

nected in parallel with

R3.

So as to be able to
apply our formula for parallel -connected resistors
of unequal value to the
circuit of Fig. 19-C, we
can consider the combination value of R1 and Ra
as a new R1 resistor, and
R3 as a new Rz value --as has also been done in
Fig. 19-C.

De ermine combined
resistance of Rand R1

,

r

>
Oi

OMB

EM.

(1'4

Then, again applying
x

R=,

R,
the formula R
R1 + RI
where R1, now has a value

Determine conbined
resistance of new RI ,and R2.

and R 1 12 ohms;
the total resistance of the
6 x 12
circuit becomes, R _
+ 12
of 6 ohms,

_

=

4

of Fig.

ohms.
19.)

(See "D"

SERIES -PARALLEL
RESISTANCE COMBINATIONS
In

illustration

(A)

20, we have a cirthat is a combination

of Fig.

cuit

series and parallel connected resistors. We
of

OMB

Tota resistance
of circuit 4ohms,`

can very easily determine
the total resistance of this

circuit in the following
manner:
Step No. 1: Calculate the
combined resistance of R3
and R4, thus:
R3 x R,,;

10 x 15
10

15

FIG.
"BREAKING DOWN"

10

= 6 ohms

.

A

19

PARALLEL RESISTANCE CIRCUIT

Eliminate resistors

R 3

and

6 -ohm resistance
(Notice that we have labeled this

R4 from+circuit Fig. +20-A and connectan equivalent
in their place as at
6 -ohm resistance

(B)

"R,".)

Step No.
R = 6 + 6

2:

of Fig. 20.

Calculate the combined resistance of Rz and Ra, thus:

- Í2 -

3

ohms.

Now consider the 3 -ohm resistance

(R`)' to

be

equivalent to the parallel combination comprising Rzi R3 and R. --- arid
that R` is connected in series with the 2 -ohm resistor R1 as illustrated
by Fig. 20-C.

PAGE 12
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Step No. 3: Since the two
resistors in Fig. 20-C are
connected in series, their
total resistance is 2 plus 3,
or 5 ohms. Therefore, the total
effective resistance of the
circuit appearing at (A) of
Fig. 20 has worked out to be
5 ohms (represented by Re at
"D" of Fig. 20).
Now, let us analyze this
circuit further by determining
the total current flow through
it, and also the distribution of
current throughout the various
branches of the circuit.

Obviously, since we know
the total resistance of the
circuit to be 5 ohms and the
applied E.M.F. as being 50
volts (see "A" of Fig. 21),
the total current can be found
by applying Ohm+s Law in the

form

=

I

R.

Substituting

values in this formula, we
have,

= 55,

I

or 10 amperes.

By inspection, it will be
apparent that all of this cursrent (10 amps.) must flow through
resistance R1 in Fig. 20-A.
Since the 5 -ohm resistance in
Fig. 21-A is composed of the 2 ohm resistance R1 connected in
series with the 3 -ohm parallel
combination comprising R2, R3
and R4 (Rb in Fig. 21-B)
we
note that the voltage drop across R,is:
10 x 2
,

E=IxR=

20 volts.

Therefore, the voltage drop across Rb is 50 minus
20 or 30 volts, as also shown
in Fig. 21-B.
This means that
30 volts will be effective across Re, R3 and R4 as shown at
(C) of Fig. 21.

FIG. 20
RESISTANCE ANALYSIS OF SERIES PARALLEL CIRCIIT

By knowing the values of the individual resistors Rz, R3 and R4i
parallel branches, in

we can determine the current through each of these
the following manner:
1.

Current through resistance R2:

I

=

2.

Current through resistance R3:

I

=

3.

Current through resistance R4:

I

=

R
E

= 5 amperes.

=
41

30

amperes.
= 10 = 3

E
30
= 2 amperes.
R =

LESSON NO.
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This distribution of
current through the various
parallel branches is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 21-D.
Observe further how these
individual currents add up
to the total current through
the circuit; which current all
flows through the series resis-

5 amperes
(Note:
tor R
+ 3 amperes + 2 amperes =
10 amperes.)
I

Voltage drop:20

APPLICATION OF OHM'S LAW
WHEN CURRENT IS GIVEN
IN MILLIAMPERES

Voltage drop:30

Most problems encountered

in radio and electronics
involve current values that
are expressed in units of
milliamperes. In such cases,
it is necessary to change the
given milliampere value to the
equivalent value expressed in
amperes, before using it in
the standard Ohm's Law for-

mulas.
Since 1 milliampere is
equal to the one -thousandth
part of 1 ampere, we can express this relation mathematically, in the following way:
1 ma. _ .001 ampere
or 1 ampere = 1000 milliamperes

Notice in the above examples
that one -thousandth ampere can
be written arithmetically as

the fraction,

1000

ampere;

or in the form of the decimal
number, .001 ampere. Also
observe that the term "am pére`I
is abbreviated to "amp.";

FIG. 21
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT ANALYSIS OF
SERIES -PARALLEL CIRCUIT

and the term "milliampere",
to "ma."
From the explanation just given, you will realize that in order to
change any given value in amperes to its equivalent value in milliamperes, it is only necessary to move the decimal point (the period) three
places towards the right. This is illustrated by the following examples:
.1

ampere = ,100. or simply 100 ma.
or simply

50 ma.

.002 ampere = .O 02. or simply

2 ma.

.05 ampere =

ERA -I

I

:0 50.
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.018 ampere =

.018. or simply

18 ma.

L

.253 ampere =

253

:,2

or simply 253 ma.

By applying the same reasoning, we can change any given value of
current expressed in milliamperes to its equivalent value in amperes
by moving the decimal point three places toward the left.
The following examples illustrate this:
150 ma. _
25 ma.

.150. ampere,

=025í

2 ma. =

100 ma. =

.002

or

.15 ampere.

ampere, or .025 ampere.
ampere, or

.002 ampere.

100. ampere, or

.1

ampere.

RESISTANCE PROBLEM
To illustrate the application of the information just given, let us consider the problem
presented in Fig. 22. Here, an
E.M.F. of 90 volts is causing a
current of 15 ma. to flow through
a resistance of unknown value. To
calculate the value of this rests
t arce, we use the same basic formula, R = E, but we must first

change the current value of 15 ma
to .015 ampere. We can then substitute values in the formula,
thus:
FIG. 22
To CALCULATE RESISTANCE

PROBLEM:

R =

.905

- 6,000 ohms.

(ens.)

You can avoid working with decimal numbers in problems
of this kind
by using the formula:
ohms = volts x

1,000
milliamperes

The same problem can then
be solved as follows:

115

ohms = 90 x 1,000

90,000

-

6,000 ohms

answer).

Notice that the same
answer is obtained by employing either method, but that
it is not necessary to change
milliamperes to amperes when
using the latter formula.
VOLTAGE

PROBLEM

To determine the voltage

applied across the circuit
illustrated in Fig. 23, we

PROBLEM:

FIG. 23
To CALCJLATE VOLTAGE

LESSON NO.
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change the given current value of 20 ma. to its equivalent of.02 ampere
and substitute values in cur formula E = I x R, thus: E = .02 x 10,000 =
200 volts (answer).
To avoid the handling of decimal numbers in problems of this type,
you can proceed as follows:

milliamperes
1,000

volts

20

x

x

ohms

10000

1,000

200,000
1,000

-

= 200 volts

CURRENT

(answer).

PROBLEM

To determine the current
flow through the circuit in
Fig. 24, substitute the given
values in the formula I =

R

,

thus:

100

I

- 5,000
=

.02

ampere, or
millianperes

Here again,

20
(ans.)

you have

at your disposal a formula
to avoid the use of decimals.
The formula is:

PROBLEM:

FIG. 24
To CALCULATE CURRENT

volts x 1,000
ohms

milliamperes

-

100 x 1,000
5,000

100,000
5,000
= 20 milliamperes

(answer).

TYPICAL RADIO PROBLEMS INVOLVING OHM'S LAW
Having learned the basic Ohm's Law formulas, and the method of using
them in connection with electrical circuits in general, let us now see
how they apply to radio circuits in particular.

SERIES CIRCUIT PROBLEM
As our first example, let us consider the circuit shown in Fig.
where the filaments of five radio tubes are connected in series,
and operated from a 110 -volt lighting circuit.
Conditions are such
that a current of .3 ampere must flow through the filaments of all five
25,

of these tubes in order to heat them to the temperature required for pro ERA

-II
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per operation.
The tube
manufacturer specifies that
25 volts be applied across the
filaments of tubes No. 1 and
2, and 6 volts across the
filaments of tubes No. 3, 4
and 5.

Each of these voltages
may be considered as a voltage
drop across the filament (resistance) of the tube in question.

Therefore, the total voltage
drop introduced in this series
circuit by the five tube fila-

25+25+6+6+6

ments is
or 68 volts.
Nov,
FIG. 25
TO CALCULATE VALUE OF "R"

since only 68 volts

required across all five
PROBLEM:
tube filaments, as shown in
Fig. 26, it is logical that
we cannot place this "string" of series -connected filaments
directly
across the 110 volt line. To do so, would result in nearly twice the
is

required voltage being applied across the group --- which condition
would
burn them out.
(R)

To avoid such an occurrence, we connect an additional
resistance

in the circuit to reduce the voltage from 110 to
68 volts.

In other
words, this series resistor must produce an additional voltage
drop
of 110 minus 68 or 42 volts, as indicated in Fig. 26.
The question is,
"What value of resistor should be used for this
purpose?"

Since .3 ampere will flow through this resistor, and a drop of 42
volts is to be developed across it, we determine its
value thus:
R =
= 42 = 140 ohms.

a

Therefore, by placing
140 -ohm resistor in the

circuit
26, all
will be
various

25V.

as indicated in Fig.

required conditions
fulfilled, and the
circuit values will

The different tube

a value of 83.3 ohms.
E
25
R =
_
= 83.3

20 ohms.)

6V 6V

1

1

I

R

I

I

L_42 V -I

1
1

1

L

110V.
1

(Note:

ohms.)

The other tube filaments
each have a resistance of
E
20 ohms.
(Note:
R =
=

6V

140-n-

be as presented In the diagram.

filaments can be considered
as individual resistances,
in which case those of tubes
No. 1 and 2 would each have

25V.

The com-

plete circuit can therefore also be illustrated as

Amperes

FIG. 26
VOLTAGE D ISTRIBUTION IN SERIES
FILAMENT CIRCUIT
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in Fig. 27, where each of the
tube filaments is represented

by an equivalent resistance.

140s1
PARATJ L

83.3n. 83.3/1

CIRCUIT PRGBIEM
42v

In Fig. 28, three tubes,
each requiring a filament
supply of 2 volts, are con-

nected in parallel. The
filaments of tubes No. 1

110

25y

25v.

2011.

2011

6V.

45Y-

2011

V.

and 2 are designed to pass
.06 ampere; whereas :hat
of tube No. 3 is designed
The
to pass .12 ampere.
current distribution through
this circuit will therefore
be as diagrammed in Fig. 29.
Notice in Fig. 29, how the
total current through the
circuit adds up to .06 +
.06 + .12, or .24 ampere.

Amperes

FIG. 27
THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Now, let us suppose that it becomes

necessary to connect this group of
To
tubes across a source of 4 volts.
avoid burning out the tubes, we connect
an additional resistance in the circuit to bring about a voltage drop
of 2 volts, so that only 2 of the original 4 volts will be available for
Fig. 30 shows how this
the tubes.
is

done.

FIG. 28
PARALLEL FILAMENT CIRCUIT

Since the series resistor
located in that part
of the circuit through which
the total current of .24 ampere
flows, its value must be 8.33
(R)

is

ohms.

(Note:

R =

E

lu

Iv

a

2

E

Q

8.33 ohms.)

In Fig. 31, three resistors
are connected in series across
an E.M.F. of 250 volts; and
terminals are supplied at points
A, B and C. Such an arrangement
constitutes what is known as a
"voltage Divider".

FIG. 29
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
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Let us analyze this circuit and
see what actually takes place. Our
first step is to calculate the total
resistance of the circuit, and the
current flow through it. To do this,
we proceed as follows:
Total resistance = 5,000 + 25,000 + 20,000
= 50,000 ohms.

The current flow can now be calcu-

lated by applying Ohmts Law, thus:
_

E
250
.005 ampere;
R - 50,000 -

or, milliamperes -

250.x 1,000 =
50,O0b

Problem:

E = I x R = .005 x 5,000 = 25 volts (Note that
milliamperes must be changed to amperes before
applying the formula.)

Or,

Problem:

Procedure:

volts

milliamperes
1,000
5 x 5,000
1,000

E =

I

Or,

volts

x R =

= milliamperes x ohms

1,000

Procedure:

ohms

.005 x 25,000 = 125 volts

1,

Problem:

x

Find the voltage drop across the 25,000, ohm resistor.

000

= 5 x 25,000

3.

5 ma.

following manner:
Find the voltage drop across the 5,000 ohm resistor.

Procedure:

2.

volts x 1,000
ohms

From what you have already learned,
you will realize that a voltage drop appears across each of the resistors in this
system.
The presence of these voltage
drops is clearly illustrated in Fig. 32 -values of which are determined in the

FIG. 30
APPLICATION OF VOLTAGE DROPPING RESISTOR
1.

or 5 me;

- 125 volts

Find the voltage drop across the 20,000 ohm resistor.
E = I x R =

,005 x 20,000 = 100 volts

milliamperes x ohms
1,000
5 x 20,009
1,000

-

100 volts

Observe that the sum of these individual voltage drops

is equal

to the voltage supplied by the source of E.M.F. (25 + 125 + 100 . 250);
and that this 250 volts is available between terninal A and ground,

LESSON NO.
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as indicated by the value +250 which
is noted alongside of terminal A.
Observe, also, that ground serves as

the negative side of this circuit,
and, that all points along the string
of resistors are therefore at a positive potential with respect to ground
(B-)
.

Now, since 25 volts is lost between
terminals A and B because of the 5,000
ohm resistor, it stands to reason that
only 250 minus 25, or 225 volts, will
exist between terminal B and ground.

Similarly, the drop of 125 volts
across the 25,000 ohm resistor will
cause the voltage between terminal C
and ground to be 125 volts less than
that between terminal B and ground.
Thus, the voltage between terminal
C and ground is 225 minus 125 or 100

FIG. 31
VOLTAGE DIVIDER

volts.

Later in the course, you will learn how such voltage dividers are
used extensively in radio receivers, amplifiers and other electronic
equipment to provide different circuits thereof with various voltage
values obtained from a given, centralized voltage source.

---

THE WATT

UNIT OF ELECTRIC POWER

The "Watt" is the unit of electric power, and represents the work
done by a current flow of one ampere being forced along by an electric
pressure of one volt. To find the number of watts in a circuit, it is
only necessary to multiply the number of amperes flowing through the
circuit by the number of volts impressed across it. This relation between
watts, amperes and vol:s is known as "Watt's Law"; usually written in
the form W = E x I, where W stands for watts,E for volts and I for amperes.
Thus, if a current of 3 amperes
A

+250

`

5,000n

2T5

V.

flows through a resistance across
which 80 volts is impressed, the
electric power required to accomplish this is determined in the
following manner:

e

.+22s
250

V.

25,000

/25

n

-

C
t}

- -->

i

+/0o

/oJ V

20,00041

"-10-

V

I.

raze.

FIG. 32
ANALYSIS OF VOLTAGE DIVIDER
ERA

-

I

1

W = E

x I = 80 x 3 = 240, or 240 watts.

It is this electric power (watts
or wattage, as it is sometimes called)
that produces the heating effect in a

circuit.
For this reason, radio
resistors and other parts must be
designed to handle the wattage normally encountered in operation, without attaining a temperature that will
damage them.
For the present, this is all
that you need to know about watts.
Later in the course, you will re -
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ceive more detailed and advanced instruction on this subject. We will
also discuss Ohm's Law further, as the circuits encountered require
this to be done.

Our chief aim at this. time, is to teach you the very essentials
of "breaking -down" and analyzing circuits from the standpoint of voltage and current d istribution, on which to base your later studies.

***a*-«****+r****
*************
***********
*********
*******
*****
***
*

uccessful life must have Aim and Purpose.
are without aim, we are without hope
of accomplishing anything worthwhile. On the
other hand, if we do have a set purpose and the
courage and backbone to achieve it, we are bound
to succeed.
When we

On our pathway we meet discouragement,
obstacles, even temporary failure, but we must
not lose hope. We must have strength of character,
and the determination to follow our aim consistently and courageously.

Let us remember that Aimlessness spells
Hopelessness, and that Purpose spells Accomplishment.
J. A.

ROSENKRANZ
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In the various fundamental vacuum tube circuits which were brought
to your attention thus far in the course, batteries were employed to
furnish the necessary electrical power to operate them. However, the

greater number of today's home -radios obtain their operating power
from the 110 volt a -c lighting circuit. The electronic apparatus that
makes this possible is called the power supply system, or power supply
unit --- and more often, the "power supply".
The importance of the power supply system is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where a block diagram of a complete a -c receiver is shown. You will note
that the radio frequency amplifier, detector, audio frequency amplifier,
and the loudspeaker are all dependent upon the power supply for their
operation. If the power supply unit should become defective or inoperative, none of the other sections of the receiver can possibly function

I

s t.RF

Amp.

Power Supply
FIG.
RECEIVER ARE DEPENDENT ON THE POWER SUPPLY
I

ALL SECTIONS OF
ERA -I2

THE

PAGE 2
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in a normal manner --any more than an automo-

Power
Trcnsfr.

Rectifier

Filter
Hígh

6+

Med, B+

Low B+

Low VoltageAC
To A -C

Supply

Volt oge divider

B

-

bile in good mechanical
condition could run without

gasoline reaching

the

carburetor. It is logical,
therefore, that we discuss
the power supply circuits

before beginning our intensive study of the other
receiver sections mentioned
in Fig. 1.

SECTIONS OF THE POWER
SUPPLY SYSTEM

FIG. 2
SECTIONS OF THE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

Like other radionic
or electronic equipment,
the power supply system of an a -c receiver may be divided into
basic
sections, so that each section may be analyzed and explained separately.
This has been done in Fig. 2, where the relation between the
various
sections is illustrated in block form. You will observe that they

comprise:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

power transformer.
rectifier.
filter circuit.
voltage divider.

These will now be des-

cribed in the order named.

THE POWER TRANSFORMER
The power transformer
conventional iron -core
transformer, having a single
primary and several secondary windings. Transformers
is

1111C0Z1Vives

a

of this type appear in Fig.

3,

while the symbol for such
a transformer is shown in
Fig.

4.

Two of the secondary
windings on this transformer
contain fewer turns of wire
than are employed on the
primary winding, and thus
provide a step-down in voltage.

These two secondaries are
therefore logically called

"low -voltage secondaries".
They supply the low -voltage
alternating current which
is required by the heater
circuits of the tubes, the
dial lights, and other parts
of
the
receiver which
operate on low -voltage a -c.

FIG.

3

POWER TRANSFORMERS OF
VARIOUS DESIGNS

LESSON NO.
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One of the power transformer's

secondary windings contains many
more turns than does the primary,
and therefore provides a step-up
in voltage.
We call this the
"high -voltage secondary" to distinguish it from the other two secondaries.
By means of this high voltage secondary, the 110 volts
delivered to the primary by the
power line is stepped -up to sev-

eral hundred volts, after which
it is converted to direct current and applied to the plate,
screen grid, and other high -voltage
circuits of the receiver, as will
be explained later.

Usually, one of the low voltage windings supplies 5 volts,
and the other 2.5 volts or 6.3
volts.
The high -voltage winding
generally supplies from 350

to

400 volts.
However, the number
of secondary windings used --and their voltage rating --- varies
on different transformers designed
for specific applications.

FIG.

4

POWER TRANSFORMER

SYMBOL

THE RECTIFIER
The rectifier section of a power supply system converts the a -c
output of the transformer's high -voltage secondary winding into pulsating direct current. As all power supply rectifiers used in presentday a -c radios are of the vacuum tube type, we will, at this
time,
confine our discussion to vacuum tube rectifiers.
Two distinct types of rectification are used in radio receiver
power supply systems. One of these is known as half -wave rectification;
the other, as full -wave rectification.
As each of these types'of rectification possesses certain characteristics that are different from those
of the other, we will discuss them separately.

HALF -WAVE RECTIFICATION
Half -wave rectification

is simpler, lower in cost,and requires
than does full -wave rectification.
Offsetting these virtues Ls the fact that the direct current delivered
by a half -wave rectifier requires more filtering before being
suitable
for use in the receiver; and receivers using this form of
rectification
seldom provide the hum -free reception obtainable by the use of full wave rectification.
However, half -wave rectification is employed in
many of the cheaper receivers.

a smaller power transformer

APPLICATION OF HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER TUBE
In Fig. 5(A), you are shown a multi -secondary
transformer, the high voltage secondary winding of which is connected across a load
resistor R..
You will note that an a -c voltage is being applied to the primary
winding.
An alternating current of higher emf. is induced into the
high -voltage
secondary, and flows through the load resistor,as pictured by
the curve
appearing to the right of this resistor in Fig. 5(A).
ERA

-12
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5(B),

In Fig.

--A-C emf. induced into
all secondary w in -

dings.

it

applied

been

placed in series with
t he high -voltage secondary winding and the
load.
The 5 -volt seis connected
c ondary
across the filament of
the tube, thus heating
it.
The diode permits
current to flow through

Load

A -C emf.

a diode

(two -element tube) has

from the heated fila-

(Alternating curment to the plate whenrent flows through ever a positive voltage
load
is applied to the plate,

to primary.

but never when a negative
potential is applied

A -C emf. induced

Into secondary windings.
Tube

resistor in one direction.
is illustrated in
the graph at the right,
which shows that a pul current
s at in
through the
now

This

n nn
Pulsating current flows
through load.

applied
to primary
A -C emf.

to the plate. Current
can therefore only tray el
through the load

direct

flows

load circuit.

Observe,

that for each complete cycle (two alternations) of a -c emf incuced in the secondary
also,

.

winding,

FIG. 5

one pulsation

of current flows through

the load resistor.

HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

OPERATION OF HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER
A step-by-step analysis of the operation of a half -wave rectifier
in Fig. 6.

is shown

An a -c emf. is being applied to the primary winding. At (A),the
polarity of the emf.which is being induced into the high-voltage secondary is such that the plate of the rectifier is positive. As electo the positively
trons will flow freely from the heated filament
charged plate, a surge of current passes through the tube, high -voltage secondary winding, and the load resistor --- all of which aré
connected in series to complete the circuit. This current pulsation
is shown on the graph of the output current at the extreme right.
At Fig. 6(B), the polarity of
duced in the high -voltage winding
As
the rectifier is now negative.
plate to pass to the filament, no
fier's load circuit at this time.

voltage and the emf. inhas changed so that the plate of
no electrons will leave the cold
current flows through the recti-

the line

In Fig. 6(C), the induced emf. has again undergone a reversal of
Therepolarity, the plate of the rectifier being positive once more.
fore, another surge of current flows through the tube, as shown on the
output graph.
Thus, you can see that whenever the induced emf. causes the plate
of the rectifier tube to be positive, a surge of current flows through
the circuit in which is incorporated the transformer's high -voltage se-

D. I2
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condary, rectifier and
load. When the induced
e mf. makes the plate
of the rectifier tube
negative, the current
flow through this circuit becomes zero.
A

clear comparison

between the sine wave of
the induced high -voltage
emf. and the rectified

output current is shown
in Fig. 7, where you
w ill observe that one
pulsation of direct cur ent is produced for
e very two alternations
of a -c emf. induced in
the high -voltage winding.

As most power

transformers

are operated on an a -c emf.
o f 60 cps, there will
be 60 pulsations of direct
current per second in

n~Positive alternation of induced EMF.

Current pulsation through R
To
a -c
I

fe
Negative alternation of induced

v

EMF.
No current

through R,
To
a -c

line

_;-'

the output circuit.

APositive alternation

FULL -WAVE
RECTIFICATION
The full -wave rectifier differs from the halfwave rectifier in that
for each complete cycle

of in-

duced EMF.

Current pulsation through R.

To

a -c

line'

(two alternations) of a -c
emf. induced in the high -

voltage secondary, two com-

plete

pulsations of

direct

urrent appear in the
output circuit. That
is, instead of a 60 cps
c

ANALYSIS

OF

FIG. 6
HALF -WAVE RECTIFICATION

induced emf. providing 60 pulsations of direct current per second, 120
pulsations of direct current will appear in the output of the rectifier.
This results in a much smoother rectified current which requires less
A -C emf. applied to plate of rectifier

filtering

circuits
er.

characteristic
slight additional cost,
and the increased size
of the transformer necessary to secure this
form of rectification,
are more than offset by
the improved performance
and greater efficiency
of the receiver.
is

FIG. 7

COMPARISON BETWEEN A -C INPUT VOLTAGE AND
RECTIFIED OUTPUT CURRENT
ERA -I 2

before it is
vacuum tube
of the receiv-

fed to the

so

This

important that the
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FULL -WAVE RECTIFIES TUBES
In modern radio receivers,

full -wave rectification is
secured by means of a duo diode tube.
The duo -diode
tube consists of an evacuated
envelope which contains two
separate plates; and either
a filament that serves as a
cathode for both plates, --or two separate, indirectly heated cathodes (one for each
plate).

In Fig. 8(A), you are
shown the symbol of a filaFIG. 8

SYMBOLS OF RECTIFIER TUBES

ment type duo -diode.

In

this tube, the single fila-

ment supplies electrons
for both plates; that is, electrons which are emitted from the filament will be attracted to whichever plate is positively charged at
the time.
Fig.

8(B) shows the symbol of a duo -diode having two "separately -

heated" cathodes;
one for each plate.
You will note that the two
cathodes are indirectly heated by current flowing through the heater
(filament) of the tube.
Electron flow will then take place between
that cathode which is at the time negative with respect to its corresponding positively -charged plate.
THE CENTER -TAPPED, HIGH -VOLTAGE WINDING
Power transformers designed for use in full -wave rectifier circuits
are equipped with a center -tapped high -voltage secondary winding.
"Center tapped" secondaries are so named because a lead is brought out from their
electrical and physical center at the time of manufacture.
The turns ratio is such that double the final desired a -c emf. will be developed
across the extreme ends of the high -voltage winding. Measured from
the center -tap (c.t.) to either end
of this winding, the voltage will be
equal to the desired emf.
This is shown
in Fig. 9, where it is desired that 350
Low-voltge
volts be applied to each half of the
winding

full -wave rectifier tube with which
this transformer is to be used. Therefore,
a total of 700 volts must be developed
across the entire high-voltage winding;

or 350 volts
center tap.

Primary

350

on either side of the

FULL -WAVE RECTIFICATION USING
FILAMENT -TYPE DUO -DIODE
In Fig. 10, you are shown a full wave rectifier circuit in which a duo -

diode and center -tapped high -voltage
secondary are employed. You will note
that the tube being used here has a
filament -type cathode, which is common
to, or serves, both plates.

r
7oo

v.

Low

-volt'''
windin'

FIG. 9
POWER TRANSFORMER WITH CENTER -TAPPED
HIGH -VOLTAGE WINDING

PAGE 7
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The two -section
drawing in Fig. 11 shows
the action of this circuit. When the a -c emf.
induced in the high -

voltage secondary is of
such polarity that plate 1

of the tube is positive
and plate 2, negative,
current will move through
the circuit from the
center tap, through the

ldad to the filament;
and then in the form
of a stream of electrons
to plate 1, from whence
it returns to the high voltage secondary winding of the transformer.
This current flow is indicated by arrows at (A)
of Fig. 11.

FIG.

Positive alternation of a -c emf. in-

n
i

:4

duced

in high -vol.

tage secondary.

P-2

c

+

Negative alt
nation of a -c

n-n

R

emf. applied
to primary.

Pulsation of
current
through

.

load.
Negative alternation of a -c emf. induced in secondary.
P.- I

+
0

Positive alternation of a -c
emf.

1Pul-tin

applied

4.3

of current
through

load.
FIG.
ANALYSIS OF FULL -WAVE RECTIFICATION
I

I

When the polarity of
the induced a -c emf. is
such that, plate 2 of the
tube is positive and plate
1 negative (as at "B" of
Fig. 11), current will
move through the circuit
from the center tap of
the transformer's high voltage secondary, through
the load to the filament;
and then in the form of
a stream of electrons to
plate 2. From plate 2, it
returns to the high-vol-

tage winding.

Thus, for each
alternation of induced
a -c emf . in the high voltage secondary winding

(reglardless of its direction), there will be a surge
of current in the output
circuit of the rectifier.
Or, each complete cycle
of induced a -c emf. will
produce two surges of

direct current in the

R

to primary.

ERA -12

10

FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

output

circuit. Notice

further that the center
tap of the high -voltage
transformer is always
negative with respect
to the load resistor R,
while the filament or cathode is pcsitive with re-

spect to this resistor.

PRACTICAL RADIO
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FULL -WAVE RECTIFICATION USING
SEPARATE CATHODE DUO -DIODE
In Fig. 12, you are shown
the same fundamental full -wave
in
rectifier circuit as appears
Fig.

10, with the

exception that a

duo -diode having two separate
indirectly -heated cathodes is now

being employed in place of the
single, filament -type cathode.
You will note that the two cathodes
are connected together, and that
the functioning of the tube in
terms of electronic action is
exactly the same as the one presented
in Fig. 11.
That is, both cathodes
FIG. 12
APPLICATION OF TWIN -CATHODE RECTIFIER

emit electrons simultaneously,
which electrons are attracted
to whichever of the two plates
is positive at the time.

FULL -WAVE RECTIFICATION USING TWO DIODES:

Having been shown how full wave rectification is secured by the use of a duo -diode, you will readily
realize that the same results can be obtained by using two separate
diodes. A circuit which contains two diodes, connected to provide full wave rectification, is shown in Fig. 13.

Here, the filaments of the two tubes are connected in parallel
across the low -voltage secondary. The plate of tube No. 1 is connected
to one end of the high -voltage
secondary, and the plate of tube
No. 2 to the other end. Then,
when the plate of tube No. 2

O

Negative termina

I

is positive, current will
flow through this tube and the
load circuit in the direction
of the arrows in illustration

(A).
When plate No. 1 becomes
positive during the following alternation of the line
voltage's a -c cycle, current
flows through it and the load
circuit as indicated by the

arrows in illustration

Positive term ina

(B)

of Fig. 13.

CENTER -TAPPED,
LOW -VOLTAGE WINDINGS
The power supplies of
many receivers contain transformers that have one or more
center -tapped low voltage
windings, in addition to the

t

center -tapped high -voltage
The application of
such a transformer is shown
in Fig. 14.
You will note

winding.

FIG. 13
FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER USING
Two DIODES

PAGE
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that the center tap on the
low -voltage winding which
supplies filament current to
the rectifier tube is being
used as the positive side of the
rectifier output; whereas the

low -voltage secondary which
supplies current for the heaters
of the amplifier and detector
tubes in the receiver has its
center tap :onnected to ground,
The purpose of a
(the chassis).

center tap on low -voltage
is to reduce hum or
other objectionable noises that
might reach the signal circuits
of the receiver by way of the
power line.

windings

FILTER CIRCUITS

FIG. 14
CENTER -TAPPED LOw-VOLTAGE SECONDARIES
You have just been shown
how alternating current from
the power line is stepped up in voltage by the transformer, and then
As the plate
converted into pulsating direct current by the rectifier.
and screen grid circuits of the receiver, as well as the electrodynamic
speaker (if used), require a current which is very steady in value, or
pure d -c, it is'necessary to convert the pulsating current produced by
the rectifier into uniform direct current. This is done by the filter
circuit.
The filter circuit consists of a network of iron -core coils and
condensers, so arranged that this changing of pulsating current into
pure direct current is accomplished by the ability of the condensers
to store a charge of electricity, and the opposition offered by iron core coils to any change in the value of current (amperage) flowing
'through their windings.
In Fig. 15, you are shown a simple, though much used, filter circuit.
You will note that it is composed of two filter condensers, C-1 and C-2;
and the iron -core coil, L-1. The two terminals at the left of the diagram
are known as input terminals; and those at the right as the output
terminals. In the particular example shown, C-1 and C-2 each have values
L-1 has a value of 15 henries.
of 8 microfarads.

Fig. 16 illustrates
how this filter is connected
to the rectifier.

Pulsating current
from rectifier
enters here.+

/

nJL

I

15-14

Filtered

(d -cleaves
L-1

amid
c

"1-

o{

+

-I

FIG.

15

FILTER CIRCUIT
ERA

-I

2

here.

8mfa

T

ANALYSIS OF FILTER
CIRCUIT OPERATION

The operation of this
circuit can best be analyzed
by describing how the various
parts of the circuit (C-1,
C-2, L-1) affect the output
of the rectifier.
In Fig. 17(A), the circuit
connections are such that the
d -c current at the output

PAGE 10
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of the filter must flow through
resistor R. This resistor has

been connected to our demonstration circuit for the purpose
of providing a "load" or path

Output

of high resistance through
which current may flow,and is
equivalent to the actual load

-I

supplied by the plate and
screen circuits of the various

tubes which will eventually

7-a

be connected to the power

supply system. The current
that flows through the load
resistor is, of course, in
the form of d -c surges --following each other at the
rate of 120 pulsations per
FIG. 16
FILTER CONNECTED TO RECTIFIER
second.
Let us suppose that
a d -c voltmeter, connected
across the 50,000 ohm load resistor, indicates that 300 volts is being
applied to the load by the power supply unit. With 300 volts available
across 50,000 ohms of resistance, a current of 6 milliamperes will flow
through this resistance.
c -I

OF CONDENSER C-1:
In Fig. 17(B), condenser C-1 has been connected
to the output of the rectifier.
No other changes have,been made.
The
same d -c voltmeter, connected across the output, would now show us that
the voltage across the load resistor

EP'r'tCT

has increased from 300 volts to 350
volts. Since the voltage applied to
the load has been increased, the current through the load must also in-

So,000 n
Lood.

crease; so, instead of 6 milliamperes,
7 milliamperes will now pass through
the load. Thus, the effect of condenser C-1 in the circuit is to increase

the rectifier output voltage and current. The series of illustrations in
Figs. 17 and 18 show how this raising
of voltage and current is accomplished
by the condenser.
When the current and voltage of
any one pulsation in the rectifier out
put is building up from zero toward

peak amplitude, the condenser is being
charged as at (B) of Fig.l7. Then,when
the peak value of this current surge
is reached, the condenser has accumulated a charge whose voltage is equal
to the peak voltage of the rectifier
output. This action is illustrated by
the horizontal row of small graphs at
(A) and (B) of Fig. 18.
At the extreme left in row (A) of
Fig. 18, you are shown how the emf. in
duced in the high-voltage secondary
winding gradually increases. The graph
directly to the right of this one
shows how such an increase in the rectifier tube's plate voltage brings about a corresponding increase in rec-

The condenser charges

O

FIG. 17
HOw CONDENSER C -I AFFECTS FILTER

LESSON NO. 12
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tified current that starts to
flow through the rectifier circuit from point "X".
(Fig. 17.)
The graph at the extreme right
shows how the filter condenser
accepts a charge during this
time.
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In a similar manner, the
graphs in row (B) show plate
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voltage has attained its maximum
value.
It is to be noted that
the voltage across the condenser
and load resistor are both at

(
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+
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1

their peak value.

t
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Still cont;-

ro/too in tiro direction

anal

begins to decrease as shown
at the left of row (G) in

«4es

Creases tn ne,w-

[

Fig. 18, the flow of rectified
current also decreases; and the
condenser begins to discharge
through the load resistor as
illustrated at (C) of Fig. 17,
and also at the extreme right
of row (C) in Fig. 18.
This
discharge of the energy stored
by the condenser is then present
in the circuit containing R, in
addition to the declining cur-

Again completely charged

Voltage rescAr,

tisim un, ne,e.
re ralee

Begins to dischan,e

Partially discharged

rent from the rectifier. The
effect is to add to, or reinforce
the output current.

This b-^ings

about a considerable increase

in the effective valuesof
current and voltage, as the
condenser discharge fills
in the gaps between the pul-

FIG.
EFFECT

OF

CONDENSER C-1

18
ON

RECTIFIED OUTPUT

sations of rectified current;

and therefore the current and voltage at R never decline completely
to zero, as they would if the condenser were not included in the circuit.
All of this will become quite clear as you completely analyze
Fig. 18, in alphabetical order.

Maximum intensity

(crests)

The output current is illustrated
again, in greater detail, in Fig. 19.
Here, the heavy line shows the reduced
pulsation in the direct current flow

through the load resistor because

¡tensity diminishes a little.
Without a condenser,it would
diminish thus.
FIG. 19
CURRENT FLOM THRU LOAD

ZA-I2

of the condenser's action, while the
dotted lines show how the current in
the load circuit would vary between
maximum and zero if this condenser

were omitted from the filter. Current
of this type is often called "rippling
current", and the alternate rise and
fall of current above and below the
average value, is sometimes called an
"a -c ripple".
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ADDITION OF THE CHOKE

Positive side
of ° B supply.
L -I

111
+

C -I

Lood
Negative side of "B.supply.
FIG. 20
CHOKE ADDED TO FILTER

TO THE FILTER

In Fig. 20, you are shown the same

circuit as presented in Fig. 1(, with
the exception that a filter choke (L-1)
of about 15 henries inductance has been
added. You have previously learned that
a choke coil (inductor) will offer great
opposition to a varying current, and but
slight opposition to a steady or non varying current which is passing through
its winding.
Therefore, the choke will
tend to prevent any change in the varying current which flows in the circuit
shown in Fig. 20. This results in a more
steady current at the output of the filter,
with little or no variations or ripple in
it.
This is illustrated in Fig. 21.

The voltage across R has been reduced slightly by the addition of
the choke, due to the voltage drop across it, and which must be sub tracted from the total available voltage in order to get the voltage
drop across R. As you have been told
previously in this course, a voltage
drop appears across any piece of electrical equipment through which current
is passing, the amount of this drop
being dependent upon the current flow
through it and the resistance offered
by it. This applies also to our filter
choke.

ADDITION OF THE SECOND FILLER CONDENSER
In Fig. 22, the second filter
condenser, C-2, has been added to the
FIG. 21
circuit. This condenser has little
EFFECT OF CHOKE ON FILTERED CURRENT
or no filtering effect upon the output
of the power supply, but it does serve an important púrpose, which is
to compensate for any sudden and momentary changes in the current requirements of the receiver that is being operated from this power supply.
It does this by accepting a charge equal to the normal voltage of the
power supply output.
Then, if the current drawn by the receiver were
to increase suddenly, C-2 would instantly discharge some of this stored
charge through the load, thus compensating for the temporary increase
in current drain.
If the current
drain of the receiver were to suddenly decrease, condenser C-2 would
accept a greater charge and thus absorb some of the excess current momentarily present in the filter circuit.

FIG. 22
CONDENSER C-2 ADDED TO FILTER

Thus, we can say that C-2 provides voltage and current regulation;
or, it acts.as an electrical "shock
absorber".
This more uniform flow
of direct current which is now available at the output of the filter is
illustrated graphically in Fig.
23.
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VARIATIONS IN FILTER CIRCUIT DESIGN
The filter circuit just described
is the most popular type now being
used to operate receivers. A few variations of this design are shown in Fig.
24.
You will note that these circuits
differ only in the number of condensers
and chokes they contain, and in the
order in which they are connected.
However, they all function according to
the principles just explained.

o:

0

Time.
FIG. 23
EFFECT OF CONDENSER C-2 ON
FILTERED CURRENT

The filter circuit at (A) of Fig.
24, for example, is identical to the one

Choke-

already described. Various
names or terminologies have
been applied to this parti-

L-1

1111

cular circuit, including
"brute force filter" and
"condenser -input filter".

67,

W.

+

+

C-1

;,

a

C-2

o

d

It is best known by the latter

Jo

name.

H
Filter

L-2

L-1
-,-,

ryy

At (B), we have a filter
which consists of two chokes
and two condensers, and with
a choke preceding a condenser

Condensers

.

I

I

_
-"

a

+

+

C-

V
d

at the input end. This is often
called a "choke -input filter".
The choke -input filter furnishes
a more constant output voltage
than does the condenser -input
filter; however, for a given

ó
o

C-2

I

J

o
I-....

input voltage,

voltage of
L -I
4.9-1-yr--.

~II

©

L-2
1

1

I

+

In circuit (C) of Fig. 24,
three condensers and two chokes
are included in the filter.

a

+

+

C -I

"'C-2

C-3

T

This arrangement provides more

J

filtering action than either
circuit (A) or (B).

F-o

ill

5

Positive side of
power ,supply

411

ill-

+

+

C-2

of

ó

L -I

FIG.
VARIATIONS

-I2

At (D) of Fig. 24, the
choke is connected in the negative side of the filter circuit,
rather than in the positive
side.
However, the same basic
principles of filtering apply
in either case, because the
choke is connected in series
with the output of the filter
and load resistor in both systems.

power
power,'

supply.

ERA

a
-J

o

Negative side

-input

1

b

`

the output

a choke
filter is not as high as that
of a condenser -input system.

IN

21-

FILTER DESIGN

FILTER CONDENSERS
The condensers used in
filter circuits are known as
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filter condensers. They are usually of the high -capacity type --- ranging
all the way from about 4 to 60 microfarads.
The dielectric of filter
condensers must be able to stand the highest voltage which will ever
be applied to them in service.

PEAK VOLTAGE RATINGS OF FILTER CONDENSERS

You have previously learned, that in dealing with alternating or
pulsating currents, two values of voltage must be considered. They are
the peak, or maximum voltage, which is reached for only a
brief instant
during each alternation or pulsation; and the RMS, or effective
voltage.
The peak voltage is always greater than the RMS voltage, and
may
therefore cause the dielectric of a condenser to break down if it is not
capable of withstanding voltages as high, or greater than, the
peak value
encountered. Therefore, all filter condensers must be designed so
that
they will safely withstand temporary applications of peak
voltages
as
high as, or higher than, are likely to be encountered in
the filter

circuit.

WORKING VOLTAGE
The effective, or RMS voltage, is considered to be
applied to a
filter condenser constantly, as long as the filter
circuit has current
flowing through it.
It is always lower than the peak voltage.
Since
filter condensers must be able to withstand continuous
application
of the
effective voltage, they are rated for it. This is generally
"working voltage" rating of the condenser. The majority of called the
condensers
supplied by radio parts manufacturers have their ratings as
to capacity,
peak voltage, and working voltage printed on the
body of the condenser
itself.
The technician is guided by these ratings when
replacing defective condensers, and thus makes certain that the
replacement
condenser
is an exact electrical duplicate of the
original.
(It need not necessarily be an exact physical duplicate, as
condensers vary in shapes and
sizes.)
DIELECTRICS USED IN FILTER CONDENSERS
Several different insulating materials are used as
dielectrics in
filter condensers. Most common among these are oil,
waxed paper, mica,
cellophane, and certain non -conducting gases. As far as
filter circuits
in receivers are concerned, our
discussion may be definitely confined
to two types; the paper -dielectric condenser, and
the gas
denser. The former are commonly called paper condensers; -dielectric conand the latter,
electrolytic condensers. The term "electrolytic" is
applied to gas dielectric condensers because the insulating gases are
generated
or formed
by an electro -chemical action, called
"electrolysis`, that takes place
in the condenser.

PAPER FILTER CONDENSERS
Paper condensers were already described in a previous
lesson. And,
as you will no doubt recall, they consist
of two long strips of metal
foil (tinfoil or aluminum foil), separated by a
slightly longer and wider
strip of waxed paper; the whole being rolled into a
compact bundle.

The advantages of paper condensers are that
they may be made to
withstand higher peak and working voltages than can the
electrolytic
types; and they have a somewhat longer natural life.
The
disadvantages
of paper condensers are

that they are usually rather bulky and therefore
require more mounting space than do electrolytic
condensers of equivalent
capacity; and that even a temporary surge of current
through their
dielectric

will generally damage them permanently.
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ELECTROLYTIC FILTER CONDENSERS
Basically, the electrolytic condenser consists of a water -tight
container, such as a copper can, filled with an electrolyte.
The electrolyte is a solution of distilled water, borax and boric acid, to which
is sometimes added a small amount of glycerine.
A rcd or bar of pure
aluminum, called an electrode, (or anode), is suspended in the electrolyte, and insulated from the copper can.
This is shown in Fig. 25.
OPERATION OF THE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER
In Fig. 25, the positive terminal of the
battery is connected to the aluminum electrode
(anode) of a basic electrolytic condenser,
and the negative terminal to the copper can.
Since the electrolyte is in contact with
both the copper can and the aluminum electrode, and since a borax solution is a rather
good conductor of electricity, current will
flow from the can, through the electrolyte,
to the positively charged aluminum electrode,
and back to the battery.
But, due to the

electro -chemical action which takes place
in any chemical solution through which current
is passing, a gas will be generated in the

solution.
This gas, the exact composition
of which is not known, is a very good insulator.
As this gas is generated, it imníediately forms a coating on the aluminum electrode.

FIG. 25
SIMPLE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER

Thus, in a very few seconds, the aluminum electrode is completely
covered with an exceedingly thin layer of non -conducting gas. This

effectively insulates the electrolyte from this electrode, so that current
can no longer pass from the electrolyte to the electrode.
As we now
have two conducting surfaces --- the electrolyte and the electrode --separated by an insulator, you can see that all the essentials of a
condenser are present.
The device will continue to function as a condenser as long as a d -c
voltage is applied to its terminals.
However, the aluminum electrode
must always be connected to the positive terminal of the applied emf.,
in order to produce the electro -chemical action necessary to maintain
the gaseous dielectric.
All electrolytic condensers must undergo this
forming process before being suitable for use.
to

If the negative terminal of the applied emf.were to be connected
the aluminum electrode, the gaseous dielectric would not. be maintained.

Therefore current would flow constantly through the device,
it from functioning as a condenser.

preventing

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
The electrolytic condenser possesses several advantages over the
paper condenser for some applications, particularly in power supply
filters of radio receivers.
As the layer of insulating gas which collects on the anode is exceedingly thin
(from 1/1,000,000 to 1/100,000
inch thick), and as the capacity of the condenser is governed by its
thickness, it may be readily understood that such a very thin dielectric
makes it possible to have comparatively large values of capacity in a
small space. Hence, it is possible to make an electrolytic condenser
of a given capacity which is much smaller in physical size than would be a
paper condenser of equal capacity.
Another important advantage of
ERA -I2
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electrolytic condensers is that in the larger capacities, they are
much cheaper to manufacture than are paper condensers.
Also, to a certain extent, an electrolytic condenser is considered
be self -healing.
By self -healing is meant that temporary surges
of current through the dielectric, such as might be caused by a momentary
application of too high a voltage, do not usually damage the condenser
permanently. Of course, a prolonged voltage overload will destroy the condenser due to the internal heat generated by the passage of the heavy
to

current resulting therefrom.

/

Positive terminals

11'1=11.

t

Single anode

a

.

Triple anode

FIG. 26
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

The chief disadvantages of
electrolytic condensers are that
they can seldom be made to operate safely on voltages higher than
about 450 volts, and the fact that
no matter how well sealed the container may be, the electrolyte will
eventually evaporate or dry -up so
that the condenser must be replaced
in time.
Two typical electrolytic
filter condensers are shown in Fig.
26.
The one at the left is a single -anode type,while
that at the
right is a triple -anode type. The
latter is actually the equivalent

of three individual condensers,
all housed in the same container
that serves as the negative connection for all three units. This
connection is made to the filter
circuit by a.metal strap, clamped
firmly around the container.
Connections to the positive side of
the circuit are made by means of
the terminals.

COMMERCIAL ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
The inner construction of a commercial type single -anode electro lytic condenser is shown in Fig. 27.
The anode, which consists of a
corrugated tube of pure aluminum, is suspended in the center of the can so that
it cannot make contact with the side -walls.
A hard -rubber composition cover also prevents
any possible electrical contact between the
anode and the can. A check valve is installed in this cover to permit the gas
formed within the container to escape before
creating an excessive pressure. At the same
time, this valve prevents dirt from finding
its way into the condenser, and also prevents
electrolyte from being sprayed out.
A crimped gasket is installed between
the cover and can to provide an air -tight
joint at this point.
The lower end of the can,
here illustrated, is threaded to screw into
a special socket and thereby provide a secure
and conveniently made contact for the negative
side of the circuit.

FIG. 27
CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER
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DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
The basic electrolytic condenser just described has been improved so
The structural
that it is now available in a much smaller, "dry" form.
in detail
are
shown
condenser
dry
electrolytic
of
the
so-called
features
in Fig. 28.

The anode of this condenser is made of aluminum foil, which is
subjected to a special electro -chemical forming process that completely
This film acts
covers one of its sides with a very thin film of oxide.
(See "A" of Fig. 28.)
as the dielectric of the condenser.

Connecting tabs

Negative cathode foil

- /Electrolyte
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

paste
-Thin oxide film

OLD TYPE \\Positive anode

foil

Ca4hode

Separators

=_NEW TYPE

Surfaces of both
cathode and anode
foils are wrinkled,
or rough.

Q

FIG. 28
CONSTRUCTION

OF

DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER

The oxide film on the surface of the anode serves as the dielectric
by acting as a unidirectional conductor; that is, it conducts current
In other words, when voltage is impressed between
in one direction only.
this film and aluminum foil in one direction, no current will flow, and
we have a condenser effect; but, if the voltage be reversed, a fairly
large current would flow --- and it will continLe to increase if the
voltage were applied for a longer time.

The electrolyte used in these condensers consists of a chemical
mixture, in the form of a paste applied to an absorbent material such
This paste serves as the cathode; and
as gauze, paper or cellophane.
The cathode
at the same time, tends to maintain the film of the anode.
plate or foil is also made of aluminum, but serves only as a connecting
plate for the electrolyte, which is in reality, the cathode.

Illustration (C) of Fig. 28 shows the complete assembly, and how
the electrolyte -bearing material is sandwiched between the anode and socalled cathode foil. This assembly, comprising the anode, electrolyte,
and cathode is rolled into the form of a round cartridge from which
When this assembly is placed in
two metal connecting tabs protrude.
the round metal housing, the tabs are connected to metal terminals imbedded in the insulating plug which fits in the end of the container,
or, are connected to insulated wires.
In dry electrolytic condensers of more recent design, the electrolyte -contacting surfaces of the metal foil are etched or roughened.
ERA -I 2
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This feature provides more effective plate area than was possible from the
flat foil previously used, and thus results in a condenser of greater
capacity without an increase in physical size. This form of construction
is illustrated at (B) of Fig. 28.

While not dry in the absolute sense of the word, this type of condenser contains no spillable liquid, and may be made in an even more
compact form than can the "wet" electrolytic condenser.
Dry electrolytic condensers are made in different capacities and with
When the condenser is to be used in a circuit operating at a low voltage, considerable capacity may be secured from
a condenser of comparatively small size.
The average dry electrolytic
filter condenser, of say 8 microfarads capacity, will be in the form of a
metal or paper cylinder about 1-318 inches in diameter and 6 inches long.

many different working ratings.

FIG. 29
DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

HOW ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS ARE CODED FOR POLARITY
The connecting leads or terminals of all electrolytic condensers
(whether of the dry or wet type) are coded in some way to indicate their
polarity; because the positive lead must _always be connected to the positive terminal of the source of current being filtered.

Various methods of indicating polarity are used by different manufacturers of electrolytic condensers. Here are a few examples:
If terminals are supplied for connecting the condenser to the circuit,
the positive terminal may be identified by means of a red plus (+) symbol
stamped on the terminal, or near it. Sometimes, the positive terminal is
colored red. Then again, the word "POSITIVE", or the abbreviation "POS"
may be stamped near the terminal. Or, the terminals may be marked with
little squares, triangles, or circles --- in which case, a code printed
on the side of the condenser's container will tell you which of the

terminals is positive.

N.
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If the leads are brought out in the form of insulated wires, the polar
A red wire indicates
ity will be indicated by the color of the leads.
condenser is assemone
more
than
Where
negative.
positive; a black wire,
bled in the same container, and the connections brought out in the form of
wires, you may find the positive leads to be red and blue, and the negative
leads black and yellow,or black and brown;however,this is not a rigid rule.

AlVarious designs of dry electrolytic condensers appear in Fig. 29.
though they may differ in size, shape and terminal arrangement, the ba_air
principle of operation remains the same as already explained. Notice,
particularly, at (D) and (E) of Fig. 29, how several condensers of this
type may be grouped in a single container, the same as was previously
The unit at (D) of Fig. 29, for instance,
described for wet electrolytics.
consists of two 8 mfd. condensers in a single metal container, equipped
with three connector leads --- a common negative lead, and one positive
lead for each 8 mfd. section. That at (E) of Fig. 29 consists of two 4 mfd.
condensers in a paper case, and has two leads for each section.

FILTER CHOKES
The chokes which are used in filter systems are of the iron -core type.

They are rated according to three important characteristics namely:
(1) Inductance; (2) Resistance; (3) Current -carrying ability.
5

The inductance values of chokes for this purpose vary from about
henries to as high as 60 henries.

The resistance rating of a choke is the pure ohmic resistance of its
winding to a direct current. Resistances Of filter chokes range from
about 150 ohms to 800 ohms.
By the current -carrying ability of a choke is meant the maximum sustained current that can flow through its winding without causing it to over
heat and burn out. These current ratings vary from about 10 milliamperes
sure
Care should always be taken to be
to as high as 500 milliamperes.
that the safe current -carrying capacity of a filter choke is not ex-

ceeded in service.
Two popular designs of filter chokes appear
in Fig. 30..- These are conventional single-winding iron core chokes of suitable inductance for

the work they are to do, and are wound with
wire of sufficiently large size to carry the

required current.
It is common practice to provide an air gap in the core of filter chokes, as shown
in Fig. 31.
The purpose of this air gap is to
prevent magnetic saturation of the core,
resulting from the flow of appreciable current
through the choke's winding. Such saturation
would reduce the choke's inductance appreciably and thereby impair its ability to
function as a filtering device.

'9>

r

SPEAKER FIELD WINDINGS USED
AS FILTER CHOKES

The field coil of an electrodynamic
speaker requires direct current for its excitation.
In many receivers, this requirement
of the speaker field is utilized to advantage
in the power supply system.
Since the field
ERA -12
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FILTER CHOKES
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winding of such a speaker has electrical characteristics almost identical to those of a filter
choke, the field winding can often be connected
into the power supply circuit in place of the
filter choke that would ordinarily be used at that
point.
Thus, the inductance of the field winding
insures adequate filtering of the current flowing
through it, and this same current simultaneously
energizes the speaker field.
This use of a speaker

field coil in a filter circuit is illustrated
in Fig.

32.

THE VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A direct current of rather high potential
(300 volts or more) is available at the output
terminals of the filter just described. Now,
if the d -c voltage requirements of the receiver
to be operated therefrom were exactly 300 volts, we could simply connect
the proper receiver circuits directly to the output of the power supply
filter and thus secure the high-voltage direct current needed for proper
FIG. 31
CORE DESIGN OF
FILTER CHOKE

operation.

However, most receivers require plate and screen voltages

of several different values. Therefore, it is necessary that some method
be employed whereby it is possible to obtain these various voltages
from the power supply system. This may be done in two ways. One is
by the use of a voltage divider;
the other is by means of individual load resistors.

VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION, USING
A VOLTAGE DIVIDER
You have already been shown
how a voltage divider operates,

and what it will accomplish.
In Fig. 33, a voltage divider
comprising three series -connected
resistor sections is p1ared across
the output of a filter.
The top
end of this voltage divider is positive (+); and the lower, or
ground end, is negative (-).

FIG. 32
SPEAKER USED As FILTER CHOKE

It is to be noted that the
ground connection (denoted by the
symbol
is made to the metal
)
chassis oy base on which the parts
of this circuit are mounted --- the
metal chassis structure thus serving
to complete one side of the circuit
just as though it were a copper
wire.

(This principle of grounding

circuits was explained thoroughly
in an early lesson of the course
treating with Direct -Current Electric ity.

FIG. 33
VOLTAGE DIVIDER CONNECTED
TO OUTPUT OF FILTER

)

Now, the values of resistor
sections R -1,R-2 and R-3 are such
that the flow of rectified and
filtered current through them will
cause voltage -drops to appear across
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them, as indicated in Fig. 33.

Thát is, 90
volts will exist between terminals A and B;
90 volts between terminal. B and C; and 120
volts between terminals C and D.
Therefore,
180 volts will be obtainable across terminals A and C, and 300 volts across terminals
A and D.
Observe that this latter value
is equal to the total voltage output of the
filter (90 + 90 + 120 = 300).
Common forms of voltage divider designs
suitable for this service appear in Fig. 34.
In this particular case, the position of the
FIG. 34
two end terminals is fixed --- corresponding
VOLTAGE DIVIDER
The interto terminals A and D in Fig. 33.
RESISTORS
mediate terminals are in the form of clips
that contact bare portions of a continuous, coiled resistance wire that is
partially exposed so that the clips can be moved along its length and
clamped down on the resistor in the position necessary to furnish the
voltage desired. The same effect may be obtained by connecting a group
of individual resistors in series and making the various voltage connections to the different points at which they are united.

HOW TUBE CIRCUITS ARE CONNECTED TO A VOLTAGE DIVIDER
In Fig. 35, we have an example of how the voltage divider may be
employed to apportion the different voltage values to various receiver
circuits.
In the particular case illustrated, 90 volts is being supplied
to the plate of a detector tube, 180 volts to the plate of a 1st AF tube,
and 300 volts to the plate of a power tube.
The cathodes of the three
tubes, and the negative end of the voltage divider, are grounded to the
chassis (shown by the symbol + ), whence this common ground connection
serves to complete the negative side of the entire circuit.

CURRENT DISTRIBUITION THROUGH VOLTAGE DIVIDER
Fig. 36 shows how the current supplied by the filter just discussed
distributed through the plate circuits of the three tubes, and also
through the different resistor sections of the voltage divider.
is

represent a small cur Here, the solid, straight-line arrows
rent that flows through each resistor section without passing through any
of the tube circuits. This is
called the bleeder current,
value of about
which may have
The
3 to 6 milliamperes.
bleeder cúrrent prevents the
voltage across the filter condensers from reaching an excessively high value when the
radio is first turned on, and
until the tube filaments heat
up sufficiently to pass plate
current. As soon as all tubes
pass their rated current,the
total B current drawn by the
receiver increases; and the
voltage drops across the filter choke, rectifier tube,
FIG.

á

35

How VOLTAGE DIVIDER

APPLIED
ERA -I2

TO

RECEIVER

IS

power transformer windings
and other resistive loads
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FIG.

36

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION THROUGH VOLTAGE DIVIDER AND RECEIVER

in the circuit then automatically decrease the voltages
out all parts of the circuit.

somewhat through-

The arrows drawn with dashes (-- --a) represent the plate current
drawn by the detector tube; the wavy arrows (wo-) represent the flow of
plate current through the 1st AF tube; and the dotted arrows
..... ......r) ,that
which flows through the power tube.
(

Notice, especially, how milliammeter No. 1 indicates the total current
flow through the system. Milliammeter No. 2 indicates only the plate current of the power tube, none of which passes through the voltage divider.
Milliammeter No. 3 indicates only the plate current of the 1st AF tube,
which also flows through resistor section R-1 of the voltage divider. Milliammeter No. 4 indicates only the plate current of the detector tube,
which current flows through resistor section R-1 and R-2.
An analysis of current distribution, as just given,is necessary when
calculating resistor values for voltage dividers. Detailed instruction on
this is given in a later lesson of the course.
For the present, we are
concerned only with this distribution of current as it affects the performance of the power supply and receiver, in general.

Fig. 36 shows also how the primary winding of the power transformer
connected to the lighting circuit, and how the heaters of the receiver
tubes may be connected to their low -voltage secondary winding on the power
transformer by using a common ground connection (the receiver chassis)
to complete one side of this circuit; and a wired connection for the other.
The wired connections for this circuit are made at the points marked "X"
on the diagram, and the wiring arrangement is such that the heaters are
connected in parallel. This is common practice in commercial receivers
because it effects a saving in the amount of wire used, and enables the
circuit connections to be made more easily.
is

APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS TO OBTAIN REQUIRED VOLTAGES
In Fig. 37, the circuit as a whole is similar to the one just described,but the voltage divider has been.replaced by individual resistor s
.
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FIG. 37
INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS USED FOR VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Here, the single resistor R-3 is connected directly across the output of
the filter, thus serving to pass the bleeder current.
It is therefore
called a "bleeder resistor". Observe that 300 volts d -c is available
across R-3, end D being positive with respect to the grcund end. Since
the cathodes of all the receiver tubes are at ground or B minus potential,
and since 300. volts plate emf. is required by the power tube, we connect
the plate of the latter direct to point D.
The 1st AF tube, on the other hand, needs a plate emf. of only 180
volts, so we place the resistor R-2 between it and the 300 volt line.
The
value of this resistor must be such that a drop of 300 minus 180, or 120
volts, will appear across it when conducting the plate current to this
AF tube.
The detector tube requires only 90 volts on its plate, so we place resistor R-1 between it and the 300 -volt line. Here, the flow of the detector tube's plate current through R-1 must produce a drop of 300 minus
90 or 210 volts between points "a" and "b".

BY-PASSING VOLTAGE DIVIDER RESISTORS
When using a voltage divider as a means of voltage and current distribution, it is customary to connect a condenser between each of the B+
terminals and the negative side of the rectifier circuit, as in Fig. 38.
Some of the receiver circuits which are connected to the voltage divider terminals carry a -f and r -f currents.
If these currents were to reach
the voltage divider and flow through its various resistor sections, a -c
voltages of corresponding frequency would be develoned across them.
These
voltages may find their way through the voltage divider into other circuits
of the receiver where their presence can cause complicatiDns in the form
of squealing or howling sounds being emitted by the loudspeaker, or otherwise prevent the receiver from operating properly.
ERA -I 2
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However,

a

condenser

connected between each
-001-

á

conden-

Filter

R-

ser
By

a
?

B+High

¡

C

pass

I

conAdenser
-I

C-2

R-2

B+ Intermediate

the condenser is connected.

8+ Low

o

a

R- 3

C3

o

.B

B

plus terminal of the voltage
divider and B minus, as in Fig.
38, presents a low reactance to
these a -f and r -f voltages.
These voltages therefore react
through the condenser and are
thus virtually "short circuited"
around the resistor across which
Con-

sequently, only d -c voltages
exist between the voltage divider terminals --- all a -f and
r -f voltages being made ineffective by the condenser.

Because of the duty
they perform, condensers used
for this purpose are called

FIG.

38

BY-PASS CONDENSERS USED AT
VOLTAGE DIVIDER

by-pass condensers. Observe
in Fig. 38 how condenser C-1
serves also as a by-pass condenser across the entire voltage divider.

In the lessons immediately following, you will learn about the
amplifier, a -f amplifier and the detector stage --- as used in radio
receivers.
You will then be shown exactly how the power supply is
connected to each of the receiver sections so as to make their operation
r -f

possible.
It is to be noted also that what you have learned in this lesson
concerning power supplies is applicable as well to sound amplifiers,

transmitters, television equipment, etc.
In fact, to all kinds of electronic apparatus that derives high -voltage d -c and low -voltage a -c from
an a. -c lighting system.
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LESSON

RADIO -FREQUENCY
Before commencing the
study of this lesson, it is
advisable to first review

IN

U.S.A.

13

AMPLIFICATION
Detector -

thoroughly the lessons

Varioble

titled "Principles of Radio
Camn nication" and "How Radio

condenser

tube

Receivers Operate", which
you received earlier in the
course. Give special attention to the way in which
the modulated signal wave
is picked up by the receiver's antenna, and how the
handling of this signal by
the detector enables the
headphones or loudspeaker
to convert it into sound.
By refreshing your memory
on these subjects, you will
find this lesson on radio

i

frequency amplification
easy to master.
WHY RADIO FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION LS NEEDED

radio

rent

Theoretically, all
waves cnu e an

r -f cur-

in the re c eiver's antenna.
Of course,
the location and power of
each individual transmitter
has an influence upon the
intensity of the r -f current
ERA -I 3

'

to flow

r -f

Fin.
COMPACT R

-F

Shielded
transformer

I
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which it is able to induce
in the receiver's antenna
circuit; but all of them

transfer some energy to
lt, although it may be
very feeble. These points
have already been dwelled
upon previously, and are

recalled now to help give
you a clear picture of
why radio frequency ampli-

fication is necessary in
a receiver.
In Fig.

2,

we have

a block diagram of a detector (or simple receiver).
Let us assume that the
signal of a powerful, nearby
trenanitter is being received

satisfactorily; but that
upon tuning our receiver
to a frequency at which
a very distant station is known to be transmitting, no signal is heard
in the headphones.
Now, we know, according to our previous theory, that
the r -f signal from this distant station must be present in the antenna
circuit.
But, since we cannot hear it (assuming that the receiver is
functioning perfectly), this signal must be of insufficient intensity
to be detected and utilized to produce sound in the headphones.
FIG. 2
SIGNAL Too WEAK FOR DETECTION

This indicates the necessity for amplification of the feeble signal
prior to detection, and this is where the RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER comes
into the picture.
It is to be noted, that since no audible signal is
present in the headphones, there would be no point in attempting ampli-

fication after detection.

WHAT THE R -F

Amplified modulated
r -f signal

AMPLIFIER DOES
Study the block
diagram in Fig. 3 for a
monant. Here, we have pled
a RADIO Mtl±.QUENCY AMPLIFIER

ahead of the detector.
The weak r -f signal
that was inadequate to
actuate the diaphragms
of the headphones, must now
first pass through the r -f
amplifier before it reaches
the detector and is finally
reproduced as sound by the
headphones. Since the r -f
amplifier magn Pies or makes
'stronger any r -f signal
that passes through it, the
weak signal appearing in the
antenna circuit will now be

11,,.I.

Nery weak
modulated
r -f signal.

I¡i"'JC

Radio
frequency
amplifier

Ground
Detector

Sound heord

in headphones

intensified sufficiently
to operate the detector
satisfactorily and thus

FIG. 3
ONE STAGE OF R -F AMPLIFICATION ADDED TO RECEIVER

make an audible signal at the

MAKES WEAK SIGNAL AUDIBLE
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headphones possible. Naturally, the greater the amplifying ability
of the r -f amplifier, the better will be the reception of the weak
signals.
Next, let us suppose that a still weaker r -f signal is impressed
Although the
on the antenna of the receiver illustrated in Fig. 3.
amplifier, here used, was sufficient for the weak signal previously received, it is inadequate for the much weaker signal that now exists
in

the antenna circuit.

To solve this problem, we simply add another section of r -f amplification, as pictured in Fig. 4. We call each of these sections a "stage".
The wave forms in Fig. 4 show clearly how the amplitude of the modulated
signal is increased by each stage of r -f amplification, and also how
the signal is de -modulated by the detector for use by the headphones.

Now that you are familiar with the basic principles of the r -f
amplifier, and its application in the receiver, let us continue with
a study of the circuits used therein.

Amplified modulated
r -f signal

Audio signal

409
Extremely

weak modu-

lated r -f
signal

I

l' ofstage

2

r -f

r -f

ampl.

" stage
of

Dete ctor

ampl.
Sound heard

in

headphones.

FIG.4
Two STAGES OF R -F AMPLIFICATION ADDEO TO RECEIVER MAKES

EXTREMELY WEAK SIGNAL AUDIBLE

A REVIEW OF THE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
In Fig. 5, we have a diagram of a simple crystal receiver (detector),
the operation of which you studied quite thoroughly earlier in the course.
At that time, you learned that a radio wave, upon striking the antennae
causes an r -f current to flow in the primary winding or antenna coil
of the r -f transformer; and that since this current is of an oscillatory nature, it will induce a voltage of corresponding frequency

the receiver's tuning circuit.
This voltage will appear across
Rectification of this signal by the
points "X" and "Y" in Fig. 5.
detector then makes the signal audible in the headphones. This applies also to vacuum tube detector circuits about which you will learn
in

in a

later lesson.

ERA .13
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BASIC

R

-F

AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
The most essential
parts of an r -f amplifier

circuit are shown diagrammatically in

Fig.

6.

tuning condenser,
ordinarily used in this
The

circuit,

has been eli-

minated to simplify matters.

Notice that

the

antenna and ground leads

have been disconnected
from terminals "A" and "B"
of the antenna coil primary, and that -the latter
has been connected in

series with the plate
circuit of the r -f am-

FIG. 5
SIMPLE RECEIVER (DETECTOR)

plifier tube (usually

called the "r -f tube").
Another r -f transformer has been placed ahead of the r -f 'tube --- its
primary winding being connected in series with the antenna circuit,
and its secondary winding between the grid and cathode of the r -f tube.
When no signal voltages exist in the circuit, a plate current of
definite value flows through the r -f tube. We call this the normal
or no -signal plate current.
The exact value of this no -signal plate
current is dependent upon the electrical characteristics of the r -f
tube, the vo.ltage applied to its plate, etc.

Now let us see what happens

when a station signal is being handled by.this circuit.

Signal currents flowing through the antenna circuit cause a -c voltages
of corresponding frequency to appear across the ends of
secondary winding (points "C" and "D" in Fig. 6). In this way, the grid
of the r -f tube is made to be alternately positive and negative with
respect to the tube's cathode --- such cyclic changes taking place at a
rate conforming to the signal frequency. The flow of plate current
through the tube will therefore alternately rise above its normal value,
And drop below its normal

this transformer's

value, in step with the re-

versals of polarity

grid voltage as caused
incoming signal.

by

in
the

Because of the r -f
tube's ability to amplify
(due to the amplification
factor of the tube), the
variations in plate current,
as caused by the signal,

considerably

ill be
greater in magnitude than
are the variations in the
intensity of the signal
flowing in the
antenna circuit. Then,
since this plate current
flows through the primary
w

current
w

inding
-f

of the second

transformer,

the

FIG. 6

BASIC

R -F

AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
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magnetic field produced thereby will build up to a much greater intensity than was the case when this same winding was connected in the

antenna circuit.
And, since the fluctuation of this magnetic field is of greater
magnitude than before, greater signal voltages will be induced into the
secondary winding of the second r -f transformer.
Thus, greater signal
voltages are now available with which to operate the detector, and so
this weak signal will be audible in the headphones.
The r -f transformer which is connected between the antenna circuit and
the r -f tube is usually called an "antenna -stage r -f transformer" (and,
sometimes, as "antenna coil") --- to distinguish it from the transformer
which is used between the r -f tube and the detector circuit. The latter
The anis then called an "r. -f transformer",and sometimes, an "r -f coil".
-f
"r
stage".
an
constitute
together,
and
r
-f
tube,
coil
tenna
If it is desired to amplify the signal still more than is possible
with the r -f stage just described, we place a similar stage ahead of it,
Here, then,we have two stages of r -f
as has been done in Fig. 7.
amplification preceding the detector. The various r -f stages, together,
are spoken of as the "r -f amplifier":

SEQUENCE OF
AMPLIFICATION
The manner in which

-f signal voltage
amplified is illustrated step by step in
The relative
Fig. 8.

an

r

is

values of amplification
or "gain" shown are purely imaginary for the purpose of illustration.

With an r -f signal
impressed on the antenna,
this signal is transferred by induction from

primary

the
No.

1)

to the

(posit -on
secondary

(position No. 2) of the
FIG. 7
antenna -stage r -f transADDING ANOTHER STAGE OF R -F AMPLIFICATION
No step-up in
former.
voltage occurs in this
transformer even though more turns may be used on its secondary winding than on its primary, because of the transformer's inefficiency
when operating at high frequencies. Actually, somewhat of a loss occurs here, for the reason just given; and which will be further exSo, to.simplify matters for the preplained later in the course.
sent, we are considering this transformer as serving only as a coupling device for transferring electrical energy from one circuit to an
other.
The same applies to the other r -f transformers in this circuit.
The signal strength in the primary and secondary circuits of the
antenna transformer are represented by small white rectangles at the
bottom of this drawing.

Therefore, the
The 1st r -f tube amplifies the signal appreciably.
strength of the signal appearing in the plate circuit of the tube (poAt the
sition No. 3) is much greater than that in its grid circuit.
ERA
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FIG. 8
How THE R -F AMPLIFIER INCREASES SIGNAL INTENSITY

1st r -f transformer, we have a transfer of energy from the plate circuit of the 1st r -f tube to the grid circuit of the 2nd r -f tube, with
no gain (for reasons previously given).
An additional' gain is experienced through use of the 2nd r -f tube, and is illustrated in Fig.
8 by the cross -hatched portion of the graph at position No.
5 as compared to the diagonally -shaded portion in the same graph which represents the signal strength in the preceding circuit.

THE NEED FOR TUNED R -F STAGES
In our analysis of Fig. 8, we assumed that a single r -f signal
existed in the antenna circuit of the amplifier. Actually, this is

not true.

In Fig. 9, seven arbitrary frequencies have been chosen (10 kc.
apart) as representing signals of equal intensity received from various
transmitters, and applied to the untuned amplifier just described.
Note, especially, the reference line marked "Audible Level". This
indicates an arbitrary minimum r -f signal intensity, sufficient to
produce an "audible signal" in the headphones after detection.

Before these signals have become amplified (position No. 1 of
Fig. 9), all of them are observed to be below the "audible level" reference line; that is, none of them is of sufficient intensity to produce an audible signal after detection. At position No. 2, however,
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st

2na. R.F.

Ft.F.

To detector

Ji
B+

B+

Audible level"
reference line,

77
%

A

B

C
D
E

F

Tota

670KC
68O KC
6 9 0 KC
700KC

I

amplification

Zero signal level

7 O KC
I

70KC

OKC

7

FIG.
UNTUNED R

-F

9

AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIES ALL SIGNALS EQUALLY WELL

the amplification furnished by the 1st r -f stage has raised all of the
signals an equal amount above the reference line, so that they can
But, since
be detected and produce an audible signal in the "phones".
the amplifier stages are untuned, no selection or discrimination of any
Therefore, all of the signals
one particular frequency has been achieved.
would be heard simultaneously in jumbled confusion. Upon being amplified
by the following r -f stage, the resultant stronger r -f signal at position
No. 3 would still be of no use, as the same jumbled confusion of signals
would then be heard in the headphones with greater intensity.
It becomes increasingly evident that amplifying the r -f signals,
as we have done in the untuned r -f amplifier, does give us a greater
audible signal in the headphones, but in an unusuable form, as we do not
wish to listen to all signals at the same time.

The obvious solution to the problem, then, is to TUNE the r -f amplifier stages individually, applying the same principles to tuning as previously described for the simple crystal receiver.

As you already know, tuning enables us to select one particular
frequency (out of many existing in a circuit), and so cause it to preAt the same time, it reduces in intensity, or suppresses, all
dominate.
The
other frequencies above or below that to which our circuit is tuned.
frequency to which the circuit is tuned is called the RESONANT FREQUENCY;
All frequencies
or, we say that the circuit is TUNED TO RESONANCE.
above or below resonance (the resonant frequency) are said to be OFF RESONANCE.
ERA
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FIRST STAGE OF TUNING
Let us now take the untuned r -f amplifier illustrated in Fig. 9,
and place a tuning condenser across the secondary of each transformer
in the manner illustrated in Fig. 10.
Still assuming that the r -f signals in the antenna circuit are all of equal intensity, note the relative
change in signal level that has occurred between the signals of the
seven
stations as they are passed through the successive
stages of amplification.

different

Resonance
curve

B+

B+
á
ZI

Increase in signal intensity of

I5

resonant fre-.

mi

ol
+1

cl

quency.

6 C

E F

G

_

I

I

Decrease

in

nal intensity

sig..

of

frequencies other
than resonant

1

ai
y

fre-

quency;

Audible

Audible

level

level

6A0 700
H2O

670 ó9O

TUNED

R

,0

730

FIG. 10
-F AMPLIFIER "SELECTS" THE DESIRED SIGNAL

At position No. 1 in Fig. 10, for instance, the condenser has been
adjusted so as to tune the circuit to a frequency of 700 kc. Note that
this has caused the signal intensity of Station D, to which we are tuned,
to increase.
It should be remembered that a tuned circuit offers minimum opposition
to the frequency to which it is tuned, and greater opposition to all
other frequencies. It is for this reason that the intensity of the signal
from station "D" (the resonant frequency) has increased, while the intensities of signals from the other stations ("A" -"B" -"C" and "E" -"F" -"G")
have been reduced; and the farther away they are from the resonant freHence, stations "A" and "G",
quency, the greater is the reduction.
being farthest "removed" from resonance, their signals have been reduced
the most by tuning.
Stations "C" and "E", being immediately adjacent
to station "D" (the resonant frequency), their signals are not so greatly
reduced in strength.
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Let us now analyze the relative signal strengths of the various
stations in relation to the "reference line" representing "Audible
Level", at position No. 1 in Fig. 10. Station "D", of course, will

predominate and produce the loudest signal in the headphones.
Stations
"C" and "E", although weaker, would nevertheless still be quite audible;
while stations "B" and "F" are just within audibility. The signals of
stations "A" and "G" are inaudibile.

SECOND STAGE OF TUNING
In this first tuned stage, we have accomplished some "selectivity".
However, greater separation of the interfering sign
("B"- "C"- "E" "F"), than has been attained in the first tuned stage, is generally
desirable.
Continuing to the next tuned stage, in Fig. 10, we see at
position No. 2 that the "selectivity" has been materially improved.
In relation to the other signal frequencies, that of station "D" now
predominates to a much greater degree; whereas those of stations "C" and
"E" are very close to the inaudible point on the "reference line".
All
of the other signal frequencies have been reduced materially below
audibility. Thus, through the use of successive stages of tuned circuits,
we are approaching ideal selectivity, where only one frequency --- the
RESONANT FREQUENCY --- will be outstanding; and all others will have been
reduced to the point of inaudibility.
If the listener is satisfied with
a slight ameunt of interference from stations on adjacent "channels",
or frequencies, we could very well limit tuning to these two stages.
In fact, we could then eliminate the second r -f amplifier tube, and feed
the signal into the detector at this point --- provided, of course,
that only a small amount of r -f amplification is desired.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where one stage of tuned r -f amplification precedes
the detector.
This is done in many low-cost receivers that are known
for their lack of selectivity.

THIRD STAGE OF TUNING
Returning to Fig. 10, we have at position No. 3 reduced to complete
inaudibility all frequencies other than the resonant frequency (700.kc.).
Station
alone remains audibile, whereas the signals from station
"A" -" B - "D'
and "E" -"F" -"G" have been so reduced by the opposition
C
offered to them by the three tuned circuits that they are no longer
detectable and able tc produce an audible signal in the headphones.
We then say that they are incapable of causing "interference".
Station
"D", in contrast, has

increased considerably,
Observe that selectivity or separation of the
interfering (unwanted) frequencies is accomplished
by the opposition offered
to the non -resonant signals
as they reach each tuned
c ircuit.
Whereas, the resonant signal receives minimum

opposition from the tuned
circuit. Thus, the strength
of the resonant signal increases in each tuned stage.

At the extreme right
of Fig. 10, we have projected
over to a standard graph,
the signal intensity values
ERA
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ONE STAGE OF R -F AMPLIFICATION

PRECEDING THE DETECTOR
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they appear just before entering the detector.
In this manner, we
are able to "draw a picture" that illustrates the efficiency of the
tuned circuits. This is called a "selectivity curve". This curve shows
us at a lance the opposition offered to the "off resonance" frequencies,
and how 'sharp" the tuning is.
as

SELECTIVITY CURVES
When a tuned r -f amplifier circuit provides a high degree of acceptance at RESONANCE and a high degree of rejection to all frequencies
removed from resonance, it is said to be very selective or "sharp tuning".
One that does not do this is said to be "broad tuning".
Thus, the
selectivity curve at (A) of Fig. 12, illustrates broad tuning or poor
selectivity; and that at (B), sharp tuning or good selectivity.
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to a value below the audible level. In fact, station
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sufficient strength to be
d etectah1e. We would then say
.

that the frequency band
passed by this tuning ciris 30 kc. (Note:
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FIG. 12

SELECTIVITY CURVES

715

685 = 3O.) Many
tuned stages would be

necessary

to

acCom-

plish anywhere near ideal selectivity with such an inefficient tuning
cult in each stage.

c

ir -

Observe at (B) of Fig. 12, that the tuning circuit represented
by this curve will reject any frequency 5 kc. above or 5 kc. below the
point of resonance --- a band -width of 10 kc.
If the selectivity of a tuned r -f amplifier is carried to extremes,
whereby the band -width --- or "channel -width", as it is sometimes called
--- is less than 10 kc. wide, the higher audio frequencies (sounds)
will not be audible.

Thus, it is seen that the band of frequencies passed by the complete r -f tuning system determines the "range" of the audio.frequencies
that will be heard, as well as how effectively the desired station
signal is separated from the unwanted ones. That is, if the selectivity
curve is only 5 kc. wide at the resonant point, then the upper limit of
the audio frequencies that will be heard is 2.5 kc. or 2,500 cycles.
If the selectivity curve is 10 kc. wide at the resonant point, the upper limit of the audio frequencies that will be heard is 5 kc. or 5,000
cycles.
Although the audio frequency scale is considered to extend up to about
20,000 cycles, sounds having frequencies higher than around 5,000 cycles
are seldom transmitted by ordinary broadcast stations. For this reason, a
tuning circuit that passes a 10 kc. band is satisfactory for receiver use.
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In review, the advantages of the tuned r -f
amplifier are:
I

2 nd R.F. Si age

si R.F. Stage

FIRST:
Ability to
bring to a level of practical audibility feeble
r -f signals received from

distant transmitters.
SECOND:

Increased

selectivity, or reduction
and elimination of interference from r -f signals

To

other than the desired

signal.

detector

B+

GANG TUNING
CONDENSERS
In early receivers
employing tuned r -f am-

FIG.

3

TWO STAGES OF R -F AMPLIFICATION PRECEDING DETECTOR

plifiers, a separate tuning

condenser was employes in each

r -f stage, as well as in the detector
For this reason, a receiver consisting of two stages of tuned
r -f amplification and a tuned detector circuit, as illustrated in Fig.
13, required three separate, individual tuning condensers.
Many disadvantages were encountered in receivers of this type, both in construction
and operation. Obviously, a great amount of patience was required on the
part of the operator in tuning each stage to resonance with one specific
frequency. Fig. 14 illustrates a typical receiver with individual tuning
controls.

circuit.

Observation revealed that in the majority of cases, the dial settings
of the individual tuning condensers were very nearly alike, provided
that the secondary windings of the various r -f transformers used in the
receiver possessed the same inductance. Naturally, this would be the
case, because in order for each tuned r -f stage to tune to the same
frequency,the inductance and capacity of each tuned stage must be identical
I

st

R F\

2nd
RF

In Fig. 15, illusa typical three
stage r -f amplifier, and

Defector

trating

detector,
ir.Y/l////'
04,

//í,
///v.l.

Head-,
phone s

YObJack

Tuning

controls

tuning
to end, extend their
shafts, and then couple
the shafts together.
It would then be pdssible
to rctate the rotor plates

of all four condensers
simultaneously by means
of a single control.
To

FIG.

14

EARLY MODEL RECEIVER WITH
INDIVIDUAL TUNING CONTROLS
ERA -I 3

four tuning

condensers are employed.
Suppose,now, that we were
to place these variable
condensers end

conserve space, the

present practice is to
consolidate these four
individual condenser
sections into a compact

unit,

as

illustrated
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FIG.
THREE STAGES OF

R -F

15

AMPLIFICATION PRECEDING DETECTOR

in Fig.

16.
We call this a gang condenser; and since four condenser
sections are employed in this particular unit, we speak of it as being
a four -gang condenser.

Notice in Fig. 16 that the rotor or movable plates of each condenser
section are mounted on a common shaft, and must therefore move as one
whenever the shaft is turned.
The shaft is electrically connected
to the frame.

The condenser in Fig. 16 is designed especially for mounting on a
metal receiver chassis base.
The condenser frame will therefore be in
direct contact with the base which serves as the "ground" side of all
circuits in the receiver; and the entire condenser frame, as well as all
rotor plates, will be grounded in common.
The stator plates are insulated from the frame, and each stator section is insulated from the other
stator sections.
The metal plates which are placed between each condenser section of
the assembly serve as shields to prevent electrostatic coupling between
the various sections.
The terminals which are mounted
on the side of the condenser are
connected to the stator plates.
In wiring a receiver, we fasten
the grid circuit leads to them.

The rotor plates are all
automatically connected to the chassis

Stator plate
terminals
FIG. 16
FOUR -GANG CONDENSER

(ground) through the metal frame
of the condenser.
Therefore, by
grounding one end of the r-f transformer secondary windings,and the
cathodes of the various tubes, this
side of the circuit is completed
through ground as illustrated in
Fig. 17.
This diagram shows,also,
how the tuning condenser symbols
on a diagram are connected together
with dotted lines to show that the
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FIG. 17
USING CHASSIS GROUND CONNECTIONS
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TO COMPLETE CIRCUITS

condensers which they represent are ganged
and adjusted by a single control.
If three condenser sections are combined
into a single unit, as in Fig. 18, we have
what is known as a three -gang condenser.
Two such units (Fig. 19) constitute a two gang condenser.

The mounting of a two -gang condenser
on a metal chassis base, and the dial mechanism for operating the condenser, is illustrated in Fig. 20. Observe how turning the
knob rotates the small pLlley which transmits.
motion to the large disc through a friction
drive. Rotation of the latter is then transferred to the dial needle through a short
shaft, and to the condenser shaft through

the locking collar.

FIG. 18
THREE -GANG CONDENSER

TRIMMER CONDENSERS
In order to operate separate tuning
condensers as this together, and yet have
all stages tuned to the same frequency at
any given condenser setting, the inductance

9
FIG.
TWO -GANG CONDENSER

ERA -I 3

values of the tuning circuits in these stages
must be exactly alike, as also must be the
capacity values. However, due to slight
variations in electrical values that occur
in the mass production of tuning condensers
and r -f transformers, in addition to differences in the distributed capacity of the
circuit wiring, the inductance and capacity
values in the different tuning circuits
are not always properly matched.
To cor-
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rect this condition,
small trimmer condensers
are mounted on the gang
condenser, as shown in
Figs. 18, 19 and 20.

Escutcheon plate

/Disc
/Dial lamp

Locking screw
Collar
Conder'ser

shaft

Plates
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Friction -drive pulley

Chassis
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These trimmer, or
"compensating" condensers,
are connected in parallel
with the tuning condenser
section on which they are
mounted, by the manufacturer.
Thus, they are automatically
installed in the receiver
circuit as shown in Fig. 21,
at the time the receiver
is wired.
Then,when the
receiver is completed, the
trimmers are adjusted with
a screw driver or special
wrench until the circuits
are tuned precisely to the
same frequency whenever the
gang condenser is set in a
certain position. We then
say that the tuning circuits
are "aligned".

Knob
Shaft

On sole Bing condensers,
the outer rotor plates are
slotted (see Fig. 19) so that

FIG.

they can be bent either
20.

TWO -RANG CONDENSER MOUNTING
AND DIAL ASSEMBLY

closer to or farther away
from the adjacent stator

As the rotor plates
way,
the capacity of that particular tuning section will be altered.
That
is, bending an outer rotor plate toward its adjacent stator plate will
increase the capacity of that section, while bending it farther away from
the stator plate will decrease the capacity of that section.
plate.

are bent in this

The step by step procedure for making this adjustment is described
elsewhere in the course, and will be brought to your attention at the
proper time. This is strictly a service adjustment, and should therefore
never be disturbed by the owner of the receiver.

TYPES OF TUNING CONDENSERS
Variable condensers are divided
into the following four main types:
(1) Straight line capacity; (2) Straight

line wave

length;

frequency; and

(k)

Straight

(3)
line
Straight line tuning.

STRAIGHT LINE CAPACITY
The rotor plates of the straight
line capacity condensers are shaped in the
form of semi -circles, with the shaft
running through their center.
(See "A"
of Fig. 22.)
With this arrangement,
the capacity varies directly with changes
in the position of the plates.
That

FIG.
CONNECTION

OF

21

TRIMMER

IN

CIRCUIT
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is, with the plates meshed
exactly half -way, the capacity
will be just one-half the maximum
or rated capacity of the condenser. With the plates onefourth meshed, the capacity will
be one-fourth of the maximum
capacity, etc.

-`

cap9rity measurements are to be
made. The straight line capacity condenser is not suitable
for use in present-day receivers
because the lower wave length
stations will be crowded closely
together on the dial, whereas
the upper wave length stations
will be widely separated on

the dial.

Shaft
Stator plates./

STRAIGHT

©
Shaft-

ORotor

ircuit will tune over

a
range of from 200 to 600 meters,

%
Stator plates

plates

r'',

-Rotation

Shaft

rotor plates of
straight line wave length

c

Rotation

STRAIGHT LINE WAVE LENGTH

The

For instance, if a straight
line wave length condenser
is used in conjunction with
a certain coil so that the

LINE CAPACITY,

r-

Rotor plates

STRAIGHT LINE WAVE LENGTH

condensers ("B" of Fig. 22) are
shaped so that when used in
conjunction with a given
coil to form a tuned circuit,
the wave length to which the
circuit is tuned will vary
directly with changes in the
position of the rotor plates.

"Rotation

plate

Rotor

This condenser is mainly

suitable for radio testing
equipment, where accurate

15

-Stator

plates

STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY

--NRotation
Rotor

plates-\::---\-32ili/
Shaft
Stator plates

STRAIGHT LINE TUNING
FIG. 22
TYPES OF VARIABLE CONDENSERS

then with the plates meshed half -way, the circuit will be tuned to 400
meters, etc. This condenser was commonly used a few years ago while
broadcast stations were rated according to wave length instead of frequency.

STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY
Later, when broadcast stations were separated from each other by
10 kilocycles, the straight line frequency condenser came into prominence.
The shape of plates used is shown at (C) of Fig. 22.
This condenser differs from the one previously described, in that
instead of the wave length being altered in proportion to changes in the
position of the rotor plates,the frequency is affected in this manner.
The main disadvantage of this condenser, however, is that the condenser
must have considerable maximum capacity in order to cover the broadcast
band, thus making it quite large in physical size. Furthermore, stations
at the high -frequency end of the band are quite close together on that
position of the dial scale.
ERA -13
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STRAIGHT LINE TUNING
The straight line tuning, or modified straight line frequency condenser, is now most used in receivers.
Generally speaking, it is a
combination of a straight line wave length and a straight line frequency
condenser. With this condenser installed in a tuning circuit, the high
frequency stations will be separated considerably on the dial scale,
whereas the low frequency stations will be closer together on the scale.
This condition is not objectionable, because present-day receivers are
by nature more selective at the lower frequencies.
The shape ofthe
plates used in this type of condenser is illustrated at (D) of Fig. 22.

Tuning condensers are generally rated according to their maximum
capacity. The minimum capacity of the unit will then be about one -tenth
of the maximum capacity.
That is, if a certain condenser is rated as
having a maximum capacity of .0005 mfd., you can expect itsminimum
capacity to be approximately 1/10 of this amount, or .00005 mfd.

R

-F TRANSFORMERS

The transformers used as means of coupling between r -f tubes and
those employed in the antenna stage of receivers, differ but little in
basic form and construction; the chief difference being the degree of
coupling between their primary and secondary windings.
A transformer is said to be "CLOSE COUPLED" when the primary and
secondary windings are placed close to each other, and on the same axis.
This arrangement permits a large transfer of energy (by mutual induction)
between these windings.
"LOOSE COUPLING" is attained by placing the
primary and secondary windings farther apart,
The coupling between
these two windings can also be decreased by altering the position of
either one so that its axis is more nearly at right angles to that
of the other.
Increasing the number of primary turns, will also result
in closer coupling between the two windings.
Two solenoid type r -f transformers are shown in Fig. 23.
On the
one appearing at (A), the primary winding is located farther from the
secondary than is the case on the transformer shown at (B). Hence,
transformer (A) provides loose coupling between its primary and secondary
winding, while that at (0-75F)vides close coupling between its two windings.
Design (A) is most used in the antenna stage of receivers, because
loose coupling aids in obtaining better selectivity. Design (B) is
most used in the circuits following the antenna, or 1st r -f stage because
it makes greater gain (amplifi-

cation) possible.

PLACEMENT OF COILS
In the construction of any
radionic device employing an r -f
amplifier, stability of operation
is of great importance,
To maintain
this condition, it is important that
all of the r -f energy in every part

of the circuit be confined to that
region where it belongs.
If any of
this energy is allowed to "stray"
or "wander about" to other portions
of the circuit, several undesirable
effects ;ill be experienced; the

most noticeable and irritable
F

R -F

i

c

.

23

TRANSFORMERS

of these being loud, shrill whisties and chirping sounds emanating
from the headphones or loudspeaker.
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Such unwanted transfer
of r -f energy from one circuit
to another --- as, for instance,
from the plate or output -circuit
of the LAST r -f stage to the
circuit of the
grid
FLEET r -f stage would create an
undue amount of trouble of this
nature. This condition is commonly known as "feedback", and
can occur ,between r -f transformers of different stages;
between various cables and wires
that are placed parallel to each
other in the circuit; or anywhere
that an "ELECTRO -MAGNETIC" or
"EIECTRO-STATIC" field (created

or-ut

around one part) reacts upon
some nearby part.
It should be remembered that
"INTF OtJPLING" between r -f stages, as well as between certain
other parts in a circuit, must be
kept at a minunum to ensure sta-
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FIG. 24
MAGNETIC COUPLING BETWEEN COILS

FIG. 25
PLACEMENT OF THREE COILS TO PREVENT INDUCTIVE COUPLING

For this reason, the
various coils or transformers in radio
receivers should be so located that
coupling between them is at a minu mum
ble operation.

.

In Fig. 211., two r -f coils have
been placed near, and parallel to each
other. Under such conditions,the magnetic field created by each coil completely surrounds the other. We there
fore say that these two coils are in-

ductively coupled.

FIG. 26
PLACEMENT OF NEUTROFORMERS
ERA

-13

In Fig. 25, the most desirable
placement for three nearby coils is
illustrated.
Here, the axis of each
coil id at right angles to that of the
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other two. The magnetic fields produced by each coil will therefore
not interlink with those of the
others; and so we have practically
no coupling between them. Of course,
besides utilization of this angular

relationship between the coils,
coupling between them can be reduced
still more by mounting them farther
apart; however, limitation of space
does not always permit this to'be
done.

Another placement of r -f coils
that has been used to reduce coupling
between them is illustrated in Fig.
26.
Here, the axis of each coil
forms a 560 angle with the horizontal
plane.
Such an arrangement of coils
was employed in early receivers
known as "neutrodynes", and the
r -f transformers used in this case

were called "neutroformers".
FIG. 27
PRINCIPLE OF SHIELDING

MAGNETIC AND

E LECTROSTA TIC SHIELDING

The method which is now most used to prevent electromagnetic and
electrostatic coupling between parts of a circuit is illustrated in
Fig. 27.
This method employs the principle of shielding.
In Fig. 27, two r -f transformers are placed close, and parallel
to each other, but with a grounded metal plate between them.
A plate
so used is call a "shield".

Without the shield, strong inductive coupling would exist between
the coils.
However, by placing the shield in the position shown, we
form a barrier for the magnetic

lines of force emanating from

the two coils.
But, in order
for this shield to be effective,
it must be grounded, as shown
in Fig. 27.
In practice, the
method of shielding a coil is as
shown in Fig. 28, where the coil.
is completely enclosed in a grounded metal can.
Sheet aluminum
is most used for this purpose,
although copper is sometines employed.
Metallic shields are also
placed arouna glass electron tubes
to eliminate electrostatic or

"capacitive" coupling between
them and parts of different circuits.
A typical example of the
application of shielding on a
commercial receiver is shown in
Fig. 29.
Here, the antenna coil,
r -f transformers, r -f tubes and
the detector tube are all enclosed in metal shield cans ---

FIG. 28
SHIELDED R -F TRANSFORMER
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APPLICATION

OF

TUBE AND

R

-F TRANSFORMER SHIELDS

thus, confining their respective magnetic and electrostatic fields
The three shielded r -f transformers and tubes, boundto themselves.
ed by the white dotted line at the left in Fig. 29, comprise the three
The shielded r -f transr -f amplifier stages used in this receiver.
former and tube bounded by the white dotted line at the rear -center
of this same illustration comprise the detector stage.

Since the shield cans and the chassis base of this receiver are
all made of metal,
the shields are automatically grounded through
physical contact with the chassis. Therefore, no wires are needed
to make this connection.

Notice how these three stages of r -f amplification, in conjunction with the detector
stage, require the use of a four -gang condenser.
The general circuit arrangement for this
r -f amplifier and detector corresponds to Fig.
15 of this lesson.

Frequently, a complete r -f amplifier stage
shielded in its entirety by a single metal
container.
The type of shield used for this
purpose is shown in Fig. 30, while Fig. 31 illustrates in diagram form how dotted lines are
used to indicate the portion of the cicruit so
shielded.
is

ERA -I 3

FIG.

30

STAGE SHIELD CAN
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A WORD ABOUT R -F
AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

.Shielding comportment

In this lesson,

our chief

aim was to familiarize you
with the basic principles of
r -f amplifiers --- that is,
why they are used; and how
they operate.

To present this

instruction in the most simple manner possible, only the
most essential parts of the
circuits involved were shown
and considered.
The same procedure will
be followed in our study of
detectors and a -f amplifiers,
as presented in the following
lessons.
We then assemble
all of these sections into
complete systems, showing you
all of the wiring details; and
the many variations in circuit arrangements found in

L

FIG. 31
SHIELDED R -F STAGE

commercial and custom-built
receivers.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
1.

-

What two important advantages are offered by the
amplifier in a radio receiver?

2.

-

Why are trimmer condensers supplied on ganged tuning
condensers?

3.

-What does

4.

-

What should be taken into consideration with respect to
mounting unshielded r -f transformers close to each other?

5.

-

What do we mean by the expression "loose coupling" as applied to the windings on an r -f transformer?

6.

-

Why is shielding employed in r -f amplifiers?

7,

-

Name four main types of variable condensers (not including
gang condensers).

8.

-

Why is it that a three -stage r-f amplifier is more selective
than a two -stage amplifier, assuming that all tuning circuits are equally selective?

9.

-

What basic parts constitute an

r -f

a selectivity curve tell us about a radio receiver?

r -f

amplifier stage?

10.- How is effective shielding accomplished in r -f amplifiers?
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VACUUM -TUBE

DETECTORS

Earlier in the course, you learned how crystal detectors separate
the audio component from the modulated carrier wave, which process is
known as "detection." In this lesson, you are shown how detection is
accomplished through the use of electron tubes.
Basically, the action of all detectors --- whether they be of the
crystal or vacuum tube type --- is that of a rectifier.
By this we mean
that it is in rectifying the incoming signal that the detector "detects,"
and changes the output current in such manner so that proper operation
of the sound reproducer (headphones) is possible.
Certain tubes (triodes,
tetrodes, pentodes) have the ability to rectify the incoming signal.
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PARTIAL VIEW OF NATICNAL'S RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION AND SERVICE LABORATORY
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and also to amplify it; thus furnishing a louder audible signal.
Because
of these aforementioned features, we can classify vacuum -tube detectors
into two distinct groups; namely, as non -amplifying detectors and as
amplifying detectors.
Both types are used in modern receivers; each
having certain characteristics that make it desirable in specific circuit
arrangements.

NON -AMPLIFYING DETECTORS
In the non -amplifying class, we have the diode vacuum -tube detector.
Incidentally, the crystal detector is also a non -amplifying device, but
its use is confined almost entirely to receivers built for instructional
or experimental purposes.
The diode vacuum tube, therefore, is the
only non -amplifying detector that is being used in present-day commercial type receivers.

Since a diode acts as a rectifier only, and does not amplify, a
one -tube receiver using a diode as a detector would obviously provide
low volume and limited sensitivity. However, the diode has two important features --- notably good tone quality, and the ability to operate
without distortion when comparatively strong signal voltages are applied
to its input.
For these
reasons, it is popular in
modern high-fidelity receivers, where the deDiode
tector is preceded by
Antenna
Headphones
several stages of high Plate current
gain r -f amplification,
and followed by one or
more stages of a -f amplification.
(Note:
A
high-fidelity" receiver
high -

is one that furnishes

quality sound reproduction.

)

AMPLIFYING DETECTORS
The only amplifying
detector that has ever
been used satisfactorily

4.

t

45.

By-pass cóndenser
being charged

m.

---:---

R-F Transformer

Ground

in radio receivers is that
utilizing a multi -elec-

trode vacuum tube;
as a triode,
pentode.

element

such
tetrode, or

No p lote current

The triode (three tube), which is

the basic tube of all
multi -electrode types,
has the ability to pass
comparatively heavy currents through its plate

circuit, controlled by
feeble signal voltages
applied to its grid.
Because of its amplifying ability, the triode is a more sensitive detector than is the diode;
but does not provide the
same fatthfullnels of sound

reproduction.

By-pass condenser discharges
through headphones.

FIG.

2

How A DIODE DETECTOR RECTIFIES SIGNAL
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This lesson covers thoroughly the theory and operation of both
non -amplifying and amplifying types of detectors, so that you will
fully understand their functions in modern receivers.

THE DIODE DETECTOR
The basic circuit of a diode detector is shown in Fig. 2, where
you will observe the tube to be incorporated in a circuit similar to
that described in a previous lesson pertaining to crystal detectors.
It operates in the following manner:

Signal voltages induced in the antenna by the passing radio wave
cause an alternating voltage of corresponding frequency to appear across
the ends of the r -f transformer's secondary winding and the condenser.
These same voltages will therefore be impressed across the cathode and
plate of the diode, through the windings of the headphones. The hot
cathode emits electrons that are attracted to the plate whenever the
a -c signal voltage places a positive charge on the plate; so permitting
a surge of current to flow through the headphones, as at (A) of Fig. 2 --at the same time charging the condenser that is connected across the
The filament circuit has been omitted in Fig. 2,
headphones.
(Note:
for simplicity.)
No current flows through the headphones when the signal places a
negative voltage on the plate, because the plate opposes the flow of
electrons through the rube at this time.
This is illustrated at (B)
of Fig. 2.
And, since the charging voltage has been removed from the
"phone condenser," the latter discharges through the headphone windings.

The curve at (A) of Fig. 3 illustrates the modulated signal in the
receiver's tuning circuit; that at (B) represents the rectified signal
current resulting from the action of the diode; and that at (C) illustrates
the audio frequency to which the headphones respond.

From the explanation just given, it is quite apparent that the
diode performs the same function as does the crystal detector in circuits described earlier in the course.
That is to say, when an a -c
signal voltage is applied to the diode, a rectified (pulsating, direct)
current flows through the headphones the same as in a circuit containing
a crystal detector.
And, this flow of rectified current through the

The diode rectifies

Modulated signal in
tuning circuit.

headphones,in effect,
eliminate r -f pulsations.

;Positive crests
rA-F Modulation
,..
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DEMODULATION (DETECTION) OF THE BROADCAST SIGNAL
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headphones produces an audible signal for the same reasons as given
previously relative to crystal -detector receivers. The action of the
"phone condenser" in smoothing out the r -f ripples in the output current
was explained in detail at that time; and therefore need not be repeated now.
You will note from the input and output curves in Fig. 3 that this
device functions only as a rectifier, and that no amplification of the
signal takes place. This is true of all diode detectors.
Due to the lack of amplification, this receiver will not operate
a loudspeaker, and will be capable of receiving signals only from nearby transmitting stations. This is characteristic of all one -tube sets
using diode detection. However, the incoming signal will be reproduced
by the headphones with excellent fidelity,and with a minimum of distortion.
The arrangement of the parts and wiring of a circuit of this type is
shown in Fig. 4
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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF DIODE DETECTOR

DIODE DETECTOR COMBINED WITH R -F AMPLIFICATION
When the diode detector is placed in a receiver containing one or
more stages of r -f amplification, its lack of sensitivity is compensated
for by the gain of the amplifier; and good reception of distant stations
is then possible.
But yet, the diode detector retains the desirable
features of fidelity and stability.
This is shown in Fig. 5, where
a two -stage r -f amplifier precedes the detector and so feeds amplified r -f voltages to it.

LESSON NO.
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FIG.5
Two STAGES OF R -F AMPLIFICATION PRECEDING THE DETECTOR

You will note that an r -f coupling transformer has been substituted
in the detector circuit for the antenna -stage r -f coil of our simple
one -tube receiver.
A concise analysis of the action taking place in this
arrangement follows:
Amplified r -f signal current variations that are present in the plate
circuit of the tube in the second stage of the r -f amplifier flow through
the primary winding of the r -f transformer installed at this point --causing r -f voltages to be induced into the secondary winding. Signal
currents of like frequency therefore flow in the tuning circuit of the
detector --- producing an r -f emf across the tuning condenser which
sends current through the detector and headphones.
But, since the diode
functions as a rectifier (one-way electrical valve), the current that
passes through the headphones is a direct current, pulsating or varying
at an audio frequency rate --- and so producing sound.

Diode
detector''

FIG. 6
DIODE DETECTOR COUPLED TO A
ERA -I4

-F

AMPLIFIER
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DIODE DETECTOR COMBINED WITH A -F AMPLIFICATION
When the diode detector precedes one or more stages of a -f amplification, the lack of amplification on the part of the detector is compensated for by the gain of the a -f amplifier. By referring to the diagram in Fig. 6, you will see that this combination will operate a loudspeaker satisfactorily.
The desirable features of the diode --- namely,
fidelity and stability --- are retained in this case also.
As a -f amplifying circuits are explained in detail in the next
lesson, the a -f stages in Fig. 6 are shown in block form only, the
output of the detector being fed into the first stage.

DIODE DETECTION COMBINED WITH R -F AND A -F AMPLIFICATION
A complete receiver, employing diode detection with two stages of
amplification preceding the detector and two stages of a -f amplification following the detector is shown in Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, the a -f
stages are represented in block form. You will note that with this combination, the three basic actions enumerated below take place:
r -f

FIG. 7
COMPLETE RECEIVER COMPRISING R -F AMPLIFIER, DETECTOR AND A -F AMPLFIER
1.

Adequate sensitivity and selectivity secured by the r -f amplifying stages; thus providing reception of distant, or weak,
signals -- and proper selection of the desired station signal.

2.

Good tone quality and stability --- both of
teristic of the diode detector.

3.

Satisfactory operation of a loudspeaker,
a -f amplifier stages.

which are charac-

made possible by the

With slight variation as to certain circuit details, this arrangement is used in many of our present-day radio receivers.
TYPES OF DIODE TUBES USED FOR DETECTION

You have probably noticed that the diode employed in Fig. 7 is
similar to the cathode -type diode used as a half -wave rectifier in
power supply circuits.
Present practice is to use a duo -diode as a
detector instead of a tube having but a single diode section.

LESSON NO.
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The use of a duo -diode
as a detector is shown in

8.

Fig.

You will note

that both plates are connected together; as alsc

This
are the cathodes.
makes the duo -diode tube
perform in every way as
though it were a singleSo far as
d iode type.
detection is concerned,
there is no advantage in
using a duo -diode instead

Plates connected

together,\

`.

Cathodes connected
together- _

$z)

Wg1

_

o)

r

of a single diode; but
since the single diode is

applied in very few in-

for

destances other than
tection, and since the duo diode employed as in Fig. 8
will perform as well as
would a single diode, need
less duplication of tube
types is avoided by ma-

FIc.

8

DUO -DIODE TUBE APPLIED AS DETECTOR

king tubes which may be used as single diodes in certain detector circuits, and as duo -diodes in other applications.

TRIODE USED AS A DIODE
If all the electrodes of a multi -electrode tube, except the cathode,
be connected together, the tube will function in all respects as a diode.
This is shown in Fig. 9, where a triode is being used as a diode in
Here, the control grid of the triode has been
a detector circuit.
connected to the plate, and so no longer functions as a control grid
--- but rather, as part of the plate.
In the same manner, a tetrode or pentode could be so connected that
This is shown in Fig. 10,
it would function as a diode for detection.
where the various grids will be seen connected to the plate.

DIODE DETECTION USING
DUO -DIODE

TRIODE

Space is saved in many

modern receivers by the
use of a duo -diode -triode.
This tube contains a duo -

diode section comprising
two small diode plates and
the cathode which performs
t he functions of de-

tection; and a triode
section comprising a
grid, large plate and
c athode that serves
as the first a -f amplifying tube --- all contained within one enve-

Note that the
pe
single cathode and heater
1 o

FIG. 9
TRIODE CONNECTED TO FUNCTION AS DIODE DETECTOR
ERA

-I 4

.

are common to both sections of the tube. As
w e are at this time

concerned only with
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FIG. 10
TETRODE AND PENTODE CONNECTED TO FUNCTION AS DIODE DETECTOR

the diode, or detector section of this tube, our present
discussion
will be so limited.
A diode detector circuit in which a tube of this kind is
employed
shown in Fig. 11. The two small diode plates are in this case connected together to serve as a single diode plate. As far as the diode
section of the tube is concerned, its action differs in no way from
that of the simple diodes previously -described.
The
of the tube does not affect the operation of the diodetriode section
section, and
will therefore be discuésed later.
is

AMPLIFYING DETECTORS
Two types of amplifying detectors are commonly used. They are
known as the grid -bias detector and the grid -leak
detector.
GRID -BIAS DETECTOR: This
type of amplifying detector
is not the most sensitive,
but it combines a reasonable degree of sensitivity
with amplification, fidelity
and stability. It works well
on the.large signal voltages
supplied by modern high -gain
r -f amplifiers. The majority
of receivers which anploy
amplifying detectors útilize
this type.
tT -IEAR IEi40R:
The grid leak detector is the most sen

(

sitive of all amplifying
detectors; but it is some-

what unstable,

and tends

to distort strong

signals.

It is easily overloaded,

FIG. 11
APPLICATION OF DUO -DIODE -TRIODE
As A DETECTOR

and will therefore not
operate satisfactorily when

connected to the output
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Once very popular, it is now little used
of high -gain r -f amplifiers.
receivers as built by experimenters.
shortwave
small
except in certain
As mentioned earlier in this lesson, all amplifying detectors utilize
Their
multi -electrode tubes --- such as triodes, tetrodes, or pentodes.
theory of operation is quite simple, and there is little difference
between the operation of a triode, a tetrode, or a pentode, when used
Since the triode is the basic tube
for the same type of detection.
of all the multi -electrode types, we will confine our discussion of
detectors to triodes except when it becomes necessary to refer specifically to a tetrode or pentode.

GRID -BIAS DETECTOR
Notice
In Fig. 12, we have a simple circuit containing a triode.
how one end of the tuning circuit is connected to the grid of the tube,
This is called the "grid circuit."
and the other end to the cathode.

Flo. 12
OPERATION Of TRIODE CIRCUIT WHEN No SIGNAL

IS

APPLIED TO GRID

The headphones, a d -c milliammeter and a B -battery are connected
in series between the plate and cathode to form the plate circuit.
A positive voltage, furnished by the B -battery, is applied continuously to the plate of the triode. Therefore, electrons are attracted
from the hot cathode to the plate, causing current to flow through the
plate circuit in the direction of the arrows.
We call this the
plate
current."

CONDITION WITH NO SIGNAL ON GRID
12, signal current is considered to be flowing in the antenna
but we are assuming that the tuning circuit is not in resonance
with the signal frequency, so no signal emf is being impressed on the
grid.
Under these conditions, the plate current is of a steady non varying value, as illustrated by the curve at the right.

In Fig.

coil;

The current which flows in the plate circuit of any triode, or
other multi -electrode tube, when no signal is being app_ied to the grid,
In Fig. 12, the milliammeter shows
is called the normal plate current.
us that a normal current of 10 milliamperes flows in the plate'circuit
when no signal is applied to the grid of this tube. You should note,
ERA
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A -C Signal in
(grid circuit

Total change in.

plate current

0

Maximum value

D -C

Component

\
it

of

plate current.
Minimum value
FIG. 13
OPERATION OF TRIODE CIRCUIT WHEN SIGNAL

IS

APPLIED TO GRID

however, that 10 ma. is not always the normal value of plate current,
and that it is not the same for all tubes in all circuits.
But, since a pulsating or varying current is required for the operation of headphones or some other sound -reproducing device, this normal
plate current will not produce sound.

CONDITIONS WITH SIGNAL APPLIED TO GRID
In Fig. 13, the tuning circuit has been brought to resonance with an
incoming signal, and therefore a signal voltage is impressed on the grid.
This is an r-f alternating voltage; which means that it is varying in both
polarity and intensity. At one instant, the grid will be neutral --- then
it will swing strongly negative --- come back to neutral --- then swing
strongly positive. Remembering that plate current increases when the control grid is positive, and decreases when the control grid is negative, it
is obvious that when an alternating signal voltage is applied to the grid,
the plate current will rise and fall in exact step with the grid voltage.

This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where a cycle of signal voltage has
just been impressed upon the grid, and the corresponding plate current (Ip)
change is shown in the plate current (Ip) curve at the right. You will
observe that as the grid swings positive, the plate current increases to a
higher than normal value (15 ma., instead of 10 ma.).

The signal current in the antenna and tuning circuits is but a few
microamperes; but we have a comparatively large current in the plate circuit.
The plate current varies in intensity in exact step with the original signal current; but it is many, many times stronger --- and the
changes in intensity are of greater magnitude than are those in the antenna
and tuning circuits. It is therefore apparent that the triode has definite
ly provided amplification, or intensification of the received signal.
It is important to note that three values of current must be considered in the plate circuit of Fig. 13. They are:

The normal plate current, which is 10 ma.
The maximum plate current, which is 15 ma.
3. The minimum plate current, which is 5 ma.
1.
2.
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PLATE CURRENT CHANGE

The total change in plate current is equal to the arithmetical
difference between the minimum plate current and the maximum plate cur.the difference
rent (15 ma minus 5 ma". or 10 ma., in this case),
between zero and minimum plate current (5ma. in our example) is often
called the "d -c component" of the plate current. These terms are illustrated on the plate current graph in Fig.13.

It should be brought sharply to your attention at this point that
while we have achieved amplification of the signal in Fig. 13, detection
has not taken plate, and no sound will be produced by the headphones.
This is because the plate current changes are equal; that is, in the
circuit of Fig. 13, the increase in plate current is the same as the
decrease in plate current --- each being 5 ma. But, in order for the
headphones to produce sound, there must be a difference between the plate
current increases and the plate current decreases.
WHY EQUAL PLATE CURRENT INCREASES AND DECREASES
WILL NOT PRODUCE SOUND
In connection with crystal and diode -detection receivers, you learned
that in order to actuate the headphones, the received signal current
must be rectified, or converted from alternating to pulsating current.
Now, upon studying the plate current curve in Fig. 14-A, which shows
the current existing in the plate circuit of the triode in Fig. 13, you
will find that this curve resembles very much the curve for alternating
current appearing in Fig. 14-B.
The latter is a signal current curve
before that current has been rectified.
It is quite true that the current in the plate circuit of any vacuum
tube is always "direct" in the sense that it flows through the circuit
in one direction only; but if we consider the line of normal current
flow in Fig. 14-A as corresponding with the line of zero current flow
in Fig. 14-B, there is no difference in the general appearance of the
two current curves.
When making such a comparison, ws often call the
line of normal current flow, as well as the line of zero current flow,
the reference line.

We know, of course, that these two currents are not exactly alike,
because one of them (the a -c) is constantly reversing its direction of

FIG. 14
COMPARISON OF PLATE CURRENT VARIATION WITH ALTERNATING CURRENT
ERA -I4
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Max.
Norma

I

Min.
Normal plate current
Head phone;
magnet

Plate current increase

Plate current decrease

-Diaphragm

p

Normal position
of diaphragm.

Diaphragm attracted.

Diaphragm repelled

FIG. 15
EFFECT OF VARYING PLATE CURRENT ON HEADPHONE

flow, while the other (the plate current) is merely varying its intensity
so that it rises above and falls below the reference line; but with that
one exception, the general shape of the two curves is very much alike.
Let us now see how this varying plate current would act if permitted
to flow through a pair of headphones.

A sectional view of a headphone is shown in Fig. 15.
When normal
plate current is flowing, the diaphragm will be pulled toward
the poles of the phone as shown at (A).
With an a -c signal voltage
impressed on the grid of the tube, the plate current will rise above
and drop below the normal reference line.
This means that when the
current is increasing, the diaphragm will be pulled still closer to the
magnet, tending to approach the position represented by the dotted line
at (B) of Fig. 15. When the plate current is decreasing to a value below
normal, the pull on the diaphragm will be lessened, and the diaphragm will
tend to move toward the position represented by the dotted line at (C)
of Fig. 15.
However, the diaphragm is physically too inert to respond
to these very rapid plate current increases and decreases, which occur at
radio frequencies.
The final result is that instead of -vibrating and
producing sound, the diaphragm remains in the approximate position first
assumed when normal plate current was flowing --- and, consequently, there
(no signal)

is no sound.

In order for the headphones to respond to the current changes in the
plate circuit, it is necessary that this current be rectified. Rectified,
not in the sense that it will be flowing through the circuit in one
direction only --- as it is already doing that --- but rectified in the
sense that the plate current increases are greater than the plate current
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This is dole by applying a negative voltage --- called
decreases.
a "biasing voltage" --- to the grid of the tube.
GRID -BIAS
Triodes, or other multi -electrode tubes which are being operated
so-called bias -detectors, require that a negative voltage be applied
continuously to their control grid. A negative voltage so used is called
a "bias voltage," or simply "bias." A simple way of securing this bias
voltage is by means of a small battery; often called a C -battery.
as

The addition of a C -battery to furnish a bias for this circuit is
You will note that the positive terminal of the C shown in Fig. 16.
battery is connected to the cathode, and that the negative terminal is
connected to the grid through the call. The grid will therefore now
The grid of
be at a negative potential with respect to the cathode.
the tube is then said to be negatively biased.
In Fig. 16, a 15 volt C -battery has been inserted in the grid circuit.
Consequently, there is now a voltage -difference of 15 volts between
the cathode and the grid. And, since the grid is connected to the negative
terminal of the battery, we can say that the grid is 15 volts negative with
respect to the cathode. Another way of stating the same fact would be
to say that the cathode is 15 volts positive with respect to the grid.

HOW BIAS AFFECTS NORMAL PLATE CURRENT
let's see what happens to the normal plate current whentbe
The plate current curve
is connected in the grid circuit.
has taken place. You will see that
of Fig. 16 shows the change that
the plate current has been reduced greatly, by the negative potential
In fact, so great has been this decrease in normal
applied to the grid.
Obviously,
plate current, that its value is but slightly above zero.
the greater the negative voltage (bias) applied to the grid, the less
will be the plate current.
Now

C -battery

When a biasing voltage sufficient to completely stop the flow
of plate current has been applied to the grid of a tube, the tube is
said to be biased to cut-off.
In other words, the plate current has then
been cut off by the high bias.
CUT-OFF:

Former normal_

plate current

I.... ----

IS

s-_
o

-

Í
---

t

llllllllllll

C -Battery

C -BATTERY

ERA

-I 4

B -Battery

Normal plate current reduced
to his value by bias.

FIG. 16
VOLTRGE REDUCES NORMAL PLATE CURRENT VERY NEARLY
TO CUT-OFF IN BIAS -DETECTOR CIRCUIT
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O

Zero signal
voltage on

Normal plate current
slightly above zer o.

grid

O

Positive alternation
of signal voltage
on

Plate current incre ases
appreciably

grid.

Negative alternation
of signal voltage on

Plate current

cut off.

grid.

FIG. 17
How A -C SIGNAL VOLTAGE AFFECTS PLATE CURRENT OF BIAS -DETECTOR
BIAS REQUIRED FOR CUT-OFF: The value of the voltage
to achieve complete cut-off varies with different tubes, and with necessary
the plate
voltage. Manufacturer's specifications give these values for most
which require biasing. You will find them to vary from about 3 volts tubes
to as
high as a hundred volts or more. In the circuit of Fig. 16, we are assuming
that a bias of 15 volts is reducing plate current to,or very near, cut-off.
AMOUNT OF

PLATE CURRENT CHANGES OF BIAS -DETECTOR
Now, let us assume that a signal voltage is being induced into the
tuning coil, and that this signal
voltage, together with the constant
d -c voltage of the C -battery, is applied to the grid. When the signal
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voltage is zero, the grid will still have the 15 volt bias of the C battery applied to it, and very little current will be present in the
This is illustrated at (A) in Fig. 17.
plate circuit.
When the a -c signal voltage rises on the positive alternation, it
applies a positive voltage to the grid. This positive signal voltage is
opposite in polarity to, and therefore opposes the negative emf of the
Thus, the grid is made less negative (or more positive) than
C -battery.
Under such
it was when the C -battery voltage alone was applied to it.
conditions, more current will flow through the plate circuit; and the
tube will thus not be operating so close to cut-off as before. This is
shown by the change in the plate current curve at the right of Fig. 17-B,
where a plate current increase of 5 ma. is illustrated.
When the a -c signal voltage changes so that a negative alternation
being applied to the grid, this negative voltage aids the voltage of
the C -battery --- tending to make the grid even more negative than does
the C -battery alone.
is

Now, since the 15 volts of the C -battery was sufficient to very nearly
stop the flow of plate current altogether and so bring about cut-off, the
additional negative voltage of the signal will reduce the plate current but
a slight amount until absolute cut-off takes place. In other words, if the
plate current drops to zero as soon as the signal voltage barely commences
to increase in a negative direction, there can be no further decrease in

plate current regardless of the amount of negative signal voltage applied
(See Fig. 17-C.) When the next positive alternation reaches
to the grid.
the grid, the plate current will again increase from zero toward maximum
Thus, we have found that a positive signal
as it did in Fig. 17-B.
voltage increases the plate current appreciably, while a negative signal
voltage has practically no effect at all upon the normal platé current.
In Fig. 18, you are shown a grid voltage curve comprising several
cycles, and the corresponding plate current curve that would be formed
Notice,especially,that current flows in the plate circuit only
thereby.
when a positive alternation is reaching the grid, and that a series of
"gaps" represent the interruption in plate current during negative alterThe condenser which is connected across the
nations of the grid voltage.
headphones discharges during the "gaps" in plate current, causing the average current flow through the headphones to vary uniformly at an audio

,Signal voltage applied

to grid

Plate current increases
caused by positive alternations on grid '

'Gapsin plate current
correspond to negative

11111111

C- Battery

alternations

B -Battery

FIG.

18

How BIAS -DETECTOR RECTIFIES SIGNAL
ERA -14

on

grid.
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frequency rate.
This action is the same as that described relative
to crystal detectors in an earlier lesson, and again illustrated in
Fig. 3 of our present lesson.
METHODS OF SECURING BIAS
In the examples just given, you have been shown how the proper bias
was secured through the use of a C -battery.
This works very well, but
the extra battery is not always desirable.
A biasing voltage is often
obtained by inserting a resistor between the tube's cathode and the negative terminal of the B -voltage supply, as shown in Fig. 19.
You will
note that current, in
flowing from the negative
terminal of the battery
to the cathode of the tube,
must pass through this resistor.
In doing so, a
voltage is developed across
the resistor, the value of
this voltage (voltage drop)
being equal to the B-current
(exparessed in amperes) that
passes through the resistor
multiplied by the value of
B- Battery
the resistor.
This is in

accord with Ohm's Law in
the form E = I x R.
Voltage -drop produced
across resistor used as
bins.
FIG. 19
SECURING BIAS VOLTAGE BY MEANS OF RESISTOR

It is to be noted
further in Fig. 19, that
the plate current flows
through the bias resistor
from its lower end toward

its upper end, thus causing
the lower end to be at a negative potential with respect to the upper
end.
Then, since the upper (positive) end of this resistor is connected
to the cathode of the tube, and the lower (negative) end to the grid
through the secondary winding of the r -f transformer, the grid will be at
a negative potential with respect to the cathode.
We therefore say
that the grid.of this tube is being operated with a negative bias applied
to it, the bias in this case being furnished by the voltage drop appearing
across the'bias resistor because of the flow of plate current through
it.
The bias resistor thus takes the place of the C -battery used in the
circuit of the bias -detector previously described. Sometimes, the bias
resistor is spoken of as a "cathode resistor" because of being connected
in the cathode circuit.

SECURING BIAS IN A -C RECEIVERS
In a -c receivers which derive their operating currents from a power
supply system, it is particularly desirable that the bias be secured by
means other than a C -battery.
The most common method of doing this is
by inserting a resistor between the cathode of the detector tube and the
chassis. Almost all commercially manufactured receivers have a metal
chassis that serves as the common connection for the negative side
of the B -power supply.
In Fig. 20 is' shown a diagram of a bias -detector circuit as commonly
used in a -c receivers. Here, the negative side of the B -circuit is completed through the chassis (ground).
Thus, by grounding the lower end
of the bias resistor, this resistor is effectively connected in series
with the B-circuit so that plate current must flow through it. By also
grounding the lower end of the r -f transformer's secondary winding, the
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grid of the tube is electrically connected to the
lower end of the resistor.
Therefore, the difference
in potential between the
cathode and grid is equal
to the voltage drop appearing
across the bias resistor
the same as in Fig.

19 ---

the grid being negative
with respect to the cathode

because of the plate current flowing through the
bias resistor in the direction indicated.

BY-PASS CONDENSER ACR03S
BIAS RESISTOR
When bias is secured
be means of a cathode reF IG
20
sistor, a by-pass condenser
BIAS -DETECTOR CIRCUIT WITH B -MINUS
is nearly always connected
SIDE OF CIRCUIT GROUNDED
across it as in Fig. 20.
Such a condenser opposes any direct current that may tend to flow through
it, and therefore compels the d -c plate current to be confined strictly
to the bias resistor.
However, this same condenser offers a low -reactance
path to the signal component of the plate current which varies in value
in accordance with the frequencies being handled by the circuit.
For
this latter reason, these variable -current components react through the
condenser rather than through the resistor; and therefore only a d -c
voltage is developed across the resistor with which to bias the tube.
If the condenser were not placed across the bias resistor, fluctuating
voltages as well as a d -c voltage would exist across the ends of the bias
resistor; and if these fluctuating voltages were to be applied to the
grid together with the d -c bias voltage, correct operation of the circuit
could not take place, and the signals as reproduced by the headphones
would be distorted.
In detector circuits, the value of this by-pass
condenser may be anywhere from about .1 mfd. to 10 mfd.

DETERMINING THE VALUE OF BIAS RESISTOR
The value of the bias resistor may be found in either one of two ways.
The first of these, which consists of reference to the tube manufacturer's
specifications, is the easier.
All tube manufacturers specify the value
of bias voltage required in order for a certain tube to function as a biasdetector,along with other data.
Many of them also specify the value
of the bias resistor to use for the purpose; but,if, the latter information is not given, the bias resistor value may be computed by means
of Ohm's Law.

COMPUTING VALUE OF BIAS RESISTOR FOR TRIODE: We will first show you how
to compute the value of a bias resistor for a triode detector.

Knowing the required bias voltage from referring to the tube manufacturer's specifications, the value of the resistor is found by dividing
the cathode current expressed in amperes into the bias voltage.
(Note:
In a triode, the cathode current is always equal to the plate current
of the tube.)
ERA -14
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In Fig. 21, we present
an example of this method.
Here, the tube requires a
grid bias of 17 volts. The
plate current (I,) is 0.2 ma.
As the cathode current is equal to the plate current in
all triodes, the cathode current is likewise equal to
0.2 ma. Converting the given
plate current to amperes
gives a value of 0.0002 ampere. 'lien, dividing the required bias by the cathode
current, we have:

f7 Volts
!:

5,000a required

to furnish
bias.

17

Volt

17

_ 0.0002

= 85,000

Therefore, a bias
resistor of 85,000 ohms
is needed.
Notice that
FIG. 21
COMPUTING BIAS RESISTOR FOR TRIODE

this is simply an application of Ohm's Law,
(R = E
I).
..

COMPUTING VALUE OF BIAS RESISTOR FOR TETRODES AND PENTODES:
Bias resistors for tetrodes and pentodes are computed in the same manner, except
that the cathode current of these tubes is equal to the combined
plate
and screen grid currents.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 22, where
the plate current is .3 ma., and the screen current .1 ma.
The cathode
current is therefore .3 + .1 or .4 ma. And, since a bias of 5 volts is
required to operate this particular tube as a bias detector we
determine
-the cathode resistor value by first changing the cathode
current from
.4 ma. to its equivalent of .0004 amperes and then
substituting values
in the formula R = E
I, thus; 5 3 .0004 = 12,500 ohms.
A bias resistor of 12,500 ohms must therefore be used in this case.
We wish to bring to your attention the fact that the bias resistor
in series with the cathode is the most popular method
of
bias in
modern receivers, and is therefore the method you willsecuring
most often encounter in your work in
this field.
Bias is also
required for certain types
of r -f and a -f amplifier
tubes, as well as in many

electronic devices other
than radio. So, what you
learn about this subject
now will be applicable
to these other cases

also.

GRID -LEAK DETECTION
A grid -leak detector
is

so named because its

grid circuit

always con

tains a resistor of several
million ohms that is called
a "grid -leak."
As men-

tioned earlier in this

lesson, this too is an
amplifying type detector.

FIG. 22
COMPUTING BIAS RESISTOR FOR PENTODE
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The circuit of a grid
is shown
in Fig. 23,in diagram form.
The distinguishing fea-

leak detector

tures of this detector
circuit are the grid condenser that is connected
between the grid of the
tube and the tuning circuit, and the grid -leak
resistor that is connected
between the grid and cathode of the tube.
No C battery or bias resistor
is used.
The tuning and
plate circuits are simi-

circuit

lar to these same

as employed in the bias -

detector.

FIG. 23
GRID -LEAK DETECTOR

HOW THE GRID -LEAK
DETECTOR WORKS

The illustrations appearing in Figs. 24 and 25, together with the
a clear understanding of the

following explanation, should give you
theory involved.

With the receiver in operating condition, and no signals being
received, plate current of constant value will flow through the plate circuit.
This is the normal plate current flow.
Now, let us assume that the signal wave, striking the antenna at
one particular instant, causes the elevated portion cf the antenna to
become negatively charged with respect to ground as shown in Fig. 24.

This condition will cause an electron -flow through the primary
winding of the antenna coil in the direction indicated by the arrows.

Antenna
r

Voltage induced __..J
in antenna

Electrons
_

.0002

1

circuit

1_

/

I RFCu_rrént

%

\

1

\

''-.-

/

L-

I

d
..

°

oa!

°

0

°

°

°

O

`

_

Head-

phones

ull

%

Plate current value
below normal

Ground

FIG. 24

CIRCUIT OPERATION DURING FIRST ALTERNATION
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CIRCUIT OPERATION DURING SECOND ALTERNATION OF SIGNAL VOLTAGE

This electron -flow, in turn, builds up a magnetic field around the primary
winding which links the secondary and induces therein a voltage that
causes electrons to flow into the plates of the tuning condenser in such
manner that a negative potential is produced at the stator (upper) plates
and a positive potential at the rotor (lower) plates, as shown in Fig. 24.

Since the .00025 mfd. grid condenser is connected in parallel with
the tuning condenser through theleak resistor, some electrons will also
flow into plate X of the grid condenser, charging it to a negative potential with respect to plate Y.
As this charging action of the grid
condenser takes place, some electrons leave plate Y, flow through the
1 megohm leak resistor in the direction indicated, and over toward plate
X.
The direction of electron flow being from the grid -end of the leak
resistor toward its cathode -end causes its grid -end to become negative
with respect to its cathode -end.
At radio frequencies, the capacitive reactance of the grid condenser
practically negligible in comparison to the resistance value of 1 megohm
possessed by the leak resistor. Therefore, the voltage -drop produced
across the leak resistor is far greater than that generated across the
plates of the grid condenser. Such being the case, the net or effective
voltage applied across the tube's grid and cathode terminals is practically equal to that produced across the ends of the leak resistor by the
flow of electrons through it, and also of like polarity. Thus, during the
instant illustrated in Fig. 24, the tube's grid is negative with respect
to its cathode.
is

The grid of the tube, now being negative, decreases the flow of
electrons between the cathode and plate, and in this way decreases the
plate current below its normal value.
As the following alternation of signal -voltage occurs, the elevated
portion of the antenna becomes electrically positive, and the grounding
system, negative.
The electrons through the antenna circuit will then
reverse their direction of flow in accordance with the arrows appearing
in Fig. 25.
Similarly, the electron flow in the tuning circuit, caused
by induction, will also reverse its direction in accordance with the
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arrows in Fig. 25. The upper tuning condenser plates will therefore now
be charged to a positive potential and the lower ones to a negative

potential.
This action causes plate X of the grid condenser to become positively
charged with respect to plate Y. During this charging period of the grid
condenser, the electron -flow through the leak resistor is in such direction that its cathode -end becomes negative with respect to its grid -end.
Also, the voltage -drop across the leak resistor is again much greater than
that across the plates of the grid condenser for the reason given previously. Therefore, the voltage that is effective across the tube's grid
and cathode is again practically equal to, and of the same polarity as,
In other words, the
that appearing across the ends of the leak resistor.
which condition
its
cathode,
respect
to
is
positive
with
now
grid
tube's
accelerates the flow of electrons between the cathode and plate, causing
the plate current to increase above its normal no -signal value.

However, it is also to be noted that each time the grid is positively
charged (as in Fig. 25), it acts somewhat as a "plate" and attracts a few
Assuming for the moment that the
of the electrons emitted by the cathode.
in
the circuit, it is apparent that
not
included
is
leak
resistor
1 megohm
such electrons as are attracted by the grid, would become isolated because
they cannot flow through the insulation of the grid condenser --- and,
since they bear a negative electrical charge,they have a natural tendency
to partially neutralize the positive signal potential and also to maintain
Therefore, as the signal
a negative charge on plate Y of the condenser.
voltage reverses to re-establish conditions as shown in Fig. 24, causing
the grid to become negatively charged, the condenser plate y and the grid
(This is due to the accumulation of
will already be slightly negative.
on account of this portion of
parts,
those
electrons that are trapped on
Thus,
the circuit being isolated during the absence of the leak resistor.)
it is apparent that whenever the control grid is "swung" negative by the
signal -voltage, it will be slightly more negative than is made possible by
the signal voltage alone, and the flow of plate current is therefore

reduced accordingly.
Since electrons are accumulated by the grid during each positive
alternation of signal -voltage, the average positive potential of the
grid and its corresponding effect on the plate current will gradually
become less during each successive cycle, for any given constant signal
intensity. Also, the increasing effect of the negative grid potential
during the negative alternation of each successive cycle will cause a
steady decrease in the average plate current.
cause the average plate current to de-

Thus, these two factors,

together,

crease in value during
each successive cycle of
the r -f wave train.
In the absence of the
leak resistor, this action
would continue for a number
of cycles of the signal voltage until so many electrons
have collected on plate Y of

the grid condenser that
their charge would cause the
grid to became so much negative that the flow of plate
current would be stopped entirely. The tube would then
be "blocked," and the system

paralyzed.
ERA -III
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The leak resistor prevents the occurrence of conditions described
It does this by offering a high -resistance
path between the tube's grid and cathode so that the excess electrons
may drain off the grid before the state of blocking occurs.
In fact,
the relation between the values of the grid condenser and the leak
resistor is
such as to allow the excess
electrons, accumulated
during the r -f cycles constituting one-half of the audio cycle, to
drain off the grid at the time that the following half of the modulated
signal comes in.
This draining of electrons by the leak resistor is
illustrated in Fig. 24 by means of the small circles spaced along
this path.
in the preceding paragraph.

The action of the grid condenser and leak being as described, the
plate current will vary as shown by the curve in Fig. 26.
Notice that
the average change in plate current has little ripples incorporated in
it, which represent remaining r -f variations.

The manner in which these r -f ripples are handled by the plate
condensers is indicated by the small arrows in Figs. 24 and 25.
It will
be noted that the alternate charge and discharge of this ,condenser is
such as to store electrons during the peaks of the plate current r -f
pulses,and to deliver them to the plate circuit during the depressions;
thereby acting as a filter and thus causing the flow of plate current
through the headphone windings to more nearly conform with the curve
appearing in Fig. 27.
Thus, clear, audible sounds are produced by the
headphones.

OPTIONAL METHOD OF
CONNECTING GRID -LEAK

Normal plate
current valuel

In all diagrams of
grid -leak type detectors
shown thus far, the leak
resistor has been placed

Aaóio COH/poHeHt

Of OHO wave 1/a/o
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FIG. 27
HOW FILTERING AFFECTS PLATE CURRENT

between the grid and cathode of the tube.
In many
diagrams, however, it is
shown as being connected

directly across the grid
condenser, as in Fig. 28.
Either method will work.
If
the grid -leak resistor is
connected as in Fig. 28, the
electrons will return from
the grid vie the tuning call
as indicated by the arrows.

GRID -LEAK VALUE
The value of the grid -leak resistor used in this type of detection
is important.
It must be such that just exactly the right quantity
of electrons will leak of
the grid.
If this leaking action occurs
too rapidly, due to a leak of too low value, the grid will lose electrons so that there will be little or no opposition to the next posi-

tive alternation, and rectification will then not take place.
On
the other hand,
if this leaking action be too slow, due to an excessively high resistance, the grid will soon become saturated with
which condition will make it very negative and thereelectrons,
by block further tube action.
Grid -leak resistor values range from
about one million, to as high as ten million ohms; the exact value
being dependent upon the characteristics of the tube used.
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DIFFERENCE IN RECTIFYING ACTION OF DETECTORS
From the study of this lesson, you have learned that with bias detection, the plate current increases are always much greater than
the decreases; while for
the grid -leak detector,
the plate current decreases

are always much greater
The
than the increases.
two systems are therefore
exactly opposite in this
respect, but satisfactory
detection is accomplished
in either case.
The important fact
to remember is that each
method eliminates one-half

of the modulated signal
wave form (either the posi-

tive or negative half) in
the plate circuit, which
action is the basis for
signal rectification or

detection.

REGENERATION

FIG. 28
LEAK RESISTOR CONNECTED ACROSS

GRID CONDENSER
The principle known
as "regeneration" is sometimes applied to grid -leak detectors employing either a triode, tetrode
or pentode in order to increase the amplifying ability of the circuit
above that made possible by the amplification factor of the tube alone.
This is particularly true in small shortwave receivers, as used by amateur

operators and experimenters.

radio

The circuit diagram of a simple form of regenerative detector is
presented in Fig. 29. You will observe the circuit as a whole to be quite
However,
similar to that of the grid -leak detector previously described.
an important addition exists in the form of an extra winding --- called a
"regeneration coil", "feedback coil" or "tickler coil"
--- which is included between the plate of the tube

and the headphones.
The tickler coil consists of a relatively few
turns of wire, of about the
same size as that used for
the tuned secondary winding
of the r -f transformer; and
is placed in an inductive
relationship with the se-

condary winding.

The cir-

cuit operates in the follow-

ing manner:

FIG. 29
REGENERATIVE DETECTOR CIRCUIT
ERA

-I
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Signal voltages are applied to the grid of the tube
in the usual way, causng
variations in plate ourrent
that are of both a radio
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frequency and audio frequency character, as explained earlier in this lesson.
This varying plate current flows through the tickler coil, producing
a correspondingly varying magnetic field that induces r -f voltages in the
tuned winding.
The directions in which the various coils are wound are so related
to each other with respect to polarity that the voltages induced in the

tuned winding by the tickler coil are of the same polarity as the signal
voltages appearing in the tuned winding by induction from the primary.
The signal voltages induced in the tuned winding by the tickler coil will
therefore be added to those induced in the tuned winding by the primary,
with the result that the signal voltages applied to the grid of the tube
will be appreciably greater than would be the case if the tickler coil
were not employed.
Consequently, signal current variations of greater
amplitude will be avialable in the plate circuit with which to actuate
the headphones, thereby resulting in a louder sound.
It is to be noted that the high degree of amplification made possible
by this circuit is due to the fact that the signal has already been amplified at the time part of its energy is returned to the grid circuit
for re -amplification.

You will hear more about the application of regeneration, and the
methods for controlling it, later in the course as the circuits under
discussion make use of it.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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No.
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1.

-

Does the diode type detector amplify the signal
as rectify it?

2.

-

Is a grid-leak detector best suited to a receiver circuit
wherein considerable or very little r -f amplification pre-

as well

cedes it?
3.

-

What is the purpose of applying a negative bias voltage
to the grid of the tube used in a grid -bias detector?

4.

_

How may the bias voltage be obtained, other than from a
C battery, for biasing a cathode -type tube?

5.

-

What is the chief purpose of the leak resistor in a grid leak detector circuit?

Why is regeneration incorporated in some detector circuits?

6.

If a certain pentode detector tube draws
current, and .2 ma.of screen current,

7.

-

of plate
what value of
resistor would you install in the cathode -circuit to
provide a bias of 10 volts for the :ube?

8.

-

Why is it that the increases in plate current are very
much greater than the decreases in a grid -bias detector
circuit?

9.

-

What are the two most important features in favor of diode

.6 ma.

detectors?
10.- How is it possible to operate a tube having several grids
as a diode?
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AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION
This
You are now taking up the study of audio frequency amplifiers.
subject should be easier for you to master than were those covered in
some of the earlier lessons, as the principles you learned in studying
power supplies, r -f amplifiers and detectors will aid you in understanding the workings of a -f amplifiers.

The purpose of the a -f amplifier in a receiver is to take the received signal after it has been handled by the r -f amplifier and the
detector, and "boost" or amplify it further until it has sufficient
amplitude and power to operate a loudspeaker.
OTtitE USES FOR A -F

AMPLIFICATION

In addition to the
valuable part it serves in
radio receivers, a -f amplification is also used
in many other electronic
and radianic devices. Radio
transmitters, for example,

D.lecl_,

.

.

have one or more stages
of a-f amplification between
the microphone and the
modulator. Television receivers employ similar amplification to increase
the brilliance of the tele-

vised image. Electronic
alarm systems; public ad-

'11

v,

e?;

515.z..

dress systems; hearing aids

for the deaf; medical
ap

'atus;

sutmarine sounding

devices; long-distance
telephones; navigation
equipment; certain airERA

-15
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RECEIVER WITH Two A-F AMPLIFIER TUBES
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craft instruments --- all these, and many more, utilize audio frequency amplifying circuits which are basically and electrically the
same as those you will learn about in this lesson.

COUPLING METHODS
The various sections or stages of the a -f amplifier are always
connected together in such manner that the incoming signal must pass
through them in sequence after detection, and before it reaches the loud
speaker.
This is said to be a cascade arrangement, and to form a cascade
type a -f amplifier.

A cascade amplifier must have more than one stage.

The method used to couple a stage of a -f amplification to the detector, or to a preceding stage of amplification, is most important.
In
fact, it is the method of coupling which distinguishes one type of a -f

amplifier from another.

The method of coupling has a great bearing on the amount of gain provided byeach stage, as well as on the tone quality (fidelity of reproduction) of the signal. Modern practice has settled on the use of three
possible 'coupling systems. They are:
1.

Resistance -capacity coupling.

(Usually called resistance coupling).

2.

Impedance -capacity coupling.

(Usually called impedance coupling).

3.

Transformer coupling.

We will now discuss each of these three methods, in the order named.

st a -f tube
(input tube)

Detector
tu be

I

2nd a -f tube
(output tube)

/ Coupling,

I

1

Speaker

B+

B

B+

Detector stage

I

(

o -f stage
input stage)

2 a -f stage
(output stage)

L

How

FIG. 2
INTER -STAGE COUPLING IS USED IN A -F AMPLIFIER
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FIG 3
RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIER STAGE

WHAT WE MEAN BY COUPLING
Any amplifying stage consists of a tube which has its grid connected,
or coupled, in some manner to the plate circuit of the preceding tube.
In that way, the signal available in the plate circuit or 'output" of one
tube is fed to the grid of the following one.
In Fig. 2, you are shown the use of coupling in a two -stage amplifier.
The coupling systems are illustrated in block form so that you will find
Notice how the coupling
it easy to understand their use in the circuit.
system is connected in the plate circuit of one tube, and in the grid
circuit of the next. The first stage of any amplifier is always called
If the amThe last stage is called the output stage.
the input stage.
plifier contains more than two stages, those which are located between the
input and output stages are known as the intermediate stages. Thus, a
two -stage amplifier would consist of an input and an output stage; while
a three -stage amplifier would have an input stage, an intermediate

stage and an output stage.

RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
A basic diagram of a resistance -coupled audio amplifier stage is
The
presented in Fig. 3, connected to the output or the detector tube.
following are distinguishing features of this type of amplifier:
A resistor, called the "plate load resistor" (R-1), is connected
between the plate of the detector tube and the positive terminal of the
Another resistor, called the "grid leak" (R-2), is
"B" voltage source.
connected between the grid of the audio amplifier tube and the cathode
A fixed condenser (C -l), called
of the same tube, through the chassis.
a "coupling condenser,' is connected between the plate of the detecCondenser C-2, called
tor tube and the grid of the amplifier tube.
a "plate by-pass condenser," serves the same purpose as the condenser
which was placed across the headphones in the simple receivers described in previous lessons.

A picture -drawing of such an amplifier stage, showing a typical
arrangement of the parts and circuit wiring, is presented in Fig. 4.
ERA -15
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For the present, we are showing only those parts of a -f amplifier
circuits that are involved in our explanation of the basic principles.
This will simplify matters for you at the beginning. Additional
features,
such as provisions for biasing the tubes, etc., will be injected into
the description at the logical time as we progress through this discussion.

TRANSFER OF A -F SIGNAL THROUGH RESISTANCE COUPLING

You will recall that the detector tube, together with other components of the detector circuit, has changed the original modulated r -f
signal to an audio -signal plate current which is identical in frequency
to the current flowing through the microphone at the
studio of the

transmitting station.

This varying a -f current, flowing through the plate load resistor
(R-1) in Fig. 3, produces a correspondingly varying
voltage drop across
it.
Remembering that a coupling condenser of the proper capacity will
offer but slight opposition to audio frequencies, you can
readily see
that the a -f voltage variations appearing across R-1 will be
applied to
the grid of the amplifying tube through condenser C-1.
Thus, there is now
being applied to the grid of the amplifying tube an alternating a -f
voltage
--- that is, a voltage which is varying in both, intensity
and polarity

at an audio -frequency rate.

It is to be noted further that although the coupling
condenser
permits the alternating a -f signal voltage to react through it
and so
be applied to the grid of the amplifying tube, it also
serves to prevent
the d -c plate voltage of the detector tube from being
applied to the
grid of the a -f tube.
A more detailed analysis of the transfer of
the signal through
this type of coupling follows.

DETAILED ANALYSIS:
In Fig. 5, we have a diagram of a resistance -coupled
amplifier stage, simplified for the purpose o" analysis. That is,
sources of "B" voltage are represented in the form of blocks to the
com-
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plete the circuits involved in our
present discussion, and the source

Condenser charges;

of "C" (bias) voltage has been omitted
for the sake of simplicity.
At the time the receiver is first
turned on and no signal is tuned in,
the plate current gradually increases
This
to its normal no -signal value.
current flows through the detector
tube and its plate load resistor
R-1, as indicated by the solid arrows
This
in illustration (A) of Fig. 5.

rising current produces

a

voltage

dr

re

Normal

Q,. er.,r

2

-

drop across R-1, causing end #1 to be
Actually,
less positive than end #2.
the cathode -to -plate path within the

tube and R-1 form a series combination --- the "B" voltage being divided between these two components,
part of the voltage drop being across
the tube and part across R-1.

Since plate "a" of the coupling
condenser (C-1) is connected to the
junction of the tube's plate and end
#1 of R-1, a positive voltage somewhat lower than the "B" voltage will
This induces a
be applied to it.
negative charge to búild up on plate
During the
"b" of the condenser.
time condenser C-1 is being charged,

electrons flow upward through grid
leak resistor R-2; causing a momentary
voltage drop which makes its end #4
negative, and its end #3 positive.
This will apply a slight positive voltage to the grid of the amplifier tube;
but once the plate current reaches a

steady value, the electron drift
through R-2 stops and the voltage
drop across it disappears.
Now, when a signal is tuned in and

rectified by the detector, the flow
of current through plate load resistor R-1 will alternately increase and
decrease at an audio frequency rate.

FIG. 5

When current through the plate circuit
TRANSFER OF SIGNAL THROUGH
of the detector tube increases, as
RESISTANCE-CAPACITY COUPLING
indicated by the heavy arrows in illustration "B" of Fig. 5, the voltage drop across R-1 also increases.
Therefore, the positive potential at end #1 of R-1 and at plate "a" of
condenser C-1 will decrease, and the condenser will lose some of its
charge.
Electrons will flow downward through R-2 during this process,
and the resulting volt -drop will apply a negative voltage to the grid of
the amplifier tube.
Thus, the plate current through this tube decreases.

Then, as the signal causes the plate current through the detector
tube and R-1 to decrease below the normal value (Fig. 5-C), the voltage
drop across this resistor will be reduced correspondingly.
This causes
ERA -15
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the voltage at end #1 of resistor R-1 and on plate "a" of condenser
The condenser therefore receives an inC-1 to become more positive.
creased charge, with electrons flowing upward through resistor R-2,
as indicated by the dotted arrows, until the potential across the condenser comes up the the applied positive voltage.
It is of special importance to observe that the direction of electron
flow thrO ugh R-2 at this time is reversed to what it was before. Thus,
Then,
end #3 of resistor R-2 is now positive, and end #4 is negative.
since the grid of the amplifier tube is now positive,plate current through
it will increase.

From the explanation just given, you will see that as the plate current through the detector tube increases that through the anplif ier
decreases in step. However, the a -c (signal) component of the current in
the plate circuit of both these tubes has the same shape or pattern, and
will therefore produce the same sound when utilized by a headphone
or loudspeaker.

NECESSITY OF A GRID -LEAK RESISTOR
Besides serving as a means for applying the signal voltage to the
grid of the amplifier tube, resistor R-2 in Fig. 5 functions also as a
This
grid leak, without which the amplifier would operate intermittently.
is due to the electrons which would collect on the grid every time a
positive alternation of a -f signal voltage were applied to it.
You should recall that when a grid is positive, it will attract electrons from the electron stream which is passing between the cathode and
If these electrons were not permitted to "leak -off" the grid,
the plate.
they would eventually collect in sufficient quantity to constitute a
strong negative charge on it; thus making it so strongly negative as to
completely block the passage of electrons through the tube. This would
reduce the plate current so near to zero that no. sound would be emitted
by the speaker.
The value of this grid leak resistor is somewhat less than that required by the grid -leak detector described in the previous lesson. Values
ranging from 50,000 to 500,000 ohms are typical in a -f amplifiers.

COMBINED GRID LEAK AND VOLUME CONTROL
In commercial
volume control are
Fig. 6, where the
potentiometer which

receivers, the functions of a grid -leak resistor and
This is shown' at (A) in
often combined in ohe unit.
regular grid -leak resistor has been.replaced.by a
The potentiometer,
has the same value of resistance.
which is a variable resistor, has been discussed and illustrated in a
previous lesson. You will remember that it has a contact, in the form
of a slider, that may be moved along a resistance element by rotating
a knob.

Notice in Fig. 6 that the coupling condenser C-1 is connected to
one end of the potentiometer's resistance element instead of directly to
And the slider is connected to the grid.
the grid of the first a -f tube.
Now, if the potentiometer knob be rotated so that the slider contacts
that end of the resistance element which is.connected to the condenser as
As the slider is
at (B) of Fig. 6, the stage will deliver maximum volume.
moved toward the grounded end of the resistor element, the volume will
gradually decreasé; reaching a minimum value when the slider contacts
the grounded end of the resistor as at (C) of Fig. 6. While all volume con
trol systems do not work according to this circuit, it is, nevertheless,

a popular arrangement.
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HOW AMPLIFICATION IS ACHIEVED
The amplification or increase in signal intensity provided by this
circuit can be demonstrated by the fact that a speaker connected in the
plate circuit of the detector tube would produce a barely audible sound;
while the same speaker inserted in the plate circuit of the amplifier
tube would produce sound of su"ficient volume to be heard several feet
from the speaker.
This amplification, or gain, is secured by the ability of the tube
That is to say, the amplification factor of the tube determines the amount of gain or "boost" in signal strength available per
No gain whatever is supstage of resistance coupled a -f amplification.
plied by the coupling circuit.
to amplify.

GAIN SECURED FROM ONE STAGE OF RESISTANCE COUPLED A -F AMPLIFICATION

realized from one stage
largely by the amplifiin such a circuit would
which has a much higher
amplification factor, would make it possible for the amplifier stage
to furnish a higher gain.
As was just mentioned, the amount of gain
of resistance -coupled amplification is governed
cation factor of the tube. The average triode
give a gain of about fifteen; whereas a pentode,

ERA -15
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Another important factor in determining gain is the plate load resistor.
The higher its value, the more closely will the actual amplification attained approach the amplification factor of the tube. For
example, if the plate load resistor is twice the plate resistance of
the tube, the gain will be two-thirds of the amplification factor; if the
plate load resistor is three times the tube's plate resistance, the gain
will be three -fourths of the amplification factor, etc.
(Note:
The
plate resistance of a tube is the opposition it offers to the varying
audio signal plate current mentioned on page four.)
In practice, the value of the plate load resistor seldom exceeds
ten times the plate resistance because the resulting volt -drop would
leave too little B -voltage applied to the plate of the tube.
A value
smaller than twice the plate resistance not only gives a very low gain,
but also tends to distort the quality of the amplifier signal.

TWO -STAGE RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER

When a single tube does not give adequate amplification, two or
more stages may be employed.
The addition of another stage to the amplifier just described is
shown in Fig. 7. A load resistor (R-3) is now placed in the plate circuit
of the first amplifying tube, just as was done in the case of the detector
tube's plate circuit;
a coupling condenser (C-3) is connected between the
plate end of R-3 and the grid of the second amplifying tube; a leak
resistor (R-4) is placed between the grid of the second a -f tube and
the chassis; and the plate circuit of the second amplifier tube is completed through the speaker.

An analysis of the gain secured by means of a two -stage amplifier
illustrated in Fig. 8. Here, a two -stage, resistance coupled a -f
amplifier is connected to the output of a detector; and each of the
amplifier tubes has a net amplification of 10.
Assuming that the
detector furnishes a signal emf of 0.5 volt to the input of the amplifier, this same voltage (neglecting a slight loss in the coupling circuit) will be applied to the grid of the first amplifier tube.
Then,
is

FIG. 7
TVO-STAGE A -F AMPLIFIER
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since this tube has an
amplification of 10,
the signal voltage available

at

its output will be 10

times 0.5 or
This

5 -volt

5 volts.
signal will

react through the following

coupling circuit and thus
be applied to the grid of
the next amplifier tube,
where it is again amplified
10 times.
Thus, a signal
of 5 times 10 or 50 volts
will be available at its
(Note:
Since
output.
no step-up in voltage is
provided by the coupling
circuit, we say that its
voltage ratio is 1 to 1 --t he same as we do of a trans former in which the number
of time on the primary winding is equal to the number
of turns on the secondary,

and in which case the two
voltages are equal.)
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RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIER

THREE -STAGE RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIEF
A third stage may be added to our amplifier of Fig. 7, by placing
a load resistor in the plate circuit of the second stage; connecting the
plate of the second a -f tube to the grid of a third a -f tube by means of
a coupling condenser; and placing a grid -leak resistor between the grid
The plate circuit of the final
of the third a -f tube and the chassis.
Here, too,
tube would then be completed through the speaker as befcre.
each tube amplifies the signal, in turn --- and since more tubes are
employed than in Fig. 7, a greater over-all gain or total amplification is possible.

IMPEDANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
Impedance coupled a -f amplifiers are very similar to those employing
resistance coupling.
In fact, the only change necessary to convert
a resistance -coupled amplifier to one using impedance coupling is to
replace the plate load resistors with small iron -core chokes (called
"a -f chokes").
This is shown in Fig. 9, where the flow of plate current through the chokes L-1 and L-2 is indicated by means of arrows.
In general appearance, an a -f choke is very similar to a filter choke
as used in power supply systems.

One of the disadvantages of resistance -coupling is that the high
resistance of the plate load resistor opposes the normal d -c plate current
to a very great extent --- thereby resulting in an appreciable d -c
voltage drop across it.
This d -c voltage drop is of no value in transferring the signal through the coupling; in fact, it is a disadvantage,
in that a very high B voltage must be available at the source in order
This calls for
to have the voltage necessary at the plate of the tube.
a B -power supply capable of furnishing a very high d -c voltage --- and
which would be rather expensive.
The chief advantage of resistance -coupling is that it amplifies all
audio frequencies equally well. That is, it does not amplify certain
ERA -15
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FIG. 9
IMPEDANCE -COUPLED A -F AMPLIFIER
frequencies more than others. In other words, it is capable of amplifying
with good fidelity a broad audio frequency band --- ranging all the way
from the lowest to the highest audio frequency which the radio receiver
is expected to reproduce.

Chokes do not oppose the passage of the normal d -c plate current
to the extent as do the plate load resistors in resistance -coupled circuits, and for this reason, less B voltage is wasted between the plate
terminal of the tube and the B voltage source. --However, the passage
of varying (signal) current is greatly opposed, by the reactance of the
chokes, thereby permitting an appreciable a -f voltage to be developed
across them.
For example, the d -c resistance of the winding in a typical a -f
choke as used for this purpose might be 300 ohms; while the inductive
reactance, or opposition to a varying current, offered by the same
winding, could be as much as 60,000 ohms at the higher audio frequencies.
Thus, the flow of normal plate current would be opposed only be the 300
ohms of resistance; while the flow of a -f signal current would be opposed
by an inductive reactance which could be as high as 60,000 ohms --the exact value depending on the frequency. Note that coupling condensers,
as well as grid -leak resistors, are necessary in impedance -coupled
systems, just as they are in resistance -coupled amplifiers --- and for
Also, a combined grid leak and volume control, in the
the same reasons.
form of a potentiometer, may be used in one of the stages of an impedance
coupled amplifier the same as in the resistance' coupled circuit of
Fig. 6.

Although impedance coupling reduces the d -c voltage loss in the
plate circuit, an a -f choke costs more than a resistor, and requires
more space for mounting. 'And, unless the choke is of very good quality,
it will favor certain of the reproduced frequencies more than others.
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TRANSFORMER -COUPLED
AMPLIFIERS
An amplifier which utilizes transformer coupling
will have more gain per stage,
as well as a greater total
gain, than will a resistance
or impedance -coupled amplifier
using the same number of stages,
and the same tubes. Somewhat
off -setting this increase in
amplification is the fact that
transformer coupling does not
provide the same high degree

of fidelity

(tone quality)

that is characteristic of
resistance coupling, unless

expensive transformers

of

very high quality are used.

Inferior transformers
have a natural tendency to
amplify certain frequencies
more than others. In general,
they amplify the higher audio
frequencies better than the

FIG. 10

TYPICAL

A -F

TRANSFORMERS

lower ones; and may have a
resonant condition which causes them to amplify one particular frequency
so much more than the others that the tone corresponding to it is ab -

normally accentuated.
A -F TRANSFORMERS

Typical a -f (audio).transformers of different designs and styles
of mounting are presented in Fig. 10. Such transformers have a primary
and a secondary winding, and vary considerably as to turns -ratio --a 2 to 1 or 3 to 1 ratio being most popular for inter -stage use.
Illustration (A) in Fig. 11 shows how the secondary winding is usually
applied over the primary, while the shape of the silicon -steel core is
shown at (B); and tha placement of the windings on the core, at (C).
The complete assembly, with mounting frame, appears at (D).

FIG. II
STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF A -F TRANSFORMER
ERA -15
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The core is made up of soft -steel
laminations, cut to the shape of an "I"
and an "E", as shown in Fig. 12.
These
laminations are assembled'about the completed winding to form the core, in the
following manner:
First, the center leg of the E -shaped
lamination is slipped through the openin
154 layer
of the winding from the
as
(C)
-Section'of Fig. 12; an I -shaped lamination is
then placed at the left, in the position
indicated. Another E -shaped lamination
Coil,,
is then laid on top of the first, but is
- %//%
inserted through the coil from the left
as shown at (D) of Fig. 12; an I -shaped
W701,
member is placed to the right of it as
i
also here shown. This alternate placement of laminations is repeated until the
2nd layer
E- Sectioñ>--- -core has been built up to the proper
thickness, as shown in illustration (C)
FIG. 12
of Fig. 11.
The laminations are held
CORE ASSEMBLY
together by some form of bracket, as
at (D) of Fig. 11.
Of course, such de tails of manufacture vary somewhat, but the example presented will give you
a general idea of the construction.

at

right

I

I

I

TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS
An a -f transformer, connected between the detector and the first a -f
tube, is shown in Fig. 13.
Observe that the primary winding has been
placed in the plate circuit of the detector tube, in the same manner as
was the winding of the a -f choke in the impedance -coupled circuit.
The
secondary winding is connected between the grid and cathode of the first
a -f tube by way of ground.
No coupling condenser or grid -leak resistor
is necessary.
A pictorial drawing of this same stage appears

FIG. 13
TRANSFORMER -COUPLED

A -F

STAGE

in Fig.

14.
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ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMER -COUPLED A -F AMPLIFICATION
In Fig. 15(A), a sensitive a -c voltmeter has been connected across
With detector plate curthe secondary winding of the a -f transformer.
rent flowing through the primary winding of the transformer, any variation
to be induced intD the secondary.
in this current will cause an emf
Since the plate current is not varying in Fig. 15(A), no emf. is being
induced into the secondary, and so the voltmeter indicates zero.

At (B) in Fig.
current to increase
current through the
meter therefore now
secondary.

15, a signal is being received, causing the plate
and decrease. This constitutes a flow of varying
primary winding of the a -f transformer. The voltindicates the presence of an induced emf in the

At (C) in Fig. 15, the secondary of the transformer has been connected to the grid and cathode of the first a -f tube (through ground).
Thus, the induced emf ,whose presence was previously indicated on the
voltmeter, is now being applied across the grid and cathode of the amplifying tube. This causes the customary sound -producing increase and
decrease of plate current through the amplifying tube and speaker.

STEP-UP ACTION OF A -F TRANSFORMER
If an a -f transformer having a step-up ratio is employed, the signal
voltage across the secondary winding will be greater than that across
the primary.
This results in a "gain" or signal -voltage increase, taking
place at the transformer.
Thus, when the signal is fed to the grid of
the first a -f tube, it has already been stepped -up. by the transformer.
It is because of this step-up in voltage that this type of amplification
provides an over-all gain greater than that furnished by either resistance or impedance coupled amplification.
ERA -1 5
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MULTI -STAGE, TRANSFORMER COUPLED A -F AMPLIFIER
By inserting an a -f transformer between each stage, a multi -stage
amplifier may be produced. This is shown in Fig. 16, where a two -stage
transformer coupled amplifier is illustrated. A third stage could be
added to form a three -stage amplifier by repeating the procedure just
outlined.

Fig. 17 has been prepared to further illustrate how the signal
voltage is built up during the process of amplification, when transformer coupling is used between the stages. Here, each of the transformers has a turns -ratio of 3 to 1, and the intermediate amplifier tube
has a net amplification of10.
Hence, if a 0.5 -volt signal is available at the output of the detector, the first transformer will increase
it to 3 times 0.5 or 1.5 volts, so that 1.5 volts will be applied to the
grid of the first a -f tube. Since this tube also has an amplification
of 10, it will boost the signal to 10 times 1.5 or 15 volts.
The following transformer increases the signal to 3 times 15 or 45 volts, which
voltage is applied to the grid of the second amplifier tube.

Non- varying
plate current

No signal voltage\

Sensitive a -c
voltmeter in-

No induced
emf.

dicates zero

í/

S

B+

© voltage
R-Fsigna

I

-
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current
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FIG. 16
Two STAGES OF TRANSFORMER COUPLED A -F AMPLIFICATION

POWER AMPLIFIER STAGE
"power amplifier" tube is used in the last stage of
commercial audio amplifiers. This type of tube is designed primarily
to handle comparatively large amount -of power for the purpose of supplying
the energy necessary to operate a speaker vigorously encugh to produce a
It is characteristic for such tubes to pass a larger plate
loud sound.
current than those used in the preceding stages. A tube of this type
is therefore called a "power amplifier tube"; and the circuit in which
it is used is referred to as the "power amplifier stage", but sometimes
merely as the "output stage". The stages preceding the output stage
are often called "voltage amplifier stages", and the tubes used therein
are classed as "voltage amplifiers."
A so-called

USE OF MORE THAN ONE TUBE PER STAGE OF AMPLIFICATION
It is sometimes desired to have a stage of
amplification handle a higher
signal current than can be

controlled by one tube,

Det ector

tube

I

3tol

st 0-f
tu be

3 to

I

2nd n -f
tu be

transformer

transformer

and thus obtain a higher

This is

power output.

II1IIr

1
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often true of the output
stage (last stage of the a -f

Go n=10

In that case,
to utilize

amplifier).

it is possible
two tubes in a

single

stage

of amplification.

These two tubes may
be connected in parallel,
as is shown in Fig. 18.

You will note that
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FIG. 18
PARALLEL-CONNECTED OUTPUT TUBES

arrangement enables the stage to handle twice the plate current than
would be possible with only one tube.
A more satisfactory arrangement for using two tubes in one amplifying stage will now be described.

PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION
In Fig. 19, you are shown a stage in which push-pull amplification
You will note that two a -f transformers are required.
One of them is called the input transformer; and the other, the output
transformer.
Observe, also, that the secondary winding of the input
transformer, and the primary winding of the output transformer, are
center -tapped. That is, a connection is made to the mid -point of these
windings so that there is the same number of turns from this point to
each end of the winding.
is

employed.

Again referring to Fig. 19, notice that the cathodes of the two
tubes are connected together.
The grids are connected to the ends of
the input transformer's secondary winding.
The plates are connected
to the ends of the output transformer's primary winding.
To

plate of

preceding tube
Input
transformer

Output

transformer
P

o
B#

BFIG. 19
PUSH-PULL

A

-F AMPLIFIER STAGE

Í

S

Speaker
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The center tap of the secondary winding on the input transformer
connected to the cathode of both tubes, as well as to the chassis
The center tap of the output transformer's primary winding is
(B-).
connected to B+. The secondary winding of the output transformer is
connected to the speaker.
is

ANALYSIS OF PUSH-PULL OPERATION
A complete analysis of the operation of such a push-pull amplifying stage is given in the three drawings presented in Figs. 20, 21
and 22.
It is customary to "feed" or "drive" a push-pull amplifier
stage with a voltage amplifier stage.
In the circuit of Fig. 20, it
is assumed that the push-pull stage, which is functioning as the last
or output stage
of the amplifying system, is preceded by such a stage
of amplification.
The tube in the preceding stage is shown at the
extreme left; and is referred to as the "input tube
with respect to
the push-pull stage.
,

In Fig.

20, no signal is being applied to the grid of the input
Therefore, the plate current of this tube, which flows through
the primary winding of the input transformer, is a non -varying; or
steady direct current, as indicated by the straight arrows. With a
non -varying current in the primary winding, no emf will be induced
in the secondary --- and thus, the control grids of both push-pull tubes
will be neutral.
With the control grids of both tLbes neutral (the
no -signal condition), normal current flows in the plate circuit of both
tubes, as indicated by the straight arrows.

tube.

Notice how these arrows show that plate current is reaching the
cathodes of both tubes by way of the chassis.
Passing through the tubes
in the form of an electron stream, this same current leaves the plate
of each tube and flows to the center tap on the primary winding of the
output transformer.
The plate current of tube #1 flows through the
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input to be
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No
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FIG. 20
OPERATION OF PUSH-PULL STAGE DURING NO -SIGNAL CONDITIONS
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21

OPERATION OF PUSH-PULL STAGE DURING FIRST ALTERNATION

OF SIGNAL VOLTAGE

top -half of the output transformer's primary winding, while that of tube
The current from both
#2 flows through the bottom -half of the winding.
tubes leaves the winding at the center tap, and returns to the power
supply system through the B+ lead.

With a non -varying current flowing through both halves of the
center -tapped primary winding on the output transformer, as in Fig. 20,
in the secondary winding of this transthere will be no induced emf
former; and therefore no current will flow through the windings of the
speaker which is connected to the secondary. Thus, no sound is produced by the speaker.
In Fig. 21, an audio signal is being impressed upon the grid of the
input tube. This causes the plate current of this tube, which is passing
through the primary winding of the input transformer, to rise and fall
in the form of a -f variations.
This is shown by the wavy, arrows which
indicate the path of this current from the plate of the tube to the B+
lead of the input stage.

FIRST ALTERNATION:
With a varying current in the primary of the input transformer, an
a -c emf will be induced into the secondary winding.
This is shown by
the voltage curve, and the polarity signs at the two ends of the secondary
winding. In the case of Fig. 21, the top end of the secondary winding
is, at this instant, positive; and the bottom end of the winding is,
at this same instant, negative.
Thus, the control grid of tube #1, is positive; while the control
grid of tube #2, is, at the same time, negative.
There will therefore
be an increased flow of electrons from the cathode to the plate of tube #1,
and a corresponding increase in the plate current passing through the
upper half of the output transformer's primary.
Large, wavy arrows
indicate this a -f current increase.
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poOn the other hand, the control grid of tube #2 has a negative
elecof
flow
in
the
a
decrease
tential impressed upon it. This causes
current --trons through this tube; and a corresponding decrease in plate
circuit
plate
in
the
indicated in the drawing by the small wavy arrows
the
through
passing
is
#2
tube
of
current
Since the plate
of tube #2.
decrease
the
winding,
primary
transformer's
output
of
the
-half
bottom
half
in plate current will reduce the flow of current through this
of the winding.

These current changes in the primary winding of the output transflow
former will set up an emf in the secondary, and cause current to sound
Thus,
winding.
this
to
is
connected
through the speaker which
will be produced at the speaker.

SECOND ALTERNATION:
has
22, the current in the primary of the input transformer
m
e
induced
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consequence,
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through
pass
freely
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therefore
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this
tube #2, as shown by the large wavy arrows in the plate circuit of
by the
tube; but their passage through tube #1 will be sharply reduced
negatively charged grid, as indicated by the small wavy arrows in the
output
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half
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In summation, it should be borne in mind that when the plate current
of one of the push-pull tubes is increasing, that of the other is decreasing. When one is at peak value, the other is at minimum value, etc.
One of the tubes is thus considered as "pushing" while the other is "pulling" --- hence, the name "push-pull".

Also, the current in one half of the primary on the output transformer is decreasing while that in the other half is increasing. These
current increases and decreases,which occur simultaneously in the primary, aid each other in inducing an emf
into the secondary.
That is,
the combined effects of simultaneous current increases and decreases in
the two halves of the primary winding result in the secondary emf being
of much higher value than would be the case if the current changes of
only one tube were being applied to the primary as done in ordinary
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same amount of current is flowing
through both halves of the primary
winding.
Since the current flows
through these two halves of the winding
in opposite directions, the polarities
of the magnetic fields produced by them
oppose each other.
This neutralizes the
field so that there is anabsence of
flux, as here shown; so no voltage

r

Trans(orr..ar-'

The action that takes place within
the output transformer of a push-pull
amplifier stage is illustrated in detail in Fig. 23.
At (A), conditions
are illustrated at the time that the

'

FIG. 23
IS INDUCED IN
OF PUSH-PULL

How VOLTAGE
SECONDARY

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

During the other alternation of
signal voltage, the plate current will
increase through winding-half L-2, and
decrease through L-1, as at (C) of
Fig. 23.
Therefore, L-2 now becomes
the controlling factor in establishing
the polarity of the resulting field;

and the direction of the lines of

force, as a consequence, is reversed
what it was at (B).
Notice, particularly, that the reversal of
the magnetic field as caused by the.variation in current through the
two halves of the primary winding, produces an alternating voltage in
the secondary; which voltage is applied to the speaker.

to
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AMPLIFIER GRID BIAS
Most amplifying tubes will operate more satisfactorily from the
standpoint of fidelity if a certain value of bias (negative voltage) is
applied to the grid.
Tube manufacturers specify what particular tubes require a bias
for certain applications, and what the bias voltage should be. Corresponding plate voltage, screen voltage, tube current values, etc., are
also given in such specifications to assure satisfactory performance
of the tube as an amplifier.

You will recall that in the case of a bias -detector, a bias was
impressed on the tube's grid to make the increases and decreases in plate
current unequal. Such, however,is not the case in an amplifier.
Bias
is used in an amplifier for the purpose of placing a sufficient negative
voltage nn the control grid of the tube so that the grid will never
actually become positive when the maximum positive alternation of the signal voltage is applied to it.
If the grid were to become positive, due
to a strong signal voltage being impressed on it, it would act as a
plate and so attract electrons that would constitute a flow of current
through the grid circuit.
Such a condition would result in poor tone
quality.
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SECURING BIAS FOR RESISTANCE -COUPLED STAGES
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FIG. 25
SECURING BIAS FOR TRANSFORMER -COUPLED STAGES
It is to be noted, that the value of the bias selected for an amplifier tube is such that the increases and decreases in plate current produced by the signal voltage at the grid are equal to each other.
In
general, it can be said that where one particular tube is designed for use
either as a bias -detector or ae an amplifier, the bias voltage for the
detector application is much greater than that used when operating this
same tube as an amplifier.
As you progress with your studies, this point
will be made more clear.

BIAS FOR RESISTANCE -COUPLED STAGES:
Bias for amplifiers may be secured,
as in detector circuits, by the use of a C -battery, or a bias resistor.
In
Fig. 24, you are shown how bias is obtained for tubes used in resistance coupled circuits by either of these two methods.
At (A), bias is derived
by a C -battery which has been inserted between the lower end of the grid leak resistor and the chassis,to which the cathode is also connected.
At
(B), it is obtained by means of a bias resistor which has been inserted
between the cathode and the chassis.

:.
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This bias resistor functions exactly as did that in the detector
circuits which were previously explained. That is, the cathode current
--- which is really the plate current (and sometimes the screen current
as well) --- in returning to the tube from the chassis, passes through
this resistor and causes a voltage drop to be developed across it. Due
to the direction of current flow through this resistor, the upper end
Then, since
of the resistor is positive, and the lower end is negative.
the cathode is connected to the upper end and the grid to the lower end
(through the leak resistor), the grid will be at a negative potential
Thus, a bias is applied to the grid.
with respect to the cathode.
BIAS FOR IMPEDANCE -COUPLED STAGES: Bias is secured for impedance -coupled
stages in exactly the same manner as described for resistance coupling;
that is, by means of a C -battery, or bias resistor.

BIAS FOR
biased as
the lower
(B), the

Transformer -coupled stages may be
At (A), a C -battery has been inserted between
shown in Fig. 25.
At
end of the transformer's secondary winding and the cathode.
usual bias resistor has been placed in the cathode circuit,

TRANSFORMER -COUPLED STAGES:

O
To

input

stage

FIG. 26
SECURING BIAS FOR PUSH-PULL STAGE
ERA -I5
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and the secondary winding of the transformer completes the grid circuit and applies the bias voltage to the tube's grid.
BIAS FOR PUSH-PULL STAGES:
Push-pull stages are biased by means of a C battery inserted between the center tap of the input transformer's secondary winding and the cathodes of the tubes as is shown in Fig.26(A), or by
means of a resistor placed between the chassis (B-) and the cathodes of the
two tubes, as at (B). You should note that if a C -battery is used,
the cath
odes are connected directly to the chassis (B-); and that the center
tap of
the input transformer's secondary winding is connected to the chassis
through the C -battery. When a bias resistor is used, the resistor is connected between the cathodes and chassis, while the center tap on the secondary winding of the input transformer is connected directly to the chassis.

-WS

BY
CONDENSERS ACROSS BIAS RESISTORS: Where a bias resistor is used,
a by-pass condenser should be connected across it, sc that a -f
signal currents will not have to pass through the resistance Dffered by the resistor.
Since these currents are of an audio frequency, the capacities of such bypass condensers must be greater than those used in r -f or detector stages.
Capacities from 0.5 mfd , to as high as 20 mfd are often used for this
purpose.

Sometimes there are exceptions to this rule. For example, you will
frequently encounter cases where no such condenser is connected across the
bias resistor in a push-pull amplifier circuit, as the use of the
two tubes
usually makes this unnecessary.
However, there are times when the condenser is used in this di'rcuit as a precautionary measure to assure
peak
performance, and where the cost of the condenser warrants its use:

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESS

O

N

NO.

1.2

1.

-

Name the three basic coupling methods that are used in
a -f amplifiers.

2.

-

What is the chief advantage of transformer coupling over
the other coupling methods?

3.

-

What is the chief advantage of resistance -coupling in an
a -f amplifier over the other coupling methods?

4.

-

What is the reason for using more than one tube in the
power amplifier stage of some audio amplifiers?

5.

-

When a signal is being handled by a push-pull power amplifier stage does the plate current in the two tubes increase
at the same time?

6.

-

Why is a negative bias applied to a -f amplifier tubes?

7.

-

Why is

8.

-

How does impedance coupling differ from resistance coupling?

9.

-

In a push-pull power amplifier stage, is it the primary or
secondary winding of the input transformer that has a center

a, by-pass
condenser connected across a bias resistor
in a -f amplifier circuits?

tap?

10.- Draw a circuit diagram of a two -stage resistance coupled

audio amplifier.
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HEADPHONES

v

and

NO. 16

LOUD SPEAKERS

We have learned how radio signals are tuned in, detected and amplified. Now, we are ready to convert the amplified audio signal energy
into sound:
The devices that do this are called "sound reproducers,'
or simply
and of which are two distinct types used in
radio --- headphones and loud speakers.
In this lesson, you will become acquainted with the structural features and operating principles of the basic forms of reproducers in each
class, and the method of connecting them to radio receivers.

HEADPHONES
Earlier in the course,

you were introduced to the
headphone, and the principle
whereby it produced sound.
This device is used ex-

tensively in connection
with communication type
receivers in commercial
radio -telegraph and radiotelephone work, as well
as in various other fields
of the radionic industry.
It is therefore necessary

that you become thoroughly

familiar with it
Also,
by acquainting yourself
with its principles, you
will be better able to
understand the operation
.

of the loud speakers
that are covered later
in this lesson.
ERA -I6

FIG.
HEADPHONE SET
I

PAGE 2

PRACTICAL RADIO.

A typical headphone set appears in Fig. 1.
You will observe that
comprises two earpieces, fastened to a headband in such manner as to
be held securely over the ears.
The cord (cable) which is attached to
the headset is connected to the output of the receiver. Although the
headset illustrated in Fig. 1 is equipped with two earpieces, some headsets comprise only one earpiece.
it

A

sectional view of an earpiece, or headphone unit
is presented
You will no doubt recall from a description previously given
that it consists of a small permanent magnet, resting at the bottom of
the case. Two pole pieces are attached to the magnet in such manner as
to extend the magnetic poles upward, near the diaphragm.
(See detail of
magnet assembly at right. of Fig. 2). On these pole pieces, are mounted
the coils through which the a -f current supplied by the receiver flows.
,

in Fig. 2.

Pole pieces.
1Di

ophroc3m

oil

`Permaneni rnagnei'
DETAILS OF MAGNET

is attracted somewhat
toward the pole pieces at
the time no signal current
flows through the windings.
ANALYSIS OF HEADPHONE

OPERATION

FIG. 2
STRUCTURAL DETAILS

Notice in Fig. 2 how
the disc -shaped, flexible
metal diaphragm is placed
close to the ends of the
pole pieces, in which region
the attractive force of
the magnet is concentrated.
For this reason, the center
portion of the diaphragm

A detailed analysis
of the operation of a headphone unit is given in Fig. 3. At (A), we have a simplified diagram of
a diode detector, and the windings of a headphone unit connected in
series
with its output.
This diagram illustrates conditions as they are at the
time no signal is being handled by the detector. Notice, that no current
is flowing through the windings, but that the center of
the diaphragm is
nevertheless attracted slightly toward the pole pieces by the permanent
OF

HEADPHONE

magnet.

When a signal is tuned in, and the audio frequency current increases
"a", as shown by the graph at the left of illustration (B) in
Fig. 3, this increasing current (electron) flow through the windings of
the headphone causes the latter to set up a magnetic field of correspondingly increasing intensity. And, since the field established by this electromagnetic action is -of the same polarity as that produced by the permanent magnet, the total or effective field is now stronger than was that
produced by the magnet alone. Therefore, the center of the diaphragm is
attracted more than during the no -signalcondition illustrated at (A).
to value

As the diaphragm bends inward, it exerts a "sucking" effect upon the
air that bears upon it through the opening in the cover. This movement
of the diaphragm, and the resulting displacement of the surrounding air,
is also illustrated at (B) of Fig. 3.
Since the molecules of air directly
in front of the diaphragm are now less dense than normal, we say
that the
air in this region is "rarefied".

Now, if the flow of audio frequency current through the
headphone
windings should decrease to a value represented by point b" in Fig. 3-C,
the electromagnetic effect upon the diaphragm will be reduced.
Th e
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Headphone --

will then straighten

out more, pushing the air
ahead of it, as also shown
in this illustration.
This
crowds the molecules of air

-

together, so we say that the

s

t+d, +T

.

v,ati.9,r'--

-arn

air is being "compressed.".
Moral

Then,

when the current
through the headphone windings increases to a higher
value than at (B), as represented by point "c" in Fig.
3-D, the electromagnet will
attract the center of the
diapbmgn to a greater extent
than was the case in illustration (B); thus causing
the air to be rarefied more
than formerly.

.ri

L---

o

NO -SIGNAL POSITION OF DIAPHRAGM
ACTION OF DIAPHRAGM
Air rarefiedWHEN CURRENT INCREASES

'Wile discussing the manner in which sound waves are
produced, it is well to also

consider how these waves act
upon our ears to produce the
sensation of sound.

The human ear consists
of three basic parts --- the
external, middle and internal

portions.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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the diaphragm is transmitted
by conduction to the surrounding air, spreading outward until the energy im-

SENSE OF HEARING

,d

'

ing air accordingly.
All
such motion of the air in
the immediate vicinity of

parted by the diaphragm
is dissipated.
We call
this movement of the air
"sound waves."

a

1

O

through

As the current
the headphone windings varies
constantly at an audio frequency rate, the diaphragm
will bend inward and outward
in step with the variations;
and will affect the surround-
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flap

The so-called external portion consists of the
(P) which acts as
a collector of sound waves; and the duct or channel (C) that leads
from the
flap to the middle section. The inner end of channel (C) is sealed by
a
thin membrane or diaphragm (D), which we .generally speak of as the "ear
drum."

Sound waves enter the external opening of the ear channel (C), thereby
permitting the air -pressure vibrations to act upon the thin, elastic eardrum.
ERA -16
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This causes the ear drum to vibrate
in step with the sound -producing device
that set up these waves.

Vibration of the ear drum is trans-

mitted to a group of three bones which
form a mechanical lever system, shown
at (H) in Fig. 4.
These bones transmit
the motion of the ear drum to a second
diaphragm (0), located in the inner ear.
The vibration of this second diaphragm
is impressed upon a fluid contained in
a spiral -shaped chamber in the bony
structure of the head.
The auditory nerve, labeled (N) in
Fig. 4, branches off into minute nerve fibers, each of which is attached to one of
thousands of tiny, flexible hairs of varFIG.4
ious sizes and lengths that project into
SECTIONAL VIEW OF HUMAN EAR
the fluid.
The vibration of the liquid
in the inner ear acts upon the hairs, so stimulating the nerve fibers
that they transmit impressions to the brain which we sense as "sound."

HEADPHONE SENSITIVITY
The term "sensitivity" is often used in connection with headphones.
By this is meant the ability of the phones to operate satisfactorily on
very small signal currents.

Since the strength of an electromagnet is governed by the ampere turns rating of its winding, it is apparent that the more turns of wire
there are on a headphone winding, the less current will be required to
operate the headphone.
Therefore, the windings in headphones which are
to be used for radio purposes contain several thousand turns of wire.
This requires that the wire be very small, so that the proper number of
turns may be contained in the small space available.
The combination
of small wire and many turns results in the windings of such headphones
having high values of electrical impedance.

Headphones intended for radio and similar uses have impedances of
from 500 to as high as 12,000 ohms per phone. And, since a pair of head phones is always series -connected, the
set may have a total impedance of from
1000 to 24,000 ohms.

Headphones having an

impedance of 2000 ohms per set are the
most popular for general radio use.
From the explanation just given, you
can see that the impedance of a headphone,
or headphones, is usually an indication of
its sensitivity.
It should be remembered,
however, that the impedance is not an
indication of the loudness of sound produced --- but tells us only whether or not
small values of current will produce a
hearable sound.

VOLUME OF SOUND
The maximum volume of sound which
headphones are capable of producing is
limited by several factors to the extent

,

;

,

,Horn
,

110,

¡Phone'

unii,

$'ñ1!

"J

1

Connectionwires

FIG.
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EARLY METAL -DIAPHRAGM SPEAKER
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that it is generally necessary to place
them quite close to the ear.
These

factors are:
The amount of signal current
available.
2. The maximum amount of signal
current which may be passed
through their windings without
damaging them.
The maximum amount of signal
current which may be passed
1.

4.

through the phones without creating an urxlue amount of distortion.
The limited area of the vibrating
surface (diaphragm) in contact

with the surrounding air.
FIG. 6

You have previously learned that the
EARLY PAPER -CONE SPEAKER
value of the signal current present in a
crystal detector, diode detector, or even in a triode detector circuit is
limited; and therefore not always capable of actuating headphones to the
extent necessary for producing sounds that can be heard comfortably.
However, by using one or more stages of a -f amplification, stronger headphone
currents can be secured, and greater vibration of the diaphragms achieved.
This will produce somewhat louder sounds at the phones, but there is danger
of the heavy currents burning the fine wire of their windings, unless
special precautions are taken.
Also, even though the windings might be able to withstand the increased
current, the diaphragms would be limited as to their amplitude of vibration
by the small distance available between them and the poles of the magnets.
If the amount of vibration becomes exc essive, the diaphragms will strike
the poles, thereby producing an object ionable rattling sound.

One of the main reasons for lack of volume is
the small area of the headphone diaphragm.
Obviously, with only a very small diaphragm contacting air, there is a limit to the amount of air
which can be set in motion, even with considerable
diaphragm movement.

LOUD SPEAKERS
Basically, loud speakers serve the same purpose as do headphones, with the exception that they
set larger volumes of air in motion, and with great
er vigor.
In this way, the reproduced sound can
be heard by many listeners at one time, and without the need for any one of them having listening
devices clamped over their ears. This adds consi
derably to the comfort of listening.

FIG. 7
DRIVE UNIT MOUNTED
INSIDE OF CONE
ERA -I6

The first attempts at constructing loud
speakers consisted of combining the headphone with
the then popular phonograph horn, as shown at (A)
in Fig. 5.
Later, an oversize, or heavy-duty
type of "headphone" unit ("B" of Fig. 5) was designed for use in conjunction with a horn.
However, the performance of such devices was rather
mediocre; the volume and tone quality seldom being
equal to that of a good phonograph.
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RADIATION OF SOUND WAVES
FROM CONE

It is to be noted that the expression "loud speaker" has been simplito "speaker", and that the latter word is now most used.

fied

CONE

SPEAKERS

The next big step in speaker design was the development of the cone
speaker --- an example of which is shown in Fig. 6, together with two forms

of driving unit. Here, the metal diaphragm used up to this time was re placed by a good grade of paper resembling parchmen t, formed into the shape
of a cone. This paper had a tendency to vibrate naturally at a low frePaper cone /1/1/1/

quency; for which reason
this speaker was capable of
reproducing the low notes
much better than could metal

diaphragm speakers of
that day.
`Ihe cone

,--Lever arm
,Pole
I

6
piece

\

III

f

.Lead io
receiv er

'Copt
'Armature
Armature pivot

Armature
"-Magn`et

Lead
to receiver

FIG. ro
BALANCED ARMATURE DRIVING UNIT

speaker in Fig.
be used

is not intended to

inaicip of' a receiver cabinet;
but rather, is to be placed
in sane conspicuous and con

valiant location, such as oñ
top of the receiver cabinet,
on a table, etc.
An internal view of this
sane speaker appears in Fig.

where you will see how
the driving unit is mounted
inside of it.
The driving
unit is thus concealed within the speaker, and is there
7,

fore not visible from the cut
side. Speakers of this type
that are designed for mounting ,within the receiver cabinet, have the cone inverted; and the driving unit
placed behind the apex,
in Fig. 8.

as
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The cone arrangement at (A) in Fig. 9 radiates sound waves outward
from the center of the cone; while arrangement (B) radiates them toward
However, in both cases, the back side of
the center -line of the cone.
the cone also radiates sound waves.
It is customary to support the cone at its rim by a metal ring.
Flexible paper, cloth, or soft leather is used as the means for connection
between the cone and ring; thus supporting the edge of the cone, but
yet permitting adequate movement of the cone to prcduce sound.

BALANCED ARMATURE DRIVING UNIT
The two cone speakers just shown are operated by what is known as a
"balanced armature" type driving unit.
Such speakers are therefore
properly called "balanced armature speakers"; but more often, "magnetic
speakers."
The principle of this driving unit is shown in Fig. 10.
By studying Fig. 10, you will observe that a soft iron, bar -shaped
armature is pivoted at its center between the pole pieces of a horseshoe type, permanent magnet.
Two series -connected coils surround the armature.
Assuming that these coils are connected in the plate circuit of the receiver's final a -f tube, the following action takes place:
When no plate current is flowing through the speaker winding, the arma
ture will be in a straight up and down position, because the attractive
force of the magnet poles will be equal on both sides of it.
Now, if plate
current should flow through the speaker coil in the direction indicated in
Fig. 10, the armature will be magnetized in such a direction that its upper
end will become a south pole.
Therefore, this end of the armature will be
repelled by the south pole piece and attracted by the north pole piece;
and consequently, the upper end of the armature will tilt toward the left.
At the same instant, the lower end of t_ie armature will become a north
pole; causing it to be attracted to the south pole piece and repelled by
the north pole piece.
This assists in tilting the armature on its pivot,
which motion is transmitted to the apex of the cone by the levers and connecting rod.
The apex of the cone is thus pulled toward the left.

Fran this explanation, it will be seen that as the current through the
speaker coils varies at an audio frequency rate, the armature will move cor
respondingly, and the apex of the cone will be pushed and pulled in step
with it. This movement of the cone varies the pressure on the air that con
tacts its surface, and thus radiates sound waves as illustrated in Fig. 11.

ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS
The electrodynamic speaker --- more
dynamic
speaker ---is the most popular type of sound reproducer in use today.
It is manufactured
in many different sizes, and for many
different applications.
In the medium
sizes, it is to be found in practically
all receivers built since 1930.
In larger sizes, it is used in public address
systems. Very small models are used
in portable and midget receivers, as
well as in inter -office communication
systems.

often called a

In reality,

the dynamic speaker is
similar to the one just
described, but with an improved type of
driving unit.
Thus, it combines the
good qualities of the paper cone with
a cone speaker,

ERA -1 6

FIG. II
ACTION

OF CONE

PAGE
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a driving unit which has very few of
the drawbacks of speakers patterned after
headphone units.

DRIVING UNIT
A typical dynamic speaker appears

Fie Id- .'

_.

r
'

f;

---Oupu+

4ronsio.mcr

in Fig. 12.
Details of the driving unit
are shown in Fig. 13.
To better illustrate the individual parts, the voice coil
form is shown detached from the cone; but
in the actual assembly, the voice coil form
is cemented to the cone as indicated.
The
driving unit consists essentially of a

powerful electromagnet called the field
magnet; and a small coil of wire, called
the voice coil.

The winding of the field magnet
called the field coil.
It consists
of many turns of rather small wire, and
is placed on an iron core.
This core, and the frame of which it is a
part, is shown in detail in Fig. 14.
Observe in this illustration that
the frame is shaped in the form of the letter "E", and that the core is
the center -leg of the assembly.
Thus, the core and frame all serve as
part of the magnetic circuit, which circuit is indicated by the dotted
arrows in Fig. 13.
FIG. 12
DYNAMIC SPEAKER --- REAR VIEW

is

The frame has an air gap, at which point magnetic poles will be formed
(See Fig. 13).
The central portion of the air gap is enlarged to accommodate one end of the core.
Adequate clearance is provided between the
ends of the frame and the core so that the voice coil can move back and
forth freely over the core without touching it or the frame.
In Fig. 14,
the left end of the core is attached rigidly to Lhe frame.

Voice
to

coil

form

cemented

opex of cone

Core

extends
through
center of

field coil

FIG. 13
DYNAMIC SPEAKER DRIVING UNIT AND PAPER CONE
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The voice coil consists of a few
turns of very small wire, wound on a
short length of insulating tubing
which is cemented to the apex of the
This is shown in Fig.
speaker cone.
13.

HOW THE DYNAMIC SPEAKER OPERATES
An analysis of the operating principle of a dynamic speakHere,
er is given in Fig. 15.
the field coil assembly is illustrated diagrammatically, viewed
from the side. At (A), the field
is shown without the
voice coil.
You will note that
F IG.
Iit
the field coil is connected to
FIELD ZORE ASSEMBLY
a source of d -c voltage, which
is usually the power supply sysWith direct current passing through the field
tem in a -c receivers.
coil, a strong magnetic field is set up.

assembly

Since the coil is wound on an iron core, and as there is a path
through the frame for the lines of force to pass from the north to the
south pole of this core, the magnetic flux, thus generated, has a pracHowever, there is one small portically continuous path through iron.
tion of the magnetic path where the lines of force must traverse air
When the
rather than iron.
This is the air gap, shown in Fig. 15-A.
lines of force cross this gap, they form a very strong magnet that would
attract the blade of a screw driver, or other magnetizable metal, if held
close to the end of the core.

Note that the voice
At (B), the voice coil is shown with the field.
coil is placed so that it projects into the gap, and almost fills this
space.
Since the wire on the voice coil is copper, and therefore nonmagnetic, it will not be influenced by the lines of force extending across
However, if the voice coil also be connected to a source of
this gap.
emf, the flow of current through the voice coil will set-up a magnetic
field around it.
Thus, we now have two magnetic fields:
1.

The very strong field which is set up by the field coil.

2.

A weaker field which is set up by the voice coil.

If the polarity of the emf applied to the voice coil is such that the
direction of the resulting current flow through it causes the end of the
voice coil nearest the field core to be of the same polarity as that
end of the field core, then the two fields will repel each other; and
Such is the case
the voice coil will be pushed farther out of the gap.
in illustration (B) of Fig. 15, where the voice coil moves from the position shown by solid lines to that represented by dotted lines.

If the polarity of the field established around the voice coil is
such that the end of the voice coil nearest the field core has a polarity
opposite to that of the core, the two fields will exert an attracting
force upon each other.
The voice coil will then move farther into the
gap. This is demonstrated at "C", where symbols show the polarity of the
emf applied to the voice coil as having beer reversed.. The voice coil
is illustrated at "C" as having moved from the position it previously
occupied at "B" to the position represented by dotted lines.
ERA -I 6
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DYNAMIC DRIVING UNIT

further illustration of dynamic speaker action, refer to (D)
Here, 60 -cycle alternating current supplied by the low voltage secondary winding of a step-down
transformer is energizing
the voice coil. The field winding remains connected
to a d -c voltage
source as previously specified.
With a 60 -cycle a -c emf applied
to the voice coil, the field which surrounds this coil would be undergoing reversals of polarity at the rate of 120 times per second.
This would cause the voice coil to move into the gap 60 times per secAs

of Fig. 15.

ond, and out of the gap 60 times per second.
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In Fig. 16, the field remains connected to the d -c power supply,
A
and the voice coil to the source of 60 -cycle alternating current.
paper cone, very much like that described under "Cone Speakers," has been
This cone is supported by
attached to the outer end of the voice coil.
of felt, cloth, or leaconnection
its
rim.
A
flexible
ring
at
a metal
ther, permits movement of the cone just as in our example of the cone
speaker.

Since the apex of the cone is cemented to the form upon which the
voice coil is wound, the previously described movement of the voice coil
is transmitted to the cone, thus imparting a pumping action on the surIn fact, under the conrounding air and so producing a 60 -cycle sound.
ditions shown, the speaker would be producing a "60 -cycle hum."
Now, if instead of the 60 -cycle lighting circuit being connected
to the voice coil through the step-down transformer, let us suppose that
the output of an a -f amplifier be connected to the voice coil through
The current which flows in the seconcary winding of a
a transformer.
transformer so connected to the output circuit of an a -f amplifier is an

Such ane,-f current passing
through the voice coil will cause the latter to move back and forth in
the gap at the same frequency and in accordance with the amplitude of
the amplifier's output current.

alternating current of audio frequency.

You should note that neither the polarity nor the intensity of the
field coil current has been changed in any of the examples just given.
This is always true, as the field requires that direct current of non varying value pass through
its winding merely for
Flexible
the purpose of energizing
connection
gop,th.,s
ín
vibrates
Voice
coil
the electromagnet which
driving cone and producing
establishes the field.
60-cycle sound
The voice

coil,

on

the

other hand, requires that an

I

alternating current, or a
pulsating current of audio
frequency, pass through
it in
to produce

sound.
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STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF
DYNAMIC S PEAKERS
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In Fig. 17, you are
shown the structural details of a typical dynamic speaker.
Here, you
are shown
the

clearly
physical relationship

Notice, how
of the
core can be seen through
the sleeve on which the
voice coil is mounted.
Fig.
the
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field
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f

between the field coil,

field core and frame, cone,
voice coil, and the speaker frame.
A front view
of the cone appears in

O

i

To

source of d -c

To 110V.

voltage

60 -cycle

FIG. 16
DYNAMIC SPEAKER PRODUCING
6C -CYCLE HUM
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Fig.

Voice

coi

1$ shows also how

the cone is supported by the
frame at its large end by
means of a felt, cloth, paper,
or leather suspension.
A

I

flexible suspension permits
free backward and forward
movement of the cone within

Field frame,

the frame of the speaker, while
at the same time supporting
the cone against stresses in
any other direction.

The voice coil sleeve
(form) must be able to slide
back and forth in the gap of

the field magnet,

FIG. 17
SECTIONAL VIEW OF DYNAMIC DRIVING UNIT

without

touching the poles at the gap.
If it were to touch or scrape
on the field magnet, the emitted
sound would be distorted, and
rattles or buzzing sounds would
be heard.

FIG. 18
DYNAMIC SPEAKER --- FRONT VIEW
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DETAILS OF SPEAKER CONE ASSEMBLY

SUPPORTING SPIDERS
Most dynamic speakers have a flexible support at the voice -coil end
Such a support is known as a spider. The purpose of the
of the cone.
spider is to keep the voice coil centered in the gap. That is, it will
permit the voice coil to move in and out of the gap, but will resist

any sidewise motion.
A common form of spider is employed in the speaker shown in Fig. 17.
It is made of flexible fiber, attached to the point where the voice coil
The outer edge or rim of the spider
joins the small end of the cone.
is

fastened to the speaker frame by means of screws_

A speaker cone is illustrated in section at (A) in Fig. 19, as
also is the voice coil and spider; while the voice coil and spider are
The spider in this case is also made of thin
shown in detail at (B).
fiber, cut to such shape as to be light in weight and flexible enough
to permit the voice coil to have freedom of motion in a forward and
backward direction over the core, but preventing the voice coil moving
from side to side. The central portion of the spider at (B) in Fig. 19
The outer ends of the
is cemented to the voice -coil form (sleeve).
spider are fastened to the speaker frame with screws inserted through
the holes indicated in this illustration.

Some spiders are made in the form of thin, disc -shaped flexible
leather diaphragms; or thin, disc -shaped paper diaphragms that have
ERA -I 6
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corrugations or concentric rings molded in them for flexibility. An
example illustrating the application of such a corrugated paper diaphragm
spider appears in Fig. 20-A; and a detail of same at (B) of the same
illustration.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELD COIIS
The field winding, or field coil, consists of many turns of insulated
between the central core and the
The
is shown in Figs. 17 and 20.
as little as 8 ohms for speakers
furnished by the battery in autospeakers whose field is energized

copper wire, wound to fill the space
outer frame of the field magnet. This
resistance of field coils ranges from
designed to operate on the low voltage
mobiles, to as much as 5,000 ohms for
from the high voltage output of the
a -c

power supply system employed in

receivers.

Besides resistance, speaker field coils are also rated as to the current that they are capable of passing without burning out.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VOICE COILS
Voice coils are generally wound with rather small wire, and with
not more than 100 turns.
Therefore, voice -coil resistances are quite
Because of the
low; ranging from about 1.2 ohm to as high as 10 ohms.
small number of turns used on a voice coil, the inductance of such coils
is very low.
So low, in fact, that the total impedance (combined effect
of resistance and reactance) of voice coils is usually considered to be
equal to the pure ohmic resistance of the winding.
Voice coil windings are cemented in place on the outside of a short,
bakelite or fiber tube, which, in turn, is cemented to the small end of
the speaker cone (see Fig. 19).
Two flexible, braided wire leads connect the voice coil to suitable insulated soldering lugs on the speaker
frame.
Connections to the external circuit are made through these

terminals.

PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
In recent years, new magnetic alloys have been developed.
These
alloys have a high degree of permeability and retentivity. This makes

Clomp

ring\

-Frame

-Cone

Core or
pole piece

-Voice coil
-

Field coil
cose

FIG. 20
CORRUGATED SPIDER SUSPENSION
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it possible to manufacture permanent magnets
that have a flux density almost as great as
In loud speakers,
that of a good electromagnet.
these new alloys are being used in the construction of permanent magnets to furnish
fields which function as satisfactorily as do
those provided by electromagnets.

Speakers which have permanent magnet
fields require no field coil and, of course,
no field current. This is of particular value
in the case of speakers which are to be used in
portable and midget receivers; or even in public
address work and other high -power sound systems where several speakers are used and located at considerable distance from the

amplifier.
A permanent magnet type dynamic speaker
--- usually called a PM speaker --- is shown
in Fig. 21.
FIG. 21
A sectional view of this same
PM DYNAMIC SPEAKER
speaker appears in Fig. 22. You will observe
in Fig. 22, that with the exception of the
absence of a field winding, this speaker is practically identical to the
electrodynamic speaker previously described. In other words, the voice
coil, cone, and frame, are the same as in any other dynamic speaker.
(It
is to be noted that dynamic speakers having a field coil are often called
"Electrodynamic speakers" to distinguish them from the PM dynamic Speakers.)

Upon studying Fig. 22 more closely, you will see that the magnet
PM speaker is constructed in the form of a ring, closed at one
end by a disc -shaped member, and fitted with a doughnut -shaped pole
piece at the other end.
A core is attached by one end to the solid
disc.
The other end of the core protrudes through the hole in the pole
piece.
Thus, we have in effect an arrangement similar to the E -shaped
core assembly as used in the electrodynamic speaker. This design was
adopted for the magnet of the PM speaker because it provides the means
whereby the lines of force are concentrated at the air gap, in which
space the voice coil must move.
of the

Ring mognet
,

i

-,

1\

1Pole piece
-,

,'

,

I

Fig. 23 will serve to better acquaint
you with the manner in which the lines of
force are set up in a magnet of this form.
At (A) of Fig. 23, the speaker drive unit
is shown as viewed from the side, with the
center leg or core of the magnet pointing
upward.
Observe that the upper end of the

core is a south pole.
The ring -shaped
pole piece will then be a north pole all
the way around, as shown in illustration
;

Care

(A) of Fig. 23; and also at (B) of Fig. 23,
where the magnet assembly is being viewed
from the end --- with the core projecting
outward from the paper.

;

Cone

FIG. 22
MAGNET DETAIL OF PM SPEAKER
ERA -1 6

Remembering that magnetic lines of
force follow a north -to -south direction,
you will see from this explanation that
they exert themselves in a downward direction in the center leg, or core, as designated by the arrows in Fig. 23-A. Then they
pass through the rear disc, upward through
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the ring -shaped member,
through the pole piece, and
by way of the air gap bac k
to the core.

Core
(South pole)
Inner surface of
rin

. magnet

Direction of

lines of force

END VIEW
FIG. 23
FLUX ARRANGEMENT IN PM SPEAKER

CRYSTAL SPEAKERS
The operating principle
of the crystal speaker is
quite unique, in that this
speaker does not employ a per
magent n>agnet, nor field coil
for polarization. In fact,
all of the parts found in the
driving unit of the convent ional electrodynamic speaker
are replaced by a small c rys t al unit that actuates a paper -cone diaphragm through a
system of levers.

A front and rear view
of a crystal speaker is
shown in Fig. 24.

In Fig.

25, we have a drawing of the operating mechanism of this
The heart of the driving unit consists of Rochelle -salt crystals.
In the particular model being described, two slabs of Rochelle -salt
crystals measuring 2-1/2 inches square and 1/8 inch thick are covered
with a metal foil on each surface and cemented together.

speaker.

This crystal element is held in place by soft rubber supports at
three of its corners. The fourth corner is connected to the center (apex)
of the cone diaphragm through the lever system.
Upon applying signal voltages across the crystal element, the corner
of the crystal assembly which is connected to the cone will
vibrate in a
direction vertical to the flat surface of the crystals.
This causes the
cone to undergo a corresponding vibrating motion; thus radiating sound
waves.

This moving action of the crystal
element is similar to that found in
thermostats, where the expansion of
one metal and the contraction of another produces a "wiggling motion."
In the case of the crystal speaker ele
ment, however, this motion is due to
an
phenomena which is
brought about by what is known as
the 'Piezo-Electrical" characteristic
of Rochelle -salt crystals.

electrical

Piezo-electrical properties are
demonstrated in quartz and other crys
tals, and have been employed in Radio
transmitter circuits for some time to
keep the oscillator on the assigned
frequency. The theory of this crystal's operation is therefore explained
in greater detail in one of your
more advanced lessons.

FIG. 24
Two VIEWS OF CRYSTAL SPEAKER
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SPEAKER SIZE
Speaker diaphragm
Paper -cone speakers are
rated according to the diameter
of the large end of their cone.
Thus, a speaker which has a cone
of 4 -inch diameter would be
called a "4 -inch speaker." An
"eight -inch speaker" has a cone
that measures 8 inches across
Typical
the large end, etc.
radio speakers range from the
small 2 -inch size which is intended for use in midget receivers, to 15 -inch speakers which
are for use in large console re
ceivers.

Metal

Laver arm

R

foil-_

Cover_

,Connection

L

'fulcrum

_'

--Arm
Rochelle-,

--Connection

crystals

Flexible''
connectors

-Metal case
;

Rúbber
support

The size of the cone determines, to a certain extent, the
amount of audio signal power that
the speaker will handle without

s

FIG. 25
DRIVE MECHANISM OF CRYSTAL SPEAKER

distortion.
Thus, an 8 -inch speaker will
handle greater audio power (produce louder
sounds) than will a 4 -inch speaker.
The size of the cone and the amount of
audio power fed to the speaker, together,
govern the loudness of the sound produced.

For maximum efficiency, the speaker should be
of the proper size to handle the maximum
power that the audio amplifier of the re-

ceiver

is

capable of delivering.

EFFECT OF SOUND WAVES ON BOTH
SIDES OF CONE

3.

Movement
of cone

FIG. 26
AIR LEAKAGE AROUND
EDGE OF CONE

ERA -I 6

When the cone of a loudspeaker is vibrating in air, sound waves are set in motion
in the air.
Both sides of the cone produce
these sound waves; and there is little difference between the amplitude of the sound
waves set in motion at the back of the cone,
and those set in motion at the front.
An analysis of this action is given in
Fig. 26.
At (A), the cone is in its normal
or neutral position, and no sound waves are
being produced. At (B), the cone is moving
away from its neutral position, in the direction shown.
Note that the air in front of
the cone is now being compressed; while that
at the rear of the cone is being decompressed,
forming a partial vacuum on this side. At (C),
the cone has moved from the normal or neutral
position in a direction opposite to that at
Again, there is a compression of air
(B).
on one side of the cone, and a decompression or
rarefaction on the opposite side --- but .lust
the reverse to the conditions illustrated at
(B).
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Observe in illustrations (B) and (C) of Fig. 26, that at the instant
compression exists on one side of the cone and a rarefaction on the

other side, the air is swiftly flowing around the edge of the cone from
the compression side toward the rarefied side.
Air rushes around the cone in this manner until the pressure on both
sides is equal.
Thus, there is a tendency for the sound waves which are
set in motion on the compression side of the cone to cancel those produced on the rarefied side. At high frequencies, the cone is vibrating
so rapidly that this movement of air does not have time to take place
during any one cycle, until the next cycle begins; but at the lower
frequencies, the cone is vibrating so slowly that air will have time to
move from the compression side, around the edge of the cone, and into the
partial vacuum on the other side before the cone has a chance to start
its stroke in the reverse direction.
In fact, this movement, or leakage
of air around the edge of the cone is so great as to cancel out most of
the low frequency sound waves before they have time to leave the vicinity
of the cone. This condition is objectionable, as it results in poor

tone reproduction.

SPEAKER BAFFLES
Concellotion

' oir poth

Baffle
board ---

'Felt ring

To prevent the action just described,
customary to use speaker baffles. A
baffle, in its simplest form, is shown at
(A) in Fig. 27.
Note that it consists of a
large, flat board, with a round hole equal to
the diameter of the speaker cone cut in its
center.
The speaker is mounted so that the
cone is centered over this opening.
Celotex,
felt, heavy cloth, cork, and soft wood are
used for baffling materials because they are
non -resonant; that is, they do not vibrate
so readily as do sheet metals and other more
it

is

rigid materials.
With a baffle board, such as described,

it

necessary for the air to travel a much
greater distance in attempting to leak from
one side of the cone to the other.
That
is, the air must travel around the baffle
board in order to pass from the compression
side of the cone to the rarefied side.
Beis

i
C'oncellotition oirpath

cause of the increased distance,

it

will re-

quire more time for such leakage to take
place; and therefore sound waves will have
left the cone before any cancellation due to
leakage can take place.
If the area of the
baffle board is large enough, the harmful
effects of such leakage will be almost en-

tirely eliminated.
BOX -TYPE BAFFLES
Another form of baffling is shown at (B)
Fig. 27.
This is known as a box -type
SPEAKER BAFFLES
baffle. Note that it is still necessary for
air to traverse a comparatively great distance in order to flow from the compression side to the rarefied side
of the cone.
FIG.

as

27

in

It is customary to design receiver cabinets so that they will serve
a baffle for the speaker.
Obviously, the baffling effect furnished
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by a small table model receiver is not as great as that of a large conThis is one of the reasons why receivers
sole (floor model) receiver.
with large cabinets have better tone quality than do those with small
cabinets.
In the latter case, most of the low notes will not be heard
due to insufficient baffling; and the reproduced sound will therefore
appear to be "tinny." The large cabinet model, on the other hand, will
have a deeper tone which is more pleasing to the listener --- assuming,
of course, that the same size and quality of speaker is used in both cases.

When box -type baffles are used, either in the form of radio
or as individual speakerbaffles, the box, or cabinet, should
left open at the rear.
If completely enclosed, the sound waves
emitted from the back of the cone will be muffled or lost. Also,
the back of the cabinet will cause a pressure to build-up behind
and thereby make the action of the speaker sluggish.

cabinets,
always be
which are
enclosing
the cone,

MAGNETIC SPEAKER CONNECTIONS
The windings of magnetic speakers sometimes have sufficient resistance
to permit connecting them in series with the plate circuit, of the final a -f
tube. However, if the tube being used in the last audio stage passes plate
current of such value that the speaker winding would be burned out thereby, it is necessary to use the method of connection shown at (A) or (B)
of Fig. 28.
At (A) of Fig. 28, an
a -f choke, capable of pass-

ing the current required,
is connected in series
with the plate circuit of
the last audio amplifier

amplifier
OA Powertube

Magnetic
',speaker

tube (power amplifier
tube).
The speaker winding
is then connected across the
choke through a condenser.
Usually, h 1 mfd or 2 mfd

IA-F choke

condenser is used for the

purpose.
In this circuit, all
of the plate current drawn
by the tube flows through
the choke --- none passes
through the speaker. However, the a -f voltages
developed across the ends
of the choke because of the
varying current flow through
it, react through the condenser and thus permit a
current of corresponding
frequency to pass through
the speaker winding.
Sound

To B+
OB

,Power amplifier
tube.

Magnetic
,`speaker

A -F

is therefore produced by
the speaker.

choke

Circuit arrangement (B)

somewhat similar, with
the exception that one of
the speaker terminals is
connected to the cathode
(filament) of the tube'
instead of to the positive
is

ERA -16

I1111I4E

battery
FIG. 28
CONNECTIONS FOR MAGNETIC SPEAKER
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end of the choke.
Hence,
the speaker is connected
across the choke through the
B voltage source as well as
t_irough the condenser, and
the signal is transferred
to the speaker by the same
means as already explained
for circuit (A) in Fig. 28.
The methods illustrated
in Fig. 28 may also be used
for connecting headphones to
the output of an amplifier
where the plate current of
the tube would burn out the
headphone windings if they
were connected directly in
series with the plate circuit

DYNAMIC SPEAKER
CONNECTIONS
FIG. 29
CONNECTIONS FOR DYNAMIC SPEAKER,
USING FIELD AS FILTER CHOKE

In connecting a dynamic
speaker to a receiver, one -and often two -- requirements

must be met.

1.

If the speaker is an electrodynamic type, and does not use a permanent magnet to supply the field, the field coil must be excited.
That is, provisions must be made for passing a direct current
through it.

2.

The voice coil of the speaker must be coupled to the output of
the a -f amplifier through a transformer.

FIELD COIL CONNECTIONS
The field coil of an electrodynamic speaker must be connected to an
appropriate source of direct current. In a -c receivers,the high -voltage d -c
output of the power supply system generally serves this purpose.
Because
of the rather high inductance of speaker field windings, it is generally
possible for them to furnish the main magnetic field for' the speaker, and
at the same time act as a filter choke in the power supply system.
This
is illustrated in Fig. 29.
Observe in this diagram how the field and
voice coil are represented by symbols.
By combining the functions of filter choke and speaker field in this
manner, a saving in cost, weight and space is made possible.

VOICE COIL CONNECTIONS
Dynamic speakers, either of the electromagnetic or the P -M type,
require that a transformer be used between the last stage of a -f amplification and the voice coil. A transformer, so used, is called an
"output transformer" or "speaker coupling transformer."
It is never permissible to connect the voice coil directly in the
plate circuit, because its resistance is so small (10 ohms or less),
as also is the wire -size, that the plate current would burn it out.

LESSON NO. 16
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Besides illustrating the field coil connection, Fig. 29 shows also
how the voice coil is coupled to the plate circuit of the power amplifier
tube by means of a transformer.
In addition to reducing the flow of plate current through the voice
coil to a safe value, the transformer serves also to properly match the
impedance of the speaker's voice coil to the plate circuit of the final
amplifier tube so that maximum transfer of signal energy can take place

with minimum distortion.
Tube manufacturers specify a certain load impedance which should be
placed in series with the plate circuit of the power amplifier tube in
In.Fig. 29, it will be seen that this
order to ensure best performance.
load is supplied by the primary winding of the output transformer --- the
loading effect being the combined opposition of the inductive reactance,
resistance and distributed capacity of this winding to the varying plate
current that flows through it while a signal is being handled. This electrical characteristic of the transformer's primary winding is called
impedance. It is measured in ohms; and in the particular case illustrated,
may be several thousand ohms for a 1,000 cycle a -f current.
The speaker's voice coil, on the other hand, has a low impedance --For maximum transfer of signal energy from the
usually, about 8 ohms.
output of the amplifier to the speaker voice coil, it is necessary that
the impedance of the output transformer's secondary winding be equal to
We then say that these impedances
the impedance of the voice coil.
are matched.

This matter of impedance matching is so important that replacement
That is, we order such
output transformers are ordered on this tases.
transformers by specifying the type -number of the power amplifier tube,
and the voice coil impedance of the speaker. We then know that the manufacturer of the transformer will have provided the transformer with the
correct number of turns on the primary winding to furnish the proper load
in that particular tube's plate circuit, and the correct number of turns
on the secondary winding so that the impedance of this winding will be
equal to that of the voice coil to which it is to be connected.

This information on output transformers applies to PM speakers,
well as to dynamic speakers that have a field coil.

as

The output transformer is generally mounted on the frame of the
dynamic speaker as in Fig. 12.
This eliminates the need for long leads
between the secondary terminals of the output transformer and the voice
coil.
However, there are times when you may find the output transformer
mounted on the chassis of the receiver or amplifier, and connected to
the speaker voice coil with leads.
In circuit diagrams of receivers using electrodynamic speakers, the
field coil is often shown as though it were located at some distance
This is done only for convenience
from the other parts of the speaker.
in drawing; but, in reality, the field coil is always an integral part
of the speaker.

diagram in Fig. 29 makes it appear as though the
a position in the filter circuit of the power supmatter is that it is connected in the power supply
filter choke, but actually is located within the
speaker assembly which may be mounted at some distance from the power
For example, the
speaker field occupied
ply.
The truth of the
circuit to serve as a
supply.
ERA
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A -C

DYNAMIC SPEAKERS

Some electrodynamic speakers
are equipped with a rectifier so that
the d -c voltage necessary to excite
their field can be obtained directly
from the a -c lighting circuit, without depending upon the power supply
system of the receiver for this. Copper -oxide and vacuum tube rectifiers
are used for the purpose.
Dynamic
speakers equipped with a rectifier
are called "A -C Dynamic Speakers" to
distinguish them from the "DC type"
which receive their exciting current
from the receiver's power supply, and
from PM speakers which receive their
field from a permanent magnet.

A -C

Fig.

FIG. 30
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

A speaker with a copper -oxide
rectifier, and its associated stepdown transformer, is shown in

Three such recti-

30.

fiers of different design
appear in Fig. 31.
The unit at the left of
Fig. 31, for example, is rated
at 3 amps. That at the center
can be obtained in several different sizes --- such as 1 amp
at 6 volts, 2.5 amps at 4 volts,
2 amps at 6 volts and 1 amp at
8 volts. Units with a screw base,
such as illustrated at the right
of Fig. 31, are available in current ratings from 0.6 amp to
2.5 amps. Besides these examples,
similar rectifiers are available

FIG. 31
COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIERS

with other shapes and ratings.

HOW THE COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIER WORKS

'Copper
Direction
of current
f Iow,

'

disc.
oxidized sur-

foces

,

The detailed illustration in Fig.
32 will enable you to more clearly
visualize the construction and operation of one of these units. In this
particular case, copper discs are
"sandwiched" between lead discs; the
entire group being clamped to-

gether tightly.
One surface of each of the
copper discs is oxidized; that is,
it

is

covered with a tarnishing
oxide) much as rust

film (cuprous
would coat a
other surface
is completely
FIG. 32
PRINCIPLE OF COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIER

piece of iron. The
of each copper disc
free from oxide.

A copper disc in this condition possesses a very valuable
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property.
Namely, if a voltage be applied across the two surfaces of the
disc, current will flow through the disc from the oxidized surface towards
the clean (pure) c: pper surface much more easily than in the reverse
direction.
In other words, the disc acts as a rectifier.

The purpose of the lead discs in Fig. 32 is to prcvide a separation
between adjacent copper discs, while at the sane time serving as an electrical conductor between them.
If an alternating voltage be applied
across the entire unit of Fig. 32, the current will only flow through it
in the direction indicated; and thus bring about rectification.
This is
generally classified as a copper -oxide rectifier, dry -disc rectifier, or
contact rectifier.
It is also possible to obtain rectification by this same method
through the use of copper sulphide discs in conjunction with aluminum or
magnesium discs. These discs are stacked alternately anC clamped together
firmly so that the unit will have the same appearance as the one shown in
Fig. 32; only that copper sulphide discs will replace the copper discs,
and aluminum or magnesium will replace the lead discs. Current will then
pass through this assembly from the copper sulphide discs towards the
aluminum or magnesium discs. Rectifiers of this type are generally called
"copper -sulphide rectifiers."

Besides their application on speakers, rectifiers of this type are
used on meters to permit the measurement of alternating current and voltage, and in miscellaneous electronic apparatus where rectification at low
voltage is required.
It is to be noted that this rectifier is suitable
only in low -voltage circuits.

RECTIFIER FOR
FIELD EXCITATION
In Fig. 33, we have a half=
wave rectifier circuit in which.
a copper -oxide rectifier is used.
Notice that a transformer is employed to step down the voltage to

the value required by the load ---

which voltage must be of

a sufficiently low value so that it can
be handled by this type of rectifier
without the latter breaking down..
Observe that since electrons flow
through the rectifier and load in

the direction indicated, half wave rectification is obtained..

Flc. 33
HALF -WAVE COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIER

In Fig. 34, four similar rectifying units are connected in what
is known as a "bridge circuit" to furnish full -wave rectification.
During the alternation of line voltage when point "W" is positive, and point
"X negative, electrons will move from point "X" through rectifier unit #4,
the load, rectifier unit #1, and to point "W", as at (A).
Then, when point
"X" becomes positive and "W" negative, electrons will move from point
"W", through rectifier unit #2, the- load, rectifier unit #3, and to point
"X" as at (B) of Fig. 34.

Thus, point Y is at all times positive and point
times negative, with respect to the load.
ERA -1 6

"Z"

is

at all
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FIG. 34
FULL -WAVE COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER

The

circuit for connecting

a

full -wave

copper -oxide rectifier

to a speaker field coil for excitation purposes is shown in Fig. 35.
Connection of the voice coil to the output of the receiver's a -f am-

plifier through

a

transformer is also shown.

VACUUM -TUBE

RECTIFIER FOR SPEAKER FIELD EXCITATION

In Fig. 36,

a vacuum

we

have

tube connected

in a half -wave rectifier
circuit to excite a speaker
field. For this, a step-

transformer may be
The two plates
are connected together.
and to one side of the
110 volt a -c circuit..
Whenever the plates of
the tube are positive,
electrons emitted by
the hot filament are
down

used.

attracted to

them, and
pass through the primary

winding of the transformer and speaker field,
back to the filament.
The speaker field serves
as a choke, functioning
in conjunction with the
condenser as a filter.

full -wave tube
rectifier
for speaker
field
A

excitation is diain Fig. 37. Here,
a transformer similar
to that used in receiver
power supplies is emgrammed

FIG. 35
A

-C DYNAMIC SPEAKER WITH COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIER

ployed, and the speaker
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,Output tronsformer
To a -f

amplifier

To

:

Speoker

lf

110 V.%

AC Tine

FIG. 37

FIG. 36
HALF -WAVE TUBE RECTIFIER
FOR

FIELD EXCITATION

FULL -WAVE TUBE RECTIFIER
FOR FIELD EXCITATION

field is connected across the output terminals of the rectifier circuit.
The field, in conjunction with the condenser, serves as a filter.
The transftminer, condenser and rectifier tube are mounted on the
speaker frame to form a self-contained assembly.
This is shown in Fig.
38.
The tube is in this case housed in a metal guard to protect it

against breakage.

HUM -BUCKING

COIL

In cases where the speaker field coil is used as a choke in the
filtering system of the receiver's power supply, there may be a slight
pulsation in the direct current flowing through it.
This would induce
a small a -c voltage in the voice
coil and so cause a steady hum to
be produced by the speaker.

The effects of this condition are minimized by incorporating a hum -bucking coil in
the speaker as shown in Fig. 39.
The hum -bucking coil consists
of a few turns of wire that are
wound in a direction opposite
to that of the voice coil.
It
is connected in series with the

voice coil and secondary winding
of the output transformer, and
placed at one end of the field
coil as shown in Fig. 39.
If any ripple exists in the
field coil, the hum -bucking coil
will have induced in it an a -c
voltage of the same value as is
induced in the voice coil.
But,
since the hum -bucking coil is
wound in a direction opposite
to that of the voice coil, the
voltage induced in the hum -bucking
coil will oppose and therefore
ERA -I6
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DYNAMIC SPEAKER WITH
TUBE RECTIFIER
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buck out or neutralize that in
the voice coil. Hence, speaker

hum is eliminated.

IVoice coi

I

,Hum neutralizing coil

.-iron core

Cenitr COrt

J

Field

coil

,

+

To A. F.

Amplifier

Another method of bucking
out the hum voltage is to use
a so-called "shading ring" as
shown in Fig. 40.
This ring
consists of a thick copper disc,
pennanently fixed to the center

pole of the field core.
The
ring acts as a single -turn coil
which has strong circulating
currents (called "eddy currents") induced in it. These
eddy currents buck the flux
movement and tend to keep the
field stationary.
Thus, the
relative motion between the
voice coil` and the field at
the hum frequency is reduced,
and the ability of the field
coil to induce a hum voltage
in the voice coil is minimized.

CRYSTAL SPEAKER
CONNECTIONS

FIG. 39

A common method of connecting a crystal speakerto
an audio amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 41.
Here, the primary winding
of an output transformer is connected in series with the plate circuit
of the power amplifier tube.
The secondary winding of the same transformer is connected across the crystal element of the speaker.
APPLICATION OF HUM-BUCKING COIL

However, since the crystal element has a much higher
impedance than does the voice
coil of a dynamic speaker, the
secondary winding of the out-

Cone

put transformer used therewith must have an equally high
impedance. Of course, no field
coil circuit is used in connection with crystal speakers.

,Shading ring
Field coil

In the event that the
power amplifier stage com-

14011.

prises two push-pull connected tubes, the connection of
the crystal speaker remains
as shown in Fig. 41 --- with
the exception that the primary winding of the output
transformer is then center -

/')
--Core

Support

tapped.

; br acket

VARIATIONS IN SPEAKER
CONNECTIONS
As you progress through
the course, you will receive
additional information on loud

'Voice

Coll

FIG.
APPLICATION

OF

l+0

SHADING RING
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speakers and their application. For instance, you
will learn about the variations in field coil connections of electrodynamic
speakers as employed in commercial receivers; and how
several speakers may be
connected together, and

operated from the same
receiver or sound amplifier.
You will also be made
acquainted with the structural features of speakers

designed especially for
sound installations where

large amounts of audio
power are handled.

Horn

designs for high -power

FIG.

41

speakers will be covered,
CONNECTIONS OF CRYSTAL SPEAKER
as also will special baffle
designs and acoustic chambers for high-fidelity sound reproduction;
ing and repairing of speakers, etc.

test-

As part of your advanced training, you will take up the study of
acoustics, and learn how proper acoustic treatment of the location where
speakers are employed makes faithful sound reproduction possible.

RACTICAL Training means the acquisition
facts, and the learning
how to apply them in a useful manner.
of Technical information and

In order to acquire knowledge we must use our
brain. Our brain, like our body, only grows and
develops when properly used.

When we stop using any part of our body it
we fail to use our brain

starves and dies. When
cells they decay and die

of

starvation.

Let's learn how to use intelligently our natural

abilities, talents, and gifts, and apply them efficiently to our task at hand.
J. A. ROSENKRANZ

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.

i6

1.

-

Is the voice coil of a dynamic speaker supplied with a
direct current or audio -frequency current?

2.

-

Briefly describe a p -m dynamic speaker.

3.

-

What is the purpose of the
speakers?

4.

-

Explain the basic operating principle of the crystal

"spider", as used in dynamic

speaker.

5.

-

Why is a baffle used in connection with

6.

-

What is the essential difference between a d -c and an a -c
type dynamic speaker?

7.

-

(a)

What is a hum -bucking coil?

(b)

How

is

it

a

loud speaker?

employed in a dynamic speaker?

8.

-

Draw a diagram, showing how the field coil and voice coil
of a d -c type dynamic speaker are connected to a receiver
circuit.

9.

-

How

is the

sensitivity of radio headphones generally ex-

pressed?
10.; On what principle do

operate?

the so-called "magnetic speakers"

J. A

ROSENKRÁNZ
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RECEIVERS

Although you have completed only sixteen lessons, you have learned
quite a lot about radio. You are familiar with many of the basic principles, tubes, power supplies, r -f amplifiers, detectors, a -f amplifiers
and loud speakers.
Now, we are going
to consolidate this information, so that you

can see just exactly
how all of the various
parts are connected together to produce a com-

plete receiver.

Shielded

;,coils
.
1

.

,'

,Shielded.
tubes
`

'

.M,

You

will at this time also
be shown several circuit features that help
to improve the performance of receivers, and
which are therefore em-

ployed in commercial
models.

.

y`

S

__

THE R -F SECTION
The logical order
in which to study a com-

plete receiver is to
begin with the input
circuit and gradually
advance, step by step,
through the various circuits toward the output.
In this way, you
will be better able to
see how the incoming
ERA -17

FIG.
TEN -TUBE RECEIVER,
SHOWING USE OF METAL
CHASSIS, COIL SHIELDS AND TUBE SHIELDS
I
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signal is handled by each section as it passes through the receiver.
This means, then, that r -f amplifier circuits are the first to be considered.

WHY PENTODES ARE PREFERRED TO TRIODES IN R -F AMPLIFIERS
In Fig. 2, we have an r -f 'amplifier stage in which a triode is
In a tube as this, the plate and grid are so close together that
when a difference of potential exists between them,they act as plate s
of a condenser of small capacity, just as would any two metal surfaces
that are separated from each other by a slight distance.
Thus, we have
a capacity effect between the grid and plate, as indicated by the dotted
condenser in the tube symbol. This is known as the "grid -plate capaused.

citance."
Now, the primary winding of the r -f transformer
which is connected in the
plate circuit of this tube

Capacity effect between
plate and grid

offers appreciable

reactance to the r -f variations in plate current,
causing r -f voltages to
appear across its ends.
These r -f voltages will
react through the grid plate capacitance just as
though,a regular conden-

ser of small capacity
were connected at this
point.
Thus, a certain
amount of the amplified
FIG. 2
CAPACITY EFFECT OF TRIODE

signal energy that exists
i n
the plate circuit
is returned to the grid
circuit, causing the r -f voltages which are applied to the grid to be great
er than would be the case if only the signal emf
furnished by the preceding r -f stage should reach it. We call this phenomena "regeneration,"
IN

R -F

AMPLIFIER

or "feed -back.

Obviously, since it increases the intensity (amplification) of the
signal being handled by the stage, a certain amount of regeneration can
be used to advantage.
But, since in a circuit such as illustrated in
Fig. 2, no means is provided for controlling the degree of regeneration,
the r -f energy which appears amplified in the plate circuit and is continually being returned in part to the grid circuit, eventually causes
the stage to function as- a generator of r -f energy --- meaning that
more r -f energy is being built up in the circuit itself than is being
supplied to it by an external source (the transmitter). When this
happens, we say that the circuit is "oscillating," or that the stage
is

functioning as an "oscillator."

Whenever oscillation occurs in the r -f amplifier of a radio receiver,
loud squeals and howls are emitted by the speaker; and the desired station signal may be blocked out.

Tetrodes and pentodes were developed for use in r -f amplifiers to
correct this condition. This was done by placing the control grid and
plate farther 'apart so as to reduce the grid -plate capacitance, and
thereby minimize the feed back of r -f energy from the plate circuit to
the grid circuit.
The screen 'grid was then installed to accelerate
the flow of electrons through'the greater distance between the grid and
plate, and the suppressor grid was included to reduce secondary emission.

LESSON NO.
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All of these features concerning multi -grid tubes were covered thoroughly
in an earlier lesson .--- so without further delay, let us see how such
tubes are connected in r -f amplifier circuits to accomplish their intended purpose.

CIRCUIT CONNECTION FOR FILAMENT -TYPE R -F PENTODES
In Fig. 3, we have a diagram that shows a filament -type pentode
connected in a conventional r -f amplifier stage of a battery -operated
receiver. You will observe that with the exception of the two additional
grids (the screen grid and suppressor grid), the circuit is quite similar to that wherein a triode is employed.

Pentodes are preferred to triodes as r -f amplifiers because they
provide greater amplification and permit the design of circuits that are
more stable in operation --- that is, less susceptible to oscillation.
Observe, particularly, how the screen grid is connected to a B -plus
terminal of lesser voltage than is the plate.
The suppressor grid is
connected to the negative side cf the filament within the tube structure
at the time of manufacture.
The control grid serves the same purpose as
does the control grid of a triode, and is therefore connected to the
tuned circuit in the usual manner.
Since the positive terminal of the "C" battery and the rotor plates
of condenser C-1 are both grounded to the chassis, condenser C-2 has been
placed at the point designated to prevent the "C" battery from being
short circuited through ground. Thus, the negative terminal of the "C'
battery is connected to the control grid through the secondary winding
of the r -f transformer; and its positive terminal to the filament,
through ground. A small negative bias is applied to the r -f amplifier
totes to prevent the signal
voltage from causing the
control grid of such tubes
to become positive and
Plote
draw grid current ---

Suppressor grid

which condition would
produce distortion, the

-Screen

same as explained for a -f
amplifiers in a previous

Control grid

lesson.
It is to be noted
further that condenser C-2
is connected in series
with the tuning circuit.
In actual practice, C-2
would have a capacity of

about 0.01 mfd., which
is sufficient capacity
so that the reactive
effect of this condenser
is practically negligible
insofar as the high frequency (r -f) alternating
current in this circuit is
concerned. Briefly, then,
we can say that condenser

b
Input

pp

i

M^^

O'

4`^'`^^^`^

A

I

C -1

grid

,

9
5

Out
put

Filo-.
m ent

lC-2

-+

Connection
to metal

chassis

base

of

C -3
0

C

+1I1e-1n1110

I1I1I1I1If

/35 v.

4

receiver'
FIG. 3
BASIC CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS FOR
FILAMENT -TYPE PENTODE

C-2 "blocks" the d -c
current of the "C" battery, but "completes" the tuning circuit so that
r -f currents can flow through it.
It is especially important to notice the connection of condenser
C-3, between the screen grid and the negative side of the filament.
This
ERA
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called a "screen grid by-pass condenser."
Its use is characteristic
of all circuits containing a tetrode or pentode r -f amplifier tube.
The
purpose of this condenser is to by-pass.to ground any r -f energy that
finds its way into the screen grid circuit. The value of capacity generally used for this purpose ranges from about 0.01 mfd., to 0.5 mfd., which
capacity is very much greater than the filament -to -screen grid capacity
within the tube.
Therefore, any r -f voltages that may develop between
the filament and the screen grid will react through C-3 before they have
a chance to build up to any appreciable strength.
In this way, they are
ineffective between the screen grid and control grid (or filament) within
the tube, and the tendency toward oscillation is thus reduced to an
is

absolute minimum.
In r -f amplifiers employing either tetrodes or pentodes, the tubes
and r -f transformers are shielded, as described in your lesson on "R -F
Amplifiers," to guard still further against oscillation. Such shielding
prevents feed -back between the plate and control grid circuits through
the capacitive and inductive coupling provided by certain parts, as well as
by the circuit wiring; which conditions, if not corrected, might still permit oscillation to occur even if pentodes be used.
A circuit employing a tetrode r -f amplifier would be identical to
that appearing in Fig. 3, with the exception that the suppressor grid
would be omitted.

Pentode

Pentode
R F. Tu be

R.F.Tube

.

TWO -STAGE BATTERYOPERATED .R -F AMPLIFIER
In Fig. 4, is shown a
two -stage battery operated
r -f amplifier, containing

most of the features presented in Fig. 3. Notice,
for instance, how a single
condenser (C-1) is connected
between the lower end of the
secondary winding of both r -f
tmnsfonuers and ground; thus
serving to complete both tuning circuits, while at the
same time preventing the "C"
battery from being short circuited through ground.
Observe, too, how the single
"C" battery supplies a bias
voltage for the two r-f tubes.

Condenser C-2 is connected
io,000 vorrNrio.aerce
50 000 vOTENTiON/rEe

FIG.4
TWO -STAGE

R

-F

AMPLIFIER

between the negative side of
the filament of each of the
tubes and their screen grids;
thus the screen grid of both
of these tubes is by-passed
to ground (A-) by a single

condenser.

As you progress with your study of multi -stage receiver circuits,
you will find that it is common practice for a single by-pass condenser
to serve the same purpose in two or more stages, as is the case of conBy this means, the cost of the receiver
densers C-1 and C-2 in Fig. 4.
is kept down, and wiring of the circuit is
simplified.

LESSON NO. 17
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Another interesting

feature of the circuit
presented in Fig. 4 is
the use of the two switches,
S-1 and S-2; both operated
simultaneously by a single
control, as indicated by the

dotted line connecting
them together. When the
radio is turned "off,"
switch S-1 interrupts the
filament circuit that is
s

applied by the "A" battery

;

and, at the same time,
switch S-2 interrupts the
"B" battery circuit so that

this battery will not continue discharging through
potentiometer 'B" when the
receiver is not in use.
Closing switches S-1 and
S-2 completes the "A" and
"B" circuits.

FIG. 5
CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS FOR CATHODE -TYPE PENTODE

INPUT VOLUME CONTROL

Two distinct volume control circuits are illustrated in Fig.
although they are seldom both used in the same receiver.

4,

Control (A) takes the form of a potentiometer, connected across the
ends of the antenna stage coil's primary winding. Moving the
potentiometer
arm upward shorts out a portion of the potentiometer's resistance
elem3nt
and thereby reduces the effective resistance of this path.
This results
in a greater percentage of the signal energy dissipating
itself to ground
through the potentiometer. Less signal energy will then reach the r -f
tube's grid through the antenna tage transformer, and the volume will
be
reduced accordingly.
Moving the potentiometer arm downward decreases the shorting effect
so that the resistance of the path offered by the
potentiometer is increased, thereby permitting a greater percentage of the signal
energy to
be transferred through the antenna coil.
The volume therefore increases.

SCREEN GRID VOLUME CONTROL
Volume control (B) of Fig. 4 controls the voltage which is applied to
the screen grid of the two tubes.
This is accomplished in the following
manner:
The total potentiometer resistance, being co.nrncted across the B
-plus
and B -minus terminals, permits a small current to flow through it in
such
direction as to make the potentiometer arm positive with respect to the
grounded B -minus side of the circuit. Therefore, whatever voltage
drop is
produced between the ground -end of this resistance and the
potentiometer
arm will be applied to the screen grid of both tubes; the
being positive with respect to the filaments of these tubes. screen grids
Moving the
potentiometer arm toward the right increases the screen voltage
volume; moving it toward the left, decreases the screen voltage and the
and the
volume.

CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS FOR CATHODE -TYPE R -F PENTODE
Connections for using a cathode -type pentode in an r -f amplifier stage
are shown in Fig. 5.
This circuit is essentially the same as that pre ERA -17
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sented in Fig. 3, with the exception that bias is furnished by resistor
R instead of by a "C" battery; and the suppressor grid is connected to
the cathode outside of the tube, at the time the circuit is being wired.

C-1 in Fig. 5, is the usual by-pass condenser which is connected
across a cathode resistor that is being used to furnish the bias voltage.
Condenser C-2 is connected between the screen grid terminal and the
cathode (through ground) for the same reason already given in this
lesson relative to the screen grid by-pass condenser in Fig. 3. Ground
symbols show that the metal chassis of the receiver serves to complete
the grid -return and B -minus side of this circuit.

BIASING CATHODE -TYPE TUBES
matter
The
of bias has already been discussed to some extent, and
will be brought up repeatedly in connection with circuits studied throughout the balance of this course.
Being of such importance, it is advisable
that we take time now to present sufficient additional facts concerning
this subject to meet our immediate requirements.
To begin with, it is to be remembered that bias is nothing more than
negative voltage which is applied to the control grid of a tube.
This
voltage is measured between the tube's control grid and cathode (or between
the control grid and filament in filament -type tubes).
The value of the
bias voltage is specified by the tube manufacturer for each particular
type of tube, and the service to which it is being put in the receiver.
Some tube manufacturers specify the bias under the heading of "control
grid voltage," or simply "grid voltage."
a

In practically all cases, some bias voltage is applied to r -f and
a -f amplifier tubes in accordance with tube manufacturers specifications.
Its purpose is to prevent the control grid from ever actually becoming
positive, even when the strongest signal is being handled.
If the control
grid were to become positive,it would attract electrons much the same
as would a positively -charged plate and so permit a variable d -c current
to flow through the grid circuit.
Such a condition would cause the signal, as reproduced by the speaker, to be distorted.
In the case of grid -bias detectors, so much bias voltage is employed
that the grid is maintained negative to such an extent that plate current
is reduced to zero whenever a negative signal voltage is applied to the
grid.
Thus, by this means, we obtain a form of rectification that provides detection of a modulated radio signal, as was explained in a previous lesson on Detectors.
The amount of bias required for this purpose
is also specified by tube manufacturers in connection with tubes suited
to this use.

Two terms, "fixed bias" and "self bias," are employed extensively
It is necessary that you
become familiar with them.
in connection with the biasing of radio tubes.

FIXED BIAS
When employing the fixed bias method in connection with a cathode type tube, the cathode is grounded directly; and a voltage, furnished
by some external source, is applied between the grid of the tube and
B -minus (ground). This is similar to the practice employed with filament -type tubes.

Such an arrangement is shown at (A) in Fig. 6, where you will observe that a "C" battery is connected between the cathode and grid of
the tube through the secondary winding of the transformer.
With the
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FIG 6
FIXED AND AUTOMATIC BIAS METHODS APPLIED TO CATHODE -TYPE TUBES

polarity connections thus made, the grid will be at a negative potential
with respect to the cathode --- by an amount equal to the ,"C' battery
voltage. We call this.the "bias voltage."

AUTOMATIC BIAS

The automatic bias arrangement, shown at (B) in Fig. 6, is used
more than is the fixed bias method. Here, you will observe that a resistor
is connected between the cathode and B -minus, instead of grounding the
cathode directly. This is known as a cathode resistor or bias resistor;
the purpose of which is to furnish the necessary bias voltage for the
tube- The function of the cathode resistor will become clear upon studying
the diagram appearing at (B).

Observe in this illustration that we consider the electron -flow
(plate current) through the tube as being from the cathode toward the
plate.
From the plate, this current travels through the primary winding
of the r -f transformer, B battery, cathode resistors and back to the
cathode --- as illustrated by the arrows.
It is important to note that
since the resistor is connected between thé cathode and the B -minus side
ofthe circuit, all of this tube's plate current must also flow through
the resistor.
From your study of Ohm's Law, you learned that whenever a direct
current flows through a resistance, a voltage will be developed across
that resistance. This is exactly what happens at the cathode resistor
in illustration (B) of Fig. 6.
That is, the d -c plate current which flows
through the tube and resistor produces a difference of potential (voltage)
across the resistor --- the lower end of the resistor becoming negative
with respect to its upper end for the reason that electrons always move
through a load circuit in a negative -to -positive direction.
Then, by..connecting the grid -return circuit of this tube to the
ground or negative end of the cathode resistor, the grid will be maintained at a negative potential with respect to the cathode; thereby
providing the required bias voltage without using a "C" battery. This
method of obtaining bias is therefore logically called the SELF -BIAS
or AUTOMATIC -BIAS method.
ERA
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When this method of biasing a tube is used, the bias voltage furnished by this means is dependent upon the value of the plate current, and
the ohmic value of the cathode resistor.
That is, bias voltage will be
increased as the plate current and cathode resistance (or both) are

increased.
As mentioned before, it is common practice to connect a by-pass condenser across the bias resistor. This is done so that any r -f or a- f
ripple which may be present in the plate current will react through, or be
by-passed by the condenser, instead of flowing through the resistor.
Thus,
only pure d -c flows through the bias resistor, producing a d -c voltage
suitable for biasing purposes across it;
while the by-pass condenser
virtually short circuits the a -f or r -f around the resistor, thereby making
them ineffective so that voltages corresponding to them will not be applied
to the grid circuit together with the d -c bias voltage.
If this matter
were not taken care of, the sounds reproduced by the speaker would be
distorted and indistinct.
In r -f circuits, this by-pass condenser may have a value ranging
from about .01 mfd. to .5 mfd.; while in a -f circuits, it may range from
1 mfd. to 10 mfd., or more.
Later lessons explain how these values are
determined when designing a receiver or amplifier.

CALCULATING THE VALUE OF THE BIAS RESISTOR
It is a simple matter to determine the value of the bias resistor
required to obtain a certain bias voltage. All that must be done is to
apply Ohm's Law in the manner explained in the following paragraphs.

For example, let us suppose that a certain triode is being used in a
circuit for which the tube manufacturer recommends a plate voltage of 250
and a bias of 8 volts. Let us further assume that the tube manufacturer's
data tells us that this particular tube draws a plate current of 8 milliamperes when operated under the conditions prescribed.

R

-F

R -F

R -F

To det.

333.3

Plate current each tuber

Ohm

-

8 Ma.

-Bias resistor

Grid bias required for
each tu be* 8 volts.

B+

250 V
FIG 7
BIASING THREE CATHODE -TYPE TUBES WITH

A

SINGLE BIAS RESISTOR
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Notice, especially, when calculating the value of bias resistors,
that the total current passing through the cathode (cathode current) is
also considered as being the current that passes through the bias resistor.
Thus, for a triode, the cathode current is equal to the plate current
drawn by the tube.
determine the value of the cathode resistor
8 volts by the self -bias method.
We do this by applying
when 8 ma. flows through the cathode resistor.
Ohm's Law as follows:
Our problem, now,

required to

furnish

is to

a

bias of

However, since "I" must be expressed in AMPERES, we
R = E _ I.
convert the 8 ma. of plate current (now considered as the cathode curThe value for "E" is, of course,
rent) to its equivalent, .008 ampere.
Then, substituting these values in our
the bias voltage required, or 8.
In other words,
formula, we have:
R = 8 +.008, which equals 1000 ohms.
the bias resistor for this particular circuit must have a value of 1000
ohms.

Very often, a single bias resistor is used for more than one tube.
In such cases, the cathode current flowing through the resistor will be
For instance, if those
equal to the sum of several cathode currents.
tubes of the same type as used in our previous example are connected as
shown in Fig. 7, the cathode current of all three tubes must flow through
the single bias resistor which is common to all three cathode circuits.
Therefore, 3 times 8 milliamperes or 24 milliamperes (or .024 ampere)
will flow through this bias resistor. So, to produce the required 8 -volt
(Note:
bias, a resistor having a value of 333.3 ohms must be used.
R = E _ I = 8 _ .024 = 333.3 ohms.)
Since commercial resistors cannot be obtained in such odd values as
333.3 ohms, unless by special order,we would in practice use the nearest
standard value --- preferably slightly higher than the value required.
In other words, we would use a standard 350 -ohm resistor in place of the
333.3 ohms actually required. This slight difference is not sufficient
to produce any noticeable effect upon the performance of the receiver.

From this explanation, you will be able to deduce that the value of
a bias resistor which is common to two tubes of the same type is one-half
the value required for one of these tubes cperating under the same conditions; for three similar tubes, the bias resistor value is one-third
that required for a single tube, etc.
The same procedure, as just explained, is followed when calculating
the value of bias resistors required for tetrodes and pentodes.
However,
the total cathode current to be considered in the calculation is then
equal to the plate current plus the screen current drawn by the tubes
in whose cathode circuit the bias resistor is connected.
C-1 in Fig. 7
is the conventional by-pass condenser for the bias resistor.

SELF -BIASING FILAMENT -TYPE TUBES
You will also find cases where filament -type tubes are self -biasing in a -c receivers.
This is accomplished by connecting the bias
resistor between the center -tap of the filament winding on the power
transformer and ground (chassis or B -minus), as shown in Fig. 8. The
circuit connections being such, plate current will divide through the
tube's filament circuit as indicated in this illustration.
The negative -end of the bias resistor and the grid -return circuit of the tube are both grounded, while the filament's center -tap
ERA
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connected to the positive

end of the bias resistor.
Therefore, a negative bias
will be applied to the grid of
the tube.

The value for this bias
is calculated in
exactly the same way as already
explained for cathode -type
in ques
If the tube
tubes.
tion is a triode, the current
flow through the bias resistor
is equal to the plate current.
For tetrodes or pentodes, the

resistor

current through the bias
resistor is equal to the plate
current plus the screen current.

THREE -STAGE R -F AMPLIFIER
The circuit diagram
FIG. 8
AUTOMATIC -BIAS APPLIED
FILAMENT -TYPE TUBE

of a three -stage r -f amplifier,
preceding a detector, is
presented in Fig. 9. CathTO

ode -type pentodes are used
in all stages.

Dotted lines show that condensers C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4 are all
sections of a four -gang condenser, operated by a single control.
Dotted
lines also show that each of the r -f transformers is contained in an
individual, metal shield can which is grounded to the chassis.

Resistor R-2
cathode current

RI

is connected in the circuit in such manner that the
(combined plate and screen current) of all three of the

R2

`Volume control
FIG. 9
'THREE -STAGE R -F AMPLIFIER
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amplifier tubes must flow through it. When the arm of the potentiometer being used here as a volume control is moved all the way to the
right end of resistance R-1, only resistance R-2 will be connected between the cathodes of these tubes and ground. Therefore, the voltage
drop appearing across R-2, alone, will be applied as a bias to these
three tubes.
r -f

As the arm of the potentiometer is moved toward the left end of
R-1, more resistance will be inserted in series with R-2 and ground --thereby increasing the value of the bias resistor actually effective in
Then, as we move the
the circuit, and so increasing the bias voltage.
arm toward the right again, less of the resistance of R-1 will be connected in series with R-2 and ground; thus decreasing the bias voltage.
The pentodes that are used in the r -f amplifier of
known as a "variable -mu" or "super -control" feature.
that the amplification factor of the tube increases
decreased, and decreases when the bias is increased.
the bias, we have a means for controlling the volume.
is

Fig. 9 have what
By this is meant
when the bias is
Thus, by varying

In other words, by moving the arm of the potentiometer R-1 toward
the right, the bias voltage in each r -f stage is reduced --- thus bringing
about an increase in the amplification factor of each of these tubes;
Then, by moving the arm
and, as a consequence, an increase in volume.
of potentiometer R-1 toward the left, the bias voltage in each r -f stage
is increased --- thus bringing about a decrease in the amplification
factor of each of these tubes; and, a corresponding decrease in volume.
This method of controlling the volume is used extensively in receivers.

You will also observe that the left end of the resistance element
of potentiometer R-1 is connected to the antenna terminal.
Therefore,
when the arm of this potentiometer is moved toward the left so as to
increase the bias voltage and decrease the amplifying ability of the r -f
tubes, it will, at the same time, more nearly short circuit the primary
winding of the antenna -stage r -f transformer. This will reduce the transfer of signal energy through the transformer, and thereby decrease the
volume by this means as well as by the variable -bias method.

Moving the arm of potentiometer R-1 toward the right will place
more resistance in parallel with the primary winding of the antenna stage r -f transformer.
The resistance of this winding is then less than
that amount R-1 which is included between the antenna terminal and ground
at this time; so more signal current flows through the winding, and
less through R-1.
Therefore, the transfer of signal energy through the
transformer increases, causing an increase in volume by this means;
while the movement of the arm in this direction, at the same time,
decreases the bias and increases the volume by raising the amplification
factor of the tubes.
Thus, we have, here, two ways for regulating the
volume --- affected by a single control. Since the volume is in this case
controlled by varying the sensitivity of the .r -f amplifier, we sometimes refer to this potentiometer as being a "sensitivity control."

C-5 is the usual by-pass condenser for the cathode resistor, while
C-6 is the screen grid by-pass condenser for all tubes. Notice, furthei
that resistor R-3 is used for the purpose of reducing the B voltage
supplied to the plates of all tubes to a lower value required by the
screen grids of these same tubes.
The total screen current drawn by
all three tubes flows through R-3 to produce the necessary voltage drop.
Plate current flows through the primary windings of the various r -f
transformers, direct to the B -plus terminal, without passing through
R-3.
ERA -17
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PENTODE DETECTORS
Audio output
USING FILAMENT TYPE TUBES:
In a previous lesson dealing

R -F Transformer

with detectors, you were

C-

shown how triodes are used
as detectors. In Fig. 10(A),
we have a filament -type
pentode in a bias -detector
circuit; and at (B), a
similar tube in a grid -leak

I

detector circuit.

R.-F.
input

C -2

You will observe that

11.
1

-III

11011.---iA.

these circuits are similar
to corresponding circuits,

180V

using triodes; and that
the only essential difference is in the addition of

Audio out put

the screen -grid voltage
and the by-pass
condenser (0-1) associated
therewith.
Condenser C-2
has been placed in the
control grid circuit at (A)
to permit the use of a
connection,

tuning condenser with

a
grounded rotor plate -group,

without short-circuiting
the C battery.
C-3 is a plate bypass condenser,
the use
of which is explained later
in this lesson.

Another important point
noted relative to the
use of pentodes is that for
best efficiency they should
be connected to the a -f
anplifier through resistance
to be

F

I

G

.

10

DETECTOR CIRCUITS USING FILAMENT -TYPE PENTODES

coupling instead of through an audio transformer.
The reason for this
is that pentodes have a much higher plate resistance than do triodes;
therefore, their load circuit (the plate circuit resistor R-1 in Fig. 10)
must also be much greater.
(Note:
By the "plate resistance of a tube
is meant the opposition offered to the a -c component of the plate current
by the path between the plate and cathode inside of the tube.)
A plate load resistance ranging from about 100,000 to 500,000 ohms
is required for operating pentode detectors efficiently.
Conventional
audio transformers will not provide such a high impedance (total opposition
of inductance, resistance and distributed capacity) at audio frequencies;
therefore, a resistance in the plate circuit is the logical solution.
Triodes, on the other hand, having a comparatively low plate resistance, make the use of transformers in the output circuit of the detector
practical. And, while it is true that resistance coupling provides nu
amplification of the audio signal, the high gain of the pentode com-

pensates for this.
Illustration (B) of Fig. 10 shows how the grid -return circuit can
connected directly to the "A" battery in the event that the rotor
section of the variable condenser is not grounded.
be
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USING CATHODE TYPE TUBES:

Grid -bias and grid -leak detector circuits
Notice how the
using cathode -type pentodes, are presented in Fig. 11.
detector circuits here shown resemble triode detector circuits of similar
type, described in an earlier lesson; and differ only in the connection
of the suppressor and screen grid.
the value of the bias resistor is much higher than
stage --- thus causing detection
(rectification) to occur.
In circuit

(A),

would be the case in an

amplifier

R -F FILTER AT DETECTOR OUTPUT
To increase the efficiency and improve the stability of detector
circuits, it is common practice to incorporate in the plate circuit of the
tube some form of r -f filter.
The majority of these schemes consist of
a by-pass condenser of small capacity, as in the detector circuits shown
thus far; or a small r -f choke coil used in conjunction ,rith one or more
by-pass condensers to form a filter.
The more typical of these arrangements are shown in Fig.
the filter at (A) takes the form of a small fixed by-pass
connected in shunt, or across the plate circuit of the tuoe.
tem operates as follows:

After rectification
by the detector, small
r -f ripples or variations

still

0

where
condenser
12,

The sys-

-F Bypass
condenser. --

R

Audio
output

remain in each audio

cycle of the incoming
s ignal, as at (A) in
Fig. 13. It is evident
t hat since these r -f
ipples are still in-

corporated in the plate
c urrent, the by-pass
condenser at (A) of Fig.
12 will permit them to
react through it to ground,
without building up r -f
oltage variations ac ross the plate load
resistor. You see, the
capacity of this condenser is large enough
so that it will offer
less opposition to r -f
currents than will the
plate load resistor,
t hus virtually short

circuiting them around
the resistor. However,
its capacity is small
e nough to offer considerable opposition

resistor

R. -F.

input

Bj,_poss

condenser
screen

Dior

grid

Bypass con

denier for"

resistor

bias resistor
e,+(

1,1,9k)

l
R. -F

input

I~

to the passage of audio
Signals which are of a

comparatively low freuency, thus forcing
them through the load
resistor, and so building up a -f voltages across it --- which voltages react through the

Load

I

q

ERA

-17

B+(hi9l

nr"
FIG. II
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R.F. Choke;

,Audio transformer

A.F.+Audio output

/

A.F --+.

Audio output
Audio
output

Plate by-poss
condenser
(

R. F.

F. Fdter
network

'.R.

Filter)

Flo
12
DETECTOR OUTPUT FILTERS

coupling device being used in the detector's output circuit and are
By rejecting the r -f ripples from the
passed on to the audio amplifier.
plate current in this way, the latter will vary uniformly as illustrated
at (B) in Fig. 13.

You will no doubt realize by now, that this by-pass condenser serves
the same púrpose as does the condenser which is connected across the
headphones of the simple detector circuits described in an earlier lesson.
The circuit shown at (B) of Fig. 12 operates on the same principle
as that appearing at (A) of the same illustration, with the exception
that an r -f choke is used to still further assist in rejecting the flow
of r -f current variations from the audio section of the receiver by
offering so much opposition to them that they are forced to react to
ground through the by-pass condenser which is connected between the tube's
plate and ground.
The inductance value of the r -f choke is sufficiently
low (around 2 to 50 millihenries) so as to permit the low -frequency
audio signals to pass through it with ease.

Sometimes, an
end of the r -f choke
its way through the
The
(B) of Fig. 12.

is placed between the output
and ground to by-pass any r -f energy that may find
choke.
This condenser is shown by dotted lines at
opposing effect of the plate load resistor or transformer winding, whichever
is used in the coupling

additional condenser

circuit, forces the remaining

react through this
second condenser.
r -f to

UU
3
FIG.
How THE FILTER REJECTS R -F
1

In the circuit shown
at (C) of Fig. 12, a resistor is connected in series
with the B -plus lead,

serving the same purpose
as a choke.
Filtering
takes place as follows:
The .0005 mfd. condenser by-passes to ground
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The r -f energy, having in a great measure been eliminated
the r -f signal.
--- and the a -f energy having been utilized by the a -f transformer --the plate circuit resistor forces to ground through the .1 mfd by-pass
condenser those a -f current variations that have already been utilized
by the transformer, as well as any remaining r -f energy that may still be
present at this point in the circuit.
This prevents either r -f or a -f
energy from entering the long B -plus lead and thereby finding its way
into other parts of the circuit where it is not wanted. Sometimes, such
resistors and associated by-pass condensers are connected in the screen
grid and plate leads of r -f and a -f amplifiers for a similar purpose.
You may also find a choke coil used in place of the resistor.

DETECTOR SHIELDING AND PLACEMENT OF PARTS
is
r -f amplifier tubes and circuits, shielding of
As
true of
the detector stage is also quite important --- in fact, even moreso than in
The reason for this is that any r -f feedback between
the r -f amplifier.
the output and input circuit of the detector will cause violent oscillation, while audio feedback at this same point may cause annoying "howls"
Correct placement of the parts and wiring,
and distortion of the signal.
and proper shielding, prevents such occurrences.

THE AUDIO SECTION
Audio -frequency amplifying stages are either resistance coupled or
Both methods are employed extensively, and each
hag advantages and disadvantages; however, the requirement of both is to
amplify the audio -frequency signal voltage available at the output of the
In order for the receiver as a whole to reproduce faithfully
detector.
the music or speech originating in the studio of the transmitting staticn,
it is necessary that the audio amplifier amplify the signal voltages
without distortion.

transformer coupled.

Speech and the musical sounds transmitted during broadcast programs
correspond to a frequency range of about 40 to 10,000 cycles per second.
Therefore, if a receiver is to reproduce these frequencies faithfully, it
must be designed properly.

Audio
.Detector
R. F.Tronsformer;
f

fl

R.F. input

O
O
b
b

C -I

.os

+
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

B"
+

FIG. 14
RESISTANCE -CAPACITY COUPLED AUDIO AMPLIFIER
ERA -17
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transformer
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Triode
audio

Triode
detector
02M{.

1st

Power

%

;Input
audio
-trans-

audio

pentode

former

,Out put

audio
transformer

a

o

ó

R.F.

input

FIG 15
APPLICATION OF AN INTERMEDIATE AUDIO STAGE

RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
Resistance coupling is most used in audio -frequency amplifiers. A
simple a -f amplifier circuit, typical of a compact battery -operated receiver, is shown in Fig. 14.
The plate
Here, a pentode is used in a grid -bias detector circuit.
of this tube is coupled to the control grid of an audio power amplifier
pentode through the .02 mfd coupling condenser and the two 250,000 ohm
plate and grid resistors.
A "C" battery is used to furnish the negative

grid bias voltage necessary for both the detector and audio tube, bias
for the audio tube being greater than for the detector.
is typical of that used in thousands of present-day
Due to its high gain, a pentode is used in both the detector and
audio stages, thus permitting a relatively high audio output to be obtained from a minimum number of tubes.

This circuit

radios.

A ground connection to the chassis completes
A" (filament) circuit.
of the

the negative side

Condenser C-1 is being used to complete the connection between the
tuning circuit and the tube's filament so that radio frequency currents
can flow freely between these two points without having to pass through
the high resistance offered by that portion of the "C" battery which is
Any high resistance to radio
inserted between these same two points.
frequency current in this part of the circuit would reduce the efficiency
of the system.

Condenser C-2 is of such capacity as to provide a low reactance path
to ground for the very high audio frequencies so that they will be ineffective in the primary winding of the output transformer.
By thus pre-

venting the reproduction of the very high audio frequencies, the sound
emitted by the speaker will be lower in pitch than would be the case if
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To put it another way, if condenser C-2
this condenser were omitted.
were not used, the general tone reproduction would be somewhat high
pitched or "screechy
whereas including this condenser in the circuit
lowers the average pitch enough to make the reproduced sound more mellow in character.
A common value for C-2 is .002 mfd.
;

This diagram shows also how the voice coil of a dynamic speaker is
coupled to the amplifier by means of an output transformer.

Another interesting point to observe in Fig. 14 is that the screen
grid of audio power amplifier tubes is generally connected to the same
high -voltage B -plus lead as is the plate.
Whether or not this ia true
in all cases, depends upon the manufacturer's specifications for the
particular tube in question, and the design of the circuit in general.

APPLICATION OF AN INTERMEDIATE AUDIO STAGE
When a triode is used in a grid -leak detector circuit, an intermediate audio stage is often employed between the detector and the power
In such a case, transformer coupling may be used between
output stage.
the two audio tubes; and resistance coupling between the detector and
first audio stage, as shown in Fig. 15. Here, a triode is being used in
the first or intermediate stage, although a pentode may be employed.at this
point, feeding into the power amplifier tube through resistance coupling.

Observe that the arrangement in Fig. 15 is such as to amplify the
low output voltage of the triode detector sufficiently in the inter
mediate stage before feeding it into the power amplifier tube.
Transferring the signal through the audio transformer also provides an increase in volume.
In this set-up, the metal structure of the chassis is used to complete the negative side of the filament circuit.

AUDIO STAGES EMPLOYING CATHODE -TYPE TUBES
Many audio systems, along with their respective
circuits, employ cathode -type tubes.

In such cases,

r -f and detector
the usual "C" battery

,Beam power

tube

C-4

FIG.

,i

Output audio
transformer

16

AUDIO AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT USING CATHODE -TYPE BEAM POWEF TUBE
ERA -17
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Input push-pull
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APPLICATION OF CATHODE -TYPE TUBES

IN

PUSH-PULL AUDIO STAGE

may

be dispensed with, and a resistor installed in series with the cathode
of each tube and B -minus to furnish the bias.
Such a circuit is shown in
Fig. 16, where we have a pentode detector, resistance coupled to a beam
power amplifier tube.

Notice, especially, how the use of resistor R-1 supplies the amount
of b0.as required by this particular tube in order for it to operate as
a grid -bias detector; while the use of a separate resistor R-2 provides
the amount of bias required by the power amplifier tube.
The bias, is applied to the power amplifier tube through grid resistor R-4.
It is important to remember, however, that no bias voltage is
lost in R-4 for the reason that no direct current flows through this resistor.

Since the current which flows through resistor R-2 has an a -f component in it, condenser C-5 must have considerably greater capacity than
would a condenser that is connected across a cathode resistor in an r -f
amplifier. This is necessary to by-pass the low audio frequencies around
R-2 so that only the d -c voltage required for biasing will be effective
across it.

AMPLIFIER WITH PUSH-PULL AUDIO POWER STAGE
In Fig.

feeds into a
Resistor R-2
is applied to
sistance that

we have an audio amplifier in which a single triode
pair of push-pull connected beam power amplifier tubes.
furnishes the bias voltage for the triode, which voltage
the grid through that portion of potentiometer R-lls rehappens to be included between the arm and ground.
17,

Since R-3 is placed between ground and the two power amplifier cathodes that are connected together, it will furnish the bias voltage for
both of these tubes. Tube No. 1 receives its bias through the upper -half
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transformer's secondary winding, while the lower -half of
this same winding completes, the circuit for applying the bias to the
control grid of tube No. 2.
of the input

is controlled in this amplifier by means of potentiometer
As the arm is moved upward, more resistance will be included between the grid of the triode and ground, so producing a greater audio
As
voltage between these two points and thereby increasing the volume.
the arm is moved downward, the reverse action takes place, and the volume decreases.

Volume

R-1.

Condenser C-3 serves the same purpose as does the plate by-pass
condenser in the power amplifier stage of the other audio amplifiers
shown you. Note that it is connected across the complete primary winding of the output transformer so as to be effective for both tubes.

Resistor R-4 is connected in series with the plate circuit of the
triode for the purpose of reducing the voltage effective on the plate
of this tube to a value less than that applied to the plates of the power
amplifier tubes. Of course, such a resistor would only be used in cases
where the tube manufacturer's specifications call for the triode's plate
voltage being less than that impressed on the plates of the power amplifier tubes,.
Voltage -dropping resistors, when used in a manner similar to that
in Fig. 17, should always be by-passed by a ccndenser.
C-4 is
used for this purpose.
And, since an a -f component exists in the plate
current that flows through R-4, the capacity of condenser C-4 must be
large enough so that the reactance of this condenser at the lowest frequency being handled is appreciably less than the ohmic value of R-4.
of R-4

COMPLETE RECEIVERS
Now that we have studied the circuits of the different receiver
sections in detail, let us combine them into complete receivers and
analyze the receivers as a whole.
Battery -Operated T -R -F Receiver
A complete circuit diagram of a battery -operated receiver is presented in Fig. 18.
This particular receiver consists of one r -f amplifier stage, a.grid-leak detector and an audio power amplifier stage.
Receivers that have one or more conventional tuned stages of r -f amplification (such as you have studied about thus far) preceding the detector
are classed as "tuned radio -frequency receivers" --- more commonly abbreviated to "t -r -f receivers." This classification is used to distinguish this type of receiver from another type --- the "superheterodyne" -about which you will learn in later lessons.

Impedance coupling is used between the detector and power amplifier
(audio) tube; the grid leak resistor being in the form of a potentiometer, used as a volume control.

An interesting feature of this receiver is that no "C" battery is
required for biasing purposes, even though the radio is battery -operated.
This is made possible by connecting the sensitivity control and resistor
R-2 in the B battery circuit, in the manner shown.

You will observe that the upper end. of the sensitivity control is
connected to the negative side of the filament circuit; and its lower
end to B -minus.
Electron flow through this resistor, as caused by the
B-battery,is therefore from its lower end toward its upper end --- thus
making the arm -terminal of the potentiometer negative with respect to the
ERA
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filament -end of its resistance element. Then, since the arm -terminal
of the sensitivity control is connected to the control grid of the r -f
tube, a bias voltage is applied to this grid.
By varying the position
of the arm on the sensitivity control, the bias voltage is altered --so changing the amplification factor of the r -f tube, and the gain of
this stage.
In other words, by reducing the gain of the r -f stage through use
of the sensitivity control, we avoid overloading the detector to the
extent of distortion during the reception of strong local signals.
Whereas, by increasing the gain of this stage, we can take advantage of the
r -f tube's full amplifying ability while listening to weak station

signals.

Resistor R-2 is connected in parallel with the sensitivity control,
so part of the total B current flows through it.
The direction of electron flow through R-2 is such as to make its lower end (grid end) negative and its upper end (filament end) positive, thus, a negative
voltage
(bias) is applied to the control grid of the power amplifier tube.
Resistor R-1, in conjunction with condenser C-1, serves as a filter
so that any r -f or a -f voltage that may be developed between
the arm and
grounded end of the sensitivity control, due to the flow of fluctuating

current through this portion of the resistance, will not reach the control grid of the r -f tube.
In other words, only the d -c voltage required for biasing is effective between the control grid and filament
of this tube.

The plates of all tubes, and the screen grid of the r -f and a -f
tube, are supplied with an emf. of 90 volts, while the screen grid of
the detector is connected to the 67-1/2 volt terminal of the B battery.
R -F

Detector

Power omplifler.

.00025:

a

Meg.

i

P- M
speoker

mu
nnnnr

lOutPut
transformer
.05

Sw itch

t

i 6I í
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
V.

'B' battery%

battery
FIG. IS
BATTERY -OPERATED

T -R -F

RECEIVER

90,V
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Detector tubes usually function more satisfactorily when the screen grid
is operated at a lower voltage than that used for amplifier tubes.
The switch for turning the receiver "cn" and "off" is included in
The B battery circuit is interrupted auto"A" battery circuit.
an electron flow through the various tubes
absence
of
matically due to
at the time their filaments become inoperative when the switch in the "A"
battery circuit is opened.

the

condenser which is connected between ground and the + 90
The 8 mfd
serves
to by-pass to ground any a -f or r -f variations
volt "B" lead
existing in this main lead. Signal energy of these frequencies has already been utilized by the various tubes and coupling devices before the
And, through by-passing
electron flow reaches this main B plus lead.
these current variations to ground, they are effectively short circuited
around the B battery in the same way as a by-pass condenser shunts r -f
and a -f signal energy around a voltage divider resistor in the power
In this way, the B battery voltage is not
supply of an a -c receiver.
affected by voltages of audio and radio frequency, as would be the case
if these currents were permitted to flow through the resistance offered
(Note:
A voltage drop always occurs across a reby the "B" battery.
sistance through which current flows, regardless of whether that resistance be in the form of a wire, carbon element, or the internal resistance
If variation of the B voltage were not prevented by this
of a battery.)
means, the plate and screen voltage of all tubes in the receiver would
vary at a rate corresponding to all of the different frequenceis being
The reproduced signals would therefore be
handled by the receiver.

distorted.
The condenser and resistor values given in Fig. 18 are typical for
circuits of this type, but are intended solely to give you a general
The arrangements of receiver
idea of what to expect in this respect.
circuits vary somewhat, although based on a definite pattern --- and the
values of the different parts will therefore be affected accordingly.
All this will become more clear as you progress with the course.

All of the condenser values specified in Fig. 18 are expressed in
It is to be noted further that the letter
terms of microfarads (mfd.).
Thus, 100M means 100,000
"M" is often used to designate "thousand."
(or one -hundred thousand); 20M means 20,000 (or twenty thousand),. etc.
The value of the volume control is given in our diagram as .5 megohms,
which is the same thing as 500,000 ohms, because 1 megohm equals one
million (1,030,000) ohms.

All other features of the circuit appearing in Fig. 18 have been
explained before, and therefore need not -be discussed at this time.
Five -Tube

AC T -R -F Receiver

This
The wiring diagram for this receiver appears in Fig. 19.
radio comprises a two -stage r -f amplifier, a grid -bias detector, an
audio power output stage, and a power supply for making operation possible from the a -c lighting circuit.

Cathode -type pentodes are employed in all stages except in the
audio output stage --- here, a beam power tube is used. The detector
and audio tubes have their individual cathode resistors for biasing
purposes.
The volume
bias applied to
ness of control,
the antenna -end
ERA -I 7

of this receiver is controlled by varying the negative
As a further aid is the effectivethe two r -f tubes.
control resistor is connected to
volume
the
one end of
of the primary winding on the antenna -stage r -f trans -
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former.
Thus, when the control arm is placed at its extreme left position, this coil will be shorted to ground.
At the same time, the total
resistance of the volume control and the 300 -ohm fixed resistor will be
in series with the cathodes of the two r -f tubes and ground.
By thus
having the maximum amount of resistance included in the cathode circuit,
the bias voltage for these two tubes will be so high as to make them
inoperative.
This, then, is the position for minimum value.

Moving the volume control arm toward the right reduces the shorting
effect upon the transformer's primary winding, and at the same time reduces the resistance of the cathode circuit. The latter action causes
the bias voltage for the r -f tubes to decrease, and thereby increases
the volume.
The reason for the additional 300 -ohm fixed resistor in series with
the 25,000 -ohm volume control, is to assure a certain minimum bias for
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these tubes when operating
the receiver at full volume.
This prevents the
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In. ..hated wire..

circuit from oscillating
when the volume control
is advanced all the way,
and is therefore in line

with good engineering
p ractice.
This fixed
resistance may be an integral part of -the volume
control, or a separate

resistor connected

in

series externally.
Notice also in Fig. 19
that a .05 mfd condenser
is connected between the
cathode of the first r -f

tube and ground.
Since
the cathodes of the two
r -f tubes are connected
together, this condenser

serves to by-pass the
cathode resistor that is
common to both these tubes.

Metal Chas.ii,

FIG. 20
CONTROL GRID CONNECTION AT CAP OF TUBE

A 20M resistor is used to drop the B voltage from the plate circuit
value to a lower value that is suitable for the screen grids of the two r -f
A screen grid voltage of 100, in conjunction with a plate voltage
tubes.
of 250, is typical of such circuits.
A 15M bleeder resistor is used.
A 50M resistor reduces the voltage supplied to the screen grid of
the detector tube to a.still lower value than is desirable for the screen
grids of the r -f tubes.
A .1 mfd
condenser is used to by-pass the
screen grids of the r-f tubes to ground, while a .5 mfd condenser serves
the same purpose for the screen grid of the detector tube.
A 1 mfd
condenser is used to by-pass the cathode resistor of the
detector tube, and a 10 mfd condenser for the cathode resistor of the
audio output tube. A .0005 mfd condenser is used for the r -f filter
in the plate circuit of the detector tube.

Observe how the voice coil of the electrodynamic speaker is connected to the receiver through the audio output transformer, while the field
coil of the speaker is being employed as a filter choke in the power

supply system.
The various tube filaments marked "A" are understood to be connected
to the secondary winding of the power transformer which is also marked
"A".
This method of indicating circuit connections is often employed
in diagrams of commercial receivers to reduce the number of lines that
would otherwise have to be drawn on the diagram to illustrate the filament circuits.
In this way, the diagram becomes more simple to read.

The switch for turning this receiver "on" and "off" is connected in
series with the a -c lighting circuit and the primary winding of the power
By opening this switch, no current can flow through the
transformer.
primary winding; consequently, no voltages will appear in the various
secondary windings of the power transformer. The receiver will then be
inoperative.
Closing the switch completes the primary circuit, and makes
the receiver operative.
ERA
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In conclusion, it should be noted that the control grid connection
sometimes made at a small metal cap on top of the tetrode or pentode
tube by means of a metal, cup -shaped clip designed for the purpose --as illustrated in Fig. 20.
If the tube in question does not have such
a cap, the control grid connection is made at the proper base prong
through the socket.
The method of making this connection depends, naturally, upon the design of the particular tube in question --- and will
be apparent upon inspecting the tube.
is

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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1.

-

Why is a fixed resistor sometimes connected in series with the
potentiometer that controls the volume of a receiver adjustment
of the grid bias voltage of the r -f tubes?

2.

-

A bias resistor is so placed in a circuit as to carry the cathode
current of two tubes for which it is to furnish a bias voltage.
If each of these tubes "draws" 10 ma. of cathode current, what
value of resistor is required to furnish a bias of 2 volts?

3.

-

Explain briefly how the automatic method differs from the fixed
method of biasing cathode -type tubes.

4.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of a 5 tube, a -c, t -r -f receiver comprising two r -f stages, a grid bias detector, a power amplifier
stage and a power supply system.

Why are pentodes preferred to triodes in r -f amplifiers?

5.

-

6.

-

7.

-

How may the self -bias principle be applied to the filament type tubes?

8.

-

In Fig. 19 of this lesson, why does the volume increase when
the arm of the volume control potentiometer is moved toward
the right?

9.

-

Why is a by-pass condenser connected between ground and the
plate of a detector tube?

Why is a by-pass condenser frequently connected between ground
and the plate of a power amplifier tube?

10.- Why is a by-pass condenser connected between ground and the
screen grid of a tetrode or pentode r -f amplifier tube?
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SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS
superheterodyne reThe
ceiver has gained tremendous
popularity during the past few
years, and is considered as an
outstanding achievement in mod
The "hetero
ern radio design.
was actually
dyne principle
used a number of years ago, but
it was only within comparative
ly recent years that commercial-built receivers of this
type were placed on the market.
Today, the majority of receivers are of the superheterodyne
type.
In the study of super heterodynes, you are going to
be
introduced to several new
everything
but
principles,
which you have already learned
relative to radio receivers in
still apply to
general will
This is
this type of circuit.
one of the reasons why you are
going to find the study of superheterodynes easier than you
might at first have supposed.
GENERAL LAY -OUT OF

A

SUPERHETERODYNE

in
The
"block -diagram"
Fig.2 shows the arrangement of
the various sections or units

FIR.

I

CONSOLE -TYPE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

PAGE 2
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of the superheterodyne receiver.
Observe in this
illustratioñ that
this receiver
is composed of several sections consisting of the
first
detector, oscillator, intermediate -frequency amplifier, second detector, audio amplifier, and speaker.
That portion comprising the second
detector, audio amplifier and speaker is exactly the same as in a conventional t -r -f receiver. Such being the case, you will quickly realize that the only difference between the superheterodyne and a
regular
t -r -f
receiver exists
in that portion of the circuit which precedes
the second detector.
The
first section
of the
superheterodyne,
shown in Fig. 2,is called the "frequency changer," "mixer,"or 'convert
er," and consists of two
parts,known as the first
detector and the oscil-

MIXER OR
CO.WERTER
6ECT/ON.

)

THE5E JECT/ONJ ARE THE
$AAt E A3 IA/ THE T.RF.
R ECE/YERS.

lator.

The oscillator portion of
the mixer stage
FIG. 2
is a small generator
of
SECTIONS OF THE SUPERHETERODYNE
radio -frequency energy.
It consists
merely of a
vacuum tube in an oscillating circuit, and a tuning control
whereby
the operator of the
receiver can adjust the oscillator to generate
radio -frequency oscillations of any desired frequency.
As you will note
in Fig. 2, the mixer section is connected to
the intermediate -frequency amplifier.
The latter is generally spoken
of as the i -f amplifier.

During the operation of this receiver, the signal -energy radiated by the broadcast station will enter the first detector
division of
the mixer
section.
At the same time, the oscillator located within
the receiver, will also feed radio -frequency energy into the
first detector, but the frequency of the latter will be different from
that of
the incoming broadcast signal.
These two differing frequencies, being impressed upon the first
detector simultaneously, are literally "mixed." This action
causes a
new frequency to be produced,which we call the INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY,
and this new or resulting frequency is fed into the
intermediate -frequency amplifier where it is amplified. The intermediate -frequency
is
still of a radio -frequency character and.is therefore
inaudible; however, by passing it into the second detector,customary
detection takes
place and the audio component is at this point
separated from the intermediate -frequency.
Audio amplification
then takes place in the
conventional manner.

This brief explanation is intended to give you a general idea of
the occurrences in the various sections of the superheterodyne
receiver.
No doubt, you are now wondering just how this process is actually
accomplished, and why these complicated additions are made. This,however, will all be made clearer as you continue reading the
following

paragraphs.

REQUIREMENTS FROM
1.

-

A

RECEIVER

Selectivity is that property of a receiver which enables it to
differentiate between one broadcast frequency and another. That
is,a "selective. receiver" tunes rather sharp and thereby
prevents
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interference between the various broadcast stations that are "on
the air" at the same time.
2.

3.

-

Sensitivity is that property of a' receiver which enables it to
"pick up" distant stations with ease, and with very little signal
energy supplied to its antenna.
Fidelity refers to the tone quality produced by the receiver. A
receiver possessing good fidelity provides a rich and true reproduction of sound.

superheterodyne aid in obtaining all
The principles used in the
three of these desired qualities from the receiver.
THE HETERODYNE PRINCIPLE

step is to investigate the "heterodyne principle" more
Our next
3 will serve to make this explanation clear.
Fig.
thoroughly.
In the upper portion of this illustration, you are shown a wave
form that represents a frequency of 800 kc, whereas a 600 kc wave -form
the center.
Combining the 800 kc and the 600 kc frequenis shown at
new frequency which is known as the beat
an
entirely
will
produce
cies
frequency. This beat -frequency will no longer correspond to the 600 kc
wave -form nor to the 800 kc wave -form; instead, its frequency will be equal to the
arithmetical difference between the original two frequencies. That is, the beat frequency in this particular case will be
then
800 kc minus 600 kc, or 200 kc. We
say that the 800 kc and 600 kc frequencies
beat, combine, or"heterodyne" to produce a
beat -frequency of 200 kc.

l

Beside this 200 kc beat -frequency,
200 AC. WAVE
still another beat -frequency will be pro\
[-\
duced by the heterodyning of the 800 kc
This second beat and 600 kc frequencies.
sum of the
frequency will be equal to the
BEAT FREOUEA'CY
In other words, in
original frequencies.
the particular example given, this second
FIG. 3
beat -frequency would be equal to 800 kc
OF BEATS
PRINCIPLE
THE
freplus 600 kc, or 1400 kc. This latter
quency,you will note,is higher than either
of the two original frequencies; however, in superheterodyne receivers
this high beat -frequency. The lower one
we do not intentionally use
is preferable, for reasons to be explained later.

\

v

of the phenomena of beats as found in aumake this important principle even more
will
no
doubt
dio frequencies
clear to you. Let us suppose, for example, that two different strings
that the musical note
time, and
on a violin are plucked at the same
produced by one of these strings has a frequency of 100C cycles, while
the note produced by the other string has a frequency of 1800 cycles.

A brief consideratioíi

As these two musical notes are produced simultaneously, your ear
will respond not only to the 1000 cycle and 1800 cycle notes indivi
dually, but it will also detect one new note whose frequency is 1800
cycles minus 1000 cycles, or 800 cycles, and likewise another new note
whose frequency is 1800 cycles plus 1000 cycles, or 2800 cycles -- the
Altogether
are
the beat -frequencies.
800 and 2800 -cycle frequencies
then, an 1800, 1000, 800, and 2800 cycle tone will be impressed upon
your ear at the same time.

PAGE 4
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With this principle in mind, it is
obvious that if we wanted to
change the frequency of a 650 kc
broadcast station to a new frequency
of 100 kc, all that we would
have to do is
to "mix" this
650 kc frequency with a frequency of 550 kc
or 750 kc which is generated
in the
receiver. Either of the two latter
frequencies will heterodyne with a
650 kc frequency to produce h
100 kc beat -frequency. This is
the fundamental principle of all
superheterodyne receivers.
SHORTCOMINGS OF STRAIGHT

T -R -F

RECEIVERS

Before investigating further the
application of these principles
to the superheterodyne,let
us first
faults of t -r -f receivers which are consider briefly some of the major
overcome through the use of a superheterodyne circuit.
To begin with, the ordinary
type of straight t -r -f circuit is
expected to "tune in" and amplify
all of the different
within the broadcast band.
frequencies
It is physically impossible
to design circuits of this type which will
operate at each and everyone of these
many frequencies at the same
The result
is
that at the
higher broadcast frequencies, efficiency.
all straight t -r -f receivers
have a natu
ral tendency to become less
and at the lower frequencies selective than at the lower frequencies,
many of them are over -selective to
degree that they eliminate some
such a
of the higher audio
of these extreme conditions
frequencies. Both
affect the performance of the
an undesirable manner.
receiver in
On the other hand, if these
same r -f stages are only
amplify but one particular
expected. to
at all times,and no other
cy but this one, then it is frequency
frequen
a simple matter to
design the amplifier to
operate at maximum efficiency at
this one particular frequency.
is exactly what is done
This
in
a
superheterodyne receiver, for here the
greater part of all r -f amplification
is done at only one
regardless of the received
station's signal -frequency. We frequency,
call this
frequency, at which practically all
r -f amplification takes
place,
the
intermediate -frequency.
In other
amplifier of the superheterodyne is words, the intermediate -frequency
termediate -frequency, so that this permanently tuned to a chosen inwill be the only frequency amplified by it.
APPLICATION Of THE BEAT PRINCIPLE TO
THE SUPERHETERODYNE

Now let us suppose that the
intermediate -frequency amplifier of
superheterodyne. receiver is permanently
túned to an intermediate -frequency of 100 kc.
The actions taking place within
this receiver are all illustrated in Fig.
4, where
we assume that a 750 kc
station is being received.
a certain

Since the intermediate -frequency
amplifier will not amplify any
frequency other than 100 kc, it will
be necessary to change the 750 kc
signal -frequency to 100 kc. We do
lator to generate either a 650 kc this by tuning the receiver's oscil
or an 850 kc frequency.
Let us sup
pose that the receiver's
oscillator
is tuned to produce 'a
850 kc. This frequency will
frequency'of
cy to produce a 100 kc beat heterodyne with the 750 kc signal-frequen
-frequency.
This 100 kc beat -frequency
will then be amplified by the
intermediate
-frequency amplifier, after
which it acts upon the second
customary detection takes
place. The audio frequencies detector,where
are
speaker windings in the usual way. then amplified and sent through the

---

The 1600 kc beat -frequency,
also produced by heterodyning the
750 kc signal -frequency and
the 850 kc oscillator
frequency, is useless because the intermediate
plify this higher frequency. -frequency amplifier is not tuned to am-
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RESULT/N6 BEAT
/NTERAiED/.ATE

RECE/VEO
3/6NAL WAVE

OR

OUTPUT OF

2~ DET.

N/AYF3

FREQUENCY

11

I

I

IVPIP!

!

AMPLIFIED

/A/TER MED/ATE

FREQUE

AIL

r

AMPL/F/EO

AUD/O
FREQ UENC/E S

PROOUCED

BY LOCAL

S\\

O3C/LLATOR

SPEAKER

\ANTENNA

M /XEQ

I.

F.

2,1T

AL/010

AMP

DE T.

AMP

FIG. 4
FREQUENCIES HANDLED BY THE SUPERHETERODYNE

Should it be desired to tune -in a broadcast station operating
of 1250 kc, when the intermediate -frequency of the superheterodyne is adjusted for 100 kc, then the oscillator would have
to
generate a frequency ofeither 1150 kc or 1350 kc.
to be tuned
Either of these two oscillator frequencies will produce a beat-frequen
cy of 100 kc when heterodyned with the 1250 kc signal -frequency.
at a frequency

The important fact to bear in mind at this time is that to tune
station, we simply adjust the oscillator so that the
in any broadcast
arithmetical difference between the station and oscillator frequencies
will produce a beat -frequency for which the intermediate -frequency amplifier is tuned.

Now that you are familiar with the production of beat -frequencies and how they.are used in the superheterodyne, let us next investigate the circuits involved and note how these conditions are brought
As our first step we will study briefly a
about withinithe receiver.
fundamental oscillator circuit, such as used in a superheterodyne receiver.
THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

oscillator circuit for an a -c opersee that one winding is connected
will
Here you
ated superheterodyne.
oscillator tube; this plate winding is
in the plate circuit of the
placed in an inductive relationship with the tuned grid winding. This
placement of. the winding enables the energy in the tube's plate circuit to act upoji the grid circuit in exactly the same way as in regenerative circuits described earlier in the course.
In Fig. 5 is shown

a simple

PAGE 6
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In Fig. 5, however, the coupling between the plate and
grid wind
ings is so close,and the energy -transfer from the plate
winding
to the
grid winding is so great, that regeneration becomes
excessive and the
circuit commences to oscillate. That is, it commences to
generate r -f
energy, and continues to do so indefinitely, as long as
the set is
"turned on." By regulating the tuning condenser in
the grid circuit
of this oscillator tube, we can control the
frequency at which this
circuit oscillates.
To enable this
circuit to oscil
late,it is imperative to wind the plate
and grid windings in the correct direction.
In Fig. 6, for example, is shown
the manner in which
the plate and grid
windings are both wound on the same
bakélite tube or winding form; the ends
of these windings are clearly marked.
A simple
rule which will enable
you to remember the proper winding direction for these coils follows:
Consider both windings as a continuous or
single winding which is cut in half at
FIG. 5
the center.
Tne grid is then connected
OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
to one
end and the plate to the other.
Furthermore, it makes
no. difference
which end you connect to the plate and which to the
grid, so long as
the windings run in the correct direction.

As a rule you will find the grid and plate windings
of.the oscil
lator wound together on the same piece of tubing, the
grid
winding
having a sufficient number of turns to cover the
required frequency
band when tuned with its variable condenser. The plate
winding generally consists of about 25 turns,and is wound near or directly
over the.
top of the grid -return end of the grid winding, with adequate
insula
tion between the two windings.

Now that we have an oscillator circuit, the next step
is to provide a means whereby we can transfer the
oscillator's r -f energy into
the first detector
tube.
In Fig. 7, you will observe that we have a
total of three coils or windings placed in an inductive relationship.
Two
of them comprise
the
plate and grid
windings of the oscillator, whereas
ro GR/o
the
third is the "pick-up" coil. The
ro GRID
RETURN
latter serves as the connecting link
between the oscillator and the first
detector.

When using this system, the most
common practice is to wind all three
of these coils on the same form, with
the grid and plate windings wound as
already stated; the pick-up coil is
usually spaced about 1/8" from the
plate winding.. As far as operation is
concerned, the pick-up coil could be
wound either adjacent to the grid wind
ing or adjacent to the plate winding,
but a greater energy -transfer is obtained between-the plate
winding and
pick-up coil; it is for this reason
that the pick-up coil is generally

GRID

tyinD/nG
To

. e+

FIG. 6

CONNECTIONS FOR OSCILLATOR WINDINGS
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wound next to the plate winding rather than next to the grid winding.
The physical relation between these three windings
is illustrated in
Fig. 8.

Pick-up coils generally consist of but six to ten turns of wire,
and as you will note from the explanation thus far given, the coupling
between
the pick-up coil and -plate winding of the oscillator is somewhat loose.
There is a natural tendency for
draw more plate current
while the circuit is oscillating than
when the same tube is installed in a
circuit that is not oscillating. For
this reason it
is advisable
to use
LESS plate voltage for the tube when
used as an oscillator than that specs
fied for its
operation as an amplifier.
In other words, if
the specifications state that a certain tube,
when used as an amplifier, should be
operated at 135 volts plate voltage
and 9 volts grid bias, this same tube
when used as an oscillator, should
have only about 90 volts on the plate
and the bias voltage
should be maintained at the same value as recommend
FIG. 7
ed for the higher plate voltage, that
RELATION BETWEEN PICK-UP
is, 9 volts.
Quite often, the oscilAND OSCILLATOR COILS
lator tube is used with no bias voltage at all.
Later instruction will furnish you with more detailed
information concerning this matter of voltages.
a tube to

CHANGING THE SIGNAL FREQUENCY

Leaving the subject of oscillators for the present, let us next
we are able to "mix" the oscillator -frequency with the incoming signal -frequency.
see how

Fig. 9 shows in diagram form a
typical method of coupling the
oscillator to the first detector tube. Notice that the pick-up coil
is connected in the cathode circuit of the first detector, and is also
inductively coupled to the oscillator coils.
Such being the case, the
high -frequency voltage changes in the oscillator coils will induce
voltage changes of like frequency in the pick-up coil. Then,since the
pick-up coil is also in effect in series with the first detector tube's
grid and cathode elements,it is there
fore also a part of the first detector's grid circuit. The r -f voltage
TO GR/D
changes of oscillator -frequency, inTO 8#
duced therein, will therefore act up6R/D w/nOina ?
grid circuit of the first deon the
tector.
TO PL ATE
PLATE

Wino/n6
TO

TO GR/O

/,LET

DETECTOR

RETURN

PICK -LIP COIL

FIG. 8

OSCILLATOR AND PICK-UP COILS

Upon studying the circuit in Fig.
closely, you will further note
that the grid
circuit of the first
detector is also coupled to the anten
na through an r -f transformer.
There
fore, the signal -frequency and oscillator-frequency will be impressed upon
the grid of the first detector
simultaneously.
in a
This results
9 more
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1.

F. TRANSFORMER

TO

L_

PICK - UP
COIL

roo

-'

5.6.

1

I NO UC r/vELr.)
,
COVPLED

I. P.

A MP.

8/.43
pp FOR

RES/3708
OEr.

C>

8+

I

OSCILLATOR'.

beat -frequency
which
is
equal to the arithmetical
difference between the station signal and oscillator frequency. This beat -frequency controls the plate
current variation
in the
first detector tube, and al
so the current variation in
the primary winding of the
i -f transformer
which is
connected
in the output of
the first detector tube. In
other words,
the
current
flow through the primary
winding of the i -f transformer varies in accordance
with the beat -frequency.

In Fig. 10 is shown a
schematic d.agram of the
FIG. 9
circuit appéaring in Fig.9.
COUPLING THE OSCILLATOR TO THE FIRST DETECTOR
This will assist you in acquiring a clearer conception of the relation between the various parts, and
you will no doubt
now agree that this process of changing the signal -frequency to any
desired intermediate -frequency is not so complicated after all.
/, F TRANJ

TRIMMER
CONDENSER

PR/.

TO

I.F.

A MP.

VAR/ABLE GANG
TUNING CONDENSER

Bt

L--J

O S C.

TUBE

FIG.
SCHEMATIC DRAWING

OF

10

TYPICAL MIXER CIRCUIT
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Now that we have produced our beat or intermediate. -frequency, as
well as having transferred it to the plate circuit of our first detector, let us next study the intermediate -frequency amplifier in greater
detail.
THE

INTERMEDIATE -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

The circuit arrangement of a typical intermediate -frequency amplifier is shown in Fig. 11. This section of the circuit is sometimes
simply called the i -f amplifier, and as you will note, it consists of
We
a chain of tuned transformers
and amplifying tubes.
call these
particular transformers i -f transformers; the tubes are generally referred to as i -f amplifier tubes.
The primary and secondary windings of each of the i -f transformers in this particular illustration have a small semi -variable trimmer
condenser connected across their ends. Thus it is evident that these
are all tuned circuits.
However, the trimmer condensers in this case
have no tuning control which is accessible to the radio -listener; inset only as a service adjustment by the radio service
stead, they are
All of these i -f stages are tuned to the same beat or intechnician.

termediate -frequency.

/,ir: I: F.
TR,4/Y3F

1
/. F.
TUBff

nI

P.

I.F.

22P

TRA/YSF

1

V^/

3RD I.F.
TRAAUF

/.A.

BY -

Bt

FIG.

CIRCUITS OF

Bt

II

INTERMEDIATE -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

By again referring to Fig. 11, you will observe that while this
particular i -f amplifier unit consists of three 1-f transformers, it
is nevertheless
commonly referred to as a two -stage amplifier, irrespective of the fact that three i -f transformers are used.
Only one stage is employed in -some i -f amplifiers -- more than
three stages are very seldom used. The probability of r -f feed -back
and undesirable oscillations limits the number of 1-f stages advisable;
in contrast to this, the gain and selectivity will be increased proThis subject will be more
to
portionately
the number of i -f stages.
fully covered in future lessons.
The beat -frequency will be amplified by the following stages of
intermediate -frequency amplification, until it is finally delivered to
Here it acts upon the grid circuit of the second
the second detector.
detector, and this tube separates the audio frequencies from the inter
mediate -frequency in the same manner as the detector in a t -r -f receiv
freer "separates"the audio frequencies from the station's broadcast
quency. The audio frequencies are then passed along through the audio
section of the receiver, while the intermediate -frequency is bypassed
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to ground through the bypass con
denser which is connected in the
plate circuit of this tube.

TRIMMER
SECT/O/Y

-

'SOL Anr/TE

-- 8.45E
..10.i1Js7i/y6
SCREW

---

WOODEM

OOH'iL

/MPRE6NATED
WITH PARAFf/ME

PR/MARY
w/ND/M6

J

OECLWDARY
w//YD/M6

/

In Fig. 12 are shown the es
sential parts of a typical inteF
mediate -frequency
transformer.
The
condenser section in this
case consists of
two semi -variable trimmer condensers mounted
on a porcelain or isolantite
base; one of these is used to
tune the
primary of the i -f
transformer, the other for the
secondary. The complete coil is
then mounted below the condenser
unit, and the assembly is housed
within a metal shield can, as
shown in Fig. 13.
THE QUESTION OF

A LOW OR HIGH
INTERMEDIATE -FREQUENCY VALUE

FIG. 12
COILS AND TUNING CONDENSERS

In early
superheterodynes,
the
intermediate -frequency was
set at a
rather low value -- in
some cases as low as 25 or 100 kc. Nowadays, however, we have at our
disposal efficient 'screen grid tubes, as well as a better understand
ing of radio circuits and the actions of high -frequency energy.
The
OF

AN

I

-F

TRANSFORMER

result is that higher intermedi
ate -frequencies are now generally employed.
A somewhat higher intermediate --frequency is really an
advantage, as long as it is not
too high.
In fact, a higher in
termediate-frequency helps us
to obtain"one spot" tuning with
the
superheterodyne --- this
means that any one station will
"come in" only on one dial setMany of the most modern
ting.
superheterodynes
are, for the
reasons already explained,using
an intermediate -frequency
of
455 kc; in fact,this particular
i -f has been
adopted as standard in the United States, as
well as in the majority of the
foreign countries.

You were told previously
that to produce a given intermediate -frequency when tuning station, the osin a certain
cillator should be set to generate a frequency equal to eith
er
intermediate -frequency
the
or
signal -frequency,
plus the
else the signal -frequency minus
intermediate -frequency.
the
intermediate That is, if the
and we want
kc
is
450
frequency

FIG.
COMPLETE

I
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to tune in a station whose broadcast frequency is 850 kc, then an.oscillator-setting of either 1300 kc (450 + 850), or 400 kc, (850 - 450)
other words, there, are two possible dial settings
In
can be used.
but in modern broadcast practice only the higher
station,
for any one
oscillator frequencies are used.

Carrying this analysis a little farther, we find that if we have
an intermediate -frequency of 500 kc, and wish to cover the broadcast
band from 550 to 1500 kc with only the high setting of our oscillator,
then this will require our lowest oscillator -frequency to be 1050 kc
and its highest frequency 2000 kc. Therefore, all that we have to do
so
that it will not tune to any frequency
is to build our oscillator
lower than 1050 kc. In this way, together with our high intermediate frequency, we can obtain one -spot tuning. This may also be stated in
another way --the oscillator will not now tune down to a frequency low
enough to heterodyne with any broadcast station at more than one dial
setting, and the intermediate -frequency can only be obtained by subtracting the signal -frequency from the oscillator -frequency. Whenever
station is received at several dial -settings, these various
same
the
positions of the dial are called repeat points.
There are different ways of looking at these various problems
For example,
and an equal number of ways of arriving at a solution.
a high intermediate -frequency makes it easy to get one -spot tuning,but
makes the i -f amplifier more stable in
a lower intermediate -frequency
Consequently, the logical thing to do
selective.
and
more
action,
its
is to compromise between these two extremes.
At the present time, an intermediate -frequency of 455 kc is most
extensively used in commercial types of superheterodynes, as we have

previously mentioned.
USING

A

PRE -SELECTOR STAGE

T -R -F

station at a time from heterodyning
To prevent more than one
with the oscillator frequency, one or two stages of regular t -r -f ciris shown in
cuits can be placed rn front of the first detector. This
Fig. 14. Let us pause for an instant and see just what effect that
this arrangement produces.
The t -r -f stage,
stages, permits
only one broadcast -

T.R.F.

or

frequency to affect
the first detector,
and therefore only
broadcast -freone
quency will be pres
ent in the grid cir
cult of the first
detector with which
the oscillator frequency can heteroActual figdyne.
ures will no doubt
point
make
this
more clear to you.

I

-

example,
statwo
to be broadtions
casting at the same

OR

nr

PRE -SELECTOR

aurs

DETECTOR

:

Bt

RESfJTOR
FOR R.F. TUBE

For

consider

FIG.

APPLICATION

OF
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time, one of them having a frequency of 650 kc and the other a frequen
cy of 1000 kc. Assuming the i -f to be 175 kc, we would use an oscillá_
for frequency of 825 kc to bring in the 650 kc station.

This same oscillator -frequency would likewise heterodyne with
the 1000 kc station to produce a 175 kc beat -frequency, the result being that the intermediate -frequency amplifier would amplify the sigis
nals from both these stations at the same time. This, of course,

not a desirable condition.
As will be noted from the example just given, the undesired frequency is separated from the desired frequency by the amount of twice
The undesired fre
(2 x 175 kc = 350 kc).
the intermediate -frequency
is
generally referred to as the IMAGE FREQUENCY.
quency in this case
In other
words, an image frequency is the frequency of an unwanted
signal that is separated from the wanted signal by an amount equal to
twice the i -f frequency.

By placing a tuned r -f stage ahead of the first detector, we can.
stations before their signal reaches
two
"tune out' either of these
amplification.
the first detector and thus prevent their simultaneous
However, it is not advisable to use too many tuned r -f stages ahead of
the first detector.
SINGLE TUNING -CONTROL SUPERHETERODYNE

Many of the old style superheterodynes had all kinds of controls
and gadgets mounted on their panels, and for this reason considerable
patience was required on the part of the operator until he finally jus
gled these controls around suf
ficiently to obtain the desirMOOING
CONOENSER
ed response from the receiver.
TUN/N6
In straight t -r -f circuits, it
CONDENSER
easy to aris comparatively
range
things
so that all
of
the
tuning condensers
can be
WINO/N6
.
controlled from a common shaft
and still tune all of these
circuits alike.

--

TR/MA/ER
COND.

superheterodyne,
the
In
however, things are not quite
so simple in this respect, beFIG. 15
cause here we must consider
OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT DESIGNED FOR
that the first detector stage
SINGLE TUNING -CONTROL
the
must be tuned through
broadcast frequency -band and
the local oscillator through a different band of frequencies, and the
relation between these two tuners must always be such as to heterodyne
to a given intermediate -frequency.
+90V

To solve this problem, the most common practice is to use additional condensers in the tuned oscillator circuit,as shown in Fig. 15.
Here the regular oscillator tuning condenser' is connected across the
grid winding of the oscillator tube, with a small fixed condenser in
series.
The fixed condenser is referred to as a "padding condenser."
A trimmer is shunted across the oscillator section of the variable con
denser, and sometimes also across the padding condenser.

These trimmer condensers are set as.a service adjustment, and by
properly balancing this system of condensers, the oscillator's tuning
characteristics can be adjusted to such a point where its rotor plates
can be rotated together with those of the first detector and pre-selec
tor stage tuning condensers. During this simultaneous movement of the
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first detector and oscillator tuning condensers, they will always stay in the proper relation to each other to produce the required intermediate -frequency and for this reason they
can both be controlled by a common shaft.

O3C/LLATOR

13

,1ECT/ON)

The design and construction of
single control tuning condensers has been simplified
somewhat through the use of special types of
ganged tuning condensers.
One
of these new
condenser gangs is shown in Fig. 16, where you
will observe that the oscillator section consists of specially
shaped plates of smaller
FIG. 16
size, so that the capacitive
relation between
SUPERHETERODYNE TUN this and the
other sections of the condenser
ING CONDENSER
group is such that when used with a given combination of coils,the condenser sections will
maintain the proper relation to supply the correct beat -frequency with
out the use of a special padding circuit.
A

COMPLETE 7 -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Now that we have investigated the different 'sections of th3 superheterodyne receiver, let us next look at a complete receiver of
this type. A typical superheterodyne circuit is shown in Fig. 17, and
in
Fig. 18 a typical arrangement of the parts on the chassis of this
same receiver is shown.

Upon analyzing this circuit, you will observe that this particuconsists first of an r -f or pre -selector stage employing

lar receiver

ANT.

VOLUME
CONTROL

/

COVPL I

co,,.

0}

I/O

L

V.

A.C.
N

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

OF

FIG. 17
SEVEN -TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE

RECEIVER

PAGE
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a pentode -type r -f tube.
This is followed by the first detector which
is inductively -coupled to
the
oscillator and also "feeds" into the
first i -f transformer. The pentode -type i -f tube passes
the signal on
to the
second detector stage, in which an r -f pentode
functions
as a
power detector.
This stage in turn works into an audio power stage
to
which the speaker is coupled. The power supply is
conventional.

Upon close inspection,you will no doubt now agree that the
super
heterodyne circuit in its entirety is really quite simple.
Notice par
ticularly that a three -gang tuning condenser is used.
Resistor RI is
connected in the cathode circuit of both the pre -selector
stage and
the

/?>

ANT. GRID

_7

O

O

IF

2a

-°

I.F.

1.F

if
o

2

T

TRq/VS.

17E7

ra.na

o

o

(

o,

POWER

POWER
TRAN3.

i//

-'

VOL UME,-

101+1E-

FIG.

i -f tube, so
that both or these
tubes will be sub
jected
to
the
same bias voltage.
The volume
control
connection
is such
that it
will control the
volume by simultaneously regulat
ing the bias volt
age for the preselector.and i -f
tube, as
well as
the amount of sig.
nal energy pass ing through the
primary input of
the antenna trans
former.
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The parts val
ues as given in
TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
this
diagram are
typical of circuits of this type, size, and arrangement.
However, in later lessons
you will receive more detailed information concerning this matter.
TYPICAL CHASSIS ARRANGEMENT

OF

SEVEN -

In this
lesson we confined our discussions strictly to those
superheterodyne circuits wherein separate first detector and oscillator tubes were used. By so doing,you were better enabled to acquire a
clearer conception of the fundamental principles involved. In the next
lesson, however, you will learn how the duties of the first detector
and oscillator are cared for by a single tube, employing the electron coupling principle.

We sincerely hope that
this lesson has given you a good basic
understanding of the constructional principles and operation of the
superheterodyne receiver. As you continue with your studies, you will
of course receive
a
great deal more valuable information concerning
this
type of receiver, such as the application of
the newest tubes,
various types of superheterodyne receivers with special features incorporated in their circuits, servicing superheterodynes, designing
superheterodyne circuits, etc. In fact, the lesson immediately follow
ing is devoted exclusively to many of the modern features used in the
latest model superheterodynes.
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What is the advantage of using a fairly high intermediate frequency in a superheterodyne receiver rather than
a low frequency?

2.

What is meant by the expression "repeat point",as relat
the
tuning characteristic of a superheterodyne
ed
to
receiver?

3.

What advantages
over a straight

4.

-

a superheterodyne receiver offer
receiver?

What is meant by an "image frequency" relative to a
superheterodyne receiver?
of a certain superheterodyne rei -f amplifier
ceiver is adjusted or "peaked" to resonate at a frequen
cy of 455 kc and you are listening to a broadcast sta.=
tion operating at a frequency of 800 kc, then to what
frequency will the receiver's oscillator circuit be tun
ed during the reception of this program?

If the

5.

6.

-

7.

-

8.

-

Explain the heterodyne principle, as applied to superheterodyne receivers.

Draw a circuit diagram showing how a pre -selector stage,
first detector, and oscillator may all be inter -connect
ed so as to produce a beat or intermediate -frequency.
Explain how it is possible to maintain a constant frequency difference between the oscillator, and other
tuned circuits which are all tuned by the same gang tun
ing condenser.

Why is it advisable to use a pre -selector stage in conjunction with a superheterodyne circuit?

9.

10.

does
t -r -f

-

Describe a typical

i -f

amplifier.
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Work is a mighty hard thing to keep
A man will
track of.
go to an employer
saying he has been looking for work every
where, but cannot find it. The employer
gets busy,finde work and gives it to him.
Then the employer expects work from the
employee,and when he does not get it,paye
him off and starts
him out looking for
work again and the chances are he never
finds it.
The less you require looking after,
the more able you are to stand alone and
complete your tasks, the greater your reward.
Then if you cannot only do your
work,but aleo intelligently and effective
ly direct the efforts of others, your reward is in exact ratio;
and
the more
people you direct, and the higher the intelligence you can rightly lend, the more
valuable. is your life.
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MODERN SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS
You are by this time familiar with the fundamental principles of
A number of important features applicable
superheterodyne receivers.
have not yet been discussed will be
circuit
which
type
of
to this
brought to your attention in this lesson.

Y
4

FIG.

I

MODERN SUPERHETERODYNE

RECEIVER

PAGE 2

PRACTICAL RADIO
THE AUTODYNE SYSTEM

In all of the superheterodyne receivers
which you have studied
thus far, two
separate tubes were employed in the mixer circuit. One
of these tubes functioned as the
first detector and the other as the
oscillator.
Soon after the superheterodyne principle became popular
in commercial receivers, engineers commenced devising means whereby
the separate oscillator
tube
could be eliminated, and the process of
"mixing" accomplished by a single tube.

The AUTODYNE SYSTEM provided the first successful means of accom
plashing this. The autodyne system was quite popular some time ago iñ
superheterodyne receivers of compact design, in that by eliminating
the additional oscillator tube, considerable space was
saved.
It is
of course true that the more efficient pentagrid converter tube has re
placed the autodyne method of frequency conversion in superheterodynes
of later design; however, we can not overlook the fact that superheterodynes
employing the autodyne principle are still in use, and it is
therefore advisable for you to become acquainted with them.
THE

AUTODYNE CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT

In Fig. 2 you are shown a circuit diagram
of
the mixer section
of a superheterodyne receiver wherein the "autodyne" principle is employed.
Here you will note that an ordinary r -f pentode -type tube is
being used as the
combination first de
COMB/NAT/O.V /if DET AND
Osc. TUBE ,
tector and oscillaCOMOLETE OSC/LLA7oq
tor.
;' AND /.F. UN/T
1

O

ro /.F.
TUBE
Alk

9
I

SC,QEEN
YOLTAGE

I

I

OSC/L L ATOR

SECTION

1 11ó
¡

D

Osc.

TUNED

o

Co/z.SH/EL

CAN

-- - - ----L.-------------FIG.

\

\.OSCILLATOR
TUN/NG
CONDENSER

2

AUTODYNE METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONVERSION

A common method
of arranging the oscillator coil in receivers of this type
was to
enclose the
oscillator coil assembly in the same
shield can with the
first i -f transformer; this is indicated in Fig. 2 by the
dotted lines which
form the enclosure
for this coil assembly.
Complete coil
assemblies as this
are known as "Compos

ite

oscillator--i-f
units."
In Fig. 3
you are shown the
constructional
details of such a unit.

The coils of the i -f transformer are in
this case mounted on a
wooden dowel, while the oscillator tuned -winding and the plate circuit
winding are wound on a piece of insulative tubing surrounding the i -f
coils.
The plate circuit winding is wound directly over the tuned oscillator winding to provide close coupling between them. Insulating
material is placed between these two windings to prevent "shorting."
The i -f trimmer condensers are mounted in the upper part of the
shield can, holes being provided in the top of the can through which
they can be adjusted. All winding leads are brought out through the
bottom of the can.
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Since part of the oscillator -tuned winding is in series
with the cathode circuit of the
combination first detector -oscillator
tube (see Fig. 2), the oscillator coil will in effect be
connected in the control grid cir
cuit of
this tube, while at the
same time being inductively -coupled to the windings of the first
i -f transformer.
The oscillator frequency will therefore react
with the incoming signal -frequency to produce the desired beat frequency that is to be amplified
by the i -f amplifier.

TRwNIR
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WIND/N6
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CONDENSER'l

superheterodyne receiv-
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6 R4uv0

er

6Rt7VND

C TNoDc

ers of more recent design, a speTO
cial tube is used to serve as the
PLATE
combination first detector and os
cillator.
This tube is known as
a PENTAGRID CONVERTER, and
it is
FIG. 3
designed in such manner that the
COMPOSITE OSCILLATOR
-F UNIT
first detector and oscillator sec
tions of the circuit are each connected to individual grids within the
tube.
The electron stream within the tube thus serves as the coupling
medium between the first detector and osci llator sections. We call
this method of uniting the
first detec tor and oscillator sections
ELECTRON COUPLING.
I

At this time, we will describe briefly the
construction and operation of pentagrid converter tubes as applied to superheterodyne
receivers. However, in later lessons other uses for this valuable tube
will be brought to your attention. Later lessons will also familiarize
you with other applications for electron coupling wherein the pentagrid converter tube is not used.

In Fig. 4 is shown the symbol of a pentagrid converter tube. The
constructional features and operating principle of this tube can be
analyzed readily by considering it as two individual tube sections, en
closed in a single glass envelope.
Grid #2, in Fig. 4, instead of
being constructed in the form of a
conventional grid, is built in the
shape
of
two
vertical metal rods
which are connected together. This
grid in effect acts as a plate of
the tube's
triode section, and for
this
reason is
called the ANODE

GRID.
That section of the tube consisting of the heater,cathode, grid
#1 and grid #2 acts as a convention
al triode
oscillator tube, and is
connected to the circuit as shown
in Fig. 5.
is well that you f'miliarize yourself with the circuit
connections before commencing with
the analysis of its operation.

It

FIG.

4

SYMBOL OF PENTAGRID CONVERTER TUBE

PAGE 4
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By studying Fig. 5 closely,you
will observe
that the
oscillator
tuning circuit is connected to grid
#1 of the tube through the grid con
denser, and that the
plate winding
of a
conventional superheterodyne type oscillator coil is connected
between B+ and grid #2. With the
connections
thus made, the anode
grid is in effect being used as the
plate of a triode oscillator tube;
this section of the tube therefore
produces oscillations at controlled
frequencies, the same as the oscillator in the older superheterodynes.

Having considered the oscillator section of the tube, let us now
investigate the other element connections
and analyze the operation
of the system as a whole.
In Fig.6
is
shown the complete circuit of
the pentagrid converter.

FIG. 5
THE OSCILLATOR SECTION

Observe in Fig. 6, that the oscillator circuit remains exactly
the same
as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Closer inspection of Fig. 6 will
reveal that grid #4 serves as the control grid,and to which the tuning
circuit of a conventional first -detector is connected.
The
plate of
this tube is connected through the primary winding of an i -f transform
er to a B+ potential.
Grids #3 and #5 are connected together within
the tube, and
serve as a shield between the control grid #4 and the
plate, as well as between grid #4 and the anode
grid #2. In other
words, grids #3 and #5 together act as a screen -grid which is connected
to a B+ potential of lower value than the plate voltage, and bypassed with a fixed condenser.

This

second section of the tube may be considered together with
(which is common to both sections of the tube)

the cathode and heater
as a screen -grid
tube.

R

-F

TRANSFORMER

The trans-

former (r -f) in
the first -detector circuit
of
Fig. 6 is exactly the
same as
that used in oth
er superheterodyne
circuits
which you have
already studied,
as is
also the
oscillator coil.
However, in the
circuit
design
of Fig. 6,
the
r -f
transformer
of the first -detector
circuit
and the oscillator
are
coils
each wound
on
separate forms,

- - - -i - - - /.F.

/t7. DEr.
R. F.

INVUr

`
OSC/LLATOR CO/C
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MIXER CIRCUIT WITH PENTAGRID CONVERTER

11/6H
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so placed on the receiver
between them.

chassis that there is no inductive coupling

CIRCUIT OPERATION USING

A

PENTAGRID CONVERTER

With this circuit in mind, let us now see how the complete systo produce the desired intermediate -frequency.
operates
tem
which are atTo begin with, the heated cathode emits electrons
tracted toward the positively -charged anode grid #2, and since grid #1
is placed between the cathode and grid #2, these electrons will be con
trolled in their flow by grid #1 whose potential varies at a rate determined. by the frequency to which the oscillator circuit is tuned.
Conditions being such, this same electron stream will be modulated.
(varied in intensity) at the oscillator frequency.
The anode grid is not capable of completely obstructing the flow
of electrons toward the plate because it offers but little exposed sur
For this reason, the greater portion of the electron stream con
face.
tinues its movement toward the plate which is charged to a still higher positive potential; however,before reaching the plate, the electron
stream first comes under the influence of grid #3 which is also being
operated at a positive potential with respect to the cathode. Grid #3
also offers little obstruction toward the electron flow due to its con
structionp and being charged at a fairly high positive potential, it
further accelerates the flow of electrons toward the plate. Remember,
however,that the electron stream in this region of the tube is already
in a modulated form, conforming to the oscillator -frequency.

The incoming signal -frequency, appearing in the tuning circuit
first detector section, is applied to grid #4 and therefore
the
of
further modulates the electron stream which has already been modulated
This two -fold modulation creates a heter
at the oscillator frequency.
odyne effect that produces components of plate current, the frequencies of which are the various combinations of the oscillator and signal frequencies. Then, since the primary circuit of the first i -f
stage is designed to resonate at the intermediate -frequency, only the
desired intermediate -frequency will be present in the secondary circuit of the i -f transformer for further amplification.

obtained through this system of mixing or
The chief advantages
are
the
following:
frequency conversion

simplifies the design of the oscillator circuit and at
the same time eliminates one tube from the circuit.
intercoupling effects between the
(2) It eliminates undesired
signal, oscillator, and mixer circuits, and also its resulting detuning characteristic.
reduces local frequency radiation and is more stable in
(3) It
(1)

It.

operation.
The socket connections, operating characteristics, and other spe
cifications of individual types of pentagrid converters are given in
your Job Sheets and other tube reference sources which we furnish you.
A

MODERN NINE -TUBE

A -C

SUPERHETERODYNE

A modern superheterodyne circuit,in complete form,is illustrated
in Fig.7. In this case,eight metal tubes and a glass tube are employed.

that a tuned -radio -frequency stage precedes
Here you will see
the first detector; this feature prevents more than one station acting
sections of the
The
three
upon the_ first -detector at the same time.
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SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

main variable tuning condenser, which are connected in these circuits
as well as in the oscillator circuit, are controlled by a common shaft
indicated by the dotted -line connection between them.
Two windings are included on the oscillator coil; one is connect
ed in the anode grid
circuit of the oscillator tube, and the other iñ
the circuit of the same tube's grid #1. There is no inductive coupling
between
this
coil and the first detector r -f coil; coupling in this
new circuit is furnished by the coupling -effect provided between the
different elements within the converter tube, as already explained in
this lesson.
The tuning controls in Fig. 7 are so arranged that the oscillator -frequency will always differ from any signal -frequency by 455 kc,
which is the intermediate -frequency used in this particular receiver.
The i -f output from the converter tube (mixer) acts upon the grid circuit of the first i -f tube through the first i -f transformer which is
permanently adjusted to tune this circuit to 1+55 kc.

The first i -f tube is coupled to the second i -f tube by means of
transformer coupling. The primary and secondary windings of this
transformer are both permanently tuned to the intermediate -frequency
by means of trimmer condensers.

The second detector is a half -wave diode
detector, which also
supplied the automatic volume control action in this receiver. In lat
er paragraphs of this lesson, you will be given an explanation of this
principle.
The second detector is connected to the first a -f tube by means
of resistance -capacity coupling. Audio frequencies react through this
coupling condenser C-1, because the i -f currents are all bypassed to
ground through condenser C-2.
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The first a -f tube is in turn coupled to two power tubes connect
of a conA TONE CONTROL, consisting
ed in a push-pull arrangement.
denser and variable resistor in series,is connected across the primary
winding of this transformer. These parts are indicated in the circuit
cf this tone control circuit
The impedance
diagram as C-3 and R-1.
may be varied by regulating the position of the adjustable resistor
arm. The
greater the resistance -setting, the less will be the perIn
this way, the opcentage of high frequencies bypassed to grcund.
erator of the receiver increases or decreases the effective range of
the audio frequencies and thereby regulates the pitch cf the sound pro
duced by the speaker. This control is operated from the control panel
-- you will hear more about it in later lessons.

Notice in Fig. 7 that pentode -type tubes are used in the presethe
lector, intermediate -frequency, and audio -frequency stages, but
is
triode -connected; the mixer section employs the
stage
first a -f
converter -type tube.
WHY AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL

IS

USED

As previously mentioned, the receiver diagrammed in Fig. 7 has
automatic volume control features incorporated in its circuit. No attempt will be made at this time to explain and describe completely all
of the many principles of automatic volume control, as this subject is
treated thoroughly in future lessons. However, so that you will under
stand how automatic volume control is applied to the circuits here
shown, a brief but comprehensive explanation of this system will be
given at this time.

which an automatic
in
If you have listened to radio receivers
volume control system was not employed, you have no doubt noticed that
or when tuning
it is a common occurrence while listening to a program
from one station to another, fcr the volume to suddenly increase to a
blare
or else decrease to such an extent that the speaker sounds are
hardly audible. This condition is especially pronounced while tuning stations of different power and located at various distances from
in
the receiver.
This condition is really annoying,. as it makes it nec.essary for
the operator to turn the volume control either "up1ó or "down", to keep
After all, the receiver is simply amthe volume at a pleasing level.
signal energy reaches it and consequently, it is no
plifying whatever
more than natural that the speaker volume should increase when more
signal energy is available for amplification.
the amount
of signal energy
Since it is impossible to control
reaching the millions of listeners at all different points of the
globe, the logical step for eliminating the annoyance of sudden increases or decreases in volume is to. devise some means whereby the receiver automatically provides a volume of constant level when a station has been tuned -in.
In the latest types of receivers, this is accomplished by means of AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL -- quite often spoken
of simply as 'a -v -c."

Briefly, automatic volume control makes the receiver more sensisensitive to strong signals. In this
tive to weak signals and less
way, it
serves to "fill-in" the gaps during the variation of signal
strength. This is accomplished electrically by automatically controlling the grid bias voltage applied to the r -f tubes. In some of the
more elaborate a -v -c systems the grid bias voltage is controlled by a
separate tube; however, in the circuit of Fig. 7, the control action
With this funis furnished by the dual-purpose second detector tube.
damental idea in. mind, let us continue now and see just how this is
all brought about.
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HOW AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL

IS

ACCOMPLISHED

In Fig. 8 you are shown the essential parts of the a -v -c circuit.
This particular circuit is similar to the a -v -c portion of the superheterodyne receiver illustrated in Fig. 7.
The system operates as
follows:

Up to the second i -f transformér, the signal is passed through
the circuit
in
the customary manner, but in the secondary circuit of
the second i -f transformer, the signal is impressed upon the two diode
plates of the combination diode detector and a -v -c tube. Both of these
diode plates are connected to one side of the secondary circuit.
Since the cathodes of this tube are emitting an electron stream,
while the two diode plates change their potential from positive to ne&
ative, in accordance with the signal -voltage changes, it is clear that
the cathodes and the two diode plates together constitute a rectifier
or detector.
Both diode plates being connected together, this portion
of the tube operates as a "diode"
or half -wave rectifier.
The
current
flow, which occurs during this
process of recti-

fication, passes
through the 0.5
megohm resistor,
R4 in Fig.8, caus
ing a corresponding voltage variation across this
resistor and the
.0005 mf condenser by which it is
shunted.

FIG. 8

DETAILS OF

A

-V -C CIRCUIT

rectiThis
fied current will
also
produce a
corresponding au-

dio voltage across the automatic bias resistor R4, which is equipped
with a variable control arm through which these audio variations are
fed to the a -f section of the receiver.
The r -f signal current (electron flow), as
rectified by
is
it
flow from this tube's cathode toward its interthe diode tube, will
through
connected diode plates; all of this rectified current flows
the automatic bias resistor R4 in such a direction as to make the lower end of this resistor positive and its upper end negative.

You will observe that the grid -returns of the r -f, mixer,and i -f
tubes are all connected to the n -v -c bus through their respective filters, consisting of the 0.1 megohm resistors and the 0.01 mf condensers.
This combined a -v -c bus is in turn connected to the negative end
of the automatic bias resistor R4.
Therefore, if the r -f signal voltage as applied to the diode plates is increased, the flow of rectified
current through the automatic bias resistor will increase correspondingly; this will bring about a greater voltage drop across this resistor.
way, the negative bias voltage on the r -f and i -f tubes
In this
is increased and the volume will therefore decrease.
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signal voltage acting upon the diode
In like manner, if the
plates is decreased, the flow of rectified current through the automat
will decrease, so that less bias voltage is applied
is bias resistor
to the r -f and i -f tubes;the volume therefore automatically increases.
Thus we find that greater signal strengths reduce the volume and lesser signal strengths increase the volume; hence, for any one volume con
trol setting, the volume remains practically constant.
I

-F

EXPANSION

All of the i -f transformers described thus far, had a fixed coup
ling relationship between the primary and secondary windings. Such a
transformer will pass an r -f signal of a definite band -width; that is,
its sharpness of tuning cannot be varied by the set -operator.
The "closer" or "tighter" the coupling, the broader will be the
tuning characteristic
the transformer -- the looser the coupling,
of
the sharper will be the tuning characteristic.

The average superheterodyne receiver, equipped w_th conventional
transformers of fixed coupling, is satisfactory under normal condi
tions of operation. However, there are
instances where the receiver
will be operated in congested areas, and where it must tune much sharp
er than normally in order to eliminate interference between stations.
While there are many methods for increasing selectivity, the usual
practice in such cases is to provide means whereby the coupling between the coils of the i -f transformer can be varied.
Such practice
is referred to as i -f expansion -- meaning that the broadness
of tuning, and the band -width passed, can be increased or expanded, as well
as being decreased.
i -f

In Fig. 9 you are shown
the circuits of a typical i -f amplifier
stage, employing i -f expansion. You will observe that the secondary
winding of the i -f transformer is tapped at three points, which will
allow three different degrees of selectivity to be employed.
This ar.rangement
varies
the coupling elec
trically, but not
IF EXPANDE COIL
physically. However, in some receivers the posiOUTPUT
tion of the two
IF AMP.
coils is actually
/NPUT
changed, but this
method calls for
a much more costSELECrOR
ly assembly.
The
A
Jw,rCN
SG
usual
practice,
therefore, is
to
"rC
change the coupling
relation
A-NOA'MAL
electrically.
7- B-MED/UM
cOUPL/N6
I

a`

1

-

COIL

OPERATION OF THE -F
EXPANSION CIRCUIT

B+

I

I

C- BA?OAO
A VC

FIG. 9
earlier
STAGE
-F
EXPANDER
lessons you learn
ed that
when two
coils
of like
frequency characteristics are placed in an inductive
relationship with each other,maximum energy -transfer between them will
take place when the circuit is operated at the particular frequency to
which they are tuned. Also the more exact the condition of resonance,

In

I
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the greater will be the amount of signal -energy transferred.
You also
learned that
the coupling or distance between the coils affects the
selectivity or band -width of the signal handled by them.

Again referring to Fig. 9, you will observe that when the selector switch is placed in position A, the secondary of the 1-f transform
er is tuned to exact resonance with the
primary; when the switch is
placed in position B, a portion of the coupling coil is connected in
the circuit. Due to its close inductive relationship
to the
primary
coil, this coil, when connected in the secondary circuit, will provide
closer coupling between the primary and secondary circuits, and consequently the transformer -tuning will be more broad.
The detuning effect, by adding more turns to the secondary circuit, also broadens the
tuning.
Closing the switch at position C will add still more inductance
to the secondary winding and at the same time will increase the coup
ling, so that the tuning of the transformer is even more broad.
By referring to the resonance
curves shown in Fig. 10, you will
observe how the actual band -width
will vary as the coupling is correspondingly
increased or decreased
from normal, to medium, to broad. The
broader the tuning,the wider is the
curve in Fig. 10. You will learn
more about these curves in advanced
lessons.
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-F

TRANSFORMERS

In
the previous
lesson, you
were shown the constructional details of an i -f transformer that em
ployed small compression -type trimmer condensers, shunted across the
primary and secondary windings. You
were also told how these trimmer
condensers made it possible to prop
erly align the transformer to the
particular i -f being used.

While this method of alignment
entirely practical and widely
FIG. 10
employed in the construction of i -f
How -F EXPANSION VARIES
transformers, there is nevertheless
THE RESONANCE
CURVE
in existence still another very sat
isfactory method for trimming these
windings, and which at the same time materially increased the gain and
selectivity of the transformer. The latter method consists of inserting a magnetic material
inside
of
the
form on which the coils are
wound, and varying the position of this core to change the tuning. An
i -f transformer of
this
type is shown in Fig. 11, where you will observe that no variable trimmer condensers are employed.
is

I

SOME FACTS ABOUT IRON -CORE MATERIAL

The core substance now used in iron -core transformers is a magnetic material
known as POLYIRON.
The chief advantage offered by it
is that it produces an increase in the effective
inductance of a coil
without increasing its effective resistance. At high frequencies, the
losses introduced by ordinary iron and other previously known core
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materials are so high that the reverse is true; that is,the resistance
increase is much greater than the inductance increase.
The outstanding properties of this new core material have permitted such remarkable improvements in the design of high -frequency
inductors that a new era in radio receiver per
formance has been initiated. The evidence of
higher gain and greater
is
this
improvement
selectivity.

any air -core coil may
of
The inductance
the number of
be increased without increasing
on
the coil by merely inserting in the
turns
of this new
field of the coil a small amount
This phenomenon can be observcore material.
the end of such an iron core
ed readily when
is inserted in a coil.
wound
is
As just mentioned, when a coil
on an iron core made of this new material, few
er turns are necessary to secure a given induc
the
coil did not have such T.
tance than if
wire
Since there are fewer turns, less
core.
is required, and the resistance of the winding
is therefore reduced.
Consequently, when emFIG. II
ployed in a resonant circuit, the inductor hav
IRON -CORE
-F TRANSFORMER
Furing such a core provides sharper tuning.
remarkable
freedom from frequency -drift,
thermore, these units offer
I

and eliminate
condensers.

difficulties previously
VARYING THE

encountered

with mica trimmer

INDUCTANCE

From this description of the properties of iron -core or permeability -tuned i -f transformers, you can readily see :hat if this core
substance is varied, then the inductance will be changed accordingly.
Again refer to Fig. 11, and observe how the magnetic naterial is moved
Thus, the
in and out of the coil -form by means of a screw adjustment.
i -f transformer can be tuned to the desired frequency.
Upon referring to Fig.12 you will note that two small fixed mica
These fixed concondensers are shunted across each of the windings.
densers are also shown in Fig. 11. The purpose of these condensers is
inductance is, the
to increase the tuning ratio of the
coils; that
capacity relation is then such that the selectivity is improved to
a further degree than is possible with the iron -core alone.
In
some
iron -core i -f
transformers, the iron -core material remains in a fixed position, and the necessary tuning
compensation is accomplished by
means of small condensers that
are connected across
the coil
windings.
In this
these
case
condensers are of the semi-vari
able type,and the tuning adjust
ment is
then made as
on i -f
transformer units using compres
sion-type trimmer condensers
are
Modern i -f transformers
manufactured in both the iron core and air -core types.

FIG.
I

-F

TRANSFORMER WITH

12

IRON -CORE

TUNING
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PERMEABILITY -TUNED SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

Due to the success of iron -core i -f transformers in superheterodyne receivers, considerable effort has been expended by receiver engi
neers to adapt these coils to r -f circuits, whereby the tuning can be
varied from one end of the broadcast band to the other, the same as is
accomplished by the variable condenser. The idea in this case is to
eliminate the variable tuning condenser from the circuit entirely, and
in its place a ganged group of continuously variable iron -core
to use
tuning coils whose tuning range extends through the broadcast band.
This is known as continuous permeability tuning. A modern superheteropresented in
is
tuning circuit, illustrating this feature,
dyne
Fig. 13.

Upon inspection of the circuit diagram in Fig. 13, you will observe that two such coils are used, one for the antenna -detector circuit and one for the oscillator circuit. You will further notice that
no main variable tuning condenser gang is employed; however, a small
trimmer condenser is connected across each coil to properly align
it.
Fixed condensers are also shunted across each of these coils to
increase the tuning ratio, as already explained relative to iron -core
i -f transformers.
Continuous variable tuning throughout the standard broadcast band
accomplished by moving the iron -core material in or out of the coil
forms, as illustrated in Fig. 14, where a bird's -eye -view of the tuning
assembly is shown. Moving the iron core farther into the coil increases
the coil's inductance and tunes the circuit to a lower frequency.
is

While the particular tuning assembly shown in Fig. 14 features a
drum -type dial scale, the assembly could be adapted easily to the
scale, by merely mounting a pulley on
popular "slide rule" type dial
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PERMEABILITY TUNING ASSEMBLY

A
dial cable may then be used as the drive -coupling
the dial shaft.
to operate a slide -rule pointer across the calibrated scale.

Upon studying Fig. 14 more closely, you will observe that rotating the manual tuning knob causes the train of gears and levers to be
operated in such a manner as to move the iron -core material either in
In other
simultaneously.
cylindrical coil forms
or out of the two
words, the tuning adjustments for these two coils are ganged together
variable tuning conthe same as are the various sections of a ganged
denser. This "ganging" of the tuning controls is indicated by a dotted
line in Fig. 13.
OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT

the permeability tuner shown in
of
The electrical principle
mixer circuit shown in Fig. 6 of
as
the
the
same
basically
is
Fig. 13
a
conventional type variable tuning condenser is
this lesson, where
used to tune the detector and oscillator coils.
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In the circuit diagrammed in Fig. 13, all
signal
received equally well by the antenna circuit, due tofrequencies are
the aperiodic
characteristic of the 25,000 -ohm resistor,Ri.
That is, this resistor,
being non -inductive, does not possess any tuning
characteristic and
will therefore not resonate at any particular
frequency.
Instead, it
will be equally receptive to currents of all
frequencies that might be
flowing through it.

The voltage drops developed across this
resistor by the r -f signal currents flowing through it cause the signals
to react through the
.002 mfd coupling condenser C1.
The antenna -detector coil, being tuned, is resonated
to
only one frequency at any one setting and thus
serves to some extent in selecting the desired signal
from the unwanted ones.
The desired signal is then applied
to
the
control grid of
the converter tube, at which point the incoming r
-f signal will hetero
dyne with the steady oscillations emanating from the
oscillator circuit.
The resulting beat frequency will produce
in
the
converter
tube's plate circuit r -f current variations,the
frequency
of which
will be equal to the resonant frequency of the i
-f transformer.
This
i -f frequency, which appears in the
windings of the i -f transformer, is
then transferred through a conventional i -f
amplifier,second detector,
and audio section.

Also observe in Fig.13 that an iron -core i -f
transformer is used
in the output of the converter circuit so as to
insure the highest pos
sible gain from this transformer.
Both the primary and secondary wind
ings of this transformer are tuned by small
trimmer
the
entire assembly is housed in a shielded container condensers,and
to assure maximum
gain and operating stability.

PADDING THE OSCILLATOR OF PERMEABILITY -TUNED CIRCUITS

From a close inspection of the oscillator circuit, you
will observe that no padding condenser is
employed.
Instead, an
ingenious
method has been employed to compensate for any
discrepancies that naturally arise between these two ganged circuits when varying the
inductance values throughout the tuning range of the coils.

Correction for tracking is accomplished by constructing the oscillator coil's core of a slightly different grade and density of magnetic material and also by tapering the movement of the
moved in or out of the coil form. This slight change in core as it is
the permeabil
ity of the iron core, together with the relation of
movement between
the
two
cores, allows the oscillator to track perfectly with the detector coil.

Every modern superheterodyne receiver of good quality employs an
system, and the superheterodyne using the permeability tuner
shown in Fig. 13 is no exception.
In this circuit, a -v -c voltage
nished by the a -v -c system (not shown in Fig. 13) is applied to furthe
control -grid of the pentagrid converter tube.
Resistor R2 and the
antenna -detector coil serve to complete this circuit.
a -v -c

A

BATTERY -OPERATED SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

In Fig.7 of this lesson you were shown a complete
circuit diagram
of a modern nine -tube a -c operated superheterodyne.
So that you will
become intimately acquainted with battery -operated
receivers of this
type, we are showing you in Fig. 15 the
circuit diagram of a similar
receiver designed for the use of 2 -volt tubes.
While the battery -type
receiver to be described employs only seven tubes, its performance
is
equivalent to the nine -tube a -c receiver referred to, because no
recta
fier is necessary. Upon comparing these two circuit diagrams
closely,
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you will observe that separate push-pull audio output tubes are employ
type push-pull tube is used in
ed in the a -c set, while a combination
This combination tube consists of two
the battery -operated receiver.
The two grids of
triode sections contained within a single envelope.
the tube connect to the secondary winding of the input push-pull trans
former and the two plates connect to the primary winding of the output
transformer. Thus this single dual-purpose tube satisfactorily serves
two functions that would ordinarily have to be taken care of by two
separate tubes. The operation of this dual-purpose tube is the same
as if two separate tubes were connected in a push-pull arrangement.
C

-BATTERY CIRCUIT DETAILS

You will also observe in Fig. 15 that the battery -type tubes in
this circuit are not equipped with cathodes. Therefore,the bias voltages cannot be obtained by including bias resistors in the cathode cir
cuits of the different tubes, as is the case in the a -c receiver.
In the battery circuit appearing in Fig.15 the grid bias voltage
negative potential directly to the grid of
each tube. This bias voltage is supplied by a 9 -volt 'C" battery, con
netted across a voltage divider network consisting of the four resisThe
voltage
drops, developed across these
tors, R1, Rt, 113, and R.1_.
resistors by the flow of C -battery current through them, furnish the
An "on -off"
correct bias potential required for the different tubes.
switch is included in this C -battery circuit to break the flow of current that otherwise would be continuous whether the receiver was in o4
eration or not. This C -battery switch is ganged with the main "on -off
switch so that these two switches can be operated simultaneously.
is obtained by applying a

in the two -volt tube
Since no diode -type tubes are available
series, the circuit in Fig. 15 employs a type 30 triode connected as a
This is accomplished by connecting together the plate and grid
diode.
elements of the triode --- the tube's operation is then equivalent to
the 6H6 diode type tube employed in Fig. 7.
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An electro -dynamic
speaker was used in Fig. 7, its field coils
serving also as the filter choke. Such a speaker would not be satisfactory in the battery -operated set diagrammed in Fig. 15, as consider
able power would be consumed to excite the field. Therefore, a permanent-magnet type dynamic speaker is employed in the battery circuit.
The performance of this type of dynamic speaker compares favorably
with the field coil type used in a -c sets, and is widely used in many
modern battery -operated receivers.

The operating principle of the a -v -c system employed in this receiver is identical to that used in Fig. 7.
Therefore, no further explanation of its circuit action need be given at this time. However,
in later lessons you will receive full and complete instruction in all
phases of automatic volume control systems.

New radio developments are continually being worked out, and in
order for a man to rise to the top of the radio profession, he must at
all times be alert and ready to learn about these new features as soon
as they make their appearance in the industry.
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1.

What are the chief advantages offered by iron -core i -f
transformers as compared to the conventional type air core i -f transformers?

2.

What

meant by

is

,i

-f expansion?

3.

-

What are the chief advantages obtained through the use
of an electron -coupled oscillator as explained in
this
lesson regarding the application of pentagrid converter
tubes to superheterodyne receivers?

4.

-

Why is

5.

-

Describe briefly the basic principle of the autodyne
system as employed in some superheterodyne receivers.

6.

-

Explain briefly the operating principle of the continuous permeability -tuning system.

7.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of only that section of a superheterodyne receiver wherein a pentagrid converter tube

"a -v -c"

used in modern superheterodyne receivers?

is used.
8.

-

Explain briefly how the pentagrid converter tube operates in the circuit which you have drawn in answer to
Question #7.

9.

-

What is the basic principle whereby a -v -c action is obtained in a receiver?

10.

-

Describe briefly the important constructional details
of a permeability -tuned i -f transformer.
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EQUIPMENT

In order to make reception of programs possible, a radio receiver makes use of mechanical motion, electricity, light, heat and sound.
All of these elements can cause definite wear on the parts of the receiver so that, eventually, some of them must be repaired or replaced.

The problems
of locating, repairing, and replacing these worn
parts have resulted in the development of a number of special tools
and various
instance, in Fig. 1 a
types of testing equipment. For
technician is shown making measurements on a television chassis. As
can be seen from this picture, the amount of equipment necessary for
this work is not extensive, nor is it extremely complicated.

While studying this lesscn,we want you to realize that it is not
necessary for you, as a student, to avail yourself of all the tools
and testing instruments described herein
before
you are
ready
to go to work.
This equipment is sug.
gested for the established radio technician, and can be acquired gradually over
a considerable period

V.

.

of time.
HAND TOOLS

Before discussvarious testing
instruments
employed
by
radio servicemen,
you should first know
something about the
more common hand tools
that are an absolute
every
necessity
to
In
radio technician.
ing

N

1

FIG.

I

CHECKING A TELEVISION RECEIVER WITH
MODERN TESTING EQUIPMENT
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Figs. 2 to 7 inclusive ere shown the most important
porated in a complete tool set.

tools to be incor-

DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS: Diagonal cut
ters, shown at (A) of Fig. 2, are one
of the most
important
tools to the
serviceman. They are used to cut wires
to the proper lengths; to clip off the
surplus ends of wires after they have

been soldered; and to
clean insulation from connecting wires
preparatory to soldering them to some part.

_

`1Nteu

©

FIG. 2
PLIERS FOR THE SERVICEMAN'S
Tool KIT

SLIP -JOINT PLIERS:
Of
somewhat less
importance, but nevertheless a needed
part
of every serviceman's tool kit
is the slip -joint plier
shown at (B)
of Fig. 2.
Such pliers are
often
called combination pliers.
They are
used to hold
heavy
parts, to bend
parts into shape, to hold large nuts
while a screw is being tightened, to
loosen or tighten large nuts such as
employed for holding volume controls
and switches in place, etc.
LONG -NOSE PLIERS: A side -cutting long
nose, or chain -nose
plier, is shown
at (C) of Fig. 2.
Such pliers can be
used to
cut wires, to hold wires, to
bend
wires, hold
screws, turn nuts,
etc. In general, long -nose pliers can
be made to
serve as a pair of steel
fingers for the
serviceman. Without
them, he would be almost as helpless
in repairing
or
building a radio as
he would be without his fingers.

At (D) of Fig. 2 is shown a plier
similar to the long -nose type, but it differs as to size and length of
nose. The latter is called a "wiring long -nose plier" As can be seen,
the handles are much longer than those of the standard long -nose plier,
and the jaws are much shorter. These features provide this plier with
greater holding strength, which is desirable for pushing wires into
socket terminals and for holding them in position while the soldering
iron is being applied.

SOLDERING IRONS: Next to
his pliers, the serviceman will find his electric
soldering iron to
be most
important.
A
typical soldering iron is
shown in Fig. 3; an iron
of this type
can be obtained in several wattage sizes.

/

411^«w.*"'N

i;

.l

:,

. .

e

IG. 3

Ordinarily,a radio
man possesses
only one
iron

SERVICEMAN'S SOLDERING

IRON

usually, of light
and
small wattage (around 75 or 80 watts).
An iron of this
size is satisfactory for soldering connections to terminals and various
--

design
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radio parts, but is practically useless for solderTo make good solding connections to the chassis.
ered connections to the chassis, it is necessary tc
use an iron rated at 100 watts or more.
have two soldering
It is a
good policy
to
irons -- a light one for use during service calls in
the customer's home, and a heavy one for shop use.

Where service calls are to be made in communi
ties that do not have power lines or lighting servcan be employed for
ice, two alternative methods
soldering connections. One is to use a small alcoFIG. 4
hol or gasoline blow torch for heating an ordinary
BLOW TORCH
soldering iron; the other is to connon -electric
nect a small 6 -volt electric iron to a storage batthe small blow torch, is
tery. An iron, heated by
perhaps the most desirable; however, when using a blow torch in the
customer's home, care must be exercised to see that the furniture,
or curtains
rugs,
are not damaged by
A blow
the flame.
torch suitable for
is
purpose
this
shown in Fig. 4.
v.

udi!%, 3t

SCREW DRIVERS: Vari
of screw
ous types
drivers, necessary
as part of the tool
equipment of every
serviceman, are shown
The
Fig.
5.
at
type ppresented
in

(A) is made in many
different sizes and
lengths. The averreage radioman
screw drivquires
least
at
ers in
three different siz

a large one for
use on heavy screws
and parts; one of
for
size
medium
lighter screws; and
which
one
a small
will allow the small
screws of conset
to
be
trol knobs
turned.

es;

..

. -

O
rt6'``' 1,,n

(ií
rmrrrurrrrrrrrrarr

uliiunuuuuro

Spring clip)

FIG. 5
SELECTION OF SCREW DRIVERS

Details of the
Phillips screw driv
the manner
er, and
which it is apin
to Phillips plied
are
head screws,
and
(B)
shcwn at
As
(C)
of Fig. 5.
can be seen from it
lustration (C), this
screw -head
type of
N
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has two slots that cross each other at right angles, and taper
in depth
toward the center. The slots do not extend across the entire head.
The peculiar shape of the driver point allows
tremendous
pressure to
be applied without burring the recess or damaging the driver.

0

Since a great many receivers employ
self -tapping screws with Phillips -type
heads, it has become almost a necessity
to have on hand at least two sizes of the
screw driver illustrated at (B). The bent
shank type, illustrated at (D), is useful
for certain applications where a straight
shank screw driver cannot be used.
The screw
driver shown at
(E) of
Fig. 5
consists of a
shank made of a
tightly wound coil of heavy steel wire; a
screw driver blade is attached to its free
end. The shank can be bent around interfering objects so that the blade will fit
into the head of a screw which would ordinarily be inaccessible when using a con
ventional screw driver.

Screw -holding drivers, as shown at
5, are also used extensively.
In
this case, the screw -head is held to
the blade of the driver by
small spring
clips while starting the screw in a hole
which cannot be reached with the fingers.
(F) of Fig.

FIG. 6
SOCKET SET AND WRENCHES

SOCKET SETS:
In addition
to
the tools
mentioned thus far, the serviceman's kit should also include a socket
set similar to that illustrated at (A) of Fig. 6.
The 1/4", 5/16" and
3/8" socket sizes are most frequently used, although sockets of other
sizes are available.
Instead of buying a complete socket set, it may be more economical, and better from a standpoint of time saved on the job, to acquire
socket wrenches of the type shown at (B) of Fig. 6 -- in three or four
standard sizes. Here the socket is attached permanently to the shank
which feature makes it unnecessary to first select the socket of proper size and
then apply it to the
handle, before the tool is ready
for use.
The socket wrench
shown at
special type, designed
to fit the large nuts which hold
(C)

is a

volume controls and switches to
the
hollow
chassis. Its long,
shank slips over the shaft of such
controls so as to permit the sock
et to engage the nut.

ALIGNING KITS:

The aligning kit
shown in Fig. 7 can be folded and
carried in the pocket. This set
of aligning tools is perhaps more
complete than would ordinarily be
necessary, but since each different
tool is designed to fit the trimmer adjustments of a
particular

FIG. 7

ALIGNMENT TOOL KIT
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The
commercial receiver, it is often advantageous to have it on hand.
handles and shanks of these tools are all made of insulating material
to reduce
the danger of electric shock, and also to reduceas much as
possible the body capacity effect upon the circuit being adjusted.
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

Besides those tools already described, there are also other items
which should be included in the tool kit. Some of these are necessary
important
items are listed
and some are not so important. The most
Those of
below under the heading "Miscellaneous Necessary Items."
lesser importance are listed under the heading, 'Miscellaneous Items,
Desirable but not Necessary."
MISCELLANEOUS NECESSARY ITEMS:
Small flat file.
Rosin -core solder (small roll).
Roll of friction tape (also roll of live rubber tape).
Penknife or jackknife.
Paint brush with long bristles (medium size).
Hand drill and assortment of twist drills of various sizes (1/16",
3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 3/16", and 1/4" sizes are most used).
Hacksaw.
25 feet of rubber -covered a -c cord.
Hook-up wire.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS, DESIRABLE BUT NOT NECESSARY:
Assortment of machine screws and nuts.
Fine sandpaper.
Flashlight.
Bicycle pump.
Battery volt -ammeter.
Dentist mirror.
Large, soft piece of cloth.
The purpose of this extra equipment is self-evident; therefore,
necessary to enter into a lengthy description of it.
The following paragraph explains the use of those items about which
you may be in doubt.
it will not be

The main purpose of the file is
to
clean the soldering iron of
scale and carbon, and
to trim small parts so that they will fit propdust from between
erly. The paint brush is used to clean accumulated
the plates of the tuning condenser, or from between parts on the chassis.
Volume control shafts can be cut to the proper length with the
hacksaw. The sandpaper is used to remove enamel insulation from the
ends of wires which are to be soldered. Dark corners in a cabinet can
be illuminated with the
flashlight. The dentist's mirror aids in observing parts that are located in an obscure place under the receiver
chassis. The bicycle pump can be used for blowing dust from the chassis and parts mounted on top of the chassis.
THE TOOL BOX

A container or box, in which to carry the various tools describsteel box with handle, and a
In Fig. 8 is shown a
small replacement parts and misremovable compartment tray. Various
cellaneous items as screws, nuts, soldering lugs, etc., can be carried
in the compartments of the tray; 'the tools are placed in the bottom or
main section of the kit. Always arrange your tools in the box so that
you can find what you want without wasting time.
ed, is necessary.

N
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SELECTION OF TOOLS

It is frequently the tendency to buy
tools which are lowest in
price ("dime store" tools). These are definitely the wrong type of
tools for one who intends to earn his living by their use.

You are going to use them
constantly, day after day.
Cheap tools cannot stand up
The
under such conditions.
joints of cheap tools become
loose in a short time, cutting
edges will become dull quickjaws
of pliers will
ly, the
bend and break easily; inferior screw drivers will bend
out of shape with the slightest amount of extra pressure;
and cheap boxes will not stay
closed. Therefore, it is much
cheaper in the long run to
purchase tools of good quality.
and
The list of tools
equipment given in this lesson is not necessarily complete, because the serviceman
FIG. 8
often finds that he needs adTHE TOOL BOX
ditional tools to handle special types of jobs. However,
will
equipment listed
the
Of course, you understand that it is not necmeet most requirements.
essary to buy all of the equipment at one time. Usually, a beginner
in the radio service field starts out with a jackknife, a pair of dial/
onals, a pair of long -nose pliers, a pair of slip -joint pliers, a sold
ering iron, and one or two screw drivers. He then gradually adds the
rest of the tools to his kit as his business prospers.
TESTING EQUIPMENT

Tools alone do not enable the serviceman to service or repair a
in a receiver can be loIt is true that some faults
radio receiver.
cated by shorting the screw driver across various socket terminals and
points of high voltage, but this method of servicing is only a matter
of guess work because it very rarely gives any definite indication as
to the real cause of the trouble -- besides, certain parts of a receiv
er may be burned out by willfully shorting circuits in this way.

Additional equipment in the form of miscellaneous meters, a tube
It is not practical to carry
checker, and an oscillator is necessary.
around several individual meters, because they will nearly always get
crystals are easily broken. Since
out of adjustment, and their glass
there are many instruments on the market wnich combine the operations
and measurements of several meters into one, this is the logical type
of apparatus for the serviceman. Such instruments are generally housed
in a convenient carrying case to protect them against damage.
Radio service work is based primarily on the proper use of methat can be made from the voltage, current,
ters and the deductions
and resistance measurements indicated by these meters. Before discuss
ing the several commercial analyzers, tube checkers, oscillators, and
special instruments that are available, let us first investigate the
manner in which a single meter is used to indicate current, voltage
and resistance values.
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MULTI -RANGE D -C MILLIAMMETERS

In Fig. 9 is shown a d -c milliammeter being used with a switch
arrangement that will allow several different ranges of current to be
The manner in which this is done is very simple.
measured.
As you will observe in Fig. 9, the scale of the meter is divided
the milliammeter is deinto ten main divisions. We will assume that
signed to measure a maximum current of 1 milliampere when no shunt resistance is connected across its terminals. This, then, would be the
indicated on the meter scale under such a condition.
maximum current
Any current greater than 1 milliampere would deflect the needle completely off the scale and would probably damage the meter.
In order to measure a, current higher than 1 milliampere, the to tal current must be divided between two paths -- part of it flowing
through the meter, and the rest of
around the
it shunted (bypassed)
meter. If a good electrical conconnected directly
ductor were
across the meter terminals, no cur
rent would flow through the meter;
all of it would flow through the
Therefore, in
conductor (shunt).
order to cause a definite portion
of the current to flow through the
meter, the shunt must have a certain value of resistance.

Formulas and computations of
meter shunts will be given in a
later lesson. For the present, it
will be sufficient to say that the
values of the shunt resistors required for the particular meter
used in Fig. 9 are as indicated in
this illustration. (These resistor
values vary in accordance with the
design of the meter and the extend
As the switch is rotat
ed range.)
of the three different
ed, each
connected
shunt resistances is
across the terminals of the meter
Thus, the desired range
in turn.
can be selected by simply setting
the switch at the desired position.

You will note that as the
current range increases in value,
the value of the shunt resistance
decreases so that a greater portion of the total current will be
bypassed around the meter. For in
FIG. 9
stance, when the switch is turned
MILLIAMMETER WITH FOUR RANGES
test
the
1 ma. position, the
to
prods are connected directly across
the meter terminals with no resisthe switch connects a 111.1 ohm
tance in shunt. For the 10 ma..range
resistor in shunt with the meter terminals; for the 10O ma. range, the
value of shunt resistance is 11.1 ohms, and for the 500 ma. range, it
is 2.0 ohms.
To determine.the value of current indicated by the meter needle
for any range greater than 1 ma., it is necessary to multiply the actual
N
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reading on the meter scale by the maximum value of the range. For example, if the switch is adjusted for a current measurement in the 10 milliampere range, and the meter needle swings to the .6 division, then
the actual or true value of current is ten times .6, or 6 milliamperes.
Similarly, the true current 'value in the 100 ma. range will be the
value indicated on the scale, multiplied by 100. When using the 500 milliampere range, the reading must be multiplied by 500 to ascertain
the true value of the current being measured.
MULTI -RANGE D -C VOLTMETERS

The method of
extending the
range of a d -c voltmeter is
somewhat different than for a milliammeter. The range -extending circuit
of a typical voltmeter
is shown in
Fig. 10. Here we are concerned with
keeping the voltage -drop across the
meter terminals to the value which
will give a full-scale deflection
when indicating the maximum voltage
in any range that may be selected.

We will assume

that this meter

is designed to measure a voltage of

without the use of any series multiplier resistance. Also,
we will assume that a current flow
of 1 milliampere
through the meter
is required
to produce
full-scale
deflection. According to Ohm's Law,
the internal resistance of the meter is E _ I, or 1 _ .001, which is
equal to 1000 ohms. This value of
1000 ohms is called the "ohms -per volt resistance" of the meter.
1 volt,

FIG.

10

D -C VOLTMETER WITH FOUR RANGES

It is evident that if a voltage
higher
than one volt
is applied
across the meter, a current larger
than one milliampere will
flow
through it. Therefore, to measure
voltages higher than one volt, resistance must be connected
in series with the meter terminals and
the voltage
source so as
to limit
the voltage across the meter terminals to one volt.

Since series multiplier resistors for voltmeters will be discussed in detail in a later lesson, the values of the resistors requir
ed for the various ranges shown in Fig. 10 will not be worked out here.
Notice, however, that'as the voltage range increases in value, the series multiplier resistance also
increases. This is opposite to the
conditions required for the milliammeter. With the switch in Fig. 10
closed in the 1 -volt position, the test prods are connected directly
When the switch is closed in the 10 -volt
to the voltmeter terminals.
position, a 9000 -ohm resistor is connected
in
series with the test
prods. A series resistor of 99,000 Ohms is required for measurement
of 100 volts, and 499,000 ohms for a maximum measurement. of 500 volts.
'same

Meter indications on the multi -range voltmeter are read in the
manner as for extended ranges on the milliammeter scale. That is,
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to the 1 -volt position, the meter is read diif the switch is turned
to the 10 -volt position, any indication
is
If
switch
turned
the
rect.
on the scale must be multiplied by 10. Meter readings in the 100 -volt
range must be multiplied by 100; and in the 500 -volt range, by 500.
In other words, an indication of .4 volts, when using the 10 -volt range,
actually represents .4 x 10, or 4 volts; a reading of .8, when using
the 100 -volt range, represents .8 x 100, or 80 volts, etc.
SINGLE -METER MEASUREMENT OF CURRENT AND VOLTAGE

The two circuits of Figs. 9 and 10 can be combined so that a sin
gle meter will indicate either voltage or current in several different
ranges. In Fig. 11, this is accomplished by the use of a simple switch
test prods either to the shunt
(Sw-3), which connects the meter and
similar to this
resistors or to the series xesistor.s. An arrangement
designed to measure several
in all analyzers which are
is employed
current
of
ranges
and voltage.
In
the
case
of Fig 11, turning
switch Sw-3 to the
left (position 1, or
the milliampere setting) causes the con
tact arm of switch
Sw-1 to be connected
directly to the_posi
tive terminal of the
meter and also to
test
positive
the
Then, by adprod.
justing switch Sw-1,
the desired current
measuring ranges may
be selected; in othSw-1 now
er words,
connects the desired
shunt resistor across
the terminals of the
meter so that differ
ent ranges
of current may be measured.

i
Is.

METER

'.

(Ganre..t)
rY/t/p//ers

fvo/toqe)

SNMM1-

A-D1L

series .nM/tiplierw

n

900011-

I :;

N

SW-2
990001L.

/f1.

--dV1^N1A
o

4990co.A.

Volt
5W-3

Teat prods

switch
Sw-3 is turned to
the right, or to the
"volts position; the
Flo. II
multiplier
voltage
COMBINATION 0-C VOLTMETER AND MILLIAMMETER
resistors are connectedin series with
positive termithe
nal of the meter and the positive test prcd. Now, by.proper adjustment of switch Sw-2, the desired voltage range may be selected.
When

COMMERCIAL TESTERS

The rest of this lesson is devoted_to a brief description of coat
mercial testing equipment which is available to the rad.io technician.
No attempt is being made to describe the operation and application of
each of these testers in detail, as it would be impossible to do so
because each make and model (of which there are hundreds) differs from
all others in this respect. Furthermore, the manufacturer furnishes
complete instructions with each instrument.
N
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The sole purpose of our discussion on this subject is to bring
attention the basic types of testing equipment, so that you
will become acquainted with them by name and so that you will know
what kinds of tests can be made with them.
to your

The instruments described and illustrated in this lesson are rep
resentative only of such equipment. There are many variations of each
type, and prices
of each range from only a few dollars to hundreds of
dollars.
OHMMETERS

Ohmmeters employ a d -c milliammeter so connected in a circuit as
to make use
of a
source of voltage, which, when connected in series
with an unknown resistance and the milliammeter, will cause the meter
needle to indicate the value of the unknown resistance on a calibrated
scale. Actually, the meter indicates current, because it is the current flow through the unknown resistance which causes the needle to be
deflected
but, the scale is calibrated to indicate
in ohms the resistance which permits this current to
flow when a voltage of a definite known
value is applied across
it.
(This is
explained thoroughly in a more advanced
lesson.) Either shunt multiplier resis
tors or series multiplier resistors can
be employed with the meter to provide
extended ranges. A typical ohmmeter is
shown in Fig. 12.
Frequently, the ohmmeter features are incorporated in such
a manner that a single meter with sever
al scales can be
used to indicate current, voltage and resistance
values.
Instruments shown later in this lesson.
illustrate this.
A -C

METERS

In radio
work, it is the standard
practice to read d -c and a -c currents
and voltages on a single meter. A small
rectifier is incorporated into the circuit to convert the a -c into d -c so as
to make this possible..

FIG. 12
AN OHMMETER

When converting a -c voltage into
voltage, the a -c calibration on the meter face does not correspond
with the d -c calibration. Consequently, such meters usually have two
sets of current and voltage scales -- one for d -c measurement, and another for a -c measurement. You will observe this in the illustrations
of the analyzers described in the following paragraphs.
d -c

ANALYZERS

Several names are applied to single meter arrangements which can
be used to make the types of measurements that we have been discussing.
Typical among these, are the terms "multi -tester", "multimeter" "multi checker", "rota -meter", "analyzer", etc. The term "analyzers' is the
most used, and is the term which most accurately describes the purpose
type of
of this
instrument; therefore, in the following portion of
this lesson, we will refer to it by this name.
The analyzer shown
It combines all of the

.in

Fig. 13 is a very fine type of instrument.
of á single -meter voltage, current,

functions
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and resistance measuring instrument. In addition, it has several other
valuable features.
The meter employed in this analyzer has an internal resistance
of 20,000 ohms -per -volt. This high internal resistance means that
very little .current is required to operate its mechanism;' therefore,
exceedingly accurate. Meters of a lesser ohms -per its readings are
not provide
do
volt sensitivity
such accuracy. In fact, the read
ings on a 1000 ohms -per -volt meter will often be as much as 50
in error on certain
per cent

voltage measurements.
scales on
this particular meter are 2.5
volts, 10 volts, 50 volts, 250
The a -c
volts, and 1000 volts.
voltage ranges are the same as
the d -c ranges; however, a sepaemployed for the
rate scale is
The latter is col
a -c readings.
is
located under
ored red and
the d -c scale.

=
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( °
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The d -c voltage
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Both d -c voltage and d -c
current measurements are indicat
ed directly on the one d -c scale.
Similarly, both a -c voltage and
a -c current are indicated on the
one a -c scale.

The top scale is calibrated
For resistance measure
ments ranging from O to 1000 ohms,
read direct; for
is
the scale
in ohms.

measurements ranging from 0 to
10,000 ohms, the scale readings
are multiplied by 10; in the 0 to
500,000 ohm range, the readings
are multiplied by 1000; for the
range, the scale
0 to 20 megohm
readings are multiplied by 10,000.

A

20,000

FIG. 13
-PER -VOLT ANALYZER

OHMS

provided on the panel to allow for the
Four sets of jacks are
types of measurements. All d -c volts, ohms, and current
different
measurements above one milliampere are made with the test leads insert
and current are read
A -C volts
ed in the jacks at the upper right.
the upper left. Very
at
jacks
the
in
inserted
with the test leads
small currents, from one microampere up to one milliampere, are measur
jacks at the right center,
the
ed by inserting the (+) test lead in
The (-)test lead
position.
proper
to
the
switch
the
turning
and by
is inserted in the extreme upper right jack.
The jacks at the left center provide connections for use of the
meter as an output indicator for aligning receivers, etc. The toggle
switch in the lower left-hand corner is for switching from a -c to d -c
or to resistance measurements. All ranges are selected, by the central
switch and pointer. The little knob in the lower right-hand corner is
for zero adjustment of the pointer on the ohmmeter scale.
This is a mea
Db measurements are provided by a separate scale.
in
later lessons.
will
learn
you
which
about
surement of sound intensity
N
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Several instrument manufacturers make precision analyzers similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 13, all of which are priced fairly
high. 'However, many of them also make less expensive analyzers with
high -sensitivity meters, but these are not constructed as sturdily nor
do they contain the same high -quality materials as do the more expensive testers.
Most of the multiple -range meters or analyzers of the less expensive type are
of
the
small pocket-size variety, and have a meter
sensitivity of around 1000 ohms -per -volt.
TUBE CHECKERS

Next to an analyzer or multi -purpose tester, the tube checker is
second in importance. In selecting a tube checker, accuracy, dependability, size, weight, and price are important factors to be considered. Of these, accuracy is perhaps the most important; however, accuracy and dependability usually depend on the price of the instrument.

Accuracy is especially desirable in a tube checker, because many
customers have the habit of tabing their tubes to one or more radio
stores for a test, before they call on you to look the receiver over.
Usually, low-priced tube checkers tend to indicate doubtful tubes as
being completely "BAD". Therefore, if your checker shows one or more
tubes to be bad, whereas some radio store may have given them a doubtful O.R., the customer is likely to brand you as a cheat. As a result,
you are never called upon again to service his receiver, and your reputation may suffer considerably in his neighborhood.
The size and weight of a tube checker is not necessarily reflect
ed in the price of
the
instrument. However, size and weight are two
factors to consider if you intend to carry the tube checker with you
to the
customer's home. For
such use, a small tube checker of light weight is preferable. For
use
in
a
radio
shop or store,
the
larger
counter -type is desirable because of the impression it
makes on the customer while
he
watches his tubes being

?he

..

_
Ss

checked.
1`';

A fine type of tube check
er is shown in Fig. 14.
ly, the tube checker In Fig.11
is operated
in the following
manner:. The cylindrical chart
at the bottom of the panel is
Ir`
rotated by means of the wheel
in the
lower right corner,
'
until the number of the tube
{I_..
to be checked shows under the
indicating hair -line.
This
o.
same chart will then indicate
the position to which each of
the pointer knobs on the panFIG. 14
el should be turned to check
VERSATILE TUBE CHECKER
that particular tube. After
plugging the checker into an
a -c
outlet, the tube
is inserted in the proper socket. In a few seconds (depending on the amount
of time required for
the tube filament to heat) the meter needle will
swing across the dial and indicate the condition of the tube.

Brief

O
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.

r
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As can be seen in the illustration, only six tube sockets are
needed to test the many different types of tubes now being used.
insufficient electron emission,
Improper tube operation, due to
will be indicated directly on the dial. However, the meter will often
show a tube to be in good condition, whereas, in reality, one of the
Provisions for checking
internal elements may be shorted to another.
shorts are therefore
possible
for
the internal elements of the tubes
This consists of a
Fig.
14.
in
appearing
checker
tube
the
on
made
which connects an
arrangement
small neon bulb and a special switching
elements of
various
the
and
bulb
neon
with
the
series
in
a -c voltage
so that they
the tube
may be checked for pos

sible shorts. The neon
tube will glow when
one of the elements is
shorted to another with
in the tube structure.

Several manufac turarscf testing equip
ment make their analyz
tube checkers
ers and
of such size and shape
or more
that two
so
units can be combined
into a single carrying
Such a combinacase.
tion is illustrated in
Fig. 15, where the ana
lyzer described previously is combined with
a tube checker.
So combining two
instruments in one case
facilitates transporting the equipment to
and from service calls.
FIG. 15
Furthermore, the anaANALYZER AND TUBE CHECKER COMBINED IN ONE CASE
lyzer and tube checker
are always at hand,
when testing the retubes, and it is
ceiver in the customer's home, or when checking the
room.
therefore not necessary to scatter equipment all over the
A chart is supplied with the tube checker incorporated in the
settings of the toggle
The various
in Fig. 15.
case illustrated
for each tube to be
chart
switches and pointers are obtained from this
checked.
Very often, other combinations of instruments are similarly inare
corporated into a single case. The two most popular combinations
and
the
described),
(just
analyzer and tube checker arrangement
the
combination.
analyzer -test oscillator
Some manufacturers even go as far as combining three instruments
third instrument is
in a single case; however, when this is done,the
main
instruments. For
other
the
of
One
aid
to
or
usually an auxiliary
test oscillator,
analyzers
an
instance, one such combination combines
combination is
the
of
section
latter
The
and point-to-point ohmmeter.
of
measurements
make
direct
used in conjunction with the analyzer to
receiver
the
remove
to
having
without
circuit,
resistances in 'a
the
chassis from the cabinet.
N
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THE SERVICE OSCILLATOR OR SIGNAL GENERATOR

Service oscillators, or signal generators, are used to feed a
radio signal
into a receiver instead of using a station signal during
tests.
There is very little difference between a signal generator and
a service oscillator.
These two terms are applied, indiscriminately to
all types of oscillators which are used by the serviceman. The term
"signal generator" is applied more specifically to a laboratory type
of oscillator, while the term "service oscillator" better describes
the instrument
that a serviceman carries with him on service calls.
In other words, the latter is a smaller and lighter type of oscillator.
The signal generator is a more complicated type of instrument than the
service oscillator.
The radio -frequency oscilla
tor shown in Fig. 16 is a high -

quality instrument. Low-priced
oscillators are also obtainable,
but, as is true of practically
any type of testing apparatus,
low-priced oscillators are not
of the same quality as the more
costly instruments.
The

signal generator shown
has
two radio frequency outlet terminals, one for
the
low
range of frequencies
and the other for the high
Two
range.
variable attenuators control the amount of r -f
output from either of these ter
minals. When the output from
only one terminal is being applied to a receiver, the unused
terminal is covered with a small
metal screw -on cap so as to pre
vent any r -f leakage from this
terminal.
(The
cap is shown
screwed in position in Fig.16.)
in Fig.

Flo. 16
SIGNAL GENERATOR

16

The radio frequencies cover
ed by this
signal
generator
extend from about 100,000 cycles up to
second
33 megacycles per
(33,000,000 cycles) -- this range being covered in four bands. In
addition, audio frequencies are available from 10 to 10,000 cycles per
The latter can be fed direct to the receiver through a pair
second.
of leads plugged into.the jack directly under the audio signal control, or can be used to modulate
the r -f signal.
In the latter case,
a special control
is
provided for obtaining the amount of modulation

desired.
As you can see in the illustration, the pointer, second from the
top at the right, is labeled "a -v -c control." By inserting test leads
in the two small pin jacks directly under this control, and by the
proper connections of the test lead clips, a -v -c voltage may be applied to any of the receiver's r -f or i -f circuits which are being
aligned with the aid of the signal generator.
This permits
the receiver to be aligned under actual operating conditions, in the event
that it is not producing its own a -v -c voltage because of this circuit
being interrupted during the test.
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Usually, the acquisition of a good analyzer, tube checker, and
signal generator (or service oscillator), completes the average servThese are the most necessary items.
iceman's equipment.
The rest of this lesson is devoted tc a description of various
types of apparatus which are not absolutely necessary to a 'serviceman,
in that they can be employed to check parts
but which are desirable
The use
simple.
measurements
more accurately, and to make difficult
of this type of apparatus gives the serviceman that extra professional
touch, which lifts him above the ranks of ordinary serviceman into the
technician class.
CAPACITY CHECKER

being used to test a condenser

Fig. 17 shows a capacity checker
in a receiver.

FIG.

TESTING CONDENSERS WITH

17
A

CAPACITY CHECKER

the particular capacity
The outstanding advantage claimed for
checker illustrated is that it permits condensers to be checked while
they are connected directly in the circuit, under operating conditions.
the capacity value of the condenser
It also provides indications of
and of its condition.

When checking condensers by this means, a d -c potential, equal
voltage of the condenser, is applied across its terminals.
The leakage current and internal resistance of the condenser are
indicated by the meter. Provision is also made for measuring the power
factor of electrolytic condensers. Since the power factor of a filter
condenser is a measure of its efficiency in the filter circuit, it is
of great value in locating obscure troubles in power supply systems.
to the working

VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETERS

Vacuum -tube voltmeters are capable of giving accurate voltage
indications at radio frequencies, which an ordinary alternating curAn important advantage of vacuum -tube
rent meter is not able to do.
N
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voltmeters is that they have such a high
input impedance
that practically no power
is absorbed from the circuit
being checked to operate
the measuring instrument. Therefore,
can be made of very feeble r -f energy. exceedingly accurate readings

-.`-

Since the high input
impedance of a vacuum -tube
voltmeter is mainly dependent upon a very low capacity in its input circuit,
the first tube of this in strument (usually the amplifier tube) is connected
to
the
end of the input
leads, as shown in Fig.18.

t

°

vi

When
measuring
r -f
voltages with such a vacuum
Y
tube voltmeter,
the
grid
/,ºA,
0.
of the tube is applied di rectly to the point or con
nection at which the voltage value is to be obtain.
ed.
The other side of the
circuit is
completed by
means
of a wire which is
FIG. 18
extended from the chassis
VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER
of the receiver
(ground
.terminal) to the
ground
voltmeter. The elimination of the long lead terminal of the vacuum -tube
the
grid of the first tube in the vacuum between the receiver and
-tube voltmeter eliminates
practically all capacity at this point and
keeps the input impedance
at a maximum.
_

c

zx#,

r'

n

-

MEASURING BRIDGES

Resistance and capacity measuring bridges are
also handy.
In
Fig. 19 is
shown such an instrument which is direct
-reading,
and very
simple
to operate.
The "magic
eye' tube
is
used to indicate
when the bridge is in a state of

electrical balance which condition is the basis of this method of measurement. The principle
involved is explained elsewhere
in the course.
Resistance values ranging
from 0 to 10 megohms and capacity values from .00001 to 150 mf
can be measured with it.
In
addition, d -c leakage tests can
be made, and the power factor of
electrolytic condensers can be
measured quickly and easily. The
turns -ratio between the primary
and secondary
windings of a
transformer, and the correct polarity of the windings, can also
be easily determined with this
instrument.

i«

FIG. 19
RESISTANCE -CAPACITY MEASURING BRIDGE

LESSON 40. 20
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THE DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYZER

The trend in modern receiver servicing has been toward a method
of analyzing the chassis components under actual operating conditions.
This has led to the development of a method of receiver analysis known
as "dynamic signal tracing."
During this test, the various stages of
the receiver are checked in terms of "comparative gain" while a signal,
produced by an ordinary signal generator, is being Injected into the
r -f, i -f, and audio circuits.
The manner in which this is done is very simple.
It does not in
volve disconnecting any of the parts in the receiver -- the gain measurements being
indicated by the dynamic signal analyzer without disturbing the operation of the receiver.
The dynamic signal analyzer shown in Fig. 20 makes use of a tuned r -f vacuum -tube voltmeter for checking the
gain of the stage or
stages under test.
The vacuum -tube voltmeter is adjusted to resonance
with the signal of the signal generator and to which the receiver cirThe large dial at the center of the
cuit being checked is also tuned.
dynamic signal analyzer, shown in Fig. 20, is used to tune the meter's
The tuning range of the input to the vacuum -tube voltinput circuit.
meter extends from 90 kilocycles to 16 megacycles. This range of frequencies
is
covered by five bands, read directly on the dial scale.
Push -buttons are used for range selection.

The r -f gain of the receiver stage being checked can be read directly on the r -f gain meter. Ranges for this meter are from 0 to 10,
0 to 100, 0 to 1000, and 0 to 10,000.
Either the
gain of each stage
of r -f and i -f can be
determined separately, or the over-all gain of
the r -f sections and i -f sections can be
determined. Audio -frequency

FIG. 20
DYNAMIC SIGNAL TRACER
N
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gain can also be measured accurately. A combination ac -dc voltmeter
is also supplied for additional measurements.

By means of the vacuum -tube voltmeter incorporated in this instrument, all r -f voltages in the
receiver can be measured directly
with the receiver in operation. Aside from all r -f and i -f voltages,
the oscillator output voltage
in a
superheterodyne can be determined
at each frequency
throughout the tuning range of the oscillator circuit. A -v -c voltages can be measured accurately without disturbing the
operation of this part of the receiver circuit, and automatic frequency control voltages and the operation of such systems can be checked.
Some of the other
important measurements and checks made possible by this instrument are:
The location of any distortion, noise, or
hum in the r -f, i -f, or audio -frequency sections of the receiver; bias,
cathode, and power supply measurements; efficiency tests on antennas;
condenser, resistor, and inductance tests; etc.
THE OSCILLOSCOPE OR OSCILLOGRAPH

An oscilloscope differs from an oscillograph mainly in the fact
that the latter has a transparent window over the screen of the cathode-ray tube. This window is divided into small spaces similar to ordinary graph paper.
The purpose of this
transparent graph over the
screen of the cathode-ray
tube is to make it possible
to carry out comparative mea
surements
with the oscilloscope.
Fig. 21 shows
one type
of oscillograph.
The cross -

7135

ruled window is removed by
unscrewing the four small
screws in
each corner; the
instrument then becomes an
oscilloscope.

The oscilloscope or oscillograph is an instrument
which can convert electrical
phenomena into a visible pat
FIG. 21
For example, the actern.
TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAPH
tual development of an r -f
response, curve can be viewed
on the screen of a cathoderay tube as the circuit is brought into resonance; i -f resonance curves,
audio -frequency response, distortion, and power supply filter output
ripple are some of the many other valuable indications which the oscil
lograph is capable of producing in visible form on the screen.

Servicemen find their greatest
use for the oscillograph in the
alignment of receivers -- especially for high-fidelity, broad -band i -f
receivers. The alignment of frequency -modulated receivers can be carried out much faster and more accurately by means of the oscillograph
than by any other means.
tube.

The oscillograph shown in Fig. 21 has a three-inch cathode-ray
This is the standard size for oscilloscopes and oscillographs.

As can be seen from
the
illustration, a numbér of controls are
associated with the operation of the device. Each of these controls
has a very definite purpose. For instance, two of the controls take
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care of vertical and horizontal amplification of the signal input to
Another control varies the timing circuit for
the cathode-ray tube.
different types of curves or measurements. Two more controls take
This does
focus and intensity of the spot on the screen.
care of the
that each
not complete the description, but it will serve to show you
of the controls has a definite task to perform.
type
An oscillograph is not the
ried about, due to its size and weight;
types of apparatus.
ile than other
oscilloscope, is best suited for use in

of instrument that can be car also, because it is more fragTherefore, the oscillograph, or
the

shop.

SHOP EQUIPMENT

The shop of a successful radio technician need not consist of a
complicated conglomeration of meters, switches, and controls --- although the equipment for the shop may be more extensive than that used
be
remembered that elaborate
for service calls. However, it should
equipment is more expensive than the fundamental tools and testing.
equipment required for ordinary service work. For example, a bench
similar
to that illustrated in Fig. 22 may cost as much as two
panel
hundred to three hundred dollars.

FIG. 22
ELABORATE BENCH PANEL

A shop panel of this
ideal in layout and
type represents
the
This panel of instruments makes it possible for the techequipment.
nician to perform practically every kind of test that may ever be required.

Also, there is a certain amount of psychology connected with a
shop having a panel layout similar to that shown in Fig. 22. An instrument panel of this type is usually very impressive
if
exposed to
the view of the general public, or to any customer who might enter the
Thus, even though it may not be used very often, it may pay dishop.
vidends in boosting one's
The
customer, upon viewing a
reputation.
N
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panel containing such fine-looking apparatus -- laid out neatly,
and
well illuminated -- will immediately form a good opinion
of your
ability.
The
pense just
ple bench
sive as an

enterprising radioman need not necessarily go to such ex
to acquire a group of impressive
instruments.
A very sim
and test panel, if well laid out, will often be as impres
expensive arrangement.
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1.

-

What three test instruments are.most necessary in order
for a serviceman to satisfactorily analyze the operation of and repair radio apparatus?

2.

-

How can a single meter be made to measure several ranges of voltage?

3.

-

Explain how a single meter
both current and voltage.

4.

-

What is a "Dynamic Signal Analyzer," and
poses is it used?

5.

-

Explain the reason for multiplying a voltage or current
reading on a multi -range meter by the maximum value of
the range.

6.

-

7.

-

What is a service oscillator?

8.

-

Name the six most important hand tools used for radió
repair and service work.
a
b

9.

10.

(a)
(b)

-

may be used for measuring
for what pur-

What is an analyzer?
What functions does it usually perform?

Does an ohmmeter actually measure resistance?
Explain your answer.'

Describe the manner in which shunt resistances are used
to increase the current ranges of a milliammeter.

-

-

-
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ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS
Old types of receivers were built specifically for use with an
outdoor antenna. When installing one of these older receivers, the
usual practice was to run a few feet of wire under the rug or around
This
the molding of the room.
type of antenna gave satisfactory
results on local stations, but
its. performance was frequently
poor during the reception of
signals from distant stations.
Modern receivers generally have
a factory -built antenna system
installed in the cabinet, but
with provisions for connecting
an outdoor antenna when better
long-distance reception is desired.

BARE ANTENNA WIRE

ANTENNA .1NJVLATOR

-BRACE WIPE

CóRo

STAND -OFF TYPE

ri

RECE/ VER

_

-'^WALL /h(SULAroRJ
.

KNOB

While the actual installation of an antenna is usually

TYPE

;T1
WINDOW

simple matter, there are,
nevertheless, several important
factors which must be taken into
a

INSULATED W/R,E

¡¡
11

consideration.
The illustration presented
1 shows the relation
between the various units which
go together to make up a com-

in Fig.

vs

LI6NTNING

''INJULATED WIRE

A22E5TER

plete antenna and grounding
Study this drawing
system.
carefully so that the entire
layout will become a clear picture in your mind. This will
enable you to visualize the installation as we continue our

discussion.

WATER PIPE
._..

DAMP SOIL.

FIG.
TYPICAL ANTENNA INSTALLATION
I

DETAILS

OF

A
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LOCATION FOR THE ANTENNA

The first problem confronting us concerns the LOCATION for the
antenna, and the type to be used. In Fig. 2 you are shown a typical
"inverted L" type antenna, suspended horizontally between a house and
garage. This type of antenna is very popular because of its simplicity
It is also neat in appearance.
of construction and good performance.
The location for any type of outdoor antenna depends greatly uppoints from which it can be
on the general surroundings and
possible
that the
Its location should also be such
satisfactorily suspended.
lead-in wire can be run to
conveniently.
the receiver

Returning to Fig.2, you
will observe that this particular form of antenna con
sists of a horizontal, eleThe
lead-in
vated wire.
wire, extending downward at
one end, gives it the shape
of an inverted "L" --- from
which it derives its name.
It
is preferable to extend
wire above
elevated
the
ground throughout its entire length-- and as far as
possible from trees, buildings and other bodies which
make contact with ground.

objects
All grounded
such as metal roofs, trees,
and structures of all kinds,
located near the antenna
wire, have a tendency to
absorb signal energy and thereby reduce the signal "picked up" by the
antenna. Therefore, keep as much of the antenna as possible out in
the "clear." Fig. 2 is a good example of this.
FIG. 2
INVERTED "L" TYPE ANTENNA

Also observe in Fig. 2 that an insulator is placed at each end
of the elevated wire so that this wire will be thoroughly insulated
from its points of suspension. The mast on the garage roof is equipped with a pulley so that the elevated portion of the antenna can be
kept fairly taut, and thus be prevented from swaying on windy days. A
swinging antenna is undesirable, as it leads to premature wear at the
connections; in some instances
this has been found to be reand
"fading"
sponsible for
Nwar
noisy reception.
tine

Antenna

Another important point
is to keep
in mind
to bear
antenna as far away as
the
possible from power lines. If
conditions make it necessary
for the antenna to be located
near a power line, then place
the elevated horizontal wire
at right angles to the line.

Whenever an antenna is
erected near and parallel to

.41.M

..........
.......

"...WW...II
Min..~

FIG. 3

ERECTING AN ANTENNA NEAR

A

POWER LINE
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power lines that carry an alternating current, the magnetic field which
continually builds up and collapses around the power line (due to current reversals through it) will react upon the antenna and induce humIf the power line carries a diming and interference noise into it.
interference noises (manrect current, it is quite likely to induce
made static) into the antenna. Such noises may have their origin at
some distant point, but are carried and radiated by the power line.
If there is no alternative, and you are compelled to suspend some
portion of the antenna near a power line, then follow as closely as
possible the method illustrated
Here you will see
in Fig. 3.
that the antenna is quite close
to a power line, but all portions
of it are at right angles to the
line. By applying this method,
the inductive effects between
can
the power line and antenna
be kept at a minimum,
ERECTING ANTENNAS ON ROOFS

Quite often, a very limited area of ground space is avail
able over which the elevated por
tion of the antenna can be suspended, as is generally the case
in crowded residential districts.

you
such circumstances,
FIG. 4
can erect an antenna such as ilANTENNA ERECTED ON GABLE -TYPE ROOF
lustrated in Fig. 4. Since the
roof of this house is of the gathe most convenient
ble type,
method for erecting the antenna is to fasten a wooden mast at the peak
elevated wire is then suspended from one gable to
of each gable. The
the other, parallel to the roof.

Under

Whenever masts are used to
to use wood rather than pipe or

support an antenna, it is advisable
Iron and steel have a greater
steel.
tendency to absorb radio energy and,
the strength of
therefore, reduce
the signal received by the antenna.

Also observe in Fig. 4 how the
lead-in wire is kept clear of the
house by means of a wooden stick and
insulator. This is important because
the closer the lead-in wire is placed to the building, the more nearly
will the antenna system be grounded.
The latter condition results in a
definite loss of signal energy.

FIG. 5
ANOTHER ROOF ANTENNA

The method illustrated in Fig. 5
is also sometimes used when antennas
are erected on a roof -- particularto
home -owner objects
ly when the

the overhead installation of Fig. 4,
because of its appearance. In the
case of Fig. 5, two wooden arms are
The antenna
mounted so as to project beyond the eaves of the roof.
wire is then suspended on insulators between them. Thus, the antenna
not be quite as
is kept clear of the building; and although it will
N
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efficient as an antenna of the overhead type, it will, nevertheless,
meet certain requirements.
In Fig. 6 is shown an
antenna erected on top of
a
flat
Here, two
roof.
masts are mounted on the
roof and the elevated wire
is suspended between them.
The masts should be
thoroughly braced with adequate
guy wires, and at
least
should be
two insulators
included
in each guy wire
so as to isolate it as com
pletely as possible from
contact with any grounded
object.

ANTENNA

F IG. 6
INSTALLED ON

Iron wire may be used
for the guy wires,but rope
is preferable
because it
will not absorb radio energy so readily.
A

FLAT ROOF

In Fig.6 you will also
see that precautions have
been taken to keep the lead-in wire clear of the building along its
entire length from the elevated wire to the point at which it enters
the building.
ADDITIONAL ANTENNA SUPPORTS

Sometimes, a tree is located in such a position as to be desirable for supporting one end of the antenna. If you use a tree for this
purpose, be sure that none of the branches contact the insulated section of the antenna.
One method of preventing the antenna from contacting the tree is
to the tree, connect an antenna
or wire
to fasten one end of a rope
insulator to the other end of this wire, and then attach the antenna
wire to the insulator. Thus, the insulated portion of the antenna is
kept out in the clear.

FIG. 7

USING

A

TREE

AND SCREW -HOOK FOR ANTENNA SUPPORT
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A tree cannot be considered as a very rigid antenna support, because it is subject to swaying on windy days. Therefore, it is advisable to suspend the other end of the antenna to a rigid support such
as a building or mast and to provide some means whereby the slack in
the antenna is always ,'taken up," so as to compensate for any movement
of the tree. One method of doing this is to use a pulley and a weight,
as shown in Fig. 7.

Another method for preventing slack and swaying is to
insert a coil spring between
the antenna and a rigid support,
as suggested in Fig. 8. The up
per illustration in Fig.8 shows
a
close-up view of the coil
spring, and the manner in which
the ends of
into
it is hooked
insulators. An alternate
two
method for attaching the coil
spring between the antenna insu
lator and a hook in a wall is
shown in the lower illustration.

.

s rlynslnmmal OM
z

m;nln

rj1j041.1

Sprin.5
Ivlsulator--'

Sprin

Antenna

Insulator

VERTICAL TYPE ANTENNA

of antenna is
This type
extremely popular in large cisuburban
ties, or in crowded
install
to
It is easy
areas.
and is highly efficient for local and not too distant receptypes of
Two different
tion.
shown in
are
antennas
vertical
Fig. 9 -- and three methods for
mounting them.

,05

Lead-in
wire

FIG. 8

SPRING SUSPENSION FOR THE ANTENNA

All three of these antennas are of the telescoping type; that is,
they are made of hollow sections which slide inside each other. After
being installed, the sections are pulled out to full length, which may
anywhere
be
from eight to
fifteen feet.
Notice that
antenna
the
shown at (A) is

connected

to

lead-in and
also grounded
to a vent pipe
that protrudes
the
through
It
is
roof.
not necessary
that the anten
na be mounted
in such a posi
tion that it
can always be
the

grounded
FIG.

9

VERTICAL -ROD ANTENNA INSTALLATION

in

manner;
this
the
however,
special coup N
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ling unit incorporated in the base of this antenna requires grounding.
The other type of antenna, illustrated at (B) and (C), is connected di
rectly to the lead-in wire -- no direct ground connection being used

Brackets are supplied, which allow these antennas to be mounted
correctly under various conditions. Usually, they are mounted on the
roof of a dwelling, as shown in the illustrations.
METHODS OF INSTALLING WOODEN MASTS

Antenna masts can be mounted on a building in a number of different ways. The type of mounting and method of fastening the mast
are dependent upon the position and place at which it is to be erected.
Three different sug
gestions for fasten
ing a wooden mast
to a building are
offered in Fig. 10.
The mounting
methods
shown in
Fig.10 are all very

simple. At (A) the
mast is fastened to
end -gable
the
of
The
the building.
mast does not nece5
sarily have
to
be
installed directly
at
the peak of the
roof,
but,
since
this is the highest
point of the building, it is
usually
the most desirable
location.
II

Wood

most
Bolts Through
straps a.id mast'

irOn

/ron straps

FIG.

10

SUGGESTIONS FOR MOUNTING WOODEN ANTENNA MASTS

Notice that a
thick block of wood
is
placed between
the lower end of the
mast and the outer
wall surface of the
gable. This block
should
be
thick
enough to bring the
bottom of the mast
out even with the
projection of the
eaves.
Heavy, flat
iron straps hold the
mast rigidly in position.

Guy wires are not necessary if the antenna
is
to run parallel
with the peak of the house. However, if the antenna wire is to extend

away from the house, guy wires should be fastened about half way up on
the mast and anchored securely so that their pull
is exerted in a direction opposing that of the antenna wire. It is wise to use at least
one insulator in each guy wire.
At (B) is shown a means for mounting a mast on a flat surface.
case, a flat
piece of board (about 1" thick) is first nailed

In this
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Then, two heavy blocks of wood are push
to the lower end of the mast.
ed up tightly against
sides of the mast and nailed both to the
the
mast and the bottom board. The whole assembly can- now be fastened
easily to any flat surface. Several guy wires must be used with this
type of installation in order to hold the mast rigidly.

Still another type of mast mounting is shown att(C). Here the
mast is fastened directly to the peak of the roof. Notice that a "V" This allows
shaped notch is sawed out of the lower end of the mast.
Two flat Pieces of heavy
the mast to fit down snugly over the peak.
strap iron are bent to the desired angle, and fastened to the mast with
bolts. Several holes, drilled in the extended portion of the iron
straps, permit the whole assembly to be fastened securely to the roof
surface with lag screws or bolts. At least four guy wires are necessary to hold this mast in position.
HEIGHT OF ANTENNA

among laymen that the higher
It seems to be the popular opinion
that an antenna on the roof of a high
the antenna, the better -- and
building is more efficient than one located only 25 feet above the
However, things do not
ground.
actually work out in this way,
because the PHYSICAL height and
fA.nEtnna
the EFFECTIVE height of the antenna must be considered.
Lead -ín

--- -

wire

Fig. 11 will help to illus
trate what we mean by the terms
"physical height ' and "effective
height." By physical height",
we mean the vertical distance be
tween the ground (earth) and the
elevated antenna wire. The "effective height" of an antenna is
the distance as measured from
the elevated antenna wire to the
nearest grounded object.

Z.

Physical

ighE

Effective
height
e

1

For example, let us assume
that the roof of a certain apart
ment building is 50 feet above
Wall
the anlevel, and that
ground
suspended
between
two
is
tenna
masts 15 feet above a mass of
metal work which in some way or
other is connected to ground -such as a drainage system for wa
Under these circumstances,
ter.
the PHYSICAL height of the antenna will be 50 feet plus 15
FIG. 11
The EFFECTIVE
feet, or 65 feet.
PHYSICAL AND EFFECTIVE HEIGHT OF ANTENNA
height, however, will be only 15
Therefore, the ability of
feet.
pick up
this installation to
radio signals will be approximately equivalent to tha t obtained from
an ordinary antenna which is erected only 15 feet above the ground.

importan.t, we
Since it is the EFFECTIVE height which is most
give this dimension precedence over any other when erec ting the antenIt has been found from long experimentation that f or the ordinary
na.
receiving type antenna, no particular advantage is ga =ned by erecting
it at an effective height exceeding 25 feet.
N
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LENGTH OF ANTENNA

The length of the antenna also affects reception in somewhat the
same manner as does height.
That is,the longer the antenna, the great
er will be the signal pick-up -- but, the static pick-up also increases
with an increase in the length of the antenna. Another important fact
to be
considered is that a long antenna has a tendency to make a receiver less selective.

Since modern receivers are very
sensitive,
the
signal energy
picked up by the antenna need not be quite as great as with the older
type receivers in order to provide good reception.
Therefore, to keep
static at a minimum, and at the same time, preserve selectivity, it is
preferable not to make the antenna too long. For all ordinary purposes, the
length of the antenna, as measured between its suspension
insulators, should not be greater than 60 feet.
ANTENNA WIRE

Hard -drawn copper wire of a #14 B & S size, or larger, may be
used for the antenna.
It may be of the solid or stranded type, bare
or enamel -coated.
Copper, as you have already learned, is a good electrical conduc
tor -- but when bare copper wire is exposed to atmospheric conditions,
it will in a short time become
coated with copper oxide. The copper
oxide is produced by a chemical action between the copper and the oxygen contained in the air.
It is a very poor electrical conductor, and
will, therefore, seriously affect the conducting qualities of the antenna wire.

Radio -frequency currents have a natural tendency to confine them
selves quite close to the surface of a conductor through which they
flow, rather than passing through the
central portion of the wire.
This is commonly spoken of as "skin effect." Therefore, since the cop
per oxide forms on the exposed surface of the wire, it will reduce the
efficiency of the most effective part of the conductor.
To prevent the formation of copper oxide, it has become the popu
lar practice to coat copper wire with enamel.
This protective coating
of enamel prevents the oxygen of the air from coming in direct contact
with the copper and thereby prevents the copper from becoming oxidized.
For this reason, it is advantageous to use enamel -coated copper wire
for outdoor antennas.

Stranded antenna wire consists of about
#22 B & S size wire, twisted together to form a
type of wire can be obtained with or without an
ed wire can be handled with greater
ease than
is more flexible.

seven lengths of #26 to
single conductor. This
enamel coating. Strand
solid wire, because it

Another advantage derived from stranded wire is that twisting
several individual wires together provides a greater surface area than
offered by a solid conductor of equal current -carrying capacity. And,
since high -frequency currents confine themselves to the surface of a
conductor, stranded wire offers less resistance to their flow than
does a solid wire.
ANTENNA

INSULATORS

Since very little
signal energy is available at the antenna, we
must make an effort to get as much of this energy as possible to the
receiver. We have already seen to it that the antenna is most favorably
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located,and that the proper type of wire is used. The next step is to
select the correct type of insulator with which to suspend the antenna.
Pyrex glass, porcelain, and various molded compositions are the
most common materials used in the construction of antenna insulators.
Of these, the glass and porcelain types shown in Fig. 12 are most used.
those appearing at
The insulator shown at (A) is made of glass, while
(B) and (C) are made of porcelain.

As you will observe, the insulators (A)
and (B) are provided with a series of ridges
The purpose of these
at
their mid -sections.
the effective distance
ridges is to increase
between the two ends of the insulator without
the need for using an insulator of excessive
length. The effective length of the antenna
insulator to a great measure determines the
amount of leakage current which may pass over
the insulator surface from one end to the oth
This leakage current, and resulting loss
er.
of signal energy, can be kept to a minimum by
using an insulator of greater effective length.
Notice that a hole is provided at each end of
(A)
and (B) so that wires can ce
insulators
attached to them conveniently.
shown at (C) is
The type of insulator
called by various names, such as::' egg-insula
insulator, and airplane -type intor, strain
FIG. 12
last mentioned
sulator. The reason for the
ANTENNA INSULATORS
name is that this type of insulator offers a
low wind resistance, and therefore is used to
aboard
a great extent on radio installations
aircraft. For standard antenna installations, this type of insulator
finds its greatest application as a guy wire insulator. The construction of the insulator is such as to give it great strength and resisThus, its extensive
tive qualities to a constant and heavy strain.
use as a guy wire insulator is quite apparent.

All good insulators have a smooth surface so that water and dust
Such accumulations will reduce
will not accumulate on them readily.
resistance across the surface of the insulator, and
the electrical
thereby permit a greater leakage current to flow. Porcelain insulators
are glazed so as to obtain a smooth surface. Remember -- for best results, use good insulators.
THE LEAD-IN

to
the elevated
It is not advisable to splice the lead-in wire
There are two important reasons for this: first, it is
antenna wire.
not very convenient to do a good soldering job at such a point out-ofthe ordinary type of soldering iron; second, this
doors, when using
is a possibility
part of the antenna is subject to swaying, and there
The
latter condition may at some
of the connection working loose.
later time cause crackling noises to be reproduced by the receiver.

A better method of joining the lead-in to the antenna is illustrated at the top of Fig. 13. Here you will see that a separate piece
of wire, about 18 inches long, is passed through one hole of the. supporting insulator. Both ends of this wire are then twisted firmly
In this way, the antenna wire
around the antenna wire at two points.
will not pass through the insulator at all, and will serve as a part
of the lead-in as well.
N
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Another method for fastening the
antenna wire to the insulator is sug
gested by the bottom illustration of
Fig. 13. Here, the antenna wire
is
inserted through the insulator hole,
itself a couple of
twisted around
times
and then
lead-in circuit.

FIG.

13

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE LEAD-IN

run on down to the

The lead-in wire to the receiver
should be kept as short as possible,
and at least 6 inches away from the
building. Stand-off insulators, such
as shown
in Fig. 14, will assist in
keeping the lead-in wire clear of
Stand-off
insulators
the building.
of
the
type illustrated at (A) and
(D) are generally made of glazed por
celain, and are provided with a flat
base having the necessary holes so
that the unit can be fastened to any
wall surface conveniently.

Some insulators of this type, as
tershown at (D), are furnished with a screw -and -nut terminal. This
minal can be used as a means for connecting together that portion of
the remaining
the lead-in still consisting of the antenna wire, and
part of the
lead-in which may be made with #14 B & S rubber -covered,
weatherproof wire.

where the heavy rubber The knob insulator shcwn at (B) is used
covered lead-in wire is to be run over a considerable distance under
the eaves of a house, or un
der the floor. This results
somewhat more rigid
in a
support of the lead-in wire
than that obtained by the
insulause of a stand-off
the one shown
tor such as
The insulator ilat (A).
lustrated at (A) is preferable when the lead-in wire
is to be run for short distances and where it will be
exposed to all kinds of
weather conditions.

Sometimes,

a

wooden

arm, with an insulator at
FIG. 14
its far end, will have to
STAND-OFF INSULATORS
be mounted to the building
as shown in several illustrations of this lesson, so that the lead-in wire will clear the roof.
shown at (C) is very handy for this
A stand-off insulator of the type
purpose. This insulator can be screwed into the end of the wooden arm.

Another use for this type of insulator is in cases where the
lead-in wire must be run over sharp corners or projections of the roof.
Various lengths of screw -in shanks can be obtained up to as long as
ten inches. Special fixtures that simplify the installation of antenna
These will be available'in
systems frequently appear on the market.
all of the larger radio supply stores; it is therefore well to keep in
touch with your local store and to familiarize yourself with them.
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ENTERING THE BUILDING

Lead-in

The next step is to run the lead
the building and thence, to
of Fig. 15 is
At
(A)
the receiver.
shown a simple method of entering the
lead-in under the window frame. Here
a special window strip is used to com
plete the connection between the outdoor and indoor lead-in wires.

wire

in into

Window strip

Insulated

Such window strips are made of
flat, flexible copper conductors equip
ped with weatherproof insulation, and
having a terminal at each end. By
placing it in the position here shown,
and bending it to the shape required,
possible to close
be
it will still
The wiring between the
the window.
receiver, and the point at which the
the building
lead-in wire enters
should preferably be made with a #1$
single
rubber -covered,
size
B & S
braid fixture wire.

This indoor wire should be concealed as much as possible on its way
This can be done by
to the receiver.
running it along the top of the baseboard, holding it in place with instaples or upholstery tacks
sulated
placed every few .feet, as found paces
This wire may also be concealsary.
ed in wooden molding or other advantageous woodwork, or it can be hidden
under carpets.

strip

.

Sr1.-61;j21
i :n /%i
:

To

m..ceiver

Lead-in

wire

I

porcelain
`ru b e

To

73.

g

ape

receiver

Fla.
BRINGING LEAD-IN

15

INTO THE BUILDING

At times, it may be more desirlead-in wire up
able to bring the
through the floor, directly below the receiver. In this case, the enpoint below floor level by
trance to the building can be made at some
running the wire through a vent, using a
porcelain tube insulator, or window strip.
can be drilled
If necessary, a hole
through the wall at the desired point;
enough to acthis hole should be large
insulator, as
tube
a
porcelain
commodate
shown by (B) ofFig. 15. Notice that the
on a slant so that upon
hole is drilled
inserting the porcelain tube, its outdoor end will be lower than its indoor
end; this will prevent water from passing
It is also im_
through it into the room.
portant that the "head" of the tube be
placed indoors, and that friction tape
be wrapped around the outer end of the
The tape prethe wall.
tube, close to
vents the tube from working its way .back
out of the wall.
F

IG. 16

"FEED -THROUGH" LEAD-IN

The lead-in wire should be bent down
ward into the form of a loop where it
N
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énters the porcelain tube. This i3 done so that any accumulation of
water on the lead-in wire will not run into the building through the
tube.
If the lead-in wire epters
the
building below floor level, it
can be supported by insulators fastened to the joists, up to the point
where it is desired to bring the wire up through the floor, and to the
receiver.

Still another type of lead-in device is shown in Fig. 16.
This
called the "feed through" type. This lead-in fixture comprises two
separate stand-off insulators, one short and the other fairly long;
several sections of uniform, round insulator bushing material; and a
long, threaded brass rod.
To install it, a hole is first drilled thru
the wall or window frame, large enough to allow the sections of insulating bushing to fit snugly. Several sections of the bushing are then
pushed into the hole until it is filled, flush with both the outer and
inner wall surfaces. Then, the threaded brass rod is inserted through
the central hole of the insulator bushing, and the short stand-off insulator pushed on the brass rod from inside
the room -- one nut being
screwed on to hold it in position.
The long stand-off insulator is
placed on the rod at the outer wall surface, and a nut is screwed on
the rod to hold it in place.
The two nuts are tightened so as to hold
the stand-off insulators firmly against the, surfaces of the wall.
is

The outer portion of the lead-in wire is attached to the outdoor
end of the brass rod and a nut is applied to hold the wire in place.
Another wire is similarly attached to the indoor end of the lead-in
device and is extended to the receiver as already explained.
THE GROUND CONNECTION

The wire which connects the receiver to
ground should be as short as possible; however,
no special
precautions need be taken regarding
its insulation.
A #14 B & S
rubber insulated
wire with a braid covering can be used for this
purpose.

One way of extending the ground wire to the
point of grounding is to drill a hole in the
floor, directly below the receiver.
The ground
wire can be run through this hole and fastened
to the nearest cold water pipe. This connection
can be made with a screw -type clamp as shown at
(A) of Fig. 17, or b
means of one of the clamps
illustrated at
(B)
or (C).
Illustration (C)
shows how the clamp is fastened around a cold water pipe and how the ground wire is fastened
Be sure to scrape the pipe clean of all
to it.
rust, paint, or other coating, before applying
the ground clamp. Make this connection as tight
as possible.

A copper plate about 2 feet square, and bur
10 feet deep in moist earth,
will also provide a good ground connection. A
bolt can be used to fasten the ground wire to
the plate.
ied in a hole about

FIG. 17

GROUND CONNECTOR CLAMP

To insure good
contact between the plate
and the earth, dump a generous quantity of char
coal and salt into the hole before placing the.
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platé in position; then put some more charcoal and salt on top of the
Water the
plate. Add water and fill'in the hole with damp earth.
ground from time to time so that it will always remain moist.
ground wire
If desired, the
can be run out through the window
or through a porcelain tube, and
fastened to a 6 -foot length of iron
pipe which has been driven into
This type of ground
moist earth.
connection is shown in Fig. 18.

Symbol

To4.heJ
receiver

Pipe

I

When used outdoors,
braid is soon attacked by
covered wire
the weather. This causes the cloth
Therefore, it
braid to peel off.
better to use a conductor havis
insulation for
ing weatherproof
this purpose.
//c

APPLICATION OF ANTENNA -GROUND
POWER OUTLETS

include
Modern architects
wiring facilities for combination
FIG. 18
power, and antenna -ground outlet
ANCTHER FORM OF GROUND CONNECTION
boxes in new homes. This fixture
similar to a double -receptacle
is
power outlet, with the exception
that the slot for the ground connection is placed at an angle td that
clearly at the left
for the antenna connection. This is illustrated
is shown a front -view of the face -plate which fits
of Fig. 19, where
over the outlet box and receptacle assembly.
A special plug is provided for the antenna -ground receptacle,
which will fit it properly. The receiver power plug will also fit
its receptacle properly but neither of these plugs will fit the receptacle for which it is
not intended. Thus,
wrong connections are
ANteMNa 9/OMNd
prevented.

'

connector ploy

A

Out/et box
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i
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Gro40nd
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Two -wire

S

lead-is

cord to
receiver

i
N

Face P/svte

COHDN/t
To

power

Outlets of this
type are installed in
above
the wall, just
the baseboard, and are
often placed in at
least two corners of
each room in which a
radio is likely to be
installed.
One
precaution
which must be rigidly
observed when install
ing an antenna -ground
outlet box is to use
either BX metal cable
power .lines
for the
run the
else
to
power lines through
rigid conduit right
up to the outlet box.

or

METHOD OF

FIG. 19
INSTALLING ANTENNA -GROUND POWER OUTLET

N
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In fact, this metal enclosure
should be run into the box,
at least one inch, so
as
to
serve as a shield around the
wires almost up to the point
where they are attached to
the screws of the receptacle.
The antenna lead-in and the
ground wire must be kept as
far away as possible from the

power supply wires to prevent
any hum from being introduced
The illus
into the receiver.
tration at the right of Fig. 19
shows how this wiring should
be done.
TWO -WIRE ANTENNAS

If space
is
limited so
that only a very short outdoor antenna can be erected,
the signal pick-up can be increased somewhat by using an

FIG. 20
TWO -WIRE, SHORT ANTENNA

antenna
system similar
to
that shown in Fig. 20.
Here
two comparatively short lengths of wire are arranged parallel to each
other. Each length is completely insulated, and the wires are held
apart by a wooden cross -arm at each end.
The
separation between the
two wires may be around
three feet. The wires are connected together
at one end by the lead-in which is extended to the receiver by one of
the methods already described.
INDOOR ANTENNAS

Although indoor antennas are not as efficient as the outdoor
types, there are times when you will be called upon to make an indoor
installation. This will be necessary in such instances
where the receiver has no
self-contained
antenna, or where the home -owner
does not want an outdoor antenna, or when an outdoor antenna
is
impractical because of inQoo
%/ /i i///// '
stallation difficulties.
Mo/dirrg
A simple

indoor

r. /

antenna

is illustrated in Fig. 21. Here
a wire is
concealed as much as
possible in the groove of the

molding all around the room. A
total length of 25 to 30 feet
will meet most requirements.
#18 B & S fixture wire can be
used for this purpose.
Metallic braid, woven into a flat ribbon, and decoratively colored, is also available for this purpose. This is
generally called"ribbon aerial"
and is sold by most of the lard
er radio supply concerns in 60 foot rolls.

II

//¡ i/

\\\Nk\\\`
FIG. 21
INDOOR ANTENNA
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Another method for installing an indoor antenna (provided that
no sheet metal roof 3.s used) is to suspend an antenna wire in the atknobs or antenna insulators to hold the wire in
tic, using porcelain
This
is
position.
shown in Fig. 22.
The antenna wire
should be kept as
AItCHvIL7
far as possible
J
from the lighting
circuit wires,and
JJ
if the wire is to
To AnE.-Grnd
1
be doubled back
.1-7/1:7,'
outlet box
_
increase the
to
,-I,./
antenna
length,
Jtrr
each run should
be separated from
one next to
the
by about two
it
feet.

r

.
/J»rLl

s.-'-

/r
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APPLICATION OF THE
COUNTERPOISE
ANTENNA

'

FIG. 22
INSTALLED IN THE ATTIC

In
such lo
calities where it
ground connection (due to dry, rocky,
is impossible to obtain a good
sandy soil), the conventional grounding system can be replaced with a
COUNTERPOISE.

The method
of using a counterpoise is illustrated in Fig. 23.
As you will observe, this system consists of a conventional type of
elevated antenna wire in combination with another wire which is extend
ed parallel to the antenna wire
The
and directly beneath it.
latter replaces the usual ground
system.

FIG. 23
COUNTERPOISE ANTENNA SYSTEM

The lower wire is called the
COUNTERPOISE. It may consist of
as used
of wire
the same type
for the antenna, and should be
insulated from ground with the
same care as employed for the
The antenna lead-in
antenna.
wire is connected to the antenna
terminal of the receiver in the
usual way; the lead-in wire from
the counterpoise is connected to
ground terminal of the rethe
ceiver.

Ordinarily, the counterpoise
about 1 to 2 feet
is suspended
above the ground; but in some cases, it is more practical to elevate it
approximately 8 or 10 feet above ground so as to clear obstructions.
The counterpoise is not so effective as a good ground connection,
but it is superior to a poor ground system.

Quite often, several parallel wires, separate from each other by
In fact,
or so, are used together to form the counterpoise.
feet
two
roof, or other metallic mass of considerable size may
a sheet metal
often be used as a satisfactory counterpoise.
N
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SUBSTITUTE ANTENNA DEVICES

From time to time the market has been flooded with a number of
antenna
substitutes or antenna eliminator devices. Several of these
are illustrated in Fig. 24.
Since then, the "electric socket adapter"
type, shown at (A), has been banned by
the National Board of Fire
Underwriters because of its fire hazard and danger of electric shock.
The "aerial eliminator" type at (B) is of no use whatever.
In a
later lesson you will find that the amount of signal picked up by an
antenna is dependent, not upon a large amount of wire which is compressed into a small space, but upon the capacity existing between the
antenna and ground; also upon
very
definite
lengths
of
straight wire which are suspended above the earth.

Both the electric socket
adapter type and the telephone
inductor type of antenna elim
inators (C) can be responsible for excessive amounts of
interference.
In
some
instances, the amount of.interference fed into the receiver
by these so-called
"eliminators" is sufficient to completely over -ride the station
signal.
Attempts to use the steam
radiator or water system as
an antenna (see
illustration
D of
Fig. 24) have resulted
in a number
of deaths due to
electric shock, especially in
instances where the receiver
was
FIG. 24
an ac -dc type. Very ofTYPES OF ANTENNA ELIMINATORS TO BE AVOIDED
ten,this type of receiver has
side of the power line
one
grounded directly to
the reIf the receiver's ground -terminal (which is normally
ceiver chassis
insulated from the chassis in such receivers) should happen to become
shorted to the chassis, it is probable that the full power line voltage will be applied to the ground terminal.
Anyone taking hold of the
ground terminal and a water pipe, at the same time, might then have a
high voltage applied across his body.
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

Every first-class outdoor antenna installation should include a
lightning arrester, especially
in
those districts where electrical
storms are frequent.
The atmosphere is always electrically charged 'to a greater or
lesser degree, and similar charges accumulate on the antenna. Ordinar
ily, these electrical, or so-called static charges, are present in the antenna in a weak form and discharge themselves harmlessly to ground,
by passing through the antenna coil within the receiver. The only indication of their passage is a crackling noise in the loudspeaker.
-3

During electrical storms, the antenna may become electrically
charged to quite a high voltage, and if permitted to discharge to
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ground through the receiver in the usual way, may damage the receiver
To prevent such an occurrence, it is advisable to
or start a fire.
install a lightning arrester in the antenna system.
The internal construction of a typical lightning arrester is ilillustration carefully, you
lustrated in Fig. 25. By studying this
will observe that this unit consists of a glass bulb in which the ends
separated from each other by a slight
of two metallic electrodes are
A vacuum exists within this glass enclosure.
distance.
A fiber tubing surrounds the glass bulb and an enclosure, made
assembled unit. One of the elecof insulative material, seals the
trodes is connected to a terminal which is to be connected to ground.
The other electrode is connected to the arrester terminal which is to
be connected to the antenna, as well as to the antenna terminal of the

receiver.
A bakelite hood serves as an insulative cap over the unit, and
also serves to support the antenna terminal and to protect the arrestThe
arrester is installed in the antenna system, as
water.
er from
illustrated in Fig. 1 of this lesson.

From the explanation so far given,
that even though the
you will notice
lightning arrester is installed out-ofdoors, its electrodes are actually connected across the receiver's antenna
coil. Under ordinary conditions, the
electrical charges accumulated by the
antenna will discharge to ground through
the voltage
coil; but, if
the antenna
charge on the antenna exceeds 500 volts
electrical
(which may occur during
storms), the voltage will be sufficient
for the charge to produce an arc across
The reason
in
the arrester.
the gap
for this is that the lightning arrester
gap has a much lower impedance at this
high voltage than does the antenna coil.
Thus, the
spark -discharge is kept out
of the receiver, and the receiver equip
ment and building are thereby protected.
The lightning arrester
will not,
protection in
however, offer adequate
a
bolt
that
of lightning
the event
strikes the antenna directly; but this
The sole
is not very likely to happen.
purpose of the arrester is to prevent
the accumulation of an electrical charge
to any excessive amount.

FIG. 25

CONSTRUCTION

OF

LIGHTNING ARRESTER

LIGHTNING SWITCH

Sometimes a lightning switch is used, as suggested in Fig. 26,
instead of the lightning arrester. This switch is an ordinary commeron a porcelain
switch, mounted
single -pole, double -throw
cial type
The switch is
installed in the circuit out-of-doors, the same
base.
Its center terminal is connected to the antenna, one
as the arrester.
of its remaining terminals isconnected to the antenna terminal of the
The receiver ground
receiver while the other is connected to ground.
lead is also connected to this latter terminal.
N
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When the receiver is in use, the switch is closed in the upper
position, thereby connecting the antenna to the receiver.
During
storms, and when the receiver is not in use, the switch
is
closed in
the lower position; this connects
the antenna
directly to ground,
and thus prevents
any accumulation of electrical charges upon
it.
ESTIMATING AN ANTENNA INSTALLATION

When a prospective customer
approaches you for information on
the
cost of installing a receiving antenna, you should
proceed
to determine the type of receiver
he
owns, his
listening tastes,
and the
conditions under which
the antenna is to be installed.
If
the prospective customer
owns an expensive, high -quality
receiver, he will naturally desire
an antenna installation in
keeping with the type of receiver.
On the other hand, if he is a "shortwave fan", it is a good policy to
install a type of antenna which is designed primarily for good shortwave reception. Finally, study the conditions under which the antenna
installed and select the proper type of antenna to best fit
is to be
the particular requirements.
FIG. 26
APPLICATION OF THE LIGHTNING SWITCH

It is possible to obtain materials
of several different qualities with which to
construct an antenna system, to purchase the complate antenna system in kit form, or to buy it piece by piece as re quired. In any case, the quality of parts purchased in a dime store"
is on a par with the price.

Other important factors to be considered follow: Enameled antenna wire costs more than plain wire, but the advantages of the enameled type over a period of time will more than make up for the difference in price.
Glass
insulators have a very high leakage factor, but
porcelain insulators are even worse because they absorb moisture. If
glass insulators are to be used, the pyrex type is much more desirable
because of its greater purity which results in less leakage at the
higher frequencies. Several other types of high -quality insulators,
made of special low -loss materials such as isolantite, are also available and highly desirable.

Lead-in wire and lead-in insulators are very important, because
leakage in this portion of the antenna system is quite extensive due
to the framework or masonry of a building being highly
conductive.
Therefore, only the best type of insulated lead-in wire and insulators
should be employed.
The quality of the installation depends much upon the method of
entering the building. The feed -through method shown in Fig. 16 will
prevent excessive current leakage, but is, of course, somewhat more
expensive than the other types.
A noise -reducing shortwave antenna
system should be installed
for best shortwave reception. Later on in your course, you will study
the theory of operation and installation of noise -reducing antennas
systems. However, many commercial
and shortwave doublet
types of
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kits are available which contain all instructions
shortwave antenna
necessary for their installation.

Whether or not the installation will require a long antenna or a
short antenna depends much upon the particular conditions under which
For instance, if the amount of space
the antenna is to be installed.
is limited to a roof -top, then it
antenna
the
mounting
for
available
might be preferable to install a two -wire antenna of the type shown in
Fig. 20, or an attic antenna of the type shown in Fig. 22.

All of the conditions mentioned should be investigated thoroughly before giving an estimate on the cost for installing an antenna.
Also, be sure to make a list of the length of antenna wire, lead-in
wire, insulators and other parts needed. Once the requirements have
been learned, it is an easy matter to figure the cost of the parts.
By multiplying the cost of parts by 1.5 and adding your labor charge
for the installation, you can give the customer a fair estimate of
what it will cost him to have the antenna installed.

The information contained in this lesson will take care of all
conventional forms of antenna installations so that you should now be
With
in a position to convert this instruction into cash immediately.
out a doubt, there is a great need for first-class antennas in your
community. We earnestly urge you to impress this fact upon the set owners and thus avail yourself of the opportunity to do the job as it
should be done. You may rest assured that a critical customer will
note a marked improvement in the performance of his receiver, and you,
in turn, will find this work profitable.

quite thoroughly in this lesWe have covered receiver antennas
you will find additional incourse,
sections
of
the
other
son, but in
formation regarding special antenna designs such as the static -reject
ing type, all -wave antenna systems, etc.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESS
1.

-

Does a tree provide
antenna wire?

2.

-

How
wire?
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good support for one end of an

does corrosion affect the resistance of an antenna

3.

-

Why

4.

-

How does

are "antenna substitutes" undesirable?
the

length

of

an antenna affect

its signal

pick -up?
5.

7.

-

-

Name five important points to be considered when deter mining the proper location for an antenna.

Describe how a lightning arrester
against heavy static discharges?

protects

Explain the difference
PHYSICAL height.

EFFECTIVE height and

between

a receiver

8..- (a) Name three methods which are employed
to enter the
lead-in wire
through the building to the receiver.
(b) Describe one method in detail.
9.

-

Why should the antenna wire be installed in a direction
perpendicular to a nearby power line?

10.

-

What is the PHYSICAL height of an antenna which is
mounted 20 feet above the roof of a building, if the
building is 40 feet high?
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DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Speakers are manufactured in many types -- including magnetic,
speaker predominates in
speakers. The dynamic
crystal, and dynamic
number and use over all of the other types combined. Modern dynamic
speakers still operate on the original principle, but the method of
manufacture, assembly, and performance of these speakers have all been
greatly improved.
As an example of the changes that
have been made in the underlying methods
of construction, notice
the small size
of the speaker presented in Fig. 1. This
speaker has a cone which is only three
inches in diameter, yet it provides good
sound reproduction
in
comparison with
much larger dynamic speakers of a few
years back.

.

Although the speaker in Fig. 1 is
a dynamic type, it does not have a field
The
coil as do electrodynamic speakers.
main magnetic field, in this case, is
furnished by a small but powerful per-

.

.

;

4k.

r.

FIG.
SMALL PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKER
I

manent magnet.
The permanent -magnet dynamic
speaker has gradually been gaining
the result that it is now being employed in commercial receivers almost as much as the electrodynamic type. Some of
permanent -magnet type speakers offer over the
the advantages which
electrodynamic types have already been covered in an earlier lesson.
in popularity, with

MODERN ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS COMPARED TO OLDER TYPES

An electrodynamic speaker is one in which the main magnetic field
obtained by means of a direct current which flown through a field
This field coil is wound in a circular form, with a hole at the
coil.
center, and consists of several hundred turns of enamel -covered copper
is

N
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The construction of speakers of different manufacture varies,.
wire.
but the component parts and operating principles are the same for all.
Several speakers of this type are shown in Fig. 2.
As will be observed in Fig. 3, the
component parts of all electrodynamic speakers consist of a cone housing (frame) made of stamped
sheet steel;a cone (usually made of special
paper); a voice coil, attached to the apex
of the cone; a field framer made
of heavy
iron, usually 3/8". to 1/2' thick; a round
central pole piece which protrudes through
a hole in the front plate, forming the junc
tion of the
cone housing and
the field
frame; a field coil; and a flexible support
(spider) which holds the cone in position.

Cones for modern speakers are made of
special, tough flexible paper -- and are
formed in one piece instead of being cut
and the ends cemented
together, as were
some
of the older types. By forming the
cone from one piece of paper, most of the
disadvantages of the older type of speaker
cones are eliminated, especially breaks oc
curring in the paper, along the joined edge.
a

Many new cones are made with ridges or
depressed rings formed in the paper. This
in the speaker
very clearly
can be seen
The purpose
shown at
the top of Fig. 2.
is to preof these rings or corrugations
vent the development of harmonic vibrasides of
tions at certain points in the
These
extraneous vibrathe paper wall.
tions often caused a disagreeable "tinny"
sound to be prominent in the output of the
older speakers.
The spider, or flexible
support which
voice coil in its proper position in the voice coil well, is made in a
shapes -- and various methods
variety
of
The spider of
of suspension are employed.
modern speakers is made of paper similar
material used for the cone. This
to the
paper is cut in the form of a circle, with
a hole in
the
center through which the
voice coil sleeve extends into the speaker
well.
This paper is also corrugated, or
folded in concentric rings so as to give
flexibility, but at the
the spider great
serves to hold the voice coil
same
time
rigidly in position.

holds the

The field of an electrodynamic speaker
so that it fits fairly snug about
Some
unit.
the central pole piece of the
in
manufacturers design their speakers
such manner that the field coil can be
changed very easily. A speaker of this
To remove
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
type
the field coil, it is necessary only to re
screw from the rear cover.
move a single
is wound

FIG. 2
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ELEC
TRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS
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This loosens the central
pole piece and allows
it
to be
drawn
out
through the front of the
The
speaker assembly.
field coil can then be
lifted out of the field
frame, as shown.
In other types of
speakers, it is not so
easy to remove the field
The removal of
coil.
the latthe coil from
usually necessiter
tates removing several
These
screws.
large
screws are often so located that it becomes
necessary to cut small
holes in the
cone bescrew heads
fore
the
can be reached with a
These
screw
driver.
holes in the cone can
later be repaired or
patched with clear collodion or acetone -base
cement, after the field
coil has been removed
and a new one installed.

Spider
Voice co;l

Field frarrre

¡

t

Fig/d coi/

/

Po/e-piece

FrON.4

.

!

plate

Cooe

Orstpat ^traH?fCrrNer

Speaker lrarre

FIG.

3

STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF DYNAMIC SPEAKER

On other types of speakers, where the various parts are riveted
together, it is practically impossible to effect a satisfactory repair.
manufacturer, in this case, has been to prevent any
The idea of
the
type are usually of low price and
repairs. Since speakers of this
quality, it is generally advisable to replace the entire speaker with
a new one rather than to attempt any repairs.
SELECTING A NEW ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKER

,

Several important factors gov
ern the selection of a new speaker for a specific installation or
replacement. Therefore, judgment
must be exercised when selecting
a new speaker.

':r'a

FIG.
SPEAKER WITH

FIELD

4

INTERCHANGEABLE

WINDING

It
must be remembered that
there are numerous speakers on the
market which are far below the ap
proved standard in quality. Thus,
to be assured of getting the best
in quality for the price, buy the
speaker from a known and trusted
supply house -- or,
radio
parts
accept only a speaker manufactured under a well-known trade name.

Before purchasing the new speaker, some very important data 'must
regarding the manner in which it is to be used. The rebe obtained
quired field resistance (in ohms), impedance of the voice coil, and max
imum audio power to be applied to the voice coil, all must be known.
N
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The maximum audio power to be applied to the voice
coil is deter
mined by the output stage of the amplifier or receiver. In the case
of a commercial receiver, the amount of audio power will usually be
specified by the manufacturer.

For certain amplifiers, or custom-built receivers, the power out
put will have to be obtained from tube characteristic charts or data
books. This value is dependent upon the types of output tubes employed, and the amount of voltage applied to the plate, or plate and screen
grids of these tubes.

Knowing the power which will be applied to the speaker, the next
problem is to choose the proper speaker for the particular conditions
under which it will have to operate.
In most cases, the speaker manufacturer specifies
the maximum amount of power that can be applied to
each speaker, but in case this information is not available, it is
possible to deduce the approximate value by measuring the diameter
of the cone.

Although there is no set rule which governs the following approx
imation, it is nevertheless customary to express the number of watts
that can be applied to a certain speaker in terms of the diameter of
the cone, in inches.
For example, a speaker having a cone diameter of
six inches will be able to operate
satisfactorily under a full power
load of six watts. A 12 -inch speaker is capable of converting twelve
watts of audio power into sound without undue distortion or trouble.
Some manufacturers try to impress the prospective buyer with the
use of speakers that
have large
cones in relation to the amount of
audio power that will be applied. While this may be desirable, it is
not at all

necessary, because a smaller speaker will operate without
distortion as long as the maximum power is not exceeded.
Thus, in
cases where the manufacturer or retailer attempts to sell larger speak
ers in preference to a more suitable size, the better policy is to obtain the exact manufacturing data and use your own judgment in selecting the proper speaker.
The impedance of the voice coil

is
of
importance only when the
does not come equipped with an output transformer. In such a
case, the voice coil impedance must be matched correctly to the secondary impedance of the output transformer.
If the
output transformer
is mounted
on the receiver or amplifier chassis, its secondary impedance must be known before the speaker is selected.

speaker

However, where the speaker is to be employed with a receiver, it
is hardly ever necessary to know the voice coil impedance for the simple reason that the speaker can be obtained with an output transformer
already correctly matched, and mounted to the speaker frame. Of more
importance in such a case is the primary impedance of the output trans
former. That is, the primary impedance of the output transformer must
match the plate impedance or plate -to -plate impedance of the output
tube or tubes.
In most cases, the
speaker manufacturer specifies the types of
output tubes which the speaker coupling transformer will match.
Thus,
it is only necessary to know the type and number
of
output tubes in
order to obtain a speaker with the proper output transformer.
For example, if the
receiver or amplifier has one 6F6G tube in the output
stage, you would select a speaker having a transformer
the primary of
which will match the plate impedance of the 6F6G tube (no plate impedance values need be given).

But, if the speaker does not come equipped with an output transformer, it is necessary to know the value of the voice coil impedance.

LESSON NO. 22
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This impedance value is expressed in ohms, and
is
measured at a frequency of 400 cycles. Voice coil impedance can be pure resistance, or
a combination of
a
very small inductive reactance and comparatively
If the voice coil is
large resistance.
somewhat reactive, the voice
coil impedance will also change slightly with the variations of audio
frequency applied to it. However, the change in impedance of the voice
coil over the complete audio -frequency band is never great enough to
have any appreciable effect on the operation of the speaker. Therefore, the value of voice coil impedance as
specified by the manufacturer's data can be used for all calculations with practical accuracy.

Sometimes, the secondary impedance of a particular output transformer is unknown, but it is necessary to
The
replace the speaker.
question then is, "What voice coil impedance will be required to match
the secondary impedance of the output transformer?" A guess will not
be satisfactory, because the secondary impedance may be anything from
three ohms up to fifteen ohms.
It is evident, then, that we must Determine the secondary impedance at least approximately.
A simple measurement can be made to determine the impedance of
the output
transformer's secondary quite accurately. This is done in
the following manner:

First, apply a 400 -cycle audio
signal
to the input of the receiver's audio section or to the input stage of the amplifier. Next,
measure the a -c voltage across the terminals of the output transformer
secondary winding, while the secondary circuit is open.
(Do not operate the output tubes with the
secondary winding on open circuit for
more than a few seconds because this leaves the plate load for the out
put tubes wholly reactive.
Consequently, large voltages may be built
up across the primary winding and may damage either the transformer or
the output tubes.)

After determining the secondary voltage on open circuit, connect
rheostat of about 15 ohms across the secondary terminals, but do not
alter the audio input signal from the exact value as used for the open
circuit measurement. With the rheostat connected across the secondary
terminals, adjust the value of resistance until the 400 -cycle a -c volt
age, as read across the rheostat, is exactly one-half the open circuit
Now, measure
voltage.
the amount
of
resistance which is connected
across the secondary terminals. This will be the proper value for the
voice coil impedance of the new speaker.
a

If a "universal" type of output transformer
is
to be used with
the speaker, the procedure
for.matching the speaker voice coil impedance to the secondary impedance of the output transformer is very simple. All that need be done is to try the various secondary taps until
a connection
is
found for the voice coil leads which will give the
best sound output -- both in quality and in maximum output.
A small amount of mismatch between
the secondary and voice coil
impedances will not make much difference. However, considerable mismatch will cause serious loss of power and distortion.
Therefore, the
proper operating conditions should always be provided.
SELECTING

A

SPEAKER WITH THE PROPER FIELD RESISTANCE

Another important point to be considered when selecting a speaker is to obtain one
which will have the proper field resistance for
the circuit in which it is to be connected. When replacing a defective
or damaged speaker, the new one
Should have approximately the same
characteristics as the old one; otherwise, it will not function at max
imum efficiency.
Large variations from the required value of field
N
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resistance may cause serious disturbances in the operation of
the receiver or amplifier. This is especially true when the field
winding
serves as part of the power supply's filter system, where a
variation
from the required value of field resistance may result in an
excessive
increase or decrease in plate voltage. However, it is
sometimes permissible to allow about 20% variation from the exact value without
seriously affecting the operation of the circuit.
For example, if a re=
ceiver employs a speaker having a field resistance of 1800 ohms, it
would ordinarily be permissible to replace it with one
having a field
resistance of 1500 or 2000 ohms.

Commercial speakers are generally manufactured.with field resistances varying from 1000 to 10,000 ohms. A special field is manufactured for automobile or storage battery operated receivers. The
latter
usually have a resistance of around 6 ohms. The most usual values
of
field resistance are: 6; 1000; 1,500; 1,800; 2000 and 3000 ohms. Other
values of field resistance can be obtained for practically any special
purpose.
When it is required to select the proper speaker for a.given installation, from the standpoing of field resistance, it is necessary
to first determine the required amount of resistance
for the field, the
method of connection in the circuit, and the required amount of voltage
drop that can be allowed
across the speaker field.
I
if
boo

.

RECT.

350-31OY,

FIG. 5
USING THE SPEAKER FIELD AS

A

Field

So that you may better
understand this problem,
let us
examine Fig. 5.
Here is shown the common
method of connecting a
speaker field in the circuit so that it will serve
as a filter choke for the
"B"
power supply.
Observe that the
speaker
field is connected between
one side of the rectifier
tube's filament and the
B+
line.
The
voltage
available at the latter
point is equal to the out
put voltage of the rectifier tube minus the voltage drop across the speak
er field resistance.

FILTER CHOKE

In the example
of
Fig. 5, the voltage output from the rectifier tube is 350 volts.
The resistance of the speak
er field causes a loss of 100 volts; therefore, the "B" voltage output
is 350 - 100, or 250 volts.
It is now easy to
understand how an incorrect field can cause
the "B" voltage output to vary.
For instance, if the
voltage loss in
the field should
be greater than 100 volts, the "B" voltage
output
would be lower than the required 250 volts.
On the other hand, if the
voltage drop across the field is less than 100 volts, the "B" voltage
output would be greater than 250 volts.

The loss in voltage across the speaker field
is a direct function of the amount of current which flows through the field winding.
Thus, it is very important that
the
speaker field carry the current

LESSON NO.
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intended by the receiver manufacturer. The current flow through the
than the prescribed value; otherwise,
speaker field must not be less
field will not be sufficiently intense fcr proper operathe magnetic
tion of the speaker.
A greater current than the rated value will cause a greater loss
In voltage across the speaker field, and will also cause the field
winding to overheat. Sometimes, a large overload current through the
speaker field may cause sufficient heat to burn the insulation off the
winding. When this happens, the field becomes useless.

Because of the foregoing statements, you may have come to
conclusion that choosing the proper speaker field resistance for a
en installation is an extremely difficult task. But, such is not
case, because there are several very simple formulas which make it
sible to determine all these requirements quite easily.

the
giv
the
pos

However, before these formulas can be used, several factors concerning the operation of the receiver or amplifier must first be accurately determined. We begin by ascertaining the total amount of current taken from the power supply. This will be the total current which
(That is, considering the speakwill flow through the speaker field.
er field to be connected as shown in Fig. 5.)
In a number of typical speakers having various speaker field resistances, the number of watts dissipated by the field may vary consid
erably, depending upon the current flowing through the field, or more
directly, on the number and type of output tubes. The greatest amount
taken from the "B" power supply by the power tubes.
of current is
That is, approximately 30 to 40 per cent of the power delivered by the
power supply is dissipated in the plate load and plate resistance of
this
circuit are accurately
If the constants
of
the output tubes.
matched for maximum power transfer from the primary of the output
transformer to the secondary and voice coil, only a small percentage
input power will be dissipated at the plate, or plates, of the
of the
the power
of
60 to 70 per cent
In other words, about
tubes.
output
system is that which is transferred from the
supply
from the plate
plate circuits of the output tubes to the voice coil of the speaker.

Now, the magnetic field of an electrodynamic speaker varies with
the amount of current that is flowing through the winding of the speak
er field and upon the number of turns of wire contained in the windThere is no need for producing a magnetic field greater than
ing.
that which will saturate th' magnetic path of the speaker. Any number
of lines of magnetic force, or field strength, greater than is necessary to produce saturation is only a waste of power, and usually results in a lower "B" voltage at the output of the power supply.
A general rule which tells approximately how much power must be
dissipated in a certain speaker field coil to produce a saturated field
states that the amount of this power should not be less than the total
That
or maximum amount of power for which the voice coil is designed.
designed to operate at maximum volume when
is, if the voice coil is
supplied with an audio power of 10 watts, then the amount of power to
field winding should not be less than
be dissipated in the speaker

10 watts.

Ordinarily, in the smaller speakers it is desirable to dissipate
more power in the speaker winding than that which is applied to the
For instance, a speaker having a cone diameter of 6 inchvoice coil.
es would have a power -handling capacity of approximately 6 watts, but
more than six watts of power may have to be dissipated in the speaker
field winding to produce the maximum volume of which ,it is capable.
N
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VALUE OF RESISTANCE REQUIRED FOR THE
SPEAKER FIELD

The following formula will give
the value of field resistance
required
to
dissipate a given amount of power at a certain flow
of
current:
R

watts x 1,000,000
(milliamperes)2

(Required resistance of the speaker field
equals the required watts to
be dissipated
times 1,000,000 divided by the current flow
in milliamperes squared.)
As an example, suppose we have a speaker
which has a cone diameter of twelve inches:
According to the general rule given previously,
the field of this speaker should
dissipate at least 12 watts. Let us
further assume that the total current
drain from the power supply has
been found to be 80 milliamperes.
Substituting these known values in
the formula, we have:
12 x 1 000,000
(e0)1

12 000,000

or, R

-1-51Ó0

1,875 ohms

In this particular case, then, the
speaker should have a field
resistance
of 1,875 ohms. However, in selecting a speaker,
we find
that standard field resistance values are
available
in
only
round
values of one hundred.
That is, the commercial resistance
nearest
the
required value of 1,875 ohms would be 1800 ohms value
or 2000 ohms.
Either of these values would be satisfactory.

Knowing the resistance of the speaker field, and the
amount of
current flowing through the winding, it is an easy
matter
to approximate the secondary voltage of the power transformer. This
voltage will
be the sum of the maximum 'B" voltage required by
the receiver circuits
plus the voltage drop across the field resistance.
In the case of the
12 -inch speaker
with a field resistance of 1,875 ohms, the voltage
drop across the field winding will be:
V

-

1,875 x 80
loon

150 volts

Adding this voltage to the 250 volts necessary for the
plate sup
ply circuit we obtain a total of 400 volts. This,
then, is the voltage
that will be applied
to
one plate of the rectifier tube during each
half -cycle. Therefore, the total voltage required from
the power trans
former secondary would be 2 x 400, or 800 volts; or 400
volts each
side of the
center -tap. The winding of the secondary would have to
have a current capacity of 80 milliamperes.
RESISTANCE FOR A FIELD CONNECTED

IN

SHUNT WITH THE POWER SUPPLY FILTER

In the preceding example, we have considered the case of a
speak
er in which the field is connected in series with the "B"
circuit. The
required amount of current flow through the field was known, and
sequently, it was an easy matter to apply the required voltage to conthe
plates of the rectifier simply by selecting a power transformer
which
has the'proper secondary voltage.

There are several other methods
of connection for the speaker
field, where it is not in series with the "B" supply circuit. In
one
type of alternate connection, the
field is connected directly across
the "B" voltage output, and acts as a bleeder circuit for the
power
supply system. This is a common type of connection for direct
-current
receivers, and also for ac -dc type receivers.
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For a connection of this type, the resistance of the field is
governed by the voltage output of the filter system and by the requirThe
ed number of watts which must be dissipated in the field winding.
value of this resistance can be calculated very easily by the following formula:
z

R

(voltage)
watts

That is, the number of ohms of resistance for the field is equal
the power supply system squared and divided
of
to the output voltage
by the watts to be dissipated by the speaker field winding. It must
be remembered that this formula is correct only when the field is connected to the power supply in such a manner that its resistance govIf the field is con
erns the amount of current that flows through it.
nected in such a manner that current for some other parts of the receiver or amplifier circuits must pass through it, then the formula
will not hold true, because the total watts dissipated by the field
winding will be some value other than that assumed for the formula.

Suppose we need a speak
The following example illustrates this:
er having a cone diameter of eight inches, and that this speaker is to
As has been stated before
be connected in a d -c circuit cf 110 volts.
generally applied to the voice coil of
-- the maximum number of watts
the speaker is approximately equal to the diameter of the cone express
In this case, a maximum of 8 watts will be required for
ed in inches.
Taking the number of watts of
full volume operation of the speaker.
voice
coil as the wattage dissipation
to
the
supplied
power
operating
of the speaker field, and applying our formula, we have:
R

=

1-z

or, R

-

12

100

-

1512 ohms

Since there is no speaker available which has a field resistance
exactly equal to this value, we will have to use one having a field re
This will be entirely satisfactory.
sistance of 1500 ohms.
A -C

ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS

The field of this type of speaker is supplied with rectified cur
rent obtained from a self -included power supply -- an example of which
The power supply canis illustrated in Fig. 6.
it is mounted inside the
seen, because
not be
metal base.
A speaker of this type is suitable for cer
speaker field is
where the
tain installations
not
connected in the circuit of the apparatus
Its adwhich supplies power to the voice coil.
speakers
when
various
evident
are
most
vantages
placed at relatively great distances
are to be
from the amplifier or source of audio power.

that the new permaIt must be remembered
nent magnet type speakers have the same advanas a -c speakers, but the permanent magnet
tages
FIG. 6
slightly higher in price. Howtype is usually
A -C OPERATED SPEAKER
ever, the permanent magnet speaker offers an additional advantage in that it does not require a
connection to the power line with consequent
consumption of energy. Also, a permanent magnet type speaker is exempt from the constant care and watchfulness which is necessary when
an a -c type speaker is used.
N
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soon,.

Field

In Fig. 7 is
shown a diagram of a
power supply for an electrodynamic speak
er, the design and construction of which
could not be more
simple. The proper
drop from the 110 -volt power line voltage to
the 25 volts
required for the
filament is obtained by a 290 -ohm resis
tance element which is incorporated as
a part of a line connector cord.
The
resistance element of this cord is connected to the common side of the power
This is the same connection that
line.
leads to
the plates of the 25Z5 tube.
The other side of the power line is con
nected to a switch, which in turn, connects to one side of the filament and
one end of the field winding.

The values
given in Fig. 7 are for
from a
110 -volt a -c power
The speaker field must have a
line.
FIG. 7
resistance in accordance with the numF ELD ENERG ZED BY A -C OR D -C LINE
ber of watts of power that it will be
required to dissipate and the voltage
output of the 25Z5 rectifier tube. The
25Z5 tube in Fig. 7 will have an output of around 100 volts. Thus,
the
resistance of the speaker field will be found by means of the
formula:
2
V
R - watts

operation

I

I

This method of furnishing power for the
speaker field has the
advantage of requiring very few components and also of being very compact.
But, on the other hand, its operation is not very economical be
cause considerable power is consumed by the resistance which is connected in series with the filament.
A more

efficient

arrangement

f receiver

is shown
in Fig. 8.
Instead of using a series
resistance element to
drop the line voltage down to a prop

Speaker

er value for heating the filament of
the
rectifier tube, a small transformer is used.
If the
voltage of
the
line
is equal or approximately
equal to the required voltage for
the
speaker field, the connections
as
shown in Fig. 8 can be used for
this type of power supply.

Ex fe yrston' sPeo,Fer

i

80

Tf lolc MF.

When the voltage of the line,
or the voltage output from a rectifier system, such as illustrated in
Figs. 7 and 8, is not sufficient for
FIG. 8
proper operation of the a -c
speaker
CONNECTIONS FOR A -C SPEAKER EXTENSION
field, then it becomes necessary to
use
a
power transformer
equipped
with a winding which will supply voltages for both the filament and
the plates of the rectifier tube.
The method of connecting a power
transformer and rectifier for such a purpose is shown in Fig. 9.
As has already been stated, it is often preferable to use a permanent magnet type speaker when it is necessary to add another speaker
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II

receiver. However, it is
a
probable that you may have an exelectrodynamic speaker on
tra
The
latter could be used
hand.
with one of the circuits described, and then the extra expense of
a new speaker would not be necesto

sary.

Additional speakers are often desired in homes to.increase
listening pleasure. For instance,
an extension speaker can be installed in the dining room, workshop, or other part of the house
distant from the room in which
the receiver is located.

FIG. 9
POWER SUPPLY FOR A -C SPEAKER

the extento
Connections
sion speaker are very simple, as
The voice coil of the extra speaker is connected
is shown in Fig. 8.
with the secondary of the output transformer and voice coil
in series
to cut the additional
In order to be able
of the receiver's speaker.
speaker in or out of the circuit, a switch is connected as indicated
on the diagram. When this switch is closed, the voice coil of the exWhen this
tra speaker is short-circuited,and receives no audio power.
switch is in the open position, the two voice coils are connected in
series, and audio power is applied to both.
PERMANENT MAGNET TYPE DYNAMIC SPEAKERS

Speakers of the permanent magnet (p -m) dynamic type were developed many years ago, but not until quite recently did they become popThe principle defect of early p -m speakers was a gradual loss
ular.
of power -handling ability, due to a gradual weakening of the magnet or
magnets. Also, it was difficult to obtain magnets strong enough for
speakers required to handle considerable audio power.
these difficulties have been
In the newer type of p -m speakers
iron alloy, called Nipermag.
special
a
use
the
of
through
overcome
This new type of alloy can be magnetized to a very great strength, and
will not easily lose its magnetization when exposed to great changes in temperature or vibration. Also, the cost of the new p -m speakers
has been reduced considerably.

Modern p -m speakers are manufactured in many
from the very small
sizes, ranging
different
A large 18 -inch
18 -inch units.
to
3 -inch type
The abin Fig. 10.
p -m speaker is illustrated
sence of a field winding, accessories required
excitation current, and ease of
for supplying
installation makes the permanent ,magnet type
speaker very desirable, especially for use as an
extension speaker.
The construction of most p-m speakers is very
simple. They
consist of a permanent magnet in
round, soft. iron
ring; a
the form of a heavy
round end -covers for the magnet
core; and two
(see Fig. 11). 'These two iron cover plates serve
The
back cover plate forms the magnetic path from
several purposes.
holds the
time
the magnet to the central iron core, and at the same
FIG. 10
LARGE P -M SPEAKER

N
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core in proper

position with relation to the
circular hole in the front cover plate. The
front cover plate serves to complete the magnetic path of the magnet, is a foundation for
the speaker cone housing, and serves as a sup
port for the voice coil supporting mechanism.
Since the magnet is in the form of a clos
ed ring, there is very little loss of magnetism in the magnetic circuit. All of the lines
of force are concentrated in the space between
the inner surface of'the circular hole in the
front cover and the adjacent
center of the
surface of the centrally located iron core.
The voice coil is placed in this concentrated
magnetic field in such a manner that it can
move
This is
shown by the dotted
freely.
lines in the illustration of Fig. 11.
FIG.

II

CINAUDAGRAPH P -M SPEAKER: Although the con struction of most p -m speakers is similar to
that just described, sever
al types of p -m speakers
is made
are constructed differently. One of these
Cinaudagraph Corporation. In Fig. 12 is
by the
shown one of these speakers of the 8 -inch size (cone
diameter). The special construction of this speaker is apparent from the illustration.
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
or P -M SPEAKER

The principle difference between this type of
speaker and the more
common type is in the placepermanent magnet and the operation of
ment of the
Instead of being mounted on the
the voice coil.
back part of the cone and serving in part as a hous
ing, the magnet is mounted directly in front and at
The internal conthe center of the speaker cone.
struction of the speaker is shown more clearly in
Fig. 13, in which the parts are pictured separately
in their proper relation to each other.
FIG.

12

The supporting frame of the speaker is formed
CINAUDAGRAPH P -M
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTION
stamped sheet steel. A brass rod
from a piece of
exact center of the conical
(2) is riveted to the
shaped housing (5); its purpose is to center the
The
piece.
the pole
cone and
cone is made from a special paper, its apex being molded into
a series
of concentric corrugaThe central part of this
tions.
flexible portion of the cone is
fastened to the brass rod. The
cone spider, or bellows, is shown
at (3) of Fig. 13.

FIG.

13

PARTS OF THE CINAUDAGRAPH P -M SPEAKER

The cylindrical form or support for the voice coil winding
is fastened securely to the bellows or spider, as shown by (4).
This voice coil form is extremevery strong and
ly light, yet
It
must be made so in
rigid.
order to permit the speaker to
reproduce sounds with fidelity,
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and also to keep the voice coil in correct alignment.
To prevent distortion of the coil form due to heat and humidity, it is made of quartz.
The wall -thickness of this form is only about .002".

Proceeding now to the construction of the field, we observe that
the permanent magnet (6) has
two soft iron end -covers, which are held
together by long screws. The central soft -iron pole piece (8) is securely fastened in the exact center of the front cover. The whole assembly comprising the magnet, covers and pole piece is attached to the
front support (10).
The brass rod (2), which extends part way
through the center of
the pole piece (8), holds the assembled magnet,covers, pole piece, and
front support in rigid alignment.
A long screw, extending through the
center of the assembly from the front support, through and out of the
back of the cone housing, holds the whole unit together.

Most of the
permanent magnet type dynamic speakers employed
U-shaped magnets. As has been mentioned before, these speakers did
not prove very
satisfactory because the magnets gradually lost their
magnetism. Therefore, when one of these old speakers is to be repaired, it is a better policy to replace it with a modern p -m speaker.
Do not confuse
p -m
speaker with older types of magnetic
the
speakers which operate on the principle of a movable iron armature.
The latter have practically passed into history.
INSTALLATION OF THE SPEAKER

If good reproduction is desired from a speaker, it must be mount
ed against a baffle, or
in a
cabinet. The reason for this is that
sound waves, developed at the front or at the back of the speaker will

cancel each other, unless a fairly long path is provided around which
the sound waves
have to travel before they react upon each other with
such a cancelling effect.
As you know, movement of any surface will cause the air in front
of it to be set in motion.
Now, a speaker cone is similar to the piston of a pump. As the cone moves forward, the air in front of the cone
is compressed and pushed
outward. This
forward movement of the cone
creates a momentary rarefaction or vacuum in the air behind it.
The air that has been compressed in front of the cone tends to
rush back immediately and occupy the rarefied space behind the cone
surface. As a result, the forward movement of the cone is not transmitted to the original or full volume of air extending outward from
its front; consequently, no sound or very
little sound is produced.
The transmission of sound through air is a direct function of the move
ment of a volume of air in the form of compressions and rarefactions.

This cancelling effect is most noticeable on low -frequency notes,
mainly because the movement of the cone is much slower than at the
higher frequencies. Thus, the air has more time in which to move back
over the edge of the cone and occupy the rarefied area behind the cone
surface. At high frequencies, the movement of the cone is more rapid;
therefore, the air does not have
sufficient time to flow to the back
of the cone before the Cone finishes its forward movement.
For this reason, a marked absence
of the low notes can be noted
immediately when a speaker is operated without a baffle, or extension
of the surface area around which the compressed air must flow.
Howéver, the high notes are reproduced without much loss.
N
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The question is: How can this condition_ be eliminated? The answer is -- by mounting the speaker against a large piece of solid mate
rial, such as a baffle board, or in a cabinet. The
dimensions of the
baffle, or the cabinet, must be such that the path, which the compress
ed air from in front of the speaker must take to arrive at the rear of
the speaker, is long enough to allow the cone to finish its forward mo
tion before the compressed air reaches the rear surface of the cone.
Fig. 14 shows two methods
of mounting the speaker so that this
requirement can be satisfied.
In the upper
illustration,
the heavy
arrow shows that the air must travel a relatively long distance in order to reach the
back of the cone. From this it is evident
that the larger the area of the baffle, the
greater will be the distance which the sound
wave must travel in order to reach the rear
of the speaker.
If we now add sides, a top and bottom to
the straight
baffle, we will have a box or
cabinet as shown in the lower illustration
of Fig. 14. The air path has thus been great
ly increased, as indicated by
the heavy arrow.
This is the reason why receiver chassis are nearly always installed in a boxlike

cabinet.
In order to obtain faithful reproduction
of the very
low notes, the distance "D" in
Fig. 14 must have a certain minimum length,
according to the following formula:

D

-

282
F

"15" is the distance in feet
which the sound
wave must travel from the front to the rear
of the cone.
"F" is the frequency in cycles
of the lowest note that is to be reproduced.

For example, suppose that the lowest note
to be reproduced is 40 cycles.
Applying the
formula, we have:
D

F.

=

282

47T- 7.05 feet

Therefore, the required baffle length is approximate, seven feet.
(Note: In the above
equation 282isa constant, and never varies.)
14

MOUNTING SPEAKER
AGAINST BAFFLE

It is to
be noted
and remembered that
the sole object of a baffle or cabinet is to
increase the length of the air path from the
front to the rear of the speaker cone. The
baffle or cabinet must be constructed so that it will have no natural
vibration period of its own, which is of audio frequency. A cabinet
or baffle is not a resonating box as
that fcr a guitar or
similar
stringed instrument. Resonance in a speaker cabinet will cause serious
distortion at one or more audio frequencies; in other words, cabinet
resonance will impair fidelity of reproduction.

To prevent the cabinet from vibrating, the baffle portion, or
the front board against which the speaker is mounted, must be made of
fairly heavy material. In addition, it often helps to use a heavy
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ring, made of thick felt, between the speaker rim and the baffle. Gen
erally, electrodynamic
speakers come equipped with a thick fiber or
cardboard ring which effectively insulates speaker vibration from the
baffle.
CLOSED CABINETS

From the explanations given concerning the necessity of keeping
the air path from the front of a speaker to the rear as long as possible, you have no doubt come
to
the conclusion that the problem would
be solved
satisfactorily by simply installing the speaker in a completely enclosed box. However,this will not always solve the problem,
because so enclosing the speaker will cause a pressure to be built up
on the rear
surface of the speaker cone with each backward motion.
This would prevent the cone from having proper freedom of movement.

Additional difficulties

would

arise through complete enclosure

of the cabinet due to resonant vibrations being set up in the walls 'of
These spurious vibrations of the cabinet cause considerthe cabinet.
able distortion of the sound at certain frequencies,usually during the
reproduction of the low notes in a musical program. Mechanical vibrations of this type, in a closed cabinet, are caused ty the alternate
compression and rarefaction of the air within the enclosure, which ac
tion would be similar to that which would occur if a small toy balloon
were attached to the end of an air piston.
Any movement in or out of
the piston would cause the balloon to alternately inflate and deflate.
To prevent these mechanical
vibrations from occurring, several
small holes are cut in the rear cover of the enclosure. The back pres
sure against the rear of the cone can be
relieved by the movement of
air through these small holes. The method cf cutting these holes in
the rear cover
of
the cabinet is
shown clearly in Fig. 15.
In addition
to
the holes in
the rear
cover of the cabinet, the
inside surface of the box should be
covered or lined with a sound absorb
ent material such as thick felt, rock
wool, Celotex, or one of several oth
er types
of materials which absorb

sound.

An enclosed cabinet is particu
larly desirable for small receivers,
because
the
low -frequency response
of such receivers
is increased considerably through its use. Likewise,
a cabinet of this type
often helps
to provide good fidelity from an extension type speaker, especially
in
such cases where the speaker must be
mounted in a small enclosure.

FIG.

15

ENCLOSED SPEAKER CABINET

In most common
commercial
receivers, the acoustical portion of
the cabinet also includes the support or mounting for the chassis.
To
enclose a cabinet of this type and line it with sound -absorbent maters
al, would require a considerable amount of material, and the cost would
be fairly high.
If a cabinet
of
this type suffers from disagreeable
resonant conditions, the trouble can often be cured by placing the.receiver in a different location in the room, usually against the wall.

At times, moving the receiver cabinet away from the wall will
cause the reproduction of certain notes to sound hollow.
This results
N
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from the reflection of certain frequencies within the space between
the wall and
the
speaker baffle.
Some notes are thus reinforced by
the reflection while others suffer a decrease of intensity.
This
effect is most pronounced in the frequency range of the human voice. Of
ten, it causes
an announcer to sound as though he were speaking into
an empty barrel; that is, his voice will sound hollow and "boomy."
This effect can sometimes be stopped by
placing
the receiver
at a distance
from
the wall, or in a corner.
Thus, it is apparent that
the quality of reproduction
will vary with the position of a receiver
in a room.

Frequently, best quality

reproduction

is never realized from a receiver, because
it can be placed in only one certain position in a room and must be left there indefinitely. To prevent a situation as

this, some receiver manufacturers have designed special acoustical chambers
into
their cabinets.
These
cabinets
can be
placed in any position without affecting
the quality of sound reproduction.
In Fig. 16 is shown
the R.C.A. Victor
acoustic system, known as the"magic voice"
cabinet. The acoustic chamber is complete
ly enclosed, and a group of resonant pipes
FIG. 16
or tubes is placed
in
the bottom of the
"MAGIC VOICE" ACOUSTICAL SYSTEM
enclosure. The natural resonant frequency
of these tubes is established so that those
frequencies which suffer the most loss,
due to discrimination in the receiver amplifier and reflection within
the sound chamber, are reinforced.
THE ACOUSTIC LABYRINTH

Large console -style Stromberg-Carlson
receivers employ a folded
acoustic labyrinth. This acoustical device eliminates all the resonant
difficulties
of the closed cabinet, and at the same time, permits the
reproduction of the lowest notes with complete fidelity.
Three

smaller

illustrations (A), (B), and (C) of Fig. 17 show
acoustic chamber. At (A) is shown the
typical receiver trouble -- a booming, hollow sound on low notes. Illustrations (B) and
(C) show how this condition can be eliminated by
increasing the effective length of the baffle.
the evolution of the labyrinth

The theory behind this method of increasing the baffle area is
the same as has already been studied.
That is, a speaker is placed at
the
end of a
long
square tube, but
instead of the tube extending straight out
from the back of the
receiver as at (B),
it
is folded in
the
manner illustrated at
Thus, it can be
(C).
made into a size and
shape which will fit
FIG. 17
small space
in the
ACOUSTIC LABYRINTH OF THE
available within the
STROMBERG-CARLSON

cabinet.
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The manner in which this acoustical labyrinth is installed in
Stromberg-Carlson models is shown at the left of Fig. 17.
Observe how the sound waves from either the front or bank of the speak
er must follow a zig-zag course back and forth through a special parti
tioned chamber -- a path several times longer than would be the case
the larger

if the
speaker were mounted against the front of an ordinary cabinet.
The walls of this sound chamber are lined with a sound -absorbent material to prevent them from vibrating.

Other manufacturers employ various types of closed .sound chambers
in large console receivers.
The most
popular of these is called the
"bass reflex" system.
This system makes use of a sound chamber which
is completely closed at the back.
An opening
or port is cut in the
speaker baffle directly under the opening provided for the speaker
cone, as shown in Fig. 18.
The inner surfaces of the chamber are lined with sound -

absorbent material.
The theory of operation
is
that the
sound waves from the back of the cone reach
the opening or port
underneath the speaker
by two different paths: one of these paths
is directly from the cone; the other, by re
flection from the sides and back of the enclosure. Due to the different lengths of
these paths, the waves cancel any movement
of sound pressure in or out of the port at
certain frequencies.
If the dimensions of
the cabinet have been chosen correctly, and
the port is of the proper size and position,
the reflection and phase addition of sound
waves will occur mainly at the low frequenThese frequencies will
cies.
therefore be
reproduced at greater
intensity than ordinarily.
FIG.

18

Special sound chambers have been deBASS REFLEX SYSTEM
vised for small receivers. These fit around
the back of
the
speaker and increase the
length of the sound path, thus eliminating disagreeable cabinet resonance and loss of low -frequency response. However, these
small sound
chambers do not give the same results as mucz larger and more elaborate systems.
Now, it cannot be assumed that the fidelity or quality of sound
reproduction of a receiver is totally a function of the speaker and
acoustic conditions of the cabinet. The quality of sound is also determined in a great measure by the frequency response and amplification of the receiver's a -f section.
In other words, if
a
high-grade
speaker is mounted
in a cabinet which is acoustically correct, the
quality of sound reproduction will still not be satisfactory if the
audio -frequency amplifier
is not capable of amplifying the audio frequencies properly.
In reproduction of sound by
radio, each of the component parts
of the system forms a link with the next.
Thus, any deficiency in one
part or section may be amplified by the next. As a specific example,
let us suppose
that the detector tube is not operating correctly and
is therefore producing distortion in its output.
This distortion will
be amplified by the audio -frequency
stages that follow, and will be
passed on to the speaker. Thus, no matter how good the speaker and
acoustic system may be, the quality of sound will still be undesirable.
N
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REPLACING THE SPEAKER
CONE
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Most modern
speaker cones are
joint in the
molded in a
surface
cemented to the voice of the cone being at the single piece, the only
apex where the
coil form. Many
a pattern,
cone is
and a
of the older
cones were cut from
shape. In time, glued seam used to form
the
the cement
cone into the
which holds this
decomposes or
desired
joint together
ten results in crystallizes,permitting
the seam to
gradually
a rattle or
come
apart, which of
grating noise being
emitted by the
To rejoin the
speaker.
seams or joints of
cial cement is
any type of
required. The best
dissolving celluloid in
cement for this speaker cone, a spe
as "ambroid",
purpose
acetone. This
cement is known by is made by
"collodion", and many
such names
other names.
Rubber cement can
also be used
speaker cones.
However, it is slower with satisfactory
also, it
results for
drying
requires
faces being joined considerable pressure to bethan the collodion type;
in order to
obtain a perfect applied to the two surjoint.
Never use gum
tape or
add weight to
ordinary
the cone in
one spot and glues on a speaker cone. Tapes
ous vibrations
cause distortion
being
set
up in
due to spuriquickly and
therefore permit the the cone. Ordinary glues
joint to break
At times, the
open again. crystallize
voice
away from the
coil will be
apex of the
found to be
old speakers.
partially broken
speaker cone. This
The first
is
especially true of
siderable distortion -- symptom of such a
more so on the
condition,
quency notes. The
low notes than usually, is con
remedy is to
on the high
sition, using
-frecollodion or rubbercement the voice coil form back
in pocement.
Tears or breaks
in a speaker
menting the torn
cone, can
edges together
is not
with collodionoften be repaired by cesuitable for this type
cement.
ly enough.
of repair,
If the
cement
because it does Rubber
not dry
tissue paper can be tear or break is extensive,
narrow strips of quick
cemented over the
be cemented on
tough
break. The tissue
both the front
to hold the
paper should
break in correct and the rear surfaces of
the cone can be
the cone, so
alignment at its
edges. Small holes as
for a repair of repaired in a similar
in
manner. Do not use
this nature.
heavy paper
If the damage
to the cone
the only
satisfactory remedy is is so bad that repairs are
speaker. Usually,
to install a
new cone or toimpossible,
installing
new speaker,
buy a new
but some speaker a new cone is much
to supply
cheaper
than
buying a
replacement cones formanufacturers have made it a
complete speaker be
their speakers.
policy
not
They suggest
replaced; this
theory that the
that the
price
recommendation
of a new speaker
being based on the
than would be the
is usually
cost for buying
only
so, installing
a
slightly higher
new cone and
a new speaker
is much
installing it. Al
easier than
replacing a cone.
While this may be
true
is certainly
not true for a for certain makes of
the latter will
cheap speakers, it
good grade of
always supply
speaker.
ers, and at a
replacement
of
cones for anyManufacturers
moderate price.
of their speak
known and
Ordinarily,
cone
recommended speakers
replacements for wellhouse.
can be
If
such concerns
do not have bought from any radio
will usually
supply
the proper
order it for you
cone on hand, they
from the factory.
When obtaining a
new cone from
and model number
a radio
parts dealer,
sary in order to of the speaker should
always
be
be given. This the make
assured that the
and possess the
is neces
new
same voice
cone will be
coil
the same size
impedance as the
original cone. The
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make and model number of the receiver is not of much help in securing
a speaker cone replacement because receiver manufacturers often change
several times during the course of a
of speakers
types and models
year's assembly of some particular model of receiver.
To remove the damaged cone and
voice coil assembly, first unsolder the voice coil leads. Then remove the screws which hold the
Finally, cut the outer rim of the cone loose from
spider in position.
If a thick cardboard ring is glued over the
the frame, using a knife.
outer edge of the cone, it is often necessary to retain this ring inthat it can be employed again when the new coné is installed.
tact so
To prevent tearing this ring, the knife blade should be thin and sharp.
Sometimes, it is possible to loosen the ring by generously applying an
acetone solution around the joint, between the ring and the rim of the
speaker. A small brush can be employed for this purpose.

Before the new speaker cone is installed, the voice coil well
should be cleaned thoroughly to remove any dirt or pieces of metal that
may have collected between
the surface of the pole piece and the retainer plate. The next step is
its proper
to place the cone in
speaker frame
position in the
and to center the voice coil
form and winding in the voice
coil well.
This job of centering can
be done correctly only by employ
pieces of
ing small narrow flat
fiber or steel called "speaker
shims." These shims come in sets
of different
of four each and
thickness to fit various spacings between the wall of the
voice coil form and the central
pole piece. If a speaker cone, of
the type illustrated in Fig. 19,
three
is to
be
centered, only
shims are necessary. These are
spaced at equal distances around
the voice coil form as shown.

Having spaced the voice
coil and centered it correctly,
tighten the
the next step is to
screw or screws which hold the
spider in its correct position.
For a speaker of the type illusis
the
trated in Fig. 19, this
screw shown being turned by the
the spider
screw driver. After
has been fastened securely, the
FIG. 19
outer edge of the cone can be ce
CENTERING THE SPEAKER VOICE COIL
mented to the rim of the speaker
Lastly,
the cardboard
frame.
ring is cemented in the recess
Some of the
older types of speakers had a ring fastened
of the rim.
rim by means of screws, as shown in Fig. 19. Practically all
to the
modern speakers employ a cardboard or felt ring.
When cementing the outer edge of the speaker cone to the recessed rim of the speaker frame, a generous amount of cement should be apthe
under surface of the cone -edge and to the metal of
plied both to
N
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Then, after the cardboard ring has been glued over the cone
the rim.
edge, the
speaker should be turned face downward on a flat surface,
and a weight placed on it.
The speaker
should be left weighted in
this manner for at least an hour to allow the cement adequate time to

become thoroughly dry and hard.

When the cone is held in position by a spider which is fastened
to the front retainer plate of the speaker field assembly, the work of
centering and fastening the cone is often rather difficult.
This is
largely due to the fact that the holding screws for the spider are located in such a
position that they cannot be reached by an ordinary
type of screw driver.
In such cases, special
types of offset screw
drivers or small offset
speaker socket wrenches are a necessity. By
means of these special screw drivers and wrenches, the heads of the
screws can be reached and turned through the openings in the side of
the cone housing.
Some speaker manufacturers who employ this latter method of spider suspension, often
supply the cone and voice coil assembly in two
or three parts. Usually, the parts consist of the spider as one separate unit, and the cone and voice coil as another separate unit.
In a
case such as this, the
spider is mounted and centered in position
first, then tightened down securely. Next, the cone and voice coil are
placed in position and centered with the aid of speaker shims. Now,
with a small brush, apply cement at the junction of the spider with the
voice coil form.
Special care must be exercised to be certain that
none of the cement runs down the voice coil form into the speaker well.
RE -CENTERING A SPEAKER CONE

Very often, a speaker cone will work out of position, or out of
center, to the extent where it will rub against the inside surfaces of
the speaker well.
Sometimes, this is due to the spider screws becoming loose, or to a gradual change in the length of the spider arms. In
cases such as this, it becomes necessary to re -center the cone. This
is done in the same manner as was described fcr centering a new cone.
To re -center a speaker of the type illustrated in Fig. 19, it is
seldom necessary to use speaker shims. The spider screw is then simply
loosened while the speaker
is in operation, and the voice coil moved
slightly until a position is found where it does not rub against the
surface of the pole piece.
This position can usually be determined by
listening to the sound.

There are times when the voice coil form loses its cylindrical
shape and becomes slightly oval or egg -shaped.
This results
in the
form rubbing against the pole piece or against the inside surface of
Such a condition cannot be repaired or remedied.
the retainer plate.
The only practical solution is to purchase a new cone, or a new speaker.

When re -centering a voice coil which is suspended by means of a
spider and screw assembly
fastened to the front plate of the field
frame, two small cuts can be made in the cone, directly over the head
These cuts are made in the shape of a "V".
of the spider screw.
The
V-shaped section of the cone can then be bent down or up out of the
way, so that a screw driver can be inserted through the opening. After
the screws have been tightened, the cut section of the cone can be cemented back in place with collodion cement. Small patches of tissue pa
per are often used to strengthen and hold the cut section in position.
MISCELLANEOUS SUGGESTIONS

Most new p -m speakers, and a great many
of the modern electrodynamic speakers, have a special type of spider or voice coil suspen-
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sion System. This consists
of a circular, concentrically -corrugated,
paper plate.
The outer edge bf this circular spider is cemented to a
raised metal rim.
The replacement of this type of assembly is no more
difficult than any other type. In fact, it is much easier to replace
a cone of this type than it is to replace a cone which is suspended by
means of a laterally extended spider.

Collodion cement should be used exclusively for rdplacement work
with this type of speaker cone. Before the new cone is installed, the
surface of the spider suspension rim, and the surface of the cone hous
ing rim, should both be cleaned thoroughly with a knife'and acetone.
The spider should be cemented and centered first.
This requires
fast work because collodion cement dries quickly.
Cement should be
applied to both the surface of the spider suspension
rim and to the
under -surface of the outer edge of the paper spider.
Tnis done, quick
ly set the cone in position and insert the speaker shims in their prop
er position, thus automatically centering the voice coil.
Next, press
down the edge of the paper. By this time, the collodion will usually
be in a partially dry state so that the paper edge readily sticks to
the top surface of the
suspension ring. Make sure that the edge of
the paper is pressed down tightly all the way around.

Now, lift up the outer edge of the cone and apply a generous
amount of cement all the way around, between the paper and the recessed rim of the cone housing.
Press the cone edge down firmly and apply
more cement to its surface. Apply cement to the bottom surface of the
cardboard ring and place it in position on the rim.
Turn the speaker
face down on a flat surface and leave it until the cement has dried
thoroughly. After the cement is dry, the voice coil leads can be ¿old
ered to their terminals, and the speaker is again ready for use.

Sometimes,a scraping noise in a speaker can be traced to a loose
voice coil winding. Usually, the
first suspicion is that the voice
coil is rubbing against the pole piece, but on re -centering the voice
coil, the noise is found to persist.
This indicates that the trouble
is due to the
voice coil winding having become loose on its form. In
such a case, the only remedy is to replace the cone.
At other times, a noisy speaker may be caused by particles of
iron or steel becoming
lodged between the voice coil and the surface
of either the pole piece or the front plate.
Often, these
particles
can be removed
with the aid of speaker shims. A magnetized screw or
thin piece of steel can also be used as a means for pulling the particles out from between the voice coil and pole piece. But this can only be done when no current is
flowing through the speaker field, or
when there is no magnetism in the pole piece.
Thus, the only practical method for dislodging metal particles from a p -m type speaker is
to blow them out with compressed air or to force them cut with a speak_
If either of these methods
er shim.
fail, the
speaker cone must be
removed.
A speaker field
ble does
occur in a
the defective winding
remove the old field,

winding very rarely develops trouble. If trouspeaker field, it is usually possible to replace
with a new one. However, if it is impossible to
the whole speaker will have to be replaced.

In many cases, the operation of the speaker will cause the field
winding to become hot. This is due to the dissipation of electrical
energy in the resistance of the winding. A warm or fairly hot field
winding does not mean that something is wrong with the field, unless
it begins
to smoke, or smell as if insulation were burning.
The latter indicates that the winding is being overloaded -- usually, due to
N
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in the field wind

Insufficient volume, when two speakers are being operated in the
same room, is due
to
out -of -phase operation
of the
speaker cones.
That is, the cones of both speakers do not move in synchromism, or do
not move exactly in the same direction at the same time. This is near
ly always due to reversed connections at the voice coil of the
extension speaker. The remedy
is to change the connections at the voice
coil of the extension speaker.
The application
of
large, special
speakers for public address
amplifier systems is explained in a later lesson. At that time, you
will also receive more detailed instruction regarding the use of multiple speakers, such as
the combinations best suited for certain installations, their methods of connection, etc. Additional information,
in the nature of speaker troubles, their symptoms, and remedies is giv
en in your Job Sheets.
All of this material, together, will provide
you with a good basic knowledge of the constructional features, operat
ing principles, and
problems associated with the various types of
loudspeakers now being used.
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1.

-

What baffle length is required for a speaker sc that it
will faithfully reproduce a 50 -cycle note?

2.

-

Draw a simple circuit diagram, showing how the field of
an a -c electrodynamic speaker may be energized from the
a -c line.

3.

-

What are the most probable causes for scraping noises
in an electrodynamic speaker?

4.

-

What is the essential difference between a p -m speaker
and a conventional electrodynamic speaker?

5.

-

What factors should be considered in selecting a speaker for a given receiver?

6.

-

What

7.

-

Explain briefly how you would proceed to determine the
value of speaker field resistance required for a given
receiver.

8.

-

How would you proceed to center the speaker voice coil?

9.

-

Why is it not advisable to mount a speaker in a cabinet
which is completely enclosed?

10.

-

How would you repair a tear in a speaker cone?

is

an acoustic labyrinth?
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RADIO INTERFERENCE
IN THIS LESSON,
YOU ARE GOING
TO STUDY ABOUT
THE TYPE OF RADIO
INTERFERENCE THAT CAUSES CRASHING, CRACKLING, AND RASPING NOISES TO BE
PRODUCED BY THE LOUD SPEAKER.
SINCE THIS
IS A COMMON
COMPLAINT OF
RADIO LISTENERS,YOU SHOULD LEARN AS MUCH
ABOUT IT AS POSSIBLE SO AS TO BE ABLE TO
CORRECT
THE CONDITION
WHENEVER THIS IS
PRACTICABLE.

LOCATING
SOURCES OF
INTERFERENCE
ELIMINATING SUCH DISTURBANCES HAS
BECOME AN IMPORTANT AND PROFITABLE FIELD
OF SPECIALIZATION FOR RADIO TECHNICIANS.
AND

THE MEANING OF "RADIO INTERFERENCE"
THE TERM "INTERFERENCE"
USED
IS
RATHER FREELY
IN RADIO.
FOR EXAMPLE,
WHEN TWO STATIONS ARE HEARD SIMULTANEOUSLY,
WE SAY THAT THEY ARE INTERFERING
WITH EACH OTHER, OR THAT THE RECEIVER IS
FIG.
TROUBLED BY INTERFERENCE.
THIS IS DUE
LOCATING THE SOURCE
TO LACK OF SELECTIVITY
IN THE RECEIVER;
OF INTERFERENCE
BUT IN THIS LESSON,
WE ARE NOT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN THIS KIND OF INTERFERENCE. AT THIS TIME OUR ATTENTION
TYPE OF
WHICH CAUSES NOISY
ON THAT
INTERFERENCE
IS CENTERED
RECEPTION.
I

IS CAUSED BY
THE INTERFERENCE, WHICH WE ARE STUDYING ABOUT NOW;
ELECTRICAL DISTURBANCES ORGINATING EITHER NEAROR AT SOME DISTANCE FROM
THE RECEIVER;BUT REGARDLESS OF WHERE IT COMES FROM,THE LISTENER EXPECTS
THERE IS, HOWEVER,
ONE TYPE
THE RADIO
TECHNICIAN TO GET RID OF IT.
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OF INTERFERENCE OVER WHICH WE HUMANS HAVE NO CONTROL AND THESE ARE
THE
ELECTRICAL DISTURBANCES, WHICH HAVE THEIR ORIGIN WITHIN THE ATMOSPHERE
THIS ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY IS GENERALLY REFERRED TO AS STATIC AND SOME
TIMES THESE STATIC CHARGES PILE UP ANO SUDDENLY DISCHARGE THEMSELVES WITH
A TREMENDOUS FLASH, WHICH WE KNOW AS LIGHTNING. "STATIC" IS ONE OF
NATUREIS ENEMIES AGAINST PERFECT RADIO RECEPTION AND ALTHOUGH ITS EFFECTS
CAN BE REDUCED, YET IT CANNOT BE ELIMINATED ENTIRELY.
STATIC DISCHARGES CAUSE A CRASHING SOUND TO BE EMITTED FROM
THE
RECEIVER AND IN SOME LOCALITIES AND AT CERTAIN SEASONS OF THE YEAR,THESE
STATIC DISTURBANCES ARE VERY BOTHERSOME SOMETIMES, ONE WILL BE LISTENING TO A BEAUTIFUL SELECTION BEING PLAYED BY SOME FAMOUS SYMPHONY ORCHEB
TRA, WHEN ALL OF A SUDDEN AND WITHOUT ANY WARNING WHATEVER,A LOUD CRASHING NOISE WILL COME OUT OF THE RECEIVER, WHICH SOUNDS AS THOUGH THE WHOLE
ROOF HAD CAVED DOWN UPON THE ORCHESTRA. THIS NOISE, HOWEVER, IS SIMPLY
DUE TO ONE OF NATURES TRICKS WITH STATIC SOMEWHERES UP IN THE ATMOSPHERE,
PROBABLY MILES AWAY FROM THE POINT WHERE YOU ARE MLIBTENING-IN.n
MAN-MADE INTERFERENCE
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE NATUREIS INTERFERENCE TO DEAL WITH BUT WE HAVE
TO FIGHT "MAN-MADEII INTERFERENCE AS WELL. You SEE, ANY ELECTRICAL
D13 CHARGE, SUCH AS A SPARK IN THE AIR, WILL SEND RAO1D WAVES OUTWARD IN ALL
DIRECTIONS. FORTUNATELY, THESE EMITTED WAVES ARE SOMETIMES SO FEEBLE THAT
THEY ARE NOT RADIATED VERY FAR AND FOR THIS REASON ARE NOT VERY
BOTHERSOME. AT OTHER TIMES, HOWEVER, SUCH A SPARK WILL RADIATE WAVES WITH SUFFICIENT FORCE TO CAUSE THEM TO TRAVEL FOR MILES AND MILES,THEREBY
NOT
LOCALIZING THE DISTURBANCE BUT PROBABLY RUINING RADIO RECEPTION FOR
A
WHOLE COMMUNITY.
THE WAVES RADIATED BY SUCH SPARK DISCHARGES EFFECT THE RECEIVER IN
MUCH THE SAME WAY AS A REGULAR RADIO WAVE BUT THEY ARE UNTUNED AND CONSE
QUENTLY CANNOT AS A RULÉ BE ELIMINATED BY TUNING IN SOME OTHER STATION
EVEN WHEN AN ALTERNATING CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH A CONDUCTOR,
ELECTRIC WAVES WILL BE RADIATED FROM THE CONDUCTOR, WHICH MAY AFFECT SOME
NEARBY RECEIVER AND THE HIGHER THE FREQUENCY OF THIS ALTERNATING CURRENT,
THE MORE PRONOUNCED WILL BE THE INTERFERENCE EFFECT UPON A RADIO RECEIVER
A GREAT MANY OF THE PRODUCERS OF THIS RADIO INTERFERENCE MAY BE LOCATED
WITHIN THE SAME BUILDING IN WHICH THE RECEIVER 18 BEING OPERATED AND IN
FIG 2, YOU WILL SEE SOME COMMON ELECTRICALLY OPERATED HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, WHICH CERTAINLY DO THEIR PART IN CAUSING INTERFERENCE.

BY ADDING THESE EVERY DAY HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES TO THE MANY OTHER
POSSIBLE CAUSES OF INTERFERENCE,WHICH MAY BE LOCATED ELSEWHERE OUTSIDE OF
THE HOME, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT OUR LIST OF INTERFERENCE PRODUCERS WILL BE
QUITE LARGE

BEAR IN MIND, THAT ANY APPLIANCE, WHICH USER AN ELECTRIC MOTOR, OR
VIBRATING INTERRUPTER POINTS IS A GOOD INTERFERENCE PRODUCER. IN
FACT,
EVEN A LOOSE ELECTRICAL CONNECTION INSIDE ALAMPIS APT TO ARC AND THEREBY
PRODUCE INTERFERENCE

THE FOLLOWING LIST GIVES YOU AN IDEA OF THE MANY THINGS WHICH ARE
LIKELY TO CAUSE INTERFERENCE NOISES:
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ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
DOOR BELLS OR BUZZERS
ELECTRIC HAIR CLIPPERS
MACHINES
ELECTRIC SEWING
ELECTRIC REFIQERATORS
ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTRIC SIGNS
ELECTRIC FANS
ELECTRIC ELEVATORS
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC VIBRATOR OA MASSAGING MACHINES ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
X-RAY MACHINES,
ELECTRIC TOASTERS
NOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC IRONS
ARC LAMPS
ELECTRIC CURLING IRONS
FLASHER SIGNS
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS
ELECTRIC MOTORS
ELECTRIC RANGES
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRONS
DEFECTIVE ELECTRIC SWITCH
DEFECTIVE INSULATORS ON POWER LINES
ES OF ALL TYPES ETC.
DEFECTIVE POWER TRANSFORMERS

WE COULD GO ON PRACTICALLY INDEFINITELV,NAMINQ ALL KINDS OF PO88ISLE SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE BUT THOSE MENTIONED WILL AT LEAST GIVE YOU AN
IDEA OF WHAT TO LOOK FOR.
Now THAT YOU KNOW WHERE VARIOUS INTERFERENCE NOISES ORIGINATE,THE
NEXT STEP IS TO FIND THEIR CAUSE AND LOCATION AND THIS OF COURSE, IS THE
HARDEST PART OF THE JOB. HOWEVER, WHEN TRACING SUCH NOISES IN A SYSTEMATIC

Some Common
WAY,

IT

FI G. 2
Causes fó.- /n.herFerer, ce in khe

REALLY ISN'T AS DIFFICULT AN UNDERTAKING AS ONE MIGHT FIRST EXPECT.

LOCATING INTERFERENCE
SINCE TROUBLE WITHIN THE RECEIVER ITSELF MAY ALSO CAUSE
VARIOUS
TYPES OF SCRATCHING AND CRACKING SOUNDS, ONE MUST NOT JUMP TO HASTY CONCLUSIONS AND BLAME IT UPON INTERFERENCE THE FIRST THING,BEFORE EVEN STOPS
ING FOR A MOMENT TO CONSIDER THE SITUATION IN A MORE THOROUGH AND
8EN-
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SIRLE MANNER.
ES ARE COMING
WIRE FROM THE
A STATION, AS

To DETERMINE

IN A GENERAL WAY WHERE THESE
UNDESIRABLE NOISBEST TO FIRST DISCONNECT THE ANTENNA
LEAD-IN
RECEIVER WHILE THE RECEIVER 18 IN OPERATION
ANO BRINGING IN
WELL AS THE NOISE YOU ARE LOOKING FOR.

FROM IT

IS

SHOULD THE NOISE DISAPPEAR THE INSTANT YOU
DISCONNECT THE ANTENNA
LEAD-IN WIRE, THEN YOU KNOW THAT
THE DISTURBING NOISES WERE
ENTERING
YOUR RECEIVER BY WAY OF THE
ANTENNA. HOWEVER, IF THE NOISES ARE
STILL
HEARD, EVEN WITH THE ANTENNA
DISCONNECTED, THEN CONTINUE YOUR INVESTIGATION BY NEXT DISCONNECTING THE
GROUND WIRE FROM THE RECEIVER. IN CARE THE
NOISE DISAPPEARS WITH ITS REMOVAL, THEN
THE TEST INDICATES THAT
THESE
NOISES WERE EITHER PICKED UP AND
DELIVERED TO THE RECEIVER BY THE GROUND
WIRE, OR ELSE A POOR GROUND
CONNECTION WAS BEING USED.
IF THE SAME NOISE STILL PERSISTS
WITHIN THE RECEIVER WITH THE ANTENNA AND GROUND BOTH DISCONNECTED,
THEN THE TROUBLE IS WITHIN THE RECEIVEP. ITSELF--PROVIDED IT 13 A BATTERY
OPERATED SET. HOWEVER, 111THE
RECEIVER IS BEING OPERATED FROM AN A.C.
LIGHTING
SUPPLY, THEN THE SOURCE OF NOISE MAY EITHER BE
WITHIN THE RECEIVER OR ELBE
SOMEWHERES IN THE LIGHTING
OR POWER LINE, WHICH 18 SUPPLYING THE
RECEIVER WITH
ITS OPERATING POWER.

SINCE IT IS NOT AN UNCOMMON OCCURRENCE FOR A
FAULTY CONNECTION WITHIN THE RECEIVER TO PRODUCE
SCRATCHING SOUNDS, IT IS ADVISABLE TO CHECK
THE
RECEIVER IN A GENERAL WAY BEFORE LOOKING FOR
LINE
TROUBLE. TO DO THIS, LEAVE THE RECEIVER IN OPERATION
AND TUNED TO A STATION. THEN TAKE A STRIP
OF BAKELITE OR HARD RUBBER AND PROD THE DIFFERENT
CIRCUIT
CONNECTIONS WHILE THE RECEIVER IS IN
OPERATION.
SHOULD A POORLY SOLDERED JOINT BE MOVED IN THIS WAY,
THE EFFECT WILL BE NOTICEABLE AT THE SPEAKER IMMEDIATELY.

3

FIG.
ALSO MAKE SURE THAT THE TUBE PRONGS ARE
ALL
Service
CLEAN ANO THAT THEY MAKE A GOOD FIRM CONTACT
WITH
THE SPRINGS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE SOCKETS. SEE TO
IT
THAT SUCH PARTS AS THE VARIABLE CONDENSERS ARE FREE FROM DUST
ANO DON'T
FORGET THAT A POOR SWITCH CONTACT OR DIRTY VOLUME
CONTROL IS FREQUENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR SCRATCHING NOISES. WORKING THESE PARTS BACK
AND
FORTH
WILL READILY INDICATE THEIR CONDITION.

Cabin/

HAVING MADE THIS GENERAL INSPECTION OF THE A.C. RECEIVER
AND BEING
CONVINCED THAT THE NOISES ARE COMING IN OVER THE POWER LINES,THEN
YOU
ARE READY TO SET ABOUT THE TASK OF TRACING THEM TO THEIR
SOURCE. To
DO
THIS, GO TO THE ENTRANCE OR SERVICE SWITCH OF THE LIGHT
IN
SUPPLY
THE
BUILDING, IN WHICH THE RECEIVER IS BEING OPERATED. ONE OF THESE
SWITCHES
IS SHOWN IN FIG. 3 AND NO DOUBT YOU WILL
IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZE IT AS BEING THAT FAMILIAR LOOKING SWITCH BOX, WHICH IS MOUNTED
EITHER NEAR
OR
TOGETHER WITH THE METER. IN A GREAT MANY CASES, YOU WILL FIND IT ON
THE
SACK PORCH OF THE HOME.

ALL THE LIGHTING CURRENT, WHICH COMES INTO A BUILDING,MUBT
PASS
THROUGH SUCH A MAIN SWITCH AND IF THIS SWITCH 18 OPENED, ALL OF THE CIR-
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CIRCUITS WITHIN THE BUILDING ARE PUT OUT OF OPERATION. THE LIGHTING
BRANCH
KNOWN
AS
WHICH
ARE
GROUPS
INTO
DIVIDED
CUITS IN MOST BUILDINGS ARE
CIRCUITS AND ALL OF THESE BRANCH CIRCUITS ARE FED BY THE MAIN SUPPLY LINE,
WITH THE BRANCHES HAVING THEIR ORIGIN EITHER IN THIS SERVICE SWITCH CABINET OR ELSE IN A SEPARATE CABINET. EACH CIRCUIT IB PROTECTED WITH A SEP
TYPE,
ARATE SET OF FUSEE, WHICH MAY SE EITHER OF THE PLUG OR CARTRIDGE
OF
BOTH OF WHICH ARE SHOWN IN FIG. 4. A PLUG FUSE IS SHOWN AT THE TOP
THIS
OF
BOTTOM
THE
AT
IS
SHOWN
FIG. 4 AND A FERRULE TYPE CARTRIDGE FUSE
ILLUSTRATION.,NOw WITH THE RADIO RECEIVER IN OPERATION,REMOVE THE BRANCH
CIRCUIT FUSES ONE AT A TIME UNTIL YOU FIND ONE,MHICH WHEN REMOVED,CAU8ES
THE RECEIVER TO STOP OPERATING. THIS THEN, IS THE FUSE WHICH PROTECTS THE
*RANCH CIRCUIT TO WHICH THE RECEIVER IS CONNECTED. KNOWING TN18, REPLACE
THIS FUSE SO THAT THE RECEIVER CAN OPERATE AGAIN AND WITH A PROGRAM COMREMOVE
ING INWTOGETHER WITH THE UNDESIRASLE NOISE YOU ARE LOOKING FOR,
THE
EFFECT
FOR
LISTEN
TIME
ANO
A
AT
FUSES
ONE
BRANCH
THE OTHER
CIRCUIT
RECEIVER.
THE
UPON
SHOULD THE INTERFERING NOISE DISAPPEAR WHEN A CERTAIN FUSE IS REMOVED, THEN THE NOISE HAS ITS ORIGIN IN THIS PARTICULAR BRANCH CIRCUIT.
ALL
THE THING TO DO THEN IS TO DISCONNECT
TROUBLESOME
THIS
ONE
OF THE APPLIANCES FROM
BRANCH CIRCUIT BUT DO THIS IN A ROUTINE WAY
THAT IS, TURN OFF THE DIFFERENT APPLIANCES
THE
SUCH AS LAMPS, THE VACUUM CLEANER,
ONE
ETC.
HEATER
ELECTRIC FAN, THE ELECTRIC
AT A TIME ANO IF THE NOISE DISAPPEARS, THEN
ITS
THE DISCONNECTION OF THE UNIT CAUSING
FOR
THE
INTERRESPONSIBLE
DISAPPEARANCE IS
WHICH
FERENCE. You CAN READILY DETERMINE
A
SINGLE:BRANCH
FROM
APPLIANCES ARE OPERATED
CIRCUIT, BY SIMPLY TURNING ON ALL THE LIGHTS
ETC. IN THE ENTIRE BUILDING AND NOTING WHICH
GROUP GOES OUT WHEN ONE PARTICULAR BRANCH
CIRCUIT FUSE IB REMOVED. THOSE APPLIANCES,
FIG. 4
WHICH ARE PUT OUT OF COMMISSION BY REMOVING
A SINGLE FUSE ARE ALL CONNECTED TO THE SAME
BRANCH CIRCUIT. SHOULD, HOWEVER, ALL OF THE
CIRCUITS BE "KILLED" WHEN YOU REMOVE A FUSE, THEN IT SIMPLY MEANS THAT
YOU HAVE REMOVED A MAIN CIRCUIT FUSE INSTEAD OF A BRANCH CIRCUIT FUSE, SO
WATCH FOR THIS.

Fuses

HAVE REMOVED A BRANCH CIRCUIT FUSE WITHOUT ELIMINATING THE
NOISE,
THEN REMOVE THE BALANCE OF THE BRANCH FUSES, ONE AT A
INTERFERING
TIME. SHOULD NONE OF THESE TESTS REMOVE THE INTERFERENCE, IT IS VERY LIKE
LV THAT THE TROUBLE MAY BE IN THE BRANCH CIRCUIT TO WHICH THE RECEIVERAB
RECONNECTED AND TO CHECK UP ON THIS POSSIBILITY, SIMPLY CONNECT THS
CEIVER TO ANOTHER BRANCH CIRCUIT ANO NOTE HOW IT PERFORMS. IF THE INTERFERENCE HAS DISAPPEARED, IT INDICATES THAT THE SOURCE OF THE NOISE 18 IN
THAT PARTICULAR BRANCH CIRCUIT FROM WHICH THE RECEIVER WAS ORIGINALLY BE
ING OPERATED. SO CHECK THE TROUBLESOME BRANCH CIRCUIT CAREFULLY AND THIS
APPMEANS FOR DEFECTIVE CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS, AS WELL AS FOR DEFECTIVE
LIANCES WHICH MAY BE CONNECTED TO THE CIRCUIT. FREQUENTLY, YOU WILL FIND
THIS INTERFERENCE BEING CAUSED BY LOOSE WIRES AT LAMP SOCKETS,WALL SWITCHES, OUTLET ROCKETS, ETC. AND EVEN A LOOSE LAMP BULB MAY BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE INTERFERING NOISE.
IF YOU
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INTERFERENCE VIA THE POWER LINES
NOW IF NONE OF THESE FUSE REMOVAL
TESTS STOP THE INTERFERENCE,THEN
YOU KNOW THAT THE NOISES ARE
ENTERING THE BUILDING BY WAY OF THE MAIN
SUP
PLY LINES. IT MAY BE DUE TO
FAULTY LINE INSULATORS ON THE POLES, A
DEFECTIVE LINE TRANSFORMER ETC. AND IN
SUCH CASES, IT IS ADVISABLE TO
NOTIFY
THE POWER COMPANY ANO THEY WILL
SEE TO IT THAT THEIR EQUIPMENT IS
ALL
CHECKED ANO PUT BACK IN PROPER
WORKING.OROER. IN FACT, YOU WILL FINO MOST
POWER COMPANIES VERY.ACCOMODATING,
WHEN IT COMES TO RUNNING DOWN LINE
TROUBLE AND VERY OFTEN THEY WILL FINO
CONDITIONS IN WHICH THE INTERFERENCE SOURCE 18 LOCATED IN A
DIFFERENT BUILDING, WHICH HAPPENS TO BE
OONNEOTED TO THE SAME POWER
DISTRIBUTING LINES.

BEFORE BRINGING YOUR TROUBLES BEFORE THE POWER
COMPANY,
HOWEVER,
MAKE SURE THAT THE TROUBLE IS NOT
LOCALIZED AROUND OR WITHIN THE BOTHERED
RECEIVER. THAT IS, ASK DIFFERENT PEOPLE
IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD IF THEY
TOO
ARE TROUBLED WITH THIS INTERFERENCE
ANO ALBO TRY TO DETERMINE THE TIME OF
DAY OR NIGHT WHEN THESE NOISES'ARE
MOST PRONOUNCED. IN THIS WAY IT MAKES
IT MUCH EASIER TO FIND WHETHER
THE POSSIBLE CAUSE IS IN SOME
FACTORY,
WHICH ONLY OPERATES DURING CERTAIN
Loop Antenna
HOURS OF THE DAYd, OR IN A THEATER OR
FLASHER ELECTRIC SIGN,WHICH ONLY -OP
CRATE AT NIGHT ETC. ALL OF THIS INSErap
Shoulder
FORMATION IS OF A GREAT HELP TO YOU,
Milfiammei,
AB WELL AS TO THE POWER COMPANY AND
Lleadphones
OFFERS A SYSTEMATIC METHOD OFATTAOlf
ING THE PROBLEM IN LOCATING
AI
THE
SOURCE OF THE INTERFERENCE.
r'

SEARCHING A DISTRICT FOR
INTERFERENCE PRODUCER

Portable Receiver

FIG. 5

SOMETIMES YOU MAY BE
CALLED
UPON TO LOCATE INTERFERENCE
WHICH
IS BOTHERING A WHOLE DISTRICT OF RADIO FANS
AND WHICH MIGHT OE ACTING UPON
THEIR RECEIVERS THROUGH EITHER THE ANTENNAS GROUND
CONNECTION OR LIGHTING
LINES. THIS OFFERS A CONSIDERABLY LARGE TERRITORY IN WHICH
TO LOOK
FOR.
THIS TROUBLE AND THE EASIEST WAY TO LOCATE THE
SOURCE OF SUCH INTERFERENCE
IS BY MEANS OF THE APPARATUS SHOWN
IN FIG. 5.

Interference Locahor

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF A SENSITIVE LOOP OPERATED RECEIVER
,EQUIPE
ED WITH A SHOULDER STRAP 80 THAT IT CAN BE
CARRIED ABOUT WITH EASE
AND
COMFORT. IN ADDITION TO HAVING THE CONVENTIONAL RADIO RECEIVING
CIRCUITS
WITHIN THIS CABINET, AN EXTRA VISUAL INDICATING DEVICE IS
ALBO USED
ANO
IT IS FOR THIS REASON THAT THE
MILLIAMIETERI MOUNTED ON THE PANEL OF THE

INTERFERENCE LOCATER.

THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR THE VISUAL INDICATING DEVICE IS
SHOWN
IN
FIG. 6 AND THIS PORTION OF THE TESTER 18 COUPLED TO THE
OUTPUT OF THE REG
ULAR RECEIVER CIRCUIT BY MEANS OF THE
TO
RATIO IRON CORE TRANSFORMER.
A PAIR OF PHONES ARE ALSO CONNECTED TO THE OUTPUT OF THE
RECEIVER CIRCUIT
80 THAT THE INTERFERENCE AND BROADCAST SOUNDS CAN BE
HEARD. THAT PORTION
OF THE CIRCUIT, WHICH IS SHOWN IN FIG. 6 18 WHAT IS KNOWN
AS A SIMPLE TYPE
VACUUM TUSE VOLTMETER.
I

I

BY STUDYING FIG. 6, YOU WILL,NOTE THAT THE SECONDARY OF THE

COUP
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RADIO
LING TRANSFORMER IS CONNECTED ACROSS THE GRID CIRCUIT OF A
TUBE
THIS
ON
BIAS
TUBE AND A POTENTIOMETER IS USED WITH WHICH THE GRID
THE
ININ
USED
BE
CAN BE CONTROLLED. A SEPARATE SET OF BATTERIES SHOULD
PRO
TO
ORDER
IN
DICATOR CIRCUIT FROM THOSE USED IN THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT,
VIDE CORRECT METEF READINGS.THE MILLIAMMETER, YOU WILL NOTE, IS CONNECTED
TUBE AND IT HAS A RANGE OF FROM O TO
IN THE PLATE CIRCUIT OF THE
25 MILLIAMPERES.

TUBE IS SO ADJUSTED THAT WITH THE
THE BIAS VOLTAGE OF THE
LEAST AMOUNT OF INTERFERENCE RECEIVED, THE DEFLECTION OF THE MILLIAMMETER
NEEDLE SHOULD BE AT A MINIMUM.WITH
THE ADJUSTMENT THUS MADE, IT WILL
BE FOUND THAT THE METER READING WILL
INCREASE AS THE RECEIVER IS BROUGHT
CLOSER TO THE SOURCE OF THE INTERWHEN
FERENCE AND IT WILL DECREASE
MOVED FARTHER FROM THE SOURCE OF IN
TERFERENCE.
THUS BY HAVING THE PHONES AL80
CAN
CONNECTED IN THE CI.RCUIT, ONE
COMPARE THE RESULTS OF THE METER IN
DICATIONB WITH THE AUDIBLE INDICACircui%
TIONS, FOR THE INTERFERENCE WILL ALONE
TO INCREASE IN LOUDNESS AS
BRINGS THE RECEIVER CLOSER TO THE SOURCE.

FIG. 6

Diagram of hfie Visual

Indica

or

ORDER TO HAVE AN IDEA IN WHICH DIRECTION TO TRAVEL WHEN RUNNING
DOWN INTERFERENCE, A GREAT DEAL OF TIME CAN BE SAVED THROUGH THE USE OF
AN ADJUSTABLE LOOP AERIAL. THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY MOUNTING THE LOOP
IN A BEARING AS SHOWN IN FIG. 5 OR ELSE THE LOOP CAN BE CARRIED BY HAND.
IN

DIRECTHE LOOP ANTENNA HAS
SOUNDS
TIONAL QUALITIES AND THE
FROM A STATION WILL BE LOUDEST WHEN
THE
THE WAVES THEREFROM PASS OVER
THE
FIG.
IN
T.
LOOP WIRES AS SHOWN
LOOK.
GOOD
WHEN
HOLDS
SAME CONDITION
WHEN
ING FOR INTERFERENCE BECAUSE
THE INTERFERENCE WAVES PASS ACROSS
THE LOOP IN THE DIRECTION SHOWN. IN
FIG. 7, THEY TOO WILL COME IN WITH
MAXIMUM FORCE.
FIG. 7

of Loop ForShrongesb Signal.

POS%Lion

DUE TO THIS QUALITY OF THE
A
LOOP ANTENNA,IT BECOMES QUITE
AN
TO
DOWN
SIMPLE PROBLEM TO CENTRALIZE THE LOCATION OF THE INTERFERENCE
APPROXIMATE POINT AND WE DO THIS IN THE MANNER ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 8.

HERE YOU WILL SEE A PORTION OF A STREET MAP IN A DISTRICT TROUBLED
IT
WITH RADIO INTERFERENCE. THE SEAT OF THE TROUBLE IS AT ONE SPOT BUT
THE
TO
NUISANCE
SPREADS OUT THROUGHOUT THIS ENTIRE SECTION AND BECOMES A
INTERWHOLE NEIGHBORHOOD. YOU ARE THE MAN CHOSEN TO FIND 'WHERE THIS
INUP
YOUR
SET
18
TO
FERENCE 18 COMING FROM AND THE FIRST THING YOU DO
POINT
IN
FIG.
8.
AS
#1
TERFERENCE LOCATING EQUIPMENT AT SOME SUCH
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Now YOU TUNE YOUR PORTABLE
RECEIVER UNTIL THE INTERFERENCE
BARELY AUDIBLE IN YOUR
BECOMES
PHONES. SET YOUR POTENTIOMETER RO
THE MILLIAMMETER
READS MINIMUM ANO THEN WITHOUT
MOVING YOUR POSITION, SLOWLY
ROTATE
LOOP ANTENNA UNTIL YOU
YOUR
FIND A POINT WHERE THE
INTERFERENCE NOISE COMES IN
LOUDEST ANO WHERE THE
MILLIAMMETER SHOWS THE GREATEST DEFLECTION.
'

IT IS A GOOD PLAN TO
DRAW A ROUGH SKETCH OF THE
SURROUNDING
ITORV, SOMEWHAT LIKE THAT
TERRSHOWN IN FIG* 8 AND ALSO MARK
UPON IT THE PO61TION YOU JUST OCCUPIED
(STATION #I) AND ALSO DRAW IN THE
POSITION

OF THE
LOOP ANTENNA WHERE THE
LOUDEST RESPONSE FROM THE
INTERFERENCE WAS OBTAINED
FROM THIS FIRST SET UP.
THIS DONE/ YOU NOW MOVE TO
SOME OTHER LOCATION, A FEW BLOCKS
FROM THE FIRST AND HERE YOU
AWAY
AGAIN SET UP YOUR APPARATUS.
THIS IS STATION
#2 IN FIG. 8 ANO WITH THE SAME
CONTROL SETTINGS AS AT STATION #I,
NOTE THE
RESPONSE OF YOUR APPARATUS WITH
THIS NEW SET' UP AT #2. YOU
MIGHT HAVE TO
READJUST THE VOLUME CONTROL
BIAS
POTENTIOMETER.) NOW ROTATE
THE
LOOP SLOWLY UNTIL THE INTERFERENCE
NOISE COMES IN LOUDEST AND
THE
MILLIAMMETER READING MAXIMUM. MARK
THIS NEW POSITION ON YOUR MAP
AND
ALSO THE DIRECTION IN WHICH
THE
LOOP WAS POINTING.

NOW MOVE TO SOME OTHER POSITION A FEW BLOCKS AWAY, SUCH AS
SET UP #3 IN FIG. 8. DO THE
SAME
THING HERE AS AT THE PREVIOUS TWO
SET UPS, AGAIN MARKING THE POSITION
OF THE LOOP AND LOCATION OF
THE
SET UP. MAKE SEVERAL OF
THESEETESTE,
FIG. 8
WORKING EITHER AROUND A LARGE
LocaBeing
SQUARE OR CIRCLE AND THEN BY DRAWING DOTTED LINES THRU ALL THE
LOOP
DIRECTION ARROWS ON YOUR MAP AS IN FIG.
8, YOU WILL FIND SOME POINT
WHERE
THESE PROJECTED LINES WILL VERY
NEARLY ALL INTERSECT OR CROSS
EACHOTHER.
THIS IS THE POINT FROM WHERE THE
INTERFERENCE IS COMING AND IT IS MARKED
WITH AN "x" IN FIG. 8.

/nferfe rence

THIS GIVES YOU THE APPROXIMATE
POSITION OF THE INTERFERENCE
SOURCE
AND WILL GIVE YOU A GOOD IDEA OF
THE DIRECTION IN WHICH YOU SHOULD
MOVE
IN ORDER TO FIND IT. THEN
AS YOU COME CLOSER AND
CLOSER
TO
IT,
THE
INTERFERENCE NOISE WILL CONTINUALLY
INCREASE IN YOUR HEADPHONES AND THE MILLIA
MMETER WILL ALSO CONTINUE TO REGISTER AN
INCREASED READING. GRADUALLY, YOU
WILL HAVE WORKED YOUR WAY RIGHT TO
THE SEAT OF THE TROUBLE WHERE
YOUR
MILLIAMMETER REAQING AND RESPONSE FROM THE
PHONES WILL BE AT THEIR MAXIMUM.
GOOD, SENSITIVE AUTOMOBILE RECEIVERS
HAVE ALSO BEEN USED TO ADVANTAGE IN RUNNING DOWN INTERFERENCE.
IN THIS CASE, THE
INTERFERENCE
NOISE
INCREASES IN INTENSITY AS THE CAR IS
DRIVEN CLOSER TO THE SOURCE. TO CM SURE STILL GREATER EFFICIENCY, AN OUTPUT
METER CAN BE CONNECTED TO
THE
AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER AND IT WILL OFFER AN
INCREASED READING AS THE INTERFERENCE SOURCE IS APPROACHED.
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THE ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE

HAVING GONE INTO THE DISCUSSION OF THE METHODS USED TO LOCATE THE
CAUSE OF INTERFERENCE, OUR NEXT PROBLEM WILL BE TO ELIMINATE THE INTERFERENCE AFTER WE HAVE FOUND IT. IN A GREAT MANY CASES, YOU WILL FIND THAT
THE DISTURBANCE 13 CAUSED BY SOME FAULTY ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, WHICH
WOULD NOT ORDINARILY CAUSE THIS TROUBLE WERE IT IN PROPER OPERATING CONDITION* THE. THING TO DO HERE, OF COURSE, IS NOT TO DOCTOR UP THE APPARATUS BY ATTEMPTING TO REDUCE THE EFFECTS OF THE DISTURBANCES BUT IT
IS
MUCH WISER TO REMEDY THE CAUSE OF THE DISTURBANCE.
FOR EXAMPLE, YOU MIGHT TRACE THE INTERFERENCE TO EXCESSIVELY SPARK
LNG BRUSHES ON A GENERATOR.
STOP
SO THE LOGICAL THING TO DO HERE 13 TO
THE SPARKING AT THE BRUSHES BY EITHER REPLACING THE WORN BRUSHES WITH
NEW ONES, CLEANING THE COMMUTATOR OF THE ARMATURE WITH SAND PAPER
OR
ANY OTHER REPAIR, WHICH MAY BE REQUIRED TO OVERCOME THE TROUBLE.
REPAIRS ON ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
ARE GENERALLY OUT OF THE RADIO
MAN'S LINE AND CONSEQUENTLY
SHOULD BE TURNED OVER TO
AN
ELECTRICIAN, WHO IS SPECIALLY
TRAINED ALONG THIS LINE OF WORK.

MAJOR

THERE ARESHOWEVER, CASES
WHERE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT WILL
PRODUCE A GREAT DEAL OF INTERFERENCE, EVEN THOUGH IT BE IN A
NORMAL OPERATING CONDITION AND
FIG.9
SINCE NO EFFECTIVE REPAIRS CAN
BE MADE IN THIS INSTANCE,
WE
Connections for Uri Electric Motor,
HAVE TO DO THE NEXT BEST THING,
WHICH 13 TO REMOVE THE EFFECTS RATHER THAN THE CAUSE OF THE INTERFERENCE
AND IN THIS WAY PREVENT THE INTERFERENCE NOISES FROM BEING TRANSMITTED TO
NEARBY RADIO RECEIVERS.

finer

To REDUCE INTERFERENCE NOISES, WE USE FILTERS,CON8I8TING OF CHOKES
AND CONDENSERS, WHICH ARE SIMILAR IN OPERATION TO THOSE YOU USED IN A.C.
POWER PACKS. FIG. 9 SHOWS YOU HOW SUCH A FILTER SYSTZM WOULD BE CONNECTED
UP TO AN ELECTRIC MOTOR, WHICH IS CAUSING INTERFERENCE.

NOTICE THAT WE FIRST MAKE SURE THAT THE METAL HOUSING OF THE MOTOR
WELL GROUNDED. THEN WE INSTALL A 200 MILLI -HENRY CHOKE IN EACH OF THE
SUPPLY LINES. TWO
OR 2 MFD. CONDENSERS ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES AND SHUN
TED ACROSS THE LINES AS SHOWN AND THEIR CENTER CONNECTION IS
GROUNDED.
THIS GROUND CONNECTION CAN BE MADE EITHER AT A COLD WATER PIPE OR ELSE TO
THE CONDUIT CARRYING THE POWER LINES. (CONDUIT IS THE IRON PIPING IN WHICH
ALL MODERN POWER WIRING IS CARRIED AND THIS CONDUIT IS ALWAYS
GROUNDED
SOMEWHERE ALONG
ITS RUN, SO BY MAKING YOUR GROUND CONNECTION TO
THE
GROUNDED CONDUIT, YOU WILL AT THE SAME TIME HAVE AN EFFECTIVE GROUND CONN
ECTION FOR YOUR FILTER. BE SURE, HOWEVER, TO SCRAPE OFF ALL DIRT OR PAINT
FROM THE POINT ON THE CONDUIT AT WHICH YOU MAKE YOUR GROUND CONNECTION AND
USE AN APPROVED GROUND CLAMP.)
IS

I

IF THE POWER LINES, WHICH SUPPLY THE MOTOR, ARE WORKING AT AN
A.C.
VOLTAGE OF 110 OR 220 VOLTS, AS IS GENERALLY THE CASE, THEN EACH OF THE
FILTER CONDENSERS SHOULD HAVE A RATED D.C. WORKING VOLTAGE OF 500
VOLTS.
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AND IT IS PREFERABLE THAT THEY BE OF THE MICA
DIELECTRIC TYPE RATHER THAN
PAPER. SHOULD THE LINE VOLTAGE.BE 550 VOLTS A.C.
THEN EACH OF THE CONDENSERS IN FIG. 9 WOULD BE REPLACED BY TWO
SERIES CONNECTED CONDENSERS' EACH
HAVING A RATED O.C. WORKING VOLTAGE OF
500 VOLTA AND THE
CONNECTIONS
WOULD THEN BE MADE AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 10.
ALSO NOTICE IN FIG. 9 THAT A FUSE IS CONNECTED IN
SERIES WITH EACH OF
THE FILTER CONDENSERS. THESE FUSES OFFER AN
ADDITIONAL PROTECTION IN CASE
THE CONDENSERS SHOULD BECOME SHORT CIRCUITED.
IF THIS WERE TO HAPPEN, THE
MOTOR CIRCUIT WOULD ALSO BE SHORTED AND THEREBY
DRAW AN EXCESSIVE CURRENT
OF DANGEROUS PROPORTIONS. HOWEVER,
BY
INCLUDING FUSES IN
THE CONDENSER
CIRCUIT, THE FUSES WILL
BLOW OUT AND THUS IN
TERRUPT THE CIRCUIT,
THE INSTANT THAT THE
DAMAGING CURRENT OOM
MENCES TO FLOW
AT
THE TIME OF A CONDEN
8ER18 BREAKING DOWN.

FIG.

10

THE ELECTRICAL
DISTURBANCE OF
THE
MOTOR,WHICH IS CAUSING THE INTERFERENCE IS OF A HIGH FREQUENCY AS YOU WERE
ALREADY TOLD.
THEREFORE, BY HAVING THE CHOKES CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE LINES,
THEY
WILL OFFER A GREAT- CEAL OF OPPOSITION TO THE FLOW OF THE
HIGH FREQUENCY It
TERFERENCE CURRENT BUT NOT TO THE LOW FREQUENCY A.C. CURRENT, WHICH
OPERATES THE MOTOR.

Filker for 55o

vo/t Q.C.

Circuíf.

THE CONDENSERS, ON THE OTHER HAND OFFER FREE PASSAGE TO THE HIGH FRE
QUENCY INTERFERENCE CURRENT BUT A TREMENDOUS OPPOSITION TO THE LOW
FREQUENCY A.C. MOTOR OPERATING CURRENT. CONSEQUENTLY, THE CHOKE COILS
FORCE
ALL OF THE HIGH FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE CURRENT INTO GROUND BY WAY
OF THE
CONDENSERS ANO IN THIS WAY PREVENT THEM
Gap
FROM GETTING INTO THE POWER LINES WHERE
Winding
THEY COULD BE RADIATED OVER WHOLE D18/'
(Tube
.
TRICTS.

;

'

'

J

--"T"

U\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

f)))24 1

TO INSTALL SUCH A FILTER1ALL THAT
_t
11C
IS TO DISCONNECT THE POWER
LINES WHILE THE LINE WIRES ARE DISCONN6"
ECTED FROM THE SOURCE OF E.M.F.
AND
Iron s{eevQ
THEN TO CONNECT THE FILTER BETWEEN THE
FIG.I1
MOTOR AND POWER LINES. IN ORDER FOR THE
FILTER TO OPER4TE PROPERLY,THE CONDENChoke Coi/
A
Zoo Milli-Henries.
SERB MUST BE CONNECTED ON THE MOTOR SIDE
OF THE FILTER CIRCUIT AND THE FILTER CIRCUIT AS A WHOLE, SHOULD BE CONNEQ
TED AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE MOTOR OR SOURCE OF INTERFERENCE.

AS NECESSARY

a

of pprox.

CONSTRUCTION OF CHOKES
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CHOKES USED IN FIGS. 9 AND 10 IS ILLUSTRATED
FOR YOU IN FIG. II. EACH OF THESE CHOKES 18 MADE UP OF 180
TURNS OF
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DOUBLE COTTON COVERED WIRE. TH18 WIRE IS WOUND ON A PORCELAIN OR BAKELITE
TUBING, WHICH IS 6" LONG ANO HAVING A DIAMETER OF In.
THE ENTIRE COIL IS MADE UP OF TWO LAYERS, WITH 90 TURNS OF WIRE
TO
EACH LAYER AND A PIECE OF EMPIRE CLOTH 1S INSERTED BETWEEN THE TWO LAYER*.
THE WHOLE COIL IS VARNISHED AND THEN SOME
MORE EMPIRE CLOTH IS WRAPPED OVER THE OUT
ER LAYER AND OVER THIS YOU CAN WRAP SOME
FRICTION TAPE AND LIKEWISE APPLY A FINAL
,Vibra Ling
COATING OF VARNISH OVER THE TAPE.
poinb5

THE CORE CONSISTS OF A PIECE OF #18
GAUGE SHEET IRON (STOVE-PIPE IRON) WHICH
18 CUT TO SUCH A SIZE, 80 THAT IT CAN
BE
SENT INTO THE SHAPE OF A SLEEVE AND
BE
SLIPPED INTO THE HOLLOW WINDING TUBE. ITS
ENDS, HOWEVER, SHOULD NOT OVERLAP OR EVEN
TOUCH BUT THERE SHOULD BE A SEPARATION OF
ABOUT 1/8" BETWEEN THEM.

To the
circuiE

Filber

FIG.12

Syysi<ern

for an

FlecZric Bell.

WHEN CHOOSING WIRE SIZES FOR CHOKES, ONE MUST BE CAREFUL TO USE WIRE
A
WHICH IS LARGE ENOUGH TO CARRY THE REQUIRED LOAD CURRENT, AB TOO SMALL
WIRE WILL HEAT UP AND THEREBY OFFER THE POSSIBILITY OF A FIRE. THE FOLLOWWIRE,
ING TABLE GIVE YOU THE SAFE CARRYING CAPACITY OF VARIOUS SIZES OF
WHICH ARE. SUITABLE FOR CHOKE USE.
TABLE ]C
SAFE CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY OF COPPER WARE

ALLOWABLE CURRENT FOR
WIRE SIZE
RUBBER INSULATION
B&S GAUQk
3 AMP.
--------#18---------6 AMP.
91.6

#I4---

#12#1

#8

--

'R'*

#3

15

AM.

.

-20 AMP.

--------------25
35
50
70
80

AMP
AMP.
AMP.
AMP.
AMP.

ALLOWABLE CURRENT FOR
OTHER INSULATION
5 AMP.

---10 AMP.
20 AMP.
25 AMP.
AMP*
50 AMP,
70 AMP.
90 AMP.
---LOO AMP.

-30
---

IN FIG. 12, YOU WILL SEE A DIAGRAM OF AN EFFECTIVE FILTER CIRCUIT FOR
SERIESUSE ON AN ELECTRIC BELL, WHICH PRODUCES INTERFERENCE. HERE, TWO
OF
MFD. CONDENSERS ARE CONNECTED ACROSS THE VIBRATING POINTS
CONNECTED
THE BELL AND THEY ARE GROUNDED AT THEIR MID-POINT. WHENEVER, YOU ARE WORK
WHICH USES A SET OF VIBRATING
INS ON AN APPLIANCE OF ANY TYPE,
POINTS SIMILAR TO THIS BELL EXAMPLE, YOU WILL FIND THAT THIS CONDENSER CON
NECTION ACROSS THE POINTS WILL AID MATERIALLY TO REDUCE INTERFERENCE.
I

ALONE DOES NOT ELIMINATE THE INTERFERENCE ENTIRELY, THEN AN
ADDITIONAL FILTER SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN THE LINE AS SHOWN IN F16. 12, SO
THROUGH
AS TO PREVENT THE INTERFERENCE CURRENTS FROM BEING DISTRIBUTED
THE LINES. REMEMBER, THAT THE REQUIRED WORKING VOLTAGE OF THE CONDENSERS
AND WIRE SIZE OF THE CHOKES WILL DEPEND ENTIRELY UPON THE VOLTAGE AND CUR
IF THIS
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RENT USED BY THE APPLIANCE.
OTHER FILTER SYSTEMS
IN PIG* 13, YOU WILL SEE AN EXAMPLE OF HOW A FILTER SYSTEM IS
IN STALLED IN A BUILDING BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC METER AND THE MAIN SERVICE
SWITCH. THIS ARRANGEMENT PREVENTS INTERFERING NOISES, WHICH ORIGINATE
WITHIN THE BUILDING, FROM BEING TRANSMITTED TO SURROUNDING BUILDINGS. AT
THE SAME TIME, IT ALSO PREVENTS INTERFERING NOISES FROM ENTERING
THIS
SAME BUILDING
BY
POWER
WAY OF THE
LINES.

ON SMALLGENERATO R8 AND MOTORS,

LITTLE
WHERE BUT
INTERFERENCE IS BE
ING PRODUCED,

YOU

WILL VERY OFTEN
FINO THAT THE TROUBLE CAN BE RELIEVED
FIG. 13
SIMPLY BY ATTACHING
In sr<a//ed ire
TWO SERIES CONNEOTED
MFD. CONDENSERS OF THE REQUIRED VOLTAGE RATING ACROSS THE TERMINALS
OF THE APPLIANCE OR ACROSS THE LINE CLOSE TO THE APPLIANCE. THE MIDPOINT
OF THIS CONDENSER CONNECTION CAN THEN BE GROUNDED TOGETHER WITH THEMETAL
HOUSING OF THE APPLIANCE.

Filter

Lighfin a Circuit.

I

IN

IF THIS PROVES TO BE INSUFFICIENT, THEN THE CHOKES MUST BE USED
ADDITION AS WAS ALREADY SHOWN YOU.

THE SAME PLAN OF FILTERINO,AS OUTLINED FOR YOUIIS CARRIED OUT
IN
PRACTICALLY ALL CASES. THERE ARE, HOWEVER, CASES THAT NOW AND THEN COME
UP, WHICH ARE RATHER COMPLEX IN THEIR NATURE AND CONSEQUENTLY
SOMEWHAT
HARD TO HANDLE. IT 19 THEN SIMPLY A MATTER OF EXPERIMENTING, IN TRYING
OUT DIFFERENT FILTER CIRCUITS AND THEREBY DE
TERMINING WHICH OF THEM OVERCOMES
THE
TROUBLE.

ALTHOUGH THE FILTER BYSTEM8,WHICH WE
HAVE SO FAR CONSIDERED, ARE READILY MADE BY
THE RADIO SERVICE MAN, YET SPECIAL FACTORY
BUILT RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS CAN BE PUR
CHASED FROM ANY GOOD RADIO STORE OR WHOLESALE
HOUSE*
FACTORY -BUILT INTERFERENCE FILTERS
AN EXAMPLE OF SUCH A COMMERCIAL TYPE
OF RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTER IS SHOWN
IN
FIG. 14. THESE UNITS ARE MADE IN
DIFFERENT
SIZES AND SHAPES AND EACH OF THEM HAS
A
DIFFERENT MODEL NUMBER. THEREFORE, IF
ONE
NEEDS A FILTER SYSTEM TO HANDLE A
CERTAIN
JOB, THEN ALL THAT IS NECESSARY IS TO
DESCRIBE YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO THE DEALER AND

FIG.14

A

Commercial

for

Filtei-

/nEerFerence.
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HE WILL GIVE YOU THE PARTICULAR FILTER, WHICH HAS BEEN ESPECIALLY DEBIGFILTERETTEN
NED FOR THAT PARTICULAR JOB. THAT 18, IF YOU WANT A WTOBE
DEUTSCHMANN
(TRADE NAME FOR INTERFERENCE FILTER'S MANUFACTURED BY TORE
CORP.
TO INSTALL IN THE CIRCUIT OF AN ELECTRIC REFIGERATOR, WHICH IS BE
YOU
1NG OPERATED AT HO VOLTS A.C. AND DRAWING NOT MORE THEN 5 AMPERES,
A
WOULD STATE THESE FACTS TO YOUR DEALER AND HE WOULD PROVIDE YOU WITH
MODEL ¶IIO TORE FILTERETTE. THESE FILTERS ALL OPERATE ON THE SAME PRINCIPLES AS THE ONES WE HAVE BEEN DISCUSSING RIGHT ALONG.

NO MATTER WHAT KIND OF COMMERCIAL FILTER YOU BUY, FULL INSTRUCTIONS
AS TO THE PROPER METHOD OF ITS INSTALLATION ALWAYS COME WITH IT ANO THUS

Ground
connecEion

Filter
411,

-cam

To

Supply lines

Flashar
Mecfl.

--;,
CIO

fELD

FIG. 15

Filter Installation In Flasher Sign Cir`ui/.
MAKES

IT

EASY FOR ANYONE TO CONNECT UP.

SHOWS YOU A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF HOW SUCH A COMMERCIAL INTERFERENCE FILTER 18 CONNECTED IN THE CIRCUIT OF A FLASHER TYPE SIGN, WHICH
IS CAUSING INTERFERENCE. THESE FLASHER SIGNS ARE EXTREMELY BOTHERSOME AS
AN INTERFERENCE PRODUCER ANO SINCE THEY OPERATE AT NIGHT WHEN MOST PEOPLE
TO
ARE LISTENING TO THEIR RADIO, IT IS EVIDENT THAT CARE MUST BE TAKEN
ELIMINATE ALL POSSIBLE CHANCE OF INTERFERENCE FROM THIS DEVICE.
FIG.

15

ALL OF THE INTERFERENCE FILTERS, WHICH WE HAVE SO FAR CONSIDERED,
WERE PERMANENTLY CONNECTED IN THE
LINE, EITHER AT THE SOURCE OF THE
THE
INTERFERENCE NOISE OR IN
HOUSE LIGHTING CIRCUIT, TO PREVENT THERE ENTRY. Now IN FIG.I6,
SEE A FACTORY BUILT
YOU WILL
WHICH
INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR
IS ESPECIALLY BUILT FOR INSTALL
AT ION OF A PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY
OF
NATURE,EITHER AT THE SOURCE
THE INTERFERENCE OR ELSE DIRECTLY
AT THE RECEIVER.
,

FIG. 16

lhterference
Eliminator to A.C. ,pecei ver.

Connecting

ESPECTHESE DEVICES ARE
APARTUSE
IN
IALLY SUITABLE FDR
LIGHTING
MENT HOUSES ETC. WHERE
BEING
CIRCUITS ARE CONTINUALLY
THROUGHOUT
SWITCHED ON AND OFF
THE ENTIRE BUILDING. EVERYTIME
A
THAT THIS IB DONE,THERE IS
SOUND
TENDENCY FOR A CRACKING
OPERATING
TO COME OUT OF SOME
RECEIVER ELSEWHERE IN THE BUILD-
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ING. TO PREVENT THIS, THE INTERFERENCE FILTER CAN BE CONNECTED IN SERIES
BETWEEN THE RECEIVER AND THE LIGHTING OUTLET FROM WHICH IT IS BEING OPERATED. THIS 18 CLEARLY ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 16.

THE REMAINING TERMINAL OF THE INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR IS THEN GROUNDED TO SOME NEARBY COLO WATER PIPE OR OTHER SUITABLE POINT AND RECEPTION
WILL NOW BE GREATLY IMPROVED.
IN

ACTUAL PRACTICE,

IT

IS

OF COURSE GENERALLY DESIRABLE TO HOUSE THE
INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR WITHIN THE
CABINET, SO THAT IT IS
CONCEALED
FROM VIEW. IT IS READILY
INSTALLED
AND DISCONNECTED AND IS THEREFORE
IDEAL FOR PORTABLE USE AND CAN
BE
CARRIED AWAY WITH THE RECEIVER
IN
CASE THE TENANT SHOULD DECIDE
TO
MOVE.

REDUCING STATIC NOISES
NOW THAT WE HAVE INVESTIGATED
THE MANNER OF SUPPRESSING MAN-MADE
INTERFERENCE AT THE SOURCE, LET US
NEXT SEE WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT NATURE IS INTERFERENCES NAMELY "STATIC."
FIG.17
AS
YOU WERE TOLD BEFORE, WE CANNOT
4 Series Connected Wave Trap.
ELIMINATE STATIC BUT THERE ARE METH
OD8 WHEREBY WE CAN REDUCE THE AUDIBLE EFFECTS OF STATIC UPON OUR RECEIVER, DURING THE TIME WE ARE LISTENING
TO A PROGRAM. THE SAME SUGGESTIONS WHICH ARE TO BE OFFERED YOU NOW, APPLY
EQUALLY WELL TOWARDS REDUCING THE AUDIBLE EFFECTS OF MAN-MADE INTERFERENCE
NOISES WHICH ARE PICKED UP BY THE RECEIVING ANTENNA.
THE FIRST THING TO CONSIDER IN THIS RESPECT IS THE ANTENNA INSTALLATION BECAUSE THE HIGHER AND LONGER THE ANTENNA AND THE LONGER THE LEAD-INS
THE GREATER WILL BE THE DISTURBANCE OF STATIC.

THE REASON'FOR THIS IS THAT Air
THOUGH THE SIGNAL BECOMES WEAKER
AS
THE HEIGHT AND LENGTH OF THE ANTENNA
WIRE IS DECREASED, YET THIS CONDITION
HAS A STILL MORE MARKED EFFECT
UPON
THE STATIC BECAUSE IT CAUSES THE STAT
IC STRENGTH TO DECREASE MORE RAPIDLY
THAN SIGNAL STRENGTH. CONVERSELY,
WE
HAVE THAT THE HIGHER AND LONGER
WE
MAKE OUR ANTENNA, THE STATIC STRENGTH
WILL INCREASE AT A MORE RAPID
RATE
THAN OUR SIGNAL STRENGTH MEANING THAI`
WITH A GIVEN VOLUME OF BROADCAST PROGRAM, WE WILL NOW HAVE A GREATER PERCENTAGE OF STATIC NOISE AS
COMPARED
TO THE RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THE LOW
AND SHORT ANTENNA*
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS CONDI-

FIG.1$

A

Para/le/ Connectedd

Wa

ve Trap.
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TION, IT IS ADVISABLE TO USE AN ANTENNA OONSI8TING OF A SINGLE WIRE,WHICH
IS NOT MORE THAN 50 FT. LONG AND ELEVATED AT A HEIGHT OF NOT MORE
THAN
30 FT. THIS WILL CAUSE A MARKED DECREASE IN STATIC COMPARED TO
SIGNAL

STRENGTH.
WAVE TRAPS
ANOTHER IDEA, WHICH HAS SEEN WORKED OUT AND'WHICH FREQUENTLVIP,RODUOES
THE DESIRED RESULTS IN REDUCING STATIC NOISES IS SHOWN IN FIG. IT.
HERE
WE HAVE A WAVE TRAP CONNECTED IN SERIES BETWEEN THE ANTENNA ANO
PRIMARY
WINDING OF THE RECEIVER'S IBT R.F. TRANSFORMER*
THIS WAVE TRAP IS NOTHING MORE THAN A SINGLE TUNING CIRCUIT,CONSISTING OF A COIL AND VARIABLE CONDENSER. BY TUNING THIS TRAP TO A
CERTAIN
FREQUENCY; THIS PARTICULAR FREQUENCY WILL FIND IT VERY DIFFICULT TO
GET
INTO THE PRIMARY WINDING OF. THE FIRST
R.F. TRANSFORMER BUT ALL OTHER
FREQUENCIES PASS THROUGH THE TRAP QUITE
READILY.

Wave Trap

-

-

NOT ONLY DOES SUCH A TRAP AID IN'
IN REDUCING STATIC NOISES BUT IT ALSO
AIDS IN MAKING A POORLY DESIGNED RECEIVER MORE SELECTIVE IN THAT
IT
TENDS TO REJECT SOME POWERFUL STATION
WHICH IB CAUSING FORCED OSCILLATIONS
IN THE REGULAR TUNED CIRCUITS,
WHEN
THESE ARE TUNEO TO AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT FREQUENCY.

5
`

,

l

R.F.

Trans

ANOTHER INSTALLATION FOR A WAVE
FIG.19
TRAP IS SHOWN IN FIG. 18 ANO HERE THE
Absorption Type Wave Trap..
TRAP 18 CONNECTED PARALLEL TO THE PRI
MARY WINDING OF THE 1ST. R.F. TRANSFORMER. IN THIS CABER THE FREQUENCY TO WHICH THE TRAP IS TUNED, WILL
BE
FORCED THROUGH THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE R.F. TRANSFORMER AND ALL REMAIN
ING FREQUENCIES WILL FINO QUITE AN EASY PATH THROUGH THE TRAP.
STILL ANOTHER WAVE TRAP I8 SHOWN IN FIG. 19. THIS IB THE ABSORPTION
TYPE ANO HERE YOU WILL NOTE THAT AN EXTRA R.F. COIL IS CONNECTED IN SERIES
BETWEEN THE ANTENNA AND PRIMARY WINDING OF THE 1ST. R.F. TRANSFORMER. THE
EXTRA WINDING 18 THEN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED TO A TUNEO WAVE TRAP AND
WHEN
THE WAVE TRAP IS TUNEO TO SOME CERTAIN FREQUENCY, IT WILL A3SORB A GREAT
DEAL OF POWER FROM THE ANTENNA CIRCUIT CAUSED BY THIS UNDESIRED FREQUENCY.
THE RESULT IS THAT PRACTICALLY NO POWER OF THE FREQUENCY TO WHICH
THE
TRAP IS TUNED WILL EVER REACH THE RECEIVER AND WHAT LITTLE DOES ENTER THE
RECEIVER, ITS STRENGTH IS REDUCED SUFFICIENTLY 80 AS TO PREVENT IT
FROM
CAUSING MUCH TROUBLE.
THE ABSORPTION TYPE WAVE TRAP IS ABOUT THE MOST EFFECTIVE OF
THOSE
SHOWN YOU BUT ALL OF THEM HELP SOMEWHAT TO REDUCE STATIC NOISES AND FORCED
OSCILLATIONS FROM UNWANTED STATIONS. THESE TRAPS CAN EITHER BE CONTAINED
WITHIN A SEPARATE CASE ANO CONNECTED TO THE RECEIVER ONLY AT THE TIME ONE
CARES TO USE IT OR ELSE THEY CAN BE INCORPORATED AS A PERMANENT PART
OF
THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT.
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INTERFERENCE -REJECTING ANTENNA SYSTEMS
CONTINUAL RESEARCH 18 IN PROGRESS TO OVERCOME THE UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS OF INTERFERENCE NOISES UPON RADIO RECEPTION AND CONSTANT
IMPROVEMENTS ARE BEING MADE*

EXPERIMENTS HAVE SHOWN THAT MOST OF THE 80 -CALLED 'MAN-MADE STATIC'
PICKED UP BY THE ANTENNA LEAD. -IN WIRE ANO FROM HERE CARRIED TO
THE
RECEIVER, RATHER THAN BEING MOSTLY PICKED UP BY THE ELEVATED PORTION OF
THE ANTENNA AS WAS FORMERLY GENERALLY SUPPOSED* CONDITIONS BEING SUCH, IT
IS NO MORE BUT LOGICAL
TO
BELIEVE THAT A CONSIDERABLE
PORTION OF THE INTERFERENCE
AnEznna
NOISE CAN BE PREVENTED FROM
ENTERING THE RECEIVER
BY
SIMPLY PROVIDING THE ANTENNA
ANLenna j,
coupler
LEAD-IN WIRE WITH AGROUNDED
THE
SHIELD* IN THIS WAY,
LEAD-IN WIRE WOULD SERVE
Lig hinin q
SOLELY AS A CONDUCTOR
OF
arrester
RADIO FREQUENCY ENERGY FROM
WIRE
THE ELEVATED ANTENNA
Uield e d
TO THE RECEIVER
WITHOUT
Lead POSSESSING ANY SIGNAL PICKwire
UP CHARACTERISTICS OF
ITS
IS

I

k

OWN.

Qeceiver

coupler

Qeceiver
An

ti

Terrtt"1 nal

Receiver

ground Term.

i

1=1G.7.0
A Noise-.Qe,jectinq Antenna Sysfenz

SINCE THE TIME
THIS
DISCOVERY WAS MADE,SHIELOED
LEAD-IN WIRE HAS BEEN GAINING IN POPULARITY. IT CON."
RUSTS OF THE
CUSTOMARY
STRANDED COPPER CONDUCTOR*
THIS IS SURROUNDED BY
A
LAYER OF COTTON OVER WHICH
A LAYER OF RUBBER IS
PROVIDED. THE RUBBERINSUL.ATION
IS IN TURN COVERED WITH
A
TINNED COPPER OR
ALUMINUM

BRAID.

THE COPPER CONDUCTOR IS THUS USED IN THE NORMAL MANNER TO CONDUCT
THE SIGNAL ENERGY FROM THE ANTENNA TO THE RECEIVER AND BY SOLDERING
A
WIRE TO THE METALLIC BRAID COVERING AND THEN GROUNDING THIS WIRE,
THE
LEAD --IN WIRE WILL BE THOROUGHLY SHIELDED.

ALTHOUGH THE SHIELDED LEAD-IN WIRE WILL PREVENT CONSIDERABLE PICKUP OF INTERFERENCE NOISE, YET IT OFFERS UNDESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS
A8
WELL. THE CHIEF DISADVANTAGE OF THE PLAIN SHIELDED LEAD-IN WIRE IS THAT
CONSIDERABLE CAPACITY IS INTRODUCED BETWEEN THE LEAD-IN CONDUCTOR
AND
ITS GROUNDED SHIELD COVERING. THIS CAPACITY PERMITS CONSIDERABLE
RADIO
FREQUENCY OR SIGNAL ENERGY TO PASS FROM THE LEAD-IN WIRE TO GROUND WITHOUT REACHING THE RECEIVER AND THIS NATURALLY RESULTS IN A CONSIDERABLE
LOSS OF SIGNAL ENERGY.
To OVERCOME TPIS LOSS, SPECIAL ANTENNA COUPLING TRANSFORMERS

HAVE
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BEEN DEVELOPED BY SEVERAL CONCERNS. Two OF THESE COUPLERS ARE GENERALLY
USED TQ COMPLETE THE INSTALLATION--ONE OF THEM BEING USED TO COUPLE THE
ANTENNA TO THE SHIELDED LEAD-IN WIRE AND THE OTHER TO COUPLE THE LEAD-IN
WIRE TO THE ANTENNA TERMINAL OF THE RECEIVER.
To MAKE AN ANTENNA INSTALLATION AS THIS, IT IS PREFERABLE TO
ERECT
THE ANTENNA AS HIGH AS POSSIBLE AND OUT IN THE CLEAR SO THAT IT WILL BE
LOCATED AS FAR AWAY AS PRACTICAL FROM ALL NEARBY KNOWN SOURCES OF
MANMADE STATIC.

THE ANTENNA COUPLER IS ATTACHED TO THE ANTENNA AND FROM THIS COUPLER
THE SHIELDED LEAD-IN WIRE IS RUN TO THE RECEIVER. THE RECEIVER COUPLER IS
THEN MOUNTED WITHIN THE RECEIVER CABINET AND THE LEAD-IN WIRE ATTACHED TO
IT, WITHOUT MAKING ANY ADDITIONAL CONNECTIONS IN THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE
LEAD-IN. THE RECEIVER COUPLER IS IN TURN CONNECTED TO THE ANTENNA
AND
GROUND TERMINALS OF THE RECEIVER, THUS COMPLETING THE INSTALLATION. IT IS
IMPORTANT THAT THE SHIELDING OF
THE LEAD-IN WIRE BE SECURELY
GROUNDED.
A NUMBER OF THESE
NOISE REDUCING ANTENNA COUPLING DEVICE ARE BEING MANUFACTURED BY
DIFFERENT CONCERNS AND CAN BE
PURCHASED READY FOR INSTALLATION FROM ANY GOOD RADIO SUPPLY
HOUSE. THE MANUFACTURERS SUPPLY
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING
THE INSTALLATION OF THEIR PARTICULAR UNITS SO AS TO
INSURE
SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE.

SO AS TO GIVE YOU ABETTER
IDEA OF THE CONSTRUCTIONAL FEA
TURES OF SUCH AN ANTENNA COUP-

FIG.ZI

ConsLruc Eion of' Me

Qnt¢nna SysEe.n.

LING SYSTEM, WE HAVE
PREPARED
FIG. 21 FOR YOU. HERE THE ANTENNA COUPLER IS REPRESENTED BY Li AND
THE
RECEIVER COUPLER BY 1...v. COILS L1 ANO L EACH CONSIST OF ISO TURNS 0E4130
Z
BIS DOUBLE COTTON COVERED WIRE SCRAMBLE -:HOUND ON A
2n DIAMETER FORM. THE
WIDTH OF THE FINISHED COILS IS 111 AND THEY ARE EACH TAPPED AT THE
25TH
TURN.

ONE END OF L} IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE ANTENNA ANO ITS OTHER END
GROUNDED. ONE ENO OF L ;IS GROUNDED WHILE ITS OTHER END IS CONNECTED
TO THE ANTENNA TERMINAL OF THE RECEIVER THROUGH A .00025 MFG. FIXED CON DENS ER.
IS

EACH OF THE COILS IS HOUSED IN AN INDIVIDUAL METALLIC CAN, WHICH IS
GROUNDED SO AS TO FORM A SHIELD AND THE CANS ARE FILLED WITH
PARAFFINE
TO PROTECT THE COILS AGAINST MOISTURE.
THE LEAD-IN WIRE IS CONNECTED TO THE TAPS OF THE TWO COILS.
SHIELDING OF THE LEAD-IN WIRE IS ALSO THOROUGHLY GROUNDED.

THE

THIS PARTICULAR SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN
ANTENNA OF 100 FT. LENGTH AND A LEAD-IN OF 100 FT. LENGTH. SUCH A
LONG
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LEAD-IN IS NOT 80 DETRIMENTAL WITH A COUPLED INSTALLATION AS IN THE ANTENNAS SYSTEMS WITHOUT THIS FEATURE DUE TO.TWE ABSENCE OF NOISE PICK-UP
WITH THE SHIELDED LEAD-IN, AND THE BOOSTING EFFECT OBTAINED FROM
THE
OOUPLIIIG DEVICES*
IN FIG. 22 YOU ARE SHOWN A TYPICAL AN
TENNA NOISE -REJECTING KIT Bt1D1m, AS OFFERED
BY SEVERAL MANUFACTURERS. THESE
ATTRAOTIVELY PACKED KITS CONTAIN THE ANTENNA COUP
LER, THE RECEIVER COUPLER, 75 FT. OFSHIELD
ED LEAD-IN WIRE AND COMPLETE
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR INSTALLATION. ALL UNITS ARE BUILT
UP
FOR IMMEDIATE USE ANO ALL THAT YOU HAVE TO
DO IS TO CONNECT THEM INTO THE SYSTEM.

THE INFORMATION GIVEN YOU IN
THIS
LESSON SHOULD BE OF CONSIDERABLE VALUE TO
YOU BECAUSE THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND
FOR
FIG. 22
TRAINED
RADIO
MEN,
WHO
HOW
KNOW
TO
OVERCOME
Noise ,Qejecbing
THESE DIFFICULTIES OF INTERFERENCE.
TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THE OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED YOU IN THIS BRANCH OF RADIO WORK
ANO HELP IN THIS LARGE UNDERTAKING TO MAKE RADIO RECEPTION STILL
MORE
ENJOYABLE FOR THE MILLIONS OF RADIO LISTENERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

YOU WILL BE WELL REPAID FOR YOUR EFFORTS IN THIS FASCINATING SEARCH
AND ELIMINATION OF ONE OF RADIO'S WORST ENEMIES --"INTERFERENCE."
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"EXAMINATION QUESTIONS"
LESSON #23

"MAN-MADE INTERFERENCE?"

I.

- WHAT DO WE MEAN BY

2.

- DESCRIBE A SIMPLE METHOD WHEREBY*

THE INTERFERENCE NOISE
ING SYSTEM.
3.

IS

YOU CAN DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT
BEING PICKED UP BY THE ANTENNA OR GROUND

- How CAN YOU DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THE INTERFERENCE NOISE ORIGINATES OUTSIDE OF THE BUILDING IN WHICH THE RECEIVER IS BEING OPT

ERATED?
4.

-

5.

-

6.

-

T.

-

8.

DESCRIBE HOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO LOCATE THE SOURCE OF INTERFERENCE
IF IT ORIGINATES OUTSIDE OF THE BUILDING IN WHICH THE RECEIVER
IS BEING OPERATED.
HAVING FOUND AN ELECTRIC MOTOR A8 PRODUCING INTERFERENCE,WHAT
WOULD YOU DO TO PREVENT RADIATION OF THIS DISTURBANCE?

DESCRIBE HOW
TERFERENCE.

A

CHOKE MAY BE CONSTRUCTED

IN

ORDER TO SUPPRESS IN-

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE TO PREVENT A SET OF VIBRATOR POINTS OF SOME
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE FROM PRODUCING INTERFERENCE?

- WHY IS IT ADVISABLE TO INCLUDE A SET OF FUSES WHEN INTERFERENCE
FILTER CONDENSERS ARE CONNECTED ACROSS A POWER LINE?

9. -

DESCRIBE ONE FORM OF WAVE TRAP AND EXPLAIN HOW

IT

WORKS.

IO.- DESCRIBE AN INTERFERENCE --REJECTING ANTENNA SYSTEM.

.

"Opportunity Knocks at a
Man's Door But Once"
Many a time you have heard that expression
and
perhaps it is true, but there is no law of
God
or
man
that prohibits a man from knocking at
door just as often as he may wish. If heOpportunity's
enough, sooner or later, he is sure to find knocks often
opportunity at
home. If he is ready it will mean Success.
Opportunity means nothing to the man
ready. If he is not prepared he won't evenwho is not
sized. Whatever we amount to in this worldbe recog
entirely upon ourselves, and our own efforts. depends
If we
make no effort we get nothing. If we
make
a big
effort to get ahead we can and will
succeed. In other
words, we are going to be rewarded for
exactly what
we do.
Success will not come by merely wishing
for it. It
something we must fight for. We have got to
conquer every obstacle-we cannot give in
to
pleasures
or idle dreams. And the harder we
fight the greater
will be our success.
is

Opportunity waits for no one-it's up to us to make
ourselves ready and catch her.
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LESSON

A -C TABLE MODEL RECEIVERS -- PORTABLE RECEIVERS
series treating with specific
This lesson is the first of a
d -c,
types of circuits, as used in small table -model a -c, portable,
these
of
Each
receivers.
and
all
-wave
ac -dc, automobile, shortwave,
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receiver types contains special features which are particularly well
adapted to them, and it is important that you become intimately acquainted with these variations in design. We commence this specialized
study of receivers in this lesson with the small table -model a -c sets.

A -C

Table Model Receivers

In Fig. 1 you are
shown a typical table -model receiver, housed
in an attractive cabinet.
The main reason that
this
type of circuit
has been accepted so favorably by the public
is that the unit is compact in design and therefore requires no more room -space than the aver
age mantel -clock; in addition, its sales -price can be kept at a value
well below that of the console or "full-size" receiver. Although the

table -model receiver is an abbreviated design, when com
pared to the larger
console radios, it
is nevertheless com
plete in every detail.

Most"full-size"
receivers
provide
greater sensitivity
and
better
tone
quality, in addition
to being more selec
tive than the aver-

FIG. 2

PARTS ARRANGEMENT OF TYPICAL TABLE -MODEL SUPERHETERODYNE

age table -model receiver. The reason
for this is
that
the compact design
of table -model sets
calls for a reduction in
the number
of tubes and tuning
circuits, a smaller
speaker, less speak
er baffle area,etc.
However, these defi
ciencies of the tar

ble-model receiver
are not so great
but that the unit is capable of performing remarkably well.
Many of
these smaller receivers are being used today.
Fig. 2 will give you somewhat
of an idea of the manner in which
the parts are arranged in a typical table -model a -c
superheterodyne.
Study this lay -out carefully and note especially that the relative positions of the various parts are such as to make possible a compact
but efficient design.
Notice also that a two -gang variable condenser
is used to control the
first -detector and oscillator sections of the
pentagrid converter tube; considerable space is saved by omitting preselection.
For the present, we
shall leave the circuit details, as
these are fully covered later in this lesson.

Great care must be used in laying out these
small receivers so
that the compact arrangement of the parts will not produce undesirable
coupling between the various sections of the set.
It is, of course, true that the
circuits of small a -c receivers
as a whole are quite conventional.
However, certain details are assoN -24
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3

Diated with such circuits that might confuse you,were they not brought
to your attention. It is therefore the purpose of this lesson to point
out to you the important details concerning such circuits; we do this
by analyzing for you popular circuit designs, commencing with the more
simple t -r -f types and gradually advancing through the more elaborate
designs.
FOUR -TUBE T -R -F RECEIVER

In Fig. 3 is illustrated the circuit diagram of the first table In
general appearance, you will
model circuit which we shall study.
conventional, employing a pentode tube in the r -f
find it to be quite
resistance -capacity
stage, a triode as a power -detector and a pentode
of the circuit
inspection
coupled audio power tube. However, closer
several special features which are not generally found in
will reveal
the larger receivers. We shall now investigate these differences in
detail.

To begin with, a single secondary winding on the power transform
er furnishes the filament voltage for all three of these tubes. This
permits the use of a smaller power transformer, which in addition to
saving space, also reduces the cost. You will further observe that
also one "ilament terminal of
one side of this filament winding and
each of the tube sockets is connected to ground, thus saving one of
the filament circuit wires.

While we are discussing this part of the circuit, it is well to
point out to you the simplified method Df representing the filament
circuit in this wiring diagram, by marking with an "R" one side of the
A. F. POWER
TUBE

DE r.
TUBE

R.F. TUBE

A N T.
COIL

R.F.
CO/L

SPEAKER

.0/

OUTPUT
TRANSF.

"ON_

SW/TCH
VOLUME
CONTROL
I/O

.

A.C.

40011
X

POWER
TRANSF.

F/L.4MENTS

230011
SPEAKER

FIELD

FIG. 3

FOUR -TUBE

T -R -F

MIDGET CIRCUIT

(NOTE: THE SYMBOL Á1'
DESIGNATES THOUSANDS; HENCE

/000

M=

OHMS , 10Mf =
/0,000 OHMS; 25114 =
25,000 OHMS, ETC.)
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filament of each tube and also one end
of the power transformer low voltage secondary winding. This manner
of
marking designates that in
the wiring of the actual
receiv_er,point "X" of the transformer winding
is connected to points "X" at
the
tube filaments.
By adopting this
system,it is not necessary to connect
these points together with lines.
This is common practice in all
fields
visable for you to accustom yourself of radio and it is therefore adto it.
The speaker field in Fig. 3 serves
as the only filter
negative side of the "B" supply. It is choke, and
connected
between the center tap of the power
and ground, with a 400 -ohm resistor transformer's high voltage winding
in series.
Therefore, all "B" cur
rent will flow through the 400
-ohm resistor and the 2500 -ohm speaker
field coil in order to complete the
circuit between the center tap of
the high voltage transformer
winding and ground (the chassis).
The plate current for the r -f and
detector tubes flows through
their cathodes, and also through
resistors included between these cath
odes and ground.
This will produce the bias voltages
for these tubes
in the customary manner.
However, the bias voltage for the power
tube
is obtained in a different
manner, as explained in the following
paragraphs.
is connected in the

The voltage -drop developed by
current flowing through the 400 ohm resistor is used to supply the
negative bias for the power tube.
The direction of current flow
through this resistor is such as to make
its ground -end positive
with respect to the other end.
Therefore,
since the negative end of this
the power tube through the 2-megohmresistor is connected to the grid of
leak resistor, and the cathode of
the tube is grounded
to the chassis, a negative bias
voltage will be
impressed upon this tube.

This method of obtaining the bias
for the power tube allows the
cathode of this tube to be grounded
expensive bypass condenser that woulddirectly, thereby eliminating the
be necessary at this point were
the bias resistor placed in the
cathode circuit.
Although the screen and plate voltage in the
stages preceding the
power amplifier is reduced by an amount
equal to the voltage drop across
the 400 ohm resistor, when the .speaker
field is placed in the negative
side of the line, the saving of this
bypass
condenser was instrumental
in causing this method to be used
extensively
in receivers where cost is
an important factor.
A 10,000 -ohm potentiometer
is used
fering a means whereby the bias voltage to control the volume by offor the r -f tube and also the
signal input to the circuits can be
varied.
The .006 mfd condenser, which is
between ground and
plate of the power tube, bypasses connected
some
quencies so that they will not be effective of the higher audio frein the primary winding of
the output transformer.
In this way, the average
pitch of the sound
reproduction will be lowered somewhat and
thereby
provides a more
mellow tone quality.
the

HIGH -GAIN COILS

Another important fact which should be
circuit of Fig. 3, is the use of constant -gain noted, relative to the
type r -f transformers,
or as they are often called, "constant
-gain coils."
These
constant gain coils are intended to introduce two
important features into the
circuit; the first being to provide as great
an amplifying ability as
possible (high -gain), and second, to provide
practically
uniform ampli
fication throughout the entire broadcast band.
N-24
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Conventional tuned r -f amplifiers, employing the ordinary types
transformers, have a natural tendency to furnish greater ampliof
fication at the higher frequencies than at the lower frequencies of
The reason for this is that the magnetic field of
the broadcast band.
the r -f transformer's primary winding is more active at the higher fre
quencies than at the lower frequencies and thereby causes greater induction in the secondary winding, with a corresponding increase in amplification at the higher frequencies. This variation in amplifying
ability at different frequencies is undesirable.
r -f

Another reason for this is that the amplifying ability of a vacu
um -tube circuit increases as the load in its plate circuit is increasThis being true,it is apparent that the amplifying ability of the
ed.
circuit will be increased by using an r -f transformer having a primary
winding of considerable inductance (many turns). However, too great an
r -f plate circuit load may cause the circuit to oscillate due to exces
sive feed -back through the plate -to -grid capacitance of the tube.
It is also interesting to note than when using a primary winding
possible to design the coil so that
of large inductance value, it is
will
tune or cause the primary winding to
its distributed capacitance
resonate at a frequency slightly below the lowest broadcast frequency.
As a result, the amplifier will have a tendency to amplify very well
at the lower broadcast frequencies which are somewhat near the resonant frequency of the high -inductance primary winding. Conditions being such, the amplifying ability of the
reduced at the higher
circuit will be
CONTROL

broadcast frequencies.
Several refinements have

been made

and construction of modern
in the design
r -f coils so as to retain the advantages
lower freof good amplification at the
quencies, while at the same time maintain
the amplifying ability at an EQUAL
ing
The
value at the higher frequencies.
first of these is shown you in Fig. 4.

you will see that the pri
mary winding consists of a small honeycomb or lattice -wound coil which is simiThis
lar in appearance to an r -f choke.
winding of comparatively high inductance
value is wound on a wooden dowel and plac
ed in the lower end of the coil form.
In Fig.

GR/D

TERMINAL

SECONDARY
W/NO/NG

COUPLING
CONDENSER

't

4

WO00

^ 00 vYE

PL ATE
TERMINAL.

PR/MARY W/NO/NG

The secondary is wound on the coil
form in the conventional manner. A small
FIG. 4
condenser is mounted on the side of the
CONSTANT -GAIN R -F TRANSFORMER
coil -form, near its base; one of its terWITH COUPLING CONDENSER
minals is connected to the plate -end of
primary winding and the other to the
the
control grid terminal to which one end of the secondary winding is
also attached. This condenser may have a value of about 3 to 10 mmf.

condenser is to produce a capacitive relaThe purpose of this
tion or condenser -coupling between the primary and secondary windings.
You will remember that the capacitive reactance of a condenser decreas
es with an increase in frequency -- just the opposite to the effect of
an inductance.
these
facts in mind, and returning to the transformer of
we find the capacitive reactance offered by the small coupling

Witn
Fig.

4,
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condenser to be very great at the time the receiver is tuned to the
lower broadcast frequencies; consequently, this condenser is of no par
titular value when the receiver is tuned to frequencies
in the lower
regions of the broadcast band.
At this time, the primary is transferring its maximum energy because it is operating near its natural resonant frequency.
Now, if the receiver is tuned to one of the higher broadcast fre
quencies, far removed from the primary winding's resonant frequency,we
find that the inductive energy -transfer between the primary and secondary has a tendency to decrease. Such energy -transfer also decreases
at this time because of the primary winding's axis being placed at
right angles to the axis of the secondary. However, the capacitive re
actance of the coupling condenser decreases at the higher frequencies,
and therefore, greater energy -transfer between the primary and secondary windings now takes place through the coupling condenser. This
will
compensate for the decrease in the energy -transfer by induction.
In practice, the capacitive value
of
the coupling condenser is
selected so that the energy -transfer through this condenser will increase at approximately the same rate as the decrease in energy -transfer by induction,while tuning across the band.
It can be seen readily
that a proper balance between these two couplings can thus be attained
so that the amplification will remain practically constant
throughout
the broadcast band.
Also, the over-all amplification of the unit will
be greater than that of a simple type coil.
It is for the latter reason that coils of this type are frequently referred to as"high-gain"
coils.

The presence of the coupling condenser, as used on this type of
is
indicated in the diagram of Fig. 3 by the standard condenser
symbol interconnecting the two windings of the r -f coil.
coil,

R -F TRANSFORMERS WITH CAPACITY -LOOP

Another form of constant -gain or
high -gain r -f transformer is illustrated
in Fig. 5.
The primary and secondary
windings in this case are practically
the same as used on the
transformer in
Fig. 4, the
essential difference being
that the coupling condenser is replaced
by a heavy, stiff, bare wire.
The lower
end of the wire is connected to the antenna or plate terminal of the transform
er, while its upper end is bent into the
shape of an incomplete loop that surrounds the grid -end of the secondary
winding.

FIG. 5

APPLICATION OF THE CAPACITY LOOP

This loop acts as one plate of a
small condenser, while the
secondary
winding serves as the other plate of the
condenser.
The winding insulation and
the spacing between the secondary winding and the loop act as the dielectric.

The operation of this transformer is exactly the same as already
described relative to the unit illustrated in Fig. 4, except that capa
city coupling between the primary and secondary windings in this case
is furnished by the loop -capacity instead of by the usual
condenser.
The presence of a capacity -loop, as used on this type of coil,is
indicated on the antenna stage r -f transformer appearing in Fig. 3.

N-24
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ANOTHER HIGH -GAIN COIL DESIGN

in
illustrated
Another form of high -gain r -f transformer is
the
of
either
than
extensively
more
is used even
This design
Fig. 6.
case, the primary is wound on the
this
In
two types just described.
turns of
lower end of the coil form, and usually consists of many more
is often
design
coil
primary
This
secondary.
wire than is used on the
type.
a"duo-lateral"wound
as
to
referred
instances, the primary winding
In many
GR/D TERMINAL
wound on movable slip -over forms to
is
COUPLING
provide convenient coupling adjustment.
SECONDARY
LOOP

D-,

The coupling -loop for this coil
consists of an insulated wire of small
diameter, one end of which is connected
to the antenna terminal of the transrorm
The other end of this wire is wraper.
ped around the coil form, next to the
grid -end of the secondary. Two or three
turns are generally used, and no circuit
connection is made at its upper end.

This small winding will supply the
necessary capacity -effect between the
primary and secondary windings. The operation of this transformer is exactly
the same as already described relative
to the unit illustrated in Fig. 5.

WINDING

AR/M,ARY
W/ND/NG

'1.11:íií11111

ANTENNA
TERMINAL
FIG. 6

HIGH -IMPEDANCE

R -F

TRANSFORMER

While antenna coils with low -impeare cheaper to manufacdance primaries
are, neverthe
ture than those using the high -impedance primaries, they
receivers.
midget
-type
and
-model
less, seldom used in modern table
The latter coil design provides reasonable gain, and when proper
tuned
ly designed, permits almost negligible misaligning of the first
circuit when connecting the receiver to antenna systems of differing

characteristics.
in
It is to be noted that capacity coupling can either reduce or
transformer;
-coupled
magnetically
-impedance,
a
high
of
gain
the
crease
If capa
the effect depends largely upon the polarity of the windings.
the an
entering
current
coupling,
magnetic
the
aid
is
to
city coupling
-form
coil
the
around
flow
tenna terminal of the primary winding must
and
winding,
grid
the
in
-flow
current
the
to
opposite
in a direction
and
grid
antenna
the
connected between
the coupling capacity must be
to such
terminals of the coil. This means that circuit connections
is to be experformance
satisfactory
if
made
correctly
must
be
coils
pected.

Although we have described these particular coil designs relathat these
tive to table -model receiver circuits, this does not mean
The truth of the mattypes of coils are used only in such receivers.
the cirter is that coils of these types are also used extensively in
receivers.
of
full-size
cuits
CIRCUIT USING PENTODES

diagram of a table -model
the circuit
In Fig. 7 you are shown
and
receiver in which pentode -type tubes are used in the r-f,detector,
ad
is
It
rectifier.
as
the
is
used
tube
80
power stages, while a type
visable that you study this circuit very carefully, comparing its fear
tures of design with conventional circuits with which you are familiar.
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ANTENNA
COIL

R. F.

r

TUBE

PET.

A. F.

TUBE

TUBE

R. F.
COIL

.05

-1.-~~.

HUM
BUCK/NG COIL

N

O

OUTPUT

TRA NSF

2500 !L
SAKq FIELD
VOLUME

80

CONTROL

//O K A.G.

6.

--x

POWER

FILAMENTS

TRA NSF.

FIG. 7

FOUR -TUBE

T -R -F

MIDGET CIRCUIT

The circuit of this receiver is very similar to the other receiv
er presented to you earlier in this lesson.
The essential difference
between these two circuits is that the circuit in Fig. 7 is designed
to accommodate a pentode detector tube;the method of biasing the power
tube follows conventional practice.

As a rule, small table -model receivers are equipped with only
two operating controls; one for the station -tuning and the other serving as the volume control and "on -off" switch.
A tone control is seldom used, as it increases the cost.

There are two reasons why a -v -c is not employed in the two circuits shown thus far: first, the addition of a -v -c would increase the
cost of the receiver materially, and second, this feature is only prac
tical where the frequency of the controlled stages

is

constant, as in a su-

perheterodyne receiver. In the latter case, the a -v -c system controls
the i -f channel which operates at a definite frequency. This is explained more fully in later lessons that treat with a -v -c systems.
Also note the use
of high -gain r -f transformers in the antenna
and detector stages of the receiver diagrammed in Fig. 7.
In this circuit, the speaker field is placed in the positive side
of the filter system. This arrangement provides higher screen and plate
voltages for the stages preceding the a -f tube, for the reason that the
400 ohm biasing resistor is connected in series with the cathode circuit
of the a -f tube only; instead of being in the B -return circuit of all
tubes, as in Fig. 3.
These increased voltages in the r -f and detector
stages increase the sensitivity of the receiver. Observe the use of an
additional 10 mfd condenser for bypassing the 400 -ohm resistor.

N-24
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While this procedure is somewhat more expensive than he system outfrom this method
lined in Fig. 3, the higher plate voltage available
makes this system more desirable in table -model receivers of the higher price -class.
You will also observe that the capacities of the various bypass
and filter condensers used in this circuit have in most instances been
increased over those of the other example shown. This will increase
the stability of the receiver as a whole,and will reduce any "hum"that
might be present in the filter system due to inadequate filtering.
THE R -F COIL MOUNTING

The antenna and r -f coils are frequently unshielded in receivers
However, when such is the case, their positions are seof this type.
The usual
lected so that they will be well separated from each other.
and the
base
the
chassis
above
antenna
coil
the
practice is to mount
metal chassis thus serves as an
r -f coil below the chassis base; the
effective shield between the two coils. Were this precaution not taken,
occur between the two tuned circuits, and in this
r -f coupling might
way result in undesirable feed -back and oscillations.
MIDGET -TYPE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS

You learned about the principles of superheterodyne receivers in
see how this type of receiver is
a previous lesson, and now you will
A typical midget superhetero-model
specifications.
table
adapted
to
dyne receiver is shown in Fig. 1.
The first circuit to be described and discussed is diagrammed in
It is typical of the lower priced variety, wherein several in
Fig. 8.
genious but practical features are incorporated for conserving space

-
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and keeping the cost at a minimum.
Here you will observe that five
tubes are used, consisting of a
combination
first detector and oscilla
tor, followed by a pentode 1-f tube
and a triode second detector.
The
latter feeds into a pentode power tube.
An 80 type tube is used as
the rectifier.

Returning to the converter tube,you will
notice that the cathode
of this tube is connected to ground
directly,
thus
eliminating the cus
tomary bias resistor and bypass
parts will not allow the tube to condenser. The elimination of these
operate at its best, but nevertheless
performance is still satisfactory.
You will further observe in Fig. 8 that
no padding condenser is
included in the ground -return circuit
of
dary winding. This is possible because the oscillator coil's seconspecially -cut plates are used
in the oscillator
section of the gang tuning condenser.
This feature
makes it unnecessary to use an expensive
mica condenser, which for all
practical purposes would require a
capacity -tolerance within close
limits.
The next point of interest is
the second i -f transformer used in
Fig. 8.
By close inspection of

this unit you will observe that it
is untuned and
unshielded.
Such
an i -f transformer is shown in
Fig. 9.

While the gain and selectivity of this transformer do not com
pare too favorably with the transformer which has both its primary
and secondary windings tuned to ex
act resonance,
it
does
operate
satisfactorily.
Furthermore, the
cost of such an 1-f transformer is
considerably less than one having
both windings tuned and housed in
a shield can.
FIG. 9
U NTUNED

I

-F

TRANSFORMER

As we have already mentioned,
the second detector is a triode,
and while not having the gain and
sensitivity of a pentode, will per
form satisfactorily,especially wheñ

the coupling of the i -f transformer is quite
close. Close coupling
must necessarily exist when untuned i -f
transformers are used.

It should also be noted that
the use of a triode in the second
detector stage is practical when no a -v -c system is employed
in the re
ceiver.
The omission of a -v -c in the circuit of Fig. 8
reduces
the
cost materially.

The remainder of this circuit is quite
conventional, and similar
to others which we have described in earlier
paragraphs of this lesson.
HIGH -QUALITY FIVE -TUBE TABLE -MODEL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Not all table -model superheterodyne receivers are
so
design as the one just described. Many of these receivers radical in
feature the
very latest developments heretofore found only in the
high-priced
console sets.
The circuit of a high -quality table -model
superheterodyne
is shown in Fig. 10.
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From a close inspection of this receiver, you will observe that
two dual-purpose tubes are employed. You will further notice that an
a -v -c system is included, operating in conjunction with a diode -triode
To assure perfect tracking of the oscillator tuning section, a
tube.
is
employed. A variable tone control is
variable padding condenser
also included.
CONY.

/. F. TUBE

TUBE

DET.

/sr.

ANT

A. F
TUBE
NUM

2 NO.:

/.F.r.

C O/L

AC

TUBE

B UCK/N6

COIL
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CON T

OUTPUT
TRANS.

h
100 M

eus

BUS

;0005

T0/
+

s

r

o

.-0049-t

2500 XL

OSC.

Il `CO/L
(CONDENSER

ywwvw.

[

SPEAKER FIEL a.

F/LAMEN TS

.

,O

FIG.

10

HIGH -QUALITY FIVE -TUBE MIDGET -TYPE SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT

To realize the greatest possible sensitivity, gain and selectivthe input and output i -f transformers both employ dual -tuned circuits. These units are all enclosed in shielded containers so as to
be fully shielded.
ity,

You will further observe in Fig. 10 that an adequate number of
and rectifier filter condensers are employed; also, the proper
bias resistor and condenser are
installed in the cathode circuit of
the converter tube to insure maximum operating efficiency of the tube.
Although this receiver does net employ many tubes, no "trick" methods
are used
to reduce the cost, and the efficiency of the circuit as a
whole is of a high order.
r -f

Another feature of the circuit diagrammed in Fig. 10 is the diis used as a combination second detector, a -v -c
and first audio amplifier tube.
The action of this tube is quite simi
lar to the system explained to you in an earlier lesson, where a diode
tube served as a combination second detector and a -v -c tube in a super
heterodyne receiver, feeding its audio output to a separate triode for
ode -triode tube which
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further amplification.
This system operates in exactly the same manner as does the corresponding section in the circuit illustrated in
Fig. 10 of this lesson.
The only difference is that in the latter cir
cuit, the diode and triode tube -sections are combined into a single
glass envelope, thus forming what is known as a "diode -triode" tube.
So that you may understand more readily how the
diode -triode
tube functions
in Fig. 10, let us first review quickly the equivalent
system illustrated at "A" of Fig. 11, the operation of which you
are already familiar.
Here we find that a -c signal voltages appearing
across the extremities of the output i -f transformer's secondary cause
the diode plates of the second detector tube to be charged alternately
to a positive and negative potential.
F-T

1 S7.

2 NO. DET. & A. V. C.

Each time that the diodes
becomes
positively
charged, the electron -flow
through this tube and circuit will be in the direction
indicated by the arrows. Whenever
the diodes
are charged
to
a negative
potential, no current will
flow through the diode circuit.
Thus the tube functions as a half -wave rectifier in this circuit.

AUDIO

DIODE
.9.V.C.

TRIODE

BUS

VOLUME CONTROL

O/ODE TUBE OPERATING IN CONJUNCT/ON N//TH A
TRIODE

IMAGINARY L/NE DIV/DING THE TIVO TUBE -SECT/ NS
O/ODE SECT/ON
DET. d A.V.0

TRIODE
1

SECTION
sT, AUDIO

I.F.T.

A UD/O
CATHODE COMMON
BOTH SECTIONS

TO

A.V.C.

4

BUS

f
COMB/NAT/ON

ANALYSIS

a -f

OF

D/OOE

-

This rectified current
flows through resistor R and

produces voltage -changes
of corresponding frequency
across its extremities.
These voltage -changes occur
at an audio frequency rate,
and react through condenser
C, whence they are used to
excite the grid of the first

audio tube.

The volume
control serves as the leak
resistor for the audio
tube.
Turning now to the equi-

TRIODE

TUBE

FIG. II
DIODE -TRIODE OPERATION

voltage fluctuations across

valent circuit illustrated
at "B" of Fig. 11, you will
find
the action of the
circuit to be identical.
Here the rectified signal
current also flows through

resistor
it.

R,

producing

These a -f voltage fluctuations

react through condenser C to excite the. grid of this tube's triode section.
The setting of the volume control determines to what extent these
a -f voltages excite the grid; and the grid, in turn, controls the
plate
current flow through this tube and thereby provides a means for transferring the audio signal variations to succeeding stages.

The a -v -c bus is connected to the upper end of resistor R, and
leads to the control grid circuits of the preceding tubes.
At present, we will not spend any more time discussing the a -v -c system,
as it was already explained in a previous lesson and will
be treated
in detail later on.
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Receivers

Sometimes,radio instal
lations
on ships, aircraft,
automobiles, etc., are considered as being portable
equipment. However, this is
not strictly
true, for the
installation in these cases
is
generally made in such
manner that the radio is actually a part of the craft's
equipment.

:..^
M

"=

.

r'

-w

Strictly speaking, a
portable set is one that is
self-contained,including its
power supply and all auxiliary apparatus, so that it
can be carried much the same
as a suitcase and set up for
operation at any point desired.
In Fig. 12
you
are
shown typical
uses for the
portable receiver, while oth
ers might be in the home,the
camp, at the office, in a ho
tel room, on a fishing trip,
or even carried by a person
while hiking as shown
in
particular
Fig. 13.
In the
case illustrated in Fig. 13,
the shoulder -strap serves as
the
loop -antenna
for the

1

Ir
.

-

FIG. 12
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF PORTABLE RECEIVERS
I.

.

portable receiver. The directional proper
ties
of the self-contained loop antenna
also makes the portable receiver practical
for tracing possible sources of electrical
interference.

.

In the following paragraphs you will
find many valuable suggestions and circuit
diagrams which will familiarize you with
these types of circuits.
THE

LOOP ANTENNA

Before entering the detailed discussion on portable receiver circuits, it is
advisable that you first become more famil
iar with the construction and operation of
the loop type antenna, used in conjunction
with portable receivers.
FIG. 13
COMPACT CAMERA-CASE PORTABLE

A typical
loop antenna is shown in
As
a rule, you will find such

Fig. 14.
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antennas having four sides, as here illustrated. In order for this
type of antenna to be effective, it is necessary that it be used with
a sensitive receiver.

Capacity is the chief characteristic of the ordinary L -type outdoor antenna. Antennas of this type collect signal -energy because
electrical charges are developed on the antenna system -- the elevated
aerial wire acting as one plate of a large con
denser and ground acting as the other plate.
chief
the
is
On the other hand, inductance
characteristic of the loop antenna, and this
type of antenna collects its energy because it
acts the same as any other coil, in that lines
of force cutting through its wires generate
voltage -changes in these wires.
THE EFFECTS OF THE LOOP'S POSITION AND LOCATION

FIG.

14

TYPICAL LOOP ANTENNA

Maximum signal -energy will be picked up
when the loop antenna is adjusted to such a
position that its sides are in the same plane
as the passing wave -train (see upper illustration of Fig. 15). In this illustration signals of equal strength will be obtained whether the wave -train be moving from right to left
or from left to right, as long as the edges of
the wave.
the loop are in the same plane as
signal -energy is picked up when the
The least
loop is turned, as illustrated at the bottom
of Fig. 15.

Another interesting feature concerning the loop -type antenna is
times be pointed directly toward a station as
that the loop will at
far as geographical direction is concerned,but yet the signals of this
station will not "come in" with as much strength as when the loop's
position is shifted slightly. The reason for this is that the radiatfollow a true course as they leave the
ed radio waves do not always
Instead,they are frequent
transmitter.
ly deflected one way or another by van
ous natural objects, until they finally
reach the loop antenna. This phenomena
frequently deceives the operator as to
directional relation between the
the
transmitter and the receiver.

When operated inside of buildings,
loop antennas will very often produce
peculiar results. This is especially
true if considerable metal is included
structure; in this
the building's
in
a shield, thereas
acts
metal
the
case
by preventing the signal -energy from
reaching the antenna or else causing
signal to follow an erratic course
the
after once entering the building.
TUNING THE LOOP ANTENNA

Since this type of antenna is
chiefly an inductance, it quite natural
flow of high frequency
ly opposes the
currents. In your studies of tuned radio frequency circuits,you learned that

N-24
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15

DIRECTIONAL QUALITIES
OF A LOOP ANTENNA
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the maximum voltage will be generated across a coil and condenser combination when the capacity is adjusted so that the circuit is tuned to
resonance. A similar condition exists in the case where a loop -type
antenna is coupled to the input of a receiver,as illustrated in Fig.16.

Notice in Fig. 16 how a
regular variable tuning condens
er is connected across the ends
we
Here
of the
loop antenna.
same
have a tuned circuit, the
as when connecting a tuning con
denser across the ends of añ
secondary
r -f
transformer's
winding. Furthermore, this tun
ed circuit is
connected across
the grid circuit of the receiver's input tube, thereby provid
ing a tuned oscillating circuit,
with which to excite the grid
of this first tube, the same as
though it were connected to a
conventional aerial system and
tuned r -f stage.

R.F. TUBE

TUNING

CONDENSER

LOOP
ANTENNA

FIG.

16

COUPLING THE LOOP ANTENNA
TO THE INPUT OF RECEIVER

of
the
The
inductance
loop antenna must be matched to the tuning range of the condenser so
By
as to permit tuning the system through the entire broadcast range.
adding more turns, the inductance of the loop antenna will be increasin order to
tuning condenser
ed; more inductance requires a smaller
Another point to be considtune through a given band of frequencies.
ered is the fact that the addition of more turns to the loop increases
the distributed capacity of the antenna; this in turn prevents the cir
cult from tuning to the higher frequencies.

We also find that the
loop's d istributed capacity is reduced by
turns, and by using wire of.smaller size. However, wider
spacing its
spacing between turns decreases
Al
the inductance of the loop.
so,the voltage generated across
a certain inductance by a given
with a defrequency decreases
crease in inductance;therefore,
amount of signal
a
certain
strength
will be sacrificed
when spacing the turns.
So much for the fundamental properties of loop antennas.
Let us now continue our analyreceiver cirsis of portable
cuits.
MODERN PORTABLE RECEIVERS

The economy and successful
self-conof modern
operation
TYPICAL PORTABLE RECEIVER
receivers has
tained portable
been due chiefly to the develop
small
current -consuming
ment of a complete new line of low -voltage,
tubes possess operating and performance characteristics
tubes.
These
with corresponding a -c tubes. This means
that compare very favorably
four of these new
that portable superheterodyne receivers, employing
tubes, will
perform practically as well as a -c operated "home radios"
FIG.

17
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equipped with an equal number of tubes and connected to a conventional
outdoor antenna.
A typical modern portable receiver is shown in Fig.17.
Here you
will observe that the entire receiver, together with the speaker and
batteries, is housed in a beautiful carrying case;the loop antenna is
built into the detachable back cover.
is

A rear-view of the arrangement
is
shown in Fig. 18, where also
shown the position of the batteries and the method of mounting the
loop antenna. In this particular
type of loop antenna, the wire
is wound in
the
form of a pan w
cake
or
flat
surface
arrangement
`,+" earrEi
that fits flush against the
in al
ner surface of the back -cover.

a'
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¡

ANTENNA

;.1.

¡'
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1
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The
only
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receiver here

batteries;

shown

weighs

pounds, includin

sixteen

some

of the "pee -wee

models, such as the t -r -f types,
weigh as little as seven pounds,
depending upon the type and size
of batteries used.
THREE -TUBE PORTABLE T -R -F RECEIVER

FIG. 18
REAR VIEW, SHOWING LOCATION OF
BATTERIES AND LOOP ANTENNA

The superheterodyne principle is used most extensively in
the better class portable receiv
ers because of the greater sensi
tivity and selectivity offered by this type of circuit. Nevertheless,
many of the cheaper competitive portables use a t -r -f circuit, which

satisfactory
feature restricts
operation to metropolitan areas where
numerous broadcast stations are located.
The circuit diagram of a typical three -tube
t -r -f
portable receiver is shown in Fig. 19. Upon close inspection of this circuit you
will observe several interesting things.

Notice that pentode type tubes .are used in the r -f, detector and
audio power stages. Also observe that the volume is controlled by
means of varying the filar -f
ment voltage
of
the
tube, and that the "on -off"
r'taov ANr/nwA
R-'lCo Aasen.
switch interrupts the "A"
A
POWER
R -F
DET
IASG
MSG
INSG
'DI
and "B" battery
circuits
simultaneously. This switch
Ou,Pu.
Tron,i
arrangement is necessary be
of
the
extensive
use
cause
of electrolytic condensers
which would slowly drain
PM.Spah'.
the n -batteries, even while
<'D
the receiver is not in use.
po
Although this precaution is
BoBery Ping
(Pins Dn..)
I'h V'A' Sot..
onto A.B
Drain ISO Ma
taken, high -quality electro
Bonery po
9014 'B' Bat.
Drain 5.5 Ma
lytic condensers must never
theless be used to minimize
Bol.ery Coale
the drain while the receiv(-F 455 Kc.
er is in operation.
Ve;.Canl..L

Upon studying the cir
cuit more closely, you will
be quick to
realize
that
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19

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
OF TYPICAL
PORTABLE T -R -F RECEIVER
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appear
this arrangement is similar to the four -tube, a-c,t-r-f receiver
-type
filament
that
is
difference
The
only
lesson.
ing in Fig.7 of this
and
tubes are used in Fig.19; the filament serving both as the cathode
tube
a
rectifier
for
no
need
is
heater element. Beside this, there
and its associated power and filter circuits in the battery receiver.
schematic diagram
observe from the
As you will
THE AUDIO SECTION:
The
shown in Fig. 19, no 'C" battery is employed in this receiver.
appearing
-drop
voltage
the
power tube obtains its bias voltage from
across the 900 -ohm resistor which is connected in the negative lead
between the "B" battery and the chassis,to which A- is also connected.
While this arrangement over -biases the tube, it neve'theless reduces
harmonics,
the B -battery drain. Although it increases the percentage of
acceptable.
quite
is
quality
the
this practice seems justified, as
This receiver is equipped with a permanent -magnet type dynamic_
speaker, more commonly known as a "p -m speaker." The field of this
speaker does not require an electric current for its excitation as is
Furthermore, in this
the oase with other types of dynamic speakers.
particular circuit, a p -m speaker is even more satisfactory than the
type requiring field excitation, because better sound reproduction can
than from an electrodynamic unit
be obtained from a good p -m speaker
which is under -excited (the one-half watt of field -exciting power
for field -type dynamic speakers in this type of receiver,
available
would constitute gross under -excitation).

Upon further referring to the circuit diagram in Fig.19,
THE ANTENNA:
loop antenna is connected directly across
that the
you will observe
r -f tube; no conventional antenna -stage
the
of
grid circuit
the input
transformer is employed.
The single -turn antenna coupling coil (shown with heavy lines in
Fig. 19) is wound around the outside of the loop and serves as a connection to an external antenna and ground, if such be used. This anground may be connected to the "A" and "G" terminal posts
tenna and
which are placed on the back of the carrying case.
FOUR -TUBE PORTABLE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Let us now continue our discussion cf portable receivers by noting how the superheterodyne principle is applied in such sets.
The circuit diagram of a typical four -tube superheterodyne portable receiver is shown in Fig. 20. This is the basic superheterodyne
circuit which is used by practically all manufacturers of portable superheterodyne receivers,and therefore warrants your most careful study.

Notice that a converter tube is used as a combination first deThis is followed by a pentode i -f tube and a
tector and oscillator.
diode -triode second detector. The audio output tube is also of the
pentode type.
You will further observe that the two i -f transformers and oscil
This is done to inlator coil windings are wound on iron -core forms.
a -v -c action is
Full
circuit.
the
of
and
sensitivity
gain
crease the
also employed -- the system being energized by the diode circuit of
the second detector.
Upon studying the combination second detector, a -f and a -v -c sec
closely, you will be quick to realize that this
tions in Fig. 20 more
arrangement is a duplicate of the corresponding section used in the
circuit appearing in Fig. 10. The only difference is that filament type tubes are used in Fig.20 -- the filament serving both as the cath
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20

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL PORTABLE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

ode and heater element.
Therefore, the explanation already given you
relative
to Figs. 10 and 11 of this lesson will apply equally as well
to the second detector stage in Fig. 20.

This portable
receiver is
typical of receivers of this type.
Practically all of them use the same tube combinations and are also
alike in all other respects except the design of the cabinet.
The same basic circuit arrangement illustrated in Fig.20 is also
being used for battery -operated home radios, in which case the chassis
and battery equipment are installed in a table -model
or console -type
cabinet.
In some instances,the loop antenna is retained for home use,
while some manufacturers replace the loop antenna input with a conventional r -f transformer,operating in conjunction with a standard tuning
condenser.
BATTERY -LIFE

Battery -life is the main factor in the service requirements of
these receivers.
Assuming a typical four -tube set to be used three
hours daily, the A and B batteries will furnish about three months of
service. Thus,both batteries have the same approximate life -span. In
"pack -units" combining A and B batteries, it is desirable
that both
battery sets "run down" simultaneously.
The end -point
of utility is
considered to be 1.1 volts for the A -battery and 66 volts for the B
batteries,these voltages being measured while the set is in operation.
COMBINATION ELECTRIC -- BATTERY PORTABLE RECEIVERS

Many manufacturers of portable receivers have designed "Universal -type receivers" that
include a rectifier tube and other accessories so as to adapt these sets for operation from either batteries, a
110 -volt a -c power line, or a 110 -volt d -c power line. By so doing,
battery -life is conserved when operating the set in localities where
power is available.
Of course, these sets are somewhat heavier than
the more conventional battery models.
N-24
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In Fig. 21 is shown a typical circuit diagram for one of these
popular sets. No effort will he made at this time to explain the operating principle of the 35Z5GT type rectifier employed in this circuit, as
in a later lesson you will receive complete and thorough instruction
on all types of ac -dc receivers. However, we do point out at this time
that no power transformer is employed in ac -dc type receivers; all B current flows directly from the line through the 35Z5GT rectifier tube
and filter system.
The "off -on" switch S-1 is mounted on and operated by the volume
control. When closed, it connects the B voltage supply to the receiver
circuit, regardless of whether the receiver is being operated from the
lighting system or batteries. When open, it disconnects the IIB" voltage
supply from the receiver. It also serves to disconnect the "A" battery
from the receiver at such times that the receiver is to be shut down
while being operated on batteries; and to interrupt the filament circuit
when shutting off the receiver while connected to the lighting system.

Switch 3-2 is a two -position change -over switch, which when closed
to the left, connects the batteries to the receiver.
When switch S-2 is
closed to the right, the batteries are disconnected and power obtained
from the lighting circuit is supplied to the receiver circuits.

Switch S-3 is a cut-off switch, by means of which power to the
receiver can be turned on or off while the line cord is connected to
the lighting system.
The 545 ohm resistor element in the ballast tube is connected in
series with the filament of the 35Z5GT tube and the lighting circuit so
as to maintain the filament voltage of this tube at the correct value.
The filaments of the other tubes are in series with each other, and
are connected across the B+ circuit through the 2500 ohm resistor element
in the ballast tube.
Because of the low filament current drawn by the
battery -type tubes, such a connection is possible.
The filament of the
35Z5GT tube is tapped, thus making available a drop of 5.5 volts between
terminals 2 and 3 for operating the pilot lamp P-1.
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FIG. 21
BATTERY OR AC -DC OPERATED PORTABLE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
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Aside from the ac -dc feature, which will be more fully explained
in a later lesson, the
operation of the converter, i -f, detector and
audio circuits in Fig. 21 is identical to that in the other superheterodynes just described.
When operation from an electric line is contemplated over an extended period, it is advisable to remove
the batteries from the cabinet,as their life is shortened considerably when they are subjected to
even moderately increased temperatures.
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1.

-

What method is usually used in connecting together the
filament circuits in a -c table -model receivers?

2.

-

What two methods are
in a -c receivers?

3.

-

(a)

4.

-

Describe the constructional features and explain the op
erating principle of the loop antenna.

5.

-

What is the most important technical factor that is responsible for the success of modern portable receivers?

6.

-

used for obtaining bias voltages

Describe briefly the constructional features and op
erating principle of one type of high impedance or
constant -gain r -f transformer.
(b) What
advantages do coils of this type offer over
the simple type
of r -f transformer?

What change -over method is employed in combination
battery,ac-dc, portable receivers so that the set
can be operated from either one of these power supplies?
(b) What precaution should be exercised relative to the
batteries when operating
such receivers from the
power -line over long periods of time?
(a)

What type of dynamic speakers are usually employed
in portable receivers?
Why is this the practice?

7.

8.

-

Name at least four important
factors that control the
design and construction of a -c table -model receivers.

9.

-

Mention at least five common practices which are follow
ed by manufacturers to reduce the cost of a -c table -mod
el receivers.

10.

-

Describe the construction and explain the operation of
a diode -triode type tube.
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D -C AND AC -DC RECEIVERS
The chief difference between a -c
receivers and d -c receivers is that the
latter require no rectifying system nor
The elimination of
power transformer.
rectifier in the d -c receiver is an
the
advantage, as it makes possible a saving
such a rein the cost of constructing
However,in direct contrast, the
ceiver.
absence of a power transformer in d -c re
ceivers makes it impossible to obtain Bthe line voltage -voltages exceeding
that is, if the d -c line voltage is only
110 volts, the highest B -voltage available will be somewhat less than 110 volts.

Another interesting point for comparison is that in a -c receivers a paral
lel filament connection is used, whereas
a SERIES filament connection is employed
in d -c receivers.
SERIES FILAMENT CONNECTIONS
FIG.

I

CONSOLE TYPE 0-C RECEIVER
The filament circuit shown in Fig.2
the
Here,
is typical
of d -c receivers.
tubes used in the r-f,converter, i -f, de
tector, and first a -f stage all have filaments designed for 6.3 volts
operation, and when so operated, draw a filament current of 0.3 amp.
You will recall that these particular tubes are also suitable for a -c
receivers.

The power stage, of the particular receiver being discussed, emThe type 48 tube
in a push-pull arrangement.
ploys two type 48 tubes
RN -25
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was developed primarily for use in d -c
receivers
the
chief aim being to produce a power
tube that will furnish appreciable amplification and power output with only about 100 volts
applied to its plate.
Another factor which makes the type 48 tube particularly
well adapted
to d -c receivers is that
its
filament
is
designed to operate at 30
volts, which feature aids materially in reducing
the.
line voltage for
the combined filament circuit. When operated
at 30 volts, the 48 tube
draws a filament current of 0.4 ampere.
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48
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130Y!
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75711.
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E/EL D
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- 3I. SY - -

68

6Q7
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FIG
2
SEVEN -TUBE

D

-C SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Returning to our diagram of Fig. 2, we note that the line voltage,as determined by actual measurement, is 121.5 volts.
The combined
voltage -drop of all
the tube filaments in the series arrangement is
equal to the sum of the individual filament voltages, or -6.3

+

6.3

6.3

+ 6.3 + 6.3 + 30 + 30 = 91.5 volts
Since a line voltage of 121.5 volts is available and only 91.5
volts are required by the combined filament circuit, it is clear that
some additional means must be provided whereby another voltage -drop of
121.5 minus 91.5 or 30 volts can be produced. This additional voltage
drop could be furnished by a resistor connected in series with the fil
ament circuit and the
line.
Since
this resistor should be expected
to carry a current of 0.4 amp (as demanded by the filaments
of the 48
tubes), and to develop a voltage -drop of 30 volts
its v lue would be
determined by applying Ohm's Law in the form R. - J54. - 75 ohms.
+

I

0.4

Although such a resistor will meet our requirements, it is never
theless true that the power dissipated by a resistor is a direct waste.
It is for
this
reason that a specially designed 75 -ohm speaker field
is used in Fig. 2 to replace this resistor.
In the event that all of the tube
filaments in Fig. 2 required
the same current, it
would not be necessary to use the 315 -ohm resistor here shown.
However, the filaments of the two 48 tubes
require a
current of 0.4 amp, while the
remaining tubes require only 0.3 amp.
Therefore, some means must be provided whereby the extra 0.1 amp can
flow through the filaments of the 48 tubes without flowing through the
filaments of the other tubes -- and such is the purpose of the 315

ohm resistor.

The value for this resistor is determined in the following manner:
The voltage, as measured
between the negative side of the line
and a point between the 6C5 and 48 tubes in the positive side of the
line, is 31.5 volts, as shown.
Therefore, to bypass a current of 0.1
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ampere
ohms.

at
(R

=

-V-

0

will require a resistor having a value of 315

point

this
-

315 ohms)

=

Notice in Fig. 2 that the heater of the detector tube is connect
This is done in many d -c
ed to the ground -end of the series circuit.
and ac -dc receivers to reduce hum.
COMPLETE D -C SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

the various tubes; the
of
we show only the filaments
the analysis. The
simplify
other elements have all been eliminated to
out clearly in
To
point
3.
Fig.
in
appears
complete circuit diagram
Fig. 3 the basic difference between d -c receivers and a -c receivers,
Notice
individually.
we have again illustrated the filament circuit
in
are
connected
all
tubes
of
filaments
how
the
3
in
Fig.
especially
Also,
field.
speaker
75
-ohm
series with each other,as well as with the
d -c
observe how this series -group is connected directly across the
lighting circuit through the receiver's "off -on" switch and a 2 -ampere
fuse. The chassis is used as the ground -return side of the circuit,
and the 315-ohm,20-watt resistor is used in the same manner as explain
ed relative to Fig. 2.
In Fig.

2

THE B -CIRCUITS: Since the power company in this case furnishes d -c, no
rectifying system is required by this receiver. Instead, the B; feeder for this circuit is connected 'directly to the positive side of the
line.
The d -c power, as supplied by the company,is not absolutely uniform in value. That is, considerable ripple -voltage is present, simioutput of the rectifier in a -c sets.
lar to that experienced at the
For this reason, it is necessary to include in this circuit a conventional filter, consisting of a 30 -henry choke and two 8 mf filter
condensers.

All "B" current furnished the r -f, converter, i -f, second detector,and first a -f stages must flow through this filter,as these stages

A
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FIG. 4

SCREEN AND PLATE CIRCUITS

IN

THE 0-C

RECEIVER

In
are more susceptible to hum voltage than is the final power stage.
other words, any hum picked up in any stage preceding the power output
stage would be amplified considerably, and we must therefore take eveThe detailed drawing of
ry precaution to prevent such an occurrence.
the screen and plate connections,shown in Fig.4,illustrates this point
clearly.

Perhaps, you are wondering by this time why the plate and screen
circuits of the 48 output tubes are connected to the input end of the
There are definite reasons for this and they can be explained
filter.
as follows:
The combined plate and screen current
drawn by the power tubes
much greater than that required by the remaining tubes. Therefore,
if the B -circuits for the power stage were connected to the output end
system, the greatly increased current -flow
through the
of the filter
filter choke would result in a high voltage -drop at this point. This
in turn would mean that all B -voltages throughout the circuit would be
much lower in value than is the case when using the connections illustrated, and the performance of the receiver would suffer accordingly.
Also, the cost of a choke capable of carrying so great a current would
be appreciable.
is

Even though the B -current for the power output stage is not filtered, its use at this point can be tolerated, as any small amount of
hum -voltage introduced at this section of the circuit will not be amplified sufficiently to be annoying.
Also observe in Figs. 3 and 4 that a reversal in the line plug
connection will prevent the receiver from operating, as by so doing a
negative instead of a positive potential will be applied to the plate
and screen elements of the various tubes.

Another important point to
INSULATED GROUND AND ANTENNA CONNECTIONS:
be noted in Fig. 3 is the use of a fixed condenser between the receiver's antenna terminal and primary winding of the antenna stage coil,as
well as between the ground terminal and the chassis. These condensers
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circuits from the chassis so
serve to insulate the antenna and ground
but do not interfere with
is
voltage
concerned,
d
-c
line
far as
the
the high -frequency voltages and currents.
Power companies generally ground the negative side of their d -c
lines.
Upon studying the circuit diagram in Fig. 3, it is apparent
an
accidental reversal of the line plug connection would cause
that
the chassis proper to be connected to the positive or"hot-side" of the
Then if the ground terminal were to connect the chassis directline.
ly to ground without having the condenser included in series,the ground
connections would produce a direct short across the power line. Includ_
ing a fixed condenser in this circuit prevents such an occurrence.
The fixed condenser in the antenna circuit serves a similar purpose in preventing line -current passing through the antenna coil in
case that the line plug should be momentarily reversed while the anten
Line -current
partially grounded through faulty installation.
na is
passing through the antenna coil would burn it out instantly.
true that the tubes used in
It is of course
EFFECT OF LOW B -VOLTAGE:
the circuit illustrated in Fig. 3 operate at B voltages which are considerably less than the normal values used for similar tubes when inThis will naturally reduce the amplifying
stalled in a -c receivers.
ability of the receiver somewhat, but not enough to prevent satisfactory performance.

Aside from the points thus far discussed relative to Fig. 3, the
circuit proper is quite conventional. Hence, since all other sections
of this receiver are similar to corresponding sections in a -c receivers that have already been explained thoroughly, there is no need for
Also, bear
to spend any more time on this particular d -c circuit.
us
type.
this
of
receivers
of
is
typical
in mind that this circuit
220 -VOLT D -C RECEIVERS

just described was designed for so-called 110 -volt
Since 110 -volt power lines are used mcre extensively than
operation.
220 -volt systems, it is the more common practice among receiver manuThen,
facturers to design their equipment for 110-125 volt operation.
if a 110 -volt d -c receiver is to be operated from a 220 -volt supply,
it is
only necessary to install an additional resistor of the proper
This will
220 -volt line.
series with the receiver and the
in
value
then
receiver
the
and
volts,
voltage of 220 to 110
reduce the line
volts.
at
110
operates
The receiver

The value of this resistor is determined by dividing the voltage
drop to be developed across this resistor (220 minus 120,or 110 volts]
For example, if the redrawn by the receiver.
by the total current
the
and B -current,
filament
all
ceiver draws 0.45 ampere, including
ohms
244.44
approximately
of
value
a
resistance
have
must
resistor
Its watt -rating should be 49.50 watts
45 - 244.44).
(R =
Í
a safety factor -- the actual watt -rating amounting
(W = E x I), plus
(A standard
calculated value or 99 watts.
to approximately twice the
250 -ohm, 100 -watt resistor would serve the purpose.)

There are some exceptions to the rule just given, as in a case
where the receiver is designed especially for 220 volts. In the latter
advantageously for the "B" voltages
case, the higher voltage is used
which are applied to the various circuits. The general construction
and operating theory for the 220 -volt d -c receiver is the same as already described for the 110 -volt d -c sets.
N
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AC -DC Receivers
For some time, receiver manufacturers have
been constructing receivers that are designed to permit
operation
from either an a -c or
d -c power supply.
Receivers which will meet these requirements are
known as AC -DC RECEIVERS. The line plug
of
inserted directly into a lighting circuit that such a receiver can be
is supplied with either
110 -volt a -c or d -c energy, and no
auxiliary equipment is required.
Most
of the commercial combination ac -dc
are of the compact
midget design, such as illustrated in Fig.receivers
5 of this lesson, although
larger console types are also available.
There are several reasons why this type of
receiver is widely
used.
In the first place, this circuit is
especially adaptable to the
"midget" or "pee wee" sizes, as there is no
need for a power transform
er nor any other large, heavy-duty parts,as
are required in convention
al a -c sets.
The saving of many costly parts will
obviously allow a set of
much smaller size to be built, and will also permit
selling such sets
at a much lower price.
As a rule, the average ac -dc set will sell for
about one -quarter less than an equivalent set
designed for straight
a -c operation.

The tubes used in the earlier ac -dc receivers were
designed primarily to operate at maximum efficiency in a -c receivers,
where comparatively high B -voltages were available.
Using these same tubes in
"transformerless" ac -dc sets, where B -voltages are below 110
volts,
prevented efficient operation. Therefore,to enable the
performance
of
the ac -dc receivers to compare more favorably with
the a -c receivers,
special
tubes
and parts were designed that would improve their performance, efficiency and amplifying ability when operated
at
the lower plate voltages prevailing in the ac -dc
type of receiver.
This has
made it possible for the average modern ac -dc set
to compare quite favorably with an
equivalent set designed for
straight a -c operation. These
factors,plus the reduced size,
weight and cost of ac -dc re
ceivers, have been primarily
responsible for this type of
set
being used extensively
throughout the world.
CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES

In Fig. 6 you are
"bird's -eye -view" of a
FIG. 5
ac -dc receiver chassis
A MODERN AC -DC MIDGET TYPE RECEIVER
will observe, it is of
construction which is
teristic of all midget
In the majority of cases, the speaker is mounted at the front
one side of the chassis, as here shown.

shown a
typical
As you
compact

characdesigns.
and to

By using a chassis layout as is here illustrated, the cabinet
can be constructed along the lines of the one shown in Fig. 5.
In a great many ac -dc receivers, the metal chassis acts as the
common ground and negative return -side of the wiring system.
In such
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cases, the correct polarity must be established when inserting the
line plug for operation from a direct current circuit. Should the line
reversed in the receptacle, the set will fail to operate beplug be
cause at such
time a negative
instead
PLATE
ar;
2ND. -F
of a positive
ANTENNA
POWER CORD
TRIMMER COND.
potential will
LIÑI ILSISTCII
i
be applied to
the plates of
the rectifier.
in turn
This
will prevent
passage of B current thru
this
tube,
with the result
that B voltages will
not be available in the
various
circuits of the

-

I

C

set.

PILOT

LAMP

Notice
in the
various
diagrams
of this lesson that pro-

LINE SWITCH
VOLUME CONTROL

STATION
SELECTOR

tective
byFIG. 6
pass condensTYPICAL AC -DC CHASSIS -ARRANGEMENT
ers are usual
ly connected
in series with the antenna, ground or both terminal posts of ac -dc receivers. This is done in the same manner and for the same reasons as
already explained in this lesson relative to d -c receivers.
RECTIFIERS FOR AC -DC RECEIVERS

As ac -dc receivers increased in popularity, it became necessary
to design rectifier
tubes especially adapted to these sets.
In other
words, it was desirable to have a rectifier tube
whose
filament or
heater draws the same current as the other tubes generally used in
such receivers, as this would make a series heater circuit practical.
It was also desirable that the rectifier tube, as used
for this purpose, be capable of passing adequate "B" current with a rather low im-

pressed plate voltage.
Several of such tubes are now available.
Generally speaking,
tubes of this type consist of two tube -sections housed in a single enclosure which may be of either a glass or metal structure.
The application of such a tube in the "B" circuit of an ac -dc re
ceiver is shown in Fig. 7. Here you will observe that the tube has
two plates, two cathodes and a series connected dual -section filament.
Although such a tube structure
is actually of the full -wave type, it
is nevertheless used as a half -wave rectifier in the majority of ac -dc
receivers.
In the circuit of Fig. 7 we are using the 25z5 as an example, as
this is
one of the first tubes of this type as well as being typical
of the tubes used for this service.
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Notice in Fig. 7 how the
two plates of the tube
are
both connected to one side

of the lighting circuit
(the positive side, if a d -c

line is available).

The

two cathodes are also connected together, and placed
in the positive side of the

filter system.
The negative side of the line
is connected directly to
the negative side of the
filter system.
In other
words, the two halves
of the tube are connected
in parallel.
FIG.

7

CIRCUIT APPLICATION OF THE 25Z5 TUBE

When
the circuit of
Fig. 7 is connected to a
d -c power line, a positive
potential will at all times be applied to the plates of the tube,whlle
a negative potential is applied to its cathodes thru the wiring of the
receiver circuit. Such being the case, the heated cathodes will continually emit a stream of electrons that are attracted steadily toward
the positively -charged plates.
Thus, we have a continuous flow of B
current furnished the receiver circuits, and the tube at this time
serves as nothing more than a resistance element of comparatively low
value, permitting d -c line current to pass through the system.

Upon connecting the system in Fig. 7 to an a -c lighting circuit,
tube will be changed alternately from a positive to
a negative potential. Each time that the plates are charged positively,
electrons will be attracted from the cathodes, and a surge of current
will pass through the tube.
The following alternation of the a -c supply will charge the plates negatively, causing them to repel electrons
emitted by the cathodes and thereby preventing any flow of current between these elements. The tube thus functions as a half -wave rectifier
and furnishes a B -current and voltage of corresponding characteristhe plates of the

tics.
CONNECTING THE SPEAKER FIELD
IN THE CATHODE CIRCUIT

In Fig. 8 is

shown

another arrangement,
which

is

sometimes used

in ac -dc receivers.

Here,

the two plates of the
rectifier tube are both
connected to one side
One of
of the line.
the cathodes is connected

to the filter system,
consisting of the choke
and the two filter condensers.

The other cathode,

at the same

time,

con-

ducts the energizing current
for the speaker field which

FIG. 8
THE SPLIT HALF -WAVE RECTIFIER
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connected between this cathode and the negative side of the circuit.
recUpon applying a -c to the input, the tube functions as a half -wave
field.
speaker
the
and
B
the
circuits
tifier, furnishing d -c for both
is

TYPICAL AC -DC

T -R -F

RECEIVER

cf

atypical four -tube ac -dc,
In Fig.9 we have the circuit diagram
-f receiver, using the 25Z5 tube in conjunction with a 6D6 pentode
ampli
r -f tube, a 6C6 pentode detector, followed by a 25L6 pentode a -f
shown
separately,
is
circuit
the
filament
matters,
simplify
To
fier.
t -r

apart from the tube symbols.

By studying this circuit diagram, you will immediately notice
of the four tubes are all connected in series with a
that the heaters
line cord ballast resistor, 25 -ohm pilot lamp resistor and 110 -volt
The circuit is so designed that a 25 -volt drop will be produced
line.
across the rectifier's heater,another 25 volts across the power tube's
heater and 6.3 volts across the r -f and detector tube heaters. This
the filaments
accounts for a total voltage drop of 62.6 volts across
The remaining 47.4 volts of the line voltage is
all four tubes.
of
dissipated or "dropped" across the ballast resistor and the 25 -ohm resistor across which the pilot lamp is connected. Ballast resistors,as
here used, are generally rated at 25 watts.
supply be d -c or a -c,
Regardless of whether the 110 -volt power
is exactly the same.
circuit
heater
distribution for the
the voltage
Furthermore, since all of the tubes are of :he heater -cathode type,
they are equally well adapted to both d -c and a -c heater supplies.

especially that the 25Z5 tube is being used in a half Notice
The
wave rectifying arrangement, as already described in this lesson.
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2500 -ohm speaker field is connected in the positive side of a
tional filter circuit and thereby serves as the choke for the convenfilter
system.

The
reason for
the 0.05 mf condenser
across the line is to
bypass
line noises.
Notice also in Fig. 9
how the pilot lamp de
rives
its
filament

voltage by utilizing
the voltage -drop developed by the flow
of
filament current
passing through the
25 -ohm resistor.
All
other components
of
this
receiver
are
quite conventional and
therefore require no
additional
explanations.
In Fig
10 you
are shown
a group of
.

typical .four -tube,acmidget .t -r-f re ceivers. The cabinets
TYPICAL MIDGET AC -DC RECEIVERS WITH MOULDED CABINETS
shown are of a mould ed material, which is
used quite extensively for receivers of this type, particular ly in the
small compact designs known as "pee -wee" rece avers.
FIG.

dc

10

LINE -CORD BALLAST RESISTOR CABLES

In the earlier ac -dc receivers, the line resistor for the series
connected tube filaments was usually constructed in the form of a heavy
duty wire -wound resistor.
The large size of this resistor made it dif
ficult to mount on the chassis proper; also, the intense heat radiated
by it caused damage to other parts of the receiver. To overcome this
undesirable condition, line -cords were designed in which the ballast
resistor was incorporat
ed directly within the
line-cord,together with
F/L AMENTS
the
negative line and
rectifier -plate leads.
L/A/E GORD
Fig. 11 illustrates how
REs/sro,Q cAftc E
6.3v 6.3v 25v 25v
this is done.

This line -cord re
sistor is wound in the
form of a spiral, approximately
one
foot
long, and placed parallel with the other two
wires. Thus, being some
what exposed to atmosphere,
it
dissipates
more readily the intense
heat generated by the
current flowing through
it.

CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS

FIG. II
LINE -CORD BALLAST RESISTOR

OF
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CALCULATING THE RESISTANCE AND WATTAGE VALUES OF BALLAST RESISTORS

It is possible to calculate
the resistance and wattage requirements of ballast resistors by applying Ohm's Law in the form, R
For example, in the circuit illustrated in Fig. 11 four tube-fila.mEzts
are connected in
series with the ballast resistor; the entire series
combination being connected across a 117 -volt line.
To determine the
ballast resistor value in this case, we proceed as follows:
The voltage requirements for these
tubes are 6.3, 6.3, 25, and 25 volts respectively -- the accumulative
filament voltage therefore amounts to
6.3 } 6.3 . 25 { 25 - 62.6 volts.

Since the supply -line voltage is rated at 117 volts, we subtract
62.6 volts from 117 volts in order to determine the required voltage drop.
Thus, 117 minus 62.6, or 54.4 volts must be developed across
the ballast resistor.
Knowing that a filament -current of 0.3 ampere
will flow through this resistor, we divide 54.4 (voltage -drop) by 0.3
(current) to determine the resistance required. Upon so doing, we obtain 181.3 (54.4 _ 0.3) as the resistance value for the ballast(
The nearest standard resistance to this figure is 185 ohms,which
would be the resistor -value
selected for this particular receiver.
While this figure
is
slightly higher, it is better practice to use a
ballast of slightly greater resistance than the minimum requirements.
This prevents an excessive voltage being applied to the tube filaments
in case that the line -voltage should increase
slightly.
This is also
the reason why the value 117 volts has been adopted by the industry as
the
standard line -voltage for working out the design of 110 -volt receiver circuits.

Line cords containing a ballast resistor should never be cut, as
this will shorten the resistance wire and reduce its resistance.
Such
reduction in resistance value will cause the tube filaments to burn out.
CALCULATING THE WATTAGE RATIvG
In the ballast resistor problem under discussion,
the voltage drop (E) has been determined as 54.4 volts and the current (I) as 0.3.
Therefore, to determine the watts dissipated, we simply multiply the
voltage by the current as follows: 54.4 x 0.3 = 16.3 watts.

Now, 16.3 watts is the absolute minimum requirement for our ballast resistor.
It is desirable
to use
a resistor of four times the
calculated watt -rating; however, to reduce the cost, manufacturers gen
erally use a resistor of only twice the calculated watt -rating, which
in this instance would be approximately 32 watts.
Here again,we would
select the nearest standard watt -rating available.
Thus, we have determined that a ballast -resistor rated at 185
ohms and 32 watts (approximately) would be suitable for the circuit
diagrammed in Fig. 11.
THE PLUG-IN RESISTOR BALLAST TUBE

Not all of the ac -dc receivers have the ballast resistor incorporated in the line -cord.
In fact, in the more modern sets, this ballast resistor
is enclosed in a standard radio tube shell, and mounted
on a base that can be plugged
into a conventional tube socket. This
method of handling the ballast resistor problem has proven very satisfactory and is used today in the majority of ac -dc receivers.
It is quite apparent
that the tube -type ballast resistor offers
several advantages over the line -cord resistor. The advantages are as
follows:
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ballast resistor tube reduces to an absolute minimum the fire hazard incurred by the abnormally high
of
the line -cord which is caused by
temperature
the
flow of current through the line -cord resistor.

(1) The

(2) The

ballast resistor tube can be replaced very easily

in case of burn -out.
(3)

Placement of the ballast tube on the chassis provides
adequate ventilation for dissipating the heat generated by the resistor.

Fig. 12 illustrates one of these ballast resistor tubes,and also
the method for connecting it in the circuit.
While the resistor shown
is enclosed in a metal
envelope, many ballast elements are housed in
glass envelopes, the appearance of the unit then being similar to an
ordinary glass radio tube. The usual socket connections are for the

octal -type base.
THERMOSTATIC PILOT -LAMP BALLAST RESISTORS

The more modern ac -dc
receivers that are equipped with pilot
lamps generally use another resistance in addition to the ballast, for
protection against pilot lamp burn -outs.

SOn COLD

BALLAST
TUBE

//S.2 HOT,

TO

TO ALL

FILAMENTS

LINE

The connections of a com
bination ballast resistor and
pilot lamp circuit are shown
in Fig. 12. The 150 -ohm resis
tor is a conventional ballast
resistor for furnishing the
necessary voltage -drop in the
filament circuit, and is made
of
ordinary resistance wire.
The 50 -ohm section,
across
which the pilot lamp is connected,is made of pure nickel.

The effect of temperature
upon
the 50 -ohm nickel -wire
;vizor LAMP
resistor is such that its val
ue
increases to about 115
BALLAST TUBE
it has
ohms, after
attained
its normal operating temperature.
Thus, when the
set is
1G.
12
first turned on, the cool reBALLAST RESISTOR TUBE WITH THERMOSTATIC
sistor provides
its rated 50
PILOT LAMP RESISTOR
ohms of resistance,
which
value
is
sufficiently low
that a minimum voltage -drop will be produced across the resistor, with
which to light the pilot lamp.
As the set approaches normal operating
temperature, the pilot lamp resistor gradually increases its value and
causes the lamp to burn at increased brilliance.
At normal operating
temperatures, the resistance value will have increased sufficiently to
cause the pilot lamp to light up at full brilliance.
F

Having thus analyzed the operation of this arrangement, it can
readily that the initial surge of current flowing through the
pilot lamp will be at a reduced value for the first few seconds after
setting the receiver in operation. The pilot lamp voltage then builds
up gradually as the circuit attains normal operation temperature,which
action causes the brilliance of the pilot lamp to increase gradually
rather than flashing suddenly to full brilliance the instant that the
be seen
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switch is turn
ed on. The lat
ter conditioñ
causes the fil
aments in pito
lot lamps
The
burn out.
values of the
resistances in
Fig.12 are typ
ical only, and
should not be
taken as stand
all
and for

ballast resistor tubes.
In Fig.13
is shown a

typ

ical chassis layout for an
ac -dc superhet
FIG.

erodyne receiv
er,employing á
ballast tube.

PLACEMENT

OF
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BALLAST RESISTOR TUBE ON TYPICAL AC -DC CHASSIS

SIX-TUBE,AC-DC SUPERHETERODYNE WITH BALLAST TUBE

In Fig. 14 is shown a circuit diagram of a six -tube, ac -dc super
In reality, this re
heterodyne, employing one of these ballast tubes.
ceiver is only a five -tube set; nevertheless.it is the general practice among some manufacturers to count the ballast tube as one of the
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tubes included in the set, although many persons believe this method of
specifying the number of tubes to be misleading.
The r -f and a -f stages of this receiver are conventional and sim
llar in operation to circuits already studied.
FIVE -TUBE,

AC -DC PORTABLE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

The recent success of small self-contained loop-antennas,as used
receivers described
in
a previous lesson, has re
suited in incorporating this con
venient feature in
ta MoLoEo
s iELD
-CASE
ble-model receivers as
SNlELd
well.
,

in portable battery

{

(.ANTéNMA

_ice
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electric
Thus, the necessity of installing

'
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an external antenna and grounding system is eliminated.
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r
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In Figs. 15 and 16 you
are
shown illustrative views of two
typical loop assemblies, as used
with ac -dc receivers. This feature makes this type of receiver
also quite portable.

In
Fig. 17 is shown a circuit diagram of an ac -dc port able superheterodyne, employing
FIG. 15
a loop -antenna. You will observe
TYPICAL PANCAKE -WOUND LOOP ANTENNA
that the loop
inductance
takes
the place
of
the conventional
antenna -stage transformer. However, provisions have been made for con
necting an external antenna to the receiver so as to provide greater
station pick-up.

THE STATIC SHIELD: Some loop -antennas are used in conjunction with an
electrostatic or Faraday shield,consisting of a cage of parallel wires
grounded to a plate or bus at one end. The other ends are left free
and unconnected. It is important that there
be no closed loops in the wires forming the
shield.
a<

In Figs.

15 and 17 you

will
441% .42;'"
observe
how a typical
static shield is applied for
this purpose.
Static shields provide several advantages: first, they reduce
di
from the electrostatic field that surrounds
many sources of man-made static disturbances,
particularly devices
that cause sparking,
such as electric motors, razors, ignition
systems, X-ray equipment, high-tension leak
.ViEniNAage, etc.
This is a very important feature
in the large
cities, especially if the receiver is to be operated
in an apartment
house or hotel.
Upon comparing the perform
F G. 16
ance of a receiver using a shielded loopSPIDERWEB LOOP ANTENNA
antenna, with that of an identical receiver
using the flexible ac -dc type_ antenna -cord
strung around the room, the improvement in the signal -noise ratio will
be most noticeable.

pick-up
-

The second advantage of the static shield
is that it eliminates
electrostatic reaction between the loop -antenna and various parts of
the
receiver. Still another advantage is that it improves the directional qualities of the loop -antenna.
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17
AC -DC

PORTABLE RECEIVER

The receiver diagrammed in Fig.17 also includes a modern ballast
resistor tube, and a field -coil type dynamic speaker, along with many
other modern circuit refinements, such as a -v -c, dual -tuned i -f transformers and two dual-purpose tubes. This receiver (including the ballast) is equivalent in actual performance to a standard eight -tube re receiver in which individual tubes perform the various functions.

OBTAINING THE BIAS VOLTAGES: By referring to the circuit diagram in
Fig. 17, you will observe that the cathodes of all the tubes, with the
second detector, are connected directly to ground.
the
of
exception
Therefore, some other method besides a cathode -resistor must be employ
ed to obtain the bias voltages required by these tubes.
There are two accepted methods of obtaining the required negarequired for each tube. One method being, as
tive grid bias voltage
we have previously explained, to insert a resistor in the cathode circuit of the tube and thereby automatically obtain a voltage -drop
across the resistor. The other method is to place a negative potential
directly on the grid of the tube.
There are two ways of obtaining the latter --either by batteries
or by inserting a dropping -resistor in series with the negative or com
Each system has its
mon ground -return side of the receiver circuit.
advantages and disadvantages which will be discussed from time to time

throughout your lessons.
Since there are no batteries employed in the receiver diagrammed
in this receiver
in Fig. 17, it is obvious that the grid bias voltage
in the negative
placed
-resistors
must be obtained from fixed dropping
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or common ground -return

side
of the line.
circuit, you will observe how this is done.

By closely inspecting the

By tracing through the return -side of the
117 -volt supply line,
notice
that when the "on -off" switch is closed, the current
will flow through resistors R9 and Rio in order to complete the ground
side of the circuit.
This current -flow will produce a voltage -drop
across these resistors, which can be used for biasing the 6Q7 and 25L6
tubes.
you will

The bias voltage for the 6Q7 tube
is
furnished by the voltage drop appearing across resistor RI
whereas the bias voltage for the
25L6 tube is furnished by the voltage -drop appearing across the combined resistors R9 and R!o
Thus, a greater bias voltage will be applied to the grid of the 25L6
.

tube
than to the grid of the
6Q7 tube.
TWO -TUBE AC -DC MIDGET RECEIVER

ISO:

-,-.

-

na

--...

graliSºM

4' K

j

.eo

11)

60

In Fig. 18 you are shown
compact two -tube, t -r -f mid
get type ac -dc receiver which
is contained in an attractive
moulded cabinet made of insulative material.
Upon compar
ing the size of this receiver
with the hand holding it, you
will
appreciate its
very
small size.
a

The
circuit diagram for
"pee -wee"
receiver is
this
shown
diagrammatically
in
Fig. 19, where
you will observe
that two dual-purpose
tubes are Used for the same
purpose as four individual
tubes.
One of these dual-pur
pose tubes is a duplex triode
FIG. 18
pentode, employed as a combiñ
TWO -TUBE T -R -F "PEE -WEE" AC -DC RECEIVER
ation r -f amplifier and detec
tor; the
other tube consists
of an a -f beam output section combined with a rectifier section.
The
dotted lines in our diagram point out the dual sections in the two
tube -envelopes.

41

The operating principle of this two -tube
receiver is identical
receiver shown in Fig. 9, where separate tubes are
to the four -tube
used for the individual circuit sections. The performance of the receiver diagrammed in Fig. 19 is equivalent in every respect to that of
previously described. However, the chief aim
the four -tube receiver
receivers is to build the
of many manufacturers of ac -dc midget type
most efficient
receiver with the least number of tubes and parts, in
order to reduce the cost and size of the completed set.

analysis of these operaTHE R -F, DETECTOR AND A -F CIRCUITS:
In our
start with the r -f signal as it appears in the secontions, we will
r -f signal voltdary winding of the antenna coil.
At this point the
ages excite the input control grid of the 25B8 tube s pentode secr -f signal will then be amplified in the plate circuit of
tion.
This
this tube -section, the amplified signal variations flowing through the
primary winding of the r -f coil.
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-R -F, AC -DC MIDGET RECEIVER

established by the flow of these
The pulsating magnetic field
amplified r -f current variations through the primary winding will
voltage -changes of corresponding frequency to be induced in the
cause
signal appearing
r -f
The
secondary winding of this r -f transformer.
is now applied to the control grid of
in this tuned secondary circuit
to
this same tube's triode section, the circuit of which is arranged
function as a detector. Detection or rectification of the r -f signal
will now take place in this tube section.

corresponding audio
The resulting rectified signal will produce
variations in the plate circuit of the triode detector section, which
The voltage variawill flow through the plate circuit resistor R-1.
a -f current vayi
these
by
R-1
of
extremities
the
across
produced
tions
be applied to
then
and
ations will react through the .02 mf condenser
audio variaThese
section.
beam
a
-f
70L7
tube's
of
the
the grid
tions will then be further amplified and will appear in the plate circuit of this tube section,where they are used to energize the windings
transformer, across which the p -m type speaker is conof the output
nected.
resistors R-1 and R-2 are the detector
It is to be noted that
plate and audio grid resistors which, together with the .02 mf condens
the resistance -capacity coupled audio -amplifier stage
er, complete
conventional detector -plate r -f bypass
the
The .0005 mf condenser is
By comparing this circuit with the conventional circuit
condenser.
recognize readily their exact electrical
will
in Fig. 9, you
shown
similarity.

inspecting the 70L7 tube
Upon
OPERATION OF THE RECTIFIER SECTION:
further, you will observe that the rectifier elements are enclosed
Tnís rectifier
within the same envelope as the a -f beam section.
operates
elements,and
plate
a
of
filament,cathode,and
section consists
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as follows:

The a -c line potential is imposed upon the plate of this
tube -section.
During positive alternations of the cycle,current will
flow between the cathode and plate, resulting in a pulsating half -wave
d -c current which is filtered by the 500 -ohm resistor and the two 20-mf
filter condensers.
The output of this filter system furnishes the
B -supply to the various circuits in the usual manner.
The reasons for using a resistor in place of a conventional filter
choke are that the resistor is cheaper and requires less space for
mounting. Also, since receivers of this type generally employ a p -m dynamic speaker instead of a field -coil type dynamic speaker, no field
coil is available to serve as a filter choke.
It is, of course, true
that a resistor does not provide as efficient filtering as does a choke,
but the use of high -capacity condensers therewith provides performance
that is sufficiently satisfactory to be practical.

Should this receiver be plugged into a d -c line, then the plate
of the 70L7 tube's
subjected continually
rectifier -section will be
to a positive
potential.
The tube will then function as a resistance
element of low value, as already explained relative to the 25Z5 tube

when operating under similar conditions.

Upon further inspection of the circuit diagram appearing in
Fig..19, you will observe that a line -cord ballast resistor is used to
reduce the line potential to 95 volts, which is the combination filament voltage required by the two series -connected tubes.
You will notice also, that one of these tubes requires 70 volts
for its filament, while the other requires 25 volts.
AC -DC SUPERHETERODYNE USING DUPLEX TUBES

The midget -type
receiver, just described,was of the t -r -f type.
Now let us see how a midget -type superheterodyne circuit is adapted to
either a -c or d -c line -voltage applications.
In Fig. 20 is shown a typical circuit for such a receiver.
Upon
close inspection of the diagram, you will observe that several very in
teresting and modern features have been incorporated.

Although only three tubes are used, this receiver is equivalent
actually to a six -tube set. The set-up of this receiver follows: A
converter tube is followed by a dual-purpose i -f and detector tube,
while the output -tube consists of an a -f section combined in the same
envelope with the rectifier. Thus, we have in three tubes a "fullfledged" modern superheterodyne receiver, with the exception of a -v -c;
and even this feature, in some instances, is incorporated in receivers
However, since the majority of such receivers do not
of this type.
use a -v -c, we have omitted it from our sample circuit.
The operating principle of this
three -tube superheterodyne is
Identical to that of the six -tube receiver circuit shown in Fig. 14 of
this lesson, in which individual tubes are used for the various circuit
functions. In performance, this three -tube receiver is equivalent in
every respect to the six -tube set. However, as is the usual practice
in many ac -dc midget -type
receivers, a minimum number of tubes is employed in order to reduce the cost and size of the set.

CIRCUIT FEATURES:
Commencing with the converter tube in Fig. 20, you
will observe that it is of conventional design and therefore functions
as described
in previous lessons. The second tube in this circuit 1a
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dual-purpose type 25B8 tuba, consisting of two separate tube -seccomprise the i -f
two sections
tions within the same envelope; these
receiver.
of
the
stages
detector
second
and
a

You will further notice that the first i -f transformer is of the
transformer is of the unshielded
i -f
shielded type, while the second
The operation of
type. Both, however, employ dual -tuned circuits.
is
as
follows:
tube
this dual-purpose
The i -f signal -voltage appearing in the secondary winding of the
first i -f transformer excites the control grid of the 25B8 tube's penamplified as it is transThe i -f signal will then be
tode -section.
Amplified versions
-section.
this
tube
circuit
of
to
the
plate
ferred
of the i -f signal thus appear in the primary winding of the second i -f
transformer, and are in turn transferred by induction into the seconThese i -f signal -voltage
second i -f transformer.
dary winding of the
changes are then used to excite the grid of the 25B8 tube's detector section, so that rectification or detection will then take place in
the usual manner.

The resulting pulsating rectified current (a -f) will produce cor
responding audio variations in the plate circuit of the triode -section
of the 25B8 tube, which will produce corresponding voltage -drop variations across the 500,000 -ohm plate circuit resistor, causing the signal to react through the .02 mf coupling condenser of the resistance thereby excite the grid of the 70L7 tube's
capacity audio stage and
beam a -f section.
The signal is then amplified further and transferred to the p -m
speaker in the same manner as already explained relative to the 70L7
DS
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tube used in the circuit diagrammed in Fig. 19.
The rectifier -section
of this tube also functions in the same manner as already explained.
The combined filament voltages required for the three series -con
nected tubes amounts to 6.3 + 25 + 70 volts, or 101.3 volts.
Therefore, since the line -supply is considered as being 117 volts, this val
ue must be reduced
to 101.3 volts.
To accomplish this, a ballast resistor is inserted in series with the line -supply to produce a voltage
drop of 15.7 volts.

In this lesson we have covered the outstanding features which are
found in d -c and ac -dc receivers.
This should serve to give you
a good general knowledge of the workings of such sets so that you will
be better able to solve their service problems.
to be
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Why is a filter choke (or speaker field coil) sometimes not
used in the main B+ lead of ac -dc receivers, and what means
is employed to compensate for the omission of the choke
or field coil at this point?

1.

2.

-

Describe briefly how the 25Z5 tube functions in a conventional ac -dc receiver which is connected to an a -c
circuit.

3

-

In a certain ac -dc receiver the filaments of five tubes
are connected in series with each other and also with a
ballast resistor and the line. The filament voltage requirements of these tubes are 6.3, 6.3, 6.3, 25 and 25
volts, respectively, while the total current drawn is
0.3 ampere.
What value of ballast resistor should be
used. assuming the line voltage to be 117 volts?

4.

-

Why is it not advisable to cut
ballast resistor?

5.

-

What is a static shield, as applied to
na, and why is it used?

6.

-

Briefly describe the construction and operation of
thermostatic pilot -lamp ballast resistor.

7.

-

How does the circuit of a 110 -volt d -c receiver differ
from the circuit of a conventional a -c receiver?

8.

-

Explain briefly how a single tube can function simultaneously as ani-f amplifier and second detector.

9.

-

Why is it important not to reverse the line -plug connection when connecting an ac -dc receiver to a d -c circuit?

10.

-

Explain briefly how it is possible for one tube to function simultaneously as a rectifier and a -f amplifier.

a

line cord containing a
a
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AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER EQUIPMENT.
Aside from the mechanical construction, control mechanism and power
there is tittle difference between "home radios" and automobile receivers. Therefore, our discussions on automobile receivers will center
primarily on the points of difference with which you must be acquainted
supply,

D/AL TUNING

KNOB

FIG.
COMPLETE AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER ASSEMBLY
I

PAGE 2

in order to
we will also install and service such
receivers
point out to

PRACTICAL RADIO

you certain
intelligently.
porated within their
special features which However,
circuits to best
are incor
service.
adapt them for
this particular
AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER

INSTALLATION

We will begin
our discussion
ing a typical
of automobile
receivers by consider
found in the installation, and the basic
features of
with the study earlier models. We will then
construction as
of the more
modern assemblies progress in logical steps
sory equipment.
and their
related accesthese receivers, Such a procedure will give you
in that you
will thus have the a broader knowledge of
acquainted with the
field in
opportunity to become
ress made in
this particular general, and better informed on
the
branch of radio
during the past few progyears.
Fig. 2 gives you
a good idea
mobile receiver
of how a typical
was installed
early model
-ponent parts was
used in a great this arrangement of the various automany cases.
com-

.-

Notice that in
tration the receiver this illusis mounted
under the cowl.
The
speaker
is
also mounted under
the cowl, at
a level
sufficiently
emitted sound to be low for the
transmitted
to the seating
quarters. The re
mote control
assembly, consisting of the tuning
control and switchcontrol,volume
is mounted on
the instrument
panel
of the car
so as to be
within easy reach of
the driver.

/

CAR

5r

'A66

BATTERY

The receiver
derives its
operating power from
the car's
storage
FIG. 2
battery. The antenna
in
this
TYPICAL AUTO RADIO
particular
INSTALLATION
form of a tin -foil case is in the
ribbon,placed
in the fabric
top of the car and
nal of the
connected
to the antenna
receiver.
The metallic mass
termiframe, engine, body,
of the car,
etc., serves as
the "ground" sideconsisting of the
of the system.
Later, we will
discuss
the installation
in a thorough
of automobile
manner, but with this
tion in mind. you
general picture of the receivers
are ready to
ous units of the
installainvestigate in detail each
assembly.
of the vari(A^savrtr)

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF
AUTOMOBILE RECEIVERS

Since the
receiver is
be constructed automobile
as
light and compact asmore or less portable, it must
should not be
sacrificed to obtain these possible.
However, strength
overlook the fact that
qualities, for we must
the automobile
and road shocks
not
during the course of receiver is subject to vibration
driving.
Special midget -size
are manufactured
condensers,resistors,as well as other
to facilitate
parts,
compact manner. These
constructing automobile
parts, although
receivers in a
value and of the same
being
of
the same
high quality as
electrical
tional size, are
corresponding parts of
constructed
to
convenoccupy but very little
withstand vibration
space, and will
remarkably well.
N
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all dimensions are reasonably proportioned,
so
that the unit can be mounted underneath
dash of the

speaker

4
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O
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FIG. 5
OVERHEAD SPEAKER MOUNTING

10

-',

Wftlthe

is'

receiver chassis here shown
container,
housed in a box -like metallic
in Fig. 1.
appearing
one
the
similar to
While the receiver in Fig. 1 employs a sepa
rate speaker unit,it is now the more common
practice to include the speaker within the
same metal cabinet that houses the receiver
chassis. This form of construction is shown
you will observe that the
in Fig. 4, where
The

TUBE

FIG. 3
AUTO RECEIVER CHASSIS

In Fig. 3 is shown the arrangement of
the major parts on the chassis of a typical
automobile receiver. You will note that the
entire assembly is complete, yet its over-

SPEI'ifER

VOLUME
CONTROL

.

4

FIG.

4

grill is
DASHBOARD RECEIVER MOUNTING
inclined
downward
--in many cases the speaker grill is
placed at the side of the cabinet.
In Fig.4 the complete receiver
assembly is mounted below the inrestrument panel of the car, and
quires only a single bolt for mount
This feature of compactness
ing.
enables one to install, remove, or
inspect the set with comparative
ease.
When a separate speaker is used,
the bulkhead
on
it can be mounted
the instrument panel or
underneath
overhead as shcwn in Fig.5. So much
let
for receiver mountings -- now,
how remote -control systems
see
us
are employed.
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REMOTE CONTROL

UNIT
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SHAFT

STEERING -WHEEL REMOTE
CONTROLS

The operating controls for the receivers
thus far described are
of the direct -operated
type; that is, they are
mounted directly in the
receiver cabinet. However, in a great many
instances,
these controls are placed several feet from the receiv
er and must
then operate the receiver through
a special drive system.
This
permits placing
the operating controls
in a more convenient po
sition for the operator.

CONTROL,

In Fig. 6 you

'0o

shown

7.

R
S

TA

rpm

SELECTOR

VOLUME CONTROL

AND SWITCH

Fla. 6

AUTO RECEIVER WITH REMOTE CONTROL

assembly that permits
the driver
to
operate
the
receiver directly
from the steering -wheel.
This type of remote con
trol is commonly referred to as
a UNIVERSAL
TYPE CONTROL,
because
it
is adaptable to all
types of cars.

CUSTOM-BUILT REMOTE CONTROLS

A more recent trend
of automobile manufacturers
is to build into the instru
ment panel of their cars a
special compartment to accommodate the remote -control tuning assembly.

Since nearly all auto
mobile manufacturers have
adopted this practice, it
is only natural that a vari
ety of remote control panel
designs and
sizes would
have to be available for
the
many different cars.
In Fig. 7 you are shown sev
eral typical custom-built
control panel
assemblies
that are designed to harmonize with the instrument
panels of
the
cars for
which they are intended.
They are styled to become a
part
of
the
instrument
panel.
N

are

a remote -control

FIG. 7

TYPICAL CUSTOM -STYLED REMOTE
CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLIES
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DETAILS OF THE REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

and custom-built remote -control units
knobs.
are provided with both tuning mechanism and volume control
The steering wheel

type

the connection between the
A flexible cable (shaft) completes
receiver parts to be controlled, as shown in
the
unit and
control
due chiefly
Fig. 8. The success of remote -control assemblies has been
cable.
the
flexible
of
to the perfection

REMOTE CONTROL

TUN/N5 L'N/

r

VOLUME CONTROL

/// ,PECE/VER

STEERING WHEEL.
POST

FLEX/BL E

CONTROL

-AFT

S,0

AAt/á 7'UN/416

fONDEAISER IN RECE/VER

FIG. 8

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF REMOTE CONTROL TUNING

shown a sectional -view of a typical flexible
9 you are
which it drives or by which it is driven.
the
unit
to
fastened
cable,
metal
You will observe that the cable assembly consists of a flexible
arrangement
the
-casing
metallic
a
flexible
in
housed
control cable,
is the same as the speedometer cable used on automobiles.
In Fig.

In the particular example illustrated in Fig. 9, a set -screw is
used to anchor the flexible casing
the conto the stationary body of
The end of
trol unit or receiver.
the flexible control cable is lockshaft from which or to
ed to the
which the rotating motion is to be
Hence, the flexible
transmitted.
casing remains stationary while the
flexible control cable is free to
rotate.

Set -screws are not always the
the control
means for fastening

aN,NG

a

[)hvEN +.tminl

skull

SEl

SCflw

NE..l1l
w.EIAlIK CASNC

,yisrmts..1¡
=d
CSMG NI

SCEEw

rLExleL[ SHAri

FIG. 9

METHOD OF ATTACHING REMOTE CONTROL
SHAFT AND CASING,USING A SET -SCREW
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cable in place -- sometimes, special
coupling nuts are used. Various
typical flexible cable designs are
shown in
10, together with sev
eral coupling devices.

jig.

The cable shown at the extreme
left in Fig. 10 is equipped
threaded and knurled coupling nut
(collar)
that slides over the
ible casing, and screws into a
trol housing. The shoulder at fitting on the receiver cabinet or
the end of the casing prevents
it
being pulled out of the
coupling device.
a

with
flex
confrom

The second cable toward the right
is designed for
use of a setscrew locking device and
therefore has no coupling nut. Here you
also shown how the drive gear is
are
fastened to the end of the cable.
The cable appearing at the
features an internally -threaded center of the group shown in Fig. 10
coupling nut that butts the shoulder
of the cable's casing to the
receiver cabinet or control casing.
The remaining two cables are
while the unit farthest to the each designed for set -screw locking,
right also has an enlarged end
fits into a recess in the
coupling fitting that is attached to the that
receiver cabinet. In the latter
case, the set -screw will bear
the casing at the point where
against
its diameter is reduced, thus
the enlarg
ed section prevents the cable
from being pulled out of its
fitting.
In Fig. 11 you are shown the
mechanism used in a typical remote
control unit.
In
this
particular example, you are looking down upon
the unit from above -- (the stub
shafts for the knobs point toward the
driver's seat).
The dial scale is of the
horizontal drum -type
and
rotates past a small window that' faces
the driver, but which is not in

DRIVE GEAR

i

STUB SHAcT FOR
TUN,NO KNOC

FIG.

10

FLEXIBLE CONTROL SHAFTS
N

STUá SHAFT FOZ
OL CONTROL ANO
ON -OFF' KNOB

FIG. II
REMOTE -TUNING CONTROL ASSEMBLY
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the range of vision in Fig. 11.
shown at the lower right of Fig.

T he dial in the remote -control panel,
is of this type.
7

of
Returning to Fig. 11 again, you will note that any rotation
cable
flexible
a
through
the volume control knob will be transmitted
and "on -off" switch that is located
to the combination volume control
8 also.)
(See Fig
in the receiver proper.
to rotate
Rotating the tuning knob will cause the flexible cable
time will
same
at
the
and
the tuning condenser,
of
the rotor section
which in
#2
gear
drives
gear
This
rotate.
to
cause gear #1 in Fig. 11
which is
#4
gear
turn causes gear #3 to rotate. Gear #3 then rotates
of this'
purpose
The
to
rotate.
it
locked to the dial drum, causing
knob
tuning
the
between
speed
-reduction
a
to
furnish
is
gears
train of

and dial scale.

unit
When no reduction gears are contained in the remote control
the
is
driven,
for decreasing the speed at which the tuning condenser
to
Therefore,
condenser.
tuning
at
the
reduction gears are mounted
apply the control unit shown in Fig. 11, reduction gears are required
at the condenser.

Notice, also, in Fig. 11 how
remote -control unit.

the

pilot

lamp is mounted in the

In this
is shown in Fig. 12.
remote -control assembly
Another
cable,
a
flexible
through
control
volume
the
drives
knob
case,a control
12
conFig.
in
knob
The
tuning
our previous example.
the same as in
contain
gears
a
set of
trols
ed in a special housing and
TO TUN/N6 CONDENSER SHAFT
thus provides a speed reducP/LOT LIGHT ----tion at this point for both
W/RE
the dial and the tuning conhow a sepadenser. Notice
D/AL DR/VE. U
rate flexible cable of short
117
from
motion
transmits
length
TO VOLUME CONTROL
this gear housing to the
SHAFT
needle of an airplane type
: ruG
N/N ;
dial. A large flexible cable
.16E-Ag.
(not shown) transmits motion
speed from this
at reduced
tuning
gear housing to the
condenser.
g

1

AUTOMOBILE ANTENNAS

Two of the most important properties required of
the auto antenna are for it
to possess good signal pickDIAL'
up and not be directional in
its response to signal enerTUN/N6 KNOB
VOLUME KNOB
(A directional -type angy.
tenna has a tendency to pick
FIG. 12
up signals coming from a cer
CUSTOM-BUILT REMOTE CONTROL MECHANISM
tain direction, without being affected very favorably
by those coming from other
directions.) Other important qualities of an automobile antenna are
that it must be simple to install and must not detract from the appear
ance of the car.
Several different antennas are being manufactured
commercially which, to some extent, meet the requirements presented at
beginning of this paragraph. We will now describe them to you,
the
commencing with the earlier types.
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THE SCREEN -TYPE ANTENNA

In Fig. 13 is shown a very
type of auto antenna that
was used extensively with the effective
earlier model receivers. You will
serve that a copper screen is used
obto pick up the signal energy.
an arrangement is suitable
only for cars equipped with a fabric Such
It is not applicable to all
top.
-metal tops.

FIG.

I)

COPPER -SCREEN ANTENNA

INSTALLATION

The installation
in Fig. 13
was made by first removing
the
cloth covering from the ceiling
of
the car.
The copper screen
was then fastened into
position
securely, and was separated from
the dome -light and metal body
of
the car by at least three inches.
The upper illustration of Fig. 13
shows how a square hole was cut
into the copper mesh in order to
clear the dome -light.
In this it
lustration, the antenna installation is
shown as viewed from
above, whereas the lower illustra
tion shows a side -view
of the
same installation.

The antenna lead-in was soldered to the right front corner of
the copper screen, and was run
a non-metallic
thru
insulative housing down the right front
corner -post of
the car body.
The cloth covering was then
replaced on the ceiling of
the car to complete the antenna
installation.
THE AXLE -TYPE ANTENNA

In Fig.l4 you are shown two
special forms of axle -type antennas.
The earlier model shown at (A)
of a water -proof fabric envelope in which a copper screen consists
is contained.
An eyelet is provided at
each end. A coil spring
is fastened to one eyelet
and a web -strap to the
other.
This arrangement
permits the antenna to be
suspended
between
the
front and rear axles. A
10 -foot
rubber -covered

lead-in wire is usually
furnished with the antenna.

The model
shown at
of Fig. 14 is an improvement
over the one
FIG. 14
shown at
(A).
Here two
AXLE -TYPE ANTENNAS
lengths of wire are wound
in the form of a coil and
are enclosed in a water -proof
fabric envelope. They are
tween the rear axle and the center
connected be
cross -member of the car's frame, EIS
shown in the illustration.
(B)

-

RUNNING -BOARD ANTENNAS

When the car antenna is placed
quite near to
metal top, the
"grounding effect" of the metallic mass
reduces the sensitivity of the
antenna system. The increasing
popularity of turret -top cars has

a

N
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To meet this
stimulated the demand for efficient under -car aerials.
has been
strap
type
or
bar
built
ruggedly
-capacity,
the
low
demand,
used extensively. Ease of installation on existing bolts under the
running board is largely responsible for the popularity of these types.
An early model, as well as an improved version of this type of
shown in Fig. 15. The earlier model shown at (A) offered
antenna, is
a rather large area of metalfor signal picklic surface
up, and was suspended slightly below the car's running
board and parallel to it. A
splash guard was usually hung
at the front end to help prevent excessive accumulation
refuse that is thrown upof
ward by the wheel.

Later modele of running
board type antennas are shown
the
at (B) of Fig. 15. Here
is
completely
aerial wire
sealed in rubber, thus eliminating losses caused by mois
The leadture, snow or ice.
in is a low-loss,water-proof,
shielded,loom-covered wire.
ROOF AND VERTICAL -TYPE ANTENNAS

is shown a
In Fig. 16
FIG. 15
type of auto antenna used in
RUNNING -BOARD ANTENNAS
a great many installations -with
particularly on cars
steel turret -tops. This antenna is quite effective; it is streamlined in appearance. The usual
construction is of a chrome -plated, non-ferrous metal, mounted on bake
lite and chrome fittings.
Another type of extensively used antenna is known by such trade
and
"Fish pole,"
"Fish Rod,"
names as the "Vertical," "Telescope,"
P , "
The only difference between these various clas"Hinge" type antenna.
sifications lies in the particular posithe antenna is mounted on
tion in which
the car.
,

t

The telescope or fish -pole antenna,
shown in Fig. 17, is made of seamless,
rust -proof metal and is assembled in tele
It is usually constructed iñ
scope form.
either three or four sections, and is approximately 24 inches long when collapsed.
With two sections extended it is 43 inchextended it
es long; with three sections
built in several
Being
long.
inches
62
is
FIG. 16
sections, it may be adjusted to meet the
ROOF ANTENNA
exact requirements of the receiver and
the location, thereby assuring maximum
reception under all conditions. When traveling in cities, where sever
al broadcasting stations are centralized, satisfactory pick-up will be
obtained with the aerial in the collapsed position.

-

Several manufacturers have developed ingenious aethods for automatically lowering or raising the telescopic sections of such antennas.
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In one particular
case,the intake manifold of
the engine is connected
to the
tubing of small bore. A suitable antenna by a
control valve
is mounted in the
driver's compartment,the op
eration of which will cause the
engine -vacuum
to either lower or raise
the different telescope
sections.
The principle is similar to
that employed in vacuum -type
windshield wipers.
The lead-in supplied with
these antennas
is usually 30 inches
long, and
is
made of
material which not only prevents
loss of signal, but because of its
adequate shielding,al
so prevents noise pick-up.
A plug is usually
attached to the end of the
lead-in,
and fits
into the standard aerial socket
of
the
radio.
The connection between the
antenna proper is housed in a lead-in and the
shielding cup
or box so that
there will be no pick-up of
noise at this point. By
referring to the con
structional details shown in Fig.
observe the method employed in 18,you will
mounting the
telescoping rod.
"B" POWER SUPPLIES

Our next step is to survey the
construction and operation of the
various types of
automotive B -power supplies. These may
be
classified in the following two main
groups:
1

(2

Motor -generator or dynamotor types.
Vibrator types.

A motor -generator
and a dynamotor
accomplish the same purpose, although both
they
differ
in construction.
A motor -generator
consists of two inde
pendent units --- a
motor and a generator.
The
motor is
operated by electrical power furnished
FIG. 17
by the car's battery.
TELESCOPE OR "FISH POLE"
The armature shafts
VERTICAL ANTENNAS
of the motor and gen
erator are coupled
mechanically so that
the motor's rotation drives
the generator which
in turn furnishes d -c of a
much higher voltage than that supplied by the
battery.
In the case of the dynamotor,
the motor
and generator
features are incorporated in a
single unit. This is
accomplished by providing a single armature with
two sets of windings.
One of these windings is
connected to
the battery circuit,the
current of which caus
es the armature to rotate
the same as Ina con
ventional motor. The rotation of the
causes the other armature winding to armature
generate
a high d -c voltage, the
same as does the arma
ture winding of an ordinary
generator. The
N

FIG.

18

DETAILS OF TELESCOPE
COWL ANTENNA

LESSON NO. 26
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generator winding is connected to the output circuit through aseparate
set of brushes than those used for the motor section.
B -power supplies, using vibrators, may
into non -synchronous and synchronous types.

be

further sub -divided

The first
B -power
supply units to be describ
ed will be
the motorof
generator or dynamotor type.
Such units are used most
extensively, and almost ex
elusively, by Police and
other
law -enforcing agenauto receivers
cies where
must perform at utmost efficiency and provide reliable service over a long
period of time.
DYNAMOTOR B -POWER SUPPLIES

In Fig. 19
you are
shown a dynamotor of compact design. It is design
ed to be connected across
the battery circuit of the
car and is driven
thereby
as a motor.
An additional
winding is included in this
unit so that while operatFIG. 19
ing as a motor, it will at
TYPICAL DYNAMOTOR -TYPE B -POWER UNIT
the same time generate high
d -c voltage
that is suitable for 'B" use.
A
filter circuit is housed within the base of the
unit, serving to reduce ripples
in
generated d -c output before
the
delivering it to the receiver. A terminal strip (not shown) is provid
ed on the side of the base to which the circuit connections can be made.

This

unit

can

mounted at any
convenient point on
the car, such as under the front or back
seat, under the instrument board, etc.
Special rubber mount
ings
prevent vibration and the production of locally -generated
interference
noises -- the unit is
thus operated practi
cally noiselessly.
be

FIG. 20

HEAVY-DUTY DYNAMOTOR B -POWER SUPPLY

particular
The
shown in
dynamotor
Fig. 19 draws approx
imately 2.2 amperes
battery
of storage
current and delivers
an output
of 180
volts d -c at 40 ma,
while the larger unit
shown
in
Fig. 20
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draws 33 amperes of storage battery current and provides an output of
500 volts d -c at 200 ma.
The latter unit is particularly suitable for
heavy-duty, two-way, police communication work.
THE MOTOR GENERATOR CIRCUIT

Having familiarized yourself with the general structural features of typical motor -generator and dynamotor B -supply devices, we
shall now proceed with the study of the circuit employed therein.
In Fig. 21 is shown the circuit diagram of one type of dynamotor.
In this particular example, you are
shown how the motor brushes are
connected to the car's

(-CHOKE

-J4811»L
/6

MT

I
-r-

COIL

MOTOR

GENERATOR

Tti1F

\

ERM/NAL
BLOCK

FIG. 21

storage battery circult through
the
Aand A- leads. The 1 mf
condenser which is con
nected across
these
leads,as well as across
the
motor brushes, is
incorporated
-within
the unit and is used
to bypass any interfer
ence noises that might
have their origin at
the brushes.
The
generator
brushes, on the
other
hand, lead to the output terminals which are
marked on this diagram
as B+ 180 volts

and B-.

Also observe the filter circuit, which is
included in the generator circuit to minimize any ripple in the "B" output due to the ac tion of the generator's commutator segments.
TYPICAL DYNAMOTOR CIRCUIT

Because of the current demands of the motor section of such a
unit, it is
important that the A+ and A- leads be made of a wire size
not smaller than #12 B&S. All wires to the unit should be shielded,
and the shielding should be grounded to the car frame at intervals not
exceeding six inches.

When mounting motor -generator or dynamotor type B -power units,
the manufacturer's instructions should
be
followed exactly, because
some of these units are not adapted for mounting in such positions
that will place their rotor shaft on a vertical plane.
Besides the example shown you, there are various other types of
motor -generator and dynamotor units on the market. For instance, one
particular type operates as a motor off the 6 -volt storage battery,and
in turn furnishes a 110 -volt a -c supply that is suitable for operating
a standard 110 -volt a -c receiver
or public address amplifier.
In another case, a 110 -volt a -c generator is designed to be driven by the
fan belt of the engine, and thus operates 110 -volt a -c equipment.
The a -c generator units, just described, are not intended for
operating standard automobile receivers as used in pleasure cars, and
will therefore not be treated in detail at this time. However, it is
well that you be aware of their existence.
N
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VIBRATOR TYPE B -POWER SUPPLIES

The vibrator is literally the heart of every auto receiver that
uses this type of B -power supply, and because of its importance in the
modern receiver, servicemen should be thoroughly familiar with its optrue that the motor -generator was and still is being
is
It
eration.
size and high price of motor
large
used to a certain extent, but the
generators is responsible for vibrator type B -power units being used
most extensively in common receivers that are installed in pleasure
cars.

The purpose of the vibrator is to change the continuous or dithe
6 -volt automobile battery, into a
rect -current, as furnished by
current of varying intensity. Once this has been accomplished, a -c
voltage of the desired high potential may be obtained with the aid of
a transformer.
This done, it can be rectified and filtered so as to
furnish a uniform direct current, ready to be used wherever high d -c
voltages are required in the radio receiver.
two basic vibrator circúits
It is of interest to note that only
have been used in automobile receivers sine e 1933. These are the non synchronous or interrupter type vibrator, used in conjunction with a
vacuum -tube rectifier, and the synchronous or self -rectifying (mechani
cal) type vibrator.
These two types will
now be described in
the order mentioned.
NON -SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR
TYPE B -POWER SUPPLY

22 you
the
how
non -synchronous vibrator is connected
with the
in series
storage batcar's
tery and the primary
winding of the power
transformer.
Considering current as
and
electron flow
moving from the battery's negative to
positive
terminal,
system operates
the
in the following man
ner:
In Fig.

are shown

2

h

POWER

TRANSFORMER

FIG. 22
FIRST POSITION OF ARMATURE

With spring tension holding the armature in the position illusBattery voltage will
trated, contact sets #1 and #2 will be closed.
therefore cause electrons to flow through the contacts #1 and the elec
time, there
will be an electron flow
tromagnet winding. At the same
through contacts #2 and the upper -half of the transformer's primary
winding, as indicated by the arrows.
As the electromagnet core becomes magnetized
and attracts the
armature downward, contacts #1 and #2 will separate while contacts #3
will close.
The electron flow will now be through contacts #3 and
from the lower end of the primary winding toward its
center tap, as
indicated by the arrows in Fig. 23. Absence of current through the
electromagnet will permit the spring to pull the armature up again.
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Notice especially in Fig. 23
that
the electron
PRIMARY
flow (current) thru
JPR/NG
the primary winding
is now in the OPPO?,l
SITE DIRECTION than
formerly.
Consequently, as the armature undergoes a
2
o
3A7 rE.e
vibrating movement,
h
this
action is repeated at a rate of
about
115 cycles
per second, and
the
ELECTROMAGNET
current will reverse
its
direction of
POWER T,PANSFORMEQ
flow through
the
primary winding ac-IG. 23
cordingly.
Thus,we
SECOND POSITION OF ARMATURE
have in effect an
alternating current
flowing through the
primary winding. A -c voltages of corresponding frequency
will therefore be induced in the secondary winding of the
transformer,
and by us
ing more turns of secondary winding than
primary winding the required
step-up in voltage can be obtained.
.

'

The next job is to rectify the high voltage a -c
appearing in the
secondary winding. One method of accomplishing this
is
rectifier tube as illustrated in Fig. 24, where you are to employ a
shown the B power supply in its complete form.
THE COMPLETE CIRCUIT ACTION

Observe in Fig. 24 how the extremities of the
transformer's secondary winding are connected to the plates of a
rectifier
tube.
This
tube is a full -wave rectifier of the heater
-cathode type, the cathode
serving as the electron -emitter and B+ side of the
system. The heater
element of this tube is of such design that it
can
be connected direct
ly across the car's storage battery
circuit. The cathode is necessary
due to the fact that there is but one source
of current supply for all
filaments in automobile receivers, including the
rectifier tube.
POWER TRANSFORMER
BUFFER

CONDENSER

BUFFER

BUFFER CONOENSER

COWOENSER

FIG. 24
COMPLETE B -POWER SUPPLY,
N

USING NON -SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR

.

FILTER CHOKE

LESSON NO.
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The center -tap of the high voltage winding serves as the negative
side of the "B" circuit, the same
as in .home radios.
A conventional
filter circuit is included in the output circuit of the rectifier.

=

Cathode -type tubes are comparatively slow to warm up to the point
where they will draw sufficient plate current to place a normal load
upon the secondary winding of the transformer.
If no load at all is
applied across the power transformer's secondary winding during the
warm-up period, the resulting abnormally high secondary voltage might
puncture the insulation of this
winding and
thus damage
the
transformer. To prevent such an
undesirable occurrence,
it
is
customary to include a buffer
condenser in the secondary circuit, as shown in Fig. 24.
This buffer condenser acts
somewhat as a "shock absorber"by
accepting energy from the transformer, reversing its charge in
accordance with the reversals in
secondary voltage and current.
The
counter-emf thus furnished
by the buffer condenser opposes
the excessively high
peak voltages produced by the transformer
and prevents
the peak
voltage
from rising to abnormally high
values.

l
o

FIG. 25
NON -SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR

As soon as
the rectifier
draws current, the flow of "B" current serves as a sufficient load to
act as a control upon the secondary voltage and thus keeps this voltage
within safe limits. The value of the condenser used for this purpose
is approximately 0.005 mf.

The purpose of the buffer condensers
in
the primary circuit -and also the r -f choke and its bypass condenser --- is to filter out
all sources of interference noises which are likely to be produced by
the vibrating points.
value of these buffer
The average capacitive
condensers
is
approximately 0.01 mf. These same condensers also increase the useful life of the vibrator points by reducing arcing across
them.
Sometimes,100-ohm resistors are used in place of these buffer
condensers.
However, one or the other is always employed, for the
reasons just mentioned.
In Fig, 25 you are shown a non-syn
as
chronous type vibrator
used in the
system just described.
Its cover has
been removed so as
to expose the working parts. Notice that this unit is
fitted with a standard tube -base, and
that when the cover is placed in posigeneral appearance is quite
tion, its
similar to a metal tube.

FIG. 26
COMPLETE TUBE -RECTIFIER
TYPE B -POWER UNIT

A
complete B -power unit, based on
this principle of operation,is shown in
This unit is completely enFig. 26.
in
a
closed
compact metal cabinet of
which
the
overall
dimensions are
10 x 7 x 32 inches -- it weighs 5 pounds.
.It can
be
mounted in any position at
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any convenient point, and is constructed in two models, one offering a
d -c output of 135 volts at 30 milliamperes, and another with an output
of 180 volts at 50 milliamperes.
approximately 2 amperes of
It draws
battery current.
In most
automobile receivers, this entire B -power
unit is built into, and as a part of, the main receiver chassis. The
B -power unit is then well shielded and packed
in
sponge rubber so as
to reduce
mechanical vibration and vibrator interference noises to a
minimum.
SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATORS

The synchronous type of vibrator is somewhat different
from the
non -synchronous vibrator as regards rectification of the high voltage
a -c.
This will become more apparent as we continue our analysis of
the
fundamental circuit illustrated in Fig. 27, wherein a synchronous
vibrator is used.

FIG.

FIRST ALTERNATION

OF

27
B -POWER UNIT'S

CYCLE

The chief advantage of a synchronous vibrator system over a non synchronous system is that the synchronous vibrator serves to"chop up"
the battery current to produce the effect of a -c in the primary circuit,and at the same time serves to rectify the high voltage a -c. Thus,
synchronous vibrator
no rectifier tube is needed. However, the
will not provide as long trouble -free service, and is more costly than
the non -synchronous type.

Directing our attention to the system diagrammed in Fig. 27, we
find it to operate in the following manner:
the
position shown in Fig. 27, electroná
in
With the armature
will flow from the negative terminal of the car's storage battery
electron -flow
The
through "ground" to the armature of the vibrator.
then continues through contact #1, the lower -half of the transformer's
primary winding, and returns to the battery by way of its positive ter
same
time, electrons flow from the negative battery
minal. At this
terminal, through the winding of the vibrator core and back to the bat
tery by way of the upper -half of the transformer's. primary winding
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in
Fig. 27 by the small arrows.)
(This flow of current is indicated
The winding on the vibrator core consists of many turns of small wire,
the resistance of which is sufficiently great to limit the flow of cur
rent through this path to a very low value.

The momentary surge of battery current through the lower -half of
induce a high voltage in the secondary windthe primary winding will
ing.
Contact #2 is at this time closing the secondary circuit in such
manner that "B" current will flow through the lower -half of the secondary winding and over the external circuit, as indicated by the wavy

arrows.
The current flow through the winding of the vibrator core magnetizes the core sufficiently so that it will attract the armature,
thereby interrupting the circuit at contacts #1 and #2, but completing
Observe in Fig. 28
it at
contacts #3 and #4, as shown in Fig. 28.
that the electron flow is now from the negative terminal of the storage battery through "ground" and the armature,whence it passes through
contact #3 and the upper -half of the primary winding, back to the
battery. Notice, especially, that the main flow of electrons through
the primary winding is reversed to that occurring in that part of the
cycle illustrated in Fig. 27.
a high
The surge of primary current pictured in Fig. 28 induces
voltage
in the secondary winding of the transformer, causing an electron flow through the upper -half of this winding in the direction indi
cated by the wavy arrows.
Contact #4 completes the secondary circuit
at
No current flows through the winding or the vibrator
this
time.
during this half of the cycle, as the closing of contact #3 grounds
the upper end of this winding through the armature, thereby short-circuiting it.

that the surge of primary
It is especially important to notice
current reverses as the armature moves from one position to the other,
such manner that the highand
in
that contacts #2 and #4 operate

RF0/

1
SPQ/A/G
O

VIEWATOR
GORE

FIG. 28
SECOND ALTERNATION OF B -POWER

UNIT

S

CYCLE

:+z^8*
0ó
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voltage current always flows through the external circuit in the same
direction, regardless of the armature's position.
In
other words,
full -wave rectification takes place in the secondary circuit.

Short-circuiting the vibrator winding during the period illustrated in Fig. 28 causes the vibrator core to lose its attraction for
the armature.
Spring tension then returns the
armature to the position pictured in Fig. 27.
The two alternations of the cycle, just described, repeat themselves
in rapid succession
as the armature undergoes a vibrating action.

Although it is true that the "B" current in
the secondary winding
is in the form of surges
or "spurts", the
action of the vibrator is so
rapid that the."B" output appears as a somewhat
steady flow, and the filter helps to make it
still more uniform. We classify this form of
rectification as being of the synchronous or
self -rectifying type -- sometimes, such a device
is called a "mechanical -type rectifier."

FIG. 29

SYNCHRONOUS TYPE
VIBRATOR

The purpose of buffer condensers used
with
this system is to
reduce arcing at the contact
points and thus prolong their useful life. At
the same time,in conjunction with the r -f chokes,
they aid in filtering out any sources of interference noise.

In Fig. 29 you are shown a typical synchronous type vibrator, with its cover removed.
The
various sets of contact points, armature and
coil are clearly shown.
Also, observe
that
this
unit is fitted with a standard tube -base so
that it can be installed or removed from the power unit with ease. The
vibrator mechanism is mounted on a sponge -rub
ber cushion to protect it against vibrations
of the
car, and
also to prevent its causing
any rattling sound.

The same vibrator is shown in Fig. 30,
with its cover in place. Comparing it with
the hand will
give you an idea of its size.
Vibrators vary somewhat as to their details
of design and construction. However, in a
lesson of this type, we are chiefly interested in the PRINCIPLE rather than in the design
variations of the
various commercial models.
The examples presented in this lesson are typ
ical of automotive B -power supply units in
general.
EFFECT OF BATTERY -POLARITY UPON THE VIBRATOR

On car radios
equipped with a B -power
supply using a non -synchronous vibrator, it
makes no difference whether either the posi
tive or negative battery terminal be grounded.
In this case, the rectifier will always cause
the cathode
to act as the positive terminal
of the "B" system.

However, in systems employing
synchronous vibrators this is not true. For instance,
N

11

I
J'

FIG. 30

TYPICAL VIBRATOR
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in Figs. 27 and 28 we show the operation of such an apparatus when the
negative terminal of the car battery is grounded, at which time you
will observe
the
center -tap of the secondary winding serving as the
B+ terminal.

Should the battery connections now be reversed, as shown in
the direction of secondary current will also become reversed,
causing the center -tap of the transformer's secondary winding to become B- instead of B+. Such a condition will prevent the receiver from
operating.
Fig.

31,

Radio manufacturers generally supply the receiver connected for
installation in a car wherein the negative battery terminal is grounded.
Should the battery be installed with the positive terminal ground
ed, then it is a simple
matter to alter the connections so as to make
possible the correct operation of the synchronous vibrator. This may
be done in the following manner:
(1)

If the vibrator assembly is of the interchangeable type, having polarity markings, simply insert the vibrator in its
socket so that its A+ terminal is connected to the positive
"A" battery lead.

(2)

If the vibrator is not interchangeable as to polarity connec
tions, reverse either the primary or secondary leads between
the vibrator and the transformer.

Manufacturers generally furnish information with each set, instructing one of the circuit changes necessary in case of a reversed
battery installation.
VIBRATOR REPLACEMENTS

It is not generally the practice to attempt to
repair defective
vibrator units. Defective vibrators should always be replaced with
a new
unit of the
same mechanical and electrical
characteristics.

--F

G.

31

EFFECT OF REVERSED BATTERY CONNECTIONS
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Vibrator manufacturers have assigned "type numbers" to the large variety of designs used, so that by referring to this number identical replacements can be made conveniently.
In the next lesson, we continue our discussion of automobile rean analysis
of the receiver circuits and installation

ceivers with
problems.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESS

0

N

NO.

26

1.

-

Explain briefly
type vibrator.

2.

-

What two important properties are required of an automobile antenna?

3.

-

Explain the chief differences as regards the synchronous and non -synchronous types of vibrator units.

4.

-

Describe briefly the operating principles and method of
installing the "Genemotor" or dynamotor type B -power
supply.

5.

-

What are the effects of battery polarity upon the synchronous vibrator?

6.

-

What serves as the conventional "ground" in
receiver installation?

7.

-

Describe briefly the purpose and operating principle of
the remote control tuning unit.

8.

-

Generally speaking, how does the automobile receiver
differ from the conventional type of receiver such as
used in the home?

9.

-

Describe one type of automobile antenna.

10.

-

the

dual

function of the synchronous

an auto

Draw a circuit diagram of an automobile B -power sup
ply unit, using a vibrator in conjunction with a
rectifier tube.
(b) Explain briefly how this unit operates.
(a)
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AUTO RADIO CIRCUITS - INSTALLATION PROBLEMS
Let us begin our study of automobile receiver circuits with an
Notice that this
analysis of the wiring diagram appearing in Fig. 2.
of automobile
which
typical
is
type,
superheterodyne
is
of
the
receiver
The mixer, i -f, detector and audio circuits
receivers in general.
_
are of conventional
t'
`
design, and are simi°'
a
lar to those employed
de-c
receivers
in a
signed for use in the
.

home.

I

,._,

also of
is
interest tó note that
the same 6.3 volt tube series is used as is
employed in a -c reIt

ceivers.

_

¡
1

This is true,

''

a

.11-Ar

regardless of whether
the tubes are of the
glass, metal or "G"
type.

On cars equipwith a 6 -volt
ped
storage battery, the

%/i

's

_--....-:

ty

- . .-....

-..=..

s.*

41

FIG.

HERE THE RECEIVER AND SPEAKER-UNIT ARE PLACED
battery circuit operBEHIND A GRILLE ON THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
ates at voltages near
Therethis value.
The
fore, the 6.3 -volt tubes are ideally suited for automotive use.
heater -cathode construction of these tubes is also advantageous in
automobile receivers because it will withstand the vibration of driving
much better than will the conventional filament structure used in
filament -type tubes.

Upon further inspection of the circuit appearing in Fig. 2, you
will observe that the antenna input, speaker field, and power supply
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circuits are somewhat different from those used in any
of the receivers
that you have studied
thus far. Since automobile receivers differ
chiefly from a -c superheterodynes with respect to the
antenna input,
speaker field, and power supply circuits, we will
at this time confine
our attention to these points only.
ANTENNA NOISE-REJECTION FILTER CIRCUITS

The design and installation of the antenna
lead-in is one of the
most critical points to be considered in
affecting a good noise -free
installation. To aid in the reduction of noise pick-up at
this point,
it has become the practice to keep the
lead-in out of all high -intensity electric fields, such as might exist in
the engine compartment.
In addition, the lead-in wire is shielded,
and the shield covering is
grounded to body members of the car at several
effective points. This
is discussed
more fully later on.
For the present, we are interested
in the FILTER CIRCUITS as used in the
antenna system only.
In the receiver circuit shown
in
Fig. 2 you will observe how
such a noise -filter is included in the antenna input
line, whereas sev
eral such filter circuits are illustrated in detail
in Figs. 3 to 7,
inclusive. By comparing the basic circuits shown in
illustrations you will note that there are several variations these
of antenna filter designs, although
they are all intended to serve the same fundamental purpose
/-F
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this purpose will permit currents
The filter circuits used for
below a certain critical frequency to flow through the antenna circuit,
while at the same time rejecting currents of higher frequencies. The
interference or noise -producing frequencies, as generated by the car's
electrical system, are around 50 me -- a much higher frequency than
This difference in frequency
are the broadcast signal frequencies.
between the desired and undesired "signal" makes it possible for the
antenna filter to perform its duties in the manner explained in the
following paragraphs.

SIMPLE LOW - PASS FILTER:
The basic principle of the
circuit shown in Fig. 3 is
that used in
the same as
the
filter system of "B"
in a -c repower supplies
ceivers -- the only differ
ence being that low values
are chosen for the inductance and capacity in the
antenna filter so as to
handle currents of radio
frequency, while high inductance and capacity values are used in B -supply
filters to handle currents
of rather low audible frequencies.

FIG. 3
SIMPLE LOW-PASS FILTER

familiar with
you will
readily understand how the higher noise -producing frequencies will be
forced by the inductive reactance to be bypassed to ground through the
The broadcast frequencies, being of a much lower frequencondensers.
cy value, will reach the antenna circuit of the receiver with little
attenuation (reduction in strength).
Being

B -power filters,

In the input filter circuit apAUTO TRANSFORMER WITH CAPACITY INPUT:
pearing in Fig. 4, the antenna coil is in the form of an auto -transformer, wherein the primary and
secondary sections are two parts
Con
of one continuous winding.
condenser "C" is a coupling
denser that serves as the connecting medium between the antenna and the input circuit of
the
receiver, and its value is
such that it will pass with
ease both the broadcast frequen
the interference frecies and
quencies.

FIG. 4
AUTO -TRANSFORMER

INPUT

The primary section of the
antenna coil, together with the
adjustable
trimmer condenser
C-1, constitutes a parallel res
onant circuit that is connected
in series with
the antenna and
grounding system. This circuit
is rather
broad -tuning and is
to a
frequency near the
tuned
lower end of the broadcast band;
therefore, it offers more oppo-
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sition to frequencies throughout the broadcast range than to frequencies far removed from this band.
Such being the case, maximum signal
voltage will be generated across this circuit at the broadcast frequen
cies, thereby causing maximum energy-transfer by induction to appear
in the secondary section of this coil.
The latter circuit is tuned to
resonance with the desired signal -frequency.
Since the primary circuit as well as the antenna circuit as a
whole is
tuned to the broadcast band, all frequencies far removed
therefrom (particularly the higher frequencies) will
pass
readily
through condenser C-1 to ground and thus fail to impress any appreciable voltage upon the control grid of the first tube.

TO CONr,POL G,P/D
/sT r!/QE

at"

70 AVG
SYSTEM

ANTENNA
TAP/MME.

The antenna
stage of the
receiver tunes in the desired
stations in the conventional man
ner. The undesired high-frequen
cy noise signals are bypassed to
ground through the low -capacity
trimmer condenser C-l,which path
offers considerable
opposition
to
the broadcast
frequencies.
This same trimmer condenser also
assists in matching antennas of
various capacitive values to the
receiver's input tuning circuit.
This condenser
is
adjusted so
that a minimum amount of noise
and maximum station signal inten
sity is obtained.

FIG. 5
CAPACITY INPUT

FIG. 6
TRANSFORMER -COUPLED
N

CAPACITY INPUT: The arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 5 is quite
similar, though somewhat different, to that appearing in Fig.4.
In Fig. 5 the antenna is connect
ed to ground through trimmer con
denser C-1, while at the same
time being connected
through
coupling condenser
"C" to
the
parallel resonant circuit consisting of the antenna coil and
main tuning condenser. The value
of the rid -isolating condenser
(.05 mf) is
sufficiently large
so as
not to affect the tuning
of the
characteristic
antenna
stage to any appreciable extent.
It does serve to isolate the con
trol grid of the first tube from
ground so far as d -c is concerned,
and thus makes a -v -c possible.

INPUT

Since the circuit in Fig. 5
provides no step-up in signal
voltage due to the absence of a
transformer, this lack of amplification is compensated for partially by using an iron -core r -f
coil at this point. Using an
iron -core in this manner makes
it possible to obtain the requir
ed inductance value with a mini -
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mum amount of resistance being introduced into the circuit, and thus
makes the circuit more efficient.

TRANSFORMER COUPLED INPUT:
in Fig. 6 provides
The system illustrated
signal-to-noise ratio, as well as in
a very marked improvement in the
sensitivity. The use of an iron -core r -f transformer in this case
causes the energy -transfer to the first tube to be considerably higher
than is possible with the more simple systems thus far described. This
increased signal -gain ahead of the first tube is largely responsible
Basically,
for the remarkable improvement in noise -to -signal ratio.
this system is a refined version of that illustrated in Fig. 4, a two winding iron -core transformer replacing the air -core auto -transformer.
A tap is provided on the primary winding of the transformer used
This is done so as to best adapt the receiver installation
in Fig. 6.
to the characteristics of the particular antenna being used -- more in
ductance being used fora shorter effective length of the antenna system.

of iron -core r -f transformers is
The impedance characteristic
low -frequency broadcast signal energy
such that these units transfer
most satisfactorily, but they are less responsive to the signals of
stations at the high -frequency end of the broadcast band. To compentaps
sate for this deficiency, condenser "C" is connected between the
of these two windings.
The response of the transformer then becomes
more like that of a conventional high -gain r -f coil, where the natural
transformer characteristic is
to handle the lower frequencies best,
while the coupling condenser provides better energy -transfer for stations operating at the higher frequencies.
the transformer's primary
In Fig. 6 the high reactance value of
noise -currents" of very high -frequency value
winding
forces the
through condenser C-1 and into ground. The latter also serves to assist in more nearly resonating the antenna circuit to the broadcast band.

IMPEDANCE -MATCHING SYSTEM: Let us now consider the noise -rejection ar
rangement shown in Fig. 7. This system features a low -impedance trans
mission line between the receiver and the antenna. Here, the energy

Ail/TE/OVA COL
/MPEDANCE
MATCH/N6
TPANSFOPMEP

Q.F.

CHOKE

/N SET

TO CONTiPOL

SC/D OF/srTUBE
TPANSM/SS/ON LINE
(SHIELDED CABLE)

e
_SHIELD

SHIELD

FIG. 7
IMPEDANCE -MATCHING

INPUT
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picked up by the antenna passes
through the motor -noise rejector system, comprising an r -f choke and a bypass condenser of small
capacity.
The latter forms a series -resonant circuit that is tuned to reso
nance with the high -frequency noise -producing energy. Therefore, currents of such frequencies will be bypassed to ground readily through
the
condenser, without acting upon the transformer's primary winding
to any noticeable extent.
In fact, the rather high inductance
of the
latter winding serves still further to force the undesired frequencies
to ground through the condenser.
The inductance value of the primary
winding and the capacity of its shunting condenser are selected so
that this winding is tuned broadly to the broadcast band.
The broadcast signals, being of a rather low -frequency value,
pass through the primary winding of the transformer in the usual
manner and induce corresponding voltage -changes in the secondary winding
of this transformer.
This unit is located near the antenna, and is en
closed in a grounded metal shield.

The secondary winding of this transformer consists of comparatively few turns
so as to have a rather low impedance characteristic.
This winding is connected through a two -wire transmission line to a
similar winding that is used as a primary to provide coupling with the
receiver's antenna -stage tuned winding,as well as to furnish a step-up
voltage at this point.
Thus, the transmission line
serves as the
"link" between the noise -rejecting filter and the receiver.
The transmission line
is shielded, but because of its extremely
low impedance characteristic, little loss is experienced due
to
the
proximity of the shield. Using a transmission line of this type, in
conjunction with efficient terminating or impedance -matching transform
ers, increases the signal-to-noise ratio materially.

ANOTHER CAPACITY INPUT:
The
receiver circuit
illustrated in Fig. 2
has included in its antenna input circuit a filter similar to the systems already described, with the exception that the noise -rejection
filter is coupled to the converter stage coil through a condenser instead of by transformer coupling. Thus, no impedance -matching transformers are necessary in Fig. 2.
,In this case, the high
inductive reactance of the filter choke
forces the noise frequencies to ground, but permits the broadcast frequencies to react upon the r -f coil of the converter stage. The trimmer condenser serves to more nearly resonate the antenna system to the
broadcast band, and it is adjusted so that the receiver will provide
the greatest possible signal strength with the least noise.
It is to be noted that none of these antenna filter systems reject the noise frequencies entirely, and that they also reduce the si&
nal strength somewhat. However, the relation between the reduction of
noise and signal strength is such that the noise is affected more than
the
signal.
Therefore, the
signal-to-noise ratio is favorable for

satisfactory reception.

"A" FILTERS
A filter network is included
in the A -battery circuit of modern
automobile receivers so as to reduce still further the probability of
interference noises entering the receiver circuits. An example of
such an A -filter is shown in Fig. 8.

Here, the car's battery circuit is connected to the filter at
the point
labeled "To hot A." Therefore, any noise -frequency picked
N
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up by the A -lead will be opposed by the r -f choke which is installed
at this point, and forced to ground through the bypass condensers that
precede this choke.
In this particular case, a small .00025 mf mica
condenser is placed directly at the point where the hot A -lead enters
the metal cabinet, while the other condensers of the system are of the
0.5 mf size.
this first r -f choke leads directly to the
The output end of
filter section is
filament circuit of the receiver, but an additional
placed between the speaker field and this point so as to prevent inter
ference noise picked up by the speaker cable from entering the receiver circuits.
A dual -section filter
arrangement is included between the output of the input filter,vibrator and the
This
rectifier filament.
the viis done to isolate
brator system from the receiver's filament and speak
er circuits. Therefore, any
interference noise originat
ing in
the vibrator system
will not find its way into
the receiver proper.

TO

SPEAKER FIELD

TO

FILAMENTS

: ,e F CHO,iES
,

To v/B,eAroe
AMP ,PELT/F/ESP

F/LAMENT

7V¿OT 4
.aoozr-..

T

.S

FIG. 8
A

The principle of confilter cirdenser -choke
cuits has already been covered in other lessons of
the course, and since the A

filter circuits here shown
do not differ in principle
from r -f filters in general,
repeat
there is no need to
explanations that were
the
However,
given previously.
it is well that you pay spe
cial attention to the manner
in which the various receiv
er circuits branch out from
the filter network. This is
the main point of difference
between the A -filters of
various receivers.
is
Another example
In this
shown in Fig. 9.
case, a master filter section is placed at the input
end of the network. The cir
cult then divides through
so that there
three paths
is no possibility for inter
reaction between
ference
filament
the hot A -lead,
circuit of the power and
rectifier tubes,nor the cir
the filacuit that feeds
ments of the r -f, oscillator and i -f tubes.

-FILTER WITH SEPARATE SPEAKER -FIELD

LEG

TO FILAMENT5 OF FEET/F/EQ

AMO

TO

POWER TUBE

HOT

Ó002S....
6M/LA)

K.F.'
CHOKES
TO

I

TO V/B,eATO,e

FILAMENTS OF ,PF.,OSG
AWd I. F. TUeES

FIG. 9
A

-FILTER WITH INDEPENDENTLY -FILTERED "R -F LEG"

FIG. 10
SIMPLE A -FILTER
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Notice, particularly, that the
filament
tube -group is
filtered separately. The reason circuit of the latter
for this is that the
latter circuit is highly
sensitive to noise -- any noise introduced
therein being amplified
considerably.
The A -filter appearing in Fig.
already described and consists of 10 is less elaborate than those
included in the vibrator and filament only two filter sections that are
circuits, respectively.

Upon comparing Figs. 8, 9 and 10 you will
find them to be fundamentally alike, and that the more
elaborate
systems
endeavor to divide
the receiver circuit into as many
possible. Naturally,the greater theindividually -filtered branches as
number of sections used, the more
expensive will be the system.
The various receiver diagrams
appearing
in this lesson will show you
how A -filters form a part of the
complete
circuit.

While we are on the subject of
filters, it is also well to take
note of the "B" hash filter that is
installed
in
the B+ lead of the
rectifier used in Fig. 2. The nature of
the dielectric used in electrolytic condensers
is such that condensers of
this type constitute
practically pure resistance to the high
-frequency "noise -signals" that
may be introduced into this
circuit by the vibrator. Such being the
case, the 8-mf filter condenser in the
B -supply
filter is of little
value in bypassing the high -frequency
noise
disturbances.
Therefore,
a .00025-mf mica condenser is
connected in parallel with the 8-mf condenser, which together with the r -f choke
also used at this point, reduces the vibrator's so-called "hash" (noise)
quite effectively.
SPEAKER FIELDS

In automobile receivers, one must
necessarily deal with limited
voltages and currents. Therefore, if a 1500
or 2500 -ohm speaker field
coil should be connected in series with
the B+ side of the circuit as
in conventional a -c receivers, the
voltage -drop across it would be so
large as to cause the
rest of the
set to
plate and screen voltages. For this reason, operate at abnormally low
the majority of the dynam
is speakers
used with automobile receivers are equipped
with fields
ranging from 4 to 15 ohms so as to adapt them
across the 6 -volt storage battery circuit as for connection directly
shown in Fig. 2. Notice
in this illustration that all points
marked as "X" are connected to
the ungrounded side of the "A" circuit. Such speakers are also often
said
to
contain a "6 -volt field
coil."

/\

SPEqKEQ

/

O
(

0 SPEAKE2

FIG.

APPLICATION
N
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11

TWIN-SPEAKERS

Ae2

Permanent -magnet type dynamic
speakers are also used extensively
with automobile receivers -- the ad
vantage of these units being that
no battery energy is required to ex
cite their fields.
As already explained in the previous lesson, the
speaker may be an integral part of
the
receiver, or else a separate
unit mounted independently of the
receiver.
The complete receiver diagrams
appearing later in this lesson show
you several variations
in speaker
connections as used by various prom
inent receiver manufacturers.
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TWIN SPEAKERS

Sometimes, two speakers are used in auto -radio installations,one
of the speakers being included in the radio compartment below the dash
of the car and the other overhead or above the windshield as illustrat
ed in Fig. 11. The latter speaker is known as a "header -type" speaker,
being to furnish more uniform sound distribution
its chief purpose
throughout the car than is provided by the master speaker alone. The
obstruction and sound absorbing properties of the upholstered seats,
as well as other physical obstructions within the car, frequently prevent a single speaker from providing satisfactory sound distribution
In some cases, one
to both the front and rear seating compartments.
receiver cabinet to meat the require
speaker is contained within the
ments of the passengers in the front seat, while the second speaker is
mounted at some convenient point in the rear compartment for the convenience of the passengers seated therein.
are
In Fig. 12
C.F.
AUD'O OUTPUT
O/ CHOKE
shown the circuit con1
EXTPA SPEAKER.
nections for two speak
jos
as
used by one
OUTPUT TgANSF
ers
well-known manufacturer. By closely inspect
ing this circuit diagram, you will observe
that two dynamic speak
ouTPUT
with 12 -ohm field
ers
TOA.t/SFO?MEF
Plate
coils are used.
current for the final
audio tube flows thru
TOME COANT4OL
the primary winding of
íPEAKEQ
speaker's
master
the
F/ELD..........§
transformer, while the
CO/L
primary winding of the
extra speaker's output
transformer is coupled
plate of the
the
to
power tube through the
An
0.01-mf condenser.
FIG. 12
r -f choke, in combina.TWIN -SPEAKER CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS
tion with a .00025-mf
condenser, is connected in the primary circuit of the extra speaker's transformer to keep any radiated noise out
of this relatively long lead.
S

extra or "header" speaker is of the
In many installations, this
permanent -magnet (PM) type,which requires no battery current for field
The absence of field coil wiring also simplifies the
coil energizing.
connections to and from the extra speaker.
A SIX -TUBE

RECEIVER

Let us now turn our attention to another typical automobile receiver. This time, to the six -tube receiver whose circuit is diagrammed
Here again, you will observe that the receiver is of the
in Fig. 13.
conventional superheterodyne type, and that a push-pull output is furnished by a single duplex -triode that is installed in the final audio
stage. The noise rejection filter networks, as used in the antenna
and "A" input circuits, are similar to those already explained. Also
observe that an r -f choke is used in combination with a 0.5-mf condens
er in the "B" output circuit so as to eliminate vibrator "hash."
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Another point of interest is that the receiver diagrammed in
Fig. 13 employs a synchronous vibrator in the B -power unit, whereas
the circuit shown in Fig. 2 uses a non -synchronous vibrator in conjunc
tion with a cathode -type rectifier tube.
ro
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FIG. 13
SIX -TUBE AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER WITH SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATOR

While studying these complete circuit diagrams, it is well to
familiarize yourself with the different methods used by various manufacturers to illustrate vibrator connections. Regardless of the circuit arrangement used, or the manner of illustrating the circuit, the
principle of the unit's operation remains the same as explained to you
in the previous lesson.
Also notice that although the physical placement of the
speaker field may vary in the different wiring diagrams,
it is connected across the car's battery circuit in all cases.
You will also observe
in
all of our diagrams that the "on -off"
switch is connected in series with the hot "A" lead so that opening
this switch will make all sections of the receiver inoperative.
It is
common practice to connect a fuse in series with hot "A" leads to protect the circuit in case of an abnormal overload or short circuit in
the receiver.
FIVE -TUBE, PERMEABILITY -TUNED SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

In a previous lesson dealing with superheterodyne receivers, you
were shown how it was possible to eliminate the usual variable condenser
N
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from the tuning circuits, and that a ganged group of continuously-vari
coils could be used in its place. You also
able iron -core tuning
that such a continuous permeability -tuning system will cover
learned
the entire broadcast band satisfactorily.
Due to the success of this method of tuning superheterodyne reused quite extensively -- in fact, more so in
ceivers, it has become
automobile receivers than in home radios. The reason for this is that
automobile receivers are required to cover the standard broadcast band
Also, the elimina
only, for which this type of tuning is best suited.
condenser makes possible the construction of a
tion of the variable
more compact receiver.
In Fig. 14 is shown the circuit diagram of a typical automobile
receiver that employs "continuous" permeability -tuning. No effort will
be made at this time to discuss the operating principles of this type
of tuning,as it was covered thoroughly in a previous lesson. However,
As
we do wish to direct your attention to the antenna input circuit.
you will observe, the antenna is coupled to the control -grid circuit
through the antenna trimmer condenser, which is
of the converter tube
adjusted for maximum signal -transfer and proper impedance matching between the two circuits. The .00003-mf condenser, which isshunted across
bypass some of the high -frequency
to
the antenna input circuit,helps
motor -noise, while the r -f choke in the grid circuit prevents such
interference from reaching the control grid of the converter tube.
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FIVE -TUBE PERMEABILITY -TUNED AUTOMOBILE RECEIVER
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The B -power supply unit contains a non
synchronous vibrator that operates in conjunction with a full -wave,
cathode -type
tube rectifier. Also notice that r -f choke
coils are used at both the input and output
of
the B -power supply circuits.
The
chokes at the input eliminate
r -f motor
noise, while the chokes in the output tend
to
eliminate "B" hash interference. To
still further aid in the construction of a
compact receiver, a 2500 -ohm resistor is
used in the B -power supply circuit in place
of an iron -core choke. For this same reason, a PM dynamic
speaker is used instead
of a field -coil dynamic speaker.
AUTOMATICALLY -TUNED AUTOMOBILE RECEIVERS

A great many automobile receivers employ AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEMS, in addition
to the conventional tuning control.
Examples of such receivers are shown in Fig.15.

Some of these systems operate on a mechanical principle where movement of the
push-button rotates the variable tuning
condenser to the desired station position.
Others consist of pre -tuned circuits that
are cut in and out of service by depressing any one of the various station -selecting buttons.

FIG. 15
AUTOMATIC TUNING (PUSH
BUTTON)DIAL ASSEMBLIES

As these systems
are explained thoroughly in a later lesson, which is devoted

exclusively to automatic
tuning systems,there is no
need for discussing the op
erating principles of such
systems at this time.
For
the present, it
is sufficient for you to know that
all such systems operate
on a basic principle where
by depressing a marked pushbutton or lever automatically tunes -in the desired
station.
INSTALLATION DETAILS

Now,you are ready to
learn about receiver
installations as a whole. In
Fig. 16 you are shown the
mounting details for a receiver where the control
panel is a part of the set,
while the speaker is an in
dependent unit.
N

FIG. 16
TYPICAL MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
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Another installation of equal importance is shown in Fig. 17. Here, we
have a receiver with a remote control
In such cases,the receiver
tuning unit.
case is generally mounted to the bulkhead of the car's chassis, while the tun
either mounted in a special
ing unit is
compartment provided for it on the instrument panel of the car or to the steer
In either case,
ing column of the car.
must be extended to
the tuning controls
receiver cabinet and properly fastthe
ened into place.

Both these illustrations are selfexplanatory so that further explanation
should not be necessary. You should also
bear in mind that although the installashown are typical for
tion methods here
the receiver types illustrated, installa
:
I

4.

o

.

FIG. 17
RECEIVER MOUNTING FOR
REMOTE CONTROL

110
.

%

tions as a whole differ in
accordance with the make
and model of receiver, as
well as with the make and
model of automobile.

`
Á.

FIG. 18
SINGLE-UNIT RECEIVER FOR DASH-PANEL MOUNTING

It is
dash -panel" receiver.
designed especially for cars
whose instrument panel is
provided with a grille, behind which the speaker is to
In this case,
be mounted.
is raised
to a
the speaker
level suitable for good sound
The installadistribution.
tion as a whole is attracremote control
tive, and no
apparatus is required. This
also
is
same
installation
shown in Fig. 1 of this les-

Receiver manufacturers
furnish complete instructions with each radio, explaining in detail how that
particular set should be in
stalled in the car for which
it is intended.

Another popular instal
is
illustrated in
lation
receiver is
This
Fig. 18.
"single -unit,
known as a

ZUeBEe FLANGE

i

I.'

son.
.co,vr,eocs

In Fig.19 you are shown
this receiver preparatory to
Notice how the
mounting.

FIG. 19
SINGLE-UNIT RECEIVER
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speaker -opening is equipped with a soft rubber flange which fits tight
ly against the grille of the car's instrument panel.
Also notice how
the controls are designed to become an integral part of the car's instrument panel.
Aside from the general installation suggestions thus far present
there are also other important points to be considered, which are
frequently overlooked by the technician who is responsible for the installation.
For instance, it is necessary to scrape the paint from
the bulk -head around the mounting -bolt holes so as
to
provide a good
low -resistance ground connection for the chassis. It is also necessary
to repaint
this area upon completion of the installation to guard
against the ravages of rust.
ed,

Most of the new sets are completely enclosed in metal cabinets
that have no ventilation louvres. Such construction provides excellent
shielding, and the direct radiation of heat through the case itself is
regarded as being sufficient for all practical purposes. To assure
perfect shielding, the covers are usually grounded, either by a multitude of screws or a series of grounding springs.

Interference Problems in Auto -Radio Installations
Even though the installations described in this lesson are made
with the most extreme care, and with all shielding, etc., carefully
attended to, the quality of reception might still be impaired by interference noises which have their origin within the engine compart
ment or in other parts of the automobile. This interference is more
closely allied to the HIGH TENSION IGNITION CIRCUIT then to any other
source.

Since automobile radio installations are becoming more universal,
and interference
complaints more often encountered by the service engineer, the balance of this lesson will be devoted to this subject.
The most common sources of interference are:
1.
2.

-

3.
4.
5.
6.

-

-

-

Radiation from ignition secondary.
Radiation from ignition primary, voltage

regulator,
gauge controls, etc.
Radiation from free metal members.
Wheel and tire static.
Outside sources -- power lines, etc.
Vibration of motor block due to non -rigid suspension.

gas

Fig. 20 illustrates the principal sources of interference on the
average automobile.
HOW TO LOCATE THE SOURCE OF

INTERFERENCE

Much time will be saved in eliminating interference, if a careful check is first made to make sure that the radio receiver and anten
na have been properly installed, and in accordance with good practice_
Frequently, the antenna or lead-in will be found to have been installa
more or less makeshift manner, without proper shielding; or
ed in
to the frame of the
else, the receiver has not been properly grounded
car.

interference, one must naturally first determine
To eliminate
That is, it must be ascertained if the interference is be
its origin.
it is being fed into the receiver
if
ing picked up by the antenna or
through the controls, pilot light lead, or power supply leads. This
may be determined by disconnecting the antenna from the receiver, turn
N
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FIG. 20
PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF RADIO INTERFERENCE ON THE AVERAGE CAR

ing the volume control to the
"full -on" position and tuning the set
through the entire broadcast range, while the engine is in operation.
If no ignition interference is heard, it indicates
that the interference is being picked up by the antenna and can therefore be eliminated
by reconnecting the antenna and following the recommendations contained in this lesson.
If interference persists
with the antenna disconnected, it may
be caused by the control cables being poorly grounded at the point of
entrance to the receiver. In such case, slip back the control cables,
scrape
the
surface
of the metal and reHIGH TENS/ON CABLES
,QAD/ATED WAVES
install the assembly

securely by tightening the set

screws.

If
the
noise
continues, stop the
engine and note the
performance of the

set.

Then,

if

ti

SPAR
PLUG

the

noise still persists,
it has its origin in
the receiver itself.
RADIATION FROM IGNITION
SECONDARY

Each time that
a spark occurs at the
gap of a spark plug,

high -frequency oscil
lations are set up.
Each spark plug acts
as a small broadcast
ing station and radi
ates"signals" to the
radio antenna as illustrated in Fig.21.

CAR ANTENNA J

ANTENNA LEAD-IN
WIRE
CAR RADIO

CONTROL

COO
FIG.

21

HIGH-TENSION CABLES ACT AS ANTENNA OF RADIO TRANSMITTER
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You will recall that early radio -telegraph
sets employed a spark -coil
and gap as the means for producing the signal, and that such apparatus
is
now barred because the signal produced thereby causes interference
noises in all nearby receiving sets.
The gap between the rotor blade and
the distributor cover segment (see Fig. 22) and all other gaps in the secondary circuit,
may
cause radio interference.

Three
methods
have been used to
spark ineliminate
terference, namely:
1. - The use of carwire -wound
bon or
suppressors at each
spark plug and at
the center distributor cover terminal.

Improved shield
the car's hightension ignition cir
cults.
2.

-

ing

3.

of

-

Internal filter

ing within the radio

receiver.
FIG. 22
SECONDARY CURRENT SPARKS ACROSS GAP

SUPPRESSOR TROUBLES
IN

DISTRIBUTOR

Suppressors are
used to quench high frequency oscillations and thereby prevent the spark from radiating
electromagnetic waves. However, carbon suppressors also reduce the
heating ability of the spark considerably.
Therefore,a more efficient
ignition coil is sometimes required to compensate for the engine power
that is lost
in
this way.
For the reasons here given, suppressors
should be used only as a last resort on the older cars, and should not
be necessary on late -model cars.
Carbon suppressors should be tested with an ohmmeter. No matter
what the suppressor markings may be, their resistance
with
increases
heat and use.
The resistance of
etch suppressor should be between
8,000 and 10,000 ohms.
A few years ago, suppressors with
resistance
values as high as 20,000 ohms or more were commonly used, but high resistance suppressors will cause the engine to heat abnormally. They
are also responsible for hard starting and poor mileage.
Open circuit
ed suppressors should be replaced.
Wire -wound suppressors reduce
the objectionable high -frequency
oscillations through their inductive reactance. Therefore, their d -c
resistance rating need not be as great as that of carbon resistors.
Such suppressors should be checked for continuity with an ohmmeter or
Their usual
other tester, and if open -circuited, should be replaced.
resistance value ranges from 80 to 200 ohms.

Practically all of the later model receivers have filters incorthe
set.
Such filters reduce or
porated in the antenna circuit of
eliminate spark interference, as already explained earlier in this les
son. When this device is properly aligned, there is generally no need
for spark plug suppressors. If spark interference cannot be eliminated
N
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by adjusting the antenna input filter properly, connecting one end of
a ground strap
to
the top of the engine block and the other end to a
good ground (preferably the engine dash as shown in Fig. 23) will improve the performance of the receiver materially. The need for suppressors can thus be eliminated in the majority of cases. .This ground
strap is standard equipment on many of the nev cars.
OTHER INTERFERENCE FACTORS TO 3E CONSIDERED

Since any "sparks" occurring in the secondary circuit cause inThe
terference, it is necessary to eliminate all unnecessary gaps.
high-tension wires should therefore be pushed firmly into the coil and
distributor cover terminals; also, the terminal clips should make good
It may even be necessary to solder the clip to
contact with the wire.
the wire to obtain permanent continuity.

Cracked or frayed secondary wires also cause radio interference
and loss of engine performance. Therefore, all secondary wiring should
be inspected carefully and replaced if necessary.

it-

-.r-........

i

J

ENGINE GROUND STRAP

FIG. 23
RADIO INTERFERENCE REDUCED BY LARGE FLEXIBLE GROUND STRAP
CONNECTED BETWEEN ENGINE AND ENGINE DASH
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The location of the ignition coil also has some bearing on radio
performance. The coil should be mounted on the engine -side of the dash,
as far from the receiver as practical.
If the receiver is mounted on
the left
side of the car, for example, the coil should be mounted on
the right side.
However, the coil should never be mounted near the
exhaust pipe or exhaust manifold, otherwise it will be damaged by the
excessive heat.
(Cooperation between radio manufacturers and car manu
facturers has made movement of the coil unnecessary in practically all
late -model cars.)
REDUCING RADIO INTERFERENCE ORIGINATING

IN

THE CAR'S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

SPARK PLUG CABLES:
A high -frequency oscillating current is set up by
the
discharge across the spark plug points. With sets which do not
include internal filter devices, suppressors or shielded high -tension cables are used to keep such oscillations from reaching the radio.
On installations having a suppressor only in the coil's high -ten
sion lead, 'improved reception can generally be secured by using shield
ed high-tension cables or placing a suppressor in each spark plug lead.
(Shielded cables are preferred.)

COIL TO DISTRIBUTOR CABLE: A shielded cable or suppressor at this
point reduces
oscillating current interference that originates from
the spark occurring between the distributor cap terminals
and the rotor. Peen-down the distributor rotor or add solder to reduce this gap
to a minimum.
GENERATOR COMMUTATOR:
Here, the problem is the introduction of noise
producing oscillations within the electrical system, and is caused by
sparking at the brushes.
To correct this condition,clean the brushes
so as
to
minimize sparking and connect the terminal of a condenser's
lead wire .to the battery -side of the generator cutout, and ground the
condenser case to the
generator housing.
(A 0.25-mf condenser. is gen
erally suitable for this purpose.) If the noise persists when idling
the motor, install a second condenser across the generator side of the
cutout. Never connect a condenser to the "F"(field) wire of a generator.
HORN:
Sparking at the horn armature causes interference
that finds
its way into the receiver.
Connecting a 0.25-mf condenser across the
horn terminals will usually eliminate such interference. Some horns
that draw a heavy current may require a condenser of larger capacity.

RADIO 6 -VOLT INPUT:
Interference may be picked up by this
lead, even
though all electrical units are properly filtered.
In this case, the
disturbance is frequently caused by loose electrical connections, inse
curely grounded electrical accessories, or static discharges caused by
friction at some point on the car.

LIGHT -CIRCUIT WIRING IN CAR BODY: Miscellaneous "hash"'or noise, find
ing its way into the electrical system,may be radiated from every wire
that is not enclosed in a metal shield. Dome -light, stop -light, taillight, and other wiring that passes near the radio antenna causes such
interference to enter the receiver. By properly filtering these wiring cables with capacity or capacity -inductance units, they may be
cleared of radio -frequency radiation.
The offending wires may be located by disconnecting, one at a
each cable at the point where it connects to the light switch,am
meter,or starter switch. Having found a wire that, upon being disconnected, eliminates the interference, reconnect it and connect a .25-mf
condenser between it and ground.
In some cases, condensers of various
values should be tried to determine which value gives best results.
time,

H
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ELECTRIC WINDSHIELD WIPER, ELECTRIC FAN, or HEATER: Sparking at the
commutator and switch points of such accessories causes interference
that may be eliminated by connecting a condenser between the hot terms
nal of the appliance and ground. The condenser should be installed as
close to the device as possible. The larger the capacity of the condenser used, the more effective will be the elimination of noise.
Most radio engineers agree that the radio input wire which is
usually attached to the ammeter, will, if run directly to the battery,
reduce tube interference and "cross talk'. The reason for this is that
the wire extending from the ammeter to the battery offers too much resistance as a battery common, no matter how small this resistance may
be apparently.
RADIATION FROM IGNITION PRIMARY

the distributor assembly
in
At the instant the breaker points
open, oscillations are set up in the primary circuit. Filters are com
monly used to eliminate this interference. In this case, a bypass con
denser should be connected between the car ammeter and ground, and á
similar condenser between the dome -light circuit and ground, if a roof
antenna is employed. It may also be necessary to use a bypass condens
coil to ground. However, do not coner from the ammeter side of the
nect a bypass condenser to the coil terminal that is connected to the
breaker points, as poor engine performance will result from such a
connection.

effectively, interIf the distributor housing is not grounded
mittent interference will be heard. The distributor housing may be
grounded by soldering one end of a wire to the metal of the distributor housing, and connecting the other end of the wire to the frame of
Be sure to scrape the metal clean at the point where the con
the car.
nection is being made. If the distributor is equipped with a vacuum
control, it is important that the flexible primary lead wires are in
good condition. The
movement of the break
BY-PASS CONOENSER
er plate causes these
AMME rER
to
wires
flex continu
SPA.PK PLUG SUPPRESSORS
ally,which may break
them or rub off the
insulation.
1

are
Some cars
equipped with a rheo
stat-type
gasoline
level indicator. The
movement of fuel in
the
tank causes the
rheostat arm to move
continually .and sets
irregular
up
an
scratching or squawk
ing
interference.
This type of interference can be eliminated by connecting
0.5-mf condenser
a
between the gasoline
tank terminal and the
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layout of a typical auto ignition generator circuit, illustrating the
placement of suppressors and bypass condensers that are most generally
necessary to reduce engine interference noises to a minimum.
RADIATION FROM FREE METAL MEMBERS

One terminal of the car's
storage battery is usually connected
to the frame of the car. In this case, the entire metallic mass of the
car becomes the ground or return -circuit.
If any part
of the car, such as the hood or the dash, is not
grounded, a static charge will develop on this part and cause radio in
terference. To eliminate such interference, ground all metallic parts
to the engine or car frame. The engine should be grounded to the frame
with a flexible metal strap as already explained and illustrated in
Fig. 23.
If the car is already equipped with this grounding strap, be
sure that it is not broken and that its connections are tight and free
from rust.

THE RECEIVER ITSELF MUST BE WELL GROUNDED: This is extremely important.
The receiver should be grounded directly to the
frame of the car, or
to
the
cowl.
The cowl
in
turn should be well grounded at several
points to the frame of the car. Ground connections should be soldered.
A rusty bolt or screw does not make a good electrical connection.

Considerable radio interference
can be eliminated by improving
the ground connections at the following points:
1.
2.

-

3.

-

4.

-

-

Set mounting bolts.
Antenna lead-in shield. (Ground the shield to the cowl or
frame of the
car -- not to the instrument panel or running
board.)

Steering column
especially,if the distributor suppressor
is omitted.
Rear edges of hood.
(This is especially important if a
roof -type or ornamental antenna is used.)
This ground connection may be made by lifting the fabric
hood beading and wrapping flexible bonding material around
the beading for a distance of about 3 inches, and then sold
ering both ends to the cowl.
Paint should be scraped from
the inner side of the hood where the hood rests on the bond
ing material.

A sharp screwdriver offers a convenient means for testing the of
fectiveness of a ground connection. The screwdriver should be wedged
between loose members so as to ground them, at which time any decrease
in radio interference should be noted.
For example, if a decrease
in
interference is noted when the screwdriver is wedged between the steer
ing column and the steering column supporting bracket, then the steering column
should be grounded at that point with a flexible bonding
conductor. The connections should be soldered.
WHEEL AND TIRE STATIC

Wheel and tire static produces an intermittent rasping or clicking noise in the
radio. At
some driving speeds it may even become a
steady hiss. This form of interference
is
most pronounced when the
car is driven over an asphalt or concrete pavement, but may also occur
when the car is driven over dry gravel or bricks. The noise will often
stop during periods of high humidity, or when the road and wheels are
wet. When the brakes are applied, noise is usually eliminated.
N
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Wheel static is generally eliminated by grounding the
This may be done at the rear wheels by' removing the wheels and
around the axle two turns of heavy spring brass wire so as to
an electrical contact between the
stationary brake housing
wheel.

21

wheels.
placing
provide
and the

Wheel static may be elimi
nated at the front wheels by re
moving the large hub -cap and
the grease cap, inserting into
grease cap a circular cone
the
spring, with the
brass
large
turns placed
in
the
cap, as
shown in Fig. 25.
When the
grease cap is pressed in position, the
point of the spring
will bear against the end of
the
axle,.thus grounding the
wheel to the axle.
This should
be done at both front wheels.
(Such springs can be purchased
from most automobile accessory
houses.)
Wheel static may also be
FIG. 25
caused by loose brake
lining
FRONT WHEEL STATIC COLLECTOR
rivets
contacting the brake
drum, by metal particles lodged
in the
brake lining, by patches that have been vulcanized on the tube
or casing with metal -base glue, by accumulations
of rust on removable
rims (insulating the rim from the wheel), and by use of metallic balances in the bottom of the tire casing to serve as a valve -stem balance.
SUMMARY

Upon summarizing our discussion
we come to the following conclusions:
1.

-

2.

-

3.

-

4.

-

relative to radio interference,

Make sure that the receiver, antenna, and lead-in have been
properly installed.
If suppressors are used, check each suppressor with an ohmmeter.
The resistance of carbon suppressors should be uniform, and between 8,000 and 10,000 ohms.
The resistance of
wire -wound suppressors
should not be over 200 ohms.
Push
all high-tension cables firmly into the distributor cover
towers and check continuity with an ohmmeter.
Check all bypass condensers.
Make sure that a bypass condenser is installed between the ammeter and ground. (Bypass
condensers should have a capacitance of 0.25 mf or greater.)
Improve grounds, particularly at set -mounting bolts, steering column, filter
condensers, rear edges of hood, and at
other free members.
WHEN SUPPRESSORS ARE NOT REQUIRED

Another point which should be considered at this time is that
suppressors
are used on many cars where they are not actually necessary.
In such cases, they have generally been installed through ignor
ance by some technician or garageman.
The later model radios are
so
designed that radio suppressors
are not generally necessary. This is not usually known -- and, believ
ing that every radio -equipped car should have suppressors, uninformed
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mechanics frequently install them when they are not really needed.
Consequently, the mere fact that you find suppressors on a car does
not necessarily mean that they 'should be used. When in doubt about
this matter, check the make and model of radio, and if it is so design
ed as to
eliminate interference, removal of the suppressors will improve engine performance.
ANTENNA RESONATOR OR "BOOSTER" DEVICES

In a previous
lesson on automobile receivers, you were shown
various forms of early antennas, such as the roof, built-in, and running -board types -- all of which were of the high -capacity type, but
of widely differing characteristics. In order for the receiver to per
form at its best in such cases, it was necessary to match the receiver
to the particular antenna being used.

Many receiver manufacturers made some provision in their sets
for this matching purpose; however, a great many did not.
In the latter case, it was
usually necessary,for the set -owner or installation
technician to provide a matching means. Usually, this was accomplished by using a device known as an "antenna resonator" or "antenna boost
er," which was connected in series with the antenna lead-in, as shown
in Fig.26.
Here,you are shown two typical antenna resonator circuits.
TO CA.Q ANTENNA

TO CAC

ANTENNA

: SN/ELD
_L- -

4E11

0

TO RECEIVER
TO

RECE/VER

L
TAPPED /NDUCTANCE
TYPE

VAR/OMETEP

TYPE

©
FIG.

26

CIRCUIT OF AUTO ANTENNA RESONATOR OR "BOOSTER"

The unit illustrated at (A) consists merely of a tapped inductance, providing a choice of seven inductance values. The device illustrated at (B) is nothing more than a simple variometer-coupler.
Each of these coupling devices is housed in a metal shield -can that is
grounded to the car.
Fig. 27 will familiarize you with the actual
appearance of the device.

With one of these units inserted in series with the antenna, it
was possible to realize a "boost" or gain in signal strength of from
50 to 500 per cent over a fairly wide band of frequencies.
It was for
this reason that these devices were commonly referred to as "antenna
N
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boosters." However, all that tney actually accomplished was to more
accurately match or resonate the antenna to the set, and thereby allow
ed a maximum transfer of signal energy from the antenna to the receiver.
This resulted in "boosting" the antenna -signal so far as the set owner was concerned.
In fact, in some cases, an r -f stage of amplification was incorporated in the booster to provide an additional increase in signal strength.
Such devices
were generally installed as a separate unit within the
car's driving compartment, where
they
would be easily accessible to the opera
tor for adjustment to insure best possi
ble all-around performance.

ADJUSTMENT
TO

ANTENNA

Vertical or fish -pole antennas
have become standard equipment in pracJ
tically all of the later type of receiv
er installations.
This practice
of
TO PE!E/EQ
standardizing the type of antenna being
used created
certain well defined requirements
for receiver manufacturers
to
meet, and has made it possible for
FIG. 27
them
to
incorporate antenna -matching
AUTO ANTENNA RESONATOR
characteristics directly into the anten
na-input filter system as described
earlier in this lesson.
Thus, the need for an accessory antenna boost
er unit has been eliminated in nearly all cases.
Although the antenna booster or resonator has no application
when late -model receivers with a good antenna filter -input are used in
conjunction with a fish -pole antenna, you should, nevertheless, be acquainted with them. You may at some time have occasion to work on an
older model auto -radio with which such a device is being used, or you
may be able to improve reception with an old set by installing such a
device.
The instruction given you in
these
two lessons treating with
automobile receivers has served to acquaint you with the constructional features, operating principles, and installation problems of automobile receivers and their related equipment. You will find this know
ledge
to help you greatly to cash -in on this profitable branch of the
radio business.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.

27

Why are the field coils of dynamic speakers, as used
with automobile receivers, of lower resistance values
than those used in a -c receivers?

1.

-

2.

-

3.

-

4.

-

What is the chief reason why antenna -input filters are
able to "separate" the desired radio signals from inter
Terence noises originating in the car?

5.

-

Why are "antenna boosters" used
installations?

6.

-

What three methods have been used to eliminate spark
interference that has its origin in the car's high-tension ignition circuit?

7.

-

How may wheel static be eliminated?

8.

-

How may interference noises, as produced by the car's
generator, usually be eliminated?

9.

-

If interference noises are
being reproduced by the
speaker of an automobile receiver, how would you determine if such noises originate within the receiver itself or are being picked up by the antenna?

10.

-

What precautions
suppressors?

What is "vibrator -hash," and how may it be prevented
from causing disturbances in the receiver?
Of all the antenna -input filters described in this
lesson, which would you say is the most efficient?
(b) State
the
reason for your answer to part (a) of
this question.
(a)

should

in

some auto receiver

be taken in the use of carbon
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SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS AND CONVERTERS
Standard shortwave receivers are designed to tune from 1600 kc to
approximately 30,000 kc, or from 187.5 meters to about 10 meters. Wavelengths below 10 meters, in what is known as the ultra -shortwave or ultra
high -frequency bard, are also being utilized; but we are not concerned
with them in this lesson.
In Fig. 2 is shown a graphical comparison between the standard
You will no doubt be
shortwave band and the standard broadcast band.
impressed by the small portion of the spectrum occupied by the broadNotice in this illustracast band as compared to the shortwave band.
tion how the frequency increases rapidly as we approach the lower wavelengths.

That

is,

the shorter the
wavelength, the
greater will be

the

frequency.

This is an important fact to re-

member.

Fig.

2

also

that the
frequencies included in this
shows

shortwave band
extend from 1600
to 30,000 kc -these higher frequencies are responsible for
the remarkable
results that can

obtained on
ception. You
have probably
be

long-distance re-

already heard of

FIG.

I

HIGH-QUALITY SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

!
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1600 K.C.

4000 K.C.

25,000 K.C.

20,000

K.C.

15,000K.C.

/0,000K.C.

1111111111111111111

1

1

5,000 KC.

550 K.C.

111111

10 TO 187.5 METERS
30,000 TO 1600 KC
SHORTWAVE BAND

91
187.5 TO 545 METERS
I600 KC TO 550 KC
BROADCAST BAND

FIG.

COMPARISON

OF

2

BROADCAST AND SHORTWAVE BANDS

many instances where a small one or
two -tube shortwave receiver has
"picked up" stations in all parts of the
world, which is unheard of in
the case of standard broadcast
reception.
Let us now investigate the nature of
and thus see why they are particularly short waves more thoroughly
suitable for long-distance
communication.
WAVE REFLECTION AT HIGH FREQUENCIES

Two receiving stations are shown in Fig. 3
nals from the same transmitter. As you already -- each receiving sis
learned, the transmitter radiates waves in all directions.
Some of these waves spread outward, close to the earth's surface -- these are
known as GROUND WAVES.
All obstacles
as
trees, buildings, mountains, etc., absorb a
certain
amount of this signal -energy; therefore,the ground
-wave signal becomes
weaker as it travels farther from the transmitter.
Finally, it dies
out altogether.
The higher the frequency of transmission, the
greater will be
the effect of absorption upon the ground -wave.
For this reason, short
wave reception was at one time regarded as being
impractical for longdistance communication. For this same reason,all amateur
transmitters
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were assigned to the higher frequencies. or shorter wavelengths, while
However, ama
the longer wavelengths were reserved for commercial use.
teur radio enthusiasts soon discovered that they could cover a greater
distance with less power on the shorter wavelengths than was heretofore possible on the longer broadcast wavelengths.

Early experiments by amateur radio

operators

also

proved that

propagation had not yet all been fully solved.
the theories of wave
research by prominent scientists and radio engi
additional
led
to
This
neers, from which were developed our present theories of wave propagation and reflection.

By again referring to Fig. 3, you will observe that part of the
radiated energy "shoots" upward into space at a rather
transmitter's
does not conThe sky wave
steep angle -- we call this the SKY WAVE.
tinue its skyward travel indefinitely, but is reflected back toward
earth by the Kennelly -Heaviside layer in much the same manner as
the
layer (named
light is reflected by a mirror. The Kennelly -Heaviside
after the two scientists who discovered its existence) is a blanket of
ionized (decomposed) gas comprising our atmosphere, and completely encircles the earth at an estimated height of approximately 150 miles.
Notice in Fig. 3 that receiving station "B" is not influenced by
the ground wave, but receives its signal energy directly from the sky
wave which is reflected back to earth by the Kennelly -Heaviside layer.
The latter portion of the sky wave is called the REFLECTED WAVE.
For reception at great distances,shortwave receivers depend upon
the reflected wave rather than on the rapidly dissipated ground wave.
Standard broadcast reception,on the other hand, is primarily dependent
This explains why the phenomena of wave reflecon the ground wave.
tion is of such great importance in shortwave work.
SKIP -DISTANCE

Another important point to observe in Fig. 3 is that along the
earth's surface, between the ending of the ground wave and the point
where the reflected wave again reaches the earth, we have a space in
which no waves are close enough to the ground so -as to act upon a receiving antenna. This is a so-called "dead spot" for radio reception,
and we refer to this interval as the SKIP -DISTANCE.
average conditions, no signal will be picked up by a reHowever, it
ceiver that is located within this skip -distance area.
will reappear at a point beyond that where the wave first strikes the
earth, because the wave is reflected back and forth repeatedly between
the ground and the Kennelly -Heaviside layer (or ionosphere) as it tray
els farther from the transmitter.
Under

illustrates more clearly how the skip -distance occurs
periodically during the wave's progress through space. Notice in this
that the 40 -meter wave is shown as striking the earth at
illustration
intervals of 400 miles, and that a skip -distance occurs periodically
is to be noted that the distances specified
It
between these points.
only arbitrary values, as they vary considerably with
in Fig. 4 are
shifting of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer, the type of antenna used at
the transmitter, atmospheric conditions, geographic conditions, etc.
Fig.

4

Another important point to be learned from
skip -distance varies at different frequencies, and
for the shorter wavelengths (higher frequencies). A
the 20, 40 and 200 meter waves
of
the propagation
lustrate this.

Fig. 4 is that the
that it is greater

comparison between
in Fig. 4 will il-
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`,

KENNELLYNEA/S/OE LAYER
SURROt/NO/NG THE EARTH

PERIODIC

SKIP 0iSTANCE

FOR 40 METER
WAVE = 400 AWLES

SIGNALS
ONLY

Ar

HEARD

POINTS
WHERE WAVE STR/ACES
EARTH

SKIP -DISTANCE VARIES

FIG.
AT

4

DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES

THE EFFECT OF THE
SUN'S RAYS UPON RADIO
WAVES

From your studies of
radio tubes, you will
causes electrons to
be emitted from the
remember that heat
occurs at the
filament. A similar
Kennelly
-Heaviside layer, where the
condition
rays break up the
heat of the sun's
molecules
of
the atmosphere,
number of electrons.
freeing a tremendous
This condition
to be attenuated
causes much of the
signal -energy
ed air; therefore,(reduced in strength) by the
resulting layer of ioniz
only a small
ed.
percentage of the sky wave
The latter causes a
is reflectdecrease in reception at
distant points.
At night, the
heating effect upon the
less. Therefore,
layer of
less attenuation
and more reflection ionized air is
Kennelly -Heaviside layer
occurs at the
during
darkness, and thus
ception at distant points.
increases the reAnother
is that it is interesting fact concerning the
Kennelly
closer to the earth
during the daytime or-Heaviside layer
than during cooler
warmer weather
temperatures.
For
for a given
wavelength is not as greatthis reason, the skip -distance
when the weather
during warmer temperatures
is cooler.
as
This knowledge is of
value to you, as it
ly to analyze the
will help you
reasons
for the many
materialwhich are always
different peculiar effects
encountered
in
shortwave communication.
tigated the nature of the
Having inves
shorter wavelengths, let
a discussion of
us now proceed with
shortwave

receivers.

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

In Fig. 5 you are
shown the circuit
diagram of a simple two -tube
regenerative t -r -f type,
shortwave receiver, designed
headphones. Upon studying
for the use of
circuit, you will observe
essentially the same as that this
that it is
of
an
er, and that it
ordinary
consists of a detector and two -tube broadcast receivaudio stage.

Even though

lic as being rathershortwave receivers are regarded by the
general pubmysterious in their
construction
N

and operation,
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when compared to the average broadcast receiver, the same principles
This means that
are nevertheless employed in both of these receivers.
all of the radio principles which you have learned about broadcast receivers can be applied equally well to shortwave receivers.
The essential difference
in the operation
of shortwave receivers, as compared to standard
broadcast receiv
ers, is that the
r -f signals handled by shortwave
receivers are of
a
higher
much
frequency
order
than are those
handled by broad
receivers
cast
even
Therefore,
though the parts
of these two receivers are fun-

damentally

REGENERA7 -/YE
OETECTOR

,

NEAOPNONES,
T/CKLER

ii5

COIL

=r

.

(4

O

ANTNA"
TRIMMER

O

SME6

L,

TUN/NG
^.ONOENSER

(/40 MMi)

ivC
PLUG -/N
CO/L

ENST/v/TT
CONTROL

C. A- A-

A

9
FIG

the

C-

5

TWO -TUBE BATTERY -OPERATED SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
same as to opera
the
contion,
struction of the
shortwave parts must nevertheless be such as to enable them to operate
effectively at higher frequencies. Since the radio frequency energy
obvious that the
is not used in the audio stages of a receiver, it is
audio section of shortwave receivers can be basically the same as in
conventional broadcast receivers. Thus, it is apparent that the chief
difference between t -r -f type shortwave and standard broadcast receivers exists only in the tuned r -f input and detector circuits.

Before discussing in detail the circuit illustrated in Fig. 5,
it is well that you first become familiar with the parts in general,as
used in such circuits. We will begin this description of parts with
the tuning condenser.
SHORTWAVE TUNING CONDENSERS

During your studies of tuned -radio -frequency circuits, you learn
ed that the frequency to which the tuned circuit responds is dependent
upon the capacity of the tuning condenser and
the inductance of the coil which is used with
learned that
You also
the given condenser.
the tuned circuit will respond to higher freif
quencies
the capacity of the tuning condenser is reduced, or else the inductance of
is carIf this condition
the coil reduced.
ried still farther, so that the capacity of
the
inductance of
the tuning condenser and
the coil are both decreased,the tuned circuit
still higher frequencies.
will respond
to
This is exactly what is done in shortwave receivers.
FIG.

6

SHORTWAVE TUNING CONDENSER

For example, in Fig. 6 you are shown a
typical tuning condenser as used in shortwave
that it consists of fewer
receivers. Notice
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plates than found in the conventional tuning condenser for broadcast
purposes, and that these plates are made of heavy stock, with consider
able separation between them.
This means that the shortwave tuning
condenser has less maximum capacity than the
standard broadcast type
tuning condenser.
Due to high frequencies handled by shortwave
receivers, we are
continually faced with the problem of preventing these flighty currents
from leaving their intended circuit or path, and darting in all directions toward adjacent parts.
High-grade insulation is used on the bet
ter quality shortwave type tuning condensers to reduce the probability
for any
such undesirable losses. This also holds true of other parts
that handle r -f energy.
SHORTWAVE TUNING COILS

The study of shortwave coils is most fascinating, as many interesting problems arise in connection with them.
For instance, tuners
for standard broadcast work are only required to cover the band of fre
quencies extending between 550 and 1600 kc. This is equivalent to a
frequency range of but 1050 kilocycles that the tuner must cover in
order to pick up every station within the broadcast band.

The shortwave band, on the other hand, includes all frequencies
between 1600 kc and 30,000 kc -- a frequency -range of 28,400 kilocycles.
Therefore,if full coverage is to be obtained, shortwave receivers must
tune
over a band that is approximately twenty-seven times as great as
that covered by standard broadcast receivers.

When constructing broadcast receivers, it is a simple matter to
design a coil that will cover the broadcast range of 1050 kilocycles
when tuned by a standard tuning condenser, but to cover the entire
shortwave band (a range of 28,400 kc) with a single coil -condenser com
bination is not such a simple problem. This is why shortwave receivers
generally employ a combination of several sets of r -f coils to cover
the complete wave -band.
PLUG-IN TYPE SHORTWAVE TUNING COILS AND THEIR APPLICATION

A typical plug-in type shortwave coil is shown in Fig. 7. Notice
that this coil is wound on bakelite tubing, having longitudinal ribs
that are also made of bakelite.
The winding is wound around this coil
form in such manner that the ribs hold the winding away from the main
body of the coil -form.

This method of construction limits the area of
coil -form surface that actually contacts the winding and thus
reduces
the dielectric losses of the
coil that would otherwise
quite noticeable at
be
the higher frequencies.
Also notice in Fig. 7 that
a slight air -space is allowed between adjacent turns
winding. Such a coil is said to be space of the
wound.
Space -winding reduces the distributed capacity of a coil and facilitates tuning the circuit
to the higher frequencies.

Another interesting fact concerning the construction of shortwave
coils is that bare copper
wire and plain enameled copper wire are preferable
to copper wire
having a cloth insulation (silk or
cotton
Enamel -coated copper wire is most general
ly used for
shortwave receiver coils. The enamel
coating and spacing, together, offer adequate insulation between adjacent turns of the winding.
.

FIG. 7

PLUG-IN SHORTWAVE
N

COIL
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Wire of rather large size is generally used for coils that are
This is done to keep the resistance
included in the tuned circuits.
low a value as possible, thereby reducof the tuned circuit to as
ing extraneous losses to a minimum and thus increasing the receiver's
efficiency.
Also notice in Fig. 7 that the coil -form is fitted with a stand
and four -prong
The ends of each of the windings are contube base.
nected to the prongs within the form, so that the coil -can be installed in the tuning circuit by plugging it into a
In this way, vari
standard four -prong socket.
ous coils can be interchanged conveniently to
tune over the entire shortwave band.
In Fig. 8 is shown a set of four plug-in
coils, as frequently used to cover the shortwave bands. When using a .00014 mf tuning ccn
denser, coil #1
Fig. 8 will tune through
of
that portion of the shortwave band between 17
and 41 meters,coil #2 will cover from 33 to 75
meters, coil #3 from.66 to 150 meters and coil
#4 from 135 to 270 meters. Notice how the
ranges of the various coils
overlap so as to
insure complete coverage of the entire shortwave band.

Cheaper shortwave
coils are sometimes
wound on forms made of special fiber, whereas
isolantite are frequently used
forms made of
for the more expensive shortwave
coils. Isolantite is similar in appearance to porcelain,
and possesses excellent dielectric properties.

CIRCUIT DETAILS: Upon again referring to Fig.5
FIG. 8
you will observe that grid condenser and leak
SET OF PLUG-IN COILS
detection is used in combination with regenera
tion.
This
is
the
common practice in many
t -r -f shortwave receivers because this arrange
ment provides good sensitivity with a minimum number of tubes. This
feature also makes possible a sensitive receiver at low cost.
is used
A single 140 mmf (.00014 mf) variable tuning
condenser
in the circuit diagrammed in Fig.5. This condenser is connected across
winding L-1, thereby serving as
the only tuning control. A 50,000
TICKLER
ohm potentiometer is connected in
the B+ lead of the detector tube's

'

TO

TO

Bt

TUNEO
W/NO/NG

(L,)

TO

CIRCUIT

ANTENNA

PLATE OF
TUBE

screen -grid circuit; by thus var/
screen -grid voltage of
ing the
this tube, it serves simultaneous
regeneration and volume
ly as
a
control.
(Increasing the screen grid voltage will increase regeneration and consequently the volume.) This type of regeneration
control operates quite smoothly
and is therefore used extensively
on receivers of this type.

TO GROUND

ANO GR/O C/RCU/T O.

DETECTOR

which
The 35 mmf condenser,
connected between the antenna
terminal and coil L-1, is of the
semi -variable trimmer type. That
is

PLUG-IN COIL BASE

FIG. 9
AND SOCKET CONNECTIONS
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is,its capacity can be varied within certain limits by means of a bake
lite screwdriver.
Its purpose
is to more nearly resonate the antenna
to the signal -frequencies being received.
This feature serves to some
what increase the volume of signal reproduction.
The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 5 indicate
the
corresponding
prongs and socket terminals for the plug-in coil illustrated in Fig.9.

When constructing shortwave receivers, still more care is exercised in placing the parts than is the case when constructing standard
broadcast receivers. The chief reason for this is that the higher fre
quencies are more difficult
to handle, having a natural tendency t75
enter ground or grounded structures whenever
possible.
Extraneous
coupling between parts also occurs more readily when the circuits operate at higher frequencies.
Because
of
these factors, considerable
space is allowed between coils,condensers,etc.,on shortwave receivers.

-

A

ONE -TUBE, SHORTWAVE,

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

In Fig.10 is shown the circuit diagram of a simple but efficient
one -tube regenerative
shortwave receiver which is also designed for

/

headphone reception.
Regeneration and volume

ANTENNA

t /

rwisTEO
CONNECT/ON

5 n/E6ONNf5
P.MONE

ACK

REGENERATION
CONTROL

13

J

CATHODE
TAP

20,000n.
111AA AA

YvYVY_
50, 000.n.

CHASSIS

CONNECTED
EXTERNAL

TO

r

GROUND

501

-8á

are
in
this instance also
controlled by varying
the
screen grid voltage
of
the
tube.
The
values of all the
parts are indicat
ed
directly
oñ
the diagram so as

tobetter acquaint
you with the constants typical of
such circuits.

/80 - 250 VOLTS

No
primary
winding is used
for
the antenna
F IG. 10
input in this reONE -TUBE REGENERATIVE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
ceiver,the signal
being
fed
from
the antenna thru
a lead that is
twisted a few times around a piece of wire which in
turn is connected to the grid end of tuned winding L-4.
The latter
forms part of the detector circuit. The complete winding of L-4 (terminals 1 to 3) corresponds to the tuned secondary winding of a conventional shortwave r -f transformer, and it is tapped at point 2 so that
the
section between 2 and 3 serves as a tickler or regeneration coil.
'A set of forms with four -prong bases can be used to affect
the plug-in
feature. The coil connections on each form will then appear as detail
ed in Fig. 11.
In the regenerative detector
rate feedback coil is
employed.
portion of the tuned winding which
bottom end of the coil.
In this
of the
tube acts as a plate, and
cathode, forms a triode oscillator
N

circuit shown in Fig. 10, no sepa Instead, the feedback coil is that
is included between the tap and the
type of circuit, the screen element
together with the control grid and

LESSON NO. 28
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Considering the operation of this portion of the circuit first,
we find that any signal variations flowing in the tuned coil will induce corresponding voltage variations in the cathode circuit of the
tube.
Now, as
the plate circuit of the tube is completed through the
cathode circuit, and as the cathode circuit
is also part
of the grid circuit, feedback
will occur and promote a condition of self
sustained oscillation, the same as though
the
plate circuit were coupled to the grid
circuit of the tube through a tickler coil.
The intensity of this feedback voltage will
depend upon the potential applied to the
screen grid which now serves as the plate
of the oscillator
section. As only regeneration is desirable, this voltage is kept
just below the point where
it produces
oscillation.
Many of the electrons which are attracted toward the screen grid will pass
right on through this electrode because of
its mesh construction, finally reaching the
more highly charged true plate.
Thus, the
true plate is coupled
to the
oscillator
section of the tube through the electron
stream within the tube.
For this reason,
this type of circuit is known as an ELECTRON
COUPLED oscillator.

FIG.

II

COIL CONNECTIONS

For the circuit diagrammed in Fig.10,
the filament supply can be furnished
by either a 6 -volt storage battery or a filament transformer connected to the 110 -volt a -c circuit.
Batteries or a B -power unit can be
used to supply the B -voltage.
The arrangement
of the parts
on the chassis
of a simple shortwave receiver is shown in Fig. 12.
SHORTWAVE COIL SPECIFICATIONS

For the convenience
of those
who may be interested in construct
ing shortwave
coils, we are furnishing in Table I on the following page complete
specifications
for a set of five coils, from 8 to
215 meters,
inclusive.
The coil
data here
given is
listed under
the headings
LI, L2, L3, L4 and
"cathode tap; and corresponds with
coils of similar identification
used in the circuits diagrammed in
Figs.10, 14 and 15 of this lesson.
'THREE -TUBE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

FIG.

12

PARTS ARRANGEMENT OF SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

In Fig. 13 is shown a typical
example of how the parts should be
arranged on the deck of a metal
chassis base for a three -tube shortwave t -r -f receiver.
In this parti
cular case, three tubes
comprise an
r -f amplifier, a detector and a
power amplifier.
The circuit diagram for this
same receiver appears
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TABLE
CONTINUOUS COVERAGE T.

R. F.

All Coils Wound on 1l/,

APPROX.
RANGE IN
METERS
8

to

16

SECONDARY
COIL Lt

ANT.
COIL L.
3

turns,

turns

spaced
¶/s.in. from
ground end
of Ls

31/2

5

turns,
-in.
from Ls

7

ye

-In.
long

'20 d.s.c.
14 -in. long

I
RECEIVER COIL TABLE

Diameter Forms.

PRIMARY
COIL Ls
21/2 turns

24

Fig. 14.
This
receiver may be operated by batteries
from an A and B
or
power unit that is
connected to
the
a -c
lighting circuit.
in

d.s.c.

interwound
with L. B+
at bottom
3 turns

SECONDARY
COIL L.
3,. turns
20 d.s.c.
aa,in,
long

CATHODE
TAP ON L.
Tap at 1/3

turn on
bottom
turn

Two tuning coils
are used in this re
ceiver, one for the
16 turns
16 turns
V.
8 turns,
24 d.s.c.
24 d.s.c.
29 to 62
ye -In.
and one
r -f stage
lye -In.
11/2 -in.
from L.
long
long
the detector
for
31 turns
31 turns
at
Tap
10
d.s.C.
24 d.s.c.
1 d.s.c.
in
Notice
turnrom up
stage.
59 to 107
-In.
interwound
from L
long n'
with L. at
n
the
great
long
Fig. 13
bottom
ground end_
spacing between the
12 turns
54 turns
wound over
54 turns
Tap at 11/4
two coils, and also
12 turns,
,24 d.s.c.
24 d.s.c.
turns up
bottom end
y5 -in.
97 to 215
11/2
-in.
over
11/2
-In.
the
shield plate
L.
from
of
from L.
long
long
bottom
celluloid
that is placed belayer of
insulation
This
tween them.
is done so that prac
tically no inductive coupling can exist between these two coils, and
thus makes the high -gain circuits more stable in operation without ex cessive shield -loss.

-

15' z

to

32

Sys

turns
24 d.s.c.
11/2

,24 d.s.c.

Interwound
with L.
6 turns
24 d.s.C.
interwound
with L.
8 turns

turns,:34

7

turns

:24 d.s.C.

-In.
long
11/4

Tap

at

turn on
bottom
turn
Tap at
turn on
bottom
turn

1/2

1

You will observe in Fig. 13 that each of these coils is mounted
socket which is raised slightly from the chassis deck.
Also notice
that
the
coils are not enclosed in shield cans, as eddy
coil's field cause losses
currents induced in such metal cans by the
the efficiency of the coil. This is particular
that materially reduce
ly true at the higher frequencies.
in an isolantite

Since windings L-2 and
L-4 of the antenna and detec
tor stages (Fig. 14) both re
quire
tuning, they can be
simultaneously by a
tuned
main (140 mmf) two -gang conas
in a
the same
denser,
standard broadcast receiver.
variable
A miniature 25 mmf
connected in
condenser is
parallel with each of the
main tuning condensers. These
small condensers are operated simultaneously by a common shaft, but independently
of the main tuning condenser.
This feature is known
as BAND -SPREAD, and is cover
ed more fully later in this
lesson.

B AND -SPREAD

CONDENSERS

FIG.
THREE -TUBE

T

13

-R -F SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

Special care should al
ways be exercised in the coñ
struction of shortwave receivers so as to make the control grid wires
them separated as much as possible
as short as possible, and to keep
receiver, as well as from all other
the
of
metal
structure
from the
To assist in this matter, the circuit wiring between
circuit wiring.
For best results on short
terminals is always made short and direct.
waves,it is advisable to house the entire receiver in a metal cabinet..
N
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FIG. 14
DIAGRAM OF THREE -TUBE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

in
Fig. 14
the circuit
Other than the points just mentioned,
does not differ from those with which you are already familiar.
FIVE -TUBE

A -C

OPERATED SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

Let us now study an arrangement wherein the power supply is an
integral part of the set so that it can be operated directly from a
Such an arrangement is shown in Fig.15,
110 -volt a -c lighting supply.
and features an r -f amplifier, a regenerative detector, audio stage
In studying this schematic diagram,you will
and a power output stage.
observe that the tuning circuits are essentially the same as in those
circuits already described. However, a power output stage has been in
eluded to furnish sufficient signal power to properly excite a loudin the plate circuit of the
included
jack is
speaker. A headphone
first audio stage for reception when it is not desired to use the
speaker.
The remainder of the circuit is of conventional design and simil
ar to others that you have already studied in this and earlier lessons.
OPERATING NOTES

When operating a shortwave receiver employing a regenerative detector, it is the common practice to first turn the receiver switch to
the "on" position, so as to permit the tubes to heat up to full operat
The regeneration control is then rotated toward the
ing efficiency.
"on" position until a "hissing" sound is heard in the speaker or headphones. This hissing sound indicates that the receiver is regenerating.
Now, proceed to tune in a station by operating the tuning control
very slowly until a station is heard. Set the dial to the point where

PAGE
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the station comes in loudest and adjust the regeneration control for
the desired
volume. If the regeneration control is turned on too far
toward the "on" position, the circuit will commence to oscillate; this

condition is indicated by a squealing sound being emitted by the headphones or speaker when the station is "tuned in.

For maximum sensitivity, the regeneration control should be turn
without causing a squeal.

ed "on" as far as possible,

Shortwave

Superheterodyne Receivers

All of the shortwave receivers described thus far in this lesson
have been of the t -r -f type. However, this does not mean that receivers of this type exclusively are employed for shortwave reception.

While it is true that remarkable
results may be obtained from a
regenerative t -r -f receiver, the present trend is nevertheless toward
shortwave receivers that employ the superheterodyne principle.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF SHORTWAVE SUPERHETERODYNES

The qualities of high sensitivity, selectivity, and more uniform
response on all bands possessed by the superheterodyne receiver, in
addition to the fact that a -v -c principles may also be incorporated
therein, makes this type of receiver highly desirable for shortwave re
ception.
On the other hand, high
background noise, as well as tube
and circuit noises,is constantly present in these receivers, and there
fore at times makes
them unsuitable for the reception of extremely
weak signals.
In
other words, the noise -to -signal ratio is considerably higher in superheterodyne receivers than in t -r -f receivers.
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Another disadvantage of the superheterodyne principle,as applied
that repeat points or image signals occaThis condition was fully ex
sionally interfere with normal reception.
plained in an earlier lesson treating with superheterodyne principles_
A stage of r -f pre -selection ahead of the "mixer" tube will help materially to reduce this tendency, but it will not eliminate it entirely.
to shortwave receivers, is

SIX -TUBE,

A

-C OPERATED SHORTWAVE SUPERHETERODYNE

to
be described at this
The shortwave superheterodyne receiver
tubes and
is
designed for operation from the a -c
time employs six
lighting circuit. The circuit diagram appears in Fig. 16. Upon stud£
ing this diagram,you will observe that a special converter tube (first
detector) is used in a semi -regenerative mixer circuit, while a pentode functions as a high -frequency oscillator. Another pentode is used
in the i -f amplifier; a diode -triode serves as a combination detector,
a -v -c and
first audio tube; and a pentode audio output tube operates
the loudspeaker.

FIG.
DIAGRAM

OF

SIX -TUBE,

A

16

-C SHORTWAVE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

The mixer circuit
in Fig. 16 is made semi -regenerative, so that
just enough feedback is available to "boost" the sensitivity and selectivity of the receiver. The variable 5000 -ohm resistor
"R" is connected across the cathode coil to level out the regenerative
effect over the entire tuning range of each coil -set.

CIRCUIT DETAILS:

While this particular receiver uses a separate oscillator tube,
you will often find a conventional converter stage used in shortwave
receivers, the same as in standard broadcast sets.
You will further observe that a switch is employed to enable the
operator to cut the a -v -c in or out as desired. Without a-v-c,the sen
sitivity of the receiver as a whole is increased considerably,althougTi
the fading of
stations will be more pronounced.
Under these conditions, it will also at times be difficult to maintain a uniform speaker level without continually manipulating the gain or volume control.
As is the practice in most
shortwave
receivers, an r -f or i -f
gain, or sensitivity control, is included in this circuit.
This control is in the form of a 5000 -ohm variable resistor connected in the
cathode
circuit of the pentode i -f tube.
Connected in such a manner,
it will vary the grid bias applied to that tube and thereby provide
a
means for controlling this tube's amplification.

PAGE
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Observe the extensive use of bypass condensers
in
Fig. 16, and
also the r -f chokes
in the detector and "B" unit of the power supply.
These means are employed to provide
good r -f filtering in order to
stabilize the operation of the receiver and also to reduce background
noise.
The arrangement of the parts in a typical shortwave superheterodyne receiver
is shown in Fig. 17.
In this particular case,the power
unit is included as part of the main receiver chassis; however, it is
often constructed as a separate unit
so
it may be placed at a
that
short
distance
from the receiver proper.
The
latter practice
is often followed in constructing shortwave re
ceivers, as it
reduces the prob
ability of the
receiver circuits
picking up extraneous
power
supply noises in
the form of hum,
The more
etc.
quiet performance
of the receiver
allows extremely
weak signals to
be
heard distinctly.

Observe in
Figs. 16 and 17
that plug-in type
FIG. 17
coils are used
A -C SHORTWAVE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
to cover the 20,
40, 80 and
160
meter wave -bands.
Also notice in Fig 17 that each coil of any one set is enclosed in an
individually -shielded compartment which prevents undesired coupling be
tween these high -gain circuits.
space
Sufficient
is allowed between
the coils and the
shielding metal to prevent excessive eddy current
The entire
losses.
receiver chassis is contained in a metal cabinet,
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1.
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES FOR SHORTWAVE SUPERHETERODYNES

In the earlier models of broadcast superheterodynes, an intermediate -frequency of 175 or 262.5 kc was generally used.
A
frequency
of 455 kc has now been accepted as standard for home radios by nearly
all receiver manufacturers.
However, the trend in shortwave superheterodynes is
to
use a much higher frequency, although i-f's of 455 kc
are used in many such sets.
Frequencies as high as 1500 kc have been
found to be very satisfactory -- especially in receivers where no pre selector stage is used ahead of the mixer stage. The higher intermedi
ate frequencies do not provide as much amplification in the intermediate amplifier stage as do the lower frequencies; however,they do allow
the mixer stage
to
function more efficiently.
Thus, more mixer gain
is obtained, and image or 'repeat station -interference is reduced materially.
In other words, receivers employing such a high intermediate frequency will require an additional i -f stage to offset the loss of
N
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amplification,
i -f
but the mixer stage
will perform nearly
efficiently as
as
stage of r -f
if a
and
pre -selection
amplification were
employed ahead of
this tube.

Converters
shortwave
The
receivers described
lesson are
in this
suitable for shortwave reception only,
and not for standard
FIG. 18
broadcast reception.
SHORTWAVE CONVERTER USED WITH STANDARD BROADCAST RECEIVER
Some time ago, many
owners of good broad
cast receivers desired to pick up shortwave programs as well, but did not feel inclined
To meet this demand, engito invest in a special shortwave receiver.
neers developed the shortwave converter -- also known as the shortwave
selector.
The shortwave converter is a shortwave tuner, oscillator and mix
er stage, contained in a separate cabinet. Its circuits are so arranged that it can be easily connected ahead of a regular broadcast receiv
er, and thus make shortwave reception possible.
The princi-

illustrated
where
in Fig. 18
you are shown how
the shortwave con
verter is connect
ed
to the broadcast receiver. A
typical
circuit
in
is diagrammed
Fig. 19. You will
observe in Fig.19
shortthat this
wave
converter
consists of a mix
er circuit, simil
ar to that used
in a conventional
superheterodyne re
ceiver.
ple

ANTENNA

is

A

two -gang
with two

switch
positions is used
the
in
circuit
shown in Fig. 19.
If this switch is
closed to the"BC"
position it will
connect the anten
na
to
directly
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I
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TERMINAL

OF RECEIVER

;
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.00025
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OF RECE/.VER

TO GROUND
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ONE-TUBE SHORTWAVE CONVERTER
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the antenna terminal
the broadcast
of
verter will then be inoperative.
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receiver.

The shortwave con-

To receive shortwave signals, the change -over
switch is closed
to the"SW" position,thus connecting the antenna to the primary winding
of the
shortwave converter's input transformer, and at the same time
connecting the converter's output coupling coil to the antenna input
circuit of the broadcast receiver. The coil and tuning condenser values are such that the circuits
tune
over a shortwave band -- plug-in
coils can be used to cover the different wave -bands, the same as in
shortwave receivers. The arrangement then operates as follows:

After being picked up by the antenna, the
shortwave signals are
transferred to the control grid circuit of the converter's first detec
tor section
which is tuned to the frequency being received. At the
same time, the converter's oscillator
section is generating a different frequency which is combined with the signal -frequency to produce a
third, or beat -frequency.
The latter frequency appears
in the tuned
winding of the r -f transformer which is connected in the plate circuit
of the converter tube.

This beat or intermediate -frequency is then fed through the coup
ling coil into the first r -f stage of the broadcast receiver, which is
tuned exactly to resonate with this beat -frequency. Thus, the r -f amplifier of the broadcast receiver now becomes the i -f amplifier of a
superheterodyne type shortwave receiver. To make this possible, it is
of course necessary that the beat frequency be within the tuning range
of the broadcast receiver's r -f amplifier.
After being amplified by the broadcast receiver's r -f amplifier,
handled by the remaining circuits of the broadcast
receiver exactly as though it were a standard broadcast signal
coming into this set directly from the antenna.
the beat frequency is

To obtain satisfactory performance when using a shortwave converter in combination with a t -r -f broadcast receiver, the broadcast
receiver should have at least three stages of r -f amplification, employing pentode tubes. Still better results will be obtained by operating the shortwave converter with a superheterodyne -type broadcast
receiver.

From the description given, you will realize that if the broadcast receiver is of the superheterodyne type, the combined arrangement
will function as a "double superheterodyne," the
first intermediate frequency being in the broadcast channel, and amplified by the r -f
stages of the broadcast receiver, while
the
second intermediate -frequency is the regular intermediate -frequency of the broadcast receiver.
Since the particular converter diagrammed in Fig. 19 does not
have its own power pack, it will have to obtain its operating voltages
from the broadcast receiver. In other words, the heater terminals of
the converter's tube must be wired to the heater circuit of correspond
ing voltage in the broadcast receiver; the B+ terminal of the converter is to be connected
to
the high B+ line of the broadcast receiver,
and the B- terminal of the converter to the
ground terminal (B-) of
the broadcast receiver.
Four oscillator and four antenna coils are required to cover a
band from 15 to 115 meters.
Fig. 20 shows you the constructional details for both the antenna and oscillator coils, as well as giving you
the specifications for their windings.
All of these coils, except the
antenna coil's primary,are wound with #16 B & S enamel -covered wire.
N
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OPERATING THE SHORTWAVE CONVERTER

'ANTENNA
COI L

To use the converter,
the broadcast receiver
and
converter are connected together as shown in Fig. 18.
The volume
control of the
broadcast receiver is then
turned all
the way on and
its
tuning control
turned
to the lowest frequency set
tang (end of tuning dial
scale) where no standard

broadcast

signals are heard.
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#11

This will now be the
4,30 B 'S CLOSESNOVNO FOR ALL BANOS.
intermediate -frequency setFIG. 20
ting and should not be alCOIL SPECIFICATIONS
tered. Next, the shortwave
converter is tuned by slowmixer and
ly turning the
oscillator tuning controls simultaneously until the desired shortwave
signal is heard. Experiment will usually show which intermediate -frequency setting of the broadcast tuner is most satisfactory.
The shortwave tuning controls are then set to the position offer
ing maximum volume, and the
volume control of the broadcast receiver
is adjusted so as to provide the desired speaker volume.
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THREE -TUBE,

A -C

SHORTWAVE CONVERTER

In Fig. 21 you are
shown the circuit diagram of an a
shortwave converter, having its own power pack.

-c

operated

This particular converter features a
converter -type mixer circuit, followed by a pentode i -f stage.
An 80 rectifier is used in the
power unit.
Instead of using plug-in coils to cover the various
short
wave bands, special fixed coils are used in
combination with a switching arrangement for selecting the band
In this way, it is
desired.
only necessary to set the three switches shown
on
this diagram to
whichever of the three positions is required to
include in the tuned
circuit the winding of the necessary number of turns.
As will be noted in Fig. 21, the input r -f
transformers for all
three of the wave -bands covered are
wound side by side on the same
winding form. The three oscillator coil groups are also
wound side by
side on one winding form.

We will not discuss
the coil -switching
this time, as it is treated thoroughly in the arrangement in detail at
next lesson.
THE CHASSIS -PARTS ARRANGEMENT

In Fig. 22 are shown illustrative
views of this self-contained
converter, clearly showing the placement of the various parts
and also
the arrangement of the wiring.

TO

BROADCAST
RECE/VER

OR [MIND

,

ANT.

GROUND-

i

FIG. 22

CHASSIS ARRANGEMENT OF THREE -TUBE
N

A

-C SHORTWAVE CONVERTER
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To operate this converter, it is only necessary to connect the
antenna lead-in wire to the terminal marked "antenna" at the input of
The ground terminal at the input end cf the converter
the converter.
should be connected to the external ground connection, the ground terminal at the output of the converter should be connected to the ground
terminal of the broadcast receiver, and the antenna output terminal of
the converter should be connected to the antenna terminal of the broad
cast receiver.

This done, adjust the broadcast receiver to some suitable broadcast frequency which is free from interference, and tune -in the shortwave programs by operating the converter's. tuning condenser in the
usual manner.

Band - Spread Features
that only
different
for bring
tuning is
somewhat difficult. For this reason, the dial drive on shortwave rearranged that considerable movement of
is
so
ceivers and converters
the dial knob produces very little movement of the dial needle and tun
ing condenser plates.

The 20, 40 and 80 -meter amateur bands are so congested
tuning dial will cause many
the
a few degrees movement of
stations to be tuned in and out. Since the condenser -setting
ing in any one particular signal is very critical, accurate

Band -spread systems are now being used extensively to enable the
operator to tune accurately with greater ease. This Is done by separating the stations more on the tuning dial.
The simplest method
of accomplishing the band -spread feature is
illustrated in Fig.23.
Inthis case, an additional variable condenser
across or connected
is shunted
in parallel with
the main conThis additional condenser.
denser is of smaller capacity
rating than the main condenser
and now becomes the tuning control or "spread capacity" while
larger condenser becomes
the
the "tank capacity."
25 -meter
To
cover
the
shortwave
broadcast band with
this arrangement,we would first
receiver to approxitune
the
mately 24 meters,using the main
variable condenser of larger ca
pacity. This done, we proceed
FIG. 23
to tune the smaller band -spread
BAND -SPREAD WITH Two CONDENSERS
condenser through the 25 -meter
band (from 24 to 25 meters).
The dial of the small condenser
can thus be rotated through practically its entire limit of travel
while tuning the circuit through this range and "spotting" the various
stations desired.

By applying this principle,we have spread the 25 -meter band over
Therefore,
small condenser's tuning vial.
about 180 degrees
the
of
the
stations in this band are apparently spaced farther apart on the
On the other hand, all of
dial that is being used for precise tuning.
these stations would have been tuned -in and out with only about three
The latter condition would
degrees movement of the large condenser.
spreading the stations over the
make tuning very difficult, whereas
small condenser's dial simplifies tuning considerably.
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ADDITIONAL SHORTWAVE INSTRUCTION TO FOLLOW

Having completed this lesson, you should now be familiar with
principles of shortwave reception, as well as with the constructional features of receivers and converters used for this purpose.
Bear in mind, however, that you will receive still more advanced instruction on shortwave work later in the course. At that time,we will
discuss shortwave communication -type receivers thoroughly, covering
crystal filters, beat -frequency oscillators and other special features
incorporated in such receivers. More advanced instruction on the prop
agation of short waves will also be given you at that time.
the basic

Another important point to bear in mind is that even tnough the
modern all -wave receiver has in a large measure replaced the shortwave
converter and standard broadcast receiver combination, the converter,
nevertheless, still serves a definite purpose, and the knowledge acquired from the study of it will help you to understand the principles
of all -wave receivers more easily.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.

28

1.

-

How do shortwave coils or r -f transformers differ from
the conventional coils
or r -f transformers as used in
broadcast receivers?

2.

-

What is meant by the term "skip -distance"?
Why is it more difficult to tune -in shortwave signals
than standard broadcast signals?

3.

4.

-

What are some of the more important points to consider
regarding the placement of parts on the chassis of a
shortwave receiver?

5.

-

What is one of the reasons for shortwave signals being
received at greater distances than standard broadcast
signals?

6.

-

How do shortwave tuning condensers compare with the ordinary type of tuning condensers as used in broadcast
receivers?

7.

-

What is a shortwave converter or selector?

8.

-

Is the trend toward using a higher or lower 1-f frequen
cy in shortwave superheterodynes?

9.

-

What is the purpose of a band -spread tuning system?

10.

-

Is

the
skip -distance
same at all frequencies or
the
does it vary at different frequencies?

.
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ALL -WAVE RECEIVERS
The shortwave converter answers the purpose so far as making all
wave reception
possible with a standard broadcast receiver. However,
the
average broadcast
tc
this arrangement is somewhat inconvenient
The desire
it makes two di stinct radio units necessary.
listener, as
incorporate
to
the shortwave and
standard broadcast tuner into
single unit
a
led to the devel
opment of
the
---,.
T '
present-day all 111111ij
wave receiver.

j.

1,1

All-wave re

ceivers operate
on the superheterodyne principle
and differ from
standard broadreceivers
cast
only so far as
the
tuning circuits are concern
ed.
I -F amplifI
er, detector, au
dio channel, and
power supply sys
tems of all -wave
sets are identical to those of
standard broadcast receivers.
Therefore,
the
ALL - WAVE TUNER
is
our primary
concern.
N
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----_
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:
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Fig.

I

THE ALL -WAVE RECEIVER ERINGS THE ENTIRE WORLD
OF ENTERTAINMENT ISTO THE LIVING ROOM
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ALL -WAVE COIL AND SWITCH ARRANGEMENTS

Plug-in coils,as described in the previous lesson, are efficient
and inexpensive. However, they are somewhat
inconvenient when it becomes necessary to change from one wave -band to the other,particularly
when the receiver is housed in a cabinet. Therefore, it has become
standard practice among manufacturers of all -wave receivers to mount
the various coils in the receiver permanently, and to use a switching
device whereby the proper coil combinations can be cut in and out of
the tuning circuits conveniently.

o

o
6CID Of
FIRST T08E

P/Dac
r----- - - -SWITCH
- -- - - - FIRST
GANGED

r,

:

SERIES METHOD

r `:
.
i'UBE:
-J

'

/

_

COIL -SHORTING

METHOD
INDIVIDUAL COIL METHOD

FIG. 2
THE PRINCIPLE OF COIL -SWITCHING CIRCUITS AS USED

IN

ALL -WAVE RECEIVERS

The first all -wave tuning coils were constructed along the principle illustrated at (A) of Fig. 2.
Here, a primary and
a secondary
winding are placed on a coil -form in the usual manner. The secondary
winding is tapped and connected to switch terminals so that operation
of the switch will vary the inductance of the
secondary winding and
thus make tuning over several bands possible.
This arrangement operates as follows:

When the switch is in position #1, the entire secondary winding
is connected across
tuning circuit. Placing the band -selector
the
switch in position #2, includes only half of the coil's inductance in
this tuning circuit, while closing the switch in position #3 permits
only a small portion of the coil's inductance to remain connected in
the tuning circuit.
Thus, by means of the band -selector switch, wavebands from 545 meters to 10 meters (550 kc to 30,000 kc) can be selected in three steps by merely turning the knob of the band -selector
switch to the required position. Since the various sections of the
secondary winding are connected in series as the coil's inductance is
increased,this system of coil -switching is known as the SERIES METHOD.
The variable (tuning) condenser is then used to select the desired sta
tion in any one of the particular wave -bands covered.
While this method is very simple, inexpensive, and to a certain
extent satisfactory, it is nevertheless subjected to the so-called
"dead-end" effect of the unused turns. These unused turns cause heavy
losses due to their tendency to "absorb"signal energy present in that
section of the coil which is being used.
N
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To help overcome this undesirable condition, the modified connec
Here you will observe
tion shown at (B) of Fig. 2 was next employed.
that instead of leaving certain portions of the coil "hanging free"
Thus, if
(unused) as at (A), the' unused turns are shorted to ground.
a
small
portion
placed
in
position
is
switch
#3,only
the band -selector
of the coil's inductance is actually used, while the remaining unused
Closing the switch in position
turns are shorted directly to ground.
closing the
tuning
circuit, while
in
the
inductance
more
places
#2
switch in position #1, places all of the coil's inductance in the tuntuning -in stations that operate at the lower
ing circuit and permits
This is known as the COIL -SHORTING METHOD.
frequencies.

While this arrangement proved more satisfactory by eliminating
the dead-end effect of the unused turns, its performance was, neverthe
So, the next
less, still inferior to that of the plug-in type coils.
step was to use separate coils for each band, similar to the practice
employed with plug-in coils, only that the coils were now permanently
mounted within the receiver. A switching arrangement vas provided so
that the proper coil combination could be connected into the circuit
This arrangement is shown at (C) of Fig. 2, where you
conveniently.
will observe that separate coils are employed for each individual band.
Also, notice that separate primary windings are used for each of the
secondary windings, thus affording a perfect antenna coupling -match
The operation of such coil -switch
for each of the wave -bands covered.
ing systems is explained fully in later paragraphs of this lesson.

Now that you have a general understanding of the basic coil switching principles as employed in all -wave receivers, let us proceed
with a more detailed discussion of the coils and switches as used in
such receivers.
ALL -WAVE TUNING COILS

There are many styles,shapes and types of all -wave tuning coils,
three -band antenna -stage coil is shown in Fig. 3. This
but a typical
with the
coil corresponds
wiring diagram appearing at
Fig. 2, in that it
(C) of
BAND a3
23.4N0 +12
BANG + /
sets
has
three individual
/6-52 METEfs
52 - Zoo ,NETEis
/f00- 550 KC.
secondary
of primary and
óe/0 AND AA/TEA/4/.4
windings, each set handling
TEPM/MAC
one of the three bands cov60/42-.PErWN
f1NO
ered by the assembly.
G,Pou,vO
TEQM/NAL...;`
all three
In Fig. 3
Lv6S
'p4
coil -sets are placed on a
which
practice
single form,
In
has become widely used.
separate
instances,
many
Pt'/MA.P/ES
coil -forms are employed for
SECOA:DA.P/ES
each of the wave -bands covered, while in other cases
all of the shortwave windings are placed on one form
FIG. 3
standard broadcast
and the
TYPICAL THREE -BAND TUNING COIL
windings on separate forms.

-"lldr

Notice also in Fig. 3
that each primary winding is placed adjacent to its respective secondary, and that all of the grid and antenna terminal lugs are fastened
The grid -return or ground -lead lugs are
to one end of the coil -form.
fastened to the opposite end of the coil -form. This is done so that
'the leads between the band -selector switch and the coil terminals may
Therefore, the switch would be placed direct
be as short as possible.
ly to the right of the coil, near the grid and antenna terminal lugs.
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By observing closely the two shortwave secondary windings (bands
#2 and #3), you will notice that these windings employ alarger size of
wire and are space -wound.
This is the usual practice and is important
for two
reasons: first, the large size of wire is used to reduce the
resistance o; the coil, which, if of a high value, would cause high frequency losses when handling shortwave signals; and second,
spacewinding'provides a lower minimum capacity between adjacent turns,there
by resulting in a greater frequency-range,as well as permitting a higa
er frequency to be handled by the coil. These factors apply to the sec
ondary windings only. The primaries are conventional close -wound coils.

1.>1.;
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"ec
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_
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l''
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-
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""'
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S w

1'[

SW

The all -wave coil
shown in Fig. 3
intended for a single stage, such as
the
antenna or r -f stage.
If two or
more stages are to
employed, addibe
tional coils must be used.
In Fig. 4
is shown a complete set of all -wave tun
ing coils fbr a superheterodyne receiver
comprising an antenna, r -f, and oscillator circuit.
Upon inspecting this
set of coils, you will observe that the
oscillator windings for all bands are
on one form, while the r -f
and antenna
stage windings are on individual forms.
This constitutes good engineering practice, for if all of
the coils for each
band are placed on a single form, coupling between the different circuits of
the
band may occur.
This would, of
course, be very undesirable.
is

o

R -F

5W
ANT

FIG. 4
SET OF ALL -WAVE COILS

SHIELDED ALL -WAVE TUNING COILS

In a great many of the more
expensive all -wave receivers, the
tuning coils are placed within shielding containers. This practice
provides greater selectivity, permits the use of high -gain coils, and
prevents undesirable coupling between the different tuning circuits.
In Fig. 5 is
shown a set
of shielded all -wave coils, intended for use in the antenna,
r -f
and oscillator circuits.
Also, notice in this illustration how
"trimmer" condensers
are mounted on the side of each
shield can. These condensers are
connected across the secondary
windings of each coil, thus per
mitting the coil -groups for each
band to be aligned accurately.

ANT
SN/ELD

CAN...'~

z -P

OSC.

<
!

};

T.P/MME,e

CONOENSEC5"
-

BAND -SELECTOR SWITCHES

Nearly all band -selector
switches employ a rotary contact
action and are assembled in sec
tions according to the number of
tuning circuits that they control.
Two such band -selector
switches are shown in Fig. 6.

l

TE,PM/NAL

I
LUGS

FIG. 5
SET OF SHIELDED ALL -WAVE COILS

The switch shown at (A) is of better construction and typical of
the more efficient type, while the type shown at (B) is generally used
N
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in the less

ex-

pensive and more
receivcompact
ers
that employ
either the series
or coil -shorting
method illustrat
ed at (Aland 033
in Fig.2. Switch

-

in

(A)

Fig.

6

contains indivisections
dual
that are ganged
FIG. 6
together, and is
TYPICAL BAND -SELECTOR SWITCHES
therefore employ
ed whenever sepa
rate or indiviSwitch (A) is available in types having one or
dual coils are used.
sections, while switch (B) is not designed to accommodate addimore
tional sections. Details of one section of switch (A) appear in Fig. 7.
TO

ANTENNA
DUAL 5-POS/770A/

SN'/rCM SECT/ON

COIL

CONr.COL GR/O
O'
ruse' AND
TUN/N6 CONOENSEC
TO

,some

~sr

s/
COMMON

2

(01/..

Pe/

sEC7Y2
P.P/ D't

ae
a
g

SEC. *"/
F

J- SA NO

ANrENNA CO/L

................

FIG. 7
SELECTOR -SWITCH CIRCUIT FOR THREE -BAND
ANTENNA -STAGE COIL

The rotor -section of the
switch in Fig. 7 is made of an
insulative material, having two
"wiper" contacting strips locat
each other.
The
ed opposite
"common" terminal of each half
of each switch section protrudes
farther into the switch mechanism than do any of the other
terminals; therefore, it will
at all
times contact the wiper
strip, regardless of the latter's position. One end of each
wiper strip is enlarged so that
will contact
the
shorter
it
time,
coil terminals, one at a
as the rotor is rotated through
the various switch positions.
The switch position illussuch that
trated in Fig. 7 is
the wiper contact of the
left
is
shorting torotor -section
gether coil terminal #3 and the
common terminal that is connect
ed to the antenna lead-in. Thus,
the primary winding of coil #3
is connected in circuit. At the
same time, the wiper contact of
the right rotor -section is short
ing together
coil terminal #3
and the common terminal that is
connected to the control grid
of the first tube.
Therefore,
the secondary winding of coil
#3 Ls connected in its circuit
same time that the corat the
responding primary winding is
being used.

By turning the rotor clock
wise to its next position, the
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projection of the wiper strips will break contact with coil terminals
#3 of both the primary and secondary switch sections simultaneously,
but will contact coil
terminals #2 so as to complete the circuits for
the primary and secondary windings of this wave -band.
Although the mechanical details of the mechanism may vary in
switches of different design, the typical example here shown illustrates the general principles involved.
ALL -WAVE COIL ASSEMBLIES

Our next step is to study the placement of the band -selector
switch and coil assembly in typical all -wave receivers. While this ar
rangement varies according to the type and model of receiver, there
are, nevertheless, certain standard practices that are usually followed by the majority of manufacturers.
Therefore, our study will be directed toward these more typical assemblies.
In Fig. 8 is shown the placement of the

coils and the switching
superheterodyne receiver having no pre -selector r -f
stage, and using coils of the type illustrated in Fig. 3.
Notice that
one section of the switch controls the connections of the antenna -stage
windings, while the other section controls the connection of the various windings of the oscillator coil.
Individual trimmer
condensers
are connected across the shortwave secondaries of the two coil assemblies so that they may be aligned properly. The trimmers for the
broadcast band are placed elsewhere on the chassis and are not shown

arrangement

in Fig.
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ALL -WAVE COIL

AND SELECTOR

-SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Placing one coil on one side of the switch and the other coil on
the other side, provides adequate separation
between the two coils so
as to prevent undue coupling between them.
Such coupling may cause un
desirable feed -back between the circuits, especially during the reception of shortwave programs. Some manufacturers even go so far as to
place a shield between the two sections of the switch and their connecting leads, as a further precaution.
APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL COILS

As we have mentioned previously, many of the more elaborate all wave receivers employ separate coils for each of the different tuning
N
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bands instead of placing the windings of two or more wave -bands on a
single coil -form.
While the latter arrangement is by far the most sim
pie and economical (with the exception of the shorting or sies
se/des coil
arrangement described in Fig. 2) it does have certain disadvantages.
The
chief disadvantage of the single -coil idea is that the different
windings may react upon each other inductively.
This condition causes
the unused windings to absorb
signal energy and thus produces "dead spots" at certain points on the tuning band where the frequencies of
the different coils may be resonated to each other when tuning.

Another disadvantage of the single -coil is that long leads must
necessarily be employed to connect such a coil to the band -selector
switch -- for instance,if the coil -form happens to be six inches long,
the grid leads to the coil farthest from the switch would also need to
be at least six inches long.
Therefore, the shortwave windings are
usually placed nearest the switch, as the shorter the grid leads, the
less will be the capacitive effect between these leads and other wiring
or the
chassis.
Extraneous capacity introduced
BAND -SELECTOR SWITCH SHAFT
in
the
circuit
in this way makes
it difficult for
the coil to oper
ate satisfactorily at the high frequency end of
the band.
To overcome
these disadvantages, the coils
shown in Fig. 9
are all wound on
separate forms,
and mounted directly to the lugs
of
the
switch.
Notice,too, that
a
trimmer condenser is placed
at the grid -end
of each coil's
secondary. This
feature makes it
possible to obtain
perfect
alignment between
the various coils
that operate together on each
band.

Three sets
of coils are used
in Fig. 9 -- one
set for
the antenna or pre -selector r -f stage,
another set for
the first detector(mixer)stage,
and a third
set

1

`-----

TRIMMER
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PLATE
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42
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11.2

to 32 MC

26

TO 9

60

24
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FIG. 9

FIVE -BAND COIL ASSEMBLY
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for

the oscillator section.
Five individual coils are included in
each set, each coil covering one of five selected bands in accordance
with the table appearing at the bottom of Fig. 9.

Another point to be observed in Fig. 9 is that metal plates are
installed between the three. coil -groups to providethe advantages of
shielding.

ANTENNA

THREE -BAND TUNER

*/ /500,- 550 Kt.
mt2 52- 200M
#j /S- 52 M

COILS

TRIMMER
" CONDENSE

The circuit wiris
necessarily
much more complicated
in all -wave receivers
than in receivers de-

ing

.

signed for .standard
broadcast
reception

CONVEPTER

TUBE

BAND SELECTOR

SW/TCm'
(GgsfpJ

TO

r

/-F

JTA6ES

only.
is
This
of
course due to the additional coils,
the

associated selector switch and the trimmer condensers.
However, in all -wave tun
ing circuits
employing only amixer stage,
the assembly and circuit connections are
quite simple and not
really as complex as
they might appear at

first glance.
r

8"

sG

STANDARD TWO
+.,GANG VAR/ABLE
TUN/N6 COND.

-

PÁ00/NG
CONDENSER

Nir

FIG. 10
OF THREE-BAND TUNER

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
N

In

Fig.

10

is

shown the circuit dia
gram for the all -wave
tuning coil and switch
assembly appearing in
Fig. 8.
From a close
inspection of
this
circuit, you will observe that it
is a
conventional superhet
erodyne mixer, similar to
that employed
in many of the standard broadcast super heterodynes described
in
previous lessons.
Fig. 10 differs
from
these other circuits
only in that in addition to the standard
broadcast coils, two
shortwave coi].s are
employed in conjunction with a selector
switch for cutting the
various windings in
or out of circuit.

Upon

analyzing

this circuit,you will
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observe that the four switch -sections are ganged together, thus afford
ing simultaneous action whenever
the selector switch arm is rotated
For instance,when the switch arm is placed in position #1, windings #1
of the antenna and oscillator coils are connected across the tuning
circuit and
thus make standard broadcast reception possible.
Closing
the switch to position #2 places windings #2 of the antenna and oscillator coils in the tuning circuits and enables the receiver to be tuned
through the 52-200 meter band. Similarly, closing the switch to position #3 permits the 15-52 meter band to be covered.
Notice that the padding condensers (C) are included in the grid return circuit of each of the oscillator's secondary coils, thus allow
ing perfect tracking between the
oscillator and detector tuning circuits. Also, observe that the primaries are cut in and out of circuit
with their respective secondaries.
The wave -bands covered by these coils are as follows: Coil #1,
1500 to 550 kc; coil #2, from 52 to 200 meters; and coil #3, from 15
to 52 meters.
FIVE -BAND TUNER

The circuit just described was for a three -band superheterodyne
tuner, consisting of a mixer stage employing only two tuning circuits.
The tuner to be described at this time is of a more elaborate and effi
cient design, covering five wave -bands.
The wiring diagram of this tuner is shown in Fig. 11. This tuner
comprises an r -f pre -selector, first detector and oscillator stages.
The arrangement of the coils and switch, as here used, is the same as
that shown
in
Fig. 9. You will recall this assembly as having separate coils for each of the wave -bands.
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10

Fig. 11 also shows that this tuner employs a separate oscillator
and first detector tube instead of a converter tube.
However, the lat
ter type tube could be used with equivalent results.

Upon studying the band -selector switch in Fig. 11, you will observe that the primary coils are all connected to the lightly shaded
contact terminals of the various switch sections,while the secondaries
are connected to the dark portions.
Observe closely that the "common"
control terminal lugs of the antenna section are marked "Si" for the
primary windings and "52" for the secondary windings. You will further
observe that the switch is illustrated in the position where the X -band
coil is connected in the tuning circuit, because the lightly shaded
switch -blade
is shorting together switch terminals X and 31, so as to
complete the primary circuit of the X -coil. The dark switch -blade is
at this same time shorting together switch terminals X and S2 so as to
complete the secondary circuit of this X -coil. The other two switch sections are also completing the circuits of their respective X -coils.
CONTROL PANELS OF ALL -WAVE RECEIVERS

In Fig. 12 is shown the front panel layout of a typical all -wave
receiver, showing
the
dial, tuning and
volume control knobs, and a
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three-bañd selector -switch. The dial is calibrated for the standard
broadcast and two shortwave bands; the band -selector switch is therefore provided with three positions. When the band -selector switch is
placed in "BC" position, the broadcast tuning coils will be connected
in their respective
tuning circuits, and the standard broadcast scale
of the dial is then used for tuning. This scale is calibrated in kilo
cycles. A police -band is also indicated on the lower edge of the high_
frequency end of the dial for the convenience of the operator.
To tune in shortwave band #1 on this receiver, the band -selector

is placed in the "SW-1" position, and the
station is selected according to the center scale of the dial which is calibrated in megacycles.

Here too, various interesting portions of the band are designated as
aviation,"
"police," and "amateur" so as to aid the listener in obtaining the type of reception desired.

Shortwave band #2 is covered by turning the band -selector switch
"SW-2" position, and
selecting the station on the lower dial
scale which is calibrated in megacycles. Various sections of this band
are also designated on this dial scale in meters as 16M, 19M, 20M,
25M, 31M and 49M.
to the

Numerous dial scale arrangements are used by the many manufactur
all -wave receivers -- the one illustrated in Fig. 12 is therefore only one typical example.
ers of

ALL -WAVE RECEIVER CIRCUITS

Now that we have covered shortwave tuners, let us next analyze
in their entirety several typical all -wave
receivers.. Bear
in
mind
that there are many variations in the arrangement of parts and circuits
in these receivers, depending upon
the
type and model of set.
Only
the more typical circuits will be discussed at this time.
In Fig. 13 is shown
the circuit of a four -band, five -tube all wave, a -c superheterodyne. The tuner in
this receiver differs from

FIG. 13
FOUR -BAND, FIVE -TUBE, A -C SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
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that illustrated in Fig. 8 only in the fact that the broadcast coils
in Fig. 13 are wound on separate forms instead of being placed on the
same form with the shortwave
coils. This
is done for
two important
reasons: first, if all four bands are wound on one coil -form, the grid
and plate
leads for the coil winding on the end of the form farthest
from the band -selector switch would have to be several inches long in
order to reach the switch terminal lugs; the second reason is that by
placing all windings close together, there is a possibility for inductive coupling between the different
coils.
Such coupling would cause
the
unused coils to absorb signal energy at their resonant frequency,
resulting in "dead spots" at various points on the dial.

Placing the broadcast coils on separate forms allows for greater
spacing between the shortwave windings
on a coil -form of convenient
length, and at the same time eliminates any probability for coupling
between the broadcast coils.
In Figs. 14 and 15 are shown top and bottom views of the same
receiver, illustrating how the parts are arranged on the chassis. Notice, especially, in Fig. 14 how the broadcast and shortwave
coils of
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the antenna -detector section are placed on top of the chassis,and that
their relative positions are such that coupling between these two coil
assemblies will be at a minimum.

The broadcast and shortwave coil -forms for the oscillator section are placed below the chassis deck as shown in Fig. 15.
These two
coil -forms are placed at right angles to each other to reduce coupling,
and their placement is also, such that the "switch ends" of the coils
are nearest the band -selector switch so that
the
leads
will be as
short as possible. This type of construction is used extensively in
all -wave receivers of the lower price class.
A two -gang tuning condenser
is adequate, as no r -f pre -selector
stage is used in this receiver. By placing one coil -set above the chas
sis deck and the other below,the chassis serves as an excellent shield
between them. Aside from the tuner, the remainder of this circuit is
identical to that of conventional superheterodynes that use a corresponding tube set-up.
An intermediate frequency of 455 kc has been
adopted by the industry as standard for all -wave receivers, for the
same reasons as given in a previous lesson relative to standard broadcast superheterodynes.
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The antenna input of the
circuit appearing in Fig. 13 is so arranged that either a conventional L -type or doublet antenna may be
When employing an L -type antenna, the antenna lead-in wire is
used.
connected to terminal A-1. Terminal A-2 is then connected to the ground
terminal with a jumper (short piece of wire or metal band) and the
ground terminal is in turn connected to the external grounding system.

Doublet antennas, as described in another lesson, have a twisted
pair lead-in. One of the antenna leads is then connected to terminal
A-1 and the other to terminal A-2, as indicated by the dotted lines in
Fig. 13.
The connection between terminal A-2 and the set's ground ter
minal is then broken, but the ground terminal is still left connected
to the external grounding system.
ALL -WAVE CHASSIS WITH SHIELDED COIL -GROUPS

The coil and band -switching arrangement of a more elaborate re shown in Fig. 16. This
receiver has an r -f pre -selector
ceiver is
stage
in addition to the converter stage, and uses an individual coil
for each of the
six bands covered.
The six coils of
each
stage are
a
shielded
as
group from those
of the other stag
es.
The
trimmer
are
condensers
mounted directly
above
grid
the
ends of the various
coils so as
require
the
to
shortest leads pos
sible.

Individual
band - selector
switch - sections
are placed at the
each
center of
coil -group to fur
in obther aid
FIG. 16
taining the short
BOTTOM VIEW OF Six -BAND RECEIVER,SHOWING SHIELDED COIL -GROUPS
est leads possible between the
coil and switch
extends
through the center of the chassis,
A long shaft
terminals.
connecting together the various switch sections so that they can all
single knob that is located on the
be operated simultaneously by a
front panel of the receiver.
TWO -BAND RECEIVERS

Not all of the combination broadcast -shortwave receivers employ
is, they do not all provide continuous band
all -wave features. That
coverage from the high -frequency end of the shortwave spectrum to the
Instead, they often "skip" a
low -frequency end of the broadcast band.
band or two between these limits and are therefore called "skip -band"
receivers.
The operating and constructional details of skip -band receivers
to those of all -wave receivers, with the exception that
are identical
N
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they do not have as many tuning coils and switch contacts. Thus, skip
band receivers are of simpler design and less expensive construction.
Two -band receivers of better
the different bands, but many such
of coil shown at (B) of Fig. 2,
switch of the type shown at (B) of

quality employ individual coils for
receivers
use the "shorting" type
in conjunction with a band -selector
Fig. 6.

Since the switching arrangement for individual coils is the same
receivers, we will not repeat
in skip -band receivers as in all -wave
in
However, we will treat the "shorting method"
this explanation.
greater detail at this time.
TWO -BAND, COIL -SHORTING TUNER

Upon closeA typical two -band tuner is illustrated in Fig. 17.
that the antenna
ly inspecting this wiring diagram, you will observe
coil consists of two secondary
windings wound on a single
form and connected in series.
CONVEQTER rue
TO I.F,

j

STA6CT

ANTENNA [OILS

placed
A primary winding is
at the lower end of this same
coil -form so as to be inductively coupled to both secondaries.

sW

TUN/N6
CONDEN

The antenna coil circuit
operates as follows: When the
band -selector switch is placed
portion
in position #1, that
of the coil marked "BC'(broad
cast) will be shorted out to
ground, leaving only the "SW"
winding of the
(shortwave)
In position
coil operative.
in se#2 both windings are
ries for broadcast reception.

1
P
SW
FEED -BACK

fir

W/NC/N6S

BAND- SELECTOR
SWITCH
SWITCH POSITIOM5

i
PAODIN6
CONDENSER

xrI = SW

.

FIG. 17
TWO -BAND

TUNER CIRCUIT

Bt
OSC/LLATOZ
COILS

The oscillator coil connections are similar,with the
the feed -back
exception that
winding is split into two sec
One section is wound
tions.
near the "SW" secondary and
the other near the "BC"seconThus, a feed -back wind
dary.
ing will be in the proper inductive relation to whichever
secondary winding is being
This same
used at the time.
principle is also employed on
some antenna coils when it is
increase
the
necessary to
coupling between the "SW" sec
ondary and the primary winding.

Since the secondary winding arrangement on any cne coil -form con
sists merely of a tapped inductance, the
band -selector switch need be
of an
type, instead
only a simple double -pole, single -throw (DPST)
elaborate rotary type.with separate
sections for each tuning circuit.
However, the latter type of switch, while being considerably more ex
pensive, is nevertheless much more efficient and is therefore nearly
always employed in the better -class, all -wave or two -band receivers.
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FIG. 18
FIVE -TUBE, TWO -BAND, AC -DC SUPERHETERODYNE

FIVE -TUBE, TWO -BAND, AC -DC SUPERHETERODYNE

In Fig. 18 is shown the complete circuit diagram of a modern two
band, ac -dc receiver, employing five tubes and a separate primary wind
ing for each band.
In this
particular case, a converter tube is employed in the-mixer stage, followed by a pentode i -f tube; a duplex
diode -triode functions as a detector,a-v-c and first audio tube; while
a beam -power tube is
used in the audio output. The rectifier tube is
the well-known 25Z5 type, operating in conjunction with a conventional
ac -dc power supply.

In Fig. 19 is shown the two -band tuning coil assembly as employed in this receiver. Notice that the two antenna -stage secondaries are
placed on one form, together with their individual primaries, while
the oscillator secondaries and their individual feed -back windings are
placed on the other form. The standard
broadcast windings are placed on one end
and the
shortwave windings on the other
end of the coil -forms. This is consider
ed good engineering practice.
In many cases,these two coil -forms
are placed in individual
shielding containers, similar to the three -band coils
shown in Fig. 5.
However,
the general
practice among manufacturers has been to
employ individual coil shields only when
amplification precedes
a stage
of
r -f
the mixer stage. This is done to prevent
various high r -f coupling between the
gain tuned stages, which would result in
instability and oscillation in these
circuits.
N

FIG. 19
TYPICAL TWO -BAND COILS
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While the coils shown in Fig.19 have both the standard broadcast
and shortwave windings on one coil -form for convenience and economical
reasons, it is to be remembered that separate coil -forms are often employed for each band.
In other words,the broadcast and shortwave wind
ings are then placed on individual coil -forms and shielded individually.

When the band -selector switch in Fig. 18 is placed in position
#1 of all sections, the standard broadcast windings
will be connected
into the tuning circuit. Closing all switch sections to position #2
disconnects the broadcast coils from the .tuning circuit and connects
the two shortwave coil -groups in their place.
Since the different sec
tions of the band -selector switch are ganged together, the switching
operations at all switch -sections occur simultaneously as the position
of the band -selector knob is changed.
PUSH-BUTTON TUNING AS APPLIED TO ALL -WAVE RECEIVERS

A great many all -wave and
two -band receivers employ push-button
tuning features. Therefore, your study of combination shortwave and
standard broadcast receivers would not be complete unless the description of a receiver of this type were included herein.

No effort will be made in this lesson to cover
in detail all of
the many principles used in automatic (push-button) tuning systems, as
this subject
is
covered
thoroughly in the next lesson.
However, we
will discuss at this time the change -over switching method as usually

employed on push-button type all -wave receivers.
In beginning our study of
these receivers, let it be understood
definitely that automatic tuning is NOT employed on the shortwave
bands, but is used only for the reception of certain pre -selected stations that operate on the standard broadcast band. The reason for this
will become apparent as you continue your study of these circuits.
WHAT AJTOMATIC TUNING

IS

All of the receivers about which you have
studied thus far, are
of the manually -tuned types. That is, the various stations were tuned
in by operating
the
tuning dial mechanism by hand, which in turn rotated the variable tuning condenser to the position required to tune in the station desired.
In receivers employing automatic tuning (push
button tuning),the desired station is tuned -in automatically by either
pushing a button or depressing a lever, which action in some cases rotates the variable gang condenser to the desired station position.
In
other cases, the variable condenser is disconnected entirely from the
circuit, and a group of small semi -variable condensers substituted in
its place.
At this time, only the latter system will be described insofar as it pertains to all -wave and
skip -band receivers.
The other
systems bear no direct relation to all -wave sets and will therefore
be discussed later.
CIRCUIT DETAILS

The principle of this
tuned -circuit
substitution system is to
substitute pre-set tuned circuits
for the usual tuning circuit with
which the variable condenser is used.
For automatic tuning,control is
shifted from the gang condenser to the pre-set trimmer condensers that
are mounted adjacent to the switch terminals of a push-button, station
selector switch assembly. This transfer of control is usually accomplished by means of a change -over switch that is inccrporated in'the
band -selector switch as shown in Fig. 20.
The control panel layout
for such an arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 21.
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Figs. 20 and 21 is
placed in position
#1, the two sections
of the variable tearing condenser are dis
entirely
connected
from the tuning circuits, and in their
place will be connect
ed
the
antenna and
oscillator sections
push-button
of the
tuner.

Upon now depress
ing any
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FIG. 20
SWITCH CONNECTIONS FOR ALL -WAVE RECEIVER
EMPLOYING PUSH-BUTTON TUNING

one of the
selecting
station
push-buttons,we will
automatically tune in the broadcast sta
tion for which this
push-button circuit
has been pre -tuned.
is exThis feature
plained in detail in
next lesson, so
the
there is no need for
too
much
devoting

-

time to it now.

When the band -selector switch is closed to position #2(see Figs.
the two sections of the variable tuning condenser are connected across their respective broadcast secondary winding and tuning
by operating the tuning knob in the conventional
is then accomplished
manner. The push-button tuner is
disconnected from the system at
20 and 21),

this time.

Closing the band -selector
switch to position #3 connects
shortwave secondaries across
the
the variable tuning condenser,and
disconnects the push-button tuner
so that shortwave tuning is accom
plished manually in the usual way.
BANO-SELECroe AND CHANGE -OYEZ SW/70-1

ANTENNAS FOR ALL -WAVE RECEIVERS

In districts that are relatively free of noise, a well -installed inverted L -type antenna
will furnish satisfactory all -wave
performance. However, the antenna
should not be too long if the best
possible performance is to be expected on the shorter wavelengths.
other special type
A doublet or
of "all-wave"antenna will general
ly produce better results in dis-

Co O cl
AUTOMAT/C-TUN/N6

.¢

PUSH -BUTTONS

i

FIG. 21
TYPICAL PANEL ARRANGEMENT FOR PUSH
SWITCH
BUTTON AND CHANGE -OVER
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tricts
that are subjected
to considerable man-made in
terference disturbances.
The
so-called "all wave" antenna systems of va
rious designs
are manufactured in kit -form by several
concerns.
Such antenna sys
terns are generally assembled
by the manufacturer, ready
for erection, and are accom
panied by detailed instructions
to
assure
the best
possible performance
from
the particular antenna system in question.

In this lesson we are
not particularly concerned
with outdoor antennas, as
they are not a part of the

receiver-- furthermore,they
are all described fully else
where in the course.
ALL -WAVE RECEIVER LOOP ANTENNAS

FIG. 22
PLACEMENT OF STANDARD BROADCAST AND SHORTWAVE
LOOP ANTENNAS IN A CONSOLE CABINET

In adapting self-contained loop antennas to all
SW LOOP
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w
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FIG. 23
SWITCH CONNECTIONS FOR LOOP ANTENNAS

wave receivers,the usual practice is
to employ two loops,one for standard
broadcast reception and the other
for shortwave reception.
In Fig. 22
is shown a phantom view
of
an all wave receiver, showing
the position
of two such loops in a console cabinet.
The shortwave loop consists of
only two turns, and is fastened in a
horizontal position to the top of the
cabinet. Placing the loop in this
position gives it non -directional
properties and therefore permits reception of stations equally well in
all directions, and without the oper
ator having to point it in the direc
tion of the desired station.

The standard broadcast loop antenna, on the other hand, has directional properties and
therefore is
placed in a vertical position in the
lower compartment of the cabinet. It
is so mounted that it can be rotated
and pointed in the direction necessary for maximum signal pick-up from
the station desired.
On some receiv
ers, the loop is rotated by hand sim
ply by reaching into the back of the
cabinet, while in more elaborate designs the loop's
position
is controlled by a knob or lever that
is
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located on the control panel of the receiver. Fig. 22 illustrates the
latter arrangement, where the control knob is connected to the broadcast loop antenna
through a flexible steel cable similar to that employed with remote control units of automobile receivers.
Fig. 23 illustrates the method used
for changing from one loop
antenna to the other.
Here, you will observe that the change -over
switch is a part of the band -selector switch.
Placing the band -selector switch in the shortwave (3W) position, connects the shortwave loop
antenna to the tuning circuit of the mixer stage, connects the shortwave oscillator coil in its circuit and disconnects the broadcast loop
from the system. On the other hand, placing the band -selector switch
in the
standard broadcast (BC) position, disconnects the shortwave
loop antenna from the mixer -stage tuning circuit, and in its place con
nects the broadcast loop. At the same time, the broadcast oscillator
coil is connected in its circuit.

Note in Fig. 23 that the
loop takes the place of the regular
antenna transformer in both instances. Therefore, the loop must have
the proper
inductance value to track correctly with the inductance of
the oscillator coil.
Trimmer condensers are connected across each
loop to align it properly with the oscillator tuning circuit.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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1.

-

What precautions
should be exercised in the construction of an all -wave receiver with respect to the relation between the placement of the tuning coils and the
band -selector switch?

2.

-

What provisions are
band individually?

3.

-

Name three methods used for selecting any one of several tuning bands by manipulating a band -selector switch?

4.

-

What is
the chief disadvantage of the series method of
coil -switching?

5.

-

Why

6.

-

A certain all -wave superheterodyne
receiver has a pre selector r -f stage, a first detector stage and an oscil
If individual tunlator stage, and covers five bands.
ing-coil forms are used for each band,what is the total
number of such coils in this receiver?

7.

-

8.

-

What is meant by a "skip -band" receiver?
Describe briefly a typical loop antenna system as used
with some all -wave receivers.

9.

-

10.

-

generally

made for aligning each

is the practice of
using an individual coil -form
for each tuning circuit considered preferable to placing several windings on a single form?

Mention the various switches which are used in a typical all -wave receiver that is also equipped with a push
button tuning system.
By examining an all wave band -selector switch, how can
the common terminal of each
you determine which is
switch -section?
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AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEMS
Up to the present time, your receiver studies have been confined
strictly to sets employing MANUALLY operated tuning systems. Receivers
of such design are tuned by means of rotating a knob, which in turn
swings the dial needle across the scale and rotates the condenser plates
In this lesson
to the proper position to bring in the desired station.
about
by
learning
study
of
receivers
your
continue
you are going to
the theory, operation and maintenance requirements of AUTOMATIC tuning
systems, as used on receivers

"push-button"
touch" tuning,
other similar methods.

featuring

tuning,
and

With the widespread
adoption of automatic tuning by every radio manufacappeal of
the
turer, and
this feature to the public
as a necessary adjunct to:
the modern radio receiver,
that the!
important
it is
trained radio technician be
familiar with
thoroughly
such tuning systems. There
fore, this lessón has been'
prepared to aid you in applying your present knowledge of radio to the maintenance work as applied to
these more modern types of
receivers.
An important fact to
be considered relative to
automatic tuning systems is
that they present to the

FIG.

I

MODERN RECEIVER, FEATURING AUTOMATIC TUNING
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radio service engineer a unique opportunity for the establishment of
closer customer-contact,since in many instances the original set-up of
selected stations,as well as the maintenance of continued satisfactory
automatic operation, is a function which he alone is technically capable of rendering. This naturally means more work for the serviceman.
CLASSIFICATION OF AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEMS

In this lesson you are given a complete descriptive review
of
the various methods used to accomplish automatic tuning. Some
of these
methods may at first glance appear to be a bewildering complex arrange
ment of parts, but upon closer study of the subject you will find that
the various
systems are related, and that it is therefore possible to
classify them, as explained in the following paragraphs.
In general, automatic
tuning
following three main groups:
1.
2.
3.

-

systems

may be

divided into the

Mechanically -operated manual types.
Motor -operated types.
Tuned -circuit substitution types.

The first and third main classifications may be subdivided still
further into the following individual variations: Group 1, consisting
of the rotary (telephone
dial),cash register, and
push-button types; and
Group 3, consisting
of
AU70M4T/C-ruw/Á46 -SYSTEMS
the
trimmer condenser
and the
iron -core coil
types. Fig. 2 will further assist
you in acquiring a clearer concep
MECNANlCACLY-OPERTUNEO C«U/7
MO704 OPERATED TYPES
tion of the chief classi
ArED MANOAL TYPES
SOOrr/Tor/OA4 YYPEt
fications
of automatic
tuning systems.
So far, we have giv
en you a bird's -eye -view
407Á4r
CASA,
POS.,
74/MME,
of automatic tuning sys/40N(04E
i7E.;EPNON0
4EG S rE4
gorro,,
CONDEA[f6(
7rvEf
0440
TYPE
rrPC
tems, so that you will
rrPES
have somewhat of an idea
of the various types before we go into a detail
ed study of the
different mechanisms and arFIG 2
rangements.
With this
CLASSIFICATION OF AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEMS
complete picture in mind,
we will now start at the
very beginning and progress through this lesson step by step, covering
the subject of automatic tuning in detail.

Mechanically Operated Manual Types
As briefly covered in the classification outline, this method of
automatic tuning includes all of the devices which permit the variable
gang -tuning condenser to be adjusted directly by mechanical effort of
the person tuning the receiver so as to"bring in" the desired station.
ROTARY OR TELEPHONE DIAL SYSTEMS

The design of this system is such that
stations are tuned -in by
applying_a procedure similar to dialing a telephone (see Fig.3). This
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type of mechanism was the forerunner of mechanical automatic tuning,
In most models of the telephone -dial
and has found widespread use.
system, a pin.or lever is attached to the ifiner end of each of the sta
tion push-button plungers. The series of button -plungers are usually
attached to a dial plate which in turn drives the gang condenser thru
gear -train so proportioned as to allow almost 360 degrees of dial
a
plate rotation.
As the plunger corresponding to
station is
depressed
desired
against spring tension, and the dial
same time,the
plate rotated at the
indexing pin rotates with the dial
plate and is arrested in its rotary mo
tion by some form of stop or lock -in
stop
At the instant that the
device.
becomes effective the tuning condenser
plates will have rotated to the posithe station,
to tune -in
tion required
and designated by the marking on the
push-button in use. The precise position at which condenser rotation stops
several methis adjustable by one of
ods that allow for setting -up the receiver to a group of desired stations.
the

The operating principle of this
tuning system will be made more clear
after you have studied the constructional details of the system illustrat
ed in Fig. 4, together with the follow_
ing explanation of this device.
TYPICAL TELEPHONE DIAL ASSEMBLY

In the as
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION:
FIG. 3
sembly shown in Fig. 4, the circular
TYPE DIAL
is
the
buttons,
TELEPHONE
containing
housing,
directly mounted and fastened to the
shaft of the gang tuning condenser.
Consequently, when one of the station -selecting button plungers is
pushed inward,and the disc -shaped housing rotated, the inserted button
crankpin will eventually contact the floating vane, cause a locking ac
further rotation of either the mechanism or tuning
tion and prevent
will then be tuned to the station for which
receiver
The
condenser.
the particular button has been pre -adjusted.

INDEXING METHOD: Fig. 4 also illustrates the action of this particular indexing adjustment. In the upper illustration of Fig. 4 the outdial plate has been removed for the set-up operations,
er ornamental
and has been replaced by a thin metal disc, held in position by the
This disc is a special service tool that has a sinknurled face -nut.
gle semi -circular notch cut in its periphery so that by rotating the
disc to any desired position, and locking it in place, any one button
may be moved toward the front while the rest of the buttons are all
held in place. Thus the button aligned with the notch of the disc
will, under the action of its spring, be moved toward the front sufficiently to allow its serrations (gear -like head) to clear those of the
This particular button assembly may then be rotated one way
housing.
or the other so that the button crankpin will be in the correct posijam against the locking vane either sooner or later,and when
tion to
the position to tune in the desired stathe condenser plates are in
tion.
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THE STATION STOP:
As will be seen in the top and center illustrations
of Fig. 4, the station -stop arrangement consists of a floating vane,
operating between fixed stops. The vane of the stop assembly is so
shaped that the center of the button crankpin will be located on a
line drawn vertically through the center of the dial mechanism when
the
crankpin pushes
the
vane
frOP
against either stop.
STOP
In
other
lurrON
,fD,,, ..,.
`
BurTOu Rt.",
words, the shape
ceN{ NN
POR ,10Y:rfYr
of the vane and
its thickness are such that independent of the
position of the
crankpin, it will be centrally lo
cated when approaching the stop
from either direction.
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Note also in the top illustration cf Fig. 4 that all of the
button crankpins, except that of
the depressed button, will clear
the floating vane by sliding free
ly over its face, as springs with_
in the button assemblies normally
force the button and crankpin out
ward sufficiently to provide this
clearance at all times except
when a button is depressed.
This
feature prevents the crankpins of
the unused buttons from dropping
into the locking positions.
In this dial assembly, rotation of the mechanism and condens
er may be either clockwise or
counter -clockwise, as shown in it
lustratians (A) and (B) of Fig 4
Here it will be observed that (A)
illustrates the locking action
when tuning the mechanism clockwise, while (B)
illustrates the
locking action when rotating the
mechanism counter -clockwise.
.

It is of
special importance
to note
in Fig. 4 that each butTYPICAL TELEPHONE DIAL ASSEMBLY
ton represents
a
different station, but that the serrations of
each button assembly permit adjustment through a limited range so that
an absolute point of resonance can be established for the station seFIG.

4

lected by each button.

MODIFIED TELEPHONE DIAL ASSEMBLY

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION: In the dial assembly illustrated in Fig. 5
the various station selecting buttons
are locked in slots cut in the
dial disc. This dial disc is locked to the tuning condenser shaft and
is free to rotate as a body with the rotor plates of the condenser.
To tune -in a station, the
proper button
is pushed inward, and
the entire dial disc is rotated until the stop pin on the inner end of
the depressed
button strikes the edge of the floating vane and prevents further rotation.
The rotor plates of the tuning condenser will
of course move with the dial disc, and will
come to rest at the position required to tune -in the desired station.
Springs within each of
the button assemblies prevent all stop pins, except the one of the de-
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pressed button, from striking against the floating vane. The vane fur
nishes the locking action for either direction of dial rotation, the
same as in the system previously described.
STATION BUTTON ADJUSTMENT: Upon referring to Fig. 5, you will observe
slot occupied by each button is such
that the length of the annular
that considerable leeway for adjustment is possible to allow for correct location of the button.
The selection and exact position of the button will depend upon
the position of the gang condenser plates at which the desired station
the
button posiis received, and
slot to a
tion is adjusted in the
corresponding point. In other words,
an adjustment it is simply
to make
necessary to tune the receiver to
the desired station by means of the
regular tuning knob.

The dial disc will rotate dur
ing this procedure because of the
cord drive, and will come to rest
when the set has been tuned to reso
nance with the desired station. Hay
this point, loosen the
ing located
station -selectlocking nut of the
ing button which is nearest the
vane at this particular instant,and
slide
this button assembly one way
or the other in its slot until its
Tighten
pin jams against the vane.
the locking nut of the button. This
button is now so located that it
can be used to tune -in the same desired station at any future time.
CASH REGISTER ACTION

type
In this
of mechanical
tuning system, a straight-line down
ward motion of a key or button, par
allel to the
tuning panel, rotates
gang tuning condenser by means
the
whose positions
of cams or levers
are pre-set for the desired station.
This action is similar to the manipulation of the keys of a typewritis, the
er or cash -register. That
action is similar to a keyboard,
whereby the motion is made by press
ing downward on the station buttons.

FIG.

5

MODIFIED TELEPHONE DIAL

This type of tuning system, shown in Fig. 6, consists of a seshaft attached directly to
ries of "heart -shaped" cams stacked on a
These cams are individually adjustable since they
the gang condenser.
can be unlocked from the drive -shaft by a tapered expansion sleeve
which is controlled by the locking screw shown in the illustrations.

approximately
of
The tuning levers move through a distance
so
doing, turn the cams and the condenser shaft to
in
which they are locked. The stopping point of the lever, cam and condenser is the condenser position at which the desired station will be
tuned-in.
ly inch, and
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By referring
to
the
diagrammatic
illustration
in
the
lower section of
Fig. 6, you
will observe
that when a downward
force
is exerted upon
the button
of the tuning
lever, the in
ner (right) end of
this ley
er will move
upward, striking against the
heart -shaped cam.
If this cam has
pied the position as occuindicated by the
solid line in
this
drawing, the
force of the tuning upward
lever
will cause it to
turn in a
counter -clockwise
until this end of direction
the
reaches its limit of lever
travel,
at which time
it will be
contacting the"low side" of
the cam.
The
condenser
shaft and plates will
rotate with the cam.

HEART- SNAPED

ASSEMBLY
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FRAME
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OCK/A'G
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Each lever actuates an
individual cam and thereby
controls the setting
for
one station.
Spring action
returns the lever to
normal position as soon its
as
the button is
released.

BUTTON DEPfESSED
FIG. 6
"CASH REGISTER"
TUNING

ASSEMBLY

As the slope
of the
cam's contour
varies,
position of the cam on the
the
condenser shaft
determines
how far the
condenser shaft
will be rotated
when the
corresponding
station -selecting button is
depressed.

STATION SET UP: To set up
this arrangement for
certain stations, the
locking
screw at the end of
shaft is loosened, and the
the
station -selecting
button
depressed to the end of its
travel, and while
it down, the stationholding
is
ed-in accurately by hand.tun
This operation is
peated for each of the resired stations by using dethe
separate levers. The locking screw is
tightened after this operation.

PO TOR PLATEE

srOP
SHAFT,

F,QAME

sAQc

CO,VOENJER

ADu//rTABLE

i

1

PLUNGER
SHOE

',

5

srArOR
PLATE'

r'

SrAr/OM-sELECT/A/G

'

&urr»N IN NORMAL
POS/ 77 ON

GU/DE
;

I

.

SL/DEBAR

BUTTON ,eErUR,v

sPPlNG

FIG. 7
MECHANICAL PUSH-BUTTON
DIAL ASSEMBLY
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PUSH-BUTTON ACTION

push-button tunAn end view of a typical mechanically -operatedthe gang condenser
system
this
In
in Fig. 7.
ing assembly is shown
Con
assembled as one unit.
and the push-button plunger mechanisms are 7
and its
depressed,
is
Fig.
in
sequently, when the station button
stop bar that is fastened to
plunger shoe comes in contact with the gang condenser will be rothe drive -shaft of the rotor plates., the
has completed its inward travel,
tated accordingly, until the button
and the desired station will be
at which time rotation will stop,
tuned -in.
running parallel
The station stop consists of two bars
STATION STOP:
One of the
condenser.
gang
the
of
shaft
fastened to the
to and also
station
the
when
Thus
shaft.
bars is placed on each side of the rotor plunger shoe comes in contact
its
button in Fig. 7 is depressed and
will be rotated, until each
with one of these bars, the gang condenser the plunger shoe. Rotation
strikes an extremity of
of the stop bars
will then stop and the station will be tuned-in.
the condenser to be ro
The reason for two stop bars is to enable
regardless of the rotor -plate
tated to the desired station position
This is more
is depressed.
position before the desired button plunger
8.
Fig.
in
appearing
views
fully illustrated in the three
rrOP POs/riON-

CCWOENJER AP A7s/T/cW

D/4ECT/0N OF
CONOENSER ROrwT/oN

O/RECT/ON OF

CONOENSER 4OTAT/ON

I

fl

RECEPT/ON OF
OEfiREO srwr/oN

F04

f1
I

I

1

II
It
11
II

II

'
II

II
1,
II

COUAITER-CLOCKWISE ?OTAT/ON

45 BUTTON

/s

DEPPEf5ED

POSITION

OF

UOCKW/SE

ROTATION

AS AWTTON /S DEPRESSED

FIG. 8
FOR EITHER DIRECTION
PLUNGERS
BUTTON

I

BUTTON DEPRESSED
ENJ,OF TRAVEL

TO

OF

ROTATION

in Figs. 7
of the various views presented
Upon close inspection
button
-selecting
station
a
shows
and 8, you will observe that Fig. 7
that has
button
a
shows
8
Fig.
of
(A)
in its normal position, while
You will
its end of travel.
been depressed to a point before reaching
its
depressed,
as the button is
further observe at (A) of Fig. 8, that with the upper condenser stop,
plunger shoe will first come in contact -clockwise direction until both
at
rotating the condenser in a counter
condenser stops, as shown
plunger shoe tips are flush against both
(C) of Fig. 8.
when
the mechanical action
the
Drawings (B) and (C) of Fig. 8 show
reach
to
in a clockwise direction
when such
the rotor plates must be turned
that
(B)
at
note
will
You
position for the desired station.shoe tip will first strike the lower
plunger
lower
the
direccase,
is the
plates to turn in a clockwise
stop bar and force the condenser
Is reached.
tion until the stop position (C)
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STATION SET-UP:
To set up this
arrangement for automatic tuning, the
station is accurately tuned -in manually, in the conventional manner.
Then a station -selecting button now is loosened by unscrewing it a few
turns.
The button is then pushed inward to the end of its travel, and
the button knob
Depressing this button here
after
will alway
bring in the same
As a precaution
to prevent
the gang

condenser from moving slightly during
this operation, one
hand should be held
on the manual station control knob.
Otherwise, when the
button shoe comes in
contact with the con
FIG. 9
denser stop bar, the
TYPICAL MOTOR ASSEMBLY
force of the contact
might slightly rotate the
gang condenser off the position of the pre -tuned station.
This operation is repeated at each of the station -selecting buttons
for each of the desired stations.
Altogether, there are four or more buttons, which allows a corre
sponding number of stations to be tuned -in by this method.

The

Motor -operated System

In this system of automatic tuning, the variable gang tuning con
denser is rotated to a position corresponding to a desired station tun
ing point by means of a small electric motor. This tuning system,whic1
was the first to be introduced, usually
includes an electric motor, a
station selector switch or group of selector buttons, and a selecting
commutator or other device for stopping the motor at the desired point.
Figs. 9 and 10 show cutaway views of typical motor assemblies.
A
typical four -station motor -tuned
system is illustrated pictorially in Fig.11,
and its corresponding schematic wiring diain Fig. 12.
The following
gram is shown
description of this system, together with a
careful study of Figs.11 and 12, will serve
you with motor -tuned operato familiarize

tion.
The
induction
type
tuning -motor
drives the variable gang condenser through
a train
of gears to which the motor is
mechanically coupled by a
quick -acting
When the motor is not energized
clutch.
the armature
is positioned
slightly out of -center of the
motor's magnetic
field.
FIG. 10
It is held in this position by a flat phosTHE ASSEMBLED MOTOR
phor -bronze
spring which also acts as a
part of a jack spring switch assembly. When the windings of the motor
are energized, magnetic action draws the rotor into the center of the
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motor's magnetic field, closing the separated parts of the clutch and
actuating the jack spring switch.
The clutch performs a dual function in that it relieves the condenser driving system of the load of the motor during manual tuning
and also allows the motor to coast to a stop, thereby permitting instant stopping of the gang condenser when the
selecting commutator
opens the motor circuit.

The selecting commutator
is directly coupled to an extension of
the variable condenser shaft by means of a universal coupling.
In the
case illustrated it consists of a series of metal. discs, electrically
connected to the shaft and driven by means of cupped friction washers.

MDETAG PIN USED

P

SETT'NG

EDTOR ACTUATED
CLUTCH

.\

SOW

MIlE ROI[TNIN ARMOR

DISC FOR DESIRED STATION

AE(

I

WTIMG CONTACTS
STATION SELECTOR SWITCH

IMSULATEO

11UUüMOTWER

WARM
MRIPIDRT

FIG.

II

MOTOR -DRIVEN STATION -SELECTING SYSTEM

A short insulated section or insert
is placed
in the periphery
of each disc and serves to open the circuit when the disc has rotated
to such a point where a contacting finger rests upon
the
insulation.
These individual discs may be rotated with respect to their common
drive -shaft so as to allow them to be
set
to positions corresponding
to the desired station tuning points, as explained later.
SELECTING THE DESIRED STATION

Selection of the desired station is accomplished by depressing
one of the station -selector buttons. A single -circuit switch is actuat
ed by each button, and each of these
switches is wired in series with
one of the contactor fingers which bear upon one of the station select
ing commutator discs.
Since the push-button plungers
engage a commoñ
latch bar, one circuit will be held closed until released by depressing another button.
As will be observed in Fig. 12, the control circuit for any one
station is completed through one of the commutator discs and its respective push-button switch, the motor, reversing switch and the motor
supply winding on the power transformer -- a ground return wiring sysThus when a
station -selector button is pressed, the
tem is used.
motor will continue to operate until the insulation insert of the
working station -selecting disc comes under the contactor -finger and
thereby opens the circuit at the correct station tuning point.
In the
particular system shown in the illustration, a jack spring switch on
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FIG.

12

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MOTOR -TUNED SYSTEM

motor clutch silences the audio system of the receiver during the
tuning process.
the

REVERSING THE MOTOR

Since the single -circuit discs cannot select the direction of mo
tor rotation, a motor -reversing switch is attached to the commutator
shaft.
This switch serves to reverse the motor in the event that the
desired station tuning point has not been attained before the gang con
denser has reached its limit of travel in any one direction.
STATION ADJUSTMENT

In all motor -driven automatic tuning systems, each push-button
is respectively wired to an adjustable station -selector disc, directly
coupled to the variable condenser
tuning gang.
Pressing any of the
buttons starts the motor, which in turn engages the tuning drive gear,
and slowly rotates the gang condenser.
The motor will continue to operate until the insulated segment of the station -selector disc interrupts the motor circuit.

When adjusting the system, any four statiorn may be chosen.
To
make an adjustment for one button -- for example, in Fig. 12 -- insert
the indexing pin (a service tool) in the
bracket hole above station selector disc #1 as shown in Fig. 11, and push it all the way down to
contact
the edge
of the disc. Tune the receiver very carefully by
means of the regular manual (hand -operated) tuning control until you
feel the pin drop into the notch of disc #1, and continue turning the
hand -operated tuning knob until the dial station -pointer indicates the
desired station. Remove the indexing pin -- push-button #1 is now set
for electric tuning. The remaining three buttons are set Al an identi
cal fashion.
It is important to note that the frictional contact between the
station -selector discs and the shaft permits the necessary "slippage"
for setting the discs for the various stations in the manner just described. However, the frictional contact offers sufficient "grip" to
prevent slippage of the discs on this shaft while tuning normally.
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AUDIO SILENCING DURING THE AUTOMATIC TUNING CYCLE

While several variations of this basic system exist, provision
is made in practically all of the motor -tuned systems for silencing or
muting the audio system of the receiver during the time -interval required by the tuning mechanism to move the gang condenser from one sta
tion selection to another. This is necessary to prevent a bedlam of
annoying sounds being emitted by the loudspeaker while tuning through
the
various broadcast channels until the desired station is obtained.
The following methods are used to accomplish audio silencing during
the automatic tuning cycle.

Short-circuiting the moving coil of the dynamic speaker or the

1.

output transformer primary.
2.

-

Short-circuiting to ground the output of the audio section of the
diode detector.

3.

-

Grounding to the chassis frame an audio grid.

4.

-

5.

-

Biasing an audio tube to the cut-off point
sive negative bias.

by applying an excesi -f

Applying a high negative bias to the r -f, converter,or
fier tubes so as to reduce the receiver sensitivity.

ampli-

Tuned -Circuit Substitution Systems
to substitute pre-set tuned
systems
is
The principle of these
which the ganged variable
with
circuits
circuits for the usual tuning
condenser is used. For automatic tuning, control is shifted from the
gang condenser to pre-set trimmer condensers (or iron -core tuned
coils), mounted adjacent to the switch terminals of a push-button seThe transfer may be accomplished in a variety of ways,
lector switch.
either automatically by the
selector switch or by a sepaIn
rate change -over switch.
Ayr.
BC
Aur.
SW
Fig. 13 are shown front panel
MANUAL
common
of the more
views
change -over methods.

At (A) of Fig. 13 you
are shown a method where the
change -over from manual to
tuning or vice -ver
automatic
sa is accomplished by turning
to the required posia knob
Some receivers use an
tion.
arrangement similar to that
shown at (B) of Fig.13, where
a single switch may be turned
to any one of three positions,

offering shortwave reception
and broadcast reception by
means of manual tuning, and
also broadcast reception by
tuning.
of automatic
means
method apA still different
pears at (C) of Fig.13, where
change -over switch is
the
shown in the form of a pushincorporated
is
button, and

SELECTOR Sw/TCH

SEPARAfE
CHANGE-ovEP Sw/rcH

CHANGE -OVER

0
_

G"NANGE-OvE P

SrAr/ on/-SELEcr/N4

BUrroN

6UrrONS

Ci
FIG.

n

13

TYPICAL CHANGE -OVER METHODS
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in the same
escutcheon (decorative plate) as
buttons that are used for automatic tuning.

the

station -selecting

One outstanding advantage
of this type of automatic tuning system is its instantaneous action.
That is, response to a desired station occurs immediately upon depressing the station button, and hardly
any physical effort is required on the part of the owner when depressing the various buttons.
CONDENSER -TUNED SYSTEM

A typical condenser -substitution system is illustrated pictorial
ly in Fig. 14, while a basic schematic wiring diagram of such a system
is shown in Fig. 15.
A sectional view of a typical station -selector
switch, as used in this system, is shown in Fig. 16.

FIG.

14

TYPICAL CONDENSER -SUBSTITUTION TUNING SYSTEM

CIRCUIT DETAILS:
The circuit
illustrated in Fig. 15 is designed for
use in a
straight broadcast receiver, and the change -over from manual
to automatic tuning is accomplished by special
switch contacts built
into and as a part of the main push-button selector switch.
Such an
arrangement
corresponds
to the escutcheon lay -out shown at (C) of
Fig. 13.
However, in some receivers the change -over is handled by a
separate switch, as
shown in Fig. 14 and illustrations (A) and (B) of
Fig. 13.

By further referring to Fig. 14, you will observe that the upper
bank of trimmer condensers serves to tune the oscillator grid circuits
while the lower bank of condensers is used to tune the first detector
circuit of a superheterodyne receiver. This particular circuit illustrates ground -side switching, with the high potential side of the trim
mer condensers wired in parallel.
OPERATION OF TUNED -CIRCUIT SUBSTITUTION SYSTEMS: By referring to the
circuit diagram of Fig. 15, you will observe that when the change -over
switch is closed in position #2, in both the detector -grid and oscillator -grid circuits, the two sections of the gang variable tuning condenser are shunted across their respective coils, and when such a con-
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nection exists, they will operate in a conventional manner. But when
the change -over switch is closed in position #1 in both circuits, the
sections of the gang condenser are disconnected from the tuning
two
circuits, and in their place will be connected two of the small trimmer condensers, depending upon which station -selecting button is depressed.
When such a connection has .been established, reception will be
limited to the one station for which these condensers have been pre -ad
justed.
To receive a different station, a different station -selecting
button must be depressed.
Due to the
dual gang connection of the station -selector switch
circuits, simultaneous connection is made for both the first detector
and oscillator tuning circuits when only one selecting button is depressed. Although not shown in the diagram of Fig. 15, for the sake
of simplicity, provisions are made whereby when transferring from one
button selecting circuit to another, the preceding set of dual switch
points are automatically opened by action of the selector button
switch which is depressed last.
The adjustment and alignment of the trimmer condensers for automatic station selection, will be restricted to stations whose frequencies are within the tuning range of the particular set of trimmer condensers. For instance, if in Fig. 15 button #1 is depressed, only sta
tions operating at some frequency between 1500 and 860 kc can be tuned
in by adjustment of
these trimmers.
Similarly, when button #2 is depressed, the frequency of the desired station must be within the frequency range of that set of trimmer condensers, namely, between 1430
and 800 kc.
This is because of the limited capacity coverage of comFREQ. ,QANGE
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Z,
3,
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/200 - 700
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TYPICAL CONDENSER -SUBSTITUTION SYSTEM
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pression-type trimmer condensers, as explained in the following paragraphs and illustrated in Figs. 17 and 18.
TRIMMER CONDENSER FACTORS: By referring to the frequency ranges desig
nated in Fig. 15 you will observe that the different trimmer condenser
sets do not have the
same frequency coverage.
For instance,

trimmer condenser sec
tion #1 will
tune
from 1500 to 860 kc,
and section #2 from
1430 to 800 kc, etc.
The
reason for
this is that the capa
city rating
of these
condensers is different.
Due to the meth
FIG. 16
od
of
constructing
SECTIONAL VIEW OF TYPICAL PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH ASSEMBLY
compression -type condeñsers,
shown pictorially in Fig. 17, their capacity and consequently their frequency
coverage, could never be as great, from minimum to maximum, as that of
a variable condenser.
So in order to properly cover the broadcast
band, some of the trimmer condensers are supplied with three plates
and others with as many as seven plates.
It is obvious that a condenser containing seven plates, while be
ing capable of equaling the maximum capacity requirements of the gang
variable tuning condenser, would not be able to have a similar minimum
capacity value.
This is because the small compression -type condenser
plates cannot, from a practical standpoint, be opened sufficiently to
secure such an effect.
In
other words, a
three -plate trimmer condenser's minimum capacity might be approximately 15 mmf while its
maximum capacity might be approximately 90
mmf.
On the other hand, a five -plate trimmer
condenser might have a capacity range from
approximately 50 to 225 mmf,and a seven -plate
condenser from 210 to 400 mmf.

By referring to the capacity and frequency chart shown in Fig. 18, you will clear
ly understand the relation between these frequency coverages and the different sizes of
compression -type trimmer condensers, where
the number
of plates governs the condenser's
minimum capacity.
STATION ADJUSTMENT:
As is true in all receiv
ers of the superheterodyne type, the adjustment and alignment of the oscillator tuning
circuit must be made first, followed by bring
FIG. 17
ing the first detector coil circuit
into the
TRIMMER CONDENSER SETTINGS
proper resonance relation. Similarly, in adjusting all such receivers having automatic tuning features, employing
tuned circuit substitution methods, the oscillator adjustment must be
made first, followed by adjustment of the first detector circuit.

With these facts in mind the procedure for pre -selecting a given
station is as follows:
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Place the change -over switch to the position for automatic tunthe station -selector button which controls the particuing and press
lar trimmer condenser group that covers the frequency -range in which
This done, slowly adjust the corthe desired station -frequency lies.
responding oscillator trimmer condenser until the desired station is
obtained; follow this by adjusting the trimmer condenser of the first
deteq,tor circuit until the station "comes through" clearly.

Instead of using the station signal for this purpose, it is also
permissible to tune -in the signal of a test oscillator, adjusted to
generate a frequency identical to that of the desired station.
DISADVANTAGES OF TRIMMER
CONDENSERS

While the trimmer type
condenser is the simplest
and least expensive for this
also has its
purpose,
it
all
disadvantages, in that
compression -type condensers
are far from being "drift
proof." Although condensers
of this type are "heat cyextensive
cled" to prevent
expansion of the condenser
plates, difficulty is still
encountered with oscillator
circuit "drift."

NUMBER

AVERAGE

OF

CAPACITY

PLATES

RANGE

APPROX.
FREQUENCY
COVERAGE

2

14

TO

50 MMF

1700 TO

1200 KC

3

15

TO

90 MMF

1500 TO

860 KC

5

5o TO 225 MMF

1200 TO

800 KC

MME

900 TO

530 KC

7

210 TO

1400

FIG.

18

CAPACITY AND FREQUENCY RANGES OF AVERAGE
TRIMMER CONDENSERS

The term "heat cycled" means that the condenser plates have been
subjected to an intense heat, generally in a hot oven, which treatment
helps to prevent future expansion of the plates.

By "frequency drift," or simply "drift," is meant that the frequency to which the circuit has been adjusted varies or changes of
either
side of absolute
its own accord and in this way wavers toward
resonance. This condition naturally upsets tuning andcauses the sounds
as reproduced by the speaker to be somewhat fuzzy or harsh in nature.
This difficulty is not so bothersome in the antenna or detector
circuits, but it is quite troublesome in the oscillator circuit. There
the earlier
fore, to overcome this condition that was encountered in
sets of this
type -- and even today in some of the less expensive receivers -- an oscillator coil with an iron core was developed for tuning.
Phis arrangement is explained in the following paragraphs.
PERMEABILITY -TUNED OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

in Fig. 19 is shown a circuit diagram of a typical receiver using compression -type trimmer condensers to automatically tune the antenna or first detector coil circuit, while the oscillator section is
individually tuned to a corresponding relation by means of permeability -trimmed oscillator coils.
A separate coil is used for each station
selected.

CIRCUIT DETAILS: Upon close examination of the circuit diagram in
Fig. 19, you will observe that in this arrangement the receiver's regu
lar antenna coil remains in the circuit at all times. When automatic
tuning is employed, one of the trimmer condensers is connected across
this coil's secondary; the main variable tuning condenser being discon
nected from the coil circuit by the change -over switch.
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You will further observe in this diagram that when automatic tun
ing is employed, the regular oscillator coil is entirely disconnected
from the circuit, and one of the individually tuned iron -core coils is
substituted for it, depending upon which station -selecting button is
depressed at the time. The gang variable condenser is also disconnect
ed from the main circuit during this time.
Also notice in Fig. 19 that there is a separate oscillator coil
for each station selecting button.
These coils are trimmed by permeability action, accomplished in the following manner.
Inserted inside of each coil is a movable portion of Polyiron, a
change in the position of which will vary the inductance of the coil,'
and consequently the frequency characteristic of the coil.

OSCILLATOR COIL ALIGNMENT FACTORS: The stability afforded by the Poly
iron (iron-core) method of alignment of the oscillator section,as
compared with the usual compression -type of trimmer condenser, makes
this system invaluable where oscillator
frequency drift is a critical
factor.
As in the compression -type trimmer condenser,the frequency range
of iron -core oscillator coils is
limited. For this reason, it is important that the coil with the right inductance be selected, when adjusting these coils for any particular pre -selected stations. General
ly, this
can be ascertained by observing the number of turns wound on
the different coils. It will be found that some of the coils contained
in the assembly will have more turns than others.
Naturally, the more
FRE9 RANGE
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FIG. 20
AUTOMATIC TUNING SYSTEM WITH IRON -CORE COILS THROUGHOUT

turns of wire on the coil form, the lower will be the maximum frequen
cy setting, while at the same time such a coil will not have the neceS
stations operating in the higher frequency
sary minimum value for
to
generally assembled according
therefcre
are
coils
range. These
their proportionate range.
The proper procedure by which to align this system is to first
place the change -over switch in the autcmatic tuning position, and
then to adjust the iron -core of the oscillator coil by means of the
This done,bring
screw provided,until the desired station is tuned in.
resonance
the antenna or first detector coil circuit into its proper
relation by adjusting the set screw of the corresponding trimmer condenser circuit.
GANGED IRON -CORE COIL SYSTEM

(iron -core) coils
Recent developments with permeability trimmed
of trimmer condensers, have resulted in such a coil for the
for the oscillator secantenna or first detector circuit, as well as
shown such a circuit arrangement, and in Fig. 21
In Fig. 20 is
tion.
a two -gang coil and push-button switch assembly.
in place

Fig. 21 provides for
The particular switch assembly shown in
automatic selection of four broadcast stations, change -over from broad
cast reception to shortwave reception, two positions for tone control,
However,
and an a -c line switch for turning the receiver on and off.
lesson we are not concerned with automatic tuning features as
in this
applied to all -wave receivers, nor with tone controls as designated in
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Fig. 21. Both of these items are thoroughly
explained in later lessons
devoted to these subjects.

CIRCUIT AND ALIGNMENT DETAILS:
Unlike the condenser and combination
condenser -oscillator coil arrangement, where
separate adjustment of
the antenna and the oscillator circuits is
necessary, here only one ad
justment is required for each station selected.

/20A1 CO.eE
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h

11,

a

.

DErECrO.e
-

CO/L

__,1.C. LINE SWITCH

FIG 21
TWO-GANG COIL AND PUSH-BUTTON SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Upon close examination of Fig. 21, you will
observe that the
first detector and oscillator windings are both
wound on the same coil
form.
The oscillator winding is placed on the end
of the form nearest
the front of the assembly, and the first
detector
winding
on the opposite end. Adjustment of both coils for any
one station is made simultaneously by varying the position of the iron -core which
is inserted
inside the coil form. To make this possible,
the
design
of
the coils
must of course be such that the correct
plied by the various coil combinations tofrequency -difference be supproduce the required intermediate frequency.
To allow for any discrepancies
that might
coil sections, and to secure perfect "tracking" result in these dual
tector and oscillator coil circuits, as well as or alignment of the de
to increase the tuning
ratio, fixed mica condensers of .0008 mf
capacity are shunted across
each coil.
In some receivers one or both of these
condensers are adjustable.
In either case, the tolerance must be within
3% minus or
plus, or less.
TUNED -CIRCUIT METHOD FOR RECEIVERS EMPLOYING 3 -GANG
VARIABLE TUNING CONDENSERS

All of our explanations which have thus far
been presented, rela
tive to the
tuned -circuit substitution methods for automatic
tuning,
have applied only to those superheterodyne
receivers which use a two-
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gang variable tuning condenser, which is more generally the case where
this method is employed. Your next step is to learn how this principle
is applied
to
the larger receivers in which a three -gang tuning condenser is employed.
and
In receivers employing a 3 -gang variable tuning
condenser,
consisting of an r -f stage ahead of the first detector, the usual prac
the first r -f stage and to connect the antenna and
tice is to bypass
the automatic tuning circuit directly to the first detector and oscillator stage. In this way the r -f stage is eliminated while the automatic push-button tuning system is in
operation, although being 100%
effective for manual tuning.
The chief reason for resorting to this
practice is that automatic tuning features in all three tuned stages
would be expensive and would also necessitate considerable work and
skill
in aligning and balancing in order to get so many substitution
tuned circuits to work together correctly.

circuit diagram
In Fig. 22 is shown a typical trimmed condenser
for sets employing an r -f pre -selector stage and a 3 -gang variable tun
Here you will observe that when the change -over switch
ing condenser.
is in position #1,the antenna is connected to the primary of the first
detector stage coil through the .0005 mf coupling condenser. In this
way the r -f stage is
not used when automatic tuning is employFQEQ.QANGE
ed,
thus
simplifying
CHANGE -01W Pos/7IOMf
r ; /SOO -840 KC.
r /, A70MAr/[
the procedure.
2 /1.50-5OO 2, MANUAL
.
/200 - 700
900-TJO.

3',

4

When manual tuning is employed,
the
change -over switch in
Fig. 22 is closed to
position #2, which dis
connects the automatis tuning system
from
the
circuit, connects
the
oscillator
and
first detector
sections of the variable
gang
condenser into
circuit, and also connects the antenna di-
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FIG. 22

PERMEABILITY TUNING
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

OF

TYPICAL

3 -GANG

AUTOMATIC

TUNING SYSTEM
Due to the success of iron -core tuned coils in automatic toning circuits of the type just described, considerable effort has been expended by receiver engineers to adapt
these coils to circuits whereby the tuning could be varied from one
end of the broadcast band to the other,the same as accomplished by the
variable condenser.
The idea was to eliminate the variable tuning con
denser from the circuit entirely, and to use in its place a ganged
group of variable iron -core tuning coils whose tuning range extends
throughout the broadcast band. This is known as continuous permeabiliis presented in
this feature
ty tuning, and a circuit
illustrating
Fig. 23.

Upon inspection of the circuit diagram in Fig. 23 you will observe that two such coils are used,one for the antenna -detector circuit
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and one for the oscillator circuit. You will further notice that no main
variable tuning condenser gang is employed. However, a trimmer condenser
is connected across each coil to properly align it.
Fixed condensers of
.00003 mf value are also shunted across each of these coils to increase
the tuning ratio.

Continuous variable tuning of these coils through the standard
broadcast band is accomplished by moving the iron -core material in or
out of the coil forms. In this particular circuit, an electron -coupled
oscillator is employed; this is shown in the diagram by use of the
shunt coil. When the iron -core material is moved in or out of the oscillator tuning coil form the inductance, and consequently the frequen
cy coverage of this coil, will change accordingly.
Since this -coil is
connected in parallel with
the
shunt coil,
through
ANT.
the
coupling coil, the fre
PET- 054. TUBE
(CONER TER)
quency characteristic of
L.
the shunt coil is altered.
TO /-Fá
By
properly
designing
ANT. COUPL/N6 TOMME
these coils,they were made
to tune
through the wave
}
PET 6Q/D
band correspondingly, the
COIL ,
same as a conventional coil
and variable condenser.
OSC. COIL
o

j

SCREEN
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r,P,MMER
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g1
o =

.n?

1

114
I

ANT-DET.

TUN/Aid COIL
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-couvuAA,
COIL
OSCYLIA7q
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In the detector section, the oscillatory circuit consists of the detec
tor grid coil and the antenna coupling trimmer,the
latter serving as an anten

na

coupling condenser and
condenser. The iron -core tun
a tuning compensating

ing coil in

this

case is

connected in a combination
series and parallel arrangement with the detector section input. ThereFIG. 23
fore, by altering the posi
CONTINUOUSLY -VARIABLE PERMEABILITY -TUNING CIRCUIT
tion of the iron core with
in
this
tuning coil, the
variation in inductance of this coil will be reflected upon the grid
coil circuit and will thereby control the frequency characteristic of
this circuit, the same as is the case in the oscillator section.
It was also found that these tuning adjustments could be success
fully ganged together the same as in a gang variable tuning condenser.
This is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 23.
AUTOMATIC PERMEABILITY TUNING

In Fig. 24 is shown a bird's -eye -view of
this tuning assembly.
Here it will be observed that rotation of the manual tuning knob will
cause the two iron cores to move, through a train of gears and levers,
in.and out of their respective coil forms
simultaneously. Notice especially that one set of tuning coils is employed for the reception of
all stations, and not a separate set of coils for each station as was
the case in the previously described push-button tuning systems using
iron -core coils.
It is only natural that the next step in the development of circuits employing this system would be to adapt them for automatic push-
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button tuning. This is accomplished by fastening the iron -core material of each coil to a common plunger bar, which is in turn made
adjustable to certain pre-set station positions. The method of accomplishing this is also clearly shown in Fig. 24, and in the end -view
in Fig. 25.
As will be observed in Fig. 24, five
adjustable cams are assembled on the main control shaft -- one for each of the station selecting push buttons.
An arm is fastenéd to each button lever; the latter
will come in contact with the flat
side of one of the cam -ends when
the button is depressed.
The cam will thereby be rotated to a vertical position, and
its motion
stops when the opposite cam -end falls
flush against the corresponding side of the button lever arm as shown
by the solid line in Fig. 25.

Since the cam is locked to the
shaft, rotation of the cam will
simultaneously rotate the gear mounted on the end of the common shaft.
This will
in
turn move either forward or backward, the rack plunger
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AUTOMATIC PERMEABILITY -TUNING CIRCUIT
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arm that is directly fastened to the plunger bar controlling the moveThe
ment of the iron -core material.
frequency response of the coils
is thereby varied.
STATION BUTTON ADJUSTMENT: To adjust a station selecting button for a
desired station,first tune -in manually the particular station desired.
Then loosen the corresponding cam -adjusting lock screw. It is important that the button be.held in when loosening or tightening this set
screw.
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CAM

CAM /N STOP PO5/7/ON

FIG. 25
CUTAWAY END -VIEW OF PERMEABILITY TUNING MECHANISM

set-up, rock the manual tuning
In order to secure an accurate
knob back and forth slightly until the station is tuned in clearly,
and with maximum volume. Do not release the push-button during this
With the push-button still held down firmly, and the station
time.
accurately tuned-in, tighten the lock screw securely and release
button.
For other push-button adjustments repeat this same prothe
cedure.
SUGGESTIONS FOR SERVICING AUTOMATICALLY TUNED RECEIVERS

The purpose of this lesson, and the presentation of the study of
automatic tuning, has been to give you a broad and comprehensive reThe following genview of the various basic systems now being used.
eral service suggestions as offered are applicable to all makes of receivers featuring automatic tuning and are worthy of consideration.
1.

-

When setting -up the automatic tuning system for the reception of
desired stations, first make certain that the alignment of the
of reception
i -f and r -f circuits is precise, since the quality
and satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio are dependent on precision
and resonance.

2.

-

use visual means for alignment of the
oscillator and detector circuits when making the adjustment for
(The receiver's cathode-ray
the desired station to be selected.
tuning indicator, an output meter, or other similar device may be
.used to indicate resonance.)
It is highly desirable to
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In making a choice of the stations to be selected,it is important
to select only those which are sufficiently above the noise level
as to furnish satisfactory entertainment at all times.
is involved in the
An interesting bit of owner -psychology
consequences of improper choice of stations. The purchaser of a
new automatically -tuned receiver is not acquainted with the phenomena of drift of stations due to temperature, mechanical aging
of parts, humidity drift, frequency drift due to voltage instabil
Nor is he apt to be sympathetic with the vagaries of
ity, etc.
fading signals and adjacent channel "chatter."

4.

-

Allow the receiver to operate for at least fifteen minutes before
This will allow the
making the station -selector adjustments.
attain normal operating temperature, with the
radio chassis
to
voltages at their final values. During this period the oscillator frequency gradually drifts as tuned circuit elements and
tubes warm up, and their component parts expand.
Certain parts of the receiver cause the oscillator to have
frequency drift with increasing temperature; other
parts cause the frequency to decrease with increasing temperature.
Although
not balanced.
These
two effects, unfortunately, are
some receivers provide compensating means for this action, yet in
spite of this feature, it is wise to allow a reasonable warm-up
time to elapse before making the final adjustments.

a positive

5.

Make a check-up after a few days have elapsed, to correct any
drift tendencies which may have made themselves evident due to
mechanical and aging effects. After this second adjustment, most
receivers will have reached a final condition of operation which
will continue to give satisfactory performance.

Push-button receivers are becoming increasingly popular, and
service problems associated therewith will become even more extensive
after these radios have been in use for some time. So that you may ad
just
these
receivers satisfactorily, it is important that you study
this lesson with special care.
Furthermore, by having a thorough knowledge of the basic systems
described in this lesson, you should experience no difficulty in servicing any such systems as may appear on the market at some future time
and which will differ but slightly from those just explained.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON
1.

-

2.

-

NO.

30

Name and describe the three principal automatic tuning
systems most commonly used at the present time.
(a)

(b)

What are the two outstanding advantages of the condenser tuned -circuit substitution type of tuning as
compared tó the other methods?
What is the main disadvantage of trimmer type condensers as employed in automatic tuning circuits?

3.

-

What is the procedure for selecting the desired station
in tuned -circuit substitution systems?

4.

-

State briefly the essential difference between the tele
phone dial type and the cash register type of mechanical tuning.

5

-

Describe briefly three change -over methods as used in
tuned substitution type circuits, and explain their
function.

6.

-

(a)

7.

-

(a
(b

What is meant by "permeability tuning?"
What is its chief advantage over other types of tun
ed circuit substitution systems?

8.

-

(a)

In receivers employing the
tuned circuit substitution principle, why are only the mixer circuits gen

Why is audio silencing employed
in some types of
automatic tuning systems?
(b) Name several methods for accomplishing this.

(b)

erally controlled automatically?
Draw a circuit diagram showing the usual connections.

"setting -up" the automatic tuning system for the reception of desired stations, why is it recommended that
the receiver first be warmed -up?

9.

-

In

10.

-

What method is usually employed in motor -operated types
of automatic tuning systems
to adjust the receiver to
the desired stations?
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VOLUME AND TONE CONTROLS
After the signal from a
i -f and detector stages
amplifier further intensifies
supply a considerable amount
r-f,

broadcast station has been handled by the
of a superheterodyne receiver, the audio
it to a point where the output tubes will
of audio power to the loudspeaker.

If the receiver has no means
by which the amount of power, supspeaker, could be
plied to
the
changed at will, we would have a
condition where one station might
cause enough volume output to shake
the house,while another could just
most
barely be heard. However,
modern receivers have automatic
which
systems,
volume
control
would, of course, prevent these ex
treme conditions from occurring.

Nevertheless, the manual vol
ume control is a necessary part of
the
receiver. It acts as a sort
of gate by which we
can
control
the signal voltage in the receiver,
either in the r -f section, or in
Just how is
the audio amplifier.
the volume control constructed,and
how does it operate to control vol
ume?
These are
two of the questions we will answer in this lesson.

Along with volume controls,
you will also learn something about
tone controls, because we are not
concerned alone with the amount of
volume supplied by a receiver. Be
sides this, we also would
like to
be able
to control the timbre or
the quality of the sound produced
by the receiver.
N

FIG.
RHEOSTAT ANO POTENTIOMETER
I
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CONSTRUCTION OF VOLUME
CONTROLS

There are three
basic types of volume
struction of all three is
controls; however, the con
similar. We will now
tion in the order of
explain their construe
their development.
WIRE -WOUND RHEOSTAT:
The first type of
be developed was
wire -wound volume
the "rheostat."
control to
In the earliest
ceivers, the rheostat
types of battery reacross the filaments controlled volume by varying the
of
the tubes.
By varying the voltage applied
filament, the heat of
voltages of the
the filament was
heat
in
controlled; this variation
turn controlled the
in
amount of electron
controlled the amount of
emission and thereby
In Fig. 1
illustrations showing the amplification.
you will see
construction consists of construction of a rheostat. Notice that two
three
the
main parts: a base,
ment, and a rotating
a resistance elearm.
The base is made of
porcelain or
ment consists of a
fine resistance wire bakelite. The resistance elemay be of porcelain,
wound around a core.
or
This
resistance wire is wound bakelite, or just a flat piece of fiber. core
The
around this core in one
continuous piece.
Wire for the
resistance winding may be
pending on the amount
of different sizes,
of current that it
deone end of the wire
is required to
may be
carry. Only
connected to a terminal, or
the wire may be
both ends of
cqnnected to terminals. If
element are used,
both ends of the
the
term
resistance
It then becomes
"rheostat" ceases to apply
a potentiometer,
to the control.
or voltage
divider. (See B of Fig.l.)
The rotating arm is
made
of
makes contact with the
spring brass or copper.
This arm
turns of resistance wire
contact arm is
as it is rotated.
fastened
to
The
one
end of a
through the center of the
round
shaft that extends
control
and
ally fastened on the
projects
projecting end of the shaftfrom it. A knob is usu
er to operate it
to enable the
conveniently.
listen-

WIRE -WOUND
The second type of
was the wirePOTENTIOMETER:
control to be developed
-wound potentiometer
mentioned
tion is practically the
Its construcsame as that of the previously.
ences being that the
rheostat; the main differpotentiometer
usually has a great many
of a finer resistance
more turns
wire than does the
its resistance
element are connected to rheostat. Also, both ends of
terminals.
CARBON -TYPE VOLUME
The third type
ed was the carbon CONTROLS:
element type. This type of of control to be developuniversally used in all
control is, today, most
receivers. The construction
control differs from that of
of this type of
the rheostat and wire
mainly in the type of
-wound
potentiometer
resistance
a complete
volume control of the element used. In Fig. 2 (A) is shown
carbon -element type. Next
(B), is shown the
to it, at
carbon element.
This resistance
element consists of a
cial fiber, or of
bakelite. In most of the foundation made of a spein the flat
newer controls it is made
circular shape shown. The
carbon material,which
resistance, is sprayed on the
forms the
fiber base. This
baked in special ovens at
carbon
spray
is then
accurately controlled
temperatures.
After the element is
bakelite case as shown at removed from the oven, it is riveted to the
The contact arm is
phosphor bronze, and is very (C) of Fig. 2.
made of
light and delicate in
be made this way so
structure.
It
that the pressure and
wear of the contact will must
break down the thin layer
of carbon material,
not
fiber foundation.
or
Eventually, this does happen tear it away from the
in
the majority
of
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FIG. 2

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF THE CARBON -TYPE VOLUME CONTROL

carbon element controls, and is responsible for at least 30% of service work requiring the replacement of noisy or worn volume controls.
There are any number of different designs and combinations of
volume controls, but every one is basically constructed as one of the
three types we have reviewed. The type of circuit, and the construction of the apparatus in which the volume control is used,determines
what volume control is to be employed therein. Sometimes, a circuit
may require two resistance elements that must be varied simultaneously.
In
that case we would use a dual unit similar to that illustrated in
Fig. 3.

Before we study applications of volume controls to actual circuits, we must know some
thing about the characteristic
of a resistance element known as
"taper."
TAPERED VOLUME CONTROLS

When you turn the knob of
receiver volume control half
way on, you will probably expect
half
the volume as obto hear
FIG. 3
tained at the "full on" position.
DUAL UNIT VOLUME CONTROL
The
is
same
true of any other
Of
setting of
the
control.
course, you will hear the amount
of volume that you expect to hear for different adjustments of the vol
ume control, but the reason that you do hear the amount you expect is
because of the fact that the resistance of the volume control is not
linear.
a

If the resistance
of the control were made linear -- that is,
if equal changes of resistance resulted from equal changes of knob rotation all the way around the control -- we would not obtain half volume when the control is turned to Its mid -position. The reason for
this lies in a peculiarity of the human ear, in that equal changes of
The
the volume of a sound do not cause equal response in our hearing.
human ear responds to changes in .1he volume or intensity of sound according to a law of nature known as the "Logarithmic Law." The meanLet us take an
is not as complicated as it sounds.
ing of this law
example to illustrate:
N
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Suppose we are listening to our radio when it is adjusted at a
certain volume. This volume corresponds to a certain value of signal
applied to the input of the amplifier. Now,let us suppose that the ap
plied signal is reduced to exactly one-half its former value. We natu
rally would expect the volume of sound coming from the speaker also to
be one-half the
former value, but are surprised to find the speaker
volume to have been reduced by only a small part of its former value.
In order to reduce the volume of sound
from the speaker to one
half its original value, we find that we have to cut the amount of
applied signal down to a very small part of the
signal strength we
originally had. This value of signal voltage is only about one -tenth
of that required for the volume we had at the beginning.

Since the signal input to the audio amplifier is determined by
the volume control, we
can see that the volume control cannot be constructed with a linear resistance element. To do so would mean that
any change of the control setting would supply an equal change of signal voltage.
This would
mean that practically all of the change in
speaker volume would take place at one end of the volume control.
To get away from
this condition, the resistance element of the
control is tapered. Not all volume controls are tapered, however; the
applications,as will be shown a little
linear type of control has
later in this lesson.

HOW TAPER IS OBTAINED:
In the wire -wound type of control, taper is ob_
tamed by constructing the resistance element in sections. Each of
these sections is wound of a different size of wire, or in some cases,
The taper is secured by conof resistance wire.
of a different type
centrating most of the high resistance sections at one end of the resistance element. There may be several of these sections, depending
on the type, or on the amount, of taper desired.
manufacturing the resistance element for the
In one method
of
carbon type of control, taper is obtained by shading (gradually varyThis causes one
ing) the thickness, or depth, of the carbon material.
element to have a different value of resistance than the
end of the
other end.

FIG. 4

POTENTIOMETERS WITH DIFFERENT TAPERS
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The relative distribution of resistance in all types of controls
Rather, it should be disspot.
must not be abrupt or lumped in one
Figs. 4 and 5
and
will
smooth
uniform.
be
so
that
control
tributed
just how most of the resistance is distributed in a
show graphically
typical control, having what we call "left-hand" taper.

At (A) of Fig. 4, three -fourths or 7500 ohms of the total resistance value is concentrated between the zero position of the rotor and
The remaining one-fourth, or 2500 ohms, is distributed
half rotation.
Fig. 4 (B) shows pictorially the same
over the rest of the element.
condition, except that in this control the greater part of the resisin
the
right-hand
portion of the element.
tance is concentrated
Fig. 4 (C) shows pictorially still another control in which practically all of the resistance of the element lies in the left-hand portion.
It is common practice to connect
LEFT-HAND TAPER AND RIGHT-HAND TAPER:
volume controls in the circuit so that rotating the knob all the way
toward the left (counter -clockwise) results in minimum volume; while
rotating the knob all the way toward the right (clockwise) results in
Now, consider the volume -control shaft as being turned
maximum volume.
exactly to its half -rotation position. If the left-hand half of the
control's resistance element has a lower resistance than the right-hand
But, if the righthalf, as at (B) of Fig. 4, the taper is left-hand.
hand half has a lower resistance than the left-hand half, as at (C) of
Fig. 4, the tapers right-hand.

This is important to remember in making volume control replacements. Always obtain the cor
rect taper required for the job.

You may

have considerable trouble

h
making
volume
service
workwhen
ki
1
1
because of
control replacements
the different types of tapers.

in
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Looking at curve
shaft rotation.
A of this illustration, you will no
Flc. 5
control is practitice that this
CURVES OF STANDARD VOLUME CONTROL TAPERS
cally linear; that is, a 30% rotation causes almost 30% change
Similarly, a 50%
in resistance.
change in rotation causes exactly 50% change in resistance. This relation is maintained fairly well throughout the entire curve.
The three curves B, C, and G represent left-hand tapered controls.
By examining these curves closely, you can see that this is
true.
Notice that the control shaft has to be rotated over 50% before
the resistance begins to show a definite increase.
That is, from about
60% shaft rotation up to 100%, the slope of the resistance curve turns
sharply upward. The average resistance increase for the three curves
from this point up to full shaft rotation is from about 20% up to 100%.

Curves D and E illustrate a reverse action.
The percentage of
resistance for these two curves decreases for clockwise rotation of
the volume control shaft.
The lesser amount of the total resistance is
included between 50% and 100% shaft rotation, so these curves represent
right-hand tapers.
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Curve F is a special type of taper. Notice that almost
90% of the
resistance decrease for this curve takes place
over the shaft rotation
from 50% to 100%.
Thus, this a left-hand tapered control with decreasing
resistance from left to right.
Although curve A is called a "linear control" (50%
of total resistance
at 50% shaft rotation), notice that
the beginning of the curve and its
ending are slightly tapered.
This is done to prevent the control from
suddenly "dropping" the signal when the end of
the resistance is reached.
HOW TO DETERMINE THE TAPER OF A VOLUME CONTROL

If you cannot find an exact replacement
for an old and worn, or
an open, volume control, always determine the
taper before you substitute some other type of control. This is
bspecially true where control is effected in the r -f section of a receiver.
The correct taper
for the replacement may mean the difference between a
satisfied customer and a thoroughly dissatisfied one.
If the control is
only noisy or worn you can estimate the taper
fairly close by opening up the case of the control and
taking a few
ohmmeter readings directly on the resistance element.
From this you
should be able to deduce just about how mucn of the total
resistance
is concentrated in various parts of the
resistance element.

If the control's resistance element is
open at some point, you
can determine
the
taper by taking ohmmeter readings between the ends
of the element and the damaged point.
A still better method is to make a dial scale
calibrated in equal
divisions from zero to 100. Then, by means of a pointer knob on the
end of the control
shaft, rotate the shaft.
At every tenth division
on the scale, take an ohmmeter reading.
Plot the
results on a piece
of rectangular graph paper. By comparing this graph with
the graphs
shown in your replacement guide, you can easily find the correct
taper
for a replacement control.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CONTROL TYPES

ADVANTAGES OF THE WIRE WOUND CONTROL:
1.

--

Absolute accuracy of resistance Ls maintained throughout the life
of the control.
Wire -wound controls can be made commercially to
within a tolerance of 2% plus or minus.

2.

--

High current -carrying ability. It is possible to construct wire
wound controls which are capable of dissipating several hundred
watts of power.

3.

--

Low resistance can be obtained. Values as low as one-half ohm
can be obtained with the wire -wound type of control.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE WIRE -WOUND CONTROL:
1.

Difficulty of obtaining taper. Tapers in the wire -wound control
have to be wound in sections. Each of these sections is made of
a different type and grade of resistance wire; consequently, the
break between each section is rather sudden.

2.

A slight amount of noise is
generated when the arm moves from
one turn of wire to another.
The cause of this noise is due to
the fact that the contact arm does not move
progressively along
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jumps from
the total length of the resistance wire; instead, it
each adjacent turn of wire to the corresponding
on
one point
This means that there
is a definite differpoint on the next.
ence of potential for each one of these points,and consequently,
is
the
voltage
varied in a series of small jumps rather than

uniformly.
3.

Limited value of maximum resistance. The smallest diameter of
wire that can be used in the construction of wire -wound controls
It is very difficult to handle wire any smallis around .001".
er than this because it breaks too easily. Consequently, values
of resistance higher than 150,000 ohms would not only be extreme
such a large amount of
ly hard to wind, but would also require
winding space that controls of this size would be useless for
radio receiver purposed.

ADVANTAGES OF THE CARBON -TYPE CONTROL:
1.

Any type of taper may be obtained by varying the density and
composition of the carbon element.

2.

Silent operation. The resistance change is progressive and does
not jump in minute steps as does the wire -wound type.

3.

Resistance values of the carbon type may range into many megohms
without undue bulkiness or difficulty of manufacture.

DISADVANTAGES OF THE CARBON -TYPE CONTROL:
1.

Variation of resistance.
The usual tolerance for manufacture of
There is as much
the carbon -type control is 20% plus or minus.
as a 40% variation between various samples of commercial conwill
trols. Do not be alarmed over this, however, because this
not materially affect the operation of any receiver. A variation
for a volume control of 10,000 ohms will
of 20% plus or minus
make the control resistance lie between 8000 and 12,000 ohms, in
elusive. Any value of resistance between these limits will make
little difference
if such a control is used for replacement -provided the taper of the replacement control is the same as the
original.

2.

Low current -handling capacity. The usual limit of dissipation
for carbon -type controls is one watt or less. However, some car
bon controls are capable of providing as high as five watts dissipation.

3.

Limitation in the minimum value of resistance. It is practically impossible to make carbon controls of less than 500 ohms.
VOLUME CONTROL CIRCUITS

Now that we have covered the general construction and types of
controls, we can continue with our study of the specific applications
for these controls in actual circuits.

ANTENNA -CIRCUIT CONTROLS:
Some early receivers had the volume control
connected in what
seemed then to be the most logical place -- the anIn Fig. 6 you will see four different methods for contenna circuit.
necting a control in the antenna circuit, In the cases of circuits
(A), (B), (C), and (D), the current
developed in the antenna due to
an electromagnetic
field from a transmitter, flows through the resisThis current flow in turn develops a
tance of the control to ground.
voltage across the resistance. Now, the contact arm whose position is
N
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FIG. 6
ANTENNA SHUNT CIRCUITS

varied between the top of the
low a voltage anywhere between resistance element and ground, will alrid of the r -f amplifier tube maximum and zero to be applied
to
the
-- directly, as in the
(D), or
case
of circuit
indirectly, through
induction
of a secondary voltage, as in
the cases of circuits (A), (B),
and (C).
Circuits (A), (C), and (D) are
called short -out circuits
the volume control shorts the
primary of the antenna coil, or because
choke coil as used in circuit (D),
the r -f
when adjusted for zero signal
to the grid of the tube.
input
The value of resistance used
in this type of
control varies from 2000 ohms up to as
high as 20,000 ohms.
of resistance
The value
required depends on the design of
the receiver, or more
directly, on the impedance of the
primary winding used in the
coil.
If a low -impedance primary is
used for the antenna coil,antenna
a low
resistance may be used for the volume
control.
If the coil has a high
impedance primary, then a volume
control of higher resistance value
may be used.
A low -impedance primary may
be
ance type by the number of turns of distinguished from a high -impedonly a few turns of wire, while the wire. The first type usually has
latter may have as many as several
hundred turns. When replacing
controls in the type of circuits illus
trated in Fig. 6, use a control having a
5000 ohms for a low -impedance primary, resistance of from 2000 to
and values of 10,000 to
for a high -impedance primary.
Both types must have a left-hand 20,000
taper.

The circuit at (D) of Fig. 6 is
very rarely used, but in case
you should ever run across such a
circuit, the value of resistance
should be around 50,000 ohms with a
left-hand taper.
BIAS -TYPE CONTROLS:
The bias -type
eral control circuit. This is also control is the second type of gensometimes called a sensitivity con
trol, or a silent -tuning control.
It operates
by varying the bias oñ
the
grid of an r -f tube, or by varying
the bias on two or more r -f
grids at the same time.

There are two general types of tubes
used in the r -f circuits of
receivers. These are the "sharp
cut-off"
type, and the
off" type.
"Cut-off" is the term applied to the point at "remote cutwhich an increase in negative grid voltage causes
the plate current of a tube to
stop flowing. The 24A is an
example of a sharp cut-off tube,
the 35 is a remote cut-off type.
while
The sharp cut-off tube only
a small increase in grid
requires
voltage before the plate
ly stopped.
Remote cut-off tubes, on the other current is completehand, require a very
large grid voltage
to
reduce the plate current to zero.
In the case
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just mentioned, only 9 volts of negative bias are re
quired to reduce the plate current of the 24A tube to zero, in comparl
son to 40 volts of bias for the type 35 tube.
of the two tubes

Now, it is apparent that since our control is in the cathode cir
going to control the
is
cuit of an r -f tube, as shown in Fig. 7, it
bias on the grid of this tube, and thus indirectly, the amount of amSince this tube is the first amplifier of the receiver,
plification.
allowed to pass this point is going to determine
the amount of signal
Thus, if the tube
the amount of amplification in the following tubes.
is biased sufficiently to cause cut-off, negligible current will flow;
consequently, no signal will be passed on to the next tube, and the vo
lume will therefore be zero.
The use of
the control in the cathode circuit accomplishes this.

Notice that only two términals are
used on
the control when connected in the
cathode circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
As the shaft is turned, more or less of
is
placed in the
resistance element
the
When the
circuit, thus varying the bias.
control is adjusted so that all of its resistance is removed from the circuit, we
have left only the small fixed resistor R.
The purpose of R is to
maintain a small
bias on the grid of the tube at the minimum resistance setting of
the
control.
This bias
is usually that recommended by
the tube manufacturer.
If the cathode were
RIG. 7
to
be grounded
CIRCUIT OF BIAS TYPE
directly, no negative bias would be availThe grid of
OF
VOLUME CONTROL
able on the grid of the tube.
the tube would then become positive on the
positive halves of the signal voltage, and
as a consequence, would draw a small amount of grid current.
This cur
rent would cause distortion of the signal and broad tuning.

The bias type of control is often called a sensitivity control,
because it actually controls the sensitivity of the r -f stage in which
In a great many of the larger sets, a sensitivity control
it is used.
When used in
is used to reduce
the
inter -station noise when tuning.
this manner, the bias control operates the same as it does
when used
for controlling volume, with
the exception that the amount of resistance in the control is limited to smaller values than those used for
controlling volume. Values of 2000 to 10,000 ohms are commonly used
for sensitivity controls, while
values between 5000 and 150,000 ohms
are most generally used for volume controls.

The bias type of volume control has a
great many limitations,
the main one being that the range of control is sometimes concentrated
at one end
of the resistance element. This makes the control hard to
use,especially in the case of small four or five -tube t -r -f receivers.
This type of receiver will very often break into oscillation when the
resistance in the cathode circuit reaches a low value.
Then again,
strong local signals will develop such large grid vcltages on the grid
of the r -f tube that the tube acts as a small capacity and passes the
signal on to the next r -f tube in spite of the fact that there is no

plate current flow.

ANTENNA BIAS CONTROLS: A much better method of bias control is obtain
ed by means
This type of control
of the combination shown in Fig. 8.
N
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circuit is called the "antenna -bias" type of
control.
It combines two
actions in one. As shown in Fig. 8, one
end of the control is connect
ed to the antenna input of the
receiver, while the other end of the
control is connected to the cathode circuit in
the same manner as was
shown in Fig. 7.
Since the contact arm
is
connected
to
ground, it will short
the primary of the antenna coil when
turned to the left, and at the same time,
will introduce all of the element resistance into the cathode circuit. When the
contact arm is turned to the right, all
of the resistance will be shunted across
the
primary, and the resistance in the
cathode circuit will be
only that supplied by the small limiting resistor R.
Now, since
the resistance
of the
control is very high as
compared with
the impedance of the
antenna coil primary, practically all of the antenna si&
nal current will flow through the primary coil, and consequently will be pass
ed on through the tube.
In between the
two extreme positions of the contact arm
we will have some intermediate value of
signal.
FIG. 8
ANTENNA -BIAS TYPE OF CIRCUIT

Fig. 9 shows a variation of the
antenna -bias type of control. Here a
bleeder current is used to help produce
the bias voltage across the cathode
resistance. This bleeder current
is obtained by connecting one end of the
control to a B+ terminal of
the power supply. You can
see, then, that
the
small current which
flows through whatever portion of the control
resistance
is left in
the B+ circuit, will develop a voltage across
this resistance.
The
amount of voltage developed depends on the adjustment of
the contact
If
arm.
a large amount of control resistance is
left
between
cathode and ground, the voltage will be fairly large, connected
because it is a
combination of two voltages. One voltage
is developed by the plate
current flowing through the tube, and the other by the
bleeder current.
The purpose of this bleeder current, as part of
the bias
is to
stabilize the bias voltage. Since the bleeder current circuit,
remains
constant, the voltage de
veloped by its flow thru
the
control resistance
will also remain constant. But the
voltage
developed by the plate
current flow of the tube
varies with the signal
voltages. Thus, if the
signal voltage varies up
and down, the bias voltage across the resistance
will also vary. However,
since the total
bias
voltage
is
the
sum of
the
plate current bias
and the bleeder current
bias, the effect of the
variation in plate curFIG. 9
rent on the total bias
ANTENNA -BIAS CONTROL WITH BLEEDER CURRENT
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is not

going to be as great
the plate current alone.

II

as though the voltage were developed by

A different value of resistance
must be used when the bias on
either a sharp cut-off or a remote -cut-off type tube is to be varied.
Values from 1500 to 15,000 ohms are common for the sharp cút-off type
of tube
circuit.
For the circuit in which the remote cut-off type of
tube is used, values of resistance ranging from 10,000 to 50,000 ohms
are used.
The exact value of resistance to be used in either case depends on the impedance of
the antenna primary and also on the amount
of bias voltage that must be varied.
For instance, if a type 6C6 tube
is being used as the first r -f amplifier, and also if the antenna coil
has a low -impedance primary, the value of resistance would not have to
be higher than 5000 ohms.
On
the
other hand, if we have a type 6K7
first r -f tube, which is a remote -cut-off type, and the antenna coil
has a high -impedance primary, we will have to use at least 25,000 ohms
to obtain good control action.
VALUES OF VOLUME CONTROLS MOST USED

In the table below you will find a summary of the resistance val
ues most used in the three types of circuits we have studied so far.
You will notice that the type of control is specified, as is also the
taper and the circuit in which it operates best.
TABLE
VOLUME CONTROL

OHMS
RESISTANCE

APPLICATIONS

TYPE AND TAPER

500
1000

W.W.
W.W.

2000
5000

W.W.
W.W.
CARBON

3000

I

--

LEFT HAND

-- LEFT HAND
-- LEFT HAND
-- LEFT HAND

GENERAL USE
ANTENNA SHUNT
ANT. OR PRI. SHUNT;
ANT. OR PRI. SHUNT;
ANT. OR PRI. SHUNT;

LOW -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
LOW -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
LOW -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
{HIGH -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
(SHARP CUT-OFF

-

LEFT HAND

7500

CARBON

-

LEFT HAND

10,000

CARBON

-

LEFT HAND

15,000

CARBON

-

LEFT HAND

20,000

CARBON

-

LEFT HAND

50,000

CARBON

-

LEFT HAND

ANTENNA -SHUNT OR
ANTENNA -BIAS;
ANTENNA -SHUNT OR
ANTENNA -BIAS;
ANTENNA -SHUNT OR
ANTENNA -BIAS;
ANTENNA -BIAS;
HIGH

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

HAND
HAND
HAND
HAND
HAND

BIAS;
BIAS;
BIAS;
BIAS;
BIAS;

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

HAND
HAND
HAND
HAND
HAND
HAND

SHARP CUT-OFF
BIAS;
BIAS;
SHARP OR REMOTE
REMOTE CUT-OFF
BIAS;
BIAS OR ANTENNA BIAS;
BIAS OR ANTENNA BIAS;
BIAS OR ANTENNA BIAS;

1000
2000

3000
5000
7500
10,000
15,000
25,000
50,000
75,000
100,000
NOTE:

W.W.
-W.W.
-W.W.
-W.W.
-W.W.
-CARBON
OR W.W.CARBON CARBON CARBON CARBON CARBON -

ANT. OR

PRI. SHUNT;

ANT. OR PRI

SHARP
SHARP
SHARP
SHARP
SHARP

(HIGH -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY

SHUNT;

SHARP CUT-OFF
(LOW -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
SHARP OR REMOTE CUT-OFF
(LOW -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY

REMOTE CUT-OFF
HIGH -IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
{REMOTE CUT-OFF

IMPEDANCE,REMOTE CUT-OFF

CUT-OFF
CUT-OFF
CUT-OFF
CUT-OFF
CUT-OFF

CUT-DFF
REMOTE CUT-OFF
REMOTE CUT-OFF
REMOTE CUT-OFF

W.W. DESIGNATES WIRE -WOUND

N
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The antenna -bias type of control is the most widely used in this
country. This is due to the
fact that it finds its greatest use in
the small four -and five -tube
table -type
In
receivers.
these
small
sets, the control, being in the r -f circuit, effectively prevents over
loading of the detector tube on strong signals. This is a very desirable condition in this type of set, because the greater percentage of
these sets use grid bias detectors.
The grid bias type of detector is susceptible to an overload, es
pecially on strong local signals. With the use of the antenna -bias
type of control,the signal is reduced at the antenna before it reaches
any of the amplifier tubes.
This action, in combination with the control of bias on the r -f tube,serves to keep the signal down to a value
below that which would overload the detector. In this type of receiv
er, if the signal voltage
were to be controlled after detection had
taken place; or more accurately, if the station signal were passed on
and
amplified by the
r -f section of the receiver from its original
strength as developed in the antenna, you can readily see that a very
strong local station would cause voltages to be applied to the detector tube of sufficient magnitude to block off its action altogether.
In larger receivers, however, methods
can be used which are capable of handling conditions we have mentioned in the preceding paragraph. This makes it possible to place the volume control in the audio
amplifier section of such a receiver.
CONTROLLING VOLUME IN THE AUDIO CIRCUIT

When we desire to control volume in the audio circuit, it is the
best policy to place the volume control at
the point where the audio
signal is at a low value.
In fact,if the volume control can be placed
at the point of origin of the
audio signal, so much the better.
We
have mentioned that the high resistance carbon type of control can dis
sipate only a
small amount of power; therefore, if the current flow
through the control reaches a
value higher than that for which it is
rated, the resistance element will be quickly damaged.
APPLICATION IN DIODE DETECTOR CIRCUIT:
In Fig. 10 you will see a typi
cal half -wave diode detector circuit.
Here the volume control is connected between the lower end of the i -f transformer and ground. Since
the upper terminal
of the secohdary is connected to the two
DIODE -TRIODE
A.F. TUBE
DET. AVC
diode plates of
the
tube, any
Ay0/O
r -f
signal induced in the secondary will be rectified, or
converted into d -c. This current flows
through the coil,
through the volume control to
ground, and back through the di
ode section of
tube, thus
the
completing the circuit.
E

The rectified voltage that
across the volume control, due to the
current flow,
is composed
of a
d -c voltage
with an a -c component. This a -c
component is the audio voltage
that we wish to pass on to the
rest of the amplifier.
Fig. 11
illustrates
graphically this
d -c voltage with the a -c fluctu

appears

FIG.

VOLUME CONTROL

IN

10

THE DIODE DETECTOR CIRCUIT

ations impressed upon it.
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In this type
of control circuit,
a variable
the volume control acts as
voltage divider. At any setting of the
slider arm between the top and bottom
element, some value
of the resistance
voltage between maximum and zero
of
will be obtained.
Of course, both the
voltages appear across the
d -c and a -c
control element. Since we desire to
pass on and
amplify only the a -c or
connect a blocking
audio component, we
condenser between the contact arm terminal and the grid of the tube.
This
condenser allows the audio signal voltage
to be passed
on
to the'grid, but
blocks the d -c voltage.
FIG.

II

CURVES SHOWING RELATION OF
APPLICATION IN INFINITE IMPEDANCE DED -C 4ND A -C VOLTAGES
TECTOR CIRCUIT: A newer type of detector circuit that has appeared in commer
cial receivers of late, especially in
Since
infinite impedance detector.
the
the high-fidelity types, is
this type of detector requires that its load impedance remain absolute
cannot place a volume control at the origin of the
ly constant, we
Instead, we must find
audio signal as we did with the diode detector.
a point a little farther removed from the detector circuit. This point
is usually the grid of the following tube.

Fig. 12 (A) shows the circuit of such an arrangement. Here the
volume control again acts as a voltage divider, applying a voltage some
where between the maximum value at the top of the control and zero at
However, notice that the volume control also serves
its grounded end.
as the grid resistor for the first audio amplifier tube in this case.
The same kind of an arrangement is used at (E) of Fig.
is taken
difference in this case is that the audio voltage
plate end of a load resistor and applied through the blocking
The contact
er to the grid end of the volume control element.
voltage received by the grid between the maximum
varies the
the top of the control to zero at the ground point.

The
from the
condensarm now
value at
12.

APPLICATION IN A MIXER CIRCUIT: This same type of control is used with
various other forms of circuits -- one of these applications is shown
in Fig. 13.
Here two controls are used to simultaneously feed the out
This is
put from a microphone and
phono pickup into the amplifier.

FIG. 12

CIRCUITS TO ILLUSTRATE USE OF THE VOLUME CONTROL AT GRID INPUT
N
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FIG. 13
HIGH AND Low LEVEL DUAL INPUT CIRCUIT FOR AMPLIFIER

called a "mixer" circuit. That is, this circuit makes it possible to
amplify two separate sources of input at the same time, and the two
controls vary the amount of amplification from either source.

APPLICATION IN TRANSFORMER CIRCUIT: Still another type of volume control circuit is shown in Fig. 14. Here the control is connected across
the terminals of an audio -frequency input transformer's secondary wind
ing.
The volume control now acts as
a
voltage divider for
the induced voltage
set up
in the- secondary of the transformer. When the contact arm is at the
top of the resistance element, maximum
voltage is impressed on the grid of the
tube. Anywhere in between this top point
and the ground point, some value of volt
age between maximum and zero will be applied to the grid of the tube.
The resistance of a volume control,
connected in this manner, is dependent
upon the manner in which the primary
winding of the transformer is used in
the circuit.
If the
primary is part of
a circuit
that requires a fairly high
resistance, or impedance (such as
the
FIG. 14
plate circuit of a tube), then the volTRANSFORMER SHUNT TYPE
ume control should have a resistance of
OF VOLUME CONTROL
around 100,000 to 250,000 ohms. This
type of control cannot be used where the
secondary voltage becomes too high. If
the voltage is high enough to cause considerable current flow through
the control, it will soon become noisy, or entirely useless.
VALUES AND TAPERS FOR CONTROLS USED

IN

AUDIO CIRCUITS

Now that we have discussed the various methods of applying volume controls in the audio circuit, let us consider briefly the values
of resistance and the types of taper used in these applications.
The value of resistance used for the control in Fig. 10 is nearly always 500,000 ohms.
Sometimes, a value of 250,000 ohms is used.
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The taper is always left hand. In certain cases, the blocking condens
er is omitted from this circuit.
This is done when the first audio
tube is used as a "noise suppression" or "quiet a -v -c" circuit.
The
d -c voltage developed across the control resistance is then applied to
the grid of the tube along with the audio component.
This type of cir
cuit requires a linear type of taper because a sharp cut-off type of
tube is always used for the "noise suppression" amplifier. Resistance
values are the same as for the conventional type of circuit presented
in Fig. 10.
The value of control to use in Fig. 12 (A) is dependent upon the
value of the cathode load resistance of the detector tube.
If the val
ue of this load resistance is around 100,000 ohms, the
volume control
is 500,000 ohms, and must have a left-hand taper.
The same
considerations apply to Fig. 12 (B), only that here the resistor in the plate
circuit of the preceding tube may be of any value from 25,000 up to
A good rule to follow in selecting a volume control for
500,000 ohms.
replacement in this circuit is to select one having a resistance nearest
to
four times the value of the plate resistor.
That is, if the
plate resistor inFig. 12 (B) has a resistance of 50,000 ohms, we can
use a volume control of 200,000 to 250,000 ohms.
If the plate resistor has a value of 250,000 ohms, the value of ^ur replacement control
should be 1 megohm. In all cases, use a left-hand taper control.

For the volume controls in Fig. 13, use values 'recommended by
the manufacturer of the microphone or pickup being used.
DUAL -TYPE CONTROLS

There are many other types of circuits and methods in which volume controls are used.
Several of these make use of a dual unit on a
single shaft. This type of control will be the same as the one illustrated in Fig. 3, or a similar manufacture.
In Fig. 15 you are shown
three circuits using dual control units.

.DUAL ANTENNA -BIAS CONTROL: The circuit at (A) is an old friend, being
the same circuit as used in Fig. 8.
However, in this new circuit
we
are using
two separate resistance units
to accomplish what a single
unit did in Fig. 8.
This type of control is used in cases where it is desired to iso
late the antenna input from the
cathode circuit, or in cases where

FIG. 15
TYPICAL DUAL CONTROL CIRCUITS
N
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smooth and complete control of the signal
cannot be obtained by use of
a single control.
In this dual resistance
control, each unit may have
a different value of
resistance and taper from the other. The value
of resistance and taper for each unit will
depend on the requirements
of each part of the circuit in which the
is
control
of
resistance and the necessary taper will follow connected. Values
the data given in
Table
I

of this lesson.

DUAL ANTENNA SCREEN GRID CONTROL:

The second circuit (B of Fig. 15)
shows a little different
method for varying the amplification in the
r -f stages.
Here the voltage on the screen of a
screen
controlled, while at the same time the antenna primary is -grid tube is
shunted by a
short -out type of control unit. This gives
us a sort of "double barreled" method for controlling amplification in
the r -f stages.
The voltage on the screen grid of a tube
controls the amplification of the tube in a little different
manner than does the bias. The
purpose of the screen voltage is to reduce the
space charge in a vacuum tube, or to overcome its retarding
effect on the electron stream.
At the same time, the screen acts as a
shield
plate, reducing the grid -to -plate capacity to between the grid and the
zero.
If
we vary the
screen voltage, it
is apparent that we will vary the
retarding effect
of the space charge.
This means that if we reduce the screen
voltage
from its recommended value, the space
charge will reappear in the
tube.
Since this space charge acts to retard
the flow
of electrons,
you can see that the plate current will be
reduced.
However,
one thing
must be remembered -- and that is that the
screen voltage cannot be re
duced to very small values.
At very low values of
screen voltage the
tube will begin to assume characteristics
similar to those of an equivalent triode. The grid -to -plate capacity will
quently some small amount of feedback will occur reappear, and conseacross the tube.
If
this feedback becomes large enough, the tube
will break into sustained
oscillation, and the receiver will start howling, or
squealing, when
tuned to stations.

At (B) of Fig. 15 we are controlling the
amount of voltage applied to the
screen by varying the setting of the contact
arm on the
resistance element of the control unit. You will
notice
that
one end
of this resistance element is connected to B+,
while the other end is
connected to ground. This means that the element must
carry considerable current. For this reason, this unit
must be of the wire wound type, capable of dissipating several always
watts of power.
The other part of the control (the unit
tenna primary) may be of the carbon type.

shunted across the an-

The resistance of the screen voltage
varying unit of this type
of control will be some value between 10,000 and
50,000 ohms. The exact value of resistance will depend on whether
the control is connected directly across B+ to ground or whether it is
part of a voltage divider circuit. A portion of the resistance element
must be so connect
ed that it acts as a limiting value for the
screen voltage. That is,a
certain amount of resistance must be left in the
minimum screen voltage. This requirement is taken circuit to supply a
care of in the manu
facture of the control, by leaving part of the
resistance element on
the ground end arranged in such manner that
the slider arm is stopped
before it makes contact with this part. The
taper is usually linear.
For the resistance and taper of the antenna
shunt unit, follow the data
as given in Table I for antenna shunt
controls.

DUAL -AUDIO CONTROL:
In circuit (C) of Fig. 15, you will see
a dual ap
plication of the control method used in Fig. l.
Here the dual unit
controls the amount of grid voltage applied to the two
push-pull tubes.

-40
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Both units of this control must be perfectly matched in resistance and
If they are unequally matched, one tube will receive a larger
taper.
or smaller voltage than the other, resulting in unequal amplification
by both tubes and distortion in the output of the amplifier.
The methods of applying volume controls
to circuits are practiPerhaps you may develop a different way to use one
cally unlimited.
that will give even more smooth and easy control of signal voltages.

Always use good common sense in replacing controls. Do not attempt to replace simple controls with more complicated types.
The sirs
plest method is nearly always the best method.
Try to get an exact
replacement if possible.
If it is not possible, always consult a good
reliable volume control guide for the correct replacement.

Tone

Controls

The tone control was developed because
the listening tastes of
each person differ.
Perhaps you might like a predominance of bass in
your music; your friend might like to hear all the high notes; then,
someone else will probably like a moderate mixture of both bass and
high notes. It is certain that unless some method of controlling the
amount or quantity of different notes over the audio -frequency scale
is incorporated in the operation of a receiver, everybody is not going
to be pleased by what he hears from his radio.
The purpose of the tone control is to make
same receiver to please everyone.

it

possible

for the

TYPES OF TONE CONTROLS

Tone controls can take one of two different forms. That is, they
may be a "losser" type, in which the amount of signal at the unwanted
frequencies
is
decreased (note: "losser" means to decrease by a certain amount), or they can be of the "compensator" type.
With the latter type of tone
control, the desired frequencies are amplified more
than the rest; the result being a gain in amplification rather than a
loss.
The losser type of control is
sometimes called a "bass" type of
It derives
control.
this name from the fact that by it the high frequencies are reduced, or attenuated, leaving the bass frequencies to
be amplified without any reduction.

FIG. 16
TYPICAL "BASS" TONE CONTROL AUDIO SHUNT CIRCUITS
N
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APPLICATION OF LOSSER TYPE CONTROLS

In Fig. 16 are shown several
circuits
illustrating methods of
connecting the losser-type control in a receiver circuit.
All of these
tone -control circuits consist of capacity and
resistance
in
series, or
of capacity alone,connected between some point
of high audio potential
and ground.
The only exception is that
appearing at (E) of Fig. 16,
where the tone control is comprised of a
condenser and resistor shunted
across the secondary terminals of an audio input
In this
circuit the tone control is shunted across two transformer.
high
audio
potential
points and forms a variable low -impedance path
between these two points,

Suppose we examine the reactions of a
and condenser
when connected in series to determine just how resistance
such a combination acts
to pass certain frequencies, while blocking
the passage of others.
In
Fig. 17 is shown a graph of capacitive
reactance plotted against frequency. Capacitive reactance is the opposition
that a capacity presents
to the flow
of
an alternating current.
This opposition,or reactance,
varies inversely as the frequency -at
low frequencies the reactance is
i
CAPACITY
high while at high frequencies. it is
low.
You can see that this is true
from your examination of the graph.

1
T

o

FREQUENCY

FIG. 17
CURVE OF REACTANCE PLOTTED
AGAINST FREQUENCY

Since the reactance of the condenser in our tone -control circuits
is high at low frequencies, the signal current of these frequencies will
not be shunted through the condenser
to ground.
At the higher audio frequencies, the reactance of the tone
condenser is low;consequently, these
frequencies will be shunted through
the condenser
to
ground, and will
not be amplified by the rest of the
audio circuit.

If a variable resistance is now
connected in series with the
tone condenser, we can control the total amount of
tion in the tone -control circuit. With a high valueimpedance or opposi
of
iñ
series with the condenser, the impedance will be high resistance
at all frequencies, and all frequencies will therefore be
amplified accordingly. As
the tone resistor
is
reduced in value, the total impedance becomes
smaller and smaller, thus allowing more and more of
the high frequencies to be bypassed to ground.
This leaves a predominance of bass fre
quencies in the output of the receiver and makes the
tone of the receiver sound "bassy."
In order to accomplish the opposite result
to that obtained from
a control, or to attenuate the low
frequencies so that

the highs stand
out, we use a circuit like that
illustrated in Fig. 18 (A). Let us
a
graph of inductive reactance plotted against frequency
to find out what happens
in
this circuit.
This graph is shown in
Fig. 18 (B).

now examine

You will notice that at low frequencies the
reactance of the inductance is low, while at high frequencies it becomes
correspondingly
larger.
If this inductance is now connected at some
high
audio potential point, the low -frequency signals are going to
flow
through the
small opposition offered by the coil, rather than
through the higher
resistance offered by the rest of the circuit.
"Treble tone control"
is the name applied to this method of tone
control.
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In both the
bass and treble
types of tone con
variatrol, the
is
tion in tone
obtained by decreasing the signal voltage of the
unwanted frequencies. The effect,
or the amount of
variation in the
reduction of the
undesired frequen
usually
cies, is
controlled by the
FIG. 18
use of a carbon TREBLE TONE CONTROL AND REAZTANCE CURVE
type potentiomethe
ter called
"tone
control."
The
most
common resistance value for tone controls is around 50,000
ohms, and taper is nearly always left-hand.
In circuit (C) of Fig. 16 no variable
resistance is used, but a
switch connects condensers of different capacities in and out of the
circuit to vary the bypassing of the high frequencies. The same. thing
using a switch to short -out conis accomplished at (D) of Fig. 16 by
densers connected in a series arrangement.
COMBINATION TONE CONTROLS

Combinations of bass and high -frequency (treble) controls are of
ten used to provide a wide range of tone control. Fig. 19 shows
one
method of accomplishing this. Here we have a capacity and an inductance both connected tc the same high
audio potential point. A potentiometer,
with its center connected to ground,
proportions the amount of resistance
in either the inductive branch
or the
capacitive branch. At one end of the
resistance, the inductance is connected directly to ground and the condenser has a high resistance connected between it and ground. This means that
the
low frequencies will be shunted
this position the control
out, or in
acts as a treble tone control.
At the other end of the resistance
the capacity is connected
directly to
ground, and the resistance is all in
series with the inductance. Now,
the
FIG. 19
high frequencies are passed to ground.
COMBINATION TREBLE AND BASS CONTROL
In between these two points, the combination of inductance -resistance and
capacity -resistance is such that neith
er high nor low frequencies are attenuated, and we have fairly equal
amplification of all frequencies.
TONE COMPENSATION CIRCUITS

In some of the later types of receivers, a type of tone compensa
tion has been developed in which the tone circuit is a part of the
N
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Fig. 20
volume
control
circuit.
shows a circuit employing this type
You will noof tone compensation.
tice that a tap is brought out from
volume control.
some point on
the
This
tap is taken off close to the
resistance eleground -end of
the
ment, so that the compensating portion of the
circuit is introduced
at reduced volume settings.

The sensitivity of
the human
ear to low (bass) frequencies dimin_
ishes to a much greater extent at
For this reason, a relow volume.
ceiver playing at low volume does
not seem to have any bass notes.
introSince the tone compensation
duced by the tapped circuit shown
FIG. 20
in Fig. 20 begins to take effect as
BASS COMPENSATION CIRCUIT
the
the volume control
approaches
low end, the receiver's tone is auis, as
tomatically changed. That
the contact arm on the volume control approaches the tone circuit tap
element, more and more of the high frequencies are
on the resistance
bypassed to ground. This allows the low frequencies to be amplified
correspondingly more than the high frequencies.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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1.

-

What is the
receiver?

2.

-

Describe a rheostat; a wire -wound potentiometer;
bon -type volume control.

3.

-

Name the two types of taper. Explain briefly how taper
is obtained in wire -wound and carbon -type controls.

4.

-

Give three advantages of the carbon -type control.

5.

-

What is a "bias type" of volume control?

6.

-

Describe two types of "short out" volume controls.

7.

-

8.

-

9.

-

10.

-

How does the
.erate?

What

is a

purpose

of

radio

the volume control in a

a

car-

"antenna -bias" type of volume control op-

"treble tone control"?

How does it work?

Describe two methods by which volume can be controlled
in an audio circuit.
What type of taper would you use for the circuit of
Fig. 20?
Explain the reason for your selection.
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AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
AND NOISE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
When listening to distant programs with a receiver that does not
have an automatic volume control system, we often notice a variation in
.signal strength.
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This condition is not brought

about by any particular defect in

the receiver, but is due to changes in atmospheric and geographic conditions which the signal encounters as it travels through space from
the transmitter
to
the receiver.
The receiver is simply amplifying

whatever signal energy reaches it; and when atmospheric conditions hap
pen to be such as to alter the signal strength that actually arrives
at
the receiver, the intensity of the reproduced sounds varies correspondingly.
Such a condition is annoying to the radio listener, as it requires him to continually manipulate the volume control in order to
maintain a uniform and satisfactory sound level. Receivers which have
an automatic volume control system incorporated in their circuits simplify matters in this respect by automatically increasing the sensitiv
ity of the receiver during the reception of weak signals, and decreasing its sensitivity proportionately during the reception of strong sig
nals.
Thus, after having once
set
the manual (hand -operated) volume
control for the sound level desired, the automatic volume control takes
over
the job of
maintaining a uni
form sound -level
Diode -Type
-F Transformer
of
regardless
AUG Tube
(AVC /ap
-F Tube
in
the
changes
signal
voltage
available in the
dollE1
antenna circuit.

I

I

ord

Briefly, auto
matic volume con
trol is accomplished by reguSlating
the bias
voltage applied
B+
to
the
control
grids of the r -f
and
i -f
tubes.
This bias volti age is varied in
accordance with
FIG. 2
strength of
the
PRODUCING A -V -C VOLTAGE WITH A DIODE
the signal
that
is being received. That is,dur
self-adjusting characterising the reception of a strong signal, the
tics of the automatic volume control (a -v -c) circuit applies a greater
bias to the r -f and i -f tubes, thereby reducing the gain of these am plifier stages to a predetermined level. During the reception of weak
signals, the automatic volume control circuit applies less bias to the
r -f and i -f tubes, thus increasing the gain of these stages. To obtain
uniform a -v -c action over the intervening range between a very strong
signal and a very weak signal, it is necessary to use super -control
tubes -- that is
tubes which have a remote cut-off characteristype
tic (variable -mu tubes).
fib

With these fundamental facts in mind, let us now see how all this
is accomplished.
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

In Fig. 2 is shown a basic, though incomplete, a -v -c circuit emThis circuit operates as follows:
a diode.

ploying

When an r -f signal voltage is applied across the input of the
diode -type a -v -c tube(upon being induced into the secondary winding S),
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rectified by the diode, as this tube allows current to pass
Such being the case, a dipect curin one direction only.
rent will flow through the diode circuit during the positive half -cycles of the r -f voltage, as shown by the arrows.
it will be
through it

During this process of rectification, current flows from the
(S)
cathode of the diode to its plate, through the secondary winding
Notice
of the transformer and through resistor R,back to the cathode.
especially that this current flow through R causes a d -c voltage to be
is
developed across it; also, that the direction of the diode current
(ground),
the
chassis
R,and
such as to make the cathode end of resistor
positive with respect to the coil end of the resistor
Since the diode currents varies with the intensity of the r -f sig
nal applied to this tube, the voltage developed across resistor R will
That is, the stronger the signal, the greater
also vary accordingly.
will be the diode current, and the greater will be the voltage develop
ed across resistor R.
The voltage appearing across resistor R can be utilized to automatically bias the control grid of the i -f tube in Fig. 2 by connectthe resistor to the control grid circuit of
ing the negative end of
this tube. By thus controlling the bias of the 1-f tube, its amplification factor can be controlled also. Therefore, when a strong signal
the a -v -c tube, the increased voltage across R will inis applied to
crease the bias on the i -f tube and thereby reduce its amplification.
When a weak signal is applied to the a -v -c tube, the reduced voltage
across R will decrease the bias on the i -f tube and thereby increase
In actual practice, the a -v -c voltage is generally
its amplification.
applied to all of the i -f tubes in the receiver, and often to the r -f
tubes as well.
SIMPLE DIODE DETECTOR AND A -V -C CIRCUIT

employing a diode in
In Fig. 3 is shown a typical a -v -c circuit
automatic volume
and
detection
both
possible
make
such a manner as to
operation of this circuit, let us assume
In analyzing the
control.
that a modulated r -f carrier signal is applied across points 1 and 2
transformer. As the signal passes through the final
of the final i -f
resonant circuits composed of L-1, C-1 and L-2, C-2, it is applied directly to the plate and cathode of the combination diode detector and
Condenser C-3 offers no opposition to this signal, as it
a -v -c tube.
has a low reactance at radio frequencies.
The modulated r -f carrier is rectified by the diode, since this
current to pass through it in one direction only. The
tube allows
waveform of the current passing through this tube is like that shown
at (A) of Fig. 4.

Condenser C-3 acts in the same manner as a filter condenser in a
power supply system. That is, it becomes charged and then discharges
during each successive pulse of r -f current. In other words, during
positive half -cycles of r -f, the rectified pulse charges condenser C-3;
during the negative half -cycles, while no current is flowing, C-3 discharges back into the circuit. This results in the r -f variations being filtered out, causing the final waveform of current to be similar
shown at (B) of Fig. 4. Since this current flows through reto that
sistor R-3 in Fig. 3, the waveform of the voltage appearing across
this resistor will also consist of the a -c and d -c components illustrated at (B) of Fig. 4.
If the values of C-3 and R-3 are chosen properly, the a -c component will be an exact reproduction of the audio signal. This audio
N
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a -v -c Controlled
bube

I-F Tronsormer
.

_

C-/

Defector and
a-v -c tube'

,0011/4C

-z
C-3

C-7
L

/

L -Z

0,
R-3

other controlled
tubes
f
To

To
O/

Eo./

audio

7-C-5
V

C

Filter

FIG. 3
FUNDAMENTAL A -V -C CIRCUIT

signal is then fed through condenser C-4 to an
a -f amplifier (not
shown) for further amplification.
Now, let us see how the a -v -c voltage is
obtained, by
the
electron flow through the diode detector circuit shown tracing
in Fig. 3.
Starting at the cathode of the diode tube, the rectified
current will
flow toward its plate.
It
then passes through coil L-2 and resistor
R-3 in the direction of the arrows -- making terminal
3 of the resistor negative with respect to ground.
Since the d -c component of
the
voltage between terminals 3 and 4 is proportional to the
level of the
modulated r -f carrier, these terminals may be used as a source
for the
desired a -v -c voltage (provided that the low -frequency a -f
component
is removed).

d -c

If the a -f component were applied to
the grid of a controlled
tube, the r -f carrier
signal would be still further modulated;
this, of course, would be very undesirable.
Therefore, it is necessary
to place a filter, or
several filters, in the a -v -c leads to keep the
a -f signal out of the controlled stages.
r -f

FILTERING THE

A -V

-C VOLTAGE

The fact that the control grids of the r -f tubes are
negative,
so that no d -c grid current is drawn from the a -v -c circuit,
simplifies
the problem of filtering the a -v -c voltage. Upon again referring
to
Fig. 3 you will observe
that two a -v -c filters (resistor R-1 in combination with condenser C-5, and resistor R-2 in combination with condenser C-6), are connected in the a -v -c voltage supply circuit,between
points 3 and 7.
These filters serve to keep the a -f signal voltage
out of the a -v -c controlled stages of the r -f amplifier. This filter
system operates in the following manner:

Resistor R-1 is high in ohmic value, and therefore offers consid
erable opposition to the flow of a -c. A large percentage of the small
amount of a -c that passes
through R-1 takes the low reactance path to
ground through C-5 rather than forcing its way through the opposition
offered by R-2.
In a
similar manner, the small amount of a -c that
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passes through the second filter resistor R-2 passes to ground through
Thus, the voltage at point 7,
the low reactance path offered by C-6.
which is applied to the control grid of the i -f ampliffer tube, is
practically pure d -c. Condensers have no effect on d -c voltage; also,
circuit, resistors R-1
since no d -c current flows through the filter
the d -c voltage appearof
value
the
and R-2 will have no effect upon
7.
at
point
ing
through resistor R-4 in the a -v -c
The flow of d -c plate current
controlled stage, produces across R-4 a d -c voltage which makes point 6
negative with respect to the cathode. This voltage drop across cathto the grid of the controlled
ode resistor R-4 is applied as a bias
and thence
i -f tube through the ground circuit between points 6 and 4,
L.
R-2,
and
;oil
R-1,
through R-3,

When an r -f carrier signal is present in the receiver, the d -c
component of the voltage produced thereby across R-3 acts in series
R-4.
produced across
with, and aids., the automatic "C" bias voltage
Thus, the a -v -c voltage and the automatic bias voltage add together to
make the grid of
the a -v -c control
led tube more neg.
ative than would
A.C. Component
Modulation
be the case withof output voltage
out a -v -c

envelope

.

An increase
in the carrier sis
nal
level boosts
the d -c component
of voltage across
R-3, driving the
grid of the a -v-c
tube
controlled
more negative and
reduces
thereby
the amplification

Corrier

-

curreMr

I. ve/

_

oC.CopoMent
oJ okirprt

vo/r,yar

FIG.
CURVES SHOWING THE A -C AND 0-C CCMPONENTS
ACROSS THE DIODE LOAD RESISTANCE

of this tube sufficiently to keep the signal voltage in the controlled stage of the
receiver below the overload value. Remember that a -v -c voltage may
thus be applied to all of the i -f tubes of the receiver and also to
the r -f tubes if so desired, thereby controlling the gain of all these
various stages.
THE R -F RETURN CONDENSER

Condenser C-6, in the circuit shown in Fig. 3, has another impor
a path from point 7 to point 6
and that is to provide
function,
tant
If this condenser were
for the r -f voltage developed across coil L.
through R-2 and C-5
flow
to
would
be
required
current
omitted, the r -f
R-2 would naturally offer considerable opposition to this
to ground.
flow of r -f current, and would thereby cause the grid of the i -f tube
to accumulate a high negative potential which would eventually block
Also, there would be the possibility of r -f voltages straythe tube.
ing into circuits where they could cause feedback and oscillations.
Since the reactance of C-6 is much less than the reactance of the path
will take the path to
to ground through R-2 and C-5, the r -f current
ground through C-6.
TIME -DELAY OF AN

A

-V -C SYSTEM

An a -v -c system must prevent "blasting" when a receiver is tuned
suddenly from a weak to a strong signal, and must also compensate for
more or less rapid fading effects.
N
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The d -c component of voltage across R-3 in Fig. 3 changes immediately after a change in carrier level, but it takes a certain amount
of time
for condenser C-5 in the first a -v -c filter to charge or discharge to a new voltage value. The reason for this is that resistor
R-1 offers
considerable opposition to any momentary flow of current
producing a change in condenser voltage. It thus takes a certain
amount of time for point 8 to assume new voltage values. This delay
in a -v -c action is commonly expressed as "time -delay."
CALCULATING THE TIME-DELAY

The amount of time -delay introduced by the
C-5 depends upon the resistance value of resistor
of condenser C-5.
This time, when expressed in
the
time -constant of the a -v -c filter
system,
quite easily.

filter R-1 and
R-1 and the capacity
seconds, is known as
and can be computed
a -v -c

In the case of the
filter system shown in Fig. 3, this can be
done by multiplying the ohmic value of R-1 in
_ohms by the capacity
of C-5 in microfarads, and dividing by 1,000,000.
The result
will be
the time -constant of the circuit in seconds, or the time required for
the a -v -c voltage to reach approximately 63 per cent of its final new
value after a change in carrier level. Thus, a .1-mf condenser, when
used with a 1-megohm resistor, gives a time -constant of one -tenth second.
(It is standard practice
among engineers
to specify time -constants for 63 per cent of the total change, this having proved more
convenient than a time -constant based upon a 100% change.) The a -v -c
filter made up of R-2 and C-6 likewise introduces a time -delay, which
increases the time -constant of the entire a -v -c filter system.

A low time -constant is naturally desirable in order
to make the
system respond as rapidly as possible to changes in carrier levThis can be secured by making the values of R-1, R-2, C-5 and C-6
el.
low, but so doing impairs
the filtering action which is essential to
the operation of an a -v -c system. Therefore,receiver design engineers
resort to a compromise, using a filter system containing values large
enough to provide satisfactory filtering, yet small enough to provide
A time -constant of one -fifth to one a sufficiently short time -delay.
tenth of a second is considered satisfactory by most engineers for the
prevention of blasting and reduction of fading.
a -v -c

The values for condensers C-5 and C-6 in an a -v -c filter system
may vary in different receivers from about .01 mf to 0.1 mf. These
condensers are inexpensive and provide a sufficiently low reactance to
ground for any r -f or i -f signal which may be attempting to flow from
the resonant circuit of the final 1-f transformer into the a -v -c line.
Values of 100,000 ohms to 2 megohms are commonly used for R-1 and R-2.
used
in combination
The filter action
of a 1-megohm resistor, when
with a 0.1 mf condenser, will reduce the strength of the lowest a -f
signal,which tries to get into the r -f and i -f amplifiers, about 100
filter combinations would increase the time -conTwo of these
times.
stant from one -tenth second to one -fifth second and would increase the
a -f filtering factor to 10,000 times.
SEPARATE DETECTION AND A -V -C ACTION, USING A DUO -DIODE TUBE

Sometimes, a double -diode detector is used in such manner that
serves as a conventional detector and the other for
one diode section
developing the a -v -c bias. Thus, a -v -c action and detection take
place in two separate circuits.
This may be accomplished very simply by connecting together the
plates, D-1 and D-2 through a small condenser C-1 as shown

two diode
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flow of
Thus, the a -f voltage developed across R-2 by the
a
through
amplifier
a
-f
the
to
is
delivered
current through diode D-1
provides
point
this
at
coupling condenser. Installing a potentiometer
Diode D-2 also rectifies
a means for controlling the speaker volume.
from D-1 through con
the r -f signal, a small portion of which is taken
denser C-1. This diode circuit is
D-/
through resistor R-1.
completed
The
rectified current flowing in
circuit produces a
this diode
The
voltage across resistor R-1.
of
R-1
is
across
produced
voltage
.F
a pulsating nature, containing an
innu
average d -c value and an alternat
ing value; the alternating value
woiu..e
of the r -f carrier
is composed
am~
and the a -f; the a -f appears here
To .4.F
for the same reason that it appears across R-2. However, for
the purpose of a -v -c, all of the
alternating components must be
0-3
AVC
eliminated as only d -c voltage is
VvV Ivy/`
M/vWV
C-2
wanted. Therefore, condenser
e-)
c
-Z
installbe
must
R-3
and resistor
ed in the a -v -c bus to filter out
this alternating component and
leave only the d -c voltage for
FIG. 5
in
the a -v -c circuit -- the
use
ANO A -V -C WITH A DUO -DIODE TUBE
DETECTION
relaexplained
already
as
same
tive to Fig. 3.
in Fig.

5.

t

A -V -C

WITH COMBINATION DIODE -TYPE TUBES

No amplification is derived from any sort of diode detector.
two diodes
For this reason, dual-purpose tubes were developed in which
in a single
were
combined
pentode,
a
and
diodes
or
two
and a triode,
Since the diode section and the triode (or pentode) section
envelope.
a
are independent of each other, such a tube can be made to operate as
amplifier.
audio
detector, an a -v -c tube, and a first
shown a typiIn Fig. 6 is
cal circuit offering these three
instances,
In most
features.
two diodes of the tube are
the
connected together as shown, un
der which conditions they act
single diode and permit
as a
of the tube
the diode section
to function as a half -wave rectifier. The circuit operates
as follows:

FIG. 6

COMBINATION DETECTION, A -V -C
AMPLIFICATION
AND A -F

The a -v -c voltage is secured from the voltage drop produc
by the flow of
ed across R-1
current which is rectified by
the diode section of the tube.
A lead is extended from the upper cr ungrounded end of R-1 to
feed the a -v -c voltages to the
grids of the r -f and i -f tubes
which are to be controlled. R-2
in value
is sufficiently large
supply the necessary bias
to
N
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for the triode to act as an amplifier, but is not large anough to
prevent signal rectification by the diode section.

Condenser C-2 serves to bypass to ground any remaining r -f ripples present
in
resistor R-1. The capacity of this condenser is too
small to bypass any of the audio frequencies that are also present in
this part of the circuit. The latter frequencies are taken from the
ungrounded end of resistor R-1 and transferred through the larger condenser C-1 to the grid of the tube to be amplified by this tube's triode section.
DELAYED

A -V -C

SYSTEMS

One marked disadvantage of the
simple a -v -c systems, thus far
described, is that they act on all signals reaching the a -v -c tube.
Therefore, weak signals cannot receive the full amplification of which
the receiver is capable.
In other words, the a -v -c system prevents
the receiver from using its full amplifying ability due
to the fact
that any signal, upon entering the receiver's input, decreases the sen
sitivity of the receiver immediately.
To overcome this limitation, a method of a -v -c has been devised
whereby the a -v -c action does not begin until the signal exceeds a cer
tain strength.
Since the a -v -c action, in this case, does not become
effective
until a signal exceeding a certain value is tuned in, this
system is called "delayed a -v -c." This feature permits a greater power output to be obtained from weak signals.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE:

To illustrate the principle involved in delayed a -v -c or d -a -v -c, let us assume that the ordinary simple a -v -c system will become operative
and provide a -v -c Action when the input at
the antenna is 1 microvolt or slightly more.
The delayed
system,
on
the other
hand, will not become active or effective unless an input
signal of, let us say, 50 microvolts is available.

In other words, a d -a -v -c receiver, while
responsive to all input signals
ranging
from 1 to 50 microvolts, will not be a -v -c controlled unless the signal voltage exceeds 50 microvolts.
Therefore,
the receiver is permitted to operate at maximum sensitivity during the
reception of very weak signals.
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FIG. 7
CURVES SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN
SIMPLE AND DELAYED A -V -C

The value of signal
strength at
which the a -v -c system starts to function is known as the threshold voltage.
For values of input signals below the
threshold voltage., the full sensitivity of the
receiver is available, and
the only bias which exists at the control grids of the controlled
r -f
and
i -f tubes is the bias developed by the
cathode resistors in these stages. How
ever, in cases where the input signal
rises above the threshold voltage, the
a -v -c system begins
to function, and
the gain is effectively controlled so
as to provide a fairly constant output.

This action is illustrated graphically in Fig. 7.,Here is shown the rel
ative performance of a receiver which
incorporates a simple a -v -c system as
compared to a similar receiver which
incorporates a delayed a -v -c system.
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the detector is plotted
output of
In this graph, the voltage
against the input signal, expressed in microvolts. In the input scale
l0µ = 10,000; 105 = 100,000;
103 = 1000;
of this graph 102 = 100;
10' = 1,000,000; 107 - 10,000,000; lOf = 100,000,000 microvolts.

Let us consider first the curve which represents the performance
of the simple a -v -c system. Here you will observe that the output of
appreciably below a desirable value until the input
is
the receiver
signal reaches a value of 40 or 50 microvolts.

improved performance obtainThe other curve shows clearly the
In this case you will observe a
able by means of the delay action.
steep rise in output for signals ranging from 1 to approximately 85
microvolts input, at which point the a -v -c action begins. This is the
threshold voltage for the system, and is indicated by the vertical dot
With this vertical dotted line as a reference, observe that
ted line.
delayed a -v -c
for voltages below 85 microvolts, the output with the
system. Noa
-v
-c
simple
with
the
than
greater
appreciably
system is
tice further, that the output from the delayed system, with an input of
as great as that available with
it, is
only 8 microvolts applied to
the ordinary system when the input is as high as 250 microvolts.
As is evident, these sysprovide comparable
outputs until the input signal
microvolts,
reaches
1,000,000
Therefore, it is ap
or 1 volt.
parent that the delayed a -v -c
system provides the required in
crease in sensitivity at those
points where it is most desired;
namely, at low values of input
It is also significant
signal.
that for input valto observe
ues above the threshold voltage,
with
the output characteristic
the
delayed system is a closer
approach to the ideal flat curve
than is available with the simple a -v -c system. (A flat curve
the output volttells us that
age remains approximately conthough the signal
stant even
voltage at the input of the sys
tem may vary.)
tems do not

DELAYED A -V -C CIRCUIT ACTION:
Now that you are familiar with
FIG. 8
the fundamental purpose of deDELAYED A -V -C CIRCUIT EMPLOYING
layed a -v -c action, let us next
A DUPLEX -DIODE TRIODE
examine the circuit action and
of a
details
typical delayed
a -v -c system employing a duplex
diode triode tube as a detector, delayed a -v -c rectifier, and first
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 8, and it operates in
a -f amplifier.
the following manner:

Upon studying this circuit diagram you will observe that the diis separate from the a -v -c system, and that this
ode detector system
secondary of the i -f (or r -f)
the
is made possible by constructing
transformer in two sections, one section for the diode detector circuit and the other for the a -v -c circuit.
N
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The triode portion of the tube secures its bias from the voltage
drop produced across R-2 by the flow of plate current through it. The
return_ circuit of diode D-2 is connected to ground through R-1. There
fore, D-2 is at negative potential with respect
to the cathode of the
tube
by an amount equal to the voltage developed across the bias resistor R-2.

The same degree of coupling exists between each of the two secon
dary windings of the transformer and their common primary. Therefore,
equal signal voltages will be induced in each secondary. The input
signal induced in L-1 is rectified by diode D-1, and the a -f component
voltage which is developed by the flow of this rectified current thru
the volume control resistance is applied to the grid through the coupling condenser C-1.
The voltage across the lower section of the secon
dary winding, L-2, is prevented from being rectified until its peak
value is greater than the bias voltage furnished by R-2, because diode
plate D-2 will not function when negative. Therefore, diode plate D-2
will produce no a -v -c action unless signals of sufficient strength are
received to make it positive with respect to the cathode, and so, enables it to draw current.

The current
rectified at such times by diode D-2 will flow thru
R-1, producing an emf which is applied as an.a-v-c voltage to the grids
of the r -f or i -f tubes to be controlled.
SEPARATE A -V -C TUBES

All of the a -v -c systems, described up to now, employed a single
tube for both detection and for furnishing the a -v -c control voltage.
However, before the diode detector came into widespread use, a triode
was often used in a separate a -v -c stage for the purpose of providing
the a -v -c voltage.
While there are many variations of such separate a -v -c stages,
circuit of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 9. Since a
one basic
are still in use, your knowledge
great many of these older receivers
would not be complete without your knowing how these
of a -v -c systems
circuits operate.
In our analysis of this circuit, let us first consider the condi
tion where no r -f signals are being fed to the grid of the a -v -c tube,which you will observe to be a triode.

Resistors R-1, R-2 and R-3 form a voltage divider network which
connected across the output terminals of the power pack. The electron flow through these resistors is from B- to B+. This makes point
point "Z". The grid of the a -v -c tube,
"X" negative with respect to
being connected to point "X" through grid resistor R-5, is therefore
negative with respect to its cathode.
is

is
connected to the a -v -c bus and
The plate of the a -v -c tube
also to ground at point "Y" through resistor R-4. Notice that point
than point "Z";
therefore,
"Y" is nearer the B+ side of the circuit
The values of R-1
point "Y" is positive with respect to point "Z".
and R-2 are so chosen that the a -v -c tube is biased to cut off when
there is no r -f signal. Under this condition, no current flows through
However, the plate of
R-4, and no voltage -drop is produced across it.
with respect to its cathode by an amount
the a -v -c tube is positive
equal to the voltage across R-2. Since there is no voltage -drop across
the same potential -- at
time at
this
R-4, points "U" and "W" are
a -v -c
voltage between
is
no
there
therefore
and
-ground potential
A cathode resistor R-6 is used in each con
the a -v -c line and ground.
trolled stage to provide a normal "C" bias for these stages.
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When an r -f signal is applied to the grid of the a -v -c -tube thru
condenser C-1, it swings the grid in a positive direction on alternate
half cycles. This allows a pulsating r -f plate current to flow, varysignal. D -C and a -f components will
ing according to the modulation
flow through R-4 being from
The
electron
R-4.
across
appear
therefore
point "U" toward point "W", point "U" becomes negative with respect to
plate current is filtered out by
The r -f component of this
ground.
C-2 and C-3.
level, is
The d -c component, which varies with the r -f carrier
while
the
tubes,
the
controlled
of
grids
the
fed from point "U" to
a -v -c filters in each controlled stage filter out the a -f component as
explained previously in this lesson. An increase in carrier level at
component of voltage
d -c
the grid of the a -v -c tube increases the
load resistor R-4 just enough to make the grids of
the a -v -c
across
to hold the carrier
more negative
the controlled tubes sufficiently
level fairly constant.
AMPLIFIED A -V -C

To obtain a more perfect a -v -c action, it is necessary that the
voltage actuating the a -v -c tube be greater than can be obtained with
Such a system necessitates amplifythe systems heretofore described.
signal which is to be rectified for
the
ing either that portion of
the resulting d -c voltage -- hence, the name "amplified
or
a -v -c use
a -v -c

.

"

There is no fundamental difference between amplified a -v -c sysIn all cases, part of the signal
tems and conventional a -v -c systems.
amplifier, is amplified, and then fed to the
is removed from the i -f
That part of the signal which is not
a -v -c tube in the normal manner.
further amplified, rectified by
etill
may
be
-v
a
-c
action
for
removed
to the a -f amplifier in the normal
the second detector, and passed on
only to that function of
The term "amplified a -v -c" applies
manner.
N
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the receiver which amplifies the part of the signal to be used specif-

ically for a -v -c purposes.

CIRCUIT DETAILS: The amplifying part of the a -v -c section may not nec
essarily be a separate tube; in fact, many receivers make use of the
combination tubes for this purpose.
Such a typical circuit is shown
in Fig.

10.

As seen, the two diodes are
connected together to form a half wave detector circuit. The a -f and d -c components then appear across
R-1 in exactly the same manner as described previously in this lesson.
The total
voltage across R-1
is fed to
amplifier
the a -f
through the coupling condenser
which passes only the
C-1,
audio component of the voltage.
Bypass condenser C-2 serves to
keep the r -f out of the audio
preventing
amplifier,
thus
"fringe howls."

The d -c component of
the
voltage across R-1 is applied
to the control grid of the pen
tode portion through resistor
R-2 which, together with the
r -f
choke and .05-mf bypass
condenser, serves to prevent
any audio voltages from actuat
ing the grid of this tube. The
cathode is above ground potential by an amount equal to the
voltage -drop produced across
the
cathode resistor R-3, and
any changes in the d -c grid po
FIG. 10
tential of this tube will vary
DUPLEX -DIODE PENTODE FUNCTIONING AS A DEthe
current through R-3 and
TECTOR, A -V -C TUBE, AND A -V -C AMPLIFIER
the
voltage -drop
thus change
Increasing signal
it.
across
strengths
will
increase the
voltage -drop across R-1, which, in turn, will apply a greater negative
d -c voltage to the control grid
of
the a -v -c tube, thus lowering the
plate current through R-3. Hence,the voltage across R-3 will decrease.
Since R-1 and R-3 are connected in series insofar as the a -v -c voltage
is concerned, simultaneous
voltage -changes across R-1 and R-3 will
make the total voltage -change between ground and the negative end of
R-1 greater than would be the voltage -change developed across R-1
This total voltage appearing between ground and the negative
alone.
end of R-1
is
applied to the grid -return leads of the tubes under
a -v -c control in the usual manner.
AMPLIFIED DELAYED A -V -C

Some receivers do not employ separate systems for furnishing delayed a -v -c and amplified a -v -c, but employ a combination amplified
delayed a -v -c stage. While such a circuit will naturally employ the
principles of both these systems; nevertheless, the delayed a -v -c section in such combination systems differs basically from the systems de
scribed previously.
In Fig. 11 is shown an
interesting and typical circuit using a
duplex -diode pentode, where the pentode section -- used as a triode -functions as a d -c amplifier.
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By closely inspecting this diagram you will observe that the r -f
signal carrier is coupled to diode D-1 through the small coupling condenser C-1. Diode D-1 functions as a straight rectifier, and its load
resistor R-1 is returned directly to the cathode; hence, there is no
delay voltage in this circuit. The rectified voltage producéd across
R-1 is fed to the grid of the pentode section through the resistance
capacity filter composed of R-2 and C-2. Inasmuch as the screen and
to
the
plate of the pentode section are tied together, and connected
positive side of the power supply, this part of the tube functions as
The cathode of the tube is connect
a triode rather than as a pentode.
ed to the center -tap of the
power transformer's high -voltage winding
(not shown) through a
50,000 -ohm resistor, and the power supply circuit in such a receiver is so wired that ground or B- is more positive
high -voltage
winding.
than is the center -tap of the transformer's
Therefore, the end of resistor R-3 marked "C-" is at all times negative with respect to ground.
The
second diode plate D-2 is connected
ground through the 400,000 -ohm resistor R-4, and the a -v -c voltage
to
is taken from diode plate D-2 through another 400,000 -ohm filter resis
tor R-5.
Let us now analyze the action which takes place under varying conditions of input signal.
When the incoming signal is very small, the voltage developed
across R-1 is also small. Therefore, only a small negative voltage is
through resistor R-2 to the
fed
grid of the tube's pentode section.
This small amount of bias results
in
a
comparatively high value of
plate current flow through the cath
ode resistor R-3, and
the circuit
constants are so
chosen that the
cathode is positive with respect to
ground under these conditions of
large plate current.
Now,
since
diode plate D-2 is grounded through
R-4, it will be negative with respect to the cathode and for this
reason no current can flow in this
diode circuit
through R-4; therefore, no voltage will be produced
across R-4. This in turn means that
no control voltage will be supplied
to the controlled tubes through R-5
under these conditions of low signal input.
As the input signal to the re
ceiver is
increased, the following
First, the inchanges take place:
creased signal applied to D-1 results in an increased value of recFIG. II
tified voltage produced across R-1,
which in turn increases the bias of
CIRCUIT FOR AMPLIFIED A -v -C
the pentode section. This increased
bias on the control grid of the nen
tode (used as a triode,of course), acts to decrease the value of plate
current and this in turn decreases the voltage acruss R-3.
As mentioned previously, the greater
the value of plate current
It
through R-3, the more positive will be the cathode of the tube.
thus follows that the effect of a decreased value of plate current unof input signal is to
der conditions of comparatively large values
then that
make the cathode less positive, or more negative. We see
larger values of input signal result in smaller values of plate current
N
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which make the cathode less positive. Finally, a point is reached
where the cathode voltage becomes zero compared to ground, at which
time no bias is being applied to diode plate D-2. This is the critical value of signal input at which diode D-2 begins to function.
For input signals beyond this threshold value, the cathode of
becomes more and more negative so that increased values of
Furthermore, the direction of
current flow through the resistor R-4.
this current is such that the ungrounded end of R-4 becomes negative.
It is this negative voltage, developed across R-4, which serves as the
automatic control voltage, and which is distributed to the several con
trolled tubes through the filter resistor R-5.
the tube

We have observed that the operation of the circuit just describThis is true because
ed is a form of amplified delayed a -v -c action.
the initial rectified voltage which is available across R-1-- the load
of the first rectifier section D-1 -- is impressed on the grid of the
a -v -c tube and amplified by this tube before it is applied to the controlled tubes.

full amplification of the
We might further point out that the
utilized, since the change in voltage which appears
is
the change in voltage which apacross R-4 is essentially the same as
pears across the cathode resistor R-3. As you have no doubt noticed
by this time, the load for
section of the
the triode
tube is not directly in the
plate circuit of the tube,
3TUB i a
2rueEs
ITUDE
WATTS
but is the resistor R-3,
3
which is located between
the cathode and the center tap of the high -voltage sec
2
eondary winding on the power
u
transformer. Thus the plate
of the tube, with
voltage
o
respect to ground, remains
in
changes
for
constant
o
volt
the
voltage,while
grid
10'
IOS
104
103
10º
age at the cathode fluctuINPUT
with
ates
in accordance
changes in -the grid bias.
a -v -c tube

riliffri":
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FIG. 12
CURVES SHOWING HOW THE NUMBER OF A -V -C
CONTROLLED TUBES AFFECTS PERFORMANCE

NUMBER OF CONTROLLED TUBES

of tubes to
The number
be controlled in a receiver
by the a -v -c system will
-f
and i -f stages as a whole.
r
of
the
sensitivity
to
the
according
vary
the control voltage,
may
receive
In some small receivers, only one tube
stages may be conor
tubes
four
many
as
as
receivers
in larger
while

trolled.

relation exists between
The reason for this variation is that a
by
the a -v -c voltage and
be
controlled
tubes that can
the number of
a -v -c system with respect to the unithe over-all performance of the
formity of the output obtained from the receiver. This relation destages is influenced by
pends on how much the gain of the controlled
will see
three curves,
you
12
Fig.
In
changes in control voltage.
as the
output
audio
the
influences
-c
a
-v
system
an
how
each showing
number of controlled tubes is increased.

Note that with one tube controlled, a change in signal input of
from 100 to 3000 microvolts will produce a change in audio output of
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approximately three watts. If two tubes are controlled, an input of
from 100 to 25,000 microvolts is required to produce the same change
in
audio output. If three tubes are controlled, a variation of from
100 to 200,000 microvolts is required to produce the same three -watt
change in output.
NOISE BETWEEN STATIONS

IN A -V -C

CONTROLLED RECEIVERS

Since the normal action of an a -v -c system is to decrease the
sensitivity of the receiver on strong signals, and since the sensitivity of such a receiver is maximum when the tuning dial is set where no
station is being received, reception is usually very "noisy" when the
receiver is tuned between stations. This is due to the fact that any
natural and man-made electrical disturbances, picked up by the antenThese
na, are amplified by the full amplifying power of the receiver.
"background" noises are very annoying when tuning from one station to
another.
To overcome this inter -station noise, the a -v -c system in some
receivers is designed to provide an appreciable time-lag. In other
words, the a -v -c system will require more time before responding to
This time-lag is sufficient tc keep the sensignal Voltage
changes.
sitivity of the receiver at a low value until the tuning dial, when
turned at a normal speed, reaches the next station; this tends to keep
noise between stations at a low level. However, because of this timepoint of resonance acculag, it is difficult to tune a station to a
rately unless a tuning eye or indicator of some kind is used. In adds
tion, a thudding sound or "plop" will be heard in the speaker whenever
a station is tuned in.
To 'rovide better performance
in
this respect,. it is desirable
to have an a -v -c system that will prevent background noise when tuning
between stations. The output of the receiver will then be automatically reduced to zero whenever the receiver is tuned off a station.
Such noise suppression circuits or quiet a -v -c systems (q -a -v -c) have

been devised.

These will now be explained.
NOISE -SUPPRESSION CIRCUIT

In Fig. 13 we have a circuit which incorporates diode detection,
delayed a -v -c action, and noise suppression all in the one tube, VT -1.
Diode D-1 takes
care of detection, and diode D-2 develops the a -v -c
The triode portion of the tube acts as the noise suppressor.
voltage.

When an r -f signal is induced in the secondary circuit of the
1-f transformer, diode D-1 rectifies this signal, causing d -c current
plate D-1.
to flow through R-3, R-4, to the cathode and back to diode
Audio signal voltage is taken from the variable resistance R-4 and applied through a .01-mf condenser (C-1) to the grid of the audio amplifier tube VT -2.
The other diode plate (D-2) is coupled to D-1 by a small condens
This allows part of the r -f signal to be impressed on D-2 and
er C.
resistor R-1 develops
The resulting current flow through
rectified.
an a -v -c voltage which is applied through the .25-megohm filter resisof the r -f and i -f tubes to which the
tor (R-8) to the grid circuits
However, it is to be noted that the
a -v -c voltage is to be supplied.
cathode of VT -1 is connected to a point in the series of voltage dropping resistors which is 14 volts positive with respect to ground. This
means that the ground end of R-1 is going to be 14 volts negative with
respect to the cathode. Therefore, no current will flow through diode
section D-2 until the impressed r -f voltage reaches a value slightly
above 14 volts. This provides the delay action for the a -v -c system.
N
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FIG. 13
NOISE -SUPPRESSION, OR QUIET

A -V

-C,

SYSTEM

The grid of VT -1 is connected through a 1-megohm resistor (R-2)
to the point
at which R-3 and R-4 are united. Now, when no signal is
applied to D-1 there will be no current flow through R-3 and R-4, and
consequently, there will be no negative voltage on the grid of the
Instead, the grid of the tube will be practically at zero volttube.
age with respect to its cathode. This means that a fairly high plate
The direc
current will flow through the path indicated by the arrows.
tion of this current flow is such that the top end of R-5 becomes very
highly negative. Since this negative voltage is impressed upon the
control grid of VT -2 through the 1-megohm resistor R-6, it is apparent
Such will be the condition when no
that this tube will be blocked.
signal is being received, or during the intervals between stations.

When the r -f and i -f circuits are tuned to a station so that a
signal voltage is applied to the diodes of VT -1, no current will flow
through the circuit composed of D-2 and R-1 until the signal reaches a
value above 14 volts. However, a direct current does flow through the
circuit composed of D-1, R-3, and R-4. This current develops a voltage
across R-3 and R-4, making the lower end of R-4 negative with respect
cathode end. This negative voltage is impressed upon the grid
to its
of VT -1 through R-2, causing
the plate current flow through this tube
to be reduced materially or cut off completely.
Thus, the voltage appearing across R-5 will be reduced also, and the bias upon tube VT -2
Tube VT -2 will then be able to amplify any audio
reduced accordingly.
signal which is applied to its grid through the coupling condenser C-1.
This condition develops
almost as
soon as the tuning section of the
receiver is tuned to resonance with a signal.
NOISE SILENCERS AND NOISE LIMITERS

"Noise silencers," or "noise limiters," are
similar
to
the
"quiet a -v -c" or noise -suppression
circuit, but dissimilar in their
action. The first of these devices was known as the Lamb "noise silencer." This circuit was developed primarily for use in amateur and
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communications -type receivers; but, several circuits have been developed from it, and are being used on some of the newer commercial receivers.
THE LAMB "NOISE SILENCER" CIRCUIT: The circuit diagram of a Lamb "noise
silencer" is shown in Fig. 14. The essential parts of the system are
The grid lead of the first i -f transformshown in heavy black lines.
er divides into two paths -- one going to the control grid of VT -1 and
Thus, any r -f voltage existing
the other to the control grid of VT -2.
in the
secondary of this i -f transformer will he impressed on these
This voltage may contain noise pulses which
two grids simultaneously.
are impressed on both grids at the same instant, together with the sig,
nal. Let us now analyze. the actions taking place in VT -2 and VT -3 and
see how
the "noise pulse" can be cancelled out, leaving only the sig-

nal voltage.
First,
it
is apparent that
any signal appli
grid
ed to
the
of VT -2 will be
amplified by this
tube and
passed
on
through the
i -f
transformer
to the secondary
terminals of L-2.
Notice that L-2
is
connected as
a full -wave rectifier circuit -each end terminal

winding
connected
to a diode plate.
Therefore,
current will flow
through resistor
R-2 during each
half of the full
cycle of r -f volt
age; this current
will develop a
across
voltage
R-2, making its
upper end negative with respect
to its ground end.
Keep this voltage
in mind
because
we will come back
of
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FIG. 14
THE LAMB NOISE SILENCER

to it in a moment.

The cathNext, note the cathode connections of VT -2 and vT-3.
ode of VT -2 is connected through a biasing resistor to the variable
terminal of potentiometer R-3. Also, the two cathodes of VT -3 are tied
together and connected to the arm of potentiometer R-3. The position
of the rotating arm on variable resistor R-3 determines two conditions:
first, it determines the amount of Amplification that VT -2 can produce;
and second, it will determine the value of the signal voltage required
before the diode plates of VT -3 will be driven sufficiently positive
start drawing current -- in other words, the adjustment of R-3
to
places a delayingvoltage on VT -3.
N
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It is apparent then that R-3 can be adjusted
to
a
point where
any r -f signal on the grid of VT -2 will not be amplified enough to
drive the diode plates of VT -3 positive; yet, the adjustment
is such
that
the amplified voltage is very close to the threshold voltage, or
the voltage that will cause the
diodes to become positive. Now, any
noise signal appears as a very sharp and exaggerated peak in the audio
envelope of the r -f carrier, and the value of this noise peak is high
enough to drive the diode plates positive. Thus, for the instant of
the noise.peak endurance, there is a sudden pulse
through
of current
R-2. This sudden current pulse develops a voltage across R-2 which is
applied as a negative voltage through the radio -frequency choke (rfc)
to grid #3 of VT -1. The value of this momentary voltage causes grid #3
of VT-lto become sufficiently negative to counteract the sharp peak in
plate current that would be produced in this tube by the noise signal.

The action of the noise silencer is shown graphically in Fig.15.
(A) how the noise appears as a very sharp
peak in the audio
envelope. If this
signal were to be
Noise peak
and
rectified,
Noise peak
to
the
passed
on
is cut of,
audio amplifier,
the noise would
appear as a loud
Cfi
Notice
crackle.
that
the
also
noise silencer is
Noire si/eMcer
es
so that
adjusted
s
it does not
come
into operation un
signal
til the
11111
reaches
voltage
the value indicat
ed
by the dotted
(B) of
lines at
Fig. 15.

Notice at

I'II

II

11111111litívi

NOISE AS

FIG. 15
IMPRESSED ON AND ELIMINATED FROM SIGNAL

Since the noise
modulation
rises
to a value consid
erably above the
operating
level
of
the silencer,

negative voltage will be developed across R-2 in Fig. 14 at the instant that the threshold point, or the operating level indicated at
This negative voltage reduces the ampli(B) of Fig. 15, is reached.
fication of VT -1 for the duration of the noise peak and prevents the
ncise signal from being amplified above the limiting level.
a

Now, you can see that the term "noise silencer" is not an accurate
description of the action that occurs in this type of circuit. A more
truthful term would be "noise limiter"; because, as you have seen, the
noise is not completely eliminated -- rather, it is reduced to a level
almost equal to the highest audio modulation peak so that it only appears as a slight background crackle instead of a very pronounced one.

The broadcast band is not troubled by static and man-made interference to as great an extent as are the shortwave bands. Some of the
better quality commercial receivers have a noise limiter incorporated
switching it in or out. These
in their circuits with provision for
noise limiters are not as complex as the'"Lamb silencer"but they are
beneficial, especially in localities where the interference problem is
very acute.
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shown the fiIn Pig. 16 are
NOISE LIMITER OF A COMMERCIAL RECEIVER:
nal i -f transformer and a duo -diode tube of a receiver. One diode sec
used as a detector acid the other as the noise limiter. The
tion is
arrangement operates as follows:

Any r -f signal induced in the secondary of the i -f transformer
will be rectified by diode section D-1 of the tube. This rectified
voltage consists of an average rectified carrier voltage and the audio
modulation with all the noise or interference peaks.
Diode D-2 is connected to point 1 through the 1-megohm resistor
is connected to point 2 of the resistor network.
R-3, and the cathode
Now, if an unmodulated carrier voltage appears in winding L-1, current
will flow through R-2 and R-1 in such a direction as to make point 1
Point 2 will be somewhat
negative with respect to point 3 (ground).
This means that the higher negative voltless negative than point 1.
current will flow
age at point 1 will be impressed on diode D-2. No
through this section of the tube as long as this condition exists. Fur
thermore, condenser C, being connected between D-2 and ground, will be
charged in such a direction that its ungrounded end is negative with
respect to its grounded end
-- and it will remain charg
ed in this direction as long
as the voltage at point 1
unchanged at this
remains
highly negative value.
Now, let us suppose
and noise
that the audio
are being immodulations
pressed on the carrier. Con
ditions in the circuit of

D-2 will then remain practically the same as when no
modulation existed, with the
exception that condenser C
now charges up to a voltage
which is the average of the
modulating envelope and remains
in
this condition,
retaining the same polarity
as previously.
FIG. 16
THE DICKERT "NOISE LIMITER"
Condenser C remains
the average of
charged to
modulation voltage bethe
cause of the time -constant of resistor R-3 and C. Notice that the time
constant of R-3 and C is from .05 to .1 second. In comparison with
during that time, you can see that C
the changes in audio modulation
wuch for each cyis not going to have time to alter its voltage very
modulating voltage. The only thing it can do is to charge up
cle of
The value of R-2 is
remain at that point.
to the average value and
chosen so that the voltage -drop between points 1 and 2 vill be approxi
mately equal to the voltage developed across C. As long as the voltage
drop across R-2 does not exceed this value. D-2 will remain negative
with respect to its cathode.

Now, look at diagram (A)
of Fig. 15 again. Observe that the
noise peak exceeds the average value of the audio modulation by a great
impressed across R-2 and
If this noise peak is rectified and
deal.
R-1, it will last for only a traction of the time required for any
change in audio modulation. Therefore, the time -constant of R-3 and C
will prevent this noise peak from making any change in the value of
N
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voltage across C; however, the
difference in voltage drop between
1 and 2 does
points
change. In other words, while
the voltage across C remains constant, the voltage at
point 2 becomes more negative.
fore, D-2 will become
Therepositive with respect to point
2, and current
will flow from the cathode
to D-2 during the
instant of the noise peak.
When plate current flows in
a diode, its
plate resistance drops
considerably.
For instance, the plate
resistance of diode section D-2
may drop to several hundred
going to be connected to groundohms. This means, then, that point 2 is
a very small
resistance (plate
resistance of diode section D-2)through
and
condenser
C.
Since noise peaks
are always of a high frequency
order, the value
of C in series with
the
small plate resistance will
act to bypass the audible noise
age from point 2 to ground
during the instant of the noise peak. voltthe noise impulse is
Thus
prevented from being passed across
the coupling
condenser C-1 to the grid of the
following audio tube.
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b
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What is meant by amplified a -v -c?
How is it obtained?

What is the principle by which
noise is eliminated by a
noise silencer, or noise limiter,
circuit?
How is the time -delay of an a -v
-c filter determined?
What type of tube must be used
in the controlled stages
in order to obtain proper a
-v -c action?
What is inter -station noise, and
why is it desirable to
suppress it?

Draw a circuit diagram, showing
how
function as a detector, a -v -c tube and a single tube may
audio amplifier.
(a) Why is
delayed a -v -c action desirable in
certain
instances?
(b) Describe briefly
the
principle of a delayed a -v -c
system.

8.

-

Is the ground end of the
diode load resistor positive
or negative with respect to
the ungrounded end of this
resistor?

9.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of

'10.

-

How does the number of tubes
the performance of a receiver?controlled by a -v -c affect

a

noise silencer circuit.
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SERVICING STORAGE BATTERIES
STORAGE BATTERIES
ARE USED
EXTENSIVELY IN THE FIELD OF RADIO AND
ELECTRONICS.
SO,
IN THIS LESSON YOU WILL
LEARN HOW TO KEEP A STORAGE
BATTERY AT PEAK EFFICIENCY.
FIRST, LET US CONSIDER THE CARE WHICH A
NORMAL STORAGE BATTERY, SUCH AS THE ONE 1N FIG. I, REQUIRES IN ORDER TO
PREVENT IT FROM DEVELOPING MANY OF THE SERIOUS
TROUBLES TO WHICH IT IS
CONTINUALLY SUBJECTED.
AMONG THE IMPORTANT FACTORS, WE FIND THAT IT IS
ESSENTIAL TO ALWAYS KEEP THE OUTSIDE OF THE BATTERY CLEAN AND DRY.
KEEPING THE BATTERY CLEAN
THERE SHOULD BE NO DOUBT
IF YOU WILL ONLY

YOUR MIND AS TO WHY THIS PRECAUTION IS
CONSIDER THE FACT THAT MOISTURE AND DIRT
FORM A COMBINATION
WHICH HAS SUFFICIENTLY GOOD ELECTRICAL CONDUCTING
QUALITIES TO PERMIT A LEAKAGE OF CURRENT BETWEEN THE CELLS. CONTINUOUS CURRENT LEAKAGE
OF THIS NATURE WILL IN DUE TIME CAUSE A GOOD
BATTERY TO DISCHARGE ITSELF.
IN

SO NECESSARY,

GOOD POLICY TO OCCASIONALLY
IT
IS A
WIPE THE TOP OF THE BATTERY CLEAN WITH A RAG
MOISTENED
WITH AMMONIA, OR A SOLUTION OF
BAKING SODA AND WATER. THE REASON FOR DOING
THIS IS
THAT AMMONIA
AND BAKING SODA
WILL
COUNTERACT OR NEUTRALIZE
ANY ACID WHICH MAY
BE PRESENT ON TOP OF THE BATTERY.

CORRECTING CORRODED TERMINALS
YOU CAREFULLY EXAMINE
IF
A
STORAGE
BATTERY WHICH HAS BEEN NEGLECTED,YOU WILL NO-

FIG.'I

STORAGE BATTERY
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TÍCE THAT A FLUFFY, GREENISH LOOKING SUBSTANCE HAS COLLECTED AROUND
THE
TERMINALS. THIS SUBSTANCE IS CAUSED BY CORROSION, WHICH IS DUE TO THE ACTION OF THE ACID ON THE METALLIC IMPURITIES WHICH ARE PRESENT ON THE TERM
INALS.

SHOULD THIS CORROSION BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE, THEN THE CONNECTION
WILL SOON BE ENTIRELY EATEN AWAY SO THAT EITHER AN EXTREMELY HIGH
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE WILL BE OFFERED BY THE JOINT OR ELSE THE JOINT MAY EVEN
BECOME OPEN CIRCUITED ALTOGETHER.

REMEDY
IT

IS

WHEN YOU FIND SUCH A CORRODED CONDITION, IT IS NECESSARY FOR YOU TO
IT IMMEDIATELY AND ALTHOUGH IT IS A SIMPLE MATTER TO DO THIS,
YET
A MOST IMPORTANT ONE. THE FIRST THING TO DO, WHEN YOU WISH TO REMEDY
THIS CONDITION, IS TO SCRAPE OFF ALL
OF THIS SUBSTANCE, BEING CAREFUL,HOWEVER, NOT TO PERMIT ANY OF IT
FROM
FINDING ITS WAY INTO ANY OF THE CELLS.
IN FACT,
IF THE TERMINAL IS
CORRODED
EXTREMELY BAD, IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO
REMOVE THE CONNECTION WHILE SCRAPING
80 THAT ALL SURFACES WILL BECOME BRIGHT AGAIN BEFORE REPLACING THE CONNED
«N ON.

SOMETIMES, TERMINALS BECOME SO
BADLY EATEN AWAY THAT IT IS NECESSARY
TO REPLACE THEM WITH AN ENTIRELY
NEW
CONNECTION,

AFTER THE CORRODED TERMINAL HAS

F16.2

BEEN CAREFULLY CLEANED,

IT SHOULD
BE
WIPED WITH A CLOTH MOISTENED
WITH
AMMONIA OR A SOLUTION OF BAKING SODA
AND WATER. THE CONNECTION SHOULD THEN BE THOROUGHLY TIGHTENED AND A COATING OF VASELINE SHOULD BE APPLIED TO IT,

Level of the Electrolyte.

"A STICH

IN TIME,

SAVES NINE"

IF A SIMPLE JOB AS THIS IS DONE IN TIME, IT WILL PREVENT THE FAILURE
OF THE BATTERY, WHICH WAS BOUND TO DOME SOONER OR LATER BECAUSE OF
THIS
DEVELOPING CONDITION.

THE BATTERY NEEDS WATER
A CAMEL CAN CONTINUE DOING ACTIVE WORK FOR A CONSIDERABLE TIME WITli
OUT NEEDING A DRINK, HOWEVER, THE TIME COMES SOON WHEN HE TOO MUST HAVE A
DRINK OF WATER IN ORDER TO KEEP GOING, WE HAVE A SIMILAR CONDITION PRESENT
IN THE STORAGE BATTERY BECAUSE THIS UNIT DOESNIT REQUIRE AN ADDITION
OF
WATER EVERY DAY BUT YET THE TIME DOES COME WHEN WATER MUST BE ADDED
TO
EACH CELL.

THE CORRECT LEVEL OF THE ELECTROLYTE
IT

IS

ADVISABLE TO REMOVE THE VENT PLUGS FROM EACH CELL ABOUT EVERY
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TWO WEEKS DURING THE WINTER MONTHS AND ABOUT EVERY WEEK DURING THE SUMMER
MONTHS, SO THAT THE LEVEL OF THE ELECTROLYTE IN EACH OF THE CELLS CAN BE
INSPECTED. THE LEVEL OF THE ELECTROLYTE SHOULD NEVER BE ALLOWED TO BECOME
LOWER THAN A POINT 2n ABOVE THE TOP OF THE PLATES, AS SHOWN IN FIG.2.

USE DISTILLED WATER

WHEN IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO RAISE THE LEVEL OF THE ELECTROLYTE IN
NOTHING SHOULD BE ADDED EXCEPT DISTILLED WATER. ANY OTHER WATER,
ALTHOUGH IT MAY BE EXCELLENT DRINKING WATER, IS NOT SUITABLE FOR BATTERY
PURPOSES BECAUSE IT CONTAINS MINERALS
AND VEGETABLE MATTER WHICH
WHEN
BROUGHT IN CONTACT WITH THE
ACID
WITHIN THE CELL, WOULD PRODUCE VERY
UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS. DISTILLED WATER
DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY MINERALS
OR
PRODUCTS OF VEGETATION ANDTHEREFORE
IT IS THE ONLY KIND OF WATER
WHICH
SHOULD BE USED IN A CELL, IF GOOD R
SULTS ARE TO BE EXPECTED.
A CELL,

THE WATER EVAPORATES

PROBABLY YOU ARE THINKING THAT
WE ONLY ADD PURE WATER,OUR ELECTROLYTE WILL GRADUALLY BECOME WEAKER
AND WEAKER BUT YOU SEE, IT IS
THE
WATER OF THE ELECTROLYTE WHICH EVIL
PORATES AND NOT THE ACID. NOT ONLY
DOES THE WATER EVAPORATE DUE TO ORDINARY CAUSES BUT WHILE THE BATTERY
IS BEING CHARGED, THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE WATER IS FREQUENTLY
BROKEN UP INTO HYDROGEN GAS AND OXYGEN GAS, WHICH ARE REALLY THE TWO
ELEMENTS OF WHICH WATER IS COMPOSED.
IF

METHOD OF ADDING WATER TO THE CELLS

FIG.3

Testing the Cell
Voltage.

WHEN ADDING WATER, YOU MUST BE CAREFUL THAT THE WATER DOESNOT COME
CONTACT WITH ANY METALLIC SUBSTANCES AND THIS CAN BE DONE VERY EASILY
BY KEEPING THE WATER IN A GLASS CONTAINER AND SQUIRTING THE WATER
INTO
THE CELLS BY MEANS OF A RUBBER SYRINGE OR ELSE THE HYDROMETER
SYRINGE,
WHICH YOU SAW IN AN EARLIER LESSON.
IN

TESTING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE ELECTROLYTE
ABOUT EVERY TWO WEEKS, THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE ELECTROLYTE
SHOULD BE CHECKED BY MEANS OF THE HYDROMETER AND SHOULD YOU FIND THESPEQ
IFIC GRAVITY TO HAVE FALLEN TO A READING OF 1.150, THEN IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO TAKE ACTIVE STEPS.
FIRST, OF COURSE, WE MUST DETERMINE WHETHER THIS LOW GRAVITY IS DUE
MERELY BECAUSE
THE BATTERY IS IN A DISCHARGED CONDITION OR WHETHER THE
ELECTROLYTE ITSELF IS OUT OF PROPORTION. TO DETERMINE THIS, A VOLWETER
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SHOULD BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE HYDROMETER AND IF THE CELL VOLTAGES
ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THE HYDROMETER R'ADINGS, THEN IT IS JUST NECESSARY TO
RECHARGE THE BATTERY. HOWEVER, IF THE CELL VOLTAGES ARE OUT OF PROPORTION
TO THE HYDROMETER READINGS, THEN IT EVEN BECOMES NECESSARY TO RE -BALANCE
THE ELECTROLYTE.

RELATIONS BETWEEN CELL VOLTAGE & SPECIFIC GRAVITY READINGS
To ILLUSTRATE THIS POINT STILL CLEARER, LET US ASSUME THAT WHEN
WE
TEST THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF A CELL WITH A HYDROMETER, WE FIND THEGRAVITY
TO BE 1.275.
THEN WHEN WE TAKE A VOLTMETER AND TEST THE CELL VOLTAGE AS
SHOWN IN FIG. 3, WE FIND IT TO BE 2.1 VOLTS. THIS RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN
THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY READING AND VOLTMETER READING,WOULD TELL US THAT THE
CELL IS IN A GOOD CHARGED CONDITION.

NEXT, LET US SUPPOSE THAT WE SHOULD TEST A CELL, FINDING ITSSPFCIFIC
GRAVITY TO BE 1.275 WHILE THE CELL VOLTAGE IS ONLY 1.9 VOLTS. THIS WOULD
INDICATE THAT THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE CELL IS TOO HIGH FOR THE EXISTING VOLTAGE AND SUCH A CONDITION WOULD CALL FOR A RE -BALANCING OF THE ELE
TROLYTE; AS WELL AS A RE -CHARGE.

SHOULD YOU FIND THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY TO BE ABOUT 1.200 WITH A CELL
VOLTAGE OF 2.1 VOLTS, THEN THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY IS TOO LOW FOR THE EXISTING VOLTAGE AND THIS WOULD LIKEWISE REQUIRE A RE -BALANCING OF THE
ELECTROLYTE. HOWEV.ER, IF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY READINGS SHOULD BE 1.150 AND THE
CELL VOLTAGES 1.75 VOLTS, THEN THE BATTERY SIMPLY REQUIRES A RECHARGE,
WHICH WILL AGAIN BRING IT UP TO NORMAL.

CHECKING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY BEFORE
ADDING ANY WATER
WHEN CHECKING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF A CELL, ALWAYS CHECK IT BEFORE
YOU ADD ANY WATER TO REPLACE EVAPORATION. THE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT THE
WATER WILL NOT IMMEDIATELY MIX THOROUGHLY WITH THE ACID AND YOU WOULD
THEREFORE OBTAIN A LOWER HYDROMETER READING THAN WOULD ACTUALLY EXIST AFTER THE WATER AND ACID HAVE HAD A CHANCE TO MIX.

BATTERIES REQUIRING A RECHARGE
LET US ASSUME THAT BY MAKING THE HYDROMETER AND CELL VOLTAGE TESTS ON
EACH OF THE CELLS, WE HAVE DETERMINED THAT THE BATTERY SIMPLY REQUIRES TO
BE CHARGED. THAT IS, IT HAS BECOME RUN DOWN OR DISCHARGED SO THAT THEBPE£
IFIC GRAVITY READING OF EACH CELL IS LOW (APPROACHING THAT OF WATER)
AND
THE PLATES CONTAIN A GREAT DEAL OF SULPHATE.

HOWEVER, AS SOON AS THE CHEMICAL CHANGE WITHIN THE CELLS HAS REACHED
POINT, THE
EFFICIENT.
BATTERY
IS NO LONGER
WE
CERTAIN
IF
IN FACT,
SHOULD STILL FORCE THE BATTERY TO CONTINUE
DISCHARGING UNTIL THE VOLTAGE
EACH OF ITS CELLS
DROPS BELOW I.7 OR I.5 VOLTS, AND
ITS
OF
SPECIFIC
PERMITTING SERIOUS TROUBLE TO DEVELOP WITHIN
GRAVITY BELOW 1.150, WE ARE
THE CELL.
A

REVERSED CHEMICAL ACTION
OUR NEXT STEP THEN

IS

TO CAUSE A CHEMICAL ACTION TO TAKE PLACESOTHAT
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IN
THE SULPHATE IS DRIVEN OUT OF THE PLATES AND INTO THE ELECTROLYTE ANO
AGAIN
WILL
THAT
IT
THIS WAY RESTORE OUR BATTERY TO A CHARGED CONDITION SO
WE CALL THIS RESTORABE READY TO SUPPLY US WITH AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT.
TION OR REJUVINATIdG ACTION CHARGING THE BATTERY.

ORDER TO CHARGE THE BATTERY, IT IS NECESSARY TO DO JUST THEOPPOWE
SITE TO WHAT TOOK PLACE DURING THE DISCHARGE OF THE BATTERY. THAT 1S,
OPPOSITE
THROUGH
.A
DIRECTION
IN
BATTERY
THE
MUST PASS AN ELECTRIC CURRENT
TO THAT IN WHICH THE CURRENT FLOWED WHILE THE BATTERY WAS DISCHARGING.LET
US NOW SEE HOW WE CAN ACCOMPLISH THIS.
IN

l

FOR
PURPOSES
CHARGING

A DIRECT CURRENT

FIRST, IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE A DIRECT
CURRENT AT OUR DISPOSAL
AND THIS TYPE OF CURRENT, YOU WILL REMEMBER,

ALWAYS TRAVELS
DIRECTION ONLY.

IN

110

Y.

D.0 LINE

r

.3o Amp. Fuses

i

'', L

Mastei:>
Switch

Twenty
100 Watt

Lamps

ONE

IN SOME
LOCALOF
ITIES THIS TYPE

CURRENT IS SUPPLIED TO
THE VARIOUS BUILDINGS
POWER
BY A CENTRAL
PLANT. IN SUCH A CASE,
WE CAN USE THIS CURRENT
FROM THE POWER
LINES,
HOWEVER, WE MUST TAKE
CERTAIN CONDITIONS INTO CONSIDERATION.

Po.siti vQ

Connechi

Negati ve

Connection

' Snap Switches
C=0 o«
42

-

.3

F

Battery Charging

(3

When

.

4

D.C. is

Available_

FIG. 4 YOU WILL SEE HOW WE CAN GET A SUITABLE BATTERY
CURRENT BY THIS MEANS.
IN

USING D.C.

CHARGING

DIRECT FROM POWER LINES

LINE,
HERE YOU WILL SEE THAT Two WIRES LEAD FROM THE 110 't -D. C.,
THROUGH THE FUSES TO THE TERMINALS OF THE SINGLE THROW, DOUBLE POLESWITCH.
THE
As LONG AS THIS MASTER SWITCH IS OPEN, NO CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH
BATTERIES.

Now WHEN THE MASTER SWITCH IS CLOSED, CURRENT WI..L =LOW FROM THE P.
SITIVE SIDE OF THE 110 V. LINES THROUGH THE SWITCH, AMMETER AND TO THE Pº
SITIVE CONNECTION. NEXT, OBSERVE THAT THREE BATTERIES HAPPEN TO BE CONNE
(4)
TED IN SERIES. THAT ISM THE (-) TERMINAL OF ONE IS CONNECTED TO THE
BAI
OF
TERMINAL
THE
(+)
TERMINAL OF THE NEXT AND SO ON. ALSO NOTICE THAT
LINE.
THE
OF
TERM #1 IS CONNECTED TO THE POSITIVE CONNECTION
THE CHARGING CURRENT PASSES THROUGH THE BATTERIES
THE VOLTAGE OR PRESSURE OF THE LINE IS GREATER THAN THAT OF THE BA=
IN SERIES SO THAT THE CURRENT FROM THE LINE WILL BE FORCED INTO THE
AND
POSITIVE TERMINAL OF BATTERY #1, THROUGH ALL THE CELLS OF BATTERY #1

TERIES
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IT LEAVES BATTERY #1 FROM THE (-) TERMINAL. SINCE THE NEGATIVE TERMINAL OF
BATTERY #1 IS CONNECTED TO THE POSITIVE TERMINAL OF BATTERY #2 BY MEANS OF
A WIRE, THE CURRENT WILL CONTINUE ON ITS JOURNEY THROUGH THIS WIRE,
ANO
WILL THEN PASS THROUGH BATTERY #2, FROM THE POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE TERMINAL,
JUST AS IT DID THROUGH BATTERY #1.

FROM BATTERY #2, THE CURRENT FLOWS THROUGH BATTERY #3 AND
BECAUSE
OF THE NEGATIVE TERMINAL OF BATTERY #3 BEING CONNECTED TO THE
NEGATIVE
CONNECTION OF THE LINE, THE CURRENT WILL FLOW TO THIS LATTER POINT.
So FAR WE HAVE GOTTEN OUR DIRECT CURRENT TO PASS THROUGH THREE BATTERIES AT ONE TIME, IN THE PROPER DIRECTION 80 THAT THE CHEMICAL
ACTION
WITHIN THE BATTERIES WILL BE REVERSED AND THE BATTERIES CHARGED. HOWEVER,
WE STILL HAVE SOME IMPORTANT PROBLEMS TO CONFRONT BEFORE THIS CIRCUIT
IS
COMPLETE, SO LET US CONTINUE TRAILING OUR CURRENT FROM THE NEGATIVE CONNECTION OF THE LINE THROUGH THE BALANCE OF THE SYSTEM.

THE SNAP SWITCH
D. C. L I NE

To

power house

FOUR
SNAP
SWITCHES ARE CONNECTED TO THE WIRE LEAQ
NEGAING FROM THIS
TIVE CONNECTION AND
THEREFORE ,THE CURRENT
WILL CONTINUE ON ITS
JOURNEY, FLOWINGTHRU
WHICHEVER OF
THESE
SNAP SWITCHES HAPPENS

Fuses

Ammeter.

.,

BATTERIES

BE CLOSED. LET US
FIRST ASSUME THAT Off{
LY SWITCH #1 IS CLOSED, WHILE THE OTHER
ARE
SNAP SWITCHES
OPEN. BECAUSE OFTHIS
CONDITIONTHE CURRENT
WILL ALL FLOW THROUGH
SNAP SWITCH #1
AND
THENCE IT WILLDIVIDE

73

41/.51 Colltact

w
-F

1+

FIG. 5
Controlling the Charge With a I heostat.

ITSELF BETWEEN THE FIVE LAMPS, WHICH ARE OF EQUAL RESISTANCE, AND THEN IT
WILL FLOW THROUGH THE WIRE LEADING TO THE NEGATIVE SIDE OF THE MASTER SWl
TCH ANO BACK TO THE NEGATIVE LINE OF THE 110 VOLT O.C. POWER LINE.
THIS, YOU
WILL SEE, GIVES US A COMPLETE CIRCUIT THROUGH WHICH
A
DIRECT CURRENT WILL FLOW AND ALL DURING THIS FLOWING OF THE CURRENT,
THE
BATTERIES ARE GRADUALLY BEING CHARGED, DUE TO THE CURRENT BEING
FORCED
THROUGH THEM IN THE PROPER DIRECTION.

THE PURPOSE OF THE LAMPS
So FAR WE HAVEN'T CONSIDERED WHAT THE TWENTY LAMPS ARE FOR, SO
NOW
LET US GET THIS POINT SETTLED. FIRST, IT IS NOT ONLY NECESSARY TO SEND A
DIRECT CURRENT THROUGH THE BATTERIES IN ORDER TO CHARGE THEM BUT THECHAR2
ING CURRENT MUST BE CONTROLLED. GENERALLY SPEAKING, BATTERIES SHOULD
BE
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CHARGED AT THE RATE OF ABOUT 2 AMPERE PER PLATE PEP CELL. THAT IS,AN
PLATE BATTERY SHOULD QE CHARGED AT THE RATE OF ABOUT 5.5 AMPERES FOR BEST

RESULTS.
BY
ANY LAMP OFFERS A DEFINITE RESISTANCE TO CURRENT FLOW AND
ITSELF
AMONG
DIVIDE
CAN
THE
CURRENT
GROUP
AS
IN
#I,
CONNECTING THE LAMPS
THAT
THE FIVE LAMPS. THEN IF EACH LAMP OFFERS SUFFICIENT RESISTANCE SO
IN
AS
CONNECTED
LAMPS,
THEN
5
IT,
FLOW
THROUGH
AMPERE
CAN
ONLY ABOUT
OF
FLOW
CURRENT
THE
MAKES
THEREBY
PATHS
AND
FIVE
OF
SUCH
#I,
GROUP
OFFER
FIVE TIMES AS EASY. THAT IS, ONLY 1/5 OF THE RESISTANCE IS ENCOUNTERED BY
THE FLOWING CURRENT TO THAT WHICH IS OFFERED BY ONLY ONE LAMP.THEREFORE,
AMPERE FLOWING THROUGH THIS CIRCUIT,THERE WILL BE 5 AMPERES.
INSTEAD OF

Now,

I

I

SINCE ALL THE CURRENT, WHICH FLOWS THROUGH THE BATTERIES MUST ALSO
PASS THROUGH LAMP GROUP #I, THIS LAMP GROUP CONTROLS THE CURRENT FLOW SO
THAT HO VOLTS CAN ONLY FORCE ABOUT 5 AMPERES THROUGH THE SYSTEM.
AN ADJUSTMENT REQUIRED WHEN MORE BATTERIES ARE ADDED

MORE BATTERIES SHOULD BE CONNECTED IN SERIES IN ORDER TO BE
CHARGED, THEY WOULD OFFER STILL MORE RESISTANCE FOR THE CURRENT FLOW, SO
THAT IF wE JUST LEFT LAMP GROUP #I BURNING, OUR CHARGING RATE WOULD DROP,
SO WE CAN NOW ALSO CLOSE THE CIRCUIT THROUGH LAMP.GROUP #2 BY TURNING ON
SO
SWITCH #2. THIS WOULD AGAIN REDUCE THE RESISTANCE THROUGH THE LAMPS
THE
WITH
ONLY
THAT MORE CURRENT COULD FLOW THROUGH THE BATTERIES THAN
LAMPS OF GROUP #I BURNING.
Now

IF

BY WATCHING THE AMMETER, WE CAN REGULATE THE NUMBER OF
WHICH ARE BURNING, AND IN THIS WAY CONTROL THE RATE AT WHICH OUR

So YOU SEE,

LIGHTS,
BATTERIES ARE BEING CHARGED.

CONTROLLING THE RATE OF CHARGE WITH A RHEOSTAT
IN FIG. 5 STILL ANOTHER WAY OF CONTROLLING THE CURRENT FLOWTHROUGH
BATTERY CHARGING CIRCUIT, WHICH IS USING DIRECT CURRENT AS SUPPLIED BY
A POWER COMPANY,
IS ILLUSTRATED. IN THIS CASE INSTEAD OF CONTROLLING THE
CHARGING CURRENT WITH A GROUP OF LAMPS, WE USE A DEVICE KNOWN AS A RHEOS
TAT. THE RHEOSTAT CONSISTS OF A GROUP OF WIRE COILS, WHICH ARE CONNECTED
BY
TO CONTACTS AT CERTAIN INTERVALS. A BLADE IS ROTATED BY THE OPERATOR
THE
WITH
OF
ONE
MEANS OF A HANDLE. THE TIP OF THIS BLADE MAKES CONTACT
EQUALLY SPACED CONTACTS AT A TIME, AS THE BLADE IS ROTATED.

A

THE FARTHER THAT THE BLADE IS TURNED TO THE RIGHT, THE MORE RESISTANCE WIRE WILL BE ADDED TO THE CIRCUIT SO THAT THE CURRENT FLOW WILL BE
RETARDED THAT MUCH MORE. HENCE BY WATCHING THE AMMETER, THE RHEOSTAT CAN
THE
8E SET SO THAT THE PROPER AMOUNT OF CURRENT WILL BE FLOWING THROUGH
THE
IN
DIRECTION
FLOW
WILL
IN
THIS
CASE,
THE
CURRENT
CHARGING BATTERIES.
OF THE ARROWS.

SOME POWER HOUSES SUPPLY ALTERNATING CURRENT
Now SUPPOSE THAT THE POWER HOUSE IN YOUR VICINITY DOESN'T FURNISH
DIRECT CURRENT BUT SUPPLIES ALTERNATING CURRENT INSTEAD. THIS IS REALLY
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THE CASE IN MOST PLACES AT THE PRESENT TIME, SO WE MUST HAVE SOME MEANS OF
OBTAINING A DIRECT CURRENT FOR BATTERY CHARGING.
THE REASON WHY ALTERNATING CURRENT WILL NOT CHARGE A BATTERY

THE TROUBLE WITH ALTERNATING CURRENT IS THIS: IT FLOWS FIRST IN ONE
DIRECTION AND THEN SIMPLY TURNS AROUND ANO REVERSES ITSELF SO THAT IT FLOWS
IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION. IF WE SHOULD TRY TO USE THIS KIND OF A CURRENT
CURRENT
FOR BATTERY CHARGING, WE WOULD FIND THAT DURING THE INSTANT THE
ALRIGHT,
CURRENT
A
CHARGING
WOULD
PROVIDE
IT
DIRECTION,
WAS FLOWING IN ONE
DISWOULD
IT
WAY,
THE
OPPOSITE
FLOWS
ANO
TURNS
AROUND
BUT AS SOON,AS IT
60
FORTH
ABOUT
AND
BACK
FLOWS
IT
SINCE
CONSEQUENTLY,
CHARGE THE BATTERY.
BE
AS
IT
IS,
CHARGING
FOR
BATTERY
IT
NOT
USE
WE
COULD
TIMES EVERY SECOND,
TIME.
THE
ALL
ONE
DIRECTION
IN
FLOWS
ONLY
WHICH
WE
CURRENT
NEED A
CAUSE
THE RECTIFIER
~444..~1.4

'

Sw:/ch
--,

---

110 V.

A.C.
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-
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.
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;
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,

=

°:r
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Rheostat

A

Typical

D.C.

Cables.

FIG. G
Tungar- actiFier:

WE MUST GET AROUND THIS CONDITION SOMEHOW, SO WE USE A UNIT, WHICH
KNOWN AS A RECITIFIER, AND SOMETIMES WE JUST CALL IT A BATTERY CHARGER.

IS

SAME
THERE ARE VARIOUS TYPES OF RECTIFIERS, BUT THEY ALL SERVE THE
A
IN
SUCH
CURRENT
PURPOSE WHICH IS TO MAKE USE OF THE SUPPLIED ALTERNATING
BATTER
THE
WHICH
TO
CHARGE
WITH
WAY THAT A DIRECT CURRENT CAN BE PRODUCED
I

ES.

THE TUNGAR RECTIFIER
YOU WILL SEE A CHARGER WHICH IS CAPABLE OF CHARGING TEN
TERIES AT ONE TIME AND IT IS KNOWN AS THE TUNGAR RECTIFIER.
IN FIG.

6

BA'

PAGE 9
THE TWO LEADS, WHICH PROTRUDE FROM THE TOP OF THE CHARGER, ARE CONNECTED TO THE ALTERNATING CURRENT LINE AND THE TWO LEADS, WHICH PROTRUDE
FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE CHARGER, OFFER THE CONNECTION TO WHICH THE BATTERIES ARE CONNECTED. IN FIG. 7 YOU WILL SEE WHAT THE INSIDE OF THIS SAME
CHARGER LOOKS LIKE.

THE TUNGAR RECTIFIER AT WORK

ALTHOUGH THIS RECTIFIER CHARGES TEN BATTERIES AT THE SAME TI'AE,IT CAN
ALSO BE CONNECTED SO THAT IT WILL CHARGE A FEWER NUMBER. FIG. 8 SHOWS HOW
THIS CHARGER IS CONNECTED
WHEN CHARGING ONLY
SIX
BATTERIES. NOTICE THAT ALL
OF THE BATTERIES ARE CONO
ECTED IN SERIES AND
THE
POSITIVE TERMINAL OF ONE
OF THE END BATTERIES
IS
CONNECTED TO THE POSITIVE
TERMINAL OF THE RECTIFIER,
WHEREAS THE NEGATIVE TERM
INAL OF THE OTHER
END
BATTERY IS CONNECTED
TO
THE NEGATIVE TERMINAL OF
THE RECTIFIER.
YOU MUST REMEMBERS HOW
NOT TO CONNECT MORE
BATTERIES TO A
CHARGING
CIRCUIT, THAN THE CHARGER
IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING.
ALL RECTIFIERS ARE
PROVIDED WITH A NAME PLATE,
WHICH STATES THE LOAD FOR
WHICH THE PARTICULAR RECTIFIER WAS DESIGNED.
EVER,

OPERATING THE TUNGAR

SET

F G. 7
Tun gar
I

Inside of the Same

ier.

,Qectif
WITH OUR BATTERI ES COL{
NECTED AS SHOWN IN FIG. 8, THE FIRST THING THAT WE DO IS TO REMOVE
THE
VENT PLUGS AND ALSO SEE THAT THE HANDLE OF THE RHEOSTAT IS TURNED TO THE
POSITION OFFERING THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF RESISTANCE SO THAT PRACTICALLY NO
CURRENT CAN FLOW. THE SWITCH OF THE RECTIFIER IS THEN TURNED ON AND
AS
SOON AS THE BULB INSIDE OF THE RECTIFIER BECOMES ILLUMINATED, THEN
THE
RHEOSTAT HANDLE SHOULD GRADUALLY BE TURNED UNTIL THE AMMETER NEEDLE COMES
UP TO 5 OR 6 AMPERES.
SOME OF THESE BULB RECTIFIERS DO NOT HAVE A SEPARATE SNAP SWITCH AND
THE CIRCUIT IS AUTOMATICALLY OPEN CIRCUITED WHEN THE RHEOSTAT IS IN THE
ROFF1 POSITION.

ALTHOUGH AN ALTERNATING CURRENT IS FLOWING FROM THE POWER LINES THRU
THE RECTIFIER, YET A PULSATING DIRECT CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH THE BAI
TERIES, AS INDICATED BY THE ARROWS IN FIG. S.
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SUFFICIENT WATER

IN

BATTERIES WHILE ON CHARGE

DURING THE PROCESS OF CHARGING, IT IS NECESSARY TO SEE THAT THE CELLS
THE
ARE ALL SUPPLIED WITH THE REQUIRED AMOUNT OF DISTILLED WATER SO THAT
THEY
PLATES WILL BE COVERED, THE BATTERIES CAN NOW BE LEFT ALONE, WHILE
ARE GRADUALLY BEING CHARGED, HOWEVER, THE SYSTEM SHOULD BE INSPECTED OCCASIONALLY TO BE SURE THAT THE CURRENT FLOW IS CORRECT AND THAT THE BATTER
IES ARE NOT IN NEED OF WATER.
THE LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED FOR A CHARGE

NOW THE QUESTION PROBABLY ARISES IN YOUR MIND AS TO HOW LONG THE BATTERIES WILL HAVE TO BE CHARGED UNTIL THEY REACH A FULLY CHARGED CONDITION.
THIS, OF COURSE, DEPENDS UPON THE TYPE OF CHARGER USED, AS WELL AS THE COU
DITION OF THE BATTERIES THEMSELVES, HOWEVER, THE CHARGER SHOWN IN FIGS. 6
AND 7 WILL CHARGE THE AVERA.C.
24
AGE BATTERY IN ABOUT
THERE
SOME
ARE
ALSO
HOURS.
Reclificr
TUNGAR SETS WHICH WILL
CHARGE THE AVERAGE BATTERY
- -L
f
IN ABOUT I2 TO 16 HOURS BUT
s...o .-.
THE
IN THIS CASE, TWICE
+
4
OF THESMALLER
RATE
CHARGING
},15.Iteries ----Z
CHARGER IS USED.
1
+
As WE GO ALONG,VOU WILL
SEE THAT SOME CHARGERS WILL
THE
EVEN COMPLETELY CHARGE
AVERAGE BATTERY IN A STILL
SHORTER TIME.
FIG. B
1

I

010

w%

t

Tungar QectifIer Charging

6

Batteries

WE DON'T FIGURE THE EXTENT OF CHARGE ACCORDING TO TIME
THESE FIGURES WILL GIVE YOU SOMEWHAT OF AN IDEA AS TO HOW LONG A TUNGAR RECTIFIER WILL TAKE TO CHARGE THE AVERAGE BATTERY BUT SINCE THE CONJUDGE
DITION OF ALL THE VARIOUS BATTERIES VARY MORE OR LESS, WE DO NOT
THEIR CONDITION OF CHARGE ACCORDING TO TIME, INSTEAD OF SUCH A METHOD, WE
DETERMINE EACH INDIVIDUAL BATTERY'S CONDITION BY MEANS OF TESTS.

WHEN

IS A

BATTERY CHARGED?

FOR
LET US SUPPOSE, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT OUR BATTERY HAS BEEN CHARGING
ABOUT 10 HOURS.
WE WILL TAKE OUR HYDROMETER ANO TEST THE ELECTROLYTE OF
THE
EACH CELL AND THEN WE WILL MAKE A VOLTMETER TEST ON EACH CELL. IF
VOLTAGES
SPECIFIC GRAVITY HASN'T COME UP TO 1.280 OR 1.300 AND THE CELL
HAVEN'T COME UP TO ABOUT 2.5 VOLTS WHILE THE CHARGER IS STILL OPERATING,
WE WILL PERMIT THE BATTERY TO CONTINUE TO CHARGE.
IN...
YOU WILL FIND THAT AS A GENERAL RULE, THE BATTERY'S CHARGE WILL
END
WILL
THE
NEAR
IT
THE
THAN
CHARGE
CREASE FASTER DURING THE BEGINNING OF
OF THE CHARGE.

GASSING OF CELLS
You WILL ALSO FIND THAT AT THE END OF THE CHARGE,

BUBBLES WILL

RISE

PAGE
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IN THE ELECTROLYTE, JUST AS
IF THE CELL WERE BOILING. THIS IS DUE TO
THE
FACT THAT THE SULPHATE HAS PRACTICALLY ALL BEEN DRIVEN OUT OF THE PLATES
AND COMBINED WITH THE WATER BUT SINCE NO ADDITIONAL SULPHATE WILL COMBINE
WITH THE WATER, THE ELECTRIC CURRENT OF THE CHARGER WILL DECOMPOSE THE WA
TER INTO THE TWO GASES, HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN. THESE GASES THEN RISE TO THE
SURFACE IN THE FORM OF BUBBLES AND WE CALL THIS ACTION GASSING.

YOU MUST BE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO GET ANY FLAME NEAR SUCH A
GASSING
AS HYDROGEN WHEN IGNITED, WILL CAUSE A MINIATURE EXPLOSION,
WHICH
MIGHT EVEN BLOW OFF THE TOP OF THE BATTERY.
CELL,

SOMETIMES BUBBLES WILL ALSO BE CAUSED BY TOO HIGH A CHARGING
AT ANY RATE,DONIT ALLOW GASSING TO CONTIS
UE BECAUSE IT IS JUST
A WASTE OF CURRENT, A
WASTE OF WATER, AND AT
THE SAME TIME, IT
IS
INJURIOUS TO THE BATTERY IN GENERAL.

RATE.

THE FULLY CHARGED BATTERY
SO YOU SEE, JUST
KEEP THE BATTERY CHAS
GING UNTIL ALL
THE
CELL VOLTAGES COME UP
TO ABOUT 2.5 VOLTS
WHILE STILL ON
THE
LINE AND THE SPECIFIC
GRAVITY TO ABOUT1.280
FIG. 9
OR 1.300. WHEN
THIS
Tu
SeE For Nome USe
CONDITION IS REACHED,
THE BATTERY IS FULLY CHARGED AND READY TO BE TAKEN FROM THE CHARGING LINE.
AFTER IT IS REMOVED FROM THE LINE, YOU WILL FIND THE CELL VOLTAGES TO DROP
TO 2.2 VOLTS.

n gar

BALANCING

AN ELECTROLYTE,

WHOSE GRAVITY

IS

TOO LOW

AT TIMES, YOU WILL FIND THAT THE CELL VOLTAGES WILL COME UP TO PAR
BUT THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY IS STILL LOW OR VICE VERSA. IF THIS I3 THE CASE,
ALLOW THE BATTERY TO CONTINUE CHARGING UNTIL NEITHER THE CELL VOLTAGESNOR
THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY WILL RISE HIGHER. THEN IF YOU SHOULD FIND THAT
THE
CELL VOLTAGES WILL COME UP TO THEIR REQUIRED POINT BUT THE SPECIFIC GRAV1
Ty IS TOO LOW, WITHDRAW SOME OF THE ELECTROLYTE FROM THE LOW GRAVITY CELL
OR CELLS BY MEANS OF A SYRINGE. GENERALLY, IT IS ADVISABLE TO WITHDRAW ENOUGH OF THE ELECTROLYTE SO THAT THE LEVEL WILL DROP TO THE TOP OF THE S£
PERATORS. Now YOUR NEXT STEP IS TO REPLACE THIS REMOVED ELECTROLYTE
WITH
AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF SULPHURIC ACID, WHICH HAS A SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF
1.400
(THIS IS THE STRENGTH OF ACID THE BATTERY MAN BUYS.) HAVING REPLACED THE
AMOUNT OF ELECTROLYTE YOU HAVE WITHDRAWN, WITH AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF
1.400
SULPHURIC ACIC, ALLOW THE BATTERY TO CONTINUE CHARGING FOR ANOTHER HOUR.
THIS

HOURS CHARGE WILL PERMIT

THE ADDED SULPHURIC ACID TO MIX THOS

PAGE 12
OUGHLY WITH THE REST OF THE ELECTROLYTE WHICH WAS ALREADY IN THE CELL.AFTER THIS HOUR OF CHARGING, TEST THE ELECTROLYTE AGAIN AND IF THE SPECIFIC
SAME
GRAVITY IS STILL TOO LOW, REPEAT THE ADDITION OF 1.400 ACID IN THE
HOUR'S
CHARGE,
AFTER
ANOTHER
YOU.
THEN
SHOWN
MANNER
WAS
AS
JUST
CAREFUL
TEST THE ELECTROLYTE AGAIN AND YOU JUST CONTINUE BALANCING THE ELECTROLYTE
WHEN
IN THIS WAY UNTIL THE HYDROMETER READING COMES UP TO 1.280 OR 1.300
THE CELL VOLTAGES ARE 2.5 VOLTS (WHILE ON THE LINE).
BALANCING AN ELECTROLYTE, WHOSE SPECIFIC GRAVITY
SHOULD YOU,

HOWEVER,

IS

TOO HIGH

FIND THAT THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE ELECTROLYTE IS TOO HIGH, AFTER THE CHARS
THEN
ING LIMIT HAS BEEN REACHED,
DRAW OFF SUFFICIENT ELECTROLYTE SO
THAT ITS LEVEL WILL BE JUST EVEN
WITH THE TOPS OF THE SEPARATORS.
ELECTROREPLACE THIS WITHDRAWN
LYTE WITH AN EQUAL VOLUME OF DISTILLED WATER. CONTINUE
CHARGING
FOR ANOTHER HOUR AND TEST THE EL_1
CTRÓLYTE AGAIN AND IF YOU STILL
FIND THE READING TOO HIGH, DILUTE
CAREFUL
IT ONCE MORE IN THE SAME
MANNER. BY BALANCING THE ELECTROYOU
LYTE GRADUALLY IN THIS WAY,
WILL OBTAIN MUCH MORE ACCURATE RI.
HAPHAZARDLY
SULTS, THAN BY JUST
GUESSING AT THE REQUIRED AMOUNTS
OF ACID CR WATER TO ADD.

REMOV NG THE CHARGED BATTERY FROM
THE LINE
I

F

I

G.

lU

4 Typical Mokor_Gerierator
5-eh fir Baiery Charging_

AFTER THE BATTERY IS FULLY
IS
SO THAT THE VOLTAGE

CHARGED,

THE
UP AND THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE ELECTROLYTE IS CORRECT, TURN BACK
RECTIFIER.
THE
OF
SWITCH
THE
RHEOSTAT SO THAT NO CURRENT FLOWS AND SNAP OFF

WATER
Now REMOVE THE BATTERY FROM THE LINE AND SEE TO IT THAT THE
THE
OUTOFF
WASH
PLUGS,
THE
VENT
LEVEL IS CORRECT IN EACH CELL. REPLACE
THE
AND
AMMONIA,
OR
WATER
SODA
AND
OF
SIDE OF THE BATTERY WITH A SOLUTION
SERVICE.
ACTIVE
INTO
BATTERY IS NOW READY TO GO BACK
THE TUNGAR SET FOR HOME USE
BE
YOU WILL SEE A SMALL TUNGAR BULB RECTIFIER,WHICH CAN
THIS
IN
TIME.
ADVANTAGEOUSLY USED AROUND A HOME TO CHARGE ONE BATTERY AT A
HIS
RADIO FAN,
WAY, A MOTORIST CAN RECHARGE HIS AUTOMOBILE BATTERY; THE
RADIO BATTERY, ETC.
IN FIG.

9

TERMINAL
THE RED WIRE OF THIS CHARGER IS CONNECTED TO THE POSITIVE
OF
TERMINAL
NEGATIVE
THE
TO
OF THE BATTERY AND THE BLACK WIRE IS CONNECTED
IN
IS
USED
CURRENT
ALTERNATING
THE BATTERY. BY TURNING ON THE CHARGER,
THE
BATTERY.
THE
WILL
CHARGE
THE PROPER MANNER SO THAT A DIRECT CURRENT
BY THE ARROWS.
CHARGING CURRENT WILL FLOW IN THE DIRECTION AS INDICATED
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THE MOTOR GENERATOR SET
SO FAR, WE HAVE ONLY CONSIDERED THE SLOW METHOD OF CHARGING BATTERBUT IN FIG. 10 YOU WILL SEE A MOTOR-GENERATOR CHARGING SET,WHICH WILL
CHARGE THE BATTERIES MUCH QUICKER THAN THE TUNGAR RECTIFIER.
IES,

THE MOTOR- GENERATOR SET OR M.G. SET, AS THE ELECTRICAL MAN CALLS IT,
CONSISTS OF AN ELECTRIC
MOTOR, WHICH IS OPERATED BY MEANS OF ALTERNATING
CURRENT, SUCH AS SUPPLIED BY THE POWER COMPANY. THIS ELECTRIC MOTOR IS CO2
PLED DIRECTLY TO A DIRECT CURRENT GENERATOR SO THAT AS THE A.C. (ALTERtIATING CURRENT) MOTOR IS CAUSED TO ROTATE BY A.C. CURRENT, IT WILL OPERATE THE
D.C. GENERATOR, WHICH IN TURN WILL SUPPLY THE BATTERIES WITH A DIRECT CURR
ENT.

MOTOR

OENE RAT
IN OTHER WORDS,
MOTOR
ALL THE A.C.
DOES IS TO OPERATE
THE D.C.
GENERATOR
AND THE GENERATOR AQ
TUALLY SUPPLIES THE
BATTERIES WITH
THE
CHARGING CURRENT.

A

SW ITCH

O

O

I

FUSES

AMriETER

AMHETER

CHARGING BATTERIES
WITH M.G. SET
IN

FIG.II

YOU

WILL SEE HOW SIX DIE
FERENT BATTERIES ARE
ALL CONNECTED TO THIS
M.G. SET AT ONE TIME.
r-+
NOTICE THAT ONE WIRE,..
WHICH COMES FROM THE
GENERATOR S POS T V E
II..r.
(+), ANOTHER IS NEGATIVE (-) AND
THE
CENTER ONE IS NEUTRAL
FIG.11
(N)
NSTEAD OF THESE
The
Charging
an
Set..
CONDUCTORS
BEING
FLEXIBLE WIRE, YOU WILL GENERALLY FINO THEM TO BE RIGID COPPER RODS ABOUT
3/4" IN DIAMETER AND WE CALL THEM BUSS BARS.

t

I

.

1

I

I

Circuif of

MG.

OBSERVE CAREFULLY THAT THE A.C.LINES HAVE NO ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
WHATEVER WITH THE BATTERY CHARGING CIRCUIT. THEY JUST SUPPLY THE MOTOR WITH
CURRENT AND THAT IS ALL.
TRACING THE CHARGING CURRENT
WHEN THE SET IS IN OPERATION, THE CHARGING CURRENT WILL FLOW FROM THE
TERMINAL OF THE GENERATOR, THROUGH THE RIGHT HAND AMMETER AND THEN
IT
DIVIDES ITSELF BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT BATTERIES, RETURNING TO THE GENERATOR
THROUGH THE NEGATIVE (-) TERMINAL. THE NEUTRAL (N) BUSS BAR CAN EITHER BE
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE, DEPENDING UPON THE EXISTING CONDITIONS.
+)
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BATTERIES ARE CHARGED ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN RESISTANCE
SINCE YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT THE LESS RESISTANCE WHICH A CIRCUIT OFFERS, THE MORE CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH IT, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE CURRENT WILL DIVIDE BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT BATTERIES IN PROPORTION TO THE RESISTANCE WHICH EACH OFFERS.
THE VOLTAGE OF THE M.G. SET

IS

KEPT CONSTANT

THE VOLTAGE OF THIS CHARGING OUTFIT IS KEPT CONSTANT, BEING 15 VOLTS
OF
ACROSS THE OUTER (+) AND (-) BUSS BARS ANO 72 VOLTS BETWEEN EITHER
THE
OF
RESISTANCE
SO
THE
IF
BAR.
(N)
BUSS
NEUTRAL
THESE BUSS BARS AND THE
DIFFERENT BATTERIES VARY DUE TO SIZE, CONDITION, ETC., IT IS EVIDENT THAT
MOST OF THE CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH THE BATTERIES, WHICH HAVE THE LOWEST
RESISTANCE. THEREFORE, IT IS LIKEWISE TRUE THAT A DISCHARGED BATTERY WILL
DISTAKE A HIGHER CHARGING RATE THAN A FULLY CHARGED BATTERY BECAUSE A
THE
TO
CHARGING
VOLTAGE
OR
OPPOSING
RESISTANCE
OFFERS
LESS
BATTERY
CHARGED
CURRENT.

EACH BATTERY CONTROLS ITS OWN CHARGING RATE
OF
SINCE THE CHARGING RATE OF EACH BATTERY IS REDUCED AS THE STATE
ITSELF
CHARGE OF THE BATTERY IS INCREASED, YOU CAN SEE THAT THE BATTERY
WILL CONTROL ITS OWN CHARGING RATE, PROVIDED THAT THE VOLTAGE OF THE CHAR
ING CIRCUIT 18 KEPT CONSTANT.

FORCED
BECAUSE OF THE COMPARATIVELY HIGH RATE OF CHARGE, WHICH IS
BATTERY
AVERAGE
AN
TO
CHARGE
IS
POSSIBLE
IT
BATTERY,
THROUGH THE CHARGING
IN ABOUT 8 HOURS. THIS METHOD OF CHARGING IS OFTEN SPOKEN OF AS THEE HOUR
CHARGE, CONSTANT -POTENTIAL CHARGING, AND PARALLEL CHARGING.
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE STILL OTHER TYPES OF CHARGERS, YET THOSEDISCUSSED
LESSON ARE THE ONES WHICH ARE MOST COMMONLY USED.

IN THIS

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

So FAR, WE HAVE DISCUSSED ONLY CASES WHERE THE BATTERY WAS IN A NORMAL CONDITION AND DISCHARGED. CONSEQUENTLY EVERYTHING WENT ALONG SMOOTHLY,
BUT THIS CONDITION IS MORE OR LESS IDEALISTIC.
IN ACTUAL PRACTICE,THE BATTERY BUSINESS OFFERS A NUMBER OF PROBLEMS,
WHICH MUST BE DEALT WITH INTELLIGENTLY. SO IN THE NEXT LESSON, WE WILL GO
INTO THE SERVICING OF THE MANY OF THE SERIOUS BATTERY TROUBLES,AS WELL AS
NOT
TO SHOW YOU MANY HELPFUL TRICKS IN DEALING WITH -BATTERIES, WHICH DO
NORMAL
RESPOND TO THE ACTIONS OF THE CHARGER AS EAGERLY AS THEY DO UNDER
CONDITIONS.

BEEN
AFTER YOU HAVE ANSWERED THE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS, WHICH HAVE
BY
PREPARED FOR YOU IN THIS LESSON, WE WILL CONTINUE IN THE NEXT LESSON,
SOLVING MANY -OF THE BATTERY TROUBLES, WHICH ARE BROUGHT TO THE EXPERT TO
BE CORRECTED.
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THE EDISON STORAGE BATTERY
UP TO THIS TIME, THE ONLY STORAGE BATTERY WITH WHICH WE DEALT, WAS
THE LEAD -ACID TYPE. HOWEVER, IN ADDITION TO THIS UNIT, ANOTHER FORM
OF
STORAGE BATTERY IS BEING MANUFACTURED AND IS KNOWN AS THE EDISON STORAGE
BATTERY.
A CUT -AWAY ILLUSTRATION OF ONE EDISON STORAGE CELL IS SHOWN YOU
IN

FIG.

12.

THE POSITIVE PLATES IN THIS CELL CONSIST OF CYLINDRICAL TUBES
OF
NICKLEPLATED, PERFORATED, SPIRALLY SEAMED THIN STEEL RI£BON, FILLED WITH
ALTERNATE LAYERS OF A SPECIALLY PREPARED NICKEL HYDRATE AND FLAKES OF PURE
METALLIC NICKLE; THE FORMER BEING THE INITIAL STATE OF
THE
Ventt-Filler
POSITIVE ACTIVE MATERIAL, WHILE
Plug
THE LATTER IS THE CONDUCTIVE ME
DIUM.

THE NEGATIVE PLATES CONSIST OF RECTANGULAR POCKETS OF
NICKLE PLATED,PERFORATED STEEL
RIBBON FILLED WITH A SOLID MASS
OF SPECIALLY PREPARED
ELECTROCHEMICALLY ACTIVE IRON
OXIDE
AND A SMALL AMOUNT OF
MERCURY
OXIDE EVENLY DISTRIEUTED¡
THE
FORMER BEING THE INITIAL STATE
OF THE ACTIVE MATERIAL WHILETHE
LATTER SERVES AS THE CONDUCTING
MEDIUM.

Positive
plates

Metal

case

F.,

I

IS

Edison

1.2 VOLTS AND TO

RT,

l)1'.

F1 G.

The

plates

-

,

.

THE ELECTROLYTE IS
AN
ALKALINE SOLUTION CONSISTING OF
SPECIALLY PREPARED
POTASSUIK.
AND LITHIUM HYDROXIDE IN
DISTILLED WATER.
THE AVERAGE VOLTAGE PRODUCED BY THE EDISON STORAGE CELL
CELLS CAN BE CONNECTED IN SERIES.

r;;;

Negative

l2

Sher-age Ce//.
INCREASE,THE VOLTAGE,

THE CHIEF ADVANTAGES OF THE EDISON STORAGE OVER THE LEAD -ACID CELL
ARE ITS LIGHT WEIGHT,ENDURANCE, RELIABILITY AND RUGGEDNESS.HOWEVER,
ITS
INITIAL COST IS GREATER THAN THAT OF THE LEAD -ACID TYPE STORAGE BATTERY.
THE EDISON BATTERY, WHEN DISCHARGED, CAN OF COURSE BE RECHARGED IN
THE SAME MANNER AS ALREADY DESCRIBED RELATIVE TO THE LEAD -ACID TYPE STORAGE BATTERIES. DISTILLED WATER SHOULD BE USED TO REPLACE EVAPORATION.

DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW

IN

BATTERY CHARGING

EARLY IN THIS COURSE YOU WERE INFORMED THAT IT IS NOW THE
OPINION OF MOST SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS, AND OTHER AUTHORITIES
THAT AN ELECTRON OR CURRENT FLOW ALWAYS MOVES THROUGH A CIRCUIT
IN A NEGATIVE -TO -POSITIVE DIRECTION.
HOWEVER,
IN
SOME
APPLICATIONS OF INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY
(PARTICULARLY BATTERY
CHARGING) THE OLD POSITIVE -TO -NEGATIVE THEORY OF CURRENT FLOW
IS STILL USED
BY MANY ELECTRICIANS
AND MANUFACTURERS OF ELEC
TRICAL MACHINERY.
BECAUSE WE WANT YOU TO BECOME USED TO READING DIAGRAMS
WHICH EMPLOY EITHER OF THESE TWO OPPOSITE THEORIES OF CURRENT
FLOW, SO THAT YOU WILL NOT BE AT A LOSS SHOULD YOU, AT SOME FU
TURE TIME, HAVE TO DEAL WITH
PERSONS, DIAGRAMS, OR LITERATURE
WHICH RETAIN THE OLD POSITIVE -TO -NEGATIVE CONCEPTION, WE HAVE
USED THIS THEORY IN OUR DISCUSSION ON BATTERY CHARGING. Do NOT
LET THIS CONFUSE OR "BOTHER" YOU.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON NO. 33
.

-

WHY IS
CLEAN?

2.

-

HOW

3.

-

How

I.

IT SO

IMPORTANT TO KEEP THE OUTSIDE OF THE BATTERY

WOULD YOU TAKE CARE

OF

A

CORRODED BATTERY TERMINAL?

CAN YOU TELL WHEN A CELL REQUIRES WATER?
WHAT KIND
WATER WOULD
YOU USE AND
HOW WOULD YOU
ADD IT TO THE
CELL?
OF

4. - WHAT

CHARGE
TERY?

TESTS
OF

WOULD
YOU MAKE
EACH OF THE CELLS

TO
IN

A

DETERMINE THE STATE OF
LEAD -ACID STORAGE BAT-

5.

-

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE ONE WAY HOW YOU CAN CHARGE BATTERIES
WITH D.C. WHEN IT IS SUPPLIED BY THE POWER LINES.

6.

-

WHY ARE RECTIFIERS USED FOR BATTERY CHARGING?

7.

-

How CAN YOU
TELL WHEN
CHARGE ON THE LINE?

A

STORAGE BATTERY HAS FINISHED ITS

8. - WHEN DOES

IT BECOME NECESSARY TO BALANCE THE ELECTROLYTE?
HOW WOULD YOU DO THIS?

9.

-

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE HOW BATTERIES ARE CHARGED WITH THE M. G.
IS DESCRIBED IN THIS LESSON.

SET WHICH

10.- HOW DOES THE M.G. CHARGING
A

METHOD DIFFER FROM THAT USING

TUNGAR RECTIFIER?
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BATTERY TROUBLES
HAD ANY CONTACT AT ALL WITH STORAGE BATTERIES OR EVEN
YOU HAVE
OF
STORAGE BATTERIES IN ONE WAY OR ANWITH OTHER PEOPLE, WHO MAKE USE
MORE
OTHER,YOU HAVE OFTEN HEARD ABOUT ONE PERSON OBTAINING CONSIDERABLY
SAME
THE
IN
FACT,
"TROUBLE -.FREE" BATTERY SERVICE THAN ANOTHER PERSON.
TO
BATTERIES
IDENTICAL
HAVE
MAY
PERSONS
START WITH AND YET ONE PARTY IS CONSTANTBATTERY REPAIRED, WHEREAS
LY HAVING HIS
,.
ice.°.
ALWAYS HAPPY, DUE TO
IS
PARTY
OTHER
THE
MARVELOUS EFFICIENCY OF HIS BATTERY.
THE
WHY IS THIS SO? .WELL, YOU ARE GOING TO
REASON FOR THIS RIGHT HERE.
BE SHOWN THE
IF

BATTERIES DEMAND ATTENTION
BATTERIES ARE LIKE PEOPLE,THEY WILL
STRAIN AND ABUSE BUT
STAND JUST SO MUCH
NO MORE. SHOULD YOU TRY AND GO ABOUT YOUR
DAILY TASKS WITHOUT TREATING YOURSELF TO
FOOD OCCASIONALLY, YOU WOULD
OR
A DRINK
GRADUALLY BECOME WEAKER AND WEAKER, AND
SHOULD CONTINUE THIS FAST LONG
IF YOU
ENOUGH YOU WOULD FINALLY DIE. EVEN THOUGH
BATTERIES ARE BY NO MEANS ALIVE, AS WE OR
Fig. 1
DINARILY CONSIDER LIFE, YET THEY ARE DEa Battery
Repairing
ATTENCIDEDLY ACTIVE AND DEMAND PROPER
TIME
DO.
TION, JUST AS WELL AS WE HUMANS
ABLE TO TRACE BACK THE HISTORY OF A "LIFELESS"
BE
AFTER TIME, YOU WILL
OWNER. NOW, LET
BATTERY AND FIND ITS CONDITION DUE TO NEGLECT BY ITS
NEGLECT.
FROM
TROUBLES DEVELOPING
ANALYZE BATTERY
US

PAGE 2

BATTERY

CLEANLINESS

FIRST, SHOULD YOU PERMIT DIRT TO ACCUMULATE ON TOP OF THE BATTERY,
SUITABLE ELECTRICAL PATH IS LIKELY TO FORM, WHICH WILL PERMIT THE BATTERY TO GRADUALLY DISCHARGE ITSELF, AS YOU WERE ALREADY TOLD IN THE LAST
LESSON.

A

THE FORMATION OF LEAD -SULPHATE COATING
IF THE ELECTROLYTE LEVEL IS NEGLECTED,THEN THE WATER WILL CONTINUE
EVAPORATE AND IN DOING SOS THE ELECTROLYTE WILL
BECOME STRONGER, AS
WELL AS DROPPING TO AN ABNORMALLY LOW LEVEL. BY PERMITTING PLATES TO BE
PARTIALLY EXPOSED TO THE EF
AIR IN THIS
FECTS OF
THE
WAY, THE EXPOSED PORTION OF
THEM WILL HARDEN AND A COAT
*,
1NG OF
THICK LEAD-SULPHATE
(A WHITE CHALKY-LOOKING SUB
STANCE) WILL FORM ON
THEM.
+ .Usi1.1-1;kYOU
WILL
SEE
SUCH
A
GROUP
afF.....i:
.srd a::.;
.e;T
.:,.ar, ;<
OF BADLY SULPHATED NEGATIVE
4.^ { ,
71
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PLATES IN FIG. 2.
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Fig. 2
Badly Sulphated and Disintegrated Plates

AN
ACID
OF EXTREMELY
HIGH SPECIFIC GRAVITY
WILL
ALSO CAUSE
THE
PLATES TO
BECOME SULPHATED. SO,
BY
HAVING THE COMBINED EFFECTS
OF A STRONG ACID, CAUSED BY
WATER EVAPORATION, AS WELL
AS A LOW ELECTROLYTE LEVEL,
THERE SHOULD BE NO DOUBT IN

YOUR MIND THAT THE PLATES ARE BOUND TO BECOME SULPHATED.

ANOTHER COMMON CAUSE FOR SULPHATED PLATES, IS THAT THE BATTERY HAS
BEEN LEFT IN A DISCHARGED
CONDITION FOR TOO LONG A TIME, OR ELSE OVERDISCHARGED. BY OVER-DISCHARGING, WE MEAN THAT THE BATTERY WAS FORCED TO
REMAIN IN SERVICE AFTER ITS SPECIFIC GRAVITY HAS DROPPED TO A POINT BELOW 1.150 AND ITS CELL VOLTAGES BELOW 1.6 VOLTS.
THE NORMAL LEAD -SULPHATE FORMATION

KNOWING THAT SULPHATION IS EXTREMELY DETRIMENTAL TO BATTERY EFFIACTS IN THIS PECULIAR WAY.
IT
CIENCY, LET US NOW SEE JUST EXACTLY WHY
YOU HAVE
A
AS
BATTERY
DISCHARGES,
ALREADY LEARNED
THAT
THE
CHEMICAL
CHANGES ARE SUCH THAT THE SULPHATE GOES OUT OF THE ELECTROLYTE AND GOES
OF
THE
PLATES, THEREBY CAUSING A DEPOSIT OF
INTO THE ACTIVE MATERIAL
LEAD-SULPHATE TO FORM ON THE SURFACE OF THE PLATES.

DURING THE NORMAL DISCHARGE OF THE BATTERY, THIS LEAD-SULPHATE IS
SOFT AND POROUS AND FOR THIS REASON) THE ELECTROLYTE STILL HAS ACCESS TO
THE ACTIVE MATERIAL OF THE PLATES. WITH THE LEAD-SULPHATE
IN THIS SOFT
FORM, IT CAN READILY BE DRIVEN
FROM THE PLATES DURING THE TIME THE BATTERY IS BEING CHARGED. A CONDITION SUCH AS THIS IS NORMAL, AS FAR AS THE
51+ -ND
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OPERATION OF THE BATTERY

IS

CONCERNED.

THE EFFECTS OF HARDENED LEAD SULPHATE
NOW IF WE SHOULD PERMIT THIS SULPHATE TO FORM IN TOO GREAT AN ABUNDANCE ON THE PLATES AND BECOME HARD, IT WOULD NATURALLY LOSE ITS POROSITY
THE
AND THEREBY FORM A COMPARATIVELY SOLID COATING OVER THE SURFACE OF
IT
NOT
SO
PLATES. LEAD SULPHATE, ITSELF, IS A POOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR,
THE
ACTIVE
WITH
ONLY PREVENTS THE ELECTROLYTE FROM COMING INTO CONTACT
TERIAL OF THE PLATES OUT IT ALSO OFFERS A HIGH ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE.
SHOULD A LARGE CURRENT BE FORCED TO FLOW THROUGH SULPHATED PLATES,
THE RESISTANCE OFFERED BY THE LEAD SULPHATE COATING WOULD CAUSE HEAT TO
BE GENERATED ANO THIS HEAT WOULD IN TURN CAUSE THE ACID TO BECOME HOT AND
HOT ACID IS EXTREMELY ACTIVEANO WILL IN A SHORT TIME
DESTROY THE GOOD QUALITIES
OF THE LEAD-ACID CELL.

YOUR INTEREST IS
NO
DOUBT NOW AROUSED AS TO HOW
WE CAN REMOVE LEAD SULPHATE
DEPOSITS FROM SUCH AN AFFLICTED BATTERY, SO WHEN YOU
COME TO THE LATTER PART OF
BE
THIS LESSON, YOU WILL
TO LO WHAT TO DO WHEN
YOU
ARE CONFRONTED WITH SUCH A
PROBLEM.

FIG. 3

Buckled Mattes.

BUCKLED PLATES

OF
ANOTHER SERIOUS PLATE TROUBLE IS BUCKLING, YOU WILL SEE A SET
BUCKLED PLATES IN FIG. 3 AND YOU WILL FIND SEVERAL DIFFERENT ACTIONS CAE
ABLE OF CAUSING SUCH A CONDITION.
FIRST, IF A CELL IS PERMITTED TO OVER -DISCHARGE, LARGE ACCUMULATIONS
OF LEAD SULPHATE WILL FORM ON THE PLATES. THESE SULPHATE DEPOSITS WILL NA
TURALLY NOT REMAIN UNIFORM AND CONSEQUENTLY THE PORTIONS OF THE PLATES,
BE
WHICH ARE STILL ACCESSABLE TO THE ACTION OF THE ELECTROLYTE, WILL
CARRYING THE BURDEN OF CONDUCTING THE CURRENT.

ARE
DUE TO THIS REDUCTION IN PLATE AREA, THE SMALL SPACES, WHICH
STILL ACTIVE, WILL BECOME OVERHEATED AND AN UNEQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT
WILL NATURALLY CAUSE THE PLATES TO WARP OR BUCKLEI,
IT IS LIKEWISE TRUE THAT UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION OF LEAD SULPHATE
POSITS CAN CAUSE THE PLATES TO LOSE THEIR NORMAL SHAPE.

DE-

YOU WILL ALSO FIND BUCKLING TO BE CAUSED BY EXCESSIVELY HIGH RATES OF
CHARGE AND DISCHARGE, WHICH WILL OF COURSE PRODUCE AN ABNORMAL AMOUNT OF
HEAT, WHICH MAY RESULT IN A DEFORMATION OF THE PLATES. IN FACT,BHORT Cl2
CUITING A CELL OR BATTERY IS ONE OF THE EVILS, WHICH ARE CAPABLE OF BRIj
GING ABOUT BUCKLED PLATES.

SOMETIMES YOU WILL COME ACROSS A CELL WITH

A

SET OF BUCKLED

PLATES,
94. -ND
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WHICH WERE CAUSED BY AN ACCIDENTAL SHORT CIRCUIT WITHIN THE CELL ITSELF.
SUCH A SHORT CAN READILY BE PRODUCED IF ANY PORTION OF A SEPARATOR
SHOULC FALL DOWN ON THE JOB SO THAT A CONTACT IS ESTABLISHED BETWEEN
A
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PLATE. IT ONLY TAKES ONE SUCH CONTACT TO SHORT OUT
AN ENTIRE CELL BECAUSE ALL POSITIVE AND ALL NEGATIVE PLATES ARE MECHANICALLY CONNECTED TO ONE ANOTHER.
EFFECT OF BUCKLED PLATES

WHEN PLATES BECOME BUCKLED, OUR CORRECTIVE MEASURES ARE GOVERNED BY
THE EXTENT OF THEIR BUCKLING. THAT IS, IF THE AMOUNT OF BUCKLING IS
ONLY
SLIGHT, THEN THE CELL AND BATTERY MAY CONTINUE THEIR USEFUL WORK FOR
A
PRACTICALLY UNLIMITED LENGTH OF TIME. SHOULD WE ON THE OTHER HAND,PERMIT
BADLY BUCKLED PLATES TO REMAIN IN A CELL, THEY WILL IN DUE TIME EXERT UL!
EQUAL PRESSURES AGAINST THE SEPARATORS AND THEREBY CAUSE THE SEPARATORS
TO BECOME WORN THROUGH, SO THAT AN ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION WILL BE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN
THE
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PLATE GROUPS. THIS
WOULD, OF COURSE, MEAN THE PRESENCE OF
A
SHORT CIRCUIT.

STRAIGHTENING BUCKLED PLATES
SHOULD THE EXTENT OF BUCKLING NOT BE
TOO GREAT, THEN THE PLATE GROUP WITH
THE
BUCKLED PLATES CAN BE PLACED IN A VICE,
AS
caaco
SHOWN IN FIG. 4.
NOTICE THAT THE SPACES BEFIG. 4
TWEEN THE PLATES ARE FILLED BY MEANS
OF
Sfraighteninq Buckled
BOARDS, WHICH ARE CALLED TRANSIT BOARDS.
THERE IS ALSO SUCH A BOARD RESTING
Plates.
AGAINST
THE OUTER SURFACE OF EACH OF THE OUTER PLATES.
THE BRITTLE STRUCTURE OF THE ACTIVE MATERIAL ON THE POSITIVE PLATES DOES
NOT GENERALLY PERMIT STRAIGHTENING BUT THE NEGATIVE PLATES, WHEN IN
A
CHARGED CONDITION CAN BE STRAIGHTENED QUITE READILY*
.a

WHEN PRESSURE IS APPLIED BY THE VICE, THE COMPARATIVELY PLIABLE NE£
ATIVE PLATES WILL YIELD TO THIS PRESSURE AND A GOOD JOB OF STRAIGHTENING
CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED.
IN CASES WHERE EXTREME BUCKLING IS FOUND,
REPLACE THE BUCKLED PLATES WITH NEW ONES,

IT

WILL BE NECESSARY

TO

SHEDDING OF THE PLATES
IN FIG. 5, YOU WILL SEE STILL ANOTHER DEFECTIVE PLATE CONDITION,
WHICH WE CALL SHEDDING. THIS DISEASED CONDITION MAKES ITSELF KNOWN
BY
THE FACT THAT THE PASTE OR ACTIVE MATERIAL CRUMBLES OFF THE GRIDS
OR
SUPPORTING MEMBERS. THIS ACTION IS FREQUENTLY FOUND IN OLD BATTERIES AND
MAY GENERALLY BE BLAMED ON OLD AGE. HOWEVER, RELATIVELY YOUNG BATTERIES
CAN 'CATCH" THIS SICKNESS AND IN THIS CASE IT MAY BE CAUSED BY EXCESSIVE
ACCUMULATION OF LEAD SULPHATE, OVER -DISCHARGING, AND OVER -CHARGING.

BY OVER -CHARGING, WE MEAN THAT IN SPITE OF THE BATTERY ALREADY
BEFULLY CHARGED, WE JUST STUBBORNLY TRY TO "RAM" AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF
CHARGE INTO IT. REMEMBER, YOU CAN'T "OVER- STUFF" A BATTERY, AND GET AWAY
ING

PAGE

WITH IT, ANYMORE THAN YOU CAN CONTINUALLY OVER -EAT AND EXPECT TC STAY
GOOD HEALTH.

5
IN

THE NORMAL AMOUNT OF SHEDDING

REGARDS TO SHEDDING OF THE
YOU MUST,OF COURSE, BEAR IN
MIND THAT A SLIGHT AMOUNT OF SHEDDWHAT
ING IS PERFECTLY NATURAL BUT
WE WANT TO AVOID IS THE EXCESSIVE g
MOUNT OF SHEDDING. YOU SEE, ONE OF
THE REASONS WHY WE ALWAYS PLACE THE
SO
SEPARATORS IN SUCH A POSITION
THE
THAT THE GROOVES ARE NEXT TO
POSITIVE PLATES AND IN A VERTICALOR
UP AND DOWN PLANE, IS SO THAT THESE
GROOVES WILL PERMIT THE SHEDDED MATERIAL FROM THE POSITIVE PLATES TO
WORK ITS WAY DOWNWARDS INTO THE SEQ
IMENT BASINS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE
JAR OF THE CELL. IT IS THE POSITIVE
PLATES, WHICH ARE MOSTLY SUBJECT TO
SHEDDING, RATHER THAN THE NEGATIVE
PLATES
IN

PLATES,

THE EFFECTS OF SHEDDING
THE PROCESS OF SHELDINGCOB
FIG. 5
MORE AND MORE OF THE ACTIVE
Shedding
MATERIAL WILL BE LOST FROM THE PLATHE
TES, SO THAT THE CAPACITY OF
REDUCED,
AND EVENTUALLY, SUFFICIENT ACTIVE
BE
CORRESPONDINGLY
CELLS WILL
IS
MATERIAL WILL BE LOST FROM THE PLATES, SO THAT THE ONLY REMEDY LEFT
TO REPLACE THESE SHEDDED PLATES WITH NEW ONES.
As

TINUES,

Plates,

FROZEN BATTERIES
ONE OF THE MOST IN-EXCU
A
SABLE BATTERY TI'*OUBLES IS
FROZEN BATTERY AND THIS COND1
OF
TION IS A DIRECT RESULT
UTTER NEGLECT ON THE PART OF
TO
THE OWNER. To PROVE THIS
SOME
YOU, WE ARE GIVING YOU
FACTS WHICH SHOW THE RELATION
BETWEEN FREEZING POINTS OF El.
ECTROLYTES AND THEIR SPECIFIC
GRAVITY. HERE THEY ARE:
BATTERY, WHICHI3 DISCHARGED SUFFICIENTLY SO THAT
ITS SPECIFIC GRAVITY IS 1.150,
WILL FREEZE AT A TEMPERATURE
OF ABOUT 5°F. ABOVE ZERO.HOWELECEVER, A BATTERY,WHOSE
TROLYTE HAS A SPECIFIC GRAVITY
A

f

FIG. (o

Group Qemo ved om a Frozen Cell.
Note active materia/ an separators)
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OF 1.280, WILL FREEZE AT THE VERY LOW TEMPERATURE OF ABOUT 92 F.
BELOW
ZERO. SOME DIFFERENCE, ISN'T THERE? THIS SHOWS THAT THERE ISN'T MUCH
CHANCE OF A CHARGED BATTERY BECOMING FROZEN BUT IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE SO
VERY COLD IN ORDER TO FREEZE A PARTIALLY OR COMPLETELY DISCHARGED BATTERY.
WHEN THE ELECTROLYTE FREEZES

A LOW BATTERY,

IT WILL NATURALLYEZ
PAND JUST LIKE WATER
DOES
,o
,WHEN IT TURNS TO ICE. SINCE
0
THE PLATES ARE FILLED WITH
A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF ELECTRº
r
LYTE, THIS EXPANSION OF THE
FREEZING ELECTROLYTE
si
WILL
TEND TO FORCE THE ACTIVE MA
a.., r.... .,
TERIAL OUT OF THE GRIOS.MII
PLACED'ACTIVE MATERIAL CAN,
OF COURSE, ONLY BE REPLACED
FIG.7
IN THE CELL BY EQUIPPING THE
Worn Wooded Separa tors.
CELL WITH A NEW SET OF PLATES OR ELSE BUYING A
NEW
BATTERY. YOU WILL SEE THE EFFECTS OF A FROZEN CELL IN FIG. 6.
r

IrKi
`

IN

j

THE BREAKING DOWN OF SEPARATORS

ABOUT THE FIRST PARTS TO BREAK DOWN IN AP AVERAGE BATTERY ARE THE
SEPARATORS, PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE WOODEN ONES. WOODEN SEPARATORS,
ARE
SUBJECT TO ROTTING. THIS IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY THEIR CONTINUAL
CONTACT
WITH THE ACTIVE ACID, ESPECIALLY IF ANY FAULTY CONDITIONS EXIST WHICH
WILL CAUSE THE ACID TO BECOME WARMER THAN NORMAL.
SEPARATORS ARE ALSO FREQUENTLY WORN THROUGH, IF THE ELEMENTS
ARE
LOOSELY FITTED INTO THE JARS. THAT IS, IF THE ELEMENTS HAVE A CHANCE TO
BE JARRED AROUND, THE RESULTING FRI,
TION BETWEEN PLATES WILL IN A SHORT
TIME RUB A HOLE THROUGH A SEPARATOR
AND THEREBY CAUSE THE CELL TO
BE
\
SHORT CIRCUITED. BUCKLED PLATES, YOU
_ C.4
W ILL REMEMBER, W LL ALSO CAUSE WORN
_
SPOTS IN SEPARATORS. IN FIG. 7
AND
J..
8 SOME BADLY WORN WOODEN
SEPARATORS
i

.

'

1

.

'

ARE SHOWN.

"

TREEING

''

;,...-

sM..-

n
1.

r

---;ó

ANOTHER PECULIAR CHARACTERISTF G. 8
WOODEN SEPARATORS IS KNOWN AS
Rotted Separa
TREEING. THIS NAME IS GIVEN TO
A
GROWTH OF FOREIGN MATERIALS,WHICH SOMETIMES TEND TO BUILD UP ON THE SEPARATORS AND WILL IN TIME RESULT IN A SHORT CIRCUIT.
1

IC OF

tors

WHENEVER WOODEN SEPARATORS SHOW THE SLIGHTEST DEFECTS, AFTER A CELL
HAS BEEN DISMANTLED, YOU SHOULD NEVER HESITATE ABOUT REPLACING THEM WITH
NEW ONES. DUE TO THE LOW COST OF WOODEN SEPARATORS, ONE IS
NEVER
JUSTIFIED IN REBUILDING A CELL AND DEPENDING UPON OLD SEPARATORS TO STAND
UP
UNDER THE RESPONSIBILITY, WHICH IS PLACED UPON THEM.
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VARIOUS PATENTED SEPARATORS, SUCH AS RUBBER, ETC., ARE NOT AS SUSCEPTIBLE TO SUCH A RAPID BREAK -DOWN, AS IS THE CASE WITH WOODEN SEPARATORS.

THE MOST COMMON TROUBLE FOUND

IN

WODEN CASES

NOw A WORD ABOUT THE TROUBLES FOUND IN BATTERY CASES. WOODEN CASES
ARE SUBJECT TO ROTTING, WHICH IS OUE TO THE ACTION OF SPILT ACID UPON THE
WOOD. THIS CONDITION CAN BE PREVENTED IF THE OUTSIDE OF THE CASE ISWASHED
WITH A SODA OR AMMONIA SOLUTION ABOUT 3 TIMES A YEAR AND THEN FOLLOWED BY
TOO
A COAT OF ACID RESISTING BATTERY PAINT. HOWEVER, WHEN IT IS ALREADY
LATE ANO THE CASE IS ROTTED TO SUCH
AN EXTENT THAT IT IS ALREADY FALLLOGICAL
ING APART, THEN THE ONLY
REMEDY IS TO REPLACE IT WITH A NEW
ONE.

THE MOST COMMON TROUBLE FOUND
COMPOSITION CASES

IN

RUBBER BATTERY CASES ARE SUS
JECT TO SPREADING AT THE ENDS,
WHICH IS CAUSED WHEN A BATTERY
IS
HELD IN PLACE TOO RIGIDLY BY MEANS
OF OVER-TIGHT HOLD DOWN CLAMPS. IN
Fis. 9 YOU WILL SEE A BATTERY WHICH
IS HELD IN POSITION WITH HOLD-DOWN
CLAMPS OR BOLTS.
SOMETIMES SUCH A SPREAD CASE
CAN BE PRESSED BACK INTO ITS NORTHE
MAL SHAPE AGAIN BY MEANS OF
APPLICATION OF HEAT, AFTER WHICH IT
IS ALLOWED TO COOL IN ITS RE -SET P2
SITION.

FIG. 9

Batteru Held in Place Wilk Bolts.

THE CONDITION OF THE CASE S SUCH THAT IT W LL NOT PERM T TH
ATION, THEN IT IS NECESSARY TO REPLACE IT WITH A NEW ONE.
IF

I

I

I

I

S

OPER-

THE HIGH RATE DISCHARGE TESTER
THE ONLY BATTERY TESTING INSTRUMENTS WITH WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN
MADE FAMILIAR WERE THE VOLTMETER AND THE HYDROMETER. HOWEVER, TO DETERMINE
BATTERY TROUBLES, WE ALSO FIND IT NECESSARY TO U9E OTHER INSTRUMENTB.AMONG
THESE USEFUL INSTRUMENTS, WE FIRST FIND THE HIGH RATE DISCHARGE TESTER.
SO FAR,

BY LOOKING AT FIG. 10, YOU WILL NOTICE THAT THIS INSTRUMENT CONSISTS
ARE
QF TWO SHARP METALLIC PRONGS, WITH A WOODEN HANDLE. THESE TWO PRONGS
ELECTRICALLY CONNECTED TOGETHER NEAR THEIR CENTER BY MEANS OF A HEAVY PIECE
OF NICHROME WIRE. IN FACT, THIS HEAVY WIRE IS FREQUENTLY IN THE FORM OF A
RIGID RIBBON.
SO
JUST ABOVE THIS CONNECTING WIRE, YOU WILL SEE A SMALL VOLTMETER,
METER
THE
OF
MOUNTED THAT WHEN YOU GRIP THE HANDLE, YOU CAN SEE THE DIAL
WHY
VERY EASILY. IF YOU WILL FOLLOW CAREFULLY, YOU WILL IMMEDIATELY SEE

54 -ND
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THIS INSTRUMENT

IS

SO VALUABLE FOR BATTERY TESTING

PURPOSES.

THE REASON FOR MAKING A HIGH RATE DISCHARGE TEST
WHEN WE MERELY TEST THE CELL VOLTAGE WITH AN ORDINARY VOLTMETER, THE
CELL IS NOT BEING PUT UNDER ANY LOAD. FOR THIS RE&
SON, ANY DEFECT, SUCH AS A POORLY WELDED JOINT,LOW
CAPACITY (SHEDDED) PLATES, ETC., WILL NOT NECESSVOLTMETER
ARILY BE INDICATED BY THE CONVENTIONAL
READING. WE FIND, HOWEVER, THAT BY USING THE HIGH
RATE DISCHARGE TESTER AND FIRMLY JABBING ITSPOINTS
THE
INTO THE TWO TERMINALS OF A SINGLE CELL,THEN
HIGH
CELL WILL BE DISCHARGING AT A COMPARATIVELY
RATE ABOUT 150 TO 200 AMPs.)
THIS HIGH RATE OF DISCHARGE IS DUE TO THE FA
A
CT THAT THE NICHROME BAND SERVES SOMEWHAT AS
SHORT ACROSS THE PRONGS BUT YET THE RESISTANCE OF
THIS WIRE IS SUCH SO THAT A 100% SHORT CIRCUIT WILL
NOT BE PRODUCED ACROSS THE CELL.

THE REQUIRED READINGS OF THE HIGH RATE DISCHARGE
TEST

.11.
I

I

al

A
FIG.IO
A ANY/7 Qate

Discharge Tester.

BECAUSE OF THE HIGH RATE OF DISCHARGE DURING
THIS TEST, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE DO NOT CONTINUE
I8
IT FOR TOO LONG A TIME. WHILE THIS DISCHARGE
3OING ON, THE ATTACHED VOLTMETER'IS WATCHED AND IF
THE READING IS NOT BELOW 1.75 VOLTS AND THE READINGS OF THE VARIOUS CELLS DO NOT VARY BY MORE THAN
0.1 VOLTS, T-HEN THE BATTERY IS MECHANICALLY CORRECT.

SHOULD THERE, ON THE OTHER HAND, BE A POORLY WELDED JOINT,LOW CAPACITY CELL, ETC., WHEN THIS TEST IS MADE, THEN THE VOLTMETER WILL IMMEDIAI
ELY INDICATE A READING LOWER THAN THAT REQUIRED FOR A NORMAL CELL.

FOR EXAMPLE, LET US SUPPOSE THAT ONLY AN ORDINARY VOLTMETER TEST
I8
TAKEN OF THE CELL. IN THIS CASE, AN EXTREMELY SMALL AMOUNT OF CURRENT
IS
ONLY CALLED UPON TO FLOW THROUGH THE HIGH RESISTANCE WINDING or THE METER,
SO THAT A READING WILL BE OBTAINED. DUE TO THIS JERY LOW CURRENT FLOW,
A
POORLY FITTED JOINT WILL
VERY OFTEN PERMIT THIS SMALL AMOUNT OFCURRENT
TO FLOW THROUGH IT WITHOUT PRE
SENTING ANY NOTICEABLE
EFFECTS.

SHOULD THIS SAME JOINT,
HOWEVER, BE FORCED TO PERMIT
A HEAVY CURRENT TO FLOW
THRU
IT,
IT WILL NOT STAND UP
UNDER THE BIG LOAD AND
THEREFORE, THIS CONDITION
WILL
QUICKLY MAKE ITSELF KNOWN WHEN
THE HIGH RATE DISCHARGE TEST
IS MADE.

FIG.11

The Cadmium. Test

Voltmeter 6 Leads.
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THE CADMIUM TEST VOLTMETER

WITH ALL THE TESTS, WHICH WE ARE ABLE TO MAKE SO FAR,WE CANNOT
AS
YET DETERMINE WHETHER IT IS THE POSITIVE GROUP OR THE NEGATIVE GROUP,
WHICH IS AT VAULT IN A DEFECTIVE CELL. THEREFORE, LET US NOW PROCEED AND
BEE HOW WE CAN DISTINGUISH THE SHORT COMINGS OF EITHER OF THE
PLATE
GROUPS, WITHOUT ACTUALLY HAVING TO FIRST 018 ASSEMBLE THE CELL.
To DO THIS J08, WE USE AN INSTRUMENT,
WHICH IS KNOWN AS THE CADMIUM TEST VOLTMETER
ANO IT WILL GIVE SATISFACTORY RESULTS, PROVIDED THAT IT 1S USED PROPERLY. THE METER
IS
GENERALLY SUPPLIED WITH AN UPPER AND LOWER
SCALE ANO IN THIS CASE, THE LOWER SCALE CAN BE
USED FOR READING VOLTAGES OF VARIOUS ELECTRI,
AL UNITS, AS LONG AS THEIR VOLTAGE DOES
NOT
EXCEED 28 VOLTS. THE UPPER SCALE IS USED FOR
READING VOLTAGES UP TO 2.8 VOLTS AND IT
IS
THIS SCALE, IN WHICH WE ARE FOR THE
PRESENT
CHIEFLY INTERESTED.

THE TEST LEADS

FIG. II

Cadrnie..rn Tesf Voltmder-

Chargrd E, Discharged
Positive Group,

Two TEST POINTS, WITH WOODEN HANDLES, ARE CONNECTED TO THE METER BY
MEANS OF LONG, FLEXIBLE, INSULATED WIRES.
ONE OF THESE TEST POINTS HAS
A STICK OF CADMIUM ATTACHED TO IT IN SUCH A MANNER, SO THAT THE CADMIUM
STICK IS AT THE RIGHT ANGLES TO THE TEST POINT, AS YOU WILL OBSERVE
IN
Fla, II.

THE TEST POINT, WHICH HAS THE
CADMIUM
ATTACHED TO IT, IS CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL
OF THE METER WHICH IS LABELED 2.5V. THE OTHER
TEST POINT IS CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL OF THE
METER, WHICH IS LABELED WITH AN (+0 SIGN.

I

IG.13

Charged & Discharched
Negative Group.

WITH OUR CONNECTIONS TO THE METER THUS
MADE, WE ARE READY TO MAKE SOME TESTS.HOWEVER,
TO OBTAIN RESULTS WITH THIS INSTRUMENT,
THE
BATTERY MUST EITHER BE UNDERGOING THE PROCESS
OF A CHARGE OR ELSE A DISCHARGE. THAT IS,
WE
MUST MAKE'THESE TESTS WHILE THE BATTERY
IS
CONNECTED TO THE CHARGING LINE OR ELSE
ACTUALLY WORKING BY CAUSING A CURRENT FLOW.

TESTING THE POSITIVE PLATE GROUP
GENERALLY wE MAKE THIS TEST WHILE THE BATTERY IS BEING CHARGED AND
WE PROCEED BY INSERTING THE CADMIUM STICK INTO THE ELECTROLYTE,BEING CAR
EFULY, HOWEVER, THAT IT DOES NOT COME IN CONTACT WITH ANY OF THE PLATES.
AS SOON AS THE CADMIUM STICK HAS BEEN IMMERSED FOR A FEW SECONDS,
WE
TOUCH THE OTHER TEST POINT TO THE POSITIVE POST OF THE ZELL.

WHILE WE ARE DOING THIS, WE TAKE NOTE OF THE READING ON THE SCALE OF
THE METER AND IF WE FIND THAT THE NEEDLE COMES TO REST AT THE POINT LABELED "Pos. CHARGED°, WHICH IS REALLY EQUIVALENT TO 2.4 VOLTS,THEN
WE

5k -ND
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KNOW THAT THE POSITIVE GROUP OF THAT PARTICULAR CELL
ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 12.

IS

CHARGED.

THIS

IS

SHOULC WE, HOWEVER, MAKE THIS SAME TEST AND ONLY OBTAIN A READINGOF
2.3 VOLTS, THEN THE POSITIVE PLATE GROUP IS 3/4 CHARGED; A VOLTAGE OF 2.2
VOLTS WOULD INDICATE THAT THE POSITIVE GROUP IS
CHARGED; A READING OF
2.1 VOLTS WOULD TELL US THAT THEY ARE ONLY * CHARGED; AND 2.0 VOLTS WOULD
MEAN THAT THE POSITIVE GROUP IS DISCHARGED.

TESTING THE NEGATIVE PLATE GROUP
IN ORDER TO TEST THE NEGATIVE PLATE GROUP IN
A
SIMILAR MANNER, WE LEAVE THE CADMIUM STICK WITHIN
THE
ELECTROLYTE, JUST AS WE ALREADY HAVE IT BUT WE BRING OUR
OTHER TEST POINT IN CONTACT WITH THE NEGATIVE POST
OF
THE CELL. NOW WE WATCH THE METER AND IF WE FIND THE REA2
ING TO BE 0.175 VOLTS (TO THE LEFT OF ZERO OR THE POINT
MARKED "NEG. CHARGED") WE KNOW THAT THE NEGATIVE PLATE
GROUP IS FULLY CHARGED. THIS IS ILLUSTRATION IN FIG.13.

SHOULD WE, HOWEVER, FIND THE READING TO BE O,THEN
THE NEGATIVE GROUP IS ONLY
CHARGED AND SHOULD THEREA,Q
ING BE AROUND
0.15 OR 0.18 VOLTS TO THE RIGHT OF ZERO
THEN THE NEGATIVE GROUP IS COMPLETELY DISCHARGED.
WITH A TEST, SUCH AS THIS, WE CAN DETERMINE WHICH
PARTICULAR PLATE GROUP IS CAUSING ANY CELL FROM REACHING
A FULLY CHARGED CONDITION WHILE ON THE CHARGING LINE.

WHAT THE READINGS MEAN

IG.14

A Correction

Thermometer.

LET US SEE, FOR EXAMPLE JUST WHAT SUCH READINGS
DICATE IF WE USE THEM TOGETHER, SO AS TO OBTAIN THE ACI
UAL VOLTAGE OF A CELL. ASSUMING THAT THE CADMIUM
TEST
FOR THC POSITIVE GROUP INDICATES 2.4 VOLTS AND THE TEST
FOR THE NEGATIVE GROUP OF THE SAME CELL INDICATES A VOS,
TALE OF -0.17, THEN THE ACTUAL VOLTAGE OF THE CELLWOULD
BE 2.4 ADDED TO 0.17 OR 2.57 VOLTS,WHILE STILL ON
THE
CHARGING LINE.

ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THE READINGS WERE ONLY 2.0
VOLTS FOR THE POSITIVE GROUP AND + 0.155 FOR THE NEGATIVE GROUP,THEN
OUR
ACTUAL CELL VOLTAGE WOULD ONLY BE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 2.0 AND 0.15 OR
1.85 VOLTS WHILE ON THE CHARGING LINE. THIS, OF COURSE, WOULD BE A
DISCHARGED CELL. WITH SEPARATE READINGS THUS OBTAINED, IF WE FIND THE POSITIVE GROUP VOLTAGE TEST NORMAL AND THE NEGATIVE GROUP VOLTAGE TEST BELOW
NORMAL, WE KNOW THAT THE LOW CELL VOLTAGE IS DUE TO A FAULTY NEGATIVE
PLATE GROUP AND VICE VERSA.
THE ACTION OF SULPHATED BATTERIES WHEN ON THE CHARGING LINE

WE HAVEN'T YET CONSIDERED HOW SOME OF THESE FAULTY BATTERIES ACT ON
THE CHARGING LINE, SO THIS IS OUR'NEXT STEP. YOU WILL REMEMBER THAT IN OUR
DISCUSSION OF SULPHATED PLATES, YOU WERE TOLD THAT LEAD SULQHATE PRODUCED
A
CONSIDERABLE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE. WITH THIS IN MIND, CQAISICER FOR
SECOND WHAT HAPPENS WHEN AN EXCESSIVELY HIGH CHARGING RATE IS FORCED THRU

PAGE
SUCH A BATTERY, WHICH IS AFFLICTED WITH PLATES COVERED WITH
TANCE LEAD SULPHATE COATING.

A

II

HIGH RESI1

SUCH A CONDITION WILL CAUSE THE BATTERY TO BECOME HOT BECAUSE WHENEVER CURRENT IS FORCED TO FLOW THROUGH A CONDUCTOR OF CONSIDERABLE
RESISTANCE, THE CONDUCTOR WILL BECOME HOT. BESIDES THIS, THE SULPHATE COAL
ING ONLY ALLOWS A LIMITED SPACE OF THE PLATE AREA TO BE EFFECTIVE
AND
THIS WILL ALSO REDUCE THE CAPACITY OF THE PLATES IN REGARDS TO THEIR ABILITY TO CARRY A CURRENT AND THEREFORE, THIS ACTION WILL ALSO
PRODUCE
HEAT.

FROM THESE FACTS, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT SULPHATED BATTERIES WILL
WHILE ON THE CHARGING LINE,
EVEN THOUGH THE CHARGING RATE
IS LOW ENOUGH SO THAT THE TEM
PERATURE OF THE AVERAGE BATTERIES WILL NOT RISE
ABOVE
NORMAL. THE QUESTION NOW ARISES AS TO WHAT TEMPERATURE
LIMIT WE SHOULD PERMIT A BAI
TERY TO REACH AND ALSO WHAT
ACTION WE SHALL TAKE TO PREVENT A BATTERY FROM BECOMING
OVER HEATED.

CONSIDERING BATTERY
ERATURES

HEAT

TEMPPIG.

I5

Reducing ¿ha Charging Cate Thru a Heating
8a#ery on a Series Cirt QM.

IN BATTERY WORK,WE CONSIDER A TEMPERATURE OF 704 F.
AS THE NORMAL TEMPERATURE, HOWEVER, BATTERY TEMPERATURES WILL NATURALLY
VARY DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS, THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT PASSING
THRU
THE BATTERY, ETC.
THE DANGER POINT 1S REACHED AT ABOUT 1100 F. AND
A
BATTERY SHOULD NEVER BE PERMITTED TO RISE TO A TEMPERATURE ABOVE 110 F.

THE THERMOMETER
SO YOU SEE, WHEN A SULPHATED BATTERY IS ON THE CHARGING LINE,OR FOR
THAT MATTER ANY BATTERY,WE MUST GUARD AGAINST EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURES.
IN
ORDER TO DETERMINE THE TEMPERATURE OF ANY CELL WHILE CHARGING,WE SIMPLY
INSERT A THERMOMETER, SUCH AS THE ONE SHOWN IN FIG. 14, INTO THE
ELECTROLYTE. AS SOON AS THE TEMPERATURE'READINGIS THUS OBTAINED, WE WILL RI
MOVE THE THERMOMETER FROM THE ELECTROLYTE AND ACT ACCOROIINGLY,AS YOU WILL
NOW BE SHOWN.

PREVENTING A BATTERY FROM OVERHEATING

IN

A SERIES CIRCUIT

LET US ASSUME THAT A CERTAIN BATTERY, WHICH IS CONNECTED IN ASERIES
CHARGING CIRCUIT, SUCH AS IN F10. 15, es BECOMING OVER-HEATEO,WHEREAS THE
REST OF THE BATTERIES ON THE CHARGING LINE ARE STILL AT A PERFECTLY SAFE
TEMPERATURE. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT IN THIS CASE, WE WOULD NOT REDUCE
THE
CHARGING RATE OF THE ENTIRE SYSTEM BECAUSE THIS WOULD SLOW UP THE CHARGING OPERATION OF THE WHOLE ARRANGEMENT AND THIS IS UNNECESSARY1AS
WELL
AS A WASTE OF TIME.
511

-ND
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THEREFORE, IF WE DO NOT WISH TO REMOVE THE
HEATING BATTERY FROM THE
LINE ALTOGETHER AND PERMIT IT TO COOL
BEFORE CONTINUING ITS CHARGE,
ALL
THAT MUST BE DONE IS TO CONNECT A RESISTANCE
UNIT ACROSS IT, AS SHOWN IN
FIG. 15. IT IS ALSO A GOOD POLICY TO
CONNECT A SEPARATE AMMETER IN SERIES
WITH THE VARIABLE RESISTANCE, FOR IN THIS WAY
YOU WILL KNOW JUST HOW MUCH
CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH THE RESISTANCE.

THE PURPOSE OF THE RESISTANCE

Charring' line

L

Adjustable

-11

I

BY CONNECTING THE RESISTANCE IN THIS WAV,OR
AS
WE SHOULD SAY, IN
PARALLEL
WITH THE HEATING
BATTERY,
THE CHARGING CURRENT CAN DIVIDE AT THE BATTERY.THAT
IS,
PART OF IT WILL FLOW THROUGH
THE BATTERY AND PART OF
IT
WILL FLOW THROUGH THE RESISTANCE BUT ALL OF IT WILL FLOW
THROUGH THE REST OF THE BAT-

Eif1
+

1eth/j
Ammeter

TERIES.

FIGa.16

Reducing the Charging Pate Thru 'a
Heating Battery on a Parallel Circuit.

THE PURPOSE OF THE SEPARATE

AMMETER

THE PURPOSE OF THE SEPARATE AMMETER IS THIS:
IF WE ONLY HAD
THE
RESISTANCE CONNECTED ACROSS THE HOT BATTERY, WE WOULDN1T
KNOW WHAT PORTION
OF THE CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH THE RESISTANCE
ANO WHAT PORTION. IS FLOW
ING THROUGH THE BATTERY. HOWEVER, BY MEANS
OF THE SEPARATE AMMETER,WE CAN
TELL HOW MUCH OF THE CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH THE
RESISTANCE AND,THEREFORE, WE CAN READILY TELL HOW MUCH IS FLOWING
THROUGH THE HOT BATTERY BY
SIMPLY SUBTRACTING THE READING OF THE SEPARATE AMMETER FROM
THE READING OF
THE CHARGERS AMMETER. THAT IS, IF 3 AMPS. ARE FLOWING
THROUGH THE RESISTANCE THEN 6 MINUS 3 OR 3 AMPS. ARE FLOWING THROUGH THE
HOT BATIERY,PROVICING THAT THE CHARGER IS "PUTTING OUT" 6
THE OTHER BATTERIES,HOWEVER,WILL
AMPS.
RECEIVE THEIR FULL QUOTA OR 6 AMPS. BECAUSE THE
Cel/ beiW
PARALLEL PATHS OF THE FIRST BATTERY,JOIN
AT
charefed`
THE NEGATIVE TERMINAL OF THE SAME BATTERY.
By HAVING THE RESISTANCE UNIT
VARIABLE,
THAT IS, ADJUSTABLE, YOU CAN REGULATE THE CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE HOT BATTERY.

PREVENTING A BATTERY FROM OVER -HEATING
PARALLEL CIRCUIT

o
!`

L)
_

+

IN

IN CASE THAT YOU ARE OPERATING A PARALLEL
CHARGER INSTEAD OF A SERIES CHARGER,THEN
YOU
FIG. 17
CONNECT THE AMMETER AND RESISTANCE IN
SERIES
WITH THE HOT BATTERY, AS SHOWN IN FIG. I6.HERE
Charging a Sing/e Cell.
THE CHARGING CURRENT WILL COME FROM THE ( `F BUSS BAR AND THENCE THROUGH THE RESISTANCE UNIT, AMMETER,
BATTERY,
ANO
BACK TO THE (-) BUSS BAR OF THE CHARGING LINE. BY CONTROLLING THE
AMOUNT
OF RESISTANCE, THE CHARGING RATE THROUGH THE HEATED BATTERY
CAN
LIKEWISE
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THE NORMAL BATTERY, HAVING NO RESISTANCE CONNECTED TO
WILD THEREFORE, RECEIVE ITS FULL AMOUNT OF CHARGING CURRENT.

IT,

BE CONTROLLED.

CHARGING ONE CELL

SERIES CIRCUIT

IN A

SOMETIMES WHEN YOU ONLY WISH TO CHARGE
CASE
ONE CELL OF A BATTERY, AS MAY BE THE
WHEN ALL THE OTHER CELLS ARE PERFECT BUT THE
ONE CELL HAVING HAD TO BE REBUILT BECAUSEOF
ONE
SOME FAULT, THEN YOU CAN CHARGE THIS
CELL AS SHOWN IN FIG. I7,WHEN A SERIES CHAR
GING CIRCUIT IS BEING USED.

CHARGING ONE CELL

IN A

PARALLEL CIRCUIT

To CHARGE ONE CELL OF A BATTERY WHEN
PARALLEL CHARGING CIRCUIT IS USED,YOU CAN
AS
CONNECT THE CELL TO THE CHARGING LINE,
SHOWN IN FIG.1$ WITH AN AMMETER AND VARIABLE
RESISTANCE IN SERIES.
A

CELL BEING

CH4RGED

i

FIG. 18

Charging a Single Cell on a

Parallel Charging Circuit,

CYCLING BATTERIES
BE
IN THE EARLIER PART OF THIS LESSON,YOU WERE TOLD THAT YOU WOULD
SHOWN A METHOD OF BRINGING SULPHATED BATTERIES BACK TO A MORE ACTIVE SERVICE. IF THE STATE OF SULPHATION IS NOT TOO BAD, WE RESORT TO THE PROCESS
NEW
KNOWN AS CYCLING BUT IN EXTREME CASES OF SULPHATED PLATEC,EITHER
PLATES OR ELSE A NEW BATTERY WILL BE REQUIRED,
To CYCLE A BATTERY,WE FIRST CHARGE IT AT A SLOW RATE UNTIL ITS STATE
OF CHARGE WILL COME UP TO AS NEARLY A FULLY CHARGED CONDITION AS POSSIBLE.
THEN WE DISCHARGE IT AT A CONTROLLED RATE BY MEANS OF SOME KIND OF A RESISTANCE. THE RATE OF DISCHARGE SHOULD BE ABOUT 2 OR 3 AMPERES PER POSITIVE
PLATE PER CELL. THAT IS,WE CAN DISCHARGE AN II PLATE BATTERY AT THE RAT_
OF ABOUT 15 AMPS.

CONTROLLING THE RATE
DISCHARGE

FIG.

19

Discharging a Baftery by Means of a
Variable Qesistance Unit.

OF

To CONTROL THE
RATE
DISCHARGE, SEVERAL DEVICES CAN BE USED.
A MOST COMMON ONE IS
SHOWN IN FIG. 19 AND IN
THIS CASE, A
VARIABLE
RESISTANCE UNIT,WITH AN
IS
AMMETER IN SERIES
THE
CONNECTED ACROSS
TERMINALS OF THEBATTERY.
THIS WILL OFFER A COMPLETE CIRCUIT SO
THAT
THE BATTERY WILL
DISCHARGE ITSELF.THIS SIMPLE RESISTANCE UNIT,º1l1.
n
PLY CCNSISTS OF A
I
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PIPE WHICH IS COVERED
TURNS 9EING SPACED SO
REGULATEO BY MOVING A
THE CORRECT AMOUNT OF
CU

WITH ASBESTOS AND WRAPPED WITH #14 IRON WIRE,
THE
AS NOT TO TOUCH EACH OTHER. THE RATE OF DISCHARGE1S
SLIDING CONTACT TO THE REQUIRED POSITION'SO
THAT
RESISTANCE (IRON WIRE,WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE CIR-

IT.

WE PERMIT THE BATTERY TO CONTINUE DISCHARGING IN THIS WAY,UNTIL THE
VOLTAGE OF EACH CELL REACHES A POINT OF ABOUT 1.6 OR 1.7 VOLTS,BUT NEVER
LOWER. THE BATTERY IS THEN DISCONNECTED FROM THE RESISTANCE ANO THEN AGAIN
CONNECTED TO THE CHARGING LINE.
THIS PROCESS OF CHARGING AND DISCHARGING I9 CONTINUED UNTIL THE BATTERY WILL SUBMIT TO BEING FULLY CHARGED AND ALSO HOLDING ITS CHARGE.
IT
MAY TAKE THREE OR FOUR OF THESE CYCLES (CHARGES E' DISCHARGES) TO GET RID OF
MOST OF THE LEAD SULPHATE COATING,WHICH WAS ON THE PLATES. NEW BATTERIES OR
BATTERIES PROVIDED WITH NEW PLATES, MUST ALSO BE CYCLED IN THIS WAY BEFORE
THEY ARE PUT INTO ACTIVE SERVICE.
THE CORRECTION THERMOMETER
LET US NOW CONSIDER ANOTHER IMPORTANT USE OF THE THERMOMETER, WHICH
WAS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 14. NOTICE THAT TO THE RIGHT OF THE TEMPERATURE GRAº
UATIONS, A COLUMN OF FIGURES IS ARRANGED, THE ZERO FIGURE BEING EVEN WITH
THE 70° MARK, THEN AT INTERVALS OF EVERY THREE DEGREES ABOVE 704 ,YOU WILL
SEE THE FIGURES+I,+2,+3, ETC¡ WHERES BELOW 704, YOU WILL SEE THEFIGURES
- I, -2 -3 ETC. SPACED EQUALLY OR AT INTERVALS OF 3 DEGREES.

THESE FIGURES ARE USED FOR MAKING TEMPERATURE CORRECTIONS WHEN HYD9Q
METER READINGS ARE TAKEN. THE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT THE HYDROMETER
WAS
DESIGNED ANO CALIBRATED TO READ CORRECTLY AT A NORMAL TEMPERATURE OF 70°F.
CONSEQUENTLY, AT TEMPERATURES ABOVE OR BELOW 70°F, THE HYDROMETER READINGS
WILL BE IN ERROR.
TO USE THIS CORRECTION THERMOMETER, YOU FIRST TEST THE SPECIFIC GRAY
1TY OF THE ELECTROLYTE IN THE CONVENTIONAL MANNER AND THEN AFTER RETURNING
THE TESTED ELECTROLYTE TO THE CELL FROM WHICH IT WAS WITHORAWN,YOU INSERT
THE THERMOMETER INTO THE ELECTROLYTE. IF THE THERMOMETE.' READING SHOULD BE
1006F., YOU WILL FIND THE NUMBER+I0 RIGHT NEXT TO IT. THIS MEANS THAT
iN
ORDER TO OBTAIN A CORRECT SPECIFIC GRAVITY READING, 10 POINTS WILL HAVE TO
BE ADDED TO THE ACTUAL HYDROMETER READING. THAT IS, IF THE HYDROMETER REAQ
ING IS 1.250 AT A TEMPERATURE OF 100°F., THEN THE CORRECT SPECIFIC GRAVITY
IS 1.250+10 POINTS, WHICH EQUALS 1.260.

WHEN THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ELECTROLYTE IS BELOW 70a F. SAY FOR INSTANCE 40°F., THEN WE MUST SUBTACT 10 POINTS FROM THE HYDROMETER
READING.
THIS WOULD MEAN THAT IF THE HYDROMETER READING -IS 1.250 AT 4042F, THEN THE
CORRECT SPECIFIC GRAVITY IS 1.250 MINUS IO POINTS OR 1.240. IN
OTHER
WORDS, FOR EVERY THREE DEGREES ABOVE 70°F., ONE POINT IS ADDED TO THE HYDROMETER READING ANO FOR EVERY THREE DEGREES BELOW 704 F., ONE POINT IS SUS
TRACTED FROM THE HYDROMETER READING, IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A CORRECT VALUE FOR
THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

FROM THIS EXPLANATION YOU WILL SEE HOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN AN A&
SOLUTELY ACCURATE SPECIFIC GRAVITY READING REGARDLESS OF THE ELECTROLYTE'S
TEMPERATURE AT THE TIME THE READING IS TAKEN,
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CIRCUIT OF TEN -BATTERY TUNGAR RECTIFIER
No DOUBT, YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
THE
CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF A
COMMERCIAL TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER, SO IN FIG. 20 WE ARE SNOWING YOU THE
INTERNAL WIRING FOR A TYPICAL TUNGAR RECTIFIER WHICH IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING TEN BATTERIES AT ONE TIME.

CLOSED POSITION, THE A -C LINE IS
WITH THE SPECIAL SWITCH IN THE
CONNECTED ACROSS THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE CHARGER'S TRANSFORMER AT TER
MINALS I, 2, 3 AND 4 WHILE THE D -C PART OF THE CIRCUIT IS ALSO COMPLETED
AT THE SAME TIME ACROSS TERMINALS 5 AND 6.
AT
THE SECONDARY WINDING OF THE
A STEP-UP IN VOLTAGE IS OBTAINED
TRANSFORMER BUT THE MANY POINTS AT WHICH TAPS ARE TAKEN CFF THIS WINDING
MAKES A VARIETY OF LOWER SECONDARY VOLTAGES AVAILABLE. FCR INSTANCE,THAT
PORTION OF THE SECONDARY WINDING INCLUDED BETWEEN ITS RIGHT END AND THE
TAP NEXT TO IT FURNISHES A LOW VOLTAGE WITH WHICH TO HEAT THE FILAMENT OF
THE TUNGAR BULB OR TUBE.
AC.

THE VARIOUS CONOF
THE
TACT BUTTONS
DIAL SWITCH, WHICH ARE
TO 15
NUMBERED FROM
CONSECUTIVE ORDER
IN
AND
CONNECTED TO THE
TAPS OF THE SECONDARY
WINDING WHICH ARE COR-

LINE

FUSES

u

I

REACTOR

PRIMARY

RESPONDINGLY NUMBERED,
OFFER A MEANS WHEREBY
THE
EFFECTIVE
PLATE
VOLTAGE
AT THE TUNGAR
BULB CAN BE REGULATED
SIMPLY BY CHANGING THE
POSITION OF THE DIAL
SWITCHES CONTROL ARM.
THE CHARGING CURRENT
INCREASED
AS
THE
IS
PLATE VOLTAGE UPON THE
BULB
IS
INCREASED BY
MEANS OF THE DIAL SWITCH.
THE TUNGAR BULB
FILAMENT
ITSELF HAS A
AND A PLATE AS ITS ACTIVE ELEMENTS AND THUS

FUNCTIONS AS A CONVENTIONAL HALF -WAVE RECITS CONSTRUCTIFIER.
TION, HOWEVER, IS SUCH
A
PASS
THAT
CAN
IT
NORMAL DIRECT CURRENT
OF ABOUT 6 AMPERES.

I

1

SECONDARY

17 14

17

11

10

11

9

G

7

6

TRANSFORMER

4

3

AMMETER

BULB

SWITCH
9

6

3

4

.

l4
11

DIAL SWITCH

.

11

3.
14

15

NUMBERS ON DIAL SWITCH
ARE CONNECTED TO SIMILAR
ONES IN TRANSFORMER

Fig. 20

Wiring Diagram of a Tungar Battery -charging Set

SERIES
WITH THE D -C CIRCUIT SO AS TO
THE AMMETER IS CONNECTED IN
THE
CHARGING CURRENT AND THE REACTOR IS NOTHING MORE THAN A
INDICATE
SPECIAL FILTER CHOKE,USED TO ASSIST IN OBTAINING A MORE UNIFORM CHARGING
CURRENT.
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UPON COMPLETING THIS GROUP OF STORAGE BATTERY LESSONS, YOU SHOULD
NOW HAVE A GOOD PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THIS TYPE OF BATTERY FROM A STAND
POINT OF BOTH CONSTRUCTION AND SERVICING.

EVEN THOUGH YOU MAY NOT INTEND TO ACTUALLY
ENGAGE IN THE BATTERY
BUSINESS, YOU SHOULD NEVERTHELESS FIND THESE
BATTERY LESSONS TO BE OF
VALUE TO YOU. AFTER ALL, THE STORAGE BATTERY PLAYS AN IMPORTANT PART IN
YOUR CHOSEN FIELD AND BY HAVING THIS INFORMATION, YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
OF THE SUBJECT IS EXPANDED.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

N0.

3+

I.

-

HOW
DOES
A HARDENED COATING OF
CELL AND ITS PLATES?

2

-

WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM BUCKLED PLATES?
CONDITION BE CAUSED AND WHAT WOULD YOU DO
CORRECT SUCH A FAULTY CONDITION?

3. -

LEAD SULPHATE AFFECT

A

How MAY THIS
YOU HAD TO

IF

HOW WILL AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF SHEDDING AFFECT

A

CELL?

4. - AT ABOUT

WHAT
TEMPERATURE WILL A DISCHARGED BATTERY
FREEZE? AT ABOUT WHAT TEMPERATURE WILL A FULLY -CHARGED
BATTERY FREEZE?

5. -

IF YOU SHOULD DISASSEMBLE
A CELL,WOULD YOU PUT THE SAME
WOODEN SEPARATORS BACK INTO THE CELL?

6.

-

WHY

7.

-

(A)

(B)

8.

-

IS

A

HIGH -RATE DISCHARGE TESTER USED?

WHAT IS THE OBJECT OF MAKING A CADMIUM VOLT TEST?
CAN THIS TEST BE MADE AND ACCURATE RESULTS OBTAINED
IF THE BATTERY
IS STANDING IDLE?

WHAT IS
THE HIGHEST TEMPERATURE WHICH
BE ALLOWED TO REACH?

9. - WHY

10. - WHY

ARE BATTERIES SOMETIMES CYCLED?
IS

THE CORRECTION

THERMOMETER USED?

A

BATTERY SHOULD
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TUNING INDICATORS
Many receivers are equipped with a device whereby the set -owner can
see at a glance whether or not he has tuned his radio properly for re caption of the desired program.
By this means, he is able to tune
more accurately than by relying on
his sense of hearing.

Such devices which provide
indication of the accuracy
a visa
of tuning are generally known as
RESONANCE INDICATORS or TUNING IN.l

DICATORS.

However, additional

distinctive names have been given
them by manufacturers for the purpose of "trade -marking" them as
Tuning indicators are
to type.
therefore variously known as the
shadow -tuner, tune-a-lite, flash These
o -graph, tuning -eye, etc.
and others are all described in
this lesson.

Tuning indicators -- being
visual devices -- are generally
placed as near as possible to the
receiver's tuning dial or else
This is done
incorporated in it.
so that the operator can continually
observe the indicator as different
stations are being tuned in.

A typical arrangement is shown
in Fig. 1, where the tuning

indicator is located directly
above the tuning dial.

cators are advantageous
indicators

Tuning
on super

heterodynes that are equipped wit'
an a -v -c system.

&

.

re)
El
u

FIG.

I

CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR
PLACED ABOVE TUNING DIAL
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PRACTICAL RADIO
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

Tuning indicators are generally connected in some portion
of the
i -f stages of the receiver, as in
dealing with the operation of
tuning indicators we are directly concerned with the
tuning of the
r -f stages.
r -f

or

From your study of a -v -c systems in a previous lesson,
you will
recall that 'the grid bias of certain r -f and i -f
amplifier tubes is
increased by a -v -c action in proportion to the signal
strength, and
that the amplification factor of the tubes decreases as a
consequence.
Also, when the grid bias of any tube is made more NEGATIVE,
the plate
current
of
the tube DECREASES -- the decrease in plate current
being
nearly proportional to the increase in negative bias.
This means that if a device for measuring
current is connected
in the plate circuit
of
one or more tubes under control, the current
through the device will decrease in proportion to the strength
of the
signal being received. That is, the stronger the
signal, the greater
will be the deflection of the indicator; and, since the
strongest signal is always obtained when the tuning circuits are in exact
resonance
with the incoming signal -frequency, the meter reading will
show whether or not the receiver is tuned to exact resonance with
the signal being received.
It will
then not be necessary for the
pend solely upon his sense of hearing to ascertain when operator to dea condition of
exact
is

resonance

obtained.

RF or /,'F
R. F.

......

or

RF

Coil ,

.

.

o

io

Tubes

TUNING METERS

-.

The circuit

or IF.

as presented
in
Fig.
2
illus-

Co '!

I

Screu+yrid

St

detector
stage

To

Serves grid

St
Mi/%iwwwkr used
es twiny indicator

B+
ToAVC

Tube

APPLICATION OF

A

D -C

FIG. 2
MILLIAMMETER AS

A

TUNING INDICATOR

trates how this
principle may be
applied in practice.
Let
us
suppose, for example, that the

combined
plate
current of the
two
tubes controlled by a -v -c
is
20 ma.
when
no signal is being
received.
Let us further
assume that the
grid bias
is at
a minimum value
of 3 volts.

When a sufficiently strong signal is tuned in, the grid bias increases automatically because of the a -v -c action -- for instance, to 25 volts. The
plate current then will drop to some lower value -- for example, .5 ma.
Thus, it is
seen that the strength of the r -f or i -f signal which is
applied
to the grid of these tubes varies the plate current in a
definite manner.

Therefore, if an ordinary d -c milliammeter is connected in the
common plate circuit of these two a -v -c controlled tubes, it will register the total plate
current flowing through it. Then, since the
plate current of the controlled tubes will vary with the signal
input
N
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and a -v -c controlled bias, as already explained,the meter reading will
be minimum when
the circuits are tuned to resonance with the signal
and will approach a maximum as the circuits are detuned from resonance.
To tune a receivex that is
equipped with this type of resonance
indicator, it is necessary to first set the dial at the approximate
point for tuning -in the station desired, and then, while watching the
meter, to adjust the tuning dial carefully until the meter indicates
a MINIMUM reading.

The scale of a tuning meter is generally reversed, or else the
meter is mounted upside down, so that it reads BACKWARD to the conventional type of testing meter. Then, as the plate current decreases,
the meter needle will swing toward the right instead
of
toward the
This action appears to be more natural to those who are not faleft.
miliar with the technicalities of radio, and enables the manufacturer
to instruct the set -owner to simply adjust his tuning dial so that the
needle of the tuning meter swings farthest to the right.
The more coúnnonly used scale arrangements for tuning meters are
shown in Fig.3. All of the meters here shown are ordinary low -reading
d -c milliammeters, with
the exception that the scale -calibrations are
indicative of resonance conditions in the circuits rather than of the
actual amount of current flowing through the instrument.

The meter shown at (A) is placed in an inverted position, and
the direction of needle -swing for minimum plate current is indicated
by the arrow marked "TUNE FOR GREATEST SWING." Hence, exact resonance
exists when the needle reaches its maximum position toward the right
for any given station.

The meters shown at (B) and (C) of Fig. 3 have reversed calibrations designating various figurative or quantitative units, such as
degrees, decibels (db), or numbers.
The latter are usually referred
to as "R" or "S" units -- these letters being selected by the particular manufacturer to represent "resonance" or "signal strength".

This method
of
indicating resonance, and the amount of signal
strength, has become standard with manufacturers
that use meters as
tuning indicators.

FIG. 3
THREE COMMON TUNING -METER CALIBRATIONS
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PRACTICAL RADIO

Tuning meters are used extensively on amateur and communication
to
type receivers, due
their sensitiveness to weak signals and also
because they can be calibrated accurately and read with precision.
SHADOWGRAPH TUNING INDICATOR

The shadowgraph tuning indicator is e. unique device
which indicates the
condition of resonance by means of a shadow on a luminous
screen. When the receiver is tuned to resonance with a station, the
shadow is narrowest; as the receiver is detuned from the station, the
shadow becomes wider.
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FIG. 4
DETAILS OF SHADOWGRAPH TUNING INDICATOR

This type of tuning
somewhat
indicator is
similar to the milliammeter just described,ánd
is also connected in the
circuit in a similar man
However, it difner.
fers somewhat as to mechanical construction in
is rethat the needle
placed by a shutter that
intercepts a
beam of
light which is focused
on a translucent (transparent) screen.

The constructional
details of this tuning indicator are shown in Fig. 4, where you will.
observe that the complete unit is housed in a small wedge-shaped metal
A celluloid
box, as shown at (A).
screen is placed at the narrow end
the box -- light furnished by a pilot lamp at the other end of the
of
box being focused upon it.
The operating mechanism is shown at (B) of Fig. 4, and is placed
at the rear
of
the
box between the lamp and screen as shown at (A
This unit comprises a coil of wire, a metal deflecting vane (shutter
and a permanent magnet. The shutter is pivoted inside of the coil, as
shown at (B) of Fig. 4.
.

,

When
no
current flows
through the coil, the vane will
be held in the position shown at
(A) of Fig. 5, under the
influence of the permanent magnet.
This is the neutral position.
When the pilot lamp is in
operation, light emitted by it
will pass through a rectangular
slit in the rear of
the box and
will illuminate the screen. The
entire screen is thus illuminated except
for a thin shadow of
the vane.

NARROW SHADOW
AT RESONANCE

FIG. 5
How THE SHADOW -WIDTH

Now, if the
shutter vane
slightly
is turned on its pivot
to the right or left, the light from the
ed somewhat more, causing a wider shadow
the
shutter vane is
more nearly that
angles to its normal or neutral position,
on the screen. See (B) of Fig. 5.
N

WIDE SHADOW
WHEN DETUNED

IS

VARIED

pilot lamp will be intercept
The
to appear on the screen.
turned to a position at right
the wider will be the shadow
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through the coil, an additional magnetic
If current is now sent
field will be produced -- this field will be at right angles to that
created by the permanent magnet. The shutter vane will then tend to
align itself in the direction of the resultant of these two fields.
If conditions happen to be such that the field produced by the flow of
that of the magnet, the vane
current through the coil is as strong as
will be deflected 45 degrees from its neutral position. Therefore, as
the current through the coil increases or decreases, the vane turns to
the left or right, accordingly, causing the width of the vane's shadow
on the screen to increase or decrease correspondingly.
The coil of the shadowgraph unit is connected in series with the
the influence of a -v -c in
plate circuit of the r -f or i -f tubes under
shown previously for the milliammeter connection.
the same manner as
When a station is being tuned -in, the a -v -c voltage increases as resonance is approached; this voltage being greatest,and the plate current
This diminished plate
tube
least, at resonance.
of each controlled
current flowing through the coil reduces the coil's field so that the
permanent magnet's field predominates and causes the vane to swing to
The shadow on
to the screen.
angles
a position more nearly at right
If a stronger signal is
the screen is therefore comparatively narrow.
tuned-in,the minimum shadow width will be still narrower at resonance;
hence, for any signal strength encountered, there is a minimum shadow
width which indicates exact resonance.

Illustration (A) of Fig. 5 shows the narrow shadow obtained at
resonance while (B) shows the wide shadow obtained when the receiver
is detuned from a station.
NEON -TUBE TUNING

INDICATORS

This type of tuning indicator consists of an elongated glass
tube containing two electrodes,and is filled with neon gas and sealed.
This device makes use of the fact that greater voltages applied to its
terminals cause a longer (higher) column of colored light to appear in
The height
of this column of light is dependent upon the
the
tube.
signal voltage in the r -f or i -f circuits of the receiver.
This action is somewhat analogous to the action of a thermometer,
where more heat applied to the bulb of the thermometer causes the colThis
type of indicator is
umn of mercury to rise to a higher level.
also known as a TUNE-A-LITE or FLASH -O -GRAPH. With these fundamental
facts in mind, let us now see how this action is brought about.

PRINCIPLE OF THE NEON TUBE: Upon connecting the electrodes of the
neon tube across a d -c voltage of sufficient magnitude, as shown at
(A) of Fig. 6,a colored glow of light will appear around the electrode
terminal of the voltage source.
which is connected to the negative
This glow may be orange, red, green,or blue, depending upon what other
chemicals are mixed with the neon to produce the color desired. In
any case, this glow is produced in the following manner:
The neon gas inside of the, tube
consists of millions upon millions of molecules which, under ordinary conditions, are electrically
neutral; that is, they are neither positively nor negatively charged.
However, upon applying a relatively high d -c voltage across the ele-'
ments within this tube, many of these molecules will be broken up into
electrical charges -- that is, into the negative ions (electrons) and
This process
positive ions of which the gas molecules are composed.
is called ionization.
The positively charged electrode
attracts with tremendous force
and speed any free negative electrons which may be floating around in
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- LOW

VOLTAGE

kHIGH VOLTAGE
D.C. SUPPLY

D.C. SUPPLY

LOW VOLTAGE PROVIDE)
LOW GLOW LEVEL

HIGH VOLTAGE

HIGH GLOW

PR.OVIDEJ

LEVEL -

+

gas.

How-

ever, before one
of these
electrons
can get
very far, it col
lides with a neu
tral gas molecule
that
lies
in its
path and
by collision lib
erates from
it
one or more elec
trons.
During
this frenzy of
motion within the
tube many of the
free
electrons
re -combine
with
the positive ions
to
re-form the

original gas,giv
ing off light as
they do so.

FIG. 6

This action
violent
near the negative electrode,
as this electrode repels the free negatively -charged electrons with
such violence that the dissociation of neutral molecules and the recombining of the electrons and positive ions
is most pronounced in
this region.
Therefore, the glow (light) is concentrated around the
PRINCIPLE

OF

THE

FLASH -O -GRAPH

is most

negative electrode.

The greater the voltage applied across
the electrodes, the more
violent will be
the
action within the tube and the more intense will
be the illumination obtained thereby.
Since there is a natural tenden
cy for the glow to
confine
itself around the negative electrode, a
greater voltage will cause the glow to rise to a higher level along
the elongated electrode, as illustrated at (B) in Fig. 6.
Conversely,
the application
of a lesser voltage causes less of the negative electrode to be illuminated.

This same principle of obtaining light from neon gas is employed
of
electrical testing equipment and in the neon signs
which are being used so extensively.
in some forms

APPLICATION OF THE NEON TUBE AS A TUNING INDICATOR

Fig. 7 illustrates how the neon tube, just described, is connect
ed in a receiver circuit
to
serve as a tuning indicator. Here you
will observe that resistor R is connected in series with the plate cir
cult of all the r -f or i -f tubes.
The short electrode
of the tuning
indicator is connected to the plate -end of this resistor and the long
electrode to the B+ end of the same resistor, but through potentiometer R-1. The latter also serves as a bleeder between B+ and B-.
The
arm of this potentiometer is generally so set as to keep the long elec
trode of the neon tube at a potential of about 90 volts below B+.

From what has already been explained in this lesson, you will
that when an r -f signal voltage is applied to the grid of an
r -f or i -f amplifier tube, the plate current increases
and decreases
with the signal, but the average plate current remains constant. How recall
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or

I. F. rubes
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a
Neon Tube
tuning indicator
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electrode
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90 volts

-

J
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M`JvMV Vvvw

B+250V.

FIG. 7
APPLICATION OF THE FLASH -O -GRAPH

ever, when an r -f signal is
fed
an a -v -c tube in a receiver, the
to
bias
voltage, which is in turn affected, reduces the average
plate current of
the a -v -c
controlled tubes and thus causes an increase in the actual plate voltage of the controlled tubes, due
to a
decrease in the voltage drop across any resistor that may be connected
in the plate
circuit
of
the tube or tubes.
The neon tube resonance
indicator makes use of this condition in the following manner:
a -v -c

When no signal is tuned in, the plate current of the three tubes
(which may be either r -f or 1-f amplifier tubes under a -v -c control)
is high, and the voltage drop
across R is also considerable, as shown
at (A) in Fig. 8, where, for illustrative
purposes, we have assumed
the plate
current
the a -v -c controlled tubes to be 10 ma. at no
of
signal, and the voltage drop across R as 90 volts.
This 90 volts will
oppose the 90 volts developed across the arm of R-1 and B+; therefore,
the net voltage across the electrodes of the neon tube is zero.
Such
being the case, no glow of light will appear in the tube at this time.
As a signal is being tuned in, and the point of resonance approached, the increasing signal strength will cause the plate currents
of the a -v -c controlled tubes to decrease.
This, in turn, causes the
voltage drop across R to decrease.' Let us assume, for example, that
this voltage falls to 30 volts.
The net
voltage applied across the
electrodes of the neon tube then increases to 90 minus 30,or 60 volts,
as shown at (B) of Fig. 8.
In other words, the long or so-called nega
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FIG. 8
EFFECT OF SIGNAL UPON THE FLASH -O -GRAPH

tive electrode of the neon tube is now 60 volts more negative than the
short electrode.
A voltage of sufficient magnitude is now applied across the elec
trodes of the neon tube so as to cause the necessary amount of ionizathe long electrode. The volttion to produce a glow of light around
age drop across R will be at a minimum value when the receiver is tunThis will result in a
ed to resonance with the signal being received.
maximum voltage across the terminals of the neon tube and a maximum
The receiver is there
height of the column of light in the neon tube.
column of light in the neon tube attains its
tuned until the
fore
greatest height.
PILOT LAMP RESONANCE

INDICATOR

Some manufacturers utilize the regular dial lamp of the receiver
for indicating when the radio has been tuned exactly to resonance with
This is made possible by a variation in the ilthe incoming signal.
The
stations are tuned in and out.
lumination of the dial lamp as
tuning circuits are in absolute resonance when the lamp is dim; the
light becomes brighter as the point of resonance is passed.

While the action seems rather simple, the method for obtaining
In Fig. 9
is
rather elaborate and somewhat complicated.
this effect
for the application of this
arrangement
is shown a typical circuit
From a close inspection of this circuit, you will
system of tuning.
observe that a saturable -core reactor (an iron -core choke coil with
The basic idea
three legs and three windings) is incorporated in it.
the
changes in the d -c plate current of the
in this case is to cause
a -v -c controlled tubes in the receiver to also control the flow of a -c
through the dial lamp by means of the action of this saturable -core
reactor.
N
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As shown in
the schematic
diagram, the
two coils, AI and A2,
have an equal number of turns and are mounted on the outer legs of the
reactor core. They are connected in series with each other as well as
with the dial lamp -- the latter obtaining its operating voltage from
a secondary winding on the power transformer.
These two coils are con
nected together so as to assist one another in producing an a -c magnetic flux around the outside legs of the core, as shown by the small
arrows labeled as such.
The center winding, D, is connected in series
with the plate circuits of all the tubes which are controlled by the
a -v -c system; the latter winding therefore carries the total d -c plate
current of these tubes.

When the re
ceiver is not tun
ed
to
resonance
with the
signal
of any station, a
relatively
high
d -c plate current
flows
through
winding D, since
the a -v -c control
led tubes
draw
maximum plate cur
rent at this time.
This current flow
ing through coil
D sets
up a d -c
magnetic flux that
follows
the two
paths which are
labeled in the it

ro
QF

Power tr9nsfOrnfer
A.C F/ux
Dip/

1

/amp::

-Off
swil[ .,

r

.

D.

C Flux

~

WM..

11

On

a/ates o¡
'and /F tubes

Oz

^

To fi/annents

of receiver

.Reactor -

-

______11Zo,f

Recbrier
tube-.
//OK
A. c.

SPEAKER
lustration as"d-c
FIELD-:
flux." The reactor is so designed
that
this
d -c
magnetizes
flux
the iron core beits saturayond
tion point. The
a -c dial lamp cur
rent flowing thru
FIG. 9
and A2
coils AI
CIRCUIT EMPLOYED WITH THE PILOT LAMP RESONANCE INDICATOR
does not produce
appreciable
any
change in magnetization of the iron, because of the iron being worked
past its saturation point at this time.
Ccnsequently, as the opposition to the flow of a -c through these coils is now low, the full curflows
through the dial lamp circuit, lighting the dial lamp at
rent
full brilliance.

When the receiver is tuned to a station,the negative bias placed
on the a -v -c controlled
tubes by virtue of the a -v -c action REDUCES
The more nearly the
the plate currents of these tubes.
receiver is
incoming signal, the lower will be the plate current of
tuned to
the
Then, since this current flows
these tubes.
through the center coil
D of the reactor, the d -c magnetic flux in the core diminishes in
strength rapidly as the point of resonance is approached. This allows
the core to operate
below its magnetic saturation point, so that now
the a -c
dial lamp current flowing through coils AI and A2 is able to
produce cyclic variations of the magnetism in the core.
This greatly
increases the reactance and impedance (total opposition toward a -c) of
these
coils, thereby limiting
the flow of dial -lamp current flowing
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through them and thus causes the lamp to operate at reduced brilliance.
The nearer the receiver is tuned to resonance with the incoming signal,
the less will be the illumination offered by the dial lamp.
Thus, the
dial lamp serves as a resonance indicator.
The 20 mf condenser
is
shunted across winding D so that these
two units will function together as a filter, thereby preventing hum
being induced into the B+ lead by the flow of a -c through windings AI
and A2.
CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR

The cathode-ray tube in a form known as the "magic eye," "tuning
eye," "electron tuning indicator," etc., has gained widespread popular
This is a special minity.
iature combination
triode
and cathode-ray tube, similar in appearance to any other glass radio tube.

The triode section serves
indication by
for resonance
acting as a d -c amplifier.
The
electron -ray
(cathoderay) section causes a shaded
area of narrow or wide proportions to appear upon fluNO STATION TUNED -IN
orescent substance
applied
(Off resonance)
to a
target, the width of
shaded area depending
this
upon the value of the voltFIG. 10
age fed to the input of the
When not
CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR PATTERNS
triode section.
tuned to resonance with any
station, the shadow area is
comparatively large as shown at (A) of Fig. 10. The narrowest shadow
obtained from a given signal indicates absolute resonance as at (B)
of Fig. 10.
The construction of a typical cathode-ray tuning indicator tube
at (A)
of Fig. 11, while (B) shows an enlarged view of the
placement of the principal elements.
The triode elements are located
at the
lower end
of the tube, but
the
cathode exCATHODE
RAYCONTRPL
tends upward thru
ELECTRODE
TARGET -s
is shown

O

a central opening
in the target
as
does also a small
extension of the

plate. The latter
is called the RAY
CONTROL ELECTRODE.
The
target
is
coated with a flu
orescent substance
that glows with a
green color when
bombarded
by a
stream of elecNow, let
trons.
us study the oper
a t ing principles.
N
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FIG. II
STRUCTURAL DETAILS OF CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR TUBE
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OPERATION OF THE TUBE: In Fig. 12 is shown the tube symbol and typical
circuit connections
for the application of such a tube. Here, you
will observe that the target cf the tube is connected directly to the
positive side of the "B" power supply -- to a point of at least 90
volts potential.
The plate is also connected to B+, but through a one
megohm resistor.
Thus, the positive
potential
of the plate and the
ray -control electrode are
lower in value than that of
the target.
The connection
being such, it is apparent
/Meg.
To AVC
that

the

target

will

be

BUS

maintained at a high positive potential of constant
value,
while the voltage
effective at the plate and
ray -control electrode
varies in accordance
with
changes in the plate curThis can be explainrent.
ed in the following manner:

3490

7o

250V.

Plate

Tárge t

Rey -comb -0/
electrode
C'atl&ode

C'ontro/ 9rrd

When no voltage is ap
plied to the grid,the plate
current
through this tube
will be of a relatively
high value, the
voltage drop across the one megohm
resistor will be consideraFIG. 12
ble and
the
ray -control
SYMBOL OF THE CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR
electrode will therefore be
less positive than the target; thus, it will actually be at a negative potential with respect to
the target because the flow of current through the one-megohm resistor
is in such a direction as to make the plate -end of this resistor negative with respect to the target -end. Under these conditions,electrons
flowing toward the target are repelled by the electrostatic field of
the ray -control electrode, and do not reach that portion of the target
behind this electrode. Because the target does not glow where it is
shielded from electrons, the control electrode causes a shadow to appear on the
glowing target. The distribution of electrons at this
time is illustrated at (A) of Fig. 13.
In this illustration,
you are looking down upon the target -end of the
tube; the dotted
lines
represent the flow of
the
electrons. Notice,
particularly,
how
the
ray -control electrode de
fleets many
electrons
from a straight-line path
toward the target.

LIGHT

PATTERN WHEN

NO VOLTAGE

05

APPLIED

TO GRID

LIGHT PATTERN WHEN

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE
APPLIED TO GRID

15

FIG. 13
POTENTIAL OF RAY -CONTROL
ELECTRODE AFFECT THE TARGET

How CHANGES

IN

Now, let us suppose
that a negative voltage
is applied
to the grid.
Under such conditions,
the plate current
will
decrease, and
the voltage drop across the
rewill decrease.
sistor

Therefore,

a

positive
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potential of greater magnitude than formerly will be applied to the
electrode, and the ray -control electrode will as a conseray -control
quence be less negative with respect to the target.
The effect of this
condition is shown at (B) of Fig. 13. Here
the
decrease in the potential -difference between
will
that
you
observe
to exert a
the ray -control electrode and target causes this electrode
lessened repelling force upon the electrons emitted by the cathode,and
thus permits the electrons to follow a more straight-line path toward
This causes a larger area of the target to become illumthe target.
inated, and thereby decreases the shadow -area.
to the grid, the lower
The higher the negative voltage applied
will be the plate current and the greater the area of target illumination.

APPLICATION OF THE TUBE: When using this tube as a tuning indicator
in radio
receivers, the grid is connected to the receiver's automatic
volume control (a -v -c) circuit, which system applies a higher negative
voltage to the grid when the receiver is tuned to absolute resonance
with the station being received. Therefore, the target illumination
will be greater at resonance. This method of connecting the tuning
indicator differs from those so far described in this lesson -- the
of the r -f and i -f tubes,
latter are connected in the plate circuits
whereas the cathode-ray indicator is connected to the a -v -c bus.
a -v -c

Fig. 14 shows a typical connection of a cathode-ray tube to an
distribution system. Here you will note the connections to be

RF

or IF

RF

or

RF or

IF

DET/AVC

IF

/ mey.

Cathode Ray---Tuning

-

indicator tube
(9otoz5ov)

FIG. 14
APPLICATION OF CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR
N

IN

RECEIVER CIRCUIT
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screen is determined by the
such that the area of the tube's luminous
amount of the negative bias voltage applied to either the r -f or i -f
amplifier tubes by the a -v -c system. Hence, since the a -v -c voltage
is at a maximum when the set is tuned to resonance with a station, the
shadow -angle will be at a minimum at
shown at (B) of
this
time, as
Fig.

13
CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR FOR RECEIVERS NOT EQUIPPED WITH A -V -C

All of the tuning indicators that we have discussed so far have
been used in conjunction with receivers employing an a -v -c system and
a diode type detector.
However, the cathode-ray tube can also be used
in receivers
having neither an a -v -c
system nor a diode detector. In other
Deteccor tube
words, this arrangement
can also be
used in either t -r -f or superhetero......./\ Audio
that employ a power
dyne receivers
detector. The circuit connections are
then made as shown in Fig. 15.
The system operates as follows:
The arm of potentiometer R-2 is set
at the cathode -end of its resistance
element. This places a positive volt
age, equal to the no -signal bias of
the
detector, on the grid of the
cathode-ray tube, openingthe "eye"
(producing a wide
shadow).
Rheostat
R-1 in the cathode-ray tube circuit
next adjusted
is
just to close the
"eye" to a narrow line.

,Q-3(5oM)
34-

(250 Al)

500 M

Now,when an r -f signal is tuned
in, the plate current of the detector
This causes the voltage tube rises.
drop across R-2 to increase, and the
window pattern of the cathode-ray
slightly. At the point
tube to open
of resonance, the pattern will have
opened to a maximum; detuning the receiver causes it to close again. The
cathode-ray tube thus acts as a visual tuning indicator, but in this case
its
pattern movement is reversed to
that obtained by its previously exHowever, this
plained applications.
reversed operation
of the "eye," or
shadow, is not
especially objectionable -- we need only remember in this
case that the greatest shadow indicates the point of resonance.

/ meg.

Cottiode -,ay
tuning indicator
tube

R-1(25 M)

FIG. 15
APPLICATION OF CATHODE-RAY TUNING
INDICATOR TO NON -A -V -C RECEIVERS

Should a very strong signal develop so much voltage across R-2 that the pattern opens fully and loses its indicating value thereby, it is then only necessary to move the
arm of R-2 toward the grounded end of this potentiometer.
Rheostat
R-1 is then readjusted for a closed pattern,under no -signal conditions.
TWIN CATHODE-RAY TUNING INDICATOR TUBES

There are several variations in cathode-ray tuning indicator
tubes -- one such variation is shown in Fig.16. Here you will observe
that the indicator
tube has a filament, cathode and target, but no
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grid as do the more conventional cathode-ray tuning indicator tubes;
and, instead of the usual single ray -control electrode, it has two
such electrodes mounted on opposite sides of the cathode and connected
to individual base pins.

Because
of
grid
being
eliminated in this
case, a
separate
tube must be used
as an
amplifier
for operating the
the

"eye".

Fig.

16

also
shows
how
such an amplifier
tube
is
used in
conjunction with
the indicator tube.
In this particular
case, a
pentode is being
used as a triode
amplifier by conFlo. 16
How SYNCHRONIZED TWIN PATTERNS ARE OBTAINED

for weak
Signals -----

necting together
the screen grid,
suppressor grid,
and the
plate.
This circuit operates in the fol
lowing manner:

Application
voltage
across
conthe
trol grid circuit
of
the amplifier
tube controls the
plate current pass
ed by
this tube.
This plate current
must flow through
resistor R which
is
connected in
series with this
tube's plate and
of a -v -c

For strong

sign/s

SYNCHRONIZED
- PATTERNS

TWIN

i

INDEPE NDE NT.NON SYNC 1RONIZED PATTERNS FOR. WEAK.
AND STRONG SIGNALS

Flo. 17
SYNCHRONIZED AND NON -SYNCHRONIZED TWIN PATTERNS

B+. The volt -drop
produced across R
is applied

between

and
the
target
ray -control electrodes of the indicator tube, causing the control elec
trodes to be negative with respect to the plate.
Therefore,any change
in the a -v -c voltage, as produced during the process of tuning, causes
a corresponding
in
change
the plate current passed by the amplifier
tube and in the voltage -drop produced across R.

Any such change in the potential -difference between the target
and control
electrodes
causes a change in the area of the indicator
tube's illuminated pattern, in the same manner as already explained
for the more conventional cathode-ray tuning indicator tube described
earlier in this lesson. However, the placement of the control electrodes in the indicator tube used in Fig. 16 is such as to produce two
patterns located diametrically opposite from each other as illustrated
N
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(A) of Fig.
(as one) with
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17, but which
open and close in absolute synchronism
changes in a -v -c voltage.

Sometimes, the
eye-opening of the cathode-ray tuning indicator
tube is so wide when tuned to weak stations that the variations in the
shadow -angle are not great enough to be observed accurately while tuning to such stations.
In other cases, strong signals from nearby stations cause the shadow boundaries to overlap when the receiver is tuned
to resonance.
Both of these conditions are undesirable, as they make
tuning by visual means somewhat difficult.

Proper design of the circuits will often permit a condition to
that
is
an average of the two extremes mentioned in the
previous paragraph,but even this is not always a satisfactory solution.

be obtained

To overcome this disadvantage, the tuning
indicator tube illustrated in Fig. 16 is sometimes used,but the two ray -control electrodes
are then connected to the control circuit independently. By this means,
a twin -pattern similar to that shown
at (B) of
Fig. 17 is
obtained.
Here, the smaller shadow -angle is used for tuning in weaker signals
and the larger shadow -angle for tuning in stronger signals.

Using the indicator
in a circuit as diagrammed
in
Fig. 18 makes
this action possible.
Here you
will observe that resistor
R-1 is connected in series
with the screen grid of an
r -f or i -f tube that is under control
of
the a -v -c
system.
Such being
the
case, the current flow thru
R-1, and the
voltage -drop
across
it, will vary while
tuning -- the same as in any
conventional a -v -c controlled circuit.
In all cases,
the screen -grid end
of R-1
will be negative with respect to its B+ end.

Twin - shadow
indicator tube,
-Ter9et
ry-contra/

!

i

Zr -cwd'a

Ray -control electrode
is connected directly
to the negative -end of R-1,
while the target is connect
ed to the
positive -end of
R-1 through a
2000 -ohm resistor.
Thus, very nearly
the total voltage -drop produced across R-1 will also
be effective between
the
target and ray -control elec
trode No. 1, thereby making
FIG. 18
available considerable volt
How NON -SYNCHRONIZED TWIN PATTERNS ARE OBTAINED
age for operating this section of the indicator tube,
even on weak signals. Resistors R-2, R-3 and R-4 are connected in series with each other and thus serve as a bleeder circuit between the
screen -grid end of R-1 and ground or B-. A small amount of current
flows through this part of the circuit continually, and the resulting
voltage drop thereby produced across R-2 causes ray -control electrode
No. 2 to be less influenced by voltage changes across R-1.
Therefore,
No.

1
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The full
only strong signals will affect this section of the tube.
voltage across section No. 1 of the indicator tube will be adequate
during the reception of strong signals to close this pattern entirely.
Therefore, only section No. 2 will be used at this time.

The purpose of the two .05 mf condensers in Fig. 18 is to bypass
ground any r -f energy that may be present in the screen -grid circuit,thereby preventing it from entering the tuning indicator circuit.
to

Occasionally, you may find variations in the design and application of the cathode-ray tuning indicator; but, by having learned the
presented in this lesson, you should experience no
basic
principles
difficulty in analyzing the operation of similar systems.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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How does the winding on the center leg of the saturable
core reactor affect the pilot lamp resonance indicator?

1.

-

2.

-

What causes the long electrode in a neon tube tuning
indicator to glow?

3.

-

is
connected in series with the
common plate circuit lead of an i -f amplifier, controlled by a -v -c, will the meter indicate a greater or less
current flow when the receiver is tuned to resonance
with the signal being received?

If a d -c milliammeter

What causes the shadow -angle in the cathode-ray tuning
indicator to decrease when the receiver is tuned to res
onance with the signal being received?

4.

5.

-

How do cathode-ray tuning indicators, capable of producing twin patterns, differ from the single -pattern
indicator tubes?

6.

-

Why does the pattern, as produced by the tuning indicator in Fig. 15, open wide at resonance instead of closing under such conditions?

7.

-

in
a cathode-ray tuning
If the ray -control electrode
indicator
is made more negative, will the shadow -angle
become wider or narrower?

8.

-

9.

-

What causes the green glow in a cathode-ray tuning indicator tube?

10.

-

What advantage is gained by using a cathode-ray tuning
indicator tube that furnishes non -synchronized twin patterns?

Describe briefly the operating principle of the shadow graph tuning indicator.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ANTENNA THEORY
Today, one or more broadcast stations of appreciable power output
are located in almost every fair-sized community; and present-day receivers are many times more sensitive than those used a few years ago.
For these reasons, satisfactory reception of local stations can in most
cases now be obtained by attaching a few feet of wire to the antenna
post of the receiver and extending it along the molding of the room or
under the rug.

Present conditions also make it feasible to equip modern receiv(built-in) antennas -- made in the form of a

ers with self-contained
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loop, as described
in an earlier
that although the
lesson. However, it is
short
to
perform satisfactorily piece of wire and the loop antenna be noted
will both
for the reception of
radiated by local
standard broadcast signals
stations, they are,
long distance
nevertheless, inadequate for
reception on this band.
that the ground wave
This is chiefly due
to the fact
radiated by such a
only within an area
station is of high
extending from 50 to 100
intensity
miles from the station.
A comparatively
high signal voltage
cally any kind of
will be
antenna
which is located within produced in practithe distance
this radius, but as
increases
beyond these limits, the
ed in the receiving
signal voltage inducantenna
by
the ground wave
it becomes
apparent
decreases rapidly. Thus,
still a necessity, that a well -designed, efficient
even
today, in order to bring outdoor antenna is
stations clearly.
in the more distant

Besides having the
ability to deliver
to the receiver,
adequate signal voltages
the design and
so be such as to
construction of the antenna should
provide
alradio signals that are
from interference
as free as possible
noise. The purpose of
how both of these
this lesson is to show
you
requirements can be met.
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF SIGNAL
RADIATION

The power generated
by the transmitter
current to flow through
causes a
the
transmitting antenna, which radio -frequency
duces an
electromagnetic
field
that spreads outward current progreat distances, as
into space to
illustrated
in
Fig.l.
The intensity of
varies in step with the
this field
frequency
of the current which
so that a voltage
of corresponding
produces it -frequency, but of smaller
magnitude,
will be induced
in a
receiving antenna that
intercepts
it.
This
F/at - top --z
happens
for the same
r
reason that a voltage
R -F current flowing
is induced in any
in antenna
conductor which
intercepts a magnetic field
---Leadin
that is in motion.
Primary winding of antenna
stove r
The receiving antnonsformer
tenna circuit in Fig.1
- ground
connection
consists of an elevatAIL
ed
horizontal wire,
generally called the
tA
flat-top, a lead-in
wire, the antenna
coil
(primary
winding of
the antenna
stage r -f
transformer) and the
ground connection, as
FIG. 2
shown in
RECEIVING ANTENNA CIRCUIT
detail in
Fig. 2. All of
these
parts,
together, constitute a complete oir
cuit for high -frequency
(radio) currents.
The induced current
flows through this circuit
which
will be of the same
ing in the transmitting
frequency as that flowantenna,
because
the
field varies at this rate.
intensity of the radiated
1,11

,-

Thus, we

f

can say that
viding a means whereby radio the receiving antenna is a device for pro-frequency currents can be set up
passing "field" of a
by the
transmitted signal and be
ceiver for amplification
delivered to the reand detection.
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TYPES OF ANTENNAS

The point at which the antenna lead-in wire is connected to the
horizontal portion of the antenna, or flat -top, provides a means for
describing by name the type of antenna being considered. For instance,
three typical antenna systems. The one at (A) is
in Fig. 3 are shown
known as the T -type antenna; those appearing at (B) and (C) are invert
ed-L types.
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AND

THEIR DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

As you can see, the T and inverted -L antennas differ only as to
In other
the point on the flat -top to which the lead-in is connected.
or close
center,
the
in
words, the T -type has the lead-in connection
made at
connection
have
tnis
may
-antenna
while
L
the
to the center,
either end.
the exact electrical center of
to
If the lead-in is connected
the flat -top in a T -antenna, the induced voltage in the two portions
toward either side of the center connection will be out of phase. That
is, the voltage in one side will increase while that in the other side
at the same time decreases by an equal amount; the opposition in polarity, cancelling the voltages in the flat -top, as illustrated graphi
Thus, the lead-in provides the total signal voltage
cally in Fig. 4.
pick-up when such a connection is used, and the flat-top merely supports the lead-in.
All three antenna types shown in Fig. 3 have somewhat different
directional characteristics. The T -type receives signals equally well
from all directions, which characteristic makes it very desirable for
certain installations. When erecting such an antenna, the lead-in
should be made as long as possible. The flat -top can be very short,
or can be broken up into as many portions as desired, since it contrib
sites very little to signal pick-up.
N
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FIG.

4

FLAT -TOP OF T -ANTENNA PROVIDES NO PICK-UP
WHEN LEAD-IN IS CONNECTED TO EXACT CENTER

The inverted -L type antenna is used mostly for outdoor installaAs you will observe at (B) and (C) of Fig. 3, the directional
characteristic of this antenna depends upon the length of the lead-in
wire. At (B)
the
lead-in
(L1) is shorter than the flat -top (L), in
which case signals will be received best when the wave travels along
the length of the flat -top toward the lead-in end, or in the direction
indicated by the arrow. When the lead-in wire is longer than the flat
top, as at (C) of Fig. 3, the antenna
will receive signals best when
the wave approaches from two directions at right angles to the antenna
flat -top.

tions.

The directional characteristic of an antenna is also dependent
to a great
extent upon its surroundings.
Trees, metal roofs, towers,
high buildings, etc., often alter the ability of the antenna to pick
up signals from one or more directions. Therefore, these factors
should be
taken into account when erecting the antenna. The antenna
should be arranged so that the increased reception of signals from one
direction will compensate for a loss of signal energy due to absorption by some object that might be in the path of the wave approaching
from this direction.
HERTZ AND MARCONI ANTENNAS

Any antenna which is connected to ground at one end is
as a Marconi antenna, three simple types of which are shown in
The lead-in of all three of these antennas is connected to the
of a coupling coil; the lower end of this coil is connected to

classed
Fig. 5.
primary
ground.

Two types of Hertz antennas are shown in Fig. 6. There are many
modifications of these two types, but in none of them will you find a

PAGE 5
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FIG. 5
TYPICAL MARCONI ANTENNAS

direct connection to ground used. The ground connection is the fundamental difference between the Marconi and the Hertz antenna; however,
still another point of difference which distinguishes these
there is
two antennas even further -- and
that is their application. These
applications will be discussed
later.
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF AN ANTENNA

A wire which is suspended
in space with no connection to

ground has both inductance and
This conductor may be
capacity.
the flat -top portion of an antenna -- since we can consider
this part of the antenna as suspended and insulated in space.
The inductance and capacity of an antenna wire are distributed over the entire length
of the
conductor somewhat as
The
of Fig. 7.
(A)
shown at
voltage which is induced in an
antenna is similar in every rea voltage which would
spect
to
be applied by a generator of an
equivalent output, connected in
the antenna and
series with
ground, as at (A) of Fig. 7.

At (B) of Fig. 7 the distributed inductance and capacity
of the antenna have been replacinductance
ed by an equivalent
La and an equivalent capacity Ca.
The electrical relationship of
the antenna wire's resistance
(Ra) to
these values is also

F ta. 6
HERTZ ANTENNAS

N
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shown in this illustration, but it is of little significance
for the
purpose of this lesson.
The inductance of the r -f transformer's primary winding (L)
and
the distributed
inductance of the antenna (La) can be lumped into a
single inductance (Lt).
If you will then examine
the circuit at (C),
you will find it
to be a simple series circuit comprising inductance,
capacity and resistance -- the ground connection being considered as
the connecting link between one'end of the circuit and the other.

Distributed inductpnce
Ra

'; ,.,'
Source

of vo/tage

''..

/

I

Antenna

.' .. /.,'
I

I

I

Pri.nary,

I
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Í
Source
voltage

I

I
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of

I

Source of

vo/ta5.e

Ca

IÍ
L

.

Lt

ufR.f

íransf.

Distributed capacity

FIG.
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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THE ANTENNA

From your study of radio tuning, you will remember that when a
series circuit is tuned to resonance with a certain frequency, a large
current of that
frequency will flow through the circuit. This is exactly what happens in the antenna circuit, in that at or near the resonant frequency, it will be able to deliver maximum energy to the reThe width of the band of frequencies over which this increasceiver.
ed transfer of, energy can take place is determined to a great extent
by the resistance of the antenna.
The constants of the
ordinary outdoor antenna, designed for
broadcast reception, are such as to resonate it to, or at least near,
the broadcast band.
THE THEORY OF STANDING WAVES

Experience has shown that an antenna designed especially for the
broadcast band may operate just as satisfactorily on certain shortwave
bands. For instance, an antenna around 100 feet long may resonate fun
damentally in the broadcast band, and yet will operate almost equally
as well on the
On the 31 and 25 -meter
49 -meter and 19 -meter bands.
bands, it may perform very poorly.
The reason for this seemingly erratic behavior of an antenna
lies in the fact that any kind of a conductor, when suspended in space,
will have standing waves of voltage and current distributed along its
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Several of these waves can be developed on the antenna, but
length.
bands we
we are interested only in those whose frequencies are in the
receive.
to
desire
As you have already learned from another lesson, the wavelength
the
of an electromagnetic wave traveling in space is a measurement of
For
occupy.
will
wave
moving
the
exact distance which one cycle of
of
a
frequency
having
wave
a
of
cycle
one
across
distance
example, the
1,000,000 cycles per second is 300 meters.

Standing waves are set up on an antenna when the flat -top length
wavelength, one-half wavelength, or one -quarter waveis equal to one
electromagnetic field which is moving across it.
a
certain
of
length
that these standing waves are not waves in
Now, it must be understood
troughs are produced in a
crests and
alternate
sense
that
the same
and current density disvoltage
Instead, they consist of
water wave.
tribution,which,
if drawn graphically for a oneCurrent wave
half wavelength
would
antenna,
appear as illustrated in Fig.8.
@CEO
Here it will be
that
observed
Antenna-/
the voltage val±- minimum
is
ue
Voltage wave /
and the current
value is maximum
at the center of
the antenna; con
Nave/engtti
'-4-LeM4tIr Of IHte."4 11,4t -top
versely, the cur
rent

value

-

is

minimum and the
voltage value is
maximum at the
ends of the an-

FiG. 8

tenna.
STANDING WAVES

ON

ONE-HALF WAVELENGTH ANTENNA

Perhaps it
difficult to
understand the foregoing assertions, but for the present just accept
them as fundamental facts because standing waves will be explained
more fully later in the course.
is

PERIODIC ANTENNA

A very beneficial result occurs when standing waves are set up
wavelength of
the
to
on an antenna -- provided that they correspond
physical
constants
When
the
receive.
the signal which it is desired to
or
wavelength
either
one-half
such
that
are
and
lead-in
of the antenna
its
along
combinset
up
wave
are
one -quarter wavelength of a standing
ed length, we have a condition for large energy transfer from the aninput of the receiver. An antenna system which responds
tenna to the
in this manner is called a periodic antenna.
A periodic antenna can thus be defined as one which has physical
constants such that even multiples, or even fractional standing wavelengths of current and voltage, are developed along its length. This
definition establishes the difference between a periodic and a resonant antenna, as in the latter type the inductance and capacity of the
antenna combine to form a series resonant circuit.
N
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If an antenna system should happen to
be both periodic and resonant at a certain signal frequency, we would
have a condition for maxi
mum transfer of energy from the antenna to the
receiver at that frequency.
That is, a periodic condition of the antenna will
establish
points of large current density on the antenna and
lead-in so that if
the system is also resonant, the current will
be able to reach a value
limited only by the resistance of the antenna.
By then
the
primary of the antenna transformer to a point of maximumconnecting
current
density, a large voltage will be induced in the
secondary.
APERIODIC ANTENNA

Periodic antennas are efficient only at frequencies at which
the
required fractional wavelengths of current and voltage appear
along
the length of the antenna.
Thus, an antenna of this type is most useful when it is desired to receive strong signals from
stations operating in comparatively narrow bands of frequencies.
In like manner, a resonant antenna is good for only one
frequenor for a narrow band of frequencies on either side of the
resonant
point.
Thus, it is evident
that if an antenna is to give at least
fair results at all frequencies, the periodic conditions must be
eliminated. That is, the antenna must be so constructed and erected
that
standing waves will not be developed along its length. An antenna of
this type then becomes an aperiodic antenna.
cy,

Periodicity, or the development of distributed waves of voltage
and current, cannot be eliminated entirely in an ordinary receiving
type antenna due to the complexity of the arrangement required to produce an aperiodic condition. All that we can do then, from a practical standpoint, is to make the best use of existing conditions; or, to
select the proper flat -top length, height and lead-in that will place
the periodic points in the middle of desired frequency bands.
As we have already stated, an antenna for
broadcast reception
can very easily be made to resonate somewhere in the band,
but for the
same antenna to be periodic
in
the broadcast band, a flat -top length
between 650 and 1600 feet would be required. An antenna flat -top
of
this length is, of course, impractical.
In
the
19 and 49 -meter bands, the length of the antenna may be
very much shorter to be periodic. .At these frequencies, the
and lead-in, together, may have a total length of 60 and flat -top
160 feet,
respectively. This explains the statement made earlier in the lesson,
concerning the fact that an antenna 100 feet long, as used for broadcast reception,often works satisfactorily on the 19 and 49 -meter
bands.

In the broadcast band, the antenna will be aperiodic because it
is so short in comparison to the length required, that standing waves
corresponding to the broadcast frequencies will not be developed on
it.
However, a condition of resonance at the middle of the broadcast

band will make this antenna quite efficient, because large currents
will flow when voltages are induced in the antenna by passing electromagnetic fields.
THE ANTENNA AND

ITS

RELATION TO NOISE

The area covered by the ground wave is usually designated as the
"dependable service area of the station." A receiving antenna, located outside of this area, will have a greater proportion of noise signal induced in it along with the desired station signal voltage. This
condition becomes increasingly more noticeable at greater distances
from the station.

LESSON NO. 36
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Most of the noise induced in the ordinary antenna is due to manmade interference -- for strangely as it seems, man has,managed to out
do nature in producing radio interference.
In the early days of radio,
noisy reception was caused almost entirely by static interference, due
to natural causes; but electrification of nearly every phase of modern
living has increased the interference problem tremendously.

Every power supply line is a source of the most annoying and per
sistent kind of interference. Each of the many electrical devices included in every modern household is capable of producing interference
that will affect every radio within blocks. Automobiles cause so much
interference in the
shortwave bands that a person living near a main
thoroughfare cannot enjoy noise -free reception on any but
the broadcast band. Even rural districts
are fast becoming electrified, so
which electric
that while being benefitted by the many conveniences
power can bring, they too will soon experience increased radio interference.

Interference can be attacked and eliminated at twc points; either
at its source, or at the receiver.
The elimination of interference at
its source is dealt with in great detail
elsewhere
in the course, as
also is the prevention of interference noises entering the receiver
through the power lines.
In this lesson we are
concerned only with
the
reduction of interference that may enter the receiver through the
antenna system.
REDUCTION OF INTERFERENCE

Fig. 9 (A) shows how an indoor antenna is completely
surrounded
by noise (interference) fields which have their origin inside
the
house. Illustration
(B)
of Fig. 9 shows how a long outdoor antenna
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may pick up a desired station signal, which is fairly free from manmade interference, but the lead-in is so located as to introduce considerable noise signal into the system. If the lead-in wire is as long
as or longer than the antenna proper, it is probable that the combination of atmospheric static and local interference may be of sufficient
intensity to completely "over -ride" the station signal, and thus cause
noisy reception.
IA

SIMPLE NOISE -REDUCING ANTENNA

In Fig. 10 you are shown
the most simple method of preventing
Here, a grounded
the lead-in from picking up unwanted noise signals.
metal shield surrounds the lead-in, extending from the point where
connection is made to the flat -top of the antenna, all the way to the
receiver. This grounded shield isolates
the lead-in wire from the local interference field and thereby reduces the noise -signal pick-up.

FIG.

10

SHIELDED LEAD-IN PREVENTS INTERFERENCE PICK-UP

This type of lead-in consists of the customary stranded copper
conductor, surrounded by a layer of cotton which in turn is covered by
Tinned copper or aluminum braid is applied over
a layer of rubber.
The
copper conductor carries the signal from the antenna
the rubber.
braid covering is connected to
to the receiver, whereas the metallic
an effective ground.
is
an old saying which
CAPACITY EFFECT OF SHIELDED LEAD-IN: There
states:
"You never have a loss but that there is a small gain." The
That is, a gain is sometimes
reverse of this is also very often true:
acquired at one point through a loss at some other point. This is exactly what occurs in an antenna system that employs a shielded lead-in.

Actually, the metal braid covering (the shield), and the central
copper conductor, together constitute a capacity arrangement. The
capacity depends on the separation between the shield
value of this
and the conductor, and on the length of the shielded portion. Usually,
it is sufficient to bypass considerable signal energy to ground.

Besides isolating the lead-in conductor from interference fields
and bypassing some of the signal energy to ground, the shield also
the lead-in from picking up any of the desired signal energy
prevents
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which would otherwise be added to that picked up by the flat -top of
However, the net results obtained from the shielded leadthe system.
in type of antenna are generally such that the improved signal-to-noise
ratio outweighs the losses. Also, the location and method of installing the antenna can.frbquently be such as to compensate partially for
these losses.
REDUCING SHIELDED LEAD-IN LOSSES

in a shielded lead-in, due to
It has been proved that the loss
the capacity effect between the conductor and shield, depends directly
upon the signal voltage being handled by the conductor. In other
words, if this voltage is kept down to a very low value, the bypassing
correspondingly reduced. It seems logical,
of energy to ground is
therefore, that less loss of signal by this means will occur if the
voltage at the point where we take energy from the antenna (the leadin connection to the flat -top) is reduced, and again stepped up to its
original value at the point where it is delivered to the receiver.

accomplishing this. Here, an auto 11 shows one method of
device at each end of the lead-in.
as
the
is
used
coupling
transformer
The entire winding between the antenna flat -top and ground serves as
The turns of wire
the primary of the antenna coupling transformer.
between the tap on the coil and ground serve as the secondary. The
proportion of primary to secondary turns provides a step-down ratio
of about 10 to 1.
Fig.

the receiver end of the lead-in is a
The auto -transformer at
step-up type, the primary consisting of the few turns of wire included
between the tap and ground, while the secondary comprises the complete
winding. The step-up ratio of this auto -transformer is the inverse of
the step-down ratio of the antenna coupling transformer, or 1 to 10.
should have the same voltage input to the reThus, theoretically, we
However, there is still a consider flat
-top.
the
on
as
exists
ceiver

FIG. II
SIMPLE NOISE -REDUCING ANTENNA WITH SHIELDED LEAD -IM AND AUTO -TRANSFORMER COUPLING
N
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able loss in the shielded lead-in which prevents this type of antenna
from being ideal.
THEORY OF THE MATCHED

IMPEDANCE TRANSMISSION LINE

Fundamentally, a transmission line consists of two conductors,
spaced
some distance apart. The transmission line may be only a few
feet or several hundreds of miles long. Sometimes, it is necessary to
use only one conductor, ground forming
the
other -- as would be the
case for an inverted -L antenna.
A simple type of transmission line is illustrated in Fig.12 (A).
This line consists of two conducting wires, spaced some distance apart,
and of an indefinite length. An alternating voltage is applied across
the terminals of the
coupling transformer's primary winding, causing
an a -c voltage
to be induced in the secondary.
The output end of the
line is open, as no load is connected across terminals 1 and 2.

Coupling transformer

r
A. C.

Voltage
(Input)

`

r

/

Transmission line --y

A
,

i

Output

a. c.

2

r=q

Secondary
Primary

Source

Load

Ri

impedance

iº2

impedance

IW

/npuE
(Source)

i
4

Z©C

Transmission line

Output
<Load)

Y

FIG. 12
MATCHING THE INPUT AND OUTPUT OF A TRANSMISSION
LINE FOR MAXIMUM TRANSFER OF ENERGY

We have a similar occurrence when an a -c voltage is induced in
an antenna wire by a signal wave, in which case standing waves of volt
age and current are set up on each conductor, corresponding to the
wavelength of the a -c source. These standing waves on the transmission line will be developed for all conditions except that where both
the input and output ends
of the line are terminated in values of impedance or resistance which are equal to the surge (characteristic)
(Note:
The impedance of a circuit or electriimpedance of the line.
cal device is the total opposition offered toward a flow of alternating current by a combination of its resistance, inductance and capacitance. These properties are discussed in detail in later lessons, at
which time the mathematical relations will be given.)
A fundamental law of electrical circuits states that the maximum
amount of power will be transferred from the source to the load, when
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the load at the
receiving end of any circuit is equal in value of resistance or impedance to the resistance or impedance of the source
which is supplying power to the circuit. Applying this law to (B) of
Fig. 12, it is apparent that R1 must be equal td R2 in order to obtain
a maximum amount of energy transfer from R1 to R2.
However, Rl and R2
must both be equal to the surge or characteristic impedance of the
transmission line in order to prevent the formation of standing waves
on the line.

Standing waves on a transmission line represent an expenditure
of power from the line.
That is, they may produce a condition wherein
all the power supplied to the line will be stored in the waves of volt
age and current, and none of it will be
supplied to
the load or receiving end of the line. Therefore, standing waves must be eliminated
in order to establish proper conditions for obtaining maximum power in
the load (112),
The characteristic impedance of a transmission line is dependent
upon the size of wire used for the conductors, the spacing between the
conductors, and the leakage of energy from one conductor to the other
through
insulators and supports. Later in the course, you will be
given several formulas for determining the value of characteristic
impedance, and the proper procedure for designing a transmission line.

Throughout the remainder of this lesson, the transmission line
will be analyzed solely as a medium for transferring energy from the
antenna flat -top to the receiver. Throughout this discussion, you
should keep the following two rules in mind:
(1)

The terminating (load) resistance or impedance of a transmission
line must be equal to the resistance or impedance of the source.
Referring to (C) of Fig. 12, a transmission line has one transformer at the input end and another at the output. According to
the rule just given, the impedance
of the
input transformer's
secondary (z1) must be equal to the impedance of the output
transformer's primary (Z2).

(2)

The values of Z1 and Z2 must both be equal to the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line. This is the assumed condition for the special types of antenna systems discussed in the
following pages of this lesson.
MATCHED ANTENNA COUPLING TRANSFORMERS

To still further
overcome the loss occurring in the shielded
lead-in, special r -f coupling transformers have been developed. These
transformers are designed to be used in conjunction with a shielded
transmission line, two of these couplers being used -- one to couple
the antenna to the transmission
line, and
the other to couple the
transmission line to the receiver (see Fig. 13).
Fig.
ence
(Fig.
Fig.

The system shown in Fig. 13 is similar in appearance to that of
yet it is quite different, electrically.
The point of differ
is that the lead-in of the
matched coupling transformer system
13) forms a matched impedance transmission line, whereas that in
11 does not.
11,

We could use practically any impedance at the source (input) and
termination of the transmission line, so long as the characteristic
impedance of the line is made the same value.
N
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FIG. 13
ANTENNA SYSTEM EMPLOYING MATCHED COUPLING TRANSFORMERS AND

A

SHIELDED LEAD-IN

given for the auto -transformer in
reasons as
For
the same
is
of the stepFig. 11, the antenna coupling transformer in Fig. 13
type.
step-up
is
of
the
transformer
set
coupling
down type while the
The primary of the antenna coupling transformer has a rather high imhigh voltage will
pedance, which is desirable because a relatively
then be developed across it by the flow of current between the flatDue to transformer action, the current in the secontop and ground.
but the voltage is small -- thus giving us a con
large,
is
fairly
dary
dition of low voltage and high current in the transmission line.
of
the transmission line,
At the terminating, or receiver, end
we are concerned with two things. First of all, we must have a primary
impedance which will match the secondary impedance of the antenna
coupling transformer. Secondly, we must step up the voltage to its
original antenna value. To accomplish this, we use a step-up transformer at this point -- the primary impedance of which is equal to the
secondary impedance of the antenna coupler., and the turns ratio of
which is equal to the inverse of the antenna coupler step-down ratio.

Both the antenna coupling transformer and the receiver coupling
transformer must be carefully designed, because the slightest mismatch
between them and the transmission line will cause considerable loss in
transmission line, and all the advantages of this system would
the
then be lost.
DISADVANTAGES OF THE SHIELDED LEAD-IN TRANSMISSION LINE

lead-in is to eliminate any
the shielded
of
The sole purpose
The three types
noise which the lead-in might be inclined to pick up.
up
to this point,
we
which
have
discussed
antennas
lead-in
of shielded
all accomplish their fundamental purpose, but still retain the following disadvantages:
In the case of the antenna illustrated in Fig. 10, the loss due
to bypassing of the r -f energy, sometimes outweighs any gains in free-
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dom from noise. The antenna in Fig. 11 compensates for some of the
losses in the lead-in, but its efficiency is only slightly higher than
that of Fig. 10.
The system illustrated in Fig. 13 is fairly efficient in compari
son with the other two, but from 30% to 50% of the induced antenna
is
This loss
voltage
usually lost in the transformers and lead-in.
can be tolerated if the interference signal voltage has been lowered
will hays negligible effect on the receiver, as
to a point where
it
the reserve sensitivity of the receiver will more than Hake up for the
loss in signal voltage brought about by the antenna lead-in.

Another disadvantage of the coupling transformer, shielded leadis that the
maximum efficiency of this antenna is
only realized over a comparatively narrow band of frequencies --unless
variable controls are added to the two impedance -matching transformers,
which of course, is impractical. The system therefore does not perform
equally well at all frequencies.
However, the matching transformers
can be designed and constructed to operate at maximum efficiency over
a limited band of frequencies, such as
the standard troadcast band.
There are a number of very satisfactory kits of this type of antenna
on the market.
in type of antenna,

THE TRANSPOSED LEAD-IN

Transposed conductors have been used by the electrical industry
for many years. The most common example of this is the ordinary twist
ed lamp cord which you can buy
in any electrical store.
The chief
reason for using twisted, or a transposed pair of conductors, is to re
duce or eliminate any electromagnetic
or electrostatic disturbance
which may be produced around the conductors.
Fig. 14 illustrates graphically how a moving
electromagnetic field, due
some electrito
cal disturbance,
can induce voltage in a transmis
sion line.
Illus
(A) reptration
simple
resents a
transmission line
consisting of two
parallel conducsuch
tors,
as
might be carrying
energy from the
flat -top of an an
tenna to a receiv
Since the iñ
er.
terference field
is
moving
from
right
to left as
shown, a voltage
will be induced
in conductor #1
which in
first,
turn, will cause
a current to flow
through the line

+I<2

r

1

Direction

interferenc e'field

Direction of

r

interference /4/a'

Receiver
coupling

NO15E IDMITTED

"Msf
N

015

REJLCTED

FIG. 14
PRINCIPLE OF TRANSPOSED LEAD-IN
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the
heavy, solid arrows. By the time the moving
the left, its
field has reached conductor #2 on its travel toward
strength has been reduced somewhat due to the energy taken.by conducbecause
the intensity or strength of an electromagtor #1, and also
netic field decreases quite rapidly as it moves farther away from its
point of origin.
in the direction of

the
Therefore, when the field is intercepted by conductor #2,
voltage induced in this line will not be as great as that induced in
conductor #1 (the broken, heavy arrows). Notice further that the direction of this current in conductor #2 opposes that in conductor #1
since the direction of the moving field is such as to cause the inducThen, since the
ed current to flow downward in both these conductors.
current flow in conductor #2 is opposing to and lower in value than
that in conductor #1, the arithmetical difference of these two current
values will flow from conductor #1 through the primaryof the coupler
coil and into conductor #2 (the small, dotted arrows). Thus, the interference field has been able to transmit some of its energy through
the coupling coil, to the receiver.

Upon studying transmission line (B) in Fig. 14, you will observe
similar condition, except that the two conductors have been
transposed or crossed over each other at intervals. By this means, al
ternate sections of both conductors #1 and #2 are placed closer to the
point of origin of the interference field.

a somewhat

For

example,

in the
top section of the line,

conductor #1 will
have the greatest
current
induced
in it, while conductor #2 carries
smaller curthe
rent. In the next
lower section, con
are reditions
versed; here, con
ductor #2 carries
greater curthe
rent and conductor #1, the

FIG. 15
TWISTED -PAIR LEAD-IN WITH AN INVERTED -L ANTENNA

lesser.

Because of this
alternation in the
amount of current
in
flowing
the
two conductors, we
find that by the
time

the
line
reaches the primary of the receiver coupling transformer, the currents in the two con
ductors will be equal in value but opposite in polarity, and therefore
will cancel out. Therefore, no current due to the interference field
flows through the primary of the transformer, and consequently, no interference voltage will appear in the secondary.

So far in this discussion of the transposed lead-in, we have assumed the interference field to be acting upon the transmission line
along the same plane as that of the line. For the other condition,
where the field intercepts the transmission line conductors at right
angles to the plane illustrated in Fig. 14, both conductors will be
"cut" by the field simultaneously and the voltage induced in either a
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parallel -conductor line, or the
transposed line, would be equal in
each of the conductors. There would then be no difference in voltage
in the conductors, and no interference current would flow through the
primary of the coupling transformer.
INVERTED -L TYPE ANTENNA WITH TRANSPOSED LEAD-IN

Fig. 15 shows one type of inverted -L antenna, using a transposed
or twisted -pair lead-in.
In this
case, the conductors comprising the
lead-in (transmission line) are twisted together the same as ordinary
lamp cord -- one wire being connected to the flat -top at point D and
to one end of the coupling transformer's primary winding.
The other
transmission line conductor is connected to a short supporting length
of wire at A and to the other primary terminal of the coupling transformer. Thus, only one wire actually carries the signal from the flat
top of the antenna to the receiver. The other wire is used merely to
cancel out any noise signal which may be picked up by the lead-in.

Considerable care must be used when installing an antenna of
this type, as the length of the lead-in,the separation between the two
conductors which form the lead-in, and the size of these conductors,
all affect the impedance of the lead-in.
You have already seen that an antenna can have impedance because
of its distributed inductance, capacity and resistance. In the antenna
system appearing in Fig. 15, the flat -top itself forms the source or
input impedance
to the line, since there is no impedance matching device between the flat -top and the transmission line.
The natural impedance of the transmission line and the impedance of the primary wind
ing of the receiver coupling transformer combine to form the output
impedance of the line.
The impedance of this transmission line
is
dependent directly
upon the capacity existing between the two conductors of the line.
This capacity, in turn, is dependent upon the
separation of the two
conductors, and by their length. Therefore, the length of the lead-in
is the controlling factor of the impedance match.
In designing the lead-in to match a certain flat -top, the impedance of the flat -top and the lead-in must be determined in terms of a
unit length of each. The length of the lead-in is
then proportioned
until the amount of capacity between the two conductors, in combination
with the inductance and resistance of the line and primary of the coup
ling transformer, produces an impedance which is equal to that produced by the inductance, capacity and resistance of the antenna.
In commercial
types of this antenna, the lead-in and coupling
transformer have been carefully designed to match the flat -top supplied with the kit. Also, the correct method of installing the system
will in such cases be specified by the manufacturer.
If these installation instructions are not carried out faithfully, or if the supplied
lengths of flat -top or lead-in are changed in any way, the impedance
balance of the system will be destroyed, and satisfactory performance
will not be obtained.

A similar type of twisted -conductor antenna transmission line is
shown in Fig. 16. The main difference between this antenna and that
shown in Fig. 15 is in the use of an impedance -matching transformer
at each end of the line. This feature makes the length of the transmission line less critical, so that a little leeway can oe allowed for
the installation.
N
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Transposed, non -shielded
-

transmission line

Antenna
transformer

-Receiver transformer

Ant
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To

Receiver

-r

L

L__

ground
terminal

FIG. 16
MATCHED IMPEDANCE LEAD-IN WITH TRANSPOSED TRANSMISSION LINE

When erecting the various types of noise -reducing antenna systems described in this lesson, the same attention should be given to
requirements as already covered in an earlier lesson
the structural
treating with antennas in general.
Wire, insulators, attaching devices, and other accessory equipment supplied with antenna kits are usually of good quality -- and the
factory's instructions for erecting the system are generally sufficiently explanatory so that any radio technician can make the installa
tion without difficulty. However, in addition to adhering to factory
to set-up, also be sure that the antenna masts are
instructions as
firmly mounted and securely anchored, that ground .connections (where
necessary) are effectively made, that the transmission line is extended over its mounting surface in an approved manner, and that all other
factors of good workmanship are given proper attention.
to construct impedance
The radio serviceman should not attempt
matching transformers nor should he attempt to build the rest of the
antenna system around such transformers which he may have acquired sep
arately from the other parts. Laboratory tested and precision -built
noise -free antenna kits are priced so reasonably that it is more profitable to purchase one of these for the customer at wholesale prices,
him for your services to install the system, plus a
and then charge
40% profit on the kit.

We continue our discussion of antennas in the next lesson, where
in are described the most popular noise -free, all -wave types, multiple
systems for large apartments and hotels, and other special types.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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NO.

36

1.

-

Is local man-made interference more likely to be picked
up by the flat -top or lead-in of an outdoor antenna?'

2.

-

Explain how a transposed type lead-in aide in reducing
noise pick-up.

3.

-

Explain briefly the operating principle of a ncise-free
antenna
system comprising an inverted -L flat -top, a
shielded transmission line and a coupling transformer
at each end of the transmission line.

4.

-

What is

5.

-

How does a periodic antenna
antenna?

6.

-

What relation should exist between the source and load
of a transmission line in order for maximum power to be
transmitted through it?

7.

-

Why are some antennas equipped with a coupling transformer at each end of the shielded lead-in?

8.

-

What is meant by the equivalent circuit of an antenna?

differ

from

an aperiodic

How does a shielded lead-in affect an antenna system?

9.

10.

the essential difference between a Hertz antenna and a Marconi antenna?

-

What is the object of using two conductors for the
lead-in in Fig. 15, when 'only one of them carries the
signal from the flat -top of the antenna to the receiver?
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ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Fading is one of the ills of shortwave reception that the averset
age
-owner or radioman cannot hope to eliminate entirely, but exces
sive noise can be reduced, and very often eliminated, by the use of a
modern antenna, supplementing built-in antennas. In this lesson, we
will study the operating principles and the methods of installing a
few of these modern commercial all -wave antenna systems.
Several dif
of
ferent types
all -wave, noise reducing antenna
kits are shown
All
in Fig. 1.
kits
of
these
are designed and
partially assembled so that any
radioman can install them easican
ly. As you
see in the illus
tration, most of
the connections
have already been
made at the factory.
DOUBLET ANTENNA

The majors
ty of commercial

all -wave, noise reducing antennas have a two section flat -top,

FIG.

I

COMMERCIAL ANTENNA KITS

N
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and

are therefore known as "doublets".
of the horizontal Hertz antenna.

The doublet is a modification

The transmission line can be either of the simple two -conductor
parallel -wire type, or a transposed type. The parallel -wire type can
be used only
in a
noise -free location -- in which case the doublet
system would be no more advantageous than a single flat -top Marconi
antenna. To be effective
in a
zone of considerable
interference,
the doublet
must be used in conjunction
with a transposed lead-in.
The latter may
consist of
--- insulator
two conductors twisted together, or transposed at in
tervals by special insulating blocks as in Fig. 2.
Transmission
The
doublet system
shown in Fig. 2 is designed
primarily for use on the
Transposition
shortwave bands.
The two
,blocks
small condensers (C-1) are
ccnnected in series with
the
transmission line con1.2(j
serving to tune
ductors,
the transmission
line and
the flat -top sections.
By
faraday shield
adjusting these condensers,
cthe doublet can be resonated at a certain fundamental
To receiver
c -z
frequency, and will
then
coop/mg coil--< QQQ QQ
automatically also be periPrimary
Secondary
odic at harmonics of this
frequency.

- -A--1

i

Condenser C-2, which
shunted across the prima
ry
of the coupling transformer, varies the impedance of this winding to match the input
impedance of the flat -top sections and the transmission line. Thus,maximum
transfer of energy from the doublets to the receiver is obtained.
FIG. 2

DOUBLET ANTENNA

is

A
Faraday shield, consisting of a sheet of parallel copper or
aluminum wires insulated from each other except at one end, and usually grounded,is placed between the primary and secondary of the coupler
coil for the purpose of reducing capacity between these two windings
All energy
to zero.
transfer from the primary to the secondary must
therefore occur by means of the primary's magnetic field.
Since most
of the noise signal would be transferred to the secondary by the capacity field between the primary and secondary, the Faraday shield helps
to reduce
the
transfer of noise from the primary to the secondary
winding.

A twisted -pair transmission line could not be used satisfactorily
with the type of coupler system shown in Fig. 2. The reason for this
is that large standing waves appear on the lead-in at the
fundamental
and harmonics of the signal being received -- and,since the wires used
for a twisted -pair lead-in have considerable insulation, we would experience a large dielectric loss in the transmission line.

The two lengths (A) and (B) of the doublet are usually made 20
The length of the transmission line is not critical
or 30 feet long.
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because the two series condensers,
C-1, provide a means for varying
its electrical length to the point
of resonance.
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTIC OF
THE DOUBLET

When installing a doublet an
tenna, its directional characteris
tics must
be taken into account.
This type of antenna receives signal energy best from a direction
that
is
at
right angles to its
length, as shown in Fig. 3. Large
buildings, trees, or metal objects
located near the antenna may alter
its directional characteristics so
that the conditions illustrated in
Fig. 3
may not be realized.
In
general,however,the antenna should
be
installed so that the greatest
number of the stations desired lie
in the directivity pattern of
the
antenna.

FIG. 3
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE DOUBLET

DOUBLE -DOUBLET ANTENNA

The double -doublet antenna consists of two doublets arranged
as shown in Fig. 4.
The transmission line connections to the doublets
at the cross -over insulator are so made that the system acts as an im-

pedance matching transformer.
The two 16-1/2 foot sections, together,

provide an antenna flat -top
feet which forms a half -wave doublet, resonating at 14 megacycles.
The two 29 -foot sections, together, form a resonant half wave flat -top having a fundamental of 7-1/2 megacycles, and the third
harmonic of which is approximately 22 megacycles. Fig. 5 shows how
the combination of these three periodic points on the flat -top provide
an over-all
response curve which covers a wide range of frequencies
from 7 megacycles
up to 22 mega of 33

/

cross -over
insulator
n

FIG. 4
DOUBLE -DOUBLET ANTENNA

cycles.
A
twisted wire transmission
line is used with
this doublet system. The receiver
transcoupling
former is designed to
accurately
match the impedance of the antenna system at
any of the
three
periodic
points.
A Faraday shield
between
the primary and secondary windings
of
the coupling trans
former eliminates
any
capacitive
N
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coupling between these two
windings,
and so reduces
the transfer of interference
noise.

Approximate resultant curve
for the combination --_

THE "SPIDERWEB" ANTENNA

The "spiderweb" anten
simply an extension
of the double doublet
just
described. As you will observe in Fig. 6, this anten
na consists of three fundamental doublet sections -all feeding
into a common
transmission line. Two additional small doublets are
optional.

na

2

1

6

I

10

I

14

I

18

I

1

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES

is

The range of the three
fundamental doublets (A and
RESPONSE CURVE OF THE DOUBLE -DOUBLET
B,C and D, E and F) extends
from 49 meters (approximate
ly
6
megacycles) to
1Z
meters (18.5 megacycles). By installing the other two small doublets
(G and H, K and L), the range may be extended to 5 meters, or 60 megacycles.
FIG. 5

The two doublet sections E and F, of 20' 5" each, form the 49 meter antenna system. If the required length of each of these sections
were calculated, about 25 feet would be needed for a half -wave doublet.
Therefore, to cause this part of the system to resonate at 49 meters,
a small loading coil
is
connected at the junction point of these two
doublet sections. This small winding is shown in Fig. 6 as being connected to the two 20' 5" doublet sections and to the transmission line.
This loading coil,in combination with the two sections of the doublet,
increases
the electrical
length of the flat -top so that it will resonate to the proper frequency.
The two doublet sections A and B form a resonant half -wave flat In order to obtain the proper impedance match be top for 25 meters.
tween this doublet and the
transmission line,the upper
portion of the transmission
...".....o
..._. ,
37'
line is fanned out in a "V"
and then connected to the
R. ..-31"+t
sections at a
two doublet
distance of 4-1/2 feet toward either side of center.
This "V" termination of the
transmission line, in combination with the two 4-1/2
foot sections of the doublet,
produces a reaction between
standing waves which proResonont Frequencies
vides an impedance match be
Eand F-49meters
75 It.
tween the doublet and the
A
B25
low impedanceline
(mar be hngqffhenea in
transmission line.
6

-

1

I

K

From 21.5 megacycles
up to 60 megacycles, noise
interference is practically
The
negligible.
largest

,

L

5

-} Euro

equp

units

cot)

'

of 45ft but not

FIo. 6
"SPIDERWEB" ANTENNA
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percentage of noise at these frequencies is produced by automobile
ignition systems -- but, since automobile ignition interference is
most home receivers are reradiated only for rather short distances,
Therefore, the noise interference.
type
of
this
latively free from
reducing qualities of the lead-in system for the "spiderweb" antenna
need be designed to be effective only at frequencies below 21.5 megacycles.
in the preceding paragraph, the two optional
For reasons given
doublets G -H and K -L act only as simple, vertical resonant collectors.
One side of the transmission line is used to conduct the signal from
each of these vertical collectors to the coupling transformer -- onelatter's primary winding functioning for each of the
half of the
collectors.

Since a static (Faraday) shield is used between the primary and
secondary winding of the transformer, a small coupling coil (D) is con
nected to the center tap of the primary. This coil is coupled both
capacitively and inductively to the secondary winding (C). Thus, maxi
mum transfer of energy can take place for frequencies above 21 megacycles.
same
As you may have noticed, doublets G -H and K -L are of the
total length. In order to resonate G -H to 9 meters, two small loading
sections of this collector and their
coils are connected between the
junction point with one side of the transmission line. These two load
ing coils extend the electrical length of the doublet G -H so that it
resonates to 9 meters. Doublet K -L is of the proper length to resonate
at 5 meters.
of
below 21.5 megacycles, the two sections
At frequencies
of
the
transmis
sides
respective
their
feed
A
-B,
and
C
-D
doublets E -F,
sion line. The impedance of each doublet is adjusted to match the imtransmission line so that maximum transfer of energy
pedance of the
occurs. The lead-in can thus function efficiently from a noise-reduc
ing standpoint.

antenna can be employed for reception in the lower
same
standard
broadcast band. However, its efficiency is very
of
the
limits
much lower at broadcast frequencies, and no noise -reducing qualities
are offered. The reason for this decrease in efficiency at these lower
frequencies is that the antenna is converted from a doublet to a T -type
is
accomplished by means of a switch
The conversion
at this time.
(not shown in the diagram).
This

The spiderweb antenna has several advantages over other types,
is
very efficient at frequencies ranging
it
the main one being that
from 5 megacycles up to 60 megacycles. Another advantage is the small
(An antenna of this type re
space required for mounting this antenna.
and
a minimum vertical clearfeet
37
of
only
span
horizontal
a
quires
ance of but 11 feet.)
fcr this particular antenna may never be
The transmission line
75
feet. If it is desired to lengthen it,
cut to a length less than
units of 45 feet must be added. These dimensions for the transmission
seriously affecting the efficiency of
line cannot be altered without
the antenna.
THE "V" -DOUBLET ANTENNA

This type of doublet antenna is both popular and efficient, but
The reason for its
critical as to construction and installation.
popularity lies in the fact that it is aperiodic, meaning that it will
is

N
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Thus,
even
respond equally well over a wide range of frequencies.
frequenthough it may be designed fundamentally for a certain band of
will operate almost as efficiently at frequencies which are
cies, it
removed considerably from the fundamental.
a
If such an antenna (shown in Fig. 7) is designed to operate on
harmonic
third
its
meters
fundamental frequency of 6 megacycles or 49
There
or second periodic point will occur at around 18 megacycles.
since the
but
points,
two
these
between
megacycles
12
of
span
is a
the doublet
standing waves which normally appear on the two sections of
the
transmission
of
connection
"V"
the
by
out
canceled
are partially
antenna
the
line to
flat -top, the over-all
response of the anten
'i'
zo'
na does not drop to

{----

--.114.10-

Flat -top

geceier Coup/iny

Twisted -pair - transmission line
-

transformer

I/
To

receiver

FIG. 7
DOUBLET ANTENNA WITH V -TYPE MATCHED
TRANSMISSION LINE

an inoperative value
at a point midway between the fundamental
and third harmonic.
the
Actually,
points of connection
fanned-out
for the
sections of the trans
mission line to the
doublet sections produce aslight resonant
second
the
rise at
harmonic of 6 megacycles (12 megacycles).
to mainThis helps
tain the over-all response at a point mid
way between the funda
mental and the third
thus
and
harmonic,
keeps it fairly constant from about 3 me
gacycles all the way
up to 25 megacycles.

However, the of
ficiency of this an-

nor that of the
tenna is not as high as that of the double -doublet, of the standing
cancellation
partial
the
because
spiderweb antenna,
amount of energy
waves on the horizontal sections tends to lower the
line.
fed to the transmission
of "V" doublet an
ALL -WAVE V -DOUBLET: Fig. 8 illustrates another type
to couple the
are
used
Notice that three separate transformers
tenna.
of
these transeach
of
winding
primary
The
antenna to the receiver.
is shunted
which
(C),
formers is tuned by the small variable condenser
for oba
means
provides
This
directly across the lead-in conductors.
transthe
coupling
taining an accurate match of impedance between
antenna.
the
of
section
formers and the "V"-matching

are fundamentally resonated at 6 megaThe three transformers
This gives adequate coverage
megacycles.
18
and
cycles,l2 megacycles,
up to 21 megacycles.
of the shortwave bands from about 4 megacycles
to the termiBesides those switch contacts which are connected
(#4 and #5)
of
contacts
sets
additional
nals of the transformers, two
of the latter,
connections
the
tracing
By
switch.
the
on
are supplied
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you will find that set #4 couples the doublet directly to the input
of the receiver, with only the small capacity (C) being used to effect
a match between
the antenna and the receiver input.
This connection
to the antenna system covers a band extending from about
4 megacycles
to 1.5 megacycles.
In position #5,the four -gang switch connects only one section of
the doublet and lead-in to the receiver, and connects the other
binding post to ground, thereby converting the antenna into an
inverted -L
type. Under this condition, the antenna
responds satisfactorily over
the standard broadcast band.

All other positions of the switches connect one cr the other of
the three transformers between the antenna and the receiver in conventional "doublet manner" -- no ground connection being used.
TWO -CHANNEL NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEM

There are several modifications of the doublet antenna which can
all -wave coverage, or only two or three individual
frequency ranges. One of these -- an off -center type doublet -- is
shown in Fig. 9.

be used to provide

The flat -top of this antenna consists of two sections:
One 60
feet long, and another which is proportioned to perform most efficient
at
ly
the middle
of
31 -meter
the
band.
25'
25

An

antenna

coupler transformer
a
and
receiver

coupling transform
er are used to obta in maximum trans
Per of energy from
the flat -top sections
to
the receiver. The windings of both these
transformers
are
divided into two
sections, powdered
iron cores being
used to make the
transformers high
ly efficient.

-+4:a1,-

-4«:02111

Twisted. pair

transmission

Receiver coupling

transformer group

Grnd. post

-Ant. post

capacity
connected
across the
dual
primary winding of
A

(C)

is

the antenna coupler.

The
purpose
of
is
this condenser
to shunt the enerFIG. 8
ALL -WAVE V -DOUBLET AND COUPLING TRANSFORMERS
gy
collected
by
the antenna
into
the correct transformer section for most efficient transmission of the signal to the re
ceiver coupler. S ince the primary of the broadcast section of the antenna transformer has a very high reactance at shortwave frequencies,
shortwave
signals will be forced to take the path of lower impedance
N
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through capacity C, the primary of the shortwave antenna transformer
section, and thence to ground. Actually, the combination of capacity
C and the inductance
of the shortwave transformer primary causes the
circuit to be resonant at the frequency of the desired shortwave sig_
The resonant point, thus produced, covers a fairly wide range
nals..
of frequencies
so
that the shortwave response is fairly uniform over
the band.

That is,
A
similar condition occurs at broadcast frequencies.
capacity C,in combination with the inductance of the broadcast antenna
primary, resonates the circuit to this band. The resultant impedance
of the broadcast section of the transformer is thus very low in coinpar
ison with the reactance
shortwave section; but, the ratio of
of the
discrimination in the two circuits is not as great as it would be when
handling shortwave signals. Therefore, only a yery small part of the
shunted through the shortwave primary during
signal energy might
be
but, this small loss of
the reception of standard broadcast programs;
energy is usually negligible even at the higher frequency end of the
standard broadcast band. At the lower end of the band, the relative
power of stations is somewhat greater, which makes up for any loss in
the coupling transformers.
is
A simple
two -conductor, shielded type of transmission line
used between the antenna coupler and the receiver coupling transformer.
The shield of the transmission line forms a common connection between

Shortwave section
resonated at middle
of 3/ meter band

Broadcast section

60- long

Antenna coupler transf.--4
1A1

1

1

1,1,1

1

I

}

r-. Broadcast

Shortwave section-'

I

Tansformer sections

grounded to shield

.__---

section

Two -channel

shielded lead-in

Shortwave
section

---~-,=------Receiver coupling transformer

Broadcast section

FIG. 9
TWO -CHANNEL NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEM
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the shielding containers of the two coupling transformers; and,because
or eliminates any noise pick-up by the
of being grounded, it reduces

lead-in system.
The conditions for transfer of energy from both sections of the
receiver coupling transformer to the receiver are somewhat different
from those of thé
antenna coupling
At
transformer.
shortwave frequen
cies, the reactance of the broad
section of
cast
the set --coupling
transformer's sec
ondary winding is
very high. Conse
quently,the short
wave signals take
reactthe lówer
ance path offered
by condenser C-1

antenna
the
terminal of the
receiver,and hence
to ground.
to

The inductance of the short
secondary,
wave
in
combination
with the capacity
of C-1, produces
FIG. 10
a rather high imALL -NAVE NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEMS
pedance at broadcast frequencies.
Therefore, broadcast signals will be induced in the secondary winding of the transform
er's broadcast section and pass directly to the antenna post of the re
ceiver rather than through the high impedance of the shortwave secondary circuit.
of this antenna system is very high, especially
The efficiency
at broadcast frequencies and over the limited range of shortwave frequencies for which it is designed. At other frequencies, the response
falls off very rapidly.
SPECIAL ANTENNAS FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION RECEIVERS

Since the advent of frequency modulation (F -M) and television,
many receivers have been designed to incorporate special circuits and
features which make them highly efficient for operation on the freTo keep abreast with
quency bands employed for such transmissions.
placed on the market
have
antenna
manufacturers
these developments,
several types of antenna systems which are specifically designed for
such receivers.

antenna systems suitable for this purpose.
three
Fig. 10 shows
All three use a similar receiver coupling transformer combination, but
the antenna coupling arrangement is different in each case.
The operation of these complicated coupling systems is based on
a multiple resonant effect which is produced when series and parallel
N
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elements are connected together. At certain frequencies the combination will be resonant (series resonance), while at other frequencies
it will be anti -resonant (parallel resonance).
The antenna system at (A) is designed primarily for F -M and tele
visión reception, and consists of a doublet flat -top having two sections, each 62 inches long. A transposed, or twisted -pair lead-in sec
tion, 6 feet in length, connects
the flat -top to the combination
of
antenna matching transformers. The remaining length of the transmission line, between the antenna matching transformers and the receiver
coupler combination, is selected t.o provide the desired impedance of
the line.

Upon examining the antenna coupler combination of transformers,
we find the primary circuit to comprise the three primary windings
of
transformers "a", 'b" and "c" -- all connected in series, and with the
primary winding of "c" being shunted by condenser C-3. The secondary
circuit consists of the three secondary windings connected in series,
the secondaries
transformers "b" and "c" being shunted by capaciof
ties C-1 and C-2,respectively.
At 60 megacycles, (5 meters), the impedance of primary "b" in series with the primary element of transform
er "c" is so large that
it
can be neglected insofar as its effect on
the operation of the coupling transformer "a" is concerned.
At this frequency, the 62 -inch doublet operates as a half -wave
Hertz antenna. Signal energy is coupled directly from the primary of
The reactance of C-1 and C-2 at
transformer "a" into its secondary.
this frequency
is
negligible; the same is true of the two capacities
C-4 and C-5. Therefore, the signal energy flcws freely down the trans
mission line through C-1, C-2, the primary of transformer "d",
C-5,and back to the secondary of transformer "a". Thus, the 60 megacycle F -M signal can be made available at the F -M terminals of transformer "d", for delivery to the frequency -modulation circuits of the
It
receiver.
is
also to be noted that the secondary of transformer
for
"a", and the primary of "d", form an impedance match which allows
maximum transfer of energy at 60 megacycles.
As the frequency decreases below 60 megacycles, the
combination
of reactances in the primary circuits of both the antenna and receiver

coupling transformers becomes quite complex. At certain frequencies
both the primary combinations and secondary combinations become resonant; at which time maximum signal energy is
transferred from the
antenna to the receiver coupling transformers and thus to receiver
terminals A and G (input to amplitude -modulation circuits).

Another factor to be considered is that as the frequency decreas
es, the doublet becomes more and more unbalanced, due to the fact that
one side of the short section of
transmission line between the flatmore nearly grounded
top and
the antenna coupling transformer is
this
through the primaries of "b' and "c". At broadcast frequencies,
unbalance becomes almost 100% effective so that only one section of
transmission
one
side of the 6 -foot portion of the
the doublet and
line function as a collector of signal energy.
The operation of the system shown at (B) of Fig. 10 is very simi
frequency
lar to that at (A), with the exception that the fundamental
response of system (B) is approximately 7 megacycles. However, the
of 7 megacycles
(21 megacycles) would also
develop
third harmonic
maximum signal on the flat -top.

At 21 megacycles, the antenna coupling transformer would function almost to the exclusion of any effect which transformer "b" might
have. This is because of the same reason as given for the antenna sys
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tem at (A) -- where

we

II

stated

that
the reactance of the primary o#'
at
the highest frequency response of the
flat -top that it has little effect on the signal energy in the primary
of "a".

transformer "b"

is

so large

As the frequency approaches the fundamental periodic
frequency
of the doublet, the primary winding of transformer 'b" acts as a shunt
across one doublet section, unbalancing the system and allowing more

20 Ft.

20 Ft,

Junction bdi-

Counterpoise
suspension wire

feeder line --

Insulators
Í

---Counterpoise wire

receiver coup/iny
transformer

n

...... To ground termina/
To

of receiver
antenna terminal

of receiver

FIG. II
COUNTERPOISE -DOUBLET ANTENNA

and more of the signal energy to flow to ground. This shunted energy,
passing through the primary of transformer "b", prcduces a signal volt
age in its secondary; which voltage causes a signal current to flow to
the receiver coupling transformers.

Extremely high frequency signals provide their greatest transfer
of energy through receiver coupling transformer "d".
The reactancesof
transformers "e and "f" combine to form resonant points such that "e"
passes most of the intermediate frequencies, while "f" transfers most
of the low -frequency energy.

This antenna
system is not. efficient at very high frequencies
(around 60 megacycles), because the
flat -top would then be operating
at its ninth harmonic. As the harmonic response of an antenna flat -top
increases, the signal energy decreases.

Diagram .(C) of Fig. 10 illustrates an inverted -L type of antenna
flat -top and a different antenna coupling arrangement. However, the
same receiver coupling combination is used as for systems (A) and (B).
The operation

balanced

of
this system is almost the same as for an uncondition of the two systems just discussed. At high'freN
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quencies, the reactance of the primary of transformer "b" is very high;
therefore, practically all of the signal passes through condenser C-1
Thus, the signal energy is transferred to the secondary of
to ground.
transformer "a".
At
lower frequencies, the reactance of C-1 increases while the
Thus,
reactance of the primary winding of transformer "b" decreases.
bringing
more of the signal flows through the primary winding of "b",
about a corresponding increase of signal voltage in the secondary of
"a"
The 'two voltages induced in the secondaries of transformers
"b".
and "b" add together to provide a stronger signal.

8

To feeder

220 mmf

0~C

To

Ant. term.

of receiver

To end term.
of receiver

C
,I

To

counterpoise

_--

DIAGRAM

OF

Noise - reducing

adjustment

FIG. 12
RECEIVER COUPLING TRANSFORMER

The installation of this antenna is much more simple than either
However, like antenna (B), its efof the other two shown in Fig. 10.
frequencies.
high
extremely
at
ficiency is low
ANTI -NOISE "COUNTERPOISE" DOUBLET ANTENNA

The
different parts used,and method of installing this system,
are shown in Fig. 11. A detailed schematic diagram of the connections
of the receiver coupling transformer appears in
the windings
to
noise
system
is especially suitable in locations where
This
Fig. 12.
interference is extremely troublesome.

flat -top, with
As will be observed in Fig. 11, a simple doublet
through a
is
connected
This
doublet
employed.
is
20 -foot sections,
junction box to a feeder line, the latter terminating in a special re

ceiver coupling transformer.
addition to these usual components, the system utilizes a
lead-in wire, called the "counterpoise". The counter
vertical
separate
its total length is ten
that
poise must be so located and arranged
example,
line; for
transmission
the
of
length
half
the
feet more than
transmission line is 40 feet long, the counterpoise should be
if
the
located
Likewise, the counterpoise must be
20 + 10, or 30 feet long.
picks up considerable noise signal -- the idea being to
it
so
that
feed a large noise signal into the receiver coupling transformer and
picked
then reversing its phase relation so that it cancels any noise
line.
up by the antenna flat -top and transmission
In
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Referring to the diagram in Fig. 12, notice that the center tap
of the line transformer primary is connected to one side of the counterpoise primary. A small adjustable condenser, shunted by a 560,000
ohm resistor, is connected between this
common connection point and
This condenser provides the noise -reducing adjustment.
ground.
The noise signal appearing at the center of the line primary
is
approximately in phase with (in step with) the station signal appearing across the ends of this winding. However, when we Apply an alternating voltage across a capacity, the voltage developed across the
of its reactance, is approximately 180 degrees out
capacity, because
of phase (out of step) with the applied voltage.
(That is,
the reactive voltage increases as the applied voltage decreases, and vice
This is exactly what occurs in the circuit of Fig. 12, in
versa.)
which case the out -of -phase noise voltage can
be adjusted until it exactly equals and cancels
at
the
line transformer, the in -phase noise
voltage developed in the antenna system.

Noise reduction in this system is effechighest to the, lowest frequentive from the
cies for which the antenna system is designed.

-'Loading transformer

At broadcast frequencies,the counterpoise acts
is
the reason
as the signal collector, which
for the secondary winding opposite the counter
poise primary.
At the higher shortwave frequencies, the
signal energy is transferred to the upper secondary in Fig. 12, and appears between point D
The signal
then reacts through
and Ground.
the 220 mmf
condenser,and is applied across
the antenna and ground terminals of the receiver.

Ground
on

;Antenna
,Ground

roof
Ped

°

Black

Transformer
line

FIG.
R00 TYPE

13

ANTENNA

The purpose of the resistor connected across the counterpoise
primary winding, and that in shunt with the adjustable condenser, is
to broaden the response of these circuits so that there will be no dis
crimination against signals in the counterpoise circuit.
THE VERTICAL ROD

("FISH POLE") ANTENNA

A description of antenna systems would not be complete without
mentioning the vertical type illustrated in Fig. 13. This is a noise reducing system by virtue of the antenna matching transformers, twisted transmission line, and receiver coupling transformer.
The vertical rod (collector) is usually telescopic in design,
the extended length
similar to those used for automobile radios, and
The antenna matching
anywhere from 9 to 15 feet.
of which may be
transformer is located at the base of the vertical rod, and is so de -signed as to act as a loading coil for the collector -- thus extending
its electrical length.

Both the antenna matching transformer and the receiver coupling
transformer, of the particular system illustrated in Fig. 13, are designed to operate at maximum efficiency over a frequency range extending from 500 kc to 22 megacycles.
MULTIPLE OR MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEMS

dwelling,
It is quite simple to install an antenna in a private
particularly in suburban or rural areas. But, for city- dwellers, who
N
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live in apartment houses or hotels, installing an antenna may become
quite a problem. Obviously, if each set -owner in a large apartment
house or hotel were allowed to erect his individual antenna, the roof
of the building would no doubt soon be covered by such a maze of poles
and wires as to resemble a barb -wire entanglement on"no-man's land.

1"
OeTAJI.5 O?

-

015TR1BUTION TRANS?.

The latter is a very
dangerous and unsatisfactory condition both for the
tenants and for the apartment or hotel owner. For
this reason, many
cities
have already passed legisla
tion which
prevents the
erection of more than two
or three antennas to a prescribed roof area.
(This
may vary in different localities.)

such circumUnder
stances, set -owners often
rooms
substi
resort to antenna
tutes,such as trick gadgets
receiver
that connect the
Reccier coup/iny,
boosformers
side of the power
to
one
of sets
line system, to the teley,.e
steam
the
phone
line, to
Every one
radiator, etc.
of these "trick connectors"
is
a
potential source of
danger to the set -owner and
his family because of the
FIG. 14
fire hazard and exposure to
FOUR -UNIT DISTRIRUTION SYSTEM
electric shock. In addition
to this danger, such
connections often transmit the worst kind of in tereference noise to the receiver.

---

Outlets in

Even a modern receiver with a built-in antenna does not always
solve this problem, because large buildings often contain appreciable
amounts of steel in their structure. The latter may act as an effecsufficient strength
of
tive shield and thereby prevent radio waves
from reaching the antenna. The only satisfactory solution to this pro
blem, therefore, resolves itself into applying some method whereby á
signal
supply
single, modern noiseless antenna can be utilized to
energy to any number of receivers. In the remaining pages of this les
son several such systems are described.
FOUR -UNIT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The arrangement shown in Fig. 14 will allow up to four receivers
to be operated simultaneously from a common antenna. The antenna flattop is
of an inverted -L design, and can be of any length between 20
coupling
and 120 feet. As you will see at (A) of Fig. 14, an antenna
transformer feeds the signal received from the flat -top into a twisted
wire transmission line which is terminated in a distribution transform
Twisted -wire transmission lines of any length required are extend
er.
ed to the outlets in the four rooms where the receivers are located. A
receiver coupling transformer transfers the signal from the outlet to
the receiver.
in
From an inspection of the schematic diagram appearing at (B)
Fig. 14, which showslthe connections of the distribution transformer,
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you can see that it is an auto -transformer. Actually, only one set of
output terminals
("a" and "b") is supplied on the distribution transformer to which two sets of parallel -connected distributing leads are
connected. Thus, four sets of terminals are available for connecting
the receivers to the system.
The receiver coupling transformer may be a single -winding (auto
transformer) type similar to those already shown, or it may be of the
conventional
two -winding design.
In either case, the total combination of windings is such as to produce an Impedance -matched system.

family

This type
flat.

of

distribution

system would be suited to a

four -

50 -UNIT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

A

For
large apartment houses, or for apartment hotels, a more extensive distribution system would be necessary.
The antenna system illustrated in Fig. 15
is designed to accommodate 50 receivers. For best results, the antenna flat -top should be
about 100 feet long; however, any length from 20 to 120 feet will provide satisfactory reception. When installing a system as this, it
is
important that the flat -top be located fairly high above any surrounding objects, and in an area that is comparatively free from noise
interference fields. As is shown in Fig. 15, that porticn of the transmission line between the antenna transformer and the point where the
line enters the building, is left unshielded.
to the

From the point where the transmission line enters the building,
various receiver stations,a single shielded wire is used -- the

Point ab

LIGHTNING ARRESTOR

W%ic%

line entere building,

Antenna ength

20

-i2ofeet

r.
L
ANTENNA TRANSFORMBR

}--

I

IL,I
1"

MT
LpRllTER[CEVTKI

-
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ANY NUMBER OF UNITS
UP TO 50
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J
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I
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FIFTY-UNIT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEnt
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For
grounded shield serving as one side of the distribution circuit.
this
the particular system illustrated, not more than 500 feet of
shielded cable can be used for distributing the signal to the various
apartments.
A special receptacle is installed at each point where a receiver
This receptacle is conis to be connected to the distribution line.
only a special anten
which
in
socket
plug-in
a
of
structed in the form
na-ground plug will fit. Thus precluding the possibility of someone
plugging in an electrical appliance that might short the distribution
unserviceable during such time as the apit
line and thereby render
pliance may be left connected.

Signal energy is transferred from the distribution line to a rereceiver through the small 56-mmf condenser contained in each outletsmall
this
receptacle,
into
the
plugged
is
a
receiver
When
ceptacle.
anten
capacity is in series with the primary winding of the receiver's
for
fundamentally
is
designed
system
this
Since
na coil and the line.
condenser
56-mmf
the
that
broadcast reception, it is quite improbable
series with the primary of an antenna coil may become resonant to
in
trans
any frequency in the broadcast band,and thus in effect short the
mission line.
trans
The outlet receptacle which is connected to the end of the
This resisohms.
56
of
resistance
a
shunt
must
contain
mission line
line. If no
tance forms the terminating impedance of the transmission
waves
standing
line,
the
of
the
end
at
used
were
terminating impedance
in
cerresult
would
would probably be formed. The latter condition
at
energy
signal
of
transfer
no
offering
tain points along the line
would
points
other
all to the outlet connected at that point, while
provide a maximum transfer of signal.
500 -UNIT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Where it is necessary to couple several hundred receivers to a
single antenna system -- such as would be the case in a large hotel -an amplifier must be used between the antenna and the distribution
value
line so that the input signal to the line will be of sufficient
too
great
suffering
without
line
of
to carry over as much as 2000 feet
may
be
conthat
receivers
of
number
to
the
large
due
an attenuation
nected across the line at any one time.
order to obtain constant amplification over the entire range
channels and
of broadcast frequencies, the band is divided into three
arrangement
this
shows
Fig.
16
tubes.
amplifier
fed to three separate
distribution
the
note,
will
you
As
and also the distribution system.
those
to
line and outlet receptacles used for this system are similar
of the 50 -unit system previously described.
In

500 A similar type of antenna installation is employed with the and
Fig.
15
(see
system
-unit
the
50
for
as
unit distribution system
inverted -L type,
The flat -top is a simple
also details in Fig. 17).
-wire transmis
A
twisted
transformer.
matching
feeding into an antenna
to the amplifiertransformer
antenna
the
from
energy
feeds
line
sion
be
matching transformer, the internal connections of these transformers
16.
Fig.
in
shown
ing as
is
The amplifier -matching transformer, labeled T-1 in Fig. 16,
the
from
separate
shielded
is
it
enclosed by broken lines to show that
input transother amplifier components. The primary circuits of the
in parallel
all
connected
are
each of the amplifier tubes
to
formers
Two
transformer.
matching
amplifier
of
the
leads
output
across the two
are
and
latter,
the
of
wave -traps are also coupled to the windings
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The amplifier -matching transformers, wave -traps, and input circuits of the amplifier are all permeability tuned. That is,powdered
iron cores are so arranged
that they
can be moved in or out of the
windings, so as to change their inductance value. This results in maxi
mum gain in each of the amplifier circuits, and reduces losses in the
tuned circuits.

three
level,

A rather novel method of input control is used for each of the
amplifier tubes so as to maintain the gain at a reasonably high
and to prevent any impedance mismatch in the amplifier -matching
transformer circuits. This con
trol
is
designated in Fig. lE
as Input Control #1,#2, and #3.
As you will notice,this control
consists of a switching system
in the cathode circuit of each
of the 6C6 amplifier tubes, so
arranged that all or only porANTENNA TRANSFORMER
tions of a small tapped
inductance may be connected in
the
circuit -- depending on the poTRANSPOSED LEAD-IN
sition of the switch. The reason for this circuit
component
can be explained as follows:
LIGHTNING ARRESTER

TO AMPLIFIER

FIG. 17
ANTENNA INSTALLATION FOR THE
50 -UNIT SYSTEM

As a vacuum tube
circuit
approaches the point of oscilla
tion, the tube's gain rises
to
several hundred times its normal
value (depending of course, on
So long as
the type of túbe).
the tube circuit does not
commence to oscillate,this increas
ed gain is very useful.

Wow, by connecting
the
in
small inductance
the
cathode circuit of each 6C6 tube, a small
amount of feedback voltage is introduced into the control grid circuit
This results
in
regeneration and a consequent gain in
of each tube.
amplification -- any increase or decrease in regeneration being controlled by the amount of inductance in the cathode circuits. Since
amplifier
this is a controllable factor In Fig. 16, the gain of the
can thus be controlled in each channel.
The upper terminals of the output transformer in each amplifier
channel are connected together to the distribution cable conductor.
The lower terminals of these transformers are all connected to the
shield and to ground. Thus, the secondary windings are all effectiveinin
parallel. These paralleled windings form the
ly connected
put (source) impedance for the distribution cable.

As in the case of the 50 -unit system, the outlet receptacle
which is connected to the end of the distribution line must have a ter
minting resistance of 56 ohms.
MULTIPLE ALL -WAVE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

All of the multiple -outlet dis tribution systems described thus
band
far have been designed for operation on the standard broadcast
In Fig. 18, however, is shown a highly perfected arrangement
only.
that will supply shortwave, as well as broadcast reception, to as many
as 500 receivers.
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FIG. 18
ALL -WAVE 500 -UNIT DISTQI BUT ION SYSTEM
N

PAGE 20

In this case, seven different antenna flat -tops are used to pick
Five of these are shortwave doublets; two for
up the desired signals.
broadcast reception. Antenna transformers are used with the two stand
and broadcast and the low -frequency shortwave antennas. The remaining
four shortwave doublets are connected directly to a common transmission line. Matching transformers are employed at the end of the trans
mission line to couple the signal energy to a complex amplifier.

The standard broadcast and shortwave bands are divided into ten
channels for amplification. A separate amplifier is used
of
these channels, making a total of ten amplifier circuits.
for each

different

into
The combined output of these ten amplifier channels is fed
distribution transformer, from which branch -lines run
a common master
The latter feed the varito several other distributing transformers.
are connected.
receptacles
the
outlet
which
to
individual
lines
ous
The outlet receptacles for this distribution system differ from
those used in systems previously described, in that a matching transformer must be used for each receiver which is connected to the line.
This is the transformer shown on the back of the two radios in Fig. 18.
These matching transformers must be used because separate lines are em
ployed to feed the signal to each receiver outlet.
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How does the counterpoise function to cancel noise signal picked up by the transmission line of the "counterpoise" doublet antenna?

1.

-

2.

-

What

3.

-

Describe a simple doublet antenna.

4.

-

purpose of the loading coils employed in
the "spiderweb" antenna system?
is

the

Why must a 56 -ohm resistor be connected across the terminating point of the distribution line of either the
50 -unit or the 500 -unit system?

5.

-

How does a double -doublet
sponse?

antenna maintain uniform re-

Describe briefly an antenna which is suitable for frequency modulation receivers.

6.

7.

-

8.

-

Will a doublet antenna provide noise -free reception
when only a two -conductor parallel -wire transmission
Explain the reason for your answer.
line is used?

What is the reason for using ten separate amplifier
channels in the all -wave multiple receiver system of
Fig.

9.

-

10.

-

18?

Describe the two -channel noiseless antenna and explain
how the antenna coupling transformer operates.
efficiency of a "V" -type matched transmission
line antenna higher or lower than that of an equivalent
double -doublet system?
Is

the
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VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN RECEIVERS
IN A -C RECEIVERS THE A -C LINE VOLTAGE
IS "STEPPED UP" BY A POWER
TRANSFORMER,
CONVERTED TO A D -C SUPPLY BY MEANS OF A RECTIFIER, AND
REMAINING
PULSATIONS
THEN
ARE
SMOOTHED OUT BY THE FILTER SYSTEM.
FINALLY,THE FILTERED D -C IS PASSED
THRU
A RESISTANCE
NETWORK
FROM
WHERE
IT IS
DISTRIBUTED AT
THE
PROPER VOLTAGE TO THE VARIOUS CIRCUITS OF THE RECEIVER.

i

You ARE ALREADY FAMILIAR WITH
SYSTEM
AND WITH
PARTS
THE
WHICH WE WILL AGAIN DISCUSS IN THIS
LESSON. AT THIS TIME, HOWEVER, WE
W ILL TREAT THE SUBJECT OF D -C VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION FROM A DIFFERENT
ANGLE; AND IN THE FIRST SECTION OF
THIS LESSON, YOU WILL BE SHOWN HOW
TO
DESIGN
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS. WITH THIS KNOWLEDGE, YOU
W ILL BE ABLE TODETERMINE THE VARIOUS
SIZES OF
RESISTORS
USED FOR
THIS PURPOSE,
THEIR WATT
RATING,
ETC.
THIS

LET US ASSUME THAT A RADIO RECEIVER HAS JUST BEEN BUILT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CIRCUITS SHOWN IN
FIG. 2,AND IT IS NECESSARY TO PROIDE A RESISTANCE SYSTEM THAT WILL
SATISFACTORILY SUPPLY THIS RECEIVER

*so

FIG.
SECTION OF NATIONAL'S
BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
I

A

PAGE 2
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WITH THE PROPER "B", "C" AND SCREEN -GRID VOLTAGES.
ARE NOT CONCERNED WITH THE FILAMENT CIRCUIT.

FOR THE

PRESENTS WE

DETERMINING THE TUBE LOAD
OUR FIRST STEP IS TO DETERMINE THE VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS REQUIRED
DIFFERENT
TUBES, AND
BY REFERRING TO FIG. 2 AND THE OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TUBES USED, WE HAVE THE FOLLOWING DATA AT HAND.
BY THE

EACH OF THE TYPE 6D6 R.F. TUBES REQUIRES A PLATE VOLTAGE OF
250,
SCREEN VOLTAGE
OF 100 VOLTS AND A MINIMUM BIAS VOLTAGE OF -3.
UNDER
THESE CONDITIONS, THE
PLATE
CURRENT DRAWN BY EACH OF THESE TUBES WILL
BE 8.2 MA. AND THE SCREEN CURRENT APPROXIMATELY 2 MA. FOR EACH
TUBE.
A

THE TYPE 42 POWER AMPLIFIER TUBE REQUIRES A PLATE VOLTAGE OF 250,
SCREEN GRID VOLTAGE OF 250, AND A GRID BIAS OF -16.5 VOLTS.
THIS
TUBE WILL THEN DRAW A PLATE CURRENT OF 34 MA.,
AND A SCREEN CURRENT OF
6.5 MA.
A

WE WILL ASSUME THAT THE 6c6 DETECTOR TUBE IN THIS CASE REQUIRES A
PLATE SUPPLY
VOLTAGE
OF 250 VOLTS, A GRID BIAS OF -4.3 VOLTS, AND A
SCREEN GRID VOLTAGE OF 75. WHEN SO
OPERATED, ABOUT 0.33 MA. OF PLATE
CURRENT WILL FLOW, AND APPROXIMATELY 0.1 MA. OF SCREEN GRID CURRENT.
IT IS TO BE NOTED
THAT WHEN SPECIFYING VALUES FOR TUBES OPERATED
AS RESISTANCE -COUPLED POWER DETECTORS, SUCH
AS EMPLOYED IN THE CIRCUIT
OF FIG. 2, THE TUBE MANUFACTURERS MAKE IT A GENERAL PRACTICE TO SPECIFY

To {he speIm
voice coil

FIG. 2
FIVE -TUBE RADIO RECEIVER CIRCUITS.

'LESSON NO.38
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THE B VOLTAGE SOURCE NECESSARY FOR THE DETECTOR'S PLATE SUPPLY, TOGETHPLATE CIRCUIT RESISTOR VALUE FOR BEST OPERATION,
REQUIRED
ER WITH THE
RATHER THAN SPECIFYING THE ACTUAL PLATE VOLTAGE AS MEASURED AT THE TUBE
FOR
THE 6c6 A PLATE
SOCKET.
CIRCUIT RESISTOR OF 0.5 MEGOHM IS SPEC
IFIED.

ALSO, BEAR IT IN MIND THAT SOMETIMES THE OPERATING VALUES FOR THE
SAME TYPE OF TUBE VARY SOMEWHAT IN THE DIFFERENT MAKES,BUT IN ANY EVENT,
THE DESIGN PROCEDURE SUGGESTED IN THIS LESSON SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT.

THE R.F.

LOAD

THE NEXT STEP IS TO DETERMINE THE COMBINED CURRENT THAT THE TWO
R.F. STAGES WILL REQUIRE
FROM THE B SUPPLY.TO SIMPLIFY THIS ANALYSIS,
THE BASIC DIAGRAM OF
FIG.

3

IS

PRESENTED.

RESISTORS HERE
THE
SHOWN ARE INDEXED AS
RI AND R2, TO CORRESPOND
WITH THE SAME
RESISTORS SHOWN
IN
FIG.

2.

UPON STUDYING FIG.
CLOSELY YOU WILL
SEE THATTHIS CIRCUIT
IS SUCH THAT THE COM
PLATE
BINED
AND
SCREEN
CURRENTS OF
BOTH
THE R.F. TUBES
THRU RI.
WILL
FLOW
SINCE THE PLATE CUR
RENT THRU
EACH TUBE
IS
8.2 MA., AND THE
SCREEN CURRENT 2 MA.,
CURRENT
THE
TOTAL
FLOWING THRU EACH OF
THESE TUBES WILL BE
10.2 MA.
FIG. 3
=
8.2 + 2
THIS TOTAL B CURRENT
SIMPLIFIED R.F. LOAD CIRCUIT.
PER TUBE IS SOMETIMES CALLED THE"CATHODE CURRENT", BECAUSE ALL OF IT MUST FLOW THROUGH THE
CATHODE IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THE CIRCUIT.
3

THE CIRCUIT CONNECTION OF RESISTOR R/IS SUCH THAT THE CATHODE CUR
RENT OF BOTH OF THE R.F. TUBES MUST FLOW THRU IT, AND THEREFORE IT WILL
CARRY A CURRENT OF 2 x 10.2 = 20.4 MA.

CALCULATING THE R.F. BIAS RESISTOR
BY AGAIN REFERRING TO FIG. 2, YOU WILL OBSERVE THAT IN THE ACTUAL
CIRCUIT, THE GROUND OR B- CONNECTION FOR RIIS COMPLETED THRU THE ARM
IS USED AS THE VOLUME CONTERMINAL OF THE 5000 OHM POTENTIOMETER THAT

PAGE 4
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TROL. WHEN THE ARM OF THE POTENTIOMETER SHOWN IN FIG. 2 IS MOVED TO THE
EXTREME RIGHT IT WILL
GROUND THE
LOWER
END OF RI. WHEN SUCH IS THE
CASE,THE MINIMUM PERMISSIBLE RESISTANCE IS INCLUDED IN THE CATHODE CIRCUIT OF THE R.F. AMPLIFIER, RESULTING
IN MINIMUM BIAS VOLTAGE AND MAXIMUM VOLUME.
(
THE 6D6
TUBES
HAVE A VARIABLE -MU CHARACTER'S TIC THAT
IS HERE USED TO ASSIST
THE CONTROL OF VOLUME).

DET

6C6

WITH THE VOLUME CONTROL IN
POSITION, THE CATHODE CIRBECOMES
CUIT
EQUIVALENT TO THAT
ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 3, WHERE FOR
THE SAKE OF
SIMPLICITY THE VOLUME CONTROL HAS BEEN OMITTED. AT
THIS TIME
IT
IS THE DUTY OF RI
TO
FURNISH
THE MINIMUM BIAS OF
-3VOLTS AS PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED
IN THIS LESSON.
THIS

B-

THE REQUIRED RESISTANCE RATFOR RIIS DETERMINED BY APPLI
FIG. 11
CATION
OF OHM'S LAW IN THE FOLCALCULATING DETECTOR BIAS
LOWING MANNER: R = E =
3
=
RESISTOR.
I
.0204
147 OHMS (APPROXIMATELY). NOTICE THAT WHEN APPLYING OHM'S LAW, THE CUR RENT VALUE 20.4 MA.MUST FIRST BE CONVERTED TO ITS EQUIVALENT 0.0204 AMP.
ING

RESISTORS OF SUCH ODD RATINGS AS 147 OHMS ARE NOT COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE UNLESS THEY ARE SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTEC. THEREFORE, IF A STANDARD RESISTOR IS TO BE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE, WE MUST SELECT THE NEAREST
STANDARD COMMERCIAL VALUE, WHICH IS 150 OHMS.
FROM
A PRACTICAL STANDPOINT, THIS SLIGHT DIFFERENCE FROM THE CALCULATED VALUE CAN BE NEGLECTED, AS IT WILL NOT RESULT IN ANY NOTICEABLE EFFECT UPON THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE
UE
BE

SET.

AS HIGH

IN FACT, EVEN A VALAS 200 OHMS WOULD NOT

ENTIRELY IMPRACTICAL,
ESSARY TO USE IT.

IF

NEC-

THRU THE USE OF THE VOLUME
CONTROL, THE
EFFECTIVE BIAS RESISTANCE AND BIAS VOLTAGE CAN BE
INCREASED,AND THE VOLUME CORRESPONDINGLY REDUCED.
THE DETECTOR BIAS RESISTOR
THE ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE CIR
CUIT
CONCERNED
IN THE CALCULATION OF THE VALUE OF THE DETECTOR'S BIAS RESISTOR ARE SHOWN IN
FIG. 4.
THE BIAS RESISTOR
R4
WILL PASS A
CURRENT
OF 0.33+
0.1 = 0.43 MA.
THEREFORE, SINCE

FIG. 5

CALCULATING POWER STAGE
BIAS RESISTOR.

LESSON NO.38
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BIAS VOLTAGE OF -4.3 VOLTS IS REQUIRED, THE NECESSARY VALUE FOR R4. IS
E
=
=
= 10,000 OHMS.
4.3
THIS RATING
IS COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE.
.000 3

POWER STAGE BIAS RESISTOR
FIG. 5 ILLUSTRATES THE BASIC PARTS AND VALUES CONCERNED IN CALCULATING THE RATING OF THE BIAS RESISTOR OF THE TYPE 42 POWER TUBE. SINCE
THE PLATE CURRENT DRAWN BY THIS TUBE IS
THE SCREEN CURRENT
34 MA., AND
6.5 MA., THE TOTAL CURRENT
FLOWING THRU THE BIAS RESISTOR Rs, is
34 +
6.5 = 40.5 MA.
THEREFORE, TO PRODUCE THE NECESSARY BIAS VOLTAGE OF
-10.5, THIS
RESISTOR MUST HAVE A VALUE OF R = E =
16.5
= 407 OHMS
0.0405
AND A STANDARD RESISTOR OF 1+00 OHMS WILL PROVE SATISFACTORY.

EFFECTIVE PLATE
VOLTAGE

A.F.
AMP,

AN IMPORTANT POINT
TO REMEMBER IS THAT
THE B
VOLTAGE
SUPPLIED TO THE PLATE
ANY TUBE
CIRCUIT OF
IS
NOT
NECESSARILY
OF THE SAME VALUE AS
THE PLATE VOLTAGE EF
FECTIVE AT THE TUBE.
FOR EXAMPLE,
FIG. 6
SHOWS AN AUDIO AMPLI
FIER
STAGE WHEREIN
THE TUBE
IS OPERATING
A BIAS OF
WITH
-10 VOLTS.

A
5/45
R55/SrOR

B SUPPLY

=

266

v.

3+

ALSO NOTE THAT
THIS SAME TUBE'S
PLATE CIRCUIT IS INFIG. 6
CLUDED THE
PRIMARY
VOLTAGE DROPS IN THE CIRCUIT.
WINDING OF AN AUDIO
TRANSFORMER, THE RESISTANCE OF WHICH
IS 1000 OHMS.
THE B
SUPPLY VOL TAGE ACROSS THE B+ AND B - TERMINALS IS 266 VOLTS, AND A PLATE CURRENT
OF 6 MA. FLOWS THRU THE CIRCUIT.
IN

THE FLOW OF 6 MA. OF PLATE CURRENT THRU THE 1000 OHMS OF RESISTANCE OFFERED BY THE A.F. TRANSFORMERS PRIMARY ACCOUNTS FOR A VOLTAGE
DROP OF 6 VOLTS ACROSS THE EXTREMITIES OF THIS WINDIN3.
(E = I x R =
o.006 x 1000 = 6 VOLTS).
THE SUM OF THE VOLTAGE DROPS ACROSS THIS TRANSFORMER WINDING AND
THE BIAS RESISTOR IS 6 + 10 = 16 VOLTS.
THEREFORE, THE ACTUAL OR EFFECTIVE PLATE
VOLTAGE, MEASURED BETWEEN THE TUBE'S PLATE AND CATHODE,
IS 266-16, OR 250 VOLTS.

THIS EXAMPLE THUS SHOWS WHY,

IN

PRACTICE,THE PLATE VOLTAGE

IS

AL-

PAGE 6
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WAYS LESS THAN THE B SUPPLY VOLTAGE.

CALCULATING THE SCREEN GRID CIRCUIT RESISTORS
FIG. 7 ILLUSTRATES THE BASIC CIRCUIT FOR WORKING OUT THE
VALUES
THE VARIOUS
RESISTANCE THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE SCREEN GRID CIRCUITS OF THIS RECEIVER.
FOR

THE HIGHEST B VOLTAGE REQUIRED BY ANY OF THE TUBES WILL BE DEMAND42,
WHICH REQUIRES A PLATE VOLTAGE OF 250 AND A BIAS OF
THE
-16.5 VOLTS.

ED

BY

IN ADDITION,THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER, HAVING
RESISTANCE OF 500 OHMS, IS CONNECTED
IN
THIS TUBE'S PLATE CIRCUIT.
WIT.H A PLATE CURRENT OF 34 MA. FLOWING THROUGH THIS WINDING,THE VOLTAGE
DROP ACROSS IT WILL BE 17 VOLTS (E = I x R = 0.034 x 500 = 17).
THE
TOTAL B SUPPLY
VOLTAGE REQUIRED BY THIS TUBE, AND MEASURED ACROSS THE
OUTPUT TERMINALS 'OF THE POWER SUPPLY FILTER SYSTEM, THUS BECOMES 250 +
16.5 + 17 = 283.5 VOLTS.
A

To PROTECT THE FILTER CONDENSERS AGAINST BREAK -DOWN DURING THE RECEIVER TUBES' WARMING -UP PERIOD, MEANS MUST BE PROVIDED FOR CIRCULATION
OF A BLEEDER CURRENT.
IN
THE CIRCUITS OF FIG. 2 AND 7, THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY R2 AND R3 IN COMBINATION,PROVIDING A PERMANENTLY CLOSED CIRCUIT ACROSS THE FILTER OUTPUT.

THE AMOUNT OF BLEEDER CURRENT

IS

LEFT TO THE DESIGNER'S JUDGEMENT,

FIG. 7

CALCULATING SCREEN RESISTOR VALUES.

LESSON NO.38
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BUT TOO
BLEEDER CURRENT INCREASES THE TOTAL LOAD UPON THE RECTIMUCH
FIER, AND THE VOLTAGE
DROP ACROSS THE FILTER SYSTEM IS ALSO INCREASED.
ON THE OTHER HAND, TOO LITTLE BLEEDER CURRENT WILL MAKE THE SYSTEM LESS
STABLE IN OPERATION, SO WE TRY TO ARRIVE AT A HAPPY MEDIUM BY ALLOWING
FROM 3 TO 10 MA.
FOR OUR
PARTICULAR EXAMPLE WE SHALL SELECT A.BLEEDER
CURRENT OF 5 MA.

THE TOTAL CURRENT FLOW THROUGH R2 WILL BE EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE
BLEEDER CURRENT
AND
THE SCREEN CURRENT DRAWN BY THE R.F. AND DETECTOR
TUBES.
ALREADY FURNISHED IN THIS LESSON, THE TOTAL CURFROM THE DATA
RENT FLOW THROUGH R2 IS THEREFORE 5 + 2 + 2 + 0.1 = 9.1 MA.
OF 100 IS REQUIRED BY THE SCREEN GRIDS OF THE 6D6 TUBES,
SCREEN VOLTAGE MUST EXIST ACROSS THE SCREEN GRID AND CATHODE TERMINALS OF THESE TUBES (WHICH OPERATE WITH A BIAS VOLTAGE OF -3
VOLTS)THE SCREEN GRID SUPPLY VOLTAGE AT THE SCREEN GRID END OF THE CIRCUIT (OUTPUT) OF RZ, MUST BE 100 + 3 OR 103 VOLTS. THIS ME/NS THAT A VOL
TAGE DROP OF 283.5 - ¡03, OR ABOUT 180, MUST BE
BY Ra. THE
FURNISHED
VALUE OF R2 MUST THEREFORE BE
APPROXIMATELY 20,000 OHMS (R =
=
A VOLTAGE

AND SINCE THIS

180

0.0091

=

E

19,780).

SINCE THIS SAME 103 VOLTS IS APPLIED ACROSS THE EXTREMITIES OF R3,
AND THE CURRENT CARRIED BY THIS RESISTOR IS 5 MA., THE VALUE OF R3 MUST
103
ALSO BE 20,000 OHMS (R = E =
= 20,600).

I

0.005

THE VOLTAGE REQUIRED AT THE SCREEN GRID END OF R6 is
79.3 VOLTS. THEREFORE, THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS R6 MUST BE

FIG. 8

COMPLETE CIRCUITS WITH RESISTOR VALUES DESIGNATED.

75 + 4.3

=

103 - 79.3=

PAGE 8
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23.7 VOLTS, AND
SINCE
THIS RESISTANCE PASSES 0.1 MA., THE RESISTANCE
23.7
VALUE REQUIRED FOR R6 IS 237,000 OHMS (R = E =
=
237,000. WE
0.0001
WOULD EMPLOY THE NEAREST STANDARD RATING AVAILABLE, OR 250,000 OHMS.

VARIATIONS

IN

PLATE VOLTAGE

IMPORTANT POINT TO NOTICE IN THE CIRCUIT OF FIG. 2 IS THAT
THE PLATE CIRCUITS OF THE R.F.AND DETECTOR TUBES ARE CONNECTED TO THE 283.5 VOLT POINT OF THE
IN REALITY, AND
SYSTEM.
ACCORDING TO OUR CALCULATIONS, THE PLATE CIRCUITS OF THE R.F. TUBES
SHOULD BE CONNECTEb
A
POINT OF 250 + 3 OR
TO
253 VOLTS, AND THE DETECTOR PLATE CIRCUIT TO A
POINT OF 250 VOLTS.
To MAKE THIS POSSIBLE, ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE
WOULD HAVE TO BE INCLUDED IN THESE PLATE CIRCUITS,TOGETHER WITH AN ADDITIONAL BY-PASS CONDENSER, BUT
THIS WOULD NE
CESSITATE AN ADDITIONAL EXPENSE TO MAKE A CORRECTION OF ONLY
ABOUT 30 VOLTS, IN A CIRCUIT
FIG. 9
OPERATING AT BETWEEN 250 AND 300 VOLTS.
REMINDER FORMULA.

ANOTHER

THE TUBE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS, AS FURNISHED BY THE TUBE MANUFACTURERS, ARE SUFFICIENTLY FLEXIBLE SO THAT THIS
VARIATION OF ABOUT 12%
THE CALCULATED VALUE WILL HAVE NO NOTICEFROM
ABLE EFFECT UPON THE SENSITIVITY AND FIDELITY PERFORMANCE OF THE RECEIV
ER, AS FAR AS THE
HUMAN EAR IS CONCERNED.
THEREFORE, IT IS PRACTICAL TO CONNECT ALL
OF THE PLATE
CIRCUITS OF THIS RECEIVER TO
THE SAME 283.5 VOLT POINT.
THE
AGAIN SHOWN IN ITS
CIRCUIT
IS
COMPLETE FORM
IN
FIG. 8, WITH THE VALUES
OF ALL RESISTORS INDICATED.
THE 500,000
OHM
PLATE
DETECTOR
CIRCUIT RESISTOR AND
THE 500,000 OHM
GRID LEAK FOR THE TYPE 4+2
TUBE DO NOT ENTER INTO OUR CALCULATIONS AT
THIS TaME,BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT REGARDED AS
A PART OF THE VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.

ELECTRIC POWER
WE STILL ARE NOT THROUGH WITH FIGURTHIS VOLTAGE -DIVIDER FOR THE RECEIV
ER,BECAUSE EVEN THOUGH ITS RESISTANCE VALUES ARE
CORRECT, THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT
THE RESISTOR WILL
"STAND-UP"
UNDER
THE
WHENEVER
A
STRAIN
OF
SERVICE.
CURRENT
FLOWS THROUGH
RESISTANCE THE RESULT IS
A
NOT ONLY A VOLTAGE DROP,BUT ALSO A CERTAIN
AMOUNT OF POWER
WILL BE DISSIPATED IN THE
FORM
OF HEAT.
WE
MEASURE THIS POWER IN
ING ON

WATTS.

FIG.

10

THREE FORMS OF
WATT'S LAW.

LESSON NO.38
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THE WATT IS THE
OF ELECTRIC POWER, AND REPRESENTS THE WORK
UNIT
DONE BY A CURRENT FLOW OF ONE AMPERE
WHICH
IS BEING FORCED TO FLOW BY
AN ELECTRIC PRESSURE OF ONE VOLT. TO FIND THE NUMBER OF WATTS IN A CIRCUIT IT IS ONLY
NECESSARY TO MULTIPLY THE NUMBER OF AMPERES FLOWING IN
THAT CIRCUIT BY THE NUMBER OF VOLTS IMPRESSED ACROSS THE CIRCUIT.
THIS
RELATION BETWEEN WATTS, AMPERES, AND VOLTS IS KNOWN AS "WATT'S LAW" AND
THE EXPRESSION SHOWN IN FIG. 9 OFFERS
AN
EASY METHOD FOR REMEMBERING
THIS IMPORTANT RELATION. IN THIS CASE, W STANDS FOR WATTS, E. FOR VOLTS,
AND I FOR AMPERES.
IN USING OHM'S LAW YOU ARE ALREADY
FAMILIAR WITH THE FACT THAT IF WE KNOW
ANY TWO VALUES OF THE FORMULA,THE THIRD
CAN
BE
DETERMINED VERY READILY. THE
SAME IS TRUE IN
RESPECT TO WATT'S LAW.
FOR EXAMPLE, BY USING THE EXPRESSION AS
GIVEN IN FIG.9, YOU CAN SIMPLY COVER UP
THE VALUE YOU WISH TO DETERMINE,AND THE
REMAINING
PORTION OF THE FORMULA WILL
TELL YOU HOW TO FIND IT.

II

4770
FIG.
"BUILDING UP"

II

A

RESISTOR

TO PROPER VALUE.

To ILLUSTRATE THIS MORE CLEARLY, WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO FIG.
O.
To FIND THE WATTS IN A CIRCUIT, SIMPLY COVER THE W AS SHOWN AT (A), AND
THE REMAINING PORTION TELLS US TO MULTIPLY THE VOLTS BY THE AMPERES. To
FIND THE VOLTS, COVER THE E AS SHOWN AT (B), AND THE BALANCE OF THE EXPRESSION TELLS US TO DIVIDE THE WATTS BY THE AMPERES.
FINALLY, AT (C)
COVERING UP THE I, WE CAN FIND THE AMPERES BY DIVIDING THE WATTS BY THE
VOLTS.

REMEMBER THEN, THAT WATTS EQUAL VOLTS MULTIPLIED BY
AMPS
VOLTS EQUALS WATTS DIVIDED BY AMPERES (E =W ),AND AMPER -

(W = E.X I).

ES EQUALS WATTS DIVIDED BY

30 MA.

1114,00101
60

MA.

=='
30

60 MA.

VOLTS

(I

=

2117-

)

Í

MAY ENCOUNTER A PROBLEM IN
YOU
WHICH
THE CURRENT OR VOLTAGE
IN THE CIRCUIT IS UNKNOWN, AND SOME
VALUE IN WATT'S LAW IS TO BE
FOUND.
IN
SUCH
CASE, TWO OTHER HANDY RELATIONS ARE AT
YOUR DISPOSAL: W = ItX R,
AND
(2)

W

=

EZ.
R

.NA.

IN THE FIRST EXAMPLE, (I) THE WATTS MAY BE
FOUND BY MULTIPLYING THE
CURRENT BY ITSELF
(SQUARING IT) AND THEN MULTIPLYING BY THE REPARALLELLED RESISTORS.
SISTANCE.
THIS
FORMULA IS USEFUL WHEN VOL TAGE AND WATTS ARE BOTH UNKNOWN.
IN THE SECOND EXAMFLE (2), THE WATTS
OR POWER
BE
FOUND BY MULTIPLYING THE VOLTAGE BY ITSELF (SQUARING
CAN
IT) AND
THEN DIVIDING THIS VALUE BY THE RESISTANCE. THIS RELATION IS
VERY VALUABLE WHEN WATTS AND CURRENT ARE BOTH UNKNOWN.

FIG.

12

IN RADIO WORK WE
POWER THAT
THE
WATT

MILLIWATT

IS

FREQUENTLY HANDLE SUCH SMALL AMOUNTS OF ELECTRIC
TOO LARGE A UNIT, AND FOR
IS
SUCH PURPOSES THE
GENERALLY USED. ONE MILLIWATT
IS EQUIVALENT TO
OF
I

1000

PAGE
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IO

ONE WATT,BUT SOMETIMES EVEN THIS UNIT IS RATHER L ARGE, SO A STILL SMALL ER UNIT OF POWER IS NEEDED.THIS VERY SMALL UNIT IS THE MICROWATT,AND IS
WATT).
WATT (THE ONE -MILLIONTH PART OF
EQUIVALENT TO
I

I

1,000,000

,

HAND, IN TRANSMISSION
OTHER
ON THE
TO
IT
15
CONVENIENT
ARE
HANDLED,
POWER
THE WATTS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSES WE USE THE
IS EQUAL

WORK, WHERE LARGE AMOUNTS OF
USE A LARGE UNIT,LARGER THAN
KILOWATT. ONE KILOWATT (KW)
TO 1000 WATTS.

WATT RATING OF RESISTORS
ALL RESISTORS ARE RATED ACCORDING
TO THE WATTS THAT THEY WILL DISSIPATE,
ACCORDING TO BOTH WATTS AND
OR EVEN
CURRENT. IN OTHER WORDS, IF YOU NEED
CAN GET ONE
A
1000 -OHM RESISTOR, YOU
FIG. 13
WATT,
WATT, IO
A
OF
1/2
RATING
WITH
SERIES -CONNECTED RESISTORS.
RATINGS,
YET ALL
WATTS,AND MANY OTHER
OF THEM HAVING THE SAME RESISTANCE VALUE.
I

WATT IN
SHOULD YOU,BY CHANCE,PUT A RESISTOR RATED 5000 OHMS AND
AND
VOLTAGE
ACROSS
THE
THIS
RESISTOR
THRU
A CIRCUIT WHERE
THE
CURRENT
OUT,AND
BURN
WILL
RESISTOR
IT WILL REQUIRE IT TO DISSIPATE 20 WATTS,THE
WILL HAVE TO BE REPLACED WITH ANOTHER OF A HIGHER WATT RATING. CHOOSING
AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE RADIO TECHNICIAN'S
IS
PROPER
RESISTORS
THE
BY NO MEANS BE SLIGHTED IF HE PLANS ON HAVING SATISFIED
CAN
WORK, AND
CUSTOMERS.
I

FAMILIAR WITH THE ELECTRICAL UNIT OF POWER (THE
WATT) AND ITS RELATION TO RESISTOR RATINGS,LET US CONTINUE BY DETERMINING THE NECESSARY WATT RATINGS. FOR THE VARIOUS RESISTANCE RATINGS CONEACH CASE THE WATT RATING IS
IN
OF FIG. 8.
THE
CIRCUIT
IN
SIDERED
MULTIPLIED BY THE VOLRESISTOR,
EQUAL TO THE CURRENT FLOWING THRU THE
ACROSS IT, AND THESE WATT
TAGE DROP
RATINGS WORK OUT TO THE VALUES SHOWN
IN TABLE I.

Now

THAT

YOU ARE

HIGHER WATT RATING REQUIRED
THAN THOSE. CALCULATED
VALUES AS THUS FAR
THE WATT
FIG. 14
CALCULATED ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR USE,
IN PARALLEL.
RESISTORS
GIVEN
Two
RATINGS
BECAUSE THE COMMERCIAL
THE
WHICH
RESISTORS ARE THOSE UNDER
RESISTOR REACHES_A TEMPERATURE OF NEARLY 500°F., IN AN AIR SPACE OF ONE
CUBIC FOOT SURROUNDING THE RESISTOR, AND WITH AN AIR TEMPERATURE OF 68°
A
RESISTOR AT 500°F WOULD BE UNSAFE IN A RECEIVER, SO WE MUST USE
F.
FOUR TIMES THAT DETERMINED
A RESISTOR WITH A WATT RATING OF FROM TWO TO
MUST ALLOW A SUFFICIENT
WE
FURTHERMORE,
BY THE FOREGOING CALCULATIONS..
UP UNDER THE MOST AB HOLD
WILL
RESISTORS
MARGIN OF SAFETY, SO THAT THE
SERVICE.
IN
OCCUR
NORMAL CONDITIONS THAT MAY
IT

SHOULD

ALSO BE NOTED THAT THE RESISTANCE OF

A

RESISTOR VARIES

PAGE
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TABLE I
WATT-RATING CALCULATIONS
WATT RATING OF RI
Re
"

=

R3

II"

If ItR
II
II

II

II

,t

,

I

X

=

E
E

x

I

=

=

E

x

I

=

z
I
I

=

4

=

E

x

R5

=

E

x

R6

=

E

x

=

=
=

3

X

18o
103

0.0204
x

=

0.0091

0.005
4.3 x 0.00043
16.5 x 0.0405
23.7 x 0.0001.
x

MEANS
WITH A CHANGE IN ITS TEMPERATURE; THIS
PRODUCE A DIFFERENT VOLTAGE DROP THAN WHEN IT

0.0612 WATT

=

1.638

=

0.515
0.0018
o.668
0.0024

=
=

=

THAT A HOT RESISTOR WILL
COLD OR JUST WARM.

IS

HIGH TEMPERATHE RESISTORS A "FIGHTING CHANCE AGAINST
THEM
WITH A WATT
MUST
WE
CHOOSE
JUST
MENTIONED,
AND
THE
CONDITION
TURES
IN THE VOLTAGE DISRATING SUFFICIENTLY HIGH. TO ALLOW THE RESISTORS
TRIBUTION SYSTEM UNDER DISCUSSION TO OPERATE AT ONE -QUARTER THEIR WATT
RATING, LET US LOOK BACK AT OUR FIGURES, AND DETERMINE THE WATT RATINGS
REQUIRED FOR THE VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THE SYSTEM, SO THAT WE WILL INSURE
VALUES, CORRECTED TO TWO TIMES THE
THESE
THEM AGAINST "BURN OUTS".
TO GIVE

CALCULATED VALUES, APPEAR
WATT RATING AVAILABLE.

IN

TABLE SI, TOGETHER

WITH

NEAREST STANDARD

SERIES AND PARALLEL RESISTOR COMBINATIONS
THIS POINT IT IS WELL TO MENTION THAT IN CASE THAT A RESISTOR
AND WATT RATING IS NOT AVAILAELE, TWO OR MORE
OF
CERTAIN RESISTANCE
RESISTORS OF VARIOUS RESISTANCE VALUES MAY BE CONNECTED IN A SERIES COM
THE WATT RATBINATION, THUS PROVIDING THE REQUIRED RESISTANCE VALUE.
ING OF EACH OF THESE, HOWEVER, MUST COME UP TO THE REQUIREMENTS.
AT

A

TO ILLUSTRATE THIS POINT, LET US SUPPOSE THAT YOU NEED A 4750 -OHM
IF THIS SIZE IS NOT AVAILABLE, THEN A
RESISTOR WITH A-20 WATT RATING.
4500 -OHM, 20 -WATT RESISTOR AND A 250 -OHM, 20 -WATT RESISTOR MAY BE CONNECTED IN SERIES AS SHOWN IN FIG. II.
ON THE OTHER HAND,
BUT
HAVE
QUITE

RATING,

IF

AN

YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN GETTING THE PROPER WATT
ASSORTMENT OF RESISTANCE VALUES TO CHOOSE

TABLE II

CORRECTED WATT RATINGS
STANDARD RATING

CORRECTED RATING
R,

=

Re

=

R3 =

R4 =
R5 =
R6 =

0.0612
1.638
0.515
0.0018
o.668
0.0024

0.12
3.25

X

2

=

x
X

2
2

=
=

X

2

=

0.0036

x

2

=

1.336

x

2

=

o.0048

1.03

WATT (APPROX.)
"
"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

.----

/4

3

WATT
If

"

I

k---,----

4

"

2

"
,I

%4
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FROM, YOU CAN WORK OUT A SOLUTION AS PICTURED IN FIG. 12.
HERE THE RESISTOR IS EXPECTED TO CARRY 6O MA.,BUT IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE RESISTORS
AVAILABLE HAVE A SAFE CARRYING CAPACITY OF ONLY 30 MA.

Two OF THESE
RESISTORS CAN BE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL, YO PERMIT
THE 6O MA. TO BE PASSED SAFELY, EACH CARRYING HALF OF THE CURRENT OR
30
MA.
WHEN CONNECTING
TWO
SUCH RESISTORS IN PARALLEL, EACH MUST HAVE
DOUBLE THE RESISTANCE REQUIRED. THAT IS, IF A TOTAL RESISTANCE OF 1000
OHMS IS NEEDED, THEN EACH OF THESE PARALLELED RESISTORS MUST HAVE A
RE-

SISTANCE VALUE OF 2000 OHMS.

SERIES RESISTOR COMBINATIONS
You HAVE ALREADY LEARNED THAT THE
TOTAL RESISTANCE OF A SERIES -CONNECT
ED RESISTOR
GROUP
IS
EQUAL TO THE
SUM OF THE
INDIVIDUAL
RESISTANCES
CONNECTED IN THE GROUP. FOR INSTANCE,
IN FIG. 13
FIVE
RESISTORS,
HAVING
FIG. 15
VALUES OF 10 0HMS,25 OHMS, 100 OHMS,
Two UNEQUAL PARALLEL -CONNECTED
20 OHMS AND 15 OHMS,
RESPECTIVELY,
RESISTORS.
ARE ALL CONNECTED IN SERIES. THE TOTAL RESISTANCE
OF THIS CIRCUIT THEN
BECOMES EQUAL TO 10 + 25 + 100 + 20 + 15, OR A TOTAL OF 170 OHMS.

PARALLEL RESISTOR COMBINATIONS
WHEN RESISTORS ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL THE RESULT IS ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT. WE SHALL START THIS INSPECTION OF PARALLEL RESISTOR COMBINATIONS WITH THE MOST SIMPLE FORM, NAMELY TWO RESISTORS OF THE SAME RESISTANCE VALUE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL, AS PICTURED IN FIG. 14.

WHENEVER TWO RESISTORS OF THE SAME VALUE ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL,
THE TOTAL
RESISTANCE
OF THE COMBINATION IS JUST ONE-HALF THAT OF EACH
OF THE TWO RESISTORS.
FOR EXAMPLE, WITH THE RESISTORS INDICATED IN FIG.
14,WHERE EACH HAS A VALUE OF 50 OHMS,THE COMBINED RESISTANCE OF THE TWO
WILL BE ONE-HALF OF 50 OHMS, OR 25 OHMS.
IN
CASE THAT TWO RESISTORS OF DIFFERENT VALUES ARE CONNECTED IN
PARALLEL,AS IN FIG.15,THE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF THE COMBINATION IS CALCULATER BY DIViDING THE PRODUCT OF THE
TWO
RESISTOR VALUES BY.THE SUM OF
THE
SAME
VALUES. THIS CAN BE EXPRESSED AS A
FORMULA IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
R = Rix Rz WHEREIN R
=

RI + Rz

THE TOTAL OR COMBINED RESISTANCE,AND
RAND R2ARE THE INDIVIDUAL RESISTOR
VALUES.
IN THE CIRCUIT OF FIG. 15, WHERE
R1= 12 OHMS AND R2= 6 OHMS,
WE
CAN
SUBSTITUTE THESE VALUES IN THE FORM -

FIG.
A

16

PARALLEL RESISTOR COMBINATION.

LESSON NO.38
ULA:

R

= R1 x
R1

PAGE

Rt=

+ R

I2 x

6

22

6-

12 +

2

I

=

11

OHMS,

WHICH

THE

IS

TOTAL

I

COM-

OR

ZS

BINED RESISTANCE OF THIS CIRCUIT.

WHENEVER MORE THAN TWO RESISTORS ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL, SUCH
INDICATED IN FIG. i6, THE TOTAL RESISTANCE
OF THE COMBINATION
IS CALCULATED IN TERMS OF CONDUCTANCE.
THE CONDUCTANCE OF ANY RESIS
TANCE
IS EQUAL TO
THE
RECIPROCAL OF
THE RESISTANCE VAL
AS THE RESISTOR COMBINATION

FOR INSTANCE,
UE.
THE CONDUCTANCE OF
25 OHMS IS I; THE
25

CONDUCTANCE OF 30
OHMS
IS
I, ETC.
30
OF

CONDUCTANCE IS MHO,OR
"OHM"
THE
WORD
BACKWARD.
SPELLED

THE UNIT

THE RULE FOR CAL
CULATING THE TOTAL
OR COMBINED RESISFIG. 17
TANCE OF A COMBINTHE COMBINATION CIRCUIT.
ATION
OF ANY NUMBER OF PARALLEL RESISTORS IS AS FOLLOWS: "THE CONDUCTANCE OF THE ENTIRE
PARALLEL CIRCUIT IS EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE CONDUCTANCES OF THE INDIVI+
+
+
=
EXPRESSED AS A FORMULA THIS WOULD 8E
DUAL BRANCHES".
R
R1
Rz R3 14
1

1

1

I

1

ETC.

APPLYING
HAVE:

I= 1+
b

THIS
1

8

+

FORMULA
1

2

+

1

b

=

it

2

TO THE CIRCUIT
+

+

24

I+

i

27+

1

=

INDICATED

-

12

IN

THEN,

I

FIG.
IF

27i-2

16,
I

R

-

WE
I

2

OR THE CONDUCTANCE

OF THE
TOTAL RESISTANCE IS EQUAL
TO
,WE CAN CHANGE THIS
I

2

CONDUCTANCE VALUE TO OHMS
RESISTANCE BY INVERTOR
ING IT, SO THAT IT BECOMES 2 OHMS.IN OTHER WORDS,
THE TOTAL OR COMBINED RESISTANCE
OF THE CIRCUIT
IN

FIG.

16

IS

2 OHMS.

SERIES -PARALLEL CIRCUITS

FIG.

Ió

THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT.

IN FIG.I7 YOU ARE SHOWN
TYPICAL SERIES -PARALLEL
COMBINATION OF RESISTANA
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RESISTANCES Rz AND R3 ARE CONNECTED
IN PARALLEL, WHILE
HERE THE
CES.
RESISTANCE RI IS CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE GENERATOR AND THE TWO PARALLELED RESISTORS.
THE MOST SIMPLE

PROCEDURE

FOR

SOLVING

A

FIRST TO REDUCE THE TWO PARALLEL RESISTANCES TO

PROBLEM OF THIS TYPE IS
A SINGLE EQUIVALENT RETHAT IS
SISTANCE.
TO SAY,IN THE CIRCUIT OF FIG.I8 THE
RESISCOMBINED
TANCE OF R2 AND R3
IS
FOUND AS FOLLOWS:

R=Rzx RI 6 x 20
R2
R3 57-75120
-T

14.6

OHMS.

BY
GIVING THIS
COMBINED RESISTANCE OF Re AND R3THE
IDENTIFYING SYMBOL
Rx, WE CAN SUBSTITUTE IT FOR Rz AND
R3, AND CONNECT IT
IN SERIES WITH
RI
FIG. 19
AS
DONE
IN
THE
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION.
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
RESISTANCE
OF THE CIRCUIT IN FIG. i8 IS
SHOWN IN FIG. 18.
THE TOTAL
IS ALSO EQUAL TO
EQUAL TO 10 OHMS PLUS 4.6 OHMS, OR
14.6 OHMS, WHICH
THE COMBINED RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 17.
THE CIRCUIT OF FIG. 17 CAN BE STILL FURTHER ANALYZED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER: KNOWING THE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT TO BE 14.6
ASSUMING THE GENERATOR TO PRODUCE AN E.M.F. OF 100 VOLTS, WE
OHMS, AND
CAN DETERMINE THE TOTAL
FLOW
THROUGH
CURRENT
BY APPLYTHE
CIRCUIT
ING
OHMS LAW IN THE
100
FORM I = E/R =
14.6
p

6.85 AMPS. THIS CURRENT
FLOW WILL
BE INDICATED
BY AMMETER AIIN FIG.19,
WHERE WE HAVE THE SAME
AS
IN FIG. 17
CIRCUIT
AMMETERS AND
BUT
WITH
VOLTMETERS INSTALLED AT
SUITABLE POINTS.
IT

THIS
AMPS

IS
OBVIOUS THAT
OF
6.85
CURRENT
MUST FLOW THRU R

FIG. 20
THE COMPLEX CIRCUIT.

LESSON NO.38
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AND THEREFORE THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS RI, AS
WILL BE E = I x RI = 6.85 x 10 = 68.5 VOLTS.

15

INDICATED BY VOLTMETER VI,

ASSUMING THAT
THE
GENERATOR VOLTAGE IS 100 VOLTS, THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE EXTREMITIES OF R2 AND R3, AS INDICATED BY VOLTMETER V2,
THE
WILL BE EQUAL TO 100 MINUS 68.5, OR 31.5 VOLTS.
CURRENT FLOW THRU
RZ, AS SHOWN
AMMETER A2, WILL
BY
THEN BE I = 011,= 31.5 = 5.25 AMPS.
FLOW THROUGH R3,AS
= 1.575 AMPS.

SIMILARLY, THE CURRENT
BE

I

=

=

R

INDICATED BY AMMETER A3, WILL

20

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX NETWORKS
IS INDICATED A RESISTANCE NETWORK OF A RATHER COMPLEX
IN FIG. 20
TYPE.
To DETERMINE THE COMBINED RESISTANCE OF SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT,EACH
IS REDUCED TO ITS EQUIVALENT IN A MORE SIMPLE
SECTION OF THE
CIRCUIT
FORM.

THE SUCCESSIVE STEPS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THIS CIRCUIT ARE SHOWN IN
NOTICE AT A THAT
SERIES RESISTANCES R Z AND R3 HAVE BEEN RE21.
RESISTANCE R a OF (25 + 30) = 55 OHMS. AT B THE
DUCED TO AN EQUIVALENT
PARALLELED RESISTANCES R (LAND R4 HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO AN EQUIVALENT REAS
DETERMINED BY THE
SISTANCE R6 ,
OF
40.9 OHMS,
HAVING A VALUE
FIG.

FIG. 21
THE CIRCUIT ANALYSIS.
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CALCULATION R

=
b

Ra
Ra

x

R4=

+

R4

160 = 8800 =
40.9 OHMS.
0
215

X

55 +

AT

C THE

SER -

1

IES RESISTANCES RI AND Rb
HAVE BEEN REDUCED TO AN EQUIVALENT
RC,AS FOLLOWS:RI + R6 = 60 + 40.9 =
100.9 OHMS.

RESISTANCE
FINALLY, AT 0 THE TWO
PARALLELED RESISTANCES Rc AND R5 HAVE BEEN
REDUCED TO A SINGLE EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE Rd, WHOSE VALUE IS
71.88 OHMS, ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWR`x
R5
100.9
x
250
ING CALCULATION;
25,225
R =
71,00
d
ou OHMS. THUS,
Rc+ R5- 100.9 + 250 - 350.9
THE COMBINEDRESISTANCE OF THE
CIRCUIT

ILLUSTRATED

71.88 OHMS.

IN

FIG. 20 AMOUNTS TO

To CALCULATE THE CURRENT FLOWING
THRU THE VARIOUS SECTIONS OF
THIS
CIRCUIT, AS WELL AS THE VOLTAGE -DROP ACROSS
THE VARIOUS SECTIONS, START
WITH 0 OF FIG. 21 ANO WORK BACK
TOWARD A OF THE SAME ILLUSTRATION.
THAT
IS TO SAY,IF THE GENERATOR
E.M.F. IS 250 VOLTS, THE TOTAL CURRENT
FLOW

THRU THÉ CIRCUIT

E

WOULD BE I =

Rd

250

3.48 AMPS. (APPROXIMATELY).

=

71.

THE VOLTAGE -DROP ACROSS BOTH R5AND
Rc, ACCORDING TO C OF FIG. 21,
is

250 VOLT

S,

AND THE CURRENT

THE CURRENT FLOW THRU RC

is

I

FLOW THRU
=

To PLATE C/,Pcv/T5

283.5
OUTPUT

of
R ECT/ F/E.e

17.

E

R

IS

09

'10

r0

-

I

=

R
R5 = 250

-

I

AMPERE.

2.47 AMP.

R. F. SC,PE A/

C/Qcv/TS

/03.

GRID
79.3.
ro 5LREÉN
GK/D oF DET.

R6

SPEAKER
FIELD

FIG. 22
THE RESISTANCE NETWORK.

ACCORDING TO B AND C OF FIG. 21, THE
CURRENT FLOW THRU BOTH RI AND
Rb OF CIRCUIT B AMOUNTS TO
2.47 AMPS, SINCE
THE VALUE OF Rc = RI + Rb.
THIS BEING TRUE, THE
VOLTAGE -DROP DEVELOPED ACROSS RI IS
EQUAL TO E _
I x R = 2.1+7 x 6o = 148.20 VOLTS. THE
VOLTAGE -DROP ACROSS Rb IS EQUAL
TO 250-148.2 = 101.8 VOLTS.
THIS SAME
VOLTAGE IS ALSO APPLIED ACROSS
THE EXTREMITIES OF THE PARALLEL
RESISTANCES Ra AND R4. THE CURRENT FLOW
THROUGH R4 WILL THEN BE I = E = 101.8 =
1.85 AMPS,AND THE CURRENT FLOW
Ra
55

LESSON NO.38
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THROUGH R4 WILL BE

I

=

=

R4

17

101.8 .636 AMP.
DO
I

THE ANALYSIS AS GIVEN FOR FIGS. 17 TO 21 INCLUSIVE CAN BE APPLIED
SAME
MANNER, WHETHER THE VOLTAGE SUPPLY BE FURNISHED BY A D.C.
GENERATOR AS SHOWN, BY A BATTERY, OR BY THE OUTPUT OF A B SUPPLY'S FILTER CIRCUIT.
IN

THE

SELECTION OF BY-PASS CONDENSERS
ANOTHER
IMPORTANT POINT TO BE CONSIDERED IS THE SELECTION OF THE
BY-PASS CONDENSERS FOR
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM WHICH WE HAVE
THE
JUST DESIGNED. TO ASSIST YOU IN THIS MATTER, THE MAJOR PART OF THE VOLTAGE
DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM IS INDICATED IN DETAIL IN FIG. 22, INCLUDING
ITS CONDENSERS.
FOR

THE

PRESENT, WE ARE NOT PAR-

TICULARLY
INTERESTED
IN
THE CAPACITY
VALUES OF THESE CONDENSERS,AS THIS PROS
LEM IS TREATED IN DETAIL IN A LATER LES
SON.

OUR CHIEF CONCERN AT THIS TIME IS
SELECT
THESE
FROM THE
CONDENSERS
STANDPOINT OF THEIR RATING IN D.C.WORKING VOLTAGE, TO
PREVENT THEIR BREAKING
DOWN FROM EXCESS VOLTAGE.
TO

AND Cz ARE,OF COURSE,
A PART OF THE B POWER FILTER SYSTEM,AND
AN
E.M.F. OF APPROXIMATELY 300
HAVE

CONDENSERS

CI

FIG. 23

TYPICAL VOLTAGE DIVIDER.

VOLTS APPLIED ACROSS THEM DURING NORMAL OPERATION OF THE RECEIVER. HOW EVER, WHEN
POWER
THE
SWITCH IS OPERATÉD TO SWITCH THE RECEIVER ON OR
OFF, MOMENTARY SURGE VOLTAGES RESULT, AND
SUCH SURGES MAY REACH VALUES
AS HIGH AS Iwo VOLTS.
IT
IS THEREFORE CUSTOMARY TO USE CONDENSERS RAT ED AT A "PEAK D.C. WORKING VOLTAGE" OF
APPROXIMATELY 500 FOR THIS PURPOSE.

UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS CONDENSER Cs HAS 103 VOLTS APPLIED ACROSS
EXTREMITIES,AND THEREFORE A STANDARD D.C. WORKING VOLTAGE RATING OF
200 VOLTS WILL GIVE AN AMPLE MARGIN OF SAFETY FOR THIS UNIT.
ITS

CONDENSER C4 IS SUBJECTED TO 79.3 VOLTS, AND ALTHOUGH A RATING OF
ABOUT 150 VOLTS WOULD BE SUFFICIENT, IT IS PRACTICAL TO USE THE NEAREST
COMMON STANDARD RATING OF 200 VOLTS.
IN FIG. 8,
CONDENSERS C5f Có, AND C7 ARE USED TO BY-PASS THE BIAS
RESISTORS RI, R4, AND Rs, RESPECTIVELY. THE VOLTAGE APPLIED ACROSS THEM
IS THEREFORE RELATIVELY LOW IN VALUE.
OTHER WORDS, C5 IS SUBJECTED
IN
TO 3 VOLTS, C6 TO 4.3 VOLTS, AND C7 TO 16.5 VOLTS.
CAN READILY BE
IT
SEEN THAT FOR THESE
CONDENSERS,
ANY
D.C. WORKING VOLTAGE EXCEEDING
APPROXIMATELY 25 VOLTS WOULD BE SUFFICIENT.
IN

COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS YOU WILL USUALLY FIND THESE CATHODE RE-
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SISTOR BY-PASS CONDENSERS RATED CONSIDERABLY HIGHER(AS TO THE D.C. WORK
ING VOLTAGE) THAN IS TECHNICALLY NECESSARY, FOR THE REASON THAT CONDENSERS WITH RATINGS OF 200 AND 400 VOLTS ARE MANUFACTURED IN THE GREATEST
NUMBER FOR GENERAL "ALL-AROUND" PURPOSE, AND
THEREFORE ARE JUST AS LOW
IN COST AS NON-STANDARD CONDENSERS OF LOWER VOLTAGE RATINGS.

VOLTAGE DIVIDERS

FIG.

24

VOLTAGE -DIVIDER SYSTEMS OF THE
TYPE
ILLUSTRATED
IN FIGS.23 AND
24 CAN BE CALCULATED IN THE SAME
MANNER AS ALREADY EXPLAINED FOR A
COMBINATION OF
INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS.
FOR
INSTANCE, IN THE SYSTEM SHOWN IN FIG. 24' SIMPLY STUDY
THE RECEIVER CIRCUITS CURRENT REQUIREMENTS AND THEN DETERMINE THE
CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE VARIOUS
RESISTANCE SECTIONS A,B,C, AND D.
THIS DONE, DETERMINE THE REQUIRED
VOLTAGE -DROP ACROSS EACH RESISTOR
SECTION, AND WITH THIS DATA DETERMINED,CALCULATE THE RESISTANCE
VALUE OF EACH SECTION.

VOLTAGE DIVIDER SYSTEM.

IT
IS THE MORE COMMON PRACTICE
INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS RATHER THAN
VOLTAGE DIVIDERS IN THE LATE
MODEL RECEIVERS,AS BY SO DOING REPLACEMENTS CAN BE MADE AT A LATER TIME
WITH GREATER EASE -- ALSO, LESS CHASSIS SPACE
IS
REQUIRED FOR THEIR
MOUNTING.
FURTHERMORE, THIS
ARRANGEMENT
PERMITS THE USE OF RESISTORS
OF COMPARATIVELY LOW WATT RATING, BECAUSE
ANY SINGLE RESISTOR DOES NOT
NECESSARILY CARRY CURRENT FOR SO MANY DIFFERENT CIRCUITS. THIS FEATURE
MATERIALLY REDUCES THE RESISTOR COST.

TO

USE

WITH THE NEXT LESSON, YOU ARE GOING TO COMMENCE YOUR ADVANCED
STUDIES OF ALTERNATING
CURRENT CIRCUITS. So FAR, ALL OF THE LESSONS
TREATING WITH A.C. HAVE BEEN OF A RATHER SIMPLE NATURE BUT FROM NOW ON,
YOU ARE GOING TO LEARN MANY OF THE MORE IMPORTANT TECHNICAL LAWS GOVERN
ING SUCH
CIRCUITS, AS WELL
AS
THE FORMULAS
ANO CALCULATIONS RELATED
THERETO. YOU ARE GOING TO FIND THESE COMING STUDIES ESPECIALLY INTEREST
ING AND INSTRUCTIVE.

LESSON NO.38
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LESSON

NO.

3

8

I.

-

IF
FOR
A
CERTAIN TUBE A GRID BIAS OF 10 VOLTS
15 REQUIRED, AND 5 MA. OF
PLATE CURRENT FLOWS THRU THE TUBE,
WHAT WILL BE THE PROPER VALUE FOR THE BIAS RESISTOR?

2.

-

IF THREE
SCREEN
GRID
TUBES EACH PASS 8 MA., INCLUDING
BOTH THE PLATE CURRENT AND SCREEN CURRENT, AND ALL THREE
TUBES USE
A
COMMON BIAS RESISTOR ACROSS WHICH 3 VOLTS
MUST BE DEVELOPED,WHAT WILL BE THE CORRECT VALUE OF BIAS
RESISTOR TO USE?

3.

-

THROUGH A CERTAIN SECTION OF A VOLTAGE DIVIDER SYSTEM,
BLEEDER CURRENT OF 10 MA. IS FLOWING, IN ADDITION TO 5
MA. OF
PLATE
CURRENT FOR A TUBE, AND A VOLTAGE DROP OF
BE
DEVELOPED ACROSS THIS RESISTOR SEC75 VOLTS IS TO
TION, WHAT WILL BE THE REQUIRED RESISTANCE VALUE OF THIS
IF

A

SECT ION?
4.

-

A CERTAIN 2000
OHM RESISTOR CARRIES
HOW MUCH WATTAGE WILL BE PRODUCED?

5.

-

WHY IS IT ADVISABLE TO SELECT RESISTORS OF GREATER WATT
RATING THAN ACTUALLY REQUIRED ACCORDING TO WATTS LAW?

6.

-

A

7.

-

FOUR RESISTORS HAVING VALUES OF 10; 30; 15 AND 60 OHMS
ARE ALL CONNECTED IN PARALLEL. WHAT IS THE TOTAL
RESISTANCE OF THIS COMBINATION?

8.

-

WHY

9.

-

A

A

CURRENT OF 65 MA.

200 OHM AND A 40O OHM RESISTOR ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL.
WHAT IS THE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF THIS COMBINATION?

IS IT SO IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER THE D.C.
AGE OF BYPASS CONDENSERS?

WORKING VOLT

CERTAIN TUBE DRAWS A PLATE CURRENT OF 5 MA. WITH
AN
APPLIED
PLATE VOLTAGE OF 150 VOLTS AND A GRID BIAS OF 9
VOLTS.
AN
A.F. CHOKE HAVING A D.C. RESISTANCE OF
1000
!Bn
OHMS IS CONNECTED IN ITS PLATE CIRCUIT. WHAT
VOLTAGE MUST BE FURNISHED
THIS CIRCUIT SO THAT THE EFFECTIVE PLATE VOLTAGE MAY BE 150 VOLTS?

10.- EXPLAIN THE GENERAL

PROCEDURE WHICH YOU WOULD
FOLLOW TO
DESIGN A RESISTANCE NETWORK FOR VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN
A CONVENTIONAL RECEIVER.
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STUDENT-

Practical Training means the acquisition
of
Technical
information
and
facts,and the learning how to apply them
in a useful manner.
In
we must
order to acquire
knowledge
use our brain. Our brain, like our body,
only grows and
develops when properly
used.

When we
stop using any part of our body
it starves and dies. When we fail to use
our brain cells
they decay and die of
starvation.
Let's learn how to use intelligently our
natural abilities,
talents,
and gifts,
and apply
them efficiently to our task
at hand.
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THE ESSENTIALS OF A. C. CIRCUITS
IN
IN
IN

COMPLETE TRAINING IS REQUIRED IN ORDER FOR A MAN TO ATTAIN SUCCESS
RADIO.
THIS IS THE CHIEF REASON WHY SALARIES ARE RELATIVELY HIGH
THIS FIELD, AND ALSO WHY YOU WILL HAVE TO FACE LESS COMPETITION THAN
THOSE INDUSTRIES WHERE THOROUGH TRAINING IS NOT SO ESSENTIAL.

IT IS OUR SINCERE DESIRE TO HELP
CLASS OF JOBS THAT THE RADIO INDUSTRY
MAKING SURE THAT YOU RECEIVE COMPLETE
PERTAINING TO RADIO AS WELL AS ON THE
THIS COMPLETE,
ALL-EMBRACING TYPE OF
THE
AVERAGE RADIO SERVICEMAN,
r
SO THAT YOU WILL
BE CAPABLE OF
DIRECTING
THE
WORK OF OTHERS
RATHER
THAN BEING
THE ONE WHO
IS
REQUIRED TO PUT ANOTHERtS
IDEAS INTO ACTION.
I

YOU QUALIFY FOR ONE OF THE BETTER
HAS TO OFFER.
THEREFORE, WE ARE

INSTRUCTION ON TECHNICAL SUBJECTS
PRACTICAL PHASES OF THE SCIENCE.
TRAINING WILL ELEVATE YOU ABOVE

N,3T
,..

.

.

As
YOU WERE
TOLD BEFORE,
YOU ARE AT THIS TIME ENTERING A
VERY
IMPORTANT
PART OF
YOUR
TRAINING,
WHERE YOU WILL LEARN
THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES UPON

WHICH
THE
DESIGNING OF RADIO
EQUIPMENT IS BASED. AS PART OF
THIS WORK,YOU WILL LEARN HOW TO
DETERMINE
THE NUMBER
OF TURNS
TO WIND ON AN R. F. TRANSFORMER
SO
THAT
IT
WILL TUNE WITH A
CERTAIN CONDENSER OVER ANY DESIRED WAVE BAND; YOU WILL LEARN
HOW TO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT AMPLIFIERS, POWER TRANSFORMERS, FIL-

..

,ri

wr
I

II

'(

FIG.
MODERN BROADCAST A. C. POWER PANEL
I
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TER SYSTEMS ETC. AND THIS KIND OF KNOWLEDGE IS GOING TO MAKE YOU A VALUABLE MAN --. THE TYPE OF MAN WHO IS IN DEMAND.

THERE ARE A FEW IMPORTANT BASIC FACTS WITH WHICH YOU MUST FIRST B5
COME FAMILIAR BEFORE CONTINUING WITH THIS ADVANCED WORK AND WE SHALL COM
MIND.
MENCE IMMEDIATELY IN GETTING THESE FACTS FIRMLY IMBEDDED IN YOUR
AND
FOR.THE PRESENT, WE ARE GOING TO DEAL WITH A.C. CIRCUITS ENTIRELY
EXTENT
AL
TO
A
CERTAIN
ARE
YOU
MANY
TO
BE
CONSIDERED,
OF THE POINTS
WITH
READY FAMILIAR BUT YOU ARE GOING TO LEARN MANY NEW AND INTERESTING ELECTRICAL TERMS WHICH AS YET ARE PROBABLY UNKNOWN TO YOU.
WE
IN ORDER FOR YOU TO BE ABLE TO GRASP EACH IMPORTANT POINT AS
CONTINUE WITH THIS DISCUSSION, IT IS NECESSARY THAT YOU BE THOROUGHLY Fa
MILIAR WITH THE TERM "DEGREE". THEREFORE, WE SHALL CLEAR YOU UP ON THIS
MATTER IMMEDIATELY.

THE DEGREE

FIG.2

The

NOW IN FIG. 2, YOU WILL FIND A
CIRCLE,WHICH HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO MANY
EQUAL PARTS. THE DISTANCE AROUND THIS
CIRCLE OR THE CIRCLE'S BORDER LINE, IF
IS
YOU WANT TO CONSIDER IT AS SUCH,
CALLED THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE CIRCLE.
SHOULD YOU DIVIDE THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF
THIS CIRCLE,OR THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF ANY
360
SIZE CIRCLE FOR THAT MATTER, INTO
EQUAL PARTS, THEN EACH OF THESE 360 EQUAL PARTS WOULD BE CALLED A "DEGREE".

Circle.

By PLACING THE POINT OF YOUR PENCIL ON THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THIS CIRCLE AT "A" IN FIG. 2 AND TRACING THE
CIRCUMFERENCE WITH IT IN THE DIRECTION INDICATED BY THE ARROW,THEN BY THE
THE
TIME YOUR PENCIL POINT TRAVELLED ONE QUARTER OF THE DISTANCE AROUND
90'.
THE
CIRCLE'S CIRCUMFERENCE, IT WOULD HAVE TRAVELLED A DISTANCE OF
THE
HALF
-WAY
CIRCUMFERAROUND
DISTANCE FROM POINT "A" TO ANOTHER POINT
ENCE WOULD COMPLETE A DISTANCE OF 180°. TRAVELING FROM POINT "A" TO ANOTHER POINT 3/4 OF THE WAY AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE WOULD CALL FOR A TR
VERSED DISTANCE OF 270°AND TO MAKE A ROUND TRIP FROM POINT "A" AND BACK TO
POINT "A" WOULD REQUIRE YOUR PENCIL TO TRAVEL A DISTANCE OF 360° ETC.

REMEMBER NOW. - IN ANY CIRCLE, IRRESPECTIVE OF ITS SIZE, THEE ARE
1/2
360'ANO 1/4 OF THE DISTANCE AROUND ITS CIRCUMFERENCE IS EQUAL TO 90;
DISTANCE
THE
3/4
TO
1801
EQUAL
THE DISTANCE AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE IS
OF
AROUND IS EQUAL TO 2700; ALL OF THE WAY AROUND IS EQUAL TO 3600: 1/8
OF
RIGHT
UPPER
THE
TO
THE
45
SMALL
IIZERO"
TO
ETC.
THE WAY AROUND IS EQUAL
THE NUMBER DENOTES DEGREES.
REPRESENTING DEGREES ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE
NOW SUPPOSE THAT WE SHOULD TAKE OUR CIRCLE OF FIG.2 AND LAY OFF THE
CIRCUMFERENCIAL DISTANCE AS A STRAIGHT LINE. THE VARIOUS DEGREES COULD
THEN BE ILLUSTRATED ALONG THIS STRAIGHT LINE AS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 3. IN
OTHER WORDS, THE LENGTH OF THIS STRAIGHT LINE IS EQUAL TO THE CIRCUMFERBE
ENCE OR DISTANCE AROUND THE CIRCLE. THE VARIOUS DEGREE MARKS CAN THEN
MEANING
REPRESENTED ALONG THIS LINE AS SHOWN AND HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME
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YOU WILL FIND THIS PRACTICE CARRIED OUT
BEA GREAT DEAL IN TECHNICAL ARTICLES ETC. AND IT IS ADVISA3LE THAT YOU
IN
COME THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR WITH THIS SYSTEM OF REPRESENTING DEGREES.
FACT, WE ARE ALREADY GOING TO PUT IT TO PRACTICAL USE IN THIS LESSON.
AS THOUGH PICTURED ON THE CIRCLE.

GENERATING AN A.C. VOLTAGE
SINCE WE ARE GOING TO DEAL WITH ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS
LESSON, IT IS AD V ISABLE THAT BE
FORE GOING ANY
34,*
o'
FARTHER YOU F 1$
ST BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE
equal
METHOD WHEREBY
Circumference ofo Circle
A.C. VOLTAGES
ARE PRODUCED BY
Ti 09
190
MEANS OF A GEN-

IN

THIS

110'9o°D7sEanc¢

i

1

360'

ERATOR.
THE FIRST
IMPORTANT POINT
FIG. 3
FOR YOU TO REE presenfing Oegrees 4/onq A Straight line.
MEMBER REGARD NO
THIS MATTER
IS THAT ALL GENERATORS DEVELOPE A VOLTAGE OR E.M.F.(ELECTROOF
MOTIVE FORCE), THROUGH THE ACT OF A CONDUCTOR, CUTTING MAGNETIC LINES
FOLLOWING
AND
THE
FORCE. THIS IMPORTANT PRINCIPLE IS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.4
EXPLANATION WILL AID YOU IN SEEING JUST HOW THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED.
I

WE
UPON CAREFUL INSPECTION OF FIG. 4, YOU WILL OBSERVE THAT HERE
MAGNETS,
TWO
OF
SOUTH
POLE
HAVE A. COPPER WIRE LOCATED BETWEEN A NORTH ANO
OF
80 THAT IT IS COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY THE MAGNETIC FIELD OR LINES
BY
WE
SOME
NOw
SHOULD
MAGNETS.
THEN,
IF
FORCE, WHICH ARE PRODUCED BY THE
IN
MECHANICAL MEANS FORCE THIS WIRE TO MOVE THROUGH THIS MAGNETIC FIELD
THE
THAT
OBVIOUS
ARROW,
BY
THE
IT
IS
AN UPWARD DIRECTION, AS INDICATED
WIRE WILL AT THIS TIME BE CUTTING LINES OF FORCE.

ACROSS
THIS ACTION CAUSES A VOLTAGE TO BE DEVELOPED OR GENERATED
THE ENDS OF THE COPPER WIRE AND IF THE CIRCUIT OF THIS WIRE IS COMPLETED
CAPABLE
BY CONNECTING ITS ENDS TOGETHER, THIS GENERATED VOLTAGE WILL BE
OF FORCING AN ELECTRIC CURRENT TO FLOW THROUGH THE COPPER WIRE. IN OTHER
OF
WORDS, THIS VOLTAGE IS GENERATED IN THE COPPER WIRE THROUGH THE ACT
INDUCTION ANO BECAUSE OF THISFACT, WE REFER TO THE WIRE CUTTING THE LINES
OF FORCE AS BEING THE INDUCTOR.

F10.4

Cutting lines

of 5Pree.

SHOULD THE INDUCTOR JP. FIC.4 AGAIN BE MOY
A
ED THROUGH THIS SAME MAGNETIC FIELD BUT IN
DOWNWARD DIRECTION, YOU WOULD FIND THAT A VOLTAGE WOULD ONCE. MORE BE GENERATED,ONLY THAT AT
VOLTAGE
THIS TIME,THE POLARITY OF THE INDUCED
IF
WOULD BE REVERSED. THE RESULT WOULD BE THAT
CONNECTING
THE CIRCUIT SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY
THE ENDS OF THE WIRE TOGETHER,THIS.PREBENT INFLOW
DUCED VOLTAGE WOULD CAUSE A CURRENT TO
AS
THROUGH IT IN A DIRECTION OPPOSITE TO THAT
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YOU FOUND

IT

WHEN MOVING THE INDUCTOR UPWARDS.

OTHER WORDS, IT IS APPARENT THAT BY MOVING A CONDUCTOR, WHICH HAS
A COMPLETE CIRCUIT, RAPIDLY UP AND DOWN WITHIN A MAGNETIC FIELD,AN ALTER
NATING CURRENT WILL BE GENERATED. THIS IS YOUR FUNDAMENTAL OR BASIC GENERATOR PRINCIPLE AND IT IS APPLIED IN PRACTICE"AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 5.
IN

THE A.C. GENERATOR
A
YOU WILL NOTE THAT OUR INDUCTOR TAKES THE SHAPE OF
TO
FASTENED
RING
IS
LOOP,INSTEAD OF A STRAIGHT WIRE AND A BRASS OR COPPER
COLLECTOR
EACH END OF THE LOOP AT "A" AND "B" AND WE CALL THESE RINGS
RINGS OR SLIP RINGS. A STATIONARY CARBON BRUSH MAKES A WIPING CONTACT
WITH EACH OF THE COLLECTOR RINGS, SO THAT EVEN THOUGH THE COLLECTOR RINGS
SHOULD REVOLVE,THE BRUSHES WILL EACH MAINTAIN A SLIDING CONTACT WITH ITS
ACROSS
INDIVIDUAL COLLECTOR RING. THESE TWO BRUSHES ARE THEN CONNECTED
BE A
TO
AN EXTERNAL CIRCUIT OR LOAD, WHICH IN THE CASE OF FIG.5 HAPPENS
IN FIG.

5,

LAMP.

OF
NOW THEN, WITH THE WIRE LOOP IN THE POSITION SHOWN AT THE LEFT
NEXT
AND
2
MARKED
IS
FIG.5, YOU WILL OBSERVE THAT THE SIDE OF THE LOOP
THE
TO THE NORTH POLE PIECE (N) AND SIDE 3 AND 4 OF THE LOOP IS UNDER
FIXED
FIRMLY
THIS
CONDITION
INFLUENCE OF THE SOUTH POLE PIECE (S). WITH
A
IN YOUR MIND, LET US NEXT SEE WHAT HAPPENS AS THE LOOP IS ROTATED IN
ROTATION.
OF
THE
ARROW
CLOCKWISE DIRECTION OR AS INDICATED BY
I

AND 2 OF
DURING THIS MOVEMENT OF THE LOOP, IT IS CLEAR THAT SIDE
THE LOOP WLL BE CUTTING THE FIELD'S LINES OF FORCE IN AN UPWARD DIRECTION, WHILE SIDE 3 ANO 4 IS AT THIS SAME TIME CUTTING THE LINES OF FORCE
THIS
IN A DOWNWARD DIRECTION. THE RESULT IS THAT THE VOLTAGE INDUCED BY
THE
CUTTING OF THE LINES OF FORCE WILL CAUSE A CURRENT TO FLOW THROUGH
ESPECIALLY
LOOP AND OUTER CIRCUIT IN THE DIRECTION AS INDICATED. NOTICE
THAT THE GENERATED CURRENT IS AT THIS TIME FLOWING OVER THE EXTERNAL CIB
CUIT FROM BRUSH "A" TOWARDS BRUSH "B".
I

AFTER THE WIRE LOOP HAS BEEN ROTATED ONE-HALF REVOLUTION OR 1800, IT
THIS
FIG. 5. AT
WILL COME TO THE POSITION AS PICTURED AT THE RIGHT OF
FORCE
IN A
OF
LINES
ANO 2 IS NOW CUTTING
TIME, YOU WILL NOTE THAT SIDE
DIRUPWARD
AN
THEM
IN
DOWNWARD DIRECTION, WHILE SIDE 3 AND 4 IS CUTTING
I

FIG.5

Generating 41ternating current.
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CUTTING
ECTION. IN OTHER WORDS, THE TWO SIDES OF THE LOOP ARE NOW EACH
LINES OF FORCE IN A DIRECTION OPPOSITE TO WHAT THEY DID WHILE IN THE POI
VOLTAGE
ITION PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED AND THIS MEANS THAT NOW THE INDUCED
CAUSES CURRENT TO FLOW THROUGHTHE LOOP IN AN OPPOSITE DIRECTION.
5,
BY CAREFULLY COMPARING THE RIGHT AND LEFT ILLUSTRATIONS OF FIG.
YOU WILL NOTICE THAT AT THE RIGHT, THE GENERATED CURRENT IS FLOWING OVER
THE EXTERNAL CIRCUIT FROM "B" TOWARDS "A"
EXACTLY OPPOSITE TO ITS DIRECTION OF FLOW AS FOUND IN THE UNIT AT THE LEFT OF FIG. 5. IN OTHERWORDS,
ALTERNATING CURRENT IS BEING GENERATED BY THIS SIMPLE DEVICE AND THE FLOW
OF CURRENT WILL REVERSE ITSELF AS EACH HALF-REVOLUTION OR IÓO°OF THE LOOPIS
TRAVEL IS COMPLETED.
IN ACTUAL PRACTICE, INSTEAD OF ONLY A SINGLE WIRE LOOP BEING REVOLVED IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD,MANY LOOPS,EACH CONSISTING 05 A GREAT MANYTURNS,
ARE ALL PLACED ON AN IRON CORE OR ROTOR WHICH IS PROVIDED WITH A SHAFT
THROUGH ITS CENTER. THIS ENTIRE UNIT IS CALLED AN ARMATURE AND IT REVOLVES
AS A BODY, SUPPORTED IN BEARINGS.

THE MECHANICAL FORCE WITH WHICH TO ROTATE THE GENERATOR
ARMATURE
MAY BE SUPPLIED BY AN ELECTRIC MOTOR, A GASOLINE, DIESEL OR STEAM ENGINE,
BY A WATER TURBINE ETC.

Now LET US CONTINUE AND INVESTIGATE SOME MORE
ING FACTS CONCERNING ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

IMPORTANT ANOINTERESI

THE REVOLVING ARMATURE
AT THE LEFT OF FIG. 6, WE HAVE A SIMPLE.TWO-POLE. A.C. GENERATOR,
SHOWING ONLY A SINGLE ROTATING CONDUCTOR OR ARMATURE WIRE FOR THE SAKE OF
SIMPLICITY. THIS CONDUCTOR IS GOING TO BE ROTATED THROUGH THE MAGNETIC Fl
ELD OF THE GENERATOR IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION AS INDICATED BY THE
SMALL
ARROW HEADS.
AT THE RIGHT OF FIG. 6, WE HAVE LAID OUT AS A STRAIGHT LINE,

Pole Piece
/ /

Positive peak
value

A.C. Volkage Curve

Reference line
of zero voltage.

Negative Peak Value
Pole

Piece

Ona

Revolution cf Conductor

F1 G. 6

Prodiciny íhr Sine Curve';

THE
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CIRCUMFERENCIAL,, DISTANCE TO BE TRAVELLED BY THIS OONOUOTOR,MARKING
45.FROM V TO 350.. THE COMPLETE LENGTH OF THIS HORIZONTAL LINE WILL
PRESENT I REVOLUTION OF THE CONDUCTOR AS STATED ON THE DRAWING AND
LINE IS GOING TO REPRESENT THE REFERENCE LINE OF ZERO VOLTAGE ON

EACH
RETHIS
THIS

GRAPH.
THE SINE CURVE

NOW THEN, YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT THE LINES OF FORCE,WHICH ARE PRO0U2
ED BY THE POLE PIECES OF THE GENERATOR,FLOW STRAIGHT ACROSS THE ARMATURE
FROM THE NORTH POLE TO THE SOUTH POLE. THEREFORE,WHEN OUR ROTATING
CONDUCTOR IS AT POINT "X"WHICH 18 OUR STARTING OR C.POINT,IT WILL BE MOVING
PARALLEL TO THE LINES OF FORCE. CONSEQUENTLY, IT WILLNÓT BE CUTTING ANY
LINES OF FORCE AT THIS TIME AND FOR THIS REASON1THE GENERATED VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT WILL BE ZERO. THAT IS TO SAY1NO GENERATION IS OCCURRING AT
THIS
INSTANT.
HOWEVER, AS THE ROTATING CONDUCTOR MOVES FROM POINT "X" TO THE 45'
POINT OF ITS TRAVEL, IT WILL COMMENCE CUTTING LINES OF FORCE AND THEREFORE
A VOLTAGE IS BEING GENERATED AND IT INCREASES IN VALUE RAPIDLY AS THE ROTATING CONDUCTOR COMMENCES TO CUT MORE LINES OF FORCE AT NEARLY
RIGHT
ANGLES. WE CAN SHOW THIS VOLTAGE INCREASE GRAPHICALLY BY MEANS OF
THE
CURVE AT THE RIGHT OF FIG. 6.

THE SHAPE OF THIS CURVE IS OBTAINED BY MEAN8 OF PROJECTION. THAT IS
wE DRAW A HORIZONTAL DOTTED LINE FROM THE 45°POSITION OF THE ROTATING COj
DUCTOR 80 AS TO INTERSECT THE VERTICAL LINE WHICH IS DRAWN THROUGH THE 450
MARK ON THE REFERENCE LINE AT THE RIGHT. THE.SLOPE OF THE FIRST PORTION OF
THE CURVE MUST THEN BE SUCH AS TO EXTEND FROM THE O°POINT OF THE REFERENCE
LINE THROUGH THE POINT WHERE THE TWO LINES CROSS AT THE 45°P08ITI0N
OF
THE REFERENCE LINE.
As THE CONDUCTOR IS ROTATED FARTHER, OR FROM THE 45°MARK TO THE 90'
POSITION, IT WILL CUT STILL MORE LINES OF FORCE AND STILL MORE NEARLY AT
RIGHT ANGLES SO THAT THE GENERATED VOLTAGE CONTINUES TO INCREASE.FINALLY,
AT THE 90°POSITION,THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LINES OF FORCE ARE BEING CUT
AT
RIGHT ANGLES AND THEREFORE, THE GENERATED VOLTAGE IS AT THIS TIME AT
ITS
PEAK OR MAXIMUM VALUE, THEN BY PROJECTING THE 90°POSITION OF THE CONDUCTOR OVER TO THE VERTICAL LINE, WHICH IS DRAWN THROUGH THE 9O0 POINT OF OUR
GRAPH, WE DETERMINE THE HIGHEST OR PEAK POSITION FOR THE VOLTAGE
CURVE.

DURING THE TIME THAT THE CONDUCTOR TRAVELS FROM ITS 9O&POINT TO THE
ISO°POSITION, IT WILL BEGIN CUTTING LESS LINES OF FORCE AT A MORE NEARLY
PARALLEL PLANE UNTIL THE 150°POSITION IS FINALLY REACHED. THIS MEANS THAT
THE GENERATED VOLTAGE WILL BE DECREASING AT THIS TIME, 80 THAT THE
VOLTAGE CURVE GRADUALLY APPROACHES THE
REFERENCE LINE OF ZERO VOLTAGE.
THEN
AS THE CONDUCTOR PASSES THROUGH IT8 I50°POSITION,NO VOLTAGE AT ALL IS BEING GENERATED DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE CONDUCTOR IS MOVING PARALLEL
TO
LINES OF FORCE. CONSEQUENTLY, OUR'VOLTAGE CURVE DROPS TO A ZERO VALUE AT
THE 150°MARK.
FROM THE 150°T0 THE 270°POSITION, THE REVOLVING CONDUCTOR WILL AGAIN
COMMENCE CUTTING MORE AND MORE LINES OF FORCE AT AN INCREASING ANGLE BUT
AT THIS TIME, THE LINES OF FORCE ARE BEING CUT IN AN OPPOSITE
DIRECTION
THAN BEFORE. FOR THIS REASON, THE POLARITY OF THE VOLTAGE 18 NOW REVERSED
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AND THE VOLTAGE INCREASE IS THEREFORE AT TH I8 TIME REPRESENTED BY THAT PORT ION
OF THE CURVE WHICH IS DRAWN BELOW THE REFERENCE LINE OF ZERO VOLTAGE. AT
THE 270°POINT, OF COURSE, THE CONDUCTOR IS CUTTING A MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF
LINES OF FORCE AT RIGHT ANGLES, SO THAT WE HAVE OUR MAXIMUM OR NEGATIVE
PEAK VOLTAGE AT THIS INSTANT.
As THE CONDUCTOR GRADUALLY APPROACHES POSITION NO AGAIN,BO AS
TO
COMPLETE 360°0F TRAVEL OR ONE COMPLETE REVOLUTION,THE GENERATED VOLTAGE
BECOMES LESS UNTIL AT Xn OR THE 360°MARK, IT FINALLY REACHES A ZERO VA
UE. THIS EXPLAINS WHY THE VOLTAGE CURVE AGAIN STRIKES THE REFERENCE LIME
OF ZERO VOLTAGE AT THE 360°MARK.
IN THIS CASE, THE CURRENT UNDERGOES THE SAME CHANGES IN
RELATIVE
VALUE AS DOES THE VOLTAGE AND FOR THIS REASON, THE SAME CURVE CAN REPRESENT EITHER THE VOLTAGE OR CURRENT VARIATION IN THIS PARTICULAR EXAMPLE.
AS YOU WILL NOTE FROM THE
RESULTING VOLTAGE
CURVE,
ONE A.C. CYCLE WILL BE COld
PLETED DURING THE SINGLE
REVOLUTION OF THIS CONDU.
TOR AND AS THE
ROTATION
OF THE CONDUCTOR CONTINUES,
WE WILL HAVE AN ENTIRESES
IEB OF CYCLES.

THIS SAME CURVE OF
FIG.6 IS ALSO FREQUENTLY
SPOKEN OF AS THE SINE CUR
VE AND SO NOW IF YOU
SHOULD HEAR OR READ OF ANY
OF THESE TERMS,YOU
WILL
KNOW JUST EXACTLY WHAT IS
MEANT BY THEM.
THE DIFFERENT A.C.

VALUES

SIG.

Volfacje

7

and Curi-ent...ln Phaa¢

As YOU WILL OBSERVE FROM OUR VOLTAGE CURVE IN FIG. 6, THE VALUE OF
THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT 13 CONTINUALLY VARYING DURING THE CYCLE AND AS A
RESULT, A DIFFERENT VALUE IS OBTAINED AT EACH SUCCESSIVE INSTANT.
FOR
THIS REASON, WE SPEAK OF THREE DIFFERENT
KINDS OF VALUES WHEN REFERRING
TO ALTERNATING VOLTAGE OR CURRENT, THESE THREE VALUES ARE KNOWN AS
THE
PEAK VALUE, INSTANTANEOUS VALUE AND THE EFFECTIVE VALUE. FOR GENERAL PR.A
CTICAL WORK, HOWEVER, ONLY THE PEAK AND EFFECTIVE VALUES ARE OF
IMPOR
TANC E.
THE PEAK VALUES ARE CLEARLY ILLUSTRATED FOR YOU IN FIG. 6 AND
OF
COURSE THESE VALUES ARE JUST WHAT THEIR NAME INDICATES. THAT IS,
THE
PEAK VOLTAGE OR CURRENT IS THE MAXIMUM VOLTAGE OR CURRENT WHICH IS GENES
ATED AT SOME INSTANT OF THE CYCLE.

WHEN WE SPEAK OF A.C. CIRCUITS AS OPERATING AT A VOLTAGE OF
220
VOLTS, WE ARE REFERRING TO THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE VALUE AND NOT TO THE
PEAK VALUE. THE TERM EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE" IS ALWAYS UNDERSTOOD TO BE MEANT
UNLESS WE ACTUALLY SPECIFY PEAK VOLTAGE. THE PEAK VOLTAGE OF A220 VOLT
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REALLY EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY 311.17 VOLTS BECAUSE THE EFFECTOR PEAK VOLTAGE.
IVE VOLTAGE IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO .707 OF THE MAXIMUM
EFFECTIVE VOl
THEN
THE
VOLTS,
155.16
PEAK
VOLTAGE
IS
THE
IN LIKE MANNEROF
THE SYSTEM
OF
SPEAK
WOULD
WE
AND
VOLTS
110
APPROXIMATELY
TAGS IS EQUAL TO
EFFECTIVE
vol
THE
REGISTERS
AN
VOLTMETER
A.C.
CIRCUIT.
AS BEING A 110 VOLT
VOLTAGE.
THE
PEAK
TAGE AND NOT
CIRCUIT

IS

THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT OF AN A.C. CIRCUIT IS THE CURRENT WHICH HAS
THE SAME HEATING EFFECT AS A DIRECT CURRENT OF SO MANY AMPERES. THE EFFEZ
TIVE VALUE OF THE CURRENT IN AN A.C. CIRCUIT IS EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY
MAXIMUM
.707 TIMES THE MAXIMUM CURRENT OF THE CYCLE. IN OTHER WORDS,IF THE
CURRENT AT SOME INSTANT OF THE CYCLE IS 50 AMPERES,THEN THE EFFECTIVE CU,$
RENT IS EQUAL TO .707 X 50 OR 35.35 AMPERES.

THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE THEN CAN ALSO BE CONSIDERED AS THE ALTERNATING VOLTAGE REQUIRED TO FOR
CEA CURRENT THRU A CIRCUIT
HAVING THE SAME HEATING VAIN.
UE AS THE CURRENT WHICH OS
PRODUCED ev A D RECTVOLTAGE
OFTHIs SAME VALUE. THE EFFECT VE VALUES ARE ALSO FRI
QUENTLY SPOKEN OF AS THEtIRº
OT MEAN SQUARE VALUE,t WHICH
IS GENERALLY ABREVIATEDAS
AR.M.S. YOU WILL COME
CROSS THIS TERM QUITE OFTEN IN RADIO LITERATURE
ALAND SO NOW YOU WILL
READY KNOW WHAT IT MEANS
AND WILL HAVE NO REASON TO
WONDER ABOUT IT IF YOU
SHOULD FIND IT USED SOMEFIG. 8
WHERE.
I

I

Voltage

and Current .out of phase"

REMEMBER NOW, -- TO
DETERMINE THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE IN TERMS OF THE PEAK VOLTAGE,SIMPLY MULTIPLY THE PEAK VOLTAGE BY .707. FOR INSTANCE, IF THE PEAK VOLTAGE IS 435
VOLTS, THEN THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE WILL BE EQUAL TO 435 X .707 OR 307.545
VOLTS. THE SAME RULE APPLIES TO CURRENT,FOR IN THIS CASE,THE EFFÉCTIVE CUR
THAT IS TO SAY, IF
RENT IS EQUAL TO THE PEAK CURRENT MULTIPLIED BY .707
THE PEAK CURRENT IS 55 AMPERES, THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT WILL BE EQUAL TO 55
X

.707 OR 38.885 AMPERES.

EFFECTIVE
ON THE OTHER HAND,TO DETERMINE PEAK VALUES IN TERMS OF
WORDS,
IN
OTHER
1.41.
THE
BY
CONSTANT
VALUES,MULTIPLY THE EFFECTIVE VALUE
VOLTAGE
THE
PEAK
THEN
BE
VOLTS,
TO
300
IF THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE IS KNOWN
WILL BE EQUAL TO 300 X 1.41 OR 423 VOLTS. IN LIKE MANNERS IF THE EFFECTIVE
CURRENT IS 30 AMPERES, THEN THE PEAK CURRENT WILL BE EQUAL TO 30 X 1.41 OR
42.3 AMPERES.
THESE RULES AS HERE GIVEN,HOWEVER,APPLY ONLY TO CIRCUITS IN WHICH
THE ALTERNATING VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS ARE OF A TRUE SINE-WAVE FORM
THE INSTANTANEOUS VALUES OF THE CURRENT OR VOLTAGE

IN

AN A.C. CIR-
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CUIT ARE THE VALUES AT SOME PARTICULAR INSTANT OF THE CYCLE. THAT
IS,THE
VALUE AT THE 35°POINT OF THE CYCLE,AT THE 42°POINT ETC.: BUT FOR
PRACTICAL RADIO PURPOSES, YOU WILL HAVE NO USE FOR
INSTANTANEOUS VALUES
OF
EITHER THE VOLTAGE OR CURRENT. HOWEVER, IN A LATER LESSON YOU WILL BE
SHOWN HOW TO CALCULATE PROBLEMS INVOLVING INSTANTANEOUS VALUES.

THE MEANING OF "PHASE"

Now THERE IS ANOTHER ELECTRICAL EXPRESSION WHICH YOU WILL FIND USED
GREAT DEAL RELATIVE TO A.C. CIRCUITS IN RADIO AND THIS IS THE TERM
"PHASE". No DOUBT, FIG. 7 AND FIG. 8 WILL AID YOU
CONSIDERABLY IN GRASPING THE MEANING OF THIS POPULAR TERM.

A

IN FIG. 7, FOR INSTANCE, WE HAVE AN EXAMPLE
ILLUSTRATING THE FACT
THAT THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN AN A.C.
CIRCUIT ARE "IN PHASE". HERE WE
ARE
PICTURING VOLTAGE AS THE LARGE
AND
MORE POWERFUL DEMON WHILE THE CURRENT
IS THE SMALLER BUT ACTIVE HARD WORKING
LITTLE FELLOW. BOTH ARE APPLYING THEIR
UTMOST EFFORTS SIMULTANEOUSLY TOWARDS
COMPRESSING THE SPRING,THEREBY CAUSING
THE INDICATING NEEDLE TO SWING A
CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE ACROSS THE
SCALE.
IN OTHER WORDS,THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
ARE BOTH IN STEP WITH EACHOTHER, WORKFIG. 9
ING IN CLOSE "TEAM WORK."
Calcu/acing Inductive QeocEance,
Now THEN, IF WE SHOULD SHOW BOTH
THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SINE CURVES SIMULTANEOUSLY AT THIS TIME,
THEY
WOULD APPEAR AS ILLUSTRATED AT THE UPPER LEFT OF FIG. T. As YOU
WILLNOTE,
THE PEAK -VALUES OF BOTH THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT OCCUR AT THE SAME INSTANT
AND THEY BOTH DROP TO A ZERO VALUE AT THE SAME INSTANT. THIS RELATION BB
TWEEN THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT ALWAYS EXISTS WHENEVER THE VOLTAGE AND THE
CURRENT ARE IN PHASE.

WHENEVER AN A.C. CIRCUIT CONTAINS RESISTANCE ALONE AND NEITHER INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY,THEN THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT ARE ALWAYS IN PHASE AS
HERE SHOWN.
Now IN FIG. 8,wE HAVE PICTURED A DIFFERENT CONDITION,FOR HERE VOLTAGE IS "LAY.ING DOWN ON THE JOB" AND DOESN'T REALLY COMMENCE WORKING AS
HARD AS IT SHOULD UNTIL THE CURRENT HAS ALREADY COMMENCED TO BUILD UP.
THE RESULT IS, THAT THE CURRENT REACHES ITS PEAK VALUE BEFORE THE VOLTAGE
REACHES ITS PEAK VALUE. IN OTHER WORDS,THE VOLTAGE LACE BEHIND THE CURB
ENT OR THE CURRENT LEADS THE VOLTAGE AND SO NATURALLY SINCE THE CURRENT
AND VOLTAGE ARE NOW OUT OF STEP WITH EACHOTHER,WE USE THE ELECTRICAL EXPRESSION BY SAYING THAT THEY ARE "OUT OF PHASE".
AS YOU SHALL SEE A LITTLE LATER,THERE ARE ALSO TIMES WHERE THE VOLE
TALE LEADS THE CURRENT IN AN A.C. CIRCUIT BUT IRRESPECTIVE OF WHICH OF THE
TWO VALUES IS LEADING THE OTHER,THEY ARE OUT OF PHASE UNLESS
INCREASING
AND DECREASING IN VALUE SIMULTANEOUSLY. Now THAT YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT
IS
MEANT BY THESE TWO ELECTRICAL TERMS "IN PHASE" AND "OUT OF PHASE",LET US
NEXT INVESTIGATE THE MATTER OF INDUCTANCE A LITTLE MORE THOROUGHLY.
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INDUCTIVE REACTANCE

ALL OF YOUR PRELIMINARY BTUDIES,YOU LEARNED THAT AN INDUCTANCE OR
COIL OFFERED AN OPPOSITION TO THE FLOW OF ALTERNATING CURRENT DUE TO THE
SELF INDUCTION IN THE WINDING. YOU ALSO LEARNED THAT THE OPPOSITION OFFER
ED BY AN INDUCTANCE INCREASES WITH AN INCREASE IN FREQUENCY BUT NOW LET US
CONSIDER THIS EFFECT IN GREATER DETAIL. TO BEGIN WITH, IT 18 UNDERSTOOD
THAT A STRAIGHT WIRE OFFERS A RESISTIVE EFFECT TO BOTH D.C. AND A.C.CURRENTE AND THE CONDUCTOR'S RESISTANCE IS DETERMINED BY THE MATERIAL,LENGTH,
AREA AND TEMPERATURE OF THE CONDUCTOR. FURTHERMORE, YOU KNOW THAT THE CONDUCTOR'S RESISTANCE IS MEASURED IN OHMS.
IN

AN
SINCE A COIL OR INDUCTANCE OFFERS AN OPPOSITION TO THE FLOW OF
REASBUT
MORE
IS
NO
A. C. CURRENT ON ACCOUNT OF ITS MAGNETIC QUALITIES, IT
MEASURE
ONABLE THAT WE ALSO
IN
OPPOSITION
OF
TYPE
THIS
OHMSp BECAUSE THE EFFECT OF A
GIVEN E.M.F. OF SELF INDUCTION
THE
IN IMPEDING OR RETARDING
FLOW OF CURRENT IS EQUIVALENT
TO A CERTAIN NUMBER OF OHMS R£
SISTANCE WHICH WOULD HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME EFFECT.NOW THE
REAL ELECTRICAL NAME FOR THIS
TO
EFFECT OF SELF-INDUCTION
OPPOSING THE FLOW OF ALTERNATFIG.
ING CURRENT IS CALLED INDUCTIVE
NOW,
REACTANCE. So REMEMBER
Inductive /Ce7CE7nce o{' Q, F. Choke .
Is
REACTANCE
SIMPLY
INDUCTIVE
WINDING
TO THE FLOW OF A.C. OR PULSA.I.
OR
BY
A
COIL
OFFERED
OPPOSITION
THE
ING D.C. CURRENTS DUE TO SELF-INDUCTION IN THE WINDING.

lo

CALCULATING INDUCTIVE REACTANCE
TO
WE HAVE A SIMPLE FORMULA AVAILABLE FOR OUR USE,WHICH ENABLES US
To
CALCULATE QUITE READILY THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF ANY INDUCTANCE.
TOGETHER
MULTIPLY
DETERMINE THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF ANY COIL,SIMPLY
COIL
2 X 3.1416 X FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND X THE INDUCTANCE OF THE
XL
THE
IS
XL_
WHERE
L
21T
IN HENRIES. EXPRESSED AS A FORMULA WE HAVE
IS
3.1416,"f"
STANDARD SYMBOL FOR INDUCTIVE REACTANCE, l IS THE CONSTANT
FOR
INL
THE
SYMBOL
IS
THE FREQUENCY EXPRESSED IN CYCLES PER SECOND AND
DUCTANCE IN HENRIES.

SOMETIMES YOU WILL ALSO COME ACROSS THIS FORMULA WRITTEN IN THE FORM
XL = 6.281 L . IN THIS CASE, THE APPROXIMATE VALUE OF 31 OR 3.14 HAS ALREADY
THE
SEEN DOUBLED OR MULTIPLIED BY 2 SO AS TO GIVE THE CONSTANT 6.28 IN
EITHUSE
CAN
YOU
AND
ARE
IDENTICAL
LATTER FORM. OTHERWISE,BOTH FORMULAE
ER. THE LATTER OR XL=6.28 f L IS MOST USED FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES BECAUSE
THOUGH THE
IT REQUIRES LESS COMPUTATIOfI AND IS SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE EVEN
OF
Ir.
THE
VALUE
FROM
BEEN
DROPPED
PLACES
HAVE
LAST TWO DECIMAL
IN FIG. 9, WE HAVE A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE FOR DETERMINING THE INDUCTIVE
IMPEDANCE
REACTANCE OF AN INDUCTANCE. IN THIS CASE: A 30 HENRY CHOKE OR
NOW
LET
US
COIL IS CONNECTED IN THE PLATE CIRCUIT OF A TYPE -27 TUBE.
AUDIO
DETERMINE THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THIS CHOKE AT THE TIME THAT
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CURRENT VARIATIONS OF A 100 CYCLE FREQUENCY FLOW THROUGH

11

IT.

OUR FORMULA FOR THIS CALCULATION 13 OF COURSE Xis 6.28f L, SO OUR
FIRST STEP IS TO SUBSTITUTE OUR VALUES INTO THE FORMULA. SINCE THE
FREQUENCY,w1TH WHICH WE ARE DEALING AT THIS PARTICULAR TIME,I8 100 CYCLESAND
THE INDUCTANCE OF THE CHOKE IS 30 HENRIES,WE SIMPLY INSERT THESE
VALUES
FOR IT" AND "L" IN THE FORMULA. WE THEN HAVE THE EXPRESSION THAT XL = 6.28
X 100 X 30 AND HENCE BY MULTIPLYING TOGETHER 6.28 BY 100 BY 30,wE
FIND
THAT THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE FOR THIS 30 HENRY CHOKE AT IIOO CYCLES
IS
18,840 OHMS. AS YOU WILL NOTE, THIS CHOKE WILL OFFER A CONSIDERABLE LOAD
IN THE PLATE CIRCUIT OF THIS TUBE AT 100 CYCLES IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT
THE D.C. OR OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THE WIRE MAKING UP THE CHOKE IS RELATIVELY
LOW.

FOR THE SAKE OF EXPLANATION, LET US SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE FREQUEj
OF
CV
THE CURRENT PASSING THROUGH THIS SAME CHOKE IS INCREASED. FOR
EXAMPLE, WE WILL ASSUME THAT AN AUDIO FREQUENCY OF 2000 CYCLES IS
ACTING
UPON IT AT ONE INSTANT. AT THIS TIME, WE HAVE TO SUBSTITUTE THE VALUE OF
2000 FOR "i" IN OUR FORMULA AND THE EXPRESSION THEN BECOMES XL=6.28X2000 X
30. WORKING OUT THIS CALCULATION, WE FIND THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE FORTH'S
CHOKE AT 2000 CYCLES TO BE 376,800 OHMS. THIS SHOWS YOU THAT THE INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE INCREASES VERY RAPIDLY AS THE OPERATING FREQUENCY IS INCREASED.

QUITE OFTEN IN YOUR RADIO WORK, YOU WILL HAVE TO DEAL WITH COILS ETC;
WHOSE INDUCTANCE IS SO SMALL THAT THE UNIT MILLIHENRY" OR "MICROHENRY"IS
USED, SUCH AS IN THE CASE OF R.F. CHOKES AND R.F. TRANSFORMER WINDINGS.IN
THIS INSTANCE, YOU WILL HAVE TO BE CAREFUL WHEN CALCULATING THE COIL'S 111
DUCTIVE REACTANCE WITH OUR FORMULA, FOR THE VALUE OF THE INDUCTANCE WILL
FIRST HAVE TO BE CHANGED TO HENRIES. THAT IS, IF THE COIL'S INDUCTANCE IS
GIVEN AS 80 MILLIHENRIES, THIS IS, EQUIVALENT TO .080 HENRIES. IF THE INDUCTANCE IS GIVEN AS 100 MICROHENRIES,THENTHIS IS EQUIVALENT TO .0001HENRIES

ETC.

TO BE SURE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND HOW TO TACKLE A PROBLEM WHERE
VALUES
MUST FIRST BE CHANGED TO DIFFERENT UNITS,LET US WORK OUT THE PROBLEM ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 10. HERE WE HAVE AN 80 MILLIHENRY CHOKE CONNECTED IN THE
PLATE CIRCUIT OF A TYPE -27 DETECTOR TUBE. NOw LET US DETERMINE THE
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OR THE OPPOSITION OFFERED BY THIS CHOKE TO A RADIO FREQUENCY OF 500 Kc.

OUR FIRST STEP IS TO CHANGE THE VALUE OF THE CHOKE FROM 80 MILLIHENRIES TO ITS EQUIVALENT OF .080 HENRIES. THE RADIO FREQUENCY OF 500 Kc.
MUST NEXT BE CHANGED TO ITS EQUIVALENT OF 500,000 CYCLES. THIS DONE,
WE
ARE NOW READY TO SUBSTITUTE THESE NEW VALUES INTO OUR FORMULA OFINDUCTIVE
REACTANCE. THAT I3, X L = 6.28f L OR X 6.28 X 500,000 X .080 _251,200 OHMS.
As YOU WILL NOTE FROM THE RESULTS OF TI-IS CALCULATION,AN ORDINARYR.F.
CHOKE OFFERS A GREAT DEAL OF OPPOSITION OR INDUCTIVE REACTANCE TO
RADIO
FREQUENCIES.

ANOTHER GROUP OF HANDY FORMULAS FOR EASY DETERMINATION OF THE
TIVE REACTANCE OF A GIVEN INDUCTANCE ARE AS FOLLOwS:
IF

THE FREQUENCY

IS

GIVEN IN CYCLES AND THE INDUCTANCE

IN

INDUC-

HENRIES,
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THEN THE REACTANCE

IN

OHMS,..CYCLES X HENRIES X
159

IOW. THAT

IS,

MULTIPLY TO -

THIS
GETHER THE FREQUENCY IN CYCLES, INDUCTANCE IN HENRIES AND MULTIPLY
PRODUCT BY 1000. FINALLY, DIVIDE THIS RESULT BY 159 AND THE ANSWER WILL BE
THE REACTANCE IN OHMS.
MILLI IF THE FREQUENCY IS GIVEN IN KILOCYCLES AND THE INDUCTANCE IN
HENRIES, THEN THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE IN OHMS IS EXPRESSED AS FOLLOWS:
THESE ARE ONLY APPROXIMATE FORMLAE BUT
KILOCYCLES X MILLIHENRIES X IODO.
159
OFFER SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE RESULTS FOR ORDINARY PRACTICAL PURPOSES.
IMPORIN THIS LESSON, YOU HAVE RECEIVED CONSIDERABLE INFORMATION OF
TANCE RELATIVE TO A.C. CIRCUITS AND YOU ARE URGED TO STUDY THIS LESSON VERY
CAREFULLY. WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR INVESTIGATION OF MANY MORE INTERESTING
PHENOMENA CONCERNING ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN THE FOLLOWING LESSONS. THEN
WHEN YOU HAVE MASTERED THE COMING LESSONS. YOU ARE GOING TO ENTER THE MOST
FASCINATING PORTION OF YOUR RADIO TRAINING, NAMELY THAT OF DESIGNING AND
CONSTRUCTING RADIO EQUIPMENT SUCH AS R.F. COILS, POWER TRANSFORMERS, COM
PLETE POWER PACKS ETC.

¿xaminatifln Ouest io ns
I.

- EXPLAIN HOW A GENERATOR PRODUCES AN ALTERNATING VOLTAGE.

2.

- DESCRIBE THE "SINE CURVE".

3.

- WHAT Do WE MEAN BY THE TERMS PEAK VALUE, INSTANTANEOUS
VALUE, AND EFFECTIVE VALUE?

4.

- IF THE PEAK VOLTAGE OF A CERTAIN A.C. CIRCUIT
VOLTS, WHAT IS THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE?

5. -

IF

IS

600

THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE OF A CERTAIN A.C. CIRCUIT
IS THE PEAK VOLTAGE?

IS

256 VOLTS, WHAT
6.

BY THE EXPRESSIONS "IN PHASE" AND "OUT
OF PHASE" WITH RESPECT TO A.C. CIRCUITS?

- WHAT DO WE MEAN

7. -

WHAT

IS

MEANT BY THE TERM INDUCTIVE REACTANCE?

8.

- A CERTAIN A.F. CHOKE HAS AN INDUCTANCE OF 30 HENRIES.
WHAT WILL BE ITS INDUCTIVE REACTANCE TOWARDS A.F.CUt>~
RENTS HAVING A FREQUENCY OF 1500 CYCLES PER SECOND?

9.

- WHAT INDUCTIVE REACTANCE WILL AN 85 MILLIHENRY R.F.
CHOKE OFFER TOWARDS RADIO FREQUENCY CURRENTS OF 600
KC?

10.- WHENEVER AN A.C. CIRCUIT CONTAINS RESISTANCE ALONE AND
NO INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY, WILL THE VOLTAGE AND CURR-

ENT BE IN PHASE OR OUT OF PHASE?
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INDUCTANCE -CONDENSER CALCULATIONS
IN A. C. CIRCUITS --- IMPEDANCE
BY MEANS OF THOROUGH RADIO TRAINING, YOU CAN BECOME AN EXPERT RADIO
SERVICE ENGINEERS A RADIO
DEALERS A TESTER
FOR A RADIO MANUFACTURING
CONCERN, A DESIGNER, ETC. THIS, OF COURSE, MEANS GREATER POSSIBILITIES
FOR EMPLOYMENT IN THE RADIO
FIELD. EACH BRANCH OF THE INDUSTRY OFFERS
YOU MANY OPPORTUNITIES WITH GOOD SALARIES.

SET YOURSELF A GOAL AND KEEP
THIS
GOAL IN MIND CONSTANTLY, SO THAT YOU WILL
BE INSPIRED TO STUDY
DILIGENTLY IN ORDER
TO ATTAIN
THE SUCCESS
THAT IS
BOUND TO
COME. REMEMBER,
THAT EACH
LESSON
IS A
STEPPING STONE WHICH
BRINGS
YOU CLOSER
AND CLOSER TO THAT GOOD RADIO JOB.

..

-

NOW, LET US CONTINUE
WITH THE SEC
OND PORTION
OF
OUR STUDY, WHICH CONCERNS
THE ESSENTIALS OF A. C.
CIRCUITS.

a_

-``
---

FIG.
TESTING RADIO EQUIPMENT
I

'

PHASE RELATION IN
INDUCTIVE CIRCUITS
WE
FIRST,
SHALL INVESTIGATE
THE
MATTER OF PHASE
RELATION IN A CIRCUIT
CONTAINING
INDUCTANCE ALONE AND NO RESISTANCE OR CAPACITY. OF COURSE, SUCH A
CONDITION IS REALLY IMPOSSIBLE IN A PRACTICAL SENSE BUT, NEVERTHELESS, AN UNDERSTANDING OF IT WILL AID YOU IN MORE READILY UNDERSTANDING THE PHASE
RELATION
IN
INDUCTIVE
CIRCUITS
THAN
IF WE
SHOULD ALREADY CONSIDER A COMPLEX CON-
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EXAMPLE, AT THE TOP OF FIG.4, WE HAVE A 300,200 AND 400 OHM RESISTOR COjj
NECTED IN PARALLEL AND AB YOU LEARNED IN A PREVIOUS LESSON,THERECIPROCAL
OF THE COMBINED RESISTANCE OF THIS COMBINATION IS FOUND BY ADDING
THE
RECIPROCALS OF THE INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS. THAT IS,js,I+I1j OR

OR

400

4
R

t

1200

R

3
OR R
1200
1200

6

_92.3

RR,R,

R300}200+

oHMs.

IN LIKE MANNER, THE RECIPROCAL OF
THE TOTAL INDUCTANCE OF A GROUP OF PARALLEL CONNECTED INOUCTANCES,BECOMES EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE RECIPROCALS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL INDUCTANCES. FOR EXAMPLE, IN
THE CASE OF FIG. 4
WHERE L

jL'L+Lº jL3

REPRESENTS INDUCTANCE.CONTINUING,WE HAVE
THAT j =
OR j_ 4 t 6 -t.
L
300 200 400
L
1200 1200
3
,
WHENCE L OR THE COMBINED
INDUC-

+J_+

I200
TANCE BECOMES 92.3 MICROHENRIES.IT THUS
ALSO FOLLOWS THAT THE TOTAL
INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE OF THESE THREE COILS TOWARDS
THE FLOW OF AN A.C. CURRENT OF
GIVEN
FREQUENCY WOULD BE FIGURED WITH THE AID
FIG 4
Inductances Connected
OF RECIPROCALS. IN OTHER WORDS,IF THREE
PARALLEL CONNECTED COILS AT A GIVEN FREIn Para Ile l,
OHMS
QUENCY RESPECTIVELY HAVE AN INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF 2000'OHMS,1500
OF
AND 3000 OHMS, THE THREE TOGETHER WOULD HAVE A COMBINED REACTANCE
Xe
666.66 oHMs ( _I=
666.66 oHMs).
,OR
+
XL. 2000
1500
3000
I

I

I

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
NOW LET US TURN OUR ATTENTION TO A DIFFERENT TYPE OF REACTANCE.THIS
TIME, IT IS GOING TO BE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE AND THIS IS THE REAL NAME
FOR THE OPPOSING EFFECT THAT A CONDENSER OFFERS TO THE FLOW OF AN ALTERNATING CURRENT. YOU ARE ALREADY SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH THIS INTERESTING
PHENOMENA BUT AT THIS TIME, WE ARE GOING TO CONSIDER IT IN A MORE ADVANCED FORM.
To BEGIN WITH,
CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE IS ALSO MEASURED IN OHMS,
THE SAME AS RESISTANCE AND INDUCTIVE REACTANCE.THE METHOD OF CALCULATING THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE,
HOWEVER,IS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT,ANO
WE MAKE USE OF THE FOLLOWING FORM
WHERE
OR XULA: X
et` 6.28/C
27rfC
XeIS THE SYMBOL FOR CAPACITIVE R&
CONSTANT
ACTANCE, I2YT" IS THE
THE
6.28 (APPROXIMATE) "PI S
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER
SECOND
THE.
AND "C" IS THE CAPACITY OF
GIVEN CONDENSER EXPRESSED IN FARADS.
1

I

I

PIG.5
Calculating Capaci ke QeacLance.
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A PRACTICAL
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
PROBLEM
LET US WORK OUT A
PRACTICAL
PROBLEM INCLUDING
AND SEE JUST
WHERE WE STAND. IN FIG.
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
5 YOU ARE
STAGES WHICH HAVE A
SHOWN TWO R.F.
200 -OHM GRID -BIAS
AMPLIFYING
RESISTOR INSTALLED IN
CATHODE CIRCUIT. THIS
200 -OHM RESISTOR
THEIR COMMON
IS BYPASSED
BY A .1 MFD
CONDENSER.
AS YOU ALREADY
KNOW,
THE PURPOSE OF
THIS BYPASS
CONDENSER IS TO PASS
THE

RADIO FREQUENCIES TO
GROUND
SO
THAT THEY WON'T
PASS
THROUGH THIS RESISTOR,
BUT
NOW LET US SEE HOW
THIS CON
DITION IS GOING TO
WORK OUT

MATHEMATICALLY.
SINCE WE ALREADY
KNOW
THAT A CONDENSER
OFFERS
LESS OPPOSITION OR
LESS REACTANCE TO ALTERNATING
CURRENTS AS THE
FREQUENCY
INFIG. 6
CREASES,LET US CHOOSE A
Current Leads the
LOW
t%/fage in a Capa
RADIO BROADCAST
FREQUENCY
Ci%Ve CircuiLC.
AND SEE WHAT IS
GOING TO
P.F. OF 550 KC. THE
HAPPEN. WE SHALL ASSUME
AN
CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE
RADIO FREQUENCY OF
OF
THIS .1 MFD
550 KC IS EXPRESSED
BY THE FORMULA AS: CONDENSER TO A
Xc

` 6.28 x 550,000
x .0000001
(NOTE THAT
550,000 CYCLES = 550 KC
AND
.0000001
FORMULA WORKS OUT AS XC
FARAD a
3454 OR THE

CONDENSER AT 550

KC

IS

.1
MFD.)
THIS
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF
THE.I MFD
2.89 OR APPROXIMATELY
3 OHMS.

THE BIAS
RESISTOR OFFERS
APPROXIMATELY 200 OHMS OF
RESPECTIVE OF THE
RESISTANCE IRFREQUENCY, AND SINCE WE
FOUND THAT THE .1 MFD
CONDENSER ONLY HAS A
BYPASS
CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE OF APPROXIMATELY
KC, IT IS OBVIOUS
3 OHMS AT 550
THAT CURRENTS OF
THIS
PASS THROUGH THE
CONDENSER IN PREFERENCE TO FREQUENCY WILL MOST NATURALLY
THE RESISTOR
POSITIOÑ OFFERED BY THE
BECAUSE THE OPRESISTOR TO THESE
GREAT AS THAT OFFERED
CURRENTS
IS
NEARLY
70 TIMES AS
BY THE

CONDENSER.

AS

THE
FREQUENCY BEING
HANDLED BECOMES
GREATER, THE CA
PACITIVE REACTANCE
BECOMES LESS
AT
A
RAPID RATE, SO THAT
THE
EFFECT OF THE BYPASS
CONDENSER
BECOMES STILL MORE
PRONOUNCED.
FOR EXAMPLE, AT
1500 KC THE REACTANCE OF THE BYPASS
CONDENSER
IN FIG. 5
BECOMES AS FOLLOWS:

Xe ¢

6.28

X

1,500,000 x.0000001
1.06 OR
OHM (APPROX.).
IN OTHER
WORDS,AT A FREQUENCY OF
1500 KC, THE
BIAS RESISTOR OFOR XC

_

I

FIG.7
Capacity

Increased by
Para el Conaec iorz,
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FERS ABOUT 200 TIMES AS MUCH OPPOSITION TO THESE HIGH FREQUENCIES
AS
DOES THE CONDENSER AND SO THESE CURRENTS HAVE A STILL GREATER
TENDENCY
TO PASS THROUGH THE CONDENSER IN PREFERANCE TO PASSING THROUGH THE
200
OHM RESISTOR.
THIS PRACTICAL PROBLEM IN ITSELF SHOWS YOU JUST EXACTLY WHAT A BYPASS CONDENSER ACCOMPLISHES,THEREBY EMPHASIZING ITS IMPORTANCE STILL MORE.

ANOTHER FORMULA WHICH YOU CAN USE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF A GIVEN CONDENSER AT A SPECIFIED FREQUENCY IS AS FOLIJ
OWS¡

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE

OHMS..

159,155
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES X CAPACITY IN MFD.
THIS FORMULA CHECKS CLOSELY WITH THE ONE GIVEN YOU PREVIOUSLY.FOREXAMPLE,
WHEN USED TO CALCULATE THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THE BY-PASS CONDENSER
IN FIG. 5
AT 550 KC.,
CI
C3
THIS SECOND
FORMULA
WORKS OUT AS: Xe
'en
_2.99 OHMS
159, 155
550,000 X .1
[
IN

160 MmFd

OR APPROXIMATELY 3 OHMS,

THE SAME AS OBTAINED FROM

(.00015

THE PREVIOUS COMPUTATION.

THE PHASE RELATION

50o Mo. &
(.0005 MFd)

MFd)

boo

MmFd-

(:001M53.)

FIG. 8
CapaciícJ Qedueetí by Series Conned. -ion.
IN

CAPACITIVE CIRCUITS

NOW THAT YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH CAPACITIVE REACTANCE, LET US NEXT Ill
VESTIGATE THE MATTER OF THE PHASE RELATION IN AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT CONTAINING CAPACITY ONLY. IN THIS CASE, THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT CURVES WOULD
APPEAR AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. S. NOTICE IN THIS GRAPH HOW DURING
THIS
ONE CYCLE, THE CURRENT REACHES ITS MAXIMUM OR PEAK VALUE 9O0 BEFORE THE
VOLTAGE REACHES ITS PEAK VALUE. IN OTHER WORDS, IN A PURELY CAPACITIVE CIB
CUIT, THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT ARE 90 OUT OF PHASE BUT THE CURRENT
LEADS
THE VOLTAGE IN THIS CASE. THIS IS JUST THE REVERSE OF WHAT TAKES PLACE IN
A PURE INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT.
WITH THIS POINT SETTLED, WE WILL PROCEED WITH THE MATTER
ING SERIES AND PARALLEL CONDENSER CONNECTIONS, DISCUSSING THE

CONCERNPARALLEL

ARRANGEMENT FIRST.
CONDENSERS CONNECTED

IN

PARALLEL

IN FIG. 7, YOU WILL SEE AN ILLUSTRATION WHERE THREE FIXED
CONDENSERS OF DIFFERENT VALUES ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL. THESE CONDENSERS HAVE
THE RESPECTIVE VALUES OF .00025 MFD. ( 250 MMFO.); .0005 MFD.(500 MMFD.)
AND *WI MFD. (IOOO MMFO.).

THE COMBINED CAPACITY OF A PARALLEL CAPACITY COMBINATION IS
EQUAL
INDIVIDUAL CAPACITIES. THAT IS, IN THE CASE OF FIG. 7,
THE COMBINED CAPACITY OF THE GROUP IS EQUAL TO 250í-5004-1000 MMFD.
OR
1750 MMFD. IN TERMS OF MICROFARADS, THIS TOTAL CAPACITY WOULD AMOUNT
TO
e00025+.0005+.001 OR .00175 MFDS. NOTICE THAT THE COMBINED
CAPACITY
TO THE SUM OF THE

PAGE 6
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INCREASES AS THE NUMBER OR VALUE

OF THE

PARALLEL CAPACITIES

IS

INCREASED.

Now,

IN FIG. 8, WE SEE THESE SAME THREE CONDENSERS CONNECTED IN SE
To DETERMINE
THE
TOTAL CAPACITY OF THIS COMBINATION, WE USE THE

RIES.

FORMULA:

+

CI

i'C3
12

WHERE C - THE TOTAL CAPACITY,

AND CI, C2 AND

Cs, THE VARIOUS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITIES.
THUS, IN THE CASE OF FIG. 8, THE
CAPACITY OF THE COMBINATION BECOMES:
_
I
s
2
I
7
SINCE C
C
250
500
1006
C
1000
1000
1000
1000
loon'
I

4.I

I

I

WE ALSO HAVE 7C a 1000 OR C = 142.857 MMFD OR APPROXIMATELY 14+3 MMFD.
TERMS OF MICROFARADS, THIS VALUE WOULD BE EQUIVALENT TO .000143 MFD.

IN

FROM THE FOREGOING CALCULATIONS, YOU HAVE
DEFINITE PROOF THAT AS
CAPACITIES ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES, THE TOTAL CAPACITY BECOMES LESS.
IT
IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT WHEN DEAL
ING WITH SERIES AND
PARALLEL CAPACITIES, WE
HAVE
EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE
EFFECT TO THAT WHEN DEALING WITH REmFd
3nIFdi 2 mFdj
SISTORS IN THESE SAME COMBINATIONS.

T

I

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IN PARALLEL
CAPACITIVE CIRCUITS

T

FIRST, LET US
AT FIG. 9.
LOOK
HERE WE HAVE THREE CONDENSERS CONNECT
ED IN PARALLEL AND
G. g
THEIR VALUES ARE
Group oF Parallel Cohnectcd
RESPECTIVELY,
MFD, 3 MFD,AND 2 MFD.
Con den
FROM WHAT YOU LEARNED IN YOUR PREVIOUR LESSON, YOU WILL REALIZE IMMEDIATELY THAT THE CAPACITY OF THIS ENTIRE
PARALLEL
ARRANGEMENT BECOMES EQUAL TO
MFD + 3 MFD +- 2 MFD, OR
6 MICROFARADS.

I

I

sers.

I

CY OF

ñc

THE REACTANCE OF THIS EFFECTIVE 6-MFD CAPACITY TO
1600 KILOCYCLES CAN BE DETERMINED BY THE FORMULA:

_

FREQUENCY

IN

159,155
CYCLES X CAPACITY

IN

MFD OR xC

_
_

A

RADIO FREQUEN-

159,155
1,600,000 x 6

6 OHM

(APPROX.)

You CAN GET THIS SAME RESULT BY FIRST DETERMINING THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF EACH OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONDENSERS TOWARD THIS FREQUENCY. THESE
SEPARATE REACTANCES CAN THEN BE ADDED TOGETHER BY RECIPROCALS THE SAME AS
THOUGH THEY WERE PARALLELED RESISTORS, BUT THIS METHOD OF SOLVING THE
PROBLEM IS MUCH MORE COMPLICATED THAN THE SIMPLER METHOD JUST GIVEN YOU.
THE MAIN THING TO REMEMBER IS THAT THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THE
GROUP OF PARALLEL CONDENSERS IN FIG. 9 TO ANY GIVEN FREQUENCY
IS LESS
THAN
THE
REACTANCE OFFERED BY ANY ONE OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONDENSERS TO
THIS SAME FREQUENCY.

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE WITH SERIES CAPACITIES
Now,

LET US PROCEED WITH THE CASE WHERE WE HAVE
TO
DEAL WITH THE
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF A SERIES CONNECTED GROUP OF CONDENSERS.
IN
FIG. 10, FOR EXAMPLE, WE HAVE THREE CONDENSERS CONNECTED IN SERIES AND

THEIR RESPECTIVE

VALUES ARE AGAIN

1

MFD,

3 MFD,

AND 2 MFD.
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THE COMBINED CAPACITY OF THIS CIRCUIT WILL
OF

C

THE FORMULA:

i

I

C

+

3

WHENCE

C

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
Xc
'

CI

6

2
OF

I

I

,

I

BE

FOUND WITH THE AID

OR

+ CZ + C3

}3
THIS

+

OR
.

C

SERIES

159:155
OR x
1,600,000 x .545

s J_,OR

C

=

COMBINATION

872,000

'

.51+5

TO

MFD

THUS,

THE

1600 KC WILL BE:

.182 OHM.

YOU COULD GET THE SAME RESULT BY DETERMINING THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE FOR EACH
OF THESE THREE CONDENSERS SEPARATELY AND THEN ADDING THE
RESULTS TOGETHER SO AS TO FIND THE TOTAL REACTANCE OF THIS COMBINATION.
BUT HERE AGAIN, THIS PROCESS WOULD BE LONGER THAN THE METHOD OF SOLVING
THIS PROBLEM AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
THE IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER ABOUT THIS TYPE OF CIRCUIT IS THAT
THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE BECOMES GREATER AS THE NUMBER OF SERIES CONNECT
ED CAPACITIES IS INCREASED.
IMPEDANCE

I

rnFd.

3

mfd.

2 mfd.

SO FAR,
HAVE CONSIDERED
WE
CIRCUITS CONTAINING SOLELY CAPACITY
OR INDUCTANCE.
IN
PRACTICE, HOWEVER,WE GENERALLY HAVE TO DEAL WITH
FIG. to
A
COMBINATION OF CAPACITY AND REGroup of Series Connected
SISTANCE, OF INDUCTANCE AND RESISCon dens-crs.
TANCE OR EVEN WITH COMBINATIONS CONTAINING ALL THREE OF THESE CONDITIONS.
THAT IS, INDUCTANCE, CAPACITY AND RESISTANCE.

To BEGIN WITH, LET US LOOK AT
DUCTANCE CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH A
CAN EVEN BE CONSIDERED AS BEING THE
UP
THE
COIL, FOR IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
TANCE ONLY WITHOUT ANY RESISTANCE.

FIG. II, WHERE WE HAVE A COIL OR ININ FACT,THIS RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE.
OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THE WIRE MAKING
TO CONSTRUCT A COIL WHICH HAS INDUC-

IN THIS ILLUSTRATION, WE WILL
HAVE TO CONSIDER THE OPPOSITION OFFERED TO THE CURRENT FLOW BY BOTH THE INDUCTANCE AND THE RESISTANCES AND
THE COMBINED EFFECT OF ALL THE REACTANCE AND
ALL OF THE RESISTANCE IN A
CIRCUIT IS CALLED THE IMPEDANCE, AND THE IMPEDANCE IS REPRESENTED BY THE
IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE TOTAL OPPOSITION OR THE IMPEDANCE
LETTER "Z".
OF THE
CIRCUIT IN FIG. II TOWARD THE 60 -CYCLE A.C. CURRENT, WE USE THE
XL'''.
THAT IS, THE IMPEDANCE IS EQUAL
FORMULA: Z =11R2
TO THE SQUARE
ROOT OF THE RESISTANCE SQUARED, PLUS THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THE COIL
AT 60 CYCLES SQUARED.
IN OTHER WORDS, THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THIS COIL TO A 60 -CYCLE
CURRENT WILL BE:
XL a 2'IYfL OR XL = 6.28 x 60 x 15 = 5652 OHMS.
THE IMPEDANCE WILL THEN BE: Z :1/200024 5652z 1/4,000,000 +31,945,104 a
A/35,945,104
5995, OR APPROXIMATELY 6000 OHMS.

THE IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE FOR INDUCTANCE AND RESISTANCE

IMPEDANCE PROBLEMS INVOLVING INDUCTANCE AND RESISTANCE CAN ALSO BE
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WORKED OUT BY MEANS OF THE IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE. THIS
IS A VERY SIMPLE MET.h
OD AS YOU SHALL PRESENTLY SEE. IN FIG. 12, FOR
EXAMPLE, WE HAVE A RESISTANCE-INDUCTANCE COMBINATION IN WHICH THE
RESISTANCE HAS A VALUE OF
10
OHMS AND THE INDUCTANCE AT THE FREQUENCY BEING
HANDLED HAS A REACTANCE OF
12 OHMS.
To FIND THE IMPEDANCE OF THIS
CI.
CUIT BY MEANS OF THE IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE,
PROCEED AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGI3. THAT
IS, FIRST DRAW A HORIZONTAL LINE. THIS
LINE REPRESENTS RESISTANCE ANO
SINCE
THE VALUE OF THE RESISTANCE IN
OUR
PRESENT PROBLEM IS 10 9HMS,DRAW
THIS
LINE 10 UNITS LONG. THE UNIT USED
IS A
MATTER OF CHOICE AND MAY BE 1/8",
1/4;
FIG. 1I
1/2", I" OR ANY OTHER SUITABLE UNIT.
IN
Circui With Inductance
THE CASE OF FIG. 13,1/8° WAS CHOSEN
AS
IRe5/sL8nce.
THE UNIT AND CONSEQUENTLY THE
RESISTANCE LINE IS I0/80 OR 11/4" LONG. THIS
FORMS THE BASE FOR THE IMPEDANCE
TRIANGLE. THE NEXT STEP IS TO DRAW THE
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE LINE. THIS
IS
A VERTICAL LINE DRAWN
AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE END OF THE
RESISTANCE
LINE
ANO SINCE THE INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE IN OUR PRESENT PROBLEM IS 12 OHMS,
THIS
LINE SHOULD BE DRAWN 12 UNITS
LONG. (THE SAME UNIT MUST BE USED AS
THAT
USED FOR THE RESISTANCE
LINE.)

and

THIS DONE, THE NEXT STEP
IS TO CONNECT TOGETHER THE ENDS OF
THESE
TWO LINES BY A THIRD LINE
WHICH IS DESIGNATED AS THE IMPEDANCE LINE
IN
FIG. 13. Now MEASURE THIS LINE
AND SEE HOW MANY UNITS IT CONTAINS AND
THE
RESULT WILL BE THE IMPEDANCE OF
THE CIRCUIT IN OHMS. IN THE CASE OF
THE
PROBLEM GIVEN IN FIG. 12, THE
IMPEDANCE LINE IN FIG. 13 WILL BE FOUND TO
BE APPROXIMATELY I5-1UNITS LONG. HENCE THE IMPEDANCE OF THIS
CIRCUIT
TO
THE FREQUENCY BEING
CONSIDERED IS ABOUT I51 OHMS.
IT

IS INTERESTING TO NOTE HOW
CLOSE IMPEDANCE VALUESAS DET.RMINED
IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE METHOD APPROACH
THE CALCULATED IMPEDANCE VALUE FOR EXAMPLE, SINCE Z = R
,WE FIND THAT BY SUBSTITUTING
4.
INTO
IT
THE RESISTANCE AND
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE VALUES GIVEN IN FIG.
125 WE HAVE
Z= U 101+(2--=1ÍI00+144
244 =15.62 OHMS.

BY THE

-V

AS YOU WILL NOTICE THIS
VALUE IS NOT SO VERY FAR OFF FROM THE MORE
APPROXIMATE METHOD AS EMPLOYED
IN FIG. 13.

IMPEDANCE OFFERED BY A RESISTANCECAPACITY COsr13 NAT ON
I

I

Now LET US CONSIDER A CIRCUIT
CONTAINING CAPACITY AND
RESISTANCE. THIS
IS
ILLUSTRATED FOR YOU IN FIG 14 AND
THE
VALUES ARE 20 OHMS FOR THE
RESISTOR
AND
MFD FOR THE CONDENSER. OUR PROBLEM IS
TO FIND THE TOTAL
OPPOSITION OR IMPEDANCE
OFFERED BY THIS CIRCUIT TO A
CURRENT
AT
600 CYCLES. IN THIS
CASE, WE USE THE FORM
I

4naE.fier

FIG.12
Impedance Prnblern.
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THAT IS, THE IMPEDANCE
IS EQUAL TO THE SQUARE
ULA Z = 1/RZ +
OF THE RESISTANCE SQUARED, PLUS THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE SQUARED.

ROOT

THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THE
MFD CONDENSER TO THE 600 -CYCLE CURRENT AS DETERMINED
THE FORMULA:
BY
XC

IS

159,15

-

FREQ.IN CYCLES
x

_

! 59,!
55

00x

-

X

APACITY

151151
600

I

IN

MFD

265.26
OHMS

THE IMPEDANCE WILL THUS BE EQUAL
f 265.26`
-x/70,762.8 , OR
APPROXIMATELY 266 OHMS.
To

V202

IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE TO WORK OUT
PROBLEMS INVOLVING RESISIMPEDANCE
FIG.13
AND
TANCE
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE BY
Impedance Tríang/e for inducMEANS OF THE IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE. FOR
tance and ResisEance.
EXAMPLE, AT THE
TOP OF FIG. 15, WE
HAVE AN A.C. CIRCUIT CONTAINING A 15 -OHM RESISTANCE AND THE REACTANCE OF
THE CONDENSER AT THE FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED IS 6 OHMS.

REPRESENTING THE RELATION
IN THE LOWER PORTION OF FIG. 15, WE ARE
BETWEEN THIS RESISTANCE AND CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IN THE FORM OF THE IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE.
ALSO FREQUENTLY SPOKEN OF AS THE
SUCH A TRIANGLE IS
VECTOR RELATION OF RESISTANCE AND CAPACITIVE REACTANCE.
NOTE IN FIG. 15 THAT
THE
HORIZONTAL RESISTANCE LINE OF THE TRITHE CAPACITIVE
DRAWN
15
AS
TO REPRESENT 15 OHMS.
UNITS
LONG,SO
IS
REACTANCE LINE IS 6 UNITS LONG SO AS TO REPRESENT 6 OHMS OF CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE, BUT THIS LINE EXTENDS DOWNWARD AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE EXTREMITY OF THE RESISTANCE
DIRECTION OPPOSITE TO THAT OF THE
LINE, OR IN A
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE LINE WHICH WAS SHOWN YOU IN A PREVIOUS PROBLEM.
ANGLE

THE TWO EXTRESITIES OF THE
AND CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE
RESISTANCE
LINES ARE THEN CONNECTED TOGETHER BY THE THIRD LINE OF THE TRIANGLE AND,
UPON MEASUREMENT WITH A RULE,IT WILL BE FOUND THAT THIS LINE IS 16 UNITS
HENCE, THE IMPEDANCE OF THIS CIRCUIT IS 16 OHMS.
LONG.

PROBLEMS INVOLVING RESISTANCE,
CAPACITY, AND INDUCTANCE
NOW,

THE CASE WHERE
CONSIDER
CIRCUIT CONTAINING RESISTANCE,
HERE THE IMPEDINDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY.
ANCE
WILL
BE
EXPRESSED BY THE FORMULA
Z =1/RZ
X2 , IN WHICH "X" IS THE NET REACTANCE OR THE ARITHMETICAL DIFFERENCE BEAND
THE
TWEEN
THE
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE.

WE HAVE

Circuit

FIG.

14

With Capacity

Sistance.

and

Qe

-

LET US

A

To ILLUSTRATE
THIS
IMPORTANT POINT,
LET US LOOK AT FIG.16, WHERE WE HAVE A CIR
CUIT IN WHICH A 1O -HENRY CHOKE IS CONNECTED

PRACTICAL RADIO
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SERIES WITH A 50 MFD. CONDENSER. THE WIRE OF THIS SAME CHOKE IS
OF
SUCH CROSS-SECTION AND LENGTH AS TO OFFER A RESISTANCE OF 5 OHMS. THIS 5
OHMS OF RESISTANCE CAN BE CONSIDERED AS A RESISTANCE INSERTED IN
SERIES
WITH THE CIRCUIT AS HERE PICTURED.
IN

OUR FIRST STEP IN DETERMINING THE
IMPEDANCE OF THIS CIRCUIT TO A 1000 CYCLE
CURRENT IS TO FIRST CALCULATE THE
INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE REACTANCE TO THIS
FREQUENCY. TO FIND THE INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE, USE THE FORMULA Xti= 21111-WHENCE
X`ex 6.28 X 1000 X 10.62, 800 OHMS.
THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THE 50
MFD. CONDENSER TOWARD THE 1000 CYCLE CUB
RENT WILL BE FOUND WITH THE FORMULA X,=
_

2 71f C

6.28

= 3.2
FIG.15

Impedance

77-ianq/e

f

r- ,Qesis-

fance a.id CapaciEy.

X

1

1000 X .00005

OHMS.

THE NET OR EFFECTIVE REACTANCE OF
THE CIRCUIT THENCE BECOMES 62,800-320R
62796.8 OHMS. THE IMPEDANCE FORMULA WILL
THEN BE EXPRESSED AS Z= U R1.+X1 OR

Z

1,[514-62796.e" OR Z=.62796 OHMS.
IN THIS PARTICULAR PROBLEM, WE SUBTRACTED THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
FROM THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE NET REACTANCE. How
EVER, IN SUCH CASES WHERE THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IS GREATER THAN
THE
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE,THEN THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE IS SUBTRACTED FROM
THE
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE NET REACTANCE. THE REST OF
THE CALCULATIONS, HOWEVER, WOULD BE CARRIED OUT IN THE SAME MANNER
AS
ALREADY SHOWN YOU.

IN THIS PROBLEM, A VERY INTERESTING CONDITION OCCURS AND THAT
IS
THAT THE IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT UNDER CONSIDERATION IS PRACTICALLY EQUAL
TO THAT OF THE INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE
ALONE. IHE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT
50 M fd)
5 iL
THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE 18 80 VERY
LARGE IN RELATION TO THE PURE RESISTANCE AND CAPACITIVE REACTANCE THAT
10 henries
THE CIRCUIT AS A WHOLE ACTUALLY ASSUMES THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A PURE
INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT.

.pA.C.
IN PRACTICE, WHERE SUCH
CONDITION OCCUR THAT THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE IS SO VERY LARGE IN RESPECT TO
THE PURE RESISTANCE,ONE GENERALLY Na
SUMES THE NET REACTANCE AS OFFERING
THE TOTAL OPPOSITION TO CURRENT FLOW
AND THE PURE RESISTANCE IS CONSIDERED AS NEGLIGIBLE.

¡

\ 100o

CtJCIeS

FtEi. 16

A

Circuif With QesisEance,lnducí'ance and Capacífy .
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REMEMBER, HOWEVER, THAT WHEN AN APPRECIABLE PURE RESISTANCE IS PRE/
ENT IN THE CIRCUIT, IT WILL AFFECT THE IMPEDANCE OF SUCH A CIRCUIT MATERIALLY AND MUST THEREFORE, BE ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE FORMULA FOR THE CALCULA
TION OF THE CIRCUITS TOTAL IMPEDANCE.

SIMILAR CONDITIONS AS THIS ALSO ARISE WHEN THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
CIRCUIT IS VERY LARGE IN PROPORTION TO ITS PURE RESISTANCE. IN THIS
CASE, THE IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT WILL ASSUME THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
A
PURE CAPACITIVE CIRCUIT AND
THE
PURE RESISTANCE CAN BE CONSIDERED
Resistance 15n. 4--XL=2Of.
AS NEGLIGIBLE.

OF

A

PROBLEMS OF THIS NATURE CAN
ALSO BE REPRESENTED BY A VECTOR Dj
AGRAM AND SOLVED THEREBY. FOR EXAMPLE, IN FIG. I7,YOU WILL SEE
A
CIRCUIT COMPOSED OF INDUCTANCE,CAPACITY AND RESISTANCE. THE VECTOR
RELATION FOR THIS PROBLEM IS ALSO
SHOWN IN FIG, 17.
IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE, THE
RESISTANCE HAS A VALUE OF 15 OHMS,
AND THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE IS 20
OHMS. OBSERVE IN THE LOWER PORTION
OF FIG. 17 THAT THE HORIZONTAL REUNITS
SISTANCE LINE IS DRAWN 15
LONG. THE VERTICAL OR INDUCTIVE
ACTANCE LINE EXTENDS UPWARD FROM
THE RESISTANCE LINE FOR 20 UNITS,
THEREBY REPRESENTING THE VALUE OF

R

20 OHMS.

Resislance

THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE LINE
WHICH REPRESENTS 5 OHMS,IS
DRAWN
STRAIGHT DOWNWARDS FROM THE RESISTANCE LINE FOR A DISTANCE OF
5
FIG.17
UNITS. UPON SUBTRACTING THE XC 5
Vector Qe/atiorr of QtsisEance,Capaciii`e
OHM LINE FROM THE 20 OHM INDUCTIVE
Qeactaryce and /nducEive Qeactance.
REACTANCE LINES WE HAVE LEFT THE NET
REACTANCE LINE WHICH IS ONLY
15
UNITS LONG. THIS REPRESENTS A NET REACTANCE OF 15 OHMS.
1

°S

CL

Now BY CONNECTING TOGETHER THE END OF THE RESISTANCE LINE WITH THE
15TH MARK OF THE NET REACTANCE LINE, WE OBTAIN THE IMPEDANCE. UPON
MEASUREMENT WITH A RULE,THIS IMPEDANCE LINE WILL BE FOUND TO BE 21.2
UNITS
LONG, THUS SHOWING THAT THE IMPEDANCE FOR THIS CIRCUIT iIS APPROXIMATELY
21 OHMS.
YOU ARE GRADUALLY DEVELOPING A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF A.C. CIRCUITS
AND IN THE FOLLOWING LESSON, YOU ARE GOING TO EXPAND THIS KNOWLEDGE STILL
MORE BY LEARNING THE MATHEMATICAL LAWS WHICH GOVERN RESONANT CIRCUITS AND
MANY OTHER INTERESTING FEATURES OF IMPORTANCE.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON

NO.

40

"When a man really finds himself
at the top of the ladder of success,
he is never alone. No man can climb
to genuine success without taking
others along with him."

I.

2.

3.

4.

- EXPLAIN THE PHASE RELATION WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN A PURE INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT.

- EXPLAIN THE PHASE RELATION WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT IN A PURE CAPACITIVE CIRCUIT.
- IF INDUCTANCES OF 30, 25 AND 15 HENRIES RESPECTIVELY ARE
INDUCALL CONNECTED IN SERIES, WHAT WILL BE THE TOTAL
TANCE OF THIS COMBINATION?
200 AND 50 MICROHENRIES RESPECTIVELY
ARE ALL CONNECTED IN PARALLEL,WHAT WILL BE THE TOTAL IN-

- IF INDUCTANCES OF I00;

DUCTANCE OF THIS COMBINATION?
REACTANCE WILL A CONDENSER OF .25 MFD.
OFFER TOWARDS AN R.F. SIGNAL CURRENT OF 600 Kc.?

5. - WHAT CAPACITIVE

6. -

THREE CONDENSERS HAVING A CAPACITY RATING OF 2; 4 AND
8 MFD. RESPECTIVELY ARE ALL CONNECTED IN PARALLEL,WHAT
REACTANCE WILL THIS COMBINATION OFFER TOWARDS A 60 CYCLE
CURRENT?

7.

EXPLAIN WHAT

IF

IS

MEANT BY THE TERM IMPEDANCE?

INDUCTANCE OF 15 HENRIES IS CONNECTED IN SERIES
WITH A RESISTANCE OF 2000 OHMS,WHAT IMPEDANCE WILL THIS
CIRCUIT OFFER TOWARDS A 120 CYCLE CURRENT?

S. - IF AN

9.

-

I0 MFD. CAPACITY RATING IS CONNECTED
A CONDENSER OF
INDUCSERIES WITH A RESISTANCE OF 500 OHMS AND AN
TANCE OF 20 HENRIES, WHAT IMPEDANCE WILL THIS CIRCUIT
OFFER TOWARDS A 50 -CYCLE CURRENT?
IF

IN

I0.-

ILLUSTRATE HOW THE IMPEDANCE MAY BE DETERMINED BY MEANS
IMPEDANCE TRIANGLE" IF THE D.C. RESISTANCE OF A
OF THE
CERTAIN CIRCUIT IS 10 OHMS AND ITS INDUCTIVE REACTANCE
(5 OHMS.
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OHM'S LAW FOR A.C. CIRCUITS
RESONANCE
IN THIS LESSON, WE ARE GOING TO CONTINUE OUR DISCUSSION ON A.C. CIRCUITS BY STUDYING,
FIRST,
THE RELATION BETWEEN PARTIAL VOLTAGES AND THE
COMBINED VOLTAGE OF CIRCUITS INVOLVING IMPEDANCE. IN FIG. I, FOR EXAMPLE,
WE HAVE A CIRCUIT CONTAINING THREE RESISTORS WHICH ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES
IN AN A. C. CIRCUIT.
THE AMMETER INDICATES A CURRENT FLOW OF 6 AMPERES,
WHICH READING REPRESENTS THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT FLOW IN THE CIRCUIT.

-.

SINCE THIS SAME 6 AMPERES MUST FLOW THROUGH ALL OF THESE RESISTORS,
FIND,
ACCORDING TO OHMS LAW,
THAT THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE 4 -OHM
RESISTOR IS EQUAL TO 4 x 6 OR 24 VOLTS (E =
X R).
THE DROP ACROSS THE
9 -OHM RESISTOR IS 6 x 9 OR 54 VOLTS, AND THE DROP ACROSS THE 6 -OHM RESISTOR IS 6 x 6 OR 36 VOLTS.
THE TOTAL VOLTAGE,
WHICH IS IMPRESSED ACROSS
THE ENTIRE
GROUP OF RESISTORS,
THUS
EQUALS 24
54 8 36 OR 114 VOLTS.
THESE ARE THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE VALUES OF THE A. C. CIRCUIT.
WE

1

FIG.
VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN A
PURE RESISTANCE CIRCUIT
I

I

..

WITH
MIND,
SIDER FIG.
ANOTHER A.
THIS TIME
IN

THIS

POINT WELL

NEXT CONLET US
2. HERE, WE HAVE
C. CIRCUIT;
BUT

A
RESISTOR,
A
CONDENSER AND AN INDUCTANCE
ARE
CONNECTED
IN
SERIES.
KEEP
THIS
CIRCUIT FIRMLY
FIXED IN YOUR MIND, AS WHAT
YOU ARE NOW GOING TO BE TOLD
ABOUT IT 1S VERY IMPORTANT.

BE APOHM'S LAW CAN
PLIED
JUST AS WELL TO CONDENSERS AND
INDUCTANCES AS
IT CAN TO RESISTORS,
ONLY
THAT IN THE CASE OF CONDEN-
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SERS AND INDUCTANCES THE REACTANCE TAKES THE PLACE OF THE RESISTANCE. WE
THUS FIND IN FIG. 2 THAT THE VOLT-DROP ACROSS THE 4 OHM RESISTOR IS EQUAL
TO 4 X 6 OR 24 VOLTS. THE VOLT DROP ACROSS THE CONDENSER WILL BE
EQUAL
TO THE CURRENT IN AMPERES TIMES THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THIS
CONDENSER AT THE FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED. IN OTHER WORD8,THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS
THIS CONDENSER WILL BE 9 X 6 OR 54 VOLTS. THEN IN LIKE MANNER,THE VOLTAGE
DROP ACROSS THE INDUCTANCE WILL BE EQUAL TO THE CURRENT TIMES THE
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THIS COIL AT THE FREQUENCY OF THE EXISTING CURRENT FLOW.
THAT IS, THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THIS INDUCTANCE IS 6 X 6 OR 36 VOLTS.

Now THEN, HERE

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING FOR YOU TO REMEMBER. THE'
VOLTAGE ACROSS THIS ENTIRE
SERIES GROUP OF FIG. 2 WILL
NOT BE 24+54 +36 OR
114
VOLTS BECAUSE IN THE
CASE
OF FIG. 2, WE HAVE IMPEDANCE
TO CONSIDER. THE IMPEDANCE OF
THIS CIRCUIT OF FIG.2 IS NOT
4+9+6 OR 19 OHMS AS IN THE
CASE OF A PURE RESISTANCE
CIRCUIT. BUT TO FIND THE IM
PEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT
yN
FIG. 2,wE MUST USE THE FORM
ULA Z= R2+X2 WHERE R =THE
4 OHMS OF RESISTANCE ANDnX"
THE NET REACTANCE OF THEC13
FIG.2
CUIT. IN THE CASE OF FIG.2,
YolEage Oístribution in a Corr+binaí'ion Circuík.
THE NET REACTANCE OF THE CIS
CUlT IS 9 -6 OR 3 OHMS.THAT
IS, THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE MINUS THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE. THE IMPEDANCE
WOULD THUS BECOME EQUAL TO 14-2-4-32 = \
9 = t5
OR 5 OHMS.
IS

16

THUS FOLLOWS THAT THE EFFECTIVE VOLT DROP ACROSS THE SERIES COMIN FIG. 2 IS EQUAL TO THE CURRENT FLOW TIMES THE IMPEDANCE
OR
6 X 5=30 VOLTS. SO YOU SEE, THIS VOLT DROP IS LESS THAN ONE MIGHT
SUPPOSE UPON FIRST THOUGHT.
IT

BINATION

OHM'S LAW FOR A.C. CIRCUITS
REMEMBER NOW THAT THE OHM'S LAW RELATION ALSO HOLDS GOOD IN
A.C.
CIRCUITS JUST AS MUCH AS IT DOES IN THE D.C. CIRCUITS, ONLY THAT IN
THE
CASE OF A.C.,EFFECTIVE VOLTS =EFFECTIVE CURRENT X IMPEDANCE.
IMPEDANCE=
EFFECTIVE VOLTS OR EFFECTIVE CURRENT- EFFECTIVE VOLTS .
EFFECTIVE CURRENT.
IMPEDANCE
IN ALL CASES, THE EFFECTIVE VALUES,ARE THOSE AS INDICATED BY AN A.C.
TYPE METER AND OF COURSE THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT MUST BE EXPRESSED IN A!VPER
ES AND NOT IN MILLIAMPERES ETC.

To BE SURE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THE APPLICATION OF OHM'S LAW TO A.C.
CIRCUITS, LET US WORK OUT A FEW SIMPLE PRACTICAL PROBLEMS. LET US ASSUME,
FOR EXAMPLE, THAT WE HAVE A 30 HENRY CHOKE, CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH
A
1000 OHM RESISTOR. HOw MUCH VOLTAGE WOULD BE REQUIRED TO FORCE 10 MILLI*
PERES THROUGH THIS CIRCUIT?
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TO FIGURE THIS PROBLEM, WE COULD PICTURE IT AS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 3.
THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THIS CHOKE TO THE 120 CYCLE CURRENT IS FOUND
IMWITH THE FORMULA X4= 6.28 FL = 6.28 X 120 X 30=22,608 OHMS. THE
PEDANCE OF THIS,CIRCUIT TO 120 CYCLES IS FOUND WITH THE FORMULA AS FOLLrZ= jjR14. X` = 1/10001.-226081= 1J 512, 121,664= 22630 oHMs. THEN ACCORDows:
ING TO OHM'S LAW, THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE REQUIRED TO FORCE 10 MILLIAMPERES
THROUGH THE IMPEDANCE OF 22630 OHMS, WILL
BE OBTAINED BY MULTIPLYING THE
IMPEDANCE
b.C Resistant¢
Choke
BY THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT. HENCE 22630 X
Al
010= 226.3 VOLTS, WHICH IS THE EFFECTIVE
30 henries l000
VOLTAGE REQUIRED.

FOR THIS SAME CIRCUIT OF FIG. 3,
IF
IMPEDANCE IS KNOWN TO BE 22630 OHMS
300 VOLTS IS
APPLIED ACROSS THE CIRCUIT,
THEN THE CURRENT WHICH WILL
FLOW
CAN BE CALCULATED BY DIVIDING THE EFFECTIVE VOLTS (300) BY. THE IMPEDANCE.
HENCE
300
_
.013 AMPERES OR 13 MILLIAMPERES.
22630
THE
AND

F 1G.3

Figuring

Yo/Eage.

THEN AGAIN,IN THE CASE OF FIG. 3, IF THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE APPLIED
ACROSS THE ENDS OF THE CIRCUIT IS KNOWN TO BE 200 VOLTS AND THE MILLIAMMETER REGISTERS A CURRENT FLOW OF 15 MILLIAMPERES,TMEN THE IMPEDANCE OF
THE CIRCUIT CAN
BE FOUND BY DIVIDING THE VOLTMETER
READING BY THE MIL200
=
13333 OHMS.
=
LIAMMETER READING.
THE
THAT IS,
IMPEDANCE
.015

BE
YOU WOULD HANDLE ANY OTHER CIRCUIT IN LIKE MANNER WHETHER IT
MADE UP OF A CAPACITY AND RESISTANCE, CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE OR
ALL
THREE OF THESE CHARACTERISTIC'S. IN ALL CASES, YOU MUST CONSIDER THE IlAPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT WHEN APPLYING OHMS LAW TO THE COIvB$NED CIRCUIT.

RESONANCE

IN

YOU HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE FAMILIAR WITH THE CONDITION OF RESONANCE
RECEIVER CIRCUITS. AT THIS TIME, HOWEVER, YOU ARE GOING TO OBTAIN
A
STILL BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF
THIS
IMPORTANT RADIO PRINCIPLE,

A LITTLE EARLIER IN THIS LESSON,
YOU WERE TOLD THAT THE IMPEDANCE OF
A CIRCUIT CONTAINING RESISTANCE, INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY COULD BE CALCULATED WITH THE FORMULA A8 FOLLOWS:
Z= VR'.4- X1 , IN WHICH "X" 18 THE NET
REACTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT OR THEARITJj
RIG.4
METICAL
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CAPS
Series Resonance.
ACITIVE REACTANCE AND INDUCTIVE REA CTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT. CONSEQUENTLY, THIS SAME FORMULA COULD BE WRITTEN
X L )1. Now BY LOOKING AT THIS LATTER FORMULA,
AS Z=gR1+ (X
ITS IS PIE
FECTLY OBVIOUS THAT IF THE CIRCUIT CONDITIONS ARE SUCH THAT THE
INDUDTIVE REACTANCE AT SOME GIVEN FREQUENCY 18 EXACTLY EQUAL TO THE CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE AT THIS SAME FREQUENCY_ THEN THE ARITHMETICAL DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THEM OR THE NET REACTANCE, IN OTHER WORDS, WOULD BE EQUAL TO ZERO
(0).
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THIS BEING THE CASE, IT IS CLEAR THAT THE IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS WOULD BE EQUAL TO ITS D.C. RESISTANCE. THIS WOULD
A.C.
BE THE LEAST POSSIBLE OPPOSITION, WHICH A CIRCUIT COULD OFFER AN
AT
CURRENT FLOW AND THIS IS THE CONDITION OF RESONANCE. THAT IS TO SAY,
RESONANCE, THE TOTAL OPPOSITION TO THE CURRENT FLOW IS SIMPLY EQUAL
TO
THE
THE CIRCUITS D.C. RESISTANCE, OR OHMIC RESISTANCE, AND THEREFORE,
MAXIMUM CURRENT CAN FLOW THROUGH IT.
SO THAT YOU WILL GAIN A STILL CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF THE RESONANCE
CONDITION, LET US LOOK CAREFULLY AT FIG. 4. HERE WE HAVE A COIL AND CONDENSER CONNECTED IN SERIES ACROSS AN A.C. SOURCE OF E.M.F. AND WE SHALL
CONSIDER THIS CIRCUIT AS HAVING A RESISTANCE OF
OHM,WHICH WE HAVE PICTURED SEPARATELY IN FIG. 4. Now THEN, NOTE CAREFULLY THAT THE INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE OF THE COIL TOWARD THE FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED IS 1280
OHMS
AND THE CONDENSER OFFERS A CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF 1280 OHMS. THE IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT AT THIS TIME IS Z =URZ+(%<< - XL)2=URZ+\0) _ R z I

iZ=1

OHM.

THUS YOU WILL SEE
THAT AT RESONANCE,

Arltºnna

bL.2

THE ONLY OPPOSITION OFFERED THE
CURRENT FLOW IS
THE OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THE CHI
CUIT. NATURALLY,
R.F Generator
THIS CIRCUIT IS
NOW EQUIVALENT TO
A PURE RESISTANFiG.5
AND
CE CIRCUIT
Example of a Se'ries Qesonance Circuik.
THEREFORE,THERE
ARE
WILL BE NO PHASE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT WHICH
PRESENT IN THE CIRCUIT AT THIS TIME.
R.F.

R.F.

RESHOULD THE FREQUENCY OF THE CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THIS CIRCUIT
MAIN CONSTANT, THEN YOU WOULD FIND THAT
IF EITHER THE INDUCTIVE OR CAPWOULD
ACITIVE VALUES SHOULD BE CHANGED, THEN THESE OPPOSITE REACTANCES
NO LONGER NEUTRALIZE EACHOTHER TO GIVE A NET REACTANCE VALUE OF ZERO AND
THEREFORE, THE CIRCUIT WOULD NO LONGER BE RESONANT TO THE GIVEN FREQUENCY.
THIS, OF COURSE, IS THE WHOLE PRINCIPLE OF TUNING, FOR IN RADIO RECEIVERS, WE GENERALLY VARY THE CAPACITY OF THE TUNING CONDENSER AND WHENEVER
THIS CONDENSER IS ADJUSTED TO THE POSITION WHERE ITS CAPACITY CAUSES ITS
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE TO BE EQUAL TO THE INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF THE COIL
TO
FOR A GIVEN FREQUENCY, THEN THE CIRCUIT WILL BE TUNED OR RESONANT
THAT SAME FREQUENCY.

CALCULATING THE RESONANT FREQUENCY
THE THING WHICH YOU HAVE NO DOUBT BEEN WONDERING ABOUT FOR SOMETIME
WILL
WHAT FREQUENCY A GIVEN CONDENSER AND INDUCTANCE COMBINATION
RESONATE. THIS PROBLEM IS QUITE SIMPLE, HOWEVER, BECAUSE A HANDY FORMULA
1
WHERE:
AGAIN COMES TO OUR ASSISTANCE. THIS FORMULA IS AS FOLLOws:f
IS TO

ZIT 11Lí

=

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND AT RESONANCE
T --7-=THE CONSTANT 3.1416
L ----INDUCTANCE IN HENRIES AT RESONANCE
C = CAPACITY IN FARADS AT RESONANCE.

.f
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IN CASE THE PROBLEM, WHICH YOU ARE SOLVING, HAS THE INDUCTANCE
PRESSED IN MICHROHENRIES AND THE CAPACITY IN MICROFARADB,THEN YOU
WHERE:
USE THE FOLLOWING FORMULA :Jr159,000

EXCAN

L C

s FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND AT RESONANCE
L ~INDUCTANCE IN MICROHENRIES AT RESONANCE
C
CAPACITY IN MICROFARADS AT RESONANCE

T

TO ILLUSTRATE THE USE OF THIS LATTER FORMULA, LET US SUPPOSE
WE WISH TO KNOW TO WHAT FREQUENCY A CAPACITY OF .00035 MFD. AND A
MICROHENRY INDUCTANCE WILL RESONATE.

THE FORMULA
THIS FORMULA, WE

18:

AND SUBSTITUTING OUR VALUES INTO

+=

HAVE.."-.

THAT
300

WHENCE

159,000

JC-

'1300 X .00035

¡59,000
.324

-

490,740

CYCLES, OR 490.74 Kc.

NOW LET US SEE HOW THE

FORMULA/

TRATE THIS, LET
SERIES WITH A 2
CASE, THE VALUE
.000002 FARADS.

-

LC

IN
US SUPPOSE THAT A 30 HENRY CHOKE COIL 18 CONNECTED
MFD. CONDENSER SO AS TO FORM A RESONANT CIRCUIT.IN THIS
BECOMING
2 MFD.WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED TO FARADS, THUS
WE THEN
WHENCE
i

HAVE

6.28
6.28 X .0077

CAN BE USED. TO ILLUS.

I

21T

V30

X .000002

20.6 CYCLES.

.

IN DESIGN WORK, YOU WILL FIND THESE CALCULATIONS TO BE STILLSIMPLER
BECAUSE VARIOUS TABLES ARE AVAILABLE SO AS TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF
RE
QUIRED COMPUTATION. YOU WILL FIND THESE HANDY TABLES IN FOLLOWING LE8SON8.

A SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT

FIG. 5 SHOWS YOU A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF A SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT AS
USED IN THE TUNED R.F. STAGE OF A RADIO RECEIVER. THE ACTUAL RECEIVER CIB
CUIT IS SHOWN AT THE LEFT OF THIS ILLUSTRATION WHILE THAT AT THE
RIGHT
IS ITS ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT FOR EXPLANATORY PURPOSES.
A GREAT MANY PEOPLE CONSIDER THIS TYPE OF A TUNED CIRCUIT AS

BEING

A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT BECAUSE THE TUNING CONDENSER IS CONNECTED IN
PARALLEL OR SHUNTED ACROSS THE ENDS OF THE COIL. THUS IT IS TRUE THAT AS
FAR AS THESE TWO INDIVIDUAL PARTS OF THE CIRCUIT ARE CONCERNED,THEY ARE
ACTUALLY CONNECTED IN PARALLEL WITH RESPECT TO EACHOTHER BUT THERE
IS
STILL ANOTHER PART WHICH EXISTS IN THIS CIRCUIT WHICH 18 OVERLOOKED
BY

MANY PEOPLE AND THAT IS THAT WITH SIGNAL VOLTAGES IMPRESSED UPON THE CIE
CUIT, WE HAVE THE EFFECT OF A SMALL HIGH FREQUENCY OR R.F. GENERATOR,
WHICH IS CONNECTED IN THIS TUNED CIRCUIT AS ILLUSTRATED IN THE
DIAGRAM
AT THE RIGHT OF FIG. 5. ALTHOUGH THIS GENERATOR 1S NOT PRESENT IN
THIS
PRESENT
CIRCUIT IN A PHYSICAL SENSE, YET ITS EFFECTS ARE NEVERTHELESS
DUE TO THE FACT THAT THESE HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS ARE INDUCED INTO THE
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TUNED CIRCUIT BY MEANS OF THE TRANSFORMER ACTION BETWEEN THE ANTENNA CI$
CUM. ANO THE TUNEO CIRCUIT.
WHENEVER, AN E.M.F. IS INDUCED IN A CIRCUIT AS IN THIS CASE,THE
SOURCE OF E.M.F. CAN BE CONSIDERED AS BEING CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE
TUNED CIRCUIT AS ILLUSTRATED AT THE RIGHT OF FIG. 5. THUS YOU SEE, THAT
HERE WE HAVE A SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT BECAUSE THE SECONDARY WINDING OF
THE R.F. TRANSFORMER, THE TUNING CONDENSER AND THE SOURCE OF E.M.F. ARE
ALL CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH ONE ANOTHER.
IF THE TUNED CIRCUIT AT THE RIGHT OF FIG. 5 IS TUNED TO
RESONANCE
WITH LET US SAY A SIGNAL FREQUENCY OF 600 KC.,THEN THE IMPEDANCE OF THIS
CIRCUIT BECOMES EQUAL TO THE OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THIS CIRCUIT,WHICH WE WILL
ASSUME TO BE 10 OHMS. IF THE SIGNAL VOA
TALE INDUCED INTO THE SECONDARY WINDING
OF THE FIRST R.F. TRANSFORMER IS
2
MILLIVOLTS (.002 VOLTS) THEN THECURRENT
CAUSED TO FLOW THROUGH THE RESONANT C1,$
CU T W ILL BE I = E/R = 3.112 -.0002 AM 1

10

Parallel

resonant
circuit

FIG.6
The Parallel Zesonarrt
Circui E.

PERES OR .2 MILLIAMPERE. IF THE CONDEU
SER AT THIS FREQUENCY SETTING HAS A REACTANCE OF 1326.2 OHMS,THEN THE VOLTAGE
DEVELOPED ACROSS ITS PLATES BY THE CURRENT FLOW OF .0002 AMPS* THROUGH
IT
WILL BE E. I X R.0002 X 1326.2 = .265
VOLTS. THIS WILL BE THE VOLTAGE "EG" IN
THE ILLUSTRATION AT THE RIGHT OF FIGS,
WHICH IS APPLIED ACROSS THE GRID
CIRYOU
CUIT OF THE FIRST R.F. TUBE. THUS
CAN NOW SEE JUST EXACTLY HOW THEVOLTAGE
IS PRODUCED, IN ORDER TO OPERATE THE
GRID OF A RADIC TUBE. ALSO NOTE THE VOID.
TALE INCREASE FOR GRID APPLICATION
AS
MADE POSSIBLE BY THIS TUNED CIRCUIT.

SINCE AT RESONANCE, THE IMPEDANCE OF THIS SERIES RESONANT
CIRCUIT
TO
BECOMES EQUAL TO ITS OHMIC RESISTANCE, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT IN ORDER
HAVE A SENSITIVE CIRCUIT, IT IS NECESSARY TO KEEP THIS OHMIC RESISTANCE
DESIGN
DOWN TO AS LOW A VALUE AS PRACTICAL. HERE IS WHERE CAREFUL COIL
BECOMES SUCH AN IMPORTANT ITEM IN SCIENTIFIC RADIO CONSTRUCTION, FOR
IT
IS QUITE A PROBLEM TO HAVE INDUCTANCE WITH LITTLE RESISTANCE BECAUSE THE
RESISTANCE INCREASES AS MORE TURNS ARE ADDED TO INCREASE A GIVEN CO1LtS
INDUCTANCE.

CALCULATING THE RESONANT WAVELENGTH
BESICES THE FORMULA EXPRESSING THE RELATION BETWEEN THE INDUCTANCE
HANDY
AND CAPACITY OF A CIRCUIT FOR A GIVEN FREQUENCY, WE HAVE ANOTHER
FORMULA BY MEANS OF WHICH WE CAN READILY CALCULATE THE WAVELENGTH IN METERS TO WHICH A GIVEN INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY COMBINATION WILL RESONATE.
THIS FORMULA IS AS FOLLOWS:
WAVE LENGTH IN METERS =1885 YINDUCTANCEIN MICROHENRIES X CAPACITY IN MFD.

LESSON NO.41
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GENERALLY YOU WILLFINDTHIS FORMULA WRITTENAS:' Ióó
LC,WHEREX( THE
GREEK LETTER "LAMBDA) IS THE SYMBOL FOR WAVELENGTH, `"Ln,THE SYMBOL FOR
INDUCTANCE AND "C" THE SYMBOL FOR CAPACITY.
'5

To ILLUSTRATE THE USE OF THIS FORMULA, LET US SUPPOSE THAT WE WISH TO
KNOW TO WHAT WAVELENGTH A 300 MICROHENRY INDUCTANCE AND A .00035 MFD.COf
DENSER WILL TUNE. SUBSTITUTING THESE VALUES INT,P OUR FORMULA, WE HAVE
k=1885 V300 X .00035 WHENCE ñ =1885 1(.1050 ; Ár---1885 X .324 = 610 METERS.

PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUITS
NOW LET US COMPARE A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT WITH A SERIES RESONANT
CIRCUIT AND NOTE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THEM. A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT IS ILLUSTRATED FOR YOU IN FIG. 6. IN THE UPPER ILLUSTRATION,
YOU
WILL SEE THE PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT APPLIED AS A WAVE-TRAP IN THE ANTENNA CIRCUIT OF A RECEIVER. OBSERVE THAT THE CONDENSER IN THIS CASE IS
ALSO SHUNTED ACROSS THE ENDS OF THE CO L, THE SAME AS IN THE SERIES RESONANT
CIRCUIT, WHICH WE CONSIDERED A FEW MOMENTS AGO. THE BIG DIFFERENCE, HOWEVER, IS THAT IN FIG. 6, THE SIGNAL VOLTAGE IS APPLIED ACROSS THE TUNED
CIRCUIT. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU CAN CONSIDER_THIS CIRCUIT AS PICTURED IN THE
LOWER PORTION OF FIG. 6, WHERE THE SOURCE OF E.M.F. OR SIGNAL ENERGY CAN
BE THOUGHT OF AS A SMALL R.F. GENERATOR, WHICH IS CONNECTED ACROSS
THE
CIRCUIT AS ILLUSTRATED.
I

IN THE CASE OF A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT SUCH AS THIS, WE HAVE
AN
ACTION ALTOGETHER DIFFERENT FROM THAT EXPERIENCED WITH THE SERIES RESONANT CIRCUIT, FOR WHEN THE PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT 18 TUNED TO RESONANCE
WITH SOME GIVEN FREQUENCY, THE IMPEDANCE OF THE CIRCUIT TOWARDS THIS FRg
QUENCY BECOMES MAXIMUM. IN OTHER WORDS, THIS TYPE OF RESONANT CIRCUIT
TENDS TO REJECT THE RESONANT FREQUENCY AND FOR THIS REASON IT CAN BE USED SUCCESSFULLY AS A WAVE OR FREQUENCY TRAP.

SINCE THE CHARACTERISTICSOF A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT ARE SUCHTHAT
IMPEDANCE IS MAXIMUM OR GREATEST AT RESONANCE, IT IS NO MORE BUT NAI
URAL THAT THE LEAST POSSIBLE CURRENT FLOWS THROUGH THE PARALLEL RESONANT
CIRCUIT AT THE RESONANCE FREQUENCY.
ITS

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT OUR SAME TWO RESONANCE FORM
ULA APPLY EQUALLY WELL TO BOTH SERIES AND PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUITS PRQ
VIDED THAT THE OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT IS QUITE LOW. THIS,
OF
COURSE, IS THE GENERAL CASE IN CIRCUITS WHERE SUCH CONNECTIONS ARE USED.
THUS FOR PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUITS, WE ALSO HAVE THAT
;
I

6.28

THAT Jr_,
VI..

159,000
IN

AND

MICROHENRIES X C
POWER

fT

THAT= 1885

IN QAFD.

IN A.C.

CIRCUITS

Now LET US CONSIDER THE POWER IN A.C. CIRCUITS. FROM YOUR EARLIER LU.
YOU WILL RECALL THAT IN ORDER TO CALCULATE THE POWER CONSUMED SY A
CIRCUIT THROUGH WHICH A DIRECT CURRENT FLOWED, IT WAS ONLY NECESSARY FOR
US TO MULTIPLY THE APPLIED VOLTAGE BY THE CURRENT FLOW IN THE CIRCUIT AND
THE RESULT WAS THE POWER IN WATTS. IN THE CASE OF AN A.C. CIRCUIT CONTAIN¿
ING RESISTANCE ONLY AND NO INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY, WE CAN FIGURE THE POW
ER CONSUMED BY THE CIRCUIT IN THE SAME WAY. THAT IS, ALL THAT WE HAVE TO
SONS,
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TO MULTIPLY THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE BY THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT AND
RESULT WILL BE THE POWER IN WATTS. THIS POWER CONSUMED BY THIS PURE
SISTIVE CIRCUIT WILL BE DISSIPATED IN THE FORM OF HEAT.
DO

IS

THE
RE-

A.C. CIRCUITS CONTAINING INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY OR BOTH,WE HAVE AN
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT CONDITION TO FACE. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN A.C. IS PASSED
THROUGH AN INDUCTANCE, SOME POWER IS EXPENDED IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH A MA
THE
NETIC FIELD BUT AS THIS FIELD COLLAPSES AGAIN, POWER IS RETURNED TO
ALTERCIRCUIT* WE HAVE A SIMILAR CONDITION IN THE CASE WHERE A CONDENSER
NATELY CHARGES AND DISCHARGES AS AN ALTERNATING CURRENT IS PASSED THROUGH
IT. THE ONLY POWER ACTUALLY USED UP BY EITHER OF THESE TWO DEVICES IS THAT
WHICH IS DISSIPATED AS HEAT BY THE OHMIC RESISTANCE WHICH THEY CONTAIN.
IN

SINCE THE OHMIC RESISTANCE IS GENERALLY VERY SMALL AS COMPARED TO THE
TO
REACTANCE OF SUCH CIRCUITS, WE FIND THAT MUCH MORE POWER IS RETURNED
THE CIRCUIT THAN IS DISSIPATED AS HEAT. BECAUSE OF THIS CONDITION, IT IS
CLEAR THAT IN SUCH CIRCUITS, WE CANNOT MULTIPLY THE.EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE BY
THE EFFECTIVE CURRENT AND OBTAIN THE TRUE POWER VALUE. THIS CALCULATION
GIVES US WHAT IS KNOWN AS THE APPARENT POWER" OR AS IT IS SOMETIMES EXPRESSED VOLT-AMPERES. THAT IS, IF WE SHOULD CONNECT A VOLTMETER AND AMMETER TO SUCH A CIRCUIT AND FIND THE VOLTMETER READING TO BE 100 VOLTS AND
THE AMMETER READING 3 AMPERES, THE "APPARENT POWER" WOULD BE 300 VOLT-AM-

PERES AND NOT 300 WATTS.
THE "POWER FACTOR"
To FIND THE TRUE POWER OF SUCH A CIRCUIT, WE HAVE TO MULTIPLY THE APPOWER
"POWER FACTOR." THIS
PARENT POWER BY A NUMBER WHICH WE CALL THE
FACTOR IS DEPENDENT UPON THE ANGLE OF LEAD OR LAG BETWEEN THE VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT OF THE CIRCUIT. THUS THE TRUE POWER OR WATTS c VOLT-AMPERES" X PQ
WATTS
WER FACTOR AND IT IS EQUALLY TRUE THAT THE POWER FACTOR

"VOLT-AMPERES".
A
OTHER WORDS, IF THE POWER IN THE CIRCUIT IS MEASURED BY MEANS OF
TOSPECIAL WATTMETER AND THE APPARENT POWER IS CALCULATED BY MULTIPLYING
GETHER A VOLTMETER AND AMMETER READING OF THE CIRCUIT,THEN THE POWER FACTOR WILL BE EQUAL TO THE WATTMETER READING DIVIDED BY THE VOLT-AMPERE PRQ
DUCT.
IN

OF
FOR GENERAL RADIO USE, YOU WILL ALSO FIND THAT THE POWER FACTOR
CIRCUIT IS EQUAL TO THE OHMIC RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT DIVIDED BY THE
THUS IF
IMPEDANCE IN
OHMS. THAT IS, POWER FACTOR- RESISTANCE IN OHMS
IMPEDANCE IN OHMS
IF THE RESISTANCE OF THE CIRCUIT IS 10 OHMS AND THE CIRCUITS IMPEDANCE IS
25 OHMS, THEN THE POWER FACTOR OF THE CIRCUIT WILL 8E EQUAL TO 1111--.4
A

25

AND FOR ANY A.C.
THE POWER FACTOR OF A PURE RESISTANCE CIRCUIT IS
RECIRCUIT CONTAINING INDUCTANCE, CAPACITY OR BOTH IN ADDITION TO SOME
BESISTANCE, THE POWER FACTOR WILL BE LESS THAN I. THAT IS, SOMEWHERES
DECIMAL,SUCH
TWEEN 0 AND
AND THE GENERAL PRACTICE IS TO EXPRESS IT AS A
AS .4 ; .7 ; .8 ETC. THEREFORE, SINCE THE APPARENT POWER MUST BE MULTIPLIED
BY SOME FACTOR LESS THAN I, IN ORDER TO GIVE THE TRUE POWER, IT IS OBVIOUS
LESS
THAT THE TRUE POWER OR POWER ACTUALLY USED BY THE CIRCUIT WILL BE
THAN THE APPARENT POWER.
1

I

SINCE YOU HAVE LEARNED THAT THE IMPEDANCE OF A RESONANT CIRCUIT

BE-
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COMES EQUAL TO ITS OHMIC RESISTANCE AT THE RESONANT FREQUENCY,YOU
WILL
ALSO READILY BE AWARE OF THE FACT THAT THE POWER FACTOR OF SUCH ACIRCUIT
AT RESONANCE IS ALSO I.

RESONANCE CURVES
IN TECHNICAL LITERATURE PERTAINING TO RADIO, YOU WILL COME
ACROSS
VARIOUS TYPES OF CURVES WHICH ARE USED TO ILLUSTRATE THE PERFORMANCE
OF
DIFFERENT RADIO UNITS AND AS YOU PROCEED WITH YOUR STUDIES, YOU WILL BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH ALL OF THEM. AT THE PRESENT TIME, WE ARE GOING
TO
CONSIDER THE RESONANCE CURVES FOR SERIES TUNED CIRCUITS AND YOU WILL FIND
THEM TO POINT OUT MANY IMPORTANT FACTS.

LET US SUPPOSE, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT WE APPLY A SIGNAL OF GIVEN VOLTAGE ACROSS A SERIES TUNED CIRCUIT AND AT THE SAME TIME MEASR.a.50nartce
Resonance
URE THE CURRENT FLOW
THROUGH
point
curve
THIS CIRCUIT. WE WOULD FIND THAT
1.
WITH THE SIGNAL VOLTAGE
VALUE
BEING CONSTANT AND ITSFREQUENCY
VARIED IN BOTH DIRECTIONS FROM
THE FREQUENCY TO WHICH THIS PAR
TICULAR CIRCUIT IS TUNED,
THE
6
CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE TUNED
z
CIRCUIT WOULD BE MAXIMUM AT THE
RESONANT FREQUENCY AND THEN DROF
OFF QUITE RAPIDLY BOTH SIDES OF
THE RESONANT FREQUENCY.
3
I

1

r

I

?
FOR INSTANCE LET US ASSUME
THAT THE RESONANT FREQUENCY IS
600 Kc. AND THAT WITH A
GIVEN
SIGNAL VOLTAGE AT 600 Kc., A CUB
450
'so
1
550
650
00
400
600
500
700
RENT OF
MA. FLOWS THROUGH THE
FR>=0uencY
1N Kc.
CIRCUIT. WE SHALL FURTHER ASSUME
THAT THE CURRENT WITH THE DIFFFt G. 7
ERENT FREQUENCIES ABOVE
RESOThe Resonance Curve.
NANCE IS AS FOLLOWS:
.95 MA.AT
650 Kc; .7 MA AT 700 Kc; .15 MA. AT 750 Kc.; .05 MA. AT 800 Kc., WHEREAS
BELOW THE RESONANT FREQUENCY, THE CURRENT VALUES ARE:
.95 MA. AT 550 Kc;
.7 MA. AT 500 Kc; .15 MA. AT 450 KC., AND .05
MA. AT 400 KC.
I

>

1

NOW THEN, PLOTTING THESE VALUES ON A PIECE OF GRAPH PAPER ( PAPER
MARKED OFF $N SQUARES) AND THEN DRAWING A CONTINUOUS LINE THROUGH THESE
POINTS, WE WOULD OBTAIN A CURVE LIKE THAT ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 7. WE CALL
THIS A RESONANCE CURVE.
BY STUDYING FIG. 7, YOU WILL OBSERVE THAT THE RESONANCE CURVE REACHES ITS MAXIMUM HEIGHT AT THE RESONANT FREQUENCY AND THEN DROPS
OFF
RAPIDLY TOWARD EACH SIDE OF THE RESONANT FREQUENCY. HOWEVER, AS WE
GET
FARTHER AWAY FROM RESONANCE, THE SLOPE OF THE CURVE BECOMES MORE GRADUAL
AND IT COMMENCES TO FLARE OR BROADEN OUT CONSIDERABLY.

FOR RECEIVERS WHICH ARE VERY SELECTIVE, THIS RESONANCE CURVE
r

IS

PAGE
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QUITE NARROW AND ITS SIDES DROP OFF ABRUPTLY TOWARDS EACH SIDE OF
THE
RESONANT FREQUENCY. THE CURVE THUS SHOWS THE CURRENT TO BE MAXIMUM AT
RESONANCE WHILE AT THE SAME TIME BEING REDUCED MATERIALLY AT FREQUENCIES
ONLY SLIGHTLY REMOVED FROM THE RESONANT FREQUENCY. IT IS THIS FACT WHICH
DETERMINES THE SHARPNESS OF TUNING FOR ANY PARTICULAR CIRCUIT.

ANOTHER IMPORTANT THING TO REMEMBER
REGARDING RESONANCE CURVES IS
THAT THE D.C. RESISTANCE OF THE TUNEO CIRCUIT IN A LARGE MEASURE DETERMINES THE BROADNESS OF THE RESONANCE CURVE. FOR INSTANCE, IN FIG. 8, WE
HAVE THREE INDIVIDUAL CURVES, EACH FOR A TUNED CIRCUIT OF DIFFERENT D.C.
RESISTANCE AND ALL DRAWN
ON
121
THE
GRAPH.
SAME
vofr
R= 5 Ohms

il

10

NOTICE ESPECIALLY IN FIG.
THAT THE CURRENT AT THE RES-ONAÑT FREQUENCY OF 600 KC.
IS
GREATEST FOR THE TUNED CIRCUIT
HAVING THE LEAST D.C.
RESISTHE
TANCE. ALSO OBSERVE THAT
SIDES OR SLOPE OF THE CURVE IS
STEEPER WHEN THE D.C.RESISTANCE OF THE TUNED CIRCUIT IS LESS
AND THAT THE GREATER THE D.C.
RESISTANCE OF THE TUNED
CIRCUIT, THE BROADER WILL BE THE
RESONANCE CURVE.
8

9
8
Oh rns

20
7
6

5

R= 50

4

Ohms

3
Z
1

450
4óo

5S0

/so

bSo

100

50o

boo
FREQUENCY

IN

800

Kc.

1=%G.8

Effect of Resistance Upon Tuning.

BY CAREFULLY
STUDYING
THESE COMPARISONS IN FIG. 8,
YOU WILL QUICKLY REALIZE THAT
TO HAVE A SHARP TUNING AND SEtiN
SITIVE CIRCUIT,ITS D.C. RESISTANCE MUST BE KEPT DOWN TO AS
LOW A VALUE AS POSSIBLE.

CHOiCE OF BYPASS CONDENSERS
THE CONDENSER CAPACITY RATING TO USE FOR BYPASSING PURPOSES IS DETERMINED BY THE LOWEST FREQUENCY ENCOUNTERED IN THAT THE CAPACITIVE REAQ
TANCE OF THE CONDENSER DECREASES AS THE FREQUENCY INCREASES. THIS NATUR.
ALLY MEANS THAT A CONDENSER CAPACITY WHICH IS SATISFACTORY FOR THE LOWEST FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED WILL BE EVEN MORE EFFECTIVE WHEN SUBJECTED TO
HIGHER FREQUENCIES.
IN PRACTICE, IT IS GENERALLY THE CUSTOM TO CHOOSE R.F. BYPASS CONDENSERS WHICH HAVE A CAPACITY RATING OF SUCH VALUE THAT ITS CAPACITIVE
REACTANCE AT THE LOWEST FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED (500 Kc. IN THE CASE OF
BROADCAST RECEIVERS) IS LESS THAN FROM ONE-ONE HUNDREDTH TO ONE-ONE THOU,
ANDTH THAT OF THE RESISTOR ACROSS WHICH IT IS CONNECTED. FOR
INSTANCE,
IF A CONDENSER IS TO BE USED TO BYPASS R.F. ENERGY AROUND A 2000
OHM
RESISTOR IN A BROADCAST RECEIVER AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 9, THEN IN ORDER
THAT THIS PARTICULAR BYPASS CONDENSER MAY HAVE A CAPACITIVE REACTANCE EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY ONE-ONE THOUSANDTH THAT OF THE 2000 OHM
RESISTOR,
ITS CAPACITIVE REACTANCE AT 500 Kc. MUST BE
2000
2 OHMS.

1000
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A .25 MFD. CONDENSER WILL HAVE A CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF 1.28 OHMS
AT 500 Kc., WHILE A .I MFD. CONDENSER WILL HAVE A CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF
3.2 OHMS AT THIS SAME FREQUENCY. THE .25 MFD. CONDENSER WOULD
THEREFORE
BE THE PREFERABLE OF THESE TWO STANDARD SIZES WHICH COME CLOSEST TO
OUR
DESIRE VALUE.
IN THE CASE OF By
PASS CONDENSERS
WHICH
ARE EXPECTED TO HANDLE
AUDIO FREQUENCIES,
THE

R.1=.Tube

GENERAL PRACTICE IS TO
CHOOSE A CONDENSER WHOSE
CAPACITY VALUE IS SUCH
THAT ITS CAPACITIVE RECond. value
fto be
ACTANCE AT THE
LOWEST
deterrn7neci
FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED
20o0
IS ABOUT I/IO THE
RESISTANCE VALUE OF
THE
RESISTOR WHICH IT
BYPASSES.
THAT IS, IF A
FIG. 9
RESISTOR OF 2000 OHMS IN
AN A.F. AMPLIFIER IS TO
Calculating ¿he
-pass Condenser Value.
BE BYPASSED BY A CONDEB.
SER AND THE LOWEST FREQUENCY BEING HANDLED IS 50 CYCLES,THEN THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF THIS CONDENSER AT 50 CYCLES SHOULD BE ABOUT 2000
OR

4

10

200 OHMS. THIS WOULD THEREFORE CALL FOR A CONDENSER HAVING A CAPACITY RATING OF ABOUT 16 MFD.

TABLE I OFFERS YOU A HANDY MEANS WHEREBY YOU CAN EASILY DETERMINE
THE CAPACITIVE REACTANCE OF MOST POPULAR CONDENSER SIZES TO THE FREQUENCY
LIMITS REQUIRED OF BYPASS CONDENSERS IN BOTH THE R.F. AND A.F. STAGES.
SINCE THE REACTANCE OF

A

CONDENSER

TABLE

IS

INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO THE

I

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
CAP.
IN

MFDS

Broadcast Radio
Frequencies
500,006

I

I

1,500,000.

Audio Frequencies
50

I

10,000

1

I

Power Supply
25

Frequencies

80

I

I

12C

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE IN OHMS
.00005
.0001
.00025
.0005
.001
.005
.01
.015
.02
.05
.1

.25
.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
8.0
10.0
16.0

6,369.4
3,184.7
1,273.8
636.9
318.5
63.7
31.8
21.2
15.9
6.4
3.2
1.28
.64
.32
.16
.08
.06
.04
.03
.02

2,123.1
1,061.6

424.6
212.3
106.2
21.2
10.6
7.1
5.3
2.1
1.1

'.42
.21
.11
.05
.03
.02
.01

.01
.01

63,694.267
31,847,133
12,738,853
6,369.426
3,184,713
636,943
318,471
212,314
159,235
63,694
31.847
12,739
6,369
3,184
1,592
769
531
398
318
212

318,471
159,235
63,694
11,847
16,924
3,185
1,592
1,061
796
318
159
64
32

15.9
7.9
3.9
2.6
2.0
1.6
1.1

127 388,534

63.694,267
25.477,706
12.738,853
6,369,427
1,273,885
636,943
424,629
318,471
127,389
63,694
25,478
12,739
6,369
3,184
1,592
1,062
796

637
425

53,078,503
26,539,252
10,615,600
5,307,850
2,653,925
530,785
265,393
176,929
132,697
53,078

26,539,252
13,269,626
5,307,850
2,653,925
1,326,963
265,393
132,696
88,464
66,348
26,539

442
332
265
177

88

26,539
10,616
5,308
2,654
1,327
664

13,270
6,308
2,654
1,327
663
332
221
166
133

Reactances of Condensers of Standard Capacity
att Commonly Used Frequencies,
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THE CONDENSER WILL REFREQUENCY AND CAPACITY, DOUBLING THE CAPACITY OF
IT
IS A SIMPLE MATTER TO
DUCE THE REACTANCE BY ONE-HALF. THIS BEING TRUE,
NOT
GIVEN IN TABLE Zl
MENTALLY THE REACTANCE OF ANY CONDENSER
CALCULATE
AT PRACTICALLY ANY FREQUENCY, SIMPLY BY BASING
ONE'S CALCULATIONS
UPON
THE INFORMATION GIVEN IN TABLE I.

THESE PAST FEW LESSONS ON THE "ESSENTIALS OF A.C. CIRCUITS" HAVE PRO
EVEN IF THESE
VIDED
YOU WITH A GREAT DEAL MORE VALUABLE
INFORMATION.
LESSONS APPEAR
SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT, REMEMBER THAT THEY ARE IMPORTANT AND
THE
THAT IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR YOU TO MEMORIZE THE VARIOUS FORMULAE.
THEM WHEN YOU
MAIN
THING IS TO KNOW HOW TO USE THEM,
AND WHERE TO FIND
HAVE NEED FOR THEM AT SOME FUTURE TIME.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.

41

1.

-

IF
A
CONDENSER OF 8 MFD, AN INDUCTANCE OF 30 HENRIES
AND A RESISTANCE OF 1000 OHMS ARE ALL CONNECTED IN SERIES, WHAT WILL BE THE IMPEDANCE WHICH THIS CIRCUIT WILL
OFFER TOWARDS A 60 CYCLE CURRENT?

2.

-

HOW MUCH CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH A CIRCUIT OF 11,017
OHMS IMPEDANCE WHEN 100 VOLTS IS APPLIED ACROSS IT?

3. -

SERIES CIRCUIT DESCRIBED IN
IF 9 MA. FLOWS THROUGH THE
QUESTION #I, WHAT WILL BE THE VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS THE
CONDENSER, INDUCTANCE AND RESISTOR INDIVIDUALLY?

4.

-

EXPLAIN THE CONDITION OF RESONANCE IN A TUNED CIRCUIT
IN TERMS OF INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE, CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
AND RESISTANCE.

5.

-

IF
A
OF .00025 MFD. IS CONNECTED IN SERIES
CONDENSER
WITH AN INDUCTANCE OF 250 MICROHENRIES,TO WHAT FREQUENCY WILL THIS CIRCUIT RESONATE?

6. - EXPLAIN
CUIT

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A SERIES
AND A PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT?

RESONANT

CIR-

7. -

IF
A
CONDENSER OF 140 MMFD. AND AN INDUCTANCE OF 100
MICROHENRIES ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES,TO WHAT WAVELENGTH
WILL THIS CIRCUIT RESONATE?

8. -

WHAT

9. -

DESCRIBE

IS

MEANT BY THE TERM POWER FACTOR?
A

RESONANCE CURVE FOR

A

SERIES TUNED CIRCUIT.

10.- How DOES THE D.C. RESISTANCE OF A SERIES TUNED
CIRCUIT
RESONANCE CURVE AND SELECTIVITY OF THE REAFFECT THE

CEIVER?

. a1; Tra.n.rt In
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LESSON

RINtfD

IN

U.S.A.

NO.42

R. F. COIL DESIGN
THE PERFORMANCE OF A RADIO RECEIVER
FUNCTIONING OF ITS R -F AMPLIFIER.

DEPENDS GREATLY UPON THE PROPER

ONLY A FEW YEARS AGO,
THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THIS SECTION
OF THE RECEIVER WAS VERY CRUDE,PRIMARILY SO BECAUSE COMPARATIVELY LITTLE WAS KNOWN
ABOUT RADIO FREQUENCIES. OUR PRESENT R .F
STAGES, HOWEVER, ARE BUILT WITH
UTMOST CARE AND IT HAS ONLY BEEN THROUGH THE CONSTANT EXPERIMENTS OF
STUDIOUS RADIO MEN THAT THIS
PORTION OF
THE RECEIVER HAS
REACHED ITS
PRESENT STATE OF DEVELOPMENT.
STILL, THERE IS ROOM' FOR IMPROVEMENT; AND
AS TIME PASSES, MORE AND MORE OF THE PRESENT PROBLEMS WILL BE SOLVED SUC CESSFULLY,
SO THAT
IT IS REALLY
DIFFICULT
TO PROPHESY WHAT REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENTS WILL BE WITNESSED
IN
THE
NEAR FUTURE.
You SHOULD BE MIGHTY'HAPPY
THAT YOU HAVE ENTERED
THE FIELD OF RADIO
AT THIS TIME,
WHEN SUCH
TREMENDOUS PROGRESS IS BEING MADE.
.

IN PREPARING
YOU TO
BECOME A RADIO
TECHNICIAN, IT IS OUR EARNEST DESIRE THAT
YOU LEARN JUST EXACTLY HOW AND WHY CERTAIN
RADIO JOBS MUST BE DONE IN A CERTAIN WAY.
THEREFORE,
IN OUR
PRESENT DISCUSSION OF
R.F. AMPLIFIER DESIGN, YOU WILL FIND THAT
INSTEAD OF
JUST GIVING
YOU
A
LIST OF
SPECIFICATIONS TO FOLLOW FOR CONSTRUCTING
VARIOUS COILS, ETC., WE ARE GOING TO SHOW
YOU EXPLICITLY WHY THESE DIFFERENT SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUITABLE.
ALL OF THIS INFORMATION IS GOING TOBE OF GREAT VALUE TO
YOU
BECAUSE IT WILL ENABLE YOU TO INTELL-

FIG. I
MOUNTING THE R.F. TRANSFORMER
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(GENTLY LAY OUT WORK THROUGH YOUR OWN THOUGHTS AND EFFORTS INSTEAD OF RELYING SOLELY UPON THE WORK LAID OUT BY OTHERS.
THE R.F.

TRANSFORMER

FIRST OF ALL, LET US CONSIDER THE R.F. TRANSFORMER. ALTHOUGH THESE Q
YET
NITS CAN BE BOUGHT READY MADE AT A PRICE WHICH IS QUITE REASONABLE,
TO
YOUR
THEM
ACCORDING
WILL
WISH
TO
CONSTRUCT
THERE ARE TIMES WHEN YOU
FURTHERMORE, IT IS PART OF YOUR TRAINING TO LEARN HOW SUCH
OWN IDEAS.
COIL DESIGNS ARE WORKED OUT.

TRANSFORMER
As YOU ALREADY KNOW, THE SECONDARY WINDING OF THE R.F.
FIG.2
ANO THE
IN
SHOWN
AS
TUNING
CONDENSER
A
IS GENERALLY CONNECTED ACROSS
UPON
FREQUENCY TO WHICH THIS TUNED CIRCUIT WILL RESONATE, IS DEPENDENT
THE INDUCTANCE OF THIS WINDING AND THE CAPACITY OF THE CONDENSER WITH
WHICH IT IS USED.

..

,

IN ORDER TO ENABLE THIS CIRCUIT TO TUNE OVER A GIVEN RANGE OR
BAND OF FREQUENCIES,JT IS OF COURSE
NECESSARY TO EITHER VARY THE (NDUQ
TIVE, CAPACITIVE OR BOTH VALUES BUT
THE MOST COMMON PRACTICE IS TO USE
A FIXED INDUCTANCE AND TO VARY THE
VARICAPACITY WITH THE AID OF A
ABLE CONDENSER.

,1

Va r i a 6 Q
conda.rnsel'

ináucEance

I

FIG.2

The Tuned Cir-cuL

.

ALTHOUGH WE HAVE TOLD YOU CO2
S(DERABLE ABOUT INDUCTANCE AND ITS
VARIOUS EFFECTS ANDACTIONS,YET WE

EX
HAVE AS YET NOT TOLD YOU JUST
ACTLY HOW TO GO ABOUT THE TASK OF
CALCULATING INDUCTANCE. IN OUR PRESENT DISCUSSION OF R.F. TRANSFORMERS,
WE
YOU WILL HAVE NEED FOR THIS INFORMATION AND SO WITHOUT FURTHER DELAY,
SHALL INVESTIGATE THIS MATTER THOROUGHLY.
CALCULATING THE INDUCTANCE OF SOLENOID TYPE WINDINGS
AT THE PRESENT TIME, TUNING INDUCTANCES OF THE CYLINDRICAL SHAPE SHQ
WN IN FIG. 2 ARE MOST EXTENSIVELY USED. THE REASON FOR THIS BEING THAT IT
HAS BEEN PROVEN TO BE THE MOST EFFICIENT, AS WELL AS THE SIMPLEST TO CONSTRUCT. WE CALL SUCH TUBULAR SHAPED COILS, "SOLENOID COILS OR WINDINGS."
A VERY HANDY FORMULA IS AT OUR DISPOSAL FOR CALCULATING THE
TANCE OF THIS TYPE OF WINDING AND THIS FORMULA IS AS FOLLOWS:

L= 0.0251

Di'

N

No

INDUC-

K.

EXPRESSED
THE LETTER "L" IN THIS FORMULA STANDS FOR THE INDUCTANCE
THE DIAFOR
IN MICROHENRIES; THE NUMBER 0.02551 IS A CONSTANT; "D" STANDS
TURNS
"NO"
OF
NUMBER
METER OF THE COIL IN INCHES; "N" SIGNIFIES THE TOTAL
"CORRECTION
THE
"K"
IS
IS THE NUMBER OF TURNS PER INCH ON THE WINDING AND
BECOME
FACTOR" FOR THE PARTICULAR COIL (N QUESTION. BY ALL MEANS, DON'T
EASIER
HANDLED
IS
IT
BECAUSE
THIS
AS
ALARMED WHEN CONFRONTED BY A FORMULA
THE
EXPLANATION
FROM
EVIDENT
BE
THIS
WILL
THAN ONE MIGHT AT FIRST SUPPOSE.

LESSON NO. 42

WHICH

IS TO
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FOLLOW.

FINDING THE CORRECTION OR SHAPE FACTOR
THE COIL DIMENSIONS AS USED IN THIS FORMULA WILL PRESENT NO DIFFICULTY BUT NO DOUBT YOU ARE ALREADY WONDERING WHAT IS MEANT 8Y THE EXPRESS
ION "CORRECTION -FACTOR", WHICH IS REPRESENTED BY THE LETTER "K" IN
THE
FORMULA. THIS CORRECTION FACTOR IS OBTAINED FROM A TABLES WHICH WE
ARE
GIVING YOU IN TABLE I AND THE VALUE OF K IS DIFFERENT FOR DIFFERENT SOLENOID COIL SHAPES. THIS VALUE 13 ALSO SPOKEN OF AS THE COILS "SHAPE FACTOR"
BECAUSE IT IS DEPENDENT UPON THE RATIO OF THE COILS DIAMETER TO ITS LEN AT H.

THE VALUE OF "K" TO CHOOSE FROM TABLE I

IS

DETERMINEC AS FOLLOWS:

FOR
I

TABLE I
VALUES OF "K" FOR INDUCTANCE FORMULA

DIAMETER
LENGTH

K

0.00

1.000

.05
.15
.20

.979
.959
.939
.920

.25
.30
.35
.40
.45

.902
.884
.867
.850
.834

.50
.55
.60
.65
.70

.818
.803
.789
.775
.761

.75
.80
.85
.90
.95

.748
.735
.723
.711
.700

1.00
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.20

.688
.678
.667
.657
.648

1.25
1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45

.638
.629
.620
.612
.603

1.50
1.55
1.60
1.65
1.70

.595
.587
.580
.572
.565

1.75
1.80
1.85

.558

.1'0

.551
.544

DIAMETER
LENGTH

K

DIAMETER
LENGTH

K

1.90
1.95

0.53.8

6.40
6.60
6.80

0.274

.532

2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40

.526
.518
.503
.492
.482

7.00
7.20
7.40
7.80

.258
.254
.249
.245
.241

2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90

.472
.463
.454
.445
.437

8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50
10.00

.237
.227
.219
.211
.203

3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.40

.429
.422
.415
.408
.401

11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0

.190
.179
.169
.161
.153

3.50
3.60
3.70
3.80
3.90

.394
.388
.382
.376
.371

16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0

.146
.139
.134
.128
.124

4.00
4.10
4.20
4.30
4.40

.365
.360
.355
.350
.346

22.0
24.0
26.0
28.0
30.0

.115
.108
.102
.096
.091

4.50
4.60
4.70
4.80
4.90

.341
.336
.332
.328
.324

35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0

.081
.073
.066
.061

5.00
5.20
5.40
3.60
5.80

.320
.312
.305
.298
.292

60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0

.053
.047
.042
.038
.035

6.00
6.20

.285
.280

7 60

.269
.263
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EXAMPLE, IN FIG. 3, WE HAVE A COIL OR INDUCTANCE WHICH IS 1.5" IN
METER AND 3' LONG. BY DIVIDING ITS DIAMETER BY ITS LENGTHIWE HAVE

DIA_.5
3

WE
IN TABLE I,
LOOKING FUR THIS NUMBER UNDER THE COLUMNS HEADED DIAM..
LENGTH
HENCE
SEE THAT .5 CORRESPONDS TO A SHAPE OR CORRECTION FACTOR OF .818.
THE CORRECTION FACTOR OR VALUE OF K FOR A COIL HAVING THE DIMENSIONS AB
INDICATED IN FIG. 3 WILL BE0.818.
TRUE MEANING OF 'LENGTH OF WINDING' AND 'TURNS PER INCH"
WHEN REFERRING TO WINDINGS ON SUCH COILS, WE FREQUENTLY SPEAK OF THE
COIL AS BEING WOUND WITH A CERTAIN NUMBER OF TURNS TO THE INCH. BY THIS
EXPRESSION, WE MEAN THE NUMBER OF TURNS OF THE WINDING THAT ARE CONTAINED
IN ONE INCH OF THEWINDINGIS
LENGTH.THIB IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE QUITE OFTEN1A SPACE IS
ALLOWED BETWEEN ADJACENT TURNS
HAS
OF A WINDING AND THIS
UPON
A PRONOUNCED EFFECT
THE WINDING'S
INDUCTANCE.
APPARENT
THEN IT IS ALSO
WHERE
CASES,
THAT IN SUCH
WOUND
ARE
TURNS
ADJACENT
ANY
SIDE BY SIDE WITHOUT
BE
SEPARATIONS, ONE WILL
ABLE TO WIND MORE TURNS PER
OR
INCH WHEN SMALLER WIRE
Calcula Ling InducÉanCe.
WIRE OF THINNER INSULATION
TELLS YOU
IS USED. TABLE B
OF
HOW MANY TURNS PER INCH CAN BE WOUND WITH STANDARD SIZES AND TYPES
NOTE,
THAT
R.F.
TRANSFORMERS.
OF
THE
CONSTRUCTION
WIRE
USED
AS
IN
COPPER
SIDE
IN THE CASE OF THIS TABLE, THE TURNS ARE CONSIDERED WOUND SIDE BY
ALSO
TURNS.
ADJACENT
BETWEEN
ALLOWED
NO
SPACE
LAYER
18
A
SINGLE
AND
IN
BEAR IN MIND THAT THE LENGTH OF THE TUBING,UPON WHICH THE COIL IS WOUND,
HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE LENGTH OF THE WINDING AMO WE ONLY CONSIDER THE
THE
SPACE ACTUALLY OCCUPIED BY THE WIRE AS CONSTITUTING THE LENGTH OF
WINDING. THIS IS ILLUSTRATED CLEARLY IN FIG. 3.
P

YOU CAN CHECK UP ON YOURSELF AS TO YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF TABLE II BY
MEANS OF FIG. 3. NOTICE IN THIS ILLUSTRATION, THAT THE COIL IS WOUND WITH
150 TURNS OF #26 DOUBLE SILK COVERED WIRE, WITH THE TURNS WOUND SIDE BY
SIDE AND UPON REFERRING TO TABLEII, YOU WILL OBSERVE THAT #26 B&S DOUBLE
SILK COVERED WIRE CAN BE WOUND 50 TURNS TO THE INCH AND THIS CHECKS WITH
FIG. 3, AS HERE THERE ARE 150 TURNS OF THIS WIRE IN A 3" WINDING LENGTH.

CALCULATING THE INDUCTANCE
IS
NOW LET US PROCEED TO CALCULATE THE INDUCTANCE OF THE COIL WHICH
FORMULA:
OUR
WE
WILL
USE
FOR
THIS,
FIG.
3.
ILLUSTRATED IN
BE
L m 0.0251 0.2. N No K. THE VALUE FOR MD" ACCORDING TO FIG. 3 WILL
PERINOH
WILL
TURNS
BE
50
"Nó
TURNS,
BE
WILL
150
"N"
1.5"P THE VALUE FOR
AND "K" WE HAVE ALREADY FOUND TO 8E0.818.

SUBSTITUTING THESE VALUES

IN

OUR FORMULA WE HAVE:
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THE
L=0.0251 X 1.52 X 150 X 50 X .818, WHENCE L=346.47. THAT IS,
INDUCTANCE OF THE COIL, WHICH IS SHOWN 1N FIG. 3, IS APPPDXIMATELY 346.47
MICROHENRIES AS DETERMINED BY CALCULATION.

BEAR IN MIND, THAT THIS INDUCTANCE FORMULA WHICH WAS JUST GIVEN YOU,
ONLY APPLIES TO SOLENOID TYPE AIR CORE) COILS, HAVING A SINGLE LAYER WIN
DING. FOR BANKED COILS, THAT IS, SOLENOID COILS CONSISTING OF SEVERAL LAY
ERS OF WINDING, YOU CAN USE THE FORMULA L=0.0251 D2 N N No K WITH CONSIC
ERABLE ACCURANCY AND IN THIS CASE, "N" SIGNIFIES THE NUMBER OF LAYERS MAK
INC UP THE WINDING. ALSO REMEMBER, THAT THIS LATTER FORMULA IS ONLY CONSISTENT IN SUCH CASES WHERE THE DEPTH OF THE WINDING IS NOT TCO GREAT AS
COMPARED WITH ITS DIAMETER.
IN VARIOUS MAGAZINES OR BOOKS, WHICH YOU MAY READ FROM TIME TO TIME,
YOU WILL FIND STILL OTHER FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING THE INDUCTANCE OF SOL-

WIRE
SIZE
GAUGE
B & S
16
18

20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
40

BARE
WIRE

TABLE II
TURNS PER INCH WOUND SIDE BY SIDE WITH
WIRE HAVING FOLLOWING INSULATION
DOUBLE SINGLE
SILK
ENAMELLED SINGLE
COTTON
ENAM.
SILK
SILK

20
25

32
40
50
63
79

ENAM.

DOUBLE
COTTON
16

COTTON

19

18

18

17

17

16

23
29
37

23
29
36
44
54
67
82
99

22
27
34

22
27
33

21

20
25

42

41

51

63

50
60

40
48
59

76

71

70

92

83

82

46
57
74
90

26
33

100
126
159

112

97

95

178

119
140

110

200

131

III

317

270

200

195

140

108
139

141

19

38

23
29
34

46

41

55
65
77
89
102

47

139

102

31

54
60
67
74

ENOID TYPE WINDINGS BUT YOU WILL FIND THAT THE ONE WHICH WE HAVE JUST GIB
VEN YOU IS USED EXTENSIVELY IN RADIO MANUFACTURING CONCERNS BY
FOREMOST
ENGINEERS.

THE

INDUCTANCE ANO CAPACITY RELATION FOR TUNING

Now THAT YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE MANNER IN WHICH R.F. INDUCTANCES
OF THIS TYPE ARE CALCULATED, THE NEXT STEP WILL BE TO SEE WHAT VALUE
OF
INDUCTANCE TO USE WITH A GIVEN TUNING CONDENSER IN ORDER FOR THE ARRANGEMENT TO TUNE OVER A CERTAIN BAND OF FREQUENCIES.
BY LOOKING AT THE FAMILIAR FORMULA/ =j59,000

YOU WILL NOTE THAT

SINCE THE NUMBER 159,000 IS A CONSTANT IN THIS FORMULA, THE RESONANT FRED
QUENCY IN THIS FORMULA WILL BE GOVERNED BY THE VALUES L AND C. THAT
IS1
ACCORDING TO THE INDUCTANCE AND THE CAPACITY. WE GENERALLY REFER TO THIS
RELATION BETWEEN L AND C AS THE "LC" FACTOR AND FOR ANY GIVEN FREQUENCY,
WE WILL HAVE A DEFINITE "LC" FACTOR. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, WE ARE GIVING
YOU A COMPLETE TABLE OF LC FACTORS FOR THE ENTIRE WAVELENGTH RANGE BETWEEN
ANO 1000 METERS OR BETWEEN 300,000 TO 300 KC. THIS HANDY TABLE IS HEADI
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ED TABLE IlI IN THIS LESSON. LET US NOW SEE HOW THIS TABLE CAN BE USED.FOR
OUR FIRST EXAMPLE, LET US ASSUME THAT WE HAVE THE INDUCTANCE OF 346.47 MI
CROHENRIES, WHICH WAS ALREADY SHOWN YOU IN FIG, 3. IF THIS INDUCTANCE
IS
USED TOGETHER WITH A TUNING CONDENSER, HAVING A MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF
THE
.00035 MFD, THEN TO WHAT FREQUENCY WILL THIS COMBINATION RESONATE?
LXC FACTOR FOR THIS ARRANGEMENT WILL BE THE INDUCTANCE IN MICROHENRIES M,
LTIPLIED BY THE CAPACITY IN MICROFARADS OR 346.47 X .00035=0212645
OR
APPROXIMATELYO.1213. NOW BY LOOKING FOR THE NUMBERO.12I3 UNDER THE LXC
COLUMNS OF TABLE]II,WE FIND THAT IT LIES BETWEEN THE VALUES OF 0.1208 AND
0.1226. THUS ACCORDING TO TABLE m ,YOU ARE SHOWN THAT THIS LXC FACTOR WILL

TABLE III

WAVELENGTH

IN

METERS

FREQ.

METERS
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440

IN

KC.

300,000
150,000
100,000
75,000
60,000
50,000
42,900
37,500
33,333
30,000
15,000
10,000
7,500
6.000
5,000
4,290
3,750
3,333
3,000
2,727
2,500
2,308
2,143
2,000
1,875
1,764
1,667
1,579
1,500
1,429
1,364
1,304
1,250
1,200
1.154
1,111
1,071
1,034
1,000
968
938
909
883
857
834
811
790
769
750
732
715
698
682

LXC
0.0000003
0.0000111
0.0000018
0.0000045
0.0000057
0.0000101
0.0000138
0.0000180
0.0000228
0.0000282
0.0001129
0.0002530
0.0004500
0.0007040
0.0010140
0.0013780
0.0018010
0.0022800
0.00282
0.00341
0.00405
0.06476
0.00552
0.00633
0.00721
0.00813
0.00912
0.01015
0.01126
0.01241
0.01362
0.01489
0.01621
0.01759
0.01903
0.0205
0.0221
0.023't
0.0253
0.0270
0.0.288

0.0306
0.0325
0.0345
0.0365
0.0385
0.0406
0.0428
0.0450
0.0473
0.0496
0.0520
0.0545

FREQUENCY IN KC. -- INDUCTANCE
CAPACITY IN MICROFARADS
FREQ.
METERS IN KC LXC
METERS
450
460
470
480
490
500
505
510
515
520
525
530
535
540
545
550
555
560
565
570
575
580
585
590
595
600
605
610
615
620
625
630
635
640
645
650
655
660
665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
720
725
730
735

667
652
639
625
612
600
594
588
583
577
572
566
561
556
551
546
541
536
531

527
522
517
513
509
504
500
496
492
488
484
480
476
472
469
465
462
458
455
451
448
444
441
438
435
432
429
426
423
420
417
414
411
408

0.0570
0.0596
0.0622
0.0649
0.0676
0.0704
0.0718
0.0732
0.0747
0.0761
0.0776
0.0791
0.0806
0.0821
0.0836
0.0852
0.0867
0.0883
0.0899
0.0915
0.0931
0.0947
0.0963
0.0980
0.0996
0.1013
0.1030
0.1047
0.1065
0.1082
0.1100
0.1117
0.1135
0.1153
0.1171
0.1189
0.1208
0.1226
0.1245
0.1264
0.1283
0.1302
0.1321
0.1340
0.1360
0.1379
0.1399
0.1419
0.1439
0.1459
0.1479
0.1500
0.1521

740
745
750
755
760
765
770
775
780
785
790
795
800
805
810
815
820
825
830
835
840
845
850
855
860
865
870
875
880
885
890
895
900
905
910
915
920
925
930
935
940
945
950
955
960
965
970
975
980
985
990
995
1000

IN

MICROHENRIES

FREQ.
INKC.
405
403
400
397
395
392
390
387
385
382
380
377
375
373
370
368
366
364
361
359
357
355
353
351
349
347
345
343
341
339
337
335
333
331
330
328
326
324
323
321
319
317
316
314
313
311
309
308
306
305
303
302
300

LX C

0.1541
0.1562
0.1583
0.1604
0.1626
0.1647
0.1669
0.1690
0.1712
0.1734
0.1756
0.1779
0.1801
0.1824
0.1847
0.1870
0.1893
0.1916
0.1939
0.1962
0.1986
0.201
0.203
0.206
0.208
0.211
0.213
0.216
0.218
0.220
0.223
0.225
0.228
0.231
0.233
0.236
0.238
0.241
0.243
0.246
0.249
0.251
0.254
0.257
0.259
0.262
0.265
0.268
0.270
0.273
0.276
0.279
0.282
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OF
ABOUT 457 KC. NOTE HOW SIMPLE THAT
TUNE THE CIRCUIT TO A FREQUENCY
THIS WORK BECOMES THROUGH THE AID OF TABLE riI AND THAT HARDLY ANY CALCU
LATION IS NECESSARY.

NOW LET US SUPPOSE THAT WE HAVE A TUNING CONDENSER WITH A CAPACITY
RATING OF .00035 MFD. THIS RATING, AS GIVEN BY THE MANUFACTURER, IS THE
MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF THE CONDENSER. SO WITH THIS CONDENSER AT HAND, LET
TRANSFORMER, WHOSE
AN R.F.
US ASSUME THAT WE ARE REQUIRED TO CONSTRUCT
VARIABLE
CONDENSER OVER A
TUNE WITH THIS GIVEN
WILL
SECONDARY WINDING
FREQUENCY RANGE OF APPROXIMATELY 541 KC TO 1500 KC.
THAT WE WILL HAVE TO DO IN THIS CASE IS TO DETERTHE FIRST THING
MINE THE INDUCTANCE, WHICH IS REQUIRED FOR THE SECONDARY WINDING OF THIS
REQUIRED IN THIS INSTANCE
TRANSFORMER. THE MAXIMUM INDUCTANCE WHICH IS
IS WHEN THE TUNING CONDENSER PLATES ARE ALL THE WAY IN MESH, SO THAT THE
SO
IS, TO 541 KC.
CIRCUIT IS TUNED TO THE LOWEST FREQUENCY LIMIT, THAT
WE
TABLE
KC
IN
AND
FOR
541
LQ
FACTOR
BEGIN
x
WE
BY LOOKING UP THE "L
C"
FIND IT TO BE 0.0867.
IS KNOWN TO BE .00035 MFD;
SINCE THE VALUE OF "C" IN THIS PROBLEM
THE LX C FACTOR 0.0867;AND SINCE L xC = 0.0867,THEN IT IS ALSO TRUE THAT
0'0867 = 247.71
0.0867
MICROHENRIES.
OR L THE REQUIRED INDUCTANCE"L"
.00035
So THE SECONDARY WINDING OF THE TRANSFORMER WHICH WE ARE TO CONSTRUCT
MUST HAVE AN INDUCTANCE OF 247.71 MICROHENRIES.

NOW THAT WE HAVE DETERMINED THE INDUCTANCE VALUE, SO THAT THE CIR
STEW
CUlT WILL RESONATE TO THE LOWEST FREQUENCY LIMIT REQUIRED,OUR NEXT
WILL BE TO FIND OUT IF THESE CIRCUIT CONSTANTS WILL ALSO PERMIT THE CIRCUIT TO BE TUNED TO THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY LIMIT, OR 1500 KC. SINCE THE
IS CLEAR THAT THE RESPONSE OF
VALUE OF THE INDUCTANCE REMAINS FIXED, IT
THE CIRCUIT TO THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY WILL BE DETERMINED ENTIRELY BY THE
MINIMUM CAPACITY WHICH THE GIVEN TUNING CONDENSER OFFERS.
SPECIFIES THAT HIS .00035 MFD CONMANUFACTURER
THE CONDENSER
MFD, THEN ALL THAT YOU HAVE TO
OF
.000038
MINIMUM CAPACITY
DENSER HAS A
BY
THE INDUCTANCE OF
VALUE
MINIMUM
CAPACITIVE
DO IS TO MULTIPLY THIS
FREQUENCY' LIM
THE
HIGHEST
FOR
X
C
FACTOR
THE
L
FIND
ORDER
TO
YOUR COIL IN
FOR
1500 KC WILL
C
FACTOR
L
X
EXAMPLE,THE
PARTICULAR
OUR
IS,
IN
IT.
THAT
AS
BE
FOLLOWS:
247.71 X .000038 = 0.00941298, OR APPROXIMATELY 0.00941.
IF

THUS, BY LOOKING UP THIS L X C FACTOR IN TABLE ill, WE FIND THAT THIS VALUE
BETWEEN 1579 AND 1667 KC. HENCE
CORRESPONDS TO A FREQUENCY SOMEWHERE
THIS
INDUCTANCE AND VARIABLE CONDENSER COMBINATION WILL COVER THE RANGE
OF FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 541 AND 1500 SATISFACTORILY WITH A LITTLE TO SPAR
THE MINIMUM CAPACITY OF AVERAGE-TYPE TUNING CONDENSERS

WHENEVER THE EXACT MINIMUM CAPACITY OF A TUNING CONDENSER IS NOT
MINIMUM CAPACITY TO BE
KNOWN, THEN IT IS GENERAL PRACTICE TO ASSUME THE
IN OTHER
10% OR 1/10 THAT OF THE CONDENSER'S RATED OR MAXIMUM CAPACITY.
A MINIHAVING
AS
WORDS, WE WOULD CONSIDER A .00035 MFD TUNING CONDENSER
THE
WE
THAT
FIND
BASIS,
BY WORKING ON THIS
MUM CAPACITY OF .000035 MFD.
PROBLEM
PARTICULAR
OUR
HIGHEST FREQUENCY LIMIT IN
L X C FACTOR FOR THE
WOULD BE I/10 OF THE L xC FACTOR FOR THE LOWEST FREQUENCY LIMIT. THAT IS,
THE L xC FACTOR FOR THE 541 KCFREQUENCY AS PER TABLE III IS 0.0867 AND 1/10
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OF

THIS VALUE

IN

TABLE TTT,

0.00867. HENCE, BY LOOKING UP THE LxC FACTOR OF 0.00867
FIND THAT IT CORRESPONDS TO A FREQUENCY
BETWEEN 1667
AND 1764 KC.
FROM THIS,
WE AGAIN SEE THAT THE 247.71 MICROHENRY INDUCTANCE WILL
TUNE SATISFACTORILY WITH THE .00035 MFD. CONDENSER
OVER THE
541-1500 KC. RANGE. TABLE TTT ALSO SHOWS THAT THIS PARTICULAR INDUCTANCE
CONDENSER COMBINATION TUNES OVER A WAVE LENGTH RANGE OF FROM APPROXIMATELY 185 METERS TO 555 METERS,
THUS COVERING A LITTLE
MORE THAN THE
STANDARD BROADCAST BAND.
IS

WE

CALCULATING THE

TURNS REQUIRED

IT IS, OF COURSE, IMPOSSIBLE
TO
THE
CALCULATE
OF
EXACT NUMBER
TURNS; BUT BY
MEANS OF A LITTLE
MATHEMATICS, WE CAN DETERMINE THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF TURNS. THEN, AFTER THE COIL IS CONSTRUCTED, ADJUSTMENT CAN BE MADE ON THE WINDING SO AS TO OBTAIN THE EXACT VALUE.
A

USE

IS

SIMPLE FORMULA FOR DETERMINING THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF TURNS TO
AS FOLLOWS:

N2;

L

(jo

+

913)

WHERE N

=

THE

NUMBER OF TURNS,

0.202
COIL'S INDUCTANCE IN MICROHENRIES, B = LENGTH
D = DIAMETER OF THE WINDING IN INCHES.

OF

THE WINDING

IN

L=

INCHES,

FOR THE SAKE OF ILLUSTRATION, LET US ASSUME THAT A COIL DIAMETER OF
IS PRACTICAL FOR THE PROJECT IN QUESTION.
KNOWING
THE
DIAMETER, OUR NEXT STEP IS TO SELECT THE PROPER LENGTH FOR THE COIL.
3 INCHES

RULE: A SINGLE -LAYER SOLENOID WINDING WILL PROVIDE A
GIVEN
INDUCTANCE WITH THE LEAST AMOUNT OF WIRE WHEN ITS DIAMETER IS
2.46 OR APPROXIMATELY 2.5
TIMES ITS LENGTH.
THE COIL WILL
THEN HAVE
THE LEAST AMOUNT
OF RESISTANCE FOR A GIVEN AMOUNT
OF INDUCTANCE; THEREBY PROVIDING
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY AND PERMITTING SHARPEST TUNING.

APPLYING THE ABOVE RULE TO OUR PARTICULAR PROBLEM,
EVIIT
IS
THE
OF
TO
2.5
TIMES
AND
THAT
IF
DIAMETER
THE
COIL
BE
ITS
LENGTH,
DENT
IS
3 INCHES WAS SELECTED AS THE DIAMETER, THE MOST SUITABLE LENGTH FOR THIS
OR 1.2
BY 2.5
INCHES.
THIS WINDING
COIL WOULD BE EQUAL TO 3 DIVIDED
TAKES
TURNS
TO
INTO
THE
FACT
THAT
ADJACENT
ARE
BE APPLIED
LENGTH
ACCOUNT
WITH
NO
TURNS.
BY
BETWEEN
SIDE
SIDE,
SPACING
NOTE: To CONSERVE SPACE ON THE RECEIVER CHASSIS AND PERMIT
THE LENGTH OF PRESENT
AN ASSEMBLY AS POSSIBLE,
AS COMPACT
THAN THEIR DIAMETER.
THE
DAY COILS
IS GENERALLY GREATER
BETTER SHIELDING, SHORTER LEADS, ETC., ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH
(AND MODERN HIGH -MU TUBES) MORE
THE USE OF "SLENDER" COILS
THAN COMPENSATES FOR THE LOSS EXPERIENCED BY DEPARTING FROM
THE RULE IN ESTABLISHING THE RATIO BETWEEN THE DIAMETER AND
LENGTH OF THE COIL.
SINCE WE ARE PRIMARILY INTERESTED IN MAINTAINING COIL EFFICIENCY IN
WE WILL WORK
OUT THE DESIGN FOR THE COIL
PARTICULAR DISCUSSION,
THIS
RETURING TO
HAVING A DIAMETER OF 3 INCHES AND A LENGTH OF 1.2 INCHES.
OUR FORMULA, N2= L(30 + 98),
L = 247.71 MICROHENRIES; D= 3"
WE HAVE:
0 .2D2
AND B = 1.2." SUBSTITUTING THESE VALUES IN THE
247.71 [
N2 _247.71 [ (3 X 3) + (9 X
.2) ] =
-

1

0.2 x 3

2

I

FORMULA:

(9 + 10.8) ]
.8

LESSON NO. 42
4 04.658 _070h At
THEREFORE,
1.8
=V2724.81 = 52.2 OR APPROXIMATELY 52 TURNS.

N2 = 247.71
N
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X

19.8

DETERMINING THE WIRE SIZE TO USE
KNOWING THAT ABOUT 52 TURNS WILL
HAVE TO BE WOUND IN A SPACE 1.2"
LONG, WE CAN CALCULATE THE TURNS PER
INCH BY DIVIDING 52 BY I.2". THAT
IS, 52÷ 1.2 = 43.3 TURNS PER INCH.
THE NEXT
STEP IS TO FIND OUT WHAT
KIND
OF WIRE CAN BE
WOUND AT APPROXIMATELY 43.3 TURNS PER
INCH; FOR
WHICH INFORMATION, WE REFER TO TABLE II OF THIS LESSON. HERE, YOU WILL
THAT #24 B&S SINGLE
FIND
SILK COVERED WIRE CAN BE WOUND 44 TURNS PER
INCH, WHICH IS SATISFACTORY FOR OUR PURPOSE.
SO, FROM ALL THIS INFORMATION WHICH WE HAVE GATHERED, WE WOULD WIND
THIS
PARTICULAR R.F. COIL WITH 52 TURNS OF #24 SINGLE SILK COVERED
THE COIL 3" IN DIAMETER.
WIRE, MAKING
IN PRACTICE, YOU WILL
FIND THAT
BY MEANS OF
THIS METHOD OF CALCULATION, YOU WILL HAVE A FEW MORE TURNS
OF WIRE ON THE COIL THAN YOU ACTUALLY NEED. THIS, HOWEVER, IS PERMISSIBLE BECAUSE WHEN YOU TEST THE INDUCTANCE
VALUE, AS WILL BE SHOWN LATER,
YOU CAN UNWIND
A
FEW TURNS
BRING THE COIL'S
IN ORDER TO
INDUCTANCE
DOWN TO THE EXACT
VALUE. NEVERTHELESS, BY CALCULATING
THE APPROXIMATE
REQUIRED NUMBER OF
TURNS FIRST, YOU HAVE
GOOD IDEA OF THE
A
NUMBER OF
TURNS
NEEDED; THEN YOU WILL NOT BE WORKING IN THE DARK, SO TO SPEAK,
AND SIMPLY GUESSING AS TO HOW MANY TURNS TO PUT ON THE COIL.

WITH RESPECT TO THE CALCULATED COIL
VALUES, ONE MUST ALSO CONSIDER
THE FACT THAT
THE R.F.
TRANSFORMER SHIELD CANS HAVE A TENDENCY TO INCREASE THE "EFFECTIVE INDUCTANCE" OF THE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS DUE TO THE
ADDITIONAL CAPACITY EFFECT WHICH THE SHIELD CANS OFFER. THIS MEANS THAT
WHEN TESTING THE FINISHED TRANSFORMERS WITH THE SHIELD CANS IN PLACE,ONE
WILL FIND IT NECESSARY TO REMOVE A FEW TURNS FROM THE SECONDARY WINDINGS
IN ORDER TO
COMPENSATE FOR
THE ADDITIONAL
CAPACITY
INTRODUCED BY THE

SHIELD CANS.
THE ABOVE CONDITION CAN BE READILY DETERMINED BY NOTING HOW THE FINISHED
TRANSFORMER
PERMITS
THE
TUNING CONDENSER TO COVER THE DESIRED
RANGE WITH THE SHIELD CANS IN POSITION. IF,UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, IT
IS FOUND THAT
THE BROADCAST STATION OF LOWEST FREQUENCY CAN BE TUNED IN
WITHOUT THE TUNING CONDENSER PLATES BEING COMPLETELY MESHED,WHILE AT
THE SAME TIME THE
STATIONS OCCUPYING THE HIGHER FREQUENCY RANGES IN THE
BAND CANNOT
BE OBTAINED WITH
THE CONDENSER PLATES
OF
ALL THE WAY OUT
MESH, THEN THE
TEST INDICATES THAT
THE INDUCTANCE
OF THE R.F.
TRANSFORMER SECONDARY WINDINGS IS TOO GREAT. THEREFORE,
IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO REMOVE SECONDARY TURNS UNTIL THE DESIRED BAND OF FREQUENCIES CAN
BE PROPERLY COVERED.

SIMPLIFIED COIL FORMULAS
A SIMPLE FORMULA
FOR DETERMINING
THE INDUCTANCE
OF A PLAIN SINGLE
LAYER SOLENOID TYPE COIL,AND WHICH CAN BE APPLIED VERY EASILY IS AS FOL-

LOWS:
N
4-

THE
THE

L

=

Al N2
WHERE
IOB

9A+

L

IS

THE

INDUCTANCE EXPRESSED

IN

MICROHENRIES1

TOTAL NUMBER OF TURNS1"B"THE WINDING LENGTH IN INCHES AND"A" BEING
COIL DIAMETER EXPRESSED IN INCHES. THESE DIMENSIONS ARE ALL
INDIC
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FIG.

4 SO

THAT

THERE

WILL BE NO DOUBT

IN

YOUR MIND CONCERNING

THE COIL IN
INSTANCE, IF
FOR
OF WIRE
60
OF
TURNS
FIG. 4 CONSISTS
"B"
"A"
AND
ARE
AND THE DIMENSIONS
SUB
THEN
BY
I" AND 3" RESPECTIVELY,
PRETHE
VALUES
IN
STITUTING THESE
CEDING FORMULA, WE HAVE AS FOLLOWS:
3600
x 602
12
L

-

-

(9 x

I)

3600

-

+

(10

x

3)

-

9

+ 30

-

92.3 MICROHENRIES.

SHOULD THE WINDING IN QUESTION
THE MULTI -LAYER TYPE AND HAVE
ILLUSTRATED IN
A
CROSS-SECTION AS
FIG. 4
USED IN
BE
FIG. 5, SUCH AS MIGHT
The Plain Solenoid
TRANSINTERMEDIATE -FREQUENCY
THE
INDUCITS
ÑALCIJLATE
CAN
YOU
THEN
RECEIVER,
SUPERHETERODYNE
OF
FORMER
A
FOLLOWING FORMULA: L - 6A +9BN; IOC WHERE L
TANCE BY EMPLOYING THE
BE

OF

INDUCTANCE IN MICROHENRIES, N THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TURNS AND "A", "B"
"C"
THE DIMENSIONS AS SPECIFIED IN FIG. 5, EACH OF WHICH IS EXPRESSAND
INCHES.
ED IN
THE

ASSUMING, FOR INSTANCE, THAT SUCH A COIL CONSISTS. OF 800 TURNS,"A"
BEING .5"; "C", .5"; AND"B",.4". SUBSTITUTING THESE VALUES IN OUR FORMULA,
128,000
.8 x .25 x 640000
.8 x .52 x 8002
WE HAVE L e
77776
x.5)
5
+
+
3.6
x.4)
(10
3
+
(6 x.5) + (9
MILLIHENRIES.
11,034.4 MICROHENRIES, APPROX.I
I

FINALLY, IF THE COIL IS IN THE FORM OF A
HELICAL OR SPIRAL WINDING SUCH AS FREQUENTLY
OF
AN R.F. TRANSUSED FOR A PRIMARY WINDING
FORMER, AS AN ANTENNA COUPLING, ETC.,THE CROSS
OF
WHICH APPEARS IN FIG. 6, THEN YOU
SECTION
CAN USE THE FORMULA

L =

A11\12
A---IIC

IN

CASE

WHICH

.1

INDUCTAONCE IN MICROHENRIES, N
AGAIN THE
WINDING AND
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TURNS IN THE
IN FIG. 6
DESIGNATED
"C" AND "A"THE DIMENSIONS
AND EXPRESSED IN INCHES.
L

IS

ARE USED AND
IF 300 TURNS
.1", RESPEC
AND
.I"
ARE
"C"
"A"
AND
DIMENSIONS
.25X 9000Z1_
.52 X 300
TIVELY,THEN L
4 +
x.1) (15x:5)+(I
IN THIS CASE,

I

22500
5.

=

4411.7 MICROHENRIES OR 4.41

1

.

1

MILLIHENRIES

FIG.5
The Multi -Layer Winding.

I

DESIGNING SINGLE -LAYER SOLENOID COILS BY MEANS OF GRAPHS
SOLENOID COILS, WHICH ARE THE
SINGLE -LAYER
THE TASK OF DESIGNING
FOR R.F.TRANSFORMERS, CAN BE
WINDING
TUNED
OF
MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TYPE
OF CHARTS AND GRAPHS. WITH
USE
THROUGH THE
STILL FURTHER SIMPLIFIED
THIS METHOD, CALCULATION IS ELIMINATED ENTIRELY.
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IN TABLE Dr, FOR EXAMPLE, YOU ARE GIVEN A CHART WHEREBY YOU
CAN
DETERMINE TO WHAT FREQUENCY ANY GIVEN CONDENSER AND COIL COMBINATION WILL
RESONATE IN A MOST SIMPLE MANNER.

THE VERTICAL LINE AT THE LEFT OF TABLETWIS CALIBRATED FOR CAPACITY
EXPRESSED IN MICRO-MICROFARADB, THE VERTICAL LINE AT THE CENTER FOR FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES AND THE VERTICAL LINE AT THE RIGHT FOR INDUCTANCE IN
MICROHENRIES. Now THEN, YOU CAN DETERMINE ANY ONE OF THESE THREE VALUES
IN TERMS OF THE OTHER TWO, SIMPLY BY CONNECTING THE TWO KNOWN VALUES TOGETHER WITH A STRAIGHT EDGE OR RULER AND NOTING THE POINT AT WHICH
IT
CROSSES THE THIRD VERTICAL LINE FOR THE VALUE BEING SOUGHT.

FOR INSTANCE, IF YOU WANT TO KNOW TO WHAT FREQUENCY A .00035 MFD.
CONDENSER AND A 240 MICROHENRY COIL WILLRESONATE, SIMPLY LAY A STRAIGHT EDGE
ACROSS
(-` Windin9
TABLE
so THAT IT CUTS THROUGH THE CAPACITY
LINE AT THE 350 MARK (.00035 MFD = 350 MMFDS.)
AND THE INDUCTANCE LINE AT THE 240 MARK.THIS
Y
C
POSITION OF THE STRAIGHT EDGE IS INDICATED BY
THE DOTTED LINE IN TABLE N. As YOU WILL OBSERVE, THE STRAIGHT EDGE WILL CUT THE
FRE7
QUENCY LINE AT THE 550 MARK,WHICH MEANS THAT
THIS PARTICULAR CONDENSER AND COIL COMBINATICN WILL RESONATE AT 550 KC.

N

1

Winding
YOU CAN ALSO USE THIS CHART IN STILL
OTHER WAYS. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU HAVEA .00035
MFD. TUNING CONDENSER AND WANT TO KNOW
HOW
FIG.6
MUCH INDUCTANCE TO USE TO CONSTRUCT A
CIRTñe /-íe/ica/ Winding
CUIT WHICH WILL RESONATE AT 550 KC.,THEN LAY
THE STRAIGHT EDGE THROUGH THE 350 MMFD.
AND
THE 550 Kc. MARKS AND NOTE WHERE IT PASSES THROUGH THE INDUCTANCE LINE.
THIS POINT ON THE INDUCTANCE LINE TELLS YOU THE INDUCTANCE EXPRESSED
IN
MICROHENRIES -- 240 MICROHENRIES IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE.
HAVING THUS ESTABLISHED THE CORRECT RELATION BETWEEN
CAPACITY,
DESIGN
INDUCTANCE AND FREQUENCY,YOU CAN DETERMINE THE REST OF THE COIL
CONSTANTS WITH THE CHART IN TABLE )/
AIDED BY THE INFORMATION OBTAINED
FROM TABLE II .
,

TO BETTER EXPLAIN THE USE OF TABLE V, LET US EMPLOY A SPECIFIC PRQ
BLEM, NAMELY TO DETERMINE THE DESIGN DATA FOR THE 240 MICROHENRY WINDING
WHICH WE HAVE JUST BEEN DEALING WITH. WE SHALL ASSUME THAT THIS COIL IS
TO BE WOUND WITH 428 B&S ENAMELED WIRE AND ON A FORM 2" IN DIAMETER.

BY FIRST REFERRING TO TABLEII, YOU WILL NOTICE THAT THIS
ULAR WIRE CAN BE WOUND AT APPROXIMATELY 74 TURNS PER INCH.

PARTIC-

THE NEXT STEP IS TO LAY A STRAIGHT EDGE UPON THE CHART OF TABLE V
IT WILL PASS THROUGH THE 240 MARK ON THE INDUCTANCE LINE
AND
THROUGH THE FORM DIAMETER LINE AT THE POINT MARKED "2". THE POSITION OF
THE STRAIGHT EDGE AT THIS TIME IS INDICATED BY THE DOTTED LINE #I. WITH
THE STRAIGHT EDGE IN THIS POSITION,CAREFULLY NOTE THE POINT OF INTERSECTION ON THE °TURNING SCALER.
SO THAT
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Now PASS YOUR STRAIGHT EDGE THROUGH THIS SAME POINT ON THE

TURNSCALE OF THE °TURNS
PER INCH" LINE. THE POSITION OF THE STRAIGHT EDGE WILL NOW BE AS INDICATED BY THE DOTTED LINE #2. NOTICE CAREFULLY AT THIS INSTANT,WHERE THE
STRAIGHT EDGE- INTERSECTS THE "A" SCALE OF THE "FORM FACTOR LINE" -- YOU
WILL FIND IT TO BE 2.25 FOR OUR PRESENT EXAMPLE.
ING SCALE AS WELL AS THROUGH THE 74'MARK ON THE "A"

THE NEXT STEP IS TO PASS THE STRAIGHT EDGE THROUGH THE 2 MARK OF
THE DIAMETER LINE AND THROUGH THE 2.25 MARK ON THE "B" SCALE OF THE
"FORM FACTOR LINE" AS SHOWN BY THE DOTTED LINE #3. OBSERVE WHERE IT INTERSECTS THE "LENGTH" LINE -- THIS YOU WILL FIND TO BE THE .875 MARK.
THIS MEANS THAT THE LENGTH OF THIS WINDING IS .875" OR APPROXIMATELY 7,8P
THE FINAL STEP IS TO LAY THE STRAIGHT EDGE THROUGH THE .875 MARK
PER
OF THE"LENGTH" LINE AND THE 74 MARK ON THE "B" SCALE OF THE TURNS
INCH LINE AS SHOWN BY DOTTED LINE #4. Now OBSERVE WHERE THE STRAIGHT Ej2
GE INTERSECTS THE "NUMBER OF TURNS" LINE AND YOU WILL FIND IT TO BE AT
THE 65 MARK. IN OTHER WORDS, FOR THE PARTICULAR COIL UNDER OUR IMMEDIATE
ON
ATTENTION, WE WOULD EMPLOY 65 TURNS OF #28 B&S ENAMELED WIRE WOUND
A FORM 2" IN DIAMETER AND TO A WINDING LENGTH OF 7/8".

YOU CAN WORK OUT ANY SIMILAR PROBLEM BY MEANS OF THESE CHARTS
IN
THE SAME MANNER AS JUST EXPLAINED. THEORETICALLY, THE MOST EFFICIENT
COIL HAS A FORM FACTOR OF 2.46. HOWEVER, SINCE THE EFFICIENCY DOES NOT
FALL OFF VERY RAPICLY ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS VALUE, WE CAN ACCEPT AS THE
BEST RANGE FOR THE FORM -FACTOR FROM 1.5 TO 4.

FORM WISH TO DESIGN YOUR COILS STARTING WITH A DEFINITE
FOR
V.
TABLE
EXAMPLE
FACTOR, YOU CAN STILL DO SO WITH THE SAME CHART IN
STARTIF WE SHOULD SET THE FORM -FACTOR TO A VALUE OF 2.25 RATHER THAN
ING WITH THE WIRE SIZE, THEN FOR THE SECOND POSITION OF THE STRAIGHT
FORA
EDGE, WE WOULD RUN IT THROUGH THE 2.25 MARK ON THE"A" SCALE OF THE
FACTOR LINE ANDTHRU THE PREVI)USLY' DETERMINED POINT ON THE "TURNINGSCALE"
TURNS
ANO NOTE THE POINT AT WHICH IT INTERSECTS THE "A" SCALE OF THE
PER INCH" LINE. BY THUS FINDING THE TURNS PER INCH TO BE 74,WE FIND BY
REFERENCE TO TABLE II THAT WE CAN USE EITHER #28 B&S ENAMELED WIRE OR A
#36 B&S DOUBLE COTTON COVERED WIRE. ALL OTHER OPERATIONS WILL REMAIN THE
SAME AS ALREADY DESCRIBED.
IF YOU

ANOTHER FORM OF COIL DESIGN GRAPH

TRANSFORMRADIO CONCERNS, WHO ENGAGE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF R.I..
ACCUMUF.RS, HAVE GAINED A GREAT DEAL OF KNOWLEDGE AND DATA WHICH THEY
THESE
LATED OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS. FROM THE INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
FUTURE
FOR
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES, MOST OF THEM PLOT "COIL DESIGN GRAPHS"
GRAPH
USE. AN EXAMPLE OF SUCH A GRAPH IS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 7 AND THIS'
DIAMETER.
APPLIES ONLY TO A SINGLE LAYER SOLENOID TYPE COIL 2.75" IN
THIS GRAPH, AS YOU WILL NOTE, CONSISTS OF CROSS -RULED PAPER, WHICH
IS ALSO KNO'AN AS "GRAPH -PAPER". THE NUMBER OF TURNS REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS
INDUCTANCES ARE MARKED ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE GRAPH, STARTING WITH "O"
AT THE FAR LEFT. EACH OF THE HEAVIER VERTICAL LINES ARE THEN SUCCESSIVELY
ID
MARKED I0-29-30 ETC. TOWARD THE RIGHT. YOU WILL FIND THAT THERE ARE
THINNER VERTICAL LINES BETWEEN EACH PAIR OF THE NUMBERED VERTICAL LINES
TURN OF WIRE. THUS THE
AND EACH OF THESE THIN VERTICAL LINES STANDS FOR
I

PACE

LESSON N0.42

15

35

VERTICAL LINE HALF WAY BETWEEN THE NUMBER 30 AND 40 WILL SIGNIFY
TURNS ETC.

THE REQUIRED INDUCTANCES OF THE COILS ARE MARKED ALONG THE RIGHT
EDGE OF THE GRAPH AS IOU MICROHENRIES, 200 MICROHENRIES ETC., FROM THE
5
BOTTOM TOWARD THE TOP. IN THIS CASE, THE INDUCTANCE INCREASES BY
THE
HENCE
A
TIME.
AT
LINE
HORIZONTAL
MICROHENRIES AS WE MOVE UPWARD
HEAVY HORIZONTAL LINE BETWEEN THE VALUES OF 200 ANO 300 MICROHENRIES
WILL REPRESENT 250 MICROHENRIES.
I

Now LET US SEE NOW
SUCH A COIL DESIGN GRAPH
FOR
I8 USED. SUPPOSE,
EXAMPLE, THAT WE
WISH
SINGLE
TO CONSTRUCT A
LAYER,CLOSWLY WOUND
BY
(TURNS PLACED SIDE
SIDE WITH NO SPACING)
DIAMETER
COIL 2.75"IN
OF
WITH AN INDUCTANCE
300 MICROHENRIES BY MEN
To
NS OF THIS GRAPH.
DO TH IS, WE BEGIN BY LOOMS
ING ALONG THE RIGHT HAND
EDGE OF THIS GRAPH UNTIL WE COME TO THE HORIS
IZONTAL LINE WHICH
MARKED 300.

Inductance in
MicrokanHe's

700

600

500

300

Number
of turns

1

200

NOW THEN,YOU WILL
CURVED
SEE THAT FIVE
LINES, WHICH ARE RESPEC100
TIVELY MARKED #20, #22,
CROSS
#24,4426 AND #28,
THIS GRAPH IN A DIAGONAL FASHION. IF WE WISH
10 20
30- 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
TO WIND THIS 300 MICRO P1G.7
HENRY COIL WITH #2O W RE,
Design Graph.
WE NOTE THE POINT
AT
Coil
-ample of
LINE
WHICH THE CURVED
MARKED #20 CROSSES THE "300" HORIZONTAL LINE. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, WE
ARE INDICATING THIS POINT IN FIG. 7 WITH AN ARROW. Now IF YOU WILL MOVE
YOUR PENCIL POINT STRAIGHT DOWN FROM THIS POINT, YOU WILL FIND ACCORDING
ó42
TO THE 'NUMBERS ALONG THE BOTTOM OF THE GRAPH THAT APPROXIMATELY
TO
WIRE ARE REQUIRED TO WIND A COIL OF THIS SIZE SO AS
TURNS OF #20
HAVE AN INDUCTANCE OF 300 MICROHENRIES.
I

5

a

SHOULD YOU WISH TO USE #22 WIRE TO CONSTRUCT THIS 300 MICROHENRY
COIL OF 2.75" DIAMETER, THEN NOTE WHERE T-IE CURVED LINE LABELED #22
LINE
CROSSES THE "300" HORIZONTAL LINE. YOU WILL FIND THAT THE #22
CORRESPONDS
WHICH
GRAPH
OF
THE
CROSSES THE "300" LINE ON A VERTICAL LINE
TO 76 TURNS. THUS ONLY 76 TURNS OF #22 WIRE IS REQUIRED. THIS GRAPH HAS
SIZES
BEEN WORKED OUT FOR DOUBLE SILK -COVERED WIRE OF THE DESIGNATED
ONLY.

FOR COILS OF

A

DIFFERENT DIAMETER, OR FOR WIRE OF A DIFFERENT TYPE

PAGE
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OF INSULATION, ANOTHER GRAPH IS REQUIRED. THUS IT 18 08V10Ú8 THAT
COIL
MANUFACTURERS HAVE MANY OF SUCH COIL DESIGN GRAPHS IN THEIR FILES
TO
WHICH THEY CAN REFER. BY MEANS OF SUCH GRAPHS, IT IS CLEAR THAT COILS CAN
BE DESIGNED RAPIDLY WITHOUT THE NEED OF LENGTHY CALCULATIONS,THEREBY RESULTING IN A GREAT SAVING OF TIME. OTHER GRAPHING METHODS HAVE ALSO BEEN
WORKED OUT AND THEIR USE WILL BE APPARENT UPON INSPECTION.
IN THIS LESSON,WE HAVE DISCUSSED BOTH THE CALCULATION ANO GRAPH M
THODS OF DESIGNING R.F. TRANSFORMERí SECONDARY WINDINGS, 80 THAT YOU MILL
HAVE A KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH OF THESE METHODS. THUS IF YOU ARE PROVIDED WITH
DATA FOR EITHER OF THESE TWO METHODS AT SOME FUTURE TIME, YOU WILL HAVE
NO DIFFICULTY IN EFFECTING A SOLUTION BECAUSE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJÉCT IS NOW QUITE THOROUGH,

examination duelÍiO ns
I.

IS MEANT BY THE EXPRESSION "SOLENOID TYPE WINDING"?
41
CERTAIN R.F TRANSFORMER SECONDARY WINDING I8
LONG AND HAS A DIAMETER OF 21, WHAT 18 ITS "SHAPE FAO-

- WHAT

2. -

3. -

4.
5.

-

6.

-

7. S.

-

9.

-

IF A

TOR"?
IF YOU ARE GOING TO WINO A COIL WITH #30 B&S

ENAMELED
WIRE WITHOUT ANY SPACING BETWEEN ADJACENT TURNS,THENHOW
MANY TURNS OF THIS WIRE WILL YOU BE ABLE TO WIND PER INCH
OF THE WINDING LENGTH?
IF A CIRCUIT 18 TO BE TUNEO TO 600 KC. WHAT WILL BE ITS
"L On FACTOR OR CONSTANT?
IF A VARIABLE CONDENSER IS SPECIFIED AS HAVING A .0005
UFO. CAPACITY RATING,WHAT WILL BE ITS APPROXIMATE MINIMUM CAPACITY?
TO
IF FROM THE COIL DES GN GRAPH OF FIG. 7, YOU WANTED
CONSTRUCT A COIL 2.75" IN DIAMETER AND HAVING AN INDUCTANCE OF 400 MICROHENRIES, HOW MANY TURNS OF #22 B&S SILK
COVERED WIRE WOULD YOU USE?
IS THE LENGTH OF A SOLENOID TYPE COIL ASSUMED TO BE THE
SAME AS THE LENGTH OF THE FORM UPON WHICH IT IS WOUND?
IF YOU SHOULD WISH TO CONSTRUCT AN R.F. TRANSFORMER TO
COVER THE BROADCAST BAND WHEN USED WITH A STANDARD TUNING CONDENSER OF .00035 MFD. RATING,WHAT INDUCTANCE VA
UE SHOULD THE SECONDARY WINDING OF THIS R.F. TRANSFORM+
ER HAVE?
IS
IF A CERTAIN SOLENOID WINDING IS In IN DIAMETER ANO
WOUND WITH 180 TURNS OF WIRE AT 90 TURNS PER INCH, WHAT
WILL BE THE APPROXIMATE INDUCTANCE VALUE OF THIS WINOI

INO?

IO.- ASSUME THAT A TUNING CONDENSER OF .00035 MFD IS AVAILABLE,TOGETHER WITH A COIL FORM OF I}" DIAMETER. THE WIRE
TO BE USED FOR THE TUNED WINDING IS #30 B&S ENAMEL COATED. How MANY TURNS OF THIS WIRE WILL BE REQUIRED SO THAT
THIS COIL AND CONDENSER COMBINATION WILL COVER THE SRO/42
CAST BAND WITH 550 Kc. BEING THE LOWEST FREQUENCY?
WORK OUT THIS PROBLEM WITH THE AID OF TABLESN,AND
AS GIVEN IN THIS LESSON.)

Y
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PRE -SELECTOR AND BAND-PASS CIRCUITS

In the pioneering days of radio, the problem of SFLF,CTIVITY was alnegligible factor since, (1) there were fewer broadcasting stations,
(2) these were spread comparatively far apart throughout the broadcast
frequency band and (3) they did not possess the radiating power of the
modern broadcast station transmitter.
The receiving range of a radio receiving set was of greatest importance in "them th'ar days"; and, since the amplification factor of the
early type tubes was relatively low, receivers were equipped with many
stages of r -f amplification
.
to increase their sensiti
vity. Each stage of r-f amplification included a tuned
u
d
circuit so that even though Ír
--,.
most a

-

-

IF

`

the number of broadcast

sta-

tions increased, as time went
on,

these receivers provided

'

::.

°

-

satisfactory selectivity because of the number of r -f

,
,-

1

tuned circuits employed between the antenna and the

o

detector stage.

tubes (tubes that are
extremely sensitive and provide a high ratio of amplification), and because
of the greatly increased
amount of power employed
by modern broadcasting
stations, we no longer find
mu
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However, with the ad-

vent of the extremely high -
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FIG.
OSCILLOSCOPE USED IN ALIGNING RECEIVER EQUIPPED
WITH BAND-PASS SELECTOR CIRCUIT
I
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it necessary to use many stages of r -f
amplification. Most of the smaller receivers of today, therefore, have no
more than one or two stages of r -f am-

plification.
Because of this,

the selective pro-

perties of the receiver are impaired

j

Selectivity
Curve

loop antenna (as is done in many modern
receivers), but there are many instances
where a loop antenna is not desirable -or feasible; and so many receiver manufacturers often resort to the use of a
BAND-PASS type of selector circuit --or
"pre -selector" circuit, as it is sometimes referred to.

W//

25

20

13

10

S

0

%i,I

5

since, by reducing the number of r -f stages, we have automatically reduced the
number of tuned circuits.
Of course, as
a compensatory measure we may employ a

///i....

10

19

20 25

'
1
K.C.
below
K.C.above
resonance
resonance
Resonance

Band-pass selector circuits have
another desirable feature in that they
not only provide an extremely effective
means of improving the selectivity of a
receiver, but can be designed in such a
manner as to allow passage to a specific

number of "side -band" frequencies (audio frequency modulations impressed upon the
TUNING RESPONSE OF A SINGLE
carrier -frequency). This means that by
properly designing a band-pass "pre -selecTUNED CIRCUIT
tor" circuit, we can enjoy excellent
selectivity between stations without cutting off or suppressing any of the
higher audio -frequency notes transmitted during a radio broadcast program; a feature which the ordinary type of selector circuit can hardly
equal --and, a feature that closely approaches the IDEAL tuning circuit.

FIG.

2

Technically speaking, the band-pass type of selector circuit
provides a flatter response -curve with steeper sides than can
be obtained with a single -tuned circuit; thus providing more
uniform amplification over a wider range of frequencies, with
sharp cut-off so as to reject undesired frequencies.
THE SIMPLE TUNED CIRCUIT

Before analyzing the various types of band-pass selector circuits
let
--often referred to as band-pass filter circuits or "b -p" filters
us pause for a moment and consider the selectivity curve of a simple
2.
tuning circuit, such as is illustrated in the upper portion of Fig.
In the graph shown in Fig. 2, the vertical line marked "0" indicates
Each vertical line toward the right of the "0"
the RESONANT FREQUENCY.
Each
mark indicates an INCREASE of 5 kc ABOVE the resonant frequency.
vertical lines toward the left of "0" indicates a DECREASE of 5 kc BELOW
the resonant frequency. By observing the width of this selectivity curve,
you will note that it extends 25 kc on each side of the resonant frequency.
Since standard broadcast stations are assigned to a frequency channel only
10 kc wide, it is obvious that the selectivity of such a tuned circuit
would be quite inadequate; and, that there would be considerable interSuch poor selective qualities are referred to
ference between stations.
as

"broad"

tuning.
ERN -43
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MULTIPLE TUNED CIRCUITS
By increasing the number of tuned r -f stages, as shown in the upper
portion of Fig. 3, we thereby increase the selective properties of the receiver somewhat, as illustrated by the selectivity curve -n the lower portion of Fig. 3.
In doing so, however, we must take precautions that the
tuning circuit of the receiver does not become too selective; otherwise,
the FIDELITY of the receiver will suffer.
How the fidelity of a receiver
may be detrimentally affected by tuning circuits that tune "too sharply",
will now be explained.

SIDE -BAND SUPPRESSION
SIDE -BANDS
In the case of Amplitude -Modulation (A -M), the broadcast signal wave
carries not only the assigned carrier -wave frequency but, in addition,
"side -frequencies". These side -frequencies are created by the audio -frequency modulations that have been impressed upon the carrier -frequency wave
at the broadcast station transmitter.

The manner in which the "side -frequencies" accompany the carrier
wave is as follows:
For example, if the frequency of the carrier -wave is 1000 kc and
we modulate it with a 1000 cycle (1 kc) note, two side frequencies are created; one whose frequency is 1 kc LOWER than
the carrier frequency and the other, 1 kc HI(R than the carrier frequency. Consequently, this 1000 cycle note will be heard
from a point of 999 kc on the tuning dial (1000 kc - 1 kc = 999
kc)

to 1001 kc

(1000 kc + 1 kc = 1001 kc).

As you probably realize, broadcast -station programs do not merely consist of one single tone but of many (musical or voice) audio frequencies.
In that case, the side -frequencies are not confined to a mere SINGLE upper
and lower side -frequency but by a BAND of upper and lower side -frequencies.
Hence, the term "side -bands' when referring to these side -frequencies.

Although the audio frequency scale or range
extend up to
approximately 20,000 cycles,
is considered to

sounds having frequencies
higher than 5000 cycles are
seldom transmitted by the
majority of broadcast stations.
For this reason, a
tuning circuit that passes
a 10 kc (10,000 cycle) band
is considered to be

satisfac-

tory for receiver use.

Should the selectivity of
the receiver be too sharp, it
is apparent that the FIDE? TTY

of the receiver will be impaired.
For example, if the

selectivity curve

is only 5
kc wide at the resonant point,

audio -frequency signals up
to 2,500 cycles will be permitted to enter into the

tuned circuit;

thereby

KC. below
resonance

zo

16

10

S

0

t

/I
5

K.C. above
to

IS

20 resonance

Resonance
FIG. 3
TUNING RESPONSE OF MULTIPLE -TUNED CIRCUITS
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"suppressing" all notes and tones above
When a portion of the
this frequency.
audio -frequency notes are suppressedby
the tuned circuits of a receiver in this
fashion, we refer to such a condition as
"side -band suppression"; a feature which
is highly undesirable in those receivers
designed for faithful reproduction of all
audio -frequency tones transmitted by the
broadcast station(High-fidelity receivers).

Side -band suppression is, however,
desirable feature in the recep-

-IS

i0

a

I5

tion of unmodulated, C -W Commercial or Amateur telegraph signals
(code).
The transmission bands
used for these purposes are ex-

K.C. a bov e

tremely crowded; hence, selectivity between stations is of
paramount importance in such
cases. Furthermore, the range
of radio -frequencies handled in

$

K.C. be low
re son once

go

resonance

Resonance

Flc. 4
IDEAL SELECTIVITY CURVE

this type of communication is not
as great as is the case during

the transmission and reception
bf musical programs.

THE IDEAL SELECTIVITY CURVE
Up to this point in our discussion, we have considered selectivity
(1) too broad tuning --as offered by the conventional
from two extremes:
type of single -tuned circuit; and (2) too sharp tuning, as offered by the
use of too many tuned stages.
The happy medium or IDEAL type of tuning
By closely analyzing this curve, you will
curve is shown in Fig. 4.
note that the sides are perpendicular and the curve is confined (practically) to a 10 kc width throughout its entire length.

Such an ideal selectivity curve denotes that the receiver is capable of affording complete separation between broadcast stations without
suppressing any of the audio -frequency notes or "side -bands"; thus, providing faithful or high-fidelity reception. A receiver possessing such
ideal tuning characteristics is spoken of as offering "10 kc separation".
How the tuning characteristics of the band-pass type selector circuits
may be designed to approach this ideal condition will now be explained.

Q FACTOR --SHARPNESS OF RESONANCE
There is an extremely important property of a coil --and also of the
tuning condenser --that greatly affects the sharpness or selectivity of a
tuned circuit. This property is known as the Q -FACTOR which, mathematically, is expressed as:
X
R

By analyzing the above equation closely, we can see that the Q of a
coil --or condenser --is the ratio of the reactance (X) to the resistance
(R).
Since the Q of the condenser far surpasses that of the best coil,
it is the coil that generally limits the overall Q of the entire tuning
circuit.
ERN
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As we pointed out, the sharpness of tuning is determined by the
Q of the circuit; more specifically, by the resistance contained within
the circuit.
The lower the resistance, the sharper will be the tuning and
Hence,
the less amount of signal loss will be encountered in that circuit.
to realize maximum selectivity and minimum loss within a tuning circuit,
it would be to our advantage to employ all methods of keeping the resistance at a minimum; thereby maintaining a high.Q level within the circuit.
Some
1.

of the factors that determine

the Q of a coil are:

Surface area:
As the frequency of the current flowing through a conductor
is increased, the 'esistance of that conductor is increased.
The reason for this is primarily due to what is known as
SKIN -EFFECT, which may be explained as follows:
As the frequency of the current is increased, the current
flow is confined more and more towards the SURFACE of the
conductor rather Lhan within the center of the conductor.
Consequently, as the frequency is increased, the effective
conducting (cross-sectional) area of our conductor is decreased which, automatically, increases the resistance of
the conductor.
This, in effect, is the same as though we
were to physically drill out the center of our wire so
that there is now less conducting area to carry the current.

One popular theory regarding the skin -effect of conductors,
is as follows:

When a d -c voltage of constant intensity (such as obtained
from a battery) is applied to a conductor, the current flow
through the conductor builds up from zero to its maximum
value.
The time -period involved is, of course, determined
by the impedance of the conductor.

During the interval that the e.m.f. is applied to the conductor --to the moment that current attains its full, maximum value the current distribution throughout the conductor is not uniform. This is due to self-induced e.m.f.'s in
the wire, caused by the building up of a magnetic field withSuch self-induced voltages tend
in itself (self-induction).
to oppose the current flow in the center part of the -wire
moreso than they oppose the current flowing towards the surface, resulting in what we refer to as the "skin -effect".

When dealing with high -frequency currents, we are dealing
with currents that are varying continuously --at an extremely
rapid rate.
The magnetic field surrounding the conductor
The resulvaries in step with the frequency of the current.
tant self-induced e.m.f.'s thereby become appreciable as the
frequency is increased; consequently, increasing the skin Also, since the heat
effect and the resistance of the wire.
developed within a conductor carrying current is proportional to the square of the current, it is readily apparent how
the heat rises rapidly as the conductive area becomes further
This, in
and further reduced with an increase in frequency.
turn, causes a further increase in the resistance of the conductor.
To keep resistance of this kind at a minimum, it is best to
use conductors having a large SURFACE area, rather than a
Thin -walled, hollow wire or tub
large cross-sectional area.
ing will serve even more efficiently as a conductor of high-
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frequency current than will solid wire of the same diameter.
Losses due to skin -effects may also be reduced by using a
number of enamel -covered wires stranded together to form
Litzendraht ("Litz") wire. However, this wire is beneficial only in the lower radio -frequencies; normally up to a
frequency of approximately 1,000 kc to 2,000 kc.
2.

Physical dimensions of the coil:
a.

From a theoretical standpoint, the Q of a single -layer,
cylindrical coil is highest when the diameter is 2.46 times
the length.
Such a coil is quite clumsy, however, and does
not adapt itself well to the limited space alloted to coils
in the popular -sized radio receivers.
Also, we find that
the distributed capacity is higher than that of a coil having
a smaller diameter; consequently, coils whose diameters are
equal to, or slightly less than their length, are commonly
used.

3.

b.

The Q of the bank -wound, "universal" or "honey -comb" type
coils is highest (theoretically) when the inner diameter of
the coil is twice the width of the winding, and the outer
diameter is three times the width of the winding.

c.

Although the gain in Q is slight, the distance between turns
should equal the diameter of the wire, wherever possible.
Especially should this be true if the coil is to handle currents whose frequencies are in the region of 15 megacycles
or above.

Type of windings:
a.

In experiments carried out with various types of coils and
windings, it was found that the single -layer solenoid and the
loose, "basket -weave" type of coils have the highest Q inthe
frequency range of 300 to 1,500 kc.
Next in order, is the
"spider -web" or radial, basket -weave type of winding.

b.

The simple, multi -layer (many -layer) type coil

c.

Although the single -layer coil, made up of the same amount
of wire, has considerably less inductance than does the bank wound coil, the resistance of the single -layer winding is so
much lower that it is used almost exclusively at frequencies
above 3,000 kc.

is worthless
at high frequencies because of its high internal distributed
capacity.

REACTION OF INDUCTIVELY COUPLED TUNED CIRCUITS
In Fig. 5, we show two tuning circuits that are inductively coupled to
one another.
By this, we mean that the coils are placed in such physical
and electrical relationship to one another that the magnetic lines of
force of one coil must pass through the other coil to complete its magnetic circuit.
From a previous lesson, we know that MUTUAL INDUCTION (M),
exists between these two coils.
If each of these coils had a high -Q, and we separated them so that no
coupling existed between them, each would present a selectivity curve very
similar to that illustrated in Fig. 3.
However, when placed in an inductive relation to one another, the resistance of one is REFLECTED into the
other; so that, as they are brought into closer inductive relationship to
one another, more COUPLING RESISTANCE is reflected into the primary (or
driver)tuned circuit.
ERN -43
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CRITICAL COUPLING
When the value of the
coupling cr reflected resistance equals that of the primary or driver resistance, we
say that CRITICAL COUPLING
exists between the two reso-

nant circuits.
At the point of CRITICAL
COUPLING, maximum transferreuce of energy occurs
between the two resonant
circuits. In other words,
the current flow in the
secondary circuit is at
maximum and the selectivity of the secondary
circuit is at maximum.

FIG. 5
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED TUNED CIRCUITS

However, beyond the point of critical coupling (when the two coils are
moved closer towards each other), the amount of current flow in the secondary coil suffers and the selectivity of the secondary is also impaired.

By referring to Fig. 5, you will note that the amplitude of the curve
takes a dip, denoting a loss in gain.
This loss is due to the lowered Q re
suiting from the excessive amount of coupling-resistance reflected back into the primary tuned circuit. As the coupling is tightened. between the two
coils, this dip in amplitude becomes more and more pronounced (See Fig. 6).
To correct this condition, we may resort to two measures.
One, would
be to "loosen" the coupling between the two coils; the alternative would
be to detune the circuit slightly to a higher or lower frequency.
By
detuning either of the tuned circuits to a higher or lower frequency,
the amplitude rises because of the reduction in coupling -resistance.
This is the reason for the two humps on either side of the resonant frequency ("0" line) in the curve shown in Fig. 5.
Notice how these two
humps spread out in Fig. 6, showing how too close coupling affects the
selectivity -width of the tuned circuit.

Of the two measures
mentioned above, a slightly
greater gain may be realized
by decreasing the coupling between the two coils rather
then by employing the detuning
method. And, if the Q's of
both tuning circuits are unequal, double humps do not
appear in the secondary circuit until the coupling
SLIGHTLY EXCEEDS THE CRITICAL

VALUE:

Close coupling

¡

Wide selectivity
Curve

I

1

11

HOW COUPLING AFFECTS FIDELITY

Upon interpreting the

WIDTH of the curve shown
in Fig. 6 we find that
"close" or 4tight" coupling
causes the tuned circuit to

1

IS

IO

5

beÍow

K.C.

0

K.C.obove
resonance resononce
Rg s angnr
+

1

FIG. 6
CLOSE COUPLING WID=NS CURVE
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pass a wide channel of side bands, yet produces a sharp
"cut-off" at both sides of the
resonant frequency.
Fig. 7,
on the other hand, illustrates
a curve revealing how the fidelity of a receiver is affected when too little or too
"loose" coupling exists be-

tween the tuned circuits.
As the coupling is loosened
(decreased), the selectivity
of the circuit increases to
the extent that some of the
important higher musical notes
are eventually cut off; thus
impairing the fidelity of the

receiver.
Henoe,too little coupling
between two coupled cir-

Fic. 7

cuits not only results
in an insufficient transfer of energy from the
primary (driver) circuit to the secondary circuit, but may increase
the selectivity of the circuit to the extent of causing "side band suppression". As stated previously, this feature is undesirable in broadcast receivers of the high-fidelity type.
LOOSE COUPLING NARROWS CURVE

APPLICATION OF BAND-PASS PRINCIPLES
Having familiarized ourselves with the basic principles relating to
band-pass effects, let us now proceed to see how these principles are
applied to the practical design of radio receivers.
A typical band-pass circuit of the more simple type is shown in Fig.
Here, we have an antenna transformer, the primary winding of which is
connected to the antenna and ground.
The secondary of this transformer
is tuned by a variable condenser which is "ganged" or mechanically coupled
to the variable condensers of thé other tuning circuits (denoted by the
dotted lines).
In inductive relation with the secondary coil of the antenna transformer is yet another band-pass secondary winding which serves
as part of the tuning circuit for the first r -f amplifying tube.
(Note:
the curved arrow, drawn through both coils, denotes that they are in8.

ductively coupled).

Thus, we have two tuned
circuits preceding the 1st r -f
tube.
The remainder of the
circuit is of conventional de-

sign and requires no further

explanation at this time.
TYPICAL BANDPASS COIL ASSEMBLY

A representative band-pass
coil assembly is shown in Fig.
Here, the antenna or pri9.
mary winding is placed directly over secondary winding
#1 at the lower end of the

coil form.
This constitutes the antenna trans -

FIG. 8
BAND-PASS CIRCUIT USED IN

A

T -R

-F

RECEIVER
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former.
Spaced a short distance away,
on the same form --and wound in. the same
direction --is secondary winding #2.
The
latter winding functions as the grid coil.
for the 1st r -f tube.
THE SPACE BETWEEN
THESE TWO SECONDARY COILS IS AN EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT FACTOR, since it determines the
band-pass characteristics

of the assembly.

Secondary windings #1 and #2 have
the same inductance value, and tuning con-

densers of identical capacity are connected across these two windings.
By the
use of identical tuning condensers, it
is simple to align the two circuits so
that "tracking" and, consequently, "single
dial tuning" is easily achieved.

COMMDN-IMPEDANCE BAND-PASS CIRCUITS
We have just discussed a band-pass
circuit in which coupling between the
tuned circuits was accomplished by means
of mutual induction (through the medium of a magnetic field, as in Fig. 8).
Another method of coupling is by means of a COMMON IMPEDANCE.
This method employs a single impedance that is COMMON to (or connected to) both
of the tuning circuits so that.the current flow through one coil has a
direct effect upon the current flow through the other coil.
This COMMON
coupling or "link" may be in the form of inductance, capacity, or a
combination of both.
FIG. 9
BAND-PASS COIL ASSEMBLY

COMMON -INDUCTANCE TYPE COUPLING
A typical band-pass selector circuit employing an inductance as the
common coupling impedance is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Here, you will observe that the primary winding P of a conventional antenna transformer
is connected between the antenna and ground --in the usual manner.
The
secondary winding S-1 of this transformer is connected to the stator
section of one of the ganged
variable condensers.
The
opposite end of this winding
is connected to an indepen-

dent --and ccmpletely isolated

(shielded) second coil,
S-2.
The physical and
electrical characteristics
of coil S-2 are identical
to those of S-1, except that
it has no primary winding.
The upper end of coil S-2
is connected to the second
stator section of the ganged
variable condenser and also
to the control -grid of the
1st r -f amplifying tube.
The
lcwer extremities of windings
S-1 and S-2 are both grounded
through the small coupling

coil

L.

So that we may more

readily understand the
operation of this circuit,

FIG. IO
BAND-PASS CIRCUIT WITH COUPLING COIL
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let us refer to the diagram
Here,
presented in Fig. 11.
we have two tuned circuits;
each consisting of a tuning
coil "A" connected in series

with a variable condenser
and a small inductance (coil)
"L".
Coupling is affected
between the two circuits by
means of the mutual induc-

tion that exists between coils
"L", which are inductively

(electromagnetically) coupled to one another.
In the lower portion of
Fig. 11, we have replaced the
two coils "L" with a single

coil "L".

The two tuned

circuits are now CONDUCTIVELY
as well as inductively coupled to one another; coil "L"
functioning as the COMMON

COUPLING IMPEDANCE for the
two tuning circuits.

FIG. 11
COUPLING COIL METHOD

The degree of coupling
existing between the two coils
"A" now depends entirely upon
the inductance value of coil
"L".
The greater the inductance value of this coupling

coil, the greater effect will one tuning circuit have upon the other and
the greater will be the amount of energy transferred from one circuit to
the other.
Thus, as the number of turns on coil "L" is increased,the
louder will be the signal; however, the selectivity will be impairedso
that less selectivity or "broader" tuning occurs.
By decreasing the inductance of coil "L", this circuit becomes more selective so that it now
passes a narrower band of frequencies; thus causing the tuning to be
sharper and the selectivity curve to become narrower.

By selecting the PROPER value of inductance for coil "L", it is possible to adjust the band selector circuit to permit the desired 10 kc
frequency selection.
As a practical example of the construe
tion of such a band --selector (shown in
Fig. 10) the following data may be used,
providing the tuning
condensers have a capacity rating of
.00035 mfd.
If the
tuning coils 3-1 and
S-2 are wound on individual tubular forms
of 1" diameter, 130
turns of #30 B & S enameled wire may be
used for bothof these
windings.
The pri-

FIG. 12
CAPACITIVE COUPLING
ERN -43
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mary winding for coil
S-1 should, preferably, be of the high impedance type so that
the added capa-

with
city
and
more

of the antenna
ground it will
nearly resonate
to a lower frequency
of the broadcast band.

The small coupling coil
"L" is wound on an individual form, mounted

such

in

a

position

that no electromagnetic

coupling exists between it and the other
coils.
This coil conFIG. 13
sists of from 2 to 6
APPLICATION OF BAND-PASS CYRCUIT WITH
turns of #30 B & S eCAPACITY COUPLING
nameled wire, wound on
a form having a diameter of 1".
The exact number of turns to use will have to be determined by
experiment; the number of turns providing optimum selectivity and satisfactory fidelity, being the determining factors.

CAPACITY -COUPLED BAND-PASS CIRCUIT
As stated previously, a capacitor or condenser may also be used as
the common coupling device for the two tuned circuits.
Such an arrangment appears in Fig. 12.
Upon analyzing this circuit, you will observe
that it is very similar to the band-pass circuit using an inductance for
the coupling device; with the exception that a capacitor replaces the
coupling coil.
The value of the common capacitor or coupling condenser "C" determines the sharpness of tuning provided by this band-pass circuit. The
lower the capacity value of condenser "C" the greater will be the trans
ferrence of signal energy from one tuned circuit to the other; whichis
equivalent to closer or
"tighter" coupling between the two tuned cirThe greater the
cuits.
capacitive value, the lesser will be the amount of
signal energy transferred
from one tuned circuit to
the other, and is equivalent to "loosening" the coupling between the two circuits.

The manner in which
this type of "pre -selector"

band-pass selector tuning
system is applied to actual
receiver design is illustrated in Fig. 13.
This
circuit is almost an exact
duplication of that shown
in Fig. 10, with the ex-

ception that condenser
"C" is used as thecom
mon coupling device.-

-rz

/ Compensntors /

10,ño

%^

Bias
resistor

R

I

1
1

FIG.

14

APPLYING BIAS VOLTAGE TO THE SYSTEM
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FIG. 15
INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE TYPE BAND-PASS SELECTOR CIRCUIT

The coupling condenser "C" may be located at any convenient point
in the circuit.
To obtain the desired band-pass tuning characteristics,
it will be necessary to experiment with the capacity value of this condenser.
To cover the standard broadcast band, a capacity of .015 mfd is
a good average value to employ, providing the capacity of both variable
tuning condensers is approximately .00035 mfd.
Note:
In Fig. 13, you will observe that the grid -return circuit
of the first r -f tube is "open" as far as the d -c component
This is
(grid -biasing voltage) of the circuit is concerned.
corrected by inserting a resistor "R" between the return -end of
the r -f tube's grid coil and ground, B -minus, or AVC bus, as
shown in Fig. 14.

COMBINATION INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE BAND-PASS CIRCUIT
When using either inductive or capacitive type coupling in a band selector circuit, the WIDTH of each signal tuned in varies with the frequency.
That is, in the case of inductive coupling, this width increases
as the frequency increases.
In other words, the receiver tunes broader
With capacitive coupling, we have just the
at the higher frequencies.
reverse condition; namely, that as the frequency is increased, the receiver
It is logical, therefore, that if we could combine both
tunes sharper.
of these coupling circuits in the proper manner, our band width would be
A circuit employing
almost constant throughout the entire tuning range.
the combination of inductive and capacitive coupling is shown in Fig. 15.

Typical constants for a circuit like this, having a tuning range
from 550 kc to 1,700 kc, are as follows:
L-1

L-2
C-1
C

Lc

R -F transformer whose secondary winding has an inductance
value of approximately 175 microhenries.
The secondary winding of a similar r -f transformer whose
primary winding has been removed.
C-2 Two -gang .00035 mfd variable condenser.
Mica coupling condenser of approximately .06 mfd.
Mutual coupling transformer consisting of two coils wound
"side by side".
ERN -113
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The "start" ends of the coils Lc are connec ted to the secondary
windings of the r -f transformers; whereas, the "finish" ends of
The inducthe coils are connected to coupling condenser "C".
tive value of each winding is approximately 3.2 microhenries.

Experiments should be conducted with respect to the
(Note:
The number of turns that
exact number of turns to be used.
affords 10 kc selectivity throughout the entire tuning range
is the optimum number to use).
C-3

R -F coupling condenser; preferably of the mica -dielectric type.
The function of this condenser is to transfer the r -f signal
Optimum
into the control -grid circuit of the first r -f tube.
capacity value for this condenser will have to be determined by
The approximate range of values for this purpose
experiment.
is 100 to 500 mmfd.
As the capacity value of this condenser is increased, a greater
transfer of r -f energy (signal) will take place; t.hus, a stronger
signal will be impressed upon the control -grid of the first r -f
However, by increasing its capacity value, we are autotube.
matically increasing the (capacitive) shunting effect upon the
tuning circuit; which, in turn, will have an effect upon the
(In fact, the inter -electrode capacity of the 1st
band-width.
The smaller the
r -f tube also has an effect on this circuit.
inter -electrode capacity of the tube, the larger may be the
value of this coupling condenser).

PRE -SELECTORS IN SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUITS
The performance of a superheterodyne receiver may be greatly improved
by incorporating a band-pass pre -selector tuned circuit in the input (grid)
If an
circuit of the translator (1st detector) stage, as shown in Fig. 16.
r -f stage precedes the translator circuit, the pre -selector may be used in

this stage.

FIG.
SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER EMPLOYING

16
A

BAND-PASS PRE -SELECTOR R -F CIRCUIT
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When only one tuned circuit precedes the translator
stage, too little selectivity
is provided to the translator
circuit so that more than one
station may be "mixed" with
the oscillator frequency.
Although the interfering signal
will be subsequently removed

by the highly selective properties of the i -f stages,
the wave -form of the desired
signal has been distorted by

B+
I

AVC

-F Expansion and

selector switch
nob

I

-F

FIG. 17
EXPANSION CIRCUIT

the "cross -undulation" effects
of the interfering signal.
Thus,if we can provide sufficient selectivity to the
desired signal before it under
goes "mixing" (in the translator stage), distortion of
the wave -form from this source

is

thereby prevented.

Two other types of interference may also be minimized by the use of a
pre -selector in the superheterodyne circuit. The i -f stages, as you know,
are generally tuned to a frequency from 175 kc to 500 kc.
Maritime and
aircraft transmissions (generally, in the form of telegraphic code
signals) are carried out on these frequencies and, if such a station is
located within 100 miles of the receiver, it is possible that the signal
from this nearby station will be picked up by the i -f stages. When this
occurs, the interfering station is heard at almost the same volume intensity "all over the dial".
The conventional manner of eliminating such type interference is by the
use of a wave -trap tuned to the interfering frequency.
However, when a
pre -selector tuning circuit is employed in the receiver, the selective
qualities of the receiver are so enhanced that the use of a wave -trap is

seldom necessary.
Superheterodyne receivers have an annoying tendency to create interfering "image" frequencies.
interference may also be miniSuch source of
mized by the use of a tuned pre -selector. A brief review of "image" frequencies will not be amiss here:
-f stages of a superheterodyne receiver are tuned to 450
When we tune the receiver to a station broadcasting on a
frequency of 1,000 kc., this means that the r -f portion of the
circuit is now tuned to 1,000 kc.
The oscillator circuit,cn
the other hand, is tuned to 1450 kc., to produce the i -f beat
frequency of 450 kc. (1450 - 1,000 = 450 kc).

The

i

kc.

However, if the r -f tuned circuit is insufficiently selective,
it may allow admittance to a 1900 kc. signal -- which will also
beat with the 1450 kc. oscillator signal to the "tune of 450 kc."
(1900
1450 = 450 kc).
Thus, not only will we hear the 1000 kc
broadcast station program but also the program being broadcast by
the station on 1900 kc.
This latter interfering frequency is referred to as the "image" frequency. By the use of a properly designed pre -selector, the reception of "image" broadcast frequencies may be entirely eliminated. On short -waves, however, the
design of the pre -selector must be quite efficient to reduce
image -frequency response to a minimum.

-
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-F EXPANSION

In the conventional type of i -f transformer, the physical distance
between the primary and secondary coils is fixed.
This means that the
mutual inductive relationship between the two coils is fixed.' Varying
the band-pass or selectivity characteristics of such type transformer
is therefore quite limited since this can only be accomplished by varying
the degree of resonance existing between the two windings.

However, radio engineers and receiver designers frequently find it
expedient to employ i -f transformers in which the coupling between the
two coils may be varied at will.
By the use of such transformers, greater
selectivity may then be provided to those receivers destined to be operated in cities or locales where the air -lanes are congested and, on the
other hand, improved tonal qualities may be provided to those receivers in
which selectivity is of secondary importance.
The manner in which the coupling between the two coils
may be accomplished by two methods:

varied

is

One method of accomplishing this is by winding one
of the coils upon a movable form so that it may be moved closer to
or farther from the other coil.

1

Mechanical:

2

Electrical:
The primary and secondary windings are generally
spaced farther apart than usual; or, placed in such a position
(in relation to one another) so that minimum coupling exists between them.
Coupling between the two coils is accomplished by
the use of a third coil, known as the "coupling" coil.
This
coil is wound in close, mutual -inductive relationship to the
primary coil and is tapped, as shown in Fig. 17. Each tap connects to its respective selector switch contact point,and the
coupling between the primary and secondary windings is varied
by rotating the selector switch so that more or less of the
coupling coil turns are connected into the secondary (grid)
circuit.
A
Jf
ma

For example, by referring to Fig. 17,
you will note that when the selector

switch is rotated to position "A",
the least number of coupling turns
are utilized so that maximum selectivity is obtained in this position
(refer to curve "A" in Fig. 18).
When
the selector switch is rotated to position "B", more coupling turns are being used so that the coupling between
the primary and secondary windings is
increased ("tightened"). The transformer now tunes broader and passes a
wider bard of audio -frequencies (refer
to curve "B" in Fig. 18).
With the
selector switch rotated to position
"C",

and
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the receiver tunes still broader
passes a yet wider band of

The above method is referred to as i -f
EXPANSION; which implies that the broadness
of the tuning, and band-pass, may be increased or expanded.
This is a deirable feature and is often incorborated in receivers of better quality.
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By the use of such a control, conveniently located, the operator may
increase the selectivity of the receiver when listening to stations
surrounded by móre powerful, interfering stations; or, may increase
the tonal qualities of the receiver when listening to musical pro prams being broadcast by stations which are free from interference.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESS

O N

NO.

4

3

1.

-

What is the chief advantage of using band-pass selector
circuits in the r -f amplifier of a radio receiver?

2.

-

Why

3.

-

What do we mean by the "Q" of

4.

-

In Fig. 13 of this lesson, does increasing the capacity
value of the coupling condenser (C) cause this band-pass
selector circuit to tune sharper or broader?

5.

-

What is the reason for using both inductive and capacitive coupling in the band-pass selector circuit illustrated in Fig. 15 of this lesson?

6.

-

How does reducing the number of turns on the coupling coil
(L) in Fig. 10 affect the performance of this circuit?

7.

-

is it that the selectivity curve for a band-pass selector circuit has two resonance peaks?

(a)

(b)

a coil?

What is meant by the expression "side -band suppression"?
How does side -band suppression affect the performance
of a receiver?

8.

-

What is the advantage of using a band-pass pre -selector
circuit in a superheterodyne receiver?

9.

-

Why are some radio receivers equipped with an
sion circuit?

i

-f expan-

10.- Mention three factors that determine the "Q" of a coil.
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R.F. COILS

MEASURING INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY
You ARE MAKING RAPID PROGRESS WITH YOUR STUDIES OF R.F. AMPLIFIERS,
OR
50 NOW WE ARE READY TO GO ABOUT THE TASK OF WINDING R.F. TRANSFORMERS
POPULAR
THE
IS
COILS. THE FIRST COIL DESIGN WHICH WE SHALL CONSIDER
SOLENOID TYPE.

WINDING

A

SOLENOID COIL

OWN,
HAVE FAVORITE TRICKS OF THEIR
MANY COIL WINDERS
OF COURSE,
A
WOUND
GAINED FROM EXPERIENCE IN THIS KIND OF WORK; AND AFTER YOU HAVE
YOUR
OF
NUMBER OF COILS YOU WILL ALSO, NO DOUBT, DEVELOP WINDING IDEAS
THE SUGGESTIONS GIVEN IN THIS LESSCN WILL GIVE YOU
NEVERTHELESS,
OWN.
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW COIL BASIC
A
WINDING PROBLEMS ARE HANDLED.

FIRST,LET US CENTER OUR ATTENTION
TUBULAR
HERE,
WE HAVE A
2.
WINDING FORM MADE OF SOME SUCH MATERIAL
AS A RIGID CARDBOARD TUBE OR BAKELITE.
WE BEGIN, BY CHOOSING A SUITABLE POINT
THE
TO START
AT WHICH
ON
THIS FORM
WINDING. IT IS IMPORTANT NOT TO START
OF THE
THE END
TOO NEAR
THE WINDING
COIL FORM.
ON FIG.

AT THE POINT WHERE THE WINDING IS
TO START, MAKE TWO SMALL HOLES THROUGH
THE COIL FORM AS SHOWN IN FIG. 2. THESE
HOLES NEED ONLY BE LARGE ENOUGH TO PERMIT THE COIL WIRE TO BE THREADED THROUGH
116"
AND MAY BE APPROXIMATELY
THEM,
APART.

FIG.
SET-UP FOR WINDING
R. F. TRANSFORMER
I
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COIL WIRE IS GENERALLY BOUGHT ON
SPOOLS, SO TAKE HOLD OF THE FREE
END OF THIS SPOOL OF WIRE AND THREAD
IT ABOUT TWICE THROUGH THESE
TWO
FIRST HOLES OF YOUR WINDING FORM. THIS
LOOP WILL SERVE AS THE ANCHORING
POINT FOR THE BEGINNING OF YOUR WINDING,
SO DRAW IT TIGHT, BEING CAREFUL,
HOWEVER, THAT THE WIRE IS NOT BROKEN IN
THE CASE VERY SMALL SIZE
WIRE
IS BEING USED. ALSO PROVIDE A
SUFFICIENTLY LONG FREE END OF THE WINDING
SO THAT YOU CAN MAKE THE PROPER
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS TO IT LATER ON.

WHEN WINDING THE COIL BY HAND AND YOU ARE RIGHT
HANDED, THEN HOLD
THE COIL FORM IN YOUR LEFT HAND AT
THE STARTING END AND WIND THE WIRE ON
THE FORM IN THE DIRECTION
INDICATED. DRAW WIRE FROM THE SPOOL AS IT
IS
NEEDED, BEING VERY CAREFUL THAT IT DOES NOT
KINK AND DRAW THE TURNS
UP
TIGHT SO THAT THEY WON'T SLIP ON THE WINDING
FORM. ALSO BE SURE THAT THE
TURNS ARE ALL WOUND RIGHT NEXT TO
EACHOTHER WITHOUT ANY SPACING BETWEEN
THEM IN SUCH CASES WHERE THE COIL DESIGN
CALLS FOR COILS OF THE NON-SPACE
WOUND TYPE.

PIG .2

An

Ex,arnple of Winding.

COUNT THE NUMBER OF TURNS AS
YOU
WIND,USING YOUR STARTING HOLES AS
YOUR REFERENCE POINT.FINALLY, WHEN
YOU HAVE APPLIED THE NUMBER
OF
TURNS CALLED FOR,MAKE ANOTHER SMALL
HOLE IN THE WINDING FORM DIRECTLY
AT THE POINT WHERE THE WINDING FIli
ISHES. HOLD DOWN THE LAST TORN FIRM
LY WITH THE THUMB OF YOUR LEFT
HAND, SO THAT NO SLACK WILL DEVELOPE IN THE COIL AND THEN CUT
THE
WIRE FROM THE SPOOL,LEAVING A SUFFICIENT SURPLUS LENGTH FOR MAKING
CONNECTIONS.

NOW PASS THE FINISHING END OF
THE WIRE THROUGH THIS LAST HOLE, DRAWING
IT TIGHT AND PULL IT
DOWNWARDS
ALONG THE INNER WALL OF THE COIL FORM. AT THE LOWER
END OF THIS
COIL
FORM MAKE TWO MORE SMALL HOLES AND THREAD
THE WIRE THROUGH THEM TIGHTLYAPPROXIMATELY TWICE. THUS THE FINISHING END OF THIS
WINDING IS ALSO NOW
ANCHORED AND YOU WILL HAVE A TIGHT, NEAT LOOKING
WINDING.
LOCATING COIL TERMINALS
LET US CONSICER FOR A MOMENT, THE MOST
ADVANTAGEOUS POINTS AT WHICH
SUCH WINDINGS SHOULD BE TERMINATED ON THE COIL FORM. THIS
CAN PROBABLY BE
ILLUSTRATED BEST BY MEANS OF THE ILLUSTRATION SHOWN YOU IN FIG.
3 WHERE
WE HAVE A SHIELDED R.F. TRANSFORMER ASSEMBLY AS
GENERALLY USED IN
AMPLIFIERS EMPLOYING SCREEN-GRID CIRCUITS. IN THIS CASE, THE
SHIELD CAN HAS
BEEN PARTIALLY CUT-AWAY, SO THAT YOU CAN
SEE THE ARRANGEMENT INSIDE.

NATURALLY, THE TYPE OF COIL MOUNTING TO BE USED ETC.
SHOULD BE DECIDED UPON BEFORE WINDING THE COILS SO THAT THE COIL
TERMINALS CAN BE LQ
CATED TO BEST SUIT THE PARTICULAR TYPE OF INSTALLATION. IN
THE
POPULAR
METHOD OF FIG. 3, FOR EXAMPLE, WHERE THE
CONTROL-GRID LEAD EMERGES FROM
THE TOP OF THE SHIELD, IT IS LOGICAL THAT THE GRID
END OF THE SECONDARY
WINDING SHOULD TERMINATE AT THE UPPER END OF THE COIL FORM. To
FACILITATE
WIRING, IT IS ADVISABLE TO MOUNT TERMINAL LUGS ON THE
WINDING FORM
AND
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TO SOLDER, THE ENDS OF THE WINDING TO THESE. THUS THE PROPER CIRCUIT WIRE
CAN THEN LATER BE SOLDERED TO THIS SAME LUG VERY EASILY. IT IS ALSO ADVISABLE TO WRAP THE COIL WIRE AROUND THE LUG SEVERAL TIMES BEFORE SOLDDEERING IT TO THE LUG, FOR THIS WILL PREVENT THIS LEAD FROM BECOMING
TACHED WHEN MELTING THE SOLDER, AT THE TIME THE CIRCUIT WIRE IS SOLDERED
TC THE LUG LATER ON. THIS IS JUST A MATTER OF CONVENIENCE.
IS
IF SUB -PANEL WIRING IS USED FOR THE WIRING OF THE RECEIVER, AS
THE
GENERALLY THE CABER THEN THE PRIMARY WINDING SHOULD TERMINATE AT
LOWER END OF THE WINDING FORM AS ILLUSTRATED, AS SHOULD ALSO THE GROUND,
FILAMENT OR CATHODE END OF THE SECONDARY. HERE TOO, SOLDERING LUGS WILL
BE FOUND CONVENIENT. SO KEEP ALL OF THESE POINTS IN MIND WHEN CONSTRUCTING R.F. TRANSFORMERS AND YOU WILL DO A BETTER JOB.

A COIL WINDING MACHINE
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE OCCASSOF
ION TO WIND A GREAT NUMBER

R.F. TRANSFORMERS,THEN THE HAND
METHOD OF WINDING,AS JUST
DESCRIBED, WILL BE FOUND SATISFACTORY ENOUGH BUT WINDING MANY COILS
AT A TIME IN THIS WAY BECOMES R8
THER TIRESOME. TO SPEED UP THIS
MAWORK,A SIMPLE COIL WINDING
CHINE, AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 4,
WILL BE FOUND VERY HANDY.BY STU
WITH
YING FIG.4 IN CONJUNCTION
FIG. 5, YOU SHOULD OBTAIN A GOOD
IDEA OF THE CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF THIS SIMPLE MACHINE, SO
THAT YOU CAN READILY BUILD
ONE
FOR YOURSELF SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO
DO SO.

THIS APPARATUS CONSISTS El.
SENTIALLY OF TWO BLOCKS OF WOOD
SERVING AS BASES. To THESE
TWO
BASES, YOU CAN FASTEN A PAIR OF

Ground
Connection

Shield

base

To the plate
of R. F. Tube
'

STEEL STRAPS,SLIGHTLY SEPARATED
FROM EACHOTHER SO AS TO FORM TWO
FIG.3
BE
RAILS. THE TWO UPRIGHTS CAN
Sc,een
Locating Coil Terminals
MADE FROM THIS SAME STEEL STOCK,
Orió Circuits.
BENDING THEM INTO RIGHT ANGLES,
DRILLING A HOLE AT THEIR UPPER END TO RECEIVE THE SHAFT AND ANOTHER HOLE
AT THE LOWER END TO RECEIVE THE HOLD-DOWN BOLTS.

fir

THE CONE-SHAPED WEDGES CAN BE MADE FROM woOD,BEtNG TURNED DOWN TO
CONICAL SHAPE IN A LATHE. A HOLE, LARGE ENOUGH TO PERMIT THESE WEDGES
TO SLIP FREELY UPON THE SHAFTS IS DRILLED THROUGH THEIR CENTER. A CRANK IS
FASTENED ON ONE END OF THE SHAFT.
A

ILLUSTRATED IN FIG* S,LOOSEN THE RIGHT HOLDDOWN BOLT AND THE SET SCREW OF THE COLLAR, WHICH IS MOUNTED ON THE RIGHT
END OF THE SHAFT. Now SLIDE THE RIGHT UPRIGHT TOWARD THE RIGHT AND SLIP
TO USE THE APPARATUS,
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THE RIGHT COLLAR AND WEDGE OFF THE SHAFT.
THIS DONE,PLACE THE COIL FORM
IN THE POSITION ILLUSTRATED
IN FIG. 5 AND REPLACE THE RIGHT HAND
WEDGE
AND COLLAR. SLIDE THE RIGHT HAND WEDGE
TOWARD THE LEFT FAR ENOUGH
SO
THAT ITS CONICAL SURFACE LOCKS TO THE HOLE
IN THE COIL FORM AND LOCK
IT
N POSITION WITH THE RIGHT
HAND COLLAR. THE RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT CAN THEN
BE MOVED UP AGAINST THE COLLAR AND
ITS WING NUT TIGHTENED.- THE COIL
OR
WINDING FORM IS THUS
CENTRALLY
WEDGED BETWEEN THE TWO
CONES,
SO THAT IT WILL ROTATE WHEN
THE
CRANK IS TURNED AS ILLUSTRATEDIN
FIG. 4 AND IF YOU WISH,YOU
CAN
MOUNT A VERTICAL STUD ON THE BASE
OPPOSITE THE CRANK END OVER WHICH
TO SLIP THE SPOOL OF WIRE SO THAT
IT WON'T BE ROLLING ALL OVER THE
WORK BENCH WHILE YOU ARE WINDING.
WHEN THE WINDING HAS BEEN
COWPLETEO,THE COIL FORM CAN READILY
BE REMOVED FROM THE WINDING MACFl
INE.

FI

Á

G.4

Practical Coi/ Winding Maci,íne
Ordinary Use.

fvr

YOU WILL FIND A
WINDING
MACHINE BUILT UPON THIS PRINCIPE
LE
TO SATISFACTORILY HANDLE
A
VARIETY OF COIL SIZES AND
OF
COURSE, YOU CAN CHANGE ANY
OF
ITS CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATI'RES TO
SUIT YOURSELF.

NATURALLY, IN FACTORIES
WHERE COILS ARE WOUND IN PRODUCTION LOTS,YOU
WILL FIND THAT THE
COILS
ARE WOUND ON ELECTRICALLY OPERATED WINDING
MACHINES WHICH OPERATE ON THE
PRINCIPLE OF OUR MODERN LATHES.

AFTER THE COILS ARE WOUND, IT IS A COMMON
PRACTICE TO COAT
THEM
WITH HIGH
GRADE CLEAR VARNISH OR SHELLAC, SO AS TO PROTECT
THEMAGAINST
MOISTURE ABSORPTION. SPECIAL PREPARATIONS ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR
THIS
PURPOSE AND WHEN DRY,THE COIL I4 NOT
ONLY OFFERED THIS PROTECTIVE COATING BUT ITS GENERAL
STRUCTURE
IS
MADE MORE RIGID AS WELL. IN ALL CA
ESQ HOWEVER, YOU DO NOT FIND
COILS
nDOPEDn IN THIS WAY
THE "BASKET-WEAVE" COIL

YOU WILL PROBABLY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH
THE CONSTRUCTION OF COILS OTHER THAN
THE PLAIN SOLENOID TYPE. SO LET US
NEXT CONSIDER THE "BASKET :WEAVE"
COIL.

THE SET-UP FOR WINDING A BASIS
COIL IS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.
THIS CASE, WE USE A DISC--SHAP-

ETA-WEAVE

6.

IN

FIG.5

Cansfructional ,Detail of Coil Winder.
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ED PIECE OF WOOD ABOUT 3/4" THICK. HOLES ARE DRILLED AROUND THE FACE OF
THIS DISC CLOSE TO THE OUTER EDGE ANO INTO THESE HOLES WE INSERT WOODEN
PEGS WHICH ARE ABOUT i2" LONG AND APPROXIMATELY I/8" IN DIAMETER. THESE
PEGS SHOULD FIT INTO THE HOLES RATHER TIGHT. THE GENERAL PRACTICE IS TO
USE 13, OR 15 OF THESE PEGS FOR COILS WHOSE DIAMETER ACROSS OPPOSITE PEG

CENTERS MEASURES RESPECTIVELY
n
M AND 2á

2

.

WITH A SAW$WE CUT NOTCHES
AROUND THE RIM OF THE WOODEN
BY
DISC NEXT TO EACH PEG AND
MEANS OF A THREE-CORNERED FILE
OR A KNIFE,THE ENTRANCE OF THE
NOTCH CAN BE WIDENED SOMEWHAT.
THESE NOTCHES SHOULD EXTEND ALL
THE WAY TO THE HOLES IN WHICH
THE PEGS ARE INSERTED.
THUS WITH THE WINDING
FORM COMPLETED, IT CAN BE FASTENED TO SOME SORT OF A SUPPORT
AS PICTURED IN FIG.6 IN SUCH A
WAY THAT THE WINDING FORM CAN 8E
ROTATED ABOUT ITS CENTER.
FIG. 6
TO START, ONE END OF THE
Winding fhe Baskeé- Weave au".
WIRE CAN BE TEMPORARILYANCHORED
TO ONE OF THE PEQS.THE WINDING
WE
FORM IS THEN SLOWLY ROTATED AS THE FIRST TURN IS WOUND. NOTE THAT
ETC.
PEG
FOLLOWING
THE
OVER
UNDER
NEXT,
THE
FIRST WIND OVER ONE PEGS THEN
TURN,
THEN DURING THE SECOND REVOLUTION OF THE WINDING FORM,THE SECOND
WENT
TURN
PREVIOUS
OUR
WHERE
UNDER
PEGS
THE
IN OTHER WORDS, WE WILL WIND
NUM
REQUIRED
THE
UNTIL
THIS
WAY
OVER THEM AND VICE VERSA. WE CONTINUE IN
THE
OF
END
THE
FASTEN
TEMPORARILY
AND
WE
WOUND
BER OF TURNS HAVE BEEN
WINDING TO A PEG.
BY
THE NEXT STEP IS TO REMOVE THE PEGS BUT WE DO THIS CAREFULLY
THE
OF
WIND
ENDS
THE
OF
NEITHER
PEGS
WHICH
TO
OF
THE
ONE
REMOVING FIRST
FLEXIBLE
TAKE
A
WITHORAWN,WE
PEG
IS
THIS
As
SOON
AS
ING ARE FASTENED.
NEEDLE ANO STRONG THREADS INSERT THE NEEDLE THROUGH THE OPENING IN THEWINDING FROM
WHICH THE PEG WAS REMOVED,THUS PULLING THE
IN
THREAD THROUGH* THIS IS ILLUSTRATED
THREADEASE
IN
F13. 7 AND IT IS FOR THE
AROUND
ING THAT THE SLOTS ARE PROVIDED
THE RIM OF THE FORM.

FI

G.7

Binding khe Basket- weave

Coil.

THUS WITH THE -HREAD DRAWN THROUGH
WINDING
OPENING,WE TIE A LOOP, DRAWTHIS
TIGHT
AND KNOTTING IT,AND IN THIS
ING IT
WAY,THE TURNS ARE FIRMLY FASTENED TOGETHER
AT THIS POINT. WE REMOVE ONEPEG ATA TIME,
THAT
IMMEDIATELY BINDING THE TURNS AT
PEGS
POINT AS JUST DESCRIBED UNTIL ALL
HAVE BEEN REMOVED.
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A SATISFACTORY NEEDLE FOR
THIS THREADING PURPOSE CAN BE MADE
QUITE
READILY BY TAKING A PIECE OF #20 B&S
BARE OR ENAMELED COPPER WIRE, BENT
DOUBLE SO AS TO FORM A LOOP AT ONE END.
THE OTHER ENDS CAN BE CONNECTED
TOGETHER WITH A DROP
OF
SOLDER, WHICH CAN BE DRESSED DOWN WITH
EMERY
CLOTH SO AS NOT TO PRODUCE ANY
OBSTRUCTION WHEN THREADING WITH IT. A
NEEDLE OF THIS TYPE IS QUITE FLEXIBLE
AND THEREFORE LENDS ITSELF WELL TO
WORKING IN AND AROUND ABRUPT CORNERS.

THE PEGS AT WHICH THE WINDING'S ENDS
ARE FASTENED ARE REMOVED LAST.
THUS THE COIL IS REMOVED FROM ITS FORM
AND IT CAN THEN BE DOPED WITH
AN
INSULATIVE COMPOUND AS DESCRIBED RELATIVE TO
SOLENOID WINDINGS AND
WHEN
DRY, THE COIL
WILL BE
RIGID SO THAT WHEN HANDLED WITH
CONSIDERATION,
THERE WILL BE LITTLE CHANCE OF ITS
LOSING ITS SHAPE.
FOR A
BASKET -WEAVE TYPE COIL, HAVING
DIAMETER OF 2-1/2" TO 2-5/8" AND 13 OR 15
PEGS, AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY IN THIS
DISCUS
SION, APPROXIMATELY 8O TURNS WILL BE NEEDED
FOR THE SECONDARY
TO
TUNE OVER THE BROADCAST BAND WHEN USED WITH A .00035 MFD. CONDENSER AND ABOUT 65 TURNS, WHEN USED WITH A
.0005 MFD. TUNING CONDENSER. IN BOTH
CASES,
#24 B&S DOUBLE SILK COVERED
WIRE CAN BE

Pees

A

wkir

y

USED.

"

Finished
coil

FI G. 8

T.ie spider- Web Coi/and
its wiNdi ig Forra

THE PRIMARY IS WOUND IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE SECONDARY, BEING
WOUND
NEXT TO
THE SECONDARY ON THE SAME WINDING FORM
BEFORE THE PEGS ARE REMOVEDJAND IT IS TIED TO
THE SECONDARY BY MEANS OF THE SAME PIECE
OF
THREAD PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED.
THE NUMBER OF
TURNS
TO
USE ON THE PRIMARY SHOULD BE AP-

PROXIMATELY
113 OF
THE
NUMBER OF TURNS
PLACED IN THE SECONDARY WINDING. IF A
TENDENCY TOWARD OSCILLATION IS
NOTICED, WHEN THE RECEIVER
IS
TESTED WITH THESE COILS, PEEL OFF SOME
PRIMARY TURNS, PROBABLY SIX TURNS OR SO UNTIL
OSCILLATION CEASES.
WINDING

A

"SPIDER WEB" COIL

THE SPIDER WEB COIL AND ITS WINDING FORM
ARE SHOWN YOU IN
FIG. 8.
THIS CASE, WE AGAIN MAKE A DISC -SHAPED FORM
WITH A MOUNTING HOLE AT
ITS CENTER BUT THE PEGS, HOWEVER, ARE
ALL INSERTED IN HOLES, WHICH
ARE
DRILLED AROUND THE RIM OF THE DISC. THE NOTCHES
ARE CUT SO THAT THEY
RADIATE FROM THE VARIOUS PEGS TOWARD THE CENTER.
IN

THE COIL IS WOUND AROUND THE RIM OF THIS FORM
IN MUCH THE SAME MAN
NER AS DESCRIBED RELATIVE TO
THE BASKET -WEAVE. THAT IS, WE WIND OVER
ONE PEG, UNDER THE NEXT, ETC. AND WHEN
COMPLETE, THE COIL WILL BE "FLAT SHAPED" AS SHOWN AT THE BOTTOM OF FIG. 8. HERE TOO, ONE
PEG AT
A TIME
IS EXTRACTED FROM THE FORM AND THE
TURNS ARE TIED TOGETHER WITH THREAD.
THE FINISHED COIL IS THEN DOPED AS ALREADY
PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED.

BE

TABLE
USED WITH

I

A

GIVES YOU WINDING
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPIDER WEB COILS TO
.0005 MFD. CONDENSER OVER THE BROADCAST BAND. THE NUMBER
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SECONDARY TURNS IN THIS TABLE ARE ONLY APPROXIMATE; BUT IF IT IS FOUN Dy
TO FREQUENCIES
BELOW 1HE
THAT THE COIL CAN BE TUNED
AFTER COMPLETION,
FREQUENCY LIMIT OF THE BROADCAST
BROADCAST
BAND BUT NOT TO THE HIGHER
THE DEBE REMOVED} UNTIL
TURN AT A TIME CAN
BAND, THEN ONE SECONDARY
SIRED RESULTS ARE OBTAINED.

OF

TABLE

I

WINDING DATA FOR SPIDER - WEB COILS FOR BROADCAST BAND
NUMBER NO. OF TURNS NO. OF TURNS
INSIDE
.0005 WITH .00035
WIRE SIZE DIAMETER OFPEGS WITH
MFD.CONDENSER MFD.CONDENSER
82
52
15
#24 D.S.C.
i

"20 O.C.C.
#24 o.c.c.

2"
II"

17
II

46
5C

77
83

TO USE ON THE
SPIDER WEB COIL SHOULD
THE NUMBER OF PRIMARY TURNS
ALSO BE APPROXIMATELY 1/3 THE NUMBER OF TURNS USED ON THE SECONDARY, THE
SAME AS DESCRIBED RELATIVE TO THE BASKET -WEAVE COIL.

THE HONEYCOMB COIL
WE SEE THE HONEYCOMB COIL.
IN THIS CASE, THE
FINALLY, IN FIG. 9,
COIL CONSISTS OF A
WINDING MADE UP OF SEVERAL LAYERS, WITH EACH LAYER
WOUND APPROXIMATELY AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE LAYER BELOW IT. THIS TYPE OF
IN THE FORM OF A
COIL IS USED WHERE CONSIDERABLE
INDUCTANCE IS DESIRED
SMALL COMPACT WINDING.
IN MODERN RADIO PRACTICE, THE HCNEYCOMB COIL IS
COMMONLY EMPLOYED FOR THE PRIMARY WINDING OF R.F. TRANSFORMERS, FOR I.F.
TRANSFORMER WINDINGS, ETC.

TYPES OF
ALTHOUGH WE HAVE DISCUSSED SEVERAL DIFFERENT
SECONDARY
REMEMBER THAT THE SIMPLE
WINDINGS FOR R.F. TRANSFORMERS IN THIS LESSON,
MOST EFFICIENT OF ALL.
SOLENOID TYPE IS THE
FOR GENERAL PURPOSES, YOU
ARE ADVISED TO USE THIS TYPE IN PREFERENCE TO THE OTHER MORE COMPLICATED
WINDINGS WHICH WERE DESCRIBED.
OF MANY DIFFERENT
SINCE R.F. TRANSFORMERS
STANDARD TYPES CAN BE PURCHASED AT A NOMINAL
PRICE, IT IS NOT ALWAYS
PRACTICAL TO WIND THEM
YOURSELF.
HOWEVER, IN ORDER FOR YOUR TRAINING
TO BE COMPLETE, YOU SHOULD BE FAMILIAR WITH THE
FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF SUCH UNITS.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRIMARY WINDINGS

9
Nonei
%he
comb
FIG.

co'.'.

ALL OF OUR ATTENTION SC'FAR HAS BEE N DI RECTED TOWARD THE DESIGN OF THE SECONDARY WIND
NG
GOOD
RETHE
T RA NSFORME.R
BUT
FOR
OF
PRIMARY
THAT THE
SULTS, IT IS
ALSO ESSENTIAL
WINDING OF THIS TRANSFORMER BE PROPERLY DESIGNED.
I

THE PRIMARY WINDING,OF COURSE, IS NOT GENERALLY INTENDED FOR TUNING
PURPOSES AS IS THE SECONDARY. THE ESSENTIAL
PURPOSE OF TI -E PRIMARY IS TO
TRANSFER THE SIGNAL ENERGY FROM THE ANTENNA OR PLATE CIRCUIT OF ONE TUBE
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TO THE GRID CIRCUIT OF THE SUCCEEDING TUBE BUT

IN ORDER TO DO THIS EFFICI-NTLV, IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE PROPER NUMBER OF TURNS OF WIRE ALSO BE
USED OH THE PRIMARY WINDING.

FROM YOUR EARLY STUDIES OF TRANSFORMERS, YOU
WILL RECALL THAT
A
GREATER VOLTAGE STEP-UP IS OBTAINED WHEN THE
NUMBER OF SECONDARY TURNS 18
LARGE IN COMPARISON TO THE NUMBER OF PRIMARY
TURNS. ACCORDING TO THIS FACT,
ONE WOULD NATURALLY ASSUME THAT WE SHOULD
USE THE LEAST NUMBER OF
TURNS
POSSIBLE ON THE PRIMARY.

YET

IT

ALTHOUGH THIS RULE APPLIES QUITE WELL WITH
IRON -CORE TRANSFORMERS,
FALLS SHORT IN THE CASE OF AIR-CORE
TRANSFORMERS DUE TO THE GREAT
MAGNETIC LEAKAGE WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN THE
PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY WINDINGS OF
THE AIR-CORE TRANSFORMER.
FURTHERMORE,THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CIRCUIT
IN
WHICH THE PRIMARY WINDING
IS CONNECTED ALSO HAS
A
PRONOUNCED EFFECT UPON THE
DESIGN OF THE PRIMARY WINO
,

{NG.

THE PRIMARY WINDING,
ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 10,
FIG. 10
SERVES AS THE LOAD IN THE
Primary Winding as Load in Tube Plate Circuifr, PLATE
CIRCUIT OF THE R.F.
AMPLIFIER
TUBE. THE GREAT~
ER THE IMPEDANCE OFFERED BY THIS
LOAD,THE GREATER WILL BE THE SIGNAL VOLTAGS DEVELOPED ACROSS ITS EXTREMETIES
AND IN PRACTICE IT WORKS OUT THAT IN
ORDER TO REALIZE 75% O F THE TUBE I S AMPL F
CAT ION FACTO R, THE LOAD N THE TUBE'S
PLATE CIRCUIT(PRIMARYWINDINGIN THIS
CASE) SHOULD OFFER AN IMPEDANCE EQUAL
TO APPROXIMATELY 3 TIMES THAT OF
THE TUBES PLATE RESISTANCE. (THE
PLATE
RESISTANCE OF A TUBE IS THE RESISTANCE
WHICH THE PLATE CURRENT ENCOUNTERS
WITHIN THE TUBE,BETWEEN THE PLATE AND
CATHODE OR FILAMENT,ANO IN LATER LEA
SONS YOU WILL RECEIVE MORE DETAILED
INFORMATION REGARDING THIS TUBE CONSTANT AS WELL AS OTHER VALUABLE TUBE
CONSTANTS). SO CONSIDERING CONDITIONS
FROM THIS LATTER ANGLE,WE WANT A
PRIMARY WINDING OF MANY TURNS SO AS TO
CREASE ITS INDUCTANCE AND LIKEWISE
ITS IMPEDANCE.
AS

I

I

I

I,

FROM THE FOREGOING EXPLANATION, YOU WILL
SEE THAT THE NET RESULT IS
THAT ON ONE HAND, WE WANT MANY TURNS OF PRIMARY
WINDING WHEREAS CONSIDERING CONDITIONS FROM THE OTHER POINT OF VIEW,
WE WANT ONLY A FEW TURNS OF
PRIMARY WINDING. HENCE THE ONLY THING TO DO IN THIS
CASE IS TO COMPROMISE
AND USE A MORE OR LESS AVERAGE NUMBER OF PRIMARY
TURNS SO AS TO
ATTAIN
MAXIMUM AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF
CIRCUIT OSCILLATION. FOR
SCREEN GRID TUBES, IN WHICH THE PLATE RESISTANCE
IS VERY HIGH,YOU
WILL
FIND THAT IT HAS BECOME THE GENERAL PRACTICE
AMONG MANUFACTURERS TO CONSTRUCT THEIR PRIMARY R.F. TRANSFORMER WINDINGS WITH 40
OR MORE TURNS. FOR
TUBES OF THE NONE SCREEN -GRID TYPE, WHEN USED
AS AN R.F. AMPLIFIER,
THEN
BETWEEN 8 AND 15 TURNS OF PRIMARY ARE GENERALLY
USED. THE REASON
BEING
THAT TUBES OF THIS LATTER TYPE HAVE A
COMPARATIVELY LOWER PLATE RESISTANCE
THAN DO THE SCREEN -GRID R.F. AMPLIFIER TUBES.
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THE EFFECTS OF COUPLING

Now THERE IS STILL ANOTHER IMPORTANT POINT RELATIVE TO THE DESIGN
OF THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE R.F. TRANSFORMER AND THAT IS THE MATTER OF
COUPLING. IN OTHER WORDS, ONE MUST DECIDE AS TO HOW CLOSE TO PLACE
THE
PRIMARY WINDING TO THE
SECONDARY OF THE R.F.
TRANSFORMER,
AS
THIS
POINT HAS A PRONOUNCED
EFFECT UPON THE PERFORty
ANCE OF THE TRANSFORMER.

Two TYPES
OF
COUPLING ARE ILLUBTRAI
ED IN FIG. II. AT
THE
LEFT, THE PRIMARY WIND
INO IS SPACED AT
FIG. 1I
SOME
Exarnp/e of Loose and Close Coupling.
DISTANCE FROM THE SECONDARY AND WE WOULD CLASSIFY THIS RELATION BETWEEN THE TWO WINDINGS
BEING "LOOSE COUPLING".

AS

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE FARTHER WE PLACE THE PRIMARY FROM THE SECONDARY, THE LOOSER WILL BE THE COUPLING. THIS IN TURN WILL MEAN THAT
A
LESS NUMBER OF THE PRIMARY WINDING'S LINES OF FORCE WILL LINK THE SECON2
ARY WINDING ANO BECAUSE OF THIS FACT, THERE WILL BE LESS ENERGY TRANSFER
BETWEEN THESE TWO WINDINGS AND THEREFORE THE AMPLIFICA -ION WILL DECREASE
AS THE COUPLING IS MADE LOOSER. REMEMBER THIS.

Now BESIDES AMPLIFICATION, THERE IS ALSO ANOTHER IMPORTANT RECEII
ER QUALITY, WHICH IS AFFECTED BY THE COUPLING OF THE WINDINGS ON THE R.F.
TRANSFORMER AND THAT IS SELECTIVITY. IT SO HAPPENS THAT THE LOOSER
THE

COUPLING BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WINDINGS, THE MORE SELECTIVE
WILL BE THE CIRCUIT. THIS OF COURSE MEANS THAT IF YOU WANT THE
RECEIVER TO TUNE SHARP, THEN YOU SHOULD USE LOOSE COUPLING ON THE R.F.
TRANSFORMERS.
So YOU SEE, HERE AGAIN WE HAVE TWO CONDITIONS WHICH WORK OPPOSITE
TO EACHOTHER BECAUSE IF WE LOOSEN THE COUPLING SO AS TO INCREASE SELECTIVITY, WE ARE AT THE SAME TIME REDUCING THE AVAILABLE AMPLIFICATION
AND
VICE VERSA. HENCE, IN THIS CASE IT IS ALSO NECESSARY TO COMPROMISE
AND

TO USE A TYPE OF COUPLING
R.F.

R. F. Tube

Tuba

WHICH WILL GIVE
SATISFACTORY AMPL F CAT ON AND
SUFFICIENTLY SHARP TUNI

I

I

ING.

FIG.12
Interaction Between

Primary

C

Secondary Windings.

IN THIS RESPECT ONE
SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER THE
FACT THAT IT IS POSSIELE
TO COUPLE THE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS TOO LOOSE,
WITH THE RESULT THAT THE
RECEIVER WILL BECOME "OY
ER-ELECTIVE",
THEREBY
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PREVENTING RECEPTION OF THE HIGHER AUIIO FREQUENCIES. THIS WILLSERIOUSLY
AFFECT THE RECEIVER'S TONE QUALITY AND SHOULD THEREFORE,BE GUARDED AGAIN
ST. EXPERIMENT WILL SHOW WHAT EXTENT OF COUPLING GIVES BEST ALL
AROUND
PERFORMANCE FOR THIS PARTICULAR RECEIVER WHICH IS BEING DESIGNED AND CON
S TRU CT

ED.

ANOTHER INTERESTING FEATURE RELATIVE TO COUPLING IS THAT THE AMPLIFICATION ONLY INCREASES UP TO A CERTAIN "CRITICAL VALUE" AS THE PRIMARY WINDING IS BROUGHT CLOSER TO THE SECONDARY. THIS IS DUE TO THE "INTERACTION" BETWEEN THESE TWO WINDINGS AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. I2.THAT IS,
A MAGNETIC FIELD IS ALSO ESTABLISHED AROUND THE SECONDARY WINDING BY
THE
SIGNAL CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH IT AND THIS CURRENT WILL BE MAXIMUM AT RE
SONANCE. THIS RESULTING MAGNETIC FIELD TENDS TO OPPOSE THAT ESTABLISHED
BY THE PRIMARY WINDING AND IF THE COUPLING IS TOO CLOSE, THEY REACT UPON
EACHOTHER SO AS TO REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE FIELD AND THUS BRING ABOUT
A
REDUCTION IN AMPLIFICATION. AN EXAMPLE OF CLOSE COUPLING IS SHOWN AT THE
RIGHT OF FIG. II, WHERE THE PRIMARY IS WOUND DIRECTLY OVER THE SECONDARY
WITH A PAPER OR OTHER INSULATION BETWEEN THEM.
THE MAIN OBJECT OF THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION ON COUPLING IS
TO
WARN VOU, SO THAT YOU WILL USE DISCRETION IN THIS RESPECT WHEN CONSTRUCT
ING R.F.TRANSFORMERS. IF YOU DIDN'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THESE
IMPORTANT
EFFECTS OF COUPLING, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT YOU WOULDN'T BE QUALIFIED TO COu
STRUCT A REALLY EFFICIENT UNIT.

HIGH -GAIN TRANSFORMERS
You WILL ALSO REMEMBER THAT BESIDES THE CONVENTIONAL TYPE OF R.F.
TRANSFORMERS, WE ALSO HAVE WHAT ARE KNOWN AS HIGH -GAIN OR CONSTANT -GAIN
TYPE COILS AND WHICH WERE ALREADY DESCRIBED TO YOU IN LESSON #2'#.
IN
THIS CASE, THE INDUCTANCE VALUE OF THE PRIMARY WINDING IS QUITE HIGH SO
THAT THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT RESONATES SLIGHTLY BELOW THE BROADCAST BAND SO
THAT MAXIMUM GAIN THROUGH THE COIL CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE LOWER PORTION
OF THE BROADCAST BAND. IN ADDITION, A CAPACITIVE COUPLING IS
INTRODUCED
BETWEEN THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WINDINGS SO THAT APPROXIMATELY THE SAME
GAIN IS MAINTAINED AT THE HIGHER BROADCAST FREQUENCIES.

THERE IS NO NEED FOR GOING INTO FURTHER DETAILS AT THE
PRESENT
TIME REGARDING THESE COILS AS YOU ARE ALREADY ACQUAINTED WITH THEIR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION.
THE "WHEATSTONE BRIDGE"

Now THAT YOU HAVE LEARNED HOW TO DETERMINE THE INDUCTIVE VALUE OF
THE POPULAR SOLENOID TYPE COILS BY CALCULATION, AS WELL AS THE METHODS
FOR WINDING VARIOUS COIL TYPES, YOU WILL AT THIS TIME NO DOUBT BE GREATLY INTERESTED IN THE MANNER BY WHICH INDUCTANCE CAN BE MEASURED WITH TES=
ING DEVICES. THE SIMPLEST METHOD OF MEASURING INDUCTANCE, WHERE THE EXPENSE OF ELABORATE TESTING EQUIPMENT IS PROHIBITIVE, IS BY USING A TESTING DEVICE KNOWN AS A "SLIDE -WIRE" WHEATSTONE BRIDGE. THIS SAME
DEVICE
CAN ALSO BE USED TO MEASURE RESISTANCE, INDUCTANCE OR CAPACITY AND
THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THIS
APPARATUS IS CLEARLY ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 13.
A WHEATSTONE BRIDGE OF THIS TYPE CAN BE CONSTRUCTED AT HOME VERY
EASILY BY FOLLOWING FIG. 13 AND THE FOLLOWING SUGGESTIONS: THE BASE MAY
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CONSIST OF A BOARD 45" LONG, 8" WIDE AND ABOUT 1/2" THICK. MOUNT A METER STICK FIRMLY UPON THE UPPER FACE OF THE BASEBOARD AS SHOWN IN THE IL
LUSTRATION
AND
THEN ARRANGE FIVE BRASS STRAPS, EACH I/211 WIDE AND 1/4'
THICK, IN
THE
AS ALSO ILLUSTRATED AND FASTEN THEM FIRMLY TO
FORM
THE
FACE OF THE BASEBOARD WITH WOOD SCREWS.
STRAPS #1 AND #5 CAN BE 6" LONG, STRAPS #2 AND #11 CAN BE 10" LONG
AND STRAP #3 CAN BE 15" LONG.
MOUNT TERMINALS AT POINTS A, B, C, D, E,
F, G AND H.
CONNECT TERMINAL "A" TO THE BRASS STRAPS #4 AND #5 THROUGH
A SINGLE
POLE SWITCH, RUNNING THE CONNECTING WIRE ALONG THE UNDERSIDE OF
THE BASE IN ORDER TO ADD TO THE APPEARANCE OF THE FACE.
CONNECT TERMINAL "F" TO
STRAPS
#I
AND #2,
ALSO
RUNNING THIS CONNECTING WIRE ALONG
THE
UNDERSIDE OF
THE BASE.

TERMINAL "H"
CONNECTED
TO
STRAP #3
IN
LIKE
MANNER
AND TERMINAL "G" IS CONNECT
ED TO A SLIDER
BY
MEANS
OF
A
LONG
FLEXIBLE INSULATED
WIRE. THE SLIDER
OR "STYLUS", AS IT
IS SOMETIMES CALLIS

FIG.13

The

Wheqtstohe Bridge

MAY BE MADE FROM A PIECE OF
1/8" BRASS ROD ABOUT 3" LONG
PROVIDED
WITH A BAKELITE OR HARD RUBBER HANDLE.
THE POINT OF THIS STYLUS SHOULD
BE GROUND TO A "KNIFE EDGE".
ED,

THE FINAL STEP IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS APPARATUS IS TO STRETCH
PIECE OF RESISTANCE WIRE ACROSS THE LENGTH OF THE METER STICK, AND
TO
ATTACH
ITS
ENDS SECURELY TO STRAPS #I AND #5 SO THAT A GOOD ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION IS AFFECTED AT THESE POINTS. THIS WIRE MAY BE ANY HIGH GRADE
RESISTANCE ALLOY AND ALTHOUGH MANGANIN IS PREFERABLE, NICHROME OR ANY
OTHER SUITABLE RESISTANCE ALLOY MAY BE
SUBSTITUTED SATISFACTORILY. A
#24 OR #28 MS GAUGE WILL BE FOUND MOST CONVENIENT FOR THIS USE.
A

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THIS RESISTANCE WIRE BESTRETCHED TAUT DIRECT
ABOVE THE FACE OF THE METRIC SCALE, BEING MOUNTED SO THAT IT IS
ELEVATED APPROXIMATELY 116" ABOVE THE METER SCALE.

LY

LET US NOW CONTINUE WITH THE EXPLANATION
REGARDING
ITS
USE. WE
SHALL BEGIN
THIS EXPLANATION WITH THE APPLICATION OF THIS APPARATUS IN
THE MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE AND THEN IN TURN FOR MEASURING
INDUCTANCE
AND CAPACITY.

MEASURING RESISTANCE
NOW THEN, FIG. 13 CLEARLY
RESISILLUSTRATES THE "SET UP" FOR A
TANCE MEASUREMENT
AND
FOR THIS WORK, THE RESISTANCE TO BE MEASURED IS
CONNECTED ACROSS TERMINALS B AND C,AND WE REFER TO THIS UNKNOWN RESIS-
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TANCE VALUE AS "X". THE NEXT STEP
ACROSS THE TERMINALS D AND E.

IS

TO CONNECT A STANDARD RESISTANCE"R"

THE EXACT OHMIC VALUE OF THIS STANDARD RESISTANCE "R" MUST BEKNOWN
BEFOREHAND. PRECISION TYPE NON -INDUCTIVE RESISTORS, WHICH ARE GUARANTEED
AND
TO BE ACCURATE TO WITHIN 1% OF THEIR RATED VALUE, CAN BE PURCHASED
USED TO SERVE AS THE STANDARD RESISTANCE "R". SUCH RESISTORS ARE AVAILABLE IN A VAST NUMBER OF DIFFERENT VALUES AND FOR ANY "BRIDGE TEST" ONE
SHOULD USE A RESISTANCE VALUE FOR R, WHICH IS ESTIMATED AS BEING AS EQUAL
AS POSSIBLE TO THE VALUE OF THE UNKNOWN RESISTOR X.

BALANCING THE BRIDGE
PROCEED BY CONNECTING A PAIR OF HEADPHONES OR A GALVANOMETER ACROSS
CLOSE
THE
TERMINALS G AND H AND A BATTERY ACROSS TERMINALS A AND F.
SWITCH AND BRING THE SLIDER OR STYLUS INTO FIRM CONTACT AT VARIOUS POINTS
ALONG THE TAUT RESISTANCE WIRE. IF USING THE GALVANOMETER, THIS INSTRUMENT WILL OFFER DIFFERENT READINGS AS THE STYLUS IS BROUGHT IN
CONTACT
WITH VARIOUS POINTS ALONG THE RESISTANCE WIRE, SO CONTINUE TESTING ALONG
THIS RESISTANCE WIRE UNTIL YOU HAVE FINALLY LOCATED A POINT ON THIS WIRE
WHEATSTONE
WITH YOUR STYLUS AT WHICH THE GALVANOMETER READS ZERO. THE
BRIDGE IS NOW SAID TO BE IN A STATE OF BALANCE,SO NOTE CAREFULLY
AT
WHICH MARK OF THE METER STICK AT WHICH THE STYLUS MAKES CONTACT WITH THE
RESISTANCE WIRE IN ORDER TO CAUSE THE GALVANOMETER TO READ ZERO.
HEAR
IF USING HEADPHONES INSTEAD OF THE GALVONOMETER, YOU WILL
CLICKS OF
VARYING INTENSITY AS THE STYLUS IS BROUGHT IN CONTACT WITH
VARIOUS POINTS ALONG THE MET ER SCALE. IN THIS CASE, CONT NUE CONTACTINGTHE STY
LUS AT D FFERENT PO INTS ALONG THE METER SCALE UNT L YOU LOCATE THE PO NT
AT
WHICH NO CLICK S HEARD N THE HEADPHONES UPON MAKING CONTACT. THE WHEATSTONE
BR OGE W LL NOW BE IN A STATE OF BALANCE, SO CAREFULLY TAKE NOTE OF THE
STYLUS
POSITION AT THIS INSTANT WITH RESPECT TO THE METRIC SCALE
I

I

I

1

1

I

1

I

THE
LET US ASSUME THAT UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF AN ACTUAL TEST,
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE IS BALANCED UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.
14. HERE THE STANDARD RESISTOR "R" HAS A VALUE OF 10 OHMS AND THE BRIDGE
IS BROUGHT TO A STATE OF BALANCE WITH THE STYLUS OR SLIDER CONTACTING
POINT "A" ON THE RESISTANCE WIRE.

CALCULATING RESISTANCE
WE
NOW THEN, TO CALCULATE THE VALUE OF THE UNKNOWN RESISTOR "X",
EMPLOY THE FOLLOWING MATHEMATICAL RELATION, X-.12 S . PUTTING THIS MATH T

THE
EMATICAL FORMULA IN WORDS, IT HAS THE FOLLOWING MEANING: TO FIND
OF
VALUE IN OHMS OF THE UNKNOWN RESISTOR "X", MULTIPLY THE OHMIC VALUE
THE STANDARD RESISTOR "R" BY LENGTH "S" OF THE RESISTANCE WIRE ( S
IS
THE
EQUAL TO THE DISTANCE FROM THE ZERO POINT ON THE METRIC SCALE TO
THE
POINT "A" AT WHICH THE STYLUS TOUCHES THE WIRE IN ORDER TO BALANCE
SYSTEM); DIVIDE THIS PRODUCT BY "T" (THE DISTANCE FROM POINT "A" IN FIG.
14 TO THE OTHER EXTREMETY OF THE METRIC SCALE).
AS A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE, LET US SUPPOSE THAT THE STANDARD RESISTOR
CM.
"R" IN FIG. 14 HAS A VALUE OF 10 OHMS, DISTANCE "S" IS EQUAL TO 40
OF
BALANCE.APPLY...
AND DISTANCE "T" TO 60 CM., WITH THE SYSTEM IN A STATE

LESSON NO.44
ING OUR FORMULA X,,

'

1i

S TO THIS

PARTICULAR EXAMPLE, WE HAVE:

X-
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10 X 40--

60

400
60

6.66 OHMS.

THE SIZE BATTTHIS
TEST WILL BEGOVERNED
BY THE RESISTANCE VAIN
UES IN THE
SYSTEM.
THE PRACTICAL THING
TO DO IS TO USE
A
BATTERY VOLTAGE WHICH
WILL GIVE A LEGIBLE
READING ON THE GALVANOMETER AND A DISTINCT CLICK IN
THE
HEADPHONES WHEN THE
SYSTEM IS NOT BALANCEO. ORDINARILY,
A
42 VOLT »C»
BATTERY
WILL SERVE THE PURERY TO USE FOR

40 cm.

"A'
11

Meter

Lo

F--

S

1

1

1

1.

slick/

1

cm.

:I
1.

1

Galvanometer
indicate-

a

i0d1Muiriu ii...

X

'.1aro"

2

1

-/./vv..kr

IJn

FIG.

14

Data for Ca/cu/afing Qesistance.

POSE.

MEASURING INDUCTANCE
FIG. 15 SHOWS YOU HOW TO SET UP THE BRIDGE FOR MEASURING INDUCTANCE.
THIS CASE, THE UNKNOWN INDUCTANCE "LX" IS CONNECTED ACROSS THE SAME
TERMINALS ACROSS WHICH THE UNKNOWN RESISTANCE WAS FORMERLY CONNECTED FOR
THE RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT AND A STANDARD INDUCTANCE OF KNOWN
INDUCTIVE
VALUE NL SN IS CONNECTED TO THE BRIDGE AS ALSO PICTURED IN FIG. 15.
IN

NEED

A

NOW INSTEAD OF CONNECTING A BATTERY DIRECTLY ACROSS THE BRIDGE, WE
SOURCE OF A.C., HAVING APPROXIMATELY A 1000 CYCLE FREQUENCY. THIS
A.C. SLPPLY CAN BE OBTAINED BY CONNECTING
AN ORDINARY BUZZER
IN
SERIES WITH TWO SERIES
CONNECTED NO.6
DRY
CELLS AND IN TURN CONNECTING THIS COMBINATION ACROSS THE
PRIMARY WINDING OF A TRAN
TRANSSFORMER. THIS
FORMER MAY BE AN
ORDINARY TELEPHONE TRAMS
FORMER OR ELSE IT
CAN
BE CONSTRUCTED BY WINº
ING A PRIMARY OF
100
TURNS AND A SECONDARY
OF 1000 TURNS
AROUND
AN IRON CORE. THE WIRE
SIZE IS NOT CRITICAL.
THE SECONDARY WINDING
Flá. 15
OF THIS TRANSFORMER IS
Measuring Inductance.
THEN CONNECTED ACROSS

PRACTICAL RADIO
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THE BRIDGE CIRCUIT AS SHOWN AND IN THIS WAY AN A.C. SUPPLY OFAPPROXIMATELY 1000 CYCLES IS APPLIED ACROSS THE BRIDGE CIRCUIT.
WITH THE SET-UP AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 15, A DECIDED BUZZING SOUND
WILL BE HEARD IN THE HEADPHONES AS THE SLIDER MAKES CONTACT WITH VARIOUS
WHERE
POINTS ON THE RESISTANCE WIRE. LOCATE THE POSITION ON THIS WIRE
THIS
THE MINIIuM BUZZING SOUND IS DETECTED IN THE HEADPHONES.
INDICATES
THAT THE BRIDGE IS BALANCED, SO CAREFULLY TAKE NOTE OF THE SLIDERS POSITION OVER THE METRIC SCALE AT THIS INSTANT.
THE INDUCTIVE VALUE OF L X IN FIG.
THE FOLLOWING FORMULA:
LX - S X LS

15
IN

CAN NOW BE DETERMINED BY USING
WORDS, THIS MEANS THAT TO FIND

THE VALUE OF THE

IN-

DUCTANCE, DIVIDE LENGTH
BY
"S" OF FIG. 15
T
MULTIPLY
AND
LENGTH
THIS QUOTIENT BY THE
INDUCTIVE VALUE OFTHE
KNOWN INDUCTANCE "LB".
THE ANSWER WILL BE
PRESSED IN THE
SAME
AS
INDUCTANCE UNITS
USED FOR Le.

E

AS A PRACTICAL
EXAMPLES LET US ASSUME
THE STANDARD
INDUC-

TANCE LS IN FIG.
15
AS HAVING A VALUE OF
130 MICROHENRIEB AND
THE BRIDGE BEING IN A
STATE OF BALANCE WITH
THE SLIDER CONTACTING
FIG. 16
WIRE
THE RESISTANCE
Measuring Capacity of
Variable Condenser.
OVER THE 60 CM. MARK.
APPLYING
DISTANCE "S" THUS BECOMES 60 CM. AND "T" IS 40 CM. THENCE BY
THE FORMULA Lx= S X Ls, WE HAVE LX= E1 X I30 = I.5XI30 -195 MICROHENRIES.
T
40
HENCE COIL Lx HAS AN INDUCTANCE OF 195 MICROHENRIES.

a

THE MOST CONVENIENT INDUCTANCE STANDARD, LS IN FIG. I5,IB GENERALLY
DIAL
A WELL CONSTRUCTED VARIOMETER. THIS MAY BE MOUNTED WITH A VERNIER
(GEARED DIAL MOVEMENT), THE UNIT BEING PREVIOUSLY CALIBRATED WITH ACURVE
ANY
PLOTTED BY SOME TESTING LABORATORY AND SHOWING THE INDUCTANCE FOR
DIAL SETTING. THIS FORM OF STANDARD INDUCTANCE WILL SERVE WELL FOR MOST
INDUCTIVE MEASUREMENTS CONCERNING R.F. COILS.
MEASURING CONDENSER CAPACITY
THE BRIDGE ASSEMBLY CAN ALSO BE USED FOR MEASURING THE CAPACITY
OF
UNKNOWN CONDENSERS. FOR THIS WORK, WE USE THE SAME SET UP AS WHEN MEASURING INDUCTANCE AND AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 15, ONLY THAT THE
UNKNOWN
CONDENSER AND A CALIBRATED STANDARD CONDENSER ARE CONNECTED INTO THE Clj
CUIT AS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 16.

PACE
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IN THIS CASE, THE STANDARD CONDENSER CAN BE A GOOD VARIABLE
CONDENSER OF LOW DIELECTRIC LOSS AND EQUIPPED WITH A VERNIER DIAL
WHICH A GRAP4 HAS BEEN PLOTTED IN ORDER TO SHOW THE EXACT CAPACITY
THE STANDARD CONDENSER CORRESPONDING TO ANY DIAL SETTING

15

AIR
FOR
OF

THE BRIDGE IS BALANCED BY ADJUSTING THE SLIDER TO THE POINT WHERE
THE LEAST BUZZING SOUND 18 HEARD IN THE HEADPHONES. THE CAPACITY OF THE
UNKNOWN CONDENSER IS THEN FOUND BY USING THE FORMULA CX _ CS T AS APPLIED
S

TO FIG.

16.

LET US SUPPOSE, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT THE STANDARD CONDENSER IN FIG. 16
ADJUSTED TO A CAPACITY OF .00025 MFD. AND THAT THE BRIDGE IS BALANCED
WITH THE SLIDER CONTACTING THE RESISTANCE WIRE AT THE 65 CM. MARK OF THE
METRIC SCALE. THIS MEANS THAT DISTANCE S=65 CM. AND T=35 CM. APPLYING
THE CONDENSER FORMULA, WE HAVE CX _ .00025 X 35...1.11:175,=.00013
APPROX65
65
OF
HAVE A CAPACITY
IMATELY. THUS, THE UNKNOWN CONDENSER IS FOUND TO
ABOUT .00013 MFD.
IS

WE HAVE NOW CONSIDERED R.F. TRANSFORMER DESIGN AND THE APPLICATIONS
OF THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE QUITE THOROUGHLY'SO WITH THIS INFORMATION ADDED
TO YOUR GROWING RADIO KNOWLEDGE, WE SHALL CONCLUDE THIS LESSON.
ALTHOUGH WE HAVE BY NO MEANS COMPLETED ALL OF OUR STUDIESPERTAINING
TO R.F. AMPLIFIERS, YET WE SHALL LEAVE THIS SUBJECT FOR A LITTLE WHILEAND
GO INTO A.F. AMPLIFIERS MORE THOROUGHLY. BY THUS HAVING A CHANGE OF SUB AND
J ECT FOR AWHILE, WE CAN PREVENT YOUR STUDIES FROM EECOMING TIRESOME
THE
MONOTENOU8, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME.ENABLING YOU TO ADVANCE THROUGH
ENTIPE RADIO FIELD AS A WHOLE MORE RAPICLY AND IN EASY, LOGICAL STEPS.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON 40. 44

0

f all

the virtues, patience

is the most essential to success.
J. A. ROSENKRANZ
I. - DESCRIBE HOW

YOU WOULD GO 'ABOUT
SOLENOID -TYPE R. F. COIL?

THE TASK OF WINDING

A

2. - WHAT IMPORTANT FACTS SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
AS REGARDS
PLACEMENT OF THE
TERMINAL LUGS ON AN R. F.

TRANSFORMER?
3. - DESCRIBE HOW

A

BASKET -WEAVE COIL MAY BE WOUND?

k. - WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
MORE IMPORTANT FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED RELATIVE TO THE PRIMARY WINDING OF R.F. TRANSFORMERS OF THE SOLENOID TYPE?
5. - DESCRIBE THE CONSTRUCTION OF
6. - EXPLAIN

HOW THE

-

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

VALUE OF AN

MEASURED BY MEANS OF
7.

A

A

How CAN THE INDUCTANCE
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE?

UNKNOWN
RESISTOR MAY BE
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.
OF

A

WINDING BE MEASURED WITH

8. - EXPLAIN HOW
THE VALUE OF AN
UNKNOWN CONDENSER
MEASURED BY MEANS OF A WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.
9. - DESCRIBE

A

MAY BE

SIMPLE COIL -WINDING MACHINE.

10. - WHAT TYPE OF R.F. TRANSFORMER SECONDARY

EFFICIENT?

A

WINDING

IS

MOST
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A. F. AMPLIFIER DESIGNING FACTORS

(Vacuum Tube Characteristics)
Audio frequency amplifiers are designed to amplify weak impulses
(voltages) in the audible frequency range or spectrum (Fig. 1).
Theoretically, the audio -frequency spectrum extends up to 20,000
cycles. However, frequencies of lower than 30 cycles or higher than
10,000 cycles are rarely transmitted,and so if we will consider our
audio frequency design factors on this basis, they will serve for most
purposes.
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These audio impulses may be obtained from a radio circuit consisting
of several stages of r -f amplification and detector, or from an electric
The amplified audio. voltage is then
phonograph pick-up or microphone.
usually applied to a loudspeaker or other device in order to convert the
electrical energy into mechanical energy.

The amplification obtainable from a single STAGE or a CASCADE of
stages (a cumber of stages in succession) is dependent upon:
1.

The type of amplifying tube used.

2.

The voltages

3.

The type of interstage coupling employed.

4.

The losses occurring within the parts employed in the circuit.

used to operate these tubes.

CLASS OF AMPLIFYING TUBES
Since the amplifying capabilities and power output capacity of an
amplifying stage is largely dependent upon the particular type of tube
employed in the circuit, it is important that we familarize ourselves with
Such tubes may be classified into
the characteristics of amplifier tubes.
three general types,

as

follows:

1.

High -mu or voltage amplifier tubes.

2.

Low -mu and power amplifiers.

3.

Medium-mu or general-purpose tubes.

The amplifying ability of the high -mu tubes make them particularly
adaptable for use when only a relatively weak input (grid voltage) is
available, and where it is desirable to step this weak impulse up to a
high level; Fbr example, when using too few or no stages of r -f and i -f
amplification; or, when using a diode (non -amplifying) type of detector
stage, the audio voltage available at the output of such an arrangement
is generally insufficient to excite the grid of a power -amplifier tube
A high -mu voltage amplifier is therefore interposed between
adequately.
the detector and power amplifier tube to "boost" this voltage up to a
proper level so that efficient operation of the power amplifier stage may

then be realized.

Technically stated: When the excitation (signal) voltage is relatively weak and we require a large change in plate current ---per change
of grid voltage ---the high -mu type of amplifier tube would be the one
to select.
Although a relatively large plate -current CHANGE is realized from a
very small change in grid -voltage, the total amount of plate current that
To take
the high -mu tube is capable of handling,is comparatively small.
necesis
therefore
it
-current,
plate
in
variation
advantage of this great
sary to convert the CURRENT changes to VOLTAGE changes. These large
voltage -changes or variations are then passed on to a succeeding tube
of
(the power amplifier stage in the typical receiver) that is capable
plate
of
amount
greater
the
of
handling heavier amounts of current. Because
and
current (and thus wattage) that the latter type tubes can handle
reproducing
other
or
deliver, the operation of a powerful loudspeaker
device is then possible.
On the one hand, we have a class of tubes
To summarize the above:
small or weak input (grid) impulses (exto
extremelysensitive
are
that
a large variation in the number of eleccause
citation voltages). These
ERN-45
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trons that flow from the cathode to the plate; thus, a correspondingly
large variation in the amount of current flowing thru the plate -circuit.
Such tubes, however, are usually incapable of carrying large amounts of
And so, although the variations in plate -current are arge, the
current.
total amount of current flowing between the cathode and plate ---and thus
thru the plate -circuit ---is of a small value; usually insufficient to
drive a loudspeaker or other mechanical device.
To realize maximum amplification from such tubes, it is necessary to
convert these CURRENT variations into VOLTAGE variations, by having the
relatively small amount of current flow thru a high value of impedance
such as offered by a resistor or inductance. Since the flow of current
thru an impedance produces a voltage -drop (Evd = I x z), the large value
of voltage -drop, thus produced, is allowed to actuate a condenser which,
in turn, transfers this amplified voltage to the grid of the succeeding
These high -mu, low -current tubes are therefore commonly
amplifying tube.
referred to as VOLTAGE AMPLIFYING tubes.

Low -mu and power amplifying tubes, on the other hand, are not as
sensitive to grid voltage changes as are the high -mu tubes, but they
Hence, such tubes
are capable of handling larger amounts of current.
usually follow the high -mu tube, converting the voltage variations into
variations of heavy amounts of CURRENT (POWER) variations which are then
used to produce mechanical work.

Medium -mu tubes are a compromise between the voltage and current
amplifier type tubes, and are generally referred to as GENERAL PURPOSE
tubes.
These are comparatively sensitive to weak input signals and are
able to carry heaves-amounts of plate -current than the high -mu tubes.
Such types may be used for either voltage or current amplification.
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR OR "MU"
Although you were introduced to the AMPLIFICATION FACTOR of a tube
in a previous lesson, we shall consider it in greater detail at this time.
Let us think of the mu (Ai-) of a tube as being
between the following two factors:

a

RATIO.

A ratio

(1),the PLATE -VOLTAGE change (Li ED) and (2),the GRID -VOLTAGE
change Li Eg ---TO PRODUCE THE IDENTICAL AMOUNT OF PLATE CURRENT
C]

AGE

(

pip

)

.

(Note:
The Greek letter "Delta", written as ZS (sometimes
also written in the form of a small letter "d") is the technical
The symsymbol used to signify a CHANGE or VARIATION in value.
bols Ep, Eg and Ip designate plate voltage, grid voltage and
Ep signifies a change in
plate current respectively. Thus,
L Ip, a change in plate current, etc. Mathemati
plate voltage;
cally, Amplification Factor is expressed as:

a

p Ep

Eg
Note: The

or

amplification or

numerical (relative) value;
to it.

"mu"

u

Epz

of a tube E

EPi
)

is

expressed only

no unit of measurement having been

as

a

assigned

Amplification factor may be considered to be the ratio of output
For example, if we injected 1/10 volt into the grid or
input.

to the

input of a vacuum tube circuit and obtained an output voltage of
from the plate circuit, the amplification factor would be 10.

1

volt
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Certain type tubes have an amplification factor of several thousand.
This, however, does not necessarily imply that the output realized from
such tubes will be thousands -of -times greater than the input.
For, to
realize the greatest portion of the amplification factor of a tube,
other factors must also be carefully considered ---such as the values
of the parts used in conjunction with the tube, the efficiency or "Q"

of the parts employed in the circuit, etc.
Of great importance is the
particular type and specific value of the OUTPUT or LOAD circuit best
suited to the tube being used.
Proper selection of the load circuit
can only be made when the PLATE RESISTANCE of the tube is known.

PLATE RESISTANCE
As you probably realize, the function of a vacuum tube depends
upon the flow of electrons between the cathode and the plate.
The number
of electrons that will ultimately reach the plate is dependent upon many
factors.
Some of these are:
1.

Physical structure of the tube.
a.

The distance between the various elements within the tube.

b.

The area of the cathode and plate.

c.

The manner in which the various elements are constructed,
shaped, etc.

2.

The polarity and value of the control -grid voltage.

3.

The value of the screen suppressor and plate voltage.

4.

The amount of space charge or secondary emission.

5.

The presence of gas molecules within the tube (either due to
imperfect evacuation during manufacture or to the liberation
of gas from the electrodes during normal tube operation).

Since the PHYSICAL structure of the tube is fixed, the opposition
(resistance) presented by this factor (to the stream of electron flow)
is also of a fixed value.
However) various values of voltage may be
applied to the plate, control -grid and the other electrodes of the tube
so that the number of electrons allowed passage from cathode to plate
will be largely dependent upon these voltages. Hence, when referring to
a Tube Manual for plate current information, it is important to note the
specific values of voltage placed upon the various elements of the tube.
Only under such conditions will we obtain the value of plate -current flow
specified.
In respect to this, it is important to remember that a change
in any of the voltages specified, will automatically cause a change in the
value of plate -current flow.
The TOTAL internal opposition offered by all of the above factors
referred to as the PLATE RESISTANCE of the tube. When the plate
VOLTAGE and the plate CURRENT values are known, it is then possible
to determine the plate resistance of the tube.
This may be computed
by dividing the plate -voltage (Er) by the plate -current (I').
As you
probably realize, the plate current value must be expressed in AMPERES
when making this calculation.
is

The above method of determining the plate resistance of a, tube is
known as the STATIC or "stationary" method. This means that the voltage
ERN -45
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upon each electrode of the
tube is stationary, fixed
and non -varying.
DYNAMIC

When designing an amplifying stage, the STATIC charac
to ris tics of a tube are or
little value since the voltage
upon the control -grid is constantly being varied by the a -c
alternations of the incoming
signal.
This means that the
value of plate -current is also
varying constantly; and, s ince
the output voltage of an ampli

fier

is

indicates plate
current ;

D.C.Voltmeter
indicates fila=\
ment voltage

D.C.Voltmeter
indicates Bias

voltage

e

D.CMillinmmeter

Tube-

PLATE RESISTANCE

5

Rheostat

.;

'A'

01
Grid
Potent iomete r:

D.C.

Swifch

Voltmeter indicates
voltage

plate

''C'Battery It
Be Battery .

dependent upon the

amount of current flowing thru

the plate circuit, we can
readily see that this voltage
will also vary accordingly.

FIG,

2

CIRCUIT FOR DETERMINING TUBE CHARACTERISTICS

Hence, to determine the effective gain that may be realized from a
tube during operation, we must consider its characteristics under actual,
operating conditions.
We refer to this as the DYNAMIC characteristics
of a tube.

Under dynamic conditions, the plate current
If we can determine:

constantly varying

is

or "swinging".
1.

The MAXIMUM value of the plate -current swing and the MINIMUM
value of the plate -current swing; and, divide this into

2.

The maximum and minimum plate VOLTAGE swing THAT OCCURS BECAUSE
OF THIS, we may then compute the DYNAMIC PLATE RESISTANCE or
"PLATE IMPEDANCE" of the tube.

This may be expressed mathematically, as:
Ep max

-

,

Ip max

-

Ip min

=
Ls

Ep min
or rp

Ep
,

in which

EP _ the plate VOLTAGE change and Clip = the plate
CURRENT change.
As a practical demonstration of how the dynamic plate resistance of a
let us employ the circuit illustratedin
Fig. 2.
For the purpose of explanation, we will use a triode designed for
operation with 135 volts applied to its plate and a -9 volt bias. With
the circuit connected as shown, we then proceed to make measurements in

vacuum tube may be determined,

the following manner:

1.

Adjust the Plate Rheostat so that the D.C. Plate Voltmeter reads
135.
This indicates the 135 volts is being applied to the plate
of the tube.

2.

The Grid Potentiometer is then adjusted so that the Grid Bias
Voltmeter reads 9 volts.
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3.

Under the above conditions, let us assume that the D.C. Milliammeter indicates a plate -current reading of 3 milliamperes.

4.

We now reduce the plate voltage by re -adjusting the Plate Rheostat so that the Plate Voltmeter reads 125 volts.

5.

A glance at the Plate Milliammeter shows that the plate current
has dropped to 2 milliamperes because of this reduction in plate
voltage.

From the above experiment we have thus obtained the two values necessary for our formula. These are:
1.

0

2.L5

Ep = 135

V.

Ip = 3 ma.

-

125 V. = 10 v. change.

2 ma.

-

=

1

ma. or .001 ampere

change.

With these two values known, we may now solve for the third or
UNKNOWN value; which, in this case, is the plate resistance of the tube.
Thus:
rp

-0

0

Ep
Ip

10 volts
.

001 am pere

- 10,000 ohms

(Dynamic plate resistance is expressed in Ohms, since the internal
resistance of the tube is the ratio of voltage to current).

An important point to note at this time ---and to remember ---is the
following:

High -mu tubes generally have a high plate resistance.
Low -mu tubes generally have a low plate resistance.

TRANSCONDUCTANCE
The effect that the GRID -VOLTAGE has upon the PLATE CURRENT is expressed by the term Grid -Plate TRANSCONDUCTANCE--symbolized by the letters
Sm.
An older term, synonymous to trans conductance, is MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE;
symbolized by the letters Gm.
The expression "Mutual" Conductance is more of a general term denoting
the relationship between the Toltage-change applied to one element and the
in another
resultant current -flow CHANGE that occurs (because of this),

element.

Thus,

the reason for the term "mutual".

The prefix "trans", according to Webster's dictionary, expresses the
idea of change or "translation" of one thing or quality over into another.
Since transconductance expresses the relationship of GRID VOLTAGE CHANGE
to PLATE CURRENT CHANGE, the use of this prefix becomes apparent.'

In order to realize a plate -current change, it is necessary to change
the'current-carrying ability of the tube ---and since the current -carrying
ability of a conductor is expressed as the "conducting -properties' or
CONDUCTANCE of the conductor ---one can readily understand why the term
"transconductance" was selected to include the above effects and properties

of a tube.
ERN
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Mathematically, transconductance is expressed thus:

Sm

A

IP

pEg
HOW TO D'rtRMINE THE TRANSCONDUCTANCE OF A TUBE
To demonstrate how the transconductance of a tube may be obtained, we
again use the test circuit illustrated in Fig. 2, but proceed as follows:
1.

Assuming that the tube is to be operated with a plate voltage
of 180 and a bias of -13 volts, adjust the plate voltage to 180
by means of the Plate Rheostat.

2.

Adjust the grid -bias to -13 volts by means of the Grid Potentiometer.

3.

Under these conditions, the plate current, as indicated by the
D.C. Milliammeter, will read 5.5 ma.

4.

Now increase the grid -bias to -14 volts by means of the Grid
Potentiometer.

5.

Result:

The plate current will drop to 4.5 ma.

From the above experiment, we find that a change of
grid causes a plate -current change of 1 milliampere.

1

volt upon the

The transconductance of the tube may now be determined by converting
1 ma. to .001 ampere and substituting our numerical values for the
symbols in the formula:
this

Sm =

.001

_

1

.001 mho.

When dealing with vacuum tubes, the unit MICROMHO, rather then "mho",
generally used since the conductance within tubes are of extremely
small values. Hence,the above value would be expressed as 1,000 micromhos,
(If one mho is equivalent to 1,000,000 micromhos,
instead of .001 mho.
.001 mho is therefore equivalent to .001 x 1,000,000 = 1,000 micromhos).
is

The transconductance of a tube may be computed directly in terms of
micromhos by employing the following formula:
Pip in MICRO amperes
Sm in micromhos =
Eg in volts

0

Tbs preceding problem would then be resolved in the following manner:
Since 1 milliampere is equivalent to 1,000 microamperes, our formula would
appear as thus:
1000 microamperes
Sm
- 1,000 micromhos
1 volt
The term "mho", you will recall, is the measuring unit of CONDUCTANCE
(the ability of a conductor or conducting medium to CONDUCT current).
Since conductance is inversely proportional to resistance --in other words,
just the reverse of resistance, its unit is spelled n -h -o, which is o -h -m
spelled backwards.

Mathematically, we would say that the Mho is the RECIPROCAL of Ohm;
1
and express it in this manner:
Mho = Ohm
Hence, if an electrical conductor is said to have an ohmic resistance
value of 20 ohms, its conductance would then be:
1

20

-

.

05 mho
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In practice, let us think of transconductance (or mutual conductance)
as being the change in plate -current for a change of ONE (1) volt upon the
grid.
Thus, if a tube is rated as having a transconductance of 5,000
micromhos (at the plate and grid voltages specified), this means that with
a change of 1 volt upon the grid, we will have a 5 ma. change in plate

current.
Step
"

To demonstrate this mathematically:

1.

Convert the micromhos to mho: 5,000 x .000001 = .005 mho

2.

Transpose our formula: Sm

2Ip

to

0Ip =AEg

x Sm

Eg
"

3.

Substitute the numerical values for the above symbols:
Li

Ip

=

1

volt x .005 mho = .005 ampere or 5 milliamperes.

Another method of resolving this formula would be in the following manner:
Ip = 1 volt x 5,000 micromhos = 5,000 microamperes or 5 ma

.

change.

SUMMARY
The foregoing CHARACTERISTICS of amplifying tubes represent the
most important characteristics of such tubes. To summarize this discussion, let us review these important facts and relationships:
The Amplification Factor of a tube denotes the relative or
comparative effects of the grid and plate voltages upon the
plate -current flow. Another manner of expressing this ratio
or relationship, would be to say:
The change of grid voltage necessary to return the plate
current back to its original value after a change of plate
voltage has been made.
The lower the value of grid voltage
necessary for this restoration, the more sensitive is the tube.
We then say that the tube has a high amplification factor
or "mu".
Since the grid element has the ability to cause such a radical change
in plate -current, it is evident that the physical structure and placement
(position) of this element within the tube is of extreme importance.
So
important are these two factors, that the mu of a tube is said to be
dependent, primarily, upon the geometry of the tube; that is, upon the
distance between the plate and grid, the number of grid -loops, the space
between each grid loop, and the gauge of the grid wire.
In general,the amplification factor increases as the distance between
the control -grid and plate is increased; as the radius of the grid wire
is increased, and as the spacing between the grid wire is decreased. Although the values of grid and plate voltages may be altered, the control
effect of the grid and mu-RATIO remain the same so that the amplification
factor of a tube may be considered practically a CONSTANT, decreasing only
slightly at the lower plate voltages.
The PLATE RESISTANCE of a tube does not refer so much to the direct
current type of resistance existing between the cathode and plate, as it
does to the "valvular" effects of the various elements within the tube.
In other words, this refers to the amount of repelling or attracting
effect that each element offers to the electron stream; thus,allowing a
certain number of electrons to reach the plate. However, we consider the
plate resistance to be the ratio between the plate -voltage CHANGE per
plate -current CHANGE. And, since this is a ratio between the voltage and
current, it is permissible to express this ratio in the measuring unit
of "Ohm".
ERN -45
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One of the most important factors of an amplifying tube is the
Grid -Plate TRANSCONDUCTANCE or MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE of a tube.
To emphasize
the importance of this factor, let us present it in the following manner:
1.

Whereas, the Amplification Factor of a tube is dependent upon the
structure of the grid and the grid -to -plate distance;

2.

The Plate Resistance depends upon the mu; the emitting surface of
the cathode, surface area of the plate; grid -to -cathode distance;
and the applied voltages;

3.

THE TRANSCONDUCTANCE OF A TUBE DEPENDS UPON ---AND INCLUDES ---THE
EFFECT OF ALL OF THESE FACTORS:

Mathematically, the relationship between the three above factors may
be expressed in the following manner:
= rp Sm

;

rp -

Sm

;

n

it

is

Before progressing into the graphical analysis of tube function,
best that we also realize this extremely important fact:
A steady or non-varying flow of plate -current cannot produce
a sound in a radio receiver.
In the audio -frequency amplifying
section of the receiver, the plate -current must vary in step with

the voice or music modulations that were separated from their
carrier -wave by the detector or "de -modulator". The GREATER
THESE PLATE VARIATIONS, THE LOUDER WILL BE THE SOUND IN THE

SPEAKER.

The greater the variation in plate -current per grid -voltage
the greater is the TRANSCONDUCTANCE of the tube.
Therefore, the greater TRANSCONDUCTANCE a tube has, the greater
will be the AMPLIFICATION REALIZED FROM THE TUBE.

variation,

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF TUBES
It is a common practice to illustrate tube characteristics by means
of a graph. A graph presenting the relationship between the grid -voltage
(Eg) and plate -current (Ip) is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The line which
is drawn thru the various points, marked off on this cross -ruled paper,
is commonly referred to as a

GRID VOLTAGE -PLATE CURRENT

to

"curve", and is plotted from
data obtained'in the following

9

manner:
The tube,

in question,

is

inserted in the test circuit

6

shown in Fig. 2. Let us assume
that we apply 135 volts to the

5

plate;and, varying the grid

4

bias voltage in steps of 1 volt
from -8 to -18 volts, we obtain
plate -current readings which we

tabulate as shown in Table

3

1

I.

Having obtained this data,
we then proceed to PLOT these
values upon our graph paper.

The negative grid voltages
are scaled horizontally from
the right to the left, along

C

- ic

-18

-11

-Ñ

-ft

ic

-S

-6 -4 -1

0

Grid voltage
FIG.
GRID VOLTAGE

-

3

PLATE CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
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TABLE

NEGATIVE
GRID POTENTIAL
VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
VOLTS
-14 VOLTS
-13 VOLTS
-12 VOLTS
-11 VOLTS
-10 VOLTS
1VOLTS
-18
-17
-16
-15

The plate -

the bottom of the graph paper.
I

CORRESPONDING
PLATE CURRENT
0 MA.

current values are scaled vertically,
starting from zero at the bottom and,
increasing in steps of one milliampere up
to ten milliamperes at the very top of
the graph.

.25 MA.

as a guide, we now
or points -of -inter1.25 MA
section upon the graph paper. For instance
1.75 MA
by referring to Table I, we note that a
3.00 MA.
grid -voltage of -18 volts causes the plate
4.5 MA.
current to cease flowing entirely ( cut5.75 MA.
off" voltage). We therefore locate the -18
7.00 MA.
volt line on the bottom of the graph pa8.00 MA.
VOLTS
per and mark off a dot where this line
intersects the zero (0) plate -current
We then mark off a point at the
line.
We do likewise at -16 volts
intersection of -17 volts and .25 milliampere.
and .5 milliampere, etc. When all of the intersections have been thus located and marked off, we then draw a connecting line between all intersections.
Inmost cases, this line will resemble a curve; thus, the reason for
referring to this graphical representation as a CHARACTERISTIC "CURVE" --in this particular case, a "grid -voltage -plate current (Eg-Ip) curve".
.5

MA.

.75 MA.

Using Table

I

plot our 'markers"

.

.

Note that we
At this time, let us observe the slope of the curve.
have a relatively heavy flow of current at the lower values of grid -bias
voltage, and that the reduction in plate current --per Increase in grid voltage --is comparatively uniform along the steep portion of the curve.
This steep portion of the curve is commonly referred to as the STRAIGHT
PORTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.
It is on this portion of the curve
that the greatest uniformity or "linearity"
of plate -current change --per grid -voltage
change --occurs.
Compare this to the Ip
change --per Eg change-- that occurs at th e
IG
lower portion or "bend" (sometimes referred to as the "knee") of the curve
14
(where the slope is more rounded).
Fig. 4
demonstrates the grid voltage -plate current
relationships of a tube at various plate
voltages. Such a graph is commonly referred to as a "plate family" of curves.

THE TUBE OPERATING AS AN AMPLIFIER
Another graph, illustrated in Fig. 5,
has been prepared to show you how the study of a grid voltage -plate current characteristic curve is useful in determining the
behavior of a tube when functioning as an
amplifier.
This characteristic curve was plotted
while the tube was operating at a plate voltage of 250 volts and a grid -bias potenThe value of grid tial (Ec) of -8 volts.
voltage is marked off by a vertical, dotted
line.
The plate -current that flows when
the -8 volt bias is applied to the tube is
represented by the horizontal dotted line
(referred to as the OPERATING POINT or
Proper se"Axis" of the grid -volt swing).
lection of this operating point is of extreme importance, since it will determine
the wave -form of the output sine wave.

o
-z5

-20

-15

-10

-5

Grid Volts
FIG.

4

PLATE "FAMILY" OF CURVES FOR
A
TRIODE
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TUBE

FUNCTIONS AS AN AMPLIFIER

The incoming signal, as we know, is of an a -c nature; and in the
form of a sine -wave. The shape of this sine -wave is symmetrical and uniform (sinusoidal).
By this, we mean that the amplitude of the positive half of the cycle is identical to the negative -half.
to realize distortionless amplification, the OUTPUT sine -wave of the amplifying tube
must also be uniform and symmetrical, in this respect.
Let us assume that the amplifier tube is in operation, and that no
incoming or INPUT signal is present, as yet. According to our graph, we
note that the tube draws 9 milliamperes. We now introduce a signal upon
the grid of this tube; the intensity of which is -1 volt.
This means
that on the positive -half of the signal cycle, the grid voltage swings
down 1 volt below the -8 volt axis value; thus making it -7 volts (-8 +
[+11 = -7).
On the negative -half of the signal cycle, the grid voltage
swings 1 volt above the -8 volt axis value; thus, becoming -9 volts
(-8+ 1-1]
-9)
.

What happens to the plate current in the meantime? When the grid -bias
voltage was reduced to -7 volts,the plate current flow increased to 11 ma.
When the grid voltage was increased to -9 volts, the plate current decreased to 7 ma.
The resultant sine wave is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Because the increase in plate -current above the Operating Point or Axis is
identical in amplitude to the decrease in plate -current telow the axis,
the resultant output wave -form is identical to that of the input sine-
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wave ---which means that the amplifying tube has performed its duty faithfully (without distorting the signal).
Compare this to the resultant output sine -wave that would be obtained
if the Operating Point were at the bend of the characteristic curve, as
is the case in Fig. 6.
Notice here, how the increase in plate current
above the no -signal value is much greater than the decrease in plate
current below the no -signal value. This difference in amplitude between
the two halves of the audio -frequency cycle represents distortion.
IMPORTANCE OF THE LOAD IMPEDANCE

Off -hand, it would seem that the optimum position of the operating
point on the Characteristic Curve would be in the dead -center of the
Straight -Line portion of the curve. Surprisingly, however, this is not
so!
The reason for this is that we must take into account the LOAD
IMPEDANCE that the tube works into.
This is an extremely important
factor, since the plate current flows thru this impedance.
Flowing
thru this impedance, a voltage -drop is produced across it which automatically varies the value of voltage being applied to the plate of the
tube.
This, in turn, will have a direct effect upon the plate -current
increases -and -decreases as brought about by the change in grid -voltage
at the input.

The plate current is always lower for a given value of grid -bias and
plate -supply voltage WITH THE LOAD RESISTANCE in the circuit ---than it
is

without it!

A Characteristic Curve, showing the relationship between the grid
voltage -plate current change WHEN A PLATE RESISTANCE IS CONNECTED IN THE
PLATE CIRCUIT is called a DYNAMIC Characteristic Curve.
Such a curve
includes the effects of the load resistance upon the performance of the
tube during actual working conditions; and thus, is more indicative of
the performance of the tube as an amplifier.
Many characteristics of
performance may be determined and predicted from such a curve.

A Static Characteristic Curve (Fig. 3), which graphically reveals
the electrical behaviour of the tubes when operating with fixed voltages--and without reference to the load impedance ---may be converted into a

dynamic characteristic
curve by drawing in a LOAD
LINE to represent the variation of the plate current
and voltage for the particular type of load being used.
In Fig. 7, we demonstrate how a Load Line is
drawn on the static characteristic curve.
The horizontal axis of this graph
No -signal plate

current

represents the plate voltage;
whereas,the vertical axis
represents the plate current.

Currént

decrease

From the intersection of
400 volts and zero (0)

--

plate -current, to the inter-

section of 8 ma. and zero

FIG. 6
PLACING THE OPERATING POINT AT THE BEND OF
THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVE RESULTS IN DISTORTION

plate -volts, runs a straight
line.
This line is referred
to as the LOAD LINE.
To con
struct a Load Line for a

specific plate resistance
ERN -115
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proceed as follows:
IpMax=6.7ma.
(Instantaneous
grid voltage.o)

Divide the value of
plate supply voltage
(Eb) by the value of
the load resistance
RL, which gives us a
third value, Ib.

2.

13

Draw a line on the
static curve between
Ib and Eb (8 ma. and
400 volts, respectively, in Fig. 7).
This line now becomes
the Load Line for the
given voltages specified upon the graph.

14

12

10

L
Point

Min.:1.7ma.
Instantaneous

1p
(

100

grid voltage _-16 V.)
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

LOAD LINE

Zoo

'Y'

300

Plate Voltage

FIG. 7
APPLIED TO STATIC Ep-Ip CURVE

To exemplify the use of such a graph, let us analyze the characteristics and amplifying properties of a triode connected in a typical amplifying circuit as shown in Fig. 8. Note, especially, that the value of the
plate resistor is 50,000 ohms.
The value of the plate -supply voltage
is given as 400 volts and the value of the grid -bias (Ec) is -8
volts.
According to the procedure outlined in the preceding paragraph, we can
plot our Load Line as follows:

400
= .008 ampere or 8 ma.
50,000
We now place a straight edge between the 8 milliampere point
on the
graph in Fig. 7, and draw a line from this point to that
corresponding
to 400 volts.
Where this Load Line intersects the static curve, represents the optimum Operating Point to be used with a Load resistor
of
50,000 ohms. For instance, at point "Y", we draw a horizontal
line
to
the plate -current axis.
This informs us that the plate current (during
no -signal) will be 4.2 ma.
Drawing a line from the Operating Point down
to the plate -voltage axis, we find that the no -signal plate
voltage is
200 volts.
By varying the grid -bias voltage so that the tube draws 4.2
ma. (when the voltage at the plate is 200 volts), we can
then determine
the required value of grid -bias voltage.
In this case, we find that the
grid -bias voltage should be -8 volts.

We may then say that under STATIC conditions (no -signal
present),
the grid -bias voltage, applied to the grid of the tube, should
be
volts; which, in this case, is obtained by the "self" or
"automatic"
biasing method (a resistor in series with the cathode).
Let us now assume that a signal enters the grid circuit.

The signal

is of such an intensity that its peak voltage is 8 volts.
The a -c alternations of the signal ADD TO, and SUBTRACT FROM, the bias voltage.
This
means that on the positive peak of the signal cycle, the total (bias plus

signal) voltage impressed upon the grid of the tube will be zero; and
on the negative peak of the signal cycle, the total grid -voltage will
be -16.

By referring to the graph in Fig. 7, we note that at the instant the
grid becomes zero (0) volts, the plate -current rises to an instantaneous
value of 6.7 ma. When the grid 'swings" to an instantaneous voltage of
-16 volts, the plate -current will swing down to 1.7 ma.
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What has happened to the plate voltage in the meantime? Before
discussing this point, let us first review one of the basic fundamental
rules regarding amperage flow thru a resistor and the voltage -drop it
creates:
When the current flow thru a resistor (or impedance) increases,
the VOLTAGE DROP across that resistor increases. Mathematically:
Evd = I x R, in which I = the amount of current flowing
thru the resistor, in AMPERES; and R = the value of the resistance, in Ohms.

In the circuit under discussion (Fig. 8), we heve a 50,000 ohm
Because of the
load resistor (RL) in series with the plate circuit.
a -c signal being impressed upon the grid of the tube, the plate -current
swings or varies from 6.7 ma. to 1.7 ma. (See Fig. 7). When the plate current reaches a value of 6.7 ma., a 335 volt drop occurs across the
plate load resistor (Evd = .0067 ampere x 50,000 ohms = 335 volts).
This leaves an e.m.f. of 65 volts to be impressed upon the plate of the
(Eb - Evd - Ec = 400 - 335 - o = 65 volts)
tube.
On the negative half of the signal -cycle, when the plate -current
drops to an instantaneous low value of 1.7 ma., the voltage -drop across
The
this resistor is 85 volts (.0017 ampere x 50,000 ohms = 85 volts).
voltage that will be impressed upon the plate of the tube,at this time,
will be 299 volts (400 - 85 - 16 = 299 volts).
From the above figures, it can be readily seen that the plate -voltage
The total voltage
varies from 299 to 85 volts during each signal -cycle.
variation across the plate load resistor, therefore, is 214 volts (299 This represents the useful peak -to 85 = 214 volts) during this cycle.
peak output voltage that may be used to pass on to a succeeding stage
of amplification.
With a peak -to -peak output of 214 volts, in respect to a peak -to peak input of 16 volts, the amplification or gain realized from this
tube equa s:
214 volts
Plate peak -to -peak output voltage
times. (This represents a
(rid peak-to -peak

input voltage

lb volts

13.37

ratio of 1

:

13.37).

DISTORTION
As we learned in a previous
lesson, in order to realize dis-

tortionless amplification,

the

plate -current increases must
be of the same magnitude or
amplitude as the plate -current
decreases.
In analyzing the
graph shown in Fig. 7, observe
that the Operating Point corresponds to a no -signal plate.
On
current value of 4.2 ma.
the positive -half of the signal
cycle, we realize a plate -current
increase of 2.5 ma., as the plate
current rises to 6.7 ma. (6.7 ma.
On the
-4.2 ma. = 2.5 ma.).

FIG. 8
APPLICATION OF TRIODE IN AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT

negative -half of the signal cycle,
the plate current is decreased to
an extent of 2.5 ma., as it
swings down from 4.2 ma. to
1.7 ma. (See the signal waveform at the left in Fig. 7).
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It is obvious, therefore,
that the plate -current increase
of 2.5 ma. is equal to tI e
a et
current decrease of 2.5 ma.
Iñ
that case, the output wave re-

r

Trough

sembles the input wave -form,
with the exception that it has
now been amplified.
Fig. 9 illustrates the wave
form obtained from a vacuum tube
operating with the proper value
of load resistancegin comparison
to the wave -forms derived from
this same vacuum tube when operated in conjunction with a too low or too -high plate load resistor.
The latter wave -forms
represent NON-LINEAR (non-uniform)

distortion.
FIG. 10
COMPARISON OF TRUE SINE WAVE AND
DISTORTED WAVE -FORM

The letters on the Grid voltage -signal curve in illustra
tion (A), represent points that
were projected upward to the
Characteristic Curve. From here,
they were then projected toward

the right ---to produce the plate
-current curve.
For example, when point
"E" (on the Grid -voltage -signal
curve) is projected upward along a verti
cal line, this vertical line will
the Characteristic Curve at
point "E". Now, if a horizontal intersect
line is drawn from point "E" on the
Characteristic Curve, toward the right, it will
establish the point "E"
thru which the Plate -current signal
curve is drawn.
Similarly, the
lettered points on the Grid -voltage
-signal curve, correspond to points
of the same letter on the
Characteristic Curve and Plate -current signal
curve.

PRODUCTION OF HARMONICS
Distortion in vacuum tube amplifiers often
creates undesirable harmonics in the output wave -form.
not a true sine -wave, it does not Since a distorted output wave -form is
represent ONE frequency but a composite
of frequencies.
This may be readily proved by a
mathematical analysis
of the distorted wave -form.
For our purpose, however, let us
compare it
to a small length of rope that we
flip in such a manner so that
a wave. If we flip the rope
produces
with a constant rhythm, the shape of
the waves,
thus formed,will be synunetrical
and uniform (sinusoidal), as in Fig.
10 (A).
However, if we were to interrupt each wave
before it had a chance to
complete its cycle
(by giving the rope a tug or an
extra flip), the resultant wave -form of the rope would no
but a series of frequencies of variouslonger be composed of one frequent
amplitudes as illustrated in (B)
of Fig. 10.

it

Forier, the eminent scientist,

has proven mathematically,that
all repeating functions may be
broken up into a series of sine -waves;
the frequencies of which are each a
multiple of the lowest frequency present.
These are referred to as HARMONICS.
For instance, if we were to feed a pure
sine wave, whose frequency
lower than 100 cycles, into an
instrument
capable of analyzing its
harmonic content, we would find that such a wave
has a 2-1/2% harmonic
content. A sine -wave of a plgh2r frequency
signal would have a harmonic
content of approximately 4%.
If we were now to "mix" these
two signals,
the harmonic content would be in the order
of 10% or more:
The reason for
was
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this is that we now have
not only two fundamental
frequencies and their accom
partying harmonics present,
but also the additional
frequencies resulting from
the IETEMI NING of the two

fundamental frequencies,
PLUS the harmonics of these

new BEAT frequencies to
contend with: And so, it
becomes readily apparent

why a distorted signal
is excessively rich in
harmonics.
The lower order of
harmonics; namely, those

whose frequencies are
twice and three times
that of the fundamental,
are generally strongest.
The presence of strong

FIG. II
TYPICAL FREQUENCY -RESPONSE CURVE OF
AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

AN

second and third harmonics in the output of an audio -frequency amplifying stage gives rise
to appreciable speech or music distortion.
When these exceed 5% of the
output volume, they become annoyingly apparent to the average human ear
and it is therefore important that they be kept below this threshold tolerance -level.
Of the two, the third harmonic is more apparent to the
human ear --since it is of a higher frequency.
In triode type tubes, second harmonic distortion predominates.
With
pentode and beam tubes, however, considerable third and fourth harmonic
content may be expected. Also, regardless of the type of amplifying
tubes employed, appreciable third and fourth harmonic content appears
when the distortion is excessive or when the input signal is of such
intensity that it drives the grid actually positive.

FREQUENCY DISTORTION
Another type of distortion is known as FREQUENCY DISTORTION. This
type of distortion occurs when the amplification gain thruout the audio frequency range is not uniform.
The ideal audio -frequency amplifier would amplify all frequencies uni
formly; that is, to the same degree.
In analyzing the frequency -responsé
curve or graph of such an amplifier, we would find that the amplifier responds equally well to all frequencies so that the frequency -response curve", is in reality, a straight line.
However, in actual practice,
the frequency -response -curve of a typical audio -frequency amplifier
greatly resembles that shown in Fig. 11.
(Note:
The decibel is a unit
for expressing changes in the intensityor volume of sound.
It is explained in detail, later in the Course).

You will note,in Fig. ll,that the amplification is quite constant
throughout an audio -frequency range of 100 cycles to approximately 8000
cycles. Below and above these frequencies, the amplification falls off
comparatively rapid; so that the lower and higher audio -frequency notes
suffer amplification discrimination.
The output signal, as a whole, is
then said to have undergone FREQUENCY DISTORTION.
The factors causing
such type of distortion will be discussed as the lesson progresses.
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PHASE DISTORTION
Phase distortion is encountered when long TRANSMISSION LINES are
used between amplifier- stages or between an amplifier and speaker(s).
This form of distortion is encountered especially in lengthy telephone
lines that are used to carry high -quality broadcast (network or remote control) programs.

Transmission lines contain much inductance. Capacity is also present between the lines themselves ---and between the lines and the ground.
The inductive reactance of the transmission lines has a delaying effect
upon the various audio -frequency currents it is carrying, since these
are of an a -c or varying nature. Capacitive reactance has a similar effect
upon the audio -frequency currents; but in a manner directly opposite to
that of inductive reactance.
Whereas, the delaying effect of inductive reactance upon the audio frequency currents is DIRECTLY proportional to the frequency of these
currents; capacitive reactance is INVERSELY proportional to their frequency.
This means that the inductance of the transmission lines will
have the greatest delaying effect upon currents of high frequency (those
corresponding to the higher musical notes); whereas, the capacitive reactance, existing in the line, will have its greatest delaying effect upon
currents of lower frequency (those corresponding to the lower musical
notes).

When one exceeds the other to an appreciable extent, we refer to
such a condition as PHASE DISTORTION. To correct this, EQUALIZERS consisting of small capacitors shunted across the line or small inductive
reactors (chokes) inserted in series with the line, are used so as to
slow down the faster traveling frequencies to equal the speed of the
slower ones.
SUMMARY --DISTORTION
Distortion may be minimized by observing the following precautions:
1.
By operating the tube at the rated voltages and currents, as
In respect to this, it is important
recommended by the tube manufacturer.
to remember that the voltage upon the plate of the tube will be less than
the SUPPLY VOLTAGE (Eb) because of the voltage -drop that occurs thru the
plate load resistor or impedance in series with the plate.
2.
By proper selection of the plate load -resistance (impedance)
value for the type of tube being used. Generally, this value is specified
by the tube manufacturer and may be found in the more complete Tube
Manuals under "Tube Characteristics"; or in a "Resistance -Coupled Amplifier Chart" --also included in many Tube Manuals.

3.

By proper

selection of the OPERATING POINT.

4.
By selecting the proper type of tube and circuit so that the
stronger signals do not drive the grid positive. This occurs when the
positive -half of the signal cycle is of such intensity that it completely
neutralizes the negative grid -biasing voltage. Two methods may be used
to prevent this:
Attenuate (reduce the intensity of) the signal.
1.

Employ the proper type of tube and circuit so that this cannot
(Of the two, the latter method is to be preferred).
occur.
The uniformity of gain with frequency is primarily a function of the
The
type of coupling employed between the stages of the amplifying tubes.
various classes of amplification,and the designing factors relating to the
various types of coupling employed for such purpose, will be discussed in
the next lesson.
2.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.k5

1.

-

What

2.

-

What factors in the construction of a tube govern the value

is the difference between the meaning of the terms
"static plate resistance" and "plate impedance", as applied
to vacuum tubes?

of the tube's amplification factor?
3.

-

Why

is

the transconductance of a tute such a very important

factor?
4.

-

If a change of 3 volts at the grid of a tube is able to pro
duce the same change in plate current as a change of 155
volts at the plate, what is the amplification factor of the
tube?

5.

-

When designing a resistance -coupled amplifier, what is the
most simple method for determining the correct value of
plate -load resistor to use?

6.

-

If a change of 3 volts at the grid of a tube causes a 6 ma.
change in plate current, what is the transconductance of
this tube?

7.

-

How would you proceed to construct a load line for a
specific resistance on a static Eg - Ip characteristic
curve of a tube?

8.

-

For what service is the high -mu type of amplifier tube particularly well suited?

9.

-

Do high -mu tubes generally have a high or a low plate resistance?

10.

-

What do we mean by the expression, "plate family" of grid
voltage

-

plate current curves?

19

Of all the
is

virtues, patience

the most essential

to success.
J.

A. ROSENKRANZ
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LESSON

NO. 46

AUDIO -FREQUENCY DESIGNING FACTORS
(CIRCUIT ANALYSIS)
To extend the terminology that each radio technician and engineer
must familiarize himself with, it is necessary that we learn of the vaAlrious classes of amplifiers currently employed in the radio field.
though these will be discussed in greater detail later in the series of
lessons on Amplifying Systems, a brief outline of them will be presented
at this time.
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CLASS

A

Up to this point ih our lessons on audio -frequency amplifiers,
we have confined our discussion to the Class A mode
of amplifier operation.
A tube may be classified as functioning as a Class A amplifier
when the operating conditions meet the following specifications:
1.

The OPERATING POINT (as determined by the grid -biasing voltage)
lies in the optimum region of the LINEAR portion of the characteristic curve so that the plate -current INCREASES are identical
to the plate -current DECREASES during each signal cycle.

2.

D -C plate current flows at all times
entire 3600 of the signal cycle).

3.

The output wave -form is an exact reproduction of the input signal wave -from ----except that it has been amplified.

(continuously thruout the

The chief feature of Class A amplification is the fidelity or faith fullness with which it amplifies the input signal. And so, this type of
amplifier finds much favor with radio receivers designed for high fidelity,
telephone transmission lines, high -frequency measuring instruments, etc.

The unfavorable features of the Class A amplifiers are:
1.

The intensity of the input signal must be limited or restricted
to the extent that it does not completely neutralize the negative
grid -biasing voltage during the positive -half of the signal
cycle; otherwise distortion results.

2.

The ratio of power -output, in relation to the signal -input, is
small; compared to Class B and AB type of amp lification.For this
reason, it is generally necessary to employ a cascade of amplifying stages ---rather than one stage --to realize a degree of
amplification that would be suitable for large auditoriums,
theatres, etc.

3

Plate current flows constantly thru the tube --regardless of
whether the tube is in the process of amplifying a signal or
during the no -signal period. This tends to heat the tube considerably so that a large percentage of the amplifier's operating wattage is dissipated as wasteful heat.
For this, and the
above reasons, the efficiency of the Class A amplifier is considered to be low.

CLASS A PUSH-PULL OPERATION
To increase the power obtainable from a single tube operating under
Class A conditions, two tubes operating in a push-pull arrangement are
frequently used. (Fig 2). Briefly, the control -grids of the two pushpull tubes function 180° out of phase with one another.
This means that as
the control -grid of one tube is driven more positive, the control -grid
of the opposite tube is driven more negative.
Referring to Fig. 3, let
us analyze the push-pull circuit function during that part of the signal
cycle when the control -grid of V-1 has been driven more positive, and the
control -grid of V-2 more negative. An increase in plate -current flow thru
V-1 and P-1 occurs at this time; whereas, a decrease in plate -current
flow occurs thru V-2 and P-2. Because of this, the magnetic field created
by the increased current flow thru P-1 is expanding; whereas the magnetic
field of P-2 is contracting.
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lOutput push-pull

tr an sforme r

TYPICAL CLASS

A

FIG. 2
PUSH-PULL AMPLIFYING STAGE

Now, let us consider the magnetic polarity of the fields
these two windings (P-1 and P-2).

The magnetic polarity of the winding,
is

as

surrounding

you know,

dependent upon:
1.

The direction in which it is wound.

2. The

direction of current flow thru

the winding.

Glancing at the diagram, you will note that P-1 and P-2 are wound
in the same direction. However, because the plate -current flow thru each
of these windings is in an opposite direction, their magnetic fields are
in opposition to each other.
This means that if they were both expanding
However,
at the same time, they would buck and thus neutralize each other.
since one field is expanding while the other is contracting, their magnetic lines of force do not neutralize each other; instead, they combine
their forces so that a more intense magnetic flux now "cuts' the secondary
winding of the output transformer. Because of this, the output of a pushpull amplifier is much greater than that of an amplifier in which a single
tube is used (often referred to as "single -ended" amplifier stage).
Besides providing a greater amplification (gain) and power output,
push-pull amplification also affords other highly desirable features.
For example, the d -c plate currents of the two tubes flow in opposite direc
tions in the transformer primary winding so that the magnetic fields, dué
to these currents, cancel each other out.
The output transformer is
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therefore capable of handling greater values of plate current
than it could
ordinarily handle, without danger of saturating the core. Any a
-c ripples,
due to a poorly filtered power -supply, are also thus
canceled
out.
(This
advantage applies only to hum originating from this
source, since any a -c
hum ripple introduced in any of the preceding
stages will be amplified
just as well as the signal voltage).

Push-pull operation of amplifiers also tends to eliminate all
distortion due to the second and all even harmonics. The
reason
for
this
is
that these harmonics are in phase with each other so
that the flow of
plate currents, resulting Yrom this source, are in
opposite directions
thru the transformer winding and so cancel out.
Even harmonics have a
tendency to distort the signal wave so that the lower half of
the wave is
flattened (especially is this so when too high a value of
grid -bias voltage is used).
In push-pull amplification, however, the top half of
the
current wave of the "push" tube is added to the bottom half of
the
"pull"
tube so that a more symmetrical resultant wave -form
is obtained.
Because
twice the output of a single tube may be realized with
less distortion, it
is possible to obtain more than twice the
output with the same distortion
afforded by a single tube.
Before concluding this discussion on push-pull
amplification, let
us point out at this time, that although the a -f signal
components
plate -current flow add to their effects in the primary winding of the
of the
output transformer, they cancel each other out when flowing
thru the common
B+ lead so that no a -f component (except out -of -phase ODD
harmonics, which
are not cancelled out)

flows thru the plate -supply and plate -return
condenser

(cathode) circuit. Hence, it is not necessary to use a by-pass
across the cathode biasing resistor.

CLASS B AMPLIFICATION
To derive greater power output from push-pull amplification,
and tc
overcome some of the disadvantages of Class A type amplification,
Class
B
and AB operation is frequently employed.

A -F signal on
grid of input

tube

Positive alternation
induced in secondary

.Plate current
lincreose

Varying plate
current

Induced-,
em(.

'

Current
through
speoker

Sound,"

Plate
current
decrease
8+

I

8+

FIG. 3
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF PUSH-PULL OPERATION
ERN -1F6
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Class

B

Push- pull
tube

Class A/driver

Out put
(transformer

_

MI4

Interstage

transformer

B+

CLASS

B

Z

B.

FIG. 14
PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER EMPLOYING TWIN TRIODES

As we have already noted, d -c plate current flows constantly in Class
A amplification. If we were now to operate the amplifying tubes in such
a manner so that little or NO d -c plate current flowed during the no -signal
periods, not only would we realize a saving in operating -power but the
tubes would operate much cooler and we would then be able to excite their
grids with a greater positive voltage.
The resultant (heavy) plate -current
flow would then be of an intermittent (pulse) nature rather than flowing
constantly.

Class B amplification may be defined
Technically:
as that type in which the plate -current flow is
approximately zero during the no -signal ("idling")
period, and flows during approximately one-half (1800)
of each signal.
Tubes, especially designed for Class B operation, are generally emThese tubes have a
ployed for the push-pull stage of such an amplifier.
low input impedance and a high output (plate) impedance. Because of their
high plate impedance, they draw very little plate current at ZERO biasing
(grid) voltage.
These tubes are therefore operated at zero bias; which
eliminates the necessity for cathode biasing resistors or other forms of
bias voltage supply.

Im many cases, both push-pull tubes are contained within the same
glass or metal bulb; thus affording a conservation of chassis space and
the saving of a socket.
Each set of tube electrodes functions independently of the other; just as if they were contained within their own individual envelope (bulb).

CLASS B DRIVER STAGE
A powerful Class A amplifier stage (driver) precedes the Class B
push-pull stage.
This driver may be of the conventional type power amplifying tube, or may be a Class B (single or dual) type of tube whose
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elements are tied together so that it functions as a single Class A type
power amplifier. A dual Lype Class B tube whose grids, plates and cathodes
are connected in parallel for Class A operation is used as the driver
stage in Fig. 4.

With a powerful driver stage preceding the Class B push-pull tubes,
the grids of the latter tubes are alternately driven highly positive and
negative.
Grid -current flows in the grid circuit of each class B tube as
its grid becomes positive.
This represents a loss of power; since a voltage -drop occurs in the secondary impedance of the grid circuit.
The
efficiency of the driver stage must therefore be such that it is capable
of supplying the additional power necessary to compensate for the loss of
pow,r expended in the push-pull grid circuit of the class B stage. However, it is advisable that the driver tube function at conservative operating voltages since any distortion created in this stage will be highly
amplified in the succeeding stage.
'

GRID CURRENT FLOW ---DISTORTION
Because of the grid -current flow, the impedance of the grid circuit
must be as low as possible so that a minimum of voltage -drop occurs here.
For that reason, a step-down type of interstage transformer is best suited;
since such a transformer affords a low impedance secondary winding for
the grid circuit
of each Class B tube and a high impedance primary winding
to match the plate impedance of the driver tube.
Further details regarding this transformer will be presented in the chapter entitled "Push Pull Transformers" of this lesson.

Observing the proper precautions in the design of such type of amplifier; and, because of the manner in which Class B type tubes are designed, distortion due to grid -current flow does not become intolerable
even when the grids are driven highly positive.
The greatest percentage
of distortion is usually present at the lower bend of the characteristic
curve (near the plate -current "cut-off" point). One of the unfavorable
features of Class B amplification, therefore, is the presence of appreciable distortion at the lower volume levels. All even harmonics are
cancelled in the output transformer just as they are in Class A type of
amplification.
CLASS B POWER SUPPLY
The amount of plate current drawn by each Class B tube varies considerably during the time it is amplifying signals.
This means that the
current drain upon the power -supply varies considerably.
Unless proper
precautions are observed, the VOLTAGE furnished by the power -supply will
also vary considerably.
When the voltage delivered to the amplifier
tubes ---and to the remainder of the receiver ---varies considerably because
of the variations in the current drained from the power -supply, we refer
to such a condition as poor VOLTAGE REGULATION of the power -supply.

At the time that the Class B tubes are amplifying the stronger sigthe current drain from the power -supply is maximum.
The plate supply voltage is apt to drop to a considerably lower level unless the
power -supply has been designed to have excellent VOLTAGE -REGULATORY qualities.
On the other hand, during the period of weak signal amplification ---or during the no -signal "idling" periods, when the plate -current
drain is at a minimum ---the voltage may rise to an exceedingly high level
Such variation in the power -supply output voltage not only tends to create
distortion thruout the entire receiver but also endangers the life of the
condensers, tubes and other parts of the receiver.
nals,

.

To circumvent this undesirable characteristic, it is best to incorporate all possible means within the power -supply to stabilize or main ERN -46
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tain the output voltage at a constant value regardless of current -load
variations imposed upon the power -supply unit.
The power transformer should therefore have an ample core and be
wound with sufficiently large wire to conservatively handle the normal The rectifier tube must be capable of delivering the
load current drain.
In this respect,
required maximum current with minimum voltage -drop.
mercury-vapor type rectifier tubes are superior to the vacuum type and are
therefore frequently used for Class B amplifiers.
The choke -input type of filter is recommended in this case, since
the voltage regulatory qualities of such a filter circuit far surpasses
The size of wire and core used in the filter
the condenser -input type.
do not over -heat or allow core -saturation
they
be
such
that
chokes must
to occur during the heavier passages of plate current. Also, the capacity
of the filter condensers should be higher than usual, to provide adequate
filtering during heavy current surges. In most cases, a bleeder resistor
of greater wattage -rating than ordinarily used is placed across the d -c
output and, in some cases, a voltage -regulator tube is incorporated into
(This
the power -supply circuit to help further stabilize the voltage.
subject will be discussed in further detail in a later lesson).

SUMMARY --- CLASS B AMPLIFICATION

In summarizing the preceding discussion, Class B amplification proBy observing the
vides greater amplification than does the Class A type.
proper precaution in the design of a Class B amplifier with respect to:
(1) the type of tubes employed; (2) the design of the interstage (stepdown) transformer; and (3) the use of a power -supply that possesses excellent voltage -regulation properties, distortion may be held down to a satis
factory level. A greater percentage of distortion is present, however, EX
the lower volume -levels ---thus, the popularity of the Class AB2 type of
amplifier, which will be discussed in the following chapter.
Theoretically, plate current flows in the Class B amplifier tubes
only during the presence of a signal upon the grid. The flow of plate current, therefore, is entirely proportional to the amplitude of the ex(Note:
In Class A amplification, plate current
citing grid -voltage.
flows even in the absence of a signal and so is not wholly proportional
to the signal excitation voltage).
Since power (P) is proportional to the square of the current (I2), the
power output of a Class B amplifier is said to be proportional to the square
of the exciting grid -voltage. A Class B amplifier is further characterized
as having plate efficiencies from 40% to 70%.

CLASS AB AMPLIFICATION
Class A type of operation provides excellent tonal qualities but does
not provide the high output of the Class B amplifier. Class B provides a
more powerful output per stage, but lacks the faithfullness of reproduction
and fidelity at the lower volume levels. A compromise between these two
systems is the Class AB mode of operation.

CLASS AB1

In the first type, reThere are two forms of Class AB amplifiers.
of tubes employed
and
type
amplifier
circuit
as
ABi,
the
ferred to
Class
are identical to that of Class A amplification. The only d_fference exists
in the value of grid -biasing voltage and, possibly, the use of higher
plate and screen voltages. By the use of a slightly higher grid -biasing
voltage, a stronger signal may be impressed upon the grid without completely neutralizing the biasing voltage during the positive half of the
signal cycle.
This means that the Class AB1 amplifier is capable of amplifying a stronger signal and thus providing a greater output without
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distortion.
Single -ended or push-pull amplifying stages may be operated
in this manner
(Note:
The suffix numeral "1" denotes that the grid is never
driven positive and that grid current never flows during any
part of the signal cycle).

CLASS AB

2

In Class AB2 amplification, the grids are biased even higher; yet
not high enough so that plate -current flow is blocked completely.
Conventional type tubes are used for the push-pull stage and, in most cases,
a similar type tube precedes this stage, functioning as a driver tube.
Because of the powerful output of this driver stage, the grids of the
push-pull stage are driven positive on the stronger signals so that grid
current does flow at this time.
As in Class B amplification, a step-down
transformer couples the output of the driver stage to the input of the
push-pull stage; thereby, minimizing distortion during the period of grid current flow. As with Class B amplification, it is important that the
power -supply have good voltage -regulation qualities.

Here also,

must the power output of the driver stage be such that
capable of supplying the additional power necessary to compensate for
the loss of power expended in the grid circuit of the push-pull tubes
during the period of grid -current flow. It is also extremely important
that the driver stage be efficiently designed so as to be capable of supplying the required peak power with minimum distortion; since any distortion created in the driver stage will be amplified manifold in the
it is

powerful push-pull stage.
In comparison to Class B operation, Class AB .2 affords superior tonal'
fidelity at the lower volume levels but does not equal the power output
of the Class B amplifier.

Class AB amplifiers are characterized as offering low distortion
for small signal intensities and high efficiency at high signal levels.
Technically defined: A Class AB amplifier is one in which the grid -bias
and alternating grid -voltages are such that plate current flows for appreciably more than half ---but less than ---the entire electrical cycle, when
delivering maximum output.

RESISTANCE -CAPACITY COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
tubes in conjunction with resistance -capacitance
referred to as "resistance -coupling" orR-C coup
economical means ---both in cost and weight---oT
of VOLTAGE gain (voltage amplification) with less
frequency distortion. Also, since very little electro -magnetic field
surrounds the resistor -condenser combination, in contrast to the magnetic
field surrounding a transformer ---or inductance(in impedance type
coupling) ---there is less possibility for undesirable interaction to occur
between a -c or a -f fields.
This means that less hum modulation or feedSo that the key
back is apt to occur in R -C type of amplifying stages.
points of our discussion may be more clearly understood, a triode type
tube, working into the simplest form of resistance coupling, is illustra-

The use of high -mu
type coupling (commonly
ling"), affords a very
achieving a high degree

ted in Fig. 5.

PLATE LOAD RESISTOR

(Rt.)

Of great importance, is the value of the plate load resistor Rt..
Variations in plate current, flowing thru this resistor, produce an (a -f)
voltage -drop which is passed on to the control -grid of the succeeding tube
capacitively (thru coupling condenser C).
ERN -46
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V -I

V-2
RGi

RL
C

RGZ
RC

CC
Es

TYPICAL

R -C

VACUUM TUBE UNDER DISCUSSION
SUCCEEDING AMPLIFYING TUBE
GRID RESISTOR OF V -I
PLATE LOAD RESISTOR
COUPLING CONDENSER
GRID RESISTOR OF V-2
CATHODE RESISTOR
CATHOD: BY-PASS CONDENSER
PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE

FIG. 5
STAGE OF AMPLIFICATION

In general, the greater the value of this resistor, the greater will
The greater the voltage -drop
be the voltage -drop developed across it.
developed here, the greater will be the force (e.m.f.) impressed upon
the control -grid of the succeeding tube thru coupling condenser C. By
analyzing the foregoing process, it is evident, therefore, that the greater
the voltage -drop developed across RI., the greater will be the voltage
amplification gain realized from the R -C stage.

However, there is a limit to the amount of resistance we may use
for 111, since the voltage -drop across this resistor is not solely dependent upon the amount of resistance it offers,but also ON THE AMOUNT OF
The amount of plate current
(Eva = I x R).
PLATE CURRENT FLOWING THRU IT!
upon the value of plate
dependent
you
know,
as
pass
is,
will
the
tube
that
voltage.
If too high a resistance is employed, the value of plate voltage applied to the tube may be reduced to such an extent that the rated
amount of plate -current will no longer flow thru the plate circuit (thus
thru the resistor); which would defeat its own purpose.
And so, when designing this part of the circuit, ue employ a high
value of resistance here,but not so high that it reduces the plate -current
Tables,
flow below that amount recommended by the tube manufacturer.
listing the recommended value of load resistors ("load impedance" ---as it
is often referred to) are usually contained in the more complete Tube
Another method of determining the proper value to use, for the
Manuals.
particular PLATE SUPPLY VOLTAGE being employed, is to insert a milliammeter
in series with the plate circuit and note the reading under STATIC (no signal) conditions. This reading should conform with the tube manufacturer's rating.
From the foregoing, it is obvious that the higher the plate -supply
And so, when
voltage, the higher the value of plate resistor we may use.
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designing resistance -coupling type amplifiers, it

is well to keep this
point in mind and provide a power -supply pack capable of supplying a plate
supply voltage that is higher than usual.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS---A-F ASPECT
Before entering into the discussion of the various components employed
in the circuit shown in Fig. 5, let us first analyze this
circuit.as far
as the AUDIO -FREQUENCY CURRENTS are concerned.
Analyzing the circuit from
this aspect, we find that our circuit appears to have undergone quite
a
change (Fig. 6), where:
Es = The incoming signal voltage.
Rp = The plate resistance of the tube.
Ccp = Inter -electrode capacity existing between the cathode and
plate
electrodes of V-1 plus the additional capacities existing between connecting leads, etc.
C
= Coupling condenser which, in reality, should be represented
by a small variable resistor, as shown by dotted lines at "A"
since this condenser acts as a very low opposing (reactive)
path to the high -frequency audio signals, and offering greater
opposition to the audio signals of lower frequency.
R3 = V-2 grid resistor.
Cc9 = Inter -electrode capacity between the cathode and grid of V-2
(plus any stray capacity effects between connecting wires of
this circuit).
Eb = Plate -voltage supply.
(Note:
the internal resistance of the
plate -voltage supply may be disregarded, since it is amply bypassed by condenser CI) as. far as audio -frequency currents are
concerned.

From this "equivalent" circuit diagram, we can readily see that the
audio -frequency currents not only have the resistors and condensers to
contend with, but are also affected by:
1.
2.
3.

The internal resistance of the tubes.
The internal inter -electrode capacity existing between the various elements of the tube.
All stray capacities that exist between the various components
and connecting leads of the circuit.

FIG. 6
A

-F EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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In interpreting this diagram, it is apparent that it is almost a
purely parallel circuit. Note that the internal capacity of the tube
Coupling con(Cep) is in parallel with the plate load resistor RL.
denser C is in series with the plate load resistor; but because of the
low reactance it offers to the majority of the audio -frequency currents,
its effect as a series impedance may almost be disregarded except for the
lower audio -frequencies. If this impedance is to be disregarded, it is then
evident that R92 is in parallel with RL and that the inter -electrode capacity (Cc9) of V-2 is also part of this parallel family.
To realize optimum gain from oúr amplifier, it would be to our greatest advantage to produce the largest amount of voltage -drop across the
However, since we are dealing with a -f currents
plate load resistor RL.
which are pulsating in nature, Cep becomes a "problem child" since it
acts as an effective path for the higher frequency a -f currents.

Consequently, at the higher audio -frequencies, more and more of the
signal current is by-passed by Cop; which means that less current flows
thru RL to produce a voltage -drop.
Thus, the reason for the decline in
voltage output (therefore, amplification) at the higher audio -frequencies.
Another contributing factor to this. decline, is the similar effect that
Ces has in shunting a portion of these higher frequency a -f currents away
from the grid resistor R9z
The dropping off of amplification at the very low frequencies is due
Because of the reactance
to the reactance of the coupling condenser C.
this condenser offers to the lower frequency signals, voltage is expended
(used up) and thus lost in effecting the transfer of output voltage thru
the condenser.
In the middle a -f range, the reactance of this condenser
becomes of such low value that it may be considered to be equivalent to a
short circuit.
The reactance of the shunting capacities Cep and Ce9 are

quite high so that they are practically equivalent to an open circuit.
From this, it becomes readily apparent why the amplification in the mid frequency band is 'maximum. Also,why more uniform amplification may be
realized thruout the entire audio -frequency range by the use of tubes
having minimum inter -electrode capacity and the use of a high -capacity
coupling condenser.

COUPLING CONDENSER
In certain type sets such as the A -C/D -C, or other receivers where
inadequate plate -supply filtering is employed, a low value of capacity is
often used for the coupling condenser so as to reduce the response to
In high-fidelity amplifiers, a fairly
the 60 -cycle ripple ---and thus, hum.
large value of capacity is employed for this purpose (.05 - .1 mfd.).
Not only must it
The quality of this condenser is very important.
be capable of withstanding the full plate voltage when minimum voltage drop occurs across RL (on the negative peak of a strong signal); but it
must also have excellent dielectric (insulation) qualities, so that there
will be minimum leakage thru it.
A leaky condenser, at this point, allows a small portion of the plate
current to flow thru it and is likely to establish a positive potential
Such would not only result in
on the control -grid of the following tube.
distortion, but would also increase the plate current of the tube to the
extent of causing possible damage to the tube or to the other components of
the circuit.

The higher the
A good point to remember in respect to this, is:
capacity value of the condenser, the more leakage current flows thru the
dielectric. And so, when employing high capacity values for this purpose,
it is best to select a condenser of the best quality.
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GRID RESISTOR
In general, the value of the grid resistor of the succeeding tube
should also be of a high resistance value. However, there is a limit to
the value of resistance that may be employed.
This resistor should not
be of such a high value that it prevents the stray electrons, collected
on the grid, from "leaking off" to the cathode. These represent a negative
potential and, if a sufficient quantity of them are allowed to accumulate
upon the grid of the tube, they will increase the negative bias of the
control -grid to the extent of blocking the plate -current flow.
Such a
condition is manifested by that well-known symptom recognized as a "putt putt" sound (referred to as "motor -boating").

When employing tubes having an oxide -coated cathode, we have another
factor to contend with.
In these tubes, small amounts of barium or
strontium tend to deposit upon the control -grid. As the tube attains
its normal operating temperature, these deposits also attain a temperature that enables them to emit electrons on their own accord.
The electrons, thus emitted, are attracted over to the cathode and plate, since
both of these elements are at a higher positive potential than the grid.
Consequently, the grid circuit is completed within the tube ---by the electronic stream flowing between the control -grid electrode and the cathode.
Current thus flows thru the grid resistor, causing a voltage -drop to occur
across it.
The direction of this grid -current flow is such that the grid -end of
the resistor becomes positive; thereby, partially neutralizing the negative grid -bias voltage applied to the grid.
As a result of the reduction in grid voltage, more plate current flows thru the tube; thus, increasing the internal temperature of the tube and, consequently, the temperature of the control -grid electrode.

The above action is further aggravated by the ionization of gases
that were not removed during the manufacture of the tube; also by the
gases that are liberated from the metal of the electrodes, during the
operation of the tube.
Atoms, which have lost some of their normal quota of electrons, are referred to as IONS.
Since the atoms of the residual gases present within the tube
are constantly being bombarded by the electrons emitted
from the cathode, they are soon converted into ions.
Possessing a positive charge, these ions are attracted
to the grid, which is negative.
The free electrons,
dislodged from these atoms are, in turn, attracted to
the control -grid when it becomes positive.
The above effects may be .greatly reduced by employing a grid resistor
of a lower value so that the voltage -drop created by the above factors, is
small.
The maximum value of grid resistance for most tubes having an
oxide -coated cathode is from .5 to 1 megohm.

In those type tubes whose normal operating plate -current is comparatively large, the allowable grid -circuit resistance must be considerably lower; especially, if fixed bias is employed.
Self (automatic)
- bias tends to prevent the cumulative increase of plate current, since
an increase of plate current automatically increases the voltage -drop
across the cathode resistor (Ohm's Law); thereby increasing the grid -bias
voltage. This is the reason for allowing the use of a higher grid resistor
value with self or automatic type bias than is recommended for fixed -bias
type circuits.
ERN -146
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GRID RESISTOR VALUE IN
CONTACT -BIAS CIRCUITS
As an exception to the
foregoing, grid resistors of

extremely high value may be
used in those circuits utilizing the "contact -bias"
Lype circuit.
In such a cir
cuit, no cathode resistor or
battery is employed to provide a biasing voltage to
Inthe amplifying tube.
stead, the cathode and grid return circuit are connected
together and are, therefore,
of the same electrical po(Refer to Fig.7).
tential.

Rq

8+

-NA/NA.

1....Gf1d

resistor

7-15 Meg ohms

FIG.

7

Since the control -grid
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT EMPLOYING CONTACT -POTENTIAL BIAS
in Fig. 7 is of the same potential as the cathode, it
does not repel the cathode -emitted electrons (as it would if it were negative with respect to the cathode) but, instead, attracts these electrons
Due
The electrons, therefore, bombard the control -grid.
towards itself.
to this bombardment, a "contact e.m.f." or "contact -potential" is created
within the grid electrode which causes a flew of (grid) current to occur
thruout the entire grid circuit. Flowing thru the grid. resistor, a voltage -drop is developed here, which serves as the grid -biasing voltage.

In operation, the grid -current flow thru the grid resistor increases
and decreases in step with the signal voltage being applied to the control -grid electrode.
This means that a variable loading effect is imposed upon the preceding (driver) stage; which has a tendency to create
distortion.
To minimize this undesirable effect, the grid resistor R5
Be(Fig. 7), is made very high in value ---usually from 7 to 15 megohms.
cause of this exceedingly high value of resistance, only a small amount of
grid current can flow under all conditions of operation; thereby reducing
the variable loading effect to negligible proportions.

The biasing voltage developed by this method is generally of a low
This low value of biasing voltage, however,
is sufficient for most high -mu tubes when the signal -input voltage is
below this value.
value; approximately -1 volt.

SUMMARY---R-C TYPE CIRCUIT

In summarizing the foregoing, the first step in the design of a resistance -capacity type amplifier is to select tubes whose amplification
If high-fidelity reproduction
factor exceeds the gain -per -stage desired.
is of paramount importance, the tubes selected should have a low value
The value of the plate load resistor should
of inter -electrode capacity.
amount
be as high as possible; but not so high that it prevents the normal
conditions.
static
under
of plate current to flow

Consequently, it would be to our greatest advantage to use a power pack with an exceptionally high voltage output so that higher values of
a
plate resistors may be used without reducing the plate current flow to
and
coupling
tube
amplifying
the
this,
to
respect
value.
In
subnormal
condenser must be able to withstand this higher voltage; for, we must
remember that they will have to withstand the full brunt of the supply
voltage until the tubes have warmed up to their normal operating temperature.
When the tube commences to draw plate current, a voltage -drop is
developed across RL which automatically lowers the voltage impressed
upon these parts.
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It is noteworthy to point
out at this time that the maxi-

mum operating plate voltage,
as

specified by the tube manu-

facturers, is conservatively
rated (approximately 5C
of the
voltage value that the tube can
safely withstand).
The working
voltage of the coupling condenser
should be at least 1.41 times
the maximum voltage output of

the plate supply voltage.
All crndersers have a slight

FIG. 8
APPLICATION OF FILTER TO IMPROVE

LOM-FREQUENCY RESPONSE

dielectric leak so that an extremely small value of current
does leak thru the dielectric.
The larger the capacity of the
condenser, the greater the amplification at the lower audio frequencies; however, the greater
the leakage current.

Condensers of the highest quality should be selected for this purpose, since a leakage from the plate circuit over into the grid circuit
of the succeeding tube may partially ---or completely ---neutralize the grid biasing voltage. Not only would this create distortion, but it may cause
the following tube to draw so much plate current as to damage the tube
or other components associated with the tube.

IMPROVING THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF R -C AMPLIFIERS
The low -frequency response of resistance -coupled amplifiers may be
improved by shunting a portion of the plate coupling resistor with a condenser, as shown in Fig. 8.
On the other hand, the high notes may be emphasized by using either of the following methods:
1.

By inserting a res is -

tance-capgrity paral-

lel bank in series
with the plate of the
as shown in

tube,
Fig.

9.

2. By the use of
inductance

a small
(L) in
series with the plate

coupling resistor,
as

shown in Fig. 10.

IMPEDANCE
-COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
As we pointed out in the
preceding chapter, one of the
chief disadvantages of the resistance -coupled type amplifier
is the d -c voltage -drop that
occurs thru the plate coupling
resistor; thus lowering the
positive d -c potential applied

FIG.

9

APPLICATION OF FILTER TO IMPROVE
HIGH -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ERN -46
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If we were now
to the plate.
to substitute a coil of wire
having a high inductance value
for this resistor, there would
be very little opposition offered
to the D -C plate -supply voltage
exerted thru it; yet an exceedingly high value of (inductive)
reactance (impedance) to the
A -F signal trying to pass thru
it.
The higher the value of this
impedance (inductor, "choke" or
reactor, as it is sometimes
called), the greater will be the
a -f volt -drop across it; consequently, the greater will be the

amplification realized from the
tube.
A typical impedance coupled amplifier is illustrated

schematically in Fig.

11.
FIG.

10

INDUCTANCE USED TO IMPROVE
Iron -core reactors, having
HIGH -FREQUENCY RESPONSE
an inductance value of from 10
to 800 henries, are commonly
used for this purpose. The core of these reactors should be as large as
possible to avoid the occurrence of core -saturation during the time when
heavy current flows through the winding.

Impedance-coupling is of great advantage when employed in conjunction
with tubes drawing high values of plate current; amounts of current that
a plate resistor could not handle very well.
However, with the high -mu,
low plate -current type of amplifying tubes now available, it is rarely
necessary to resort to the use of impedance coupling.
Since the inductance of the reactor is shunted by the inter -elec), plus
trode capacity between the plate and cathode of the tube V-1 (c
the internal distributed capacity existing between its own windings, the
reactor thus forms a parallel resonant circuit. This means that maximum
amplification will occur at the resonant frecuency of this tuned circuit.
Since reactance ---and
directly
proportional to frequency,
a decrease in amplification
occurs at the lower frequencies because of the
lowered value of inductive
reactance (therefore impedance) existing at these
frequencies.
At the higher
a -f frequencies, the gain is
reduced because of the bypassing effect of the disthus impedance ---is

tributed capacity present
between the turns and layers
of the reactor's winding.
For these reasons, the frequency -response of the im-

FIG. II
IMPEDANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFYING CIRCUIT

pedance -coupled amplifier
is less uniform and inferior
to that of the resistance coupled amplifier.
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TRANSFORMER -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS
Transformer coupling is also best suited for low -mu tubes. Such
and so,
tubes generally do not afford much amplification in themselves
be
therefore
must
step-up
transformer,
a
as
such
device,
an auxiliary
resorted to in order to boost the amplification(gain)per stage.
By using a transformer whose secondary winding consists of more turns
than the primary winding, the output voltage of an amplifier is thereby
"stepped -up" so that a higher voltage is now available to be impressed
upon the grid of the succeeding tube.
Transformer coupling thus provides a means for increasing the voltage
amplification of a stage when little voltage gain is realized from the
tube itself.
As we learned in an earlier lesson, the function of a transformer
dependent upon the amount of flux (developed by the primary winding)
The flux, in turn, is dependent upon
that cuts" the secondary winding.
It is obvious, therefore, that
winding.
primary
the
of
AMPERE
-TURNS
the
are
better suited to the low -mu
here is another reason why transformers
of
this
type:
tubes, since tubes
is

Draw heavier amounts of plate current.
Have a comparatively low value of plate resistance.

1

2

This means

that:

A lesser number of turns may be used on the primary, to develop
the required amount of flux.
match
(2) A lesser amount of primary impedance is required to

(1)

the low plate impedance of such type tubes.

is used with high -mu tubes, the response
because of the low ratio of priaudio
-frequencies
is poor at the lower
mary impedance in relation to the high plate impedance of such type tubes.
shunAt the higher a -f frequencies, the response is poor because of the
within the
contained
capacity
(distributed)
internal
the
of
effects
ting
In general, therefore, the use of transformer coupling, in
transformer.
with
high -mu tubes, is not recommended.
conjunction

When transformer coupling

Since the transformer contains inductance and capacity, it constitutes
antenna or
a tuned circuit to the a -f signal in the same manner that an
that the
means
This
-f
frequency.
r
specific
a
to
r -f transformer tunes
which
transformer will resonate to one particular audio frequency; at
frequency maximum amplifi-

The
amplification at this "re s onant" frequency will be so
great that it may drive the
grid of the succeeding tube
positive on the positive half of the signal -cycle.
Because of this, grid current
world flow; thus, distorting
On the negathe signal.

cation will occur.
ReDonance Frequency
o
I
me

Jiiii--1

v
u

ñ

1

'

t
1

J
1

T
w

II

III
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1000

!

10

000
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FIG. 12
TYPICAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE OF A
TRANSFORMER -COUPLED AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

tive -half of the signal
the grid may be driven
so highly negative that
complete blockage of plate
current flow may occur;
which also represents discycle-,

tortion.

Graphically,
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the resonance peak of a transformer -coupled amplifier stage may be
recognized by a sudden increase in amplification at one particular
frequency.
(Fig. 12).

CLASS B STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER

Although the subject of Class B amplification will be discussed
thoroughly in the series of lessons on Amplifying Systems, it is best
to point out at this time the reason why step-down transformers are used
as interstage coupling devices ---rather than resistors, impedances or the
usual type of (step-up) transformer.

In this type of amplification, the control grid of each
push-pull tube is driven positive, alternately. When such
occurs, grid current flows in each half of the grid circuit,
alternately.
This means that the input circuit actually uses

power (wattage ---both voltage and current). Since this wattage
must be supplied by the driver (preceding stage), it is obvious that the driver tube must be of the power type and not
a mere voltage amplifier.
This also means that the coupling
transformer must be capable of supplying both voltage AND CURRENT
---in contrast to the usual type of transformer.

And so, of necessity, we must use a heavier gauge of wire for the
secondary winding; a wire heavy enough to carry the current flowing in
the grid circuit.
As the gauge of wire is increased, the distributed
capacity within the transformer is increased.
So that this value does
not become excessive, fewer turns must be used herein.
Since grid -current flows, it is further important that the resistance
and impedance of the secondary winding be of a low value; otherwise, an
excessively high voltage -drop will be developed across this winding as the
signal strength increases.
(We refer to such as "distortion of the input
signal -voltage").
The output signal of the push-pull stage would consequently be an amplified version of this distortion.

Because of the above factors, tubes expressly designed for Class B
amplification have a low input -impedance.
To match this low input -impedance to the relatively higher plate -impedance of the driver tube, it
is obvious why a step-down type of transformer is used as the interstage
coupling device.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
The function of the output transformer, as you probably realize by
is to match the plate impedance of the power amplifier tube to the
load (speaker, headphone or other reproducing device).
now,

In determining the proper type of output transformer for the load
to be used (we will assume that it is a dynamic type speaker), it is necessary to have the following information on hand:
1.
2.

3.

Plate current value for type of power tube being used.
Recommended Load Resistance (RL) value, as specified by the
tube manufacturer.
Impedance of the voice -coil at the (standardized measuring) frequency of 400 cycles.

The first of these two values may be obtained by referring to a Radio
Tube Manual or other data -sheet listing the characteristics of radio tubes.
These generally list the value of load resistance or impedance recommended
for maximum undistorted power output.
The third point of information
is generally stamped upon the speaker frame; or, may be obtained from
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the manufacturer's descriptive bulletin or radio parts
catalog.

A suggested method of
obtaining the latter information, when it is unavailable
from a more convenient
source, is illustrated in
Fig. 13.
This test is

applied

as

follows:

Throw the S.P.D.T.
(single -pole, double -throw)
switch to the #1 position.
Apply the 400 -cycle voltage
and note the reading upon the
vtvm (vacuum tube voltmeter).
Throw the switch to the #2
position and vary the rheostat setting until an idenFIG. 13
t ical reading is obtained on
TEST CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING LOAD IMPEDANCE
the vtvm.
Disconnect the
400 -cycle voltage source, flip the switch back to position #l, and measure
the resistance value of the rheostat BETWEEN P OINTS "a" AND "b" with an
accurate ohmmeter. The resistance value, thus obtained, represents the

impedance value of the voice coil.
The impedance of the output transformer may also be determined by
In checking the primary impedance of the transformer, it is
this method.
best that the voice coil (or resistor having an equivalent value as that
of the voice -coil impedance) be connected to the secondary of the transformer under test.
TURNS -RATIO OF A TRANSFORMER

The turns -ratio of an output transformer may be determined quickly
by impressing a known a -c voltage upon the primary winding and reading the
voltage obtained from the secondary winding. The ratio of the two voltages
will then correspond to the turns -ratio of the transformer.

Mathematically, the
turns ratio required for an

output transformer may be
determined by the following
formula:

Speaker Voice -coil
Impedance
Recommended Nate
Load Impedance

Turns
ratio -

For example, if the re load impedance for

corrtcended

-

.Recommended
load impedance
=

3600 ohms

the particular tube we are
using is 3600 ohms and the
voice -coil impedance of the
spealer is 4 of ms, as in Fig.
14, the turns -ratio of the

output transformer will
then have to be:
Turns
Ratio

1/_

4

3600

2

60

FIG.

14

MATCHING PLATE LOAD IMPEDANCE TO SPEAKER
VOICE COIL
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Instead of saying that the
transformer has a turns -ratio,
of 60:2, we usually resolve it
down to its lowest proportions
(X :1) To do so, merely divide
the smallest of the above numbers by itself to reduce it down
to the value of one (1).
Thus,
in our fraction, we divide
2 = 2 = 1. Since we divided the
upper part of the fraction by
2 we must do likewise to the
.

lower part of the fraction; thus,
60 _ 2 =30. The turns -ratio of
this transformer is a STEP-

DOWN ratio of 30
This
1.
means that for every thirty
:

turns wound on the primary coil,
we must wind one turn on the
secondary coil. When push-pull
type of amplification is used,
the turns -ratio will be twice
this amount (60:1), with the
B+ tap taken off at the electrical center of the primary
winding.

HIGH -IMPEDANCE

FIG. 15
SPEAKER COUPLED TO OUTPUT
OF AMPLIFIER

It is important that the gauge of wire used on the primary winding
be sufficiently large to carry the plate current of the tube without overheating excessively. Also, the core of the transformer should be as large
as possible to prevent core -saturation ---and thus distortion ---during the
greatest signal amplification.

SELECTION OF THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
To afford optimum performance from the transformers they manufacture,
most manufacturers include a descriptive bulletin with each output transformer, listing the proper model transformer to employ for a specific output tube ---or tubes.
If such information is not provided with the transformer, reference may be made to a Parts Supply Catalog where this information is generally listed.

Output transformers of the "universal" variety are also manufactured
by most transformer concerns.
These types are very convenient for the
radio serviceman; especially to take out on service calls when the model
number or brand of the radio (or type of speaker used in the radio) is
unknown.
Both the primary and secondary windings are tapped so that almost any type of power output tube or tubes may be matched to almost any
type of dynamic speaker.

Other kinds of speakers, such as the once popular "magnetic" type,
Special type
have an impedance of from hundreds to thousands of ohms.
transformers whose secondary winding matches this high value of impedance,
must therefore be used. An expedient method of coupling such a speaker
to the output of an amplifier, when the proper output transformer is unavailable, is by the use of a choke coil whose impedance approximates
the recommended load resistance and a .1 to 2 mfd. condenser, as shown
in Fig. 15.
Such method of coupling cannot be successfully used with the
dynamic type of speaker since the impedance of the voice coil is of too
low a value.
In the lessons that you have just studied, regarding the designing
factors of audio -frequency amplifiers, you have learned that there are
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various classes of amplification:
Class A, AB and B. Each of these have
found their particular niche in industry. For example, Class A amplification is generally employed where fidelity is of utmost importance, and
where the installation (constructional) and maintenance cost is secondary
in consideration.

Where power output and cost are the more important factors, yet good
tonal qualities are required, Class AB mode of amplifier operation is to
be preferred; Class AB1 offering better tonal qualities ---yet a lesser
output ---than Class AB2. Hence, such type of amplification (particularly
AB2) is especially adapted to dance -halls; skating rinks; and auditoriums
where musical programs are held. This type of amplifier also adapts itself
very nicely to phonograph amplifiers, both for the home or where coinoperated phonographs are used.
Where a yet greater economy of installation and operation is desired,
and where the programs are confined largely to speeches and announcements
(lodge -halls, election campaigns, call systems, etc.,) the Class B ampli
fier is to be recommended. Especially, is such an amplifier desirablé
where the noise -level is high, since a stronger input signal is required
to operate the amplifier than is required by the other classes of am-

plifiers.
How such amplifiers are to be adapted to installations, other than
the home, will be discussed in a special series of lessons in this course
devoted to Amplifying Systems.

EXAMINATION
LESS

O

N

QUESTIONS
NO.

4 6

1.

-

How does Class B amplification differ from Class A amplification,
with respect to operating principle?

2.

-

Why

3.

-

Generally speaking, how does the resistance value of the plate load
resistor RL affect the performance of an R -C amplifying stage?

4.

-

is the voltage -regulatory quality of the power -supply for a Class
B amplifier so very important?

(a)

(b)

How does the capacity of the coupling condenser affect the performance of an R -C amplifying stage?
Why is the dielectric quality of the coupling condenser in an
R -C amplifying stage important?

Is transformer coupling best suited for low -mu tubes

or high -mu tubes?

5.

-

6.

-

Why

7.

-

What factors determine the turns -ratio of an output transformer?

8.

-

What

9.

-

What advantages does a push-pull stage of Class A amplification have
to offer over a single -ended Class A power amplifier stage?

is a step-down transformer used as the means of coupling between
the driver and a Class B power amplifier stage instead of resistance capacity or impedance coupling?

is

a

"universal" output transformer?

10.- How do tubes that are designed especially for Class B operation differ
from those designed for use as Class A power amplifiers?
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DESIGNING POWER TRANSFORMERS
OF RADIO SERVIN THE GENERAL PROCEDURE
REPLACE A BURNED OUT POWER
TO
PRACTICE
TRANSFORMER WITH A NEW ONE, WHICH AS A RULE CAN BE READILY OBTAINED FROM
NEVERTHELESS, ONE IS FREQUENTLY FACED WITH THE
ANY RADIO SUPPLY STORE.
PROBLEM OF NOT BEING ABLE TO PURCHASE THE
PARTICULAR TYPE OF POWER TRANSFORMER NEEDED;
AND UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES, THE ONLY SOLU
TION IS TO DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT SUCH A UNIT
TO FULFILL THE REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS. FUR
RADIO TRAINING
THERMOREs IN ORDER FOR YOUR
TO
COMPLETES YOU SHOULD HAVE AN UNDERBE
STANDING OF THIS SUBJECT.
IT IS OF COURSE TRUE THAT
CUSTOMARY
ICE WORKS IT IS THE

THIS TYPE OF WORK
IS NOT DIFFICULT,
ONE HAS THE NECESSARY KNOWTHAT
PROVIDED
LEDGE TO WORK OUT THE DESIGN IN A SYSTEMATA GREAT DEAL HAS BEEN PUBLISHED
IC MANNER.
IN THE PAST AS TO POWER TRANSFORMER DESIGN;
BUT IN MANY CASES,THIS INFORMATION HAS BEEN
TO CONFUSE
AS
PRESENTED IN SUCH A MANNER
HIM IN
TO ASSIST
READER RATHER THAN
THE
GAINING A CLEAR CONCEPTION OF HOW PROBLEMS
OF THIS NATURE SHOULD BE TREATED.

FIG.
TYPICAL POWER TRANSFORMER
I

SPECIAL EFFORT TO
IN THE PREPARATION OF THIS LESSON, WE HAVE MADE
PRESENT YOU WITH THE MOST PRACTICAL AND EASILY APPLIED METHODS SO FAR DE
WE
ARE CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE
VISED FOR TRANSFORMER DESIGN PRACTICES AND
GOING TO FIND THIS INFORMATION VERY VALUABLE AS WELL AS EASY TO UNDER-
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STAND. THE SPECIAL FORMULAS, WHICH WE ARE GIVING YOU IN THIS LESSON,
ARE
SIMPLE IN THEIR APPLICATION BUT AT THE SAME TIME SUFFICIENTLY
ACCURATE AS
TO THE RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH THEIR USE FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES.

ADAPTING A POWER TRANSFORMER TO A GIVEN CIRCUIT
THE FIRST THING TO CONSIDER IS THE CIRCUIT IN WHICH THE POWER TRANS-.
FORMER IS TO BE USED. To ILLUSTRATE THIS POINT, LET US CONSIDER THE CIRCUIT
OF FIG.2, WHERE WE HAVE A CONVENTIONAL FORM OF SEVEN-TUBE,A.C. OPERATED R1
CEI VER.

BY INSPECTING THIS CIRCUIT DIAGRAM,WE IMMEDIATELY NOTICE THAT THIS
RECEIVER EMPLOYS TWO TYPE -35 "VARIABLE-MU" TUBES, A -24 POWER OETECTOR,A
-27 AUDIO TUBE, TWO TYPE -45's IN A PUSH-PULL POWER STAGE AND A TYPE -80
FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER. WITH ONLY THIS AMOUNT OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE,WEARE

Antenna

r ---------r-

i -35

A Seven

i-35

-.

R.F. Choke.
(055110

24

Dynamic
Speaker

-27

of Mfd.

FIG. 2
-Tube A.c. Operated

-45

iQeceier.

IN A POSITION TO DETERMINE THE POWER WHICH IS GOING TO BE REQUIRED FROM
THE POWER TRANSFORMER,WHICH WE ARE CALLED UPON TO DESIGN FOR THIS PARTIOULAR RECEIVER.

FILAMENT CURRENT DEMANDS
WE COMMENCE BY CALCULATING THE CURRENT WHICH IS TO BE CONSUMED
BY
THE VARIOUS FILAMENT CIRCUITS. FOR EXAMPLE, THE FILAMENTS FOR EACH OF THE
-35, -24 AND -27 TUBES ARE TO BE OPERATED AT A VOLTAGE OF 2.5 VOLTS
AND
UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS WILL DRAW 1.75 AMPERES OF FILAMENT CURRENT.(THIS
FORMATION IS OBTAINED FROM A TABLE OF TUBE CHARACTERISTICS,SUCH AS
YOU
HAVE ALREADY RECEIVED AMONG YOUR LESSONS). THE FILAMENTS OF THESE AFORE-
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MENTIONED TUBES ARE ALL TO BE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL AND TOGETHER CONNECTED
ACROSS THE 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING, WHOSE EXTREMETIES ARE MARKED "Xn
IN
FIG. 2. THEREFORE, THE TOTAL CURRENT WHICH IS TO BE DELIVERED BY THIS SEOONDARY WINDING WILL BE 4 X 1.75 OR 7 AMPERES.
THE FILAMENTS OF THE TWO TYPE -45 POWER TUBES ARE TO BE CONNECTED TQ
GETHER IN PARALLEL AND ACROSS A DIFFERENT 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDINO,WHOSE
EXTREME/1E8 ARE MARKED AS "Yn IN FIG. 2. EACH OF THESE -45 TUBES WILL DRAW
A FILAMENT CURRENT OF 1.5 AMP. AND SO TOGETHER,THEV WILL DRAW 2X1.5 OR
3
AMPS. FROM THE SECONDARY "Y".
THE -80 RECTIFIER TUBE HAS ITS INDIVIDUAL 5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING,
FROM WHICH IT WILL DRAW A FILAMENT
CURRENT OF 2 AMPERES.

w.

"B" CIRCUIT REQUIREMENTS

WE CONTINUE OUR ESTIMATE OF
POWER CONSUMPTION BY NEXT CONSIDERING THE CURRENT WHICH IS
REQUIRED
BY THE "B" SUPPLY. To BEGIN
WITH,
EACH OF THE TYPE -35 TUBES WILLDRAW
A PLATE CURRENT OF ABOUT 6.5 MA.,IN
ADDITION TO A SCREEN -GRID CURRENT OF
SLIGHTLY LESS THAN 1/3 THIS AMOUNT
OR VERY NEARLY 2 MA. THE TOTAL "B"
CURRENT DRAWN BY EACH OF THESE TUBES
CAN THUS BE CONSERVATIVELY ESTIMATED
A8 BEING 6.5+2. OR 8.5 MA. BOTH OF
THESE -35 TUBES TOGETHER WILL DRAW
VERY NEARLY 2 X 8.5 >= 17 MA.

ox
375V., too M.A.
(37S w)

Primary
IIO

V.

A.C.

37S v., loo M.A.

(37.5 w)

Y

ZA.,io w)

0

2.5

V.

(7.5 w)

FIG.3

THE -27 A.F. AMPLIFIER
TUBE
Lay -out of Lh e %ransf7Drmer.
WILL DRAW A PLATE CURRENT OF APPROXIMATELY 5 MA., WHILE THE TWO -45 POWER TUBES WILL TOGETHER DRAW 64 MA. (32
MA. PER TUBE). THE POWER DETECTOR DRAWS VERY LITTLE 1/8" CURRENT,AT THE MOST,
NOT EXCEEDING .5 MA.
ALTOGETHER,THE "B" DEMAND FROM THE ENTIRE TUBE ABSEMALY BECOMES I7+5+64+5 =86.5 MA.
IN ORDER TO AVOID "MOTOR BOATING" (A PUTT -PUTT SOUND SIMILAR TO
THE
NOISE PRODUCED BY THE EXHAUST OF A MOTOR BOAT), A BLEEDER CURRENT OF
AT
LEAST 6 TO 12 MA. SHOULD BE ALLOWED FOR THE "B" SUPPLY OF THE POWER PACK.
THIS BLEEDER CURRENT WILL BE GOVERNED BY THE VALUE OF THE RESISTOR WHICHI8
CONNECTED BETWEEN B- AND THE LOWEST B}- POTENTIAL USED IN THE CIRCUIT ( THE
4000 OHM RESISTOR IN THE CASE OF FIG. 2). ADDING AN ALLOWABLE BLEEDER CURRENT OF 12 MA. TO OUR "B" CURRENT DRAWN BY ALL TUBES,WE FIND THE TOTAL "B"
CURRENT DRAWN TO BE 86.5±12=98.5 MA.

To SIMPLIFY MATTERS,WE WILL ASSUME A VALUE OF 100 MA. AS BEING
THE
TOTAL DIRECT CURRENT WHICH 18 TO BE DRAWN FROM THE "BM SUPPLY OF THE POWER
PACK. REMEMHER,THAT IT IS A GOOD PRACTICE TO ASSUME ALL LOAD REQUIREMENTS
SOMEWHAT HIGH RATHER THAN LOW. THIS IS TRUE IN RESPECT TO ALL TRANSFORMER
CALCULATIONS.

WE CAN NOW LAY OUT OUR TRANSFORMER

R-47

IN

THE DIAGRAM FORM AS SHOWN

YOU
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IN FIG. 3. OBSERVE THAT ON THIS DIAGRAM WE ARE INDICATING THE VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT TO BE SUPPLIED BY EACH OF THE SECONDARY WINDINGS ACCORDING TO THE
CALCULATIONS WHICH WE HAVE JUST COMPLETED. THE HIGH VOLTAGE WINDING,
YOU
WILL NOTE, IS BEING CONSIDERED AS DEVELOPING 375 VOLTS ACROSS EACH
HALF,
OR 750 VOLTS ACROSS THE ENTIRE WINDING.

WATTAGE REQUIREMENTS
OUR NEXT STEP IS TO CALCULATE THE WATTAGE OR POWER WHICH IS TO
SE
CONSUMED BY EACH OF THESE SECONDARY WINDINGS. BY APPLYING THE FORMULA
"WATTS =VOLTS X AMPERES", WE FIND THE WATTAGE OF THE 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY,
MARKED "X" IN FIG. 3, AS BEING 2.5 X 7=17.5 WATTS.
Now IN THE CASE OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY, WHEN USED WITH FULL~I
WAVE RECTIFICATION,WE FIND THAT ONLY ONE-HALF OF THIS WINDING WILL
DRAW
CURRENT DURING EACH HALF OF THE A.C. CYCLE. THEREFORE.THE POWER CONSUMED
BY EACH HALF OF THIS WINDING BECOMES 375 X .I = 37.5 wATTB(IOO MA =.I AMP.).
FURTHERMORE,SINCE ONLY HALF OF THIS WINDING DRAWS CURRENT DURING EACH
HALF OF THE A.C. CYCLE,THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING,AS A WHOLE,WILL
ONLY BE RATED AS HAVING A 37.5 WATT POWER CONSUMPTION OR THE SAME AS ONLY
HALF OF THIS SAME WINDING.
THE 5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING DRAWING 2 AMPERES, HAS A POWER CONSUMPTION OF 5 X 2=10 WATTS, WHILE THE 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING "Y" WILL Ng
QUIRE 2.5 X 3=7.5 WATTS.

THE PRIMARY WATTAGE
WE ARE NOW READY TO CALCULATE THE WATTAGE OF THE POWERTRANSFORMERIS
PRIMARY WINDING AND IN DOING THIS, WE MUST TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION A
SLIGHT LOSS WHICH IS ENCOUNTERED BY THE TRANSFER OF ENERGY THROUGH
THE
CORE. THIS LOSS IS KNOWN AS THE "CORE LOSS" AND 16 DISSIPATED IN THE FORM
OF HEAT. FOR TRANSFORMERS HAVING A POWER RATING OF 500 TO 1500 WATTS,
AN
EFFICIENCY OF 95% CAN BE EXPECTED (THIS MEANS A 5% LOSS). FOR 100 TO 500
WATTS,THE EFFICIENCY DROPS TO ABOUT 90% (A 10% LOSS); WHILE IN
SMALLER
TRANSFORMERS,THE EFFICIENCY WILL PROBABLY BE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF
85%
(A

I51 LOSS).
IN

ORDER TO DETERMINE THE PRIMARY WATTAGE,WE HAVE A CONVENIENT FORM-

ULA WHICH

IS AS

FOLLOWS:

PRIMARY WATTAGE =TOTAL SECONDARY WATTAGE; EFFICIENCY EXPRESSED AS A

DEC-

IMAL FRACTION.

By ADDING TOGETHER THE WATTAGES DEMANDED BY THE VARIOUS SECONDARY
WINDINGS OF OUR TRANSFORMER WE HAVES 17.5437.54104-7.5=72.5 WATTS.THIB
VALUE CORRESPONDS TO THE "TOTAL SECONDARY WATTAGE", AS EXPRESSED IN
THE
ABOVE FORMULA. WE CAN NOW SEE AHEAD THAT OUR PARTICULAR TRANSFORMER
IS
GOING TO HAVE A RATING OF LESS THAN IOC WATTS,THEREFORE WE SHALL
ASSUME
AN EFFICIENCY OF 85% FOR THE UNIT,WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO A LOSS OF 15%.

WE ARE NOW IN A POSITION TO SUBSTITUTE THESE VALUES
FOLLOWING MANNERS

IN

OUR

FORMULA

IN THE

PRIMARY WÁTTAGE

= 72.5

-11-

.85=85.3 WATTS (NOTE THAT

IN

ORDER TO

CONVERT
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PERCENTAGE TO A DECIMAL FRACTIONS IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO DROP THE PERCENT
SIGN AND MOVE THE DECIMAL POINT TWO PLACES TOWARDS THE LEFT. HENCE
85%
BECOMES .85). FOR THE SAKE OF SIMPLICITY,WE WILL CONSIDER THE PRIMARY WATT
AGE AS 85 WATTS.

CALCULATING THE TURNS PER VOLT
THE NEXT STEP IS TO DETERMINE THE "TURNS PER VOLT" FOR THE VARIOUS
WINDINGS AND TO ASSIST US IN THIS WORK,WE HAVE A SERIES OF VERY HANDY FORM
THE
ULAS AVAILABLE. HERE THEY ARE: IF THE TRANSFORMER CORE IS TO BE OF
"CORE TYPE" ANO THE UNIT IS TO BE OPERATED FROM A 60 CYCLE A.C.
SUPPLY,
THEN THE TURNS PER VOLT41
TO
IF THE TRANSFORMER CORE 18

PRIMARY WATTAGE
BE OF THE "CORE TvPE"AND THE UNIT IS TO BE OPERATED FROM A 25 CYCLE A.C.
97
SUPPLY,THEN THE TURNS PER VOLT- _
PRIMARY WATTAGE.
ON THE OTHER HAND,IF THE TRANSFORMER CORE IS TO
BE OF THE "SHELL TYPE" AND THE UNIT IS TO BE OPERATED FROM A 60 CYCLE A.C. SUPPLY,THEN THETURNS
32.
PER VOLT-

1/PRIMARY WATTAGE.
FINALLY,IF THE TRANSFORMER CORE IS TO BE OF THE
"SHELL TYPE" ANO THE UNIT IS TO BE OPERATED FROM
A 25 CYCLE A.C. SUPPLY,THEN THE TURNS PER VOLT=
-77

PRIMARY WATTAGE.
FIG. 4 CLEARLY ILLUSTRATES THE DIFFERENCE B1
TWEEN A "CORE TYPE" AND "SHELL TYPE" TRANSFORMER
CORE. As YOU WILL OBSERVE FROM THIS ILLUSTRATION,
THE WINDINGS ARE ALL WOUND ON ONE SIDE OR "LEG"
OF THE CORE1IN THE CASE OF THE CORE TYPE ASSEMBLY,
WHEREAS ON THE "SHELL TYPE"UNIT,THE WINDINGS ARE
ALL PLACED ON A SPECIAL LEG AT THE CENTER OF THE
ASSEMBLY. THE "CORE TYPE" UNIT 18 EASIER TO CONSTRUCT BUT THE "SHELL TYPE" UNIT IS MORE EFFICIENT,THEREFORE, MOST COMMERCIAL TRANSFORMERS ARE
OF THE "SHELL TYPE".

77-e

FIG.4
Transfñrrner

Cores,

You WILL ALSO NOTICE THAT THE VARIOUS FORMULAS WHICH WERE GIVEN YOU
MOST
REGARDS TO THE "TURNS PER VOLT," APPLY DIRECTLY ONLY TO THE TWO
A
COMMON A.C. LIGHTING SUPPLY FREQUENCIES OF 25 AND 60 CYCLES. HOWEVER,
ON
TRANSFORMER DESIGNED FOR ONE PARTICULAR FREQUENCY CAN ALWAYS BE USED
A SLIGHTLY HIGHER FREQUENCY THAN THAT FOR WHICH IT IS DESIGNED. THAT IS TO
SAY, WE MAY USE A 25 CYCLE DESIGN FOR ANY FREQUENCY SLIGHTLY GREATER THAN
60
25 CYCLES AND A 60 CYCLE DESIGN FOR A FREQUENCY SLIGHTLY HIGHER THAN
WHICH
THE
FORM
DISSIPATED
WITH
POWER
IN
CYCLES
OF COURSE, SOME LOSS OF
IS
A
OF HEAT. THE 60 CYCLE TRANSFORMER WILL ALSO OPERATE SATISFACTORILY ON
50 CYCLE LINE.
IN

LET US ASSUME THAT THE SEVEN-TUBE RECEIVER,FOR WHICH WE ARE DESIGNING THE POWER TRANSFORMER, IS TO BE OPERATED FROM A 60 CYCLE A.C. IIO VOLT
LIGHTING CIRCUIT AND THAT THE POWER TRANSFORMER IS TO BE OF THE "SHELL

TYPE".

R-47

THIS BEING THE CASE,WE DETERMINE THE TURNS PER VOLT BY USING

THE
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FORMULA:

3Z

TURNS PER VOLT-_

1PRIMARY WATTAGE.
SINCE

WE HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED OUR PRIMARY WATTAGE AS BEING
WATTS, THE TURNS PER VOLT FOR THIS PARTICULAR
TRANSFORMER WILL WORK OUT
FOLLOWS! TÚRNS PER VOLT= 32 _ 32 = 3.48.
85
9.2

85
AS

IN ACTUAL PRACTICE,
IT IS ADVISABLE TO SET THE TURNS PER VOLT FACTOR
SLIGHTLY HIGHER RATHER THAN LOWER THAN THE VALUE FOUND BY
CALCULATION.THAT
IS TO SAY,
IN ORDER TO AVOID FRACTIONAL TURNS SO AS TO
SIMPLIFY
WINDING,
WE WILL SET OUR TURNS PER
1
VOLT FACTOR TO THE NEXT
Wn2 E TABLE FOP. POwEe TQANSF. DESIGN
WHOLE NUMBER OR 4.
THIS
Size
Diameter
Area
T
Turns per In.
MEANS THAT WE SHALL
CONDouble
B IsrS
Enameled' CoHon
STRUCT THE WINDINGS OF OUR
Círc. Mils, Enalnel¢dl cottoln
8
TRANSFORMER ON THE BASISOF
.1301
.1413
16510.
1.1
7.0
9
.1166
.4252
4 TURNS PER VOLT. ALTHOUGH
43090.
8.6
1.9
10
.1041
.111$
10380.
9.6
THIS IS SLIGHTLY
8.9
HIGHER
11
.0921
.1006
8234.
10.8
9.9
THAN
THE
12
CALCULATED
VALUE,
.0828
.0902
6530.
12.1
11.0
13
.0740
IT
IS
.0842
SUFFICIENTLY
CLOSE
5178.
13.6
12.1~
14
.0659
.0733
4107.
FOR PRACTICAL
15.2
13.6
PURPOSES,
15
.0589
.0655
3257.
41.0
15.1
WHILE AT THE SAME SIMPLI16
.0526
.0592
2583.
19.1
16.1
FYING THE DESIGN CONSIDER17
.0469
.0536
2048.
24.5
18.2
18
ABLY
AS WELL AS TO IMPROVE
.0419
.0481
16 24
23.9
20.2 .1
19
.0373
.0446
1288.
THE PERFORMANCE OF THETPAU
26.8
22.2
20
.0334
.0408
1022.
30.1
24.3
WORMER TO WHAT IT
WOULD
21
.0291
.0368
810.1
33.7
26.7
BE WITH A REDUCED TURNS PER
22
.0265
.0335
642.4
37.1
29.2
23
VOLT FACTOR.
.0238
.0308
509.5
42.3
31.6

TABLE

'

.

24

.0213

.0283

25
26
21

.0191

.0261

.0170
.0153
.0135
.0122

.0240
.0219
.0205

.0108
.0097

.0119
.0168

404.0
320.4

.

47.1

34.4

.0067
.0077
.0069

.0158
.0150
.0143

63.21

145.6

33
34
35
36
37
36

52.5
.55.8
58.9

50.13
39.75

129.3

62.1

144.9

65.3

WE CAN NOW PROCEED BY
CALCULATING THE EXACT NUMBER
OF TURNS TO EMPLOY ON EACH
OF THE WINDINGS,SIMPLY BY
MULTIPLYING THE VOLTAGE AT
WI4 CH EACH OF THE
TRANSFORMER WINDINGS IS TO
BE
OPERATED BY THIS FACTOR OF

.0062
.0055
.0049
.0044

.0136

162.3

68.4

4.

.0130

31.52
25.00

181.8

74.4

.0124
.0119

19.83
15.72

202.4
227.1

14.3

39

.0039

12.41

252.5

40

79.8

.0034

.0115
.0112

280.1

82.3

28
29

30
31

32

.0192

52.9

31.2

59.1

40.1

201.5

66.2

43.1

159.8
126.1
100.5

74.1

46.2

83.3

49.2

92.2

254.1

79.70

403.4

9.888

I

I

THE TURNS REQUIRED FOR
EACH WINDING

77.1

FOR EXAMPLE,SINCETHE
VOLTAGE ACROSS THE PRIMARY WINDING IS TO BE 110 VOLTS,THE NUMBER OF
TURNS
TC BE USED IN THIS PARTICULAR WINDING WILL BE
1 X 4=440 TURNS. FOR THE
5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING,WE WILL USE 5 X 4=20
TURNS AND FOR EACH OF
THE
2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDINGS 2.5 X 4 =10 TURNS.
I

ACCORDING TO THIS SAME METHOD OF CALCULATION,EACH HALF OF THE
HIGH
VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING MUST CONSIST OF 375 X 4=1500 TURNS. IN
ADDITION,
HOWEVER, WE MUST CONSIDER 11REGULATIONII IN RESPECT TO THIS
WINDING.THAT IS,
WHILE THE RECEIVER IS OPERATING, THE "B" CURRENT DRAWN BY IT AND
THROUGH
THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY VARIES CONSIDERABLY WHILE
HANDLING SIGNAL VOLTAGES OF DIFFERENT INTENSITIES AND THIS IN TURN WILL
AFFECT THE VOLTAGE AVAILABLE FROM OUR GIVEN HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING OF THE
POWER TRANS-
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FORMER.SOTO TAKETHIS CONDITION INTO ACCOUNT, WE A005% OF THE NUMBER OF THE HIGH
VOLTAGE WINDING TURNS TO THE VALUE OBTAINED THROUGH OUR PREVIOUS CALCULATION. THIS 5% IS AN AVERAGE VALUE,WHICH CAN BE EMPLOYED IN THE
GENERAL
TYPES OF POWER TRANSFORMERS USUALLY ENCOUNTERED IN PRACTICE.
WE THUS FIND THAT EACH HALF OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING FOR
THE PARTICULAR TRANSFORMER UNDER OUR PRESENT CONSIDERATION SHOULD CONSIST
OF 1500 TURNS +1500 X .05 =1575 TURNS. THE ENTINE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY
WINDING WILL THEREFORE CONSIST OF 2 X 1675 OR 3150 TURNS.

WIRE SIZES NEEDED
WE CAN NOW PROCEED BY DETERMINING THE SIZE OF WIRE TO BE EMPLOYED FOR
EACH OF THESE INDIVIDUAL WINDINGS. THE SIZE OF WIRE TO USE FOR ANY GIVEN

WINDING WILL DEPEND ENTIRELY
UPON THE AMOUNT OF
CURRENT
Window Space.
WHICH THE PARTICULAR WINDING
IN QUESTION IS TO CARRY DURING
THE COURSE OF NORMAL
OPERATION. NATURALLY, IN ORDER
TO
AVOID AN EXCESSIVE GENERATION
OF HEATSWE MUST CHOOSE A WIRE
SIZE SUFFICIENTLY LARGE 80 AS
TO CARRY THE REQUIRED CURRENT
WITHOUT BECOMING TOO HOT. YET
AT THE SAME TIME,WE MUST REMEMBER THAT THE LARGER
THE
GREATER
WIRE,-SIZE UBEO,THE
WILL BE THE SPACE REQUIRED IN
WHICH TO WIND A GIVEN NUMBER
OF TURNS. WE MUST
THEREFORE
_
CHOOSE A WIRE SIZE WHICH I8
4>y2q.
.y=A,
MOST PRACTICAL FROM ALL POINTS
OF VIEW ANO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE HAS PROVEN THAT SATISFACTORY RESULTS ARE OBTAINED
FOR ALL PURPOSES,BY
ALLOWING
1000 CIRCULAR MILE OF CONDUCFIG.5
TOR CRO88-SECTION FOR
EACH
The Core
ion s
AMPERE OF CURRENT TO BE CARRIED BY IT. THIS IS THE SAME AS
SAYING THAT FOR EACH MILLIAMPERE OF CURRENT, A CONDUCTOR CROSS-SECTION OF
CIRCULAR -MIL SHOULD BE AVAILABLE.

/

L..._

I

ugr

La.f,ínaj

I

WITH THIS SIMPLE RULE IN MIND,WE FIND THAT FOR THE 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING "X" OF OUR TRANSFORMER ANO WHICH IB TO CARRY 7 AMPS.,WE MUST
USE A WIRE -SIZE HAVING A CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF 7 X 1000=7000 CIRCULAR
MILS. BY LOOKING IN THE COLUMN HEADED MAREA-CIRCULAR MILS" IN THE
HANDY
OF THIS LESSON,YOU WILL FIND THAT
WIRE TABLE WHICH IS GIVEN YOU IN TABLE
A WIRE CORRESPONDING TO A CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF 7000 CIRCULAR MILS WILL
BE BETWEEN A #11 AND #12 B&S GAUGE WIRE. WE THEREFORE,CHOOSE A
STANDARD
WIRE SIZE,WHICH IS THE FIRST SIZt LARGER IN RESPECT TO THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA WE WANT. IN OTHER WORO8,FOR THIS SECONDARY WINDING MXM,WE WILL USE
A #11 B&S SIZE COPPER WIRE.
1

N
R

-k7

LIKE MANNER,WE FIND THAT THE 2.5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING MY",WHICH
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I8 TO CARRY 3 AMPERES,MUST CONSIST OF A WIRE-SIZE OFFERING ACROSS -SECTION
AL AREA OF 3 X 1000=3000 CIRCULAR MILS. ACCORDING TO TABLE I,WE FIND THAT
THE CLOSEST STANDARD WIRE-SIZE CORRESPONDING TO THIS VALUE IS A +15
B&S
SIZE,SO THIS IS THE WIRE -SIZE WHICH WE WILL USE FOR THIS WINDING.

THE 5 VOLT SECONDARY WINDING WILL BE REQUIRED TO CARRY 2 AMPS.AND 80
THE WIRE SIZE NEEDED IN THIS CASE WILL CORRESPOND TO A CROSS-SECTIONAL
AREA OF 2 X 1000=2000 CIRCULAR-MILS. ACCORDING TO TABLE I, WE THUS CHOOSE
THE NEAREST STANDARD SIZE OR A #17 B&S GAUGE.

EACH HALF OF THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY IS TO CARRY IOO MILLIAMPERES,
THEREFORE,THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FOR THE WIRE USED FOR THIS
WINDING
SHOULD BE MO MA X
CIRCULAR-MIL =I00 CIRCULAR MILS AND 80 FROM TABLE
I,
WE WILL CHOOSE A #30 B&S GAUGE WIRE FOR THIS WINDING. IF DEBIRED,ONE COULD
CHOOSE THE NEXT SIZE LARGER IN THIS CASEIN ORDER TO ALLOW FOR A
SLIGHT
OVER -LOAD. THAT IS, A +29 B&S GAUGE WIRE COULD BE EMPLOYED IF PREFERRED.
I

OUR FINAL STEP IN REGARDS TO DETERMINING WIRE SIZES WILL BE TO FIND
OUT THE SIZE NEEDED FOR THE PRIMARY WINDING,BUT IN ORDER TO BE ABLE TO DO
THIS,WE MUST FIRST 00 A LITTLE ADDITIONAL CALCULATION. TO BEGIN WITH, WE
MUST CALCULATE THE CURRENT WHICH IS TO BE CARRIED BY THIS WINDING AND WE
CAN DO THIS VERY READILY BY EMPLOYING "WATT'S LAW" IN THE FORM
IN OTHER WORDS,SINCE THE PRIMARY WATTAGE OF OURTRANSFORM
WATTS

CURRENT=

VOLTS

ER HAS ALREADY BEEN DETERMINED AS BEING 85.3 WATTS AND THE PRIMARY WINDING
IS TO BE CONNECTED TO A 110 VOLT LIGHTING CIRCUIT,THEN THE APPROXIMATE CU9
RENT TO BE CARRIED BY THE PRIMARY WINDING UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS WILL BE
85.3 = 0.775 AMPERE.
I10

THE CR088-SECTION FOR THE WIRE TO BE USED FOR THE PRIMARY WINDING
WILL THEREFORE BE 0.775 X 1000 OR 775 CIRCULAR -MILS. ACCORDING TO TABLE
WE WILL THUS CHOOSE A CONDUCTOR OF A $21 B&S GAUGE.

I,

CALCULATING THE REQUIRED CORE AREA
OUR FOLLOWING STEP WILL BE TO FIGURE OUT THE SIZE OF CORE TO USE FOR
THE TRANSFORMER AND FOR THIS WE HAVE TWO HANDY AND EASILY APPLIED FORMULAR. HERE THEY ARE:
WHEN THE A.C. LIGHTING CIRCUIT
SECTIONAL AREA OF THE CORE EXPRESSED

IS

IN

OF THE 60 CYCLE TYPE,THEN THE CROSS
SQUARE INCHES ^VOLTS PER TURN X 7.5.

IF ON THE OTHER HANO,THE FREQUENCY OF THE A.C. LIGHTING CIRCUIT,
ACROSS WHICH THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE TRANSFORMER IS TO BE CONNECTED, IS
OF THE 25 CYCLE TYPE,THEN THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THE CORE EXPRESSED
IN SQUARE INCHES =VOLTS PER TURN X 18.

THIS BRINGS US UP TO THE POINT WHERE WE MUST DETERMINE. THEEXACT MEAN
ING OF THE EXPRESSION "VOLTS PER TURN", AS USED IN' THESE FORMULAS,AND THE
RELATION WHICH THIS SAME EXPRESSION BEARS TO THE TERM "TURNS PER VOLT"

WHICH WE HAVE ALREADY USED IN OUR PREVIOUS TRANSFORMER CALCULATIONS. FORPER
TUNATELY,THIS HAPPENS TO BE A VERY SIMPLE MATTER BECAUSE THE "VOLTS
TURN" IS MERELY EQUAL TO "ONE" DIVIDED BY THE "TURNS PER VOLT".
FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE TURNS PER VOLT OF A CERTAIN TRANSFORMER IS 3,THEN THE VOLTS
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PER TURN OF THIS SAME TRANSFORMER

IS

EQUAL TO I/3.

NOW THEN, FOR THE PARTICULAR TRANSFORMER WHICH WE ARE DESIGNING,
111E
HAVE ALREADY FOUND THE TURNS PER VOLT TO BE 4. THEREFORE,THE VOLTS
PER
TURN IN THIS CASE WILL BE I/4. THIS IS THE SAME AS SAYING
DIVIDED BY 4
AND 80 BY COMPLETING THIS MATHEMATICAL PROCESS,WE FIND THE VOLTS PER TURN
FOR OUR PRESENT USE TO BE 0.25.
I

WE ARE NOW READY TO CALCULATE THE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THE
CORE
FOR OUR TRANSFORMER AND SINCE THE UNIT IS TO BE OPERATED ON A 60 CYCLE
A.C. SUPPLY, WE WILL USE THE FORMULA: AREA OF CROSS-SECTION =VOLTS
PER
TURN X 7.5. SUBSTITUTING OUR VALUE OF 25 FOR THE VOLTS PER TURN IN THIS
FORMULA WE HAVE: AREA OF CROSSECTION =.25 X 7.5=1.875 SQUARE INCHES.

OUR COMPLETE DATA
WITH THIS CALCULATION FOR THE CORE TAKEN CARE OF`,WE HAVE NOW CALCUIr
ATED THE BASIC DATA FOR
THE CONSTRUCTION OFOUR
POWER TRANSFORMER.ARRANOING THIS DATA IN TAB
ULAR FORM FOR HANDY REFERENCE,WE HAVE:

Cros%-Seckional Arde
of S¢ction 'A"=

CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF
CORE =1.875 SQUARE INCHES. PRIMARY WINDING
B&S
440 TURNS OF 01
WIRE. SECONDARY WINDING

"X".=.10 TURNS OF
#I1
B&S WIRE. SECONDARY WIN
DING "Y"
OF
10 TURNS
FIG. 6
.
B&S
WIRE.
THE
#15
5E
Lar.-rirraio.rs.
Stack
VOLT SECONDARY WINDING
20 TURNS OF #17 B&S WIRE. HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARYr3I50 TURNS
CENTER-TAPPED) OF +30 B&S WIRE.
1.31 Sq. in.

of

-Shaped

PLANNING THE CORE CONSTRUCTION
FOR THE CONSTRUCTIONAL PART OF OUR WORK, WE SHALL BEGIN WITH THE LAYOUT OF THE CORE. SINCE THE CORE IS TO BE OF THE "SHELL -TYPE", WE WILLHAVE
TO HAVE ONE GROUP OF "E" SHAPED STEEL LAMINATIONS AND A GROUP OF AN EQUAL
NUMBER OF "I" -SHAPED' STEEL LAMINATIONS AS SHOWN YOU IN FIG. 5,
TO FULFILL OUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS UP TO THIS POINT,THE CENTER-LEG OR
SECTION "A" OF OUR CORE MUST HAVE A CROSSECTIONAL AREA OF 1.875 SQUAREINCHES. THIS MEANS THAT IF WE DEBIRE,WE CAN MAKE THE DIMENSION "A" IN FIG.
5 EQUAL TO
1.875 OR iá.37" IN THIS CASE AND USE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER
OF
LAMINATIONS SO THAT WHEN STACKED UPS THE PILE WILL BE 1.37" THICK. IN THIS
WAY.WE WILL OBTAIN A SQUARE CROSS-SECTION AT "A" BEING 1.37" ON A SIDE AND
HAVING A CRO88-SECTIONAL AREA OF 1.37 X 1.37=1.875 (APPROX.) SQUARE
INCHES AS SHOWN IN FIG. 6. A DIMENSION OF I.37" IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL
TO

1-3/8".

NOW IT IS NOT ALTOGETHER NECESSARY THAT THE CROSS-SECTION OF "A"
SQUARE-SHAPED. FOR EXAMPLEpYOU CAN ALSO OBTAIN A CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

BE

OF
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1.875 SQUARE INCHES AT THIS POINT IF SECTION "A" IS I" WIDE AND 1.875"
THICK. THE RELATION BETWEEN THESE TWO DIMENSIONS REMAINS AS A CHOICE FOR
THE DEBIGNER,BEING PRIMARILY AFFECTED BY THE DESIRED OVERALL-SIZE ANOGENERAL SHAPE OF THE COMPLETED TRANSFORMER180 THAT IT WILL FIT INTO THESPACE
AVAILABLE ON THE CHASSIS. NEVERTHELEBS,A SQUARE CROSS-SECTION IS MOST USED.
IS GENERALLY THE PRACTICE TO MAKE THE DIMENSION "B" ANO "C" OF
ONE HALF THAT OF THE DIMENSION "A". IN OTHER WOROB,IF "A" IS CHOSEN
13/8 ", THEN DIMENSIONS "B" AND "Cu WILL BE %6n.
IT

FIG.
AS

5

FIGURING THE WINDOW-SPACE
THE AMOUNT OF ROOM ALLOTED FOR THE WINDOW -SPACE IN WHICH THEWINDINGS
ARE TO BE INSTALLED
WILL DEPEND ENTIRELY ái.
5v. Section
PON THE AMOUNT AND SIZE
va.c.
^
'S
Card board
Migh Voltage
( 11,5 v,$ec.
End
OF THE WIRE ANO INSULPma
ATION WHICH IT WILL BE
NECESSARY TO PUT IN THIS
SPACE FOR ANY GIVENTRA
//

rir

-=

T

6
11

%'é

,/

14

ii

B

z

2"

ó

z

%/

/

I

Ci

-

.

2

/

,

Cardbo

end

1

I3,/a«

-a

NSFORMER.THE SIMPLEST
WAY IN WHICH TO FIGURE
HOW MUCH SPACE ISNEEDED FOR THIS PURPOSE IS
TO DRAW THE TRANSFORMER TO ACTUAL SIZE ON A
PIECE OF PAPER AS THE
DIMENS IONS DEVELOPE FROM
THE SERIES OF CALCULATIONS WHICH ARE NOW G
ING TO BE DESCRIBED.

FOR EXAMPLE, LET
US SUPPOSE THAT WE HAVE
DECIDED TO MAKE OURTRCA
Figuring the Pemat;iir/9 Core Dirr1ens/o'1s ,
NBFORMER 31" WIDE.THIS
HAPPENS TO BE A POPULAR DIMENSIONS AMONG FACTORY BUILT UNITS OF THIS POWER
RATING. Now THEN, IF THIS PARTICULAR DIMENSION IS CHOSEN,IT IS PERFECTLY
CLEAR ACCORDING TO FIG. 7 THAT THE MAXIMUM LENGTH FOR SECTION "A" WILL BE
32" - (11/16"-1- %,")=3" - 13`5 c 2%1". HOWEVER, THIS ENTIRE LENGTH CANNOT
BE UTILIZED FOR WINDING PURPOSES DUE TO THE FACT THAT WE ARE GOING TO PR2
ASSUME
VIDE A CARDBOARD OR FIBER END WASHER AT EACH END OF THE WINDING.
EACH OF THESE WASHERS TO BE i"THICK,THE TWO TOGETHER WILL OCCUPY 7h OF
WINDING SPACE, THEREBY LEAVING US BUT 2/1"-Y8":---2" FOR ACTUAL WINDING PURPOSES ALONG THE LENGTH OF THE CORE'S CENTER LEG. THIS DIMENSION I8 CLEARLY
SPECIFIED IN FIG. 7.

F

l

G 7
.

ANOTHER HANDY RULE WITH WHICH TO DETERMINE THE LENGTH OF THE WINDOWCPACE 13 TO MAKE IT EQUAL TO lb TO 2 TIMES THE DIMENSION "A" AS ILLUSTRA,I
ED BY THE DIMENSION 2A IN FIG. 5. THE WINDING LENGTH IS THEN MADE SLIGHTLY
THE
LESS THAN THIS DISTANCE (APPROXIMATELY ,V8"LF_SS) IN ORDER TO PERMIT
THIS
SPACE.
WASHERS
TO FIT INTO
FINIS:4ED COIL WITH ITS END

PAGE
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THE NEXT STEP WILL BE TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH SPACE IS NEEDED BETWEEN
CENTER LEG "A" AND THE TWO OUTER LEGS OF OUR CORE "B", SO THAT ALL OF THE
WINDINGS CAN BE ACCOMMODATED BY THIS WINDOW SPACE. IN FIGURING THIS
DIMENSION,IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO FIGURE IT FOR THE WINDOV, SPACE ON ONESIDE
AS THE OTHER SIDE WILL BE EQUAL TO IT.
To BEGIN WITH, wE MUST FIRST ALLOW FOR SOME INSULATION BETWEEN
THE
CENTER LEG OF THE CORE "A" AND THE PRIMARY WINDING. SINCE CARDBOARD ANO
TAPE ARE TO BE USED FORTHE
THE INSULATION AT THIS
ard board ends
POINT,WE WILL ALLOW ATHU
%
Papar sleeve
KNESS OF 1/8" FOR
THIS
PURPOSE.

1i

Skring
THE NEXT STEP WILL BE
FIGURE THE
THICKNESS
OF THE PRIMARY WINDING.WE
ARE GOING TO USE 44OTURNS
OF i'2I B&S DOUBLE- COTTON
COVERED WIRE FOR THIS PUR
POSE AND ACCORDING
TO
TABLE
OF THIS LESSON,WE
FIND THAT THIS PARTICULAR
WIRE CAN BE WOUND 26.7
TURNS TO THE INCH.
SINCE
WE -HAVE 2" AVAILABLE
ON
OUR CORE CONSTRUCTION FOR
EACH LAYER OF WIRE,
WE
WILL BE ABLE TO GET
(26.7 X 2) TURNS OF THIS
WIRE PER LAYER. THUS
WE
HAVE 26.7 X 2=53.4 BUT WE
WILL ESTIMATE THIS AT 53
TURNS PER LAYER.
TO

////i 1

)(/
Ears

t .

ijwood
Block.

I

Card board
End

Cuts

PIG.
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
"Me Wiry ding Forrrl.
PRIMARY TURNS
REQUIRED,
HOWEVER, IS 440 AND SINCE 53 TURNS CAN BE WOUND ON ONE LAYER,THE TOTAL NUM
SER OF LAYERS NEEDED FOR THIS WINDING WILL BE 440 DIVIDED BY 53 OR
8.5
LAYERS. WE WILL ESTIMATE THIS VALUE AT 9 LAYERS.

Now BY AGAIN CONSULTING TABLE
OF THIS LESSON,WE FIND THAT THE DIAMETER OF DOUBLE COTTON COVERED #2l B&S WIRE I3 .0368". NINE LAYERS OF
THIS WIRE WILL THEREFORE 8E 9 X .0368" OR APPROXIMATELY .33 INCHES THICK.
I

THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING IS TO BE WOUND OVER THE
PRIMARY
BUT INSULATIVE TAPE WOUND I/8" THICK SHOULD BE PROVIDED BETWEEN THESE TWO
WINDINGS. FOR ALL SECONDARY WINDINGS,PLAIN ENAMELED COPPER WIRE MAY
BE
USED AND THE THICKNESS OF EACH WINDING MAY BE CALCULATED BY THE METHOD AL
READY DESCRIBED REGARDING THE PRIMARY WINDING. ALLOW A TOTAL OF I/8" FOR
INSULATIVE PAPER WHICH IS TO BE USED BETWEEN EACH LAYER OF THE HIGItVOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDINGS.
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ALTHOUGH WE HAVE SPECIFIED DOUBLE COTTON -COVERED WIRE FOR THEPRIMARY
WINDING IN THIS PARTICULAR EXAMPLE,YET PLAIN ENAMELED WIRE CAN ALSO
BE
USED FOR THIS PURPOSE BUT UNDER SUCH CONDITIONS,INSULATIVE PAPER
SHOULD BE
PROVIDED BETWEEN EACH LAYER OF TURNS MAKING UP THIS WINDING.
AFTER YOU HAVE ADDED TOGETHER THE THICKNESS OF ALL THE WINDINGS,
INCLUDING ALL INSULATION, YOU WILL HAVE THE DIMENSION FOR THE WINDOW SPACE
BETWEEN THE CENTER CORE -LEG "A" AND THE TWO END -LEGS IIB". IT IS SETTER TO
ESTIMATE THE REQUIRED WINDOW SPACE TOO LARGE RATHER THAN TOO SMALL BECAUSE
IF IT IS TOO LARGE, YOU CAN FILL IT WITH INSULATIVE TAPE WHILE ON THE OTH
ER HAND, IF THE WINDOW SPACE IS TOO SMALL, IT WILL BE
IMPOSSI9LE TO ASSEM9LE THE CORE AFTER THE ENTIRE WINDING PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
HAVING DETERMINED THIS WINDOW SPACE DIMENSION,

IT

IS

A

SIMPLE

MATTER

TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL LENGTH OF THE CORE'S "E" AND "I"
SECTIONS. TO
DO
THIS',
IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO MULTIPLY THE WINDOW SPACE DIMENSION JUST DE
TERMINED BY 2 IN ORDER TO ALLOW FOR THE WINDOW SPACE ON BOTH SIDES OF THE

CORE'S CENTER SECTION "A11. To THIS VALUE ADD THE DIMENSION UAII OF FIG. 5
AND TWICE THE DIMENSION IIB". THIS ANSWER WILL BE THE OVER-ALL LENGTH
OF
THE CORE'S "I AND "E" SECTIONS. THUS
ALL DIMENSIONS FOR CUTTING THE
STEEL
LAMINATIONS TO THE PROPER SIZE
HAVE
BEEN DETERMINED.

POSSIBLE CHANGES TO BE CONSIDERED
SHOULD AT ANY TIME THE LENGTH OF
THE TRANSFORMER FIGURE OUT TO BE TOO
GREAT IN PROPORTION TO $TS WIDTH SO AS
TO BE IMPRACTICAL REGARDING ITSGENERAL
SHAPE,THEN YOU CAN FIGURE ON USING
A
GREATER DIMENSION FOR THE WIDTH,OR ELSE
TO MAKE DIMENSION "A" SMALLER AND INCREASING THE THICKNESS OF THE
CORE
ACCORDINGLY OR ELSE A COMBINATION
OF
BOTH THESE METHODS. BY DOING ALL
OF
FIG. 9
THIS FIGURING ON PAPER BEFORE-HAND,YOU
Assembling
WILL BE ABLE TO FORESEE THE ACTUAL
SHAPE AND SIZE OF THE COMPLETED TRANSFORMER AND THUS SAVE YOURSELF CONSID
ERABLE TIME IN THE EVENT THAT ANY CHANGES IN THE ORIGINALLY CHOSEN DIMENSIONS ARE FOUND NECESSARY.

t/ie Core.

THE CORE LAMINATIONS
THE NUMBER OF LAMINATIONS WHICH ARE TO BE CUT FOR BOTH THE IIE" AND
"I" SECTIONS OF THE TRANSFORMER CORE WILL BE APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO
THE
THICKNESS OF THE CORE DIVIDED BY THE THICKNESS OF THE LAMINATION
STOCK
(SHEETS) USED. FOR 60 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS, CORE MATERIAL .014" THICK
IS
USUALLY CONSIDERED BEST, WHEREAS SLIGHTLY THICKER CORE MATERIAL MAY
BE
USED FOR A 25 -CYCLE TRANSFORMER. FOR HOME CONSTRUCTION, HOWEVER,IT WILLBE
BEST TO USE CORE MATERIAL OF THE SAME THICKNESS FOR A 25 CYCLE TRANSFORMER
AS WAS SPECIFIED FOR A 60 CYCLE UNIT. THIS CORE MATERIAL SHOULD PREFERABLY
BE TRANSFORMER STEEL WHICH IS CAPABLE OF HANDLING A FLUX DENSITY OF APPROO
IMATELY 50,000 LINES OF FORCE PER SQUARE INCH.

PAGE
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CONSTRUCTING THE TRANSFORMER
WITH ALL OF OUR CALCULATIONS COMPLETE, WE ARE NOW READY TO ACTUALLY
PROCEED WITH THE CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK ON OUR TRANSFORMER. THE FIRST THING
TO DO IN THIS RESPECT 18 TO CONSTRUCT A FORM ON WHICH THE WINDINGS ARE TO
BE PLACED. THE SIMPLEST METHOD OF DOING THIS 1S TO SHAPE A PIECE OF WOOD
SO THAT ITS CR088-SECTION WILL CORRESPOND TO THE CROSS-SECTION OF THE TRH
NSFORMER CORE'S CENTER-LEG OA".
BUILDING A FORM

WOOD
WRAP ONE LAYER OF ORDINARY THIN STRING AROUND THIS PIECE OF
ANO THEN WRAP A PIECE OF GOOD STIFF PAPER OVER THE STRING.(INSULATIVE PAPURPER, KNOWN TO THE INDUSTRY AS "FISH -PAPER", 18 EXCELLENT FOR THIS
POSE). LEAVE THE ENDS OF THE STRING PROJECT OUT THROUGH THE EDGES OFTHIB
CARDBOARD SLEEVE, BO THAT THE STRING CAN BE EASILY RIPPED OUT AFTER THE
BE
WINDING IS COMPLETED IN ORDER TO ENABLE THE ENTIRE WINDING FORM TO
EASILY REMOVED FROM THE WOOD BLOCK.
THE NEXT STEP IS TO MOUNT THE CARDBOARD OR FIBER ENDS ON THE WINDTHE
THE SIZE OF THESE ENDS WILL BE GOVERENED BY THE SIZE OF
CORE -SECTION AND WINDOW BPACE,WHEREAB THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THEM WILL BE
GOVERNED BY THE DIMENSION NOTED AS 2" IN FIG. T. CUT THESE AT THEIR CENTER 80 THAT THEY CAN BE SLIPPED ONTO THE ENDS OF THE PAPER SLEEVE AS 114,
USTRATED IN FIG. 8, PROVIDING THEtEARB"
AS SHOWN, 80 THAT THEY WILL OVERLAP THE
ING FORM.

PAPER SLEEVE. INSULATION TAPE SHOULD
THEN BE WRAPPED OVER THE PAPER SLEEVE IN
TWO OR THREE LAYERS,FROM ONE CARDBOARD
END TO ANOTHER.

WINDING THE PRIMARY
You CAN NOW PROCEED BY WINDING THE
PRIMARY WINDING UPON THE FORM.THIS WIND!NG SHOULD BE WOUND EVENLY WITH ALL
TURNS SIDE BY SIDE (THAT IS,NOT
SPACE
WOUND). IF THE WINDING IS DONE BY HAND,
FIG. lo
THE TASK WILL BE A TEDIOUS ONE BECAUSE
WINDING
THE COIL,
IN ADDITION TO NEATLY
Alternating CDr¢ P'acement
IT 18 ALSO NECESSARY TO KEEP AN ACCURATE
Far Succe ssi
Layers,
COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF TURNS
APPLIED.
HOWEVER, THE WORK CAN BE SIMPLIFIED BY MOUNTING THE WOODEN FORM BLOCK IN
A LATHE TO BE ROTATED AND 80 THAT THE OPERATOR NEED ONLY FEED THE WIRE
ONTO THE FORM ANO KEEP TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF TURNS. TURN INDICATORS ARE
REVOLUALSO AVAILABLE WHICH CAN BE ATTACHED TO INDICATE THE NUMBER OF
A
TIONS COMPLETED BY THE WINDING FORM 80 THAT THE OPERATOR CAN TELL AT
GLANCE THE NUMBER OF TURNS BEING APPLIED.

e

FOR THIS WINDING WORK, ONE CAN ALSO CONSTRUCT A HAND WINDING - JIG
ALONG THE SAME LINES AS PRESCRIBED FOR WINDING R.F. TRANSFORMERS IN ONE
OF YOUR PREVIOUS LESSONS, ONLY THAT IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE,THE ARRANGEMENT WILL HAVE TO BE SUCH AS TO PERMIT THE ENTIRE WINDING FORM TO BE ROTATED.

REMEMBER, THAT

IF

PLAIN ENAMEL COVERED WIRE

18

USED FOR THE PRIMARY

PAGE
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WINDING,THEN A LAYER OF THIN INSULATION PAPER WILL HAVE TO 8E PROVIDED BB
TWEEN EACH LAYER OF WINDING COMPRISING THE PRIMARY COIL. IF COTTON COVERED ENAMEL WIRE IS USED, THEN THIS ADDITIONAL INSULATION 18 NOT NECESSARY.

AFTER COMPLETING THE PRIMARY WINDING, A LAYER OF "EMPIRE CLOTH"
SHOULD BE WRAPPED OVER IT. EMPIRE CLOTH IS A SPECIAL TYPE OF TREATED INSULATION CLOTH, WHICH 16 AN EXCELLENT INSULATOR AND CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING CONSIDERABLE VOLTAGE.
THE "STATIC -SHIELD"
TO AVOID THE TRANSFER OF STATIC AND POWER LINE NOISES FROM
THE
LIGHTING CIRCUIT INTO THE RECEIVER, IT IS ADVISABLE TO SURROUND THE PRIMARY WINDING WITH A "STATIC SHIELD". THIS STATIC SHIELD CONSISTS MERELY
OF A THIN SHEET OF COPPER, WHOSE WIDTH IS EQUAL TO THE LENGTH OF
THE
WINDING FORM. THIS COPPER SHEET SHOULD BE WRAPPED OVER THE INSULATED PRIMARY WINDING AND CUT TO SUCH A LENGTH THAT ITS ENDS WILL NOT MEET
OR
TOUCH. SOLDER A WIRE TO THIS COPPER SHEET, LEAVING ITS END FREE SO THAT
IT CAN LATER BE GROUNDED TO THE TRANSFORMER CORE.

WINDING THE HIGH -VOLTAGE SECONDARY
PLACE ANOTHER LAYER OF EMPIRE CLOTH OVER THIS STATIC SHIELD AND
THEN APPLY THE SECONDARY WINDING. BE SURE TO INSULATE EACH LAYER OF SECONDARY WINDING WITH EMPIRE CLOTH OR A THIN PIECE OF INSULATION PAPER AND
DON'T FORGET TO PROVIDE A LEAD FOR THE CENTER TAP OF THIS WINDING.
FOR
ALL WINDINGS, LEAVE THE THE ENO LEADS OF SUFFICIENT LENGTH SO THAT THEY
CAN LATER BE CONVENIENTLY CONNECTED TO SOLDERING LUGS, AT WHICH TIME THEY
CAN BE TRIMMED TO THE PROPER LENGTH. ALSO SLIP A SLEEVE OF SPAGHETTI TUBING OVER THE LENGTH OF EACH OF THE PRIMARY AND HIGH VOLTAGE LEADS WHICH
ARE TO BE USED ON THE FINISHED TRANSFORMER.
AFTER THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY WINDING IS APPLIED, WRAP ANOTHER
LAYER OF EMPIRE CLOTH OVER IT AND THEN WIND EACH OF THE LOW VOLTAGEWINDINGS IN TURN OVER THE HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY, USING EMPIRE CLOTH
INSULATION BETWEEN EACH OF THE WINDINGS.
THE OUTER SURFACE OF THE COIL CAN BE TAPED RIGIDLY 80 AS TO HOLD
THE WINDINGS IN PLACE FIRMLY AND THE END LEADS OF THE COIL CAN THEN
BE
SOLDERED TO TERMINAL LUGS WHICH ARE FASTENED TO THE PAPER OR FIBER
END
PIECES OF THE COIL IN THE MANNER AS DONE ON THE TRANSFORMER ASILLUSTRATED IN FIG.

I

OF THIS LESSON.

WITH THE COIL ITSELF THUS COMPLETED, THE STRING CAN BE RIPPED OUT
FROM UNDERNEATH THE WINDING FORM, SO THAT THE ENTIRE COIL,TOGETHER WITH
ITS FORM, CAN BE PULLED OFF THE WOODEN WINDING BLOCK.

MANUFACTURERS GENERALLY SOAK THE COMPLETED COIL IN HOT INSULATING VARNISH FOR ABOUT 12 HOURS UNTIL THE ENTIRE UNIT IS THOROUGHLYSOAKED.
AFTER THIS PROCESS, THE COIL IS BAKED IN AN OVEN AT A LOW TEMPERATURE FOR
TWO OR THREE HOURS 80 THAT THE VARNISH BECOMES DRY AND HARD.
ASSEMBLING THE CORE
THE NEXT STEP

IS

TO ASSEMBLE THE CORE AND FIG. 9 SHOWS YOU

HOW

PAGE IS
THIS IS DONE. NOTICE HERE THAT AN nEILSHAPED SECTION OF LAMINATION
18
SLIPPED THROUGH THE COIL FROM THE LEFT SO THAT THE CENTER LEG OR SECTION
"AII OF THIS PIECE OF LAMINATION PASSES THROUGH THE OPENING PROVIDED
IN
THE CENTER OF THE COIL. AN "I" SECTION OF LAMINATION IS THEN PLACED
ON
THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE COIL, SO THAT IT TOUCHES THE EXTREMETIES OF THEME"
SECTION.

FOR THE NEXT LAYER OF THE LAMINATED CORE, INSERT THE "E" SECTION
THROUGH THE COIL FROM THE RIGHT SIDE ANO PLACE THE III" SECTION AT
THE
LEFT ETC. CONTINUE BUILDING UP THE CORE IN THIS MANNER,THUS ALTERNATING
THE PLACEMENT OF THE CORE SECTIONS UNTIL THE ENTIRE CORE OPENING IN THE
COIL IS FILLED UP ANO THE REQUIRED CORE THICKNESS IS OBTAINED.

-

Terminals

Coil

111

/b

--zmazzaases_,

Cardboard
End

'Core
Machina,

Screws

Screw
FIG.

Tire Completed

11

Trams form er".

FIG. IO MORE CLEARLY ILLUSTRATES HOW THE POSITION OF THE "E"
AND
LAMINATION SECTIONS OF THE CORE ARE ALTERNATED FOR EACH LAYER OF THE
CORE, AS THE STOCK IS PILED UP. TO SPEED UP THIS PROCESS OF BUILDING
UP
THE CORE, MOST MANUFACTURES HAVE ADOPTED THE PRACTICE OF INSERTING 4 OR
5 CORE LAMINATIONS OF SIMILAR SECTION AT A TIME FROM EACH SIDE OF
THE
COIL INSTEAD OF ONLY ONE. IN OTHER WORDS, THE PROCESS OF LAMINATION
INSERTION 18 ONLY REVERSED AT INTERVALS OF 4 OR 5 LAYERS INSTEAD OF AT
EACH SUCCESSIVE LAYER. ALTHOUGH THIS PRACTICE IS NOT THEORITICALLY
AS
GOOD AS WHEN ALTERNATING THE INSERTIONS FOR EACH SUCCESSIVE LAYER,YET NO
NOTICEABLE INEFFICIENCY IS EVIDENT FROMI A PRACTICAL STANDPOINT.
"I

THE STATIC SHIELD CAN BE GROUNDED BY LAYING THE FREE END OF
ITS
LEAD BETWEEN CORE LAMINATIONS 80 THAT IT WILL BECOME COMPRESSED BETWEEN
THE LAMINATIONS AND THUS BE FIRMLY HELD IN PLACE. IT 'I8 OF COURSE NECESSARY THAT THIS GROUNDING WIRE BE CLEAN AT THE POINT WHERE IT CONTACTS THE
R-117
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CORE MATERIAL,

SO THAT

GOOD GROUND CONNECTION WILL BE OBTAINED.

A

WHEN ALL OF THE CORE LAMINATIONS
HAVE
BEEN PLACED INTO POSITION,
HOLES CAN BE
DRILLED THROUGH THE ENTIRE STACK AT EACH OF THE FOUR CORNERS AND MACHINE SCREWS WITH HUTS EMPLOYED FOR COMBINING THE
CORE LAMINATIONS INTO ONE RIGID AND COMPACT UNIT. THIS COMPLETED
TRANSFORMER
IS
ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.
I

I

.

SOMETIMES, THE TRANSFORMER IS LEFT
OTHER INSTANCES, IT IS ENCLOSED IN A METAL
WIRES SOLDERED TO ITS TERMINAL LUGS.

IN

AN OPEN

CONDITION WHILE IN
CONTAINER WITH EXTERNAL LEAD

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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I.

-

THE SECONDARY LOAD OF A CERTAIN POWER TRANSFORMER
IS AS
FOLLOWS:
350 VOLTS
AT 95 MA; 2.5 VOLTS AT IO AMPERES,
AND 5 VOLTS AT 2 AMPERES. THE TRANSFORMER IS 9O% EFFICIENT.
How MUCH PRIMARY CURRENT WILL BE DRAWN FROM A
110 -VOLT A -C LINE UNDER FULL LOAD?

2.

-

IF A CERTAIN SHELL -TYPE
POWER TRANSFORMER IS TO HAVE A
PRIMARY WATTAGE RATING OF 80 WATTS AND IS TO BE OPERATED
OFF
A
60 -CYCLE,
110 -VOLT A -C SUPPLY,
HOW MANY TURNS PER -VOLT WOULD YOU USE FOR THE PRIMARY AND LOW
-VOLTAGE
SECONDARY WINDINGS?

3. -

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
IN THE MEANING BETWEEN THE TWO
EXPRESSIONS "TURNS -PER -VOLT" AND "VOLTS -PER -TURN"?

4. -

CERTAIN SECONDARY WINDING OF A POWER TRANSFORMER
A
OFFER
VOLTAGE OF 5 VOLTS AND YOU HAVE ALREADY
DETERMINED
THE "TURNS -PER -VOLT
FACTOR" TO BE
HOW
IF

A

IS

TO

5,

MANY TURNS OF WIRE WOULD YOU USE FOR THIS 5 -VOLT WINDING?
5. - A CERTAIN
TRANSFORMER WINDING IS EXPECTED TO CARRY 80
WHAT SIZE OF WIRE MAY BE USED FOR THIS WINDING?
MA.

6. - EXPLAIN BRIEFLY

FORMER
7. -

HOW THE WINDOW -SPACE OF

A

POWER TRANS-

DETERMINED.

IS

IF YOU

HAVE DETERMINED THAT A"TURNS-PER-VOLT FACTOR" OF
USED
FOR A GIVEN 60 -CYCLE TRANSFORMER, WHAT
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA WOULD YOU USE IN THE CONSTRUCTION
3

IS

TO BE

OF THE CORE?

8. - WHY

IS

AND HOW
9. - EXPLAIN

"STATIC SHIELD" USED IN A POWER TRANSFORMER,
IT INSTALLED IN THE UNIT?

A

IS

BRIEFLY

10. - HOW ARE

GENERALLY

THE

HOW

VARIOUS
INSULATED?

YOU WOULD WIND TRANSFORMER COILS.

WINDINGS

OF A POWER TRANSFORMER
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AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
The highly selective properties of the superheterodyne receiver
make it necessary that this receiver be tuned to absolute resonance with
the signal being received.
Inaccurate tuning causes the sound, as reproduced by the loud -speaker, to be distorted -- the extent of distortion
depending upon how much the receiver is detuned from the point of absolute
resonance.
Obviously, there is only one way in which to prevent distortion
due to this cause, and that is to tune the receiver to exact resonance with
the signal being received.
And, since the listener cannot be depended
upon to do this, engineers have developed a system for accomplishing
it automatically by using a principle known as AUTOM4TIC FREQUENCY CON
TROL, or as
it is
more commonly referred to, AFC.

Receivers so
equipped need not
be
tuned with the
same care as do receivers not soequip
ped.
In fact, AFC
compensates for errors made in select
ing a desired
stamanually to
tion
such an extent that
if the receiver
is
detuned by as much
as
10 kilocycles
toward either
side
of the carrier frequency, the
signal
will still be received with perfect
Incorfidelity.
porating AFC into
the
circuit thus
makes
it
possible
N

-

l

Fy

.-''11
Yom,

ró

\

FIG.
LABORATORY TECHNICIAN REQUIRES
TRAINING SUCH AS YOU ARE RECEIVING
I

To SUCCEED AS

THOROUGH

A
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to adjust a receiver quickly
to
within a few degrees of the correct
dial -setting for the desired station and yet be
assured of perfect tun
ing despite the fact that the dial -setting does
not coincide exactly
with the station frequency.

AFC should not be confused with the automatic
tuning systems
about which you studied in a previous lesson. While
AFC does simplify
the design of such systems by reducing the
tolerance required in the
setting of the ariable condenser, or the tuning
of the substitution
tuned circuits, it should be borne in mind that it
is a separate system and functions apart and independently of
the automatic tuning arrangements previously described.
It is to be understood that
automatic frequency control is applied to superheterodyne circuits only, and that
its application is
quite limited in commercial receivers of this type.
The chief reasons
why aútomatic frequency control is not used more
extensively in commer
cial receivers are that it is a costly feature to
incorporate in competitive lines of receivers, it is somewhat difficult
to
adjustments are easily disturbed, and the system is rather adjust, the
complex as
to the circuits involved. However, even
though AFC is not especially
popular, it
is nevertheless being used on some of the
high-priced receivers.
THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF AFC

The purpose of AFC is
to
vary the frequency of the receiver's
oscillator circuit (over a certain range) so that the
frequency -difference or beat between the frequency generated by the receiver
oscillator and the signal frequency will always be within a few
cycles
of
the
intermediate frequency of the receiver.
This will then automatically take care of any improper tuning adjustment, oscillator
drift,
tracking inaccuracies, etc., and also makes possible more
accurate
tuning of push-button receivers.

Two distinct circuits make AFC possible -- these
two sections of
are known as the DISCRIMINATOR and the FREQUENCY

the system

CONTROL

circuits.

PURPOSE OF THE DISCRIMINATOR:
The purpose of the discriminator is to
convert changes
in intermediate frequency, caused by detuning, into
voltage variations. That is, if the intermediate frequency resulting
from the incoming signal is higher than the
i -f to which the receiver
is peaked, the discriminator must produce a d -c
voltage of a given polarity (usually positive).
On the other hand, if the resulting i -f is
lower than the intermediate -frequency setting of the receiver, the
dis
criminator must produce a d -c voltage of opposite polarity. The value
or magnitude of this voltage, in either direction, is
controlled by
the extent of detuning.
PURPOSE OF THE FREQUENCY -CONTROL CIRCUIT:
The frequency -control
circuit alters the frequency to which the receiver's oscillator is
tuned,
in accordance with the extent of detuning.
The frequency -control circuit must therefore be arranged so that voltage variations in one direction, as produced by the discriminator, tend to increase the frequency of the oscillator, while voltage variations in the opposite
direction tend to decrease the frequency of the oscillator.

The Discriminator
As we have just mentioned, the purpose of the discriminator is
to
change any deviations from the resonant i -f into d -c control voltages.
In other words, it is
required to develop a d -c control voltage of
N
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varying magnitude and polarity, in accordance with the degree of detun
ing; this d -c control voltage is then applied
to
the oscillator control
stage in such a way as to correct any detuning automatically by
establishing proper operating conditions.
HOW RECTIFICATION

IS

OBTAINED

Inasmuch as the discriminator in an AFC system is essentially
a rectifier circuit, let us first briefly review the manner in which a
d -c voltage may be produced by a simple
rectifier which receives its
a -c exciting voltage
The diode detector of a
from a tuned circuit.
superheterodyne receiver is typical of such a circuit and is therefore
used for illustrative purposes at this time. Such a circuit is illustrated at (A) of Fig. 2, where you will observe that an ordinary i -f
transformer is coupled to a diode.

/-F ruse

I -F TRANSFORMER

(455

PlODE
TUBE

/CC)

Oer.

3*

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE AT
PESONANT FREQUENCY

440 KC
R -I

455KC

470 KC

FREQUENCY

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

O

+

®

FIG. 2
TUNED RECTIFIER CIRCUIT AND RESULTANT RESONANCE CURVE

In our analogy of this

circuit's operation, let us assume that
tuned to 455 kc, and that the input -frequency
is varied from 440 to 470 kc.
Because of the selective properties of
the i -f transformer's
primary and secondary circuits, the rectified
d -c output voltage produced across the
diode load resistor R-1 will
vary as a result of the change in the signal voltage input. The great
est output d -c voltage will be produced when the frequency of
the input signal is equal to the frequency to which this transformer is tunThis transformer is tuned to 455 kc because this is the frequency
ed.
at which the input voltage to the rectifier is at a maximum.
the

i

-f transformer

is

Now, if the input -frequency (i -f signal) is varied toward either
side of 455 kc, the value of the resulting d -c voltage output will decrease. Therefore, if the rectified voltage is plotted against the
input frequency, a resonance curve similar to the one shown at (B) of
Fig. 2 will be obtained. Observe closely how the d -c voltage decreases
rapidly on both sides of the resonant frequency.

As was mentioned earlier in this lesson, we are interested primarily in the polarity and magnitude of this d -c voltage as caused by
variations in the input frequency.
Referring again to the curve shown
at (B) in Fig. 2, you will note
that
a
simple circuit of this type
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makes no distinction between frequencies which are above or below the
resonant frequency. That
is, by
applying this curve to the circuit
shown at (A) of the same illustration, you will find that the polarity
of the rectified output voltage remains the same regardless of whether
the i -f signal is above, below
or
at resonance with the frequency to
which the i -f amplifier of the receiver has been peaked. Consequently,
the circuit arrangement shown at (A) is not suited in its present form
for controlling the oscillator frequency in an AFC system.
BASIC DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT

The discriminator circuit
shown in Fig. 3 was developed to produce rectified voltages
whose polarities differ
in accordance as to
whether the i -f resulting from the incoming signal is above or below
the frequency to which the receiver's i -f amplifier has
been peaked.
This circuit comprises two tuned input (secondary) circuits, one of
which is tuned to a frequency above the i -f peak and the other to a
frequency below the i -f peak by an equal amount. These two tuned circuits are in effect dual secondary circuits that are coupled to a common primary tuned circuit which is located symmetrically between them,
and which is tuned to the same frequency to which the other i -f transformers of the receiver have been peaked.

Let us now see how the introduction of these two tuned secondary
circuits provides a means for discriminating between frequencies which
are below the i -f resonance peak and those which are above the i -f res
onance peak.

CIRCUIT OPERATION AT RESONANCE:
time
is
illustrated
in
Fig.

The operation of the
circuit at this
First, observe that each diode in

4.

SECONDARY

T-

2

460
KC.
I

-F ruBE

l PRIMARY
r -i

955

DIODES

KC

D

-2

0-I

SECONDARY
R

-z

R

OUTPUT

FIG. 3
BASIC "SIDE -FREQUENCY" OR "SIDE -CIRCUIT" DISCRIMINATOR
N

-I
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Fig.

4 has its own input winding and that each diode is therefore inde
pendent of the other.
In other words, each diode forms a complete but
independent rectifying system. Another important fact is that the two
diodes are so connected that when a d -c voltage appears across R-1 and
another voltage across R-2, as a result of simultaneous rectification,
these two d -c voltages are of such polarity as to oppose each other.
This will become more apparent when you have studied
the following
paragraphs.

When
the
signal intermedi
SECONDARY
ate -frequency is
SN/ELDED
- - exactly equal to
Di3CRi.+fINATOR
the resonant i -f
TRANJFDRME,Q
460T- z
(455 kc),voltage
KC
of
equal magnitude will be inPR/MARY duced in windings
T-2 and
T-3 as
DIODE
they are each de
455 KC
ruses
tuned from the
D-2
primary winding
5ECONDARY
by an equal amount
There(5 kc)
T-3
fore, an i -f sig
450
KC
nal voltage of
equal magnitude
is
also applied
to each
of
the
R-2
R -I
diodes,
causing
ZERO VOLTAGE
each of the tubes
(P)
to pass the same
value of current
and thereby produce equal values of rectified
FIG. 4
d-c voltage across
OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT RESONANCE
the cathode load
resistors
R-1
ánd R-2. However, these two d -c voltages will oppose each other, caus
ing the het voltage across the complete load circuit to have a value
of zero, and point P a potential equal to that of the chassis (ground).

l
I

\

I

1

I

Ir-I

I

I

.

CIRCUIT OPERATION AT FREQUENCIES ABOVE RESONANCE: Now, let us suppose
that the receiver is detuned
slightly above the point of resonance.
At this
time, the resulting signal i -f will more nearly approach the
value to which winding T-2 is tuned, while at the same time being farther removed from the frequency to which winding T
Thereis tuned.
fore, more voltage will be induced
T-2 than in T-3 and a greater
in
current will flow through diode D-1 than through diode D-2. This, in
turn, will cause a greater voltage -drop
to
appear across R-1 than
across R-2, as pointed out in Fig. 5.
Let us assume, for example, that as a result of the variation in
the amplitude of signal voltage applied to the two tuned circuits, the
d -c voltage across R-1 is 20 volts while that across R-2 is 8 volts as
shown in Fig. 5. Because of the
opposing polarities, a differential
d -c voltage of 12 (20 - 8 = 12) now exists between ground and point P,
the latter being 12 volts negative with respect to ground.

CIRCUIT OPERATION AT FREQUENCIES BELOW RESONANCE: When the receiver
is detuned below the point of resonance, the resulting signal i -f will
approach the frequency to which winding T-3 is tuned,causing a greater
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voltage to be in
duced in
this
winding than in
I

T-2.
This
results in a great
er current flow
through diode D-2
than through diode D-1, and
so

T-2
4b0 !SC

greater voltage -drop will ap
pear across R-2
than across R-1,
as
pictured in
Fig. 6.
a

D-2

l

7-3
450

KC

- -

_J

To better
illustrate this
point, let us as
sume
that
th7
B V.
rectified
d -c
í21/.
voltage
across
(P)
R-1
is 8
volts
and that across
R-2 is 20 volts.
Because of the
FIG 5
relative values
OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCIES ABOVE RESONANCE
and polarities,
the net
voltage
again is 12 volts,
but this time the final voltage at Pis positive with respect to ground
as shown in Fig. 6.
That is, the final voltage now assumes the polar ity of the voltage appearing across R-2, because the latter is the
greater of the two combined voltages. Thus, we have a means for secuz
ing d -c control
whose
voltages
polarity depends
upon whether the
signal
i -f
is
above or below
the frequency to
which the
rei -f
ceiver's
transformers have
been peaked. Fur
thermore,the mag
nitude of this

discriminator

's

voltage depends
upon how
far the signal
is
i -f
removed
from the i -f to
which the receiv_
er is peaked.
d -c

HOW CURVES ILLUSTRATE
DISCRIMINATOR ACTION

To further
analyze
the action which takes
place
in this
N

FIG. 6

OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCIES BELOW RESONANCE
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circuit let us consider a case where the discriminator is coupled to a
receiver's i -f amplifier that is peaked at 455 kc, that the upper secondary winding T-2 is tuned to 460 kc, while the lower secondary windThe two secondary circuits are thus tuned
ing T-3 is tuned to 450 kc.
respectively 5 kc above and 5 kc below the resonant i -f peak of 455 kc,
as pointed outin Figs. 3 to 6.

With this point clearly in mind let us now turn our attention
These curves repthe two frequency curves shown at (A) in Fig. 7.
resent the frequency response of the two secondary windings, individually. Obviously, the maximum voltage is induced in the upper tuned
circuit (T-2) when the signal frequency in the i -f amplifier is 460 kc
whereas the maximum voltage is induced in the lower tuned circuit (T-3)
when the signal frequency is 450 kc. The voltage across each secondary
circuit falls off on either side of the two resonant frequencies.
to

/-F

1
VOLTA6E

ACROSS T-3

/

1

/r
i
1

/

1

D -C VOLTAGE
ACROSS R-2

/-r

VOLTAGE
ACROSS T-2

1

'
1

I

/

1

I

I
I

I

440

445

FREQUENCY

I"450

, ii

/

i

I

455

1

\

I
I

.

I

I

i

460

465

440

445
FRGQ/fNCy

470

>

KC

I

/
-20

/
Í

.

-30

FIG.
FREQUENCY -RESPONSE CURVES OF

/

/

D -C
VOLTg6E
ACROSS R-/

M

7

"SIDE -CIRCUIT" DISCRIMINATOR

Continuing our study of these curves, we find that the rectified
voltage produced across the diode load resistors, R-1 and R-2, follows
across the two tuned cirthe same variations as does the i -f voltage
However, because. of
the differentially -connected circuit, the
cuits.
voltages are opposite in polarity and, consequently, the net voltage
produced at the high end of R-1 (P) with respect to ground, is equal
to the arithmetical
difference between the voltages appearing across
R-1 and R-2, individually.
Because of the fact that the voltages across R-1 and R-2 are ºpposite in sign, we can represent the individual voltages produced
across R-1 and R-2 by the two curves shown at (B) of Fig. 7, where one
curve is drawn above the horizontal reference line and the other below
it.
For any given frequency represented along the horizontal axis,
across R-2 is represented by
the corresponding d -c voltage produced
the d -c voltage developed
across R-1 is
the solid -line curve, while
The former is shown above the
represented by the dotted -line curve.
axis because the voltage across R-2 is positive, while that across R-1
is negative and is therefore shown below the horizontal axis.
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We are interested only in the net voltage of point P with respect
which is also that voltage produced across R-1 and R-2 combined. This voltage can be determined easily by adding algebraically
the two
individual voltages at any given frequency in graph (B) of
Fig. 7.
In other words, if we wish to
find the voltage between P and
ground in the circuits shown in Figs. 3 to 6 inclusive for any one
value of input frequency, it is only necessary to combine the voltages
which are present across R-1 and R-2 for that particular
frequency.
This has been done in Fig. 8, resulting in an S-shaped curve which is
characteristic of all discriminator circuits.
to ground,

Notice, also, in Fig. 8 that the combination -curve can be obtain
ed by combining the voltage values of the two curves for any given fre
quency at (B) of Fig. 7. For example, at the 455 kc point, the voltage values
+10 and -10 result in a net value of zero, which also
of
appears at the 455 kc point in Fig. 8.
EFFECT OF STAGGERED TUNED CIRCUITS

Further analysis of the S-shaped characteristic curve in Fig. 8
will disclose the following facts:

CONTROL
VOLTAGE
{-

D -C VOLTAGE
ACROSS R-2
(C/RCu/T T-3)

+30

+20

-

/ZESONANCE

+10

-4440

445

450

455

460

470

465

FREQUENCY

KC
-I0

D -C VOLTA6E
ACROSS R-/
(C/RCUIT T-2)

-..--

- 2.0 --

-30-

Should the variable frequency input to
circuit T-1 in Fig. 3
extend over a range of
from 440 to 470 kc, we
find in Fig. 8 that at
frequencies
between
440 kc and 450 kc, the
presence
of
circuit
T-2 has practically no
effect on the net volt
age appearing across
the d -c
output terminals of the discrimina
tor because practically no
rectified voltage is produced across
R-1 at
this
time.
Therefore, this part
of the curve in Fig. 8
is essentially the sole
member of the complete
curve at this time.

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

However, as
the
input frequency to T-1
is increased above 450
kc, a voltage
begins
to
appear across R-1,
FIG. 8
and at the same time,
produced
OUTPUT CONTROL -VOLTAGE AT ONE PARTICULAR FREQUENCY
the voltage
across R-2 begins
to
decrease, because
the
applied frequency is moving further away from the resonant frequency
As a result
of this decrease in positive voltage across R-2,
of T-3.
and the increase in the negative voltage across R-1, a point is reached midway between the two resonant frequencies of T-2 and T-3 (455 kc)
where the voltage across R-1 becomes equal to that across R-2.
Therefore, at a frequency of 455 kc, the net voltage produced
is zero, as shown in Fig. 8.
In
across the combined load resistance
N
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other words, at a frequency midway between the two staggered frequencies of the secondary windings, which frequency is also equal to the
peaked intermediate frequency of the receiver, the net control voltage
of the AFC system's discriminator is zero.
In a similar manner, if we combine
the
voltages across R-1 and
R-2 for frequencies between
455 kc and 470 kc, represented by the
curves shown at (B) in Fig. 7, we arrive at the lower half of the Sshaped curve in Fig. 8. You will here note that the variation of the
net control voltage is essentially the same on both sides of the corThis is to be expected because the individual resonant
rect i -f peak.
curves shown at (A) and (B) of Fig. 7 are quite symmetrical.
In addition to producing a zero control voltage when the receiver is resonated to the signal, we also find that the circuit distinguishes between a signal which comes through the i -f amplifier at a
frequency below the 1-f peak, and one which comes through
the i -f amplifier at a frequency above the 1-f peak. As you have learned from
studying the curve in Fig. B, it does this by producing a positive con
trol voltage in the one case, and a negative
control voltage in the
other case.
Furthermore, the magnitude of the control voltage depends
upon the extent to which the signal frequency departs from the correct
or absolute resonance value.
Fig. 8 shows
clearly that the greater
the
degree of detuning -- that is, the greater the deviation of the
i -f signal input
from the correct value of the i -f resonance peak -the greater is the amount of control voltage produced.

Because of its simplicity, the discriminator just described is
by far the easiest of the discriminator circuits to understand, and
therefore serves well to illustrate the basic principles of the system.
A clear understanding of this circuit
will enable you to understand
more easily the operation of the more complex discriminator circuits
as used in commercial receivers, which will now be explained.
You will also no doubt be interested to know that the so-called
"side -frequency" or "side -circuit" discriminator, just described,
is
as a freused

quency deviation
indicator in radio
stations to
show when
the
is
transmitter
not working on
its assigned car
rier frequency.
Indicators such
as
be

these
dealt
in
later
course..
PHASE

/'F TUBE,

SPEC/AL /-F TRANSFORMEF.
D/sCR/41/N.4TORJ

OVAL V/ODE
TL/BE

r-

will

with
the

-SHIFTING

DISCRIMINATOR

A
typical
phase -shifting dis

criminator

cir-

AFC CONTROL

cuit, as used in
practically all

modern receivers
employing AFC,is
shown in Fig. 9.
The chief differ
ence between the

VOLTAGE

B+

FIG. 9
PHASE

-SHIFTING DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT
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circuit previously shown and that appearing in Fig. 9, is that the lat
ter makes possible the elimination of two tuned circuits in the secondary section of the discriminator's i -f transformer.
Instead, a trans
former with a center -tapped secondary is used. With the latter exception, this discriminator transformer is similar to the other i -f trans
formers in the receiver.

You will also observe in Fig. 9 that a dual diode is used and
that the plate -end of the primary is coupled
to the secondary centertap by means of condenser C, so that in addition to the usual magnetic
coupling between the coils, the primary circuit is also coupled to the
center -tap of the
secondary coil electrostatically. Thus, coupling
between the primary and secondary is accomplished in two ways.
ACTION
CIRCUIT
AT RESONANCE:The
operation of this
circuit depends

I -F TUBE

on the fact that
the voltage trans

matted
through
the coupling con
in
denser (Ec
Fig. 10) and the
induced secondary voltage, Es,

B+
FIG. 10
VOLTAGE TRANSFER THROUGH CAPACITIVE AND INDUCTIVE COUPLING

are 90° out -of phase at the res
onant frequency,
and
the
that
phase angle varies as the frequency changes.
The choice
of
the proper circuit
constants
(inductance, resistance, and ca
pacitive values]
establishes this
phase relationship.

By referring to Fig. 11 it will be observed that the circuit is
arranged so that a resultant voltage (El + Ec) is applied to one diode -- this resultant voltage is the vector sum of the voltage Ec that
is transmitted through the condenser
and one-half of the total secondary voltage produced by induction (El). Similarly, a resultant voltage (E2-+ E0) is applied to the other diode -- this is the vector sum
of the
voltage Ec and the other half of the total induced secondary
voltage (E2).
In Fig. 12 is shown a vector diagram, illustrating the phase relations of the several voltages when the applied voltage is at the res
onant frequency. Notice particularly that we have a 90 -degree phase
relation between the voltage, Ec, and the induced secondary voltages,
El and E2, at this time and that when such is the case the resultant
r -f voltages El + Ec and
E2 + Ec, as applied to the two diodes of the
discriminator tube, are of equal magnitude.
It thus follows that
if
equal r -f voltages appear between the
plate of each diode and ground,equal currents will flow through diodes
D-1 and D-2, and equal d -c voltages will therefore appear across the
N
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T

I

IO-/
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f
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Ez+ Ec

T

r

E:+

E_

F-1

B+

DISTRIBUTION OF EXCITING VOLTAGE

FIG. II
IN PHASE -SHIFTING DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT

output load resistors R-1 and R-2 at resonance, as
shown in Fig. 13.
It is
to be noted that points "N" and "P" .n Fig. 13 will be positive
with respect to the center -tap between the two load resistors.
Therefore, the total d -c voltage from point "P" to "N" across
the
two resistors will be zero, and consequently, no AFC control voltage will be
developed when the incoming i -f signal is at the resonance frequency
to which the i -f transformer of the AFC discriminator has been peaked.

ACTION
CIRCUIT,
BELOW RESONANCE:
We have just seen
what occurs during
conditions
of
resonance.
Let us now see
what occurs when
the frequency of
the incoming sig
nal is below the
resonant
point
of this
discrim
inator circuit.
Under such
a condition, the
angle of lag of
the inductive cir

decreases
cuits
while the angle
of

lead of

the

capacitive circuits increases,

FIG. 12
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGES WHEN APPLIED VOLTAGE
FREQUENCY
IS AT THE RESONANT
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the result being
a phase angle be

tween the transformer secondary
and
voltages
of
voltage Ec
other than 90 de
shown
grees, as
vector
by
the
diagram appearing in Fig. 14.

Here it will
be observed that
while the values
of Ec, El and E2
may still be the
phase
same, the
angle between Ec
and the values
El and E2 is such
that the resulvoltage
tant
value, El + Ec,
FIG. 13
than
is greater
E2 + Ec.
ThereOPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT RESONANCE
fore, a greater
r -f voltage will
be applied to diode D-1 than to diode D-2 and more current will flow
This results in the rectified d -c voltage appearthrough
diode D-1.
Fig. 15 being greater than that
ing across the load resistor R-1
in
P"
will now be
appearing across resistor R-2. Also, since point
positive with respect to the center -tap between the resistors, the resulting d -c voltage appearing across R-1 and R-2 combined will be a

positive AFC control voltage.
CIRCUIT ACTION ABOVE RESONANCE: When the intermediate frequency resulting from the incoming signal is higher than the resonant AFC freanquency, the
gle of lag of the
inductive
cirincreases
cuits
NOTE TWAT E/ *Ec /5
while the angle
GQEA7E TWAN EZ * Ec
of
lead of the
capacitive circuits decreases
and the phase re
lation swings to
the opposite side
of the 90 -degree
position, as pic
tured in Fig.16.
When this occurs
the
resultant
voltage
value
Ep + Ec will be
greater than that
of El+ Ec. There
fore, a greater
r -f voltage will
FIG. 14
be applied to di
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGES WHEN APPLIED VOLTAGE
ode D-2
than to
IS AT A FREQUENCY BELOW RESONANCE
diode D-1, causN
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13

ing more current
to flow
through
and
diode D-2

thereby developa
greater
ing
across
voltage
-resistor
diode
R-2, than across
R-1. (See Fig.l7.)
Also, since
the
center -tap con-

nection

of

the

resistors
R-2)
and
will now be nega
tive with resect
to ground or"N",
negative
this
voltage will over
come the voltage
produced by the
diode D-1.,
resulting in a neg
ative AFC control
voltage
across
points P and N
two
(R-1

in Fig.

17.

FIG. 15
OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCIES BELOW RESONANCE

In our dis
only three representative cases, namely,
cussion, we have considered
when the signal is at the resonant frequency, above the resonant frequency, and below the resonant frequency, and for a standard intermediate frequency. However, for other values of intermediate frequency,
the action of the discriminator circuit
is
basically the same, with
the exception
that
the
secondary voltage produced by induction will
lag or lead with respect to the voltage Ec
transmitted through the
coupling condenser by a varying number of degrees in accordance with
how far the signal i -f is removed from the frequency to which the discriminator circuit has been peaked.
IMPORTANCE OF SEC.
ONDARY TUNING

t

NOTE THAT E2 CG /5
G2EATEQ THAN E, Ec

t

FIG. 16
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF VOLTAGES WHEN APPLIED VOLTAGE
IS AT A FREQUENCY ABOVE RESONANCE

From
your
study of the dis
criminator circuit just explain_
ed, you can read
ily see that it
Ls the tuning of
the secondary cir
cult which deter
mines the polarity and magnitude
of the AFC control voltage developed by the
entire discriminator system. The
tuning of
the
transformer's pri

mary circuit is
of relative un-
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importance, in that the phase of the voltages involved is unaffected
by the tuning of this winding.
While it is true that the primary winding
phase of the currents or voltages induced in the

does not affect the

balanced rectifier
network of the
discriminator, it
does,
however,
affect the magni
tude of the volt
age which is fed
to the discrimi-

nator.
fore,

Thereimproper

tuning of
the
primary winding
will reduce the
AFC voltage which
ultimately reach
es the discriminator tube.
In
other words, the
setting of the
trimmer condenser across
the
secondary winding,controls the
frequency
at
which zero voltage is
obtained
at the output of
the
discriminaFIG. 17
tor,
while the
OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT AT FREQUENCIES ABOVE RESONANCE
setting of the
trimmer
across
the primary wind
ing determines the amplitude of the voltage peaks, as well as the symmetry of the AFC control voltages.

The Frequency-Control

Circuit

We have just discussed the discriminator, and learned
that this
portion of the AFC system produces a d -c voltage which varies in magni
tude and polarity in accordance with whether or not the receiver's oscillator is tuned accurately to the signal frequency.
This voltage
was referred to as the control voltage, or AFC voltage.
We
are now
ready to study the circuit which receives this control voltage and
automatically controls the oscillator frequency so as to keep the receiver tuned correctly at all times while receiving a station.
To accomplish this -- that is, to provide some way of either increasing or decreasing the receiver's oscillator frequency
without
changing the position of the gang tuning condenser -- we connect an
imaginary inductance across the oscillator coil in such manner that
the value of the imaginary inductance can be made either larger or
smaller by means of the discriminator AFC voltage. This imaginary inductance takes the form of a FREQUENCY -CONTROL TUBE, used in the circuit diagrammed in Fig. 18.
HOW THE FREQUENCY -CONTROL TUBE ACTS AS AN INDUCTANCE

In order for the frequency -control tube to
act as an imaginary
inductance
in
shunt with the oscillator secondary tuning coil L, in
N
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Fig. 18, it must
cause a lagging current to flow through this coil.
That is, this current must lag with respect to the oscillator voltage
already established across the coil, since this is exactly what would
happen if an inductance were connected in shunt with the coil.
In an earlier lesson treating with a -c theory you learned that
current in a condenser leads the voltage by 90 degrees, and that the
current in an inductance lags behind the voltage by 90 degrees. You
also learned that when two inductances are connected in parallel, the
resultant inductance is always less than that of the lower of the two
inductances.

With these points in mind, let us return to the circuit illustrated in Fig. 18 where the frequency -control tube is shown as being
In beginning this ana)connected across the secondary tuning coil L.
applied
to the
ogy, we will assume that no a -c excitation voltage is
In this case, the tube would act as a definite resistance
tube's grid.
or impedance connected in parallel with coil L, and its resistance value
in the circuit would depend on its grid -bias voltage.
(The more posibias
tive the
voltage,the less
will be
the resistance
value
AFC VOLTAGE
of
the
tube.)
-OR+
OSCILLATOR
The tube connecTUBE OF RECE/VER
tions being such,
2
FREQUENCY
CONTROL TUBE
it
is
apparent
that it will draw
current from coil
L, and that this
current will be
in
phase
with
L
the
oscillator
voltage due to
the
tube acting
as a resistance.
r

9

Referring
you

to Fig. 18,

Bt
SCREEN

OSCILLATOR COIL
will observe that
OF RECEIVER
a
resistance R
CONVENTIONAL
and a capacity C
TUN/N6 CONDENSER
RECe/VERS
OF
are connected in
OSCILLATOR STAGe
series and are
connected togeth
er across the os
FIG. 18
cillator coil L.
The values for R
BASIC FREQUENCY-CONTROL CIRCUIT
and C are so chos
en that the resistance of R is greater than the reactance of C, thereby causing this
combination to have a power factor of practically 1 (unity). Therefore, this resistor -condenser combination appears to the oscillator
coil L and the oscillator voltage source as a pure resistance load,and
with the os
the current through R and C is therefore nearly in phase
cillator voltage. Although the current through condenser C is nearly
also true
in phase with the oscillator voltage across coil L, it
is
that the voltage appearing across a condenser lags behind the current
flowing through it by 90 degrees. Therefore, the voltage appearing
across condenser C is lagging by nearly 90 degrees with respect to the
This voltage appearing across C is applied
oscillator coil voltage.
to the control grid of the frequency -control tube.
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With a correct bias voltage applied to the tube, the a -c component of plate current
will be in phase with the grid voltage -- that
is, peak plate current values will occur simultaneously with peak grid
This means that the plate current will lag with respect to
voltage.
the
voltage across coil L by nearly 90 degrees, thereby causing the
tube to act in the same manner as though another inductance were connected in parallel with L. The tube can thus be said to function as
an "imaginary inductance."
HOW THE CONTROL VOLTAGE AFFECTS THE

INDUCTANCE

Since the plate current
of
the
frequency -control tube draws a
lagging current with respect to the oscillator voltage appearing across
L, and since the plate current can be varied by varying the bias voltage applied to the tube, it follows that the tube's
inductive effect
upon the oscillator coil L can also be varied by altering the tube's
bias voltage.
The AFC voltages furnished by the discriminator are
used to supply this bias voltage.
Therefore, by employing the discriminator's output voltage to al
ter the grid bias voltage of the frequency -control tube, the effective
inductance value of the receiver's oscillator
tuning circuit can be
varied also and the frequency of this circuit thus changed accordingly.

Essentially, these are the basic principles underlying automatic
frequency control systems. Now that you have a general understanding
of the
theory involved, you are ready to examine the application of
this system as used in a typical commercial receiver.
COMMERCIAL APPLICATION OF AFC

The AFC system used by one well known
receiver manufacturer is
illustrated in Fig. 19. A close examination of the discriminator circuit will disclose it to be essentially the same as that described in
connection with Fig. 9. Of course, the complete diode load circuits
appearing in Fig. 19 differ somewhat from those used in circuits previously discussed but this is to be expected because Fig. 19 also includes the a -v -c and audio circuits.

THE DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT:
One modification of the discriminator network appearing in Fig. 19 is the use of the resistance -capacity filter,
comprising the 50,000 -ohm resistor (R) and the two .0001 mf condensers
in the common lead which joins the input and
output circuits of the
discriminator tube.
The purpose of this filter is to keep the 1-f
voltages and currents out of the diode load resistor circuit. You will
notice that the audio voltages are secured from the junction point of
the
load resistors R-1 and R-2, which is in the rectified section of
the detector circuit wherein the audio component is also present.

From previous instruction given you relative to diode detection,
you will realize that a d -c voltage
is
also available at this point
for a -v -c purposes.
Therefore, in addition to supplying the AFC and
a -f voltages, this discriminator
tube
is
also used to furnish a -v -c
voltage. Essentially, the a -v -c and a -f circuits do not affect the
AFC action.
There is also another difference between the discriminator load
circuit used in Fig. 19 and the basic circuit described previously.
Normally, the one end of the discriminator load circuit (N) is returned to ground, as shown in Fig. 9. However, in the circuit diagram
med in Fig. 19, this point is bypassed to ground through a 10-mf condenser and returned to a point on the voltage divider which is three
volts negative with respect to ground. This connection is made through
N
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FIG. 19
TYPICAL COMMERCIAL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

a 100,000 -ohm filter
resistor, which, in conjunction with the 10-mf
condenser, acts to prevent any hum or audio voltages from being fed in
to the discriminator circuit.
As a result of this connection, the entire discriminator circuit is placed at a potential of 3 volts below
ground. In this way an initial bias is fed to the grids of the tubes
which are controlled through the a -v -c bus, so that it is unnecessary
to use individual cathode resistors and bypass condensers for each con_
Instead, the cathodes of the controlled tubes are controlled tube.
nected directly to ground.
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The "hot"side of R-1 (P in Fig.19) is bypassed to ground through
This condenser serves a two -fold purpose: first, it
prevents hum and audio voltages from being fed to the oscillator control tube, and in addition, increases the time -constant of the AFC cir
so
that the action of the a -v -c system will precede that of the
cuit
AFC system.
a 1-mf condenser.

A switch for shorting out the AFC action is incorporated in the
circuit. When this switch is closed, the cathodes of the two diodes
are joined together, so that essentially,
the discriminator circuit
becomes a conventional full -wave rectifier circuit. Note that under
in
parallel with each other
this condition, the two diode loads are
However,
the
reason.
and that no AFC voltage is generated for this
audio and a -v -c voltages are still produced just as they would be in
the case of a conventional full -wave rectifier circuit.

THE CONTROL -TUBE CIRCUIT:
Let us now turn our attention to the freIn
quency -control circuit appearing in the lower section of Fig. 19.
studying this portion of the AFC system, you will find that the control circuit used in this receiver is similar to that shown in the bas
Note, especially, that
the phase is diagram illustrated in Fig. 18.
shifting network consists of a 50,000 -ohm resistor and a 20-mmf conThe .001-mf condenser in series
with the control grid does
denser.
Its
not play any part in phase -shifting because of its large value.
sole
purpose is to prevent the d-c'plate voltage from reaching the
grid of the control tube.

Referring again to Fig. 19, let us asTHE COMPLETE CIRCUIT ACTION:
sume that the receiver is in operation and that its oscillator is generating the correct frequency
to
produce an i -f signal equal to the
resonant intermediate frequency to which the i -f stages of the receivis no need of any
er have been peaked. Under such a condition, there
At this time, the differential voltage defurther tuning adjustment.
resistors, R-1 and R-2, is
veloped across the rectifier output
load
zero and, therefore, there is no effect upon the control tube and oscillator circuit.
However, if the receiver is so
tuned that the resulting i -f is
i -f to which the receiver has been adjusted, then end
lower than the
This positive po"P" of R-1 becomes positive with respect to ground.
tential is applied to the control grid circuit of the frequency -control
the
frequency -control tube to draw
tube as a positive bias, causing
more plate current and
thereby decrease the effective inductance of
oscillator coil L. This in turn causes the oscillator frequency to in
crease and thereby also increases the abnormally low i -f signal frequency until it equals the i -f frequency to which the receiver has
been resonated.
If the receiver is detuned so that
the resulting i -f signal is
higher than the i -f to which the circuits have been resonated, point
"P" becomes negative with respect to
ground, which applies a negative
the latter to draw less
bias to the frequency -control tube and causes
plate current. The oscillator coil's effective inductance is therefore increased accordingly and in turn decreases the oscillator freis correct to produce the intermediate frequency to
quency until it
which the receiver circuits have been resonated.

The action finally stops in either case, with about one volt of
differential voltage actually remaining across the load resistors, R-1
This action of correcting the frequency is quite rapid, takand R-2.
ing place in less than one second of time.
N
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How to Align

Receivers that are Equipped with

9

AFC

With the fundamental principles of a typical AFC system well in
mind, let us now turn our attention to the alignment of a typical receiver equipped with such a system, in accordance with the theory of
operation that we have discussed in this lesson.
First, the i -f transformers of the set should be carefully align
ed to the frequency specified by the, manufacturer.
(It is good practice to permit the receiver to warm up thoroughly before making any ad
justments, so as
to
allow for any probable changes in in?uctance or
capacity values due to thermal expansion.)
A service (test) oscillator should be connected to the first detector or mixer tube,or to the first i -f stage, and tuned to the exact
i -f frequency of the set,as determined by the peak indication of an out
put meter or other indicating device. A vacuum -tube -voltmeter
should
be connected across
the
discriminator output control voltage 1{ne.
That is, from point "P" in Fig. 19 to ground.
(Note:
The operating
principles of vacuum -tube -voltmeters are explained in another lesson.)

The adjusting screw of the
trimmer condenser which is connected
across the secondary winding of the AFC (discriminator) i -f transformer
should then be backed out until the plates of this condenser are nearThis is done in order to insure ease of aligning the primary
ly open.
trimmer.
(Practically no change would result if the secondary condens
er happened to be set for zero discriminator voltage,regardless of the
amount of adjusting that was given the primary trimmer. Thus an inaccurate setting would result.)

This done, adjust the primary trimmer condenser for maximum
criminator voltage, either positive or negative. Then adjust the
ondary trimmer for exactly zero voltage across the discriminator
That is, across terminals P and N in Fig. 19, or across the
put.
resistors R-1 and R-2.

dissecoutload

The adjustment of the trimmer condenser that is connected across
the secondary winding of the discriminator's i -f transformer is critical in most receivers so equipped, and must not be attempted without
having available the proper testing equipment. The reason for this is
that there are three points at which zero discriminator voltage is obtained; namely, when the trimmer's adjusting screw is
turned all the
way out; when it is turned all the way in,and at its mid -position. The
latter is the correct point for adjustment, as at this point a slight

change in adjustment causes a rapid change in discriminator voltage.

After the zero voltage setting is made, the test oscillator frequency should be varied until the maximum positive and maximum negative
discriminator voltages are developed, and
the vacuum -tube -voltmeter
readings noted.
These readings should be nearly the same.
A wide dis
crepancy in the readings will indicate misalignment of the primary
trimmer. In such case, the primary trimmer should be readjusted slight
ly until equal readings
on
the
vacuum -tube -voltmeter are obtained.
Do not readjust the secondary trimmer to make
them equal, since this
would cause zero voltage to be developed at some frequency other than
the
resonant i -f peak, and thus cause the receiver to detune every
station signal when the AFC system is functioning.
PERFORMANCE TESTS

lows:
tion.

The performance of the entire AFC system can be checked as folTune -in a local station with the AFC switch in the "off" posiThen detune the receiver from resonance a definite amount, say

PAGE 20

8 kilocycles.

Then turn the AFC control switch to the "on" position.
The AFC system should now "lock in" and automatically tune the receiver
to exact resonance.
Repeat the same test with the receiver dial set
at 8 kilocycles
toward the opposite side cf resonance, and notice if
the AFC again locks -in and automatically tunes the set to resonance.
The AFC should control
tuning an equal amount from either side
of resonance, when
properly aligned. Also, when tuning the receiver
to resonance on a weak signal with the AFC control switch in the "off"
position, turning
the AFC
control to
the "on" position should not
cause
the set to be detuned.
If it does, the AFC control adjustments

are not properly aligned.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON
1.

-

48

What is the net voltage across the output or load circuit of the discriminator when the signal intermediate frequency is exactly equal to the frequency to which
the receiver's i -f amplifier has been peaked?
Does the discriminator provide an a -c or d -c control voltage at its output terminals?
Explain.

2.

3.

NO.

-

In a phase -shifting discriminator, is the induced secon
dary voltage 90° out -of -phase with the voltage transmitted through the coupling condenser at the resonant
frequency, below the resonant frequency, or above the

resonant frequency?
4.

-

How does the frequency -control tube in an AFC system
act so as to affect the tuning of the receiver's oscillator circuit?

5.

-

What

is

the

purpose

of

the discriminator in an AFC

system?
6.

-

How does adjustment of the primary circuit's tuning affect the performance of the discriminator circuit?

7.

-

How does adjustment of the secondary circuit's tuning
affect the performance of the discriminator circuit?

8.

What is the purpose of the frequency -control circuit in
an AFC system?

9.

How can you determine whether or not the AFC system in
a receiver is operating?

10.

-

Explain briefly how you would align a receiver that is
equipped with AFC.
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METERS AS USED IN RADIO
HAVE APPLIED TO
ALL OF OUR DISCUSSIONS ON METERS
UP TO THIS TIME,
THEIR USE RATHER THAN TO THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES. S0,
IN DETAIL.
IN THIS LESSON WE ARE GOING TO CONSIDER METERS, THEMSELVES,

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
THE SIMPLEST WAY TO DEMONSTRATE THE FUNDAMENTAL
GALVANOMETER, WHICH CAN
OF ELECTRIC METERS IS BY MEANS OF A RATHER CRUDE
EASILY BE BUILT FOR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
THE SIMPLE GALVANOMETER

THIS HOME-MADE GALVANOMETER IS SHOWN IN FIG. 2,
THAT SEVERAL TURNS OF SMALL WIRE ARE WRAPPED AROUND
COMPASS NEEDLE HAS A NATURAL TENDENCY TO POINT
IN A NORTH-AND-SOUTH DIRECTION,DUE TO THE EFFECT
OF THE EARTHS MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE UPON IT.
NOW, SHOULD WE CONNECT THE WINDING OF THIS
A RHEOSTAT
GALVANOMETER IN SERIES WITH
SIMPLE
AND A BATTERY AS IN FIG.2, THEN A CERTAIN AMOUNT
OF BATTERY CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH THE WINDING.
THIS FLOW OF CURRENT THROUGH THE WINDING WILL
PRODUCE A MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND THE COMPASS,WHICH
WILL EXERT ITS INFLUENCE UPON THE NEEDLE IN SUCH
ITS
A WAY AS TO CAUSE THE NEEDLE TO DEVIATE FROM
NORMAL NORTH-AND-SOUTH POSITION. THEN, BY REGUAMOUNT OF RESISTANCE IN THE CIRCUITS
LATING THE
RESPOND
ACCORDINGLY AND
THE CURRENT FLOW WILL
MOTION
OF THE MAGOF
AMOUNT
VARY
THE
THUS
WILL
NETIZED NEEDLE; THAT IS, THE GREATER THE CURRENT
DEVIATION OF THE
THE GREATER WILL BE THE
FLOWS
NEEDLE. HENCE,SHOULD THE BATTERY CONNECTIONS NOW

A

WHERE YOU WILL NOTE
POCKET COMPASS. THE

,r.ar.-

1,
r

FIG. I
ACCURATE TESTING IS
RADIO
ESSENTIAL
IN
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8E REVERSED, SO THAT THE CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH THE WINDING
IN AN OPe
OSITE DIRECTION, THEN THE MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE BET UP AROUND THE COIL
WILL ALSO BE REVERSED, THEREBY CAUSING THE NEEDLE TO SWING IN THE
OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

WHEN WINDING THE COIL FOR SUCH A GALVANOMETER,IT IS ADVISABLE TO WINO THE COIL PARALLEL TO THE MAGNETIZED NEEDLE,WHEN THE NEEDLE
IS AT REST AND IN ITS NORMAL POSITION.IN THIS
WAY,THE MAGNETIC FIELD,PRODUCEO BY THE CURRENT
FLOW THROUGH THE WINDING, WILL ACT AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE EARTHtS MAGNETIC FIELD AND THUG PROVIDE A BETTER POISED INSTRUMENT. THEN TOO,
BY
INCREASING THE NUMBER OF TURNS ON THE WINDING,
THE ARRANGEMENT WILL BE M4 DE MORE
SENSITIVE.
SO YOU SEE, EVEN A SIMPLE GALVANOMETER AS
THIS WILL INDICATE THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTRIC
FIG.2
CURRENT AND NOT ONLY THIS,BUT IT WILL ALSO INA Simple Galranoinder:
DICATE THE DIRECTION IN WHICH THE CURRENT
IS
.FLOWING. WITH THIS BASIC PRINCIPLE IN
MIND,
LET US NOW CONTINUE WITH A STUDY OF METERS, SUCH AS ARE USED IN EVERYDAY.
RADIO AND ELECTRICAL PRACTICE.

THE "PLUNGER-TYPE" AMMETER

THE

INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF A "PLUNGER-TYPE" AMMETER IS SHOWN
IN
FIG. 3. IN THIS CASE, AN INDICATING NEEDLE IS PIVOTED AT ITS UPPER END,
SO THAT ITS LOWER END IS FREE TO SWING ACROSS A CALIBRATED DIAL OR SCALE.
A SOFT IRON PLUNGER OR ARM IS FASTENED TO THE INDICATING NEEDLE AND ONE
END OF THIS PLUNGER IS SURROUNDED BY A COIL OF WIRE,WHOSE DIAMETER
IS
LARGE ENOUGH TO PERMIT THE PLUNGER TO PASS UP THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE
COIL WITHOUT TOUCHING IT.

THE INSTRUMENT IS SO BALANCEO THAT THE INDICATING NEEDLE NORMALLY
RESTS OVER THE ZERO MARK OF THE SCALE. Now IF THE METER TERMINALS
ARE
CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH A CIRCUIT,WHICH IS CARRYING A DIRECT CURRENT,
THEN THIS CURRENT WILL FLOW INTO ONE METER TERMINAL,THROUGH THE
METER
COIL AND THENCE TO THE OTHER METER TERMINAL AND BACK TO THE CIRCUITTHIS
SAME CURRENT,WHILE FLOWING THROUGH THE METER
COIL,WILL CAUSE A MAGNETIC FIELD TO BUILD UP
Terminal
Pivot
AROUND THE COIL,WHICH WILL PULL THE IRON Pull
GER UP INTO THE CENTER OF THE COIL. WE. CALL
Col 1-9
THIS,"SOLENOID ACTION" AND THE METER COIL AND
Needle
IRON PLUNGER IN THIS CASE CONSTITUTE A SOLES
vúqht

-

NOID
TgT

SINCE THE PLUNGER IN FIG. 3 IS NOW BEING
PULLED TOWARD THE RIGHT, IT PULLS THE PIVOTED
NEEDLE WITH IT,THUS CAUSING THE INDICATOR TO
SWING ACROSS THE SCALE. THE GREATER THE CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE METER COIL,THE
GREATER
WILL BE THE DEFLECTION OF THE INDICATING NEED
LE AND SINCE THE MOVEMENT OF THE NEEDLE VARIES WITH THE CURRENT FLOW, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT

SCALE

/k'oamuuoll001

fiG.3

The "Plunger Typ e
4inrn eEer,

"
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BY PROPERLY CALIBRATING THE SCALE,A MEANS IS PROVIDED WHEREBY THE CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE METER COIL CAN BE MEASURED.

THE SMALL WEIGHT WHICH IS CONNECTED TO THE INDICATING NEEDLE ACTS
AS A COUNTERWEIGHT AND 1N THIS WAY AIDS IN CONTROLLING THE ACTION OF THE PLUNGER.
THE "MAGNETIC VANE" TYPE METER

4,You WILL SEE AN AMMETER OF THE
"MAGNETIC VANE" TYPE,WHICH 18 ALSO KNOWN AS THE
"POLARIZED VANE" TYPE. METERS AS THIS ARE QUITE
COMMON AND THEY ARE GENERALLY USED FOR PORTABLE
REPURPOSES,WHERE LABORATORY ACCURACY IS NOT
IS
QUIRED. THIS IS THE SAME TYPE METER, WHICH
AUTOMOUNTED ON THE INSTRUMENT PANEL OF MOST
METER.
MOBILES AND IT IS AN INEXPENSIVE TYPE
IN FIG.,

FI G. 4
The Magnetic Vane
Type Annmefer.

THE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAGNETIC
(THE
VANE TYPE AMMETER IS SHOWN IN FIG. 5. HERE A PIECE OF SOFT IRON
MAGNET,
VANE) 18 MOUNTED ON A PIVOT BETWEEN THE POLES OF A HORSESHOE
WHICH IS A PERMANENT MAGNET. THE VANE TENDS TO REST IN A HORIZONTAL POSTO
ITION OR TO.STAY IN LINE WITH THE POLES OF THE PERMANENT MAGNET'SO AS
TO
POLE
OVER
ACT AS A PATH FOR THE LINES OF FORCE GOING FROM THE NORTH
THE SOUTH POLE. THE NEEDLE AT THIS TIME POINTS TO ZERO ON THE SCALE.
A COIL OF HEAVY COPPER WIRE SURROUNDS THE METER NEEDLE AT A POINT
NOT
SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE VANE. THIS COIL IS QUITE LARGE IN DIAMETER 80 AS
CONARE
METER
TERMINALS
TO INTERFERE WITH THE MOTION OF THE NEEDLE. THE
NECTED TO THE ENDS OF THIS COIL AND BY CONNECTING THESE METER TERMINALS
METER COIL.
IN SERIES WITH A D.C. CIRCUIT, CURRENT WILL FLOW THROUGH THE
LET US ASSUME THAT THE
ER COIL IS SUCH AS TO PRODUCE
THIS BEING THE CASE,THE TOTAL
WILL NO LONGER BE STRAIGHT TO

Contructron

DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW THROUGH THE META NORTH POLE AT THE LOWER END OF THE COIL.
NORTH POLE EFFECT WILL THEN BE DIVIDED AND
THE RIGHT OF THE VANE BUT SLIGHTLY ABOVE IT.
THIS SLIGHT UPWARD SHIFT IN THE TQ
WILL
TAL OR EFFECTIVE KORTH POLE
COUNTE2
TURN
TO
VANE
PIVOTED
THE
CAUSE
CLOCKWISE BY A DEFINITE AMOUNT BECAUSE IT ALWAYS TENDS TO ALIGN ITSOUTH
SELF BETWEEN THE NORTH AND
VANE/8
THE
THIS
IN
CHANGE
POLES.
POSITION WILL CAUSE THE INDICATING
NEEDLE TO SWING ACROSS THE DIAL TQ
WARD THE LEFT OR.DIBCHARGE" 8IDE OF
THE SCALE. THE GREATER THE CURRENT
FLOW THROUGH THE COIL,THE GREATER
WILL BE THE EFFECT UPON THE MAGNÉi
BE
IC FIELD AND THE GREATER WILL
NEEDLE.
THE
OF
THE DEFLECTION

FIG5
of ¿he Vane Tyoe

Ammeter.

SENT
SHOULD THE CURRENT BE
THE
FIG.5
OF
IN
THROUGH THE COIL
LOWER
THE
OPPOSITE DIRECTION,THEN
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END OF THE COIL WILL BECOME A SOUTH
POLE,THEREBY CAUSING
EFFECTIVE SOUTH POLE TO SHIFT SLIGHTLY
TOWARD THE UPPER

THE TOTAL
OR
LEFT
OF THE VANE
AND THIS WILL SWING THE VANE ABOUT
ITS PIVOT
IN
A
CLOCKWISE
DIRECTION, SO THAT THE METER NEEDLE WILL
NOW REGISTER ON THE CHARGE SIDE
OF THE SCALE. THIS METER
IS ONLY SUITABLE FOR
USE
WHEN TESTING IN A D.CCIE
CUIT.

THE "MOVING -COIL"
TYPE METER
1'I,A^ _
WESTON

4

A MOVING COIL
OR
D tARSONVAL TYPE D.C. vol.,'
METER IS SHOWN YOU IN FIG.

LCT r.n ESEP
'

1."

J.-.14-``
..

o

\

ems'

..

`

6,WITH ITS

COVER REMOVED,
SO THAT YOU MAY CLEARLY
SEE ITS INTERNAL WORKING

PARTS. METERS OF THE MOVING COIL TYPE ARE THEMOST
11
ACCURATE OF ALL THOSE
fr
SHOWN YOU SO FAR ANO
LT
IS THE TYPE USED IN MAKING
PRECISE MEASUREMENTS. IN
FIG. 6
FIG. 7,YOU WILL SEE
THE
The Moving Coíl Type Meter.
PRINCIPLES OFCONSTRUCTION
CF THIS TYPE OF METER.THIS
METER IS REALLY NOTHING MORE THAN A SMALL
ELECTRIC MOTOR,ONLY THAT
ITR
ARMATURE IS PREVENTED FROM COMPLETING A FULL
REVOLUTION.

*

._

NOTICE IN FIG. 7 THAT WE HAVE A PERMANENT MAGNET OF
THE HORSESHOE
TYPE AND THAT A COIL OF WIRE IS MECHANICALLY
SUPPORTED IN JEWELLED BEARINGS SO THAT IT IS FREE
TO
TURN BETWEEN THE POLE PIECES
OF THE MAGNET-THE
WINDING
ASSEMBLY THUS BECOMING A
SMALL MOTOR ARMATURE.
THE
LOWER ENO OF THE INDICATING
NEEDLE IS FASTENED TO
THE
ARMATURE AND A LIGHT SPRING
AT EACH END OF THE ARMATURE
NORMALLY HOLDS THE ARMATURE
IN THE POSITION AT WHICH THE
NEEDLE POINTS TO ZERO ON THE
SCALE.VERY OFTEN,THESE SPRINGS SERVE AS ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS BETWEEN THE
METER
TERMINALS AND THE METER COIL.
THE OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THIS EXTENSIVELY USED
METER IS ILLUSTRATED
SOMEWHAT CLEARER IN FIGS. 8 AND

F1G.7
Construction

9.
IN

FIG

8 THE

INSTRU-

of the Moving

Coil McLer.
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MENT IS SHOWN AT REST AND AT WHICH TIME NO CURRENT IS FLOWING THROUGH ITS
WINDING. CONDITIONS BEING SUCH,THE MAGNETIC FIELD, AS ESTABLISHED BY THE
PERMANENT MAGNET,WILL FLOW HORIZONTALY FROM LEFT TO RIGHT AND THESPRINGS
WILL HOLD THE ARMATURE COIL IN THE PO81INTION AS HERE ILLUSTRATED'SO THAT THE
DICATING NEEDLE WILL POINT TO THE
ZERO
MARK OFTHE SCALE.

THIS
Now THEN, IF THE TERMINALS OF
METER ARE CONNECTED TO AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT SO THAT CURRENT THEREFROM FLOWS
IN
AND
ON SIOE "B" OF THE ARMATURE WINDING
OUT ON SIDE "A" OF THIS SAME WINDING, WE
FIND THAT LINES OF FORCE WILL BE
ESTABLINES
LISHED AROUND THIS WINDING. THESE
OF FORCE WILL ENCIRCLE SIDE "A" IN A OOU1
IN
TER- CLOCKWISE DIRECTION AND SIDE "B"
A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION.
THESE ENCIRCLING FIELDS WILL REACT
A
WITH THE MAIN MAGNETIC FIELD IN SUCH
MANNER THAT THE LINES OF FORCE OF THE ENTHE
CIRCLING FIELD WILL OPPOSE THOSE OF
FIG.&
MAIN FIELD AT THE REGION BELOW SIDE
"B«
The Alder aE 2est.
OF THE ARMATURE, RESULT NG IN A WEAKENING
AT
OF.THE COMBINED FIELD AT THIS POINT, AT THE SAME TIME, WE FIND THAT
THE UPPER SIDE OF "B",THE ENCIRCLING LINES OF FORCE ACT IN THE SAME DIRECTION WITH THOSE OF THE MAIN FIELD AND THEREFORE CAUSE A STRENGTHENING
OF THE COMBINED FIELD AT THIS POINT, THIS IS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 9.
I

IN LIKE MANNER,THE COMBINED FIELD AT THE UPPER REGION OF SIDE'"A"
WEAKENED WHILE THE LOWER REGION OF SIDE "A" IS STRENGTHENED. THERE IS
A NATURAL TENDENCY FOR THE WINDING TO BE FORCED FROM THE STRONGER REGIONS
THE
OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD INTO THE WEAKER REGIONS AND FOR THIS REASON,
ARMATURE ROTATES ABOUT ITS AXIS IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION AS SHOWN IN FIG.
IS

9.

WILL
THIS MOTION OF THE METER COIL
ACROSS
TO
SWING
CAUSE THE INDICATING NEEDLE
THE SCALE TOWARDS THE RIGHT AND THIS NEEDLE
DEFLECTICN WILL BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE AIN
MOUNT OF MOVEMENT OF THE COIL,WHICH
CURRENT
OF
THE
DEPENDS
UPON
QUANTITY
TURN
IMFLOWING THROUGH IT OR TO THE VOLTAGE
PRESSED ACROSS IT, THE INSTANT THAT CURRENT
THE
FLOW THROUGH THE COIL '1S INTERRUPTED,
SPRINGS WILL RESTORE THE NEEDLE TO ITSZERO
READING, THIS TYPE OF METER IS ONLY SUITABLE FOR USE ON D.C. CIRCUITS.

FIG.9

Full- scale Def/ecE-ion.

THE MOVING COIL,TOGETHER WITH
ITS
SPRINGS AND INDICATING NEEDLEIARE SHOWN YOU
YOU
O. IN THIS SAME ILLUSTRATION
IN FIG,
INTEREST,NAMELY
ARE SHOWN ANOTHER POINT OF
THE USE OF A SOFT IRON CORE WHICH IS CEN-
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TRALLY LOCATED BETWEEN THE POLE PIECES OF THE
PERMANENT MAGNET AND
ROUND WHICH THE MOVING COIL OSCILLATES.

A-

THE OBJECT FOR USING THIS IRON CORE IS TO PROVIDE
AN EASY PATH FOR
THE PERMANENT MAGNET'S LINES OF FORCE BETWEEN
THE POLE PIECES AND WHICH
AT THE SAME TIME AIDS TO PREVENT LOSS OF MAGNETISM.

WITH THE CORE CENTRALLY LOCATED AS PICTURED AT THE LOWER LEFT
OF
IO, ONLY A SMALL AIR GAP IS ALLOWED BETWEEN THE
CORE AND THE POLE
PIECES AND THROUGH WHICH THE COIL IS FREE TO MOVE WITHOUT TOUCHING EITHER THE CORE OR THE POLE PIECES.
FIG.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A VOLTMETER AND AN AMMETER
No DOUBT.,YOU ARE NOW BEGINNING TO WONDER AS TO WHAT THE DIFFERENCE
REALLY IS BETWEEN A VOLTMETER AND AN AMMETER. THE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
OF BOTH THESE INSTRUMENTS ARE FUNDAMENTALLY THE SAME AND
IF YOU ARE FAM
1711111"'..---"'",--M7,

..

SPRING

COUNTE2
11/EIGHT
COIL.

-----

NEEDLE
+º{+`

SPKING-

CO.PE

F1G. 10

ConsfrucL-ional Defails

of

¿Ile Moving Co/l.

IVELY LOW RESISTANCE TO THE CIRCUIT WITH WHICH
WHILE TAKING A READING.

IT

ILIAR WITH THE OPERATION OF ONE,YOU ARE
ALSO FAMILIAR
WITH
THE OPERATION OF THE
OTHER. THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A VOL,;
METER AND AN AMMETER
IS THAT THE
WINDING
WITHIN THE AMMETER IS
OF LOW RESISTANCE.
THAT IS,THE WIRE USED
FOR THIS PURPOSE
IS
LARGE IN SIZE AND CON
SISTS OF BUT A
FEW
TURNS,THEREBY PERMITT
OF
ING THE PASSAGE
CONSIDERABLE CURRENT.
IN THIS WAY,THE
AMMETER OFFERS COMPARATIS CONNECTED IN SERIES

THE VOLTMETER, ON THE OTHER HAND, HAS A HIGH INTERNAL RESISTANCE
BECAUSE ITS WINDING IS MADE UP OF A GREAT MANY TURNS OF VERY SMALL WIRE.
THIS BEING THE CASE, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT WHEN A VOLTMETER IS
CONNECTED
ACRCSS A CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING PURPOSES,IT DRAWS BUT VERY LITTLE CURRENT
FROM THE CIRCUIT, IN ORDER TO ACTUATE THE NEEDLE. IN FACT,THE HIGHER THE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF THE VOLTMETERS THE GREATER WILL BE ITS DEGREE
OF
ACCURRACY AND HIGH GRADE D.C. VOLTMETERS FOR RADIO PURPOSES
GENERALLY
HAVE AN INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF ABOUT 1000 OHMS PER VOLT,WHICH MEANS THAT
A METER WITH A 250 VOLT SCALE HAS AN INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF 250,000 OHMS.
THE OTHER BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A VOLTMETER AND AN AMMETER 18 OF
COURSE THE FACT THAT THE SCALE OF THE VOLTMETER HAS BEEN CALIBRATED TO
READ VOLTAGE,WHILE THE SCALE OF THE AMMETER HAS BEEN CALIBRATED TO READ
THE AMPERAGE.
IT

IS

NOW THE PRACTICE TO CONSTRUCT THE MOVEMENT OF HIGH GRADE D.C.
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VOLTMETERS EXACTLY THE SAME AS USED IN MILLIAMMETERS.THAT IS, THE MOVING
COIL IN BOTH CASES ACTUALLY CONTAINS ONLY A FEW OHMS OF RESISTANCE
AND
FLOWING
1S SO SENSITIVE THAT A CURRENT FLOW.OF ONE MILLIAMPERE OR LESS
THROUGH IT IS SUFFICIENT TO CAUSE THE INDICATING NEEDLE TO SWING ACROSS
THE ENTIRE SCALE. THEN TO USE THIS INSTRUMENT
AS A VOLTMETER, IT IS ONLY NECESSARY TO
ADD
SUFFICIENT RESISTANCE IN SERIES WITH THE MO1
ING COIL SO THAT ONLY A SMALL CURRENT
WILL
FLOW THROUGH THE COIL EVEN WHEN THE
METER
TERMINALS ARE CONNECTED ACROSS A SOURCE
OF
HIGH VOLTAGE. SUCH RESISTANCE UNITS ARE MOON=
ED INSIDE OF THE METER CASE.
IN LIKE MANNER,MANY AMMETERS ARE
IN
REALLITY MILLIAMMETERS CALIBRATED IN "AMPERES"
BUT THE MOVING COIL RECEIVES ONLY A
SMALL
FRACTION.OF THE CURRENT BEING MEASURED. THIS
IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH BYPASSING A DEFINITE
PORTION OF THE TOTAL CURRENT AROUND THE MOVING COIL'THROUGH A SHUNT.

U.
of the Hotwire
1G

Principle

Ammeter.

ALL OF THESE DETAILS WILL APPEAR CLEARER TO YOU AS YOU
CONTINUE
WITH THIS LESSON. HOWEVER, BEFORE GOING INTO THIS WORK LET US FIRST STUDY
THE HOT-WIRE TYPE METERS.
THE "HOT-WIRE" METER

WHEN DEALING WITH ALTERNATING CURRENTS, WHOSE FREQUENCY IS VERY HIGH,
SUCH AS THE ELECTRICALOSOILLATIONS OCCURRING AT RADIO FREQUENCIES,THEN WE
MUST DEPART .FROM THE MAGNETIC PRINCIPLES IN METER CONSTRUCTION. THAT IS,
FOR TAKING MEASUREMENTS IN HIGH FREQUENCY CIRCUITS, IT IS BETTER TO USE
SOME METER OPERATING PRINCIPLE WHICH DOES NOT DEPEND UPON MAGNETIC ACTION
TO'ACTUATE THE NEEDLE. MOST METERS FOR HIGH FREQUENCY USE THEREFORE DEPEND UPON THE HEATING EFFECT OF AN ELECTRIC CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH
A
CONDUCTOR AND WE GENERALLY CLASSIFY METERS AS THIS AS BEING OF THE!/THERMO"
TYPE.
IN

FIG.

II

AN
YOU ARE SHOWN THE BASIC CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF
MEASUREFOR
TAKING
AMMETER,WHICH CAN SE USED
FREQUENMENTS IN CIRCUITS OPERATING AT RADIO
CIES. THE METER HERE SHOWN CAN ALSO BE CLASSIA
FIED AS A "HOT WIRE" AMMETER. IN THIS CASE,
SPECIAL WIRE, WHICH IS MADE OF NON -OXIDIZABLE
METAL,HAVING A LOW TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT, IS
CONNECTED ACROSS THE TWO METER TERMINALS INSIDE
OF THE METER BODY. THE TENSION OF THIS HEATING
WIRE AND THE TENSION OF THE SPRING ARE 80 BALANCED WITH EACHOTHER THAT THE METER NEEDLE NORMALLY LINES UP WITH THE ZERO MARK'ON THE SCALE.

1G.IL
The

A. C. Vo/E'nefcr.

NOW IF THE TERMINALS OF THIS AMMETER ARE
PROPERLY CONNECTED INTO A CIRCUIT CARRYING HIGH
FREQUENCY CURRENTS,THE HEATING WIRE WILL BE cold
NECTED IN SERIES WITH THIS CIRCUIT,SO THAT ALL
OF THESE HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS MUST FLOW THRU
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WELL KNOWN FACT THAT CURRENT FLOW THROUGH A CONDUCTOR PRODUTHE
CES HEAT AND THIS HEATING EFFECT IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE SQUARE OF
BY
THE
CONDUCTOR.
CURRENT AND TO THE RESISTANCE OFFERED
IT.

IT

IS

A

THE HEAT PRODUCED BY THE FLOW OF THE HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS THRU
THE HEATING WIRE,CAUSES THE WIRE TO EXPAND OR BECOME LONGER AND IN DOING
8O, ADDITIONAL SLACK .1S INTRODUCED INTO IT AND THIS WILL PERMIT THE
INDICATING
SPRING TO PULL THE INDICATING NEEDLE TOWARD THE RIGHT,THUS
OF THE
THIS
DEFLECTION
SCALE.
CALIBRATED
THIS CURRENT FLOW ON A PROPERLY
ADDITTO
THE
FLOW,DUE
CURRENT
AN
IN
INCREASE
NEEDLE WILL. INCREASE WITH
WIRE.
THE
HEATING
INTO
IONAL SLACK, WHICH IS INTRODUCED

MOVABLE-IRON A.C. METERS
FOR TAKING MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS THROUGH WHICH ALTERNATING
CURRENTS OF A 50 OR 60 CYCLE FREQUENCY FLOW,THE MOVABLE -IRON TYPE METER
ILLUSIS BEING MOST USED. THE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF SUCH A METER IS
TRATED IN FIG. 12.
As YOU WILL OBSERVE, A COIL OF
INSULATED WIRE IS LOCATED WITHIN THE
THE
HOUSING OF THIS INSTRUMENT AND
TO
CONNECTED
ENDS OF THIS COIL ARE
METER.
THE
OF
THE TERMINALS

FIG. 13

nillia nmeter 2eading'fu/1-sca/e",

,THE INDICATING NEEDLE IS FASTENED TO A SHAFT OR AXIS WHICH IS SUP
PORTED IN SAPHIRE JEWEL BEARINGS. A
SMALL CURVED PIECE OF IRON,(THE ARMATURE) IS ALSO FASTENED TO THECENTER
SHAFT THROUGH AN ARM AND THIS ARMATURE RESTS DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF ANOTHER SIMILARLY SHAPED PIECE OF IRON
AND
WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THE COIL

WHICH REMAINS STATIONARY.
UPON PASSING CURRENT THROUGH .THE COIL,THE TWO PIECES OF IRON BECOME
SIOE
MAGNETIZED, BUT SINCE BOTH PIECES OF IRON ARE LOCATED ON THE SAME
WILL
THERE
THAT
MEANS
OF THE COIL, THEY WILL HAVE THE SAME POLARITY. THIS
REPEL.
POLES
BE A REPELLING FORCE BETWEEN THEM BECAUSE LIKE MAGNETIC

THE COIL AND ITS IRON MEMBER ARE FIXED AND THEREFORE THE ARMATURE
WILL BE REPELLED AND THEREBY CAUSE THE INDICATING NEEDLE TO ROTATE CLOCK
WISE ON ITS AXIS AND THUS SWING THE INDICATINGNEEDLE TOWARDS THE RIGHT ACROSS
MOVEITS SCALE. As SOON AS THE CURRENT FLOW STOPS, A SPRING RETURNS THE
ZERO
THE
WITH
COINCIDES
NEEDLE
MENT TO ITS NORMAL POSITION SO THAT THE
MARK OF THE SCALE.
AND
REQUIRES BUT LITTLE CURRENT TO OPERATE THIS MECHANISM
MEASURING HIGHER VOLTAGES IT IS THE PRACTICE TO INCLUDE A RESISTOR
FLOW.
SERIES WITH THE METER WINDING IN ORDER TO LIMIT THE CURRENT

FOR

IT

IN

MOVING PART OF
SMALL AND VERY LIGHT VANE IS ALSO ATTACHED TO THE
AIR CHAMBER
SEALED
THE INSTRUMENT. THIS VANE MOVES BACK AND FORTH IN A
AMOUNT OF
A
CERTAIN
WHENEVER THE INDICATOR MOVES AND IN THIS WAY OFFERS
A
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RESISTANCE OR DAMPING EFFECT TOWARDS THE MOVEMENT, THIS PERMITS THE NEEQ
LE TO COME TO A STATIONARY POSITION IMMEDIATELY AFTER ITS INITIAL DEFLEQ
T ION.

THIS MOVING-IRON PRINCIPLE CAN BE APPLIED TO EITHER AN AMMETER
VOLTMETER. OF THE A.C. TYPE.

OR

STILL OTHER TYPES OF METERS ARE AVAILABLE TO THE ELECTRICAL INDUSI
RY BUT THOSE SHOWN YOU WILL FAMILIARIZE YOU WITH THE OPERATING PRINCIPLES
OF THE MOST POPULAR TYPES OF METERS,SUCH AS YOU ARE CALLED UPON TO USE IN
YOUR RADIO WORK, THE NEXT STEP THEN, 'WILL BE TO SHOW YOU THE MANY DIFFERENT WAYS IN WHICH YOU CAN USE METERS, OF COURSE,YOU HAVE BEEN
SHOWN
TIME AFTER TIME HOW TO CONNECT AMMETERS
IN SERIES WITH THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST
AND VOLTMETERS ACROSS THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST, WE ARE THEREFORE TAKING
IT
FOR GRANTED THAT YOU HAVE A PERFECT UNOERSTANOING OF THIS SUBJECT AND FOR
THIS REASON WILL NOT SPEND THE *RESENT
TIME IN REVIEWING PREVIOUS SUBJECT MATTER. IF, HOWEVER, YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN
SOME OF THESE' IMPORTANT POINTS,IT
I8
MOST ADVISABLE THAT YOU GLANCE OVER THE
EARLIER LESSONS REGARDING METER CONNECTIONS, BEFORE CONTINUING WITH THE STUDY
TO FOLLOW,
FI s. 14
CONDITIONS FREQUENTLY ARISE WHERE
Measuring /o ma. With a Meter
THE RADIO EXPERT FINDS IT NECESSARY TO
of only 1 Ka. ,Qanye.
CHANGE THE SCALE OF HIS VOLTMETERS AND
AMMETERS, THEREBY MAKING THEM SUITABLE FOR TESTS ON VARIOUS DIFFERENT CI$
CUITS, BY PROPERLY ARRANGING THINGS,IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE A SINGLE METER
AS A UNIVERSAL METER,THEREBY DOING AWAY WITH THE NEED FOR A WHOLE STRING
OF EXPENSIVE METERS.

THE USE OF AMMETER SHUNTS
I3,FOR EXAMPLE, WEHAVE AMILLIAMMETER, WITH A FULLSCALE REAR
MILLIAMPERE,CONNECTED IN A CIRCUIT IN WHICH JUST EXACTLY ¡MILLIAMPERE IS FLOWING, UNDER THESE CONDITIONS,IT IS OBVIOUS THAT
MILLIAMPERE WILL FLOW THROUGH THE METER WINDING BECAUSE IT IS CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE CIRCUIT AND SINCE THE METER HAS ORIGINALLY BEEN
CALIBRATED
BY THE MANUFACTURER, TO READ
MILLIAMPERE WHEN
MILLIAMPERE IS FLOWING
THROUGH ITS COIL,WE WILL FIND THE METER READING FULL SCALE, AT THIS TIME.
THAT IS, THE NEEDLE IS AT ITS MAXIMUM POSITION,READING
MILLIAMPERE.
IN

INC OF

FIG.

I

I

I

I

I

SHOULD WE WISH TO USE THIS SAME METER TO MEASURE THE CURRENT FLOW
THROUGH A CIRCUIT,WHICH WE KNOW BEFORE -HAND AS CARRYING MORE THAN
MILL,
IAMPERE,THEN WE MUST USE A SHUNT WITH THE METER, IN FIG, I4,FOR EXAMPLE
WE HAVE A CIRCUIT,THROUGH WHICH (O MA. ARE FLOWING, AND IF WE SHOULD 81.M
PLY CONNECT THE ORIGINAL METER IN SERIES WITH THIS CIRCUIT,THE METER
WOULD BE INJURED BECAUSE ITS MAXIMUM RANGE IS ONLY ONE TENTH OF THAT RE
QUIRED FOR THIS CIRCUIT.
I

IT

IS,

HOWEVER,

POSSIBLE TO USE THIS SAME METER. IN THE CIRCUIT

OF
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FIG.

I4,PROVIDED THAT WE ONLY PERMIT
MILLIAMPERE TO FLOW THROUGH
THE
METER COIL AND BY-PASS THE BALANCE AROUND THE METER BY MEANS
OF A SUITABLE SHUNT. IF IO MA. ARE FLOWING THROUGH THE CIRCUIT OF
F1G 14 AND WE
ARE ONLY ALLOWED TO PASS ONE MA. THROUGH THE METER
COIL,THEN IT IS APPAR
ENT THAT 9 MA. MUST BE PASSED BY THE METER SHUNT. THE
QUESTION NOW ARISES
AS TO THE RESISTANCE VALUE OF THE SHUNT,WHICH
SHOULD BE USED IN THIS CASE
I

LET US ASSUME THAT THIS METER HAS AN INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF 2T
OHMS.
SINCE THE SAME POTENTIAL EXISTS ACROSS'THE METER AND
SHUNT AND THE SHUNT
HAS TO CARRY 9 TIMES AS MUCH CURRENT AS THE METER,THEN
IT IS
PERFECTLY
LOGICAL THAT THE RESISTANCE VALUE OF THE SHUNT MUST BE
THE
JUST 1/9 OF
METER'S INTERNAL RESISTANCE OR 3 OHMS (1/9 X 27 OHMS 3
+ OHMS).

BY CONNECTING A SHUNT OF THIS SIZE ACROSS THE METER
TERMINALS, THE
RANGE OF THE METER HAS BEEN INCREASED TO 10 TIMES
ITS FORMER VALUE
AND
THE NEEDLE WILL REGISTER
MILLIAMPERE WHEN THERE ARE ACTUALLY 10 MILLIAMPERES FLOWING THROUGH THE CIRCUIT. THIS MEANS THAT ALL THAT IS
NECESSARY IS TO MULTIPLY THE METER READING BY IO, !N ORDER TO DETERMINE THE
CORRECT VALUE. .THAT IS, IF THE METER NOW READS
1

.5 MILLIAMPERES,THERE ARE ACTUALLY 5 MILLIAM-PERES FLOWING, A READING OF.25 MA. WOULD
NOW
BE INTERPRETED AS 2.5 MA. ETC.

FOR THE SHUNT,YOU MAY USE ANY KIND
OF
WIRE,WHOSE RESISTANCE PER UNIT LENGTH IS KNOWN
AND WHICH WILL CARRY THE REQUIRED CURRENT WITIOUT HEATING SUFFICIENTLY TO MATERIALLY INCREASE
'ITS RESISTANCE. MANGANIN AND GERMAN SILVER ARE
FREQUENTLY USED FOR THIS PURPOSE AND IT IS ADVISABLE TO WIND THE WIRE SHUNT ON A PORCELAIN
TUBE OR SOME OTHER SUITABLE SUBSTANCE.
FI

G.

15

Making the Shunt.

THE EXPLANATION,AS JUST GIVEN,WILL ENABLE.
YOU TO CLEARLY SEE JUST EXACTLY HOW A SHUNT
WORKS WITH THE METERS IN ORDER. TO BRING ABOUT THE REQUIRED RESULTS BUT
IN
PRACTICE IT IS NOT.EV,EN'NECESSARY TO DO ANY CALCULATING,IN ORDER TO
CHANGE THE SCALE OF SUCH A MILLIAMMETER OR EVEN AN AMMETER FOR THAT MATTER.

DETERMINING THE SIZE OF SHUNT

IN

PRACTICE

THE EASIEST WAY TO CHANGE THE SCALE OF AN AMMETER OR MILLIAMMETER BY
MEANS OF SHUNTS IS TO'USE THE MCUT AND TRYM METHOD. TO
CHANGE THE RANGE
OF A MILLIAMMETER FROM
MA. TO 10 MA. 8Y THIS METHOO,YOU WOULD
CONNECT
THE METER IN SERIES WITH A CELL AND HIGH RESISTANCE RHEOSTAT AS
SHOWN IN
FIG. 15 AND THEN ADJUST 'THE RHEOSTAT SO THAT THE ORIGINAL METER
READS
FULL SCALE OR
MILLIAMPERE. THIS DONE, CONNECT A PIECE OF SHUNT WIRE
CROSS THE METER TERMINALS AND ADJUST ITS LENGTH UNTIL THE METER
READING
IS REDUCED TO
IMA THIS THEN IS. THE SIZE SHUNT REQUIREOTO INCREASETHE RANGE
OF THE METER TO TEN TIMES ITS.ORIGINAL VALUE. To DOUBLE THE RANGE,
ADD
ENOUGH SHUNT WIRE TO MAKE THE METER READ HALF OF THE FULL SCALE AND MULTIPLY THE READINGS BY'TWO ETC.
I

I

A....

YOU CAN TAKE ANY SIZE AMMETER YOU'CHOOSE AND BY THIS MEANS
INCREASE
ITS RANGE TO ANY REASONABLE EXTENT, THE METER,WHICH WE HAVE USED AS
THE
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EXAMPLE IN OUR DISCUSSION,CAN HAVE ITS RANGE INCREASED EVEN TO 100 AND
500 MILLIAMPERES,SIMPLY BY REDUCING THE RESISTANCE OF THE SHUNT TO
THE
PROPER VALUE, WHEN USING THE 100 MILLIAMPERE SCALE,THE READINGS WILL HAVE
TO BE MULTIPLIED BY 100 AND WHEN USING THE 500 MILLIAMPERE SCALE,THE REALO
INGS WILL HAVE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY 500.

BUILDING A MILLIAMMETER WITH 4 RANGES
THE EASIEST WAY TO DETERMINE THE SHUNT
FOR THE HIGHER SCALES IS BY MEANS OF THE 8Y1
TEM ILLUSTRATED IN FIG, 16. FOR EXAMPLES
TO
PROVIDE A 10...»f00 AND SOO MILLIAMPERE SCALE ON
THE AMMETER,WHOSE MAXIMUM RANGE IS
MILLIAM
PEREsYOU WOULD FIRST DETERMINE THE SIZESHUNT
TO USE FOR THE IO MILLIAMPERE SCALE AB
ALREADY DESCRIBED, THIS SAME SHUNT FOR THE
10
MILLIAMPERE SCALE CAN ALSO BE USED FOR
THE
100 AND 500 MILLIAMPERE SCALES BY TAKING OFF
TAPS AT THE PROPER POINTS.
I

FIG.

le,

Celibraking fhe higher
Milliarn:-r,eter 5ca/e5,

To DETERMINE THE LOCATION OF THESE TAPS,
CONNECT THE SHUNT FOR THE 10 MILLIAMPERE SCALE ACROSS THE 0TO
MA. METER,AS SHOWN IN FIG.16.THENPROVIDE YOURSELFWITH AMILL
(AMMETER, WH ICH IS ALREADY CALIBRATED TO TAKE READINGS UP TO 55)0 MILLIAMPERES,
'MOUSE THIS AS YOUR "STANDARD METER." T6 LOCATE THE 500 MILLIAMPERE TAP ON THE
10 MA. SHUNT, CONNECT THE STANDARD METER IN SERIES WITH A CELL AND RHEOSTAT,
WITH CONTACT POINT "A" TOUCHING THE (+) SIDE OF THE STANDARD METER.
1

Now ADJUST THE RHEOSTAT UNTIL THE STANDARD METER READS JUST EXACTLY
500 MILLIAMPERES. THEN GRADUALLY MOVE CONTACT "A" TCWARCS THE RIGHT
ALONG THE 10 MA. SHUNT UNTIL YOU LOCATE THE POINT AT WHICH THE METER
TO
BE CALIBRATED READS EXACTLY FULL SCALE OR
MILLIAMPERE. THE TAP ON THE
SHUNT FOR THE 500 MILLIAMPERE SCALE IS TO BE MADE AT THE POINT NOW OCCUP
IED BY CONTACT "A".
1

WITH THE TAP MADE AT THIS POINT,PUT CONTACT "A" BACK ON THE +)TERM
INAL OF YOUR STANDARD METER AND ADJUST THE RHEOSTAT UNTIL THE
STANDARD
METER READS 100 MILLIAMPERES. AGAIN MOVE YOUR CONTACT POINT ALONG THE 10
MA. SHUNT TOWARDS THE RIGHT UNTIL THE METER TO BE CALIBRATED READS JUST
EXACTLY FULL SCALE. YOUR CONTACT POINT WILL NOW BE AT "E" AND THIS
IS
WHERE THE TAP MUST BE MADE SO THAT YOUR METER WILL READ PROPERLY UP
TO
TO 100 MILLIAMPERES. THE FINISHED METER WITH
Milliammeter
ITS CONNECTIONS FOR THE DIFFERENT SCALES THUS
with 0 to 1
MADE IS SHOWN IN FIG, 17.
Ma.

scale.

BY USING THE (-) AND
NA. TERMINALS OF
METER IN FIG. 17, WITH
THE SWITCH OPEN,
METER WILL READ ON ITS OWN SCALE UP TO A
MAXIMUM OF
MA.
BY CLOSING THE SWITCH
AND
USING THE (-) AND 10 MA. TER'INAL, THE READINGS MUST BE
MULTIPLIED BY IO AND THE MAXIMUM READING IN THIS CASE WILL BE 10 HA.
THE
100 MA. SCALE IS USED WHEN THE METER CONNECTIONS ARE MADE AT THE (-) AND 10') MA. TERMINALS AND THE READINGS WILL HAVE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY 10O,ETC.
1

THE
THE

I

P G.
I

A

11

Millia.n.neter with
Four ,Qan yes.
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THE USE OF MULTIPLIERS

THE RANGE OF VOLTMETERS CAN ALSO BE INCREASED AND FOR THIS WE
USE
MULTIPLIERS. WHILE THE AMMETER SHUNT BY-PASSED THE BULK OF THE CURRENT SO
AS TO PREVENT IT FROM FLOWING THROUGH THE METER,THE MULTIPLIER, ON
THE
OTHER HAND, SERVES AS AN ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE IN SERIES WITH THE CIRCUIT
SO AS TO PREVENT TOO MUCH CURRENT FROM FLOWING THROUGH ITS WINDING.
FOR EXAMPLE, WE HAVE DOUBLED THE RANGE OF A VOLTMETER,
To
250 VOLT METER CAN READ VOLTAGES UP TO 500 VOLTS.
DOUBLE THE RANGE OF A VOLTMETER,WE MUST USE A MULTIPLIER, WHOSE RESISTANCE
IS THE SAME AS THAT OF THE RESISTANCE WITHIN THE METER. THAT IS, IF
THE
METER IS RATED AS HAVING AN INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF 1000 OHMS PER
VOLT,
THEN IF ITS MAXIMUM RANGE IS 250 VOLTS, ITS INTERNAL RESISTANCE WILL
BE
250,000 OHMS.
IN FIG.
18,
SO THAT THIS O TO

BY DOUBLING THE RANGE OF
THE VOLTMETER IN THIS WAY, THE
NEEDLE WILL JUST READ EXACTLY
TRUE
ONE-HALF THE ACTUAL OR
VALUE. To PUT IT ANOTHER WAY WHEN USING THE 250,000 OHM MUL
MUST
TIPLIER IN THIS CASE,WE
MULTIPLY THE INDICATED READING
BY 2, IN ORDER TO DETERMINETHE
ACTUAL OR TRUE VALUE.

SHOULD WE CARE TO
INCREASE THE RANGE OF THE VOLTMETER IN FIG. 18 UP TO
750
MULTMUST
WE
USE
A
VOLTS,THEN
FIG. 18
IPLIER HAVING A RESISTANCE OF
Using a Mu/LJp/ier.
500,000 OHMS AND TO INCREASE
THE RANGE OF THIS SAME METER UP TO 1000 VOLTS,THE MULTIPLIER TO BE USED
MUST HAVE A RESISTANCE OF 750,000 OHMS. THESE MULTIPLIER VALUES ARE FOUND
.
To DOUBLE THE RANGE OF A VOLTMETER,THE METER RESIT
IN THE FOLLOWING WAY:
TANCE MUST BE DOUBLED. THAT IS, IF THE METER HAS AN INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF
250,000 OHMS,THIS MUST BE INCREASED TO 500,000 OHMS BUT SINCE 250,0000HMS
ONLY
IS ALREADY PROVIDED INSIDE OF THE METER,AN ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE OF
250,000 OHMS MUST BE ADDED IN THE FORM OF A MULTIPLIER,SO AS TO BRING THE
TOTAL METER RESISTANCE UP TO 500,000 OHMS.
To TRIPLE THE RANGE OF A VOLTMETER, THE METER RESISTANCE MUST
ALSO
BE TRIPLED. MEANING THAT IF THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF THE METER IS
250,000 OHMS. THIS MUST BE INCREASED TO 3 TIMES THIS AMOUNT OR TO 750,000
OHMS. SINCE 250,000 OHMS OF THIS AMOUNT IS ALREADY INCLUDED WITHIN
THE
METER, THE MULTIPLIER MUST HAVE A RESISTANCE OF ONLY 750,000 OHMS
MINUS
BUT
250,000 OR 500,000 OHMS. THE METER CAN NOW BE USED UP TO 750 VOLTS
THE READINGS INDICATED BY THE NEEDLE AT THIS TIME MUST ALL BE MULTIPLIED
BY 3, IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE TRUE VALUE.

YOU
WAY.
CAN FIGURE OUT ALL KINDS OF MULTIPLIER VALUES IN THIS
MOST VOLT METERS HAVE THEIR OHMS PER VOLTA RATING PRINTED ON THEIR DIAL
OR ELSE THIS RATING IS SUPPLIED WITH THE LITERATURE FURNISHED BY THE MANUFACTURER AT THE TIME THE METER IS 'BOUGHT.
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"LAYING -OUT" A

3

I3

RANGE VOLTMETER

GENERALLY, IT IS CONVENIENT TO MOUNT A VOLTMETER INA BOX,HAVING ITS
FACE FLUSH WITH A NEAT PANEL. VARIOUS MULTIPLIERS CAN BE CONNECTED
UP
INSIDE THE BOX AND THEN
ATTACHED TO DIFFERENT TERMINALS ON THE
METER
BOX. IN THIS WAY, A SINGLE -SCALE VOLT METER CAN BE TRANSFDRMED
ONE
INTO
HAVING TWO, THREE OR FOUR RANGES ETC. FIG. 19 SHOWS YOU HOW THIS CAN
BE
DONE.
IN FIG. 19, WE HAVE A VOLTMETER,WHOSE MAXIMUM RANGE IS 50 VOLTS BUT
WE HAVE MOUNTED IT IN A BOX AND INCREASED ITS RANGE UP TO 250 AND 500
VOLTS THROUGH THE USE OF MULTIPLIERS,THUS CONVERTING IT INTO A THREE -RANGE
INSTRUMENT. TO DO THIS, WE MOUNT FOUR TERMINALS IN A ROW ALONG THE PANEL,
MARKING THEM AS (-), (500), (250) AND (50).

THEN INSIDE OF THE BOX, WE CONNECTONE
TERMINAL DIRECTLY TO THE (-)
TERMINAL
OF THE METER BY MEANS OF A PIECE OF INSULATED COPPER WIRE. THE "50" TERMINAL IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO THE (+) TERMINAL OF THE
METER INSIDE THE BOX AND BY USING THE (-)
AND "50" TERMINALS FOR OUR CIRCUIT
TESTS,
WE WILL BE USING THE METER IN ITS ORIGINAL
FORM. THAT IS, ITS RANGE WILL NOW BE
50
VOLTS AND WE READ THE SCALE JUST AS IT
IS.
(-)

THE 250 VOLT RANGE IS PROVIDED BY CON
FIG.19
NECTING THE RESISTOR (MULTIPLIER) RZ IN SER
IES WITH THE "250" TERMINAL AND THE (+) MEA Multi-ran9e VC:/
eter.
TER TERMINAL AND THE 500 VOLT RANGE IS PRO VIDEO BY CONNECTING THE MULTIPLIER R/ IN SERIES WITH THE "500"
TERMINAL
AND THE (+) METER TERMINAL. THE VALUES FOR THESE MULTIPLIERS ARE CALCULAT
ED IN EXACTLY THE SAME WAY AS ALREADY DESCRIBED. YOU NOW HAVE A NEAT MULTI -RANGE VOLTMETER,WITH ALL WIRING, MULTIPLIERS ETC. CONCEALED WITHIN THE
BOX.

To USE THE 250 VOLT SCALE IN FIG. 19, THE INDICATED READINGS
HAVE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY 5 AND WHEN THE 500 VOLT RANGE IS USED,THEY
HAVE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY IO, IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE TRUE VALUE.

WILL
WILL

CONVERTING A M1LLIAMMETER TO A VOLTMETER
ANOTHER FAVORITE TRICK OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY IS TO CONVERT A MILLI AMMETER INTO A VOLTMETER, SO
THAT IT CAN BE USED FOR BOTH PURPOSES.THIS
IS ALSO DONE QUITE EASILY AND WE ACCOMPLISH THIS BY CONNECTING A
RESISTOR IN SERIES WITH THE MILLIAMMETER.
THE VALUE FOR THIS SERIES RESISTOR IS DETERMINED IN THE FOLLOWING
DIVIDE THE NUMBER REPRESENTING THE DESIRED VOLTAGE RANGE BY
THE
CURRENT RATING OF THE METER EXPRESSED IN AMPERES AND THE RESULT WILL
BE
THE OHM -RATING OF THE SERIES RESISTOR REQUIRED FOR THIS VOLTAGE RANGE.FOR
EXAMPLE, LET US SUPPOSE THAT YOU HAVE A MILLIAMMETER WITH A SCALE READING
OF 0 TO
MILLIAMPERES. IN ORDER TO CONVERT THIS INSTRUMENT INTO A VOLTMETER, HAVING A RANGE OF 0 TO IC VOLTS, WE DIVIDE 10 BY
.001 AMPERE (IMIL
LIAMPERE), WHICH GIVES US AN ANSWER OF 10,000 OHMS(R=L E ) AS THE VALUE FOR
WAY:

I
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THE REQUIRED RESISTOR.
So BY CONNECTING A 10,000 OHM RESISTOR IN SERIES WITH THIS MILLIAMMETER,WE CAN USE IT AS A VOLTMETER WITH A RANGE OF 0 TO 10 VOLTS AND EACH
MILLIAMPERE DIVISION ON THE SCALE WILL BE READ AS
VOLT.
I

To CONVERT THIS SAME MILLIAMMETER INTO A VOLTMETER WITH A RANGE OF
100 VOLTS, WE DIVIDE 100 VOLTS BY .001 AMPERE,WHICH GIVES US 100,000
OHMS AS THE VALUE FOR THE SERIES RESISTOR AND EACH MILLIAMPERE
DIVISION
ON THE SCALE WOULD NOW BE INTERPRETED AS 10 VOLTS. To INCREASE THE RANGE
OHM
UP TO 200 VOLTS' A 200,000
RESISTOR SHOULD BE USED (R _ E

0 TO

¡

200

200
/00 M. A.

M, A.

.------ -

'

/0 M. A.

-200,000 OHMS) AND

I

EACH

.001

_j_'
.-)11

+

/0, 000

4

r-- J\\,1,'yvvy^--O
/00, 000 II
:

DIVISION ON THE SCALE WILL
INTERPRETED AS 20 VOLTS.

BE

/AO .
--':/vv`/V./V`---

As YOU WILL NO DOUBT HAVE
NOTICED FROM THIS EXPLANATION,WE
ARE NOT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF THE MILL
IAMMETERIS MOVING COIL WHEN CAI
FIG 2O
CULATING THE VALUE OF THESERIES
Combine Lion Millie rrrneEer- Yo/%n.1efer.
RESISTOR WHICH IS USED WHEN CON
VERTING IT TO A VOLTMETER. FOR THE HIGHER VOLTMETER RANGES,THIS WILL NOT
THE
AFFECT THE ACCURACY OF THE INSTRUMENT TO ANY MARKED DEGREE BECAUSE
INTERNAL
SERIES RESISTOR VALUE IS SO VERY GREAT COMPARED TO THE METER'S
RESISTANCE.

/

ioo,ob0 !2
I
--------------'`JVl,/ti1M

aO rv.

.

SHOULD THE INTENDED VOLTMETER RANGE SE LESS THAN I0 VOLTS,THEN THE
RESISTOR VALUE THUS CALCULATED SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS BEING THE INTERNAL
RESISTANCE OF THE MILLIAMMETER ITSELF PLUS THE VOLTAGE SERIES RESISTOR
VALUE. THE TRUE VALUE FOR THE °VOLTAGE° SERIES RESISTOR WILL THEN BE THE
RESISTANCE VALUE THUS OBTAINED MINUS THE METER'S INTERNAL RESISTANCE.
A COMBINATION MILLIAMMETER-VOLTMETER

WITH A RANGE OF 0 TO
SEE HOW A MILLIAMMETER
FIG. 20, YOU WILL
A
VOLTME TER AND A MILLIAS
BOTH
AND
USED
MA. CAN BE MOUNTED IN A NEAT BOX
OF
-10-100, AND 200
RANGE
HAVING
A
TO
MILLIAMMETER
AMMETER, IN ADDITION
THE VOLTMETER
VOLTS
IO-I00
AND
200
MILLIAMPERES AND A VOLTMETER RANGE OF
MILLIAMMETER
THE
AND
THE
BOX
THE
OF
RIGHT EDGE
TERMINALS ARE PLACED ALONG
WHEN
USING THE
MUST
THE
BE
OPEN
SWITCH
ALONG THE LEFT EDGE.
TERMINALS
MA. SCALE OR ANY OF THE VOLTAGE SCALES.
IN

I

I

.

I

OUT AND THE RESISTANCES
VARIOUS SIMILAR ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE WORKED
A LREADY SHOWN YOU
MANNER
IN
THE
METERS
USED
CALCULATED FOR THE PARTICULAR
IN THIS LESSON.

RESISTANCE RATING OF VOLTMETERS
As YOU ALREADY KNOW,VOLTMETERS IN ADDITION TO BEING RATED ACCORDING
TO THEIR VOLTAGE RANGE,ARE ALSO RATED AS TO THEIR INTERNAL RESISTANCE.
OHMS
THIS INTERNAL RESISTANCE IS EXPRESSED AS BEING A CERTAIN NUMBER OF
FIND
FOR EACH VOLT REPRESENTED ON ITS DIAL SCALE. FOR INSTANCE,YOU WILL
VOLTMETERS HAVING A RESISTANCE RATING OF 300 OHMS PER VOLT,500 OHMS PER
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VOLT,

1000 OHMS PER VOLT ETC. FURTHERMORE,THE HIGHER THE OHMS PER
VOLT
RATING OF THE METER, THE GREATER WILL BE ITS DEGREE OF ACCURRACY BECAUSE
IT WILL DRAW LESS CURRENT FROM THE CIRCUIT ACROSS WHICH A MEASUREMENT
1S
BEING TAKEN.

NOW THEN, SINCE A VOLTMETER HAVING A HIGH INTERNAL RESIBTANCETAKES
VERY LITTLE CURRENT FROM THE LINE, IT STANDS TO REASON THAT THE METER ITSELF MUST BE VERY SENSITIVE,THAT IS, IT MUST REQUIRE VERY LITTLE CURRENT
IN ORDER TO MOVE ITS COIL ANO INDICATING NEEDLE OVER ITS 01AL FOR A FULL..
SCALE DEFLECTION. THIS MEANS THAT EITHER THE PERMANENT MAGNET MUST BE
STRONGER THAN IN THE USUAL METER OR ELSE MORE TURNS OF WIRE MUST BE WOUND
ON THE MOVING COIL IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE SAME AMPERE-TURN EFFECT AT
A
SMALLER VALUE OF AMPERES. THE LATTER METHOD IS USED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF
HIGH RESISTANCE VOLTMETERS AS EMPLOYED IN RADIO WORK. IN THIS CASE,
THE
MOVING COIL CONSISTS OF SEVERAL LAYERS OF VERY THIN COPPER WIRE IN ORDER
TO PRODUCE THE NECESSARY FIELD STRENGTH.
THIS LEADS US UP TO ANOTHER POINT AND THAT IS THAT IT IS NOT P088 ISLE TO MAKE A HIGH RESISTANCE VOLTMETER OF THE SAME RANGE FROM AN ORDINARY OR CHEAP LOW RESISTANCE VOLTMETER BY SIMPLY CONNECTING ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE IN SERIES WITH ITS COIL. THE REASON FOR THIS IS OBVIOUS WHEN WE
CONSIDER THE FACT THAT A LOW RESISTANCE METER REQUIRES CONSIDERABLE CURRENT IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A FULL SCALE DEFLECTION AND THIS MEANS THAT IF ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE IS USED, THE CURRENT THROUGH THE METER WILL BE REDUCED
AND THIS IN TURN WILL REDUCE THE SCALE DEFLECTION. SO REMEMBER NOW
THAT
HIGH RESISTANCE VOLTMETERS ARE BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR THE PIJRPOSE,MORE SENSITIVE THAN THE LOW RESISTANCE TYPE AND THAT IT ISN'T PRACTICAL TO BUY
CHEAP LOW RESISTANCE VOLTMETERS WITH THE EXPECTATION OF "FE-VAMPING" THEM
INTO ACCURATE HIGH RESISTANCE UNITS BY MEANS OF SERIES RESISTORS.
IN THE FOLLOWING LESSON, YOU ARE GOING TO CONTINUE YOUR STUDY
OF
RADIO TESTING EQUIPMENT BY LEARNING ABOUT THERMO-COUPLE METERS,
COPPER OXIDE METERS AND OHMMETERS. ALL OF THESE INSTRUMENTS ARE EXTENSIVELY USED
IN RADIO PRACTICE AND SO IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU BECOME THOROUGHLY FAMIL.
(AR WITH THEM.

-.,

_

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON NO.49

Success hinges on loyalty. Be true
to your art,your business,your employ
erg your "house."
Loyalty is for the
one who is loyal. It is a qualitywoven through the very fabric of one's
being, and never a thing apart.

I.

- DESCRIBE THE MOVING

COIL TYPE METER MOVEMENT.

2.

- DESCRIBE THE "HOT-WIRE" METER.

3.

- DESCRIBE THE MOVABLE-IRON

TYPE A.C. METER

4. - WHAT ARE

THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
ETER AND A D.C. VOLTMETER?

5.

- EXPLAIN WHY SHUNTS ARE SOMETIMES USED

IN

A D.C.

AMM-

CONJUNCTION

WITH AMMETERS OR MILLIAMMETERS.
6.

-

YOU SHOULD
HAVE A VOLTMETER
WITH A MAXIMUM RANGE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF 1000 OHMS
300 VOLTS AND AN
PER VOLT, WHAT VALUE OF MULTIPLIER RESISTOR WOULD YOU
TO 900
THIS METER UP
TO INCREASE
THE RANGE OF
USE
VOLTS? HOW WOULD YOU READ THIS METER AFTER INCREASING
ITS RANGE IN THIS WAY?
IF

OF

7.

-

WITH A O TO
IF YOU SHOULD HAVE A D.C. MILLIAMMETER
INTERNAL
HAVING AN
RESISTANCE OF 27
MA.
RANGE AND
INSTRUMENT INTO A
OHMS, HOW WOULD YOU
CONVERT THIS
D.C. VOLTMETER WITH A MAXIMUM RANGE OF 500 VOLTS?

8.

-

HOW WOULD
YOU INCREASE
THE RANGE
OF A MILLIAMMETER
MA. SO THAT READINGS
HAVING A FULL SCALE READING OF
UP TO IO MA. MAY BE TAKEN? (NOTE: INTERVAL RESISTANCE
OF METER IS 27 OHMS).

I

I

9.

EXPLAIN HOW YOU COULD INCREASE THE RANGE OF
METER WITHOUT RESORTING TO CALCULATION.

A

MILLIAM-

IO.- DRAW A COMPLETE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A COMBINATION MULTI RANGE D.C. MILLIAMMETER AND D.C. VOLTMETER.
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MU LTITESTERS
In this lesson, you are going to continue your study of radio
service equipment by learning about thermocouple meters, rectifier

type meters and combination instruments commonly known as "multitesters".

The knowledge of the various kinds of testing equipment that you
are acquiring from the study of this and the lessons immediately following
In
will enable you to use such apparatus to the best possible advantage.
addition, the information being presented at this time will be valuable
in the event that you wish to construct similar testing units for your
own use.

THERMOCOUPLE METERS

,.

Thermocouple meters, as their

name implies, utilize the effect
of heat to actuate their movement;
but this is accomplished in a different manner than in the so-called
"hot-wire" instruments described in
the previous lesson.

can be shown that when
two unlike metals are joined by
being welded or clamped together
and heat is applied to this juncture, the resulting increased
velocity of the electrons (some-

,x,,

,

s`

ERA- 50
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1

,.;
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It

times called "thermal agitation")
causes an interchange of electrons
to take place between the two
metals.
One of the metals, usually
the better conductor, will deliver
more electrons than it receives;
thus setting up a difference of
potential or electromotive force.

,

4

Ims

FIG.
TECHNICIAN USING PRECISION INSTRUMENTS TO ADJUST ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT
I
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In Fig. 2, we show a bismuth
bar joined at »X" to a bar of antimony. A sensitive galvanometer of the
moving coil type, with which you
are already familiar, is shown connected between the antimony at "A"
If any
and the bismuth at "B".
heat be applied at the junction "X',
a deflection of the galvanometer

needle will be. observed which is
nearly proportional to the difference in temperature between
the hot junction "X" and the cool
junctions in the galvanometer cirIt is imporcuit at "A" and "B".
tant that connections "A" and "B"
remain cool with respect to "X".

FIG. 2
PRINCIPLE OF THE THERMOCOUPLE

An increase in the temperature
of the thermocouple will cause a
corresponding increase in the
deflection of the meter needle, so
that it is possible to calibrate
the meter scale in Fahrenheit or
Centigrade degrees and thus measure
temperatures which are beyond the
range of anordinaay thermometer. Such
instruments are known as

pyrometers.

At (A) in Fig. 3 is shown a portable pyrometer, while (B) of Fig. 3
illustrates the electrical connections of a pyrometer for indicating blast
furnace temperatures. A special compensator takes care of any change of
temperature which may occur at the cold end of the two active metals.For
extremely high temperatures platinum and rhodium alloy are used instead
of antimony and bismuth.
In the thermocouple meter shown in Fig. 4 the heat is produced at
junction "X" by sending an electric current, either d -c or a -c, through
the metal bars from "C" to "D".
Both antimony and bismuth have a high
resistivity so that when current is sent through this path heat is developed which from Watt's Law (W = I x E = I2 x R) is proportionaltothe
square of the current. The scale on the meter in this case is calibrated
to indicate the value of the current which is doing the heating.

Since the operation of the thermocouple meter depends upon heating,
and is not influenced by the frequency of the current being measured,
this type of instrument is better for measurements of alternatin g currents
of varying frequencies than any type in which the measured current must
The inductive reactance of the coil would increase
pass through a coil.
with frequency which would require separate calibration at each frequency
Furthermore, the by-passing effect of the distributed
to be measured.
capacitance between coil turns makes such a movement unsuitable for use
These reactance effects are negligible
at the higher radio frequencies.
in the short, straight or curved path followed by the current which is
being measured in the thermocouple meter.
"Burning up" of the thermocouple, caused by a current overload, is
Asa
the most common trouble encountered in this type of instrument.
rule, this does no harm to the movement of the meter because the current

flow through it. Consequently, to remedy a
"burn -out" in this case, it is only necessary to replace the thermocouple
with a new one; and to adjust the calibrating resistor (Fig. 5) to.

of the circuit does not

match the new thermocouple.
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Met er

_-Zero Adjustment
Wires-

/

'Thermoccu pl e
fi

Extension leads of active metals

1.1

t`---.
'Thermocouple
inside blast

furnace

Copper lends

;Compensator at
cold junction

Indicating Meter

FIG.
PYROMETER

AND

3

APPLICATION

By adder 3 a multiplier resistor in series with the heating element
of the thermocouple and by recalibrating the scale, it is possible to use
the instrument to measure r -f voltage as well as r -f current.

The majority of thermocouple meters are designed so that the d -c
voltage across the moving coil for full-scale deflection is from about
15 to 25 millivolts.
The small calibrating resistor which is connected
in series with the moving coil of the instrument and the thermocouple
is of such value as to provide the correct calibration of the instrument;
that is, it causes full-scale deflection of the needle at the voltage
specified above.
Fig. 5 shows the relation between the calibrating
resistor and moving coil.

COMPOUND THERMOCOUPLE METER
The principle of construction illustrated in Fig. 5 is used only in
such cases where the current to be measured does not exceed one-half
ampere.

Instruments capable of handling greater load currents are constructed somewhat as illustrated in Fig. 6. Here, the two dissimilar
metals of the thermocouple are connected in parallel with respect to
the r -f path or external circuit, but in series with respect tothe
ERA- 50
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direct current
which is caused to
flow by the emf
generated by the
thermal

-electric effect in
the
thermocouple.
Upon studying

Fig. 6 closely,
you will see
that
one of the
metals of the

shaded a bold thermocouple is
black, while the
other is nct
shaded. The metals
frequently used for
this purpose
are manganin
and
a special
alloy known as
"Advance" wire.
APPLICATION OF HEATER
WIRE
IN
THERMOCOUPLE METERS
Another form of

sometimes employed in construction
meters is
thermocouple
illustrated in Fig. 7.
In this

case, a special
wire is
heater
connected
in series
the circuit in
with
FIG. 4
surement is being which the meaTHERMOCOUPLE HEATED
made.
of r -f
BY CURRENT
current through The flow
FLOW
this wire
heats
it,
of junction
of the two
by direct which heat is applied
contact to the
dissimilar metals
point
comprising the
The meter is
thermocouple.
as in the
connected across
the ends of the
examples
resulting from the previously described,
thermocouple the same
so that
heated
winding
the

and actuate
junction point will
direct current
the movement.
flow through
the meter

RECTIFIER -TYPE METERS
A -C meters,
in general,
meters; and they
are more
sluggish in
"absorb"
the measurement
operation than are d
considerably
more power from
is being
-c
made for
This is an
the
energizing
important
the movement circuit in which
factor when making
often more power
of the
is required
radio
instrument.
in the
to swing the
measurements, because
circuit being
very
meter's needle
checked.
than is
available
The advantage
of low
be retained
for measuring current drain in sensitive
d -c
small a -c
suitable sensitive
instruments can
voltages and
with a rectifier. D'Arsonval (moving coil)
currents
by using a
type
Most of the a -c
instrument in
service work
conjunction
used in ordinary
voltage to be employ this principle.voltmeters
With this
measured is
radio
the d -c
rectified and the
arrangement, the a -c
instrument.
resulting d -c is

applied to

CRYSTAL RECTIFIER
There are several
methods whereby we
measuring purposes.
can rectify a
One is by using
as employed
-c voltages
a crystal
for radio
for
rectifier of the
Such crystals,
detection, in the
however,
manner illustrated same type
are generally
to be
in Fig. 8.
adjusted quite
too
paratively low currentoften. They are also unstable in operation and need
subject to "burn
values.
-out" at com-
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Permanet
magnet

Permanent
magnet

Spring --

Calibrating
resistor

Direct current-,
path

;. Direct current

Calibrating

TThennocouple,

"resistor

Junction point_,

Thermocouple

R -F Current --1
- Meter Terminals

Meter Terminals-=='

--

FIG.

FIG.5

6

COMPOUND THERMOCOUPLE METER

THERMOCOUPLE METER

TUBE RECTIFIER

second method of securing rectification is to employ a vacuum Here, a small -size duo -diode of the
tube rectifier as shown in Fig. 9.
half type used as a detector in radio receivers is being utilized as a
the
across
impressed
are
voltages
a
-c
Thus. when
wave meter rectifier.
A

FIG.

7

HEATER WIRE APPLIED TO THERMOCOUPLE
ERA-

50

FIG. 8
METER WITH CRYSTAL RECTIFIER
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terminals marked "A -C Input,"
only d -c can pass through the
meter; but the scale of the
meter is calibrated in a -c
vc,ltale values that are capable
of ennsing a current flow of the
intensity conforming to the
"swing" of the needle.

COPPER -OXIDE RECTIFIER
A third method of rec
t

Ification consists

-

of

employing a copper -oxide
rectifier as illustrated
in Fig.

10.
This type of
rectifier is most used in
radio for measuring ordinary a -c voltagesbecause
FIG. 9
TUBE RECTIFIER FOR D

-C

of its ruggedness, sensitivity and unvarying electrical

METER

characteristics.

The main disadvantage of rectifier type meters is that they indicate
average values instead of effective values. This introduces an inaccuracy
in readings which becomes apparent when the voltage
to be measured has a
distorted wave form. However, since the wave form of most voltages encountered in a radio receiver or amplifier closely approximate sine waves,
we find that for practical purposes distortion due to
the rectifier, and
its consequent error, will be negligible.
Obviously, the scale of the
meter is calibrated so as to compensate for any effect that the rectifier
might have on the operation of the instrument.
Copper -oxide rectifiers have considerable capacitance which
change in the deflection of the needle across the scale as the causes a
frequency
of the voltage to be measured is varied. The effect of
this capacity is
not great at low frequencies; but above three thousand cycles,
the error
caused by it is more pronounced. This is not as serious an
objection as it
appears to be at first glance, because a -c voltage
measurements in ordinary
radio service work seldom require absolute accuracy at
frequencies above
standard commercial frequencies (50-60 cycles per second). Other
types of
instruments are used where greater accuracy is required.
Momentary overloads of three to ten times the normal voltage rating do not
injure a
copper -oxide rectifier, thus reducing to a minimum the danger
of damaging
the unit by this means.

Since the copper -oxide
rectifiers used in connection
with meters are required to
handle only very low current
values, such rectifiers can
be manufactured in small
sizes so as to take up little
space in the testing instrument.
Typical examples of
copper -oxide rectifiers for
meter use are shorn In Fig. 11.
The miniature type at (A)

converts d -c meters drawing
less than 5 ma to a -c instruments; the one at (B)
is suitable for use with
meters drawing not more than
20
at

ma; while the heavy-duty" type
(C)

will safely pass 30 ma.

Copper- oxide
bridge rectifier;

i

A.0 Input
D.0

0-I Ma.
Meter

FIG. 10
APPLICATION OF COPPER OXIDE METER RECTIFIER
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FIG. II
COPPER -OXIDE METER RECTIFIERS

COMBINATION AC -DC METERS
In radio, it is common practice to use a single meter for measuring
The diagram in Fig. 12 shows
d -c current, d -c voltage and a -c voltage.
how this can be done.

The meter used in this case is basically a d -c milliammeter, with
0 to 1 ma.
That is, the indicating needle of this meter
will be swung completely across the scale when a current of 1 milliampere
flows through the moving coil.
a

range of

a double -pole single -throw type, both pole sections
by a single control button or lever.
Its purpose is to connect the rectifier into the meter circuit when
a -c voltages are to be measured, and to disconnect it when d -c readings
are to be taken.

Switch #1

is

being operated simultaneously

D -C VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT

To measure d -c voltages open switches #1 and #3, and close #2.
Connect one test lead to the (-) d -c volts terminal and the other test
lead to one of the other d -c volts terminals, in accordance with the
range of voltage that must be covered in order to make a particular
measurement. For instance, to read values of emf up to 5 volts, use
the (-) and "5" terminals in the D -C VOLTS terminal -group. To read
values up to 25 volts, insert the test leads into the (-) and "25"
terminals of the D -C VOLTS terminal -group, etc.
No doubt, you are by this time interested in knowing why resistors
R-1
R-1 and R-2 have been incorporated in this section of the tester.
is of such value as to make the meter resistance equal to 300 ohms, thus
serving as a basic calibrating resistance for the instrument around
which all of the other resistor values are calculated so that full-scale
deflection will be obtained when 1 ma flows through the mater, regardless
milliampere section of the
of whether the d -c voltage, a -c voltage or d
instrument is being used at the time.

Resistor R-2 having a value of 4,700 ohms, and being connected
in series with the meter resistance of 300 ohms, places a total resistance of 5,000 ohms in series with the (-) and "5" d -c volts terminals;
thus limiting the current flow through the meter coil to 1 ma when 5
volts is applied across these two terminals. The other resistors in
this terminal -group are the usual multipliers for increasing the d -c
voltage range of the instrument, and with which you are already familiar
so that no more need be said about them at this time.
ERA- 50
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FIG. 12
COMBINATION D -C MILLIAMMETER, D -C VOLTMETER AND

A -C

VOLTMETER

D -C CURRENT MEASUREMENT

To use the ,d -c milliampere scale, ópen switches #1 and #2and
close switch #3. To read current values up to 5 ma, insert the test
leads into the (-) and "5" terminals of the D -C MILLIAMPERES termi-

This places the complete series connected group

of
1
will
ma
so
that
meter
the
resistors at these terminals in shunt with
pass through the coil of the meter and 4 ma through the shunting resistor
network, when current values up to 5 ma are being measured. You will
observe in Fig. 12 that when terminals corresponding to higher current
values are used, the shunting resistance between the terminals is decreased so that a greater percentage of the total current flow passes
through the shunt path, and never more than 1 ma through the meter coil.

nal -sec tion

.

how the opening of switch #1 disconnects the
d -c volt and d -c milliampere
instrument are being employed.

Notice, particularly,
r ec t

if

ie r

from the circuit when the

scales of the

A -C

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT

switch
To measure a -c voltages, open switches #2 and #3, and close
of
sections
milliampere
d
-c
and
-c
volt
d
the
disconnects
doing,
So
#1.
into
the
rectifier
the instrument from the meter; and connects the
Therefore,
circuit, between the A -C VOLTS terminal -group and the meter.
recwhen a -c voltages are applied across one pair of terminals of the
of
terminals,
pair
other
the
across
appear
tifier, a d -c voltage will
thereby causing a direct current to flow through the meter coil for

actuating the meter.
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Resistor R-3 is a calibrating
resistor of such value as to match
1 ma of direct
current will flow through the meter
winding and swing the needle all the

the rectifier so that

way across its scale to indicate 5 volts
when 5 volts a -c is applied across the
(±) and "5" terminals of the "A -C VOLTS"
The resistors in this
terminal -group.
terminal -group are the usual multipliers
for increasing the meter range, similar
to those employed for increasing d -c

voltage ranges.
Meters of this type are equipped
to
with multi -scale dial faces so as
be direct -reading when measuring
either d -c voltages, a -c voltages or
However, when the
d -c milliamperes.
higher ranges of any one scale are

being employed,

it

is

often neces-

FIG.

13

VOLTMETER -AMMETER METHOD
OF MEASURING RESISTANCE

sary to multiply the observed reading
by a certain number called a "multiplying factor" in order to arrive
In the case of 'commercial instruments of this kind,
at the true value.
the multiplying factor for any one particular range of measurement is
specified by the manufacturer of the tester.

MEASURING RESISTANCE
There are several ways in which the resistance values of radio
First, we will explain
resistors may be determined by measurement.
how this is done with the aid of á voltmeter and ammeter or milliammeter
in the event that no direct -reading resistance measuring instrument is
available.

VOLTMETER -AMMETER METHOD
One way to measure resistance values by this methcd is illustrated
13.
Here, you will observe that the resistance to be measured is
connected in series with a switch, battery and an ammeter or milliammeter.
in Fig.

Upon closing the switch, battery current will flow through the
Then, if a d -c
circuit --- its value being indicated by the ammeter.
voltmeter is connected across the ends of the resistance, it will show
We can therefore apply Ohm's Law in the form
the voltage -drop across it.
R =
where "R" is the resistance value to be determined; "I" is the
Í

current flowing through the resistance and "E" is the voltage -drop across
For example, if the ammeter reads 0.5 ampere and the voltmeter 100
it.
volts, the value of the resistance being measured is 200 ohms, thus:
R =

i

=

X05

= 200 ohms.

The value of the applied emf (battery voltage or any other constant
should be chosen so that the resistor does not become
Also, care should be taken not to
hot as the current flows through it.
place a shorted resistor or one of very low value in the circuit, as the
resulting large current might damage the ammeter.
d -c voltage source)

Since the voltmeter will draw a certain amount of current with
which to energize its movement, this will introduce an error into the
computation of the resistance value. However, this method is fairly
satisfactory for measuring comparatively low resistance values; as under
ERA- 50
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these conditions the current flow
through the resistance will be relatively large, so that even if a few

milliamperes of voltmeter current
are added to the ammeter reading no
appreciable error will occur.

The above method is not suitable for measuring high resistance
values.
In this case, the current
passing through the resistance isvery
small; hence, the current flowing
through the voltmeter may be just as

FIG. 14
MEASURING HIGH -RESISTANCE VALUES

great as that thrcw:h resistance.
Then,
since the milliammeter reads the combined current through the resistance
and voltmeter an appreciable error
enters into the measurement.
In other
words, the smaller the proportion of
the total current flowing through the
voltmeter to that flowing through the
resistance, the more accurate will be
the resistance measurement.

For measuring high resistance values, where
very small, it is preferable to measure the voltage the current value is
-drop across both the
ammeter or milliammeter and the resistance being
measured,
as illustrated
in Fig. 14.
Although it is true that the voltmeter now measures the
voltage -drop across both the ammeter and the
resistance, the resistance
of the ammeter winding is so small in
comparison to the resistance being
measured that the percentage of error will be
appreciably small.

VOLTMETER METHOD
Fig. 15 shows how it is possible to measure
meter alone. To do this, connect the resistance resistance with a voltto be measured in series
with the voltmeter and the d -c voltage source,
and connect a shortcircuiting switch across the ends of the resistance.

The first step is to close the short-circuiting
switch.
This will
connect the voltmeter directly across the
battery or other d -c voltage source so that the source of emf can be measured
accurately by the voltmeter. This is generally called the "line reading".

After this reading has been carefully noted, open
the short
ing switch.
This will connect the resistance in series with circuitthe voltmeter and the voltage -source. Therefore, the
voltmeter reading will now
be less than formerly --- we call this,
the "drop -reading".
To determine
the value of the resistance in question, use
the following formula:
Unknown Resistance = Line reading - Drop reading x
resistance of voltmeter
Drop reading
To illustrate the use of this formula,
let us work out the problem
appearing below:
Assume that upon closing the short-circuiting switch,
the voltmeter
reads 180 volts. This is the "line reading".
Now suppose that the voltmeter reads 40 volts when the
switch is

opened.

This is the

"drop reading".

The voltmeter being used has a full-scale range of 250 volts
and an
internal resistance of 1000 ohms per volt. Therefore,
its total resistance will be 250 x 1000 or 250,000 ohms. -So, substituting
into

the
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formula the data thus far acquired,
we have:

Unknown Resistance - 18040 40
250,000 =

l

x 250,000

x

= 3.5 X

250,000 = 875,000 ohms.
This method is only applicable
for measuring resistance of high
value.
If the resistance is of
low value, there will be very little
in the reading when
the voltmeter is connected directly
across the source of emf or in
series with the unknown resistance.

difference

OHMMETERS

FIG. 15
VOLTMETER METHOD OF
MEASURING RESISTANCE

Instruments are now available whichenable one to read resistance
values on a meter scale which is calibrated directly in ohms. Such
instruments are called OHMMETERS.
The principle of the ohmmeter is illustrated in Fig. 16.
This instrument consists of a milliammeter whose scale is calibrated in ohms.
The meter is connected in series with a small 4 1/2 volt dry battery
(usually, three series -connected flashlight cells), a calibrating resistance and two terminals.
To measure a resistor of unknown value, the resistor is connected
across the terminals pointed out in Fig. 16.
The meter will then indicate the resistance value directly in ohms. A typical ohmmeter scale.
with a range of 0 to 1 megohm, is shown in Fig. 19.
What really takes place is that when an unknown resistor is connected
across the terminals, the meter deflection will be proportional to the
current flow; and, since the scale is calibrated in ohms,the resistance
value is determined quickly and easily.
To compensate for the reduction in battery voltage, as the battery
becomes aged, the value of the calibrating resistance that is effective
in the circuit will have to be changed.
This is done by temporarily short cir-

cuiting the ohmmeter terminals with

the test leads, a piece of wire, screwdriver or some other convenient means

that

provides very nearly zero resis-

tance; and resetting the adjusting screw
of the calibrating resistance so that the
meter needle comes to rest at the zero merk.

This setting for zero should always be checked before measuring resistance.

FIG. 16
PRINCIPLE OF THE OHMMETER
ERA- 50

When the battery is no longer
usable, it can be removed from
the
instrument case, and a new one installed. The instrument should
be re -calibrated for zero settingthen
as

previously explained.
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MULTITESTERS
OH000

0.6-

MEGA

OHMOS

2400

OHMS

4

2.5-

0.5-

0.25-

I

MEG$ MEG.) MEG.,

10.000
OHMS

OHMS
250

In radio service
work, as well as for
radio testing in gen-

R

OHMS

eral,

it is common
practice to use combination meters that
will measure a -c and
d -c voltage, d -c cur-

rent and resistance.

Such instruments are
known as "multitest-

\COPPER-

OMDE
RECTIFIER

ers",

"universal tes-

ters", and by other
names that are indicative of the various

FIG. 17
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF MULTITESTER

kinds of tests that
can be made with them.

Instruments of this type, embracing many different features of design,
In this
have been placed on the market by numerous manufacturers.
lesson we show several examples that illustrate the basic principles
employed in the majority of them, and which will serve to acquaint
you with their circuit arrangements in general.

EXAMPLE NO.

1

The circuit diagram of a multitester of simple design appears in
17.
The ranges of this versatile instrument are: d -c volts of 0
to 10, 50, 250, 500, 2,500; a -c volts of 0 to 15, 150, 1,500; d -c current
of 0 to 1, 10, 100, 1,000 ma. or 1 amp; resistance of 0 to 5,000, 50,000,
500,000 ohms; output meter ranges of 0 to 15, 150, 1,500;
and db ranges
of 18, 38 and 58.
The
ranges are selected by means of a
12 -position dual selector switch that is similar in appearance to a
band -selector switch as used on all -wave receivers. Naturally, the
panel arrangements on instruments of this type differ in detail just
as do the circuits, but that employed on the tester shown in Fig.
18
is typical for multitesters
Fig.

different

equipped with a range selector switch.

In the case of the
tester diagramed in Fig. 17,
d -c voltage, a -c voltage
and the d -c current ranges
are utilized by inserting
the test leads in the tip
jacks marked "+" and "-";

and setting the range selector switch in the
proper position for the
range desired.

OHMS

CURRENT MEASUREMENT:
To measure

current

values up to 1 ampere on the
tester illustrated in Fig. 17,

we would

RANGE SELECTOR

place the dual

RADIO CITY VRODUCis

_

<I

M .M

r.cy..s

A

Mr

switch in the extreme right-

hand position which would

connect the test leads
directly across the 0.05

ohi

resistor.

This

FIG. 18
PANEL DESIGN OF TYPICAL MULTITESTER
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same resistor will now
be connected in parallel
with the meter; and since
it has.a very low resistance
value, the greater portion

of

the current being

measured will flow through

it instead of through
the meter.
As the selector switch is moved
to the left, one position
at a time, the shunting

resistor value becomes

greater and the range
of current measurement
becomes less.
Finally
in the .1 ma. position,
n o shunting resistor
FIG. 19
at all is employed; but
TYPICAL OHMMETER SCALE
a 25 00 ohm resistor is
now connected in series with the meter and test leads. Obviously, the
scale on the meter is calibrated so that the instrument will read correctly with this resistor included in the circuit.
D -C VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT:
-

As the selector switch is moved further toward the left, it will connect the test leads in series with the meter and a multiplier resistor of
proper value so as to make possible measurements of the d -c voltage values
indicated at these different positions.

A -C VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT:

The last three positions of the selector switch, at the extreme left,
connect a half -wave copper oxide rectifier across the meter terminals
through a 5,000 ohm resistor. The latter is a current -limiting resistor,
the purpose of which is to prevent needle -shimmy that would otherwise
occur due to the pulses of the rectified current supplied by the half -wave
rectifier. It also serves as a calibrating resistor, balancing the rectifier to the meter. You will also observe in Fig. 17 that placing the
range -selector switch in the three available positions for making a -c voltage measurements will automatically connect a multiplier resistor of the
correct value in series with the test leads and the rectifier for the range

of voltages covered by that switch position.

HIGH -RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS:
To measure resistor values, insert the test leads into the tip jacks
marked "COMMON" and "R". If the value of resistor to be measured exceeds
50,000 ohms, but is less than 500,000 ohms, place the selector switch in
the fourth position from the right marked "1 MA. 100 R".
Then short
circuit the test leads and set the 2,500 ohm "adjust"potentiometer so
that the meter needle swings across the scale to the position of maximum
reading. Since the ohmmeter scale of this meter is calibrated from zero
to maximum in a right -to -left direction (See Fig. 19), the operation just
described constitutes the correction for "zero setting" previously mentioned.
(Note:
This reversal of the ohmmeter scale with respect tothe
current scale on the same instrument comes about from the fact that with
a given voltage applied across a resistor being measured,
the flow of
current through it increases as the resistance decreases. Therefore
the needle -position of maximum current corresponds to minimum
resistance).
ERA- 50
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Note that a 2,500 ohm fixed resistor. is at this time connected in
series with the meter and the resistance -measuring circuit, and that no
shunting resistor within the tester is connected between the "+" and
"common
tip jacks.
The notation "100R" on this selector switch terminal tells us that
the reading indicated on the meter must be multiplied by 100 in order
to arrive at the true value of the resistance being measured.

MEDIUM -RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS:
To measure resistances having values up to 50,000 ohms and greater
than 5,000 ohms, place the selector switch in the third position from
the right in Fig. 17, marked "lOMA.lOR".
So doing will include the
250 ohm resistor in series with the meter and the resistance -measuring
circuit, thereby reducing by a definite amount the voltage drop in the
ohmmeter circuit, which together with the shunting effect of the 5.5 ohm
resistor will reduce the current through the 50,000 ohm resistor being
measured to a value which causes the needle to point to a resistance
indicationof 5,000 ohms at the extreme left of the ohmmeter scale.
This, we multiply by 10 to obtain the true value of 50,000 ohms as
directed by the notation "10 R" on this selector -switch position.

IOW -RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS:
To measure resistances between 0 and 5,000 ohms set the selector
.switch at the second position from the right, marked "100 MA. R", and'
read the ohmmeter scale direct. No additional resistance is now connected in series with the meter and the resistance -measuring circuit,
and the value of shunting resistance has been reduced to 0.5 ohm; therefore, the circuit arrangement is now such that when a 5,000 ohm resistor
is connected across the "COMMON" and "R" terminals, current flow will
be such as to indicate 5,000 ohms on the scale.
It is to be remembered that the instrument must be adjusted to a
"zero -setting" by means of the potentiometer before attempting to measure
It is interresistance values on any one of the three ohmmeter ranges.
esting to note that in the tester just described, the same shunt resistors
that are used for the three resistance ranges are also employed when

current alone is measured.
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The method of selecting ranges on the tester
shown in Fig. 18 differs
from that employed in the
tester diagramed in Fig.
17, in that one tip jack
is provided for the common lead connection when
measuring a -c voltages,
and another for the d -c
ranges.
The knob below
the meter must be turned
to the right when it is
desired to make d -c measurements, and to the
left for making a -c measurements.
The selector
switch can then be set to

the same voltageposiFIG. 20
ANOTHER POPULAR MULTITESTER DESIGN

tions, when either a -c or
d -c voltages are to be

measured.
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This instrument is employed as an output meter by using the a -c
voltage scale in any of its ranges, and inserting a 0.5 mfd 400 -volt
condenser in series with one of the test leads and the circuit across
which the measurement is to be made.
The chief purpose in using the
instrument in this manner is to obtain an indication of the audio voltage
(signal) available at the output of a receiver as a means for comparison
in checking how adjustments such as alignment, etc., affect the
strength
of the signal reaching the loud speaker.
The db scale is provided so that
a -f voltages in audio amplifier circuits can be
interpreted in terms of
decibels; abbreviated to 'db".
(Note:
the decibel is a unit of measurement of variations in sound intensity, and is explained in
detail later
in the course.)

EXAMPLE NO.

2

D -C VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT:

Another popular multitester is shown in Fig. 20.
To measure d -c
voltage in this case, insert one test lead into the "D -C
COMMON" pin
jack at the left; and the other test lead into the pin
jack along the
lower edge, next to which the voltage range desired is
The
circuit selector switch at the left -center is then placed marked.
in the "DCV"
position, and the reading noted on the voltage scale of
the meter.
In
the hi her ranges, the indicated voltage must be
multiplied by the constant (multiplying factor) specified by the
manufacturer of the instrument in the operating instructions furnished with
the tester.
D -C CURRENT MEASUREMENT:
To measure current, insert one test lead into
the "D -C COMMON" pin
jack and the other test lead into another pin
jack alongside of which
the desired current range is marked.
The circuit selector switch is
then placed in the "DCMA" position.
A -C

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT:
I

MA., 100V.

4117A

To measure a -c voltages, one test lead
is inserted into the "AC COMMON"
pin jack
at the right, and the other lead into
one
of the other pin jacks along the bottom
of
the panel, next to which the voltage
range

desired appears. The circuit selector is
then placed in the "ACV-Rx100" position.
The meter readings are multiplied by
the
prescribed constant when using the high voltage ranges.

RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT:

D.C.

LO
I

5r_DC
10r,A

COI,

.4 Á.

C

50V,D c
loor. A C.

250VDC
5000,A C

5000..0[
ÁC.

2,SD0r
DC.

To measure resistances of less
500 ohms, one test lead is inserted than
into
the "DC COMMON" pin jack and the other into
the third pin jack from the left which is
marked "+1MA LO". The latter marking means
that this jack is to be used for both the
1 ma and the low -resistance
range.
The circuit selector is then set at the "LO" position, and the resistance across which the
test points are connected is read directly
on the dial scale.
However, before making
low -resistance measurements, the
meter must
first be adjusted to read full-scaleby
ERA- 50
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means of the control knob at the right -center of the panel labeled
But in this case, the design of the circuit is such
"ZERO ADJUST".
that the test leads are not to be shorted together when making this
adjustment. This differs from the meter balancing adjustment previously
described, and is more fully explained later in the lesson.

Higher values of resistance are measured by leaving one test lead
DC COMMON" jack and inserting the other lead into that one of
the pin packs at the upper right on the panel alongside of which the
desired resistance range appears.
If the 100M (100, 000 ohm) range is
being used, place the circuit selector in the "R x 10" position and
multiply the scale reading by 10.
If the 1 meg. range is being used,
place the circuit selector in the "ACV -R x 100 position and multiply
the scale reading by 100.
For the higher resistance ranges, this meter
must be adjusted for zero setting with the test leads shorted before
making the measurement.
in the

USE AS AN OUTPUT METER:
To use the instrument as an output meter, insert one test lead into
"AC COMMON" jack and the other lead into whichever one of the a -c
volt jacks that corresponds to the range desired.
Connect an 01 to
.1 mfd condenser in series with one of the test leads, and set the circuit selector switch in the "ACV -R x 100" position.
The condenser may
be omitted if measurements are being taken from the secondary of an

the

output transformer, but should always be employed when taking measurements from any circuit where a d -c component is present in order to
prevent this d -c from affecting the meter reading.

USE AS A "DB" METER:
To use the instrument as a db meter, the same lead connections
and circuit selector settings are used as when employing it as an a -c
voltmeter, only that the decibel scale is read.

CIRCUIT BREAKDOWN
The circuit diagram of this mu]titester is presented in Fig.
21.
The milliammeter is a 0 - 1 ma type with an internal resistance of

FIG. 22
D

-C CURRENT SECTION

FIG. 23
D -C VOLTAGE

SECTION
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100 ohms, and the circuit selector is a dual switch similar to that
employed in the multitester previously described in connection with
Figures 17 and 18.

CURRENT -MEASURING SECTION:
This circuit can be analyzed more easily by breaking it down into
sections.
The current -measuring section is connected into the system
when the selector switch is placed in position #2; and is illustrated
in Fig. 22, with all other parts eliminated that do not pertain to 'this
type of measurement.
Here, you will observe that all of the current
shunts are jointed together to form, with the 100 -ohm meter,a closed
circuit having a resistance of 626.3+ Ohms. Thus, when the test leads
are inserted into the "DC COMMON" and "10A" jacks, the current under
measurement will divide between two paths ---- one comprising only
resistor R-1; the other including all of the other resistors and the
meter.
Then, since the path through R-1 has by far the lesser resistance, the greater portion of the current being measured flows
through R-1, and not more than 1 ma through the meter.

When one of the test leads is inserted in a jack corresponding
lower range, the shunt path increases in resistance while the
path through the meter decreases; thus decreasing the current range
of the multitester.

to

a

D -C VOLTAGE MEASURING SECTION:
Fig. 23 shows the arrangement employed for measuring d -c voltages.
Notice that the shunt path for current measurement is left connected
across the meter.
This is done so that the meter sensitivity (840
ohms per volt) will be maintained on the different ranges.
This feature
also simplifies the construction and switching arrangement of the instrument.
As will be noted from both Figs. 21 and 23, the circuit
selector switch is now in position #1.

Multiplier resistors
various voltage -range
manner. For example, with
COMMON" jack, and the other

of the proper value are connected between
jacks and the meter circuit, in the usual
one of the test leads inserted in the "DC
in the "5V D -C" jack, the 4,117 -ohm resistor will be connected in series with this jack and an effective resistance
of 83 ohms comprising the 100 ohm meter and the 526.32$ -ohm shunt path
the

FIG.
A

ERA- 50
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This would amount to a total resistance
that is connected across it.
of 4,200 ohms being included in the circuit at this time.
When the
50 -volt tip jack is being used, the total resistance of the instrument
circuit is 42,000 ohms, etc.
A -C VOLTAGE MEASURING SECTION:

Details of the instrument circuit for making a -c voltage measurements appear in Fig. 24.
This circuit is similar to that of Fig. 23,
with the exception that the shunt network is automatically switched out and the rectifier cut -in when the selector switch is set in position #3.
The copper -oxide rectifier is of the half -wave type, but
connected in the circuit so as to prevent inverse peak voltages of
damaging magnitude being developed across the rectifier during use
of the higher voltage ranges.
IOW -RESISTANCE MEASURING SECTION:
In Fig. 25 is shown the circuit arrangement when the selector
switch is set in position #5 for the measurement of low resistance
values.
The meter is at this time shunted with the 11.1 -ohm resistor
to provide a 10 ma range.
With the test leads inserted in the "LO
OHMS" and "D -C COMMON" jacks, but not short circuited, the variable
2500 ohm resistance is adjusted until the meter reads maximum resistance
on the "low -ohms" scale.
Then, when the resistance being measured is

connected between the "D -C COMMON" and the "LO OHMS" terminals, it will
act as an additional meter shunt and thereby decrease the meter reading
accordingly.

Since the resistance values on this ohmmeter scale increase in
direction as the current values on the milliampere scale
(from left -to -right), higher values of resistances being measured
will cause the meter needle to come to rest farther toward the right
of the scale, because less current
is flowing through the resistance
and more current through the movement of the meter.
the same

When the "LOW OHMS" scale is
longer being used, the circuit
selector switch should be turned
away from the "LO" position.
This

no

1, D.0

.

is necessary to prevent the dry cells
from discharging needlessly through
the meter and its shunts.
On the
particular instrument being described, a separate "LO OHMS" scale

Common

QLloo

is provided so that such low resistance

values can be measured accurately;
readings down to 0.2 ohm being obtainable with this arrangement.

MEDIUM AND HIGH -RESISTANCE

MEASURING SECTIONS:
`-DC. Common

O

FIG. 26
MEDIUM AND HIGH RESISTANCE MEASURING SECTIONS

The circuits employed for the
0.1 megohm and 1-megohm ranges are
shown in illustrations (A) and (B),
respectively, of Fig. 26. These
two circuits are similar --- with
the exception that in the case of
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(A),
placing the selector
switch in position #4 keeps

the 11.1 -ohm shunt resistor connected across the meter, but the

"RxlO-0.1 MEG" jack is connected in the circuit in such
manner so that when one of
the test leads is inserted
therein, the variable resistor
and the. 335 -ohm resistor will
be connected in series with
the meter and the resistance
being measured, instead of in
parallel with the meter.
Use of the "Rx100-1MEG"
jack for measuring resistance
values up to 1 megohm, and
placing the selector switch
in position #3, disconnects
FIG. 27
the 11.1 ohm shunt from the
INCREASING OHMMETER RANGE
meter; and at the same time
ay APPLYING MORE VOLTAGE
includes an additional resistance of 3,350 ohms in series with the meter circuit and. the
resistance
being measured.
The same as in all other ohmmeters described in this lesson, the
meter must be adjusted for zero setting before using any of the resistance -measuring ranges.

This instrument is used as an output meter and db meter in the
same manner as explained for the multitester described under
"EXAMPLE
NO. 1" in this lesson.
INCREASING OHMMETER RANGE BY APPLICATION OF MORE VOLTAGE
In Fig. 27, is shown a method that is often employed for
increasing
the range of an ohmmeter to the extent where a resistance of
several
megohms can be measured. You will find this circuit to be such
that
one 4 1/2 volt battery is connected in series with the
common "OHMS"
tip -jack for measuring resistances up to 200,000 ohms. Then, if it
is desired to measure resistances as great as 2
45 -volt battery is connected into the circuit

megohms, an external
through the two jacks

marked "+45"and "-45". Thus, by inserting one of the test leads in
the jack marked "MEGOHMS" and the other into the jack marked
"2MEG",

a higher voltage will be available to force sufficient
current through
the greater resistance value so that the indication on the meter's

dial scale can be read accurately.

It is extremely important that the radio technician be
thoroughly
acquainted with the structural features and operating principles of all
types of radio testing and measuring equipment.
In this way only will
he be able to use such instruments effectively.
With this thought in
mind, make sure that you have mastered this lesson in its entirety
before laying it aside.

***********
*********
*******
*****
***
*
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1.

-

Describe the thermocouple type meter.

2.

-

Mention two disadvantages of ordinary type a -c voltmeters.

3.

-

4.

-

Describe briefly the voltmeter -ammeter method of measuring
resistance.

5.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of a meter that can be used

Explain briefly how a full -wave copper oxide rectifier
may be used in conjunction with a d -c meter in order to
measure a -c voltages.

to

measure both a -c and d -c voltages, as well as d -c current.
Indicate the type of instrument used', the multipliers,
shunts, etc.
6.

-

Describe a simple ohmmeter and explain how it is used.

7.

-

Why is it that resistance values increase in a right -to left direction across most ohmmeter scales?

8.

-

9.

-

10.

-

Let us assume that you are measuring a resistor by the
voltmeter method. The meter being used for the purpose
has a range of 500 volts' and an internal resistance of
1000 ohms per volt. While making the measurement the
"line reading" is 200 volts; and the "drop reading", 50
volts. What is the resistance value of the resistor being
measured?

Besides a copper -oxide rectifier, what other means may
be employed so that a -c voltages can be measured with a
meter that has a d -c movement?

Why is it important that an ohmmeter be adjusted for
"zero -setting" before measuring resis tance values?
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We start this lesson with an explanation of the WAVEMETER, which,
though very simple in construction is,nevertheless, a valuable test
ing device for measuring the wave length of r -f energy.

WAVEMETERS

Wavemeters are most
used to determine the wave
length of the r -f energy
being radiated by an oscillator or transmitter.
In Fig. 2, is shown the
fundamental circuit for this
apparatus.

You will observe in
Fig. 2 that the wavemeter
is nothing more than an
ordinary tuning circuit,
consisting of an inductance
or coil connected in series
with a variable condenser.

k

By selecting the proper inductance and condenser

values,.this circuit can
be tuned over a definite
range of wave lengths.

The

variable condenser used
for this purpose should
preferably be of the straight-

line wave length type, so
that the wave length to
which the circuit is tuned
will vary in direct proER -51

FIG
TECHNICIAN CALIBRATING SIGNAL GENERATOR
I
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portion to the movement of the condenser plates and tuning dial indicator.

FREQUENCY METERS
Wavemeters and frequency meters
are constructed alike, with the ex-

ception that the wavemeters are cali-

brated in wave lengths expressed

in

meters, whereas frequency meters are
calibrated in frequencies expressed
'Inductance
in kilocycles.
It is preferable to
use a straight-line frequency condenser for frequency meters so that
FIG. 2
the frequency to which the circuit
FUNDAMENTAL WAVEMETER CIRCUIT
is tuned will vary approximately in
direct propertion
the condenser plates and tuning dial indicator. to the movement of
both these instruments is generally of the vernier The dial used on
type in order to
insure accuracy.
As you will recall from your studies of
resonance
the
current flow through a series resonance circuit is maximum circuits,
nant frequency and decreases rapidly towards either side at the resoof resonance.
This is the basic principle governing the operation of
wavemeters

and frequency meters.

RESONANCE INDICATORS
In applying a wavemeter or frequency meter, some means must
be
provided whereby one can determine when it is tuned to resonance
with
the wave in question.
This can be accomplished in several different
ways, the most simple of which is illustrated in Fig.
3.

You will observe in Fig. 3 that a small
flashlight bulb is connected in series with the
tuning circuit of the wavemeter. This method
is suitable only for making a test when the
r -f energy being picked up is quite strong so
that a considerable voltage is induced into
the coil of the wavemeter.
Such is the case
when conducting a test on transmitters, signal generators, etc.
When using this set-up, the lamp will burn

with increased brilliance as the wavemeteris
tuned nearer to resonance with the wave under
test, for the reason that current flow through
the wave meter circuit increases as the resonant
frequency is approached.
Thus, the condition
of resonance is indicated when the lamp burns
at maximum brilliance.

Sm áI1

flashlight lamp

FIG. 3
LAMP RESONANCE
making such a measurement, the waveINDICATOR
meter should be coupled to the circuit under
test as loosely as possible.
That is, the wavemeter coil should be
kept as far away from the circuit under test as consistent with an
indication from the lamp.
The looser the coupling between the wave meter and the circuit under test, the sharper will be the tuning characteristic of the wavemeter and the greater the degree of accuracy.
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COMMERCIAL WAVEMETERS
Fig. 4 will familiarize you with the physical appearance of a simNotice that plug-in coils are used in order
ple form of wavemeter.
to cover a greater range of wave lengths and frequencies.
The more expensive wave -

meters generally employ

a
hot-wire milliammeter as a resonance indicator, the meter being

Condenser dial

connected in series with the

Plug-in

coils

tuning circuit as shown in Fig.

The meter usually used
5.
for this purpose has a range of
about 0 to 3 ma.; and a .01
mfd condenser is connected across it in order to reduce the
high-frequency resistance of the
Ordinarily, the resiscircuit.
tance of the circuit to high
frequencies would be increased
appreciably by including the

Vernier adj.-

1-Flashlight lamp

meter in the circuit.
FIG. li
Also observe in Fig. 5
wavemeter
illusCOMPLETE
WAVEMETER
that the
trated here does not require
A selector switch provides three wave ranges. For
any plug-in coils.
instance, with the switch closed to position #1, only coil #1 will be in cluded in the circuit. When the switch is in position #2, coils #1 and #2
are connected in series, thereby
increasing the inductance; when in

position #3, all three coils are connected in series, thereby increasing
the inductance still more.
Coil #1-...

COUPLED RESONANCE INDICATORS
Coil

#2

Coil#3'.._

Hot-wire milliommeter'
Etc. 5
WAVEMETER WITH MILLIAMMETER
RESONANCE INDICATOR

The chief objection to connecting ány type of resonance indicator

in series with the tuning circuit
of a wavemeter is that such a device adds to the resistance of the
circuit, causing it to tune broadly.
To maintain accuracy, a wave meter should be rather sharp tuning,
and therefore the resistance of its
circuit must be kept down to a miniIt is for this reason
mum value.

that the indicating device of
is coupled to the
some wavemeters
tuning circuit inductively.

An example of this appears in Fig. 6, where the resonance indicator
consists of a set of headphones used in conjunction with a carborundum
This indicator circuit is coupled to the wavemeter coil incrystal.
ductively by means of the indicator coupling coil. The r -f energy picked
up by the tuned winding from the circuit will therefore induce corresThe transfer of energy
ponding voltages in the indicator coupling coil.
will be greatest at resonance, and is indicated by maximum sound in the
headphones.
ER
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The r -f wave under test must, of course, be modulated by an audio
frequency in order for the signal to be heard in the headphones.
The
crystal acts as a detector, so making the signal audible.

Very little current is required to produce an audible sound in
the headphones; and the sound increases rapidly as the wavemeter is
tuned closer to resonance with the circuit being tested. Consequently,
this method is very sensitive, and capable of testing comparatively
weak r -f energy.
The indicator coupling coil in Fig. 6 may consist of from 1 to 20
turns of #18 B & S magnet wire, wound on a tubular bakelite form of
about 2" diameter.
It is placed several inches from the wavemeter's
winding, but is enclosed in the same box or container.
If too many turns are
used on the coupling coil,

Cou p IIn g

Circuit under test
-

Indicoior
coupling
41
coil

+ 1
Cysioi

Heodphones

and it is coupled too close
to the tuned winding, it
will absorb too much energy
from the tuned circuit and
also cause poor tuning.
Too few turns on the coupling coil, and too loose
coupling between it and the
tuned winding,may result

in such a small transfer
of energy that the indicating device will not re-

spond in

.0065 mid
FIG.

6

COUPLED INDICATOR CIRCUIT

the

two circuits as will result in a

a definite manner.
It is therefore necessary to use as few turns
as possible on the coupling coil,_ and only sufficient coupling between
definite resCbnse of the indi-

cating device.
In the event that conditions are such as to make inductive

coupling

between the circuit under test and the wavemeter impractical, so that
then the desired couphardly any energy is accepted by the wavemeter,
ling can generally be accomplished by connecting a length of wire
between one end of the wavemeter's tuned winding and some convenient
point on the circuit under test, as indicated by the dotted line in
Fig.

6.

APPLYING THE ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE
We can also look upon the wavemeter or frequency meter as being
an absorption circuit, in that it has the ability to absorb r -f energy
This "absorbing effect" is most prowhen acted upon by such a field.
and can be applied in the following
frequency,
at
resonant
the
nounced
manner:
If, for example, a d -c milliammeter is connected in series with
the plate circuit of an oscillator, and the oscillator is tuned to a
frequency of, let us say, 700 kc., a definite reading will be noted
on the meter. Now, if a frequency meter is loosely coupled to the oscillator, we will find that the reading of the milliammeter in the oscillator circuit will increase as the frequency meter is gradually tuned
to 700 kc. --- and that it will be maximum when the frequency meter
is tuned exactly to 700 kc.

LESSON

NO. 51
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Thus, by already having the dial of the frequency meter accurately
calibrated in kilocycles, it is obvious that if an oscillator is radiating
energy of unknown frequency, the frequency meter could be loosely coupled
to it and its dial slowly turned.
Then, when the d -c milliammeter
in the oscillator's plate circuit registers maximum current, we know
that the oscillator and frequency meter are in resonance.
And, the frequency indicated by the dial position of the frequency meter tells us
the frequency of the energy radiated by the oscillator.
To determine the frequency of a signal being picked up by a radio
receiver, the calibrated frequency meter can be loosely coupled to the
receiver input. When the frequency meter is tuned to resonance with
this same signal, a decrease in signal strength will be indicated by the
receiver's loud speaker.
The setting of the frequency meter's dial then
tells us the frequency of the signal being received.

Although simple in construction, this type of frequency meter is
quite dependable.
Resistance is kept at a minimum by noting the change
in the oscillator or receiver circuit instead of connecting a resonance
indicator in the frequency meter circuit.
Thus, greater accuracy is
possible.

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Many different makes

of good factory -built
signal generators (test
oscillators) are available on the market, yet
a number of our students
wish to construct their
own.

It is for the latter

reason that this information on signal genera tors is presented from a
construction standpoint.
Even though you may not
be particularly interested
in constructing such a
unit, yet the Harmer in which
the subject is treated

in this lesson will give
a good basic knowledge of the structural

you
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features and principles
of signal generators. We
shall start with the simpler designs first, and then
advance through the more

complex commercial units
such as illustrated in
Fig. 7.

FIG.

7

COMMERCIAL SIGNAL GENERATOR

BATTERY -OPERATED SIGNAL GENERATOR
The circuit of a simple battery -operated signal generator is shown
You will observe that it employs a single tube. This tube
in Fig. 8.
may be a type 30, 1G4 -G, 1H4 -G or any other triode that is suitable for
use as a detector or amplifier.
The A battery voltage depends upon the
type of tube used.
In some cases, adequate resistance will have to be
inserted in the filament circuit to reduce the A battery voltage to
the value required by the tube filament.
However, if a tube with a
ER -51
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,n".

"8,4

1.4 volt filament rating is
used, a single flashlight cell
can be employed as the A supply; and no additional resistance will then have to be
included in the filament circuit.
A 22-1/2 volt battery
is suitable as a B voltage

source.

i

11W
The tuned winding of this

signal generator consists of
50 turns of #20 B & S double
cotton -covered magnet wire,
FIG. 8
wound on a piece of insulative
BATTERY -OPERATED OSCILLATOR
tubing 2-1/2" in diameter.
This will permit the .0005
mfd condenser to tune the
circuit through the standard
The tap is made at the 25th
broadcast band.
turn of the winding.
By studying this diagram more
closely, you will notice that half
of the winding is included
in the grid circuit and half
in the plate
circuit of the tube, so that
there is very close coupling
This condition produces
between them.
regeneration to such an extent that the
cuit commences to oscillate
cirand generate radio frequency
like the oscillator in a
energy just
superheterodyne receiver.
The frequency of
these oscillations will, of
course, be determined by the tuning
stants of the circuit, as
confixed by the coil and condenser
combination.
In order for the generator's
r -f signal to be audible at
ceiver undergoing test, it must be
the remodulated at an audio frequency.
This is accomplished by
installing a fixed condenser and leak
in the grid circuit of the
resistor
signal generator's tube. The
effect of this
grid condenser and leak is to
block and free the tube at an audible f
quency rate, thereby modulating
rethe r -f wave form.
This modulated signal
is then picked up by a
receiver and reproduced by the
sound.
Changing the values of the grid condenser speaker as a buzzing
and leak will change
the pitch of the sound.
The signal generator is coupled to
the receiver under test by connecting terminal "A" of the generator (see
Fig. 8) to the antenna
ter minal of the receiver. Inside of the
signal generator, one end of a short
piece of insulated wire is connected
to terminal "A".
The end of another
short piece of insulated wire is
connected to one end of the generator's
tuned winding. The free ends of these
pieces of wire are then
twisted together for a length of from 1 to two
2 inches.
This twisting of
the wires will introduce capacitive
coupling of a comparatively low order
between terminal "A" and the coil. The
signal generator is therefore
coupled to the receiver under test
capacitively.
If preferred, a 10 mmfd. condenser
could be used instead of the
twisted wires to produce capacitive coupling.

110 VOLT AC -DC SIGNAL GENERATOR
In Fig. 9, we have the circuit diagram of a
signal generator that can
be operated from either a 110 volt a -c or d -c
line.
The tube used in this
circuit is a double -section type, the diode
section serving as a half wave rectifier, while the tetrode section
is triode -connected in a'conventional oscillator circuit.
If it should be so desired, the single
117L7
tube could be replaced by two separate tubes -one
tifier such as the 25Z5 or 35Z5, and the other, a a cathode -type rec6 or 12 -volt triode.
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A suitable ballast resistor
would then have to be placed in
series with the filament circuit.

All of the other parts values
could remain as indicated on
the diagram in Fig. 9.

Coil L-1 consists of 42
turns of No. 20 double silk
covered magnet wire, wound
on a 1-1/2 inch diameter form,
and tapped at the tenth turn
from the upper end.

R-2 and R-3 serve as the
filter and bleeder resistors
for the rectifier or d -c voltage
supply circuit.
C-3 is the

FIG. 9

filter condenser for this same
SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR OPERATION
section of the circuit.
C-2 and
FROM 110 VOLT A -C OR D -C LINE
R-1 are the usual grid condenser
and leak combination.
C-1 is the variable condenser, used for tuning the
signal generator over the standard broadcast band.

The 10 mh r -f choke, in conjunction with condenser C-4,forces the
energy that is present in the plate circuit into the upper portion
of coil L-1, thereby transferring it back to the grid circuit and so
promoting oscillation.
The signal produced by this generator is fed
to the circuit under test through condenser C-5 and terminal T.
r -f

CALIBRATING SIGNAL GENERATORS
Now that you are familiar with basic signal generator circuits, the
next step will be to learn how such testing equipment is calibrated.
For the present, we shall consider the calibration of signal generators
which are designed to cover the standard broadcast band only.
Before attempting to calibrate a signal generator, be sure that all
parts and wiring are intact, that the tube voltages are correct and that
all shielding is in place.
Should the unit be calibrated without all
shielding in place, its tuning would be affected by the proximity of the
shielding later on, and the calibration would therefore be in error.
If no calibrated wavemeter or frequency meter is available, the
newly constructed signal generator can be calibrated with the aid of a
good broadcast receiver.
To use a receiver for this purpose, it is
necessary to first calibrate the receiver dial in the following manner:

Starting at the low frequency end of the dial, tune in as many of
the good broadcast stations as you can until the indicator of the dial
has traveled across the entire scale.
As each station is tuned in by
Write this dial number on
the receiver, take note of the dial setting.
a piece of paper, and next to it indicate the frequency at which the particular station operates. Do this for all stations heard.
Upon completion of the procedure, you will have ten or so different
dial numbers at which stations are received, and the corresponding
frequency in kilocycles. Let us suppose, for example, that the dial
of the receiver being used is numbered from 0 to 100, and that upon tuning
in the different stations, you obtain the data given in TABLE I.
ER -51
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TABLE j
FREQUENCY OF STATION
BEING RECEIVED
600 KC
625 KC.
700 KC.

95
85

.

75

58
50
38

875
975
1125
1250

Using this data, you can plot
calibration curve similar to that
shown in Fig. 10.
To do this, use
cross -ruled paper or "graph paper"
a

--- laying off the dial numbers along
the bottom, from the left toward the
right; and frequencies along the left
edge, from the bottom toward the top.

KC.

Then mark a point on the graph
where the 95 dial number line crosses
30
Kc
the 600 kc. line, to conform with
20
..
11100 KC.
the first reading of Table I.
In
13
1500 KC.
the same manner, mark similar points
on this graph paper to correspond
with the rest of the data in Table I. Then connect all of these points
together with a continuous line, to produce the "calibration curve."
Kc

.

KC.

.

By referring to such a graph; we can tell at a glance to which
frequency the receiver is tuned at any one dial setting.
If the receiver is equipped with a dial already calibrated in kilocycles, its
settings should be carefully checked against the different station
frequencies, because the dial readings are not always accurate.
In
fact, for this purpose, a numbered receiver dial ¿cale is preferable
to one calibrated in kilocycles --- particularly if the kilocycle dial
calibrations are inaccurate.

Having calibrated the receiver dial, disconnect the receiver from
its antenna and grounding system, and connect the signal generator
to it.
Tune the receiver to any known frequency, and adjust the signal generator's tuning dial until the generator's signal is picked
up by the receiver.
The signal generator will then be tuned to resonance with the receiver; its dial setting should therefore be noted.
By repeating this procedure at several different frequencies,
you will have available a number of signal generator dial settings,
with corresponding frequencies.
From this data, a dial calibration
curve can be plotted for the generator similar to that already prepared for the receiver in Fig. 10.
From this calibration curve, one
can quickly convert any dial setting of the signal generator to its

equivalent frequency
expressed in kilocycles.
We then say that the signal

generator has been "calibrated."

1400
1500

1400

While we are on the
subject of calibration,
it will be well to mention a few things regard-

ing the calibration of
wavemeters and frequency
meters.
These units can
be calibrated in a similar

manner as just described
for signal generators,
and a suitable calibration curve plotted.
In this case, it is only
to tune a
calibrated signal gene-

necessary

rator to various known

1300
1200
1100
100o
900
Soo
loo
600
5o0
5
o

25

15

lo

20

I

Dial

40

65

55

45

35

30

50

60

Readings.

FIG. 10
DIAL CALIBRATING CURVE

I

70

T5

e5

85
0

90

I

1

0
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As the frequency meter is tuned to resonance with these
frequencies.
From the data thus
different signals, its dial readings are noted.
obtained, the dial readings of the frequency meter can be plotted against
the corresponding frequencies, and a calibration curve drawn. In the
case of a wavemeter, the frequencies can be converted to corresponding wave lengths, and the calibration curve plotted on the basis of
dial readings against wave length in meters.

These signal generators, which were just described, can also be
tuned through the frequency range used in the i -f amplifiers of superheterodyne receivers by simply using a coil and condenser combination which
The signal generator
will tune the circuit to the desired i -f frequency.
can then be used as an aid to align the i -f stages in superheterodyne
receivers.

SELF -MODULATED, TWO -BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR
can
The signal generator,whose circuit is diagramed in Fig. 11,
be used for the alignment of the i -f, oscillator and r -f stages in superThe information already given on batteries and
heterodyne receivers.
types of tubes editable for the circuit illustrated in Fig. 8, applies
also to our circuit of Fig. 11.

Coil La consists
of 80 turns of #26 B & S
double silk-covered wire
wound on a tubular form 3l
in diameter.
This coil
should be center -tapped at
Coupling coil
the 40th turn.
L3 should consist of the same

wire,wound at a distance of

about 1/2" from coil L1.
Coil La consists of 140
turns of #30 B & S double
silk -covered wire on another
tubular form, having a diameter of 1-1/4". This coil
is tapped at the 35th turn
from the B -minus end. Coupling coil .L4 consists of 3
turns of the Mme wire, wound
at a distance of about 1/2"
FIG. II
from coil L2.
The winding
CIRCUIT OF RF-IF OSCILLATOR
form containing coils L,,and
L5 should be mounted at right angles to the form containing coils L2
and L4 when these units are assembled in the case.

To cover the standard broadcast band (545 - 1500 kc.) with this signal generator, close the triple -pole switch to position "A", and close
Use output terminal #1 to couple the unit
the filament circuit switch.
to the receiver under test, and tune the signal generator to the desired
The sigbroadcast frequency by means of the .00035 mfd tuning condenser.
nal generator will of course require "calibration" over this frequency
band, as already explained in this lesson.

To tune over the 440 - 510 kc. band for adjusting i -f transformers
of superheterodyne receivers, close the triple -pole switch to position
Use output terminal
"B", and also close the filament circuit switch.
#2 to couple the test unit to the receiver, and adjust it to the desired
intermediate frequency by means of the .00035 mfd tuning condenser.
ER -51
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The dial setting required for
this condenser, in order to tune to
the various commonly used
intermediate
frequencies, can be
by calibrating the tester with
any good commercial signal determined
of standard make.
generator
For example, with the i -f
transformers of a superheterodyne receiver adjusted to exactly
456 kc., with the aid of a
reliable commercial signal generator,
couple
your newly constructed
signal generator to the i -f stages
of
the
same
receiver, and adjust
its tuning condenser until the
signal is reproduced by the
receiver's
speaker at maximum intensity. Your
signal generator is then tuned to
456 kc., so note and mark its
dial setting for future reference.
signal generator can be calibrated
The
for any other intermediate
within its range, in the same manner.
frequency

COMMERCIAL SIGNAL GENERATOR
The circuit diagram of a
commercial type signal
sented in Fig. 12.
This signal generator is designedgenerator is preto cover a frequency band of 125 to 1500 kc.,
Coil "A" can be tuned from
125 to 450 kc., and ooil "B" from inclusive.
450 to 1500 kc.; a band selector
switch
being used to include
the proper coil into
athe circuit for
the
2' GANG COND015ER OSCILLATOR
frequency desired. The
CIS
C17
A -F
C-3 4
design of the coils used
OSCILLATO0.
is such that they are
tuned by a two -gang variable condenser having
a capacity of .00035
mfd per section, and
with the two sections
connected in parallel.
1

-I

.

The method of modu-

R I
R2
R 3

R4
R5

R6

200

5000n

10,000n
101J00n

10,000 4-

100000 n

100,000 n
C3 .000Imfd
C4 .002 mid
C5 .01 mfd
C7 4mfd
C8 4 mfd
C9 .1 mid
R7

lation is quite different from that em-

ployed in the other signal generators thus far
shown you in this lesson.
That is, instead
of the r -f signal being
modulated by a grid con-

denser and leak resistor, an audio oscillator is used for the
purpose. The audio oscillator produces a 500
cycle note, which frequency
present in

is

FIG. 12
CIRCUIT OF COMMERCIAL SIGNAL
GENERATOR

the secondary winding
of transformer T-1.

The

primary winding of this

same transformer is connected in series with the plate circuit
of the r -f oscillator tube;
thereby
varying the plate voltage of the r -f
By this means, the r -f signal is oscillator tube at a 500 cycle rate.
modulated at 500 cycles per second,
and the modulated signal appears
across the output terminals.

Potentiometer R-1 permits control of the
intensity
signal.
Potentiometer R-2 makes it possible to controlof the output
the strergth
of the audio signal prior to
applying it to the r -f oscillator circuit,
in this way governing :he degree
or percentage of modulation. When
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aligning a receiver, these two potentiometers are adjusted so that a
clear and distinct signal is produced by the loud speaker of the receiver.

Upon inspecting the audio oscillator section more closely, you
will observe that its circuit is quite similar to that of a conventional
r -f oscillator, in that a portion of the signal energy present in the plate
circuit is returned to the grid circuit through the tapped transformer
winding that couples these two circuits together. However, since the
inductance of this winding is rather high, the circuit oscillates at
an audio frequency instead of at a radio frequency.
The capacity value
of condenser C-6 that is connected across the secondary winding of the
audio transformer, together with the inductance value of this transformer winding, determines the frequency at which this circuit oscillates.
This frequency may be altered somewhat by changing the value
of condenser C-6.
The feed -back winding in the r -f oscillator section of the signal
generator is connected in series with the tube's cathode. The same
value of plate current flows through this winding as if it were connected
in the plate circuit, and thus serves to promote oscillation.

Any heater -type triode, suitable for operation as either a detector
or amplifier, may be used in both the r -f and a -f oscillator sections.
The 56, 76 and 6C5 are typical examples.
The power supply is conventional, the power transformer being equipped with secondary windings
suitable for the tubes being used.
It is to be noted that resistors are included in the circuit for
reducing the output of the power supply to approximately 75 volts for
application to the r -f oscillator tube. This is done to prevent excessive
heating of the tube elements and frequency drift resulting therefrom.

Obviously, the range of frequencies covered by this signal generator
can be increased by incorporating an additional coil in the r -f circuit,
and using a three -section band selector switch instead of uhe two -section
switch now being employed.

The circuit arrangement illustrated in Fig. 12 is used in many
commercial signal generators, whether operated from the lighting circuit
or batteries.
Having studied this lesson, you should now have a good understanding
of the structural features of wavemeters, frequency meters and signal

generators.
In another portion of the course you are given specific
information on the use of this test equipment in radio practice. For
the present, we are concerned only with the circuits and operating principles of these testers.

***************
*************
***********
*********
*******
*****
***
*

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Describe the basic principles of the wavemeter.

2.

-

What is the difference between a wavemeter and
quency meter?

3.

-

Explain the action of the wavemeter when a lamp is used
as a resonance indicator.

4.

-

What is the chief advantage of using electromagnetic
coupling between the wavemeter and resonance indicator
circuit instead of connecting the resonance indicator
directly in the tuning circuit of the wavemeter?

5.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of
generator.

6.

-

Explain how the signal generator you diagramed in answer
to question #5 operates.

7.

-

Mention two methods by which the r -f energy produced
by a signal generator may be modulated.

8.

-

Explain how you would calibrate a receiver dial which is
marked in numbers from 0 to 100, so that its readings
can be easily converted to equivalent frequencies expressed in kilocycles.

9.

-

How can you calibrate a newly constructed signal generator
to cover the standard broadcast band, using a radio

a

a

fre-

battery -operated signal

receiver for the purpose?
10.- Draw a circuit diagram of a simple signal generator which
can be operated from either a 110 volt a -c or d -c lighting circuit.
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TUBE CHECKERS
Of all the parts contained in radio receivers, amplifiers and other
electronic equipment, TUBES are the most fragile. They are subject to
mechanical breakdown if abused through careless handling, and become less
efficient with continued use.

Whenever a receiver does not operate properly, the average radio owner glances at the tubes first of all.
And if he finds thatthe
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YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF TESTING EQUIPMENT IS
APPLICABLE TO RADIO SERVICE, RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION WORK
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filaments light up o.k., he assumes
that
immediately suspects some other part of thethey are in good condition and
circuit as being at fault.
But you, as a technician, must
understand that just because the filament heats to incandescence, this
does not necessarily mean that the
is good. Even though the
tube
filament be intact, the tube may fail
to perform
properly because of a short
between its electrodes, poor electron
or other causes that will be
brought to your attention later in emission,
son.
this lesFurthermore, it must be remembered that
the filament is not visible
in some types of tubes
(notably metal tubes); whereas in
other cases,
current normally drawn by the
filament is so small that the glow of the
filament is hardly perceptible.
the
It is therefore
apparent that a more reliable method
a tube's condition must
for determining
be employed ---so we use a
tube checker for the
purpose.

Commercial tube checkers of so many
different designs have been manufactured in years past that it
would be impossible to describe
in this lesson.
all of them
We will therefore confine our
discussion solely to the
types of tests performed on
makes. In this way, you will standard tube checkers of the most popular
become acquainted with the
ciples employed in all of them,
fundamental prinyourself any minor variations in and thereby be enabled to figure out for
some specific. instrument that
counter later on.
you may en-

TEST FOR SHORTED ELECTRODES AND
FILAMENT CONTINUITY
To avoid damage to the
for short circuits that mightchecker, it is advisable to first test tubes
exist between their electrodes.
checkers have the necessary
Most tube
provisions
incorporated in them with which to
do this; but before
considering such tube checkers in
will first explain the
their
principles employed in making tests ofentirety, we
this kind.
OHMMETER METHOD

In Fig. 2, you are shown
how an ohmmeter may be used
between the grid and cathode of a
for testing
tube, for a possible short.
and cathode should be shorted
If the grid
very nearly zero ohms ---dependingtogether, the ohmmeter will read zero or
upon how complete the shorting
By this same .means we can
effect is.
test between the plate and
grid, between the
cathode and heater, or
between any other pair of
electrodes.
The ohmmeter can also
be used to determine whether
or not the filament of the
tube is open (burned out) ,
by connecting the test leads
across the filament (heater)

FIG. 2
OHMMETER TEST FOR SHORTED TUBE ELECTRODES

terminals. However, care
must be taken when doing
this so that the voltage
applied across the filament will not exceed that
for which it is rated.
This is particularly true
of tubes which are designed
for a filament emf of 1.4
volts.
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LAMP METHOD
Fig. 3 illustrates how a lamp may be applied as an indicating device
for the same purpose. Here, a flashlight or dial lamp is used in conjunction with a battery whose voltage corresponds to that for which the lamp is
rated. Thus, when the test points are shorted together, the lamp will burn

at full brilliance.
The lamp connections illustrated in Fig. 3 will test for a short circuit between the plate and filament of the tube ---the lamp lighting only
if a short exists.
But, as the ohmmeter, this test can be applied between
any pair of electrodes by merely connecting the test leads across the
proper terminals. And, as in the case of the ohmmeter test, care must be
taken not to apply a voltage across the filament that exceeds its rating.
It is further to be understood that when conducting either the ohmmeter or lamp test, the socket must be free of all other circuit connections that might affect the indications of the test. Instead of installing
the tube in a socket, these same tests can be made by touching the test
points of the indicating device directly to the base prongs of the tube.

VOLTMETER METHOD
The same procedure, as just explained, can also be emplcyed by substituting a d -c voltmeter of the proper range for the lamp in Fig. 3; and then
using the voltmeter as a conventional continuity tester.

NEON TUBE METHOD
Fig. 4 shows how a neon tube may be used to test between tube
electrodes for a short circuit. If the grid and cathode of the tube should be
shorted when the connections illustrated in Fig. 4 are made, the neon lamp
will glow.
If these electrodes are not shorted together, the neon tube
will not be affected. In this case, too, the test can be made between any
pair of electrodes.

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST APPLIED TO TUBE CHECKER
Obviously, in order to apply the short circuit test to tubes conveniently, it is advisable to provide this feature in the tube checker.

There are several ways

in

which this is done, a simple

one being
Fig. 5.
By

illustrated

studying Fig.

in

5

closely, you will observe
that we have here a socket,
the terminals of which are
connected to the 115 -volt
secondary winding of a transformer and neon lamp through

two sets of single pole double throw switches. Each
switch also has a dead -center
or neutral position.
With this checker, it is
possible to test tubes for an

inter -electrode short when
either in a hot or cold
ERA -52
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condition (filament lighted
or extinguished). A so-

called "cold" short test
is made by closing switch
Sw-1 and placing the selector switch Sv-2 la its lowermost position, at Which time
it will be connected to the
bottom or zero -volt end of
the secondary winding. Then
if it is desired to test for
a short between the grid and
cathode, all of the other
switches are left in their
center or neutral position,
with the following excepttions:

Etc. 4
TESTING FOR SHORTED ELEMENTS WITH NEON TUBE

Switch 3A is closed up ward, while switches 4A and

4B are both closed downward-- as illustrated by the dotted
in Fig. 5.
connections
This will place
the secondary winding of the
transformer, neon lamp, condenser, and grid cathode capacitance of the tube in
series with each other.
Hence, if the
grid and cathode should be shorted
the neon lamp will glow; if
not shorted, the neon lamp will not together,
glow.

A "hot" test for a possible short
between the grid and cathode is made
by placing switch Sw-2 in that
position which will furnish the proper filament voltage to the tube being checked
--6.3 volts in the example illustrated in Fig. 5. All other switches are
left in the positions described
above; in addition, switches lA
and 5B are closed upward, and 5A
downward.
There is an advantage in testing for inter
-electrode shorts when the
tube is heated to normal operating
temperature,
since expansion of metal
parts due to heat may cause shorts to
appear which do not show up when the
tube is tested cold.

Only

slight revisions are necessary to conduct
these same tests on
six, seven and eight -prong tubes;
the only requirements being that corres-

ponding sockets be supplied, together with
wiring so that the test can be performed betweenthe additional switches and
a greater number of electrodes. However, regardless of the type of
socket employed, the principles
described relative to Fig. 5 still apply.
This will become more evident
later in this lesson.

EMISSION TEST
After a tube has been checked for inter
next be subjected to a test that will show -electrode shorts, it should
the quality of the tube with
respect to its ability to perform
satisfactorily in a radio circuit.
The
"emission test" is the simplest method for
doing this, and is most used
in commercial tube checkers.
This test is
ability of a heated cathode (or filament) to based on the fact that the
emit electrons decreases as
the tube nears the end of its useful life.
The fundamental circuit for making an emission
test appears in Fig. 6,
where it will be noted that all of the
electrodes, except the cathode, are
connected to the plate. The heater is then operated
at normal voltage, and
a positive emf of approximately
30 volts is applied to the plate.
After
the filament has come up to operating
temperature, the plate current is
read on the milliammeter.
A reading which is appreciably
below that
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obtained when checking a perfect tube of the same type, under identical
conditions, indicates that the tube undergoing test is no longer capable
of emitting a sufficient number of electrons to operate efficiently.
If
the tube should be shorted when this test is made, the plate current may be
so great as to burn out the meter. This is why it is advisable to make
the short circuit test first.
Although battery symbols appear in Fig. 6, as well as in several of
the fundamental circuits that follow, it is to be noted that batteries
are not actually employed in commercial tube checkers.
The symbols are
used here solely to designate the presence of the various potentials necessary for conducting the test ---irrespective of how they may be supplied.
The emission test is not altogether reliable, in that coated filaments
or cathodes often develop active spots from which the emission is so great
that the relatively small grid area adjacent to these spots cannot control
the electron stream. Under such conditions, the total emission may indicate the tube to be normal, while in reality it is unsatisfactory for further service. On the other hand, coated filaments are capable of so much
emission that the tube will often operate properly after emission has
dropped far below the original value.
To simplify matters, many tube checkers of this type have their meter
scale divided into colored sections marked "Poor Tube" and "Good Tube",
instead of in numbers, as in Fig. 7 --or in some similar manner.
Thus,
when the needle comes to rest in one of these colored areas, it gives
a satisfactory indication of the condition of the tube.
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V. neon

Tamp

Bus °A"
mom

_

110-V.

1

Lighting
circuit
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0
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STATIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST
Fig. 8 shows a circuit set-up with
which a static transconductance test can
be made. To make this test, rheostat R-1
and potentiometers R-2, R-3 and R-4
should be adjusted so that the filament,
plate, screen and bias voltages will all
.

correspond to the values normally used when
the tube is being operated in a radio circuit. The switch in Fig. 8 is closed in the
"down" position, to begin with.
A definite plate current will flow when

these voltages are applied to the tube.
This plate current value can very easily be
compared to that specified by the tube manufacturer for the same type of tube when
operated under identical conditions. To
some extent, this in itself is an indication
of how well the tube will function in a
radio circuit.
The next step is to change the grid
bias and observe the resulting change in
plate current as indicated by the milliamFIG. 6
meter.
To do this in the circuit appearEMISSION TEST
ing in Fig. 8, simply close the switch in
the "up" position.
The volt -drop developed across potentiometer R-5 will
now be added to the bias formerly impressed on the tube's grid; thereby
increasing the bias accordingly.
To illustrate this, let us assume that R-5 has been adjusted to produce a drop of 1 volt.
This increased bias will reduce the plate current, the new value being indicated on the milliammeter.
The trans conductance is then determined by means of the conventional formula:

Transconductance

Change in plate current produced
Change in grid potential producing it

For example, let us suppose that when testing a tube in Fig. 8 we find
that with the switch closed downward, a bias of -3 volts is impressed on
the grid; and that the plate current is 6 ma.
Then, let us assume that
upon closing the switch upward, the grid bias becomes -4 volts and that
the plate current drops to 5 ma.
From this, it is apparent that a change of 4 minus 3 or 1 volt in bias
voltage produced a change of 6 minus 5 or 1 ma.
(.001 amp.) in plate
current.
Substituting these values in our formula, we have:

Transconductance

=

001 =
.001 mho or 1000 micromhos.

It is common practice to express the transconductance of tubes
terms of micromhos, one micromho being equal to .000001 mho.)

(Note:
in

The transconductance obtained in this way can then be compared to that
specified by the manufacturer for a new tube of the same type, and the
worth of the tube thus judged.
This is sometimes called the "mutual
conductance" or "grid -shift" method of testing tubes; and is employed insome
commercial tube checkers.
So that the technician need not stop to work out the transconductance
formula for the tube being tested, some manufacturers of tube checkers
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supply a chart which specifies the desirable plate -current change for
Therefore,
the different types of tubes when tested in their checker.
one need only note the two milliammeter readings obtained during the test,
subtract one from the other and compare this difference (change) with that
appearing on the chart.
This test provides a sufficiently accurate check in the majority of
cases, but it isn't absolutely "fool proof" in judging a tube's ability
Sometimes, such a check
to work correctly under operating conditions.
will show a tube as being "perfect", yet it may fail to function
satisfactorily when subjected to the signal voltages as they exist in the
circuit in which it is to be used.

DYNAMIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST
The fundamental circuit in Fig. 9 illustrates how a dynamic trans conductance test can be made. This is superior to the static transconductance test, in that an a -c voltage is applied to the control grid so
that the tube is tested under conditions approximating those encountered
in operation.
These are often called "dynamic tube testers"
The alternating component of the plate current is read by means of a
special a -c milliammeter; and transconductance of the tube is then equal
In other
to the a -c plate current divided by the input signal voltage.
words, if a one -volt RMS signal is applied to the grid, the plate current
reading in milliamperes multiplied by one thousand will be the trans -

conductance in micromhos.
Now that we have investigated the basic principles used in conventional tube checkers, let us next study the circuits of complete tube
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checkers and learn how many
diffeitit types of tubes can

be tested thereon.

TUBE CHECKER FOR
E MISSION TEST
In Fig. 10, we have the
circuit diagram of a tube
checker of simple design that
checks tubes by means of the
emission test previously described; You will no doubt
recognize this circuit
as
being fundamentally the same
as that shown in Fig. 5 of

this lesson, but with the
necessary additions incorporated therein to make
possible the emission test
as well as tests for inter electrode shorts. Provisions are also included for
testing tubes with many different base arrangements.

FIG. 8
Fbr the purpose of claSTATIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST
rity, we show only standard
six and eight -prong sockets connected to this tube -checking
circuit. However, the other sockets necessary in order to test all of the
different

types of tubes now on the market would be wired into the circuit in the
same manner as those illustrated.
That is to say, the various terminals
of the other sockets would then simply be connected to the numbered
terminal of the tester in accordance with the standard numbering system of
tube base prongs; as, for instance, base prong #1 to checker terminal #1,
base prong #2 to checker terminal #2, etc.

This tester is versatile in design for the reason that the independent
switches permit connection into either the meter or neon tube circuit any
of the tube electrodes, -regardless of the tube's base arrangement.
The
arm terminal of switch 9A is connected to a flexible lead, to the end of
which is attached a control grid cap clip for tubes that require its use.

The filament voltage suitable for the tube being tested is secured
from the secondary winding of the transformer by setting the selector
switch Sw-11 at the proper position. The 5000 -ohm variable resistance
at the lower end of the transformer's secondary winding provides a
means
for securing filament voltages of less than 1.5 volts whenever this is
necessary. Switch Sw-12 must be open when the 5,000 -ohm rheostat is in
use, and closed su as to short out the rheostat when selector switch Sw-11
is set for voltages of 1.5 or more.

Switch Sw-13 is the conventional off -on switch.
The 115 -volt pilot
lamp serves to light up a red bull's eye when the checker is turned on.
When switch Sw-14 is closed upward, it connects the neon lamp into the circuit and disconnects the meter. When switch Sw-14 is closed downward,
it connects the meter into the circuit and disconnects the neon lamp.
The meter, which has a range of 0-50 milliamperes, is shunted by a
25 -ohm rheostat; and also has a 60 -ohm resistor connected in series with
it when switch Sw-15 is closed upward.
When switch Sw-15 is closed downward, the shunt is disconnected from the meter and the 60 -ohm series

LESSON NO.
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resistor is shorted out. The purpose of the shunt and series resistor is
to protect the meter when mercury-vapor tubes are tested, as such tubes
pass appreciable current.
To illustrate how this checker is used, let us go through the procedure employed when testing a type 6A8 tube.

First, we insert the tube in the octal socket as illustrated in
Fig.
apply the grid cap clip and place switches #1 to 9 inclusive (both
rows)
in their center or neutral position.
Next, set selector switch Sw-11 to
the 6.3 -volt position; and since the filament of this tube is
connected
to prongs #2 and #7, close switches No. 2A and 7B upward
and switch No. 7A
downward.
This will apply 6.3 volts across this tube's filament after
the checker has been turned on, and so bring the
tube up to normal
10,

operating temperature.

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST
Close switch Sw-14 upward to place the neon lamp
in the circuit, and
close switch Sw-13 so as to set the checker
in operation.
To test for a
short circuit between the cathode (pin #8) and
grid No. 1 (pin #5) close
switch No. 5A upward, and switches No. 8A and 8B
downward.
This places the grid -cathode capacitance in series
with the neon lamp
and the high voltage circuit so that if a short
circuit should exist between these two electrodes, the neon lamp will glow.
To test for a short
between grid No.1 (pin #5) and grid No. 2 (pin #6),
leave switch No. 5A
closed upward, return switches Nc. 8A and 8B to neutral
(center), and close
switches No. 6A and 6B downward.
This will place the high -voltage neon
lamp circuit in series with these two grids, so
that if there should be
a short between them, the lamp will glow.
By following this same procedure, one can test for a short circuit between
any pair of electrodes
desired.
It will be noted that the numbering of
the individual circuit -

selector switches corresponds with the standard base
-prong numbering
system for tubes.

Since the filament of the tube was in operation
during
described, this constitutes what we commonly call a "hot" shortthe test just
test.
The
same test could be made with the filament cold, if we
suspected an intermittent short, by merely placing the filament circuit
switches in their
neutral position and continuing with the inter
-electrode short circuit
tests, in the manner already explained.

Shunt--

,....-fAC. Input

o

o
FIG. 9
DYNAMIC TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST
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EMISSION TEST
To perform the emission test, start with switches No. 1 to 9 inThen, close switches No. 2A,
clusive (both rows) in the down position.
7B and 8B upward, and close switches Sw-14 and Sw-15 downward. All grids
will now be shorted to the plate through bus C, and the meter will be connected in series with the plate circuit and 30 volts supplied by the
transformer. The meter reading is then noted and compared with what it
should be for this same type of tube when in first-class condition.
(Note:
the tube being tested acts as a rectifier so that a direct current will
flow through the meter even though an a -c voltage is supplied to its plate).

Variations within 15% to 20% of the reading for a perfect tube are conTubes giving a
sidered as indicating that the tube under test is normal.
reading of 40% less than the criterion are classed as doubtful, while
those resulting in a reading of less than 50% of the criterion should be
rejected and replaced with a new one.

Instead of being calibrated in milliamperes, the scale of the meter
used in this type of instrument may be divided into colored bands as
previously explained. The length of each band then allows for the permissible variations mentioned above.
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CATHODE LEAKAGE
If we wish to know if there is any 'cathode leakage, all we have to do
If there
8B in mid -position and observe the meter.
current leakage between the cathode and heater, this leakage will be
indicated by the meter as current flow.
If no indication is noted on the
meter, there is no leakage between the cathode and heater.
This test is
based on the fact that placing switch BB in mid -position opens the cathode
circuit; therefore, the only way in which a flow of plate current could
possibly be indicated by the meter is for such current to be flowing by
leakage between the cathode and heater, in order to complete its circuit.
is
is

to place switch No.

Although we have selected a type 6A8 tube to demonstrate the operation
of this tester, the same general procedure would be followed in the case
of any other tube.
The only modifications necessary would be those as
dictated by the base prong arrangement.

TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST APPLIED TO TUBE CHECKER
In Fig. 11 is shown the circuit diagram of a tube checker wherein the
To operate a tester

transconductance principle of testing is employed.
of this kind, proceed as follows:

Place the line -voltage switch Sw-2 in the position corresponding to
the voltage of the lighting circuit being used, and set switch Sw-3 to
provide the correct filament voltage for the type of tube being tested.
Pull switch Sw-1 to the "out" position.
Insert the tube in the proper
socket, and connect the control grid cap clip if the tube is of the
type requiring this to be done.

SHORT CIRCUIT TEST
The pilot -size incandescent lamp will now be connected between one end
of the transformer's primary winding and the common plate circuit lead
through switch Sw-1.
Then, if there should happen to be a short between
the plate (or any of the electrodes that are connected to it by the checker), and the interconnected heater and cathode, such a short would complete
the lamp circuit through the filament wiring and so cause the
lamp to light.
On the other hand, if there is no such short through the tube, the lamp
will not light.

No doubt, you have noticed that this test for tube shorting does not
tell us exactly between which electrodes the short exists, but this is of

FIG.

I

I

TRANSCONDUCTANCE -TEST TUBE CHECKER
ERA -52
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little importance because
the mere fact that the tube
is shorted makes it worthless
so that it will have to be
replaced anyhow. Quite a

number of commercial tube
checkers test for inter electrode shorting in this
way. A resistor is connected
in series with the short testing lamp to reduce the
voltage to the value required
by the lamp.
TRANSCONDUCTANCE TEST
To check the trans conductance of this tube,
push switch Sw-1 inward.
This will disconnect the

FIG. 12
FUNDAMENTAL CIRCUIT OF DYNAMIC TUBE CHECKER

lamp from the circuit, and at the same time connect the milliammeter in
series with the common plate circuit wiring of the checker.

With switch Sw-6 in the "up" position, the control grid of the tube
will be connected to one side of the tube's filament, under which condition
a certain amount of plate current will flow and be indicated by the
milli ammeter. The same as in the checker previously described, the tube itself
acts as a rectifier so that the a -c supplied to its plate by the transformer will be rectified, permitting a direct current to flow through the
plate circuit for measurement by the d -c milliammeter.
Having noted this plate current reading, we next press down on switch
Sw-6, thus connecting the tube's control grid to the other side of
the
filament.
The -voltage drop across the filament is the difference in the
bias applied to the tube during these two stages of the test.
The meter

reading with switch Sw-6 depressed is therefore also noted; and the arithmetical difference between it and the reading obtained before depressing Sw-6 is checked against the normal change in plate current that should
be produced, and which is given for each type of tube on a special chart
furnished by the manufacturer of the instrument. Tubes are considered to
be in poor condition if the difference between the two readings or
"change" is less than 25% of the normal change listed for the same type
of tube on the chart.

Provisions are made on this checker for testing the electron stream
through each half of full -wave rectifiers, separately.
When switch Sw-5
is in the "up" position, voltage is applied to one of
the rectifier's
plates for checking that section.
Placing switch Sw-5 in the "down"
position applies voltage to the other plate and thus tests this section
independently.
The same principle would be employed if additional sockets should
be added to this checker for testing other types of tubes.

DYNAMIC TUBE TESTER
The majority of commercial tube checkers are either of the emission
or simple transconductance-type, such as just described,
because they
are less costly to manufacture than are dynamic tube testers. Besides,

they meet all requirements satisfactorily enough for most practical
purposes. However, it is well to describe briefly at this time how precision dynamic testing may be applied to a checker of commercial design.
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The basic principle is illustrated in Fig. 12, where V-1 is the tube
being tested.
Its grid is excited by a -c voltage of the lighting circuit
frequency through transformer T-1; the magnitude of this voltage being
controlled by the setting of potentiometer R-1.
The bias voltage recommended for the tube in question by the manufacturer is obtained by adjustment of potentiometer R-4.

Since the operation of this checker is based on impressing an a -c
voltage on the tube's grid, and resulting variations in plate current,
it
is not feasible to connect a d -c milliammeter in
series with the plate
circuit. Instead, an a -f choke is inserted in the plate circuit,
and an
a -c voltage is developed across the ends of its winding by
the flow of the
varying plate current through it. This a -c voltage is applied
across the
half -wave rectifier tube V-2, through condenser C-1. Since the
d -c milliammeter is connected in series with the cathode of the rectifier,
direct
current obtained from the rectification of the a -c voltage
applied to tube
V-2 is measured by it.
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Thus it is apparent that
with a given voltage on the
and V-2, and a certain
plates of V-1
bias on V-1, the a -c voltage
of the tube being tested
acting on the grid
will produce a definite
However, the scale of the meter
indication on the meter.
used for this purpose is
micromhos instead of d -c
milliamperes. This can be done for calibrated in
reason:
the following
If an a -c signal of 1
volt is impressed between
of a tube while normal
the grid and cathode
plate and bias voltages are
a -c plate current
applied
to it, and its
component measured in
direct reading in
microamperes, the result is a
micromhos.
For
example, if the a -c output is 1
(1000 microamperes), the
ma
tube's transconductance will
component of plate current
be equal to the a -c
(1000 Microamperes in this
the a -c grid voltage (1
case), divided by
volt in this case);
an answer of 1,000
which calculation results in
micromhos transconductance.
In like manner, a
meter reading of 2 ma
would represent a trans conductance of 2,000 microhos;
3 ma -- 3,000
micromhos, etc. The meter
scale can therefore be micromhos;4 ma-- 4,000
These transconductance
calibrated accordingly.
values
are then compared with
the tube manufacturer
those specified by
for similar type
tubes.
The method of
for the tube under obtaining the filament, bias, a -c signal and B
test is illustrated
voltages
socket wiring has been
diagrammatically in Fig. 13. The
eliminated for the sake of
the terminals of the
clarity; but in reality,
various sockets are
of pin jacks that
are numbered from 1 toconnected to the horizontal row
8, inclusive.
these pin jacks
The numbers on
correspond to the standard
numbering of socket
terminals.
The output jacks of
the heater (filament)
are connected to the
voltage supply ("H" and
"H")
terminals of the proper socket
form with the placement
pin jacks so as to conof the tube's filament
tage jacks are
prongs. The various B+
connected to the tube jacks
volso as to provide
voltage to the tube
the
proper
electrode
Brequiring it. The "CG"
jacks likewise are
"-BIAS" "P" and "+B"
connected
to
the
tube
the connections shown
jack terminals to
in Fig. 12; and
correspond with
in accordance
the cathode, grid
with the way in which
and plate are connected
the tube undergoing
to tae base prongs
and cap of
test.
All of these
patch cords (jumper
connections may be made by
wires)
means of
fitted with pins at each
the jacks, or else
end for insertion in
by using selector
patch cords.
switches in place of the
jacks and
Thus,

by inserting the
various circuit connections,tube into the proper socket and completing
the
the same test may be
plained with regard to Fig.
applied as already ex12.

A center-tapped

resistor is used when
so as to prevent a
testing filament type tubes,
60 -cycle voltage being
dent of T-1), due to
impressed on the grid
(.indepenpath will have to be unbalance in the filament circuit.
This resistor
opened by switch

Sw-2 when checking
filament voltage ratings, or
tubes with high
else it will burn out.
Terminals M-2 are furnished so
that an a -c
across the primary winding
of the transformersvoltmeter can be connected
ing the line voltage.
conveniently while checkPotentiometer R-7 is adjusted to
variations in line voltage,
compensate for any
by restoring it to the
checker was calibrated.
value at which the
tube
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We have not concerned ourselves in this lesson with the specific
controls and their arrangement on commercial tube checkers --- as in
Fig. 7, for example --- because they vary on different instruments, and
are therefore fully explained in the instructions furnished with the
particular make and model of tube checker by the manufacturer. For
instance, the method of switching meter and neon lamp circuits, selecting
filament voltage and meter shunts, adjusting line voltage, reversing
meter connections with respect to polarity, completing or changing tube
circuits during tests, etc., may be accomplished in different ways.
However, regardless of the method used, the basic principles as given
in this lesson still apply.

Therefore, the knowledge that you have acquired from the study of
this lesson will give a fuller meaning to factory instruction sheets
that you may encounter later on and,at the same time, will enable you
to use commercial tube checkers of all types to the greatest advantage
possible.

1 HATEVER you undertake, be ENTHUSIASTIC about it. Enthusiasm is the key to hapY

piness. It will drive you to do better work,
and will bring you the harvest of work welldone.

The enthusiast never becomes despondent
"tired of it all," for he is too busy "making
good" -- and capitilizing on past mistakes, and
using them as stepping -stones on the pathway
and

to

success.

He who lacks

enthusiasm deprives himself

the joy of living -- to him the task of earning
a living is a monotonous routine, rather than a
series of interesting accomplishments, the successful completion of which he can be proud.
of

J
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If the filament or heater of a radio tube is heated to
incandescence, does this necessarily mean that the tube
is

in satisfactory working order?

2.

-

Describe briefly how a static transconductance tube test
is made.

3.

-

Explain briefly how an emission tube test is made.

4.

-

What is the general procedure for determining whether or
not there is a short between two electrodes of a tube?

5.

-

Even though a tube checks perfect when subjected to a
short, emission and static transconductance test is it
still probable that it may not operate properly when
installed in a receiver?

6.

-

What provisions are generally made on commercial static
transconductance-type tube checkers so that the service
technician need not actually calculate the transconductance
value when checking the tube?

7.

-

How are the various filament voltages necessary for checking
the different types of tubes obtained in commercial tube
checkers?

8.

-

Why is a simple emission tube test not altogetner reliable?

9.

-

What advantage does a dynamic transconductance
have over a static transconductance test?

10.

-

tube test

Why is it advisable to test for shorts between the
electrodes of a tube before making an emission test?
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ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER -OHMMETER
In the past, the most popular
type of voltmeter consisted of a

D'Arsonval movement (Figs. 2 and 3),
in conjunction with numerous mul-

tiplier resistors which permitte
the range of the voltmeter to be
extended from

1

to 1,000 (or more)

volts.

Basically, the D'Arsonval
type of movement is an AMMETER.
Although it may be used as a "Voltmeter" (or Ohmmeter, or Capacity meter, etc.), its function is entirely dependent upon the amount of
current (amperage) flowing thru the

moving -coil and also upon the
strength of the magnet within the
movement.
Consequently, when employed as a Voltmeter, the voltage -source
being measured MUST BE ABLE TO SUPPLY
A SUFFICIENT AMOUNT OF AMPERAGE TO
PROPERLY ACTUAL THE MOVEMENT; otherwise, little or no voltage reading

will be obtained.
Of

extreme popularity is the

sensitive and rugged "0-1 ma."
or

"1000 ohms -per -volt"

type of

meter.
1

These terms imply that
milliampere (.001 ampere) of

current must flow thru the moving coil before the meter -pointer will
deflect full-scale; and, when this
meter is used for the purpose of
ERN -53
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measuring volts, 1,000

ohms of resistance
must be placed
in

Permonet
magnet

series with the moving

coil

for each volt

to be measured. Hence,
to measure up to 5
volts, a multiplier

Moving

Meter Movement

(bounded by
dotted line

Calibrating
resistor

L- -

--

1

---- -

- --J
woon
10.000

Voltmeter
multiplier
re5ietors

Voltmeter Range
Selector

n

o

-

V.

~.000111111

o_iooV,

ºoo.000n

soo,000n
'

M

o-xoov.

SENSITIVE VOLTMETER
REQUIRED
With the complex
and intricate radio and
electronic circuits of
today, it is frequently
necessary to measure

input,

output,

AVC,

control -grid, and other

o-soo v

voltages in circuits
wherein the power is

Qo+
FIG. 2
DIAGRAMMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF MULTI -RANGE D -C
VOLTMETER EMPLOYING CONVENTIONAL
D'ARSONVAL-TYPE
METER MOVEMENT

resistor of 5,000
ohms would be used;
to measure up to 10
volts, a resistor of
10,000 ohms would be
employed, etc., etc.

rated in MICRO -WATTS!
Such voltage -sources,
therefore, cannot fur-

nish a sufficient amount of amperage to
properly actuate the
D'Arsonval movement.
And so, when attempt-

ing to measure low -watt
age voltages, littlé
or no movement of the meter -pointer
occurs; hence, an incorrect (or no)
voltage -reading is obtained.

Since this type of meter draws OPERATING
CURRENT, it imposes a LOAD
upon the voltage -source and thus lowers
the voltage -output of the source -much in the same manner that the voltage
-output of a generator is reduced
when a load is connected to it.
The internal resistance of such a meter
(resistance of the moving coil plus the series -connected multiplier
resistor) is small, in relation
to the high impedances employed in modern
circuits.
Many of these impedances are utilized for the
purpose of developing
a voltage -drop across them. The voltage -drop
developed
across an impedance,
as you will recall, is dependent upon the
amount of
flowing thru the impedance multiplied by the value current (in amperes)
of the impedance expressed in ohms (Evd = I x Z). Since Evd is the
product of I x Z, we may

increase the Evd across an impedance by increasing
either one of these
factors (I or Z). Hence, if the value of I is
extremely
low ---as it is in
many portions of the circuit__such as the diode
section of an AVC circuit
(Fig. 4), it is necessary to resort to the use
of a high value of impedance
to obtain the required voltage -drop
for proper AVC action.
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HOW A D'AR 1'VAL TYPE VOLTMETER AFFECTS CIRCUIT ACROSS WHICH IT IS CONNECTED
To measure the voltage -drop developed across an impedance, we connect
In doing so, the low internal resistance
of the voltmeter acts as a shunting (parallel) resistor.
a voltmeter across the impedance.

Some of the current that is flowing thru the impedance is thus
diverted to flow thru the voltmeter; and, since a lesser amount of amperage
now flows thru the impedance, the product of I x Z is thereby lowered.
Consequently, a reduced amount of voltage -drop exists across the impedance.
An accurate measurement of the voltage -drop existing across the impedance,
under normal operating conditions, is therefore impossible*. To demonstrate the shunting effect of the 0-1 ma. type meter, let us consider
the following example:
Assume that we desire to check the plate voltage of a detector tube
whose plate -load resistor (RL) is 200,000 ohms (Fig. 5). The plate -current
flow, under static (no -signal) conditions, is 1 ma. (.001 ampere), as
indicated by the milliammeter in series with the plate circuit of this
tube.
The plate -supply (Eb) is 250 volts, as represented by the battery
symbol in this diagram.

With a plate -current flow of .001 ampere thru RL, a voltage -drop
of 200 volts is developed across this resistor (Evd = I x R; hence,
.001 ampere x 200,000 ohms = 200 volt -drop).
This leaves a balance of
50 volts existing between the, cathode and plate electrodes of the tube.
Therefore, to check the plate
voltage of this tube, we select the

0-50 volt range of our voltmeter
(by means of the RANGE selector
switch) and place the red (positive) voltmeter -prod upon the plate
terminal of the tube socket, and
the black (negative) prod upon the
B- point of the circuit (or chassis,
if this is at B- potential.
Theoretically, our voltmeter pointer should

now swing to full-scale of the meter

and thus read 50 volts.
Surprisingly, however, the pointer
merely swings to approximately
half -scale and only reads 28 volts.
The reason for this inaccurate
reading is probably obvious by now.
However, we will analyze the reason
for this inaccuracy in detail so
that the key principles involved
are thoroughly understood.

Unless, of course, the D'Arsonval
movement can be made so sensitive
that full-scale deflection of the
pointer occurs with an extremely
small amount of current flowing thru
its moving -coil.
The series multiplier resistor could then be of an extremely high value; in which case,

the shunting effect of the meter

(upon the voltage -source being
measured) would then be practically negligible.

FIG. 3
MULTI -RANGE

D

.0

.

VOLTMETER

PAGE
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In selecting the
0-50 volt range of the volt-

meter, we automatically
place a 50,000 ohm "multiplier" resistor in series
with the meter -movement.
Disregarding the negligible
ohmic resistance of the
moving coil, our circuit,
in reality, now appears as
shown in Fig. 6.
(Note
that the plate resistance
of the tube is represented by
an imaginary resistor of
50,000 ohms, since this is
the rip value of the tube,
in this instance).

Altho voltage drop across R.
10 vol ts,the
1000 ohms- per -

volt

When the voltmeter is
connected between B- and the

1k1+meter

reads.0'voIts.

plate of the tube, we are
shunting the meter -resistance
(50,000 ohms) across the
rP

FIG.

resistance of the tube, as
shown in Fig. 6. With two
resistance values of 50,000

14

ILLUSTRATING THE UNDESIRABLE SHUNTING EFFECT
OF THE METER'S INTERNAL RESISTANCE UPON THE
HIGH IMPEDANCE IN AN AVC CIRCUIT

(Note:

1

1

50,000

1

50,000

ohms in parallel with one another, their combined effecti
ve resistance is 25,000 ohms2

Hence,

50,000

R=

501000

25,000 ohms).
In series with this effective 25,000 ohms resistance is the plate
load resistor (RL).
Since the latter is in series with the parallel
circuit previously mentioned, we have a total of 225,000 ohms in series
with the 250 volt power -supply voltage (Note: 25,000 + 200,000 = 225,000
ohms).
The current flow thru this entire circuit is therefore no longer
.001 ampere ---as it was before
the voltmeter was applied ---but
is now .00111 ampere.
I =

250
R toter

225,

000.00111amp)

In flowing thru the circuit,
this .00111 ampere of current
divides when it encounters the
parallel -connected resistors.
Since the resistance of both

the meter and r

are

of an ident-

tical value 050,000 ohms),the
.00111 ampere of current will
divide equally;hence, .00056
ampere (.00111 = 2 = .00056
ampere) flows thru the meter,
and an identical amount flows
thru the tube. The voltage -drop
across the voltmeter will therefore be 28 volts (Evd = .00056
ampere x 50,000 ohms = 28 volts)
which means that our voltmeter

FIG. 5
AFFECTS PLATE VOLTAGE

HOW PLATE -LOAD RESISTANCE

ERN -53
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r --

Tube

rp=50,00041-i+

`

I

I

.00056

Internal R
of voltmeter

amper

50,000n)

Voltmeter

-,

=

2C'1J.000

n

r _I

I

I

.00056

I

.00111 ampere

ampere

i
Eb
FIG. 6
METER -RESISTANCE SHUNTS TUBE'S PLATE RESISTANCE

will read 28 volts.
This is almost 50% of what the voltage upon the
plate of the tube actually is..
It is obvious, therefore, that the D'Arsonval type of voltmeter,
when employed in the conventional manner, is not especially suitable for
measuring voltages in those portions of the circuit operating at extremely
low wattages because of its undesirable LOADING effect; or, where high
impedances are involved because of its undesirable SHUNTING effect.

The IDEAL voltmeter would be one whose voltage measurement indication
depended solely upon the VOLTAGE being measured.
Such an instrument would
then be a VOLTMETER in its true sense; since the amperage being supplied
by the voltage -source (under measurement) would have no bearing upon the
accuracy of the meter -reading. The internal resistance and impedance of
this meter would be infinite, so that when the voltmeter prods were placed
across the highest value of impedance employed in the circuit, negligible
shunting ---and thus negligible disturbance to the circuit function --would occur.
The Vacuum Tube Voltmeter ("V.T. Voltmeter" or
"VTVM" --as it is often

referred to) closely
approaches this ideal.
VACUUM TUBE VOLTIvIEIER
We are well acquainted,

by now, with the amplifying
properties of a vacuum tube.

We know that by impressing
small voltages upon the
-grid of an amplifying tube, relatively large

cool
FIG. 7
BASIC VTVM CIRCUIT

changes in plate current
occur. Hence, by inserting
a sensitive millianmeter in
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iammeter

the plate

circuit of a
vacuum tube
to
plate
indicate this
-current
change; and,
by
calibrating the
scale of
meter in
this
terms of the

VOLTAGE

INPUT

(voltage being
pressed upon
imthe
of the
control -grid

tube)
output plate --rather than
(in
-current flow
haveMILLIAMPERES)
the basic ---we now
form of
Vacuum Tube

FIG. 8
POPULAR TYPE
OF VTVM
2.

illustrated Voltmeter,
in Fig.
By
7.
such a
we employing
have a
system,
voltmeter that
offers the
following

CIRCUIT

features:

1.

Increased
vity due to
sensitithe
properties ofamplification

This type
its
of
function
voltmeter does
the tube.
control -grid depends entirely
not
of the
upon the
require
vacuum tube.
value of
operating
CURRENT,
3.
VOLTAGE
Such type
impressed uponsince
source (or
of
the
does not
circuit) voltmeter
(control -grid)
being
draw any
circuit of measured,
since the current from the
the VTVM
4+.
tube
impedance of thevoltage
is
no
CURRENT, Requiring
it does
extremely
input
OPERATING
high.
voltage -source not "load" the
Since no
load is under test.
the voltage
imposed upon
-source, its
output is not
voltage

tered while a affected or albeing made;
measurement is
hence,
a true
ing of

the

obtained.

readvoltage may
be

5.

Because of the
high
impedance of
extremely
the VTVM
circuit (from
input
10 to 200
its
"shunting
megohms)
-effect" upon
circuit
the
constants
inpedance,
(resistance,
capacity, etc.),
negligible.
is
In that
minimum
case,
disturbance
to
function
circuit
occurs

time
voltage
are made.

during the
measurements

"VTVM"

CIRCUITS
As stated
the VTVM
is
previously,
merely
tube
a
vacuum
circuit,
in which
plate
the
current flow
brated in
is caliterms
of
(grid)
the input
A
type of voltage.
VTVM
popular
in
circuit
Fig. 8.

is shown

CALIBRATING

FIG, 9
CIRCUITS FOR THE
VTVM
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Essentially, this is
nothing more than a "power"
or bias type of detector circuit --- with a milliammeter
inserted in the plate circuit.
(The meter may also
be inserted in the "plate
return" or cathode circuit).

In the circuit shown,
a "C" battery provides a

sufficiently high biasing
voltage to the grid (thru
the grid resistor Rg)
so as to reduce the plate current flow to "zero"_
such as is done in class B

operation.
Thus, when
no voltages are being
measured, the meter in the
FIG. 10
VOLTAGE DIVIDER USED TO INCREASE RANGE OF VTVM
plate circuit reads zero.
If a positive potential is
now applied to the control -grid, this element will permit passage to the
electrons trying to reach the plate and, as a result, plate current flows.

The amount of plate current flow is dependent upon:
(1)

The value of positive potential placed upon the grid.

(2)

The characteristic curve of the particular type of tube being
employed.

EFFECTIVE OR PEAK VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
In general, the amount of plate current flow at the lower grid
voltages is proportional to the square of the (effective) value of the
applied voltage (E2); due to the fact that the tube is functioning at the
"bend" or "knee" of its characteristic curve.
When higher voltages are
applied to the grid, however, the tube functions closer to the linear portion of its curve so that a more uniform relationship exists between the
grid (input) voltage and resultant plate -current flow.
If the grid bias
voltage is increased appreciably beyond the plate -current "cut-off" point
(such as is done in Class "C" operation), the amount of plate -current flow
is largely determined by the positive peaks of the a -c input voltage so
that the instrument may then be
used as a PEAK-reading voltmeter.
(Providing, or course, that the
scale of the meter is calibrated
in terms of "peak volts").

Calibration of this type VTVM
may be accomplished by the use of
the calibrating equipment shown
in Fig. 9.

Essentially, a known d -c or
a -c voltage is applied to the inFIG. ii
USING CONTROL GRID CONNECTION OF ACORN
TUBE AS A PROBE

put circuit, and the resultant
plate -current reading on the millia meter scale of the VTVM is call
brated in terms of the amount 6T
input voltage applied to the grid.

-V
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Acorn type
socket

The values of input voltages
are indicated by precision -type voltmeters Vac and Vdc
The range of the VTVM may be extended
by the use of an INPUT VOLTAGE (MULTIPLYING)
DIVIDER, in conjunction with a RANGE selector switch, as shown in Fig. 10. The resistors used for this purpose are referred to
as "voltmeter multiplying resistors",and are
designed so as to maintain an exceedingly
high degree of accuracy under all climatic
conditions. They are also constructed in
such a manner so as to introduce minimum inductive and capacitive reactance in the circuit, since impedance of this type would
greatly impair the accuracy of the VTVM when

-used for high -frequency measurements.
In Figs. 8 and 10, you will note
that a condenser (C) is placed in series
with the VTVM input circuit when measuring
a -c voltages.
This condenser serves to
block out any d -c voltages that may be
present in the a -c line under test. Such

provision is especially useful when measuring the signal output of an amplifier
circuit at the plate socket terminal of
the amplifying tube, since we not only have

an amplified signal component at this

point but also the d -c plate -supply voltage.
The capacity value of this condenser is
FIG. 12
generally between .01 and .05 microfarad
PROBE WITH ACORN
so that it offers negligible impedance to
TUBE INCORPORATED THEREIN
the audio and radio -frequency currents.
(This small amount of impedance is taken
into consideration at the time the VTVM is
calibrated).

HIGH-FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
When the VTVM is designed for high -frequency voltage
measurements,
the vacuum tube is enclosed within a small shielded
container; the control grid of the tube being exposed so that this electrode may
come into direct
contact with the point at which the voltage measurement
is made (Fig.

11).

"Acorn" type tubes, especially designed for use on extremely
high frequencies, lend themselves very efficiently for this use and so
are often
employed for this purpose (Fig. 12).

"Zeroing" THE VTVM METER
As you probably realize, it is necessary for the meter to
read zero
during the time when no voltages are being measured.
In the foregoing
VTVM circuit, this was accomplished by biasing the vacuum
tube to the
plate -current "cut-off" point; which means that no
plate current flows
until a positive voltage is applied to the grid.

Another method is to
plate current so that the
characterstic curve (just
"idling" plate current is
as shown in Fig. 13.

allow the tube to draw a sufficient amount of
tube functions on a more linear portion of its
above the bend or "knee" of the curve).
This
then shunted past the meter by a resistor (R),
ERN -53
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The disadvantage of such
a method is that some of the
indicating current is also bypassed by this resistor during
voltmeter tests, so that the
sensitivity of the VTVM is there

by

decreased.

C
A more efficient method
is by use of the "Bridge" principle.
Such a bridge circuit
is illustrated in Fig. 14, in
which the plate resistance rp
of the vacuum tube functions as
the fourth arm of the Wheat-

Input

e

9

1
T

C

stone Bridge circuit.
When
no (positive) voltages are
applied to the control -grid of
the tube, the bridge is per-

P

-C

M ill

icmmctcr

fectly balanced; consequently,
FIG. 13
no current flows thru the
METHOD OF BALANCING -OUT "IDLING" CURRENT
meter (M) at this time.
However, by appling a positive
potential upon the control -grid of the tube, the rp of the tube is altered
so that the bridge now becomes unbalanced; hence, current flows thru meter
(M).
A circuit of this type is especially adaptable to vacuum tube voltmeters operated from an a -c power supply, since variations, in the amount
of current flowing thru the meter, occurs only when the balance of the
bridge circuit is disturbed.
Therefore, line voltage fluctuations have
a minimum effect upon the accuracy of the voltage measurements.

The stability of an a -c operated type of VTVM may be further improved
by the use of a second vacuum tube to replace one of the bridge resistors
(Fig. 15).
Although the sensitivity of the instrument is reduced, the
measurements made with this type of VTVM are almost totally independent --and thus totally unaltered (unaffected) --by any variations in the plate or
filament -heater supply voltages.
This circuit is often referred to as a
"Wynn -Williams" bridge circuit.

REFLEX TYPE OF VTVM
The meter-scale range of a
VTVM may be greatly increased by

incorporating a feature known
"reflecting" into the VTVM
circuit.
A circuit of this
type is shown in Fig. 16.

as

In this type of circuit, a
common in eda.nce in the form of
a resistor (R) is inserted into
the cathode circuit.
As the
plate current flows thru this
resistor, it creates a voltage drop here; the negative end of
which is used to increase the
grid -biasing voltage.
Hence,
as the plate current flow is

FIG.

14

BRIDGE METHOD OF BALANCING -OUT
"IDLING" CURRENT

increased, the grid -biasing
voltage is also automatically
increased.
As a result, the
plate -current changes ---per input

(grid) voltage changes --are

PAGE
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smaller; and, consequently, the
graduations on the meter -scale

are closer together and more

compact ---thus permitting

a
greater coverage of voltage range
on a. single meter-scale.

"VTVM" VOLT -OHMMETER

FIG.

15

WYNN-WILLIAMS TYPE OF VTVM BRIDGE
CIRCUIT EMPLOYING TWO VACUUM -TUBES

An instrument that is very
popular with the radio service
and laboratory technician, is the
Electronic or VTVM Volt -Ohmmeter
(frequently referred to as the
"Volt-Ohmyst"; a name given to
this type of instrument by one
of the leading manufacturers
of such equipment).
As the
name implies, this instrument
is merely a combination of a
VTVM and an electronic type of
ohmmeter.
The circuit diagram
of a typical electronic volt ohmmeter is shown in Fig. 17.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The basis of the VTVM is the Wynn -Williams bridge circuit illustrated
in Fig. 15, wherein the rp of two vacuum tubes replace the usual resistor arms of the Wheatstone Bridge circuit. The plate resistors RL1 and RL2 in
Fig. 17 have the same value, and the tubes are biased equally so that the
r
of both tubes are identical.
As a result, the meter reads zero.
Any
discrepency between the rio values of the tubes are compensated for by the
ZERO ADJUSTMENT Control Installed on the front of the instrument panel.
The instrument is also generally provided with a Calibration Adjustment
(refer to Fig. 17), which is used only when it is necessary to compensate
for small variations in meter sensitivity or tube characteristics.
Ordinarily, this adjustment requires no attention except when tubes are replaced.

When the tubes are closely
matched, and with proper adjustment of the Calibration Control,
the ZERO ADJUSTMENT Control will
bring the pointer to zero in approxi-

mately the center of its range.
ONCE THIS ADJUSTMENT IS MADE ON
ANY ONE OF THE VOLTMETER RANGES,
NO FURTHER ZERO ADJUSTMENT IS
REQUIRED ON ANY OF THE OTHER RANGES.

Upon analyzin3 the circuit
diagram, you will note that a common
cathode biasing resistor (Re) is used
for both tubes. This resistor is of
a comparatively high ohmic resistance
vahh (approximately 100 times larger
than is employed in the conventional
Two additional retube circuits)
sistors are employed (Ret and Rcz) in
the cathode circuit of each tube,
but their resistance value is small
in camparison to that of Rc (approxi.

mate)
of Re).

6% of the resistance value
These two resistors pro -

FIG.

16

REFLEX TYPE OF VTVM
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vide more stable operation
of the tubes, and also tend
to minimize any undesirable
effects between two tubes
because of any slight difference existing in their charac-

teristics.

The reason for

using an extremely high
biasing resistor (Re) is
as follows:
When employing a cathode
resistor to obtain our biasing voltage, we refer to such
method as the AUTOMATIC BIAS
method. The reason for this
term is because of the self regulatory or automatic biasing feature that this method
provides when the plate voltage (and, hence the plate
current) is apt to vary
because of variations in
the a -c power supply line.
Such a method is therefore

highly desirable where

Effective volto

upon grid= -40

volts

-F60

v.

o
o
o

ó

_i_
D-Cmilliommeter
indicates ma
I

(.001 amp.)
III'

0111.

FIG. 18
SPECIAL GRID CONNECTION USED TO REDUCE
BIASING VOLTAGE

maximum stability of operation
Especially, is it deis required, regardless of a -c line variations.
sirable in the VTVM circuit, since the purpose of this instrument is to
provide accurate measurements even though the a -c line, from which it

operates, may be constantly fluctuating or varying.

Hence, by the use of a cathode resistor, our biasing voltage is automatically increased each time the plate -current flow thru the tube inPlate -current increases, as you probably realize, are due to an
creases.
increase in plate voltage; which, in turn, occurs each time the line voltage rises to a higher value. On the other hand, should the line -voltage drop, the plate voltage on the tube will also be reduced; which, in
turn, will reduce the plate current flow thru the tubes and thus the amount
As a result, the biasing
of current flowing thru the cathode resistor.
thus allowing more plate
automatically;
be
reduced
will
thereby
voltage
current to flow thru the tubes. The net effect of such a biasing method
is to stabilize the plate -current flow thru the tubes, regardless of plate
voltage fluctuations.

Since maximum stability is of such extreme importance in this type
of instrument, it would be to our greatest advantage to make use of this
So that the slightest
self -regulatory property to the maximum extent.
a -c line voltage fluctuation will cause a useful compensative bias voltage
high value of bias resistor.
change, it is necessary to employ quite
With a high value of resistance, any small variation in the plate -current
flow thru that resistor, would increase or decrease the voltage -drop (and
thus the grid -biasing voltage) sufficiently to maintain a constant plate current flow thru the tubes.

á

Because the cathode resistor is of such a high value, the grid -biasing
voltage developed across it is exceedingly high. This means that the control -grids of the tubes would be biased far beyond the plate -current "cutTo reduce this excessively high negative biasing voltage to a
off" point.
normal value, the control -grids are therefore connected to a POSITIVE
source of voltage (a tap on the power -supply voltage -divider); thus
partially neutralizing this excessively high negative voltage.
ERN -53
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Negative (black)prod

Positive(red)roving prod

l

Resistor

-

-

Bakelite

'

Shielded-)
wire

I1J11111:1211

sleeve
Metal capte
)0105

Jack plug

Lead of negative prod soldered to shield of positive prod.

FIG. 19
0-500 VOLT PROBE

AND

PLUG

An example of this is pre
sented in the diagram of FigT
18.
Here, we show a plate current of .001 ampere (1 ma.)
flowing thru the cathode resistor whose value is 60,000
The voltage -drop thru
ohms.
this resistor is, therefore,
Ordinarily, this
60 volts.
would mean that the control grid is biased to the extent
of -60 volts.. --if it were tied
to the extreime negative erri of
the "B" supply voltage ---as it
However,
conventionally is.
since it is tied to the + 20
volt tap on the battery, the
control -grid is merely - 40
volts with respect to the
-60+ 20=
cathode (Note:
-40 volts).

Retuning to our c it cu i t
in Fig. 17, we find that in

the balanced condition (controlled by the ZERO ADJUSTMENT control), the
meter M reads zero. When the instrument is used to check voltages, a positive potential is applied to the control -grid of V-1. Although voltages
up to 5,000 volts may be measured with this instrument, the voltage that is
actually impressed upon the control grid of V-1 does not exceed 10 volts
because of the resistance network of the input voltage dividing system
(RANGE selector switch, denoted by the letter "C" in the lower left-hand
corner of Fig. 17).

When this positive voltage is applied to the control -grid of V-1, the
plate -current flow thru this tube will increase. Because of the increase
in current through the cathode resistor, a greater biasing -voltage is
supplied to tube V-2 causing the plate current flow thru that tube to
decrease. Hence, as the plate -current flow thru one tube increases, the
Because of this
plate -current flow thru the opposite tube decreases.
action, the circuit is commonly referred to as a "push-pull" type of
circuit.
When
Negative voltages may be applied to the control -grid of V-1.
this polarity is applied to the grid of V-1, the meter -pointer deflects
However, by changing the POLARITY reversing
in the reversed direction.
switch from "+" to "-", the current flow thru the meter is thereby reversed
so that the meter-pointer reads in the proper direction (upscale), indicating the value of the negative voltage.
For the 0-500 volt range, the probe may be plugged into a jack labelA probe suitable for this instrument, is illustrated
led "0-500 VOLTS".
Note that a 1-megohm resistor is built into the bakelite
in Fig. 19.
This resistor functions as an isolation resistor,
sleeve of the probe.
preventing the capacitance of the shielded cable and input circuit from
Because of this construction,
reacting upon the circuit under test.
dynamic voltage measurements may be made in circuits where a -f, i -f or r -f
signals are present.
When checking d -c voltages in circuits where an a -c component is
present, the latter is suppressed by the a -c filter network comprised
of Rf (Fig. 17); the value of which is approximately 2.5 megohms and Cf,
An additional pair of terthe value of which is approximately 5000 mmf.
minals are generally provided for the higher voltage range (500-5000 volts).
These are to be plugged into the two pin -terminals marked "500-5000 volts".
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OPERATION OF THE ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER
Preliminary adjustments:

(Steps a to d, inclusive)

Rotate the VOLTS -OHMS knob to the VOLTS position, and the
POLARITY knob to "+".

a.

b.

Plug the instrument into the line voltage socket and turn the
A -C switch to the "ON" position.

c.

Allow the instrument to warm up for a few minutes; during which
time the pointer may swing off -scale towards the left and then
swing to the right ---perhaps beyond the zero graduation.
By means of the ZERO ADJUSTMENT knob, return pointer to the nO"
mark.

d.

To measure voltages:
1.

If the voltages to be measured are in the 0-500 volt range, use
the voltage test-prods illustrated in Fig. 19.
These are connected to a plug which is inserted into the 0-500 ohm jack on the
panel.
To measure voltages within the 500-5000 volt range, use
heavily insulated test -prods which are inserted into the terminals marked 500-5000 volts on the panel.

2.

Rotate RANGE control to the desired voltage range.

I

-F Amp.

2nd Det.-AVC-AF
72V
i

210 V.

Power output

14.5V-tube
'i..02,5 v.

Ir
12

AbC

Mn

bus

C3;
To screen -grids

Output
transformer
Speaker

field

Rectifier

tube

2np V.
U

S

switch

To a

I I

heaters of

receiving tubes

FIG. 20
PARTIAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF

A

TYPICAL RECEIVER
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Apply test prods to the terminals across which the voltage is
If the meter -pointer should swing in the wrong
direction, rotate the polarity switch to the "-" position, or
reverse the test -prods.

to be measured.

SERVICING RECEIVERS WITH THE VTVM
To demonstrate the manner in which the VTVM may be employed by the
technician to measure voltages in a receiver, let us refer to the partial
circuit diagram illustrated in Fig. 20.
The first step in this procedure
is to set up the VTVM for voltmeter operation, as outlined in the preceding chapter. While waiting for the VTVM to warm up to its stable, opera
ting temperature, let us once again refer to the circuit diagram in Fig. 2-6
to get an idea of how we will go about measuring the various d -c voltages

of the receiver.

Upon glancing at the circuit diagram, we note that the center -tap of
the high -voltage winding of the power transformer connects to the chassis.
Since this center -tap constitutes the B- side of the power supply, and
since it connects directly to the chassis, we may therefore use the chassis
for the B- side of the power supply.
In that case, we clip our black or
negative voltmeter test -lead to the chassis.
The red or positive prod

then becomes the "roving" test -probe.
Assuming that our VTVM has heated up to its optimum operating temperature, we rotate the RANGE selector switch to the 0-500 volts position
and proceed to check the power -supply B+ voltages. Although these voltages
(also the plate and screen -grid voltages of all tubes) may be measured
with sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes, by means of a 1000
ohm -per -volt voltmeter, the VTVM provides a more accurate reading; hence,
is to be preferred.
Plugging the receiver line cord plug into the line -voltage socket,
we turn the receiver A -C switch to the "ON" position and allow a period
We now
of approximately one minute for the receiver tubes to warm up.
place our positive voltmeter probe so that it contacts the filament socket
terminal of the rectifier tube.
The VTVM meter indicates a voltage
reading of 240 volts at this point ---which is close enough, since a 20%
tolerance is allowable in most cases. By placing our probe upon the "Gs"
(Screen-grid) socket terminal of the Power Output tube, we obtain a voltage
of 220 v., which informs us that the B+ circuit is in good condition up to
this point.
According to the circuit diagram, the voltage at the cathode (K) of
We therefore change the position of our
this tube should be 14.5 volts.
RANGE selector switch to the 0-25 volt position and check the voltage at
,the K terminal of the tube. Our meter reads 14.5 volts; and since this vol
tage constitutes the control -grid biasing voltage, we may now use the VTVM
to assure ourselves that this voltage is actually being applied to the
control -grid electrode of the tube. Rotating the polarity reversing switch
to the "-" position, we place the probe on tne "G" terminal of the tube
socket (marked* in the diagram) and the negative lead of the meter on the
The meter indicates a reading of approxiK terminal of the same socket.
mately 14.5 volts,which informs us of the integrity of the grid-resistar Rg.
We have thus checked all voltages on the Power Output tube and find
that they are satisfactory.
We now proceed to check the plate voltage
of the 2nd detector-AVC-AF tube.
According to the diagram, the voltage at socket terminal "P" should be
approximately 72 volts. We therefore return the Polarity Réversing-Switch
to the "+" position and rotate the RANGE selector switch to the 0- 100
volt range.
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FIG. 21
OHMMETER PORTION OF THE ELECTRONIC VOLT -OHMMETER

Contacting the "P" terminal with our probe point, we obtain a reading
of approximately 72 volts.

From here, we transfer our attention to the I -F amplifier stage.
The plate voltage for this tube is listed as 220 volts.
By rotating our
RANGE selector switch to the 0-250 volt range position, we may now apply
our probe to the "P" socket terminal to check this voltage.
The reading
obtained on the VTVM meter approximates this value within 20;6, and so we
consider this satisfactory.
Our circuit diagram now informs us that we should obtain a screen grid voltage of approximately 95 volts on this tube.
We therefore place
our probe upon the "Gs" terminal of the tube socket.
However, at this
point we do not obtain a meter reading or indication.
Evidently, something is wrong here.
Tracing the screen -grid wiring of the circuit,we find that the screen
grid voltage is obtained by dropping the 220 volt B t voltage down to 95
volts thru a 12,000 ohm resistor (Point P-Sg in diagram).
Turning the
receiver off, we trace our screen -grid leads within the receiver in an
attempt to find a brown -red -orange resistor since such a color combination
represents a resistance value of 12,000 ohms.
Eventually, we find that
the screen -grid leads do connect to a resistor, but this resistor is so
badly burnt and charred that it is impossible to determine its color -code.
Since there must always be a reason for a resistor burning out, we once
more glance at the circuit diagram and find a by-pass condenser connecting
between the screen -grid side of this resistor and the chassis (B-). Disconnecting this condenser from the circuit, we apply the test prods of an
ohmmeter (high -resistance range) across the condenser and find that this
condenser is short-circuited. Here, then, are two defective units responsible for the inoperative condition of the receiver.
ERN -53
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Replacing these defective units with a good -quality 12,000 ohm
resistor (of the proper wattage) and a good -quality by-pass condenser of
the proper value, we again check for screen -grid voltage at the 3g terminal
of the tube socket and are successful in obtaining the proper voltage
indication.
To further confirm our tests, the receiver functions normally
once again.

THE OHMMETER SECTION
The VTVM
The ohmmeter, portion of this circuit is quite unique.
portion continues to function in its role as a voltmeter; this time, however, indicating the voltage -drop that occurs across the resistance value
This voltage -drop is read directly in terms of "Ohms"
being measured.
since the meter -scale is provided with a scale thus calibrated.
The graduations upon the "Ohms" scale are marked off in values of
0-1,000 ohms.
Resistances within this range are measured by rotating
Higher resistance values up to
the RANGE selector switch to "R x 1".
Multiswitch to "R x 10".
RANGE
by
rotating
the
may
be
read
ohms
10,000
plying factors of R x 100; R x 1000; R x 10,000; R x 100,000 and R x
1,000,000 are also provided so that resistances up to 1,000 megohms may be
measured with this instrument.
In the upper, left-hand corner of Fig. 17, may be seen the ohmmeter

Seven precision -type resistors are shown, each
connecting to its respective RANGE switch tap. These, in conjunction with
the 3 -volt battery, determine the ohmmeter ranges in steps of 0-1000 ohms;
0-10,000 ohms; 0-100,000 ohms; 0-lmegohm; 0-10 megohms; 0-100 megohms and
0-1000 megohms.
For reference purposes, we shall refer to these as the
"standard" resistors since the function of this type ohmmeter is dependent
upon measuring the ratio between the voltage -drop across the unknown resistance and one of the seven standard resistors.

portion of the circuit.

OPERATION OF THE OHMMETER
To operate

the ohmmeter portion of toe Electronic Volt -Ohmmeter:

1.

Make all preliminary adjustments as described under "Operation
of the Electronic Voltmeter".

2.

Meter pointer
Turn the VOLT -OHM switch to the "OHMS" position.
will deflect to the full-scale position, at this time.

3.

Rotate the OHMS ADJUSTMENT knob until the pointer is accurately
aligned with the very last graduation on the Ohms scale ("1000
ohms").
Once this adjustment is made on any one of the ohmmeter
ranges, no further adjustment is required for the other ranges.

4.

Rotate RANGE selector to the desired ohmmeter range.

5.

ohmmeter test -prods to unknown resistor or resistance
Meter -pointer will FALL BACK (towards left)
indicating a resistance value which, when multiplied by the
multiplying factor designated by the RANGE selector switch,
will provide the value of the unknown resistor.

Apply

to be measured.

,

ANALYZING THE OHMMETER CIRCUIT
Actually, the functioning part of the ohmmeter circuit appears as
shown in Fig. 21. Here, we have the ohmmeter RANGE selector switch (A);
(E)=the section of the VOLT -OHM selector switch used to transfer the
control -grid of V-1 from the voltmeter RANGE selector switch to the ohmmeter RANGE selector switch; the 3 volt battery; the unknown resistance
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being measured (Rx), and
the tube V-1.
Rf and Cf
are also shown in this
diagram; but since they
do not play any part in the
functioning of the ohmmeter circuit, these two
units may be disregarded
and will be omitted from
all further discussions
pertaining to the ohm-

meter's operation.
For analysis purposes,
let us imagine that we desire to measure the resistance value of the resistor
whose value we believe to
be in the neighborhood of
500,000 ohms.
We therefore
rotate our RANGE selector
switch to "R x 1000".
The

functioning part of the
ohmmeter circuit now
appears as shown in Fig. 22.

FIG. 22
OHMMETER CIRCUIT OF THE ELECTRONIC VOLT- OHMMETER
(NO VOLT -DROP ACROSS RST WHEN NO RESISTANCE
In analyzing this
circuit, we note that
Is BEING MEASURED)
because of the manner in which the 3 -volt battery is connected to the circuit, a positive voltage is being applied to the control -grid of V-1.
This

positive voltage partially neutralizes the negative biasing voltage

existing upon the control -grid of V-1 so that this tube draws an increased
amount of plate current. However, since the control -grid of V-1 remains
negative (in relation to the cathode), in spite of this increased positive
voltage, the grid circuit of V-1 remains incomplete in the sense that no
electrons flow from the
cathode to the control grid

within the tube; nor
through the grid circuit.
Because of this, the battery
circuit is open; consequently, no battery current flows

thru the standard resistor
(Rst.)

.

Because the biasing
voltage on the control -grid

of tube V-1 has been
reduced to the extent of 3
volts by the 3-volt battery,
the plate current thru this
tube increases. As a result,
the bridge circuit is
now unbalanced and current
flows thru the meter so

FIG. 23
VOLTAGE -DROP DEVELOPED ACROSS THE
STANDARD RESISTOR RST WHEN THE UNKNOWN RESISTOR
RX IS CONNECTED TO THE "OHMS" TERMINALS

that the meter -pointer
swings over to the fullscale position. By proper
manipulation of the OHMS
ADJUSTMENT control, the
meter -pointer is made
to line up precisely
with the "1000" graduation
ERN -53
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on the Ohms scale. Now, let us see what happens when we place an unknown
resistor (Rx) across the OHMS terminals of the ohmmeter, as shown in Fig.
23.
Note that the 3 -volt battery circuit HAS NOW BEEN COMPLETED through
Rx (although the grid circuit is still open). Tracing this battery circuit,
we find that the battery current flow is from the negative terminal of the
battery, thru Rx, thru Rst, and back to the positive terminal of the
battery.
For analysis purposes, we will compute the actual value of
current -flow thru this circuit. Using the formula I = E - R, in which
E = 3 volts and R = the sum or total resistance value of Rx + Rst (since
both of these resistors are in series with the 3 -volt battery), and assuming that the value of Rx is 500,000 ohms, our formula will appear thus:

I

3

500,000 + 20,000

-

3
520,000

-

.00000577 ampere

Flowing thru Rst, a voltage -drop of .115 volts occurs here (Evd =
.00000577 ampere x 20,000 ohms = .115 volts). Because of this voltage
drop, we now have.only 2.885 volts of positive potential directed towards
the control grid of V-1, instead of the former 3 volts. (3- .115 = 2.885).
The plate -current flow of V-1 is thereby reduced.
This causes the meter pointer to fall back so that it reads 500 on the "ohms" scale. Multiplying this reading by 1000 (the multiplying factor), we are thus informed that the resistance value of our unknown resistor is 500,000 ohms.

In this lesson, we endeavored to present the advantages and functioning principles of the VTVM instrument; also how the VTVM would be
used on a typical radio service job. As pointed out in the lesson,
the VTVM is particularly suited for conducting voltage measurements
where extreme sensitivity is required and where the process of making
these measurements will have a negligible affect upon the normal operation of the circuit; hence,upon the value of voltage normally developed
by the circuit.
It is quite within reason to predict that the VTVM type of voltmeter promises to become the voltmeter of the future; possibly incorporating rugged, button -size tubes drawing an infinitesimal amount of operating current from tiny batteries; thereby adding portability to the many
other features of this fine instrument.

***************
*************
***********
*********
*******
*****
***
*
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1.

What are two (2) disadvantages in respect to the use of
the
1000 ohms -per -volt voltmeter for checkiRg
voltages in
modern receivers?

2.

Draw a circuit diagram of a basic VTVM circuit.

3.

List at least (4) advantages of the VTVM over the
1000
ohms -per -volt type voltmeter.

4.

What special advantage does the "bridge" type VTVM
circuit
offer when the VTVM is operated from the electric
socket
rather than from batteries?

---

5.

Draw a basic type of VTVM circuit in which the rp of
the
vacuum tube functions as the fourth arm of a
Wheatstone
Bridge circuit.

6.

What type of tubes are used quite extensively in VTVMs
designed for high -frequency voltage measurements?

7.

Basically, what type of circuit is used for the VTVM
Volt -Ohmmeter described in this lesson.

8.

Draw a circuit diagram of the basic circuit referred to in
Question No. 7 and state the chief difference between
this circuit and the circuit referred to in
Question
No. 4 (above).

9.

(a) Does a voltage -drop occur across resistor
Rat (shown in
Fig. 23) when NO unknown resistor (Rx) is being
tested?
(b)

10.

Why?

Briefly, what is the chief purpose of using a comparatively
high value of resistance for the common cathode resistor in
the VTVM Volt -Ohmmeter circuit?
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RADIO-PHONOGRAPH EQUIPMENT
A combination radio -phonograph
1.
In this particu-

is shown in Fig

lar case, the phonograph turntable
and pickup arm are located in the
left compartment of the cabinet,
and the receiver in the right compartment.

Factory - built radio -phonograph combinations are more expensive than
conventional radio receivers,due to the additional equip
ment required for the
reproduction
of phonograph records, and also because of the cabinet of such sets
generally being of a more expensive
design. Nevertheless, a large percentage of the total number of radio
receivers
manufactured
each
year is of the combination type,and
they are becoming increasingly popIt
ular.
is, therefore, important
that you become thoroughly familiar
with these sets.

,

o J1

--

.7=5
1

[!
1

FIG. I
Insofar as the receiver cirCOMBINATION RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
cuits of radio -phonograph combinations are concerned, they are practically the same as those of conventional receivers about which y3u
have already studied. That is, they comprise the conventional r -f amplifying stages, a detector, an audio amplifier, a loudspeaker and a
power supply system. The additional equipment required is an electric
pickup, a turntable, a motor, an "on -off' power switch for the electric motor, a "radio-phono" switch to make changing from radio to phonograph operation convenient, and, in some cases, an additional volume
control which
is
provided so that the volume of recordings may be
N
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controlled independently of the receiver. Thus, it is apparent that
only the accessory equipment involved need be studied at this time.
THE PHONOGRAPH RECORD

As you undoubtedly already know, phonograph records are made by
recording sound vibrations on a flat circular disc made of a resinous
material.
These recorded sound vibrations take the form of variations
in a continuous spiral groove cut into the surface of the record. This
groove starts at the outer edge of the record and gradually approaches
the
center of the disc.
It is illustrated in a rather exaggerated
manner at (A) of Fig. 2 so as to make this point clear.

Actually, this spiral groove is not uniform in width, but has
small waves or "wiggles" incorporated
in its sides.
These waves correspond
to
the
audio frequencies
sounds
of
the
which were originally produced in
the studio at the
recordtime of
Such being
ing.
the case,we might
say that
these
waves "modulate"
the groove or that
groove
the
is
"modulated"
by
them.
If
we
were
look at
the
FIG. 2
groove
under a
THE MODULATED RECORD GROOVE
powerful magnifying glass, it would
appear
somewhat
as shown at (B) of Fig. 2, where is shown a section of
the record so
When
that adjacent grooves of the spiral can be seen more clearly.
unmodulated, the grooves are all of constant width -- adjacent grooves
spiral being spaced about 1/100 of an inch apart. Upon moduof the
lating the groove with a high -frequency sound, many waves of short
length will follow each other in rapid succession; modulating at a
of greater length which do not follow each
low -frequency forms waves
other in such rapid succession.
to

Now, it is evident that any device (such as a pickup needle),
upon being placed in the groove and made to follow it while the record
is being rotated
at
the proper speed, will be forced to vibrate back
and forth sideways as it follows the waves in the grooves. The amplitude of this vibration will correspond to the amplitude of the waves,
and
its
frequency will correspond to the number of waves which pass
This means, of course, that if
the needle point each second.
the
sounds are to be reproduced correctly as to frequency, the record must
be rotated at the same speed at which it was rotated during the original recording process. The conventional phonograph record is designed
to be rotated at a speed of 78 revolutions per minute.
This accounts
for the fact that 12 -inch records
play for as long as four minutes,
whereas 10 -inch records play but 22 minutes. Some turntables, for spe
cial purposes, operate at a speed of 33; revolutions per minute.
A -C motors are rated in accordance with the frequency of the cir
cuit from which they are to be
operated -- as, for example, 50 cycle,
N
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60 cycle,etc.
Connecting a 50 -cycle motor to a 60 -cycle circuit will
cause it to operate above its normal speed,while connecting a 60 -cycle
motor to a 50 -cycle circuit will cause it to operate below its normal
Then, since the speed of the motor and
speed.
turntable affects the
frequency of the recorded sounds, care must be used never to connect a
60 -cycle motor to a 50 -cycle circuit or vice versa.

For the present, this is all that you need to know regarding the
record itself. The process of recording is treated in detail later in
the course.
At
this time, we are interested solely in the phonograph
equipment used with the receiver.
TURNTABLES

AND

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Phonograph turntables may be rotated either by the old-fashioned
mechanical spring -type motor, or by the more modern electric motor drive which does not need to be re -wound after playing each record. A
typical electric motor and turntable is shown in Fig. 3. Units of this
type usually consist of an induction type electric motor and an 8, 10,
or 12 -inch turntable that
is
often equipped with an automatic trip stop and a brake and switch arranged for either manual or automatic
operation. The motor shown in Fig. 3 is also supplied with a simple
speed regulation adjustment.
Induction -type motors are employed almost exclusively for this
purpose, as they require no brushes or commutator and therefore cause
no electrical disturbances which might affect the receiver.
However,
another type of motor that is also used considerably, due to its low
cost, is known as
the "synchronous type."
The latter
is
not selfstarting as is the induction type, and therefore requires hand -starting, which
is
accomplished by spinning the turntable by hand in a
clockwise direction as the motor switch is closed.
The speed of most turntables is
regulated by a screw or lever
which controls the action of the governor that operates in conjunction

.' __
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FIG. 4
TURNTABLE WITH RECORD AND PICKUP

with

the
electric motor.
this arrangement.

IN

PLACE

The illustration appearing in Fig. 3 shows

In Fig. 4 is shown a complete electric phonograph assembly, consisting of a turntable,record and electric motor that is equipped with
a speed regulator and a "stop-go" brake lever arm, and a pickup arm.
PHONOGRAPH. PICKUPS

The REPRODUCER or phonograph pickup is the most important piece
of equipment comprising the phonograph record player. It is also the
most delicate and often the most costly. This unit may well be defined as "an electro -mechanical device actuated
by the phonograph record
in such manner as to apply a voltage to an audio amplifier -- the wave
form of this voltage corresponding to the wave -form in the groove of
the phonograph record."

While several types of pickups have been developed, the MAGNETIC
and CRYSTAL types are the most popular.
In Fig. 5 are shown typical
views of each of these units, along with its symbol.
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PICKUP

The magnetic type phonograph pickup is used extensively on account of its high -voltage output, comparative freedom from extraneous
noises and simple mechanical construction. Another advantage is that
its frequency -response may be modified easily to compensate
for any
peculiar characteristics of the récord or amplifier systems, and thus
produce a satisfactory overall response.

CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS: The constructional details of an electromagnetic phonograph pickup are shown in Fig. 6. In appearance, it is
quite similar to a balanced armature type speaker unit.
However, the
operating principles of this pickup device are different from any of
those given you thus far.
N
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Referring to
Fig. 6, you will
note that we have
maga permanent
net which is bent
into the shape of
A
a horseshoe.
U-shaped
pole
piece is fastened
to each of its ex
Iñ
tremities.
this illustration
you are looking
at the pickup unit
from the front so
that you can see
how the armature
is

pivoted

near

its lower end, be
pole
tween the
pieces; the arma-

ture is thus free
to
vibrate from
right to
FIG. 5
left on
its pivot. A coil
MAGNETIC AND CRYSTAL PICKUPS
is
placed around,
but separate from,
armature, and its ends are connected across the input of the a -f
the
amplifier as will be explained in greater detail later.
REPRODUCING RECORDED SOUNDS

The pickup is mounted on the end of a pivoted arm so as to permit its needle to ride in the groove of the record as the record roSome pickup assemblies are
tates about its center on a turntable.
equipped with an adjustable counterweight by means of which the needle
pressure upon the record can be adjusted.

As the turntable rotates the record, the point of the pickup's
needle follows the modulated spiral groove in the surface of the recIn so doing, the irregularities of the
ord.
modulated groove cause
pickup needle to vithe
brate from side
side.
to

FIG. 6

SECTIONAL DRAWING OF MAGNETIC PICKUP

The
armature of the
pickup vibrates from side
to side with its needle,and
in so doing, varies correspondingly the flux (lines
of magnetism) in the
air
gap between the pole pieces
permanent magnet.
of
the
This variation in the magnetic field reacts upon the
pickup coil in such manner
as to induce voltage impuls
These voltage im_
es in it.
pulses are the exact electric representation
of the
modulation impressions in
groove of the
the
record
which move past the pickup
needle and actuate the armature.
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Since these voltage impulses
across the pickup coil are the
act electrical
exreproduction of the modulation
of the record, they will
impressions ín the groove
correspond
to
the audio
were originally recorded.
By applying these voltagefrequencies which
the input of a vacuum tube
impulses across
amplifier, they can be amplified
ly to operate a
sufficient
loudspeaker and thus reproduce the
sounds originally
recorded.
DAMPING PICKUPS

The armature has a natural
vibrating period of its own. In the
best modern pickups, such a
resonance
point usually'lies between frequencies of 3000 and 4000 cycles
per second.
To prevent

an excessive response at the
resonance frequency, it
is necessary to damp the
system.
This is generally
plying rubber
accomplished by ap

buffers for the
(These are
generally mounted on the upper free end of the armature.
portion of the pole pieces as
Fig. 6.)
shown in
Such buffers also serve to
center the armature in the air
gap where the flux is
concentrated.
Besides affecting the
frequency,this buffer
damps the higher frequencies resonant
more than the lower ones, thus system also
ing the lower tones which
accentuatotherwise
frequency -range of the best modern might not be heard. The effective
electromagnetic pickups is from
about 100 to 5000 cycles per
second, which also corresponds to
usual range of phonograph
the
recordings.

OIL LEVEL

FIELD frusmer

In some of the expensive
electro
magnetic pickups, damping is accomplished
through use of a heavy oil
contained in a chamber, and against
whose
resistance the armature vibrates. A cross-sectional view of a
typical oil -damped pickup,
showing
the relative arrangement of the
parts,
appears in Fig. 7.
CRYSTAL PICKUPS

Crystal pickups do not provide
voltage output as do the
magnetic types, but they do furnish a
much more uniform frequency
response.
as high a

`-_
i
NEEDLE-'

From its outward appearance,this
reproducer is quite similar to the
magnetic type, as will be
upon inspecting both types in observed
Fig. 5,
and the crystal pickup,in
particular,
in Fig. 8.
A.CMAruzE

A.PMAT~

CD/Ls

MA6n/Er
YOk'E

FIG. 7

DETAILS OF OIL -DAMPED MAGNETIC PICKUP

As its name
implies, this type
of pickup uses a piezo-electric
crystal as the
voltage -producing unit.
The physical nature of this
type of
crystal is such that subjecting it to
variations in either pressure or vibration will cause it to generate a
voltage, the amplitude and wave
-form

of which will correspond to the
mechanical action being applied to its
surface. This point will become more
about its constructional features and understandable as you learn more
operating principle.
N
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FIG. 8
CRYSTAL PICKUP MOUNTING

THE CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS: The cross-sectional drawing of the crystal
pickup appearing in Fig. 9 shows that it consists primarily of only
three parts:a needle
chuck (needle holder),
k'EP,PODUCEE HEAD
a tuning fork
axis,
(cAErie/G GE)
and the crystal. The
complete
operating
PICKUP
NEEDLE CHUCK
NEEDLE
TUN/N6
mechanism is fitted
LEADS ._
SET SCREW
nmw AXlS
snugly into a compact holder;this com
plete assembly
is
called a "reproducer
head' or "cartridge'.'

Observe
further that the needle
and
its
chuck are
held in a "floating"
position by rubber
supports, thus leaving these parts free
to vibrate in accord
ance with the vibration of the needle
as
it
follows the
record groove.
The
crystal assembly, as
shown in the side
view in Fig. 9 is al
so suspended
in
a
floating mounting,be
ing held in place by
a substance known as

NEEDLE

C-PYSTAL ASSEMBLY

TUN/NG FOQK AX/S

`C,CYSTAL
CRYSTAL MOUNTING
(side view)

CRYSTAL MOUNTING

(endview)

FIG.
STRUCTURAL DETAILS

9
OF

CRYSTAL PICKUP
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"viscalloid." This substance will protect the
jarring and will also allow it to "expand" and crystal against violent
"contract while being
subjected to the mechanical vibrations or
variations
in pressure that
are exerted against its surface by the
tuning fork.
It will also compensate for physical changes of the crystal due to
temperature and age.
It will be apparent that the floating
arrangement of the essential operating parts in this type of
reproducer makes it a delicate
piece of apparatus.
Therefore,it must be handled with extreme care -any severe jars may damage it.
The magnetic type pickup, on the other
hand, is much more ruggedly constructed and
can therefore be subjected
to comparatively severe handling without
damaging it.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE CRYSTAL PICKUP: The crystal
pickup operates
in the following manner:
Modulated grooves of the record cause the
needle to vibrate, which in turn applies a
twisting force to the tuning fork axis (see upper illustration of Fig. 9).
Thus, the modulation
waves
in
the record groove are transferred to the crystal
element in
the form of a varying pressure, which
in
turn causes the crystal to
generate a voltage, the amplitude and wave -form of which are
the counterpart of the groove modulations in the record.
The moment of
inertia of the complete vibratory system is a
fraction of that found in the magnetic type of pickup.
(That is, the
vibratory system of the crystal pickup is not as
sluggish as that of
the magnetic pickup.)
The tuning fork oscillates only on its longitudinal axis, and the pressure -operated crystal generator is
affected by
the slightest movement.
The average
crystal pickup delivers approximately
one volt at
terminals on open circuit, and its response curve is very
smooth
with no sudden peaks or hollows. This output voltage is
only about
half that obtained from a magnetic pickup under similar
operating conditions.
its

REPRODUCER NEEDLE PRESSURE

Of extreme importance in all types of phonograph pickup
units,
the amount of needle pressure applied to the surface of the
record.
Correct needle pressure
is
desirable in order to reduce wear of the
record as well as to maintain background noise at a low level. In actual practice, it has been found that the reproducer head should be
so
balanced that approximately 2 to 3 ounces of needle pressure will be
applied to the record.
In other words, for minimum record wear the
needle pressure should be low.
Let us now see how one manufacturer
accomplishes this.
is

HtIGHT ADJUSTIHG
StT SCRtW
(A)

It,
//

goo

\\

/

fm4 t
/

COUt1Tt2pALAtKt

e

r9

-3
VEQT1C1:L

/

l.

4

SPtCIAL p[ARIt1G

(C)

SPRIHG

PICKUP HEAP

ptARIr1G A$Stt1DLY

FIG. 10
SECTIONAL -VIEW OF PICKUP ASSEMBLY, SHOWING BALANCING ARRANGEMENT
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In Fig. 10 is shown a cross-sectional view of the crystal pickup
appearing in Fig. 8. While it is desirable that a pickup should have
a large moment of inertia in the
horizontal plane so that it does not
chatter while following the modulated groove, it is equally desirable
that the arm be extremely light in the vertical plane. To secure these
objectives the arm proper (B) is held by bearings (G) in the heavy
section (A). Part (B), being made of molded bakelite, is xtremely
light and has
so little mass that the pickup needle will fhllow the
record groove without trouble. The needle -end of.the arm is counterbalanced by a spring, adjustment of which alters its effect as a counterbalance.

All of these adjustments are originally made at the factory and
as a rule should not have to be altered.
REDUCING TRACKING ERRORS

Another very important factor which is considered in the design
of phonograph pickup heads, or cartridges, is the position of the needle in the groove as it traverses the record. In order to insure the
best possible frequency response, the needle must "track" perfectly as
it follows the groove.
This is also necessary to reduce record wear.
The perfect condition exists when the axis of the needle and an
unmodulated part of the record groove bear the relationship shown at
(A) in
When this condition does not exist, as shown at (B),
Fig. 11.
several undesirable effects will result. These are:

With a large
(1)
tracking
error,
such as shown at
(B)
of Fig. 11,
the needle
pressure
is
exerted

mainly
on
one
side -wall of the
groove instead of
being equally divided between the
groove walls. This
results
in rapid
wear of the record;
also,
the
groove cannot then
exert a
proper
grip on the needle
so
as
to
cause
the latter to fol
low
the modulation of the groove
exactly.

fOKRECT

PN:O00ECT

NEEDLE

-

G POO VE

FIG.

II

CORRECT AND INCORRECT NEECLE TRACKING

(2)
A large tracking error at one point is naturally accompanied by a
large variation in tracking error from point to point on the record
surface. That is, a needle point which has become worn in the first
few
turns of the
spiral groove to a shape which fits the groove at
that point, will become a fairly effective cutting
tocl after it has
reached a point on the record where the tracking angle has changed con
siderably. It will cause considerable wear of the record in this region.
(3)
Since the needle point must vibrate about an axis not aligned with
the center of
the
groove, uniform modulation of the groove will not
produce uniform vibration of the needle point even when close contact
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is
maintained. Therefore, a certain amount
occurs when a large tracking error exists.

of wave -form distortion

These factors all indicate why
it is important that the needle
follow the center of the groove at all times as shown at (A)in Fig.11.
REDUCING CHANGES

IN

NEEDLE TRACKING

As was mentioned

previous-

ly,

it is desirable for the needle to followa path equi-distant

between the
side -walls of the
groove and without any appreciable change in its angle of track
ing as it follows the groove radially across the face of the
record. However, due to several
natural tendencies toward tracking angle
changes, this is not
the case in actual practice.

FIG. 12
PICKUP ARM CURVED FOR CORRECT NEEDLE TRACKING

Several methods
have been
developed by manufacturers
to
provide a partially
constant
tracking angle. One method is to
construct the arm with a slight

curve incorporated in it as in Fig. 12, rather
than being perfectly straight. A second method is to mount the reproducing head to the arm
at an angle
as is the
case in Fig. 8. Still
another method is to incline the needle as in
Fig. 13 where (A) shows the needle as viewed
from the side, and (B) the same needle as view
ed from the front.

Reproducer arms are generally so mounted
that the needle will travel on the circumference of a circle as
the pivoted arm Is swung
across the record, which path lies about onehalf inch from the center of the record,toward
the far side of the arm's point of
pivot, as
illustrated in Fig. 14. Such positioning of
the arm also aids
in
causing the needle to
track correctly in the groove of the average
record.

NEEDLE
NOL DEP

NEEDLE
ANG UL A2
'D/SPLACEMENT
510E VIEW

ANGULAZ
(DISPLACEMENT

Since Fig. 14 illustrates the pickup arm
as viewed
from above, it also shows clearly
how the reproducer head is mounted at an angle
to the arm, for reasons already explained.
PHONOGRAPH PICKUP IMPEDANCE RATINGS

All types of phonograph pickup units con
tain a certain amount of impedance, which must
necessarily be correctly matched for the input
device or circuit to which it
is
to be connected. They are usually classified as being
either of the low or high impedance type. The
impedance value of low -impedance types general
ly ranges
from 50 to 500 ohms, while that of
N

FRONT VIEW

FIG. 13
NEEDLE -INCLINATION TO
CORRECT TRACKING ERROR
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high -impedance types
25,000 ohms to 2 megohms.
the

II

varies from

MAGNETIC TYPES: The coils of low-imped
ance magnetic pickups
contain
less
turns of wire than do those used in
high -impedance magnetic pickups. There
fore, the voltage generated by the lowimpedance type is less than that produced by the high -impedance types.
To provide faithful reproduction
of the recorded sound, it is necessary
that the impedance rating of the pickup
be approximately equal to the impedance
value of the
circuit into which it
That is,if the impedance rating
feeds.
of the particular pickup happens to be
500 ohms, then its
load circuit must
also have an impedance value of 500
ohms, as shown at (A) of Fig. 15.

Should it be necessary to connect
the pickup to a line or
load that contains a different impedance value, then
a suitable impedance coupling transform
er must be employed which will correctly match the two loads. The -turns -ratio
of such a transformer
is
equal to the
square root of the impedance ratio required (the impedance ratio is equal to
the impedance
of the secondary winding
divided by the impedance of the primary
winding). For instance, to connect a
100 -ohm pickup to a 500 -ohm line through
an impedance -matching transformer, as
at (B) of Fig. 15,the turns -ratio would
be -v/500 _ 100 = A/5-, or approximately

FIG. 14
RELATIVE POSITIONING OF
PICKUP ARM AND HEAD

2.2$ to 1. Since a voltage step-up is
obtained through the transformer in this instance, the disadvantage of
the low output voltage furnished by the low -impedance pickup is partly
overcome.

VOLUME CONTROL

PHON064APH
P/CKUP

IMPEDANCE-MATCH/N6
TRANSFORMC,C

PHONOGRAPH'
PICKUP

VOLUME CONTROL AND

VOLUME
CONTROL

soon..

FIG. 15
IMPEDANCE -MATCHING CIRCUITS

OHM VOLUME
CONTROL

S00,000

CR YSTAL
PICKUP
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CRYSTAL TYPES: Crystal pickups are of the high -impedance types -their impedance value approximating that of a fixed capacity. For
this
reason, crystal pickups
offer a high reactance to low audio frequencies, which decreases steadily with an increase in frequency.
Constant
voltage
for constant amplitude of vibration is also maintained under
open circuit conditions by this type of pickup, and a load
resistance
of sufficiently high value must be maintained so that
the very low fre
quencies will not be attenuated. The capacitive value of the
conventional crystal pickup is in the order of .002 mf, and a matching
load
impedance or resistance of not less than one-half to two megohms
is
required.to avoid excessive attenuation of the lower frequencies.
VOLUME CONTROL FOR PHONOGRAPH PICKUPS

The output voltage at
the
terminals of a phonograph pickup can
be controlled effectively by means of a potentiometer
connected across
it as shown at (A) and (C) in Fig. 15.
A great many pickups are constructed with the volume
control potentiometer built into the base of the unit. When such is not the
case, the volume control is connected externally; or, if it is to
be
operated in conjunction with the amplifier of.a radio receiver, the
receiver's volume control may serve as the volume control for either
phonograph reproduction or radio reception.
In the latter case, the
receiver's volume control must necessarily be connected in the audio
section of the
set.
In many instances, compensating volume controls,
as shown at (C) of Fig. 15, are employed.
In this
case, some of the
high frequencies are bypassed through the 10,000 -ohm resistor and .02
mf condenser, thus emphasizing the low notes at low volume.
In cases where it is necessary to employ an impedance
-matching
coupling transformer, it is customary to include the transformer in
the circuit as shown at (B) in Fig. 15.
However, the volume control
may be connected either across the primary or secondary winding of the
transformer.
NEEDLE -SCRATCH FILTERS

Quite often, a disagreeable scratching sound is noticed while
playing a record -- this is commonly referred to as "needle -scratch."
This condition is caused by the fact that .the sides of the wavy
grooves
in the
record are not cut absolutely clean and smooth, resulting in
the presence of microscopic rough edges.
These rough edges affect the
motion of the needle and are responsible for the generation of voltages at audio frequencies (around 2000 to 3000 cycles per second)
that
cause a scratching sound.
These "scratch voltages" can be effectively bypassed and attenuated by means of a filter constructed in the form of a series wave trap that is tuned to the most bothersome "noise frequency," thereby
preventing this undesirable frequency from being amplified.
In Fig. 16 are shown two
typical phonograph pickups having such
scratch filters connected
across their output circuits. At (A) is
shown a filter connected across the output terminals
of a magnetic
type pickup, while
such an arrangement of a crystal pickup is illustrated at (B). Whether the volume control is connected before or after
the filter makes
little difference -- the important thing is to connect the filter across the pickup's output line.
In some cases, as at (A) of Fig. 16, the filter is
adjusted to
the most annoying scratch frequency by means of a variable trimmer con
denser. When this resonance circuit is tuned to the unwanted frequency,
N
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the filter circuit
will offer a low impedance for that
frequency so that
this
it
prefers
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path to that offer
ed by the normal
load circuit. This
in
their
results
being effectively
bypassed and atten
uated so that they
will be inaudible.
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of better
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FIG. lb
APPLICATION OF NEEDLE -SCRATCH FILTER

scratch-fil-

In any case, the filter unit must be shield
ter incorporated in them.
ed and so
placed as to avoid coupling between it and parts of the receiver that may result in hum pickup.
PHOTOELECTRIC CELL PICKUP

In lan attempt to increase record life,to eliminate the necessity
improve reproduction, a
the -needle
to
frequently, and

of changing

photoelectric phonograph pickup has been developed.
This pickup consists
essentially of a floating jewel (polished
sapphire) stylus (needle) connected to a small mirror, a light source,
and a photoelectric cell -- all related to each other as illustrated
at (A) of Fig. 17.
The unit operates as follows:
The small mirror, shown enlarged
at (B), is mounted
in
elastic bushings
in such manner that it will

©
AGUARE

ELASTIC
BUSHING

Pholo-eiectric
ce/I

ight

sour -ce

EAR)

R

AXIS

SQUARE
ELASTIC
BUSHING

RECORD
GROOVE

Floating
jewel stylus-

Mirror
POLISHED
SAPPHIRE

FIG. 17
STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE PHOTOCELL PICKUP
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(

oscillate on.its axis as the jewel stylus follows the curved record
groove (see illustration (B) of Fig. 17).
A beam
of
light, shown at
(A) of Fig. 17, is directed toward this mirror at an angle, and is reflected onto a photoelectric cell.
(NOTE:
A photoelectric cell (P.E. cell) or "electric eye," as
it is
sometimes called, converts changes in the intensity of light into corresponding current and voltage variations. A description of how this
is accomplished is beycnd the scope of this lesson, but a detailed dis
cussion of the theory involved is presented in a later section of the
course wherein the photoelectric cell is made use of extensively. For
the time being, it is sufficient for you to know that the voltage generated by a
photoelectric cell is controlled by the amount of light
that is directed upon it.)

As the floating stylus follows
the
curve of the record groove,
the pivoted mirror
swings from side to side (oscillates) on its axis,
flashing the beam of light on and off the photoelectric cell. The pho
toelectric cell thus translates light into electrical energy, the flow
of current generated
varying in proportion to the amount of light
flashed upon the cell as the mirror is swung by the stylus.
The placement of the mirror assembly, light source, and photoelectric cell, with relation to the pickup arm and record is shown at
(C)

of Fig.

17.

The light source in the pickup arm is unique in that it consists
of a special bulb that is caused to light up by utilizing
energy provided by
the r -f
oscillator in the
receiver.
This

r-

M/.ee0z

PIVOTED

1
I

I

O/+'OTO

CELL

TRA.VSiOKMER

srrL us

LENS

-

AMPL /P/E.e

LAMP
DOTTED BORDER -LINE
INDICATES UNITS MOUNTED
IN

PICKUP OF RECEIVER

+
POl4'E4 OSC/LLATOR

oscillator is of
the power pentode
type and is operated at a higher
voltage when the
phonograph equipment
is
in use.
The r -f energy re
quired to
light
the
filament of
the bulb is obtain
ed by coupling the
filament to the
plate winding
of
the oscillator in
ductively,as shown
in Fig.

18.

FIG. 18
CIRCUIT AND PRINCIPLE OF THE PHOTOCELL PICKUP

The
current
reversals through
the lamp filament
will thus be of such a very high frequency value that the lamp will
emit light of practically constant intensity. This is important, as
it prevents the generation of hum in the audio output.

Should the lamp be excited by a 60 -cycle a -c supply, as in the
average home, the current reversals through the filament would be so
slow that a 60 -cycle hum would be reproduced by the loudspeaker.
In
fact, even well filtered d -c, when used for this
purpose, would cause
noise due to voltage changes. A special shielded transformer is used
to
transfer the voltages generated by the photoelectric cell to the
amplifier's input circuit.
N
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The floating j ew
el needle of this unit
has a rounded tip inthe usual
stead
of
dagger -like point as
used on old-fashioned
For
this
needles.
reason, it moves thru
the record groove with
out digging into the
record to an injurious extent. Thus,wear
and tear of the
record
is
reduced to a

minimum, and frying
effects at the output
due to needle -scratch
are virtually eliminated.
The sapphire sty
lus has a
life of
from 8 to 10 years,
and its use increases
of
records
the life
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ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS IN PHOTOCELL Pickup
extent
such an
that they may be play
much as 1000
ed as
times. It is claimed that this pickup unit is forty to sixty per cent
more sensitive than other types, and that it will respond to frequencies as high as 25,000 cycles per second.

to

In Fig. 19 you are
shown a photograph of a photoelectric cell
This illustration shows you how the
pickup head as viewed from below.
various parts of this pickup, already described, are related to each
other on the actual unit.
REPRODUCING NEEDLES

Much work has been done during the past twenty-five years toward
perfecting the phonograph needle, the principle objective being to obtain the best tonal qualities possible and to increase the life of
both the needle and the record. The advantages and disadvantages of
summed up as follows:
the more commonly used types of needles may be

NON-METALLIC NEEDLES: Needles made of bamboo, fiber, thorn and cactus
were sometimes used on mechanical phonographs but are of no value on
the modern electric phonograph as they do not provide full -range musical reproduction because of their inability to transmit the full range
Furthermore, because of
of frequencies from the groove to the pickup.
these materials being soft, they become charged with grit, dust, etc.,
They are also likely to
and actually grind out the record grooves.
into
fill the record groove with bits of fiber which imbed themselves
the record material and thereby shorten the life of the record.
METALLIC NEEDLES: The steel needle is by far the most widely used of
all types because it is the least expensive. Although satisfactory, the
subject to wear, and can, as a rule, be played only a
steel needle is
are manufactured from special
few times. However, some steel needles
alloys which make them quite durable -- these needles are made entirely of chrome -steel alloys or in the form of chrome -plated steel cores.
JEWELED NEEDLES: Much experimentation has been done with jewel tips,
particularly with DIAMOND and SAPPHIRE points that are now used exten-
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The diamond possesses extreme hardness, and, for this reason,
sively.
Further
is not an ideal material for the tip of a reproducing needle.
more, its cost is prohibitive to the average user.

TABLE

I

PLAYINGS

NEEDLE

FIBER, THORN, ETC: - STEEL
TO 3
500 TO 1000
ALLOY
SAPPHIRE
1000 TO 2000
DIAMOND
5000 OR MORE
I

I

The sapphire is the second hard
life
its useful
est material, and
for needle purposes is only slightly
shorter than that of the diamond.
Thus, the sapphire possesses practically all of the desirable character
istics of the diamond for this purthe additional advan
poses and has
Saptage of being less expensive.
phire -pointed needles are therefore

used extensively.
Table I will furnish you with a general idea of the comparative
life of the various types of pickup needles.
of radio lesson, we will continue our discussion
in such
used
analysis
the
circuits
with
an
of
combinations

In the next

phonograph
systems.
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Describe briefly the operating principle of the magnetic type phonograph pickup.

1.

-

2.

-

3.

-

What causes needle -scratch?

4.

-

Why is the mirror used in the photoelectric cell pickup?

5.

-

6.

-

7.

-

Why are the reproducing heads of phonograph pickups
sometimes mounted at an angle to the arm?

Describe briefly the operating principle of the crystal
type phonograph pickup.
(a)
(b)

Why are magnetic type pickups damped?
How may this damping be accomplished?

What method is sometimes employed to prevent excessive
needle. pressure?
How may needle -scratch be reduced?

8.
9.

-

10.

-

What quality of recorded sounds is most noticeably affected by the speed of the turntable?

What is the difference between a record groove that is
modulated and one that is not?
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RADIO -PHONOGRAPH CIRCUITS
Radio -phonograph circuits, automatic record
-changers, "wireless"
record players and combination radio and home recorders are
covered
in this lesson.

Phonograph Input Circuits
Connecting the output ter
urinals of
a phonograph
pickup
to a
conventional receiver, in
order to make use of its audio

amplifier and speaker system,
may be accomplished in a number
of ways, depending upon the receiver's circuit and type of
pickup being used.
It makes
little difference in regard to
"quality" of
reproduction whether the phonograph pickup
is
connected to
the detector, or to
the first
audio tube -- provided that the
detector tube is operated as a

linear amplifier when the pickup is used; however, there is a
difference in the volume of
sound made
available by these
two methods.
When considerable
volume is required, or, when
the
receiver contains only one
audio stage, it is usually the
practice to connect the phonograph pickup to the detector
circuit so that the additional
amplification of the detector
tube may be used advantageously.
When the receiver has two
N
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RECORDING, RADIO-PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION
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efficient audio stages, it is usually the practice to connect the phonograph pickup directly to the input of the audio amplifier circuit
and not to the detector stage.

Receivers employing a diode -triode
tor, and audio coupling tube are ideally
up connection.
The circuit arrangement
such that the regular volume control of
for controlling the volume of phonograph

operating as an a -v -c, detecsuited for a phonograph pickin these receivers is usually
the receiver may also be used
reproductions.

In presenting these two basic phonograph input circuits, we will
describe first the arrangements most generally used when the detector
circuit is utilized.
PHONOGRAPH CONNECTION TO SIMPLE DETECTOR STAGE

The first of these arrangements is shown at (A) of Fig. 2, where
you will observe that the phonograph pickup terminals are connected di
rectly across the grid circuit of the detector tube -- also, notice
that a change -over switch
is
employed to make possible a quick and
easy change from radio to phonograph operation.
To cause the detector tube to operate as a linear amplifier during the reproduction of phonograph recordings, the regular bias resistor is disconnected from the tube's cathode circuit and another resistor of much lower value is
connected in its place. The change -over
switch used for
this purpose is usually ganged with the radio-phono
change -over switch so that both these operations will be simultaneous.
(Note:
A linear amplifier tube is a tube operating under such conditions that its plate current variations are exact but magnified reproductions of the voltage changes exciting its grid.)

Notice also in this circuit diagram that closing the change -over
switch to the phonograph position (P) interrupts the grid circuit inso
far as radio reception is concerned, but completes
it
through the
phonograph pickup. Thus, no radio signals will "come through" during
the reproduction of phonograph
recordings. The audio signal voltages
generated across the terminals of the
phonograph pickup are now applied across the tube's grid circuit, operating this stage as an audio
amplifier.
No volume control is shown in this circuit, but it may be connected directly across the terminals of the pickup unit as described
in the previous lesson.
On the other hand, if the volume control for
the receiver happens to be located in the audio section of the set, it
may serve for both radio and phonograph operation.
The phonograph pickup shown at
(A) in
Fig. 2 is
of the high impedance type, and may therefore be connected directly to the grid
The same would apply to a crystal pickup, provid
circuit of the tube.
ed that
a
grid leak resistor of about 500,000 ohms is connectedin
parallel with it. Should a low -impedance unit be used at this point,
it would then be necessary to employ an impedance -matching transformer
in order
to "match" it
properly to the tube's high -impedance grid
circuit.
In the circuit diagrammed at (B) of Fig. 2, the electromagnetic
pickup is connected in the cathode circuit of the detector tube, the
d -c resistance of its winding taking the place of the cathode resistor.
and so furnishing the bias voltage for the
tube during phonograph operation.
Closing the switch to the "R" position disconnects the pickup and places
the
regular bias resistor in the cathode circuit for
normal power detection.
N
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FIG. 2
PHONOGRAPH INPUT CONNECTIONS

IN

DETECTOR STAGE

A pickup having an
impedance rating of around 500 to 3000 ohms
is required in this case to permit the tube to be operated as a linear
If a high -impedance pickup were to be
amplifier.
used in such a circuit, an impedance -matching transformer would be included.
A crystal
type pickup will not function in this circuit unless coupled through
an impedance -matching transformer, the reason being that the impedance value of a crystal pickup is so high as to practically constitute
an open circuit; this would leave the cathode circuit virtually open.

The arrangement operates as follows:
The audio -frequency voltages generated by the pickup are applied between the tube's cathode
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Then, since the tube's
grid is also connected to ground
and ground.
through the r -f or i -f transformer's secondary winding, these a -f
voltages will also be effective between the grid and cathode of the
tube -- thus, operating the tube in the normal manner.
The problems of controlling the volume in this circuit are simil
ar to those discussed relative to (A) of the same illustration. Howsome means is provided in circuit (B) so as to make the
ever, unless
radio -frequency section of the receiver inoperative during phonograph
to be set at some point
operation, the receiver's dial would have
where no radio reception is obtained.

triThe two detector input circuits, just discussed, employed
similar to those used in a great many of the earlier
odes -- and are
receivers. Let us now turn our attention to a typical detector circuit as used in more modern receivers, wherein a single tube functions
as a diode detector, an a -v -c control tube and as an audio amplifier.
PHONOGRAPH CONNECTION TO MULTI -PURPOSE DETECTOR STAGE

Two circuits of this
type are shown at (C) and (D) of Fig. 2.
Both of these circuits are conventional and similar to those that you
have studied in earlier lessons.

From a close inspection of circuit (C), it will be observed that
to disconnect the radio -frequency secthe radio-phono switch serves
tion of the receiver from the audio section when in the "phonograph or
phonograph pickup to the volume
(P) position," and also connects
the
control circuit.
The audio -frequency voltages generated by the pickup are applied
through the .02 mf coupling condenser, producing a voltage drop across
The
potentiometer.
the extremities of the 500,000 -ohm volume control
setting of the volume control arm determines the percentage of the total signal voltage delivered to the grid of the tube for amplification.
is suitable for either a high -impedThis type of input circuit
ance magnetic, crystal, or other pickup of similar characteristics.
Low -impedance pickups can also be adapted to it by using an impedance matching transformer.

switch in position "P" connects the
In circuit (D), closing the
pickup across the leak resistor of the tube's grid through the .02 mf
coupling condenser and at the same time "breaks" the connection at
switch terminal "R' so that no audio signal, as received from broadcast stations, may be applied to the audio section of the receiver dur
Here again, the circuit is ideally suited
ing phonograph operation.
for a high -impedance pickup, unless an impedance -matching transformer
Also, since the receiver's volume control is not connected
is used.
in the phonograph circuit, it is necessary in this case to use a pickup having a volume control incorporated in it.
AUDIO INPUT CIRCUITS

Now that you are acquainted with the more general arrangements
employed for connecting a phonograph pickup to the detector circuit of
a receiver, let us turn our attention to the methods used for connecting it directly to the audio system.
The first of these circuits is shown at (A) in Fig. 3, where you
will observe that the pickup, together with its volume control, is con
nected in the grid circuit of the first audio tube. When using a pick_
up in this manner, as is true of all grid circuits -- a high -impedance
n
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PHONOGRAPH INPUT CONNECTIONS

IN

AUDIO STAGE

unit must be employed. However, a low -impedance unit could be used if
to couple it to the
an impedance -matching transformer were employed
grid circuit. Notice further, how a change -over switch is employed to
Since no volume conchange from one form of operation to the other.
trol is included in this part of the receiver, it will have to be incorporated in the pickup as shown.

At (B) is shown another application, where the pickup is inserted
in the cathode
circuit of the tube,
as is also
the change -over switch.
In this case, a low -impedance pickup
would be used so that its d -c resistance will provide the proper bias
for the tube; otherwise, an impedance -matching transformer would be
required.

Ir

AF TUBE
To
FOU O W/A6
AUO/O
srAGés

Since no provisions
are made
in circuit (B) of
Fig. 3 for interrupting the radio signal during phonograph operation, it will be necessary to detune the receiver from all
stations during this time. Of the
circuits shown in Fig. 3, the grid
input method appearing at (A) is by
far the more popular arrangement.
The
diagrammed
in
circuit
Fig. 4 is well suited for connecting
a crystal
or
other high -impedance
pickup to the audio amplifier when
it is desired to have the volume con
trol
incorporated in the receiver
proper.

FIG 4
CRYSTAL PICKUP CONNECTED TO AUDIO STAGE
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Radio -Phonograph Assemblies
Now that you are acquainted with the
purpose and operation of
the various
units used in radio -phonograph combinations,
let us see
how these different parts are assembled
into a complete, commercial
product.
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In Fig. 5
you
are shown a typical
console -type combination, where
the receiver proper is plac
ed in the cabinet to
the right and the pho
nograph assembly to
the left.
The
door
of the phonograph com
partment
is
opened
when this section of
the combination is to

be used.
The
great popularity of radio-phono
graph
combinations
has increased to such
an extent that nearly
FIG. 5
every receiver manuCONSOLE RADIO-PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION
facturer includes at
least one model of
this type in his line.
The table -model type is by far the largest seller of all
combinations.
In Fig. 6 is shown a combination set
that is typical of such models.
Here the receiver proper is housed in the cabinet -- the dial assembly
and controls being at the right and the
speaker at the left. The turntable,
pickup and motor switch are placed on
the deck of the cabinet, and are acces,Alf .4 0"11
sible upon raising the lid.

The popularity of combinations
has extended their use to the portable
field -- models operated from the light
ing circuit or from self-contained batteries having appeared on the market.
Such a portable combination model is
shown in Fig. 7. However, the turntable
is in this case
operated by a spring type motor
that is wound by means of
the
crank handle protruding from the
side of the carrying case.

I

~:
pow

11,40i

,

C

..

Wheless Record players:
In all the arrangements considered up to
this point,
the phonograph
FIG. 6
pickup was connected directly to the
TABLE-MODEL RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
circuits of the radio receiver. From
COMBINATIONS
what has already been discussed in this
lesson, it must be apparent that it is
not always a simple task to connect phonograph pickups to the circuits
of receivers not
originally designed for this purpose.
Furthermore,
if satisfactory performance is
to be
expected, there are several
N
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factors to be considered,
instance, the type
as for
of pickup, the number of
audio stages employed in
type of
the receiver, the
tubes and circuit,
audio
of detector tube
the type
and circuit, etc.
The desire to overcome these difficulties,
and also to do away with
the necessity for connecting any wires between the
phonograph pickup and the
receiver, has lead to the
development of what are
known as "wireless" record
These units are
players.
actually miniature broadcast transmitters.

A typical application of the wireless recplayer is shown in
ord
the record
Fig. 8, where
player is shown at the
right on top of a record
cabinet, while the receiver from which the sounds

FIG. 7
PORTABLE RADIO -PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION

are emitted is located
far corner of
in the
are
the room. There
connections
wired
no
record
the
between
player and the receiver.
3

A close-up view
of a "wireless" record
shown in
player is
Notice that
Fig. 9.

1

dal)

FIG. 8
WIRELESS RECORD-PLAYER OPERATING
CONJUNCTION WITH RADIO RECEIVER

"I

IN

only the turntable and phonograph pickup are
visible -- all other parts and circuits are
enclosed in the cabinet.
CIRCUIT DETAILS

circuit diagram
In Fig. 10 is shown the
of a typical two-tube"wireless" record-player,
employing a pentagrid converter tube and a

FIG. 9
WIRELESS RECORD-PLAYER
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rectifier tube.
Its circuit is adapted to either 110 -volt a -c or
110 volt d -c operation.
The unit is also equipped with a crystal
pickup,
a turntable, and a motor.
The rectified voltage is filtered by a resistor
-condenser
arrangement installed at the output of the rectifier tube. The filter
ballast
resistor for the filament circuit may either be of the
line cord,tube,
or individual resistor
type -- all of which were described in an earlier lesson. A pilot light is generally included for
the
of
indicating whether or not the record-player is in operation. purpose
The motor
winding is connected across the line circuit with a
switch in series.

vicruv

mope/
W

2
e
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-
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The antenna is
sometimes construct
ed in the form of a
metal plate, mounted
inside of the
record -player's cab
inet;a short length
of wire extending
from the cabinet;
or, as in the
case
of Fig. 10, a third
wire may be incor-

porated in the line

cord but not connected to the plug
-- thus serving
as
an antenna.
Usually,
such
recordplayers are effective up to about
twenty
feet from
the receiver.
CIRCUIT OPERATION

FIG. 10
CIRCUIT OF WIRELESS RECORD-PLAYER

The converter
tube is used in much
the same manner as
the combination mix

er-oscillator in a
superheterodyne receiver. That is,the plate is connected to B+ through
the primary winding of an ordinary r -f transformer or oscillator
coil.
The tuned secondary winding of this transformer is
closely coupled to
the primary and connected to the control grid of the converter tube.
The anode grid and screen grids of the tube are together connected
to
B+, but to a point of a slightly lower
voltage value than that used
for the plate connection.
The close coupling between the
plate and
grid circuits, aided by the voltage values applied to the tube elements, causes the circuit to regenerate to the point of oscillation -the frequency of oscillation being controlled by tuning the secondary
circuit of the oscillator coil.
The tuned circuit of the oscillator coil Is connected to the
antenna of the record-player and so radiates a continuous type radio
wave, the same as does a broadcast transmitter or signal generator
(test oscillator).
The radiated energy, although sufficient to be
picked up by a good receiver located 20 feet or so from the recordplayer, is not strong enough to interfere with the neighbors' programs.
So much for the radiated wave -- now to make the signal audible.
As will be observed in Fig. 10, the crystal phonograph pickup is
connected across the regular oscillator grid and cathode of the tube.
N
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The audio voltage variations
generated by the pickup, upon being applied to the grid of the tube, vary the electron
stream through the
tube accordingly and thus modulate the r -f carrier signal.
Therefore,
the wave radiated by the record-player is modulated in accordance with
the a -f signal voltages supplied by the phonograph pickup.

When the receiver is tuned exactly to the carrier frequency of
the record -player's output, it will amplify and demodulate this signal
just as
though the modulated signal were being received from a broadcasting station. Thus, the phonograph recording is reproduced by the
loudspeaker of the receiver.
To place the system in operation, the
receiver is tuned to approximately 540 kc, where no station is likely to interfere. With the
record-player in operation, the trimmer condenser across its r -f trans
former's secondary winding
is
adjusted until the recording is heard
through the receiver. This adjustment is made carefully, so that the
record -player's oscillator is exactly in tune with the receiver.
Once
adjusted in this way, it will not be necessary to readjust the frequen
cy of the record-player at any future time -- only the dial of the receiver need be set at the corresponding frequency position during phonograph operation. The receiver's volume control can be employed for
controlling the volume of phonograph reproductions as well as for
radio reception.
In the particular circuit diagrammed in Fig. 10, the ballast resistor (R) should have a
value of 275 ohms, 75 watts if the recordplayer is to be connected to a line carrying 110 to 125 volts. For a
150 -volt line, this value should be changed to 400 ohns, 75 watts.
If it is desired to
connect this apparatus to a 220 -volt line,
resistor (R) should be rated at 275 ohms, 75 watts. An additional 350
ohm
75-Vatt resistor should then also be installed at the point marked

I'X"

in Fig.

10.

In all cases, it is important that
the motor for the turntable
be rated for the line voltage used, and also that it be adapted to the
kind of current being supplied. Spring -type motors are sometimes used
for this purpose.

Automatic Record
Changers
Numerous mechanical
devices are now available for permitting continuous playing of as
many as ten l0 or 12 -inch
records without the need
for changing each record
by hand. Such devices
are known as AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGERS -- a typ
ical example of which is
shown in Fig. 11.
The operating prin
ciple of a popular type
of automatic record-chang
er for home use is illus
in Fig. 12.
,trated
At
(A) is shown the
assembly with a record on the

STACK OF
TO

.PECOEDE
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AUTOMATIC RECORD -CHANGER
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FIG. 12

OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF AUTOMATIC RECORD -CHANGER

turntable and two records suspended by the record -holder, waiting to
For the purpose of simplicity, only two suspended records
be played.
are shown, although as many as ten records can be accommodated. The
records are held up by the record -holder blades which are fastened to
record -holder posts. When the pickup arm reaches the end of
the two
the record being played, it trips a lever which causes a gearing arrangement (coupled to the motor
and not. shown)
to lift the pick
up arm up and
the
away from
record,as at (B).
At the same time,
the mechanism ro
tates the knifing blades around
other
the
to
side, separating
the lower record
from the stack
supporting
and
remaining
the

during
records
the cycle change.
The record -holder blades will
by this time have
rotated so as to
clear the records, thus permitting the lower record of the
FIG. 13
stack to drop on
RECORD-PLAYER WITH AUTOMATIC RECORD -CHANGER
the turntable as
shown at (B).
In the meantime,the lower record having been dropped into place,
the pickup arm is automatically returned to the starting groove of the
record, as shown at (C). Also, the blades are rotated so that the rec
ord-holding blades support the remaining records -- leaving the knifing blades free to "slice off" another record during the next cycle.
shown
In Fig. 13
is
automatic record -changer.

a wireless record-player equipped with an
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Recording, Radio -Phonograph Combinations
Recently, elaborate recording,radio-phonograph combinations have
become popular with the radio public. Thus, combining in one unit the
features of a radio receiver; a phonograph reproducer; a public address
system and home
recording equipment. The latter permits the
operator to make his own
recordings of the voices of
his family and friends (see
Fig. 14), to record his favorite radio programs, etc.
playing them back
-- later
through the amplifying system of the combination unit.

r

Combination units are
available in either table,
portable, or console -type
cabinets --- typical examples of which are shown in
Fig. 15.

n

1

Some of these combina
tions make use of the same
pickup device for recording
as for the reproduction of
However,
recordings.
the
majority use a separate cut
ter for recording and a con
FIG. Ill
ventional pickup for reproRECORDING A PROGRAM WITH COMBINATION INSTRUMENT
In
duction.
the
latter
case, the cutting head, microphone and pickup are all properly adjusted with respect to each
other so as
to provide optimilm frequency response for both recording
and playback. However, this matching of individual response of the
cutter, microphone and pickup prevents good quality reproduction of
recordings cut on one type of machine from being played -back on another type or make of machine.

ij

(

u

;

-

t
-

.

_
.,.

;

I

FIG. 15
TABLE AND CONSOLE MODELS OF RECORDING,
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH COMBINATIONS

Later in the
course, you will
receive detailed
instruction
on
the technique of
For
recording.
it
the present,
is sufficient for
you to know that
a recording cutter is essential
ly a phonograph
pickup being operated in reverse
order. That is,
applying audio frequency voltage
variations
across
its terminals will cause
its needle (stylus) to vibrate
accordingly and
a moduso
cut
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in a blank record or modulate a pre-cut groove in a rec
lated groove
ord which is being rotated on a turntable.
CIRCUIT OPERATION

A schematic
wiring
diagram of one of these
ccmbinations is shown in
Fig. 16. Two 2 -gang selec
tor switches are provided
to operate the system eith
er as a radio receiver,
amplifier,
public address
for recording sounds picked up by the microphone,
broadcast
for recording
programs, or for the repro
duction of phonograph recA
study of
the
ords.
switching sequences given
in
the
schematic diagram
will indicate that the loud
speaker is operated as a
monitor at reduced output
while recording broadcast
programs, but is silenced
when recording sounds pick
microphone_
ed up by
the
The cutter head is not energized when the switches
are in the
radio, public
address, or record reproThese
ducing positions.
are as
switch operations
follows:

ASA RADIO RECEIVER:
Master switch Q is placed
position, and
in
the R
switch D is closed to E,
while the adjacent plunger
is raised to connect H and
TO USE

At
time,
the
same
switch A is open. Thus,
the crystal pickup, microphone and crystal cutting
head are disconnected from
all portions of the audio
circuit, and the receiver
in the
convenoperates
tional manner.
J.

USE AS A PHONOGRAPH:
Master switch Q is placed
in
the P position, which
connects the crystal pickup to the audio input cirTO

FIG. 16
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A RECORDING,
RADIO -PHONOGRAPH COMBINATION
N

cuit of the 6Q7 tube. At
the same time, the r -f tun
of
the set
ing sections
are disconnected from the
volume control potentiometer and grounded direct by
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the simultaneous closing of switch G to R.
passed through the receiver at this time.

I

3

Thus, no radio signals are

remain in the same position as
The ganged switches D and A
radio reception; that is, with D closed to E, and A open.

for

TO USE AS A PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM WITH MICROPHONE: Master switch Q is
placed in the M position and G remains closed to R. This leaves the
The
phonograph pickup disconnected.
radio tuning sections and the
leaving
thus
A
E,
and
open,
ganged output switch D remains closed to
the loudspeaker in circuit and the cutting head disconnected.
in the microMaster switch Q remains
TO RECORD FROM THE MICROPHONE:
phone or M position and G in the R position. Switch A is closed to C
the
crystal cutting head into circuit. Switch D is
so as to connect
the loudspeaker.
as
to
disconnect
so
opened

Master switch Q is placed in the R position,
PROGRAMS:
which disconnects both the crystal pickup and the microphone. Switch
D is closed and A is closed, thus placing both the speaker and cutting
head in circuit. However, the plunger in the speaker circuit is now
dropped so as to connect points L and K, in order to allow the speaker
operated at reduced volume for monitoring the radio program beto be
TO RECORD RADIO

ing recorded.

Sometimes, the master switch Q is ganged with switches G, D, and
simultaneous operation of the input and output circuits according to the type of operation desired.

A to give

the output transon
A separate secondary winding is provided
voltage to prophigher
and
impedance
a
higher
furnish
to
former (L-7)
erly drive the crystal cutting head. The cutting head has an impedance
rating of about 1000 ohms as compared to 9 ohms of the speaker's voice
coil.

included in
and tube rectifier (6Q7) are
A resistance network
to the "tuning eye" of the
the cutting head circuit, and so connected
receiver (the 6U5 or 6G5 tube) that the latter will furnish a visual
output power available for driving the
indication of the approximate
cutting head. The driving power for either the cutting head or the
loudspeaker is regulated by the main volume control potentiometer of
the receiver.

thoroughly covered in later
is
Since the subject of recording
of
the course, we will not discuss these principles further
lessons
at this time.

Volume Expansion
In the music of a symphony orchestra, the sound intensity of the
loud passages is very much higher than that of the soft passages. We
such music has a "very large volume range." When such
then say that
music is recorded, it is not feasible to make the ratio of the maximum
amplitude to minimum amplitude as large on the record as it is in the
Therefore, the recording process is monitored so that
original music.
the volume range of the original music is compressed on the record; in
other words, the amplitude of the loud passages is suppressed more
than that of the soft passages so there is now not as great a differsoft and loud passages as actually
ence between the intensity of the
To compensate for this compression, while
produced by the orchestra.
playing the record, a VOLUME EXPANDER amplifier system is used.
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The volume expander has a variable gain which is greater for a
high -amplitude signal than for a low -amplitude signal. Therefore, it
amplifies the loud passages more than the soft passages and thus restores to the music being reproduced from the record
the identical
volume range of the original.
In Fig. 17 is shown a typical volume expander amplifier circuit,
employing a 6L7 pentagrid tube as an audio amplifier, a 6C5 triode
amplifier, and a 6H6 diode half -wave rectifier.

The action of this circuit depends on the fact
that the gain of
the 6L7 tube as an audio amplifier can be varied by variation of the
bias on its #3 grid. When the bias on this #3 grid is made less negaIn_ the
tive, the gain of the 6L7 tube increases.
circuit shown, the
signal to be amplified is applied to the #1 control grid of the 6L7
and is then accordingly amplified by the tube.

/uL7

(AMPLIFIER)

VOL </MC

GOA/TQOL
PHON06RAPM

./

/NOUT

N f 6R/D
TO

d / 6.C/9

Al/D/O

AMPL /P/ET

NI

.5

VOLTAGE D/V/DE.Q

.5

.5

EXPA A/5/ OA/

CONTROL

6CS
(AMPLIFIER)

dIF

II

e

}

/OOY.

61.16
(RECTIFIER)
OV.

250 M

/5.

.5
o

B-

FIG. 17
VOLUME EXPANDER
N

CIRCUIT
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This signal is also applied to the grid of the 6C5 tube,is ampli
fled by it and is then applied across the diode load circuit of the
6H6 tube. Because of the latter tube functioning as a half -wave recti
fier, the rectified current will flow through resistor R which is conIt is
tube's cathode and diode plates.
nected in series with this
rectified voltage developed
then rectified by the 6H6 diode. The
across R is then applied as a positive bias to the #3 grid of the 6L7
input increases, the
signal
Then, when the amplitude of
the
tube.
voltage across resistor R also increases, and the bias on the #3 grid
the gain of
Because this increases
of the 6L7 is made less negative.
amplifier increases with an increase in the
the
the 6L7, the gain of
signal amplitude and thus produces VOLUME EXPANSION of the signal.
The #1 control grid of the 6L7 is a variable -mu grid and thereFor
fore will produce distortion if the input signal is too large.
that reason, the signal input to the 6L7 must not exceed a peak value
(This
is of the same order as the voltage obtained
value
of 1 volt.
from the usual magnetic phonograph pickup.) The no -signal bias voltage on the #3 grid is controlled by the adjustment of contact P on the
is
adjusted
initially to give a no This contact
voltage divider.
signal plate current of around 0.15 milliampere, in the case of the
6L7 tube.
The volume expansion circuit is always placed between the phonograph input and the audio amplifier, as designated in Fig. 17. Any
conventional phonograph pickup circuit may be connected to the input
of the volume expander, and any conventional high -quality audio ampliIt is to be understood
fier circuit may be connected to its output.
that volume expansion is used only when reproducing phonograph recordings -- and not during the reception of radio programs.

Volume expansion is not used in the majority of radio -phonograph
combinations due to the added expense of incorporating this feature -the more expensive models.
in
but if used -- it will be found only
Circuits of such receivers are arranged so that the volume expansion
into
the
system during phonograph operation and
circuit is switched
disconnected therefrom during the reception of radio programs.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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1.

-

Explain briefly the operating principles of a"wireless"
record-player.

2.

-

Draw a circuit diagram of a multi -purpose
detector
stage, showing how it may be adapted to either radio re
ception or for the reproduction of phonograph recordings.

3

-

Why is it necessary to change bias resistors in the cir
cult diagrammed at (A) of Fig. 2 of this lesson when
switching from radio to phonograph operation?

4.

-

Why is it not practical to connect a crystal pickup directly across the "PHONO" terminals in the circuit diagrammed at (B) of Fig. 2?

5

-

When using the

automatic

record -changer

described in

this lesson, what prevents two records from dropping on
the turntable simultaneously?
6.

-

What equipment is used on recording radio -phonograph
combinations that is not found on the
conventional radio receiver which
is
designed for the reception of
radio programs only?

7.

-

Why is volume expansion
fiers?

employed

in some

audio ampli-

8.

-

What must be done to prevent radio signals from interfering with the reproduction of recordings if no means
is provided on a combination radio -phonograph
for making
the
radio -frequency amplifier inoperative during
phonograph operation?

9

-

What prevents the records from dropping on the pickup
during the operation of the record -changer described in
this lesson?

10.

-

What

is the purpose of the rectifier as used in a volume expansion circuit?
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SYSTEMS

From what you have learned thus far concerning radio receivers and
associated equipment, you will realize how extensively filter systems are
used in electronic equipment of all kinds.
You have seen how we employed filter circuits in conjunction with power packs to
remove the ripple from B current after it
has been rectified; how various types
of r -f and a -f filter systems are used in
receivers and amplifiers to separate certain
frequencies from others; how the band-pass
principle is applied to selector circuits,

etc.
Now that you know how these different
types of filters are applied in radio,
we shall proceed with the various design
problems related to circuits of this type.
We can classify filter systems into

the following four distinct groups:
(1) LOW-PASS FILTERS;
(2) HIGH-PASS
FILTERS;

(3)

BAND-PASS FILTERS;

SUPPRESSION filters.

(4

These

)

BAND -

will

now be discussed in detail.

LOW-PASS FILTERS
Low-pass filters are designed to pass
all frequencies below a definite frequency
which is known as the CUT-OFF FREQUENCY
and to substantially reduce or "attenuate"
the amplitude of currents of all frequencies above the predetermined cut-off frequency.
This type of filter will permit
direct current to flow through it with-

out appreciable opposition.
ER -56

FIG.
TYPICAL COMMERCIAL FILTER UNITS
I
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In Fig. 2 you are shown a typical low-pass filter. You will no
doubt immediately recognize it as being the type of filter which is
used extensively in the power pack of a -c receivers to filter the "B"
current after is has been rectified.

LOW-PASS FILTER ACTION
Inductonce;

For the sake.of simplicity, we

(-WW11
Condenser --

1
T

FIG. 2
LOW-PASS FILTER

shall assume, first,
that a d -c
emf is applied to the filter.
In
Fig. 3,
we have a diagram which
illustrates clearly the conditions
existing in the
system in which
the filter is being used.
The source
of emf
is in this case considered
as being a d -c generator, connected
to what is known as the source end
of the filter.
A resistor is connected across the load end of the

filter.

You can readily see that the applied emf tends to force current
through the load, and that the inductance is connected in series with
the source of emf and the load.
The condenser is connected in parallel with the load; or "shunted across it," as we generally say.
Thus,
it is apparent that if a d -c emf is applied to the system, the
inductance offers no opposition towards the flow of direct current, other
than its ohmic resistance --- which is quite low.
The condenser,
on
the other hand, does not permit direct current to flow through it.
Therefore, all current which is caused to flow by the emf must pas s
through the load.
Now, let us see what happens when an alternating emf is applied
to this circuit.
An inductance, you will recall, opposes the flow
of either an alternating or a pulsating direct current; and the higher
the frequency of such current, the greater will be the opposition.
A condenser, however, permits the flow of alternating or pulsating
current; and the higher the frequency of the current, the less will

be the opposition.
So, with an a -c voltage source applied to the filter, conditions
become as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Assuming the polarity of the
generator voltage at one particular instant being as indicated in
Fig. 4,
and that the frequency of the generated emf is such as to
be opposed by the filter, we find that as the generator voltage rises
in a positive direction, there
will be a flow of electrons in
the direction indicated by the
arrows.(Note: Electrons flow
from negative towards positive).
These electrons leave the upper

condenser plate, pass through
the inductance, generator, and
gather on the lower condenser
plate.
Comparatively few of these
electrons pass through the load;
since in actual practice, the
load resistance is much higher
than the capacitive reactance
The inducof the condenser.
tance opposes this increasing

FIG. 3
PASSAGE OF D -C THROUGH THE FILTER
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current; and
operating as
assists the
reducing the

the condenser,
just explained,

inductance

in

flow of current
through the load at this frequency.

As the generator

emf

reaches
its peak value and
commences to decrease, the
collapsing magnetic field
around the inductance generates a self-induced emf in
the inductance.
The polarity
of this self-induced voltage
is such as to keep the electrons flowing into the lower

FIG. 4
ACTION OF FILTER TOWARDS

condenser plate.

A -C

Finally, when the applied emf reaches a value Df zero, and the
magnetic field around the inductance dies down, the condenser disAnd,
charges electrons from its lower plate toward its upper plate.
it tends to drive a
as the generator emf reverses its polarity,
still greater number of electrons towards the upper condenser plate
as indicated by the arrows in Fig.

5.

Thus, the upper condenser plate be

comes negatively charged.

After reaching its peak value in this direction, the voltage
again approaches zero,
as also does the magnetic field around the
inductance.
But, the self-induced voltage generated by this collapsing field keeps the electrons moving in the same direction. Finally, the generator voltage commences to build up in the opposite
direction; and the electron flow illustrated in Fig. 4 again occurs.
This cycle of events continues in this order repeatedly as the a -c
emf is applied.
The important fact to remember about this system,when subjected to

or pulsating d -c voltages, is that although the inductance alone
opposes variations in current and so reduces the flow of electrons
would pass through the
some of this current
through the circuit,
a -c

However, by using the condenload, were it not for the condenser.
ser in combination with the inductance, the condenser serves to "store"
an appreciable number of electrons each time that the applied emf
reverses or varies in value, and in this way by-passes them around
the current through the load is reduced ma
the load.
Therefore,
terially a: this frequency.
This effect will be still more

pronounced when the reactance
of the condenser is much less
than the resistance or impedance of the lcad; and which
is the case in actual practice
where filters of this type are
used.
At frequencies below cut-off,
the opposition and by-passing effect

becomes less; and therefore, more
At
current passes through the load.
frequencies above cut-off, the opFIG. 5
REVERSE ELECTRON FLOW
ER -56

position and by-passing effect becomes greater, and'less cur rent passes through the load.
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"T" -TYPE LOW-PASS FILTERS

Although the single -section filter has a definite effect upon reducing
the flow of current through the load at frequencies above cut-off, yet it
doesn't cause a very sharp reduction in current at the cut-off frequency.
To make the cut-off more abrupt (or sharper) at the desired cut-off frequency, another inductance can be connected in series with the load -end
of the filter as illustrated in Fig. 6.
This is known as a "T" -type
filter,for the reason that the
two inductances, L1 and L2, together with condenser C, take
the shape of the letter "T".
In order to provide a still
sharper frequency cut-off, two
of these T -sections can be connected together as illustrated
in Fig. 7.
Here, we have inductances L1 and L2 together with con
denser C1s forming one T -section ,

FIG. 6
T -TYPE FILTER

while inductances L3 and L4 with
condenser Ca form the second T section.

If the inductance value of L1 -L2 -L3 and L4 are all equal, then the
combined inductance of L2 and L 3will be twice that of the individual
inductances L1 and L4.
Or, the outer individual inductances L, and L4
each have one-half the inductance of L2 and L3 combined.

Quite often, in practice, the
This is an important rule to remember.
two chokes L2 and L3 are replaced by a single choke as illustrated in Fig.
8.
In this case, the inductance of each of the end chokes is equal to

one-half that of the center choke.
as L,

For the sake of simplicity, we designate the center inductance
and the two end inductances as 1/2 L.

In some instances, three -section T -filters, such as the one shwa
In this type of filter, the two end chokes L1 and
in Fig. 9, are used.
L4 each have one-half the inductance value of L2 and L3.
The greater the number of filter sections used, the sharper will be
Frequently, a single section is sufficient, but
the frequency cut-off.
sections
or
three
sometimes two

are required.

This depends

chiefly upon how sharp the frequency cut-off must be, and
the allowable cost for this part

of the equipment.

"PI" TYPE LOW-PASS FILTER
In Fig. 10, you are
shown another form of filter where a condenser is
connected across the line
at each end of an inductance.
This is known as a "PI"

filter, since its circuit
diagram somewhat resembles

FIG. 7
TWO -SECTION T -FILTER

LESSON NO.
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the Greek letter, rr
This
filter operates on the same
principles as already explained for the T -type fil-

5

.

ter,

L

'/:L

I

only that there are now

'4L

II

two condensers per section
connected across the line.

TI

The I'T" and the "PI"
filter each have their distinct advantages. The T -

filter

TC2

is more desirable

for constant voltage circuits, while the "PI" filter is most desirable when
a more
nearly constant
current is required.

FIG,

S

TWO -SECTION T -FILTER WITH
SINGLE CENTER
INDUCTANCE

In this case, also, the frequency cut-off can be made sharper by
increasing the number of filter sections in the system. In Fig. 11,
for instance, we have two "PI" sections connected end -to -end.
Under
these conditions, condensers C2 and C3 are connected
L2

LI

L3

L4

in parallel, which means that

111

condensers have the same
capacity, the capacitance

if all

of the individual

at the junction will be equal
to the capacity of Ca plus
C3.
Thus, capacitance at the
point of junction is eqal

E.M.F.

to twice
the capacitance
at either end of the filter.

This same effect may
be obtained by using a single
condenser of twice the ca FIG. 9
pacity at the junction point
THREE -SECTION T -FILTER
of the
-connected in
cuctances, as shown in Fig:
12.
The center condenser C will in this case have twice the
capacity
of the two end condensers which for the sake of
simplicity are designated as 1/2 C. Inductances Ll and L2 are equal in value.

series

Fig.

13

shows how a three -section

"PI" filter is arranged.

Here, the three

inductances each have the same value.
The two end condensers each have one-

half the capacity of the condensers which
are used in the center or "repeating
section" of the filter. This is designated in Fig. 13 by the fact that the
two center condensers are both marked
IICII
while the two end condensers are
each marked 1/2 C.

Having considered the operation and
structural features of the various forms
of low-pass filters, we are now ready to
discuss the design problems pertaining
thereto.
ER -56

FIG.

10

SINGLE -SECTION "PI"
FILTER
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LOW-PASS FILTER DESIGN

L2

Li

OW

The first point to bear in

mind is that in order for a
filter to be efficient, its
source and load impedance

`2T

T`I

TC3

C4T

should

be approximately equal to what
is known as the "characteristic
impedance" of the filter.
If the nature of the pro to be such that

blem happens

FIG. II
TWO -SECTION "PI" FILTER

the load and source impedance
and are already
are kncwn,

then this same impedance value is chosen as the characteristic
impedance of the filter which is to be designed.
Should either the
load or source impedance,
but not both already be established --and of known value --- then this known terminal
impedance can be
selected as the desired characteristic impedance of the filter.The
other terminal impedance is then adjusted to this value.
equal,

To determine the inductance and condenser values for a low-pass
filter of a given cut-off frequency, use the following formulas:
0.3183 x Zc

L =

Wherein L

Li

the inductance,

expressed in henries; Zc = the characteristic impedance, expressed in
ohms; f= cut-off frequency in cycles
per second.
=

TV.0
=

0.3183

IC

%:

C

f x Zc

Wherein C = the capacity, expressed
in farads; f = cut-off frequency
Zc = the
in cycles per second;
characteristic impedance,expressed
in ohms.

FIG. 12
ANOTHER TWO -SECTION "PI" FILTER

Example:
In Fig. 14, is illustrated a problem where a low-pass
filter is installed in the plate circuit of a vacuum tube which is
handling both radio frequency and audio frequency energy. The purpose of this filter is to prevent r -f energy from getting into the
following a -f stage, while at the same time permitting the a -f signal to pass through to the audio
frequency amplifier.
L
L2
L3
I

IC

IC

FIG. 13
THREE -SECTION "PI" FILTER

'ZCT

The load resistor of this
circuit has a resistance value
of 50,000 ohms, and the plate
resistance of the tube is known
Since the
to be 250,000 ohms.
highest audio frequency to be
passed by the filter is 20,000
cycles, we choose this as our
cut-off frequency.

In order for the filter
to operate at maximum efficiency,

LESSON NO. 56
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the source impedance should be equal to the load impedance.
This
can be accomplished by connecting a resistor R2 in parallel with the
tube's plate resistance.

The total resistance

of two parallel connected resistances is

determined by the formula R =
Hence, since "R" in this case
R. + R2z
is equal to the plate land resistor, (50,000 ohms), and as the tube's
plate resistance (R1) is already set at 250,000 ohms, the value of R2
can be found by using the parallel
resistance formula in the form
R x RI
50,000 x 250,000
12,500,000,000
RQ_ R
From
- 62,500 ohms.
s
250,000 - 50,000 - R
200,000
this, we see that by connecting the 62,500 ohm resistor (R:) in parallel
with the tube's plate resistance, the source impedance of the filter
will be equal to the load impedance, or 50,000 ohms.
The characteristic impedance of the filter should therefore also be 50,000 ohms.
.

With this value determined, the required inductance for the filter
0.3183 x Zc
0.3183 x 50,000
can be found by using the formula:
L =
20,000
-15,915- .79 henries. This
value
the
is
for
L in our filter diagrams.
- 20,000000
To find the value of each
0.3183
0.3183
C = f x Zc - 20,007-X 50,000 - 1,
.0003183 mfds. or approximately
"C" in our filter diagrams.

filter condenser,

use the formula:

0.3183
000, 000, COO

= .0000000003183

.00032 mfds.

farads=

This is the value for

When constructing the
filter, its resistance should

be kept down to as low a
value as possible because
resistance tends to oppose
even currents of those frequencies which it is desired
to pass, and prevents a sharp
cut-off.
Also, it is to be
remembered that the current
intentionally suppressed by
the filter is never reduced to
absolute zero at any frequency; however, zero current can

be more nearly approached
by employing a series of
properly designed filter
sections.
The design constants are worked out in
the same manner whether
FIG. ik
the filter be of the "T"
CALCULATING THE FILTER
of "PI" type.
The choice
of the type depends upon the advantages most desired, and which were
mentioned for each form earlier in this lesson.
In the average r -f filter, such as used in the plate circuit
of the detector tube in a radio receiver, a frequency of 10,000 oycles per second is generally chosen for the highest frequency to be
passed freely while frequencies above 20,000 cycles are to be suppressed materially. Thus, radio frequencies will be suppressed or
rejected by the filter, and audio frequencies will pass through it
to the a -f amplifier.
ER -56
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In the case of power supply filters, direct current and all other
currents having a frequency up to about 20 cycles per second are generally offered free passage.
Frequencies above 20 cycles should be
blocked.
This will reject the undesirable 60 and 120 cycle "hum

frequencies."

HIGH-PASS FILTERS
Although the high-pass filter also employs a condenser in conjunction with an inductance, yet these two components are arranged
in a different manner than in low-pass filters.
This is illustrated
in Fig. 15, where you will notice that the condenser is now connected
in series with the line,
and the inductance is shunted across the
load.
This is just the opposite to the arrangement of these same
parts in a low-pass filter.
In this circuit, the condenser
opposes the passage of d -c and low frequency current, but its ability
to oppose the flow of current decreases

rapidly as the frequency of the current increases. This means that the
higher the frequency, the easier it will
be for
the current to flow from the
source toward the load end of the filter, and vice versa.

FIG. 15
HIGH-PASS FILTER

These high -frequency currents, which
are effective at the load end of the condenser, find it difficult to pass through
the inductance.
Therefore, they flow through
the load, the resistance of which is much
less than is the reactance of the inductance
towards these same frequencies.

If some of the lower frequencies should react through the condenser, the reactances the inductance would be quite low in comparison to the load resistance so that it will practically short circuit such currents around the load; thereby materially reducing t h e
flow of current through the load.
In order for this filter to work
most effectively, the reactance of the choke should be low in value
as compared to the load resistance, at the lower frequencies.

High-pass filters can also be arranged in a T -pattern, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 16.
By thus shunting the inductance across
the load from the point o f junction
between the two condensers, the low -

frequency currents find it still more
difficult to reach the load on account of the additional opposition offered by the second condenser (C2);
whereas the higher frequencies can continue on through to the load.
This will
result in a still sharper frequency

cut-off than when condenser
omitted.

C

2

i s

Fig. 17 illustrates a "double -T",
high-pass filter in which the two condensers Ca and C3 are included between
the two inductances.
If the capacity
values of all these condensers are

FIG.
T

16

-TYPE HIGH-PASS FILTER

LESSON NO. 56
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alike, then the combined capacity
of

C2

and C3 will be just one-half

that of the individual capacities
C1 and C4.
Therefore, if it is desired to replace condensers C2 and
C3 by a single condenser as in
Fig. 18, then this single condenser
should have just half the capacity

of

the two end condensers. This
is indicated in Fig. 18
the fact that the center con-

relation
by

denser

is

marked

C

end condensers, 2 C.
ductances are equal.

also possible

to

have

high-pass "PI" filter

as

shown

It
a

and the two
The two in-

in Fig.

is

FIG..

DOUBLE

-T

17

HIGH-PASS FILTER

Here, the filter is terminated at each end by
ductance,with a condenser installed between them in one side
line.
In this case, the first choke (L1) serves as a shunt
the load for low frequency and direct currents, at the input or
end of the filter.
Condenser C rejects such currents.
19.

an inof the

around
source

Whatever undesired currents
should be effective at the load
C will again have the opportunity of being shunted around the

end of

load by the second inductance (L2).

High -frequency currents, however,
must pass through the load because
of the opposition offered to them
by La.

Here again, the cut-off can
sharper by adding another
section.
So, in Fig. 20, we have
the two -section "PI" type highbe made

pass filter.
In this circuit, the
two inductances L2 and L3 are conDOUBLE -T WITH COMMON CAPACITY
nected in parallel, which means
that their combined inductance be comes only one -half that of inductances L and L4,
individually;
provided,
of course,
that all four of these inductances have the
same value.
FIG. 18

Conditions being such, it is clear
that if the two inductances L2 and Ly
are to be replaced with a single inas in the filter shown in
ductance,
Fig. 21, then this common inductance
L in Fig. 21 should have just one-half
the inductance value of the two inductances at the ends of the filter.
For convenience, we say that the common inductance has a value of "L",
while the two end inductances each have
a value of 2 L.

POWER PACK FILTER CHOKES
Before concluding this lesson,
and while we are still considering the
ER -56
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FIG. 19
TYPE HIGH-PASS FILTER
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subject of filters, it is advisable to present several additional facts concerning power
pack filter chokes.
As you already know,

chokes

for this purpose consist of
many turns of fine wire, wound
on a laminated steel core so
that the choke will have a rather high inductance value ---usually from 15 to 30 henries.
When selecting such a choke,
important to take into
it is
account the total d -c current
FIG. 20
which the choke will be reTWO -SECTION "PI" HIGH-PASS FILTER
quired to pass at full load.
A current overload is undesirable from the standpoint of exceeding
the safe current -carrying capacity for the size of wire used on the

winding.
It is also to be noted that the inductance value of the choke
decreases materially as the current flow through it increases beIn other words, if a choke is rated as having
yond a certain point.
this value applies only when a defian inductance of 30 henries,

nite direct current is passing through its winding.

Should the current be
increased above this rated
value sufficiently, then
the inductance of the choke
to 15 henries, or so. Any apprereduction in the
ciable
inductance of a filter
choke will impair the filtering action considerably
and may result in more hum
This is
at the output.
worth remembering, because
it will impress upon your
mind the importance of selecting filter chokes from
the standpoint of inductance
rating at a specific current

may drop down

Lood-=

FIG. 21
"PI" HIGH-PASS
Two -SECTION
WITH
INDUCTANCE
COMMON
FILTER

load.

In the next lesson you are going to learn still more about the va

you will
Here,
systems employed in Radio.
rious types of filter
find the basic formulas for designing high-pass filters, band-pass
filters, etc. You will also become better acquainted with such electrical characteristics as mutual inductance, coefficient of coupling,
and other features that are of interest and importance.

*************
***********
*********
*******
*****
***
*

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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1. - What four types of filter systems are frequently employed
in Radio?
2.

-

What is a low-pass filter expected to do?

3.

-

Draw a diagram of a T -type, low-pass filter.

4.

-

Draw a diagram of a PI -type, low-pass filter.

5.

-

What is meant by the "characteristic impedance" of a
filter?

6.

-

What is a high-pass filter expected to do?

7.

-

Draw a diagram of a simple high-pass filter, and explain
how it operates.

8.

-

Would you classify

a

power supply filter as being a

low-pass filter or a high-pass filter?
for your answer.
9.

-

Give the.reason

When designing a filter, is itadvisable that the source,
load, and characteristic impedance of the filter all be
equal?

10.- What is the formula for calculating the inductance of the
choke to be used in a low-pass filter?

reat factory with machinery all working and
revolving with absolute and rhythmic regularity,
and with the men all driven by one impulse and

moving in unison as though a constituent part of
the mighty machine, is one of the most inspiring

examples of directed force that the world knows.
One
of

rarely sees the face

of a mechanic in the act

creation which is not fine, never one which is

not earnest and impressive.

J
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BAND-PASS

FILTER

DESIGN

In this lesson, you are going to continue the study of filter
sysWe shall begin with a description of the
tems.
procedure for designing
the high-pass filters presented to you in the previous lesson.

To calculate the inductance and capacity values for a
high-pass
filter of either the "T" or "PI" types, two handy formulas are
available.
They are:

L

0.07958 x

Zc

wherein L is the inductance, expressed in henries; Z. is the characteristic impedance, expressed in ohms; and
f is
the cut-off frequency, expressed in cycles per second.
,

C _ 007958
- f x Zc

wherein C is the capacity,
p
Y, expressed i n farads; f is
the cut-off frequency, expressed in cycles per second; and Zc
is the
characteristic impedance, expressed in ohms.
The characteristic impedance for high-pass filters is determined
in the same manner as already described for low-pass filters
in the

previous lesson.

For most

effective results, the source
impedance, load impedance and
the characteristic impedance
of the filter should all be
approximately equal.

In Fig. 1, is show
the application of a highpass filter to a radio circuit; for which we shall
now work out the design.

is

This high-pass filter

connected between the

plate and grid circuits of
ER
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FIG.
A
HIGH-PASS FILTER
I

APPLICATION OF
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two tubes in an r -f amplifier.
Radio and audio frequencies are both
being fed into the amplifier; and it is desired to separate them and
only amplify the radio frequencies.
In other words, the audio frequencies are to be rejected or suppressed by this filter, while the
radio frequencies are to be transferred from the plate circuit of tube
#1 to the grid circuit of tube #2.
We shall assume that the plate resistance of tube #1 is 250,000 ohms,
that the plate coupling resistor has a resistance of 40,000 ohms and
that the cut-off frequency is to be set at the upper limit of audibility
or 20,000 cycles.

Now then, our first step is to determine the effective source impedance.
Since the plate coupling resistor is connected in parallel
with the tube's plate resistance, the effective impedance at this point
is found by applying our formula for finding the total resistance of
two
parallel-connected resistors, or R
ohms, and R2 = 40,000 ohms.

Therefore, R

=

-

Rz
R1 x; RzR,

250,000 x 40,000
250,000 + 40,000

-

In our problem,

10,000,000,000
290,000

-

R =

250 000
,

34,483 ohms.

The characteristic impedance of the filter should also be chosen
as 34,483 ohms.
And, substituting this value in our formula for calculating the filter inductance, we have:

L

0.07958 x

0.07958 x 34,483
20,000
proximately), or 140 millihenries.
-

0.07958
C -

f

Zc

0.07958

2744.16

- 20,000

(ap-

0.07957

x Zc - 20,000 x 34,483 - 689,660,000

or 0.0001 mfds.

,14 henries

- .0000000001 farads

(approximately).

Bear in mind that the inductance and capacity values as determined
by these two formulas correspond to "L" and "C" in the high-pass filters
illustrated in the previous lesson.
When double -section filters are
used, the values 2L and 2C apply, in accordance with the particular
type of filter, as pointed out in the previous lesson.
Since in the circuit of Fig. 1, the source and characteristic impedance are both 34,483 ohms, the load impedance (represented by "X")
should also be approximately 34,483 ohms.
Note that the component "X"
in Fig. 1 is the electrical equivalent of a load circuit, whatever that
may be; and not a resistor connected physically at the points indicated.
The grid -cathode resistance within tube #2 is of a very high order, so
we may neglect its parallel effect upon load "X".

BAND-PASS CIRCUITS
Having studied both the low and high-pass filter systems individually, you can no doubt see the possibilities for combining these two
distinct filters in such manner that each will offer its own cut-off
frequency. This will result in the passage of a frequency band extending
between these two cut-off points, and suppression of all other frequencies.

In Fig. 2, for instance, we have such a combination where the
feeds into a low-pass filter which is followed by a high-pass
before the load is finally reached. Assuming that the high-pass
is designed for a 600 kc
and the low-pass filter
cut off,

source
filter
filter
for an

LESSON NO. 57
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800 kc cut-off, all frequencies
below 600 kc and all frequencies
above 800 kc will be suppressed;
and only a band of 800 minus
600 or 200 kc will pass through

the filter.
Hence, this is
called a band-pass filter.

In Fig.

3,

we have a

typical band-pass filter.
Here, the series condensers
are designated as "C" and
the parallel condensers as
FIG. 2

In working out the design
of such a band-pass filter,

PRODUCING BAND-PASS EFFECT

we first take into account the source and load impedance --- equalizing them; and set the characteristic impedance of the filter to this
same value.
The next point to consider is the lower and upper cutoff frequencies.
The value for C in the filter of Fig. 3 can then
be determined by using the formula:
C - F1 + F2 , where C is the capa1F2Zc
hT
city in farads; F1 is the lower frequency cut-off in cycles per second;
Fa is the higher frequency cut-off in cycles per second; and Zc is
the characteristic impedance of the filter expressed in ohms.
In other
words, to find the value of "C" add F1 to F2 and divide this sum by
the product you obtain from the following operation: 4 times 3.14 times
F1 times F2 times Z.
.

Fi

To find the value of C1 in Fig. 3, use the formula: Cl _
r

2(F1 -F11

To solve this problem, subtract F1 from F2 and multiply this difference
by Zc times 7t F1.
Then divide F1 by this final product.

The value for the inductance "L" in Fig. 3 is found by using the
formula:
L= (F4,T FFF1
That is, subtract Fs from F1 and multipV
this difference by Zc.
Divide the number thus obtained by the product
derived from multiplying 4 times 3.14 times F1 times F1. The inductance will be expressed in henries.

FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS IN BAND-PASS CIRCUITS

You are nov ready to study some other important relations that
exist between the circuit constants of band-pass systems such as used
in band selector circuits
of the type illustrated in
Fig. 4.
Here, the common
inductance L is used as
the coupling coil, or coupling inductance.
First, let us consider the coefficient of coupling of this circuit.
The

coefficient of coupling
a number which expresses
to what extent the magnetic lines of force originating around one winding
is

FIG. 3
TYPICAL BAND-PASS FILTER
ER
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also encircle a second winding that is inductively coupled
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to the first.
Fig. 5 illusHere, the magnetrates this.
tic field originating around coil
#1 also links coil #2.
If conditions were such that all of
the lines of force were utilized
by coil #2, we would say that
there was unity coupling between
them, or that the coefficient
of coupling was 1.
The letter
"K" is generally used to designate the coefficient of coupling.
In actual practice, however,
there is always a certain amount

of magnetic leakage so that
not all of the'magnetic field
produced by coil #1 is utilized
by coil #2.
Therefore, the

FIG. 4

BAND-PASS CIRCUIT WITH COUPLING COIL

coefficient of coupling becomes less than
1, generally being expressed as a decimal
fraction such as .2 or .5, etc. --- or as
a percentage as, 3%, 8%, etc.
The coefficient of coupling in good iron -core transformers is quite high --- frequently attaining
a value of .98 or 98%.
However, in air -core
transformers, where the magnetic leakage
is greater, the coefficient of coupling
may be as low a value as .1 or less.
In a circuit as illustrated in Fig. 6,
where the inductance "L,,," is connected across it as here shown, the coefficient of
coupling between the two windings "L,"
and "Lzl can be determined approximately
by means of the following formula:

K

FIG. 5
INDUCTIVELY
COUPLED WINDINGS
Two

Lm

,
wherein K is the coefficinet of coupling,
J (Li + Lm) (L2.+ Lm)
expressed as a decimal fraction; Lo,
the inductance of the coupling
coil, expressed in micrchenries; L1is the inductance of winding L1s expressed in microhenries; and L2 is the inductance ofwinding Lº, ex-

_

is

pressed in microhenries.
If

the circuits are

capacitively coupled,
in Fig.

as

then the coeffizient of coupling can be
determined by the formula:
K

7,

V Cs

C2

+ C,) (Cm + CI)
wherein K is the coefficient
of coupling expressed as a
decimal fraction; C1 is the
capacity of condenser C1,
expressed in microfarads; C2 is
the capacity of condenser C2 ex-

pressed in microfarads; and
capacity of the coupling condenser, expressed in
microfarads.
C,,,is the

FIG 6
CIRCUIT WITH COMMON COUPLING INDUCTANCE
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Now then, assuming that each of the
two tuned circuits are resonated individually at the same frequency (which is the
case in band -selector circuits), the difference between the lower and upper frequencies passed,or the width of band passed
--- expressed in kilocycles --- can be found
with the aid of the following formula:
Width of band passed is equal to the resonant
frequency of the tuned circuits multiplied
by the coefficient of coupling.

1

TCm
FIG. 7
BAND-PASS CIRCUIT
WITH CAPACITIVE
COUPLING

As you will recall from previous studies

on band-pass or band -selector circuits,
the selectivity curve obtained with this
type of circuit has a resonance peak toward
either side of the fundamental resonant
The relation
frequency as shown in Fig. 8.
which these two peak frequencies bear to
the fundamental resonant frequency is expressed by the following two formulas:

Higher frequency peak (in kc.) _

"h`

LL-rtn
where Low frequency peak (in kc) _
,
Kc ,..,, is the resonant frequency, expressed
in kilocycles,and K is the coefficient of

coupling.
FIG. 8
SELECTIVITY CURVE

BAND-PASS RECEIVERS

When a band-pass circuit is employed in the first r -f stage of a
receiver in which rather sharply tuned circuits follow as in Fig. 9,
then the band-pass circuit at the input of the receiver is generally
referred to as being a band -selector circuit.
In this case, the regular band-pass features are obtained in
the band selector circuit itself, and the following circuits may decrease materially the
width of the band passed

by the band selector
circuit.

Although the

narrowing effect upon
t he band will not be
quite so apparent as
when the input circuits
are also sharp tuning,
yet it does exist.
If

feature

the band-pass
is to be re-

tained throughout the
entire r -f section of
the receiver, then one
method of accomplishing
this is illustrated in
In this sysFig. 10.
tem, all of the tuning
FIG. 9

APPLICATION OF THE BAND-PASS CIRCUIT
ER -57
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circuits in the r -f section are of the bandpass type, each being
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R.

R.F.

F.

FIG 10
CIRCUIT WITH COMPLETE BAND-PASS

designed to pass the same band of frequencies. The entire r -f amplifier
of the receiver then becomes a true band-pass system.
Bear in mind that all of the variable condensers here shown are regular tuning condensers which tune both the plate and grid circuit windings.
Although the symbols are similar to those of i -f transformers,
as used in superheterodyne receivers, the parts differ greatly in construction and appearance.

Another method for securing band-pass characteristics in an r -f amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 11. To begin with, a regular band -selector
circuit is used between the antenna input and the first r -f tube.
This
is followed by successive r -f stages which are coupled together by means
of untuned r -f transformers.
Thus, all frequency selection is taken
care of in the band selector circuit preceding the first r -f tube; and
the following stages serve only to amplify the signal already selected.

I`-+'r -f

2"e

r

-f

321r -f

4"-'r -f

5tsr-f

Det.

1

Ip

B+

B#
FIG. II
BAND-PASS PRE -SELECTOR CIRCUIT
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FIG
12
SPECIAL R -F TUNER

In Fig. 12, still another arrangement is shown.
This circuit was
designed to secure the advantages offered by band-pass circuits.
In
this instance, a capacitively -coupled band-pass circuit is being used
ahead of the first r -f tube. This is followed by an untuned r -f stage,
after which another band-pass coupling is included between the second
and third r -f tubes.
The following r -f tube, and the detector tube,
are preceded by r -f transformers of the conventional type having tuned
secondary windings.
The output of this tuner can be connected to any
suitable a -f amplifier.

MAGNITUDE OF MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
In the early part of the course dealing with basic electrical principles, you learned what is meant by the expression "mutual inductance."
At this time, however, you are going to be told more about it.

In Fig. 13, we have two similar coils which are inductively coupled
in such manner that their magnetic fields do not oppose one another.
We then say that these coils are connected series aiding.
The following relation then applies:

Lo

=

LL

+

L2

+ 2M,

or M

=

La

-

L,

-

In these formulas,L1 is

La.

2

the inductance of coil #1; L2 is the inductance of coil #2; L. is the
total inductance supplied by the series aiding connection; and M is
mutual inductance, expressed in the same units as are L1 and L2.

Another important fact to remember about coils connected in the
series aiding arrangement is that if unity coupling exists, the total
inductance of the two coils will be
four times the inductance of either
one alone.
In other words, the two
individual inductances would in this
case be equivalent to a single inductance of double the number of turns;
and since the inductance of a coil
varies according to the square of the
number of turns, doubling the number
of turns increases the inductance

four times.

Should the same two coils be
connected together as illustrated
ER -57
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in Fig.

14 so that their magnetic
fields oppose one another, we then
say that the coils are connected series
If unity coupling exists
under these conditions, and the fields
of the two coils are equal in value,
the total inductance is zero; because
the two fields neutralize each other.

opposing.

The relation which exists between
the two coils when they are connected
series -opposing, and the coupling less
than unity, is expressed by the formula:
FIG. 14
SERIES -OPPOSING CONNECTION

M

-

L, + L2 -

L°'

2
is

L.= L1+ L2

-

2M, or

Here, Lo is the total inductance of the series opposing

coils; L1
the'.inductance of coil #1;
and M is the mutual inductance.

L2

is the inductance of coil #2;

DETERMINING MUTUAL INDUCTANCE BY MEASUREMENT
The mutual inductance between two coils can be determined by
actual measurement with the aid of the Wheatstone Bridge. The set-up
for doing this is the sane as was already described in a previous lesson for measuring inductance.
The two inductively coupled coils under
test are considered as a single unknown inductance, and compared with
a standard inductance.
First, these two coils are connected in the series -aiding arrangement; and the resulting inductance is measured on the "bridge."
This
value is called L4.
Then, the two coils are connected in the series opposing arrangement; and the total inductance is again measured. This
is called L°.
The mutual inductance can then be found from the relation:
L

a-

L0.

The value of M will be expressed in the same units

of inductance as used for

La

and L°.

A definite relation exists between the coefficient of coupling,
between two coupled coils and their individual inductance values; and
the mutual inductance between them.
This relation is given by the
formula:

R

M

or M = K

VL1

LZ,

where K

is

the coefficient of coupling;

VLF L2
M is the mutual inductance between the two coils; while L1 and
the inductance values of the two coils, individually.

L2

are

TUNED POWER PACK FILTERS
In some commercial a -c receivers, you will find the filter of the
power pack arranged as illustrated in Fig. 15. You will notice that
a fixed condenser C is connected across one of the filter chokes Lt.
This connection providee a parallel resonance circuit which will greatly
suppress the passage of some unwanted frequency through the filter.
For instance, sometimes a 120 cycle power supply hum is quite objectionable in a receiver or amplifier; but by resonating some particular
section of the power pack filter to this hum frequency, it can be

attenuated.

LESSON
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In order to determine the value
of "C" which is necessary to tune the
filter section and so reject an unwanted frequency, the following formula may be used:

Here "C" is
expressed in microfarads; F is the fre
quency to be suppressed, in cycles;
C

_ F5ZxOL1,

and L1 is the inductance of filter choke
L1, expressed in henries.

This formula is only approximate,
but nevertheless, sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes.
This resonance
circuit doesn't tune very sharp because
of its comparatively high resistance.

FIG. 15
TUNED FILTER

The reason why a parallel resonance circuit provides maximum impedance towards the resonance frequency can be explained as follows:

By considering the circuit illustrated in Fig. 16, the same a -c
voltage is applied across condenser C and inductance L, but the current through each of these two branches is governed by the reactance
of that particular branch.
In other words,

X

and IC _

Here, IL is the
E
current through the inductance; Ic is the
current through the condenser; XL is the
inductive reactance; Xc is the capacitive reactance and E is the appliéci
IL =

.

line voltage.
At the resonant frequency, the
capacitive reactance is equal to the
inductive reactance.
So, with a given
applied voltage, IL= Ic, at resonance.

FIG.

16

In a parallel resonance circuit,
the two currents IL and I, are out of
phase --- Ic having a negative sign and
IL a positive sign.
Neglecting resistance, thé line current will be equal to
the albegraic sum of IL and Ic, which
means that the line current is equal to
IL minus I
Then, since IL = Ic at resonance, the line current will be equal
.

ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL
RESONANT CIRCUIT

to zero.

The impedance of the circuit, as a whole --- that is, the impedance
into which the source of emf forces current --- will be the ratio of the

voltage to the current, as usual:
flows, as just shown,

or,

we can say -that

Z

=

Í.

Therefore, if no current

the circuit has infinite

impedance.

Actually, there is always some resistance in the circuit. This
may be an additional shunt path, or it may exist in one or both of
For this reason, the current through the circuit
the other branches.
ER
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does not drop to absolute zero, but reaches a certain minimum value;
consequently, the impedance of the parallel resonant circuit does not
quite become infinite at the resonant frequency. So, we simply say
that its impedance is maximum at the resonant frequency.

WIDTH OF RESONANCE CURVE FOR TUNING CIRCUITS
In Fig. 17, we have a typical resonance curve for a series

resonance
circuit as used in the tuning circuits of ordinary r -f amplifiers,
and with which you are already familiar. Here, the currents
through
the tuned circuit are plotted on a graph against frequencies,
toward
both sides of resonance; and with a given applied a -c signal voltage.
As you will recall, the current flow through a series resonance circuit is maximum at the

Resonance Peak;
I.o

resonant frequency, and drops

off both sides of resonance.
The
width of such a resonance curve
at a point where the current
through the circuit is equal to
.707 times the current at resonance
can be calculated by means of

.8

.6

.4

the formula:

.2

f2

-

fl-

Le)

,

where

f2 is

the

frequency above resonance,in
9oo

950
tow w5o
915
1025
1075
975

Frequency
FIG.

in

17
RESONANCE CURVE

o0

1

Kc.

cycles;

fl
is the frequency below resonance,in cycles; R is

the d -c resistance of the tuning
circuit; fr is the resonant frequency in cycles; L is the in-

ductance of the tuned winding
expressed in henries; and W is
equal to 211.f.

As a typical example, let us assume that the tuned winding of
a certain circuit in an r -f amplifier has an inductance of 250 micro henries, that the d -c resistance of the tuning circuit is 10 ohms,
and that the resonant frequency is 600 kc.

The width of the resonance curve at a point equivalent to .707
times the current at resonance would then be calculated as follows:
2

fl

=

Rfr

LW

10 x 600,000

6,09 2000

_6,369

cycles,
-.00025 x 6.28 x 600,000
approximately.
In other words, the width of the resonance curve, or
the width of the frequency band passed at this point, will be about

6»

kc.

Having completed this lesson, you should now have a good understanding of the different types of filter systems --- including their
theory of operation, application and basic design formulas. All of
this information is of great value, and should help you tremendously
towards reaching the higher ranks of the radio profession.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

LESSON

NO.57

1.

-

What is the basic formula for calculating the inductance
value of a single -section T or PI high-pass filter?

2.

-

What is the basic formula for calculating the capacity
value of a single -section T or PI high-pass filter?

3.

-

What is a band-pass circuit expected to do?

4.

-

What is the basic formula for calculating the capacity
value "C" of a band-pass circuit?

5.

-

What is the basic formula for calculating the inductance
value "L" of a band-pass circuit?

6.

-

What is meant by the expression "coefficient of coupling"?

7.

-

How can the coefficient of coupling in a band-pass circuit
such as illustrated in Fig. 6 of this lesson be determined?

8.

-

How can you calculate the width of the band passed by a
circuit such as illustrated in Fig. 6 of this lesson?

9.

-

How can the higher and lower frequency peaks for a bandpass circuit be calculated?

10.- How can the mutual inductance between two inductively
coupled coils be determined by measurement?

HERE is no moment like the present. The
man who will not execute his resulutions when
they are fresh upon him can have no hope from
them afterward; they will be dissipated, lost,
and perish In the hurry and scurry of the world,
or sunk in the slough of indolence.

There is but one straight road to success,
and that is merit. The man who is successful is
the man who is useful. Capacity never lacks op-

portunity. It cannot remain undiscovered, because it is sought by too many anxious to use it.
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SIGNAL TRACING
The art of diagnosing receiver troubles by the Signal Tracing method
In those
dates back as far as the first defective radio receiving set.
days,'the only signal source available to the serviceman was the broadcast
signal itself; which he utilized by applying the antenna lead-in wire to
the input and output of each r -f stage (starting from the antenna or 1st
r -f stage and working toward the detector stage), until the signal was
heard in the headphones or loudspeaker.
or if one of the i -f or a -f stages was

'In the absence of a signal,

suspected of being faulty, the serviceman frequently resorted to the
"finger test". That is, he applied a finger to the control -grid of the
tube (or removed the grid
cap from the tube) and lis
tened fora humming noiseAbsence of this humming
noise infornad him that the
defect was probably in that

-.

i

r

particular stage of the receiver.

Before the electric
type of phonograph pickup
was developed, it was not
uncommon practice for
the serviceman to connect a
headphone or microphone'
across the input of an a -f

.

n

stage (or the output of the
stage preceding it). Speak
ing into the headphone or
microphone, he was able to
tell whether or not the a-f
stages were functioning and
how well they were operating. When the electric type
ERN -58
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of phonograph pick-up came into
popular use, servicemen substituted it ---in conjunction with a
test phonograph record ---for the
microphone.
Later, when Signal Generators became part of the service
shop's testing equipment, the
serviceman soon learned to utilize its signals as a signal
source for the signal -tracing
method of diagnosing receiver
troubles.
The advantages of
this method soon became obvious
to various manufacturers of test

equipment ---thereby bringing

FIG. 2

about the development of Signal
Tracers as we know them today.

SIMPLE A -F TRACER

The principles and procedures for operating the various types of
Signal Tracers will be discussed at this time.

METHODS OF TRACING
A signal may be traced:
(1) Audibly; or, (2) Visually.
To trace a
signal audibly, we employ an indicating device that will furnish a sound
to our ears ---that is, a reproducing device such as a pair of headphones
or a lou3sppeaker. Visible tracing, on the other hand, requires the use of
an indicating device that will inform us of the presence (and intensity)
of the signal through the medium of our eyes. Visual indicators such as a
voltmeter, output meter, tuning -eye (electron -ray) indicating tube, oscilloscope, etc., are generally employed for this purpose.

By comparison, each of the above two methods has its own distinct advantage. The audible method is generally preferred when it is desired to
determine the presence of extremely weak signals or to judge the tonal
quality of the signal. The visual method of tracing, on the other hand,
is preferred when it is desired to compare or measure volume intensities
with accuracy ---since the eye has the ability to detect changes in intensity levels more accurately than can the ear.
A -F TRACER
Regardless of the type of
indicator employed, the Signal
Tracer is, essentially, nothing
more than a receiving set. More
specifically, a receiving set
that obtains its input signal
from the receiver under test,
rather than from an antenna.
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The simplest Lyj.,e of Signal
Tracer is the one used for tracing a-f signals. For this pur-

pose, we require little else
than a pair of headphones connected between ground (the
chassis) and the input or output
of the a -f amplifying stage.
However, since a d -c potential
also, generally, exists between
these points, it is necessary
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to insert a blocking condenser of from .006 to .1 mfd in
series with the headphones to
prevent damaging them, as
shown in Fig. 2.

A more convenient and
efficient form of this type
tester is shown in Fig. 3.
In this case, the blocking
condenser is mounted inside
of a test -probe made of fiber
tubing whose dimensions approximate 3/4" x 6 1/2". The
inner surface of this tubing
is lined with a metal foil
(tin, copper or aluminum)
that is electrically connected to the metal covering
of a shielded lead which is
used as the means of connection between the probe and
headphones. Thus, the probe
is

internally shielded

FIG. 4

against stray r -f fields.
TYPICAL A -F CIRCUIT
The manner in which this device may be used to trace a -f signals is
illustrated in Fig. 4. With the metal, alligator clip fastened to the
chassis, the test -probe is then applied to points A, B, C and D, progressively.
Since point A is at the input of the 1st a -f stage, the signal
will be comparatively weak here. Af B, the signal will be much stronger
in volume (this being the output of the stage). At C (the input of the
power amplifier stage), thesignal intensity will be approximately the
same as at B.
At D, however, a tremendous increase in volume should be
obtained since this is the output of the power amplifier stage.
R -F TRACER

For tracing r -f signals, a "de -modulator" or detector. will have to be
added to the headphone circuit. Although the conventional type crystal
detector may be used for this purpose, the "germanium" (1N34) fixed crystal has enjoyed considerable success in this role.
The circuit diagram
of such type Tracer is shown in Fig. 5.
An example of how a vacuum tube and 0-1 ma. meter may be incorporated
into an efficient and useful Signal Tracer, is shown in Fig. 6. This is a
circuit diagram of the Model CA -11 Signal
Tracer manufactured by the Superior Instrument
Company.

FIG. 5
1N34 CRYSTAL SIGNAL TRACER
(THE SWITCH S SHORTS OUT
THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR FOR
A -F

TESTS)

Upon analyzing the diagram of this Tracer,
you will note that the circuit is comprised of
little else than a vacuum tube functioning as a
grid -leak detector used in conjunction with a
pair of headphones for audible tracing; and, a
0-1 ma. d -c meter for visual tracing.
To insure efficient operation at the extremely high
frequencies, the tube, grid -leak resistor (R-1)
and grid condenser (C-1) are enclosed within
the probe. A "bantam" type tube was selected;
and, although it is of the pentode class, the
screen grid is tied to the plate so that it
functions as a triode; thereby providing bet-
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ter operation for this purConnected in series
with the probe tip and the
control-grid of the tube, the
300 mmfd grid condenser (C-1)
serves as a d -c blocking condenser as well as an "isolation" condenser, to prevent
the input capacity of the Tra
cer from affecting the re=
ceiver circuit under test.
pose.
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FIG. 6
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF "SUPERIOR" CA -II
SIGNAL TRACER

ating switches and phone
jacks are all contained in an

attractive wooden case, as
shown in Fig. 7. A threefoot flexible cable extends
from the probe to the case.
The probe and cable are contained in the rear compartment of the cabinet when the
instrument is not in use.

METER -ZEROING CIRCUIT

When no signal is being impressed on the control -grid of the tube,
this electrode is (theoretically) neither positive nor negative.
Since
the "B" battery applies a positive potential to the tube's plate, the latter attracts electrons toward itself without any interference from the
control -grid.
Consequently, under no -signal conditions, plate curSo that the meter will read
rent flows through the milliammeter (M-1).
zero under these conditions, this current flow is "bucked out" by means of
the additional 1.5 volt battery.
"Zero-ing" of the meter is accomplished by adjusting the variable rheostat R-2.

However, when a signal is
impressed upon the control -grid of
the tube, this electrode attracts electrons towards itself
during each positive -half of the
signal cycle.

Consequently, grid

current flows through resistor
R-1.
This produces a voltage drop across R-1; and, since the
direction of current flow through
this resistor is from the control
grid toward the cathode, the control grid is now more negative

than the cathode ---which, in
turn, means that the control -grid

has a biasing effect at this
thereby reducing the flow
of plate current through the
tube. Consequently, when a signal is impressed on the control
grid, less current flows through
the plate circuit ---the stronger
the signal, the less plate current will flow.
This upsets
time;

FIG. 7
SUPERIOR MODEL CA -II SIGNAL TRACER
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or opposes the "bucking" circuit so that
more current is now permitted to flow
through the meter. As a result, the
pointer of the meter swings up -scale.
(Note:

When employing headphones

for signal tracing, it is important that
the magnetic type be used, since the
tube's plate -current must flow through
the field windings of the headphones in
order to complete the circuit.
In addition, the headphones should, preferably, be
of the high impedance type.
Under no
circumstances should crystal type headphones be used, for they will be damaged!)

MULTI -CHANNEL SIGNAL TRACERS
Before discussing the actual servic-

ing procedure by the signal tracing method, we will study, first, the features
of the more elaborate signal tracing inF rG
struments; that is, the 'multi -channel"
THE MEISSNER gANALYSTt1
types. Typical of such tracers are the
"Analyst" in Fig. 8 (manufactured by the Meissner Manufacturing Company,
Mount Carmel, Illinois), and the "Chanalyst" in Fig. 9 (manufactured by
the Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey).
The circuit diagrams of these instruments are shown in Figs.14 and 15.
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FIG. 10
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL MULTI -CHANNEL SIGNAL TRACER

The channel layout of the typical multi -channel signal tracing instru
ment is illustrated in block diagram form in Fig. 10. The features out
lined in this layout may be considered as being representative of the vari
ous models produced by different manufacturers. Referring to this block
diagram, you will note that the uppermost section represents the R.F.-I.F.
Channel. This section is utilized when tracing signals whose frequencies
range from 95 to 1700 kc. In other words, we would employ this particular
Channel of the instrument when tracing i -f and r -f signals whose frequencies do not extend -beyond 1700 kc. This range of frequencies is, generally, covered in three steps by means of a band -switch mounted on the
panel of the instrument.

---
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The probe and cable for the
R.F. - I.F. Channel (which also
serves as the probe for the Oscillator Channel) are constructed
in the manner shown in Fig. 11.
The capacitance of Cl is, generally, approximately 1 mmfd;
which, in some cases, is formed
by merely separating the probetip slightly from the shielded
cable conductor within the rrobe.

Plug

Cable

-

7

The purpose of this series

Fi G. II
AND OSCILLATOR PROBE,
CABLE AND PLUG

capacitance (Cl)

is

to reduce

overall capacity of the
shielded cable. Without this
the

series condenser, the total capacity of the cable (plus the input capacitance of the R.F. - I.F. Channel) would be in the neighborhood of 100
mmfd. This means that each time the probe were applied to a tuned circuit
(for the purpose of making a test), a capacity of 100 mmfd would be shunted across the tuned circuit ---thereby de -tuning the circuit to the extent
that no reliable test could be made. However, with the 1 mmfd condenser
inserted in series with this capacity, the overall capacity of the cable,
plus the Channel input capacity, is reduced to such small proportions that
its de -tuning effect upon the circuit -under -test becomes negligible.

Assuming that the sum of the probe -capacitance and the Channel input
capacitance equals 99 mmfd. (C2 in Fig. 12), inserting a capacity value of
1 mmfd (C1) in series with this sum reduces the total capacity to .01
mmfd, in the manner shown below:

C

TOTAL

Cl x C2

1

x 99

99

C1 + C2

1

+ 99

100

Note:

R.F.-I.F. CHANNEL

99

100

.99 mmfd.

-

.99

99.00

= 100

90 0
9 00
9 00

AMPLit+'1hR

Referring again to the
block diagram of the Signal
Tracer in Fig. 10, you will
note that a 3 -stage t -r -f

amplifier is employed in
conjunction with a diode
detector in the R.F.

it.'mfd.

Cps,,,. 99

fd

I.F.
Channel. The reason for this
number of stages is to obtain
-

an average amplification
gain of 100,000. With this
amount of gain, a 50 microvolt signal fed into the input grid of the Channel
amplifier will produce a 5
volt signal at the diode
detector --which is sufficiently powerful to operate

any type of indicating
device satisfactorily.
almost

CZ=
t

99 mmfd

T

FIG..
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THE CALIBRATED ATTENUATOR

CONTROL
A calibrated attenuator
control precedes the t -r -f
amplifier.
In the majority
of cases, this control is
comprised of two units known
as the "multiplier" and "attenuator" or "level" unit

(which, for our purpose, we
will refer to as the "atten-

uator-level" control).

These two units provide a
means for determining the
amplification gain afforded
by each stage in the receiver under test. Whereas the
multiplier control measures
the amplification gain in
major steps ---that is, in
steps of 1/10/100/1000; the

attenuator-level control

FIG.

13

MULTI PLIERAND ATTENJATOR-LEVEL
CONTROL
THE R

provides a finer reasurement
ratio of from 1 to 10.

.F

.

-

I

.F

.

IN

CHANNEL

The manner in which the multiplier

control functions, is as follows:
Referring to Fig. 12, we find that when
the series capacity (C1) is 1
mmfd and the cable+Channel input
capacitance
(C2) is 99 mmfd, the signal
voltage reaching the input of the
R.F. - I.F.
Channel will be 1/100th or
the voltage existing at the probe
-tip, since the voltage is
divided in
proportion to the ratio of:
Cl
Cl + C2

Consequently, if a 50 -microvolt signal is required
at the Channel input
to provide a maximum reading on the
output indicator, a 5,000 -microvolt
signal will be required at the probe -tip.
This is the usual reference
level used for the signal fed to the
antenna and ground terminals of the
receiver.
As the signal travels from stage
to stage through the receiver and
undergoes amplification, some means of
accurately
determining this amount
of amplification is required. In the
nal Tracers, this is accomplished by majority of the multi -channel Sigshunting specific values of capacities across the Channel -input (plus
cable) capacitance (C2), as shown in
Fig. 13.
Thus, if C2 is 100 mmfd and we
mmfd., by shunting a 900 mmfd. condenser increase its capacity to 1000
across it, the signal reaching
the R.F.-I.F. Channel input control -grid
is reduced to
of that
at the probe -tip.
By using other shunting condensers, in1/1000th
a like manner,
additional multiplier ranges are obtained.

The attenuator-level control, on the other
hand, as shown in Fig.
13, is a precision type variable
rheostat (generally wire -wound) that is
inserted in series with the cathode of the
first R.F.-I.F. Channel amplifying tube. By varying this control, the
of the R.F.-I.F.
Channel is varied over a 10 to 1 ratio. The sensitivity
dial of this control is calibrated from 1 to 10, so as to facilitate
measurement of gain.

Although the average gain of the Channel
mally) from one end of its tuning range to the amplifier may vary (norother end, the fact that
the calibrated attenuator controls are in
the input circuit of the channel, make the gain measurements at any one
frequency independent of the
variations in gain of the amplifier.
ERN -58
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In the output of this Channel (Fig. 10), an electron -ray indicating
tube is provided to indicate the presence of the signal; which, in conjunction with the calibrated attenuator control., permits the measurement
of the input signal.
Besides this, an "output" jack is provided to permit the use of phones or any other audible or visual indicating device.
The manner in which the calibrated attenuator control is used in conjunction with the electron -ray indicating tube will be explained later in
this lesson.

nit OSCILLATOR CHANNEL

The Oscillator Channel (Fig. 10) is NOT an oscillator --nor is it a
Signal Generator! Rather, this channel is merely a one tube 't -r -f amplifier, covering a frequency range of from 600 to 15,000 kc. (Genera y,
this frequency range is covered in three steps).

When the probe is applied to (or placed adjacent tD) an oscillating
circuit and the Channel tuning dial adjusted to the frequency of the oscillating circuit, the presence and intensity of the receiver's oscillator signal will be indicated on the electron -ray indicator tube, which is
connected to the output of the Oscillator Channel. Should the receiver's
oscillator frequency drift, a change in the indication will occur; and,
if the Oscillator Channel is then re -tuned to this new frequency, the extent of the frequency -drift may be ascertained.
At the input of this Channel, an attenuator-level control (only) is
provided.
(No multiplier control is supplied for this Channel).T asserted in series with the cathode of the amplifier tube, the attenuator-level control serves to reduce the sensitivity of the Channel when the oscillator signal voltage is more than sufficient to close the "eye" of the
electron -ray indicating tube. An additional output jack permits the use
of any other type indicating device such as a vtvm, oscilloscope, etc.

THE AUDIO -FREQUENCY CHANNEL
In the majority of multi -channel Signal Tracers, the A -F Channel
consists of a single resistance -coupled amplifier stage which feeds into
a diode rectifier.
Thus, when an a -f signal is applied to the input of
this Channel, it first undergoes a -f amplification in the single resistance -coupled stage and is then rectified by the diode. From here, it is
fed into the control -grid of the electron -ray indicating tube to give a
visual indication of the signal.

An output jack is also supplied so that either a pair of headphones
(of the high impedance or crystal type) may be plugged in, to furnish an
audible check on the signal (for distortion, hum, etc.); or, a vtvm, oscilloscope, etc., may be plugged in to provide a visual indication or
measurement of the signal. When this output jack is used, the diode load
is automatically cut out of the circuit so as to avoid introducing distortion because of the loading effect of the diode on the positive -half
of the signal wave.
As in the R.F.-I.F. Channel, calibrated attenuation is provided in
the form of:
1) a multiplier; and, 2) an attenuator-level control.
In
this case, the multiplier control is comprised of a SPDT (single -pole,
double-throw)type switch that shunts a low -value resistor across the input of the Channel; thereby attenuating the input to the extent marked on
the multiplier scale.
The attenuator-level control, on the other hand,
is a potentiometer whose function may well be compared to the typical
volume control in an a -f stage (refer to circuit diagrams of the Analyst
and Chanalyst in Figs. 14 and 15).
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TYPICAL ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER CIRCUIT EMPLOYED
SIGNAL TRACERS

IN

MULTI -CHANNEL

When used in conjunction with the electron -ray indicating tube,
the audio voltage at the probe -tip may be determined by regulating the
multiplier and attenuator-level controls until the "eye" just closes.
The reading on the attenuator-level control is then multiplied by the
value indicated by the multiplier.
Audio -frequency voltages ranging
from 0.1 to 1000 volts may be checked in this manner with an accuracy
of within 15 to 20 per cent.
THE ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER CHANNEL

For the Electronic Voltmeter (VTVM) Channel (Fig. 10), a triode
functions as the voltmeter tube in the majority of these instruments.
In conjunction with this tube, a voltage -divider system and a d -c milliammeter, calibrated in volts, is used as shown in Fig. 16.
In some

FIG.
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FIG.
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VOLTMETER SCALE
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models, the voltmeter "0" mark
is at the conventional position;
that is, at the extreme left of
the meter -scale, as shown in
Fig. 17.

Probe,

r

I3

P/uy)

Shielded

`

CaÓ%e

Jv===_'3 _

In other Tracer instruments, the meter -pointer rests
at zero in the center of the
meter -scale, as shown in Fig.
18. All of the negative voltage
(75a/atiofi rPsis/or
calibrations are on the left
side of this center zero mark;
whereas, the positive voltage
calibrations are on the right
FIG. 19
side of the zero mask. The adVOLTMETER CABLE AND PROBE
vantage of having the scale calibrated in this manner is that positive or negative voltages may be
checked without the need for switching the voltmeter test-prods,or the
use of a "polarity -reversing" switch.
The disadvantage of this type of
scale is that the voltage ranges of the meter can only be spread over
one-half of the scale ----since this same range (of opposite polarity),
must be spread over the opposite half of the scale, also.
Because of
this, the space allowed between the voltage graduations is reduced by
one-half.
To offset this disadvantage, the total range of 0 - 500 volts
is divided up into four steps:
0/5/25/125/500 volts.

A voltage -divider having a total resistance of approximately 10 megohms is employed in the input circuit of this Channel. A "meter -range"
switch selects any one of the four voltage ranges listed above. A special
probe, fitted with a 1-megohm isolation resistor, as shown in Fig. 19,
serves to isolate the capacity of the shielded cable from the circuit
under test; thereby, allowing d -c voltages of tuned circuits to be measured, as well as all other d -c voltages.

Since the total input resistance is approximately 11 megohms (10
megohms plus the 1-megohm probe resistance) the sensitivity of the voltmeter is approximately 2,200,000 ohms -per -volt on the 5 volt range; and,

Elec`roil -ray Tube
Ca/.'órpfiny ,vofen/iometer,

/me
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far receiver
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Amperes -wa//oye con/ro/

/17
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FIG. 20
TYPICAL POWER CONSUMPTION CHANNEL CIRCUIT
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on the higher voltage ranges, the input resistance of the voltmeter is
sufficiently great to permit accurate measurements on high impedance
control -grid, plate and screen -grid circuits.

THE POWER CONSUMPTION INDICATOR CHANNEL
The function
referred to as the
is to indicate the
receiver consumes
Power Consumption

of the Power Consumption Indicator Channel, commonly
"Line Current Channel" or "Wattage Indicator Channel",
amount of wattage or electrical power that the radio
during operation.
The circuit diagram of a typical
Indicator Channel is shown in Fig. 20.

The purpose of this Channel is to afford a quick means of informing
the serviceman whether any major shorts or open circuits exist in the
receiver.
Thus, if the power consumption of the receiver is two or three
times the normal value, a serious short circuit in the power supply of the
receiver may be suspected. On the other hand, if the wattage consumption
indicated is considerably lower than normal, an open circuit or failure in
the power -supply circuit may be suspected.

This Channel is automatically placed in operation when the electric
plug of the receiver is inserted into the a -c receptacle provided on the
panel of the instrument. By referring to the diagram of this Channel in
Fig. 20, you will note that this section consists, essentially, of a current transformer which feeds a diode rectifier. The primary of this current transformer is in series with the power line; hence, when the receiver is plugged into the receptacle, the current drawn by the receiver passes through the primary of the current transformer. This induces a voltage into the secondary of the transformer which is applied to the
diode rectifier and load circuit. The resultant rectified voltage appears
across the diode load network (comprised of the .5 megohm resistor and the
calibrating potentiometer). A portion of this voltage is then applied to
the control -grid of the electron -ray indicator tube.
The use of this Channel, during actual servicing of the receiver,
will be outlined in the following chapters ---"Preliminary Tests" and
"Signal Tracer Servicing Procedure".

PRELIMINARY TESTS
First, turn the Signal Tracer on; and, while it is warming up, carry
out the first preliminary check on the receiver.
This consists of inspecting the receiver's line cord and plug; and testing all of the tubes
for quality, shorts, leaks, etc.

POWER SUPPLY TEST

Having assured yourself that the a -c line cord and plug are in good
condition and will not blow a fuse, the receiver plug may now be inserted
into the Power Consumption Channel receptacle of the Tracer. (In the event
that your Tracer does not have a Channel of this type, it will be necessary
for you to check the voltage output of the power transformer with an a -c
voltmeter and for a short between B+ and B- in the d -c power supply portion of the receiver, before proceeding with the signal -tracing tests).
Turn the receiver on and observe the "eye" of the Channel electron ray indicating tube.
As the receiver warms up, the eye should be maintained at the point where it just closes ---as the ampere -watts control is
adjusted. The scale over which the pointer of this control -knob travels
is calibrated in amperes or watts (depending on the particular brand of
instrument being used). The position at which the dial must be set so the
eye just closes, indicates the amount of amperage that the receiver is
drawing from the a -c line ---or the amount of a -c wattage it is consuming.
This reading is then compared with the power consumption rating of the
receiver under test.
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FIG 21
ISOLATION TRANSFORMER USED WHEN TESTING AC /DC
RECEIVERS

If the name -plate on the receiver does not specify the power
consumption of the receiver in watts, but rather in terms of amperes, a
satisfactory estimate may then beema.de of the normal operating wattage of the
receiver by multiplying this amperage value by 9/10 of the operating voltage specified on the name -plate. For example, if a receiver
is rated at
drawing .3 ampere and the a -c operating voltage of the receiver is 117 volts
nine -tenths of 117 equals 105.3 volts.
(9/10 x 117 = 1053 = 105.3 volts)
10
Now multiplying by .3 ampere:
105.3
x .3

31.59 watts

The wattage consumption of this receiver during normal. operation is,
thus: 31.59 watts.
(Note:
The, factor 9/10ths, represents the power factor of the average receiver; hence, is included.in the formula.)
On the other hand, if the name -plate specifies this value in watts
and the Signal Tracer indicates the amperage drawn by the
receiver, a
satisfactory estimate of the amount of amperage that the receiver should
draw during normal operation may be obtained quickly, and with sufficient
accuracy, by dividing the wattage specified by 100.
Thus, if the name
plate specifies a rating of 50 watts, the normal line -current of this
receiver would be .5 ampere (50 4- 100 = .5 ampere.).
In the majority of receivers, the power consumption of the receiver
(in watts) is provided on the name -plate of the receiver; on a
label fastened to the cabinet; or, in the factory service notes or circuit diagram
pertaining to the receiver. When this information is not available, the
normal wattage -consumption of the receiver may be estimated to be approximately 10 watts per tube.

AC/DC

'

RECEIVERS

When checking AC/DC receivers, obtain the line current or wattage
reading with the receiver plugged in. Then reverse the plug in the receptacle and note whether a different reading is obtained.
If so, take an
average between the two readings.
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It is also a wise precaution to remember that one side
of the a -c
line constitutes B- in this type of receiver;
consequently, the ground
clip of the Signal Tracer should never be connected
to the B- of the
receiver when the Signal Tracer is resting on a metal table
---or when you
are standing on concrete or damp flooring.
To insure freedom from danger
and electrical shock, the manufacturers of these
instruments recommend
that an "isolation" transformer be used; that is, a
transformer having a
1:1 ratio (117v. to 117v).
This transformer should be inserted between
the a -c line and the instrument; thereby isolating both
the instrument and
the AC/DC receiver from ground, as is shown in Fig. 21.

OVERLAPPING "EYE" INDICATION
If, when the receiver is plugged into the
Channel receptacle, the
indicator "eye" closes to the extent that the illuminated areas
overlap,
this is, generally, an indication that the receiver is
drawing an excessive amount of line current.
In that case, a defect in the line -plug,
cord, or power -supply of the receiver should be
suspected.

One method of localizing the source of such trouble is to
remove the
rectifier tube from its socket. Normally, this procedure should
produce a
2/5 drop in the power consumption of the receiver ---since
the d -c power supply portion of the receiver draws approximately
two-thirds of the total
rated power consumed by the receiver.
If the defect lies in the d -c power
supply, the eye will open when the tube is removed.
On the other hand, if
no appreciable change is observed in the indicating eye, a
defect in the
a -c portion of the power supply may be suspected
(such as a short in the
power transformer windings or wiring,rectifier tube
socket,heater or filament circuit,
etc.).

From the above, it is obvious that an open in the a -c portion of
the
power -supply circuit will be indicated by the eye remaining
open; and, if
the eye indicates that the receiver is drawing approximately
1/3 its normal load, this, generally, signifies that the rectifier is not
functioning
or that an open exists in the d -c power supply circuit.

CIRCUIT VOLTAGE TESTS
Assuming that the receiver passes the Power Consumption Channel
tests
satisfactorily, a voltage check of all plate, screen -grid, avc, control grid circuits, etc., ie now recommended. If the Signal
Tracer has an
electronic voltmeter (vtvm) incorporated within it, these voltage
checks
may be made with this instrument.
If the Signal Tracer you are using does
not incorporate such type of voltmeter, any other voltmeter of
sufficient
sensitivity may be used for this purpose.

VARIABLE CONDENSER CHECK
Up to this point in our servicing procedure, we have checked and corrected all faults that existed in the power -supply and voltage distribution to the tubes. With the tubes operating at their normal voltages,
we
are now in a position to allow the receiver to remain
turned on for as
long a period of time as is necessary to conduct all other tests
---without
endangering the life of the tubes or other components in the receiver.
With the receiver warmed up to normal operating temperature,

and the

conventional antenna connected to it, rotate the tuning condenser to
observe if any

noise is apparent.
If such is evident, the first step is
to blow out all dust and remove all particles from between
the plates.
If
small metallic particles persist in remaining between the condenser
plates
after given this treatment, they may be removed with a strip
of stiff
paper cut out from an old business or playing card. Where
considerable
space exists between the condenser plates, a smoker's pipe -cleaner
may be
used to advantage.
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At this time, also note if the rotor plates are short-circuiting to
the stator plates at any point of condenser rotation. Should the condenser assembly require tightening, do it carefully, and tighten to the point
where the rotor plates are centered between the stator plates. Finally,
apply a drop or two of "contact cleaning" fluid or paste to the bearings
and at all points where the rotor shaft makes a "wiping" contact to the
frame of the condenser.
(Note:
Contact cleaning fluid and paste may
be obtained at any radio supply store).

OSCILLATION
If the receiver tends to oscillate, it is a good policy to check each
by-pass condenser in the circuit ---from the antenna, straight through each
r -f, i -f, and audio stage and, finally, through the power -supply
circuit
(a -c, as well as d -c).
The most simple means is by the "substitution
method"; that is, by shunting a condenser of an equivalent value across
each by-pass condenser and noting whether or not oscillation stops.
If
the oscillation stops when any one of the by-pass condensers are shunted,
it indicates that the condenser being shunted is either defective or of
insufficient capacity.

If all by-pass condensers check satisfactorily, a condenser of .01 to
mfd capacity should be shunted across each electrolytic filter condenser.
If oscillation ceases, this, usually, indicates that the condenser
has aged to the point where it is unable to by-pass high -frequency currents effectively. The remedy, of course, is to replace the electrolytic
condenser.
.1

HUM
If hum is present, and varies in strength when the variable tuning
condenser is rotated, it may be due to the receiver's antenna picking up
an "induced" a -c current from a nearby electric circuit or electrical
appliance which is being operated at the time.
(This type of hum is referred to as an "induction" hum). If the volume control is very noisy and
the hum stops when this control is rotated to a certain point, the hum may
be due to a worn-out volume control.

Should the hum persist, regardless of the position of the tuning condenser or volume control, it may be due to an open or unshielded control grid circuit in one of the a -f stages; or, poor filtering in the power supply or voltage -distribution system.
If the volume of the hum can be
reduced by rotating the volume control to minimum -volume position, an open

control -grid circuit in an r -f,

i -f or

oscillator stage may be suspected.

If the receiver is of the multi -band type, note whether the hum is
heard only on one band or on all bands. If the hum is apparent on one
band only, the trouble may be attributed to:
1) faulty band -switch
contacts for this particular band; 2) an open in one of the coils used on
this band; and 3) a defect in any one of the other components associated
with the circuit of this band.

SPEAKER DEFECTS

A rattling noise that becomes more evident when the volume of the
signal is increased may be due to:
1) defect in the voice coil of the
loudspeaker; 2) loose speaker cone; 3) cone rubbing against the iron
core; or 4) metal filings lodged between the voice coil and core of the
speaker.

SIGNAL TRACER SERVICING PROCEDURE
If the defect in the receiver is not apparent when applying the preceding tests, we may then resort to the signal tracing procedure.
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If no sound can be heard from the speaker, or if a signal can be
heard only faintly, it is best to employ a Signal Generator as the signal
source. However, if the receiver has ample volume, but the sound is distorted, then a broadcast signal may be used as the signal source.

USING SIGNAL GENERATOR AS SIGNAL SOURCE
If a Signal Generator is used, it should be connected to the input
(antenna and ground posts) of the receiver in the conventional manner ---as
prescribed by the manufacturer of the Signal Generator.
(Note:
If you do
not have this information, it is recommended that you write to the manufacturer of the instrument for this data). The frequency of this signal
should be high enough so that the rotor plates of the receiver's variable
condenser will have to be rotated completely out of mesh with the stator
plates.
(On the broadcast band, this would be approximately 1700 kc).
Also, the signal should be modulated with an a -r tone of approximately 400
to 1000 cycles.

CHECKING THE R -F STAGE

Attaching the ground clip of the Tracer to B- of the receiver, we
apply the R.F.-I.F. Tracer probe -tip to the antenna post of the receiver
(point "1" in Fig. 22). Using a pair of headphones plugged into the output jack of the R.F.-I.F. Channel, or utilizing the "eye' as the resonance
indicator, rotate the tuning dial of this Channel to the 1700 kc position
so that the tuning circuit in this Channel resonates to the frequency of
the Generator's signal.
The output of the Signal Generator is then
adjusted so that a satisfactory indication is obtained on the indicator
eye of this Channel when the multiplier and attenuator-level controls are
set at a low number.
If a very weak --or no indication ---is obtained when making this test,
increase the output of the Signal Generator. However, if this still does
not provide a satisfactory indication, disconnect the Signal Generator
from the receiver and check the output of the Generator by applying the
ERN -58
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Tracer probe -tip to the output of the Signal Generator directly. If a
strong indication is obtained from the Generator when it is disconnected
from the receiver, yet an extremely weak (or no) indication is obtained
when the Generator is connected (correctly) to the input of the receiver,
this generally signifies that the antenna or control -grid circuit of the
receiver is shorted.
(Many instances are known of where a short circuit
in the antenna or grid coil was not revealed by an ohmic resistance test
of the coil, but was revealed by the test just described).
The Tracer probe is then transferred to the control -grid of the r -f
tube (point "2" in Fig. 22).
If an efficient type of antenna transformer
is employed in the receiver, a slight gain will be noted, as listed in
Table I.
If a satisfactory indication is obtained at this point, the probe is
then transferred to the output of the first stage which, generally, is the
plate element of the tube (point "5" in Fig. 22). Failure to locate the
signal at either point "2" or "3" localizes the fault to the tube or any
of the components of the first stage. Besides checking these parts, it is
advisable to check also the input and output tuning circuits of this
stage which is comprised of the secondary winding of transformer Ta, the
variable condenser section Cl coupling condenser 02; and the tuning circuit of the succeeding stage (comprised of the secondary winding of transformer T f, and condensers C5 and C6). If the presence of the signal is
indicatedd at point "5", the probe is then transferred to the control -grid
of the converter tube --which would be point "4". The approximate gains up
to these points are listed in Table I.

CHECKING THE OSCILLATOR
At this time, we will test the oscillator circuit of the receiver.
To do this, the R.F.-I.F. Channel is tuned to the intermediate frequency
of the i -f stages of the receiver. With the probe applied to the plate
terminal of the converter tube (point "5" in Fig. 22), the signal should
again be intercepted. If the signal does not come through to this point,
the oscillator circuit may be suspected of being faulty.
An expedient method of checking the oscillator circuit is to apply
the electronic voltmeter probe to the oscillator -grid tube -socket terminal
(point "6"). If the oscillator is oscillating, a negative voltage reading
will be obtained. If the voltage is zero or of a positive value, this is
evidence that the oscillator is not functioning.
In that case, the
trouble may be due to a poor oscillator (mixer) tube or to a leak or defect in any one of the components in the oscillator circuit (To; R5; C8;

C10).
As an exception to this rule, it has been found, in certain receivers, that the positive voltage at the converter cathode may exceed the
negative voltage at the oscillator -grid; thereby causing a slight positive
voltage even though the oscillator is functioning normally. Consequently,
as a confirming check, the oscillator circuit may be tested by employing
the Oscillator Channel of the Tracer.
C9;

Applying the probe to the oscillator -grid of the converter tube
(point "6'), the Oscillator Channel should be tuned to the frequency of
the r -f circuits PLUS the i -f frequency. Hence, if the r -f circuit of the
receiver is tuned to 1700 kc and the i -f frecuency of the receiver is 455
kc, the Oscillator Channel should be tuned to 2155 kc (1700 + 455 = 2155
kc).
If a signal is obtained at point "6", the oscillator is functioning
properly.
LOW -FREQUENCY CHECK
Up to this part of the tracing procedure, we have been working with
the 1700 kc signal. Having traced this signal to all points mentioned in
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FIG. 23
CIRCUIT UNDER TEST

the preceding paragraphs --and corrected all existent faults wherever neces
sary---the frequency of the input signal should now be changed to 600 kcTuning the R.F.-I.F. Channel of the Tracer to this frequency, we trace the
600 kc signal from the antenna stage to the converter stage in the identical manner as was done with the 1700 kc signal.
TRACING THROUGH THE I -F STAGES
Having remedied all faults that may have interfered with the passage
of the 600 kc signal through the circuit to the output of the converter
tube, we may now proceed to trace through the i -f
stages.
TABLE

I

AVERAGE GAIN -PER -STAGE
VALUES
R.F SECTION
Antenna to grid of first tube
Antenna to grid of first tube (Lido -

radio.
R -f amplifier. superheterodyne.
R -f amplifier. t -r -f receiver.
MIXER SECTION:
Con erter grid

1-f amp.)
Converter grid
i

to

i

-f

grid

11

10

to 50
to 40
to 100

10
SO

-stage
30 to 60

id .rid (2.tt.ee

to

-f amp.)

to

2
10

5

I.E SECTION:
I -F Sl.go 0 -stage amp.)
I -F Step. (2-.t.ga amp.)

I.

40 to
S

This is accomplished by tuning the R.F.-I.F.
i -f frequency of the receiver.
Transferring the probe from the control -grid to the
plate of each i -f tube, the signal is traced
throughout all i -f stages. Referring to Fig. 23,
this would be from point "8" to point "10" in this
particular circuit. The gains that may be expected
in these stages are listed in Table I.

Channel to the

20
ISO

CHECKING AVC VOLTAGES

to 20

BIASED (DETECTOR:

Po.voou (Type.

A 1.0 rob

57. 6C6, 617)
Menial (modulated

r
20%) at
grid will produce approximately 10 colt.
of o -J at the plate. Higher modulation
percentage. will produce eorre.pondiogly higher
n -f voltage.. Thu,. 40% modulation will produce 20 col,. rm, of a -J at the plate.

1ho

A -F SECTION:
Ma1.1s-n0 6.100.0, .5151,..-eoueioo:
Type 6N7. 6CA (..el. .action)
20 to 25
Ilse -.v MOO.. aunu.aucouer.a:
Type 75. 2A6. 6F5, 6SQ7
40 to SS

r..

Type [ 2137, 6137. 656
Type 6F6, 2A5. 47, 6V6
(grid -to -pint. Bain,
Tatooa Own-v. Tlntt:
Tyne 2A3. 45. 7IA. 6ASC

50

to

80

666.
O

2

to 20
to

5

is

To test the avc voltages in the receiver, it
best to make use of the Electronic Voltmeter

Channel or any other suitable voltmeter having sufficient sensitivity. With the positive prod of the
VTVM connected to the cathode of the avc-controlled
tube, and the negative voltmeter prod applied to
the control -grid, the signal intensity of the receiver input signal is varied. The control -grid
voltages, thus obtained, should check with those
specified by the manufacturer of the receiver.
(This information is generally provided in the
ERN -58
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AUDIO -FREQUENCY CIRCUITS UNDER TEST

circuit diagram of the receiver).
Sub -normal avc voltages are usually
caused by leaky or defective avc by-pass condensers (C11, C17, C18 in Fig.
23; also, a weak or defective avc tube (V4).

TRACING DISTORTION
(1) the phones; or, (2) an
Distortion may be traced by means of:
oscilloscope.
In the latter case, a visual pattern of the signal is obtained by plugging an oscilloscope into the output jack of the Channel
being employed. For the input signal, a high -quality broadcast program
may be used; or, the Signal Generator may be modulated with a phonograph
record by means of a pick-up and an amplifier whose output is plugged into
the proper jack of the Signal Generator.
(In most Signal Generators, this
jack is marked "External Modulation". To determine which jack to use in
your own particular make of Signal Generator, refer to the factory instruc
tion bulletin corresponding to the instrument ---or write directly to tillmanufacturer of the instrument for this information).

Precision tests on distortion may be made by employing an Audio Signal Generator to modulate the R -F Signal Generator, or by connecting the
output of the A -F Generator directly to the input of the receiver's a -f
amplifier.
(This would be directly across the volume control in Fig. 23).
The electronic voltmeter or an oscilloscope is then used as the output
indicator.
As the audio -frequency input signals are varied by the A -F Signal
Generator, an analysis of the wave -form may be made on the oscilloscope;
or, if a VTVM is used, voltage measurements of the output are taken at
each test frequency, and a graph plotted from this data.

CHECKING AUDIO -FREQUENCY CIRCUITS
Audio amplifiers or circuits are tested in the same manner as prescribed for the r.f.-i.f. circuits.
In this case, however, the Audio Frequency Channel of the Signal Tracer is employed.
In a typical receiver, the audio signal is initially developed across
the diode load which, in most cases, is the volume control, as shown in

Fig. 24.
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Assuming that the r -f signal

has been traced to the diode of
the 2nd detector tube (point
"10"), the audio probe is now
plugged into the Audio-Frequency
Channel of the Tracer and used in
place of the R.F.-I.F. probe.
This probe employs no isolating
resistor or condenser; and con-

\

sists, merely, of a simple, shield

ed cable, as illustrated in Fig.25.
Applying the probe to point
"11" in Fig. 24, an indication of
the signal should be obtained.
Now, adjust the volume control
until a reference indication is
obtained on the output indicator
of this Channel.

$hie,'Jei

A

cab/E

7

FIG. 25
-F TRACER PROBE

Failure to obtain a signal at this point indicates an open in either
transformer (T;f ); the resistor R7; or, the volume control.
Other
probable causes are a shorted trimmer condenser (C15 or C16) within the
i -f transformer,or shorted by-pass condensers C17 or C18.
If a shrieking,
howling or humming noise is heard when the volume control is rotated, a
worn-out volume control may be suspected; although the latter symptoms may
an open by-pass condenser (C17 or C18); feed -back
also be due to:
between the control -grid lead and plate lead; or inadequate shielding
of tube V4.
the

i -f

If satisfactory signal -indication is obtained at point "11", the
probe is then transferred to point "12". When applying the probe to this
latter point, it is best to tap or shake the audio -coupling condenser
If the volume varies when this is done, it indicates a
(C19) sli httl
poor conneciín between the leads and plates within the condenser (which
may be the cause for intermittent radio reception or fading).
If a weak
signal or no signal is obtained at this point, this condenser may be
partially or completely open.

At point "13", a considerable increase in gain should be noted;
especially if the triode section of the 2nd detector is of the high -mu
type (refer to Table I). Distortion or very little gain may be caused by
a shorted or partially shorted audio -coupling condenser (C19 or C20).
If
C20 is leaky, an insufficient value of biasing voltage will be indicated
when the probe of the VTVM is applied to the control -grid of the output
tube (point "14").
If this condenser is shorted, a positive voltage will
be obtained at point "14'= --due to the flow of current from the plate of
tube V4 (which is of a positive polarity), through condenser C20 and grid
resistor R10.

An insufficient value of grid -biasing voltage may also be due to a
partially shorted cathode by-pass condenser (C21). Weak reception at
point "14" may also be due to a defective plate -load resistor of the preceding tube (R9); or a defective resistor in the control -grid circuit of
the output tube

(R10).

Hum and distortion at point "15" may be caused by an open or defective grid resistor (R10); leaky or shorted audio -coupling condenser (C20);
or a gassy output tube (V5).
If the tube is gassy, the control -grid of
this tube will gradually become positive as the tube heats.
On the other
hand, if the distortion is due to a defective coupling condenser (C20),
the temperature of the tube has no effect on the polarity of the control grid.
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Amplification gain of the output tube may also be checked at point
Poor gain or excessive bass reproduction may be due to a leaky
audio by-pass condenser C22 (or "tone" condenser --as it is sometimes
refer
red to).
If this condenser is open, it may be the cause for audio howr
ing, oscillation, poor tone quality and undesirable noise in
the form 07
tube "hiss".
"15".

The condition of the output transformer (Top) may be checked by apply
ing the probe to point "16".
At this point, the signal indication level
will take a sharp drop (approximately 1/25 of the reading obtained at
point "15") ---unless the combined impedance of the indicating circuit and
speaker voice -coil match the secondary impedance of the output
transformer.
Consequently, if a sub -normal indication is obtained at this point,
yet the loudspeaker volume is satisfactory, consider this indication
to be
normal.
If the speaker employs a hum -bucking winding, the effectiveness of
this winding may be checked by applying the probe to point
"17".

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE
Aligning the various tuned circuits of the receiver to their proper
frequencies is quite a simple procedure with the multi -channel Tracer.
In
fact, the alignment procedure may be carried out at the time that the
signal is being traced from stage to stage.
ALIGNING STANDARD BROADCAST BAND

For example, referring back to Fig. 22, which represents the r.f.converter portion of the typical superheterodyne receiver, the Signal Gene
rator and the receiver tuning dial are set to 1700 kc. The
oscillator
tuning condenser C9 is shorted out so that the oscillator will not interfere with the alignment of the r -f stages.
The R.F.-I.F. Channel is then
tuned to this frequency and the R.F.-I. F. tracer probe is applied
to
point "3". The trimmer of tuning condenser Cl is now adjusted for maximum
closing
of the indicating eye.

The probe is then transferred to the control -grid of the converter
tube (point "4"); and the trimmer of tuning condenser C6 is adjusted
maximum closing of the indicating eye. Before removing the probe for
from
this point, it is best to go back and re -adjust the trimmer of
condenser
Cl for a possible increase in indication.
The R.F.-I.F. Channel should then be tuned to the intermediate frequency of the receiver (as specified in the circuit diagram of the receiver).
Removing the short-circuit across the oscillator tuning condenser
C9, the probe is applied to the plate of the converter tube (point
"5")and
the trimmer of the oscillator condenser C9 is adjusted for
maximum
response.

Having aligned the high frequency end of the Broadcast band, we will
now line up the low frequency end of this band.
First, tune the Signal
Generator to 600 kc. With the Channel still tuned to the i -f frequency of

the receiver and the probe of this Channel applied to the plate of the con
verter tube, rotate the gang condenser of the receiver until the 600 kc
signal of the Signal Generator is intercepted.
If the oscillator circuit
has a variable padding condenser (C10 in the diagram), adjust this condenser for maximum indication of the Channel eye.
On the other hand, if the
padding condenser is of the fixed type (that is, non-adjustable) or no pad
der condenser is employed, the slotted segments of the oscillator rotor
plates are adjusted for maximum indication.

Before proceeding on to the succeeding alignment procedure,
good policy to re -check the 1700 kc adjustment once more.

it is a
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Upon completion of the above operation, the probe is transferred to
the plate of the 1st i -f amplifier tube (Point "9" in Fig. 23), and the
If there is more
i -f trimmer condensers C12, C13 and C15 are adjusted.
than one i -f stage in the receiver, the probe is applied to each i -f tube
and the i -f trimmers of each stage are adjusted.
To align the 2nd detector stage, the Audio Frequency Channel is employed. Applying the A -F Channel probe to the plate of the 2nd detector
tube (Point "13" in Fig. 23), adjust both i -f trimmers of this stage (C15
and C16) for maximum closure of the eye.

SHORT-WAVE ALIGNMENT
Most receiver manufacturers provide a recommended short-wave alignment
procedure for their particular type receivers ---which is generally included
with the circuit diagram and service notes corresponding to the receiver.
However, in general, the alignment procedure is identical to that outlined
for the broadcast band;with the exception thaT-the variable condensers are
first set to the highest frequency of each short-wave band (in that way,
the rotor plates are completely out of mesh with the stator plates), and the
high -frequency trimmer condenserTor that particular band are adjustedfbr
maximum indication. The variable cóndensers are next rotated to a low-fre
quency setting (at a frequency so that the rotor plates are approximately
7/8th in mesh with the stator plates) and the low -frequency padder for
that partiEUlar band is adjusted for maximum response.
When using the Analyst or Chanalyst Signal Tracer, the Oscillator
Channel is utilized for this process, since this is the only Channel that
responds to frequencies higher than 1700 kc.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
LESSON NO. 58

a) an audible indicating device;

1.

When is it preferable to employ:
b) a visual indicating device?

2.

What are the essential parts of the simplest type r -f Signal Tracer
employing an audible indicating device?

3.

When the wattage -rating of a receiver is not specified by the manufacturer, how may this value be estimated?

4.

Is it best to use a Signal Generator in conjunction with the multi-than
nel type of Signal Tracer; or, does one of the Channels serve this puF
pose?

5.

Briefly, how is the overall cable -plus -input capacity of the tuned
Channels in the multi -channel Signal Tracer reduced?

6.

List the types of output indicators provided on the Multi -Channel
Signal Tracer.

7.

List the value of each resistor or condenser contained within each
the various Channel probes.

8.

necessary to make metal -to -metal contact between the metal
tip of the Oscillator Channel probe and the lead of a condenser or
resistor in the oscillator circuit being tested?

9.

If,

10.

If you plan to apply the Channel probe to the plate of the lst htector
(converter) tube of a receiver, to what frequency would it be best to
tune the Channel?

of

Is it always

when the receiver is plugged into the Power Consumption Channel,
the indicating eye closes and cannot be opened ---regardless of where
the "Amperes" or 'Wattage" control is adjusted, what does this indioste?
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C/RCUITS

WHEN ENGAGED IN RADIO WORK,THE OCCASSION FREQUENTLY ARISES WHERE IT
DIRECT CURRENT) CIRBECOMES NECESSARY TO DETERMINE WHICH SIDE OF A D.C.
THROUGH
DETERMINED
THIS
BE
CAN
NEGATIVE".
WHICH
ANO
"POSITIVE"
CUIT IS
THE USE OF EITHER A D.C. VOLTMETER OR BY MEANS OF ELECTROLYSIS IN THE MAU
NER NOW TO BE EXPLAINED.

THE VOLTMETER METHOD
I.

- USE A D.C. TYPE VOLTMETER WHOSE SCALE RANGE 18 SUFFICIENTLY
THE
GREAT TO INDICATE THE VOLTAGE OF
CIRCUIT UNDER TEST.

yi

r7

St

- CONNECT ONE TEST LEAD TO THE POSITIVE OR (+) TERMINAL OF THE VOLTMETER
OTHER
ANO A SECOND TEST LEAD TO THE
FIG.
I.
VOLTMETER TERMINAL AS SHOWN IN
2.

O,

- TOUCH THE TWO TEST POINTS TO THE
TWO 8IOE8 OF THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST AS
AND NOTE THE MOVALSO SHOWN IN FIG.
EMENT OF THE METER NEEDLE AS YOU DO SO.
THIS CONNECTION SHOULC BE COMPLETED FOR
ONLY AN INSTANT 80 A8 TO AVOID DAMAGING
THE VOLTMETER IN CARE THAT THE NEEDLE
SWINGS OFF ITS SCALE TOWARDS THE LEFT
OF THE ZERO MARK.
3.

I

Negative

Posilive

O

o

o
.,T34sI"7.7?
¡/

C

wcj

k

Negative

-%

- SHOULD THE VOLTMETER NEEDLE SWING
OFF ITS SCALE TOWARDS THE LEFT OF ZERD
INDICATES
AS IN FIG. 2, THEN THE TEST
OF
THAT THE POSITIVE OR (+) TERMINAL
THE VOLTMETER I8 CONNECTED TO THE NED4.

pOSI}1V

ATIVE BIDE OF THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST.
ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THE METER NEEDLE
THE
SWINGS ACROSS ITS SCALE TOWARDS
Voltmeter Method.
RIGHT OR IN ITS NORMAL DIRECTION, AS IN
THAT
FIG. L, THEN THE TEST INDICATES
TO
THEPOSITIVE
THE POSITIVE OR (+) TERMINAL OF THE VOLTMETER IS CONNECTED
THEN
810E OF THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST. THE OTHER SIDE OF THE CIRCUIT WILL
NATURALLY BE THE NEGATIVE SIDE.
THE ELECTROLYSIS METHOD

POLARITY
IF NO D.C. VOLTMETER I8 AVAILABLE, THEN THE UNKNOWN LINE
CAN BE DETERMINED THROUGH THE PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROLYSIS AS ILLUSTRATED IN
(OVER)

FIG.

3.

IN

THIS CASE, PROCEED AS FOLLOws:

I. - CONNECT A PAIR OF TEST LEADS
ACROSS THE CIRCUIT UNDER TEST AND
SUBMERGE THE FREE ENDS OF THE TEST LEADS IN A GLASS OF WATER TO
WHICH
A
LITTLE TABLE SALT HAS BEEN ADDED. AN ALTERNATIVE
IS TO SUBMERGE THE BARED
COPPER ENDS OF THE CIRCUIT WIRES DIRECTLY INTO THE SALT WATER.

2. - USE CARE THAT THE
TWO BARE
ENOS OF THE WIRE OR TEST POINTS,WHICH
ARE SUBMERGED IN THE SALT WATER,
ARE
NOT PLACED TOO CLOSE TOGETHER SO AS TO
FORM A SHORT CIRCUIT AND WATCH
FOR
THE FORMATION OF BUBBLES. THE WIRE OR
TEST LEAD, AROUND WHICH THE MOST BUBBLES ARE PRODUCED, CORRESPONDS TO THE
NEGATIVE SIDE OF THE CIRCUIT.

Fig. 3
- WHEN HANDLING WIRES ACROSS
Electrolysis Method.
WHICH CONSIDERABLE VOLTAGE EXISTS, ALWAYS BE SURE NEVER TO GRASP THE BARE
WIRES AT ANY TIME DURING ANY TEST WHILE THE CIRCUIT IS "ALIVE". ONLYGRASP
THE INSULATIVE MATERIAL WHICH YOU ARE CERTAIN AS BEING ADEQUATE TO PREVENT
YOUR RECEIVING AN ELECTRIC SHOCK.
3.

4. - WHENEVER TESTING CIRCUIT8,WHICH HANDLE VOLTAGE OF110
VOLTS AND UP,A LAMP SHOULD
BE
CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE CI$
CUIT BEING TESTED AND THE ELECTROLYTIC POLARITY INDICATOR
AS
SHOWN IN FIG.4. THE LAMP
WILL
THUS ACT AS A RESISTANCE
AND
THEREBY PREVENT SHORT CIRCUITS
AND DISASTROUS ACCIDENTS. FOR A

Fig. 4

110 VOLT CIRCUIT, A 110 VOLT LAMP
SHOULD BE USED AND FOR A220 VOLT
CIRCUIT,A 220 VOLT LAMP.THE LAMP
IN EITHER CASE MAY BE RATED
AT
ABOUT 40 WATTS.

Limiting The Current Flow.

5. - ALL PARTS OUTSIDE OF
THE SALT WATER IN THE GLASS CONTAINER SHOULD BE MAINTAINED IN A PERFECTLY DRY CONDITION WHEN USING THIS TESTER,AS SHOULD ALSO THE HANDS OF
THE
OPERATOR SO AS TO REDUCE TO A MINIMUM THE POSSIBILITY OF RECEIVING
AN
ELECTRIC SHOCK.
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DETERMINING A -C OR D -C TYPE OF CIRCUIT
MAJORITY OF CASES, IT IS
THE
IN
OF
TYPE
THE
POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE
CURRENT USED BY AN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
SIMPLY BY REFERRING TO THE NAMEPLATE ATTACHED TO ELECTRICAL EQUIPALREADY CONNECTED TO
IS
THAT
MENT
THE SYSTEM.

COMPANYtS MET-ER AT THE
THE POWER
SERVICE ENTRANCE OF THE CIRCUIT ALSO
PLATE THAT SPECIFIES THE
A
CARRIES
VOLTAGE OF THE CIRCUIT, AND WHETHER
'IF
A -C TYPE.
THE D -C. OR
IT IS OF
AVAILABLE,
IS
NOT
SUCH INFORMATION'
THREE METHODS CAN BE
FOLLOWING
THE
APPLIED.
METHOD NO.

I

-

USING WATER

I.- CONNECT.AN ORDINARY INCANDES(OF THE SAME VOLTAGE RATING AS THE CIRCUITY IN SERIES WITH A

CENT LAMP

TWO WIRE LEADS FROM
PLUG AND
WHOSE ENDS THE INSULATION HAS BEEN
(SEE FIG. I.)
REMOVED.
LINE

FiG.

I

WATER TEST FOR

A -C

'

2.- INSERT THE PLUG IN A RECEPTACLE THAT IS CONNECTED TO THE CIRCUIT
BEING TESTED AND TOUCH' THE BARE ENDS
ÓF THE WIRE LEADS TOGETHER. THE LAMP
SHOULD BURN.
3.- NOW, INSERT THE BARED ENDS OF
LEADS INTO A GLASS OF WATER,KEEP
ING THEM SPACED APART AS ILLUSTRATED
OBSERVE WHETHER BUBBLES
IN FIG.
I.
FORM
AROUND BOTH LEAD -ENDS OR ONLY
AROUND ONE.
THE

4.- IF AN EQUAL NUMBER OF BUBBLES
FORM ARCUND BOTH LEAD -ENDS, THE CUR..
THE
ALTERNATING TYPE.
RENT IS OF
THIS CONDITION IS PICTURED IN FIG.I.

BUBBLES FORM
NUMEROUS
5.- IF
AROUND ONE LEAD AND VERY FEW OR NONE
TEST
AT
ALL AROUND THE OTHER, THE
INDICATES THAT THE CIRCUIT IS HANOI...
( OVER)

FIG.

2

WATER TEST FOR D -C

ING

A

DIRECT CURRENT.
IN SUCH CASES THE LEAD -END AT WHICH THE MOST BUBIS CONNECTED TO THE NEGATIVE SIDE OF THE CIRCUIT.(SEE FIG.2.)

BLES OCCUR.

METHOD

NO. 2

-

USING

A

D -C

VOLTMETER

VOLTMETER WHOSE SCALE
I.- USE A D -C
OF
CAPABLE
INDICATING VOLTAGES AS
HIGH AS THAT HANDLED BY THE CIRCUIT BEING TESTED. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE CIRCUIT
OPERATES AT 110 VOLTS; THE RANGE OF THE
"0"
METER SCALE SHOULD BE FROM
TO ABOUT
"150".
IS

D.C.

VOLTMETER

//
+,

1

2.- CONNECT A BYPASS CONDENSER OF AP
PROXIMATELY 0.1 MF. ACROSS THE TERMITHE METER; AND CONNECT A PAIR
NALS OF
OF TEST LEADS TO THESE SAME
TERMINALS.
OF
(SEE FIG. 3.)
TOUCH THE FREE ENDS
THE TEST LEADS ACROSS THE CIRCUIT BEING
TESTED; MAKING CONNECTIONS AT A RECEPTA_
OR
OTHER CONVENIENT POINT IN
CLE
ANY
THE
CIRCUIT.
OBSERVE THE MOVEMENT OF
THE
METER NEEDLE; AND REMOVE THE TEST
POINTS FROM CONTACT WITH THE CIRCUIT AS
SOON AS THIS OBSERVATION HAS BEEN MADE.

MF

CONDENSER
FIG. 3

VOLTMETER TEST

3.- IF THE METER NEEDLE VIBRATES OR
MOVE AT ALL DURING
THIS TEST;
DOESN'T
WE KNOW THAT THE CIRCUIT IS OF THE ALTHE
METER
IF
TERNATING CURRENT TYPE.
TOWARD THE RIGHT OF ZERO;
NEEDLE MOVES
OF
IS
THE DIRECT CURRENT
THE CIRCUIT
POSITIVE METER TERMINAL
TYPE; AND
THE
POSITIVE SIDE OF
TO THE
IS CONNECTED
THE
NEEDLE MOVES TOWARD
THE LINE.
IF
THE LEFT OF ZERO; THE METER CONNECTIONS
ARE REVERSED.

FIG. 4

NEON TUBE TEST
METER MOVEMENT
PRICED CLASS.
OF

IS

IMPORTANT: A PERMANENT MAGNETS MOVING
VOLTMETERS SHOULD BE USED IF
COIL TYPE
THE ACTUAL VOLTAGE INDICATION IS TO BE
CORRECT. THIS TYPE
ACCEPTED AS BEING
EMPLOYED IN INSTRUMENTS OF THE MEDIUM AND HIGH -

METHOD NO. 3

-

USING

A

NEON LAMP

I.- SOLDER ONE END OF AN INSULATED WIRE LEAD TO THE CENTERS
LEAD TO THE METAL BASE -SHELL OF A
CONTACT; AND ANOTHER WIRE
NEON LAMP; AS SHOWN IN FIG. 4.

2.- CONNECT
TESTED.

THE

FREE

ENDS OF THESE

LEADS ACROSS THE

INSULATED
I/1 -WATT

CIRCUIT BEING

OF
THE NEON LAMP GLOW WITH AN ORANGE COLOR
BOTH
ELECTRODES
3.- IF
OF
THE A -C TYPE.
(SEE FIG. 4), THE CIRCUIT IS

ONLY ONE OF THE LAMP'S ELECTRODES GLOWS
D -C TYPE.

4.THE

IF

-2

-

THEN THE CIRCUIT

IS

OF
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p/ME,NSION, IVE/GHT & RESISTANCE OF BAPE SOLID 00PPEP IY/QE
(Brown g ShorOe Gauge)
DIAM.
B&S

IN

WIRE

SIZE

MILS
AT

20°C.
0000
000
00
0

460.0
409.6
364.8
324.9

289.3
257.6
229.4
204.3
5
81.9
6 62.0
44.3
7
8- 28.5
9
14.4
10
01.9
90.74
11
1

2
3
4

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

30
31

32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

80.81
71.96

64.08
57.07
50.82
45.26
40.30
35.89
31.96
28.46
25.35
'22.57
20.10
17.90
15.94
14.20

12.64
11.26
10.03

8.928
7.950
7.080
6.305
5.615
5.000
4.453
3.965
3.531
3.145

CIRCO-

SQUARE

WEIGHT
LEIS.
PER

LAR
PAILS.

INCHES

1000

CROSS»SECT10NAL AREA

211,600.
167.800.
133.100.
105.500.
83,640.
66.370.'
52,630.
41.740.
33,100.
26.250.
20,820.
16,510.
13.090.
10.380.
8.234.
6.530.
5.178.
4.107.
3,205.
2.583.
2,048.
1.624.
1.288
1.022.

810.10
642.40
509.50
404.00
320.40
254.10
201.50
159.80
126.70
100.50
79.70
63.21
50.13
39.75
31.52
25.00
19.83
15.72
12.47
9.88

FEET
PER

LB.

FT.
0.1662
0.1318
0.1045
0.08289
0.06573
0.05213
0.04134
0.03278
0.02600
0.02062
0.01635
0.01297
0.01028
0.00815
0.00646
0.00512
0.00406
0.00322
0.00255
0.00202
0.00160
0.00127
0.00101

0.00080
0.00063
0.00050
0.00040
0.00031
0.00025
0.00019
0.00015
0.00012
0.00009
0.00007
0.00006
0.00004
0.000039
0.000031
0.000024
0.000019
0.000015
0.000012
0.000009
0.000007

640.5
507.9
402.8
319.5
253.3
200.9
159.3
126.4
100.2

79.46
63.02
49.98
39.63
31.43
24.92
19.77
15.68
12.43

9.858
7,818
6.200
4.917
3.899
3.092
2.452
1.945
1.542
1.223

0.9699
0.7692
0.6100
0.4837
0.3836
0.3042
0.2413
0.1913
0.1517
0.1203
0.0954
0.0756
0.0600
0.0475
0.0377
0.0299

1.561

1.968

2.482
3.130
3.947
4.977
6.276
7.914
9.980
12.58
15.87
20.01
25.23

31.82
40.12
50.59
63.80
80.44
101.4
127.9
161.3

203.4
256.5
323.4
407.8
514.2
648.4
817.4
1031.0
1300.0
1639.0
2067.0
2607.0
3287.0
4145.0
5227.0
6591.0
8310.0
10480.
13210.
16660.
21010.
26500.

33410.

0111118

RESISTANCE
PER 5000 FEET

AT

AT

AT

20°C.

25°c.

75°C.

88°F.

77°F.

167° F.

0.04901
0.06180
0.07793
0.09827
0.12390
0.15630
0.19700
0.24850
0.31330
0.39510
0.49820
0.62820

0.79210
0.99890
1.260
1.588
2.003
2.525
3.184
4.016
5.064
6.385
8.0.51

10.15

12.80
16.14
20.34
25.67
32.37
40.81
51.47

64.90
81.83
103.2
130.1
164.1

206.9
260.9
329.0
414.8
523.1

659.6
831.8
1049

0.04998
0.06302
0.07947
0.10020
0.12640
0.15930
0.20090
0.25330
0.31950
0.40280
0.50800
0.64050
0.80770
1.018
1.284
1.619
2.042

2.575
3.247
4.094
5.163
6.510
8.210
10.35
13.05

16.46

20.76
26.17
33.00
41.62
52.48
66.17
83.44
105.2
132.7
167.3
211.0
266.0
335.5
423.0
533.4

672.6
848.1
1069

.05961

0.07516
0.09478
0.11950
0.15070
0.19000
0.23560
0.30220
0.38100
0.48050
0.60590
0.76400
0.96330
1.2150
1.5320
1.9310
2.4360
3.0710
3.8730,
4.8840

6.1580
7.7650
9.7920
12.350
15.570
19.630
24.760
31.220
39.360
49.640

62.590
78.930
99.520
125.50
158.20
199.50
251.60

317.30
400.10
504.50
636.20
802.20
1012.0
1276.0

Ç
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ALLOWABLE CARRYING CAPACITIES
COPPER W/QE AMC, CABLE

15818

SIZE
18
16
14
12
10

3
6

18

20

25

25

30
40

25
30

16,510

35
50
55
70
80
90

O
00

000

0000

5
10

15

26,250
33,100
41,740
52,630
66,370
83,690
105,500
133,100
167,800
200,000
211,600
250,000
300,000
350,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
900,000
,000,000
,100,000
,200, 000
,300,000
,400,000
,500,000
,600,000
,700,000
,800,000
,900,000
2,000,000

3
2

5
10

20

6
5

1

'

1,624
2,583
4,107
6,530
10,380

CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY IN AMPERES
RUBBER
ENAMELED
OTHER
INSULATION COTTON COVERED INSULATION

8

.4
.

CIRCULAR
MIL
AREA

OF

110
120
150
180

100
125
150
176
200.

225
250
275
300
325

400
450
500
550
600
650
690
730
770
810
850
890
930
970
1,010
1,050

50
70

60
65
85
95'

.

210
240
270
300
330
360
390
480

540
600
660
720
780
830
880
920
970
,020
,070
,120
,160
,210
,260

80
90
100
125
150
-

200
225
275.
300

325
350

400
450
b00
600
680
760
840
920
,000
,080
,I50
,220
,250
,360
,430
,480
,550
,610
,670
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.4L/GNING THE TUNING C'k'CUITS OF T.F.
RECEI VE2S - US/NG BROADCAST SIGNALS
6Y °ALIGNING" A RECEIVER IS MEANT THAT THE VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THE
ORBE
GANG TUNING CONDENSER ARE ALL ADJUSTED SO THAT THEY WILL TUNETOGETHER
JOB
THIS
PARTICULAR
RANGE.
TUNING
ENTIRE
IN SYNCHRONISM THROUGHOUT THE
STRAIGHT
THE
OF
RECEIVERS
ON
WORK
DOING
THIS
FOR
SHEET OFFERS INSTRUCTIONS
THE
nTUNEO RADIO-FREQUENCY° OR T.R.F. TYPE ONLY. LATER JOB SHEETS SUPPLY
INFORMATION FOR DOING THIS WORK ON SUPERHETEROOYNES.

PROPER ALIGNMENT WILL MAKE POSSIBLE A LOUDER AND CLEARER SIGNAL,BEI
TER TONE QUALITY ANO GREATER FREEDOM FROM INTER-STATION INTERFERENCE.
I.

TO RESONANCE WITH THE
- To ALIGN THE RECEIVER, FIRST TUNE THE SET
STAFAIRLY DISTANT
OF
SOME
SIGNAL
TION WHICH IS BROADCASTING AT A MEN
DIUM FREQUENCY (AROUNÓ MOO KC) ANO
SET THE VOLUME CONTROL AT THE POSITION OFFERING MEDIUM SIGNAL INTENSITY.

- WITH THE TUNING DIAL SET
TO THE POSITION OFFERING SHARPEST
TUNING TO THIS FREQUENCY,ADJUST THE
CONDENSER
COMPENSATING OR TRIMMER
OF THE DETECTOR STAGE UNTIL LOUDEST
THE
SIGNAL VOLUME IS EMITTED BY
Fig. 1
BE
SPEAKER. THESE TRIMMERS SHOULD
Three-Gang Tuning Condenser.
ADJUSTED WITH EITHER A BAKELITE
SCREW-DRIVER OR BAKELITE WRENCH, WHICHEVER 18 SUITABLE FOR THE PARTICULAR
DESIGN. Do NOT ALTER THE POSITION OF EITHER THE TUNING OR VOLUME CONTROL
2.

WHILE MAKING THE ALIGNING ADJUSTMENTS.
THE TRIMMERS OF THE FOLLOWING STAGES ARE THEN EACH ADJUSTED IN
DI
TURN AND SET FOR THE LOUDEST SPEAKER SIGNAL IN THE SAME MANNER AS JUST
SCRIBED.
3. -

OF
- AFTER THIS AVERAGE SETTING HAS BEEN MADE FOR ALL SECTIONS
ENO OF
FREQUENCY
HIGH
AT
THE
SIGNAL
ANOTHER
TUNE-IN
THE TUNING CONDENSER,
ARE
THE DIAL OR AT ABOUT THE 1400 KC. POSITION. IF SLOTTED ROTOR PLATES
ENO
TRAILING
THE
EMPLOYED ON THE CONDENSER, THEN BEND THE LAST SEGMENT OF
SECTION
EACH
UNTIL
OF EACH CONDENSER SECTION SLIGHTLY ONE WAY OR THE OTHER
IS ADJUSTED FOR MAXIMUM VOLUME.
4.

#I AS POINTED OUT IN
THIS PLATE SEGMENT WOULD CORRESPOND TO SEGMENT
ROTOR PLATES IN EACH SECTION OF
FIG.2 ANO WHICH WILL BE FOUND ON THE OUTER
(OVER)
MODERN GANG CONDENSERS.

í

5. - TUNE IN SIGNALS AT 1100 - 850 - 700 - 600 AND 550 Kc. EACH
IN
TURN AND AT EACH BETTING, BEND FOR LOUDEST SIGNAL THE LAST SLATTED
SEGMENT OF EACH ROTOR PLATE GROUP WHICH CAME INTO MESH WITH THE STATORPLATES
AS THE POSITION OF THE ROTOR PLATES WAS CHANGED.

Fig. 2
Provisions For Bending Plates.

IN OTHER WORDS,AS THE DIAL SETTINGS ARE GRADUALLY CHANGED
FROM
THE HIGHER TO THE LOWER FREQUENCIES,
ROTOR PLATE SEGMENTS #2 AB PER FtC.
2 WILL BE ADJUSTED AT EACH SECTION
AS THEY FOLLOW SEGMENTS TI INTO MESH
WITH THE STATOR PLATE GROUPS ETC.,
UNTIL THE FINAL SEGMENTS AT
THE
OTHER EXTREME POSITION HAVE BEEN AQ
DUSTED FOR THE LOWEST FREQUENCY 8ES
TINOS.

6.
UPON COMPLETION OF THIS JOB, THE RECEIVER WILL SE PROPERLY ALIGNED THROUGHOUT ITS RANGE OF TUNING AND AS A FINAL CHECK,STATIONS
AT
VARIOUS FREQUENCIES CAN SE TUNED IN AND THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
RECEIVER
CAREFULLY NOTED. ANY ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENT WHICH MAY BE FOUND NECESSARY
CAN THEN BE MADE.

ALIGNING RECEIVER WITH SERVICE OSCILLATOR
INSTEAD OF USING A BROADCAST SIGNAL FOR ALIGNING PURPO8ESITHE
USE
OF A MODULATED R.F. SERVICE OSCILLATOR, OR
SIGNAL GENERATOR,OFFERS A MORE
ACCURATE METHOD FOR MAKING THE ALIGNING ADJUSTMENTS.
THIS IS DONE IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
I.

DISCONNECT THE ANTENNA AND

GROUND WIRES FROM THE RECEIVER.

2. CONNECT THE SAN
TENNAMTERMINAL OF
THE
SERVICE OSICLLATOR
TO
THE ANTENNA TERMINAL OF
THE RECEIVER AND
THE
eGROUNDM TERMINAL OF THE
SERVICE OSCILLATOR TOME
GROUND TERMINAL OF
THE
RECE V ERA AS SHOWN IN F
(G. 3.
I

3. PLACE THE
OSCFig. 3
ILLATOR AND RECEIVER
IN
Set -Up For Aligning Receiver With
OPERATION,ADJUBT THE OSº
Service Oscillator.
ILLATOR TO PRODUCE A 1000 KC. SIGNAL AND TUNE IN THIS SIGNAL ON THE
RECEIVER AND ADJUST THE VOLUME CONTROL FOR MEDIUM OSCILLATOR SIGNAL THROUGH
THE LOUD SPEAKER,

4. ADJUST THE RECEIVER'S TUNED CIRCUITS FOR MAXIMUM SIGNAL
IN THE
SAME ORDER AS ALREADY DESCRIBED WHEN USING A BROADCAST SIGNAL FOR
THIS
PURPOSE,
5. TUNE THE SERVICE OSCILLATOR AND RECEIVER IN TURN TO 1400-1100850 - 700 - 600 ANO 550 Kc. AND ADJUST THE TUNED CIRCUITS FOR MAXIMUM SI
NALS IN THE SAME MANNER AS ALREADY EXPLAINED WHEN USING A BROADCASTSIGNAL
FOR THIS PURPOSE.
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NEUTRA L I Z/NG THE R.

STAGES

OF 024 0/0 ,QECE/VERB

By NEUTRALIZATION IS MEANT THE PROCESS OF COUNTERACTING THE REGENERATIVE FEED BACK, WHICH FLOWS FROM THE PLATE TO GRID CIRCUITS IN
R.F.
STAGES, IN WHICH TUBES OF THE NON -SCREEN GRID TYPE ARE USED.
IF AN ADJUSTMENT OF THIS NATURE IS NECESSARY,
IT WILL MAKE
ITSELF
KNOWN BY THE FACT THAT THE RECEIVER, WHEN IN OPERATION, WILL OSCILLATE AND
THEREBY CAUSE SQUEALING SOUNDS TO BE EMITTED FROM THE SPEAKER.
1. + To MAKE A NEUTRALIZING ADJUSTMENT, YOU CAN EITHER USETHE SIGNAL ENERGY SUPPLIED BY A BROADCASTING STATION OR ELSE THE OUTPUT OF
A
MODULATED OSCILLATOR. THE LATTER IS PREFERABLE.

2.

OF ABOUT

- TUNE THE RECEIVER TO A SIGNAL FREQUENCY
1400 KC,ANO SET THE VOLUME CONTROL AT
ITS

LOUDEST POSITION.

Fig. 1

3. - REMOVE THE R.F. TUBE PRECEDING THEDETECTOR AND INSERT A PIECE OF PAPER INTO ONE OF THE FIL
AMEi4T HOLES OF THIS TUBE'S SOCKET, AS SHOWN IN FIG.
I,
SO THAT ONE FILAMENT PRONG OF THE TUBE WILL
BE
INSULATED FROM THE SOCKET CONTACT WHEN THE BULB IS
AGAIN INSERTED, THUS PREVENTING THE FILAMENT
FROM
BURNING.

Insulating The
Filament Prong.
4. - INSERT THE TUBE IN ITS SOCKET, LEAVING THE PAPER SLEEVE
UN..
DISTURBED AND NOTE THAT ITS FILAMENT DOESN'T BURN. BE SURE THAT YOU
DO
NOT DISTURB THE SETTING OF NEITHER THE VOLUME OR TUNING CONTROL
DURING
THIS WORK AND ONLY USE THE SWITCH AS A MEANS OF STARTING OR STOPPING THE
RECEIVER'S OPERATION,OR ELSE CONNECT AND DISCONNECT THE RECEIVER FROM THE
LINE IN ORDER TO START AND STOP IT.
5. - WITH THIS "DEAD" TUBE INSERTED IN ITS SOCKET, NO SOUND SHOULD
COME FROM THE SPEAKER. IF A SOUND IS HEARD, THEN ADJUST THE NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSER FOR THIS STAGE BY MEANS OF A BAKELITE SCREW DRIVER. WITH A PRO
PER ADJUSTMENT OBTAINED, NO SIGNAL SHOULD BE HEARD AT THE SPEAKER.HAVING
NEUTRALIZED THIS R.F. STAGE, OPEN THE SWITCH, REMOVE THE TUBE AND PAPER
AND RE-INSERT THE TUBE IN ITS SOCKET.
6. - Now PERFORM THE SAME ADJUSTING PROCESS WITH THE R.F. TUBE Pi
CEDING THE LAST R.F. TUBE, AND GRADUALLY CARRY OUT THIS WORK UNTIL
YOU
HAVE FINALLY ADJUSTED THE FIRST R.F. STAGE IN LIKE MANNER. EACH R.F.
STAGE IS THUS NEUTRALIZED IN CONSECUTIVE ORDER FROM THE ONE PRECEDING THE
DETECTOR TOWARDS THE ANTENNA.
7. - REMEMBER, THAT THE VOLUME AND TUNING CONTROL SETTINGS
SHOULD
NOT UNDER ANY CONDITIONS BE DISTURBED FROM THEIR ORIGINAL SETTING UNTIL

(OVER)

THE ENTIRE RECEIVER IS NEUTRALIZED.
- WHEN NEUTRALIZING THE R.F. STAGES OF A RECEIVER IN WHICH THE
OF
FILAMENTS OF THE VARIOUS R.F. TUBES ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES INSTEAD
PARALLEL* THEN THE FILAMENT OF THE TUBE BEING NEUTRALIZED CAN BEPREVENTED FROM BURNING BY SHORTING ITS FILAMENT PRONGS CLOSE TO THE TUBE BASE BY
MEANS OF A FAIRLY THIN PIECE OF WIRE A6 SHOWN IN FIG.2. THIS WILL STILL
PERMIT THE TUBE TO BE INSERTED INTO :TB SOCKET1AT THE SAME TIME PUTTING
THE FILAMENT OUT OF COMMISSION.
S.

THE OSCILLATOR METHOD
To MAKE THESE NEUTRALIZING ADJUSTMENTS,IT
IB ALSO POSSIBLE TO USE A MODULATED R.F.SERVICE
AND
OSCILLATOR AS THE SOURCE FOR THE SIGNAL
MANNER:
THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED IN THE FOLLOWING
1.- DISCONNECT THE ANTENNA ANO GROUND
WIRES FROM THE RECEIVER.

Fig. 2
Short Circuiting
The Filament Prongs

2.- CONNECT THE AANTENNARTERMINAL OF THE
OF
SERVICE OSCILLATOR TO THE ANTENNA TERMINAL
THE
THE RECEIVER AND THE GROUND TERMINAL OF
SERVICE OSCILLATOR TO THE GROUND TERMINAL OF THE
RECEIVER,AS SHOWN IN FIG.3.

PLACE THE OSCILLATOR AND. RECEIVER
A 1400 Kc. SIGNAL AND TUNE
PRODUCE
ERATION, ADJUST THE OSCILLATOR TO
VOLUME.
HIGH
AT
THIS SIGNAL WITH THE RECEIVER
3.

IN

Op
IN

THIS STEP ON, THE SAME PROCEDURE 18 FOLLOWED AS OUTLINED IN
PARAGRAPHS #3 TO +S IN THIS SAME JOB SHEET,WHERE THE BROADCAST SIGNAL IS
USED FOR THIS PURPOSE.
4. -FROM

S. -THE ADVANTAGE OF
USING A MODULATED R.F.
SERVICE OSCILLATOR FOR
SIGNAL
SUPPLYING THE
FOR TESTING PURPOSES IN
PREFERENCE TO BROADCAST
SIGNALS IS THAT THE 612
NAL WHICH I8 PRODUCED BY
THE OSCILLATOR WILL BE
Fig. 3
STEADY ANO OF UNVARYING
Receiver With
Aligning
For
Set
-Up
INTENSITY AS IT IS REOscillator
Service
PRODUCED BY THE RECEIVACCORDING TO THE LOUDER18 LOUD SPEAKER. THE BROADCAST SIGNALS WILL VARY
THE MICROPHONE AND
NESS AND SOFTNESS OF THE SOUNDS WHICH ARE PICKED UP AT
THE
WHEN EMITTED FROM
THESE BOUND INTENSITIES WILL VARY CORRESPONDINGLY
OF
LOUDNESS
THE
LOUDSPEAKER OF THE RECEIVER. THIS NATURAL VARIATION IN
AT
THE
SOUND
WHETHER
SOUND MAKES IT SOMEWHAT MORE DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN
BEING
WHICH
IS
ANY INSTANT IS BEING AFFECTED BY THE RECEIVER ADJUSTMENT
SAME INSTANT.
MADE OR DUE TO THE PICK UP OF THE STUDIO MICROPHONE AT THE
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COMMON TROUBLES
TROUBLE

IN BATTERY OPERATED QECEIVEQS

POSSIBLE CAUSE
I.

"A" BATTERY RUN

TESTS

DOWN

T. TEST WITH VOLTMETER

NO TUBES LIGHT.

ONE OR MORE TUBES
BUT NOT ALL)
FAIL TO LIGHT.

2.

BAD CONNECTIONS OR
OPEN "A" CIRCUIT.

I.

DEFECTIVE TUBES.
OPEN OR SHORT IN FILAMENT CIRCUIT.
WRONG BATTERY CONNEC-

2.

I.

OR HYDROMETER.
INSPECT WIRING AND
APPLY CONTINUITY
TESTS.
TRY OTHER TUBES.

2.

APPLY CONTINUITY

le

TESTS.
INSPECT.

2.

TION.
2.

TUBES LIGHT BUT
SIGNALS ARE NOT
RECEIVED.

3.

4.

"6" VOLTAGE LOW.

DEFECT IN ANTENNA OR
GROUND CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS.
DEFECTIVE OR WORN OUT
TUBE OR TUBES.

DEFECTIVE SPEAKER OR
SPEAKER LEADS.
6. DEFECTIVE PLATE OR GRID
CIRCUIT.
SJ.

RUN-DOWN BATTERY OR BATTERIES OR ELSE EXCESSIVE "C" VOLTAGE.
2. AERIAL SHORTER THAN
RECOMMENDED¡DEFECTS IN
AERIAL OR GROUND SYSTEM;
POOR LOCATION.
.

Low VOLUME.

DEFECTIVE TUBE OR TUBES.
DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.
S. RECEIVER OUT OF ALIGN3.

4.

3.

TEST WITH VOLTMETER
INSPECT*

44,

TRY OTHER TUBES.

5.

TRY ANOTHER SPEAKER

2.

OR HEADPHONES*
6, TEST SOCKET VOLTAGES

I.

AND APPLY CONTINUITY
TESTS.
TEST BATTERY VOLTAGE
WITH RECEIVER IN OP-

ERATION
INSPECT AERIAL AND
GROUND SYSTEM FOR
SHORTS,OPENS,BAO 002
NECT IONS, DIRTY INSUJ
ATORS ETC.
3. TRY OTHER TUBES.
4. TRY ANOTHER SPEAKER.
6. CHECK ALIGNMENT.
2.

MENT.

DEFECTIVE AUDIO OR RADIO
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
7. DEFECTIVE CONNECTIONS,
BAD SOLDERING ETC.
6.

INTERMITTENT
RECEPTION
.

LOOSE OR BROKEN CONNECTION
IN AERIAL OR GROUND CIRCUIT.
LOOSE OR BROKEN CONNECTION
IN RECEIVER.

6.

APPLY CONTINUITY

7.

TESTS.
INSPECT

EXAMINE FOR BREAKS
AND POOR CONNECTIONS
2. CHECK SOCKET VOLTAGES AND APPLY CO2
TINUITY TESTS,JARRING RECEIVER WHILE
MAKING TESTS.

(OVER)

(CONTINUED)
INTERMITTENT
RECEPT ION

UNSATISFACTCRY
QUA L TY .
I

DEFECTIVE SPEAKER OR SPEAKER CONNECTIONS.
4. DEFECTIVE RESISTOR OR CONDENSER
I. RUN DOWN BATTERIES.
2. DEFECTIVE TUBE OR TUBES.
3. IMPROPER "C" BIAS
3.

4.
5.

DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.
DEFECTS IN CIRCUIT/GRID
LEAK ETC.

OSCILLATIONS IN
NEUTRODYNE RE-

I.

PooR R.F. TUBES.

AERIAL LENGTH DIFFERENT
FROM THAT RECOMMENDED
FOR RECEIVER OR ELSE A
DEFECTIVE GROUND,
3. RECEIVER REQUIRES NEUTRALIZING ADJUSTMENT.
I. AERIAL TOO SHORT OR ELSE
AN OPEN IN AERIAL GROUND CIRCUIT.
2. DEFECTIVE R.F. TUBES OR
TUBES WITH TOO HIGH "MUM.
3. HIGH RESISTANCE GROUNDS
TO CHASSIS,
2.

CEIVERS.

TRY DIFFERENTSPEAKE R.

CHECK RESISTORS ANO
CONDENSERS.
I. TEST ALL BATTERIES.
2. TRY OTHER TUBES.
3. TEST "C" BATTERYAND
INSPECT CONNECTIONS.
4. TRY ANOTHER SPEAKER.
4.

CHECK BY CONTINUITY
TESTS/SOCKET VOLTAGES TESTS/AND INSP£t
TION OF WIRING.
I. TRY CHANGING R.F.
TUBES AROUND OR TRY
DIFFERENT TUBES
IN
R.F. soc<ETs.
2. INSPECT
5.

CEIVERS.

OSCILLATICNS IN
SCREEN GRID RE-

3.

3.
I.

2.

CHECK NEUTRALIZATION
INSPECT AND TRY RE-

CEIVER ON A LONGER
AERIAL.
TRY OTHER TUBES IN
R.F.

3.

SOCKETS.
TIGHTEN UP ALL CONNECTIONS TO CHASSIS.
EXAMINE VARIABLE CONDENSER ROTOR CONNEC-

TION.
4. COUPLING

BETWEEN SPEAKER
LEADS AND ANTENNA OR
GROUND WIRES.
5. OPEN OR DISCONNECTED
SCREEN -GRID BYPASS CONOEU

OTHER OSCILLATIONSISQUEALS,
A.C. HUM WITH
ELIMINATOR -EQUIPPED RECEIVERS ETC.

I.

SER.
RUN DOWN

"C" BATTERY.

2.

MICROPHONIC TVBE.

3.

DEFECTIVE GROUND OR AER-

4. SEE THAT LEADS

AREAS

FAR APART AS POSSIBLE.
5.

INSPECT AND CHECK
THESE CONDENSERS.

CHECK VOLTAGE WITH RECEIVER IN OPERATION.
2. PREVENT RECEIVER VI BRAT IONS OR USE NEW TUBE.
3. INSPECT
I.

IAL SYSTEM.
4. DEFECTS IN CIRCUIT,ESPEC-

IALLY
5.

IN

A.F. TRANSFORMERS.

ELIMINATOR OR OTHER A.C.
LEADS TOO CLOSE TO RE-

4.

5.

INSPECT AND APPLY CONTINUITY TESTS.
INSPECT.

CEIVER.
6.

AERIAL TOO CLOSE TO
POWER LINES

6.

NOTE WHETHER OR NOT
DISCONNECTING AERIAL
STOPS A.C. HUM.
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COMMON TROUBLES
TROUBLE

I.

IN A,C, 2ECEIVEI2S

POSSIBLE CAUSE
POWER OFF AT SOCKET

le

TESTS
PLUG IN LAMP AT SOCKET
OR USE VOLTMETERACROSS
LINE.

2. FUSE

BLOWN

2.

No TUBES
LIGHT.

3. OPEN

ONE OR MORE
(BUT NOT
ALL)FAIL TO
LIGHT.

IN SUPPLY CORO OR PRIMARY CIRCUIT OF POWER TRANS
FORMER.
I. BURNED OUT TUBE OR TUBES.
2. OPEN IN POWER TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY WHICH SUPPLIES
FILAMENTS*
3. SHORT OR OPEN F LAMENT C RCU IT
I. ÁNTENNA, GROUND OR BOTH DU
CONNECTED,OPEN OR SHORTED.
2. OUTPUT TO SPEAKER NOT CONNECTED OR OPEN IN OUTPUT
SPEAKER CIRCUIT.
3. DEFECT IN PLATE CIRCUIT OF
OTHER TUBES,SUCH AS OPEN RESISTOR ETC.
4. DEFECTS,SUCH AS OPEN RESISTORS IN GRID CIRCUITS ETC.
I

TUBES LIGHT
BUT SIGNALS
ARE NOT RECEIVED.

I

3.

TRY NEU FUSE,NOTING
WHETHER OR NOT TUBES
LIGHT.
TEST FOR CONTINUITY,

TRY OTHER TUBES
2. USE VOLTAGE TEST AT
SOCKETS.
I.

TEST FOR CONTINUITY.
INSPECT AERIAL AND
GROUND SYSTEM,
2. INSPECT CONNECTIONS AND
CHECK OUTPUT PLATE VOA
TAGEB,
3. CHECK SOCKET PLATE VOJ
TAGEB,
3.

I.

4.

CHECK VOLTAGES OF OPEE
ATING 3RI08 ANO SCREEN
GRIDS.

5. DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.
I.

AERIAL TOO SHORT;DEFECTS IN
AERIAL, GROUND OR BOTH; POOR
LOCATION.

2.

LOW LINE VOLTAGE.

3.
4.

DEFECTIVE TUBE OR TUBES.
IMPROPER SOCKET VOLTAGES
DUE TO DEFECTIVE CIRCUITS
SUCH AS DEFECTIVE RESIS-

UNSATISFACTORY
VOLUME,
5.
6.

TANCES ETC.
DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.
TUNED CIRCUITS NOT ALIGN-

TRY Al DIFFERENT SPEAKER.
I.
INSPECT AERIAL ANO
GROUND SYSTEMS FORSIZE,
SHORTS,POOR INSULATION,
POOR CONNECTIONS ETC.
IF NECESSARY,TEST SAME
WITH ANOTHER RECEIVER.
2. CHECK LINE VOLTAGEWITH
5.

3.

4.

A.C. METER.
TRY NEW TUBES.
TEST TO SEE IF "VOLTAGE
LIMITSnARE COMPLIED
WITH.

TRY A NEW ONE.
Ó. CHECK FOR ALIGNMENT,
5.

ED.
7,
8.

DEFECTIVE AUDIO OR R.F.
TRANSFORMER
DEFECTIVE CONNECTIONS,BAD
SOLDERING ETC.
(OVER)

INSPECT CONNECTIONS AND
APPLY CONTINUITY TESTS.
ó. INSPECT ALL CONNECTIONS
AND SOLDERED JOINTS.
7.

(CONTINUED)

LOOSE OR BROKEN CONNECTION
AERIAL OR GROUND CIRCUIT.

IN

2.

LOOSE OR BROKEN CONNECTION
RECEIVER.

IN

3.

DEFECTIVE SPEAKER OR SPEAKER
CONNECTIONS.
DEFECTIVE TUBE
DEFECTIVE RESISTOR OR CONDENSER.
DEFECTIVE OR WORN OUT TUBES.
WRONG ROCKET VOLTAGES(ESPECIALLY BIAS)OUE TO DEFECTS IN
CIRCUIT,OEFECTIVE RESISTORS

I.

INTERMITTENT
RECEPTION.

4.
5.
I.
2.

UN8ATIBFACTORY QUALITY.

I.

EXAMINE THROUGHOUT

FOR

BREAKS ANO POOR CONNE&
TIONS.
2. CHECK SOCKET VOLTAGES
ANO APPLY CONTINUITY
TESTS JARRING RECEIVER WHILE MAKING TESTS.
3. TRY A DIFFERENT SPEAK....
ER.
4.

CHECK TUBES.

5. CHECK SAME.
I.

2,

TRY OTHER TUBES.
TEST TO SEE THAT SOCKET
VOLTAGES COMPLY WITH
"VOLTAGE LIMITATIONS.

ETC.
3. DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.
4. TUNING CIRCUITS IMPROPERLY

ALIGNED.
DEFECTIVE TUBE(ESPECIALLY
RECTIFIER) OR DETECTOR.
2. POOR GROUND.
3.' SHORTED FILTER CHOKE OR
OPEN CONDENSER
I.

A.C. HUM.

INDUCTIVE PICK-UP OF AERIAL
SYSTEM,GROUND WIRE,LEAD-IN
ETC.FROM POWER LINE OR A.C.
LEADS.
5. OTHER DEFECTS IN CIRCUIT.

4.

I.

JARRING OR VIBRATION OF RE-

3.

I.

INSPECT.
CHECK SOCKET VOLTAGES
AND APPLY CONTINUITY
TESTS.
4. INSPECT.SEE IF OISCONNECTED AERIAL OR GROUND
STOPS HUM.
3.

5.

I.

CEIVER.

DEFECTIVE DETECTOR TUBE.

TRY OTHER TUBES.

2.

MICROPHONISM.
2.

TRY ANOTHER SPEAKER.

4. CHECK ALIGNMENT.

2.

CHECK SOCKET VOLTAGES
AND APPLY CONTINUITY
TESTS THROUGHOUT.
INSPECT FOR CAUSE OF
VIBRATION (OFTEN DUE
TO SPEAKER VIBRATIONS

TRANSFERRED TO SET).
TRY ANOTHER DETECTOR
TUBE.

OSCILLATION
IN NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER.

OSCILLATIONS
IN SCREENGRID RECEIVER,

I.

CHANGE TUBES AROUND OR
TRY DIFFERENT TUBES IN
R.F. SOCKETS.

IMPROPER AERIAL LENGTH.
3. RECEIVER NOT PROPER NEUTRALIZED.
I. AERIAL TOO SHORT,OR OPEN IN
AERIAL - GROUND CIRCUIT.

2.

DEFECTIVE R.F. TUBES OR TUBES
WITH TOO HIGH "MU"
3. HIGH-RESISTANCE GROUNDS TO
CHASSIS.

2.

4. TOO HIGH LINE VOLTAGE.

4.

Ó. OPEN OR DISCONNECTED SCREEN

5.

INSPECT.
CHECK FOR NEUTRALIZATION.
INSPECT AERIAL AND
GROUND SYSTEM THROUGHOUT.IF NECESSARY TEST
RECEIVER ON LANGER
AERIAL.
TRY OTHER TUBES IN R.F.
SOCKETS.
TRY TIGHTENING UP ALL
CONNECTIONS.
TEST LINE VOLTAGE WITH
A.C. METER.
INSPECT ANO CHECK.

I.

R.F. TUBES

2.

2.

3.
I.

3.

GRID BY-PASS CONDENSER.
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COMMON POWE2
TROUBLE
I.

2.

No D.C.VOL-

TALE AVAILABLE AT OUT
PUT OF PowER PACK,

PACK 7,2OUBL ES

POSSIBLE CAUSE
DEFECTIVE POWER TRANSFORMER.

IF TUBE FILAMENTS ALSO FAIL
TO BURN,LOOK FOR DEFECTIVE

3.

PRIMARY WINDING IN POWER
TRANSFORMER OR DEFECTIVE
A.C.-INPUT LINE.
RECTIFIER TUBE BURNED OUT.

4.

FILTER CONDENSER BROKEN
DOWN.

5.
I.

Low D.C.
OUTPUT
VOLTAGES.

OPEN OR GROUNDED CHOKE COIL.
LOW A.C. LINE VOLTAGE.

2.

EXCESSIVE LOAD ON D.C.CIR-

3.

WORN OUT RECTIFIER TUBE,

4.

EXCESSIVE D.C. RESISTANCE
IN FILTER SYSTEM.

CUlT.

I.

2.

TESTS
SUSPICIOUS WINDING FOR VOLTAGE WITH
VOLT METER AND ALSO FOR
CONTINUITY.
CHECK FOR CONTINUITY.
CHECK(

INSPECT AND INSERT NEW
RECTIFIER TUBE.
4. RECTIFIER TUBEIS PLAT ES WILL BECOME RED HOT.
CHECK FILTER CONDENSER
FOR SHORT.
5. TEST FCR CONTINUITY AND
3.

GROUND.
CHECK LINE VOLTAGE WITH
A.C. VOLTMETER.
2. CHECK CURRENT DRAIN
I.

WITH MILLIAMMETER.
TRY A NEW RECTIFIER
TUBE.
4. CHECK CONNECTIONS AND
ALSO MEASURE VOLT DROP
ACROSS EACH FILTER
3.

CHOKE.

SHORTED DIVIDER RESISTOR.
I. SHORTED BY-PASS CONDENSER
IN VOLTAGE DIVIDER.
2. AN OPEN VOLTAGE DIVIDER
RESISTOR.
5.

LACK OFDC.

VOLTAGE ACROSS A PORTION OF DIVID

5. CHECK DIVIDER RESISTORS.
I.

2.

ER ONLY.
I.

A.C. HPOW FOR
WHICH POWER
PACK MAY BE

2.

LOW LINE VOLTAGE.

DEFECTIVE RECTIFIER TUBE.
SHORTED FILTER CHOKE.

TEST VOLTAGE DIVIDER
BY-PASS CONDENSERS.
CHECK DIVIDER RESISTORS
FOR CONTINUITY*

CHECK VOLTAGE WITH A.C.
VOLTMETER,
2. REPLACE WITH A NEW TUBE.
3. TEST CHOKE FOR CONTINAND NOTE METER REAR
I.

RE8PONS18LEUITY
3.

4,AN

OPEN OR POOR FILTER CONDENSER.
5j. OPEN
IN A VOLTAGE DIVIDER
BY-PASS CONDENSER OR LACK
OF SUCH A CONDENSER.
6. LOOSE TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS.

ING.
4. CHECK

CONDENSER AND TRY

A REPLACEMENT

INSPECT AND CHECK SUCH
CONDENSERS FOR CONTINUITY
t6. LISTEN FOR RATTLE.
5.
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COMMON TROUBLES 1N DIRECT CURRENT RECE/vE,QS
(//O oL 220 volts)
TROUBLE

POSSIBLE CAUSE
I.

ONE,OR MORE TUBES"BURNED
OUT.

NO TUBES
LIGHT.

2.

POWER OFF AT SOCKET.

3.

FUSE OR FUSES BLOWN.

4. OPEN

ONE OR
MORE TUBES

I.

(BUT NOT
ALL) FA L TO
LIGHT.

2.

I

TUBES LIGHT
BUT SIGNALS
ARE NOT RECEIV ED.

I.

UNSATISFACTORY
VOLUME.

I.

IN SUPPLY CORO OR
FILAMENT CIRCUIT.
BURNED OUT TUBE

DEFECT IN FILAMENT
CIRCUIT.

POLARITY MAY BE REVERBED. OTHER POSSIBLE
CAUSES ARE THE SAME AS
THOSE GIVEN RELATIVE TO
A.C. RECEIVERS IN THE
PRECEDING "Joe SHEETN.
WRONG LINE VOLTAGE.OTHER
POSSIBLE CAUSES ARE THE
SAME AS THOSE GIVEN RELATIVE TO A.C. RECEIVERS
IN A PRECEDING "JOB SHEET",

TESTS
I.
IN SOME D.C. RECEIVERB,ALL
OF THE TUBE FILAMENTS ARE
CONNECTED IN SERIES AND IF
ONE BURNS OUT,ALL WILLFAIL
TO LIGHT. IN OTHER D.C. RECEIVERS,CERTAIN GROUPS OF
TUBES ARE CONNECTED INSERIES WHILE OTHERS ARE CONNECTED IN PARALLEL'SO
THE
EFFECT OF ONE OPEN FILAMENT WILL BE ACCORDINGLY.
2. PLUG IN LAMP AT SOCKET OR
TEST WITH VOLTMETER ACROSS
LINES.
3. TRY NEW FUSE OR FUSES
(BOMED.C. RECEIVERS HAVE 2
FUSES ONE ON CHASSIS AND
ONE ON SUPPLY CORD).
4. TEST FOR CONTINUITY.
I.

2.

I.

I.

POSSIBLE ONLY IN CASES
WHERE FILAMENTS OF SOME
TUBES ARE PARALLELED.
NOTE .(I) ABOVE ALSO APP LIES IN THIS CASE.APPLY
CONTINUITY TESTS.
CHECK POLARITY OF LINE,

TEST LINE VOLTAGE WITH A
D.C. VOLTMETER.

a

INTERMITTENT
RECEPTION.
2.UNSATIBFACTORV
QUALITY.
3.MICROPHONIBM.
I.

4.OSCI LLATION IN NEUTRODYNE RECEIVERS.
5.OSCILLATION IN SCREEN
GRID RECEIVERS.

THE POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR THESE
TROUBLES ARE THE SAME AS THOSE
OUTLINED WITH RESPECT TO THESE
SAME TROUBLES FOR A.C.RECEIVERS IN A PRECEDING "JOB SHEET".
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TQOUBL ES AND

TESTING OF

MAGNETIC SPEAXE2S
MAGNET
DEFINITION:- SpEAKERS,WHOSE FIELD IS ESTABLISHED BY A PERMANENT
OR MAGNETS AND WHICH ARE NOT EQUIPPED WITH A MOVING COIL1ARE CLASSIFIED
EXAMPLE,
AS "MAGNETIC SPEAKERS." THE BALANCED ARMATURE TYPE SPEAKER,FOR
WOULD SE INCLUDED IN THIS GROUP. THE TERM "HIGH IMPEDANCE" IS ALSO FREQUENTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS CLASS OF SPEAKERS.
CAUTION:- ALL FAULTS INDICATED BY AN IMPROPERLY OPERATING SPEAKER DO NOT
ASINDICATE THAT THE SPEAKER ITSELF IS DEFECTIVE. THE FOLLOWING TABLE
MAGNETIC
SPEAKER
RETHE
NOT
SUMES THE TROUBLS TO BE WITHIN THE
AND
IN
CEIVER.

TROUBLE
I.

POSSIBLE CAUSE
DEFECTIVE SPEAKER.

NO SOUNDS FROM

SPEAKER.

2.
3.
44,

5.
I.

LACK OF VOLUME.

2.
3.

TESTS
I&2.CHECK OUTPUT OF RECEIVER WITH
A DIFFERENT SPEAKER OR HEAD PHONES.

DEFECTIVE RECEIVER.
3.. TEST LEADS FOR CONTINUITY.
OPEN OR SHORTED
SPEAKER LEADS.
4. TEST COIL FOR CONTINUITY.
OPEN SPEAKER COIL.'
5. INSPECT AND TEST COUPLING FOR
DEFECTIVE SPEAKER
CONTINUITY.
COUPLING.
A WEAK SPEAKER MAGNET. I. TEST WITH A KNIFE BLADE FOR
MAGNETIC ATTRACTION AT POLES.
AN OPEN SPEAKER COIL. 2. TEST FOR CONTINUITY.
3. TEST FOR CONTINUITY.
A SHORTED SPEAKER
COIL.

POOR INSULATION (N
CONNECTING CORD.I
VAMAGED OR CRUSHED CONE
PAPER (ESPECIALLY NEAR
4.

WEAK,TINNY
SOUNDS.

4.

INSPECT CCRO.

INSPECT ANO REPLACE PAPER CONE
WITH A NEW ONE.

APEX).

LOUD CHATTE;E
ING SOUNDS.

RASPY 8OUND8.

RATTLING
BOUNDS.

INSPECT AND ADJUST BY CENTERING
ARMATURE IN AIR GAP.
TIPS.,
INSPECT ANO REMOVE DIRT BY FORCDIRT,IRON FILINGS, OR
OTHER SMALL FOREIGN SUS ING A STIFF PIECE OF PAPER BE STANCE LOGGED IN NARROW TWEEN ARMATURE AND POLE TIPS.
MAGNETIC GAP
INSPECT
LOOSENESS IN homE PART
OF THE DRIVE SYSTEM¡PRO.a
ABLY A LOOSE DRIVE PIN
OR LOOSE CONE ATTACHMENT*

ARMATURE STRIKING POLE
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TROUBL ES A TESTING OF ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS
TROUBLE

LADEAD"

SPEAKER.

POSSIBLE CAUSE
NO SIGNAL OUTPUT FROM
RECEIVER.
2. LACK OF EXITING VOLTAGE
FOR FIELD COIL.
3. OPEN FIELD COIL.
4. SHORTED FIELD COIL.
5. OPEN VOICE COIL.
6. DISCONNECTED, VOICE COIL.
DEFECTIVE SPEAKER
COUPLING.
WEAK MAGNETIZATION
OF SPEAKER FIELD
(PROBABLY DUE TO LOW
EXITING VOLTAGE).
T.

WEAK,
RASPY REPRODUCTION

DISTORTED
OUTPUT.

EXCESSIVE
SPEAKER
HUM.

INCORRECTLY CENTERED
VOICE COIL.
2. INCORRECT -COUPLING UNIT
SO THAT IMPEDANCES ARE
NOT MATCHED.
3. IMPERFECTLY CENTERED CONE.
4. DAMAGED CONE.
5. EXCESSIVE HUM.
I. MORN OUT RECTIFIER UNIT.
IF SPEAKER IS OF THE
A.C. TYPE.
2. POOR OPERATION OF "B"
POWER PACK IF SPEAKER
IB OF D.C. TYPE.
3.

DEFECTIVE HUM BUCKING
COIL.

4. SPEAKER LEADS

SCRATCIi
ONO

SOUNDS.

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED TO A.C.
LINES.
DIRT OR IRON FILINGS
LODGED IN AIR GAP 8ETWEEN FIELD CORE AND
APEX SLEEVE OF PAPER CONE.

TESTS
I82.CHECK OUTPUT WITH ANOTHER
SPEAKER OR PHONES.
2.. CHECK VOLTAGE ACROSS FIELD
COIL WITH D.C. VOLTMETER.
3. TEST FIELD COIL FOR CONTIM.
UITY.
4. CHECK WITH CONTINUITY TESTER.
5. TEST FOR CONTINUITY
6. INSPECT.
7. CHECK COUPLING.
HOLD THE POINT OF A KNIFE
BLADE AGAINST THE CENTRAL
PORTION OF THE SPEAKER CORE
PROJECTING IN APEX OF CONE
AND TEST FOR MAGNETIC ATTRACTION WHILE SPEAKER IS
IN OPERATION.
I.
INSPECT.
2. CHECK AND TPY A DIFFERENT
COUPLING

3.

4.

INSPECT.
INSPECT.

CHECK SPEAKER FOR HUM.
77-1EPLACE RECTIFIER UNIT
(SPEAKER CAN BE TESTED
FOR HUM BY SHORTING THE
PRIMARY TERMINALS OF THE
COUPLING TRANBFORMER.ANY
REMAINING HUM DOES NOT
COME FROM RECEIVER BUT
FROM SPEAKER CIRCUIT).
5.

3.

INSPECT.
INSPECT.

4.

(INSPECT.

2.

INSPECT AND REMOVE

FOREIGN PARTICLES.
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QEADINGS AND POSSIBLE RECEI VE,Q T2OUBLE

THE OUTLINE HERE GIVEN WILL OFFER YOU A NUMBER OF VALUABLE
SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE MOST COMMON RECEIVER TROUBLES WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE
VARIOUS METER READINGS OBTAINED UPON TESTING THE CIRCUITS*

METER READINGS
VOLTMETER READS ZERO
WHEN CONNECTED ACROSS
THE FILAMENT TERMINALS OF THE TUBESOCK-

2.

ET.

5.

I.

3.

4.

6.
I.

2.

FILAMENT OR HEATER
VOLTAGE TOO HIGH*

3.

4.
5.

POSSIBLE TROUBLES
DISCHARGED WAN BATTERY IN BATTERY SETS*
AN OPEN OR ELSE COMPLETE SHORT IN THIS CIRCUIT*
DEFECTIVE'TUBE SOCKET*
DEFECTIVE FILAMENT CIRCUIT SWITCH.
DEFECTIVE POWER TRANSFORMER,
PRIMARY CIRCUIT OF POWER TRANSFORMER INCOMPLETE
HIGH LINE VOLTAGE1OR WRONG CONNECTIONOF LINE
VOLTAGE TAP.
HEATER,OR FILAMENT BURNED OUT.
ONEjOR MORE TUBES IN SAME CIRCUIT BURNED OUT,
THEREBY_DECREASING LOAD ON CIRCUIT.
TUBE OF WRONG TYPE FOR SOCKET.
PRIMARY WINDING OF POWER TRANSFORMER PARTIALLY
SHORTED.
SHORTED FILTER CONDENSER.
OPEN FILTER CHOKE.
DEFECTIVE RECTIFIER TUBE.
DEFECTIVE POWER TRANSFORMER.
PLATE CIRCUIT OF POWER TUBE GROUNDED*
OPEN IN MAIN NB" CIRCUIT FEEDING ALL OTHER
NBN CIRCUITS.
SHORTED BY-PASS OR COUPLING CONDENSER.
OPEN R.F. CHOKE.
DEFECTIVE TUBE.
GROUNDED PLATE CIRCUIT.
OPEN RESISTOR.
OPEN IN OUTPUT OR SPEAKER COUPLING UNIT.
OPEN IN POWER TUBE PLATE CIRCUIT.
.

I.

PLATE VOLTAGE_LACKING AT ALL TUBES.

2.
3.

4.
S.

6.

NO PLATE VOLTAGE -0N

ONE TUBE AND LOW
PLATE VOLTAGE VOLT
TAGE ON OTHER TUBER.

I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

NO PLATE VOLTAGE ON
POWER TUBES BUT POU
SENT AT OTHER TUBES.

I.

2.

To-DEFECTIVE RECTIFIER TUBE.
DEFECTIVE FILTER CONDENSER.
SHORTED BIAS RESISTOR BY-PASS CONDENSER.
4. SHORTED GRID BIAS RESISTOR.
5. DEFECTIVE BY-PASS CONDENSER*
2.

3.

LOW PLATE VOLTAGE ON
ALL TUBES

6.

LOW LINE VOLTAGE.

T.

DEFECTIVE VOLTAGE DIVIDER.
DEFECTIVE FILTER CHOKE.
DEFECTIVE POWER TRANSFORMER.

S.
9.

(OVER)

(CONTINUED)
HIGH LINE' VOLTAGE.
SHORTED FILTER CHOKE.
3. SHORT CIRCUITED RESISTOR.
4. WORN OUT TUBES PLACING INSUFFICIENT 1B1 LOAD UPON POWER SUPPLY. (OPEN IN we CIRCUIT OF POWER
STAGE WILL INCREASE THE "B VOLTAGE AT TUBES IN
THE OTHER STAGES).
5. EXCESSIVE GRID BIAS RESISTANCE IN POWER STAGE.
-1. EXCESSIVE PLATE VOLTAGE
2. EXCESSIVE SCREEN ORIO VOLTAGE.
3. OPEN OR50 CIRCUIT.
4. NOT ENOUGH GRID BIAS.
5. GASEOUS TUBE.
I. DEFECTIVE TUBE.
2. TOO MUCH BIAS RESISTANCE
3. LOW FILAMENT VOLTAGE.
4. LOW SCREEN GRID VOLTAGE*
.,SHORTED SCREEN -GRID BY-PASS CONDENSER.
2. DEFECTIVE TUBE.
3. DEFECTIVE RESISTOR.
4. OPEN SCREEN GRID CIRCUIT.
1. OPEN GRID CIRCUIT.
2. GROUNDED CATHODE.
3. GROUNDED FILAMENT.
4. SHORTED GRID BYPASS CONDENSER.
I. LOW PLATE CURRENT.
2. OLD TUBES.
3. DEFECTIVE BIAS RESISTANCE OR ONE OF INCORRECT
VALUE.
4. DEFECTIVE BIAS RESISTOR BYPASS CONDENSER.
-17-EXCESSIVE PLATE CURRENT.
2. BIAS RESISTOR OF TOO MUCH VALUE.
3.. DEFECTIVE BIAS RESISTOR.
I.

2.

HIGH PLATE VOLTAGE.

-

EXCESSIVE PLATE
CURRENT.

LOW PLATE CURRENT
WITH NORMAL PLATE
VOLTAGE.

NO SCREEN GRID
VOLTAGE.

NO GRID BIAS.

LOW GRID BIAS.

HIGH GRID BIAS.
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HOW TO INSTALL
AN ADDITIONAL SPEAKER
To PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL LOUDSPEAKER FOR A RADIO RECEIVER, IT IS POSSIBLE TO USE EITHER A CONVENTIONAL ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKER OR A PERMANENT
MAGNET (P -M) DYNAMIC SPEAKER. HOWEVER, THE LATTER IS PREFERABLE BECAUSE
NO DIRECT CURRENT SUPPLY IS REQUIRED
TO EXCITE ITS FIELD.

Origina/ speaker
USING AN ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKER
F'IG.1 ILLUSTRATES THE CIRCUIT CON
NECTIONS WHEN USING AN ELECTRODYNAMIC
FIELD COIL RESISSPEAKER, HAVING A
TANCE OF 1500 TO 2500 OHMS.

TO MAKE THE

INSTALLATION,

PROCEED

AS FOLLOWS:

INSTALL THE PARTS COMPRISING
THE RECTIFIER IN A METAL BOX; PLACING
No
NEAR
IT
THE ADDITIONAL SPEAKER.
SWITCH FOR THE A -C CORD IS SHOWN IN
FIG. 1; HOWEVER,IF DESIRED, IT CAN BE
CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE A -C LINE
AND THE PRIMARY WINDING OF THE TRANSFORMER.
I.

.

.1rD

-

FIG.

I

USEDITHE PLUG
THE
TO
REMOVED FROM
HAVE
BE
WILL
THE
WHENEVER
LIGHTING CIRCUIT OUTLET
NOT
USED.
BEING
ADDITIONAL SPEAKER IS
ALL OTHER CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS SHOULD
BE MADE AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. L.
IF

NO SUCH SWITCH

IS

FIG. 2
THE LEADS
OF
2. - DISCONNECT ONE
BETWEEN THE VOICE COIL AND SECONDARY
WINDING OF THE SPEAKER COUPLING TRANSFORMER ALREADY BEING USED WITH THE
RECEIVER. CONNECT THE SINGLE -POLE SWITCH BETWEEN THESE TWO PARTS

BETWEEN THE EXISTING SPEAKER AND
- EXTEND A TWO -WIRE TWISTED LEAD
ONE BEING INSTALLED, CONNECTING ONE END OF THIS DUAL LEAD ACROSS THE
TERMINALS AND THE OTHER ACROSS THE VOICE COIL TERMINALS OF THE
SWITCH
ADDITIONAL SPEAKER. BOTH SPEAKERS WILL THEN OPERATE WHEN THIS SWITCH IS
WHEN THIS SWITCH IS CLOSED.
OPEN; ONLY THE REGULAR. SPEAKER WILL OPERATE
- OVER 3.

THE

USING A PERMANENT -MAGNET DYNAMIC SPEAKER
I. - MOUNT THE SPEAKER AT THE
DESIRED
LOCATION AND CONNECT ITS VOICE
COIL TO THAT OF THE EXISTING SPEAKER IN THE
SAME MANNER AS ILLUSTRATED
I,N
FIG. I. THE SWITCH IS ALSO EMPLOYED IN
THIS CASE.

2.

-

IT

SPEAKERS
SPEAKERS.

WILL
BE
ARE
QUITE

OBSERVED

FIG. 2 THAT PERMANENT -MAGNET DYNAMIC
TO
ELECTRODYNAMIC
HOWEVER, SINCE THEY EMPLOY NO FIELD COIL, NO
RECTIFIER NOR
FIELD COIL CONNECTIONS ARE REQUIRED.
IN

SIMILAR,IN GENERAL APPEARANCE,

SPEAKER MOUNTING

<iJiit,as3-i

I. - THE ADDITIONAL SPEAKER, REGARD
LESS OF THE TYPE BEING USED, SHOULD BE
INSTALLED IN A SUITABLE CABINET. FACTORY -BUILT
METAL CABINETS,
DESIGNED
FOR CONVENIENT MOUNTING IN PRACTICALLY
ANY LOCATION, ARE
AVAILABLE FOR THIS

PURPOSE.
i3 `,::.

.,..:::.r:: i

4,4/iiY1~//II%"559^
§4,41~1~~4,7"559-

FIG.
BE

2. - As AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE
FACTORY -BUILT
CABINET, YOU CAN CONSTRUCT
ONE
OF
WOOD BY FOLLOWING THE SUGGESTIONS GIVEN IN FIG. 3.

3

LINED
WITH SOME
CELOTEX, F RTEX, ETC.

THE INTERIOR OF THIS CABINET SHOULD
SOUND ABSORBING MATERIAL AS FELT -- OR
SLABS
OF

I

3. - THE
OPENINGS AT THE BACK OF THE CABINET SHOULD BE ABOUT
IN
DIAMETER NOT MORE THAN FOUR BEING REQUIRED -- ONE NEAR
EACH CORNER. THE
OPENING AT THE FRONT OF THE CABINET MAY BE COVERED WITH
COPPER SCREEN OR
CLOTH OF SUCH WEAVE THAT IT WILL NOT RESTRICT THE
PASSAGE OF SOUND WAVES
TO
AN
OBJECTIONABLE EXTENT. THE DIMENSIONS OF THE CABINET MAY
VARY TO
CONFORM WITH INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS.
I

k. - ADDING AN EXTRA SPEAKER CAUSES A
REDUCTION IN THE MAXIMUM VOLUME
OF SOUND PRODUCED
BY
THE ORIGINAL SPEAKER. THAT IS) THE OUTPUT OF THE
AUDIO AMPLIFIER WILL NOW BE DIVIDED BETWEEN THE TWO
SPEAKERS SO THAT THE
COMBINED VOLUME OF SOUND PRODUCED BY THE TWO OF THEM
WILL BE EQUAL TO
THAT PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED.BY THE ORIGINAL
SPEAKER ALONE.
5. - SOMETIMES, THE
ADDITIONAL SPEAKER IS EQUIPPED WITH A COUPLING
TRANSFORMER, IN WHICH CASE IT MAY BE PREFERABLE TO MAKE THE CIRCUIT
CONNECTIONS TO IT INSTEAD OF TO THE VOICE COIL. THIS IS DONE BY
FIRST CONNECTING THE PRIMARY TERMINALS OF THE ADDITIONAL
SPEAKER'S COUPLING TRANS
FORMER ACROSS THE PRIMARY OF THE RECEIVER'S CUTPUT TRANSFORMER.
IF THE
TONE
AND
VOLUME OF BOTH SPEAKERS IS THEN SATISFACTORY, THE
CONNECTIONS
ARE MADE PERMANENT IN THIS MANNER.

OCCASIONALLY, IT
IS
NECESSARY TO INSERT A .I MF BYPASS CONDENSER
SERIES WITH ONE OF THE LEADS INTERCONNECTING THE TWO SPEAKERS.
-

2 -
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CONTINUITY TESTS

THE PURPOSE OF THIS JOB SHEET IS TO DESCRIBE SIMPLE BUT ACCURATEMETHODS FOR CHECKING THE CONTINUITY OF WINDINGS AND CIRCUITS, AS WELL AB THE
METHOD OF TESTING RESISTORS AND CONDENS RS WITH THE AID OF THE MOST INEXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT. LATER JOB SHEETS DESCRIBE MORE ELABORATE TESTS OF THIS
NATURE.

CHECKING A WINDING
TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT A MINDING SUCH
I
TRANSFORMER, R.F. TRANSFORMER, CHOKE ETC. IS COMPLETE
ILLUSTRATED IN FIG*
THAT 18, CONNECT A
VOLT MCl/
WITH A PAIR OF TEST LEADS AND A D.C. VOLTMETER HAVING
VOLTS.

4

AS USED IN AN A.F.
OR NOT PROCEED
AS

BATTERY IN

SERIES

A RANGE OF O-IO

2. - TOUCH THE TWO TEST POINTS TO THE TWO TERMINALS ACROSS WHICH THE
WINDING UNDER TEST 18 CONNECTED. IF THE WINDING IN QUESTION 18 OPEN CIRCUITED AS INDICATED IN FIG. I, THEN THE VOLTMETER WILL OFF£R A ZERO REAP-

ING
3. - SHOULD THE WINDING UNDER TEST BE INTACT OR DOMPLETE, THEN
THE
VOLTMETER WILL OFFER A READING WHICH IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO THE VOLTAGE
OF THE BATTERY BEING USED. THE EXACT READING WILL DEPEND UPON THE RE818"'
TANCE OF THE WINDING THROUGH WHICH THE TEST IS BEING MADE.

CHECKING A CONDENSER

-

THE METHOD
i
OF CHECKING A CONDENSER 80 AS TO DETER"
MINE WHETHER IT
16
SHORTED (MBURNEDOUTR)
OR NOT ISILLUSTRATED
IN FIG2. HERE
THE
SAME TESTING EQUIPMENT 16 EMPLOYED AS
HAS ALREADY SEEN DESCRIBED RELATIVE TO

FIG

I.

2.- WHEN CONDUCTING THIS
TEST,
THE TEST POINTS ARE
CONNECTED ACROSS THE
CONDENSER TERMINALS

Fig.1
Checking A Transformer.

AND THE ACTION OF THE VOLTMETER CAREFULLY NOTED.
3. - IF THE VOLTMETER INDICATES THE VOLTAGE OF THE "C"
BATTERY,
THEN THE CONDENSER IN QUESTION IS SHORTED AND
SHOULD BE REPLACED WITH
A NEW ONE.

4. - IF THE CONDENSER IS 1N 0000
CONDITION THEN THE INSTANT THAT
THE
TEST POINTS ARE CONNECTED ACROSS THE
CONDENSER TERMINALS,THE VOLTMETER NEE,Q
LE WILL MOVE VERY SLIGHTLY TOWARDS THE
RIGHT FROM THE ZERO MARK BUT ONLY FOR
AN INSTANT. THE NEEDLE WILL THEN IMMEDIATELY DROP TO THE ZERO LINE OF THE
VOLTMETER SCALE AND AT WHICH POSITION.
IT WILL REMAIN AB LONG AS THE
TEST
POINTS ARE HELD IN PLACE.

CHECKING RESISTORS

Fig. 2
Testing A Condenser.

I. - RESISTORS WHOSE NORMAL RE"
BISTANCE VALUE IS NOT TOO HIGH CAN BE
CHECKED FOR CONTINUITY AS PER FIQ. 3.

-

IF THE RESISTOR IS OPEN CIRCUITED, THE VOLTMETER READING WILL
THE RESISTOR IS IN A GOOD CONDITION, A METER READING WILL BE
OBTAINED -- THE EXACT READINGDEPEND1NG UPON THE RESISTANCE VALUE OF THE
RESISTOR UNDER TEST.
2.

BE ZERO.

IF

3. - FOR RESISTORS OF
HIGH
OHMIC VALUE, THIS TEST ISN'T RELIABLE
IN THAT THE RESISTANCE MAY NORMALLY BE
SUFFICIENTLY GREAT 80 THAT 4i VOLTS IS
NOT ABLE TO FORCE SUFFICIENT CURRENT
THROUGH THE UNIT TO OFFER A LEGIBLE
READING. AN OHMMETER RESISTOR
CHECK
IS MORE DESIRABLE AND 18 FULLY EXPLAIj
ED IN A LATER JOB SHEET.

NOTE:
WHEN PERFORMING THE CONTINUITY
TESTS AS DESCRIBED IN THIS .JOB SHEET,
IT 18 ADVISABLE THAT THE UNIT
WHICH
IS BEING TESTED BE DISCONNECTED
FROM
THE RECEIVER CIRCUITS DURING THE TIME
Fig. 3
THAT THE TEST 18 CONDUCTED. IN
THIS
checking The Resistor.
WAY, YOU ARE CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE NOT
TESTING THRU AN EXTERNAL CIRCUIT RATHER THAN THROUGH THE UNIT ITSELF*
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Resistor Color -Code Chart
RESISTOR COLOR CODES (VALUES

TYPES
C A\\

JT

BODY

HEAVY WOVEN
THREAD

THIN WOVEN
THREAD

RADIAL

(B)-0-

BODY

END

DOT OR BAND

AXIAL

1ST
Cy....1ST

Body)

VS'

Heavy Fhieads

End
(

OHMS)

FLEXIBLE

2ND

OR

1

C.

.

Dot-

FL\.0O

Bands
S

L

,_

reeds

Q>

OR
DOTBAND
DOT

DOTBAN

41

IN

VALUE' COLOR ,VALUE
l BLACK
O
BLACK
O
BROWN
BROWN
RED
2
RED
2
1
ORANGE
3
á'a1 ORANGE
YELLOW
j
YELLOW
5
GREEN
5
'it ' GREEN
6
BLUE
6
BLUE
VIOLET
7
7
VIOLET
8
GREY
8
GREY
j WHITE
WHITE
I

I

di
OR

3RD

DOTBAN

COLOR

I

1

COLOR
BLACK
BROWN
RED

VALUE
NONE

ORANGE

000

O
00

4

END
END BAND

COLOR'TOLER.
GOLD
± 55
SILVER ±I 0%
NONE
±20%

YELLOW 0000
GREEN 00000
000000
BLUE

HOW TO USE CHART (EXAMPLES)
WIRE TYPE (A): SILK OR COTTON COVERING OF RESISTOR (BODY
HEAVY, COLORED THREAD INTERWOVEN AT
COLOR) = 1ST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE.
FIGURE. THIN,
INTO WEAVE OF BODY = 2ND SIGNIFICANT
FREQUENT INTERVALS
COLORED THREAD, CLOSE TO HEAVY THREAD SIGNIFIES HOW MANY ZEROS ARE TO BE
EXAMPLE:
BODY COLOR, RED; HEAVY THREAD, GREEN; THIN THREAD,
ADDED.
BLACK, WOULD HAVE A RESISTANCE VALUE OF 25 OHMS.

FLEXIBLE

1ST SIGNIFICANT
FIGURE; END -COLOR
RADIAL TYPE (B): BODY -COLOR =
(4) = 2ND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE; DOT -COLOR DENOTES HOW MANY ZEROS ARE TOBE
IS REFERRED TO AS THE "TOLERANCE COLOR";
ADDED. OPPOSITE END -COLOR (Q
WHICH
WOULD EITHER BE SILVER, GOLD OR THE SAME COLOR AS THE BODY (IN
WHICH CASE,
EXAMPLE:
BE CONSIDERED
AS HAVING "NO" COLOR).
IT WOULD
AND
DOT -COLOR YELLOW;
WHOSE
BODY -COLOR, BROWN;
END -COLOR,
BLACK;
OPPOSITE END -COLOR WERE THE
SAME COLOR AS THE BODY (BROWN) WOULD HAVE A
RESISTANCE VALUE OF 100,000 OHMS WITH A TOLERANCE OF -1-20%.
)

AXIAL TYPE (C): NOTE WHICH ONE OF THE BANDS IS COLORED EITHER SILAND IS REFERRED TO
AS THE "TOLERANCE
VER OR GOLD.
THIS IS BAND No. 1:
EXTREME LEFT OF THE TOLERANCE BAND WOULD THEREBAND". THE BAND TO THE
FORE BE BAND No. 1.
IF A TOLERANCE BAND IS NOT PAINTED ON THE RESISTOR,
BAND No. 1,
2 AND 3 ARE
CROWDED TO ONE SIDE OF THE RESISTOR SO TPIAT
IDENTIFICATION OF EACH OF THESE 6ANDS IS OBVIOUS. EXAMPLE: BAND No. I,
ORANGE; BAND No. 2, BLACK; BAND NO. 3, RED; BAND No. k, SILVER -- - WOULD
HAVE A RESISTANCE VALUE OF 3,000 OHMS WITH A TOLERANCE OF ± 10%.
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Condenser Color -Code Chart

'

4
//

/yyyy/ii/,
////.74s

,0
A

4

yy
aaí.O

'C

_3,

.X,//a.a.

BLANK

/iY///,

//

(FRONT VIEW)

4

CAPACITANCE

BLANK

10 O

'/`- I

u

SOMETIMES

(BACK

IN MICROMICROFARADS

VIEW)

(,(u,.f.)

COLORCOLOR
SIGNIFICANT

DOT

FIGURES

BLACK
BROWN

DECIMAL

CAPACITIVE

DC

MULTIPLIER

TOLERANCE

VOLTAGE

E

F

A

B

C

O

O

O

-

1

10

±

100

±

r

1

D

RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
GREEN

2

5

5

5

BLUE

6

6

6

VIOLET

7

7

7

10,000,000

GRAY

8
9

8

8

-

SILVER

-

9

9

00,000,000
1,000,000,000

NO COLOR

-

2

1

WHITE
GOLD

2

1

100,000
1,000JJ0o

-

1

A

1%
2%
%%

5%
6%
7%
8%
9%

0.1

±

0.01

±10%
±20%

5%

---

100
200

D
CT

BLACK
BROWN

RED

OO

ORANGE

400
500
600
700
800
900

YELLOW
GREEN
BLUE

1,000
2,000

500

VIOLET
GREY

WHIT E
GOLD

SILVER
NO

COLOR

_

TO USE CHART

IS COLOR -CODED

CONDENSER

±

-

HOW

IF

±
±
±
±
±
±

1,000
10,000

1

---

TEST

(EXAMPLES)

IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:

No COLOR; (D) BLACK; (E) GOLD;
(F) BLUE. THE CAPACITY OF SUCH A CONDENSER WOULD BE DECIPHERED AS
50 MMFD WITH A ± 5% TOLERANCE AND RATED AT A WORKING VOLTAGE OF

EXAMPLE

I

S

(A) GREEN; (B) BLACK; (C)

600 VOLTS.

(A) RED; (B) GREEN; (C) BLACK; (D) GOLD; (E) NO COLOR ;
EXAMPLE 2:
THE
CAPACITY OF THIS CONDENSER WOULD BE 250 (ABC) X .I
(F) GREY.
± 20% AND A RATED WORKING VOLTAGE
OF
25 MMFD WITH A TOLERANCE
D
OF 800 VOLTS

-
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IDENTIFYING POWER TRANSFORMER TERMINALS
As A GENERAL RULE THE TERMINALS OF POWER TRANSFORMERS ARE NOT MARKTHE
ED BY THE MANUFACTURER FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPCSES. IN SUCH, CASES,
CAN
METHOD AS DESCRIBED IN THIS JOBSHEET CAN BE EMPLOYED SO THAT ONE
TO
ASCERTAIN DEFINITELY WHICH OF THE TRANSFORMER WINDINGS ARE CONNECTED

THE VARIOUS TERMINALS.

- FIRST CONNECT

A

INCANDESCENT 'LAMP IN SERIES
WITH THE 110 VOLT LIGHTING CIRCUIT
AND A PAIR OF TEST POINTS AS SHOWN
ILLUSTRATION.
IN THE ACCOMPANYING
NATURALLY, IF A 220 VOLT TRANSFORM
LAMP
ER IS INVOLVED, A 220 VOLT
AND CIRCUIT WOULD BE USED.

110 VOLl'-25 WATT

CIRCUIT
2. -- WITH THE LAMP
TEST POINTS,TEST BETWEEN THE VARA
IOUS TERMINALS UNTIL YOU LOCATE
PAIR WHICH CAUSE THE LAMP TO BURN
VERY DIM. THESE TERMINALS HAVE THE
PRIMARY WINDING CONNECTED TO THEM.

CONNECT THE LAMP C RCD T
ACROSS THESE PRIMARY TERMINALS AND
WITH AN A.C. VOLTMETER OF SUITABLE
REMAINING
RANGE TEST BETWEEN THE
CO RREBTERMINALS UNTIL READINGS
PONDING TO THE HIGH VOLTAGE WIND"
HIGH VOLTAGE WINDING IS RATED FOR
A VOLTMETER READING OF THIS VALUE
THESE TWO CORRESPONDING TERMINALS.
BE OBTAINED BETWEEN EACH END TERM3.

Fig.

1

Testing The Transformer.

..

I

I

ING ARE OBTAINED. FOR INSTANCE, IF THE
700 VOLTS ACROSS ITS EXTREMETIE8, THEN
WILL BE OBTAINED WHEN CONNECTED ACROSS
A READING OF ONE"HALF THIS AMOUNT WILL
INAL OF THIS WINDING AND ITS CENTER TAP.

4. -- USING THE LOW RANGE A.C. VOLTMETER BCALE,CONTINUE TESTING FOR
THE TERMINALS OF THE LOW VOLTAGE WINDINGS,AGAIN REMEMBERING THAT BETWEEN
THE CENTER TAP OF ANY OF THESE WINDINGS AND EITHER END TERMINAL,THE REA DING WILL BE ONES-HALF THAT OBTAINED ACROSS THE TWO ENDS OF THE SAME WIND.'
ING. ALSO MAKE IT A PRACTICE TO CONSIDER THE TRANSFORMER CORE AS A TERM-.
INAL WHILE TESTING.
5. - IF THE PRIMARY WINDING IS DESIGNED FOR HIGH AND LOW LINE VOL
THE LAMP WILL BURN DIM WHEN ONE TEST POINT 18 HELD IN CONTACT WITH,
ONE END OF THE PRIMARY AND WITH THE OTHER TEST POINT IN CONTACT WITH EITj
ER OF THE TWO REMAINING PRIMARY TERMINALS.
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APPLICATION OF A LINE VOLTAGE
REGULATO2
IN SOME LOCALITIES
IN WHICH A.C. RECEIVERS
ARE OPERATED,THE
VOLTAGE VARIES TO SUCH AN
LINE
EXTENT THAT THE VOLTAGE AT
TIMES BECOMES SUFFIQ
IENTLY GREAT TO BURN OUT THE
RECEIVER TUBES OR ELSE DAMAGE
THE POWER PACK.
I.

-

azianzwaawa

To

REMEDY
SUCH A CONDITION A LINE
VOLTAGE REGULATOR CAN
BE CONNECTED IN
SERIES
WITH THE A.C. LINE AND
THE PRIMARY WINDING OF
THE RECEIVER'S
POWER
TRANSFORMER AS SHOWN IN
FIG.

Filter Circuit

B+

I.

2. - TWO POPULAR
LINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR$
ARE SHOWN IN FIG.2.THE
ONE AT THE LEFT IS
A

IICLAROSTATn AND

..

Fig. 1
Installation Of Voltage Regulator In
Circuit.

CONSISTS OF A PERFORATED
METAL CONTAINER IN WHICH A
SPECIAL RESISTANCE ELEMENT IB
DESIGN IS SUCH THAT IT CAN BE
CONTAINED.
ITS
INSERTED INTO AN CRDINARY SCREW TYPE
OR CONVENIENCE OUTLET OF THE
PLUG
LIGHTING CIRCUIT. THE PLUG
TO THE RECEIVER'S POWER
WHICH IS ATTACHED
CORD IS THEN INSERTED IN THE
TWO HOLES
FOR THI$ PURPOSE ON THE
PROVIDED
REGULATOR.
3.

- THE TUBE TYPE REGULATOR

BE MOUNTED

(IIAMPERITEf% ALSO SHOWN
AT ANY CONVENIENT
POINT IN THE RECEIVER

IN F10.2
CAN
CABINET SO THAT
THE
UNIT WILL 8E IN SERIES WITH
THEA.C.
LINE AND THE RECEIVER.

4. - FOR 110 VOLT
RECEIVERS
THESE REGULATORS WILL MAINTAIN THE
RECEIVER VOLTAGE VERY NEARLY CONSTANT EVEN THOUGH THE LINE
VOLE
TAGE MAY VARY BETWEEN 95 AND
140
VOLTS. WEN ORDERING SUCH A REGULATOR FROM A DEALERS IT. IS
IMPORTANT
TO SPECIFY THE VOLTAGE AND
POWER
CONSUMPTION RATING OF THE RECEIVER.

Fig. 2

Typical Voltage Regulators.

5.

- WHEN PURCHASING

A REGU-'

LATOR REPLACEMENT ALWAYS
SPECIFY
THE NAME AND MODEL OF RECEIVER.
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COMMON TROUBLES IN

BROADCAST

SUPERHETERODYNE ,'ECE/VERS
IN THIS JOBSHEET ONLY THE MORE COMMON TROUBLES PECULIAR TO SUPER
HETERODYNES ARE CONSIDERED. GENERAL CIRCUIT TROUBLES SUCH AS
DEFECTIVE
TUBES, RESISTORS, CONDENSERS ETC. WHICH MAY OCCUR IN ANY RECEIVER
RED
OARDLESS IF IT BE OF THE T.R.F. OR SUPERHETERODYNE TYPE ARE NOT TREATED

HERE.

WEAK SIGNALS THROUGHOUT TUNING RANGE
IMPROPER ADJUSTMENT OF I.F., OSCILLATOR, MIXER OR R.F.TRIMM-.
ERB OR A DEFECT IN ANYONE OF THESE UNITS.

I.

2a

- DEFECTIVE ANTENNA

3,

- DEFECTIVE R.F., MIXER, OSCILLATOR, OR

4.

- DEFECTIVE A.V.C. SYSTEM.

Se

- POOR OSCILLATOR TUBE, OR CIRCUIT CONDITION

OR GROUND SYSTEM.

LOW OSCILLATOR OUTPUT

IS

I.F.

TRANSFORMER.

IS

SUCH THAT

FURNISHED*

WEAK SIGNALS OVER A PART OF TUNING RANGE
IMPROPER ALIGNMENT OF R.F.IMIXER, AND OSCILLATOR TRIMMERS
OVER THAT PART OF THE BAND WHERE THE RECEIVER AFFORDS LOWOUX
PUT

I.

..

2.

- POOR OSCILLATOR TUBE.

3

- DEFECTIVE COUPLING BETWEEN OSCILLATOR AND
MIXER TUBES.
WRONG VOLTAGE SUPPLIED TO OSCILLATOR.

4.
5J.

...

UNSATISFACTORY ANTENNA SYSTEM.

RECEIVER INOPERATIVE OVER A PORTION OF DIAL
I,

2.

- POOR OSCILLATOR TUBE.

- OSCILLATOR TUBE BEING OPERATED WITH WRONG VOLTAGES APPLIED
TO

3.

I

T.

- HIGH RESISTANCE

IN

TUNED CIRCUITS OF OSCILLATOR OR MIXER TUBE.

PAGE 2

JOBSHEET
4.

-

5,

- DEFECTIVE OSCILLATOR

Ó.

- DEFECTIVE COUPLING BETWEEN OSCILLATOR AND MIXER.

7.

- LEAK OR SHORT CIRCUIT BETWEEN TUNING CONDENSER PLATES
AT CER-

R.F.

MIXER,

OR OSCILLATOR TRIMMERS NOT PROPERLY

ADJUSTED*

COIL.

TAIN POINTS OF THEIR TRAVEL.

DEAD RECEIVER
I.

2.

- DEFECTIVE OSCILLATOR TUBE.
- DEFECTIVE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT OR COMPONENT THEREOF, SUCH AS
THE COIL,

CONDENSERS,

ETC*

3.

- DEFECTIVE A.V.C. SYSTEM.

4.

- ALIGNMENT OF TUNING CIRCUITS COMPLETELY DISTURBED*

5.

- DEFECT

IN

R.F. OR MIXER CIRCUIT (SAME AS COMMON TO T.R.F.

RECEIVERS).
6.

- DEFECT
SHORTED

IN

I.F. CHANNEL AS SHORTED
I.F. TRANSFORMER WINDINGS,

7.

- DEFECT

8.

- ANY OTHER DEFECT COMMON

IN

ETC

SECOND DETECTOR CIRCUIT OR A.F. CHANNEL.

TO BOTH T.R.F. AND SUPERHETERODYNES
SUCH AS DEFECTIVE POWER PACK, OPEN FEEDER CIRCUITS,
GROUNDED
CIRCUITS ETC.

HETERODYNE WHISTLE AS EACH STATION
I.

TRIMMER CONDENSERS,OPEN OR

IS

- AN OSCILLATORY CONDITION

TUNED
IN

IN

THE R.F.

CUITS.

I.F.IOR MIXER TUBE CIR-

INCORRECT LOCATION OF CONTROL GRID OR PLATE LEADS
MIXER, OR I.F. CIRCUITS.
3.

- OPEN BYPASS CONDENSERS

4.

- SHORTED GRID FILTER RESISTORS

IN

IN

R.F,

A.V.C. VOLTAGE FEED CIRCUITS.
IN R.F.

MIXER,

AND I.F.

CIF!"

CUITS.
5.

- OPEN CONDENSERS

IN

R.F.,

MIXER,

I.F.

OR SECOND DETECTOR CI

CUITS.
Ó.

- SHIELDS NOT PROPERLY GROUNDED.

WHISTLE OR GROWL BACKGROUND TO ALL STATIONS
I.

- OSCILLATORY CONDITION

IN

I.F OR A.F. AMPLIFIER.

PAGE 3
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2.

- IMPROPER OPERATION OF OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.

3.

- EXCESSIVE RESISTANCE

4.

- IMPERFECT BIAS RESISTORS.

S.

-

GRID CIRCUITS.

IN

IMPERFECT BYPASS CONDENSERS ACROSS BIAS ANC GRID FILTER
18TOR8.

RES

S

WHISTLE WHEN TUNING
I.

CERTAIN STATIONS ONLY

IN

- INSUFFICIENT SELECTIVITY

IN TUNING CIRCUITS PRECEDING

THE

MIXER TUBE.

TUNING CIRCUITS.

2.

- IMPROPER ALIGNMENT OF

3.

- TRIMMERS OF R.F.'O8CILLATOR, AND MIXER CIRCUITS NOT PROPERLY

I.F.

ADJUBTI D 'FOR THAT PARTICULAR SECTION OF THE BAND.
4.

- EXCESSIVE SIGNAL STRENGTH OF INTERFERING STATION PRECEDING
THE MIXER CIRCUIT.

S.

- UNDESIRED COUPLING BETWEEN ANTENNA OR GROUND LEADS AND SECOND
DETECTOR CIRCUIT.

Ó.

- POOR SHIELDING.

REPEAT POINTS (STATION RECEIVED AT MORE THAN ONE POINT ON DIAL)
////

OSCILLATOR TRIMMER ADJUSTMENT NOT CORRECT.

I.

2.

- R.F. TUNING CONDENSER TRIMMER ADJUSTMENT NOT CORRECT.

3.

- EXCESSIVE

'+.

- MIXER CIRCUIT TRIMMER NOT PROPERLY ADOUBTED.

5,

- INCORRECT LOCATION OF AERIAL LEADS.

69

- IMPERFECT SHIELDING.

7.

- EXCESSIVE CONTROL

P.1

CK--UP FROM

STATION.

GRID BIAS ON R.F. AND MIXER TUBER.

DISTORTION ALTHOUGH ALL CIRCUIT CONSTANTS ARE NORMAL
I.

-

R.F. MIXER OR OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS NOT PROPERLY ALIGNED.

2.

-

I.F.

3.

- OVERLOADING OF TUBES.

4.

- EXCESSIVE CONTROL GRID BIAS WHEN RECEIVER

TRIMMERS OUT OF ALIGNMENT.

LOW VOLUME.

IB

OPERATED AT

PAGE 4
5.

- IMPROPERLY DESIGNED OR OPERATING A.V.C. SYSTEM

6.

- DEFECTIVE CUBE OR TUBES.

7.

- DEFECTIVE TRANSFORMER

8.

- EXCESSIVELY SHARP TUNING.

9.

- INSUFFICIENT STRENGTH OF HETERODYNING

IN

R.F.,

MIXER,

OR OSCILLATOR

CIRCUIT.

SIGNAL.

FREQUENT NEED FOR RETUNING
THIS CONDITION IS GENERALLY DUE TO OSCILLATOR
FREQUENCY DRIFT AND
WHICH MEANS THAT THE OSCILLATOR OUTPUT CHANGES
AFTER THE RECEIVER
HAS
BEEN IN USE FOR A WHILE ALTHOUGH THE
OPERATOR HAS MADE NO CHANGE IN THE
SETTING OF THE TUNING DIAL. MOST PROBABLE CAUSES FOR
THIS TROUBLE ARE:
I.

- IMPERFECT MOUNTING OF TUNING CONDENSER OR
SLIPPING TUNING CON

DENSER DRIVE IN WHICH CASE TOO MUCH PLAY MAY
CAUSE A
SLIGHT
SHIFT IN THE SETTING OF THE TUNING CONDENSER BECAUSE
OF
THE
VIBRATIONS CREATED BY OPERATION OF THE SPEAKER IN
THE SAMECAB
INET.

2.

- IMPERFECT MOUNTING OF OSCILLATOR COILS OR IMPERFECT
COUPLING
BETWEEN OSCILLATOR AND MIXER CIRCUIT.

3.

- FLUSTRATIONS

4.

- IMPERFECT GROUND CONNECTION TO TUNING
CONDENSER ROTOR OF

IN

THE APPLIED OPERATING VOLTAGE.

OSCILLATOR.

5.

-

IF SHIELD
PROPERLY.

IS

USED ON OSCILLATOR COIL,

IT

MAY NOT BE

THE

GROUNDED

6.

- DEFECTIVE RESISTOR

7.

- DEFECTIVE (LEAKY) BYPASS CONDENSERS
CONNECTED ACROSS THE

IN OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT,ESPECIALLY IN
THE
GRID CIRCUIT. ANY VARIATION IN RESISTANCE
DURING THE COURSE OF
OPERATION WILL PRODUCE A CHANGE'IN THE FREQUENCY
OUTPUT
OF
THE OSCILLATOR.

VAR.

IOUS RESISTORS WHICH ARE RELATED TO THE
OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.

INTERFERING SIGNAL APPEARS AFTER RECEIVER HAS
BEEN IN
OPERATION
FOR SOME TIME AND DISAPPEARS
IF SHUT OFF FOR AWHILE AND THEN AGAIN PLACED
IN OPERATION.

ING.

SAME TROUBLES AS LISTED
UNDER THE HEADING FREQUENT NEED FOR RETUN-
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OUTPUT METER, CONNECTIONS
WHEN ALIGNING THE TUNED CIRCUITS OF RECEIVERS AS WELL AS WHEN CON
DUCTING OTHER TESTS IN WHICH THE OUTPUT OF THE SET 18 TO BE CHECKED,OUTPUT METERS ARE USED EXTENSIVELY. THE PURPOSE OF THIS JOBSHEET,THEREFORE,
IS TO FAMILIARIZE YOU WITH THE
PROPER METHODS OF CONNECTING
THE OUTPUT METER TO
RECEIVERS
EMPLOYING VARIOUS TYPES OF OUT
PUT CIRCUITS.
SINGLE TUBE OUTPUT
I. - IN FIG.I YOU
ARE
SHOWN THE PROPER METHOD
OF
CONNECTING THE OUTPUT METER TO
A RECEIVER WHICH IS
EQUIPPED
WITH AN OUTPUT STAGE EMPLOYING
A SINGLE POWER TUBE AND WHEREA
DYNAMIC SPEAKER IS USED.

FFig.1.
Meter Connection For Single Tube Output.

2. - THE OUTPUT METER IN
THIS CASE IS CONNECTED BETWEEN THE PLATE TERMINAL OF THE POWER TUBE'S
SOCKET AND THE CHASSIS. A CONDENSER HAVING A CAPACITY FROM .1 MFD.TO
2
MFD. 18 CONNECTED IN SERIES WITH THE OUTPUT METER IN ORDER TO PREVENT ANY
DIRECT CURRENT FROM FLOWING THRCUGH THE METER IN THIS WAY ONLY THE AlrTERNATING COMPONENT OF THE SIGNAL VOLTAGE IS PERMITTED TO ACT UPON
THE
METER. IN MOST COMMERCIAL OUTPUT METERS, THIS SERIES CONDENSER IS ALREADY
INCLUDED IN THE UNIT.
3. - TO FASCILITATE THE
METER CONNECTION TO THE PLATE
CIRCUIT OF THE POWER TUBE, THE
PLATE CIRCUIT CONNECTION
CAN
BE MADE AT THE PROPER TERMINAL
OF THE RECEIVER'S OUTPUT TRANSFORMER WHEN CONVEN ENT, OR ELSE
THE POWER TUBE CAN BE REMOVED
FROM ITS SOCKET,AN ADAPTER CLIP
SLIPPED OVER ITS PLATE
PRONG
AND AFTER WHICH THE TUBE CAN SE
RE-INSERTED IN ITS SOCKET.
I

PUSH-PULL OUTPUT
Fig. 2
I.

EMPLOY

A

- ON RECEIVERS WHICH
PUSH-PULL OUTPUT CIR-

Meter Connection For Push -Pull Output.

OUIT, THE OUTPUT METER SHOULD BE
CONNECTED BETWEEN THE CHASSIS AND
THE
PLATE TERMINAL OF EITHER ONE OF
THE TWO POWER TUBES. IN THIS CASE ALSO,
A CONDENSER SHOULD BE
INSERTED IN SERIES WITH THE OUTPUT METER.
2.

--

ALTHOUGH

IT

IS

POSSIBLE TO CONNECT THE OUTPUT METER
DIRECTLY
ACROSS THE PLATES OF THE TWO
POWER TUBES THROUGH THE SERIES
CONDENSER,YET THIS ARRANGEMENT
WILL NOT PROVIDE METER DEFLECTIONS AS GREAT AS WILL THE CONN
ECTICNS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.2.,

OUTPUT FOR MAGNETIC SPEAKER
I.

-

IF A

MAGNETICSPEAKER

BEING USED WITH A RECEIVER
AND THE CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT
IS
SUCH AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.3,
THEN THE OUTPUT METER CONNECTION
AS ALSO SHOWN IN THIS SAME DIAGRAM CAN BE USED.
IS

Fig.

3

Meter Connection When Using Magnetic
Speaker.

EMERGENCY REPAIR OF A.F.

TRANSFORMER

IN RECEIVERS WHERE AN A.F. TRANSFORMER
IS USED AS A MEANS OF COUPLING BETWEEN THE A.F. STAGES, AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 4, ONE OF
THE WINDINGS SOMETIMES BECOMES OPEN CIRCUITED AFTER THE UNIT HAS BEEN IN
SERVICE.
IN THE EVENT THAT A NEW TRANSFORMER CANNOT BE OBTAINED
READILY,AN EMERGENCY REPAIR CAN 8E MADE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
I. - IF THE PRIMARY WINDING IS OPEN CIRCUITED,
THEN CONNECT A 25,000 OHM RESISTOR ACROSS THE
PRIMARY TERMINALS OF THE TRANSFORMER AND CONNECT
A
.05 MFD. CONDENSER BETWEEN THE PLATE (P) AND THE GRID
(a) TERMINAL OF THE TRANSFORMER AS SHOWN IN THEUPPER
ILLUSTRATION OF FIG.4.

2. - SHOULD THE SECONDARY WINDING BE OPEN CIRCUITED, THEN CONNECT A 75,000 OHM RESISTOR
ACROSS
THE SECONDARY TERMINALS OF THE TRANSFORMER AND
AN
.05 MFD. CONDENSER BETWEEN THE PLATE AND GRID TERMINALS OF THE TRANSFORMER AS SHOWN IN THE LOWER ILLUi
TRATION OF FIG.4.

Fig. 4

The Connections.

3. - IF EITHER OF THESE TWO WINDINGS IS DEFECTIVE TO THE EXTENT
OF
BEING NOISY (CAUSING FRYING AND CRACKLING SOUNDS) THEN IT IS BEST TO DIS
CONNECT THAT WINDING FROM THE CIRCUIT ENTIRELY AND USE THE PROPER RESISTOR IN ITS PLACE.
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INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY TABLE
K.C.

MODEL
AIR 1116

31_30-52-54

456

K.C.

MODEL
00141118 P101041Á14
A11 604.1.

CO.,

MODEL

IIC.
I5

Model.

U-1

-

0.41110

6n11h.

115
151
175
175
155
155
i57.5
175.5

Ile AYC
6
Lub.
5 tube
P

19541
19616
29030
694131
12 tube.

175.5
175.5
155,3

0660
P0640

456
456
456
456
656
456
456
456
455

P051'

P9515
90531
99591
P9501
90551
P0031
99410

135

125

91_919-01C
81-155-246-066
555-638-556-5569
1650-2259
415_425-665-2130
4250-6650-251-355
1250-424-425-665

262.5
262.5
262.0

534
400-5041-1041-511
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

452.5
452.5
1000

6060
93 Con..rte9
All Other ...le

-

130

ALL 611/1054
See P. Purl...,.

All

264
264
264
264
450

CORP.

0101611

140-154-155-156-159
163-166-165-169-152
153-153_5-154
All 0th.r.

456
456
656

161.5

IlLCO APPLIANCE CORP.
110 volt

Volt DC Super
AC Soper

1+6

11100 641110

Sup.

155
456
456
456
456
155.5

080-60-61-OIP
551 509I-54-61-555
250-630

456

101001011 RADIO WPC. CO.. ITS.
113
02-5i-0!
155
All Olhere
1410. 11516101 444., SIC.
191, -- 1..11..1
1020A_1030A
115
513-6504

242

560-541-510-263
540-500-600_602
'01-502-5704
622-623-634-635
5000-5010-6101-4102
6315.8321
All Other.

265
265
465
465
065
465
155

.

.

.

.

.

111P9505

.

.

.

.

1100042

2.110 CORP.

101

625-650-660
650-550-1050
525-530-540

136
155
ITS
350
456

550

4541

21C
555

10401 RADIO CO.
United 4.4r1c4n Do. ch

L-555

535
175

All Other.

CIA7141

ILIC.

340

100

06her.

All

155

616

456
175

All Other.
01111510.4081111M

N.

24-4_2109
44-49-104-440-560
116-195-40-59_55
116-350-400

125
454
456
456

1000
155

10

All Other.
(11141111.1110

CO.

10-I1-20-27-53
92-91-322_150-135
235.236-235-530-535
925-1225-3226
3915-8526
2622-2421-342

262

35-30-250-100-010 ..
145-55_665-654-965
JS -IS -CB -1-6C-5_4_60-10

.

.

.

40-395-M-154-901
-

1151.

30L0

-

55

See flee tr16.1

1424
5....r eh

1091[1 Ill..

110
126
152.5
152.5
155
155
132
152
405
456
456
456
456

26-3064-3364
25044-321Á0-35064
39-59-51-550-6-555
550

151
155
175
155
155

D1000CTt

14941010E
11-12-16
334C-15-24-25
3005-5,C4
3646

155
1,5
100
ISO

CO.
154

All 1.1ele

COOP.

011 Model.

160

II

OLIO.

CORP.

Ms. 4112

0541

.411.1.0110 PFC.
All

465

0550401 1001611 CO.
644e1. 11 tube
All Other,

r.e

485
155

155
195
454

112-65112

450

Auto reeet.,6.
5_3

245

A

131-1325U-133-134-155
58-10-+0_10.95_10-14154
151-15201
A11 0th.,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

31-40

265
265
153

155

P045001
I.U.-t.11..P.P.32V-P.P.

.

.

.

450

.............460
10 00

04

All Other.

144YLIPI CORP.
AC Super 50.4--4C Super 60.4.
Soper Cono..... Unl-nine
tube Una:ad. -elite-01..41e
5
Super 5-49C Super 6
.

130

100_102-200

155
450

04

J6 -IS -CS
6..24.tí. A -0.08-0-10-C1

56
2

.

.

.

.

.

.

110
115
132
155

155

45_16 -CD -011-12-14
6455

456

11ÁD14

.

45e

e1L

/1140 TIL.

140
ITO
260
454
600
15'

0

.

.

Cl.

I3

61100-01105_66105

302-52.'4.Pí7-360

coo.

C6.

..10.12

125
450

53-540

0.44100 15110
fr.n.for..r Corp. of America

130

84150,
All

462.5
155

18110

II

4

262

24250.01-156-156

5193-61954í
155

COLOIIAL
6010
Laboratory 16041. 132

262ot.

3525-3622

YO4860 1Á0I0

40-80

CAPIAIT

262

E. W. 4004
59_69_90_50-71.-1014

Lab.

Other.
/A DA

810.1141 ..... IA410 CORP.

1111094 WATCH

50-1

-

355-1.4

54
All

262
455

11010111

281

LITE

L1 TO

0624-0,2,

155

S1

.2641,10

.

CE/2010
155
115
130
455
456

4411-42

-

PLO

2500,-521L4

5_L4-55-45-100

55

700-501-601-901.902-1101
501-502-503
.

4600

441

AC544-7M

1.2-L4-55-45-10064

150

155
OT IL IT

1

155

3026

350-L1

SALII IT 11810 CO.

See

00.

350
465
460

CI516

1A010 CO.

54-5374-3355
3585-3361054-3.85L.
33569-32C50C-50
34554,0
All Other.

6.41

ELECTP11

CCMf68,.

612_165-168
640-6D00-6415
111-163-040
All Other.

-51414340-044-3521

AIIIOLA
1931

155

1+6
262
456

Dual e - pule 8
41-55-64-59.7914

125_1-12e-131.......155

IIIC.

A 41117 14510 COOP.
Model.

155
CO.

J-6-610

155
155

124-1-125-126-126-I-129

5004

£114111 III?

u.

CALVIP I*C.

1101412 66010 CORP.
120-121-120-123-124

32

K.C.
146106

61031

1141514

BILL

25-25-26 21-66

COOP.
113
155
155

155
465
840

205
33

4141.40-P4LL24 RFC. Ce.,
Model. +0-50-90

SD_50-52-54

155,5

-356-515_3651
A5 -AI

456

98

94-55-59

454

120-5 0-

7e

462.5

262.5
262..
445

.

124.
1+5
195
.

MODEL

C.

K

cOLl4 1.
model 61 12eporl1

P.

110
135

lrporll

52

1000
1541

/11111-04810

$4

Others

All

1,5

r51I,

MODEL

............505

tub

INC.

.

.

DC

.
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ALIGNING PEAKED /.F. AMPLIFIERS
ALL SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS WHICH DO NOT EMPLOY A SPECIALLY DeSIGNED FLAT -TOP OR BAND-PASS I.F. AMPLIFIER USE WHAT IS KNOWN A8 AnPEA(S
ED I.F. AMPLIFIERIt. THE PROCEDURE FOR ALIGNING A PEAKED I.F.
AMPLIFIER
IS AS FOLLOWS:

I - FIRST ASCERTAIN THE EXACT INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY FOR WHICH THE
I.F AMPLIFIER IN QUESTION IS DESIGNED. THIS CANI BE DETERMINED. FROM FAC"
TORY SPECIFICATIONS, BY REFERRING TO JOB SHEET #22,OR ELSE BY MEANS
TESTS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN FOLLOWING JOBSHEETS.

LE

i

Task oscitlakor

¡Dei

»

-//
i0% r
Ground Terminal

OuF put

2nd

Transf

OF

Power¶raps
Tubes

f

i

Podgier

4,
///A. v.%

Power
Íransf

k,Out put
mater

Fig. 1

Set-Up For Aligning The I.F. Stages.
2. - DISCONNECT THE ANTENNA LEAD-IN FROM THE RECEIVER BUT
THE GROUND WIRE IN PLACE.

LEAVE

3. - CONNECT THE INNER WIRE OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR'S SHIELDED OUTAS
PUT CABLE TO THE CONTROL GRID OF THE FIRST DETECTOR OR MIXER TUBE
RE"
AND CONNECT THE OUTER SHIELD OF THIS WIRE TO THE
SHOWN IN FIG.
CEIVERIS GROUND TERMINAL. PERMIT THE CONTROL GRID CONNECTION OF THE MIX
ER TUBE TO REMAIN IN POSITION AND ALSO PERMIT THE SHIELD OF THIS TUBE
TO REMAIN IN PLACE.
I

4. - CONNECT THE OUTPUT METER TO THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT IN THE PROAT
PER MANNER AND WITH THE TEST OSCILLATOR'S ATTENUATION CONTROL SET
ADJUST THE TEST OSCILLATOR FOR THE CORRECT I. F.
THE MINIMUM POSITION,
FREQUENCY OF THE PARTICULAR RECEIVER IN QUESTION.
5. - TEMPORARILY SHORT CIRCUIT THE RECEIVER'S OSCILLATOR TUNING
PROCESS.
CONDENSER SO AS TO PREVENT ITS OPERATION DURING THE ALIGNING
TURN ON BOTH THE RECEIVER AND THE TEST OSCILLATOR, TURN THE RECEIVER'S
VOLUME CONTROL TO THE °FULL ON" POSITION AND CAREFULLY ADJUST THE ATT-

ENUATION CONTROL OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR UNTIL THE OUTPUT METER
READS
ABOUT ONE-HALF FULL SCALE DEFLECTION. BE SURE THAT THE OUTPUT SIGNAL OF
THE TEST OSCILLATOR IS BEING MODULATED IN THE EVENT THAT A SWITCH
FOR
EITHER A MODULATED OR UNMODULATED SIGNAL IS FURNISHED ON IT.
6. - COMMENCING WITH THE TUNING CONDENSER OF THE SECONDARY WINDING
CORRESPONDING TO THE I.F. TRANSFORMER PRECEDING THE SECOND DETECTOR,ADJUST THIS CONDENSER CAREFULLY WITH A SPECIAL INSULATED ALIGNING
TOOL
UNTIL THE GREATEST READING IS INDICATED ON THE OUTPUT METER. IF
THE
INDICATOR EXCEEDS A HALF -SCALE READING DURING THE PROCESS OF ADJUSTMENT,
THEN READJUST THE ATTENUATION CONTROL OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR 80 THAT THE
OUTPUT METER RETURNS TO A HALF -SCALE READING.
7. - CONTINUE BY NEXT ADJUSTING THE PRIMARY TUNING CONDENSER OF THE
SAME I.F. TRANSFORMER FOR MAXIMUM READING OF THE OUTPUT METER. WITH THIS
ADJUSTMENT MADE, Re -CHECK THE SECONDARY TUNING CONDENSER ADJUSTMENT BECAUSE IT IS FREQUENTLY AFFECTED BY ANY CHANGE MADE IN THE TUNING OF THE
PRIMARY CIRCUIT. ALSO RE -CHECK THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT TUNING AFTER MAKING
ANY CHANGE IN THE SECONDARY TUNING CIRCUIT.

8. - REPEAT THE SAME PROCEDURE AS JUST EXPLAINED FOR EACH OF
THE
REMAINING I.F. TRANSFORMERS, GRADUALLY WORKING TOWARDS THE MIXER TUBE.
IN ALL CASES, ALWAYS TUNE THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT BEFORE THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT AND THEN Re-CHECK 80TH CIRCUITS.

HOW TO OPERATE A

110 VOLT A.C.

RECEIVER FROM A 220 VOLT CIRCUIT

OCCASIONALLY, THE RADIO TECHNICIAN IS CONFRONTED WITH THE PROBLEM
WHERE A RECEIVER WHICH IS DESIGNED TO OPERATE FROM A 110
VOLT A.C.LINE
IS EXPECTED TO BE OPERATED FROM A 220 VOLT A.C.
LINE.
I. - ONE METHOD OF
SOLVING
THIS PROBLEM IS TO REMOVE THE POWER TRANSFORMER AND IN ITS PLACE MOUNT
ANOTHER TRANSFORMER WHOSE PRIMARY
WINDING IS DESIGNED FOR 220 VOLTS
AND WHICH IS CAPABLE OF FURNISHING
THE SAME SECONDARY VOLTAGES
AND
CURRENTS AS THE ORIGINIAL
TRANSFORMER.

2. - ANOTHER SOLUTION IS
TO
LEAVE THE ORIGINAL POWERTRANSFORMER IN THE RECEIVER AND TO
CONNECT
A SPECIAL LINE TRANSFORMER BETWEEN
Fig. 2
THE A.C. LINE AND THE PRIMARY WINDS
Transformer Connections.
ING OF THE RECEIVER TRANSFORMER AS
SHONN IN FIG.2. THE PRIMARVWINDING
OF THIS SPECIAL TRANSFORMER IS DESIGNED FOR 220
VOLTS AND ITS
SECOND ARY FOR 110 VOLTS. THE WATT -RATING OF THIS SPECIAL
TRANSFORMER MUST BE
AT LEAST EQUAL TO THAT OF THE RECEIVER.
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ALIGNING BAND - PASS
I. F.

AMPLIFIERS

I.F.
IN SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS OF THE HIGH-FIDELITY TYPE THE
BROAD
TRANSFORMERS ARE SO DESIGNED AND ADJUSTED THAT THEY ARE RATHER
TUNING SO AS TO AVOID SUPPRESSION OF THE SIDE BANDS AND THEREBY MAKE A
BETTER TONE QUALITY POSSIBLE. THESE "FLAT-TOPH TRANSFORMERS HAVE THEIR
WINDINGS MORE CLOSELY COUPLED THAN DO THE SHARP TUNING I.F.TRANSFORMERS
AND ARE GENERALLY ADJUSTED TO PASS A BAND OF FREQUENCIES FROM 5 TO 7.5
KC. EACH SIDE OF THE MAIN INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY.

TO ALIGN

I.F.

AMPLIFIERS OF THIS TYPE PROCEED

IN

THE FOLLOWING

MANNER:

THE MAININTERMED
I. - FIRST DETERMINE FROM FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS
REIATE FREQUENCY BEING USED AND THE FREQUENCY RANGE OVER WHICH THE
REA CERTAIN RECEIVER
SPONSE CURVE IS TO BE "FLAT-TOPPED". EXAMPLE:
QUIRES THAT ITS MAIN INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY BE 175 Kc. AND THAT ITS RE.-SPONSE CURVE BE FLAT-TOPPED FROM 170 KC. TO I8OKC. THIS I.F. AMPLIFIER
WOULD BE ALIGNED AS FOLLOWS:
2. - CONNECT A TEST OSCILLATOR AND OUTPUT METER TO THE RECEIVER IN
THE SAME MANNER AS EXPLAINED IN JOBSHEET #23. ADJUST THE TEST OSCILLAFOR
TOR FOR THE UPPER FLAT-TOP FREQUENCY LIMIT OF 180 KC. AND ADJUST
HIGHEST OUTPUT THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT OF THE I.F. TRANSFORMER WORKING IN
LOWER
TO THE SECOND DETECTOR. THEN ADJUST THE TEST OSCILLATOR FOR THE
FLAT-TOP FREQUENCY LIMIT, OR 170 KC. IN THIS PARTICULAR CASE, AND ADJUST
THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT OF THIS SAME. I.F. TRANSFORMER FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT AT
THIS FREQUENCY.

CARRIED OUT AT EACH I.F. TRANSFORMER,
GRADUALLY WORKING TOWARDS THE MIXER TUBE AND EACH ADJUSTMENT SHOULD BE
RE -CHECKED AT LEAST THREE TIMES SO AS TO INSURE AN ACCURATE SETTING
3.

- THE SAME PROCEDURE

IS

- As A FINAL CHECK ROTATE THE DIAL OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR THRU
THE FLAT -TOP FREQUENCY RANGE CALLED FOR. THE OUTPUT METER READING SHOULD
4.

VARY ONLY SLIGHTLY AND THE CHANGE IN READING SHOULD BE THE SAME ON EITH
ER SIDE OF THE MAIN INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY.
ADJUST
5. - ANOTHER METHOD WHICH IS SOMETIMES USED rs TO FIRST
BOTH THE SECONDARY AND PRIMARY OF EACH I.F. TRANSFORMER TO THE MAIN INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY AND THEN SLIGHTLY DETUNE ONE OF THE WINDINGS ABOVE
METER
AND THE OTHER BELOW UNTIL ONLY A SLIGHT VARIATION IN THE OUTPUT
READING IS OBTAINED UPON ROTATING THE DIAL OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR THRU
THE FLAT -TOP FREQUENCY RANGE WHICH IS DESIRED.
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DETERMINING AN UNKNOWN
/NTE2MED/ATE FREQUENCY
18
THE EVENT THAT THE CORRECT I.F. FOR A PARTICULAR'R ECEIVER
NOT KNOWN AND CANNOT BE OBTAINED BY REFERRING TO ANY SPECIFICATION CHARTS,
THEN IT CAN BE DETERMINED IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:

IN

I.

QUESTION

..

IN

CONNECT A TEST OSCILLATOR AND OUTPUT METER TO THE RECEIVER N
EXACTLY THE SAME MANNER AS WHEN ALIGNING THE I.F. AMPLIFIER*
I

2. - SLOWLY TUNE THE TEST OSCILLATOR FROM ITS LOWER I.F.FREQUENCY
ITS
LIMIT TOWARDS ITS HIGHER I.F. FREQUENCY LIMIT AND NOTE AT WHICH OF
SETTINGS THAT THE OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY IS AMPLIFIED BY THE RECEIVER.ALSO
NOTE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE NEEDLE OF THE OUTPUT METER DEFLECTS*
3. - WE SHALL ASSUME THAT A SIGNAL IS OBTAINED AT THE 87.5 KC AND
THE 175 Kc. SETTING OF THE TEST OSCILLATOR AND THAT IN ADDITION THE S11c
TEST
NAL STRENGTH AVAILABLE AT THE RECEIVER OUTPUT IB GREATER WHEN THE
OSCILLATOR IS ADJUSTED FOR 175 KC.

4.

- UNDER THE CONDITIONS DESCRIBED, IT.IS CLEAR THAT WHEN

THE

TEST OSCILLATOR WAS TUNED TO A FUNDAMENTAL OF 87.5 KC.,THE RECEIVER AMPTHE
FURTHERMORE,THE FACT THAT
LIFIED ITS SECOND HARMONIC OR 175 Kc.
THE
OSCILLATOR
SIGNAL STRENGTH AT THE RECEIVER OUTPUT WAS GREATEST WITH
THE
ADJUSTED FOR 175 Kc., THAT THIS SAME VALUE 18 AN EXACT HARMONIC OF
INTERMED87.5 Kc. SIGNAL AND THAT A FREQUENCY OF 175 Kc. 18 A STANDARD
IATE FREQUENCY FOR SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS, PERMITS US TO COME TO THE
CONCLUSION THAT THE PROPER INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY FOR THIS PARTICULAR RE
CEIVER Is 175 KC.
5.

- SOMETIMES, YOU MAY FIND THAT SIGNALS APPEAR WHEN THE

TEST

OSCILLATOR Is ADJUSTED TO SOME ODD VALUE, THIS IS QUITE NATURAL SINCE THE
ODD
FUNDAMENTAL WHICH HAS A HARMONIC EQUAL TO THE 1F. PEAK MAY BE AN
252.5
A
RECEIVER
KC*,
IS
FREQUENCY. FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE 1.F. AMPLIFIER OF
FRE`
THIS
TUNED
TO
THEN A SIGNAL WILL APPEAR WHEN THE TEST OSCILLATOR IS
I.F.
LIKEWISE, IF THE
QUENCY AND ALSO WHEN IT IS TUNED TO 126.25 KC.
THE
TEST
OSCILLMAY
APPEAR
WITH
AMPLIFIER IS PEAKED AT 460 Kc., SIGNALS
ATOR TUNED TO 460 Kc., 230 Kc., 153.3 KC. AND AT 115 Kc.
6.

- WHEN CONDUCTING TESTS OF THIS NATURE GREAT CARE MUST BE EXER-

CISED AND HASTY CONCLUSIONS SHOULD BE AVOIDED BEÓAUSE THE APPEARANCE
HARMONICS CAN READILY CAUSE CONFUSIONS WHICH LEAD TO ERRORS.
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AND
A L/GIVING rAi5 OSC/LL4 rO/Z
SECT/ON OF SUPEIVfETERODYNES
ALIGNTHE
TO MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENT ON
NO ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE
STAGE OF A SUPDETECTOR OR PRE -SELECTOR
MENT OF THE OSCILLATOR, FIRST
DEFINITELY ASCERTAINED
IT HAS FIRST BEEN
UNTIL
RECEIVER
ERHETERODYNE
STAGES ARE ALL PROPERLY ALIGNED.
THAT THE

I.F.

ALIGNING THE OSCILLATOR
FOR
CONDITION, THE PROCEDURE
WITH THE RECEIVER IN AN OPERATING
IS AS FOLLOWS:
IGNING THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

FIRST CONNECT THE SERVICE
FIG.
RECEIVER AS ILLUSTRATED IN
I.

-

TO
OSCILLATOR AND OUTPUT METER

AL-

THE

I.

TUNING CIRCUIT IN THE CONTHE ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE OSCILLATOR
IN
YOU
RECEIVER ARE POINTED OUT TO
VENTIONAL TYPE OF SUPERHETERODYNE
FIG. 2.
FIRST
CIRCUIT BY
THE RECEIVER'S OSCILLATOR
3. - COMMENCE ALIGNING
FREQUENCY
THE
SET
TRIMMER. To DO THIS,
ADJUSTING THE HIGH FREQUENCY
PRODUCE
SO THAT THIS APPARATUS WILL
OSCILLATOR
TO
SELECTOR OF THE SERVICE
RECEIVER
THE
OF
CONTROL
SET THE VOLUME
FREQUENCY,
SIGNAL
KC.
1400
A
DIAL TO THE 1400 KC. POSITION.
MAXIMUM POSITION AND ITS TUNING

2.

-

ITS

THE SERVICE OSCOF BOTH THE RECEIVER AND
4. - TURN SON" THE SWITCH
A
OSCILLATOR UNTIL
THE ATTENUATOR OF THE SERVICE

ILLATOR AND ADJUST

Qeceiver

Service OscillaEor

(

Antenna erminal

Output

)

'Frequency

Selector

L'.

;;
Ai}enuator

SwiEch

411

11~

.:..
Ground Terminal

Output Meter
FIG.

I

AND R.F. CIRCUITS.
SET-UP FOR ALIGNING RECEIVER'S OSCILLATOR

PAGE

.2

ONE-HALF SCALE READING IS OBTAINED ON THE
OUTPUT METER.
IF THE RECEIVER IS BADLY OUT OF ADJUSTMENT,
THEN THIS METER READING MAY BE
DIFFICULT
TO OBTAIN BUT IF SUCH BE THE
CASE, THE SIGNAL AS COMING FROM THE
SPEAKER CAN BE USED AS A TEMPORARY
GUIDE.
5. - ADJUST THE HIGH FREQUENCY
TRIMMER CONDENSER OF THE RECEIVER'S
OSCILLA
TOR CIRCUIT CAREFULLY FOR MAXIMUM
READING ON THE OUTPUT METER OR FOR
MAXIMUM
SIGNAL VOLUME IN THE SPEAKER. AFTER
MAK
ING THIS ADJUSTMENTITURN THE TUNING
DIAL Of THE RECEIVER SLIGHTLY
BOTH
WAYS
FROM ITS 1400 KC. SETTING AND NOTE WHETHER OR NOT ANY INCREASE IN THE
METER
READING OR SOUND VOLUME IS OBTAINED. IF
SO, THEN THE R.F. AND
FIRST
DETECTOR
TRIMMER CONDENSERS MUST BE ADJUSTED AS
WILL BE DESCRIBED SHORTLY.

6. - THE NEXT STEP IS TO ADJUST
THE
RECEIVER OSCILLATOR AT THE LOW
FREQUEN
OSCILLATOR ADJUSTMENTS.
CY END OF THE'DIAL.
To DO THIS, LEAVE
THE SERVICE OSCILLATOR AND OUTPUT
METER
CONNECTIONS JUST AS THEY ARE BUT SET THE
FREQUENCY SELECTOR OF
THE
SERVICE OSCILLATOR TO THE 700 Kc.
POSITION AND ALSO SET THE TUNING DIAL
OF THE RECEIVER TO THE 700 Kc.
POSITION.
Now ADJUST THE "LOW FREQUENCY
TRIMMER" FOR MAXIMUM READING ON THE
OUTPUT METER OR MAXIMUM
SIGNAL
STRENGTH IN THE SPEAKER.
IT IS ADVISABLE TO AGAIN RECHECK
THE
HIGH
FRE
QUENCY ADJUSTMENT IN CASE THAT IT HAS
BECOME AFFECTED BY THE
LOW
FREOUENCY ADJUSTMENT AND TO MAKE ANY FINAL
CORRECTION AS FOUND NECESSARY.

FIG. 2

ALIGNING THE R.F. STAGES
7. - To ALIGN THE R.F.

ANO FIRST DETECTOR STAGES, LEAVE THE
SERVICE
OSCILLATOR AND OUTPUT METER CONNECTIONS AS THEY ARE
ANO ALSO LEAVE
THE
ANTENNA LEAD-IN WIRE CONNECTED TO THE RECEIVER. SET THE
FREQUENCY SELECTOR OF THE SERVICE OSCILLATOR TO THE 1400 Kc.
POSITION AND ALSO SET
THE TUNING DIAL OF THE RECEIVER TO THE 1400 KC.
POSITION.
THEN ADJUST
THE TRIMMER OR COMPENSATOR CONDENSERS OF THE
R.F. ANO FIRST
DETECTOR
SECTIONS OF THE GANG TUNING CONDENSER SO AS TO
OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM READING ON THE OUTPUT METER.
8. - AFTER THE ENTIRE SET HAS ONCE BEEN
ALIGNED IN THIS MANNERIIT IS
ADVISABLE TO RECHECK THE OSCILLATOR, FIRST DETECTOR, AND R.F.
ADJUSTMENTS OF THE RECEIVER OVER THE ENTIRE TUNING RANGE..
IF ANY FURHTER AD
JUSTEMNTS ARE REQUIRED IN THE MEDIUM FREQUENCY RANGE, THEY
CAN BE MADE
BY BENDING THE SLOTTED ROTOR PLATES OF THE
TUNING CONDENSER.
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AL/GN/NG RECE/VE?S ()5/NS A.

V.

C.

SYSTEMS IS SUCH THAT
THE OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
THE
IN
WITH CHANGES
THE RECEIVER OUTPUT IS KEPT PRACTICALLY CONSTANT
STRENGTH OR SENSITIVITY OF
INPUT SIGNAL INTENSITY DUE EITHER TO SIGNAL
OF THE RE
THIS BEING TRUE, WIDE CHANGES IN THE ALIGNMENT
THE CIRCUIT.
IN
NOTICEABLE CHANGES
CEIVER WILL IN SOME INSTANCES NOT PRODUCE ANY
PRECAU
FOR THESE REASONS, SPECIAL
THE INDICATION OF THE OUTPUT METER.
SUPERHETERODYNES WHICH ARE EQUIP
ALIGNING
WHEN
TIONS MUST BE EXERCISED
THE METHODS USED IN SUCH
PED WITH AN AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM.
CASES MAY BE ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWINGS
THAT THE
VERY WEAK SIGNAL FROM THE TEST OSCILLATOR SO
DELAYED
WHEN
A.V.C. ACTION DOES NOT OCCUR. THIS APPLIES PARTICULARLY
A.V.C. IS USED.
I.

- USE

A

THEN
SEPARATE A.V.C. TUBE IS EMPLOYED IN THE CIRCUIT,
THE
OF
GRID
THE
CONTROL
OPEN THE LEAD WHICH DELIVERS THE SIGNAL TO
ALIGNING PROCEDA.V.C. TUBE. THIS LEAD SHOULD REMAIN OPEN DURING ALL
URES.
IF

2. -

A

TUBE
A.V.C.
SYSTEMS WHERE A SINGLE TUBE FUNCTIONS AS AN
INSTAN
SOME
IN
A.F.
AMPLIFIER
AN
AS WELL AS A SECOND DETECTOR (ALSO AS
THE
A.V.G. VOLTAGE FROM
CES),DISCONNECT THE LEAD WHICH PICKS OFF THE
ARE
WHICH
THE
CIRCUIT
OF
TUBES
THOSE
TO
A.V.C. CIRCUIT AND DELIVERS IT
CONTROLLED BY A.V.C. ACTION.
3.

-

IN

THE RESOME RECEIVERS OF THE TYPE MENTIONED IN NOTE #3,
SUFFICIENT BIAS VOLTCEIVER WILL NOT OPERATE PROPERLY DUE TO LACK OF
BIAS CAN
IF THIS IS TRUE, THE NORMAL
AGE FOR SOME OF THE R.F. TUBES.
OF A 100,000 OHM POTENTIO
BE FURNISHED BY CONNECTING THE END TERMINALS
THE POSITIVE
METER ACROSS THE TERMINALS OF A 4+5 VOLT B BATTERY.CONNECT
LEAD
SAMERECEIVER
B BATTERY TERMINAL TO THE RECEIVER CHASSIS, OPEN THE
POTENTIOMETER
THE
AS DESCRIBED IN NOTE #3 AND TO THE ARM TERMINAL OF
THE
OF
CONNECT THAT PART OF THE LEAD WHICH GOES TO THE GRID CIRCUITS
VOLTAGE
NORMAL
BIAS
CONTROLLED TUBES. ADJUST THIS POTENTIOMETER FOR
AND PROCEED WITH THE ALIGNING WORK.
4.

-

IN

ONE OF THESE METHODS WILL.MAKE THE A.V.C. SYSTEM INOPER
OBTAINED DURING
ATIVE SO THAT ACCURATE OUTPUT METER INDICATIONS MAY BE
RECEIVER.
THE
THE PROCESS OF ALIGNING
5.
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TESTING

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

OF
AN
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER,
WHEN IN DOUBT AS TO THE CONDITION
THE
CIRCUIT
OF
THIS TYPE OF CONDENSER CAN BE TESTED BY MEANS

I.

SHOWN
2.

S. A.

IN

FIG.

I.

COMPLETELY SHORTED OR OPEN CONDENSER CAN OF COURSE BE DETERMINTEST
SIMPLY BY MAKING A CONVENTIONAL CONTINUITY
THROUGH THE CONDENSER BUT THIS CRUDE METHOD DOES NOT TELL ONE HOW
GOOD AN ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER IS.

- A

ED VERY QUICKLY,

3.

-

k.

-

THAT A D.C. VOLTAGE OF ABOUT 4OO VOLTS SHOULD BE
NOTICE IN FIG.
"B"
BAT
AVAILABLE AND THIS CAN BE IN THE FORM OF SERIES CONNECTED
THE
OF
END
POSITIVE
THE
SUPPLY.
POWER
TERIES OR ANY FILTERED "B"
THE
CONDENSER.
OF
SIDE
POSITIVE
TO
THE
MUST
BE CONNECTED
BATTERY
MEASURE
THE 2000 OHM RESISTOR IS USED SOLELY AS A PRECAUTIONARY
BECOME
SHOULD
THE
CONDENSER
CASE
IN
THE
METER
TO
PROTECT
IN ORDER
SHORT CIRCUITED.
I

IS ADVISIF THE CONDENSER HAS BEEN OUT OF USE FOR SOME TIME, IT
METER
IS
THE
ABLE TO FIRST CONNECT THE BATTERY ACROSS IT WHILE
DISCONNECTED FROM THE CIRCUIT. THE CONDENSER SHOULD BE CHARGED IN
AT
FOR
THIS MANNER
2000 .(L
SO
MINUTES,
5
LEAST
M/VVV\AIM
THAT A GOOD DIELECTPIC
WILL BUILD UP.
EL ECT/2Ou_rT/C

N

CONOENSE

WITH THE CIRCUIT CONNECTED AS SHOWN IN FIG.
M illiammeter
MILLIAMMETER
THE
I,
400 Volts
SHOULD REGISTER A LEAK
AGE
CURRENT OF FROM
0.05 TO 0.5MILLIAMPERE
PER MICROFARAD.THAT IS,
IF AN 8 MFD. CONDENSER
FIG.
IN
TESTED
IS BEING
SET-UP FOR TEST.
THE
THIS MANNER AND
LEAKAGE CURRENT IS FOUND TO BE ANYWHERES BETWEEN .4 AND
PERES, THEN THE CONDENSER CAN BE CONSIDERED AS BEING IN
CONDITION.

5.

IIf

'I'I'I'I'I'I'I'f'
I

6.

-

4
A

MILLIAM
GOOD

THE LEAKAGE CURRENT GENERALLY DECREASES TO ITS MINIMUM VALUE
TER THE CONDENSER HAS BEEN WORKING FOR A CONSIDERABLE TIME.
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AUTOMAT/C VOLUME CONT/?OL TROU3LES
WEAK RECEPTION
I..

POOR A.V.C. TUBE -- IT MAY BE GASSY OR SUPPLY TOO HIGH AN
WEAK
A
EMISSION. CHECK FOR THIS CONDITION BY TUNING IN
IF
SOCKET.
ITS
TUBE
FROM
A.V.C.
WITHDRAW
THEN
AND
STATION
WITH
THE VOLUME INCREASES CONSIDERABLY, REPLACE THIS TUBE
TYPE
A NEW ONE. QUITE OFTEN, SEVERAL TUBES OF THE SAME
MUST BE TRIED UNTIL SATISFACTORY OPERATION IS OBTAINED.

-

A.V.C. TUBE
RENT OF A.V.C.
TUBE WILL PASS
APPLIED TO ITS
VOLTAGE TO THE
IF

2.

O.K., CHECK GRID VOLTAGE AND PLATE CURTOO LOWS
THIS
IF GRID VOLTAGE IS
TUBE.
ARE
VOLTAGES
NO
SIGNAL
PLATE CURRENT WHEN
BIAS
EXCESSIVE
AN
DELIVER
GRID AND THUS
CONTROLLED TUBES, THEREBY REDUCING THE VOL
IS

UME.
3.

A
TO
CHECK BIAS VOLTAGE OF CONTROLLED TUBES WHEN TUNED
LEAKY
A
SUSPECT
EXCESSIVE,
IS
IF THIS VOLTAGE
STATION.
BY-PASS CONDENSER BETWEEN GROUND AND THE A.V.C. LEADS TO
THE GRID CIRCUITS OF THE CONTROLLED TUBES.

-

NO RECEPTION
I.

-

EXCESSIVE,
CHECK. GRID BIAS OF CONTROLLED TUBES. IF THIS IS
VOLTAGE
AT THE
BIAS
THERE IS A POSSIBILITY OF A LACK OF
OR
THE
GRIDCIRCUIT
A.V.C. TUBE DUE TO AN OPEN RESISTOR IN
LEAKY BY-PASS CONDENSERS.

2.

-

DEFECTIVE A.V.C. TUBE.

3.

-

OPEN CIRCUITED A.Y.C. COUPLING CONDENSER.

INTERMITTENT A.V.C. ACTION
I.

-

2.

-

FIRST
MINUTE OR TWO AFTER
IF RECEPTION IS NORMAL FOR
TURNING ON RECEIVER AND THE VOLUME THEN GRADUALLY DECREAS
THEN
ES UNTIL EVEN POWERFUL STATIONS ARE RECEIVED WEAKLY,
SHOULD
THE GRID BY-PASS CONDENSERS OF TIE A.V.C. SYSTEM
BE CHECKED FOR LEAKAGE.

RECEPTION HAS BEEN NORMAL FOR AN HOUR OR TWO AND THEN
GRID BY-PASS CONDENSERS,
GRADUALLY FADES, LEAKY A.V.C.
SHOULD BE SUSPECTED.
IF

PAGE 2

ABRUPT A.V.G. ACTION
STATIONS ARE TUNED IN WITH A
IT DIFFICULT TO TUNE
ONANCE, THEN THIS MAY BE DUE TO
EXCESSIVE HEATER
DITIONS:
(A)
PLATE RESISTOR OF TOO HIGH
(B)
IF

AS TO MAKE

SUDDEN "PLOPPING" SENSATION SO
THE RECEIVER TO A POINT OF RES
ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
CON TUBE;
VOLTAGE FOR THE A.V.C.
VALUE USED IN A.V.C.
CIRCUIT.

DISTORTION
STAGES,
DISTORTION CAUSED BY OVERLOADING OF R.F. OR I.F.
MAY
A.V.C.
MOTOR
-BOATING
POOR
CONTROL, OSCILLATION, AND
BY-PASS
SHORT
CONDENSER
BE CAUSED BY A LEAKY OR
CIRCUITED
IN THE GRID -RETURN CIRCUITS OF THE R.F. AND I.F.STAGES TO
WHICH THE A.V.C. ACTION IS APPLIED. FADING, WEAK,UNSTABSAME
LE, AND INTERMITTENT OPERATION MAY RESULT FROM THIS
CONDITION.
NO CONTROL OF VOLUME

AFFECTED
IN SOME RECEIVERS EMPLOYING A.V.G. THE VOLUME IS NOT
WHEN OPERATING THE VOLUME,CONTROL. THIS IS ONLY THE CASE IF
CIRTHE VOLUME CONTROL IS LOCATED IN SOME PART OF THE A.V.C.
THIS CONDI
CUIT AND NOT IN THE AUDIO PORTION OF THE RECEIVER.
TION MAY BE DUE TO ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
I.

-

WEAK A.V.G. TUBE

2.

-

LEAKY BY-PASS CONDENSERS IN THE CONTROL GRID RETURN
CUITS OF A.V.C. CONTROLLED TUBES.

CIR-

TIME LAG
MOST A.V.C. SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED FOR OPERATION WITH A "TIME
BEING
IN THIS WAY THE A.V.C. ACTION IS PREVENTED FROM
BETWEEN
ABRUPT IN ACTION AND THUS ELIMINATES EXCESSIVE NOISE
STATIONS WHEN OPERATING THE DIAL AT. A REASONABLE SPEED; IF THE
TIME LAG IS EXCESSIVE, SO AS TO MAKE IT DIFFICULT TO TUNE STATIONS TO THE POINT OF RESONANCE, THEN IT CAN BE REDUCED BY LOW
ERING THE VALUE OF THE BY-PASS CONDENSERS OR ISOLATING RESISTORS IN THE A.V.C. SYSTEMS.
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TUN/N6 SYSTEM

SERV/C/NG SILENT

INCLUDE
FIGS.
AND 2 ARE SHOWN TWO TYPICAL CIRCUITS WHICH
SUPPRESSION.
NOISE
AND
TUBE
TYPE
DIODE
THE FEATURES OF BOTH THE DUPLEX
TROUBLE ANALYSIS CAN BE
BY USING THESE AS EXAMPLES, THE FOLLOWING
MADE.
IN

I

INTER -STATION NOISE
IN A SYSTEM OF THE TYPE ILLUSTRATED IN FIG.
MAY BE DUE TO ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CAUSES:
-

ARM OF POTENTIOMETER

2.

-

OPEN SCREEN GRID RESISTOR

3.

-

DEFECTIVE SILENCING TUBE.

IN THE CASE OF THE CIRCUIT
APPEARING IN FIG. 2 THIS CONDITION MAY BE DUE TO:
I.

-

SHORTED OR LEAKY 0.1
MFD.CONDENSER BY-PASS
ING THE CATHODE OF V3.

2.

-

LEAKAGE BETWEEN CATHODE AND HEATER OF Va.
THIS SAME
CONDITION
WILL CAUSE A HUM WHEN
THE RECEIVER IS TUNED
NO
TO RESONANCE AND
A.V.C. ACTION WILL OC

CONDITION

SHORTED TO CHASSIS.

I.

R2_

THIS

I,

SILENCING TUEE CIRCUIT.

IN

TO GRID

AVC DR.P RESISTOR

RETURNS
OF CONTROLLED
TUBES

II

COUPLING

COND.)
TO
GRID
OF
A -F

DET
AVC
1

ST AUDI O

COUSIN.
TUBE

VOL

CONTR

-

'57

SILENCING
TUBE

CUR.
TO. GRID RETURN
OF SECOND

DISTORTION

I

-F

THE ARRANGEMENT IL
FIG.
I,DISTORTEO OR
LUSTRATED IN
BE
MAY
A CHOKED -REPRODUCTION
IN

B+

DUE T0:
I.

-

FAULTY ADJUSTMENT OF

FIG.

I

A.V.C. WITH NOISE SUPPRESSION.

PAGE 2

VALUE AT THIS POINT.

Rz OR WRONG RESISTANCE
2.

-

GROUNDED SILENCING TUBE CONTROL -GRID LEAD.

3.

-

LEAKY BY-PASS CONDENSER IN THE A.V.C. CIRCUIT TO WHICH THE CONTROL GRID LEAD IS CONNECTED.

-15 Ali PHONE

CONNECT/ONS

QUITE OFTEN, IT IS DESIRABLE TO CONNECT A SET OF HEADPHONES TO
ERN RECEIVER WHICH IS BEING USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A LOUD SPEAKER.
CAN BE DONE IN THE FOLLOWING MANNERS

A

MOD
THIS

THE CIRCUIT AT "A" OF FIG. 3 ILLUSTRATES HOW THE HEADPHONE CONTUBE.
IS MADE ON A RECEIVER EMPLOYING A POWER STAGE WITH A SINGLE
THE 10,000 OHM POTENTIOMETER SERVES AS A VOLUME CONTROL FOR THE HEADPHONES.
A "PLUG -JACK OFFERS A CONVENIENT METHOD BY MEANS OF WHICH THE
HEADPHONES
THE
DESIRED.
TO
WHENEVER
BE
CIRCUIT
CAN
CONNECTED
I.

-

NECTION

2.

-

"B" OF FIG.
I

HOW TO
ILLUSTRATES
MAKE THE HEADPHONE CON
NECTIONS IN A
PUSH3

PULL POWER

FORR

0.0003

AVC

400

M M F.

MF

AVC '55
AND SILENT
TUN'
V3

I

N G

T

STAGE.

TO

2ND

THE SWITCH
IN THE SPEAKER CIRCUIT
CAN EITHER BE USED OR
NOT/ DEPENDING
UPON
THE REQUIREMENTSOF THE
PARTICULAR
INSTALLATION.THE SWITCH IN THE
HEADPHONE CIRCUITS AFFORDS A MEANS OF DISCONNECTINGTHE SHUNTING
EFFECT OF THE
HEADPHONE CIRCUIT WHEN NOT
EMPLOYING
HEADPHONE
RECEPTION.
3.

OEM
ID

-

Powe2 ruse

TO 1ST
DETECTOR
GRID

RETURN

=0.1MF
TO

0.1MF.

R -F GRID

RETURN

600,000

1

MMOI g}

8+

FIG. 2

COMBINATION A.V.C. AND
SILENCING TUBE.
TD

SPEAKER

FIG. 3

HEADPHONE CONNECTIONS.

/{EAO PH ONES

B+
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AL/GN/NG ALL-WAVE iPEGE/VERS
GENERAL, THE PROCEDURE FOR ALIGNING ALL-WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE RETO THE
CEIVERS IS THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN PREVIOUS JOB SHEETS RELATIVE
ALIGNMENT OF BROADCAST SUPERHETERODYNES. THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE IS THAT
AFTER ALIGNING THE I.F. STAGES IN THE ALL-WAVESUPERHETEROOYNE,THE OSCILLATOR AND OTHER R.F. STAGES MUST BE ALIGNED IN EACH OF THE FREQUENCY BANDS
COVERED BY THE RECEIVER, RATHER THAN IN THE BROADCAST BAND ALONE.
IN

TYPICAL
THE FOLLOWING IS THE STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE FOR ALIGNING A
I.
FIG.
ALL -WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE, WHOSE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM APPEARS IN
I.

-

2.

-

ALIGN THE I.F. STAGES
#23.

THE SAME MANNER

IN

SHEET

AS EXPLAINED IN JOB

ALIGNING THE BROADCAST BAND (BAND "A")
WITH THE RECEIVER'S OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT

IN AN

OPERATING

COND-ITION

J

- -[ . [.. ..
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FIG.

I

THE ALL-WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT.

PAGE 2
ANO WITH THE BAND SELECTOR SWITCH IN THE BROADCAST POSITION, CONNECT
A TEST OSCILLATOR TO THE ANTENNA AND GROUND TERMINALS OF THE RECEIVER.
SET THE TEST OSCILLATOR AND RECEIVER TUNING DIAL TO THE1I500 KC.,

POSITION.
ADJUST THE TRIMMER CONDENSER ON THE OSCILLATOR SECTION OF
THE
TUNING CONDENSER FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT. NEXT, ADJUST CONDENSER TC-Ii IN
FIG.
FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT (THIS IS A SMALL TRIMMER
CONDENSER WHICH
REPLACES THE REGULAR TRIMMER ON THE FIRST DETECTOR SECTION
THE
OF
TUNING CONDENSER IN THIS PARTICULAR RECEIVER).
I

DISCONNECT THE TEST OSCILLATOR FROM THE RECEIVER. CONNECT THE ANTENNA SYSTEM TO THE RECEIVER, TUNE IN A STATION AT THE HIGHEST FREQUENCY END OF THE BROADCAST BAND AND ADJUST THE TRIMMER ON THAT SECTION OF THE TUNING CONDENSER WHICH IS CONNECTED TO THE ANTENNA STAGE
R.F. TRANSFORMER.
3.

ALIGNING BAND "B" (1500 KC.TO 4000 KC.)
CONNECT THE TEST OSCILLATOR TO THE RECEIVER'S ANTENNA AND GROUND
TERMINALS. SET THE RECEIVER'S SELECTOR SWITCH TO BAND B POSITION. AND
ADJUST THE TEST OSCILLATOR AND THE RECEIVER DIAL FOR
APPROXIMATELY
TC-3
Kc.
ADJUST
TRIMMER
FOR
MAXIMUM
OUTPUT.
3500

4.

ALIGNING BAND "C" (l000 Kc. TO 8600 Kc.)

WITH THE,SAME TEST OSCILLATOR CONNECTION, SET THE RECEIVER'S SELECTOR SWITCH TO BAND C POSITION AND ADJUST THE TEST OSCILLATOR AND
RECEIVER TUNING DIAL TO APPROXIMATELY 7500 Kc. ADJUST TRIMMER TC-2
FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT.
5.

ALIGNING BAND "D" (8600 KC. TO 25,000 Kc.)
WITHOUT DISTURBING'THE TEST OSCILLATOR CONNECTION, SET THE RECEIV
ER'S SELECTOR SWITCH TO BAND D POSITION AND ADJUST:THE TEST OSCILLATOR AND RECEIVER TUNING DIAL TO APPROXIMATELY 20,000 KC.ADJUST TRIMMER TC-I FOR MAXIMUM OUTPUT.
(NOTE: - IT IS IMPORTANT TO LEAVE THE
ANTENNA SYSTEM CONNECTED TO THE RECEIVER DURING THE PROCEDURE OF ALIGNING ALL SHORT-WAVE BANDS).
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WI/valves

OF
THE EARLIER JOBSHEETS YOU WERE SHOWN SIMPLE METHODS
THE
AID
OF
A
VOLTRESISTORS
WITH
AND
CHECKING WINDINGS
FOR CONTINUITY
METER.
IN THIS JOBSNEET A MORE ACCURATE METHOD IS DESCRIEED, AND WHICH
APPLIES PARTICULARLY TO UNITS OF RATHER HIGH RESISTANCE RATING.
!N ONE OF

UNIT
To CHECK THE WINDING OF A TRANSFORMER, DISCONNECT THE
FROM ALL OTHER CIRCUITS AND CONNECT AN OHMMETER ACROSS THE WINDING TERM
INALS AS SHOWN IN FIG. I.
IF THE METER READS INFINITE RESISTANCE, THEN
THE WINDING IS OPEN CIRCUITED.
IF A ZERO READING IS OBTAINED, THEN THE
WINDING IS COMPLETELY SHORTED.
I.

-

2. - ANY READING IN BETWEEN THESE TWO EXTREME VALUES SHOULD BE COM
A
DUPLICATE UNIT
PARED WITH THE NORMAL RESISTANCE OF THE WINDING OF
WHICH IS KNOWN TO BE
IN PERFECT CONDITION.
3. - A
READING
WHICH IS
LOWER THAN
THE NORMAL VALUE INDI
CATES THAT THE WINDING UNDER TEST IS PAR
TIALLY SHORT CIRCUIT-

ED.

4. - A READING
WHICH IS NIGHER THAN
THE NORMAL VALUE INDI
CATES THAT THE WINDING UNDER TEST
CONTAINS A NIGH
RESISTANCE IN ITS CIRCUIT,
AND WHICH 13 PROBABLY DUE TO
5.

FIG.

CHECKING
A

A

I

TRANSFORMER.

POORLY SOLDERED CONNECTION.

OVEN THOUGH A DUPLICATE UNIT IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR COMPARISON,
YET IN MOST PRACTICAL PURPOSES A SUFFICIENTLY ACCURATE ANALY
SIS CAN BE MADE OF A TRANSFORMER OR CHOKE BY COMPARING
THE
READINGS WITH A UNIT WHICH IS MORE OR LESS SIMILAR
TO THE
ONE UNDER TEST..

THE OHMMETER METHOD OF CHECKING RESISTORS APPEARS ON THE
SIDE OF TM'S JOB SHEET.

REVERSE

.
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TEsT/NG RESISTORS
I. - THE APPROVED METHOD OF CHECKING RESISTORS IS ILLUSTRATED
FIG. I, AND WHERE IT WILL BE NOTED THAT AN OHMMETER IS CONNECTED
ACROSS THE RESISTOR. WHEN
Resistor
IT
CONDUCTING THIS TEST,
IS IMPONTANT THAT THE REBE DISCONNECTED
SISTOR
FROM ALL OTHER CIRCUITS.

IN

7

2. - THE

OHMMETER
READING
A
OFFER
IS REASONABLY CLOSE
TO THE RESISTANCE
VALUE
AT WHICH THE RESISTOR
IS
RATED.

SHOULD
WHICH

WHETHER THE DEVIATION IS TOO GREAT FOR SAT
ISFACTORY RECEIVER OPERATION DEPENDS ENTIRELY UPON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUIT
IN WHICH THE RESISTOR
IS
EMPLOYED.

FIG.

I

OHMMETER RESISTOR TEST.

FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES, IF THE MEASURED VALUE OF THE RESISTANCE IS WITHIN 10% PLUS OR MINUS OF THE "MARKED VALUE, IT MAY
IN
BE ASSUMED TO BE SATISFACTORY UNLESS IT IS USED
A
IN
CIRCUIT
WHICH THE VALUE OF THE RESISTANCE IS CRITICAL.

3. - WHEN CHECKING RESISTORS OF HIGH VALUE WITH A SENSITIVE
OHMMETER AND IN SUCH CASES
WHERE A HIGH DEGREE OF ACCURACY IS REQUIRED, IT IS PREFERABLE THAT THE RESISTOR BE SUPPORTED BY ITS TERM
INAL ENDS ONLY SO THAT ITS BODY DOES NOT
TOUCH THE HANDS OR WORK
BENCH. ANY SUCH BODY CONTACT WILL OFFER A SHUNT
PATH ACROSS THE
SURFACE OF THE RESISTOR AND WHICH MAY AFFECT THE INDICATED VALUE AP
PRECIABLY.
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COA/DENSER LEAKAGE TEST
OFFERS AN
THE. ARRANGEMENT WHOSE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM APPEARS IN FIG.
THE
25,000
TEST.
TO
LEAKAGE
A
EXCELLENT MEANS FOR SUBJECTING CONDENSERS
RESISTOR
DIVIDER
VOLTAGE
WIRE-WOUND
OHM RESISTANCE IS AN AD.IUSTABLE
WHOSE CLIPS CAN BE ADJUSTED AS DESIRED.
I

FIG.
THE NEON CONDENSER TESTER.
I

I. - To TEST A CONDENSER FOR LEAKAGE, CONNECTTHE CONDENSER ACROSS
AND ADJUST THE SELECTOR SWITCH TO
THE TERMINALS MARKED "TEST" IN FIG.
THE TEST VOLTAGE FOR WHICH THE CONDENSER UNDER TEST IS RATED.
I

2. - CLOSE SWITCH #Is

AND AFTER THE 80 TUBE'HAS HEATED UP TO

ITS

NORMAL TEMPERATURE, CLOSE SWITCH #2.
WILL
A GOOD CONDENSER
THE ACTION OF THE NEON TUBE.
NO
THEREAFTER
AND
IMMEDIATELY
CAUSE THE NEON LAMP TO FLASH ONLY ONCE
OF
FLASH
MOMENTARY
OR
(THIS
INITIAL
THE
LAMP
LIGHT WILL BE EMITTED BY
BECOME
CHARGED.)
HAS
THE
THAT
CONDENSER
THE NEON LAMP MERELY INDICATES
3. - OBSERVE

THE NEON LAMP BLINKS, IT INDICATES CONDENSER LEAKAGE
THE UNIT IS THEREFORE IN ALL 'PROBABILITY NOT SUITABLE FOR USE.

AND

THAT

THE

4. -

5.

CONDENSER

-

IF

THE NEON LAMP GLOWS CONTINUALLY,
SHORTED.
IS
IF

IT

INDICATES

6. - THE NEON LAMP WILL NOT GLOW AT ALL DURING THE SUPPOSEDLY INITIAL CHARGE IF THE.CONDENSER IS OPEN CIRCUIT.

M
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CONSTRUcr/ON
OF A

AND

CA PAciry

USE

METE?

THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF A SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE CAPACITY METER APPEARS IN FIG. I. THE METER ITSELF CONSISTS OF A 0-I MA. D.C. MILLIAMMETER USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH AN EXTERNAL COPPER -OXIDE METER RECTIFIER, OR ELSE A SELF-CONTAINED 0-I COPPER -OXIDE TYPE
A.C. MILLIAMMETER
MAY BE USED.

WITH THE SWITCH IN THE "UP POSITION", THE RANGE OF THE
INSTRUMENT IS FROM 0.001 MFD. TO 0.1 MFD. WITH THE SWITCH IN THE
"DOWN POS
ITION", THE RANGE OF THE METER IS FROM 0.1 MFD. TO 3 MFD.
TO USE THIS CAPACITY METER PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:
1. - SET THE SWITCH FOR THE RANGE DESIRED AND SHORT CIRCUIT
THE
THE TERMINALS.MARKED "TEST".
ADJUST EITHER R1 OR RZ, WHICHEVER IS BEING USED AT THE TIME,UNTIL
THE METER READS FULL SCALE.

Ma.

0-I

2. -REMOVE THE SHORT
FROM THE "TEST"
TERMINALS
AND CONNECT THE
CONDENSER
TO BE TESTED ACROSS THESE
TERMINALS. NOTE THE METER
READING AND REFER TO A CAL
IBRATION GRAPH FOR THE COR
RESPONDING CAPACITY OF THE
CONDENSER.

NOTE: THECALIBRATION GRAPH
MAY BE PREPARED BY NOTING
THE METER READINGS
WHEN
SAMPLE CONDENSERS OF KNOWN
CAPACITY ARE CONNECTED ACROSS THE TEST
TERMINALS.
THE
METER READINGS 'ARE
THEN PLOTTED AGAINST CORRESPONDING CAPACITIES, AFTER WHICH THESC POINTS ARE
CONNECTED TOGETHER BY
A
CONTINUOUS LINE TO
FORM
THE CALIBRATION CURVE.

D. C.

M

lam meter

Copper -Oxide

IZectifier4
Double

- Pole

double Throw

switch

25,000

,N-

100,00on

RI

5000

50-a-

R

`Test)
110

V.

A.C.

FIG.
CIRCUITS OF THE CAPACITY METER.
I
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS ARE BEING MADE CONSTANTLY
IN THE FIELD OF RADIO,
IT IS OUR DESIRE TO KEEP YOU,
TELEVISION AND ALLIED ELECTRONICS.
OUR STUDENT,
LATEST AND MOST CURRENT SCIENTIFIC
INFORMED ON THE
OF THE "DIGEST" WHICH
PRINCIPLES AND FACTS.
THIS IS THE PURPOSE
STUDY IiT CAREFULLY.
SUPPLEMENTARY TO YOUR REGULAR LESSONS.
IS
THIS INFORMATION IS IMPORTANT.
SAVE IT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

A DISCUSSION ON TUNED CIRCUITS
Years ago, I witnessed a very interesting scientific demonstration. Our
professor, who performed the demonstration, placed an ordinary tumbler
upon a small block of tile before a loudspeaker and cautioned everyone
to be perfectly quiet. Standing before a microphone, he adjusted a violin under his chin and starting at the lowest note, gradually increased
When he struck one
the pitch of the tone, slowly and with much care.
particular note, I shall never forget the amazed expression that appeared
on all our faces when to -and- behold: The tumbler shattered --as if some
magic force had struck it!

Since the subject we are about to discuss is based upon the
above phenomenon, I would suggest that. you keep this experiment in mind for it will provide you with a tangible aid that
will help you understand the subject of Tuned Circuits (and
Resonance) more readily. Consider the violin as being the
Transmitter; and the tumbler as being the Receiver.
Every object that we can think of has a natural -vibration -period of its
own.
The pencil 'you write with, the table you write upon, thé fork or
spoon you eat with, the tumbler you drink out of; the glass pane you look
through, etc.
The vibration period of an object is determined by its
physical dimensions and the amount of tension placed upon it.
To demonstrate this, let us suspend a fork and strike it with a rod.
Vibrating at its own natural -vibratory -period, we will hear these vibrations in the form of a note --of a particular pitch. Striking a similar
fork, we will find that the note given off by this second fork is almost
identical to that of the first one.
If, however, we now strike a spoon
made of the same material, the note will be higher in pitch if the spoon
is smaller or of a lower pitch if the spoon is of the large type.

AlA similar example may be noted by striking two lengths of pipe.
though both are made of the same materials, the longer one will produce
a lower note than the shorter one.
The shorter one will give off a
higher note. This, then, explains how the physical dimensions of the
material affects the natural -vibratory -period (n -v -p) of a substance.
Now, we come to the tension placed upon a substance and how this affects
Let us ttake any of the above mentioned objects and strike
the n -v -p.
Now let us place
them so that they give off a musical "ring" or note.
a clamp around one end of the spoon or pipe, and you will find that the
pitch of the notes is affected.
RD
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Have you ever witnessed a
performance wherein the "musician"
surrounds himself with a number of
tumblers, each filled to
a different level with
water? By striking each tumbler, he
is able to play musical
pieces by
bler gives off. The reason for the -various notes each tumthis is that the water acts
as a tension upon the glass
of the tumbler, thus varying
the
n -v -p of the tumbler. In
that way, each tumbler banbe made,
to give off a "ring" or
musical note of a different pitch and
thus provide all of the notes
of the musical scale.

Some of you may have had
experience with a violin or other
cal instrument.
stringed musi
To "tune" a violin, guitar,
mandolin, cello, etc., the
musician adjusts the tension of the
strings. As the musician plays, he
varies the tension on the
strings; thus causing a variation of
recognize as "music".
tones we
Vibrations of the strings cause
corresponding vibrations in the air. The
resultant air waves thus produced,
come into cóntact with --and beat against --our ear -drums. Being'
nisms created upon this Earth part of one of the most marvelous mecha(the Human Body), our ear -drums
cally adjust their tension so
automatior in perfect harmony with the that they can vibrate in perfect unison
of the air -waves. Nerve
located close to the ear -drum, vibration
are thus actuated and relay these -cells,
tions to -the brain which
vibrainterprets them in the form of musical
notes.
Our ear -drums then function or
play the role of the Receiver.
If they
were damaged in such a manner so
would be unable to hear the speech that they were unable to vibrate, we
of another person or the musical
of an instrument.
notes
Such a condition is known as
"deafness". We are all
deaf to a certain extent, for
even though our hearing -mechanism
be in
perfect condition, the human ear -drum is
very much limited to the frequency it can vibrate
to.

One example of this is the "dog
-whistle".
Such a whistle emits a "supersonic" (above -the -human-audible -range)
tone that the average human being
cannot hear. Dogs can, however,
and therefore respond to a
seemingly
"silent" whistle since their ear -drums
are able to vibrate at such a
high

frequency.

If dogs or other animals were
able to speak to each other at
super -sonic frequencies, and then
attempted to speak to us at
these same frequencies, we would not
respond to their conversation; and they would consider us deaf.

At this very moment, 'there are
millions of sounds surrounding us, such
as radio -telegraphy, broadcast
programs, radio -telephony, etc. Because
our ear -drums cannot vibrate at such
high frequencies, we are unable to
hear them --without the use of
accessory devices such as a radio
receiver.
RESONANCE
The closer the Receiver is tuned
to the frequency of the
transmitted
wave, the greater will be the
response of the Receiver. MAXIMUM
RESPONSE
WILL BE OBTAINED WHEN THE RECEIVER IS
TUNED TO VIBRATE AT THE IDENTICAL
FREQUENCY OF THE INCOMING WAVE. Such á
condition is.referred to as RESONANCE between the Transmitter and
Receiver.
In the demonstration given by the
professor--with the violin and tumbler -the response or vibration of the
tumbler at resonance
it shattered.
This also explains why a plate glass was so great that
window of a store
may suddenly shatter when a truck or
bus coming down the street creates
a vibration of a certain
frequency.
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When a state of resonance exists between the transm'_tted wave
and the Receiver, the incoming waves' encounter no bucking "out of -step" vibrations to oppose them.
This may be compared to a
lass sitting on a swing while her little boy -friend swings her.
Let us assume that the little boy develops a rhythm as he pushes
the swing.. If his rhythm is in complete harmony with that of

the back -and -forth motions (oscillation) of the swing, his
driving power will be most effective and the swing will rise
higher and higher.
On the other hand, should his rhythm be
out of step---that is, of a different frequency ---the swing
will not only buck his thrusts, but there will be instances when
his hands will not even come in contact with the swing to give
it the

required push.

At this point, you are probably thinking:
"All fine and dandy --as far as violins, voice and swings
are concerned: But how about radio receiving circuits?I've
never seen a radio circuit vibrate --or swing back -and -forth'!

Radio circuits OSCILLATE: That is the term we use when we want to say
that a circuit is vibrating electrically, electronically or radionically.
How radio circuits oscillate will now be discussed.

RADIO OSCILLATIONS
When your gaze is attraced to a piece of wire, it stands out from the
surrounding atmosphere as a definitely outlined object. If our power
of vision were sensitized to the point where we were able to see what
the wire was actually made of, we would soon see that the wire was nothing
more than a composition of billions upon billions of small bodies grouped
together. We call these bodies molecules.
The vire would no longer appear as a sharply defined object but more like a "vein" of small whirling
bodies imbedded and surrounded by an immense field of similar bodiesIbut
of a lighter density (the molecules of the atmosphere).
Where the molecules of the (copper) wire contact the molecules of the atmosphere we
would note a blending of the two --a chemical combination referred to as
an "oxide" formation.
In the case of copper, this formation is commonly
called "tarnish" (cuprous -oxide).
In the case of iron, this chemical
fusion is referred to as "rust" (ferrous -oxide).
Molecules, as we know, are made up of two or more atoms, just as an "assembly" is made up of two or more persons. An atom,-in turn, is represented as a system comprised of a dense core or central body called the
Nucleus, about which the electrons revolve. The whole structure is somewhat like a miniature Solar system (the sun and its many planets) in
which the sun represents the central core and the planets represent the
electrons. Each atom has, in its normal state, a certain number of electrons which rotate about the Nucleus in definite orbits (just as the
Earth, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, etc., rotate in their own specific orbits
around the sun). These electrons contribute a negative charge to the
atom which is offset by an equal positive charge residing in the Nucleus.
As a result, the normal atom exhibits no preponderance of either charge ,
andis electrically neutral.
The electrons are spaced at various. distances from the Nucleus just as
each}of the planets are at different distances from the sun. The Nucleus
has a very strong attraction for those electrons closest to it and the
weakest attraction for those electrons farthest from it.
As a result,
should an external force come along, there is a possibility that one or
more of the outer electrons may be detached from the atom; thus leaving
the atom as a whole with a net positive charge.
RD -1
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And so, as we observe our wire, we recognize the electrons and note that
those of the copper wire are on seemingly "unfriendly" terms with
those of the atmosphere. A continual exchange of jabs and thrusts
seems to be going on between them.
On closer inspection it appears that
the atmospheric -electrons are the aggressors but, actually, they are only
the victims of unfortunate circumstances.
If we were to trace the true
cause of these unfriendly gestures, we would find that the source of this
disturbance was quite distant. The creators of this disturbance are electrons who were agitated into action by the radiation energy released from
a transmitting antenna system located a few, or even thousands of miles,
away from the wire.
On the other hand, the source of this agitation may have originated only a
few feet away from the wire --in the form of an electrical spark that occurred between the brushes and commutator of a vacuum -cleaner or washing machine motor; between the contact -points of an electrical razor or ignition system; the spark that occurred between the trolley and trolley wire, etc.
From such a source of agitation, there followed an electrostatic* movement of electrons that was relayed through the atmosphere
from molecule to molecule; finally reaching and affecting the electrons
of the wire.
This may very well be compared to an over -crowded street car.
As a person enters the front of the car, he pushes against the
person closest to him who, in turn, pushes the person or persons next to him.
A force is thus relayed from person to person which travels from one end of the car to the other end of
the car.
If you happened to be at the opposite extreme end
of the car and the push ultimately reached you, it would be in just to accuse your neighbor of pushing you since he was merely
a victim of unfortunate circumstances.
Because the electrons of copper wire are loosely -held to their atoms, the
jabs and thrusts, thus delivered to them by the neighboring atmospheric
electrons, cause them to become detached from their atoms. The mother
atoms thus take on a positive charge and pull away electrons from other
atoms which are not so strongly attracted or held to their atom. Consequently, a movement of electrons occurs from atom to atom throughout the
entire conductor. Since a movement of electrons constitutes a flow of
electrical current, we thus have a flow of current going on at all times
within all conductors, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE NOT CONNECTED TO ANY EXTERNAL
POWER -SOURCE!
The above current flow is extremely weak. In fact, so weak that
it is not usually perceptible by the ordinary type of instruments; unless, of course, the wire is in close proximity to
the transmitter of the agitation (broadcast station, amateur
or commercial transmitter, powerful static discharge, lightning bolt, etc.).
It is, however, possible for us to detect
this current flow by the use of a DETECTOR.
If the wire is
of sufficient length, the detector may be of the crystal type
such as galena, carborundum, etc. Used in conjunction with a
sensitive headphone, these agitations may be heard in the form
of a broadcast program, telegraphic dots and dashes, static,
etc.
The wire in such case would be referred to as an ANTENNA.
If our antenna was of very short length, or if we wished to
increase the volume of these agitations, we could use an amplifying vacuum tube type detector or add stages of amplification
to detect extremely weak agitations originating at distant points.
*

TRANSFER OF ELECTRO -MOTIVE -FORCE (ONLY:) THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF
ELECTRIC (REFER TO YOUR LESSON TREATING CONDENSERS AND CAPACITY).
DIELECTRIC, IN THIS CASE, IS THE ATMOSPHERE.
A

A

DITHE
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This, then, provides us with definite proof that electronic agitations are
exerted upon all substances, and that a movement of electrons occurs as a
result of them. In a piece of wire to which no power -source is connected,
and an open -circuit exists between the two ends, the manner of this current
flow is of an OSCILLATORY nature.
By this is meant that the electrons
first flow in one direction (when they are first dislodged) and then in
reverse direction (when they return to their mother atoms).
Each such
back -and -forth movement is referred to as an OSCILLATION ---each complete
oscillation constituting one CYCLE'. The number of cycles PER -SECOND -OF TIME is referred to as the FREQUENCY of the oscillation. The oscillations
ocurring within a conductor that is not connected to a power -source is
referred to as FREE oscillations.

NATURAL -OSCILLATORY-PERIOD OF A CONDUCTOR
The free oscillations occurring within conductors take on a momentum, and
soon resolve themselves to a definite rhythm or frequency.
The frequency
of these oscillations are limited --and therefore determined by the following factors:
1.
The physical LENGTH of the wire.
2.

The INDUCTIVE REACTANCE (XL) present in the wire.
(Note: the above two are referred to as the Induc
tance or- L of the wire.)

3.

The CAPACITANCE REACTANCE (Xe) present in the vire.

The above three factors may be compared to weights that are attached to
a clock-pendelum.
As any one of the above three factors are increased,
the more weighted-down will the pendelum become and the less frequent will
be the back -and -forth movements per second of time.

The frequency that the electrons do resolve themselves down to within a
conductor which is not connected to any external power -source, is referred to as the NATURAL -OSCILLATORY -PERIOD of a conductor (hereinafter
referred to as the n -o -p of a conductor.)

HOW INDUCTANCE AFFECTS THE FREQUENCY
(1): It is obvious how the physical length of the conductor would affect
its n -o -p.
The longer our length of wire, the longer period of time would
it take for the electrons tó complete their movement in one direction and
back again. Consequently, if it is our desire to have our wire (herein after referred to as a TUNED CIRCUIT) tune to a higher frequency, we would
shorten our wire.
On the other hand, if we wanted our tuned circuit

to tune to a lower frequency,

we would lengthen our wire.

Electrons in motion always set up a magnetic field about themselves
principle of Electro -magnetism). This magentic field creates an opposing
voltage which interferes with the flow of the electrons. The opposition
thus offered is referred to as INDUCTIVE REACTANCE. Since this factor
has a delaying action upon the flow of electrons within the wire, the
more Inductive reactance present in a tuned circuit, the less frequent
will be the oscillations.
2):

Thus, by winding the wire into the form of a coil ---or, by
introducing an iron -core within the center of the coil --we
thereby increase the self -inductive properties of our tuned
circuit and automatically decrease the n -o -p of the circuit
(This is the principle of permeability -tuning which will be
thoroughly explained, later in the course).
On the other
hand, by inserting a metal that has a dia-magnetic effect upon
the inductance of the coil (such as aluminum, copper, etc.), we
reduce the self -inductive properties of the coil, thus increasing the n -o -p of the coil.
RD -I
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To summarize the foregoing:
The natural -oscillatory -period of a conductor or tuned circuit is INVERSELY proportional to the INDUCTANCEof
that conductor or tuned circuit.

HOW CAPACITY AFFECTS THE N -O -P OF A TUNED CIRCUIT
As stated before, the electrons of all conductors are constantly being
subjected to electrostatic jabs and thrusts from the surrounding electrons of the atmosphere --or insulation, if the conductor happens to be
encased in such. On the other hand, the movement of the conductor -electrons (resulting therefrom) has a similar (reciprocal) effect upon the
atmospheric -electrons (hereinafter referred to as dielectric -electrons).
If the wire is wound in the form of a coil, the electrostatic force
thus
created will be relayed through the medium of the dielectric -electrons
to the adjacent turns of the wire.
Conductor -electrons within the adjacent turns of the wire will thus be jabbed and consequently dislodged
from their atoms. The flow of electrons resulting therefrom also acts
as interference to the flow of electrons already in oscillatory motion
within the conductor.

The electrostatic effect between the turns of wire of a coil
is referred to as the DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY of a coil; and,
since this slows down the movement of electrons, the n -o -p
of a coil or tuned circuit would be INVERSELY proportional
to the distributed capacity of that coil or tuned circuit.

Capacity not only exists between the adjacent turns of a coil, but also
between the ends of the coil. The two ends.of the coil function as the
two opposing plates of a condenser, the atmosphere between acting as the
dielectric.
The larger the capacity between the two ends of the coil,
the more electrons will be "stored" before they are discharged back to
their mother atoms. Thus, the larger the capacity or condenser -effect
between the two ends of the coil, the slower will be the frequency of
the n -ó-p.

By connecting a condenser of fixed capacity value between
the ends of the coil, we can tune our coil or circuit to a
definite frequency. By connecting a variable oondenser between the two ends of a coil, we can vary the frequency to
which our circuit will tune. .Such provides a very convenient
method of tuning from one broadcast station to another ---which
is the purpose of the variable tuning condenser.

To summarize the above: The n -o -p of a tuned cirucit is inversely proportional to the CAPACITY contained within the tuned circuit.
TUNING AND SELECTIVE PROPERTIES OF A CIRCUIT

Now that we are a little more familiar with the tuning properties of a
circuit, let us follow an incoming signal and see what happens as it
encounters a tuned circuit.
If the back -and -forth (oscillatory) movement of the signal is
at the same freqeuncy as that of the n -o -p of the tuned circuit,
the two current flows will combine in complete harmony and be
additive in strength to one another.
Shóuld the frequency of
the incoming signal be different than the n -o -p of the tuned
circuit, we will have a bucking or opposing effect between the
two; with the net result that little or no signal will be admitted into the tuned circuit.

PAGE 7
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however, the strength of the incoming signal is greater
than the strength of the n -o -p current -flow within the tuned circuit, the signal current will force the n -o -p current
Such is
to flow at the frequency of the signal oscillations.
referred to as FORCED OSCILLATIONS and explains the unselective nature of tuned circuits in close proximity to powerful
broadcast stations, interference from neighboring amateur stations, etc. This is the reason for resorting to such measures
as loosening the coupling between the primary and secondary
windings of the antenna transformer, or introducing resistance
in the antenna circuit to attenuate (reduce) the strength of
the incoming signal so as to eliminate intolerable interference
from such sources.
If,

is obvious, then, that a tuned circuit is only selective to the exHence, the selec tent of the SIGNAL STRENGTH vs. the N -O -P STRENGTH.
the n -o -p
strengthening
increased
by
a
circuit
may
be
tuned
tivity.of
By
wave. One method of accomplishing this is by means of REGENERATION.
feeding the output energy back to the tuned circuit, the strength of the
n -o -p wave of the tuned circuit is thereby increased --which explains why
a regenerative circuit becomes more and more selective as the feed -back

It

is

increased.
SUMMARY

The frequency of thé notes emanating from musical instruments, vocal
chords, etc., is dependent upon and determined by the physical length
The
and mechanical tension placed upon the strings, reeds, chords, etc.
frequency of the waves emanating from an electronic transmitter (Radio,
Television, etc.) is determined by the physical length and electronic
tension placed upon the tuned circuit.
To receive such waves, the receiver must be tuned to the identical frequency of the incoming (transmitted) wave. When the transmitted wave is
of an identical frequency to that of the receiver, we say that a state
of resonance exists between the two. Maximum reception is realized when
the receiver is adjusted so that it resonates to the frequency of the
transmitted wave.

Whereas the human ear has the ability to automatically adjust its own tension to receive the sound waves, receiving instruments and devices have
In electronic reto be adjusted and tuned to the desired frequency.
ceiving circuits, this is done by adjusting the inductive reactance (XL)
Addinf{ either of
and capacitive reactance (Xc) of the tuned circuit.
these decreases the frequency to which the circuit will tune; while subtracting ether of these will increase the frequency to which the TrThis may be compared to adding or subtracting weights
cuit will tune.
of a clock-pendelum to adjust the number of times it will oscillate back
and forth per second of time.

All tuned circuits oscillate at their own "natural" oscillatory period
(frequency). Such oscillations are referred to as FREE OSCILLATIONS.
If the oscillation period of the incoming wave is in resonance with. the
n -o -p of the tuned circuit, it encounters no opposition; the two combine
On the
in complete harmony and are additive to each other's strength.
other hand, if the two are out of resonance with one another, they will
buck each other, and the strength of the incoming signal is thereby reduced or completely nullfied.
Tuned circuits are therefore selective in nature. This quality, however,
If the
is limited to the extend of SIGNAL strength vs. N -O -P strength.
magnitude of the incoming wave is such that it is able to overpower the
strength of the n -o -p wave, the former will force the latter to oscillate
at its own frequency. Such a condition is referred to as FORCED BCILLATIONS
RD -1
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and may be remedied by attenuating the strength of the incoming signal
by interposing additional tuned circuits or by the use of variable -mu,
"remote cut-off" type tubes.

Another method of increasing the selectivity of a tuned circuit is by
means of counteracting the strength of the undesirable incoming wave.
Such may be accomplished by augmenting (increasing) the strength of the
n -o -p wave so that it has the power to completely neutralize or nullify
the strength of the non -resonating, interfering signal wave.
In an amplifying system, part of the energy is fed back from the output circuit
to the tuned (input) circuit; thus, increasing the strength of the n -o -p
current flow of the tuned circuit. This method is referred to as regeneration and explains why a tuned circuit becomes more and more selective as the regeneration is increased. Also, why a one -tube regenerative
receiver may compare favorably to the selective qualities of a set employing two or more stages of non -regenerative amplification. Although
superior in efficiency, regenerative circuits have a tendency towards
instability (circuit oscillation), etc,and the values of the parts are
quite critical. This is one of the reasons why regenerative type receivers do not enjoy much popularity with manufacturers of radio receiving sets.

CONCLUSION
This treatise represents a discussion on the subject of Tuned Circuits.
We do not ask that you accept this presentation as THE theory of Tuned
circuits.
We merely want you to consider it as another version which
may help enlighten you upon problems dealing with the natural -oscillatory -period of conductors and tuned circuits.

Note: Some of the terms used in this discussion may be unfamiliar to
you at this particular time. Do not be too concerned about that now,
for they will all be thoroughly explained to you in your forthcoming
lessons. Keep this RESEARCH DIGEST issue filed for future reference so
that you may refer back to it throughout the entire Course.

rr

hen you are climbing up he

sure to help some one else up,

too:-

that may prove to he your best assurance that you will continue to stay up.
J.

A.

ROSENKRANZ
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OUR STUDENT,

SUPPLEMENTARY TREATISE ON CONDENSER FUNCTION
Since the theory of condenser function is somewhat complex, we are
hereby presenting this subject from another angle. This is one of our
methods of providing our students with maximum assistance wherever
possible.
of
As you progress with the course, you will receive the benefits
many other services of a similar nature that have been incorporated in
NATIONAL TRAINING to help make the learning of Radio easy and intensely
interesting.

WATER ANALOGY
In beginning this discussion, let us first refer to Fig. 16 of
Lesson No. 5. Here, you will note, we have a water tank comprised
of two chambers; these two chambers being separated by a flexible
We will use this illustration as a water analogy
(rubber) diaphragm.
to explain the function and action that takes place within the electrical
condenser.

(Electro -static Induction).

As the piston is pushed inward, ("A" of Fig. 16) we have a rush of
This causes the diaphragm
water in the direction of the pointing arrows.
As this diaphragm flexes, it
to flex, as shown in the illustration.
applies a pressure to the water in the lower water -chamber so that we now
have a flow of water occurring in this chamber back to the piston as
indicated by the arrows.

The point to note and keep in mind is that although NO
WATER FLOWED FROM ONE CHAMBER INTO THE OTHER CHAMBER, we
did cause the water in the lower chamber (secondary water
(only!)
circuit) to flow by the transfer of PRESSURE
through the medium of a flexible diaphragm.

Referring
In the electrical condenser, we have the same action.
1, you will note that we have here a condenser connected to a
generator.
The electrical pressure voltage) developed in the generator
causes a flow of electrons (current from the negative terminal of the
generator to the condenser plate "A". As more and more of these electrons
accumulate upon this condenser plate, they exert a pressure (e.m.f. or
voltage) upon the insulator (dielectric) -atoms that are sandwiched
between the two opposing condenser plates ("A" and "B").
to Fig.
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The atoms within insulators differ electrically from the
atoms of conductors. This difference lies in the fact that
the electrons of the conductor -atom do not cling as
strongly, or are not attracted as strongly, to their
nucleus -- as are the electrons of the insulator -atoms.
Therefore, as voltage is applied to the atom of a conductor,
some of its electrons will be torn away; which accounts for
the reason why we have a flow of electrons (current)
within a conductor.
On the other hand, the electrons
of insulator -atoms cannot be torn away unless a very high
voltage (electro -motive -force) is applied upon them, and
therefore we do not have a flow of electrons (current)
through an insulator.

Although the electrons of insulator -atoms cannot ordinarily be torn
loose from their atoms, they do stretch away from their normal position
(orbit) within the atom when an electrical pressure (voltage) is applied
to them.
The higher the voltage exerted upon them, the further are they
stretched away from their normal position.
In this abnormal position,
we then say that the insulator is undergoing "dielectric stress or

strain".

Should too much pressure (voltage) be applied to the electrons
within the insulator, they will be torn loose from their atoms and we
will then have a flow of electrons through the insulator.
The resultant
current flow will be so great (because of the tremendous pressure behind
the electrons) that an intense heat is created, thus damaging the insulation material permanently. We then say that the condenser has been
"punctured" or "burned out"; and it is worthless as such from then on.
However, in normal operation, we never exceed the rated voltage that
should be applied to the condenser.
Therefore, the electrons of the
dielectric are never torn loose from their atoms, but are merely stretched
away from their normal orbit in relation to their nucleus. As they are
made to yield from their normal position they, in turn, exert a force
upon the conductor -electrons of the opposing condenser plate
Ivoltage)
'B", tearing these loose from their atoms -- which results in a flow
of current in the secondary circuit (from condenser plate "B" to the
positive terminal of the battery

CHARGE AND DISCHARGE OF CONDENSER
In the process of stretching away from their normal position, we
call this process "charging the condenser".
RD
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Should the charging pressure (voltage) be reduced -- as happens
with pulsating d -c or a -c during its cycle -- the dielectric -electrons
now exert a back -pressure against the "charging" electrons and push
them back into the circuit (Filtering action of a condenser). This
process is referred to as "discharging the condenser; and when all of
the charging electrons have been pushed back into the circuit and the
dielectric -electrons have completely returned to their normal position
within their atoms, we then say that the condenser is "discharged".
CAPACITY OF A CONDENSER
The further the electrons are stretched away from their normal
position, the greater will be the force (voltage) exerted upon the
conductor -electrons of the opposing condenser plate (Plate "B" in the
diagram). The greater, also, will be the 're -bound" force of the
dielectric -electrons when the charging force is reduced or removed.
This explains the greater current flow (amperage) in the secondary circuit
obtained by the use of a condenser of higher capacity, and also the need
for higher capacity in filter condensers of power supplies delivering
greater amounts of d -c current.

The capacity of a condenser refers to the proportional amount of
current that can bemade to flow in the secondary portion of a capacitively coupled circuit by the application of an electro -motive -force to the
primary condenser plate ("A' in our diagram). From the foregoing explanation, it is obvious that the strength (value) of the applied e.m.f. to
the primary condenser plate "A" would be a governing factor in determining the resultant current flow that will take place in the secondary
circuit; therefore, we will list this as Factor 1.

Factor 2 would be the surface area of the conducting plates in
contact with the dielectric.
The greater the area, the greater will
be the number of electrons involved; therefore, the greater the resultant
current flow in the secondary circuit.

Factor 3 would be the distance between the two conducting plates
In stretching the dielectric -electrons
(thickness of the dielectric).
from their normal orbits, force is expended (used up). The thicker the
dielectric, the more layers of electrons will have to be stretched.
Therefore, more force is used up, leaving us with a lesser amount of
force to be exerted upon the conductor -electrons of the secondary plate
and circuit, which means that less current will flow in this circuit.
The
Factor 4 is the type of insulating or dielectric material used.
electrons of certain dielectrics can be made to yield and stretch away
from their normal position more easily than can the electrons of other
insulating materials. The ease with which electrons of various types
of insulating materials can be made to yield from their normal orbits
is expressed in the form of a "constant" -- in a table of dielectric
comparisons.
The dielectric having the highest constant would be the
better dielectric, since less force is used up within the dielectric
itself; leaving more pressure to be exerted upon the electrons of the
secondary circuit.
In conclusion, it is well to remember that whereas, Electro -magnetic
is the transfer of electrical energy from one circuit to
another circuit by the medium of magnetic lines of force, Electro -static
Induction is, on the other hand, the transfer of electrical energy- from
one circuit to another by the medium of the flexibility of the dielectric electrons which act in the identical manner as the rubber diaphragm in our
water analogy. The only difference is that the rubber diaphragm stretches
mechanically, whereas the dielectric diaphragm stretches electronically.

Induction
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AT NO TIME, HOWEVER, DO ELECTRONS FLOW
THROUGH THE DIELECTRIC. In
other words, AT NO TIME DOES CURRENT FLOW
THROUGH THE DIELECTRIC. We
merely have a transfer of e.m.f. (only:)
through the medium of the
electronic diaphragm that exists between the
primary and secondary
circuit of a capacitively -coupled circuit.

BY-PASSING EFFECT OF A CONDENSER
The by-passing effect on a condenser may
well be exemplified and
explained by analyzing the circuit
appearing as Fig. 2.

FIR

MNL

Fic.

!
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In this circuit, we have a divided path
for the r -f energy to flow through:
(1) the resistor "R" and, (2) the
by-pass condenser "C". From our lessons
covering parallel circuits we have learned
that, as the flow of current
increases through one branch of a parallel circuit,
decrease of current -flow in the other branch of we have a corresponding
that parallel circuit.
Therefore, if we were to select a condenser that
offers.a
less opposing
(less reactive) path to the r -f current than
the resistor does, we would
then have a greater flow of energy through
this branch rather than through
the resistor.

Why does the condenser offer less
opposition to the flow of higher frequency current than to low frequency current? One
theory states it thus:
From the science of Physics we learn that Force
is a product of speed
and distance.
In increasing the speed of our
oscillations
(frequency)
we thereby increase the force of our
pulsations so that when the molecules of the dielectric are encountered,
the
molecules are more readily "budged" or made electrons within these
to yield out of their
normal position; hence, a much greater
force is transferred through
the dielectric of the condenser.
This, in turn,causes a much greater
flow of energy in the secondary circuit
of the condenser.
Since high -frequency currents are able to
cause a much greater movement of the electrons than low -frequency
currents,
why does not the same
hold true for the resistor in parallel
with the condenser? This may be
readily answered by observing the construction of
a condenser in comparison
to that of a resistor.
In the condenser, we have two
comparatively large
conducting surfaces between which is sandwiched a
dielectric.
Since the opposition offered by the dielectric
is inversely proportional to the increase in frequency,we find
that the dielectric becomes
almost a conductor at very high frequencies; and
because of the physical
size of the conducting area of the resistor,
this
desirable -- and much less opposing path -- to high becomes a much more
-frequency currents.
Thus,

the theory of the by-passing effect of
condensers.
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A DISCUSSION ON TRANSFORMERS
WATTAGE INPUT = WATTAGE OUTPUT
As you probably are aware, the function of a transformer is to "transform"
or to "re -arrange" the value of the voltage applied to the primary cirFor instance, if we use a step-up transformer having a step up
cuit.
ratio of 10 to 1 (10:1) this means that we have ten (10) turns onpie
This also means that
secondary for every one (1) turn on the primary.
we will have ten (10) volts in the secondary for every one (1) volt in
The voltage will thereby be increased 10 times.
the primary.

on the other hand, the transformer is of the step-down type and has
a step-down ratio of 10:1, the voltage furnished by the output or secondary of the transformer will be 10 times less that of the primary.
If,

What happens to the current in the meantime?
Obviously, you would think that the current would also be increased with
an increase in voltage; or decreased ---in the case of the step-down,
transformer. For, doesn't Ohm's Law state that the voltage and current
are in direct proportion or relationship with one another (hand -in -hand)?
In other words, as one is increased, the other is also automatically increased --or vice versa.
In the case of the transformer,however, WE ARE NOT DEALING WITH
OHM'S LAW.
Instead, we are dealing with the LAW OF ENERGY!
Let us quote the Law of Energy, to refresh the minds of those of us who
may have forgotten it.
This law states in brief:

ENERGY CAN NEITHER BE CREATED NOR DESTROYED
This Law applies to ELECTRICAL, energy, as
well as to all other forms of energy!

This means that we can only take out that

amount of energy that we'put into the
transformer.
The Watt (W) is
W = E x I.
Mathematically:
equal to the product of the voltage x amperage.
Consequently, when using an electrical transformer, WE CAN ONLY GET OUT

Electrical energy is measured in the unit of WATTS.

RD -3

AS MUCH WATTAGE AS WE PUT INTO THAT TRANSFORMER.
In other words, the
wattage -output can NEVER exceed the wattage -input!
(If we will remember this simple little rule, we will never have any difficulty in
understanding this characteristic of a transformer).
This means that if we use a step-up transformer to obtain a higher voltage from the secondary or output winding, the amperage is thereby automatically (compensatively) decreased. By the same token, if we use a
step-down transformer, and thereby "re -arrange" the volts to a lower
value, the amperage output of the transformer is automatically increased.
Thus, in the transformer, we find a complete reversal of Ohm's
Law.
In this case, the output current of a transformer is INVERSELY proportional to the output voltage of a transformer.

For example:
If we have 110 volts and one (1) ampere flowing through
the primary of a transformer that has a step-up ratio of 10:1, the voltage would thereby be increased to 1100 vol -Es.
The maximum amount of
current that we can ever hope to obtain from such a transiormer would be:
a.

Primary (Input) Wattage Wp

=

Ep x

Lp

= 110

x 1

=110 watts

W

110 =0.1 ampere
=1100
On the other hand, if the transformer were of the step-down type and a
step-down ratio of 10:1, our output voltage would be li volts and the
currentcapacity of the output winding would then be:
b.

Secondary current Is

a.

WP

= Ep

b.

Is

= W

x Ip

=110

g T110

x 1

1=110 watts

_10 amperes

Incidentally, welding transformers are designed upon this principle.
Welding, as you probably know, requires a heavy amperage to fuse the
metals together.
Therefore, if we step the voltage down to a low value,
we are then able to obtain a heavy amperage. For example:
Using a step-down transformer having a ratio of 22:1, our output voltage is stepped down to 5 volts.
Our transformer is
then capable of supplying us with:
Is

_ 110

22 amperes

Note: Of course, from the output current values stated above, we have to
into
deduct transformer inefficiency losses (which are converted
heat).
These losses were omitted in the above computations to

avoid confusion.
The subject of transformers will be treated in greater detail in future
lessons.
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A DISCUSSION ON AMPERAGE

--- THE

IMPORTANT FACTOR

A very interesting question was submitted to me recently by one of our
students. Attached to the Consultation Service Form was this very neatly
drawn diagram and the following question:
RADIO TUBE
HEATER VOLTAGE
/o
35 VOLTS

o
(

0I

BALLAST RESISTOR

4.
FIG.

I

Dear Sir:
In our Course,

we are taught that electrical current flows
from negative to positive.
In that case, the 110 volts of
electrical pressure, in the diagram above, would cause
the current to start out from the negative side of the
line and flow through the 35 -volt heater of the tube;
thus burning out the heater before the ballast (voltage dropping) resistor had a chance to drop the voltage down
to 35 volts.
It seems to me that the ballast resistor should be placed
BEFORE the tube's 35 -volt heater instead of AFTEE it, as
shown in the diagram.

However, I must be wrong, for I see many heater circuits
wherein the ballast resistor is placed in the positive
side of the line, and the tube's heater does not burn
out.
I have conducted experiments to this effect and
RD -11
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find that no matter in which side of the circuit the
ballast resistor is placed, the heater comes up to
normal operating temperature and does not burn out.

Just exactly,

where does the flaw in my theory exist?

Before answering this question, I would like to point out that this is
a logical deduction -- and a very common one!
It shows, however, that
most of us do not, as yet, have the proper conception of electrical
current flow. And so, to clarify the above common mis -conception,
let us go back and do a little REVIEWING OF FUNDAMENTALS -- which is
the best policy, in all cases.
In Fig. 2, we show an analogy to the manner in which

current flows through an
electrical circuit.
Instead of a complete circuit of wires, we illustrate a complete circuit
(circle) of marbles that

are contained within a

circular form.
If we jab or push any one
of the marbles, the ENTIRE
series of them will move.

If we were to mark off
various reference points
around the circle byrmeans
of arrows and label each one of these arrows "A","B",C
D etc.,
we would note that ALL marbles moved at the same RATE.
FIG. 2

as you know, is defined as Quantity per time.
Mathematically, this is expressed as:

Rate,

Rate - Quantity
Time
Therefore, if a marble passed point "A" each SECOND, we would say that
the rate of (marble) flow was one marble per second.
What is the rate
of flow at point "B"? "C"? "D"?
AT ALL OF THESE POINTS, THE RATE OF MARBLE FLOW IS
IDENTICAL!

there is any confusion in this regard, stop right
before going any further,and review the above
thoroughly until you are completely satisfied and in
complete accord with this statement).
(If

now,

The faster or greater the rate of marble flow through .the above "circuit", the more FRICTION will be produced.
This, in turn, causes more
HEAT to be generated.
If we were now to substitute a few iron marbles for some of the glass
marbles in our circuit, what would happen to the rate of marble flow?
Since the iron marbles are much heavier and harder to push, the rate
of flow of ALL marbles would thereby be decreased.
The iron marbles
act as an opposition or RESISTANCE to the flow of ALL of the marbles
in the ENTIRE series circuit.

PAGE
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THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
but with
In our electrical circuit, we are not dealing with marbles,
-relating
co
In
ELECTRONS which act in a similar manner to the marbles.
the characthe marble analogy to our electrical circuit, we may list
as
follows:
circuit
electrical
an
of
teristics

1.

Electrons do not move unless those preceding them also move.

2.

A movement of electrons constitutes a flow of current.

3.

In a series

4.

circuit, the identical amount of current floes
throughout the entire circuit!
Coulomb
The rate of electron flow (current flow) is defined as secoñá
in which COULOMB represents the QUANTITY of electrons
(six quintillion of them) passing a given point in the
circuit per SECOND of time.

The rate of electron flow is expressed by the unit, Ampere.
One ampere represents a flow of six quintillion electrons
per second of time past any given point in the circuit.
5

6.

The rate of current flow or amperage in a circuit is dependent
upon the amount of (electro -motive) force behind the electrons
and the resistance of the circuit (Ohm's Law).

Resistance offers opposition to the flow of electrons. If
certain types of metals are used whose electrons do not move
readily (resistors), greater force must be used to move theme
Much friction is created here; and since heat is a product of
friction x quantity, the greatest amount of heat will be develop
ed at this point.

However, the most important factor in producing heat resolves itself
The more electrons we have flowing, the more friction
down to quantity.
is present and the greater is the resultant heat.

We might then say that it is the AMPERAGE in an electrical circuit
that determines the amount of heat that will be produced.
This can be proven by the simple circuit shown in Fig.
1.

3.

As the resistance is REDUO'rD, the amperage is increased (as noted
We might then
on the ammeter) and the lamp lights up brighter.
say that the heat developed in a circuit is DIRECTLY proportional to the AMPERAGE in the circuit.

RESISTANCE is increased, the lamp becomes dimmer, indiHence, we cannot, say that as the
cating a DECREASE of heat.
heat is increased.
the
resistance is increased,

2. As the

*

Should we insert a substance in series with the circuit whose electrons
the
WILL NOT MOVE (insulators), these prevent all of the electrons within
a
circuit
in
flows
current
no
entire series circuit from moving. Thus,
when an insulator is placed in series with an electrical circuit.so This
that
would be just as if we cemented one or more of the marbles down
would
marbles
other
of
the
none
of
this,
Because
they were immovable.
move when our force was applied.
*
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RESISTANCE

FIG.

3

Nor is VOLTAGE the essential factor in respect to HEAT.
This point
may be effectively demonstrated by the use of an Induction Coil and a
110 -volt lamp.
3.

An Induction Coil has a primary -to -secondary ratio of approximately 2500 to 1. When used with six -volts on the primary
winding, the secondary or output voltage is stepped up to
approximately 15,000 volts.

would seem disastrous to apply such a high voltage to a
When connected in this manner, however, the
bulb DOES NOT EVEN LIGHT UP, let-11-16-17176-BURN OUT!
-Feréason?
Tí
The Induction Coil does not put out enough AMPERAGE!
It

110 -volt bulb.

On the other hand, if we have a sufficiently high amperage flowing through
a circuit, we can create enough heat to fuse and WELD two
pieces of the
toughest metal together.
Electric (arc) welders operate on a very low voltage (as low as 5 volts).
However, the amperage ranges from 50 to 200 amperes.

SUMMARY
In summarizing the foregoing, let us always remember that the AMPERAGE
in the circuit is the important factor in respect to heat.
This is the
component of the circuit that does the heating for us (or WORK -- for
that matter!).
It is the AMPERAGE that determines whether a tube's
heater or filament will light up to normal brilliance or burn out!

Let us now refer back to Fig. 1 and re -analyze this circuit on the basis
of AMPERAGE, rather than VOLTAGE. We can disregard the voltage required
by the heater of the tube and instead refer to a Tube Manual to find out
how much CURRENT the heater draws.

Referring to the Tube Manual CHARACTERISTICS of this particular type
tube, we note that the heater requires .15 ampere.
Since the amperage
flowing through the entire (series) circuit is identical at any point
of the circuit, we must design our entire circuit so that .15 ampere
flows through it!
WORKING OUT THE PROBLEM
In this particular case, the voltage is 110 volts.
To limit the current
flow through the circuit to .15 ampere, the resistance of the circuit
will have to be:

RESEARCH DIGEST
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in which R = the amount of resistance re-

(Ohm's Law) R t Í,

E = the voltage of the SOURCE and I = the required
amount of current flow through the heater of the radio tube.
quired;

Substituting our values for the symbols in the above formula:
R

=-=
0

.15

110

=

X15.)
d

.33 ohms

11Ó X
105

4

(NOTE: THE ABOVE DOTTED ARROWS SIGNIFY
THAT
THE DECIMAL
POINT IS MOVED OVER
TWO PLACES.)

5

50
45
etc.

This means that we must have
The answer thus obtained is ».33 ohms.
a total resistance of 733.33 ohms in the circuit, in order for .15 ampere
to flow through it.
Hence, we insert a ballast resistor of 500 OHMS in the
circuit.
¡

Why 500 ohms --when the required amount of resistance is 733.33 ohms?
The reason for this is that the heater of our tube also has resistance.
The amount of resistance offered by the heater may easily be determined by
referring again to the Tube Manual. The Manual tells us that at a voltage of 35 volts, this particular tube will draw .15 ampere. With E
and I thus known, we can now solve for the R (resistance) of the tube's
heater:
2 33.33 ohms (ans.)
.15
=
35400
(Ohm's Law) R =
35.
)
7415i

Since the tube's heater contributes a resistance of 233.33 ohms, and the
total value of resistance required in the circuit is 733.33 ohms, it will
be necessary to merely add 733.33 minus 233.3 3, or 500 ohms --in the form
of an additional resistor (which we term a "ballast" resistor) --in series
with the tube's heater.
Now that we have a current flow of .15 ampere throughout the entire circuit, it is permissible to insert the tube's heater AT ANY POINT within
the circuit without fear of burning it out.
I would suggest and heartily recommend that you thoroughly
review the FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES covered in this edition of the RESEARCH
DIGEST and to co -relate them with your earlier lessons for a more comprehensive understanding of this subject.

In conclusion,
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT IN

RADIO

AND

ELECTRONICS

In radio and electronics, we are often dealing with UNITS, SUB -UNITS, and
GROSS UNITS. Here are some comments which should prove helpful to you in
converting between units, sub -units, or gross units.

UNITS: Fundamentally, all electrical and radio measurements are made in
terms of basic units.
Some of these basic units, and the electrical or
electronic characteristics which they measure are:
UNIT

VOLT
AMPERE
OHM
HENRY
FARAD
CYCLE
MHO
METER

CHARACTERISTIC
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
CURRENT
RESISTANCE
INDUCTANCE
CA PAC TY
I

FREQUENCY
CONDUCTANCE
LENGTH

These are basic units.
Nearly all electrical and radio formulae are set
up for the use of these basic units only.
Thus, if we have a value expressed in sub -units, or gross units, we must nearly always convert it
back to the basic unit before working a problem in which it is involved.
For example: Microfarads must be changed to farads, millihenrys to
henrys, milliamperes to amperes, etc.
SUB -UNITS: When we are dealing with quantities which are less than the
basic unit, or with quantities which are a fraction of the basic unit,
such as .125 amperes, .2 volts, .00005 henrys, etc, it is usually more
convenient to express these values in terms of sub -units,, which are a
fraction of the main unit. We do this by putting a metric prefix in
front of the main unit, as we write or speak.
The three most common
metric prefixes for sub -units are: Milli, Micro, and Micro -micro.
Milli
means one -thousandth. Micro means one -millionth.
Micro -micro means one millionth of one -millionth.
Another
prefix, "Centi", is sometimes
RD -5
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used in connection with measures of length. Cents means one -hundredth.
Some of the popular sub units and their basic units are:
SUB -UNIT

FRACTION OF

SUB -UN T

FRACTION OF
BASIC UNIT

I

BASIC UNIT

M

CENTIMETER
MILLIAMPERE
MILLIVOLT
MILLIHENRY
MILLIMETER

OO METER
1/1000 AMPERE
1/1000
VOLT
11000 HENRY
I/1000 METER

MICROAMPERE
11,000,000 AMPERE
MICROVOLT
I/1 ,000,000
VOLT
MICROHENRY
1/1,000,000 HENRY
MICROFARAD
i/I,000,000 FARAD
MICRO-MICROFARAD..I /I,000,000,000,000 FARAD

GROSS UNITS:

Just as was the case when dealing with very small quanit is customary when expressing very large quantities
to use a
unit which is larger than the basic unit. We call such units
UNITS.
The word "gross" means large, or larger than normal, in GROSS
this
case.
We do this by use of two other metric prefixes: kilo, and mega.
Kilo means thousand, while mega means million.
Thus, instead of writing
450,000 cycles, it is usually more convenient to use
the gross unit,
Kilocycle, which is 1000 times as great as the basic unit,cycle.
Thus,
450,000 cycles may be conveniently expressed as 450
kilocycles
tities,

Or, instead of saying 220,000,000 cycles, we could more conveniently say
220 megacycles.
Here are the gross units as commonly used in radio:

GROSS UNIT

REPRESENTS

KILOCYCLE
KILOVOLT
KILOMETER
MEGACYCLE
MEGOHM

1000 CYCLES
WOO VOLTS
1000 METERS
1,000,000 CYCLES
OHMS
1,000,000

A HANDY CONVERSION TABLE

Since it is essential that every student learn the proper procedure
for making conversions from sub -units or gross -units, to the basic
unit, which is needed for most formulas, these methods are outlined

in the lessons where they apply. However, our engineers and technicians
have found the following table to be very handy for making rapid and
accurate conversions without the necessity of any figuring or computation.

ORIGINAL
VALUE

DESIRED VALUE
Mega

Kilo

Units

3+

Mega
Kilo

E- 3

Units
Deci

+
±

Deci

6->
3->

Centi

9)-

12>

18 -)-

4+

5->

6->

9->

15->-

1->

2+

3->

6+

12->

1->

2 >

5->

11

1+

4+

10->

7

4--

4

E-

1

Centi

E- 8

F

5

E-

2

E-

Milli

+

F6

+

3

E-2

E-1

Micro
Micromicro

+12
+18

±

4 6
+12

+

+

+15

Micromicro

8->

E- 3

9

Micro

7->

6

9

Milli

1

5

+11

4

+10

3->-

+
F

3
9

9}
6

+

6
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TO USE THE TABLE: Use of this

3

table is simple in the extreme.

Find the metric prefix (milli, mega, micro, etc) in the column at
the extreme left, under ORIGINAL VALUE.
1.

Move your eye straight across the table to the right until you come
to the column which is headed with the prefix which you wish to convert
2.

to.

Read the figure in the box,and note the direction in which the arrow
The figure indicates the number cf places the decimal point
is pointing.
is to be moved ---the arrow indicates the direction it is to be moved.
Thus: ----5, indicates that the decimal point should be moved 3 -places to
the left.
3.

EXAMPLES
MILLIAMPERES TO AMPERES: To convert 150 milliamperes to amperes, locate
the prefix `'milli'' at the extreme left of the table under "Original
Value." Read to the right across the table until you are under "Units".
Read "3" as the number of places you must move the decimal point, and
Doing this, 150
note that the arrow tells you to move it to the left.
ampere.
milliamperes becomes .150
MILLIVOLTS TO MICROVOLTS: To convert 50 millivolts to microvolts, start
in the "milli" box at the extreme left under "original value", and read
to the right across the table until you are in the column headed "micro,"
This means that you must move the decimal point 3 -places
and read:3--0..
Thus, 50 millivolts becomes 50,000 microvolts.
to the right.

MICROFARADS TO FARADS: Suppose we have a value of .005 microfarads and
we wish to conver this to the basic unit of farads. To do this, locate
Read straight across the table
"micro" at the extreme left of the table.
until you are in the column headed "Units" Read:
move the decimal point 6 -places to the left.
becomes .000000005 farads.

-.4,--6,

which tells you to
.005 microfarads

Thus,

KILOCYCLES TO CYCLES: To convert 450 kilocycles to cycles per second,
Read straight across the
find "kilo" at the extreme left of the table.
table until you are in the column headed "Units." Read: 3--w, which
means that you will move the decimal point 3 -places to the right.
450 kilocycles becomes 450,000 cycles.

Thus:

exMEGOHMS TO OHMS: To convert 5.5 megohms to ohms, find "Mega" at the
are
in
you
until
the
across
table
straight
Read
the
table.
of
treme left
becomes
megohms
5.5
Thus,
Read
the column headed "Units."
5,500,000. ohms.

6-.

at the exOHMS TO MEGOHMS: To convert 2.2 ohms to megohms, find "Units"
you are
until
table
across
the
Read straight
treme left of the table.
.0000022
equals
ohms
2.2
Thus,
--6.
Read:
"Mega".
headed
in the column
megohms.
DECIMAL POINTS IN WHOLE NUMBERS

In most instances, whole numbers, or numbers which do not contain a
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fraction---such as 1
15
622
1000995 etc. ---are not
with a decimal point. But in all cases, a decimal point
properly be placed, at the extreme right of the figure.
ally
1.
with a decimal at the extreme right. Also,
622
is
622.
100995
is
100995. etc.

written or shown
belongs, and may
Thus, 1 is actu15
is
15.

;

PLACING THE DECIMAL POINT IN WHOLE NUMBERS: From the above, you can see
that if you are dealing with a whole number, you must mentally place a
decimal point at the extreme right of the number before you can move the
decimal point in accordance with the data obtained from the table.

For example:
Suppose you wish to convert 100 milliamperes to amperes.
The figure
100 being a whole number is usually not written with a
decimal point.
But, you will mentally place a decimal point at the
extreme right, so that the number now looks like this
100.
to
you.
Then you will refer to the table and find that you will have to
move this decimal point three places to the left to get amperes.
Doing
this, your
100.
becomes
.100
or
.1 ampere.
The same procedure
is followed in the case of all whole numbers.

SUPPLYING EXTRA ZEROS: Often, you will have to move the decimal point
more places than there are figures in the number you started with.
In
such cases, you will add enough zeros to enable you to move the decimal
point the required number of places.
For example: To convert 1.2
milliampere to amperes, we must move the decimal point three places to
the left.
However, there is only one place to the left of the decimal
in the figure 1.2 as it is written here, and you need three places --or two more places than you have available.
Therefore, we would supply
two zeros and place them to the left of the
1
thus getting the required three places. So:
1.2 milliamperes becomes
.0012 amperes by
means of two extra zeros and the movement df the decimal point three
places to the left.

Another example of adding zeros to get the required number of decimal
places, would be in the conversion:
.05 henrys to millihenrys.
The
table says to move the decimal point three places to the right. We do
this by supplying one extra zero and placing it to the right of the
5
thus making the number .050
instead of
.05
We then move the
.

decimal point three places to the right,
or 50 millihenrys.

and find that we have

050.

Converting is easier if the number is first jotted on scratch paper,
the decimal point placed, and then moved to its new position (adding
zeros where necessary).
REMEMBER: A thing is only complicated when you consider it as a whole,
or in its entirety.
The individual parts of the most complex piece of
machinery are each usually quite simple when considered as individual
parts.

The same is true in the problems you are encountering in radio. Each
individual procedure is simple and easy to learn. The most complex problem is made up of several of these individual procedures and if each
individual procedure is completed properly, then the entire problem is
complete and correct.
The data in this DIGEST is for the purpose of
smoothing the way for you by making it easier for you to take care of the
individual operations ---and thus prepare yourself for a successful career
in radio.
STUDY IT AND RE -STUDY IT ---IT WILL HELP YOU!
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MATHEMATICS
LESSON NO. M
BASIC ARITHMETICAL PROCESSES
-I

Your lessons thus far have contained no mathematics; however, to
advance yourself in the industry, it is necessary that you also become
familiar with the practical application of certain fundamental calculations applied therein.
special series of lessons, it is not our intention to
in
discuss engineering mathematics, but rather to nrovide instruction
In this
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calculation such as is used by skilled craftsmen and technicians in
the field or shop.
The material presented in this first lesson of the
series will consist
of
the elementary arithmetical processes which
must be thoroughly understood before proceeding with the study of the
more advanced subjects. To some students it will provide new instruction; to others
it
will serve as a review; to all it will furnish a
foundation for what is to follow.
The importance of this series of lessons cannot be overemphasized in its relation to the practical man
who, through the knowledge to
be gained herein, will be able to read correctly scales that are calibrated in fractions of an inch and to make simple calculations involving addition, subtraction, division, common fractions, decimals, principles of geometry, etc., as required to do his work efficiently.
This knowledge is essential to
skilled workers in practically
all branches of the mechanical and electrical industries. Also, it is
applicable, in a great measure, to problems that arise in everyday life.
ROMAN NOTATION

Seven letters are used in Roman notation. These seven are list(a), together with their Arabic
equivalents.
Methods of
writing numbers according to Roman notation are shown at (b). Notice
that where a smaller value appears ahead of a greater value, the difference is read. Thus, IV is five minus one, or four. When a greater
number appears ahead of a smaller value, they are added. Thus LX is
equal to 60.
ed below at

ROMAN

ARABIC

I

1
5

X

10
50

L

100
500
1000

C

D
M
(a)

5
6

XIX
XX
XXV
XXXVIII
XL
XLIX

VII
VIII

8

XX
XC

IX

9

CC

X
XI

10
11
14
15

DC
CM
MCXX
MD

I

1

II

2

III
IV
V
VI

3

XIV.

XV

4

19
20
25

38
40
49
70
90
200
600
900

1120
1500

(b)

It is advisable that you give some careful
study to the Roman
notation appearing in
(b), so that
you will be able to
read such
values without difficulty.
ARABIC NOTATION

Arabic notation employs ten characters
or figures, as follows:
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0.
The
first nine are called digits. The
cipher is called naught or zero, because it expresses nothing.
1,

2,

PROPER READING OF VALUES

It is often easy to err in
reading numbers
of a magnitude not
in
every -day practice.
ordinarily encountered
It will therefore be
well to clarify this point before proceeding with arithmetical procesSuch groups of figures as 21; 375; 7,294, present no particular
ses.
problem to the average person and are read "twenty-one; "three hundred
seventy-five; and seven thousand,two hundred ninety-four; respectively.

LESSON NO.
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However, a numeration such as appears in the following statement is
"The major oil reserves of the United States
not quite so obvious:
acres of lands underlain by sedimentary
1,126,400,000
some
in
lie
rocks."

You will note that a comma is used to separate each group of
or digits in the above number, which greatly simplifies
three figures
This grouping of digits begins at the last figure on the
its reading.
right of the number and continues through to the left, each group being named as shown in the following table:

0
a>

9
m

co

ba)

m

ba)

c4

co

°'

"

t,

co

+;+
t-,

m

In

ba)

m

ba)

ba)

' ''
m

cLi

s,

CO

.0

1:3

9 5
.4.,

9

9
.z

co

21

9

142, 753, 914, 196, 352
its
location in the
The value of each figure is determined by
Since
and
hundreds.
tens,
units,
as
listed
being
group;these locations
the third figure from the right in the group farthest the right is in
the number as three
of
this portion
the hundreds location, we read
three hundreds, five
hundred fifty-two. This number could be read:
tens, and two units, but it would be too lengthy and awkward for practical use.

We find the next group toward the left to be "thousands" and it
also has three figures, the values again being determined by their loThe following groups are call
cation as to hundreds, tens, and units.
respectively; the figures iñ
trillions,
and
ed the millions, billions,
each being dealt with as in the first two groups.
In reading any number, large or small, always begin at the left
Then
and read the group as if it were alone, adding -the group name.
read the next group to the right alone and add the group name,continuing in this way to the end,but omitting the name of the last, or units
just given is read as folThe number presented in the table
group.
hundred fifty-three bilseven
trillion,
lows: One hundred forty-two
lion, nine -hundred fourteen million, one hundred ninety-six thousand,
three hundred fifty-two. Note that the name of the last group is omit
ted as is the word "and" when reading such numbers.

Apsuch as 14,000,003,-067.
We occasionally encounter a number
plying the above -mentioned rules, we read it as follows: Fourteén bil
You will observe that the millions
lion, three thousand, sixty-seven.
group was not mentioned in this case due to the fact that there were
no significant digits (numbers from 1 to 9)appearing in the millionths
group.

With the matter of reading numbers refreshed in your mind,we are
now ready to consider elementary arithmetical processes.
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ADDITION

The first arithmetical
process
illustrate this, let us look at the to be considered is addition.
illustration below.

To

Here we have a sheet -steel plate
of irregular contour, the
partial dimensions of which are given in
the drawing.
The problem is to determine the total width of this
plate, so we resort to the process
of addition.
That is,we must find the sum,
or add together the dimensions,
10 inches, 21 inches, 5 inches,
20 inches, 12 inches
and 15 inches.
Note that in this drawing
"inches'-' are designated by the
sign (").
To find this sum, we arrange
the figures in a vertical column
at (a) below, and draw a
as
horizontal line below the column.
(a)

10
21
5

20
12
15

(b)

10
21
5

20
12
15
3

(c)

10
21
5

20
12
15
3

Now the right-hand column of
column, whereas the left-hand column figures under (a) is the "units"
of
column; therefore, note that the single figures under (a) is the"tens"
figure 5 must be placed under
the UNITS column. When writing
down a column of figures for the purpose of adding them together, be
sure to
vertical line as possible and so that arrange them in as nearly a
unit figures will be in a
straight units column, the tens figures inthe
a straight tens column,etc.
Many errors will be eliminated
by preventing the addition of through close adherence to this matter
figures in the units column to
the tens column.
Errors will also be prevented by employing those in
extreme
care in writing down the figures
so
that they will be easily read by
yourself and others.
We commence by adding the
figures in the right-hand column under
5 + 2 + 0 + 5 + 1 + 0 . 13.
This
3 units; we
therefore place the 3
below the horizontal line under the
units column as at (b), and carry
the 1 over to the tens cclumñ.
(a), beginning from the bottom
thus,
number 13 is, in reality, 1 ten and

Now, adding the
tens
column, we
over plus 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 1, giving us have the 1 which was carried
the sum of 8.
The 8 is now
placed directly below the tens' column and
below the horizontal line,
thus giving a result of 83 as shown at
(c).

LESSON NO.
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process of addition is called the
The answer obtained from the
TOTAL or SUM, and since the numbers just added represent inches, our
answer will also be expressed in inches. That is, the total width of
Remember that you can.only add quantithe steel plate is 83 inches.
ties of the same kind, or LIKE QUANTITIES; that is to say, you cannot
add inches to feet and obtain a correct answer. The inches would first
have to be changed to feet, or the feet to inches.
required to calculate the total
For instance, should you be
engine
over a period of one week, you
amount of fuel used by a certain
must first decide whether you want this total in quarts, gallons, barrels, etc.
You must then be sure that the daily quantities of fuel
Let us consider such a problem
expressed
in the same terms.
used are
where the following quantities expressed in gallons must be added:
210; 196; 203; 214; 198; 199; 205. The first step is to arrange these
numbers in a vertical column as shown at (a), drawing a horizontal
line below them and then carrying the work through the following processes as shown in steps (b) and (c).
(a)

(b)

(c)

210
196
203
214
198
199
205

210
196
203
214
198
199
205

210
196
203

5

25

214
198
199
205
1425

The total or sum of this addition 'then becomes 1,425 gallons.
Note that the sign (+) denotes plus or "added to" and the sign (') denotes "equals" or "is equal to.'

210

+

'The example just given can also be written inthe following form:
199 t 205.= 1,425.
196 + 203 + 214 + 198

columns
of figures on which you are working are quite
long and you feel that you should check the answer to be sure that it
the top toward
is correct, you can do this by adding the columns from
the bottom, beginning with the right-hand column, and noting if the re
sults obtained agree with those from the original addition.
If the

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:
Find the sum:

Answers:

(a)

(a) 179

56
49
17
36
21

(b)

(b)

1,792

467
536
84
705

(c)

(c)

8,950
15,765
7,732

32,447

SUBTRACTION

In this
Now let us consider briefly the process of SUBTRACTION.
process we take one number from another to find how much is left, or
process, we again make use of a
the difference. To illustrate this
drawing representing a plate of sheet -steel as illustrated at the top
The total length of this material is given as 86
of the next page.
of one section is indicated on the drawing to be
and
length
the
inches
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So, to find
35 inches.
the
length of the section indicated by the
question mark, we subtract or take away 35 inches from 86 inches.

The plate

is to be cut to the dimensions indicated:

86"
To carry out this process
of
subtraction we place the smaller
number under the larger one as shown below at (a),drawing a horizontal
line below the group.

(minuend)
(subtrahend)

(a)

(b)

(c)

86 in
35 in.

86 in.
35 in.

86 in.
35 in.
51 in.

1

(difference)

The upper number is
called the MINUEND and the lower one the
SUBTRAHEND. We begin our subtraction in the right-hand (units) column
as shown at (b), by subtracting 5 from 6. This leaves a remainder of
1 unit, so we place the 1 below the line under
the units column.
We
can now proceed with the next (tens) column, taking 3 from 8 which
leaves a remainder of 5 to be placed under the horizontal line in the
tens column as shown at (c). The answer or DIFFERENCE thus becomes 51,
and since inches were subtracted from inches, the answer will be expressed in inches also.
In subtraction, as in addition, it
permissible
is
to subtract
values of LIKE QUANTITIES only.
The minus sign (-) indicates the proc
ess of subtraction, and the expression given at (c) in the above calcú
lation could also be written as 86 - 35 = 51.

Sometimes, you will be confronted with problems in which there
are a greater number of digits (figures) in the minuend than there are
in the subtrahend, such as when subtracting 762 from 89,964.
In such
a case, we arrange this work as:
89,964
- 762
89,202 (difference)
If the problem is such that some figures in the minuend are less
than those directly under them in the subtrahend, a slight variation
in procedure from
the foregoing is necessary.
For example, if 863 is.
to be taken away from 1,952, we arrange the work in the usual form as
at (a) of the following example.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1952

1952
863

1952

9

9

1952
863
1089

863

(difference)

LESSON NO.
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In the extreme right-hand column, it is obvious that 3 cannot be
taken away from 2, so we mentally take one of the tens from the "tens"
column and add it to the 2. This raises the value of 2 to 12, from
which number the 3 can now be subtracted, leaving us a remainder of 9
to be placed below the horizontal line under the units. column as at (b).

When we come to the next column toward the left,we must remember
that one of the tens has been taken away from the 5 In the tens column;
we therefore have only a value of 4 left.
You will note now that 6
must be subtracted from 4, which cannot be done without raising the
value of 4; thus, as in the preceding instance, we must borrow 1 from
the next column to
the
left.
In this case, we are taking 1 from the
hundreds column and adding it to the 4 in the tens column; this gives
us 14 tens, from which we subtract 6 tens and obtain the remainder of
8.
The 8 is placed beside the 9 under the horizontal line and directly beneath the tens column.
The next step is to subtract the 8 'rom the 9, but the 9 has pre
viously been reduced to 8 by the 1 which fas taken from it during the
preceding step. Now subtract 8 from 8, which leaves us a remainder of
0 (zero).
The zero is placed beneath the
horizontal line under the
hundreds column and next to the 8. There is no number in the thousands
column of the subtrahend to subtract from the 1 in the minuend; the 1
is therefore
placed below the horizontal line in the thousands column
without having had its value changed, as shown at (d).

To check the answer to a problem in subtraction, you can add the
remainder or difference to the subtrahend and the result should be a
number of the same value as the minuend. For example, in the preceding problem, where 863 was
subtracted from 1952, giving a difference
of 1089; we can check this work by adding 1089 and
3, which gives us
a sum of 1952.
This, you will note, is equal to the minuend.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Subtract each number below from 1,000 and check your answers by
adding the remainder to the subtrahend:
a
b
c

225
314
216

d
e

f

499
725
328

9001
'

h

653

MULTIPLICATION

The next arithmetical
process which we shall consider is MULTIPLICATION. Multiplication is,in effect, a shortened method of perform
ing a certain type of addition where all the numbers to be added are
of the same value.
Thus, to multiply a number, simply means that it
is added to itself as many times as the value of the number by which it
is to be multiplied.
For example, if 8 is to be added to itself three
times, we have 8 + 8 + 8 = 24. This answer is the same as that obtain
ed by multiplying 8 by 3.
The expression is written 8 x 3 - 24 and is
read'8 times 3 equals 24"-- (x) being the sign denoting multiplication.

Although in a simple problem, as just given, it is perhaps as
easy to obtain this answer of 24 by addition as by multiplication, yet
when we have a problem where a number such as 36,478 must be added to
itself 147 times, the addition would become a long-drawn-out and tedious process.
Multiplication, on the other hand, offers a much quicker
and easier solution.

MATHEMATICS
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A thorough knowledge of
multiplication tables is essential in
working multiplication problems.
These tables are given up to 12 x 12
in Table I, and must be studied until
they are known by memory. Each
number from 2 to 12 is taken separately so that you can learn its prod
ucts with numbers from 1 to 12. Begin with the lower number first and
gradually increase until you have learned all of them thoroughly.

TABLE

I

MULTIPLICATION TABLE

1 x

2

=

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
9 x 2
10 x 2
11 x 2
12 x 2

=

2 x
3 x
4 x
5 x
6 x
7 x
8 x

1
2
3
4
5

x
x
x
x
x
6 x

=
=

2
4

1 x
2 x

6
8

3 x
4 x
5 x

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=

6 =
6
6 = 12
6 = 18
6 = 24
6 = 3o
6 = 36

7x6=42
8x6=48
54

9 x 6 =

6 x
7 x
8 x

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

x
2 x
3 x
4 x
1

3

=
=

6
9

=
=
=

12
15
18

=

21

=

24

=

9x3=27

12 x 3

=

1 x 7

-

7

2 x 7
3 x 7
4 x 7
5 x 7

=
=

14
21

=

28
35

36

=

=

9 x 5

=

45

6o

2
3
4
5

4

=

4

=

16

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

=
=
=
=

8x5=4o

=
=

32
36
40

11x4=44

10x5=5o
11x5=55

12 x 4

=

48

12 x 5

=

x 9
2 x 9
3 x 9

=

9

-

18
27
36
45
54
63
72

=

x 8 =

2 x 8

=

8

16

3x8=24
4x8=32
5x8=40
6x8=48
7 x
8 x
9 x

63

5

lo
15
20
25
3o
35

1

8 x 4
9 x 4
10 x 4

1

6x7=42
7 x 7 = 49
8x7=56

=

=

4

8
12

5x4=20
6x4=24
7x4=28

10x3=3o
11x3=33

x
x
x
x
x
6 x
7 x

-

4 =

4

8

=

56

8 = 64

1

=

4x9=
5x 9
6x9=
=

7 x 9 =
8 x 9 =
9 x 9 =

lox6=6o

10x7=7o

8
10 x 8

=
=

72
8o

10x9-

11 x 6
12 x 6

11 x 7
12 x 7

77
84

=

12 x 8

=

96

11 x 9
12 x 9

81
90
99

=

108

12

=

12
24
36
48

1 x

10

66
72

=
=

=

10
20
3o
40
5o
6o
70
80
90
100
110

=

120

=

2 x 10 =
3 x lo =

10
5 x lo
4 x

=
=

6xlo=

7 x 10 =

8 x
9 x
10 x
11 x
12 x

10
10
10
10
10

=
=

-

9 x

7

=
=

=

11x8=88

11
11
3 x 11

=

5 x 11

=

1 x
2 x

=
=

4x11=
x
x
x
x

11
11
11
11
10 x 11
11 x 11
12 x 11
6
7
8
9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

11
22
33
44
55

66
77
88
99
110
121
132

1 x

2 x 12 =

3 x 12

=

-4x12=

6o
72
84
96
12 = 108
12 = 120
12 = 132
12 = 144

5 x 12 =
6 x 12 =
7 x 12 =

8x12=

9 x
10 x
11 x
12 x
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The number which is to be added to itself is called the MULTIPLI
CAND, and the number denoting how many times the multiplicand is added
to itself is called the MULTIPLIER.
For example, 7 x 8 - 56.
In this
case, the number 7 is the multiplicand, 8 is the multiplier, and the
answer or PRODUCT is 56.

Let us begin with a simple multiplication problem; say, multiply.
ing 63 by 3.
The first step is to write the problem in the form shown
at (a). Note that the multiplier is placed below the multiplicand so
that the unit figure of one is directly beneath that of the other.

(multiplicand)
multiplier)

(a)

(b)

63

63

3

3

Ts g- (product)

9

N ow,multiply the 3 of
the multiplicand by the multiplier, which gives
us 3 x 3 or 9, and since we are
multiplying units by units, the 9 is
placed below_ the horizontal line directly beneath
the units of the
multiplicand and multiplier as at (a). The next step is to multiply
the 6 in the ten's position of the multiplicand by the multiplier 3;the
resulting value of 18 is, in reality, eighteen tens, or 1 hundred and
8 tens.
The 8 is therefore placed in the ten's position below the hor
izontal line, and the 1 is written in the hundred's position,as showñ
at (b). The product thus consists of 1 hundred, 8 tens, and 9 units,
which you will note is the same as the sum obtained by adding
63 + 63 + 63 = 189. This resulting value is read as one hundred eighty

nine.

If a certain number is to be
multiplied by another number conor
more figures, then the work is laid out as follows:

taining two
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

3724
307

3724
307
26068

3724
307
26068
0000

3724
307
26068
0000
11172

3724
307
26068
0000
11172
1,143,268

Note that the .units, tens, and hundreds figures
positioned beneath the units, tens, and hundreds,
multiplicand.

of the multiplier are
respectively, of the

We now multiply the entire multiplicand by the unit 7 of our mul
tiplier, writing the result of this process in the form shown at (b);
the partial product is thus 26,068. With this part
of the work completed, we next multiply the multiplicand by the tens figure of the
multiplier, which is zero (0). Since zero times any number is zero,
we place these
zeros under the first partial product as at (c), and
since the zero of the multiplier is in the ten's position, the first
zero is placed in the ten's column of the partial product.
The following step consists of multiplying the multiplicand by
the 3 which is
in the hundred's position of the multiplier. We place
this resulting partial product of 11,172 under the row of zeros in
such a position that the right-hand figure, 2, is in the hundred's col
umn as shown at (d). The partial products are now in their proper positions with respect to their units, tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.
values, and may therefore be added together to obtain the total product. A horizontal line is drawn below the last partial product and by
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addition we find the final or total product to be 1,143,268 which,
as
explained previously, is read one million, one hundred forty-three
thousand, two hundred sixty-eight.
When multiplying by zero, as in the previous example, it is common practice not to write down all of the zeros, but only the
first,
thus:

3724
307
26068

111720
1143268

--(the zero)

The product obtained from the next number of the multiplier (3 in
this
case) is then placed on the same
line to the left of the zero which,
you will note, is still in the hundreds column so that the result will
be the same.
One method of checking a problem in multiplication is to interchange the multiplicand and multiplier, and repeat the process of multi
plication.
However, a quick check has been developed which is extreme
ly convenient for verifying long multiplication problems. This check
which follows should be studied and thoroughly mastered for future use.
(a)

Add

the digits (figures) in the multiplicand.
If this SUM
is a number composed of more than one
digit, add these. If

there are still more than one digit, add them together again
until you finally arrive at a number consisting of one digit.
(b)

Add the digits of the multiplier in the same manner as described in rule (a) until only one digit remains.

(c

Multiply together the final numbers obtained
and (b),and add the digits until a number of

)

(d)

1

from rules (a)
digit remains.

Add the digits of the product in the same manner as outlined
in rule (a).
Now compare the results obtained in rule (c)
with those obtained in rule (d).
If they are the same, then
the work verifies, proving it to be correct.

To illustrate this
checking method, let us check our previous
computation, where we multiplied 3724 by 307. .By adding the digits of
the multiplicand, we
have 3 + 7 + 2 + 4 = 16, or the two digits 1 and
6; therefore, we
add these and get 6 + 1 = 7 as the
single digit required by rule (a). By adding the digits in the multiplier we have
3 + 0 + 7 - 10, or 1 and 0.
Since 1 + 0 = 1, we have 1 as our single
digit as per rule (b).

According to rule (c) we must now multiply the results of steps
and (b). That is, 7 x 1 = 7. This done, we add the digits in the
product of our previous computation, and find that 1+1+4+3+2+6+8 -.25.
Adding the 2 and 5 together, we get the number 7, which checks with
the number 7 of step Cc).
Thus we have proven our calculations to be
correct.
(a)

In multiplying a number by 10, 100, 1000, etc., it is not necessary to carry the work out in the regular manner. The following method
is used in such cases:

To multiply a number by
10, annex
0.
To multiply a number by
100, annex 00.
To multiply a number by 1000, annex 000.

38 x 10 = 380)
75 x 100 = 7,500)
89 x 1000 = 89,000)
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS:
a
(b)

Answers:

Multiply 346 by 47
Multiply 432 by 103
(a)

16,262;

(b)

c

Multiply 2,928 by 364

(d Multiply 13,456 by 2,004

44,496;

(c)

1,065,792;

(d)

26,965,824

DIVISION

Let us now proceed with the process of DIVISION, which consists
It can
of finding how many times one number is contained in another.
also be considered as a process of separating one number into a desired number of equal parts.
Two methods of performing the process of division are available,
namely, LONG DIVISION, and SHORT DIVISION. The former is used when
large numbers are involved, and the latter may be used with a considerable saving in time when a number of only one or two digits is to be
divided into another number. Long division 14 the more simple of the
two methods and will therefore be considered first.

LONG DIVISION: The number to be divided is called the DIVIDEND, and
the number by which the dividend is to be divided is called the DIVISOR.
The result or QUOTIENT is the number which denotes how many times the
divisor is contained in the dividend. For example, if 40 is to be divided by 5,then the dividend is 40 and the divisor is 5. Since 5 will
go into 40 just 8 times, the quotient is 8.
The sign for division is (=) which is read as "divided by': Thus,
This expression may
40 r 5 = 8 is read as 40 divided by 5 equals 8.
also be written 40 = 8, and in this case the 40, or dividend,is placed
above the divisor'5, with the horizontal line separating them denoting
A third method of writing this same expresthe process of division.
sion is 5)40 (8, and is one form in which the problem may be set up to
complete the actual process of division.

Now let us work
viding 193,648 by 52.

out a problem in division -- as an example, diWe begin by laying out the problem as at (a).
(b)

(a)

52)193,648(3
R
`

\\

\\

.-

\---quotient

dividend
divisor

52)193,648(3721156
376
364

+

12
104

208
208
000

Note that the divisor is written in a bracket at the left, then the
dividend, and finally, a bracket is made at the right which will contain the quotient, or answer.
process is to determine the least number
The first step in this
We see by
the divisor.
of figures in the dividend which will contain
52
that
cannot be divided into 1 or 19, but 193 is of
observation
greater magnitude than 52 and so can be divided by the latter. We now
must determine how many times 52 is contained in 193, and as an aid to
5 and 19.
(Note that
this we will consider only the partial numbers
It is now easily seen
the 5 is five "tens", and 19 is nineteen tens.)
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that 5 will divide
into 19 three times but not four times, so we assume that 52 is contained in 193 three times. We
therefore write this
3 as the first digit in the quotient,as
shown at (a). Now we multiply
the divisor 52 by the partial quotient 3 and
obtain a product of 156,
which we place directly below the 193.
This done, we subtract 156 from 193, which leaves a
remainder of
37 as shown at (b), and to this
remainder we annex the figure 6 from
the dividend, thus
giving us 376. We now determine how many times 52
is contained
in 376, and
find it to be a little over 7 times; 7 is
therefore placed in the quotient bracket after the 3.
We multiply the divisor by this 7, and
place the resulting product of 364 under the 376,then subtract. The
difference is 12 to which
4, the next number to be taken from the
dividend, is annexed, thus giv
ing us 124.

The divisor 52 will
go
into 124 a little over two times, so we
place the 2 after the 7 in the quotient and multiply 52 by
2, placing
the product 104 under the 124, as shown at (b).
We subtract 104 from
124 and a difference of 20 will remain, to which 8 the
last remaining
figure in the dividend, is annexed to give us 208.
The divisor will
go into 208 exactly 4 times, and therefore a 4 is placed as
the final
number of this quotient. Multiplying the divisor by the 4 will
give
us a product
of 208, which when subtracted from 208 leaves no remainder. Thus
the quotient
is
3724, meaning
that 52 is contained in
193,648 exactly 3724 times.

Quite often, a problem in division does not come out even as,
for example, when dividing 2,702,839 by 63.
In such a case, place the
final remainder over the divisor as a fraction to be annexed
to the
quotient.
This problem would appear as follows:

§1)2702839(42,902 a

22
1

2

126

561
567
139
126
13

(remainder)

SHORT DIVISION: When dividing one number by another, and using the
process of short division, a considerable amount of the work is done
mentally and without writing it down. At (a) is shown the manner in
which a problem is set up when short division is to be used.
(a)

(b)

divisor -a3)29164
---dividend

.-quotient

3)2916

972+ -quotient

We first note by observation that the divisor 3 will not go into
but will go into the 29 of the dividend a little over 9 times.
The
number 9 thus becomes the first digit of our quotient and is placed
below the horizontal line, directly under the 9 in the dividend. We
make a mental note of the fact that 9 x 3 is 27 which, when subtracted
from 29,will leave a remainder of 2. Place the 2 mentally in front
of the next number, 1, in
the
dividend; this will give the number 21
which is mentally divided by the divisor 3. The divisor 3 is contained in 21 exactly 7 times,so we place the? after the 9 in the quotient.
2,
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The number 6 is the only remaining figure in the dividend to be dividsee
that it contains 3 two times. The 2 therefore follows
ed and we
the 7 in the quotient to give us an answer of 972.

enable you
A little practice in performing short division will
the
intermediate values in your mind and make you proficient
to hold
in the use of this shortened method of division.
One method by which a problem in division may be checked is to
multiply the quotient by the divisor and add the remainder (if any) to
should be the same as the dividend.
The final result
the product.
For example, to prove our previous problem, where we divided 63 into
2,702,839 and obtained a quotient of 42,9024, we proceed thus:

{quotient)
(divisor)

42902
63

128706
257412
2702826
(remainder)
dividend)

13

2702839

of
checking, similar to that used for checking
A faster method
multiplication, is to apply the following rules as they are given:
ih the dividend, and if the sum is a number
the digits
with more than 1 digit, add these digits until a single digit is obtained.

(a) Add

the digits in the divisor, and add the digits in the resulting sum until a single digit is obtained.

(b) Add

quotient, and add the digits in this
the digits in the
sum until a single digit is obtained.

(c) Add

the digits in the remainder, and add the digits in this
sum until a single digit is obtained.

(d) Add

(e)

Multiply the result of steps (b) and (c) and annex the result of (d). Then add the digits in this result,which should
give the same as the result of (a) if the work is correct.

As an example for the application of
this method,
to check our previous division problem, as follows:

let us use it

(a)

The sum of the digits .in the dividend is 2+7+0+2+8+3+9
The digits 3 + 1 give us a single digit of 4.

(b)

As per rule
6 + 3

-

(b),

the

sum

of

=

31.

the digits in the divisor is

9.

(c) The sum of the digits in the quotient is 4 +
and 1 + 7 gives us a single digit of 8.

2 +

9

+

0

+ 2 = 17

and 3, whose sum equals

(d)

The digits
of
the remainder are
the single digit 4.

(e)

(b)
and
(c) we have
By multiplying the results of steps
9 x 8 = 72, and upon annexing to this the result of step (d)
being
which is 4, we have 724; the sum of these digits
7 + 2 + 4 = 13.
by adding the digits 1 and 3 of
Finally,
a result of 4, the value of which checks
this sum, we have
with the result obtained in step (a). The work is thus prov
en to be correct.

1
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS:
Divide 414 by 18
Divide 1,656 by 23
Divide 11,022 by 22

(a

(b
(c

Answers:

(a) 23;

(b) 72;

(d)
(e)

(c) 501;

Divide 37,185 by 88
Divide 295,625 by 43
42211;

(d)

(e) 6875.

DETERMINING THE AVERAGE OF SEVERAL NUMBERS

It is sometimes necessary to find the average of several numbers
in order
to estimate supplies required for a given length of time; to
determine the average operating expense over a given period of time,etc

To find the AVERAGE of any group of numbers, it is first necessary to add them together and obtain the sum.
Then divide the sum by
a value equal to as many numbers as appear in the group.
For example:
What is the average
temperature for 24 hours when the thermometer
reads 50 degrees at noon,30 degrees at 8 p.m., 24 degrees at midnight,
and 28 degrees at 8 a.m.?

Solution: 50 + 30 + 24 + 28 = 132. Since 132 is the total,or sum, and
there are four numbers in the group, the average will be 132 _ 4
33.
In other words, the average temperature is 33 degrees.
FRACTIONS

We are now ready to give careful consideration to FRACTIONS. A
fraction consists of two numbers, one above the other with a line between them, such as -1,
1/2, 3/4, etc.
Sometimes, the dividing
line is horizontal while at other times it is inclined, but this is
simply a matter of choice. From our brief discussion of division, you
will recall that a fraction denotes the process of division, and when
considered as such, the number below the line tells us into how many
equal parts a whole unit is divided, while the number above the line
specifies how many of these equal parts are being used. In the case
of 5/16, the whole (or the unit 1) is divided into 16 equal parts, but
of these only 5 are being used.
This can probably be illustrated best
by means of the divided squares shown below
;

il

a

a

b

d

a

C

b

a

b

9

c

f

e

d

b
C
d

,

(A)

(B)

(C

)

(D)

The square at (A) has been divided
into two equal parts, where
part "a" is 1/2,and 'b' is 1/2. Note that the denominator 2 shows the
number of equal parts into which the unit has been divided.
The square (B) has been divided
into 4 equal parts, and if we
take parts a, b and c, we have taken 3/4 of the square and left 1/4 -each part is 1/4.
Sections "a" and "b" together represent 2/4 or 1/2.
is

The figure (C) has been divided into E equal parts. Each part
1/8 of the whole square --a,b,and c together equal.3/8 of the whole.
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been divided into 16 parts of equal size, thus a, b, c,
(D) has
and d are together equal to 4/16, or 1/4.
The number above the line of a fraction is called the NUMERATOR,
and the number below the line is called the DENOMINATOR.
Very often, fractions are used together with a whole number,
Here,2 is the
such as 24, which, by the way, is equivalent to 2 +
is the fraction, and we call such a number,composed
whole number and
of a whole number and a fraction, a MIXED NUMBER.
,i-.

If, in a certain fraction, the numerator is less than the denomi
Thus,2/3, 1/2, 2/4
nator, the fraction is called a PROPER FRACTION.
fractions.
are
all
proper
etc.,
5/16,
On the other hand, we also have IMPROPER FRACTIONS, in which the
numerator is equal to or greater than the denominator. Thus, 13/2,
5/4, 6/5, etc., are all improper fractions.
REDUCING WHOLE OR MIXED NUMBERS TO IMPROPER FRACTIONS

fractions, which you
of
A common function in the manifulation
will need to use quite often, is to reduce a whole or mixed number to
For example, changing 3 to halves, 5 to 6ths,
an improper fraction.
7-

to 5ths, etc.

Remember that whenever the numerator of any fraction is EQUAL to
the fraction is equal to unity or 1.
of
etc,, are all equal to 1.

value
its denominator, the
That is; 5/5, 3/3, 6/6, 8/8,

RULE: To reduce a whole number to a fraction with a given denominator,
first multiply the whole number by the given denominator. Then
place this product over the denominator.

Reduce the number 3 to halves. Here the denominator is to
step according to the rule is to multiply 3 by 2,
so our first
Placing this product over the denominator
a
product
of 6.
which gives
the number 3 expressed
gives us the improper fraction oft, which is
in halves.

EXAMPLE:
be 2,

EXAMPLE:

Reduce the number
5 x

6

=

30, and

to 6ths.

5

6

is the

required fraction.

RULE: To reduce a mixed number to a fraction of a given denominator,
first multiply the whole number by the given denominator and add
the numerator, then place this sum over the denominator.

EXAMPLE:

Reduce 7 - to 5ths.
5 x 7

=

35; 35 + 3

REDUCING

=

38.

IMPROPER FRACTIONS

s8

is the

required fraction.

TO WHOLE OR MIXED NUMBERS

Another common conversion often used in working with fractions
of reducing an improper fraction to a whole or mixed number.

is that

an improper fraction to a whole or mixed number, perRULE: To reduce
The resulting quoform the division indicated by the fraction.
there is
If
tient is the number of units in the. whole number.
no remainder from this division process, the fraction reduces to
If there is a remainder from this division
a whole number only.
process, then the fraction reduces to a mixed number, of which
and the remainder becomes the
the quotient is the whole number
numerator of_the fractional part.
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EXAMPLE: Reduce 41 to a whole number. The expression 121 is the equivalent of 16 _ 4, which gives us a quotient of 4. Thus, 4 is a whole
number equivalent to 1óm.
EXAMPLE:

Reduce
6

=

s

to a mixed number.

46 _ 5

=

94-(answer)

REDUCING FRACTIONS TO THEIR LOWEST TERMS

When dealing with fractions,it is common practice to reduce them
to their lowest terms; that is, if we have a fraction such as 6/8 representing a part of an inch, for instance, we do not leave it in this
form, but reduce it
to 3/4.
A fraction is in its lowest terms when
there is no number that will divide into both numerator and denominator.
This process makes the fraction look smaller but its value is
unchanged.
RULE: To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms, divide both numerator
and denominator by the same number.
If
the resulting quotients
can be divided again by a common (same) number, continue in this
manner until the fraction reaches its lowest terms.

EXAMPLE: Reduce 41 to its lowest terms. By inspection, it is seen
that the numerator and the denominator of this Fraction are divisible
by 7; thus, by dividing both numerator and denominator by 7, we have
3/6.
Again it can be seen by inspection that 3/6 can be reduced to
still lower terms because the number 3 is contained in both the numera
tor and denominator of this fraction.
By dividing these two numbers
by 3, we have 1/2 as the fraction
reduced
to its lowest terms.
2
All of this work could have been accomplished in a single step,
due to the fact that the numerator and denominator of the fraction
are divisible
by 21 which, when carried out, would reduce the fraction to its lowest term of 1/2.

1

COMMON DENOMINATORS

Before a number of fractions
can be added together, or before
one fraction can be subtracted from another, it is necessary that they
have the SAME DENOMINATOR.
For example, if we are to add together the fractions 1/4, 1/6,
3/8, we must first determine a value for the denominator which can be
the same for all three fractions.
One way to determine this common
denominator is to multiply all of the denominators of the group together. For example,in this particular case, multiply 4 x 6 x 8, which
gives a. product of 192.
This value is called the MAXIMUM COMMON DENOM
INATOR and is divisible by each of the denominators without fractional

remainders.
To change the fraction 1/4 so that it will have a denominator of
proceed by dividing 192 by the original denominator 4 and multiply the resulting quotient by the original numerator 1.
Place this
product over the denominator desired.
The fraction 1/4 is thus transformed to the form IA-, which does not change its value.
192,

Applying this method, we find that the fractions 1/4, 1/6, and
can be written as
1922
and 19
the number 192 being the maxi
mum common denominator of this particu ar group of fractions.

3/8

,

,

I

Although any group of fractions can be arranged to have the same
denominator as just shown,it is more practical in lengthy calculations
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to determine the LEAST or LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR (LCD) of the group
of fractions, so
that all of them may have the same but the smallest

possible denominators.
REDUCING FRACTIONS TO THEIR LEAST COMMON DENOMINATOR

The least common denominator, or the least common multiple, (abbreviated LCD and LCM, respectively) of a group of fractions can very
often be determined by inspection, as
in the case of the fractions
listed previously (1/4, 1/6, 3/8). 13y inspection it can be seen easily
that each of the denominators will be contained in 24. In other cases,
the LCD is
less
obvious but may be determined by using the following
rule:
Place the denominators in line as shown in the following example.
Divide by the smallest number that will go into two or more of
the denominators. Bring down the quotient under each denominator
that was divisible.
Bring down the denominators that were not
divisible, just as they were. Divide this second set of numbers
by the smallest number that will go into two or more of them,
and proceed as before.

Continue this operation of writing new lines and dividing by the
smallest number that will go into two or more of the numbers until you cannot divide any more.
Then multiply all the divisors
and
the numbers in the last line together.
This product is the
LCD.

EXAMPLE:

Find the LCD of 1/6, 3/8, 2/9, 5/12, 5/18, 7/24, 1/36.
3
2
3
2
2

6
1

3
3

4

1
1

18

24

2
2

3

8
4

1

4

1
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

12

8n

REMO
2

1

1

1

that 8 is not di visible by 3 and is
therefore carried for ward.)

36
12

(Note

6
2

Multiply together all the divisors

at the left side and in the last line.
case you have 3 x 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1
which is equal to 72, the LCD or the LCM of the denominator.

In

this

We now have the LCD of the above fractions, and to reduce each
fraction to the LCD, we first divide each denominator into the LCD,
then multiply both numerator and denominator by the result as follows,
reading across the columns from left to right.

72 _ 6

12

=

72T8-

9

72+9=

8

12

1

b x 12
x

2x 8=16
E

5

72 _ 12

=

6

72 T 18

=

4

TE x

72 r 24

=

3

x

12

x

now

has

a

1

b

=

so,

3

E

-

2

=16

9

72

so

72

72

so,

7

so,

-

3
=

72
2

denominator

12
72

so,

6 _20
S

2

unchanged.

12
72

7
72

9

72=36=21áx2
Each fraction

=

-27
72

5_30
12

20
--r
72

so,
so,

72

1_
3T

of 72,

72

yet

2

72
its

value remains
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ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

In the early part of this lesson it was stated that unlike things
cannot be added.
The same is true
of fractions.
Fractional units
must be alike, or have a common denominator, in order that they may be
added.
Therefore, 1/2 and 1/4 cannot be added unless changed to 2/4
and 1/4, respectively. When this is done, however, 2/4 + 1/4 - 3/4.

The rule used
in
the addition of fractions is as follows:
To
add fractions which already have a least common denominator, sim
ply add the numerators of the fractions and place their sum over
the LCD.
If this gives animproper fraction, it should be reduc
ed to a whole or mixed number.

EXAMPLE:
Add 3/16, 9/16, 11/16, 13/16.
Since all of these fractions
have the SAME denominator, or as we might say, the same LCD, we can
write the problem in the following form.
3

11

9

TE

4'

16

TE

+

26- 24

is

4'

(answer)

EXAMPLE:
Find the sum of 3/10, 2/11, 3/5, and 3/4.
we must find the LCD thus:
5
2

l0
2
1

11
11
11

5
1

4
4

1

2

5 x 2 x 1 x

By changing the given fractions
denominator, we have:
66
220

132
220

40

220

165
220

11 x

1

to values

403
220

-

1

x

In this problem,

2=

220 (LCD)

having the least common
183
220

and

In adding mixed numbers, we
must first add the whole numbers
together, then add the
fractions together, and finally unite
these two sums.

EXAMPLE:
Find the sum of 411, 40*, and 33.
iently arranged for solution as follows:

41+40+3-84

2

+

We now unite (add) the sum of
the fractions and find ,--84

+

i2

84

=

11

+

-

The problem can be conven

3

-

2

+

2

+

2

=

12

the

whole numbers to the sum of

85-5

(answer)

(Note that
the 1 obtained
in changing the improper fraction 17
to the proper fraction
is
added to the
sum of the whole

numbers.)
SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS

The first rule for
the subtraction of fractions is as follows:
To find the difference between two given fractions, which already have
a common denominator, simply subtract
the
smaller numerator from the
larger one and write the resulting difference over the common denomina
tor.
Reduce to lowest terms.

EXAMPLE:

Subtract 5/12 from 11/12.
11
12

5

12

__

6

12

1
7 (answer)
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The second rule for the subtraction of fractions is as follows:
To find the difference between two fractions, when they do. not have an
LCD, first reduce them to a common denominator before subtracting.

EXAMPLE:

(The LCM for 34 and 17 is 34.)

Subtract 3/34 from 8/17.

8

-

=

3 3
-

(answer)

=

The third rule for the subtraction of fractions is' as follows:
If the numbers are mixed numbers,reduce the fractional parts to an LCD.
Subtract the fractional part having the smallest whole number from that
having the largest whole number; then subtract the whole numbers and
unite the difference with that of the fractions.

seen to be 20, thus the
EXAMPLE: Subtract 24 from 8j. The LCD is
part V1s- has the
and 41
The fractional
fractional parts become
smallest whole number, the efore ale problem is set up as follows:
-,1

.

Subtracting the fractional part --.20
Subtracting the whole numbers

---

Uniting the two, we have:

_

12

8 - 2
6 +

=

20

0

3

20
=

6

=

E2ó

(answer)

fractional part of the subtrahend is greater
In case
that the
than that in the minuend,as when subtracting 33 from 7::!, the procedure
is as follows:

72

=

73-

33=31=
(answer)

3

In the above, the fractions are first reduced to a common denomi
nator and as can be seen by inspection, 4/6 cannot be subtracted from
3/6:
Therefore,) whole number is taken away from the 7 of the minuend
and is added to
its fraction, thereby increasing its value to 9/6.
That is, 1 = 6/6 and 3/6 + 6/6 = 9/6. The fraction 4/6 can now be sub
tracted from 9/6, giving us a fractional difference of 5/6, and upon
subtracting 3 from 6 in the whole number column, we obtain a final
answer. of 3 and 5/6.
MJLTIPLYING FRACTIONS

u8 first consider multiplying a
In multiplying fractions, let
whole number by a fraction. The rule for this process is as follows:

To multiply a fraction by a whole number, first multiply the
the fraction and then divide
whole number by the numerator of
this product by the denominator of the fraction.

EXAMPLE:

Multiply 8 by 4/5.
8 x

4-- 8 x
5

4.

5.

52

6

2

(answer)

5

To multiply a fraction by a fraction, apply the following rule:
Multiply the numerators together and then multiply the denominators
Place the product of the numerators over the product of the
together.
denominators and reduce to lowest terms, when possible.

EXAMPLE:

2
x
7
3

2 x 5
3 x 7

10
21

(answer)
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To multiply two numbers, one or both
of which are mixed numbers,
reduce the mixed numbers
to improper fractions and then multiply as
with proper fractions.
EXAMPLE

1:

64x

EXAMPLE

2:

3
2

8

x 1+s

11x

=

=

11
3

5-- 8

x'
8

=

1

2-

-

11 x 19
3 x t+

50

s

20g
-I'

_

(answer)
17

(answer)
I

DIVIDING FRACTIONS

When dividing a fraction by a whole number, multiply
the denominator of the fraction by the whole number.
EXAMPLE:

2/3 =

3=

2

3` 9

(answer)

To divide a whole number
multiply it by the dividend.

EXAMPLE:

by

a fraction, invert the divisor and

28
7=3/4=7x=734= 3

=93 (answer)

To divide a fraction by a fraction, invert the
divisor and multi
ply it by the dividend.

EXAMPLE:

3/4 _ 1/3

=

3/4 x 3/1

-/

-

x

1

21

=

(answer)

To divide a mixed number by a mixed number,
first change them to
improper fractions and then divide.

EXAMPLE:

33 _ 1á

=

11

=

8
=

3

11

x

5

=

x

555
-

24

=

224

(answer)

CANCELLATION

Cancellation is the process of dividing one dividend and one divisor at a time by the same factor.
(Note:
A factor is any number
which will divide into another number.)
When several factors make up the dividend and
several make up
'the divisor,.they may be written as follows:
8 x 4 x 3

3x2x-8'

8

Now, if we wish to apply cancellation to the above
and.só'reduce
the expression to
its lowest terms, we divide the numerators and the
denominators mentally, using the same factor for one numerator and
one
denominator. The quotient of each division is then written in place
of the number, and the number is crossed out
(cancelled). For example:

dividend

divisor -

8x

2

1

1

4 x

x

3 x 2 x

x

x

x

1

1

1 x

l

1' 1

2 x 1

x 1 x

1

2

2

(answer)

Generally, the number 1 is not written and this expression
becomes ---2
=

EXAMPLE:

2

Find the quotient of (or divide) 18 x 5
10. x 3

Then,

10 x 3

'

x

- 3

(answer)
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the 3 and 18
In this example, 3 divides into 18 six times, thus
Then, 5 dithe
18.
above
is
placed
6
are cancelled and the quotient
vides into 10 twice, therefore the 5 and 10 are cancelled and the quotient 2 is placed below the cancelled 10. We now have 6 in the dividend and 2 in the divisor which are cancelled in the next step when 2
The 3 resulting from this division is placed above
is divided into 6.
the cancelled 6, and as there are no numbers remaining in the divisor
thus found to be a whcle number and is the expression 18 x 5
the 3 is
10 x 3
reduced to its lowest terms.

EXAMPLE:

Solution:

x

100 x 18 x 14

25 x

11 x 49 x 16

Find the quotient of 77

3,0"óx
x

x k¿r
x
)4/

9

(answer)

Some of the important principles to be remembered in manipulating fractions are:

Multiplying the numerator of a fraction by any number multiplies
this fraction by that number.

1.

-

2.

-

3.

-

4.

-

5.

-

Multiplying both terms of a fraction by the
alter the value of the fraction.

6.

-

Dividing both terms of a fraction by the same number does not alter the value of the fraction.

Dividing the denominator of
the fraction by that number.

a fraction by any number multiplies

Multiplying the denominator of a fraction
the fraction by that number.
Dividing the numerator
fraction by that number.

by

any number divides

of a fraction by any number divides the

same number does not

The following suggestions will be helpful in aiding you to tell
when your problems are solved by the correct methods. By watching
each step carefully, you can tell whether you have made a mistake or
not.

you multiply any number by a proper fraction, the result is
less than the number multiplied.

1.

-

When

2.

-

When you multiply any number by an improper fraction, the result
is more than the number multiplied.

3.

-

When you multiply any number by a mixed number, the result is
more than when multiplying by the whole number alone.

4.

-

5.

-

When you divide any number by an improper fraction, the result is
less than the number divided.

6.

-

When you divide any number by a mixed number, the result is less
than when divided by the whole number alone.

When you divide any number by a
more than the number divided.

proper fraction, the

result

is
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DECIMALS
The decimal system is a convenient method f or expressing fractions which have 10 or any multiple of 10 for their denominators. This
system is used in connection with measurements in practically all
parts of the world, and is also used with the monetary (currency) system in the United States, Canada, and other countries.

When we write fifty cents numerically, as $0.50, we are using
the decimal system.
The period (.) before the 5 is called the decimal
point, and it is this period which determines, to a large extent, the
value of the expression. That is, if we were to move the decimal point
'two places to the right
in the
above
example, we would have fifty
dollars ($50.) instead of fifty cents. It is therefore obvious that
the utmost care must be given to placing the decimal point.

Fractions having denominators which are multiples of 10, such as
100; 1000; 10,000; etc., may be
written in either of two ways:
First, as common fractions, having a numerator above the line, and a
denominator below the line. Secondly, as decimal fractions, in which
a decimal
placed before the number indicates that this number is divided by 10 or some multiple of 10, according to the number of figures
appearing after the decimal. One figure to the right of the decimal
point
indicates that the number is divided by 10; two figures to the
right of the decimal show that the number is divided by 100; three fig.
ures indicate a division of the number by 1000, etc. Thus, 1/10 may
be written as .1 in decimal form; 1/100 is the same as .01; 1/1000 is
equal to .001, etc.
10;

When there is no whole number in front of the decimal point, as
.01, etc., the quantity is called a PURE DECIMAL.
When a whole
number and a decimal are written together, as 1.1, 10.5, etc., the num
ber is called a MIRED DECIMAL.
in

.1,

The table below lists the
places on each side of the decimal
point so that you may know what to call the places when you read them.

7.,6 5

4,3 2 1

:

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

In order to read a decimal, read the number as though it were a
whole number, and then call the name of the decimal place of the last
right-hand figure according to the above table.

EXAMPLE

1:

Read the decimal

.68.

The last right-hand figure (8) occupies the
place of the hundredths in the table, so we add that name to the reading of the
number.
Thus, 0.68 is read "sixty-eight hundredths."

LESSON
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2:

Read the decimal .0567

The last figure to the right (7) falls in line with the ten thou
sandths in the table thus, .0567 is read "five hundred sixtyseven ten thousandths.

EXAMPLE

3:

Read the number 72.093

In reading the decimal part,
The whole number is read by itself.
we see that
the last figure (3) is in the thousandths position
in the table, so the number 72.093 is read "seventy-two and nine
ty-three thousandths."

the above is essential if you are to be
A thorough mastery of
able to"talk dimensions' in shop language with shop men; you are there
fore advised to study the reading of decimals very carefully.
CHANGING COMMON FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS

in
working with decimals is to
The first step to be considered
learn how to change common fractions to decimal fractions. The rule
Annex zeros to the numerafor making this conversion is as follows:
Then
tor of the fraction and divide this quantity by the denominator.
place the decimal point so as to provide as many decimal places in the
quotient as there were zeros annexed.

EXAMPLE

1:

Change 2/5 to a decimal fraction.

5)2.0000(.4000 (answer)
2

0

000
zeros
after a decimal number do
That is, 2/5 = .4.
(Note that
not change its value and are therefore unnecessary.)

EXAMPLE

2:

Change 7/8 to a decimal fraction.

8)7.000(0.875

(answer)

6 4

60
56
40
40
00

ADDITION OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS

To ADD DECIMAL FRACTIONS, place the numbers so that the decimal
points fall directly under one another. Then add the vertical rows of
figures in the usual manner and place the decimal point in the sum directly under the other decimal points.

EXAMPLE:

Add 372.431, 27.24, 8374.364, and 1.002
372.431
27.24
8374.364
1.002
8775.037

(answer)
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SUBTRACTION OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS

To SUBTRACT DECIMAL FRACTIONS, write
the numbers so that the dec
imal points are under each other.
Then
ner and place the decimal point in the subtract in the customary manremainder under the other decimal points.

EXAMPLE:

Subtract 86.014 from 374.325
374.325
86.014
283.311
MULTIPLICATION

OF

(answer)
DECIMAL FRACTIONS

To MULTIPLY DECIMAL FRACTIONS, multiply in
the
usual way and
then point off as many decimal places in the
product as the sum of the
number of decimal places in the multiplicand and
multiplier.

EXAMPLE:

Multiply 436.256 by 4.271
436.256
4.271
436256
3053792
872512
1745024
1863.249376

(answer)

The product is thus 1863.249376
DIVISION OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS

To DIVIDE DECIMAL FRACTIONS, proceed as
follows: Annex zeros to
the right of
the decimal
point in the dividend, until there are as
many, or more, than appear to the right of the
decimal in the. divisor.
Divide as with whole numbers in the usual manner,and
point off as many
decimal places in the quotient as there are more
decimal
places in the
dividend than in
the divisor.

EXAMPLE:

Divide 8.7234 by .325

.325)8.723400(26.841

(answer)

6 50

1950
2734
2600
--75475

1300
400
325
75

Note that in this example two zeros were anneXed to
the dividend
so that the problem could be worked out
to a greater number of decimal places.
Without annexing these two zeros, the
26.8.
Also observe that after annexing the two zeros answer would be
to the dividend,
we have
in
this number six places to the right of the
decimal point.
In the divisor there are
three places
to the right of the decimal
point. Therefore, in the quotient there must be 6
minus 3, or three
decimal places to the right of the decimal point.

LESSON NO.
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Divide 4726 by .034

.034)4726.000(139,000

(answer)

34
132
102

306
306
000

Since the divisor has three more decimal places than the dividend, we must annex three -zeros.to the dividend. There are no decimal
in the answer because there are no decimal places in the diviplaces
dend.
The following suggestions are given as a help in solving problems
in decimals:
sure that you understand what

1.

-

Read the problem carefully to make
it says and'what it asks for.

2.

-

See how the information given is related to what ycu are required
to find, and decide what process you must use.

Do not simply work with figures and numbers, trying one operation
and then another until you arrive at the right ans er. You will
realize that such a method is of no use unless the answer is
known.
Avoid such a practice.

3.

.

4.

-

Reason out the problem, using the information given in the prob(In making
statements
in logical order.
lem, and put down all
these statements, it is helpful to remember that the number involving the quantity to be found should be put at the end of the
If the
statements are correct the answer will come of
line.)
itself.

5.

-

Do your work
accuracy.

6.

-

Prove your results, by checking, or by reversing the processes.

carefully

and

neatly.

Check each step to assure

PERCENTAGE
It.

is a

common and convenient practice to express certain values

This is especially true when referring to the
in terms of percentage.
types of machines and the units with which
efficiencies of various
they are associated.

After having studied fractions and decimals, the matter of perPercentage is merely a
centage should be very easy fcr you to grasp.
special case of decimals in which fracticnal parts are found only in
hundredths; it is the process of computing in hundredths.
indicate the number of hunto
The words "percent" are used
dredths taken, and the symbol is %. Thus, 5% is read "five per cent,"
and means five -hundredths of the whole quantity (5/100 times the whole
same as hundredths times
The expression "% of" means
the
quantity).
the quantity, thus 5% of 90 a five hundredths times ninety .05 x 90
You will therefore
23% of 48 = .23 x 48 = 23/100 x 48.
5/100 x 90.
see
that 5%, or any percentage value, can be indicated in three ways;
that is, as 5/100, .05, or 5%.

MATHEMATICS
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The diagram
easily.

will

below

I

2

3

aid you in visualizing percentage more

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

2

10%

3

4
5

6

12%

7

/9

8
9
10

is
divided into 100 small
You will note that the large square
squares, each one of which will therefore be 1/100 or 1% of the whole.
small squares along any side equals 10%, 10/100, 1/10; or
of
One row
Two rows equal 20% or 1/5; 5 rows equal 50% or 1/2.
.1 of the whole.
small squares
5 x 5
The upper left-hand corner which is shaded, has
The upper right-hand corner
and is therefore 25% or 1/4+ of the whole.
is 24% of the
has 3 x 8 small squares, bounded by .heavy lines. and
whole. The
remaining divisions show 10%, 12%, 9%, 14%, and 6%. If
together, they will be
all the percentages in the squares are added
found to total 100%.

The large square represents the quantity
age is taken; that is, it is a unit
or 1, and
of the whole as 100 equal parts or 100/100, or
say that
square represents a box
the large
lars, a barrel of oil, or even 100% efficiency
small square represents one one -hundredth part

from which the percent in percentage we think
We can therefore
100%.
of apples,a hundred dol
an engine, and each
of
of the whole.

APPLICATION OF PERCENTAGE

Problems involving percentage can be divided into theee general
groups, or types, as illustrated by the following examples:
Type 1 --- What is 62% of 825?
Type 2 --- 23 is what per cent of 650?
Type 3 --- 64 is 37% of what number?

Before proceeding with the methods of solving these three types,
the following definitions must be learned:

from

which the per cent is taken is called the

(a)

The number
BASE.

(b)

The number of per cent taken is called the RATE.

(c)

The part of the base determined by the rate is the PERCENTAGE.

By applying these definitions, we can arrange our three typical
problems in the form of three rules or formulas as follows:
RULE

I:

Percentage = base x rate.
problems of Type 1.

This

formula

is

used

to solve
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Example:

What is 62% of 825?

Solution: Percentage
825 x 0.62

RULE II:

=
=

base x rate = 825 x 62%
511.5 (answer)

Rate = percentage : base.
problems of Type 2.
Example:

This

formula

is

used to solve

23 is what per cent of 650?

Solution: Rate = percentage : base
equals 3.5% or 30.

RULE III: Base = percentage _ rate.
problems of Type 3.
Example:

27

This

=

23 _ 650 = 0.035,

formula

is

which

used to solve

64 is 37% of what number?

Solution: Base

=

percentage _ rate

=

64 _ 0.37

=

172.9.

this series you will be shown the
In the following lesson of
of a few more arithmetical processes and their applications
functions
in industry.

We have covered considerable arithmetical territory in this one
lesson and it is important that you study it carefully; you will find
contained herein to be very useful when
a knowledge of the material
general mathematics.
involving
with
problems
confronted

following lessons,
the
It is advisable that you keep this, and
at all times so that you can refer to then whenever necessary; they will be valuable to you as handbooks in conjunction with

within reach

your regular studies.

REVIEW PROBLEMS
The problems appearing on this page will give you an opportunity
to check up on yourself, to see how well you have mastered the instruc
tion presented in this lesson. We suggest that you solve each of them
and compare your answers with those given at the bottom of this page.
If your answer for each problem

agrees with that given here, it
the work
involved. If not,
review thoroughly that part of this lesson which explains those points
on which you are weak.
is sufficient proof that you understand

Do not send your solutions to us

1.

-

Multiply 745.36 by 21.5
What
the
is
20754.182?

2.

for correction.

sum

of 432.17; 36.875;

0.062; 3.496 and

3.

-

Subtract

4.

-

How many times is 34.02 contained in 7643.096?

5.

-

Change

6.

-

What

629.01 from 8,736,294

16

is

to a decimal fraction.

the product of

12

and

9

76

How would you multiply a number by 1000 without going through the actual calculation?
(b) How would
you divide a number by 100 without going
through the actual calculation?

7.

(a)

Divide 40 x 48 x 54 x 60 by 30 x 24
method of cancellation.

8.

x

72 x 3, using the

9.

-

What

10.

-

What is the sum of 1/2; 7/8; 3/4; and 3/16?

is

25% of 200?

******

ANSWERS:

1.

-

16,025.240

2.

-

21,226.785

3.

4.

-

224.66

5.

-

0.3125

6.

7.

-

(a)

8.

-

40

-

8,735,664.99
265
13

Add three zeros to the right of the number, or move
the decimal point three places to the right.
(b) Move the decimal point two places to the left.
9.

-

50.00

10.

-

2

and 5/16
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MATHEMATICS

in this lesson will be found in
those following, and it is important
that you understand each step as it is
presented so that a solid foundation will be built for the work which is to
follow. You are advised
to study
this, and
the succeeding lessons of this series, slowly
and
carefully, to be sure of mastering all the
information
they
contain
and to prevent any possibility for
confusion.
POWERS

When two or more numbers are multiplied
together to give a certain product, these numbers are called
FACTORS. Thus, in the expression 3 x 4 = 12, the numbers 3 and 4 are said
to be factors of 12; in
the same way, it will be seen that 5,
6, and 2, are factors
of 60, as
are
30 and 2, 15 and 4, etc.
If, however, all the factors making up
a product are equal, then the product
is called the POWER.
In the expression 4 x 4 x 4 = 64, the product
64
is the power
and the factor 4 is called
the base.
We can therefore say that 4 is
the base of the power 64, and 64 is the
power of the base 4.
It
will
be seen
that the base multiplied by itself a definite
number
of
times
is the power.

When a base is used as a factor just two times, then the
product
is said to
be
the
second power, or the square, of the base.
Thus,
3 x 3, or 9 is the square of 3,and the
process of
by itself in this manner is called "squaring the multiplying a number
number." When the
base is used as a factor three times, the
resulting product is known
as the third power, or the cube, of the base,
and the process is known
as "cubing the number."
Thus, multiplying 5 x 5 x 5 is called "cubing
the number 5" and the resulting product of 125 is
the cube of 5, or is
5 to
the third power.

Squares and cubes are used in calculations by many industries
for
finding areas and volumes, among other things, as will be shown
later.

When the base is used as a factor more than three times,
the resulting product is called the 4th power, 5th power, 6th
power, etc.,
according to the number of times it is used.
A small figure, known as the EXPONENT, is used
to
indicate the
number of times the base is to be used as a factor. This mall
figure
is placed above and to the right of the base,as
42, 254, 6
etc.
The
value 42 is read "four squared", or "four to the second
power;" 25" is
read twenty-five to the fourth power; and 63 is read six
cubed, or six
tp the
third power. Study the following expressions
carefully:
4 = 4 x 4 = 16; 25 - 25 x 25 x
25 x 25 = 390,625; 63= 6 x 6 x 6 = 216.
,

By using the exponent,we thus have a shortened way of expressing
a factor multiplied by itself any number of times, and
the process is
generally referred to as "raising" the base to the power. We would
therefore say of the expression 2' = 8, that 2 raised to the
third
power equals

8.

Powers of decimals and common fractions may also be expressed in
the same manner; that
is, 2.452 = 2.45 x 2.45 = 6.0025.
When a fraction is to be raised to a certain power, it is necessary to place.a
parenthesis around it to indicate that both numerator and denominator
are
to be raised; otherwise, only the number adjacent to the exponent
will be affected.

For example, (3)2 butt=
= 13.
x
9
Note that when the fraction is enclosed
by parentheses, the numerator
and denominator are each raised to the same power.
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It will be seen from the foregoing that raising any proper fracany power will decrease its value, and the reverse is true of

to.

any improper fraction.
That is,

-

6-,

but

(3z
)

=

á

a

decrease of 9

.

3

12

On the other hand,
3

but (4)2

9

3

These same characteristics
pure decimal (one having no whole
when raised to a power, while the
(one having a whole number).
For
is
than 0.2; similarly, 0
less
a lesser value than 0.3.
However
greater value than 2.2.

Example

1

-- Find the value

Solution:

16;

an increase of 4.
9

9

also apply to decimals; that is, a
number) will be decieased in value
reverse is true of the mixed decimal
example, 0.22, or .2 x .2 =.04,which
.35, or .3 x .3 x .3 = .027, which is
2.22 = 2.2 x 2.2 = 4.84, which is a

,

of 234,

or the fourth power of 23.

234 means 23 x 23 x 23 x 23

=

279,841

Example 2 -- Find the third power of 2.45, or (2.45)3
Solution:

2.45 x 2.45

x

2.45

=

14.706125

Example 3 -- Find the fifth power of 3/4.
Solution:

x

x

x

x-

i23+

ROOTS

Roots are very closely related to powers and will therefore be
considered at this time. The process of finding the roots of numbers
is just the reverse of determining the powers.
A root of a number is one of the equal factors, which, when multiplied together,give the number. Thus, in the expression 9 x 9 = 81,
used only twice, it is
9 is the root of 81, and since the factor 9 is
called the SQUARE ROOT. The arithmetical process of determining this
root is known as extracting the square root.

When the number is composed of three equal factors, the process
of finding this factor is known as extracting the cube root of the num
27, the number 3 is the cube
ber. Thus, in the expression 3 x 3 x 3
root of 27.
The symbol used to indicate that the root of a number is to be
taken is i/ and is known as the radical sign. The number of which the
root is to be found is placed under the sign, as 3/16
.

The root of the number which is
betaken is indicated by a
to
small figure placed over the radical sign as
etc.,in.which
When
instances the third and fourth are to be taken, respectively
only the square root of the number is to be taken, it is not necessary
to indicate the fact by a small figure over the radical, as the sign
alone indicates that the square root is to be extracted, thus1/25 = 5.

Y, ',

Only the method of finding the square root of a number will be
discussed in this
lesson; owing to the complications resulting in the
calculations of higher roots, and the fact that there is little application for them on the job.
Cube roots, when needed, are most easily
obtained through the use of engineering tables.
SM-2
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EXTRACTING THE SCUARE ROOT

OF

WHOLE NUMBERS

When the square root of any number having only one, two, or perhaps three figures must be found, the value can usually be determined
by inspection, provided that you have conscientiously studied your mul
tiplication tables.
In such cases, no
special process is necessary.
However, when the square root must be extracted from larger numbers,
a process consisting of certain definite rules must be followed.
In studying the process to follow, you are advised to not merely
read the explanation over and then attempt to work a problem, but
to
write down the steps as they are given, and adhere strictly to the
rules.
In this way only will you be able to learn the method of finding the square root. No attention need be given to the reasoning underlying the use of the rules -- just take them for granted and memorize the process itself.

EXAMPLE

1:

FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF 1369.

SOLUTION:
The solution to
this problem
is grouped into
successive
steps as
outlined below, and the arithmetical procedure appears
to the right of the explanation for convenient reference.

STEP

1:

Starting from the right-hand figure, separate the number into
groups of two, indicating
this grouping by an apostrophe (1) as shown. The
number of groups so formed will be the same as
the number of figures in the answer.

STEP

13'69

2:

A vertical line is now drawn
at the left
of the number,and a bracket is made to the right
as shown.

STEP

113'69

3:

Inspect the first group at the left (13),
and determine mentally which is the largest num13'69(3
ber that, when multiplied by itself, or squared,
9
can be subtracted from this group. In this case,
4 69
you will see
immediately that 3 is the required
number, because 3 x 3 = 9, which may be -subtract
ed from 13.
The number 4 could not be used, because 4 x 4 = 16, which is of
too great a magnitude to be subtracted
from 13. We
therefore place the 3 in the bracket to the right of the
number, and it becomes the first figure of the root.
The number 3 is now squared

(3 x 3) and the resulting square (9)
group to the left and subtracted as in the
process of division. The difference of 4 is placed below the horizontal line, and the next group of figures is brought down beside it as
shown above, giving the number 469.

is placed under the

STEP

first

4:

Take the first figure of the root (3) appearing in the bracket, and multiply it by 2.
The result (6) is placed to the left of the vertical line, opposite the 469, in which position
it is known as the trial divisor.

6

9
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STEP

5:

11.3'69 37 root
Determine by inspection how many times 6
469).
or
figures
two
first
46(the
in
is contained
6
This is found to be 7 times,as 7 x 6 = 42, which
subbe
can
that
6
of
is the largest multiple
tracted from 46. The 7 becomes the second figure
which is placed next to the first
the- root
in
next to the 6 of the trial divisor.
(3), and also
root
the
figure of
this case is
This gives a value of 67 in the latter position, which in
the complete divisor.
the resulting
Now multiply the 67 by the seven in the root, and
obtained. In
previously
469
number
the
product of 469 is placed under
-- thus -the operaremainder
no
is
there
that
found
is
it
subtracting,
of
be the square root
tion is complete, and 37 has been calculated to
complete operathe
illustrates
5
Step
in
shown
The calculation
1369.
tion as it should appear.
thus,
The problem may be checked by simply squaring the root;
to
be
correct.
calculation
the
proving
1369,
37 x 37 -

EXAMPLE

2:

SOLUTION: Step 1,
the number into
marking them off
group to the left

STEP

SOLVE THE PROBLEM

V5,317,636

as before,is the separation of
of two figures each -groups
from right to left -- the last
will have only one figure.

5'31'76'36

2:

Draw the vertical line to the left and the
right of the number, allowing
bracket to the
the root because we
space for four figures in
in the number.
figures
groups
of
have four

STEP

5'31'76'36(

3:

The largest number of which its square can
be subtracted from 5 (the first group) is 2, and
The
it is therefore placed in the root bracket.
under
placed
is
(4)
product
2 is squared and the
Upon subtracting,a re
the 5 of the first group.
mainder of 1 is obtained,and the next group, (31j
is brought down beside this remainder,_ as shown.

STEP

4:

The 2 in the root is doubled,or multiplied
by 2, and the product 4 is placed to the left of
The num
the vertical line and opposite the 131.
ber 4 is the trial divisor.

STEP

5'31'76'36(2
4
1 31

5'31'76'36(2
4
4

1

31

5:

found to divide
The trial divisor (4) is
thus placed in
into 13 three times. The 3 is
root, and
the
in
figure
the bracket as the next
also placed after the trial divisor 4. This
is
gives us the Number 43 which must be divided inhave estimated that it will
to 131, and as we
divide three times,we multiply 43 by 3 and place
The difference
131.
the product 129 under the
upon subtracting, is found to be 2, to which the
76 is brought down to form the next dividend of
276, as shown.

5131'76'36(23
4

43 1 31
1

2

2

SM-2
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STEP

6:

Multiply the 23 in the root by 2,and place
the product 46 (which becomes the next trial divisor) to the left of the vertical line.

STEP

1

29
2

76

7:

5'31'76'36(230
4

43 1 31
1

29

460

2 7
0 00
2 76 36

4'31'76'36(230

8:

The 230 of the root is now doubled and the
product (460) becomes the next trial divisor.

STEP

43 1 31

46

In attempting
to perform the next process
of division, we find that the trial divisor 46
must divide
into 27, which of course cannot be
done, as 46 is greater than 27.
Because it will
not divide, we place a zero in the root -bracket
as well as behind the 46. We now have a complete
divisor of 460 which must be multiplied by 0;
the product 000 is placed under
the 276.
Subtracting 000 from 276 leaves a remainder of 276,
to which the next group (36) is annexed.

STEP

'31'76'36(23

43 1 31
1

2

460

2 7

460

0 00
2 76 36

9:

It is
seen by inspection that the trial
divisor 460 divides into the first four figures
of the dividend six times. The 6 thus becomes
the last
figure in the root and is annexed to
the
trial divisor 460 also, to give a complete
divisor of 4606. This complete divisor
is
now
multiplied by the 6 of the root and the resulting product is subtracted from 27636, leaving no
remainder. The number 2306 is therefore the required square root of 5,317,636.

5'31'76'36(2306
4

43131
1

29

460

2 7.

0 00

4606

2

36

76

2 76 36

EXTRACTING THE SQUARE ROOT OF NUMBERS WITH DECIMALS

When extracting the square 'root of numbers having decimal fractions, special care must be exercised with the division of the number
into groups on each side of the decimal point. However,this is a very
simple procedure, and is fully explained in the following examples.
EXAMPLE: FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF 570.7321

SOLUTION -- Step 1:
When the square root of a
number containing a decimal is to be found, the
number is
laid out in groups of two both ways
from the decimal point, as shown. In this way,
the decimal will not be
positioned between any
two numbers of one group.

STEP

2:

The vertical line is drawn
to the left of
the number,and the root -bracket is placed to the
right. We now proceed to extract the root as be
fore, disregarding the decimals.

STEP

5'70.73'21

3:

The largest number of which its square can
be subtracted from 5 (the first group) is 2, and

(5'70.73'21L
5'70.73'21(2
4
1

70

LESSON NO.
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2

The 2 is squared and the
the root -bracket.
it is therefore placed in
product (4) is placed under the 5 of the first group. Upon subtract ing, a remainder of 1 is obtained, and the next group (70) is brought
down beside this remainder, as shown.

STEP

4

The 2 in the root is multiplied by 2, and
the product (4) is placed to the left of the ver
tical line and opposite the 170. The 4 is the

5'70.73'21(2
4

4
1

70

trial divisor.

STEP

5:

5'70.73'21(23
to divide
found
The trial divisor (4) is
4
into 17 four times. It would therefore appear
43 1 70
that the second figure of the root is 4, and the
1 29
complete divisor,44. However, if we multiply 44
41 73
by 4 we obtain a product of 176 which cannot be
a
smaller
we
must
use
so
170,
from
subtracted
placed in the
The 3 is thus
number, trying 3.
bracket as the next figure in the root, and is also placed after the
trial divisor 4. This gives us the number 43 which must be divided in
three times, we
divide
to 170, and as we have estimated that it will
multiply 43 by 3 and place the product 129 under the 170. The differis
found to be 41, to which the group 73 is
ence upon subtracting
brought down and annexed.

STEP

6:

Multiply the 23 in the root by 2,and place
trial
the product.(46), which becomes the next
divisor, to the left of the vertical line.

5'70.73'21(23
4

43170
1

46

STEP

29
1

73

7:

The number 46 is found to divide into 417,
nine times; however, if 9 is used as the third
figure of the root we find (as in Step 5) that
cannot be subtracted from
the resulting product
the minuend. We therefore try 8 as the next fig
ure in the root, and proceed as in Steps 5, 6,
and 7 to find the remaining figures in the proc-

43 1 70

ess, as shown.

476 9

5'70.73'21(23.89
4

1 29

46

41 73
37 44
4

29 21
29 21

observed, the process of
As you will have
finding the square root of a number containing
decimals is identical to that followed when working with a whole number.
This can
It remains, however, to place the decimal point in the root.
will
there
that
namely,
-fact
be done when we remember a very simple
be as many figures before the decimal in the root as there are groups
Also, there will
of figures before the decimal in the number itself.
be as many figures after the decimal point in the root as there are
preceding
In the
groups of figures after the decimal in the number.
the decimal in the
example, there are two groups of figures before
number; therefore, there will be two figures before the decimal in the
The correct answer is thus 23.89, which can be checked by squar
root.
ing it and comparing the product with the original number.
to be taken, has an
square root is
If the number of which the
a
to the last fig
add
zero
we
odd number of figures after the decimal,
ure and thus provide two figures in the last group as in the following
(Adding this 0 does not change the value of the number in
example.
any way because it is preceded by a decimal point.)
SM-2
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EXAMPLE:

--

FIND THE SQUARE ROOT OF 2.916

SOLUTION:

2.91'60(1.70+
1

27

340
2

.0

(remainder)

In the above calculation, you will note that we have a remainder
of 260.
The number 2.916 is therefore not a perfect square, and
the
root 1.70 will not give the exact product of 2.916 when squared. We
then say that 1.70 is the approximate square root of 2.916,or we state
the root as being 1.70+.
If it is desired to carry the
decimal part of the above root
farther than two places, we simply annex groups of zeros to the number,
as 2.91'60'00'00, and the process is continued in the regular manner.
EXTRACTING THE SQUARE ROOT OF COMMON FRACTIONS

A problem such as =S-is sometimes presented.
In
such a case,
it is only necessary to take the square root
of the numerator and denominator separately.
Thus, 1/z;ó =
(Note that when the num
1/2.
erator and denominator of fractions, from which the square root is to
be taken, are not perfect squares, the fraction is first reduced to a
decimal number of which the square root is then taken.)
PRACTICE PROBLEMS

To be sure that you can calculate
square root correctly, it is
advisable that you work the following practicé problems and afterward
check them with the answers given.
1

2
3
(4

Find
Find
Find
Find

the
the
the
the

square
square
square
square

root
root
root
root

of
of
of
of

1444.
855,625.

1.8769
7.365
2025
(5) Find the square root of
3000
ANSWERS:

(1)'38;

(2)

925;

(3)

1.37;

(4) 2.71+;

(5)

0.82+

EQUATIONS
Equations are tools which may be used to advantage in mathematics for the
solution of problems which would otherwise be very complex.
It is therefore essential that a good
understanding be had of
this method of solving problems.
An equation is a statement of equality between
two quantities.
expressed by the equal sign (=) and indicates that
is
This equality
the factor, or factors, to the left of the sign are equal to that, or
sign. Equations can be illustrated by a
those, to the right of the
simple mechanical arrangement, as shown on page 9.

Suppose that attached to a rope laid over a pulley are four iron
weights, each of which weighs a different amount as indicated. In
this instance, we see that A weighs 6 pounds, B is
8 pounds, C is 12
(Note that pounds, or lbs, are represented
pounds and D is 2 pounds.
in the illustration by the sigh #.)

LESSON NO.
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from the illustration that a state of balance exIt is obvious
between the two groups of weights because those on the left side
have the same
total weight as those on the right (14 pounds in each
case). We can therefore form an
equation to represent this condition by stating 6#.+ 8# = 12# + 2#;
4
use the letters with
or, we might
which the weights are named and obtain the equation A + B = C + D. If
PULLEY
we are certain that such a statement is true and if we know the val
ues of all the terms but one,we can
easily calculate the value of the
will be explained
one unknown, as

+

later.

Simple
equations are illustrated in the multiplication tables
which you studied in the preceding
Thus,8 x 7 = 56 is an equa
lesson.
tion.
Other forms are: 6 + 5 = 11;
7; 20 4- 5= 4; 0.6 x 0.4 =
12

-5=

+ 3 = 8 -1;32- 2 = 23- 1.
0.24;
may have various
Thus, equations

numbers

connected

by

+,

-,

x,

_,

root, or power signs.
A FORMULA is a
certain type
which is governed by a
of equation
rule or principle. When an equation
is made up of letters alone, or let
ters and figures, the
letters may
represent certain specific things.
For instance, to calculate the area
of a rectangle (a surface shaped as
we make use of the state
ment A = a x b.
Here
b
A stands for area, "a" for the length of a vertical side
In
(altitude), and "b" for the length of a horizontal side or base.
such a case where the letters have a definite meaning, the statement
If the letters do not stand for certain specific
is called a FORMULA.
things, the statement is simply an equation.

-a

The above formula might be stated in words as, "The area of the
rectangle is equal to the length of the altitude multiplied by the
length of the base." Such a statement is too long, however; it is dif
ficult to remember, and is hard to move around -- so we say the same
thing by abbreviating it to A = a x b.
The diagrammatically
illustrated
strates the meaning of this formula:

balance

scale

below

demon-

Notice that A balances, or is equal to, a x b. This same condition must hola true when numbers are substituted for the letters; that
is, the arithmetical value of the left side must be equal to the arith
metical value of the right side. If not, the formula is nat correct.
SM-2
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When all the values are known and substituted for the letters in
the formula, this
formula is then simply a statement of a fact in abbreviated form. Very often, however, all the values contained in a
with the exception of one; this remaining quantity
formula are known
may then be determined by performing the proper mathematical processes.
This is called SOLVING THE FORMULA.
In an equation such as 2 + 3 = 5, we know the value of both members of the equation, and it
therefore becomes a simple statement of
fact.
However, if we have 2 + ? = 5, then we are required to find one
immediately
Ín this simple example, we of course
see
unknown value.
that 3 must be added to 2 in order to give the left member of the equa
tion a value equal to 5. Bear in mind that the unknown quantity, which
we have designated by the question mark (?), could have been given any
In
any case, it
other temporary name, such as A, B, C, X, Y, Z, etc.
still remains simply the unknown quantity.
In dealing with equations,
we
will call everything on the left side of the equal sign (=) the
first member, and everything on the right side of the equal sign, the
second member.
RULES FOR SOLVING EQUATIONS

There are certain rules which will assist us greatly in solving
rules follow, together with examples to demonstrate
equations.
These
their use.

RULE 1:
The letters that occur in a formula or equation must be given
such numerical values as will make both members numerically equal when
these values are substituted in the formula.
Example:

A= 12; B = 6; C = 2; D = 9.
= C x D, wherein
substituting the numerical values given for the
letters, we have: 12 + 6 = 2 x 9
18 = 18
Therefore:

A + B

Thus,

The same quantity may be added to or subtracted from both mem
RULE 2:
bers without unbalancing the equation.

Example:

Add 10 to each side of the equation (18
Thus:
18 + 10 = 18 + 10
28 = 28
or:

Example:

Subtract 10 from each side.
18 - 10 = 18 - 10
Thus:
8

or:

=

=

18).

8

RULE 3: Both members of a formula or equation may be multiplied or
divided by the same quantity without destroying the balance.
Example:

Multiply both sides of the equation by
Thus:
or:

Example:

18 x 7
126

=
=

Divide both members by
Thus:

18 _ 9

=

or:

2

=

9.

18 _ 9

4:
Both members of a formula or equation
same power without destroying the balance.

RULE

7.

18 x 7
126

may

be

raised to the

Example: Raise the equation to the second,third and fourth powers.
183 = 183;
184 = 184
182 = 182;

LESSON NO.
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RULE 5:
The same root may
stroying the equality.
Example:

be

extracted

I

I

in both members without de-

Take the square,cube,and fóurth roots of the equation.

VIE

=

V18;

'Y18

=-

113;

yl8 =V18

RULE 6:
The order
of the numbers or the order of the letters is not
important if the proper sign is given to each.
Example:

Change the order of the numbers in the first member of
the equation
(6 x 8) - 6 - 20 = 22
Changing locations:
-6 + (6 x 8) - 20 = 22
or:

-20 + (6 x 8)

-

6

=

22

When neither a positive (+) or negative (-) sign is found in
front of the letter or number, it is taken for granted that the number
is positive; thus, 6 means +6, or 10 means +10.
A common process in working with equations is that of TRANSP03ITION, or transposing of numbers. By transposition is meant the moving
of a term from one side of the equation to the other, or from one member to another. This,in reality, is the application of Rule #2, which
says that
same quantity may be added to or subtracted from both
the
members without unbalancing the equation. Thus, if it is necessary
for us to move a term from one member to another,we proceed a s explain
ed in the following paragraphs:

X+

2

=

5+2+2

In the above illustration, we
have a balancing scale containing
two iron blocks in the left-hand tray, and three blocks in the righthand tray.
in the left tray is known to weigh 2
One
of
the blocks
lbs; the weight of the other is not known so
we will just call it X.
The blocks in the right tray are known to weigh 5, 2, and 2 pounds, re
spectively. Since the scale is in a state of balance (the total weight
of the blocks on each side being the same), we can formulate the equation X + 2 = 5 + 2 + 2. Now, we wish to find the weight of X, and in
order to do this we must move the 2 from the first member to the other
side of the "equal" sign. We begin by subtracting 2 from each member
of the given equation as follows:
X

+

2- 2- 5+ 2+ 2-

2

When the minus 2 is subtracted from the plus 2 in the first member, the answer is zero; therefore, we have eliminated the 2 from the
first member and we now. have: X = 5 + 2 + 2 - 2 = 7.
Our calculations
have thus shown that the weight of X = 7 pounds.
Now, let us refer back to the illustration and see if this solution is born out in actual practice. We subtracted 2 pounds from the
2 -pound
block from
first member of the equation, so let us
take the
the left tray; this
leaves
only the block X on this tray. Since we
subtracted 2 from the second member of the equation, we also remove
one of the 2 -pound blocks from the right tray,and the scale will again
be in balance because we have removed the same amount from each tray.
it is now seen that the block X in the
left tray is balancing the two
blocks weighing 5 and 2 pounds in the right tray;therefore, X = 5 + 2,
or 7, which agrees with our calculation.
SM-2
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Instead of subtracting 2 from each side of the equation as we
have done, it will be seen that we can accomplish the same thing in a
much shorter and easier way. That is, to remove the 2 from the first
member of the equation, we simply change the sign in front of the numin the first member and move it to the second member of
ber contained
Thus:
R + 2 = 5 + 2 + 2
the equation.

x='5+2+2-2
x=7

We thus have the handy rule: TO TRANSPOSE ANY TERM FROM ONE SIDE
SIGN IN FRONT OF THE TERM AND
OF AN EQUATION TO THE OTHER, CHANGE THE
(Note: By "changing the sign"
MOVE IT (THE TERM) TO THE OTHER MEMBER.
That is, if the sign is
to
is meant
change it to the opposite sign.
change it to a plus;
is
minus,
if
the
sign
it
a
minus;
to
plus, change
it
to division (±); and if
if the sign is multiplication (x), change
the sign is division, change it to multiplication, when transposing.)
TYPICAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING EQUATIONS

Find the value of (?)in each
by itself.
1

2

3

(4
5

+ 3 +
6 + 1 +
? + 7
? x 5 x
7 x
?

5

1

=

8

5

=

10 +

-2

+

2

=

6

=

4 +
4 x

Explanation of Problem 1:
stated as 8 + ? = 5

?

$ep explanation

1

below)Ans.

(see explanation below)

1

The equation 5
3

+

Ans.
Ans.
Ans.

(See explanation below)

?

-8+0

equation by the method of leaving(?)

+

3

+

1

=

Transposing the

1.

+

?

=

5 + 3

?

=

1

+

1

-

Ans.

8 + ?,
8,

?
?

=

1

=

2

?

=3

?

=

?

=

1/2
168

can also be

we have:

8

Explanation of Problem 4: We have ? x 5 x 2 = 4 + 1, and it is necessary to transpose the terms, 5 and 2 in order to find the value
of'(?) Since the 5 and 2 are connected to the (?) by multiplication
signs, we must perform the opposite function to eliminate them
from the first member of the equation -- thus, we divide both
Our equation then appears as
members by this quantity, 5 x 2.
follows:
Dividing by

5 x 2,

4

-

4 + 1
5 x 2
4 +

Cancelling, we have
Thus:

+

=

-

1
2

1
5 x 2
4 +

?

9

9

5 x

1

lo
_

1

Explanation of Problem 5: In this problem we employ a new rule, which
says that whenever multiplication and division are indicated
without parenthesis in an equation, the process of multiplica tion is performed first, followed by the process of division.
In the case of addi tion and subtraction, these functions are per
formed in the order in which they appear in ,the equation.
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Problem 5 presents the equation ? T 7 x 6= 4 x 1.
According to the above rule, we must first multiply
the equation becomes

by

7

6.

13

Thus

?_42=4x1

or:

=

To remove the 42 from
by 42, thus:

4

first member, we multj.Fly both sides

the
x

42

=

4 x

42

x

SIB

=

4 x

42

?

=

168

?

Cancelling, we have:

When multiplying two letters together in a formula, or a letter
and a number, it
is
not necessary to use the multiplication sign (x).
For instance, the equation A x B x 5 = C x D may be written 5AB - CD
(Note that when a number and a letter are multiplied together, the num_
ber is written before the letter.)
you understand the use of letters in equations
To be sure that
or formulas, let us consider the following expression:

5+ 3+ 8- 7=

9

Instead of using the figures 5, 3, 8, 7, and 9, we could have used the
five + three + eight - seven = nine; or,
names of these figures as:
instead of using the full names, we could use just the first letter
In the latter
read F + T + E - S = N.
of each and the equation would
case, however, we must not forget that each of these letters has a def
finite value and stands for a certain number.
This is exactly what is done when writing formulas. We use lettime and space to
they require less
ters in place of names because
of the names
write. The
letters represent the quantities or values
and are connected by signs of operation such as x, =, +, -, and =
.

To solve these
formulas with letters, we first substitute all
known values for the letters, and solve for the letter that remains,
just as we solved for ? and X in the preceding examples.

Returning once more to our formula A = a x b, where A is the
area of the rectangle, "a" the length of the altitude, and "b" the
length of the base -- let us suppose that "a" is 4 inches and "b" is
If such be the case, what is the value of A?
10 inches.

Substituting values in

our

formula, we

have A

=

4

x

10,

or 40

square inches.
"a",

4

Now, suppose we know the value of A to be 40 square inches and
inches. What, then, is the value of "b"?

It is apparent that to determine the value of "b", we must first
equal
rearrange the formula A = a x b so that we can find what "b" is
This is done by first writing the formula
of A and "a".
to in terms
the unknown value "b"
get
in the equivalent form, a x b = A so as to
on the left side (first member) of the equation.- Then we transpose
according to the rule previously given and so move the "a" from the
first to the second member by changing the sign, thus:
b

-

A _ a,

or b

A
-

a

SM-2
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We now have
the formula in a form in which we can
simply substitute the known values and solve as follows: use it, so we
b

=

a

-

40

10 inches

=

We can also rearrange our original formula, A = a
x b, to obtain
the form we can
use for finding "a". Starting with the convenient
form, a x b = A, transposing "b" to the second member
and changing its
sign
we have:
a

A

or a

b,

A
b

-

Notice how by substituting the known values of 40 for A and
10
formula, you obtain the value 4 for "a" as originally
given (a . A = 4) -- thus showing how a condition
of balance is
112
maintained by the equation or formula no matter how it be rearranged.
for

"b" in this

SOLVING TYPICAL PROBLEMS

When you studied percentage in the previous lesson, you learned
three rules: One to find the percentage, one to find the base,
and
one to find the rate. Now that you understand how to solve
formulas,
you may use only one of the rules and get all three parts from it. The
formula is this:
Percentage
or,

use just the letters:

EXAMPLE

1

Solution:

-

P -

Find P, when R
The formula is P

Rate x Base
100
R x B
100

=

15 and B

-

R x B
100

Substituting the given
P

-

=

5000.

values

for R and B, we have:

15 x 5000
100

By cancellation and multiplying,
we find:

P = 750

EXAMPLE 2

When P is 300, B is 15,000

Solution:

Rearranging

.

What is R?

the formula
to
find the value of R in
terms of P and B, we first clear the
fraction as before, thus:

R x B
100
100RB
100

P

100P
RB

=

100P

Transposing,

R

_

Substituting,

R.

100P
B
100 x 300
15000

_

-

.

Cancelling,

R

-

2

x3.0e
1a990
4141

-

2%
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EXAMPLE 3

Given:

Solution:

Arranging the formula to find the value of B.in terms
of P and R, we clear the fractions as before.

P

=

250 and R

=

10.

Find the value of B.

Then, 100P

=

100RB
100

Cancelling, 100P

=

RB, or RB

Transposing,

B

-

100P

Substituting,

B

=

100 x 250

25-.000

10

10

B

=

=

100P

2500 (answer)

The knowledge which you will acquire
from a thorough study of
this lesson will help you greatly to master the subject of general
Such a background will enable you to advance much farther
arithmetic.
in the industry than would be possible withóut your having the ability
to solve practical problems
relating to mechanics. You will realize
this even more after you have advanced a little farther in your studies.

Should you find
some of the arithmetical processes described
herein to be new to you, thereby requiring more time for study, then
we advise you not to concentrate on this lesson for too long a time at
It is better that you continue your study of the regular
one sitting.
Assignments and devote only a part of each day's study -time to this
lesson.

SM- 2

REVIEW PROBLEMS
The problems appearing on
this page will give you an
to check up on yourself, to
opportunity
see how well you have
mastered the instruc
tion presented in this lesson. We
suggest that you solve each of
and compare your answers with
them
those given at the bottom of this
page.
If your answer for each
problem agrees with that given here,
is sufficient proof that
it
you understand the work
involved. If not,
review thoroughly that part of this
lesson which explains those points
on which you are weak.

Do not send your solutions to
us for correction.

1.

-

What is the value of 84?

2.

-

What is the square root of 1296?

3.

-

If R

= 30
and B = 10, what
equation (formula) --

P

_

is

the value of P in the

R x B

100

4.

-

If X

5.

-

May the same
quantity be added to or subtracted
from
both members of an equation without
unbalancing
the
equation?

6.

-

What is the square root of 25/64?

7.

-

8.

-

What is the square root of
39.69?
How will an equation be affected if
you multiply both
sides of it by the same number?

9.

-

What

10.

-

Find the value of (?) in the equation
2 x

ANSWERS:

+

8

is

=

12

+

4,

what is the value of X?

the value of (3/4)2
?

x 3

_

4

+

2.

1.

-

4096

6.

-

5/8

2.

-

36

7.

-

6.3

3.

-

3

8.

-

It will remain balanced.

4.

-

8

9.

-

9/16

5.

-

10.

-

1

Yes.

1
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MATHEMATICS
LESSON

NO.

M-3

SIMPLIFYING RADIO AND ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS
(Power of Ten Notation)
At this stage of your training, you have probably observed that
workers in the interesting fields of radio and electronics are sometimes called upon to handle problems in which are involved "cumbersome"
or "ponderous" numbers. That is, numbers ranging from very small fractions of electrical units, to very large numbers involving millions of
units ---often in the same problem. With the development of equipment
designed to operate on higher and higher frequencies, such as television, F -M, radar, etc, this use of "cumbersome" numbers will in-

crease, rather than decrease.
Now, very few persons care to perform long mathematical computations, or work complicated problems, simply for
the joy of "figu ri ng", or because of a love
for mathematics itself.
The practical man wants
concrete answers to his
b
problems, and he is only
interested in mathematics
because it is a method of
obtaining those answers.
r
You, as a radio and
J
electronics technician
a
can and should use the
many handy mathematical
"short-cuts" which are
available. These include

tables, charts,

graphs, and special methods

which convert what would be
rather complicated problems
in multiplication and

division, into simple

problems involving mostly
addition and subtraction.
ERL:M-3
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TEN
NOTATIONS ARE A
VALUABLE TOOL TO THE RADIO ENGINEER
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Whenever and wherever possible, these aids have been incorporated
in your study material ---such as the tables and charts for figuring
coils, tables for conversion from units to sub or gross units, etc.
In line with this policy, we are now going to introduce the subject of
EXPONENTS and POWER OF TEN.
The use of Exponents can be one of your
handiest mathematical short cuts ----as you shall see while reading
the following pages.
Many persons seem to think that the study of exponents is difficult ---indeed, some misinformed individuals mentally "shy" every time
they see the word "exponents" associated with a practical problem in
electricity, radio or electronics.
This is unfortunate, as only a
slight amount of time and effort will enable almost anyone who can add,
multiply, and divide, to utilize this easy "short-cut" in practical work.
WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH EXPONENTS
To you,as
1.

2.

3

a

practical technician,

exponents can:

Enable you to solve difficult problems in multiplication and
division either in your head, or with a few numbers jotted
down on a piece of scratch paper.
Enable you to use a very handy type of "short hand" in writing
values which would normally contain a great many digits.
In
other words, it takes the long string of numbers which are
hard to read, and converts them into simple and easily written
and easily considered values, greatly simplifying many calculations which would otherwise be rather complex.
Enable you to read and understand the many technical handbooks
and magazine articles in radio and electronics magazines,
wherein exponents are used as an easy method of illustrating
a principle.
A BRIEF REVIEW

You will recall that in a previous Mathematics Lesson, you learned
that an exponent is a small number written to the right, and slightly
above another number.
For instance, in 74, the small figure4is an
exponent.
You also learned that the number with which an exponent is
combined is called the basic number, or more simply, the BASE. Thus,
in the case of 74, 7 is the BASE combined with the EXPONE Nr4.
Continuing, you have learned that when a BASE is written with an
exponent, it means that the base is to be multiplied by itself, and
that the number of times it is to be multiplied by itself is indicated
by the exponent. Thus, in the case of 74 we know that 7 is to be taken
as a factor four times.
Like this:
7 x 7 x 7 x 7= 2,401.

When a base number is multiplied by itself one or more times, as
is the case with 7 in the above example, the answer is called a POWER.
Thus, in the above, the answer of 2,401 is a power of seven. Because
the base, or 7, was multiplied by itself four times, we know that 2,401
is the fourth power of seven.
Or, to state it in a more scientific
manner, "seven to the fourth power equals 2,401." We would write it in
this manner:
74 = 2,401; or in the reverse manner, 2,401 = ¡4.

FACTOR
Because the series of numbers which are multiplied to secure the
answer in a problem of multiplication are often called FACTORS of the
answer, the base number which is written with an exponent is often called
a factor.
7
Thus, it would be proper to say that in the case of 74
,

ERL:M-j
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is either the base of the
power 2,401 or a factor of
2,401.
Just remember that
when you hear or see the
word factor, it refers to the
number, or numbers, involved
in a problem of multiplication.

(A)

62=?

(B)

IN

ABOVE, 36

THE

WHAT POWER OF 6?

IS

(C)

HOW WOULD YOU FIND THE FIFTH POWER OF 5?

(o)

94=?

Before proceeding flzrther,
it is suggested that you work

the
Fig.

practice problems in

This is merely to
ensure that you do understand the basic principles
of exponents and powers, so
that you will be fully prepared to proceed to the more
interesting parts of this
Lesson.
Work each example,
determining the required
value; checking your answer
against the correct answers
at the bottom of Fig. 2.
If
2.

you can do them satisfactorily,
then you can feel confident
of being able to continue in
this so valuable a study.

(E)

7

IF

9

4 x

x

x

2=

504, WHAT ARE

THE

FACTORS OF 504?

(F)

THE BASE 5 AND THE EXPONENT
TO WHAT ?

(G)

WHAT

IS

THE

4TH POWER OF

IO

3

ARE

EQUAL

?

ANSWERS:
6

(4)
(C)

x

6

36;

=

MULTIPLY

5

(B)
BY

ITSELF

THE

FIVE

2ND;
TIMES,

5x5x5x5X5=3125; (D)9x9x9x9
6,561
(E) THE NUMBERS 7, 4, 9, AND 2;
(f)=5X5x5=75;

THUS
=

.

CAUTION: Do NOT HESITATE TO
REFER BACK TO
EARLIER MATHEAN
MATICS LESSON (M -I OR M-2) SHOULD
YOU
BE
IN DOUBT
ABOUT ANYTHING
WHICH HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY COVERED
IN THOSE LESSONS.

(G)

=

10 x

IO

x

IO x

10

=

10,000

.

FIG
2
PRACTICE EXAMPLES ---POWERS, BASES AND EXPONENTS

Exponents and Powers

of

Ten

Undoubtedly, the most useful application of exponents from the standpoint of the radio and electronics worker is the combining of exponents
with the figure ten, to form POWERS OF TEN. You will remember that the
figure ten is the easiest of all values to use in problems of multiplication and division. You know that you can multiply any number by ten
by simply moving the decimal point one place to the right, or you can
divide by ten by merely moving the decimal point one place to the left.

For example, to multiply 23,946.35 x 10, it is merely necessary to
move the decimal point one place to the right (from in front of the 3 to
a position in front of the 5) to get the answer of 239,463.5 (like this:

23946,5).

To divide by ten, you know that it is merely necessary to move
the decimal point one place to the left.
For example, to divide 1623.54
by 10, you move the decimal point from a place in front of the 5, to
a position in front of the 3, to get the answer of .62.355 (like this:

16254,

).

From the above, you see that you can divide or multiply ANY NUMBER
by ten without any figuring or computation whatsoever.

EXAMPLES
Fig. 3 shows a few problems involving the multiplication or division of numbers by ten.
Just for the sake of ensuring your complete
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understanding and appreciation of the easy way in which ten is handled in
such problems, it is suggested that you work a few of them, and compare
your answers with those at the bottom of Fig. 3.
Remember that in the case of a whole number (a number
CAUTION:
which does not incorporate a decimal point) the decimal point
belongs in back of the number, at the extreme right of the
series of numbers, and should be placed there (either mentally
or actually) before attempting to work any problem.
For instance:
the value 1692 is a whole number, and is usually
written without the decimal point, but you would insert the
decimal point, like this, 1692. before actually multiplying
or dividing.

TEN COMBINED WITH EXPONENTS
Just as the knowledge of how to divide and multiply by ten without computation is valuable in simple problems, so is this same handy
figure "ten" valuable, when combined with an exponent, and used in even
what would ordinarily be highly complex problems ---were it not for ten
and its exponent.

Naturally, we write the figure "ten" and an exponent just as we
would any other base number and an exponent.
10 and the
For example:
exponent 2 are written 102; 10 and the exponent6 are written 10% etc.
You immediately know that 102 is equal to 10 multiplied by itself, or
10 x 10 = 100.
You also know that 106 (or, 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10)
is equal to 1,000,000
.

(A)

10x16.94=

(B)

16.94 x 10

(c)

9,954.21=10

(D)

.21

(E)

21= 10=

(y)

983,261

A really proper way
to state this, in a mathematical sense, is to say,
in the case of 106, that
ten is taken as a factor six
times, and the factors then
multiplied to get the power,

=

_

10=

which is 1,000,000

From the above, you
can see that we can prop-

=

erly call the value 1,000,000

10

POWER OF TEN --- the
6th power of ten, to be
a

(c)

lox 21,429

(H)

.006421

x

10=

exact.

10

x

THE POWElS OF TEN

10

(I)

.00021

_

1

0

Naturally, the first

=

power of 10 is 10.
It
could be written with

(j) 105,240.005
10

ANSWERS
(A) 169.4;
(E)
(I)

2.1;

.

(e) 169.4;
(F)

.000021;

98,326.1;

(c)

9,95.421;

(G) 214.29;

(H)

(J) 10,524.0005
FIG.

(o) .021;
.006421;

the exponent 1 like this,
101, but it seldom is,
as there is obviously
no point in using an exponent to indicate that
10 is equal to itself.

The second power of
3

PRACTICE EXAMPLES --MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION BY 10

10, written 102-,is obviously

100

because 10 x 10 = 100.

The third power of

10,

ERL:M-3
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POWERS OF TEN

TABLE I
POWER

EXPRESSED
WITH
EXPONENT

FIRST

101

SECOND

IO 2

THIRD

103

FOURTH

104

FIFTH

105

SIXTH

1

107

EIGHTH

108

NINTH

1

TENTH

0

10
10
10

10
1

10

X

10

10
X

X

10

10 X
X

1

10

10

10 X

10 X
10 X

10 X

10

10

100

10

10
X

X

10

10

X

10
X

X

10

10

10

10

X

10
X

10

10

X

X

10

X

I,

10 X

X

10

10 X

10 x

100,000

10

X

X

X

10,000

10

X

X

0

1,000

10

10

X

x

POWER

I

10 x

10

10

10X

X

x

x

X

X

0 X

10 X

9

1010

0

1

06

SEVENTH

VALUE OF

ACTUAL MEANS
OF ARRIVING AT POWER

10

10
X

10,000,090

10

10

X

X

10

000,000

100,000,000

10

X

10
X

X

10

10

X

I,

10

000, 000, 000

10,000,000,000

written 103, is obviously 1000 because 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000. Table I
shows the powers of ten up to the tenth power, and the basic method
of arriving at them.
HOW YOU CAN USE POWERS OF TEN
By this time, you are probably wondering how you can use the principles governing powers of ten, such as you have just studied. That is as
it should be, as a practical man does not wish to put in time and effort
in learning principles of mathematics, unless he is shown clearly and
promptly how those same principles can be of use to him. Following,
are explained some easy methods of shortening cumbersome numbers and
multiplying and dividing cumbersome numbers by means of exponents --easier and- quicker than you could do it by other methods.

Shortening Numbers by Means of Exponents
and Powers of Ten
Let us take as an example, the figure for the velocity of radio
Now this value,
and light waves, or 300,000,000 meters per second.
containing as it does, the numeral 3, followed by eight zeros, is what
we would call in non -technical phraseology, a "cumbersome" or "awkward
value".
Setting it up in a problem of multiplication or division can
sometimes be quite complicated, and one has to be very careful to see
that none of the zeros are omitted in the final answer.
On the other hand, if you just
could eliminate the zeros from your
very simple.
Obviously, a problem
volving just 3 and another equally
and quickly.

had to deal with the figure 3, and
problem, you know that it would be
in division or multiplication insimple number can be solved easily

We can eliminate the zeros by the use of a power of ten, or by the
use of 10 and a suitable exponent. This is how it may be done;
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TO SHORTEN A NUMBER WHICH
CONTAINS A NUMBER OF ZEROS
PROCEDURE: MOVE THE DECIMAL POINT
TO THE LEFT UNITL
YOU HAVE A VALUE
WHICH IS MORE THAN ONE AND
LESS THAN TEN.
THEN SHOW THE RESULTING VALUE
AS BEING MULTIPLIED
BY IO,COMBINEO WITH AN
EXPONENT WHOSE VALUE IS EQUAL
TO THE NUMBER OF
PLACES THE DECIMAL POINT WAS
MOVED.

At the first reading,
the above might well sound
talk" to one not accustomed
to working with exponents, like "doubleas you will readily
but it isn't,
see when we apply the above
of 300,000,000.
PROCEDURE to our value

Remembering that in any
properly placed at the extreme whole number, the decimal point may be
right of the number, we regard
as 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. ,
300,000,000
with a decimal point
following the final zero.
Then we move this decimal
point to the left, like this:
3. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0y
and discard the zeros.
value more than one and Thus giving us only the number 3., which is a
less than ten.
Now, while the above is easy
to do, it should be
while we don't require the
remembered that
eight
zeros
which we have discarded, we do
have to represent them, or to
a notation after
make
that it was originally
the 3. to show
followed by eight zeros.

Such a notation is easily made
by showing the 3. as being
by 10; like this:
multiplied
3 x 10, with a
suitable
exponent.
our rule of procedure, you
Now, remembering
will
recall
that the exponent must be
to the number of places the
equal
point was moved. Since the decimal
point was moved eight places, decimal
we know that our exponent
must bee
in its final form,
Thus
300,000,000 may be shortened to 3. x
108 (pronounced:
"three times ten to the
eighth').
.

As you will see in future
sections of this Lesson, 3 x 108 is
more easily handled than is
much
have changed it from a nine 300,000,000, because in shortening it, we
-digit number to a number having
digit. While it is true that we
only one
that ten is the easiest of allhave added the " x 108",you wlll remember
values to use in multiplication and
division, and this is no exception.

Compare the RULE OF PROCEDURE as
given, with the actual way in
which we shortened 300,000,000
and make certain that you
all of the operations, and
understand
the reasons for doing
them.

In

like manner, the number
moved 5 places to the left, and it 200,000 can have its decimal point
becomes 2 x 105 (pronounced:
times ten to the fifth");
"two
50,000 can have its decimal point moved
places to the left, to become
k
5 x 104 (pronounced:
"five times ten
to the fourth"); 628,000
can
have
its
decimal point moved 5 places
to the left to become 6.28
x 105 (pronounced:
"six
times ten to the fifth").
eight
Note in this last instance, pointtwo
that while we
can't always shorten our numbers so
that they contain only one
can shorten them to the extent
digit, we
that they have a total value which
always less than ten.
is
Hence 628,000 in its shortened form,
6.28 x 105,
contains three digits (a 6 a 2 and an
8); but because of the
of the decimal point, the total
placement
value
of these three digits is less
than ten.
a

Fig. 44, shows a number of
examples of values which have been
ened" or expressed with suitable
"shortpowers of ten.
Go over each example,
comparing it with what you have learned
in the preceding paragraphs--and make certain that you
understand
just
how each operation was done,
and why.
ERL:M-3
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PRACTICE EXAMPLES
ORIGINAL

After you have examined
the typical worked -out examples in Fig. 4, turn to
Fig. 5 and perform the necessary operations on the values
given so that they may be

expressed in "shortened"

450, 000,

256,000

=

2.56

x

105

160

=

1.6

x

102

000, 000

=

4.5

x

10 "

121 .0

=

.21

x

I

12.1 0

=

.21

x

101

.21 0

=

1

.21

x

1

1

.21

x

form with the aid of power
After you have done
of ten.
this, compare your results
with the correct answers
given at the bottom of Fig.

1

1

0

2-

5.
I

Should any
CAUTION:
of your answers to the examples in Fig. 5 fail to
correspond with the correct
answers, do not go on until

you have learned WHY your
answer was incorrect. Do
not hesitate to review the

1

21

0

I

0°
103

6.702501

670,250.1

x

.670,000.0

=

6.7

x

10 5

I,000,000

_

I.

x

107

I

105

FIG.4

earlier parts of this Lesson

SHORTENING VALUES ---TYPICAL EXAMPLES

necessary.

if

"SHORTENED" FORM

FORM

Shortening Numbers

ORIGINAL FORM

Which Are Less Than
One, or Decimal Fractions

"SHORTENED"FORM

Remembering from the
(A)

755

foregoing explanation,
how we took the figure

(B)

755,000

(c)

75.5

300,000,000 and called it a
"cumaersome" or "awkward"
number, because it had

(o)

500,000,000

(E

)

10,968

(F )

968

(G

21

)

so many zeros following
its main digit of 3, let
us now consider the value
.00025.
This value, which
is so often encountered

when working with circuits

containing capacity, is
also very "cumbersome"
because in addition to
its two principle digits,
the 2 and 5, it contains

.5

(H)

165,000

(I)

3.620

(J)

362.0

three zeros.

ANSWERS;

io';

(A) 7.55 x 102; (e) 7.55 x 105; (E) 7.55 X
(o) 5 x
(E)
.0968 X 104; (F) 9.68 x 101;
(G) 2.15 X 101; (1-1)
(i) NO SHORTEN
.65 X 105;
ING POSSIBLE---REAO AS 3.62;
(J)
3.62 X 101

los;

I

1

FIG. 5
SHORTENING VALUES ---PRACTICE EXAMPLES

Fortunately, just as
we can shorten a number
of 1 or greater, such as
300,000,000, so also can
we shorten numbers which
are less than one, or which
are decimal fractions, such
as the value .00025; how-

ever, because with all
decimal fractions, the
decimal point is located
at the extreme left of

MATHEMATICS

PAGE 8

the last digit, it is obvious that to shorten such values, we must move
Here is the
the decimal point to the right, instead of to the left.
RULE OF PROCEDURE in "shortening" decimal fractions:
PROCEDURE: MOVE THE DECIMAL POINT THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF PLACES TO THE
RIGHT SO THAT THE VALUE
BECOMES MORE THAN ONE AND LESS THAN TEN. THEN
SHOW THE RESULTING VALUE AS BEING MULTIPLIED BY IO,COMBINED WITH A NEGATHE NUMBER OF PLACES THE DECIMAL
WHOSE VALUE IS EQUAL TO
TIVE EXPONENT
POINT WAS MOVED.

Now, let us compare the above PROCEDURE with an actual operation;
First, we will move
taking as our first example, the value .00025
the decimal point until our value becomes more than one and less than
10; or 2.5 like this:
.

x.00025
Note that this requires that the decimal point be moved 4 places.
We then show the shortened value, 2.5 as being multiplied by 10 or
2.5 x 10

Since our decimal point was moved 4 places, our exponent will be
Therefore, our notation becomes.

equal to4

.

2.5 x 104

in "shortening" all values which are less than one,there
Remember that
important item to be placed in the notation.
the
specified
decimal
fractions
shortening
for
OF
PROCEDURE
the RULE
Now, a negative exponent is nothing more
use of a negative exponent.
than an exponent, written in the usual manner, with a small minus, or
However,

is one other

negative sign (-) in front of it.
Thus, in its final form, our notation looks like this:
2.5 x 10-4

(pronounced:

"two point five times ten to the negative fourth").

Anyone looking at this value; 2.5 x 10-4; would instantly realize
that the negative sign means that the original value was a decimal
fraction having a total value which was less than 1
.

Whenever you "shorten" a decimal fraction, or a value
To sum up.
which is less than one, place a small negative sign ahead of the exponent,
Whenever you see a value with a
thus making the exponent negative.
notation to a power of ten, with the exponent negative, you will instantly realize that the original value was less than one, or was a
decimal fraction.
POSITIVE EXPONENTS
SINCE IN ELECTRICITY AND RADIO WE USUALLY ASSOCIATE THE TERM "NEGATIVE" WITH AN
OPPOSITE, OR "POSITIVE" TERM, YOU ARE POSSIBLY WONDERING IF THERE IS SUCH A THING AS
IS YES.
THE POSITIVE EXPONENT IS THE
THE ANSWER, OF COURSE,
POSITIVE EXPONENT.
A
EXPONENT WHICH IS USED IN SHORTENING NUMBERS THAT ARE EQUAL TO ONE OR MORE, SUCH AS
THIS CASE, THE EXIN
WITH POWERS OF TEN AS 3 X 108.
WE NOTED THIS
300,000,000
OUR NOTATION
AND COULD ACTUALLY BE WRITTEN SO THAT
PONENT8 IS A POSITIVE EXPONENT,
COULD INCLUDE THE POSITIVE SIGN (+) LIKE THIS:
.

3 X

IO+8

INSTANCES TO OMIT THE POSITIVE SIGN IN FRONT
IT IS CUSTOMARY IN MOST
HOWEVER,
THAT WHEN AN EXPONENT IS WRITTEN
AND TO TAKE IT FOR GRANTED
POSITIVE EXPONENTS,
WITHOUT A SIGN, IT IS POSITIVE.
OF
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WRITTEN WITHOUT
IN FRONT OF IT IS ALWAYS
ANY SIGN
RULE: 'AN EXPONENT
WORDS, USUALLY ONLY NEGATIVE
CONSIDERED A POSITIVE EXPONENT.
IN OTHER
EXPONENTS HAVE THE SIGN IN FRONT OF THEM. THIS, OBVIOUSLY, IS JUST ANOTHER WAY
IS NOT NEGATIVE, THEN IT MUST
OF SAYING THAT IF AN EXPONENT
BE POSITIVE.

FOR EXAMPLE, ALL OF THE EXPONENTS USED IN THE EXAMPLES OF FIGS. 4 AND 5, ARE
POSITIVE EXPONENTS,
AND MUST BE
RECOGNIZED AS SUCH, EVEN THOUGH NO POSITIVE SIGN
(+) IS SHOWN.

Continuing with negative exponents: In a like manner, .00035 has its
decimal point moved 4 places to the right and is noted as 3.5 x 10-4 (pronounced: "three point five times ten to the negative fourth"); .00000628
has its decimal point moved 6 places to the right and becomes 6.28 x 10-6
(pronounced:
"six point two eight times ten to the negative sixth"); .004
is noted as 4 x 10-3(pronounced: "four times ten to the negative third")
.

Fig. 6 shows additional examples of decimals which have been shortAnalyze each
ened by means of 10 and suitable negative exponents.
example, and make certain that you understand just how each answer was
arrived at; reviewing if necessary.

PRACTICE EXAMPLES
After you have examined the typical worked -out examples in Fig. 6,
turn to Fig. 7, and perform the necessary operations on the fractional
values given, so that they may be expressed in "shortened" form with
the aid of powers of ten and suitable exponents; comparing your results
with the correct answers given at the bottom of the illustration.
Should any of your answers to the practice examples
fail to correspond with the correct answers given,
do not go on until you have learned WHY your answer was incorrect.
Review if necessary.
CAUTION:
in Fig.

7

ABSOLUTE VALUES OF EXPONENTS
ORIGINAL

In summing up, we can say that
the absolute, or numerical value of

ANY exponent is determined solely
by the number of places the decimal
point was moved, without regard to
the direction in which it was moved.
Thus,if when "shortening" a number the
decimal point were moved five places to
the left, the exponent would have an
absolute value of 5; if it were moved
five places to the right, the exponent
would also have an absolute value of 5.
However, in the case where the deci
mal point was moved to. the right, the

sign of the exponent would be negative or minus. When the decimal point
was moved to the left, the sign of the
exponent would be positive or plus.

-4

(A)

.00065

=

6.5

X

10

(B)

.65

=

6.5

X

IO-4

(c)

.003100

=

3.1

X

10-3

(D)

.21896

=

2.1896

x

10-1

(E)

00.65

_

6.5

X

10-'

(F)

.250025

=

2.50025

X

10-1

G)

.00001

=

x

i0-5

(H)

.00045

=

4.5

X

I0-4

I)

.0004

=

4

x

(J)

.006

_

6

X

(

(

(NUMERICAL) VALUE OF
THE ABSOLUTE
RULE:
AN EXPONENT
IS DETERMINED
BY THE NUMBER
OF PLACES THE DECIMAL POINT IS MOVED. THE
SIGN OF THE EXPONENT IS DETERMINED BY THE
DIRECTION IN WHICH THE DECIMAL IS MOVED.

"SHORTENED" FORM

FORM

FIG.

I

1

0

-4

10-3

6

NEGATIVE EXPONENTS ----TYPICAL EXAMPLES
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Changing Notations With Powers Of Ten Back To Their Original Forms
The changing of a notation with powers of ten
back to its original
form is equally as simple as the "shortening"
of a number.
Here is
the procedure:
PROCEDURE: IF THE EXPONENT
IS POSITIVE, MOVE THE
DECIMAL POINT TO THE
RIGHT ACCORDING TO THE VALUE OF THE EXPONENT.
IF THE EXPONENT
IS NEGATIVE, MOVE
THE DECIMAL POINT TO
THE LEFT ACCORDING TO THE VALUE OF THE
EXPONENT.

For example, assume that you wish to change the
value:
8.56 x 105
Since the exponent has no sign in front of it, it is
therefore
considered to be positive, and indicates that the decimal
point
is to
be moved 5 places to the right (annexing
zeros as necessary) like this:
3

Thus:

5 6 o o 0,.

8.56 x 105 = 850,000
ANOTHER EXAMPLE

Assume that you wish to change the value 5 x 10-3

Since the sign of the exponent is negative, it indicates
that
the decimal point is to be moved 3 places to the
left
(annexing
zeros
as necessary), like this:
,
0 0 5 x
Thus:
ORIGINAL

FORM

5 x

10-3

=

.005

CHANGE TO "SHORT" FORM

You will note that
(A)

.1691

(s)

.0041

the procedure in converting a notation back to its
original form is just the

reverse of the process
which

(c)

used when "shortnumber to a notation with power of ten.
ening'

00.0031

(D)

.2180

_

(E)

.0007
.7000

=

(F)

.004

=

(G)

.0000008

(H)

.0000000000362

tyou
a

Or, to go back to
our original values:
300,000,000 with the decimal

c

point moved 8 places to the

left,

while

becomes 3 x 108;
3 x loa with the

point moved 8 places to the
right, becomes 300,000,000.
In the case of our first

=

(I)

.000932102

=

()

.9

=

illustration with negative
exponents, .00025 with the
point moved 4 places to the
right became 2.5 x 10"4;
while 2.5 x 10-4 with the

ANSWERS:
(A) 1.691 x 10'1; (B) 4.1 x IO-3; (C) 3.1 x 10-3;
(D) 2.18 X 10-1;
(E) 7 x 10-4;
(F) 4 x 10-3;
(G) 8 x 10'7
(H) 3.62 x 10"";
(I) 9.32102 x 10- 4
( J )
9 x
0"'
;

;

{

.

FIG. 7
USE OF NEGATIVE EXPONENTS ---PRACTICE EXAMPLES

point moved 4 places to the
left becomes .00025.
Fig. 8 shows a number
of typical notations with
power of 10, using both
positive and negative exponents.
Note the values

which these notations
refer, or are equal to.
to
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PRACTICE EXAMPLES
To ensure that you are familiar with this procedure, you are requested to do the conversions required in the examples of Fig. 9, which
give you values using both positive and negative exponents with 10
as the base.
Convert back into the original form in each instance
and compare your answers with the correct answers at the bottom of
the illustration.

Shortening Values Which Are Exact Multiples
or Sub -Multiples of Ten
A slight variation of the procedures you have just studied is used
when the original value you are dealing with is either an even multiple,
or an even sub -multiple of ten.
NOTE: NUMBERS SUCH AS 100
1000 10,000
100,000, ETC., ARE CALLED EVEN
MULTIPLES OF
TEN
THEY MAY BE SECURED BY MULTIPLING
ONE
BY
BECAUSE
X 10
X
FOR THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TIMES.
FOP. INSTANCE:
10 X 10 IS
100; THEREFORE, 100 IS AN EVEN MULTIPLE OF TEN.
I

1

NUMBERS SUCH
AS
0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.00001, ETC., ARE CALLED EVEN DIVIOF
THEY MAY
BE SECURED
BY DIVIDING
BY
SIONS
ONE
BY
TEN, BECAUSE
BY 10
FOR THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TIMES. FOR INSTANCE,
DIVIDING
10
GIVES YOU .1; DIVIDING 0.1 BY 10 GIVES 0.01; DIVIDING 0.01 BY 10 GIVES
0.0001; ETC. SUCH EVEN DIVISIONS OF 10 ARE OFTEN CALLED SUB -MULTIPLES
OFTEN.
THE TERM "SUB -MULTIPLE" MEANING THE OPPOSITE OF "MULITPLE".
1

I

You will note that if you had a value of, say 1000, which is 1
followed by three zeros, you could shorten it to a one -digit value by
making a notation with power of ten like this:
1

x 10-5

However, our only aim in
using exponents and power of ten
is to simplify.
A moment's consideration shows that we can even
remove the 1; leaving only the
power, 10 and the exponent3, or
103.
This is possible because
multipling 1 x 10
is done like
This:
,

NOTATPON WITH
POWER OF
TEN

CHANGE TO
ORIGINAL VALUE

(A)

6

x

los

=

600,000

(B)

6

x

10-5

_

.00006

x

lo -'S

_

.0000000000000034l

(c)

3.4:

(D)

2.5

x

10-4

=

.00025

(E)

3

x

los

=

300,000,00o

(F)

k

x

10-3

=

.00k

10 x 10 x 10 = 1000

(G)

5

X

IO

which yields the same answer as
when the 1 was included. There-

(H)

9 x

1

x 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000

While if we omit the 1, and
write the notation as just 103,
it

becomes:

fore, since the 1 is not necessary,
it is omitted in our notations.
However, like the positive sign in
front of the positive exponent,
even though the 1 is not actually

shown, you must always realize
that whenever you see a power
of ten notation, such as 103,
the 1 is always assumed to be

3

10'
-G

(I)

3.16

x

10

(J)

7.95

x

107

_

5,000

=

9,000,000,000,000

_

.00000316

79,000,000

FIG. 8
CONVERTING BACK TO ORIGINAL VALUE
TYPICAL EXAMPLES
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NOTATION WITH
POWER OF TEN

CHANGE TO
ORIGINAL VALUE

(A)

5.3

x

108

B)

9.999

x

10-9

lc)

8

x

10-1

=

(D)

6.6

x

10-6

_

(

(E)

6.6

x

106

(F)

4.50

x

10-3

60003

x

10-4

5 x

10'1

(G)

1

(H)

1.00

(I)

()

I

ANSWERS:
(A) 530,000,000;

present, just as though it
were written out 1 x 103;

x

105

x

10-'

and when converting a
power of ten and an exponent back to its original value, you will
always first write the
1 down, and then follow
it with the proper number
of zeros as indicated

by the

exponent.

Therefore, if you
and wished to
convert back to its original form,you would
first jot down the 1
which you know is the
saw 103

first digit of the value,

like this:

1.
Then, since the
exponent is3, you would
move the decimal point

.000003009999;
(c) .8;
(D) .0000066; (E) 6,600,000; (F) .001+5;(G).000160003
(H) .05 ;
(I) 100,000;
(J) .1
(8)

the required three places
to the right (annexing

zeros)

like this:
l,(`00sr

FIG. 9
CONVERTING BACK TO ORIGINAL VALUES
PRACTICE EXAMPLES

Which would give you

the answer of 1000

.

OTHER EXAMPLES
Likewise,

100,000 is noted as 105; 100,000,000 as 108,

etc.

EXPRESSING DECIMALS WHICH END IN ONE
Likewise, in the case of decimals such as .1, .01, .001, .0001,
etc, which have a single 1 in them as the only digit which is
greater than zero, we omit the 1 in the notation with power of ten.
.00001,

For example, .1 would be noted with power of ten by moving the
decimal point one place to the right, like this:
and making
tlr
the proper notation, like this:
x 10-I
I
However, the 1 is almost
never put down; merely the notation:
10 -(being used.
Thus:
.1 =

as

Likewise,
10-4; etc.

.01 would be noted as:

10-1
10-z;

.0001 as:

10-4;

.000001

In Table II, you are shown all multiples and sub -multiples of 10
from .000001 to 1,000,000 and the way in which they would be noted with
power of ten. Observe that in no instance would the digit 1 be included.
However, the digit 1 is always assumed to be present, and in converting
notations with power of 10 back to their original values, as well as when
working problems of division, multiplication, etc, you will always first
write the digit 1 down; mentally placing a decimal point to its immediate
ERL :M-3
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TABLE IE
MULTIPLES AND SUB -MULTIPLES OF TEN

SUB -MULTIPLES
TEN

OF

0.000001
0.00001
0.0001

=

0.001
0.01

=

OF

TEN

right.

=

=
=

1

=

1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

IO-6

=

1O-5.

0.1

10
1OO

MULTIPLES

EXPRESSED

POWER OF TEN

NUMBER

10-4
10-3
10-1
IO-'
10°

.
=
=

=
-

10'
=

II

.

_

103

_

=

104

=

=

IO

=

106

s.

=
=

TEN
TEN
TEN
TEN
TEN
TEN
TEN

TO THE
TO THE
TO THE
TO THE

TO
TO
TO
TEN TO
TEN TO
TEN TO
TEN TO
TEN TO
TEN TO

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

IN

ENGLISH

NEGATIVE SIXTH
NEGATIVE FIFTH
NEGATIVE FOURTH
NEGATIVE THIRD
NEGATIVE SECOND
NEGATIVE FIRST
ZERO POWER.
POWER.
FIRST
SECOND POWER.
POWER.
THIRD
FOURTH POWER.
POWER.
FIFTH
POWER.
SIXTH

POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER
POWER

Then move the decimal point according to the value of the exto the left if negative).

ponent (to the right if positive;

106 is converted to its original value of 1,000,000
For example:
by first jotting down a 1 with a decimal point like this:
1.

e

Then you would move the decimal point the required 6 places ---to
the right ---because the exponent is positive, like this:
1/0 0 0 0 0 O.
If you wished to convert 10-e back to its original value, you would
start out just as you did in the above, by jotting the digit 1, with
its decimal point, like this:
1.

Then, since the exponent is negative, you would move the decimal
the required 6 places to the left, annexing 5 zeros, like this:
.000001x
k

ZERO EXPONENT
You will note that in Table II the simple numeral 1, when expressed
with power of ten, is equal to 10°. This is shown here for reference
purposes only; as in simple applications of exponents, such as we are
Obviously,
explaining in this Lesson, the zero exponent is not used.
the figure 1 doesn't require any "shortening" or simplification, to
enable you to use it in practically any type of problems with the utmost convenience.

PRACTICE EXAMPLES
So that you may be certain as to your understanding of the proper
method of noting power of ten when dealing with even multiples or sub multiples of 10, you are requested to work the examples in Fig. 10,
supplying either the required pcwer of ten notation, or the original
Check your results with the answers, and
value, as the case may be.
if you think it advisable.
paragraphs
preceding
re -study the

PAGE
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How We Talk About Exponents
One thing which you are probably
curious about, is the way in which
you would speak of exponents and pcwer
of ten notations in ordinary
speech.
For example, you have just studied the
mathematical significance
of say, 3 x 105 and are perhaps not
certain as to how the engineer would
speak of such a notation or what he would
call it in everyday speech.
Well, if you wished to speak of say

3

x 105, you would just call it:

"three times ten to the fifth power",
Or more simply:

"three times ten to the fifth",
Likewise:
6 x 103 is
8.91 x 106 is

"six times ten to the third"
"eight pcint nine one, times ten to the sixth"

In the case of negative exponents, you
would speak of them in the
same manner, except that you would mention the
negative sign.
Thus,
3 x 10 -sis expressed as:
"three times ten to the negative fifth power"
.

Or simply:

(A)

"three times ten to

.001

the negative fifth".

(B)

10-3

(c)

10+3

(o)

10,000

(E)

.00001

(F)

10'6

(o)

1015

Still another way,
when dealing with negative exponents, is to

use the word minus"
in place of the word
"negative".
Thus, in
the above example, it

would be equally correct
and permissible to say:
"three times ten to
the minus fifth"
or,

(H)

10°

(I)

10

(j)

102

10-3

to

By the way, the
word EXPONENT is pronounced as:
ex-po-nent
with the "o" having the
sound of "oh".
Thus, you see that
there is nothing difficult
about s puking of exponents ,

ANSWERS:
(A)

"three times ten

the minus fifth power".

;

(B)

(F)

.000001;

(0)

(i)

101;

100

(J)

.001;(C) 1000;

(o)

104;

1,000,000,000,000,000;

(E)

IO";

(H)

.

FIG. 10
EVEN MULTIPLES ANO SUB -MULTIPLES OF TEN
PRACTICE EXAMPLES

I;

or their functions.

Multiplication With
Power of Ten
Multiplication can
often be greatly simplified by the use of "shortened" numbers and power
ERL:M-3
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of ten notations.
The steps which one goes through when working a
multiplication problem with the aid of power of ten, are as follows:
1.

Shorten all numbers so that their value is more than one and
less than ten (in accordance with previous instruction).

2.

"Set-up" these "shortened" values so that they form a problem
in multiplication.
This is done in the conventional manner
with which you are familiar ---with the exception of one slight

variation which will be explained.
3.

Solve the "multiplication" part of the problem, by means of
straight multiplication.

4.

Determine the value and sign (positive or negative) of the
final exponent, in accordance with instructions which follow.

5.

Combine the answer to the "multiplication" part of the problem,
with the final exponent.
This will give you the answer in
"shortened" form.

6.

If the full arithmetical value of the answer is required
proceed as previously instructed for converting "shortened"
numbers back into their original form.

It is suggested that you re -read the above steps, so that you may
have a clear and broad picture which will aid you in the following
detailed instructions that follow.

It might be of interest at this point, to emphasize the
fact that none of the above steps involve any complex or detailed math problems, and that most of them can be carried out
mentally, or "in your head",after you have become familiar with
the process.
Actually, the paper work involved usually consists of only a few "jottings".

EXAMPLE NO.

1

For a typical problem, we are deliberately going to choose values
which are very large, and which contain a great many zeros. This is
done so that you may fully appreciate the advantages offered by exponents and power of ten in simplifying multiplication.

Therefore,
by 700,000,000.

will assume that it is desired to multiply 500,000
It would be a nuisance to multiply this out in the
conventional manner, and great care would be required to ensure that
none of the zeros were "misplaced" or omitted from the final answer.
However, this is exactly the type of problem which may be excellently
handled by means of exponents and power of ten, as follows:

PROCEDURE FOR STEP #1:

Referring to Step #1, you see that the first thing to do is to
"shorten" the factors of the problem so that they have values which are
between one and ten, with their proper power of ten notations. We do
this according to the previously described method.
Therefore:
500,000 =
700,000,000 =

5 x 105
7 x 101
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PROCEDURE FOR STEP #2:
Then, in accordance with Step #2, we set the problem up like this:
(5 x los)

x (7 x log)

=

Note that in setting it up, we have used the parenthesis signs () to
indicate, or set-off, the two separate notations.
This inclusion of the
parenthesis or "bracket" signs is not entirely necessary from the strict
mathematical standpoint; but their use will help you to visualize the
problem, and is recommended by most technical men.
Incidentally, this
use of the parenthesis signs is the "variation" mentioned in the outline
of Step #2.

PROCEDURE FOR STEP #3:
The third step states that you now solve the "multiplication" part
of the problem.
Every power of ten problem in multiplication consists
of two basic parts. One part consists of straight multiplication.
This
i s
the part that we will consider now.
As far as this portion of the problem is concerned, the factors
which are to be multiplied are the "shortened" values.
In this case,
the 5 and 7.
Therefore, we can mentally multiply 5 x 7 and get the
answer of 35, which we will place at the extreme right of our problem
as presented above, so that it now looks like this:
(5 x 105)

x

(7x108)

= 35

Therefore, the first part of our answer is 35.

Note that you merely

multiply the factors ---you do not do anything with the power of ten
notations at this stage of the proceedings.
PROCEDURE FOR STEP #4:

The next step is to find the final exponent, or to determine the
of ten notation to use with our answer
of 35 in the example. There are two simple and easily memorized rules
for determining the sign and value of this final exponent.

value and sign of the power

RULES FOR DETERMINING FINAL EXPONENT
RULE #1:
OF THE
EXPONENTS
IF ALL
THE PROBLEM
IN
HAVE
LIKE
SIGNS
(EITHER ALL POSITIVE, OR ALL NEGATIVE), YOU ADD THE ABSOLUTE
VALUES OF
THE
EXPONENTS TO GET
YOUR
FINAL EXPONENT,
AND RETAIN
THE
SAME SIGN.
THUS, IF YOU HAD TWO OR MORE POSITIVE EXPONENTS, YOU WOULD ADD THEM, AND
YOUR FINAL EXPONENT WOULD BE POSITIVE.
IF YOU
HAD TWO OR MORE NEGATIVE
EXPONENTS, YOU WOULD ADD THEM
TO GET THE VALUE OF YOUR FINAL EXPONENT,
WHICH WOULD BE NEGATIVE.

RULE #2:
IF THE PROBLEM CONTAINS BOTH, POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EXPONENTS,
OR IS COMPOSED OF UNLIKE EXPONENTS, YOU FIRST ADD THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF
ALL OF THE POSITIVE EXPONENTS.
THEN YOU ADD THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF
ALL
THE NEGATIVE EXPONENTS.
THEN YOU SUBTRACT THE SMALLER OF THESE ABSOLUTE
VALUES FROM THE LARGER,TO GET THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF YOUR FINAL EXPONENT;
AND GIVE IT THE SAME SIGN AS THAT OF THE EXPONENT
IN THE PROBLEM HAVING
THE GREATER ABSOLUTE VALUE.

Therefore, we will inspect the sample problem which we are working
and note that there are two power of ten notations (105 and 10$),and that
both of them are positive.
Thus, we can say that the exponents in this
problem are ALIKE AS TO SIGN and therefore apply RULE #1 to find the
ERL:M-j
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EXAMPLE:

STEP

#1

x

700,000,000

SHORTEN:

-

500,OOO
700,000,000

STEP #2

MULTIPLY 500,000

_

5 X

IO5

_

7

108

x

CAN BE DONE MENTALLY
IN MOST CASES.

SET UP PROBLEM:

-

(5X105)X(7xIO8)_
STEP #3
5

STEP #4

MULTIPLY:

-

x

7

-

=

DONE MENTALLY.

35

ADD EXPONENTS:

105+8= 10i3
STEP #5

-

35

x

STEP #6

-

35

x

DONE MENTALLY.

COMBINE ANSWER TO MULTIPLICATION WITH FINAL EXPONENT To GET ANSWER:
(ANSWER ---SHORTENED FORM)

1013

DONE MENTALLY.

CONVERTING FROM "SHORTENED" FORM:
1013

_

350,000,000,000,000

FINAL ANSWER.

FIG

MULTIPLICATION

II

STEP BY STEP PROCEDURE

value of our final exponent.
The rule tells us that we add the exponents. Thus, we adds and B to get 13, which is the absolute value of
our final exponent. It is done like this, either mentally or on paper:

10"6=.1013
PROCEDURE FOR STEP #5:
We then combine this final exponent with the answer to the multiplication part of this problem (35); so that in its final form, our
problem looks like this:
(5 x 105) x

Therefore,

(7 x 10/)

= 35 x 1013.

(Answer)

our answer (in "shortened" form) is 35 x 10i3.

PROCEDURE FOR STEP #6:
If we desire to know the full arithmetical value of our answer,
we proceed as mentioned in Step #6, and convert the answer in "shortened'
formto its full value, in accordance with previous instructions, by
moving the decimal point thirteen places to the right, like this:
35 x 1011 = 35x0000000000000
Thus, our answer to the problem of 500,000 multiplied by 700,000,000
is

350,000,000,000,000 (350 -trillion).

PAGE
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If you will refer to Fig. 11, you will see just how this problem
would be worked by a practical radio or electronics technician. Note
that most of the steps involved would be done mentally, or "in your
head"; the time required to complete each step and the amount of "pencil and paper" work necessary being very small indeed.
Naturally, we
want you to proceed slowly at first; but just as soon as you are accustomed to working with exponents, you will find yourself handling
problems of this nature in a very rapid manner, and with a minimum
of actual figuring.
Just for comparison, it is suggested that you now set up this problem
of 500,000 x 700,000,000 in the conventional arithmetical method, and
multiply it out the long way. This should show you the advantages of the
shorter and easier method we have just described.

EXAMPLE NO. 2

We will now take another problem ---one which you might well encounter in communications work.
Let us suppose that it is desired to
erect a telephone or other communications line, composed of #16 B & S
copper wire, which has a resistance of approximately .001+ ohms per foot.
If the total length of the wire in this line is 35,000 feet, what is the
total resistance of the wire? Obviously, our answer can be secured by
multiplying .004 x 35,000. We do it with the aid of exponents in this way:
STEP #1:
.004 =
4 x 10-3
35,000 = 3.5 x 104

STEP #2:

(4x10-3)

x

(3.5x104)

=

?

STEP #3:
4

x 3.5 = 14

STEP #4:
Note that in this problem, one of the exponents (-3) is negative, while the other exponent (4) is positive.
Thus, the problem con
tains exponents which are unlike; one being positive, the other negative.
We will thus have to apply RULE #2, for finding the sign and value of
the final exponent of this problem.

Proceeding according to RULE #2:
We subtract the numerically
smaller exponent from the numerically larger exponent, like this:
10 4-3

= 101

Thus, the absolute or numerical value of our final exponent is

1.

Note that the 10 is unaffected by this subtraction, but
merely carried over with the final exponent.

is

Since the rule states that our final exponent takes the same sign
as that of the numerically larger of the two exponents in the problem,
and since the numerically larger exponent is positive, we can determine
by inspection that our final exponent ofl will be positive.
Thus,our
final power of ten notation will be 10i.

ERL:M-j
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3

TOTAL RESISTANCE
.004 OHMS PER FT.

FIND THE
OF

OF WIRE,

35,000 FT.

OF

WITH

A

RESISTANCE

STEP #1:
.004

=

4

x

10-3

35,000

=

3.5

x

104

.

STEP #2:
3.5 x 4 = 11414

IS

BY

X

- --- - --

"JOTTED" DOWN, FOLLOWED
10, THUS:

-

- - - --

14

--- - - -

(DONE MENTALLY)

10

X

STEP #3:
EXPONENTS ARE SUBTRACTED: 4 - 3 =
IS "JOTTED" DOWN AS EXPONENT OF TEN, THUS:

(DONE MENTALLY)

1

14

I

X

101

STEP #4:
INSPECTION SHOWS THAT THE LARGER EXPONENT
EXPONENT
IS A POSITIVE EXPONENT.

(4)

IS

POSITIVE.

CONSEQUENTLY,

THE

I

STEP #5:
THEREFORE:

14

101

X

IS

THE ANSWER

IN

THE SHORTENED FORM.

STEP #6:
CONVERT ANSWER
14

x

101

=

IN

SHORTENED FORM TO ITS FULL

ARITHMETICAL

140

FINAL ANSWER

IS

VALUE
LIKE THIS:
(DONE MENTALLY)

140 OHMS.

EXAMPLE OF SOLVING

FIG.
12
PROBLEM INVOLVING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EXPONENT

STEP #5:
Combine the value found in STEP #3,
of the notation, thus:

with our final power

14 x 101

Therefore:

(4

x 10-3) x (3.5 x 104) = 14 x 101

STEP #6:
14 x 101 = 140 (ANSWER)

Thus,

the total resistance of 35,000 feet of wire will be 140 ohms.

Fig. 12 shows how this might be worked out by one familiar with
exponents and power of ten.

MATHEMATICS
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EXAMPLE NO.

3

We have measured the current in a certain circuit with a micro ammeter, and find that there are 3 microamperes of current flowing.
We wish to compute
The circuit resistance is known to be 120 ohms.
Since 3 microamperes equals .000003
the voltage by means of Ohm's Law.
ampere, our problem is 120 x .000003
.

120 = 1.2 x 102
.000003 =
3 x 10-6

STEP #1:

STEP #2:

(1.2 x 102) x

STEP #3:
STEP #4:

1.2 x 3 = 3.6

(3

x 10-6) =

?

(Answer to multiplication part of problem)

These are unlike exponents, so we subtract the numerically
smaller from the numerically larger, or:

106-z= 104

Thus,4 is the absolute value of our final exponent.
Since the numerically larger of the two exponents in the problem
and since our final exponent takes the sign of the numerically larger exponent in. the problem, our final exponent is negative.
10-4
Therefore, our final power of ten notation is:
is negative,

STEP #5:
PROBLEM:

(1.2 x 102) x

(3

x

10-6) = 3.6 x 10-4 (Answer in shortened form)

VOLTAGE WHEN THE CIRCUIT REFIND THE
AND A CURRENT OF
SISTANCE IS
120 OHMS,
3 MICROAMPERES IS FLOWING.

STEP #6:

3.6 x 10-4 =
.00036 (Answer).

Thus, the e.m.f.
applied to this circuit
3

MICROAMPERES

.000003

x

3

=

=

.00036 volts.

.000003 AMPERE

is

0-6

this

The way in which
problem would be
worked in actual long
hand, in the shortest

120-1.2X102
1.2

3:¿

(PROBABLY DONE
MENTALLY)

10-6-Z

(DONE MENIALLY)

possible manner,
in Fig. 13.

is

shown

COMMENTS
You will note from

=

10-4

a

study of Figs. 11,

12 and 13 that there
no fixed or "formal"
manner in which you have
to work problems with
power of ten.
You put
down on paper only sufis

3.6

x

10-4 VOLTS

(ANSWER

IN

SHORTENED FORM)

ficient calculations
.00036 VOLTS

(ANSWER WITHOUT
POWER OF TEN
NOTATION)

FIG. 13
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLYING,
USING POWER OF TEN NOTATION

for you to arrive at
your answer.
Much of
the calculation can be
done mentally (such as
subtracting the exponent
in Fig. 13).
In most
instances, you are the
only judge of just how
ERL:M-3
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much "pencil and paper" calculations you should use ---do only enough to
ensure that you secure an accurate answer, or to ensure against errors
in calculation.
PROBLEMS INVOLVING MORE THAN ONE MULTIPLIER

Working problems which contain more than one multiplier by means
of power of ten notations is just as easy as working those which contain but two multipliers ---such as those we have discussed up to this
point.
For a sample problem, we will take:

2,500,000
STEP #1:

x .00025 x 500,000 x .0001 =

2,500,000

= 2.5 x

?

106

.00025=2.5x10-4

STEP #2:

500,000 =

5 x

105

.0001

1 x

10-4

=

(2.5 x 106) x (2.5 x 10-4) x (5 x 105) x (1 x 10-4)

STEP #3:

_?

2.5 x 2.5 x 5 x 1 = 31.25

STEP #4:

Finding the final exponent in a problem of this nature
becomes merely a matter of taking the sum of all the positive exponents
and the sum of all the negative exponents; then subtracting the
nu
merically smaller from the larger.
Since the problem contains two
positive exponents (106 and 105), we add them like this:

106+5

= 1011

The problem also contains two negative exponents (10-4 and 10-4)
the total negative value, like this:

so we add them to get

10(-4) + (-4)

= 108

Since the exponent11 is the larger of the two exponents,
Proceeding:
and the exponent -8 is the smaller, and since RULE #2 says that we subtract the numerically smaller from the numerically larger in order to
get the value of our final exponent (neglecting signs ss we do so), we
will subtract thee from the u , like this:
10"-8 = 103

final

Since the sign of the numerically larger exponent was positive, the
exponent will also be positive. Thus, our final power of ten is 103.

Should the nature of the problem have been such that the exponents were -11 and s respectively, then our final power of
ten would have been 10-3 because the sign of the larger of
the two figures is negative.
STEP #5:
Thus:

Our answer in "shortened" form is 31.25 x 103.

(2.5 x 106) x (2.5 x 10-4) x (5 x 105) x (1 x 10-4) = 31.25 x 103

STEP #6:

Converting this back to its full arithmetical form:

31.25 x 103 = 31,250
(ANSWE1i )
This is shown worked out in long hand in Fig. 14.
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If you will just
memorize the two basic
rules for determining
the value and sign of

MULTIPLY

PROBLEM:

2,500,000

x

.00025

x

500,000

x

.0001

final exponents,
will not find it
difficult to quickly
the

STEP #I:

you

=Z5.SX/O
.O`D-D25 - 2.5X/O_g
54v, .77Y--0
5X/Os
,6'7772/ _
/X/O"¢

Z, 5-Dv,

STEP #2:

4»

2.s-

X

j/.25

/06tS

s /0"

G.2 S

-

by-step analysis of similar problems which you
have just studied.
Do
not hesitate to review
the rules and procedure
governing multiplication,

/a(-4»(-4) = /De
/03
STEP #4:
STEP #5:

3/.25

WITH
(ANSWER
POWER OF TEN)

necessary.

Note,
you are asked to
supply the answer to
if

/03

X

multiplication.

Ten examples of
multiplication with the
aid of power of ten are
Work
given in Fig. 15.
these examples, in accordance with the step-

5

0

STEP #3:

in

lo ZS

X2.5
/ 2 S
5-

and accurately work even
the most complex problem

that

these examples,

3/, 2550

(ANSWER)

"short"

in their

forms only ---

you have already studied
the method of converting
the

"short" answers to

their full arithmetical
values, and understand
it; so repetition is not
necessary at this point.
Incidentally, in many cases, this "short" answer is all that is needed
in actual work with electronics and radio.
FIG.
14
SOLVING A PROBLEM IN MULTIPLICATION CONTAINING
FIVE FACTORS,USING POWER OF TEN NOTATIONS

NOTE:
The terms "absolute" or "numerical" are used merely to
make it technically correct according to the laws of mathematics, for you to subtract an exponent whose sign is positive
from an exponent which is numerically larger, but whose sign
is

negative.

You will remember that a negative exponent actually stands for
a value which is less than 1, and a positive exponent stands for a value
which is greater than 1, and that it would be mathematically impossible
to subtract a value greater than one from a value which is less than one.
Consequently, in dealing with exponents having unlike signs ---as far as
the practical engineer or technician is concerned, the "smaller exponent is always subtracted from the larger exponent" without regard
However, the
to their signs when actual subtraction is performed.
word "absolute" or "numerically" is frequently inserted to prevent any
misunderstanding between mathematicians and engineers or technicians.
Therefore, in all parts of this Lesson, when reference is made to
the "subtraction of the smaller exponent from the larger exponent,"
it is numerical or absolute values which are referred to, and you automatically know that the "larger" exponent is the one having the largest
Thus, the exnumber, regardless of whether it is positive or negative.
is larger than -5
etc.
is larger thane
ponent -1z
the exponent('
;

;
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Division With Exponents or Power of Ten
In order to show you the procedure to use in dividing with the aid
of power of ten, we will take some simple examples.

EXAMPLE NO.

1

First
As our first example, let us solve the problem 50,000 = 200.
of all, we nearly always set such problems up by writing the dividend
above the divisor, and separate them by means of a horizontal line,
like this:
dividend - quotient (Answer)
divisor

The final answer

(quotient)will appear at the extreme right,as indicated.

NOTE:
THE MATHEMATICIAN
USES
THE TERM
QUOTIENT IN PLACE OF ANSWER
WHEN SPEAKING
OF SUCH PROBLEMS; BUT
SINCE QUOTIENT IN A PROBLEM IN DIVISION MEANS THE SAME AS ANSWER, AND AS WE ARE PRACTICAL RADIO AND ELECTRONICS MEN, RATHER THAN MATHEMATICIANS,WE WILL USE THE WORD ANSWER, INSTEAD OF THE
MORE
PROPER BUT LESS COMMON TERM QUOTIENT.

Accordingly, for our example of 50,000 divided by 200, we will
set it up like

this:

50,000
00

2

Naturally, as we are going to work this example by the easy method
of exponents and power of ten, we will first "shorten" the dividend and
divisor in the customary

manner.

Thus:
900,000

=

750,000,000

=

50,000 = 5 x 104

(A)

300,000,000

200 = 2 x 101
Proceeding with our
problem,you can see that
through power of ten, we
have simplified our example from one which contained a total of eight
digits in the dividend

(B)

.000016

(C)

(6

(D)

.0001

(E)

(3.5

(F)

.000014

x

628,000

(G)

375,000

x

250,000

(H)

(2.75

10-1)

x

(1.25

x

104)

x

(1.8

(I)

1600

x

24,000

x

.0001

x

(1.6

x

10-8)

(j)

.666

x

I0,000

x

.00015

and
to

divisor combined,
one which contains

only two digits in the
dividend and divisor combined. Or, we have changed
our problem from the form:

50,000
200

2x

105)

x

x

(8

=

300,000

x

10-4)

x

101)

x

x

(2.5

x

10-4)

x

_
=

4,000

x

x

10-3) _

=

=

ANSWERS:

to this form:
5 x

x

x

104_

9

10z

In working problems

in which, for simplification, we have included power of ten, it is

(A)

27

(D)

3 x

(I)

8.79
6.144

I0'1;

x

101;

(C) 48 x 10 1O
103;
OR
I0 -8;(F)8.79 x 100,
374 x 1013;(H) 6.1875 x 10-I
(J) 999 x IO°OR SIMPLY 999.

(B) 12
(E) 8.755

;

(G)

x

10-5;

x

FIG.

MULTIPLICATION

;

x

15
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customary to consider the problem in two parts.
Just as though it were
"split-up" by an imaginary vertical line, like this:
fmaginai-y /ine - - _ _ 5 ' x
104=

-¡

2

:

x

-10 z

,

That part of the problem on the left of this imaginary dividing
line is the "division" part of the problem,
Everything to the right
of the line is the "decimal point location" part of the problem, or
that part of the problem comprising the powers of ten.
Thus,

in the example being considered, our problem has two parts.
1.
2.

The problem in straight division, or 5 divided by 2.
The manipulation of the' power of ten to get the value
of the final exponent so that we will know where to place
the decimal point in the answer.

Though there is no set rule in this regard, it is customary to first
work the division part of the problem.
Doing this, we divide the divisor
into the dividend (either mentally or by resorting to long division
on scratch paper if necessary).
In this instance, our divisor is 2 and
our dividend is 5, or _l== 2.5; thus, 2.5 is the answer to the "division"

part of our problem.
We will place this answer to the extreme right
of our example, just as we would in the usual division problem.
Thus,

our example, as we have worked it so far, appears like this:

2.5

104= 2.5
lOz

x
x

We can now say that we have worked the left half of the problem;
or that part involving division.
It now only remains for us to arrive
at the value and sign of our final exponent so that we will know where
to place the decimal point in our final answer.
We will, for convenience, call this last part, "finding the final exponent."

There is a basic, and easily memorized rule for solving the right
half of our problem, or for finding the value of the final exponent.
MOVE THE POWER OF TEN EXPRESSION IN THE DIVISOR
(THE EXPONENT BE
LOW THE HORIZONTAL DIVIDING LINE) TO A POSITION ABOVE THE LINE, CHANGING
THE SIGN
AS YOU DO SO.
YOU TREAT
THEN
THE PROBLEM
IN EVERY
WAY AS
THOUGH IT WERE ONE OF MULTIPLICATION.
RULE:

Now,

example.
example,

let's take that rule, and see how it works out with our present
At this point, we have completed the division part of our
and it looks like this:

2.5
2.5
102,

Since the first part of our rule for finding the final exponent
says to move the power of tan expression in the divisor to a position
above the line, we will do this in this manner:
2.5

X

x
x

104

x

102'=2.5

This done, note that the next part of our rule says to change the
sign as you do so.
This means that if the exponent below the line was
ERL:M-j
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a positive exponent (as
is the one in our example),
it is always converted into
a negative exponent when

moved above the line.

DIVIDE 50,000 Br 200

PROBLEM:

STEP #1

25

50, 000

:

200

On

the other hand, if the exponent below the line is

i

a negative exponent, then
it is converted into a

positive exponent when
moved above the line.

STEP

Sxl04
2x /o2

#2:

(SET UP

IN

"SHORT" FORM)

Our present example, then,

looks like this:
2.5
x 104
x

x
.

10-z = 2.5

5

STEP

#3:

STEP

#11:áx/0gX/O-2 1 SXiOZ

(DONE MENTALLY)

with both power of ten
expressions above the line;
one of them positive and,

the

other negative.

a. 5
)SZ

The next part of our
rule states: Then you treat
the problem in every way
as though it were one

STEP

#5 2.5 X /o 2_ zso

(ANSWER WITHOUT POWER
OF TEN NOTATION).

of multiplication.
ACTUALLY, IT HAS TRULYBE
COME A PROBLEM OF MULTIPLICATION BY THE
TRANSFER OF
ALL
COMPONENTS ABOVE THE
LINE
WHICH SIGNIFIED DIVISION.

FIG.

(ANSWER WITH POWER
OF TEN NOTATION).

16

PROBLEM IN DIVISION,
USING POWER OF TEN NOTATIONS

Then, as our final step, we will remember that in multiplication
with power of ten:
If both exponents are alike as to sign, we add them
to get the final exponent, retaining the same sign; and if the exponents
are not alike as to sign, we subtract the smaller from the larger, retaining the sign of the larger, in order to get our final exponent.
(Review the previous section on multiplication if necessary).
You can see that to secure our final exponent in our present example,
we merely subtract the exponents from the exponent4
and retain the
sign of the4
which is positive.
This makes our final exponent equal
to z
Accordingly, our problem, in its full solution, looks like this:
,

,

.

2.5

z

x
x

104

x

10-2"

2.5

x 102-

LiK2

Thus, 2.5 x l0- is our final answer.
Naturally, you could immediately convert this to its longer form of 250, if desired, since
2.5 x 101 equals 250
.

The way in which this would be worked out in long hand is shown
16.
Note that at least one or more of the steps could be done

in Fig.

"mentally".
EXAMPLE NO.

2

For a second division problem, we will assume that it is desired
a radio wave having a frequency of 20,000,000

to find the wave -length of
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cycles (20 megacycles).
Recalling that our velocity is always constant
at 300,000,000 meters per second, we know that our problem
is merely
a matter of dividing 300,000,000 by 20,000,000.
Accordingly, let's
solve this with the aid of exponents, in step-by-step procedure:

STEP #1:

300,000,000
20, 000, 000

3 x 108

-

lOT

2 x

2 1.5

STEP #2:

STEP #3:

The power of ten expression (107) below the line is
brought to a position above the line, changing it to a negative
exponent
in the process.
Thus, at this stage of solution, the problem looks
like this:

X

2

_1.5

101 x 10-7
j.er

3 x

Subtracting the smaller exponent (-7) from the larger, and taking
the sign of the larger as explained before, we find that our final ex-

ponent has a value of

and is positive.

1

101

x

x

10-7

x).P1?

-

Thus,

our answer is:

1.5 x 101

Proceeding one step further, we find that our answer of 1.5 x 101
when carried out to its full arithmetical value, equals 15 meters.
PROBLEM:

FREQUENCY EQUALS 20,000,000 CYCLES (20
MEGACYCLES). FIND WAVELENGTH IN METERS.

30o, 000, o00
20, 000, QOO

STEP #I:

3X io9
2Xio7

STEP #2:

STEP #3:

(SET UP IN ORIGINAL "LONG" FORM)

z3

(SET UP WITH POWER
TEN TO SHORTEN).

OF

= /.

(DONE MENTALLY)

You have thus been given
the formal instructions for
workirg this type of problem.

Naturally, if the average
technician were working a
practical problem of this
nature,he would do as little
actual formal mathematical
work as possible, and would
perform many of the oper-

ations "mentally" with
out taking the time to
jot

STEP #4:

STEP #5:

STEP #6:

lOBz°`7 - /O'
/

(DONE MENTALLY)

SX/0'sr2L¢rs

= /5 ~e¿,z,--S

(ANSWER WITH POWER
TEN NOTATION ).

OF

(ANSWER WITHOUT POWER
OF TEN NOTATION).

FIG.
17
SOLVING ANOTHER PROBLEM IN DIVISION,
USING POWER OF TEN NOTATION

them on paper.

Fig. 17 shows you a
manner in which this could
be done in about 6 steps --at least two of them being
"mental steps," without the
need of "paper work."

While

the individual operations
performed in the numbered
steps in Fig. 17 do not
correspond exactly with the
uF,eratiais performed in steps
of the same number in the
Lesson text, they are equally
permissible; and the resul
tant answer will be the

same in each instance.
ERL:M-3
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NOTE: WHEN WORKING PROBLEMS, IT WILL NEARLY ALWAYS BE MORE CONVENIENT
TEN
OF
INVOLVING MULTIPLES OR SUB -MULTIPLES
IF POWER OF TEN NOTATIONS
INCLUDED.
ARE WRITTEN WITH THE
I

For example, if you were required to divide 104 by
and wrote the problem like this:

2 x

10-z.

104
2 x 10-x

you would have nothing to divide the 2 into.
it like this:
104

x

1

10

2 x

then you can divide
out like this.

by the

1

But if you write

-2 -

that the problem works

so

2

.5
1

X

x 104

2 x

l0"1-

=

2'

x
x

104

101

x

.5 x

106 = 500,000

PRACTICE EXERCISES
Typical examples of division problems are shown in Fig. 18. You
are requested to work these out; getting the answer in its "short" form
and then comparing your answer with the Correct Answers at the bottom
of the illustration.

Complex Problems

Involving Both Division And Multiplication
Here are some suggestions on working problems of a more complex
nature, such as those which involve both division and multiplicatinn.
As an example,we will take:
0.000644 x 96,000 x 3300
161,000 x 0.00000120

_?

First, convert all
values in the problem
to values between 1 and
10, times their proper
power of 10, thus:

(A)

63,000,000-1- 9,000

(e)

2,800

_

.0001

(c)

.0015

=

.00025

(o)

8

x

103=

4 x

102

=

E)

8

x

iO3÷

4

lo -2

-

(F)

8

x

I

(G)

16,0oo

(H)

.016+ 16,000

(I)

500,000,000,000

(J)

25,000 4-500,000,000,000

(

0.000644

=

6.44 x 10-+

96,000

=

9.6 x 104

3300

=

3.3 x 103

161,00o = 1.61

0.00000120 =

x

O-3_

x

4 x

10'2'

105

1.2 x 10-6

setting these
"shortened" values up,
we will again make use
of our imaginary line,
In

and will set up all of the
factors of the multiplication and division part
of our problem to the

ANSWERS:

(A) .7 x 104;(e) 2.8 x 107;(c).6 x 101;(D)2
(E) 2 x 105; (F)2 x l0-I;(G)I x 106.OR JUST
(H)

I

X

Io-6OR JUST IO-6;

DIVISION

(I) 2

x

IO7;(J)5

FIG. 18
PRACTICE PROBLEMS

x
x

I01:

,
10
10-8.
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left of this imaginary line, and all of the
powers of ten to the right,
like this:
I rsc,v cry brnz

6.44 x 9.6 x 3.3
1.2 x 1.61

10-4 x
10-6 x

104 x
1O5

103

Note that in setting it up on this manner,
everything to the left
of the imaginary line consists of
straight
while everything to the right consists of multiplication and division,
the "decimal point location"
part of the problem.
In dividing and multiplying, we use cross
or cancellation wherever and whenever possible. Thus,multiplication
in this example, inspection shows that the only initial
cancellation possible is that of
1.61 and 6.44
Thus, we divide 6.44 by 1.61 to obtain
4.
Inspection then shows that no other cancellation is
possible at
this point.
Accordingly, we begin to multiply the factors above the
line, starting at the left and multiplying 4
by 9.6 to obtain 38.4
Further inspection shows that another
cancellation is now possible,
so 38.4 is divided by 1.2 to
obtain 32.
No further cancellation being possible, we
multiply 32 by 3.3 to
obtain a final value of 105.6, with our
problem looking like this:
.

.

32
%/

aS.x

x 3. 3

.0.XX x

X

10-4 x

x
x

XrES,Y

10A
105

10-6 x

x 103 =
105.6

It only remains to find the answer to
the
problem, or to determine the sign and value of the "right" half of the
final exponent.
To
do this, we move the exponents below the
line to positions above the
line, changing their signs as we do so.
the exponents which
were '6 and 5 when below the line, become 6Thus,
and -5 , when moved above
the line.
After these exponents have been moved, the "right"
half of
our problem looks like this:

10-4
k6-4

X

104

X

1"0/

103

X

106

X

X

10-5

Proceeding, we add all of the positive exponents like
this:

1043"

=

10"

Now, we add all of the negative exponents like
this:
10

(-4)

+

(-5)

=

10-9

Then we subtract the smaller exponent from the larger
exponent

like this:

1013' º

=

104

Thus, 104 is the value of our final power of ten;
and since the
larger exponent in the above subtraction (13) was
positive, our final
exponent is also positive.
(Note:
Had the larger exponent been negative, then our final exponent would also
have been
negative,).

Therefore, our answer to this problem is 105.6 x 104.
If it were desired to express the answer without
the power of ten
notation, then 105.6 x 104 would equal 1,056,000
.
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HOW TO EARN MONEY IN SPARE -TIME RADIO WORK
Up to this point of your training, you have learned considerably
about radio and should by this time have built for yourself a most substantial foundation upon which to plan your future work.

Probably since starting your studies, it appeared as taking you
quite awhile until you finally got into the actual practical trouble
shooting work;and it is possible that you expected to get into this work
sooner.
Bear in mind, however, that many years of experience in training
to us that before any man can INTELLIGENTLY perform any
has
proved
men
kind of service work on even the simplest types of receivers, he must first
It is for
have a definite amount-of technical knowledge to back him up.
this reason that we have carefully planned our
course of training the way you have found it.
Lessons No. 24 to 32, inclusive, have
provided you with much information concerning
many different kinds of receiver circuits; and
the Manuals have introduced you to service proWe urge you to apply this knowledge
cedures.
to practical use immediately for two important
First, it offers you an excellent opreasons;
portunity for turning your leisure hours into
You can still continue with your stuprofit.
dies and any other work which you may now be doing to earn a living, and in addition commence
earning money on the side through doing radio
work among your neighbors, relatives and acThe second important reason why
quaintances.

you should commence doing service work NOW is
that through doing so, you will obtain actual
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE working with commercial
equipment;and this will in itself be of tremenIn other words, if you
dous value to you.
go about this spare -time work in the right
way, you will already have a satisfactory

S.B.L. -
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amount of experience out'in the field by the time you
graduate and
at the same time be ahead of the game from a
financial standpoint.

Furthermore, by breaking into the service game now in a rather
small way, you will have the opportunity of
contacting a great many
people --- all of whom will remain as ycur steady
customers when you
finally
are prepared to enter the radio business on a
larger scale. By
starting NOW in your spare time, you should in a
few months have all
the business you can handle.
You certainly couldntt find a better investment
anywhere than honest
to goodness radio training which already
pays dividends long before you
have completed it and which pays for itself so
quickly.

GETTING STARTED
In order to build up a clien-

tele,

Radio Service

Construction
Installation of Antennas
Installation. AdJo.tment & Reps), . all typos Receivers
&

(YOUR NAME -HERE)
[XPCRT RADIO T[CHNICIAN
Endorsed by National Radio & Electrical School
Los Ansel.. Calif.
(Your addreu and phone No. Herr)

(your city here)

SAMPLE BUSINESS CARD

the first thing which you
is to let people KNOW that you are in the radio
business and qualified to take
care of their radio needs.
One
way of spreading the news is to
have some attractive business
cards printed, based upon the
sample which we are showing you
here.
These cards are inexpensive and offer a most effective
means towards bringing about an
introduction between you and your
prospective customer.

will have to do

You can distribute these cards to the homes in your
neighborhood,
as well as to furnish friends with a supply so
that they can in turn
distribute them among acquaintances and people whom they
contact during
their routine of business and social activities.

Another method which will frequently bring results is to canvass the
community in person and thus contact the set owner directly.
A simple way to strike up an acquaintance with prospective
customers
is to take note of all antenna installations in
your vicinity --- the
majority of them will be crude in constructicn, inefficient,and
thereby
offering you an ideal opportunity for engaging the set owner in

while conversation.

worth-

Approach the prospective customer in a business -like manner, being
certain that your appearance is inviting. Be pleasant and mention the
fact that you are actively engaged in the service business in
this
vicinity and in passing have noticed the appearance of his
antenna. Then
continue and suggest that you can improve his reception tremendously
by
installing an efficient antenna system designed especially to best meet
his particular requirements.
If he is bothered by interference noises, inform him
that you are
in a position to clear up the disturbance fcr him.
Tell him about the
many features of the static -rejecting antenna systems which were
bro.ght
to your attention in a previous lesson and explain how his reception
will be
improved thereby. Let him know that this is something new but
backed up
by recognized manufacturers and is based upon scientific
principles.

EM
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Should the set owner reside in a district frequented by electric
storms and no lightning arrester is installed in his antenna system, then
point out to him the protection which such a unit will afford.
In plain words, the thing for you to do is to CONVINCE the set owner
that he needs a first class antenna system and that YOU are the man to
do the job.

Having "landed the job", your first step will be to provide yourself
with the necessary materials, such as the antenna wire, insulators,
lightning arrester, etc., and a complete noise reducing kit if this type
All of this equipment can of course be purchased ready
of job is sold.
is
it
advisable that you buy it from a large radio supply
and
for use
house whose chief business lies in supplying equipment to the radio trade.

Such concerns are established in all of the larger cities and by
making it known to them that you are a radio serviceman, they will allow
you an appreciable discount. As a rule, you will be able to purchase
your equipment from them at about 40% less than the list price.
Thus you can charge the customer the list price for the equipment
and thereby realize a righteously earned 40% from the sale of parts alone.
Then in addition, figure your labor charges at an average rate of about
So altogether then, you can see that you will make a
$1.00 per hour.
deal and at the same time be assured of a satisfied
profit
on
the
fair

customer.

SERVICING RECEIVERS
In the event that a new antenna isn't absolutely essential or you
find it impossible to interest the set owner in one, then inquire about
Perhaps he will complain about weak
the general performance of his set.
In fact,
reception, fading, noisy receptions, lack of selectivity, etc.
if any thing at all is preventing him from enjoying good programs, he
won't hesitate to make this fact known,especially so when he has the
chance to talk about it to a man whom he is confident of being capable
to offer sound advice and assistance.

At any rate. you can offer to check and test his receiver free of
Then
charge and honestly advise him as to the receiver's true condition.
if your inspection thereof should disclose any defects or any form of
ofjectionable performance, point out this fact to the owner and explain
to him how you can correct the condition.
Quite often, you will come across some minor jobs, such as renewing
a connection here or there, installing new tubes, aligning a tuning condenser gang, replacing a noisy volume control or defective switch, etc.
All of these are simple jobs but do their part to increase your income,
as well as offering you an opportunity to look into all of the different
types of commercial receivers so as to familiarize yourself with the
many different constructional features incorporated in them.

Whenever you come across a job which requires the removal of the
chassis from the cabinet, such as when replacing a transformer, condenser,
resistor, etc., then make it a point to take the chassis to your home
workshop where you have everything available for doing a first class job.
It is never advisable to conduct any form of reconstruction job in the
set owner's home for several reasons. (1) All tools etc. are not generally
available. (2) There is a possibility of scratching furniture and cluttering up the room with dirt. (3) A partially disassembled receiver doesn't
make a favorable impression upon the owner.
S.B.L.-I
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Naturally, when you are canvassing a
neighborhood in person, you
should have your service equipment
with you or at least within easy
so that when you do get a
reach
job, you can take care of it
immediately instead
of stalling off the customer
until you get your equipment.
if you keep a customer
Remember that
waiting too long, he is likely to
change his mind
in the meantime about having
the work done.
In the event that you contact
the set owner through one of your
iness cards and he communicates
buswith you by phone, question him
the make of his receiver and how
concerning
it acts.
This will enable you to judge
what might be wrong before you even
see the set, and you can
estimate what equipment it will be
thereby
best fcr you to take to the job.

INSTALLING RECEIVERS
Many department stores, etc., sell
receivers but do not include a
radio technician among their
employees. They simply sell the set
to the
customer and let him install it
himself as best he can or else expect
the driver of the general
delivery truck to hook it up for him.
In such
cases, the antenna generally
consists of a piece of hook up wire
times the set isn't even balanced
and someup correctly. The proper use
and short antenna terminal is not
of a long
heeded, etc.
Any new receiver, even though it
leaves the factory in perfect condition, is likely to reach the
final owner slightly out of
due to shocks received during
adjustment
final owner if the set isn't shipment and it isn't really fair to the
first serviced properly before
it over to him.
turning

Here is another opportunity
for you.
The thing for you to do is to
contact these concerns
radios without offering
technical service. Many men have made which sell
ment with these concerns whereby
an agreethey take over the
testing the set before delivery,
responsibility
of
make any necessary service
and install the set in the
adjustments
new owner's home in expert
this, they receive a definite
fee from the store for each fashion. For
or else the customer is
set installed
quoted
a certain price for the
can at his own choice have
receiver and
the set installed for an
able fee.
additional reasonYou can do the same thing and many
sales organizations will be
too glad to make some such deal
only
with you.
In fact, such an
association with any sales organization
you in an advantageous
will place
position to even service receivers
and which develop defects
sold by them
after
being in operation for some time.
If this happens, it seems
to be the natural thing for
to "air his troubles" to the
the set Owner
firm from which he purchased
and the firm can then in turn
the receiver,
place the service job in your
a practice is beneficial
hands.
Such
to both you and the concern
who doesn't have
sufficient calls for service work to
warrant employing a man solely
for this purpose.

Work of this

nature is
in which the service man is generally handled on a percentage basis
given a definite percentage of
received for the job, the balance
the money
being retained by the dealer.
event that the serviceman sells
In the
some additional ecuipment during
a service
call, he also receives a
percentage from the dealer for his
effort.
For most service work, you
will generally find it the
among servicemen to purchase the
practice
replacement parts and any other equip-

RADIO WORK
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ment at a 40% discount off the list price and to charge the customer
the list price of the unit.
For each service call requiring one-half
hour of your time, a fee of $1.00 should be satisfactory while'labor
charges can be figured at the rate of $1.00 per hour.
Naturally, circumstances arise where you may have to adjust the
price so as to meet certain special requirements and in this respect you
can use your own judgement.
Upon completing a job, always be sure to leave your business card
with the set owner upon taking leave.
Some servicemen tack their card
inside the receiver cabinet so that there will be no possibility of the
customer's misplacing it.
If you contact a prospective customer who doesn't require any
work
at the time, then leave your card with him and tell him that
you will appreciate his calling you by telephone when in need of service at any

future time.

Adopt the practice of doing your best regardless of how small the

job.
A satisfied customer will call you again when he needs you and
will
be more than willing to recommend you to his

acquaintances.

Give the customer a SQUARE DEAL, for honesty in se -vice and workmanship always pay bigger dividends in the long run.

Should you be any chance run into a job
torily handle, you may feel free to write to
If you do, please give us as much information
job so that we will be better able to give

which you cannot satisfacus for additional
advice.
as possiole concerning the
you a most helpful answer.

Naturally, do not deliberately take upon yourself a job of an
vanced nature which involves equipment and work about which you adhave
not yet had a chance to study. It is no more than fair
that you take
this into consideration because you are still in an early stage
of
your training and must therefore keep your activities in the
field
within these limits.

EXPERIENCE

Perhaps you intend to ultimately specialize in some branch of
this wonderful industry other than radio servicing such as
broadcasting, commercial operating, talking pictures, or
television. Even if
this be the case, you still should make it a point to engage in
servicing
receivers for the time being at least because of the valuable
experience
it will give you.
Here is a chance for IMMEDIATE financial returns,
whereas you will
require considerably more training before becoming
qualified
to accept
a position in the other branches of the industry.
Furthermore, the
people whom you contact now through service work, may be
prospects
for a television receiver later on.
Then too, some concerns with which
you establish dealings now, may be in a position to
you
future
opportunities in some other profitable field of offer
radio.
You
simply
must meet these people sometime or other --- so
why not now?
Maybe you find yourself in such a fortunate position
that you have
no special need for spare -time money. Although this may
be true, you YOU
DO NEED EXPERIENCE, so it is up to you to make the
most of the opportunities which we are extending to you in this respect.
S.B.L.-1
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The experience which you obtain now will enable my Employment
Department to help you more effectively when you graduate. It is for
this reason that I want you to mail me a complete report of every Spare Time Job you do --- describing the job in detail and the price you
I expect this report from you and am frank to tell you that
charged.
all such reports will form a part of my Employment Department records.
In this way I can tell at a glance just exactly what practical experience

you have acquired during your period of training and can therefore
recommend you accordingly to your prospective employer. This is an
important matter and I am certain that you realize its value to your
self.

When you get a service job, by all means do the work yourself.
THIS IS YOUR EXPERIENCE and although you might make a little money
on the deal by only "selling the job' and letting someone else do the
actual work, yet such a practice would be of no special benefit to you.

Remember that we are willing to help you through specific suggestions
and advice.
Bear in mind that in this lesson, our suggestions apply particularly

SPARE -TIME work, considering the fact that you are not yet fully
However, as you advance with your studies, you will receive
trained.
additional business suggestions which will assist you materially in
conducting á profitable radio business to which you will devote your
FULL-TIME.
to

We hope that you will find the information contained in this special
lesson of the business series to be of value to you and that you vill
take it upon yourself to make the most of your opportunities.

